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PEEFAOE
THIS work is a companion to Messrs. Nelson's series of

school "books in English History, Geography, and other

branches of study. As it is intended for the use of young

pupils, the definitions and meanings are given in such a

form as not only to explain, in the simplest possible manner,

what the word imports, but also, especially in the case oi

composite words, to show how the root meaning enters into

the full definition.

Words from the same root have been grouped in para-

graphs, so as to save space, and also to bring out the

family relations of the words. The commonest roots,

especially those used as prefixes and suffixes, have been

put in small capitals (thus : PRO-, TELE-, -TION). Children

will soon recognize these as old friends, and will enjoy

looking for and discovering near or distant family con-

nections between words. This will interest them in the

study of the language, enlarge their vocabulary, and

help them to a clear and accurate understanding of the

meanings.

A simple scheme of pronunciation has been adopted

(see Key to Pronunciation), avoiding an arbitrary separa-

tion of syllables, and marking clearly when a vowel has

a slurred or indeterminate sound (a, e, o, etc.). In words

that are spelt phonetically it has been sufficient to mark

the main stress.

Many words which have gained currency in recent years
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have been introduced into this Edition, and the new mean-

ings which are constantly being acquired by old words have

been carefully recorded. Aviation, wireless, and the new

ideas in physical science, have in themselves involved a

large extension of vocabulary.

It is hoped that this cheap, compendious, and carefully-

arranged dictionary will find its way into the hands of all

scholars who find that our
"
School Dictionary" is no

longer sufficient to meet their expanding- needs. Its con-

stant use will foster self-reliance on the part of the children,

lighten largely the teacher's explanatory woifc and make

for intelligence all along the line.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in mar (mar), psalm (sam), hurrah (hura").
a cat (cat), battle (batl), abbot (ab'ot).

d mate (mat), pain (pan), weight (wdt).
aw call (cawl), appal (dpawl'), brought (brawt).
d heir (dr), care (car), their (thd'r).

e ,, sell (sel), ferry (fer't).

2 ,, her (Mr), fur (/?r), gird (g$rd).

e meet (met), leaf (Ze/), mere (raer).

i,l knit (n#), silly (sil'i), busy (612^').

i, y white (kivlt), arise (driz), might (mlt).
o pot (^30^), watch (woch), lorry (for't).

o grow (gro), know (wo), loaf (lof).

o ,, lord (lord), resort (rezdrf).

oo room (room), glue (gloo), shoe (shoo).

u full (/w?), book (buJc), could (cud).

^ shun (sh&n), mud (mi^), above (db&tS).
u mute (mut), few (/w), pure (^>wr).

as in lout (lout), bow (bou), aloud

coin (fcoin), buoy (boi), royal (roi'dZ).

chime (c/wm), catch (kach).

ch

9
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loch (Zoch), pibroch (pe&roch).

good (gud), linger (ling'ger).

jam O'am), gem O'em), judge (jUj).

n (nasal) as in entente (antanf), enfant (an/an').
sA as in shove (shuv), tension (ten'shori), action

sfe ,, leisure (lezh'ur), vision (vizh'on).
th think (think), theme (^em), length (length).
th thine (thin), wreathe (reth), though (tho).

hw while (fem^), somewhere (sum'hwar).

A dot placed over a vowel (except
'

i ') means that a vowel-sound is

indistinct or slurred, as in :

admit (admit').

aged (d'jed).\

amiable (afmidU).

invention (invert"shon).

measure (mezh'ur).
tailor (td'lor).

Capitals have been used only in the case of Proper Nouns.
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a or an [A.S.], indefinite article.

a-, pref. [A.S. an, on ; ar-, a-,

away ; af, of, from ; L. ab-, from ;

ad-, to], on; to; from; out of

(as in ABOAKD > ALOFT, AGROUND,
ANON, AVERSE).

ab , pref. [L.], off ; from ; away
(as in ABJURE, ABSTRACT, AVERT).

aback', adv. [A.S.], backwards ; by
surprise.

abaft', adv. and prep. [E. A-, on ;

beceftan, BY, AFTER], at or to-

wards the back part (of a ship).
aban don, v. [Fr. abandonner], to

grive up ; to desert. a., aban'-
doned, given up ; wicked; prof-
ligate.

abase', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, to ;

bassus, BASE], to bring down ; to
humble.

abash', v. [Fr.], to make ashamed.
abate', v. [Fr., from L. AB-, batere

or batuZre, to beat], to dimmish ;

to make lees ; to fall off. n.,

abate'ment, the amount by
which a thing is made less.

abb6 (db'ba), n. [Fr. abbot], the head
of an abbey ; a priest or clergy-
man.

ab'bess, n. [/. of ABBOT], the head
of a nunnery.

ab'bey, n. [Fr. abbaye], a religious
house in which monks or nuns
live.

ab'bot, n. [L. abbas], the head of
an abbey.

abbreviate, v. [L. abbreviatus (AB-,

brevis, short)], to shorten; to

abridge ; to cut off a part or
parts. n., abbreviation.

ab'dicate, v. [L. AB-, dicdre, to
declare], to give up one's right
or claim (to) ; to resign power or
office. W. abdication .

abdo'men, n. [L. abdomen], the
lower part of tht trunk or body.

a., abdominal.
abduct', v. [L. AB-, ducere, to lead],

to take away by force or fraud.

n., abduc'tion.
abed', adv. [E. A-, BED], in bed.
aberra'tion (aberd'shon), n. [L. abt

from ; errare, to wander], depar-
ture from the right path.

abet', v. [Fr. d, to ; beter, to BAIT],
to urge on; help by standing
beside. pres. p., abetting , p.p.,
abbetted . n. t abet'ter or (Law)
abet'tor.

abey'ance (a-bd'dns), n. [Fr. d, to ;

beer, to gape], a state of waiting
or suspense.

abhor', v. [L. AB-, Jwrrere, to shrink],
to draw back from with great
fear or horror ; to hate greatly.

pres. p., abhorring; p.p., ab-
horred. n., abhor'rence, a
drawing back in horror, disgust.

abide', v. [A.S.], to dwell ; to
wait ; to remain firm ; to bear
with. past and p.p., abode.

ability, n. [Fr., as ABLE], skill:

power ; cleverness.

ab'ject, a. [L. AS-Jacere, to throw],
cast off or ,way ; in a low state ;

debased. ns., abjee'tion and
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ab'Jeetness, degradation; mean
and low condition.

abjure' (abjoor
1

), v. [L. AB-, jurdre,
to swear], to swear to have
nothing to do with ; to give up
on oath ; to deny solemnly.
n., abjura'tion, denial on oath.

ablative (-tiv), n. [L. AB-, lotus,

taken], a grammatical case in

Latin indicating separation.
ablaze', a. [E. A-, on ; BLAZE], on

fire ; in a blaze.

a'ble, a. [L. habllis, handy], having
power of body or mind ; having
means to do a thing. n., abiT-
ity, power.

a'ble, suff., able to; fit for;
suitable for (as in MOVABLE,
FLEXIBLE).

ablu'tion (ablpo'shdri),
n. [L. aUu-

tio, a washing away (AB-, luere,
to wash)], a washing away or

cleansing.
ab'negate, v. [L. AB-, negdre, to

deny], to deny ; to give up. n.,

abnega'tion, denial.

abnor'mal, a. [L. AB-, NORMAL],
not according to rule or nature ;

irregular,
aboard', adv. and prep. [E. A-, on ;

BOARD], on board ; in or on a ship.
abode', n. [A.S. ABIDE], a dwell-

ing-place.
abolish, v. [Fr., from L. AB-, olere,

to grow], to do away with ; to
end. n., abolition (abdlish'dn),
act of doing away with.

abominate, v. [L. abSminari, to
turn from a bad OMEN], to turn
away from ; to hate strongly ;

to dislike greatly. a., abom'-
inable, not good or desirable ;

hateful ; loathsome. n., abom-
ina'tion (dbomind'shori), very
great dislike ; a thing greatly
disliked.

aboriginal (aboriginal) a. [L. AB-,
ORIGINAL], from the beginning ;

belonging to the earliest inhabit-
ants. n., aborigines (aborij'-

inez), earliest inhabitants of a
land.

abor'tion, n. [L. AB-, ortus, oriri,
to rise], a birth before the proper
time ; a failure. a., abor'tive,
imperfect; incomplete; failing
to effect.

10 absolute

abound', v. [Fr., from L. abundOre,
to overflow (AB-, unda, a wave)],
to flow out in waves ; to be full

or rich (in) ; to be very plenti-
ful. n., abun'dance, a great
quantity ; enough for all pur-
poses. a., abun'dant, over-
flowing ; very plentiful.

about', prep. [A.S.], around ; near
to ; concerning ; engaged in ;

on the point of ; adv., around ;

nearly.
above' (abtiv'), prep. [A.S.], over ;

higher, more, or better than ;

beyond ; adv., overhead ; in a
higher place ; on a former page ;

previously.
abrade', v. [L. AB-, radere, to

scrape], to wear away with rub-
bing. n., abra'sion, a wearing
away by rubbing (friction).

abreast', adv. [E.], side by side.

abridge' (abrij'), v. [Fr., from L.
abbrevidre, to shorten], to cut
short ; to leave out a part of.

pres. p., abridging:; p.p.,

abridged. n., abridgment, a
cutting down in size ; a sum-
mary.

abroad' (abntwd^adv. [E.], widely;
far and wide ; out of doors ;

away from home ; in a far

country.
ab'rogate, v. [L. abrogfire, to repeal

a law], to do away with ; to
make void or of no more force.

n., abroga'tion.
abrupt', a. [L. AB-, rupfas, rum-

pere. to break], broken off ; cut
short ; coming to a sudden end ;

very steep. n., abrupt'ness,
suddenness ; steepness.

ab'scess (ab'ses), n. [L. abs-, AB-,
cesyus, ctdere, to go], a coming
away of diseased blood ; a boil
or painful sore.

abscond', v. [L. abs-, AB-, cond&re,
to hide], to hide oneself ; to run
away ; to escape a legal action.

ab'sence, n. [Fr., from L. absentia,
a being away], a being away ;

want of attention. a., ab'sent
[L. absens], not present j inat-
tentive. ., absent', to keep
(oneself) away. n., absentee'.

ab'solute, a. [L. absolutus ; AB-,
solvere, to loosen], free from
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everything else ; unmixed ; hay-
ing no limits ; standing by its

own strength ; certain. <tdv.,

absolutely, completely ; wholly.
n., absolu'tion, a setting free

from guilt or punishment.
absolve', v. [L. AB-, solvere], to set

free ; to declare not guilty.

absorb', v. [L. AB-, sorbere, to

suck], to suck up or drink in ;

to take in ; to take up one's
attention. a., absor'bont. n.,

absopp tion, act of sucking up ;

occupation of mind.
abstain', v. [Fr., from L. abs-, AB-,

teiiere, to hold], to keep oneself
from ; to avoid doing a thing.
n., ab'stinence, avoiding the
use of alcoholic drink ; fasting ;

self-denial.

abste'mlous, a. [L. a&s-, AB-, te-

metum, strong drink], keeping
from strong drink ; sparing in
food and drink.

abstract', v. [L. a&s-, AB-, tractus,

trahere, to draw], to draw away ;

to separate ; to consider apart
from other things ; to put in

fewer words ; to take away ; to
steal. a., ab'stract, drawn
away from everything else ; ex-

isting only in the mind; n.,

a short account of anything ;

a summary. a., abstrae'ted,
taken away ; lost in thought.
n., abstraction, a taking away
or separating ; something exist-

ing only in thought ; an idea,
not a real thing ; a state of deep
thought.

abstruse' (dbstroos'), a. [L. a&s,
AB-, trudere, to thrust], out of
the way ; hard to understand.

absurd', a. [L. AB-, surdus, deaf],

contrary to reason ; ridiculous.

n., absurdity.
abun'dance, abun'dant. See
ABOUND.

abuse' (1) (dbuz
1

). v. [L. AB-, usus,
uti, to use], to use in a wrong
way ; to hurt by ill language.

abuse' (2) (abus"), n., wrong use ;

ill usage. a., abusive.
abut', v. [Fr. d, to ; bout, end], to
end at ; to be close against ; to
border on. pres. p., abutting;
p.p., abutted. n. t abut'ment,

accident

the wall or pier on which the
arch of a bridge rests.

abyss', n. [Gk. a-, without ; bys-
sos, bottom], a bottomless pit ;

chasm ; a great depth.
-ae, suff. [Gk. -akos], belonging to

(as in DEMONIAC, ELEGIAC).
acad'emy, n. [Fr., from Gk. oka-

demeia, the place where Plato
taught], a school or society of
arts or sciences. a., academic
or academical, dealing with
principles, not with practice.

accede' (aksed'), v. [L. AD-, cedere],
to give in to ; to agree to.

accel'erate, v. [L. AD-, celer, swift],
to cause to go faster ; to hasten.

n., acceleration (akseleraf-

shori), quicker motion.
ac'cent, n. [L. accentus (AD-, can-

ere, to sing)], the stress or

stronger tone of voice given to
a particular syllable or note of
music ; a mark put on a stressed

syllable ; manner of speaking.
vs., accent', to mark the right
tone; to put the stress on the
right place; accentuate, to
mark with proper accents. n.,
accentua'tion.

accept', v. [L. acceptdre, to receive
(AD-, capere, to take)], to take
when offered ; to agree to ; to
promiseto pay. a., acceptable.

ns., acoep'tance, a favourable
reception ; an agreeing to terms ;

a written promise to pay ; ac-
cepta'tlon, satisfaction ; the
generally receive'd meaning of a
word.

ac'cess, n. [L. accessus, a way to
(AD-, cedere, to go)], admission ;

right to come to ; means of

getting to. a., acces'sary or
ac c e s's ory , additional ; n. ,

something added ; a helper in a
crime. a., accessible, easy to
reach. n., acces'sion, a going
or coming to ; an addition ; a
coming into possession of.

ac'cidence, n. [L. accidentia, ac-

cidents], the part of grammar
that has to do with changes in
form of words, especially of end-
ings.

ac'cident, n. [L. acddens, happen-
ing (AD-, cadere, to fall)], that
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which falls or happens ; some-
thing unexpected ; a mishap.

a., accidental.
acclaim', v. [L. AD-, clamdre, to

shout], to applaud. n., aud ae-
elama'tion, a shout of joy or
welcome ; a shout in praise of

some one.
acclimatize (akli'mdtiz), v. [L.

AD-, CLIMATE], to accustom to a
new climate ; to make at home.

acclivity, n. [L. AD-, cllvus, a
slope], a slope upwards.

accom'modate, v. [L. accommo-
ddre (AD-, commddits, fit)], to
make fit or suitable for ; to make
room for ; to supply with some-
thing ; to do one a favour or

good turn. -n., aeeommoda'-
tion, a making fit or suitable ;

that which supplies a want,
especially a loan of money.

accom'pany (aMm'pani), v. [Fr.,
from L. AD-, COMPANY], to go
with ; to attend upon ; to play
while another sings. pres. p.,

accompanying; p.p., accom-
panied. ns., accom'pani-
ment, that which goes along
with ; music by an instrument
going along with the voice ;

accom'panist, one who accom-
panies.

accom'plice (akom'plis), n. [Fr.,
from L. AD-, complex, a sharer],
a sharer in a crime.

accomplish (dkom'plish), v. [Fr.,
from L. AD-, complere, to fill up],
to bring to pass ; to complete.
a., accomplished, knowing
much, and able to use it ; com-
plete. n., accomplishment,
the act of finishing or fulfilling ;

something done with knowledge,
skill, and ability.

accord', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, cor,
the heart], to agree ; to grant.
n., also accord'ance, agreement.

accop'ding, a., agreeing with.
prep., according to, in agree-
ment with ; as done or stated by.

adv., accordingly, in agree-
ment with.

accor'dion, n., a small musical
instrument with keys and bel-
lows.

', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, costa,

ace

the side], to speak to ; to ad-

account', v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
computdre, to reckon], to count
or reckon up ; to judge ; to give
a reason (for) ; n., a statement
of money, goods sold, or some-
thing done ; information or ex-

planation ; sake. a., aeeoun'-
table, that can be made to give
an account ; responsible. ns.,
account'ant, onetrained in keep-
ing accounts ; accountancy.

aceou'tred (dkoo'tird), a. [Fr.],

dressed, especially as a soldier ;

armed. n., accoutrements.
accredit, v. [L. AD-, CREDIT], to

give credit to ; to recommend a
person to another.

aecre'tion (dkre'sTiori), n. [L. AD-,
cretum, crescere, to grow], act of

increasing by growth ; addition.
accrue' (akroo"), v. [Fr. accru, in-

creased ; from L. AD-, crescere,
to grow], to grow or increase ; to
come to in addition ; to arise.

accumulate, v. [L. AD-, cwmddre,
to heap], to gather in a heap ; to

grow great in amount. n., ac-
eumula'tion. a., aecu'mula-
tive. n., aeeu'mulatop, an
appliance for storing electrical

energy.
ac'curate, a. [L. AD-, curare, to see

to], done with care ; taking
care; correct. n., ae'curaey,
carefulness ; freedom from error.

accup'sed, a. [A.S. a-, much;
CURSE], under a curse ; cursed ;

hateful.

aeeu'sative, n., the case of the
direct object ; objective in Latin
grammar.

accuse', v. [L. accusdre, to blame
(AD-, CAUSE)], to bring a charge
against ; to blame. ns., aeeu'-
sep, aeeusa'tion.

accus'tom, v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
CUSTOM], to make one know well

by constant use ; to make famil-
iar. a., accus'tomed, familiar

through use.
ace (as), n. [Fr., from L. as, a unit,

one], a single point ; the card
with one spot on it, of the

highest value in most card
games ; a " star

"
aviator.
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aceous, suff. [L.I, belonging to ; of

the nature of (as in FARINACEOUS,
HERBACEOUS).

aeer'bity, n. [L. acerbus, sour],
sourness ; sharpness of taste.

acetic (ase'tik or aset'ik), a. [L.

acetum, vinegar], like vinegar ;

sour.

aeet'ylene, w., a gas made of hydro-
gen and carbon, burning with a
very bright flame, and of great
heating power.

ache (dk), n. [A.S. cece], a severe
and continued pain; v., to be
in pain,

achieve' (dchev'), v. [Fr. achever ;

from L. ad caput, to a head], to

bring to a head ; to succeed in

doing. n., aehieye'ment, per-
formance of an action ; the action

performed ; a memorial shield.

ac'id (as'id), a. [L. addus, sour],

sharp to the taste ; sour ; biting ;

n., a sour or biting substance
(in chemistry). n., acidity.

-acious, suff. [L. -ax, -ous], of
the nature of (as in AUDACIOUS,
VERACIOUS).

acknowledge (dknol'ej), v. [E.

A-, KNOWLEDGE], to own that
one knows ; to admit or confess
to be true. n. t acknowledg-
ment, admission that a thing
is true or has been received ;

something given in return for a
favour.

ac'me, n. [Gk. akme, edge], the
highest point ; crisis.

a'corn, n. [A.S. axern, field fruit

(cecer, a field)], the fruit of the
oak.

acou stic (dkou'stik), a. [Gk. akou-
ein, to hear], pertaining to hear-
ing. n.pl., acous'tics, the
science of sound.

acquaint' (akwdnt'), v. [Fr., from
L. AD-, cognltus, cognoscere, to
know], to give information to.

n., acquaintance, knowledge
of persons or of things ; a person
one knows.

acquiesce' (akwies'), v. [Fr., from
L. AD-, quies, rest], to rest satis-
fied ; to agree to ; to comply
with.

^i., acquiescence, a
giving in ; silent consent ; agree-
ment. a., aequies cent.

actual

acquire' (dkwlr
1

), v. [L. acquirere
(AD-, qucerere, to seek)], to get
by trying or working ; to get as
one's own. n., aequipe'ment,
something got or learned by
effort.

acquisition (dkwizish'on), n. [L.

acquisitio, a getting], act of get-

ting ; that which is gained. a.,

acqui'sitive, fond of getting.

acquit' (dkwif), v. [Fr.,from L. AD-,
quietdre, to settle (quies, rest)], to
free from blame. pres. p., ac-
quitting; p.p. acquitted. n.,

acquit'tal, a setting free from a
charge.

a'cre (d'ker), n. [A.S. cecer, a field],

a field ; a measure of land of

4,840 square yards. n., a'cre-

age (d'kerdj), the number of
acres in a field or estate.

ae'rimony, n. [L. dcrimonia (deer,

sharp)], bitterness of feeling,

manner, or language. a., acri-
mo'nious, harsh in temper, etc.

ac'robat, n. [Gk. akron, the top ;

bates, bainein, to go], a rope-
dancer ; a tumbler.

acrop'olis, n. [Gk. akros, the top ;

polls, a city], the upper part of a
Greek city ; a fortress within a
city.

across', adv. [A-, CROSS], and prep.,
from side to side (of) ; to the
other side (of).

aeros'tic, n. [Gk. akros, the top ;

stichos, a line], a poem in which
the first letters of the lines form
a word or a sentence.

act, n. [L. actus, a doing : actum,
a deed], something done ; a
law ; deed ; part of a play ; v.,

to do ; to use power ; to play in
a theatre ; to perform as an
actor. n., ac'tion (dk'shon), a
doing or moving ; a battle ; a
lawsuit ; manner of moving ;

conduct. as., ac'tionable,
liable to be the subject of trial

in court ; ac'tiv (-tiv), having
the power of acting ; busy 5

quick. ns., activ'ity, the state
of being active ; quickness ;

energy; ac'tor, one who acts;
a player in a theatre; /., ac'-

ac'tual, a., real ; existing ; pros-
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ent ; not past and gone. adv.,

ac'tually.
ae'tuary, n., one who works out

the figures connected with in-

surance.
ae'tuate, v., to put into action ; to

influence.

acu'men, n. [L. acftmen (acus, a
needle)], sharpness ; quickness
of seeing or understanding ; in-

sight.

acute', a. [L. actttus], sharp-point-
ed ; keen in understanding ;

shrill ; piercing, as a pain. n.,

acute'ness, sharpness ; keen-
ness of insight ; shrillness of

sound.
-acy, swjSf. [L. -Odd], meaning

quality, condition of anything,
etc., also office or rank (as in

LUNACY, CURACY, MAGISTRACY).
ad-, pref. [L. to, at], to; into; to-

wards ; at (as in ACCEDE, ADVERT,
AFFIX, AGGRAVATE, ALLOCATE,
ANNOUNCE, APPEAL, ARROGATE,
ASCEND, ATTAIN).

ad'age (ad'dj), n. [Fr., from L.

adagium, a proverb], an old say-
ing ; a proverb.

ada gio (ada'jio'), adv. [It.], slowly;
n., a slow movement in music.

ad'amant, n. [Fr., from Qk. ada-
mas, a hard stone], something
too hard to be broken or cut.

a., adaman'tine, like adamant ;

too hard to break.

adapt', v. [L. AD-, aptus, fit], to fit

one thing to another ; to make
suitable. a., adap'table. ns.,

adaptability, adapta tion.

add, v. [L. add&re (AD-, dare, to
put)], to put to ; to count up ;

to make larger. n., addition
(adish'on), the process of adding ;

the thing that is added. a.,
additional.

adcien dum, n., something to be
added ; an appendix.

ad'der, n. [A.S.], a poisonous
snake; viper.

addict', v. [L. AD-, dictus (dlcSre, to
say)], to make oneself a slave
to. a., addict'ed.

ad'dle, a. [A.S. adela, mud], dis-
eased ; muddled ; confused ;

u., to make rotten ; to spoil.

a., addled.

address', v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
root of DRESS], to send a thing
by writing a person's name on
it ; to direct speech to ; to ap-
ply (oneself to); ., directions
on a letter, etc. ; a spoken or
written speech ; smartness of
manner.

adduce', v. [L. AD-, dQc&re, to lead],
to bring forward ; to quote an-
other person's words or opinions.

adept', a. [L. adeptus, having
reached], well skilled ; n., one
who is well skilled in some art,

sport, etc.

ad'equate, a. [L. AD-, cequus,
equal], equal to ; able to fit or
match with ; up to the mark.
ns., ad'equacy and ad'equate-

adhere', v. [L. Ai>-,7icer$re, to stick],
to stick to ; to remain fixed.

pres. p., adhering; p.p., ad-
hered.-^, adher'enoe, state
of sticking to ; a holding firmly
on. a., adhep'ent, sticking to ;

n., a follower.
adhesion (adMzhon), n. [L. ad-

hcesio, a clinging to], act of stick-

ing to ; strong attachment ;

assent. a., adhe'sive, that
easily adheres ; made to stick.

adhibit, v. [L. AD-, habtre, to

have], to apply ; to add ; to
use. n., adhibi'tion.

adieu' (aduf), adv. [Fr., d, to, Dieu,
L. Deum, God], farewell ; good-
bye ; n., a bidding one farewell.

adipose, a. [L. adeps, fat], con-

taining fat ; fatty.

adja'cent, a. [L. AD-, jacens, jacere,
to lie], lying near to ; neighbour-
ing.

ad'jective, n. [L. adjectus, adjic&re,
to add to], a word joined to a
noun to express quality, etc.

a., adjecti'val.
adjoin', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, jun-

gire, to join], to lie side by side
with ; to be next to. a., ad-
joining.

adjourn' (adj&rn'), v. [Fr. ajoumer;
from L. AD-, diurnus, daily], to

put off to another day ; to leave

off; to postpone. ra.,adjourn'-
ment, a putting of? to another
day ; postponement.
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adjudge' iodjUj'), v. [Fr. ajuger
(L. AD-, jUdicdre, to judge)], to
decide ; to give an award.

adju'dicate, v. IL. adjudicdtus].
See ADJUDGE. ns,, adjudiea'-
tion, the decision given by a
judge ; adju'dieatop, one ap-
pointed to give a decision ; an
umpire.

adjunct, a. [L. AD-, junctus,
joined], joined or added to ; n.,

that which is joined or added ;

an associate.

adjure' (ddjoor'), v. [L. AI>-, jttrdre,
to swear], to charge a person
on oath to speak the truth. n.,

adjura'tion, act of adjuring ;

the form of oath.

adjust', v. [L. AD-, juxta, near], to

put right or in order ; to arrange.
n., adjustment, act of put-

ting right.

adjutant, n. [L. AD-, jUvare, to

help], an assistant to a com-
manding officer ; a large Indian
bird like a crane.

administer, v. [L. AD-, MINISTER],
to act as a minister ; put laws in

force ; to give out or distribute.

ns., administra'tion, a carry-
ing on of business ; carrying out
of the laws ; the ministers who
manage the government depart-
ments ; administrator, one
who manages; a person in charge
of an estate left without a will.

ad'miral, n. [Fr., from Arab.
AMIR], the commander of a
fleet ; the admiral's ship. n.,

Ad'miralty, the department of

government in charge of the
navy.

admire', v. [L. AD-, mlrdri, to
gaze], to look at with wonder
and delight ; to think highly of.

a. , ad'mirable. n. tadmira -

tion.
admit', v. [L. AD-, mitt&re, to send],

to let in ; to allow ; to own the
truth of. pres. p., admitting ;

p.p. admitted. a., admis-
sible, that may be admitted or
allowed. ns., admission (ad-
mish'ori), leave to enter ; con-
fession ; admittance, right of

entering.

admix'ture, n. [L. AD-, mixtura, a

mixture], something added as a
mixture.

admonish, v. [Fr., from L. ad-
monere, to warn], to give warn-
ing to ; to find fault with quietly.

n., admonition (-nish'on), a
quiet warning. a., admon'-
itory, warning ; reproving.

ado' (adoo'), n. [E. A-, DO], doing;
bustle ; fuss ; trouble.

adples'cence, n. [L. adolescentia,
time of youth], a growing up to
manhood ; the time between
childhood and manhood. a. and
n. t adoles'cent.

adopt', v. [L. AD-, optdre, to
choose], to take as one's own ;

to receive into one's family.
n., adop'tion, act of adopting ;

state of being adopted.
adore', v. [L. AD-, ordre, to pray],

to pray to ; to worship ; to love
and honour. a., addr'able,
worthy of being adored. n.,
adora tion, worship ; love and
honour.

adorn', v. [L. AD-, orn&re, to deck],
to make beautiful ; to deck ;

to decorate ; to set off. n.,
adorn'ment.

adrift', a. [A.S. A-, DRIFT], driven
. by wind or waves ; floating

without aim.
adroit', a. [Fr. a, to ; droit, right

(L. directus)], going straight to
the mark ; clever ; dexterous.

adula'tipn (ddttld'ahon), n. [L.

aduldtio, flattery], too great
praise ; flattery of a mean kind.

a., ad'ulatory.
adult', a. [Fr., from L. adultua,
grown up], grown up ; no longer
a child ; n., a grown-up person.

adul'terate, v. [L. aduUerare, to
corrupt], to mix ; to make im-
pure. n., adultera'tipn, a mis-
ing ; state of being mixed.

adul'terer, n., a man who breaks
his marriage vow ; /. adul'ter-
ess. a., adul'terous, guilty of
adultery. n., adul'tery, a
breach of the marriage vow.

advance', v. [Fr. avancer (L. AB-,
ante, before)], to put or go for-
ward ; to push higher up ; to
grow better ; to give on credit ,

n. t a going forward ; a rise in
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price ; a giving beforehand.
n., advanee'ment, motion for-

ward or upward ; a giving of

money beforehand.
advan'tage (advan'tdj), n. [Fr.

avantage], that which helps one
to gain something more easily ;

a better chance ; gain or profit ;

v., to benefit ; to give a better
chance to. a., advantageous,
being of advantage.

ad'vent, n. [L. AD-, venire, to

come], a coming to : the coming
of Christ. a., adventitious
(tidventish'us), coming by chance ;

accidental.

adven'ture, n. [L. adventUrus,
about to happen], an action
whose result is doubtful ; a bold
or risky action ; v., to risk.

n., adven'tupep, one who does
bold or risky things ; one who
schemes to rise in society; /.,

adven'tupess. as., adven'tu-
POUS and adven'tupesome.

ad'verb, n. [L. AD-, verbum, word],
a word added to a verb, etc., to

modify its meaning. a., advep'-
bial.

ad'verse, a. [Fr., from L. adversus,
against], turned against ; op-
posed. ns., ad'vepsary, one-
who strives against us ; an
enemy ; advep'sity, state of
misfortune.

advert', v. [L. AD-, vertere, to

turn], to turn to ; to think or

speak of. n., advep'tenee and
advep'teney, a turning to ; a
thinking or speaking of.

ad'vertise (-tlz), v. [Fr., from L.
AD-, vertSre, to turn], to make
well known by public statement ;

to give notice of. ns., advep'-
tisement (adv&r'tizment), a giv-
ing notice of; a public notice;
ad'vertisep (-tizer), one who
advertises ; a newspaper having
advertisements.

advice', n. [Fr., from L. AD-, visum,
seen (videre, to see)], something
told to guide one ; careful opinion
about any matter ; information.

., advise' (ddvlz'), to give
advice to ; to guide about what
is best to do ; to take counsel ;

to make known to. as., advi'-

sesthetio

sable, right and proper to be
done ; advis'opy, giving advice

adv., advi'sedly.
ad'vocate, n. [L. AD-, vocatus (vo-

cdre, to call)], one who speats
for another ; one who pleads a
cause ; a barrister in Scotland ;

v., to plead for ; to speak in
favour of. n., ad'vocacy, a
speaking for ; a defence of.

advow'son, n. [Fr., from L. adw-
catio, a calling to], the right of

presenting to a church living.
adze, n. [A.S.], a kind of axe, with

a broad blade at right angles to
the handle.

'gis (e'jis), n. [Gk. aigis, a (shield
of) goatskin], a shield given by
Jupiter to Minerva ; anything
that protects.

^E'neid (e'neid), n., a Latin poem
by Virgil, of which .flSneas is the
hero.

^o'lian (eo'lidri), a. [L. Molia, a
country of Greece], belonging to
^Solia; [L. M6lu&, god of the
winds], acted on by the wind.

SB'on (e'on), n. [Gk. aion, an age],
long period of time ; age or
series of ages.

a'epate, t>. [L., from Gk. aer, air],
to put air into ; to tmv with car-
bonic acid.

aep'ial (der'idl), a., belonging to
the air ; living in the air.

a'epie (d'eri or Ir'i), n. [Fr. aire,
from L. AREA], an eagle's nest.

a'epifopm, a. [L. aer, air, -FORM],
of the nature of air.

aep'odpome (ar'odrom), n. [L. dert

air; Gk. dromos, race-course], a
place where aeroplanes start or
land. ns., aep'olite [ Gk. lithos,
a stone], a stone falling from
the regions of the air ; aep'-
onaut Gk. nautes, a sailor],
one who sails in the air ; aero-
nau'tics, the science of air navi-

gation ; aep'oplane, a flying-
machine having one or more
planes.

SBSthet'ic (esthet'ik) and sesthet'-

leal, as. [Gk. aisthetikos, ais-

thanesthai, to perceive], relating
to what one perceives by the
senses ; pertaining to fine art or

good taste; beautiful; refined.
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w., aesthetics, the science
of the beautiful, and how to ex-

press it.

afar', adv. [A.S.], far away.
affable, a. [Fr., from L. affabllis,

easily spoken to], kind to one
who has a request to make ;

gracious.
affair', n. [Fr. affaire (L. AD-, fa-

cere, to make)], something done
or to be done ; a thing ; a
matter ; (pi.) public or private
business ; circumstances.

affect', v. [L. affectdre, to set one-
self to (AD-, facere, to make), to
act upon a person or thing ; to
move the feelings ; to practise ;

to use ; to make pretences. n.,

affeeta'tion, a manner of speak-
ing or acting not natural to one.

as., affec'ted, moved by feel-

ing or argument ; inclined to-

wards ; making pretences ; not
natural ; affec'ting, able to
move the feelings. n., affee'-

tion, a feeling of love or kind-
ness ; an attitude of mind ; a
disease. a., affec'tionate (afek'-

sh&ndt), full of affection.

affl'ance, n. [Fr., from L. AD-;
late L. fldantia, a pledge (L.

fldere, to trust ], a pledge given ;

a promise of marriage ; solemn
trust ; v., to promise marriage
to.

affida'vit, n. [late L., he took an
oath (AD-, fldere, to trust)], a
statement in writing made on
oath.

affiliate, v. [L. AD-, filius, a son],
to adopt as a son; to make (a

father) own his child. n., affil-

iation, act of receiving as one's
own child ; an order of a court
making a father own his child.

affinity, n. [Fr., from L. affinitas,
connect.on by marriage], rela-

tionship by marriage ; likeness
or attraction between persons
or things.

affirm', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, fir-

mare, to make strong], to make
sure by words ; to make a sol-

emn statement instead of swear-
ing something. n., afflrma'-
tion (aftrma'shvri), that which
is declared ; a statement not on

oath. a., affirm'ative, declar-

ing to be true ; declared to be
true; n., something stated as
true (opposed to negative).

affix', -y. [Fr., from L. AD-, flxus
(FIX)], to fix to ; to add or join
on ; to put at the end of.

n., affix, a part added to a
word.

affla'tus, n. [L. of; AD-, flare, to

blow], breathing into ; inspira-
tion.

afflict', v. [L. AD-, flictus (fligere,
to strike)], to cast down ; to
cause great pain or sorrow to.

n., afflic tion, great sorrow or
its cause.

af fluence, n. [Fr., from L. affluen-
tia (AD-, fluere, to flow)], great
supply ; abundance. a., af-
fluent, flowing into; having
great wealth ; n , a river flow-

ing into another. n. t afflux, a
flowing to; addition; a very
large crowd.

afford', v. [A.S. A-, root of FORTH],
to bring forth ; to be able to

give or supply ; to yield ; to bo
able to pay for or buy.

afforesta'tion (aforesta'shori), n. t

the turning of land into forest by
planting trees.

affray', v. [af; for Fr. ef-, L. EX-,
O.Ger. fridu, peace], to deprive
of peace ; to alarm ; n., a fight

causing fear ; a disturbance. See
AFRAID.

affright', v. [A.S., A-, FRIGHT], to

frighten greatly ; n., terror ;

great fear.

affront' (dfr&nt'), v. [Fr., from L.

adfrontem, face to face], to hurt
one's feelings openly ; n., open
rudeness ; insult.

afield', adv. [E.], to or in the field.

aflre', adv. [E.], on fire.

aflame', adv. [E.], in flames ; on
fire.

afloat', a. and adv. [E., on float],

resting or moving on water ; on
board a ship.

afoot', adv. [E.], on foot ; in action.

afore', adv. [A.S.], before ; al-

ready ; prep-* in front of. a.,

afore'said, already said or
mentioned. adv. f afore'time,
in former times.
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afraid', a. [E., p.p. of AFFRAY],
filled with fear ; alarmed.

afresh', a. [E. A-, FRESH], from the
beginning again ; anew.

aft, a. and adv. [A.S.], at the back
part ; near the stern of a ship.

a., after, in the rear ; be-
hind ; later ; adv., behind ;

next in order ; prep., behind ;

In search of ; next in order to ;

according to. a., aftermost,
farthest back. n., afternoon,
the time between midday and
evening. adv., afterward or
-wards.

gain' (agdn'), adv., a second time ;

once more ; moreover.
against' (ag&nsf), prep. [A.S.], op-

posite to ; on the other side to ;

at enmity with ; in preparation
for ; touching.

agape', adv. and a. [E. A-, GAPE],
with mouth wide open ; in

great wonder.
ag ate, n. [Fr., from Qk. Achates,
a river in Sicily], a hard gem-
like stone found originally near
this river.

age (aj), n. [Fr., from late L.
cetaticum (L. cetas, age)], time
of life ; a long time ; time to
act without guardians (when
twenty-one years old) ; ad-
vanced years ; v., to grow or

appear old. a. , a'ged (a'jed), old.

age, suff. [Fr., from late L. -ati-

cum], state of ; quality of (as in

COURAGE, DOTAGE, ANCHORAGE,
PEERAGE).

a'gent (d'jenf), n. [L. agens (agtre,
to do)], one who does or acts ;

one who acts for another ; that
which causes an effect. n.,

a'geney (a'jensi), work of an
agent ; the place of business of
an agent; a force or cause.

n.pl., agen'da, things to be done ;

a list of matters to be considered
by a committee.

agglom'erate, v. [L. ag-, AD-,
glomus, a ball], to collect into
a mass ; a., collected into a
mass. n., agglomera'tion.

agglutinate (-gloo'-), v. [L. ag-,
AD-, gluten], to stick together
with glue, etc. a., agglu'tina-
tive, causing to stick; joined

ago
together without much change
of parts (of words and roots in

some languages). n. t agglu-
tma'tion.

ag'granclize, v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
grandis, great], to make greater ;

to .make great ha wealth, power,
etc. n., aggpan'dizement
(agran'dizment), act of making
more powerful.

ag'gpavate, v. [L. ad-, to ; gravis,
heavy], to make heavier ; to
make worse to bear ; (loosely)
to annoy. n.. aggravation.

ag'gpegate, v. (L. aggregatus, col-

lected into a flock (AD-, grex, a
flock)], to gather together ; to
bring into a whole ; to heap up ;

a., made up of many things
or parts ; n., a mass of parts ;

the whole. n., aggregation,
a collection of parts.

aggression (agresh'ori), n. [Fr.,
from L. aggressio, an attack (AD-,
ffradior, I walk)], the first step
in doing harm; the first action
of an enemy. a., aggres'sive,
taking the first step in a quar-
rel or attack ; quarrelsome. ns. t

aggres siveness, aggpes'sop.
aggrieve' (dgrev'), v. [Fr., from L.

AD-, gravis, heavy], to weigh
down ; to cause pain or sorrow
to ; to harm.

aghast' (agasf), a. [A.S. a-, very ;

gcestan, to frighten], struck with
great fear or horror.

ag'ile (aj'il), a. [Fr., from L. agllis,

active], moving easily or quick-
ly. n., agility (tijil'iti).

agitate (afitat), v. [L. agitatus
(agere, to drive)], to shake up or
move quickly ; to stir up ; to

go on talking about ; to think
over. ns., agita'tion, violent
motion ; a trembling in mind or

body ; excited discussion ; ag'i-
tatop.

aglow' (agio'), a. [E. A-, GLOW], in
a glow ; red ; very warm.

Agnos'tie, n. [Gk. A-, AN-, not ;

gnostos, knowing], one who holds
that God or absolute truth can-
not be known ; also a. n.,

Agnos'tieism.
ago' or agone' (agon'), adv. [A.S.],

in time past.
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ag'ony, w. [L., from Gk. agon, a
contest], great pain or suffering.

v., ag'onize, to cause or suffer

great pain ; to make desperate
efforts. a., agoni'zing.

agrarian, a. [L. agrarius, of a
field (ager, a field)], having to do
with laud.

agree', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, gr&us,
pleasing], to act so as to please
another ; to think in the same
way ; to act as friends ; to give
consent ; to come to an under-
standing. pres. p., agreeing;
p.p. agreed. a., agree'able,
having a pleasant manner ;

willing to act with another ;

giving consent. n., agree' -

ment, a being of one mind ;

likeness or fitness of one thing
to another ; a bargain.

ag'riculture, n. [L. ager, a field ;

cultUra (coUre, to till)], the tilling

of fields ; the knowledge and
practice of farming. a., agri-
cul'tttral, having to do with
tilling the fields. n. t agricul-
turist, a farmer.

aground', adv. [E.], on the ground.
a'gue (d'gu), n. [Fr., from L. acttta,

sharp (fever)], a fever with fits

of cold and shivering.
ahead', adv. [E. A-, HEAD], on in

front.

aid, v. [Fr. aider], to help ; n.,

help ; one who helps. First Aid
is the medical attention given to
an injured person on the spot.

aide-de-camp' (ddekon'), n. [Fr.,
assistant of the camp], an officer

who assists a general and carries

his orders ; (pi.) aides-de-
camp'.

ail, v. [A.S.], to cause or feel pain ;

to be the matter with. n., aiT-
ment, pain or sickness.

aim, 15. [Fr., from late L. AD-,
cestimdre, to value], to point at ;

to try to hit ; to point a gun,
etc. ; n., an attempt to hit or
reach ; the pointing of a gun,
etc. ; the thing aimed at ; in-

tention.

air, n. [Fr., from Gk. aer, air], that
which blows ; what we breathe ;

a person's manner ; chief part
of a tune ; v., to expose to the

air ; to give air to. ns., alr'-

ing, a walk or ride in the open
air ; air'man, an aviator ;

air'-pump, a pump for taking
air out of a vessel ; air'ship, a
flying-machine lighter than air.

as., air'-tight, closed or

proof against air ; air'y, like

air ; windy ; gay.
aisle (II), n. [Fr., from L. SLa, a

wing], the side part of a church.
ajar', adv. [A.S.], partly open.
akim'bo, adv. [etym. ?], with hands
on hips and elbows turned out.

akin', a. [E. a- for of; KIN], of the
same race or kind ; related.

alabas'ter, n. [Gk. alabastros], a
soft white limestone for making
ornaments.

alac'rity, n. [L. cdacer, cheerful],
liveliness of spirit or manner ;

readiness.
alarm' and alar'urn, ns. [Fr., from

It. all' arme, to the arms], a call

to arms ; a cry of danger ; v.

(alarm'), to rouse to arms ; to
warn of danger ; to frighten.
n., alar'mist, one who need-
lessly raises the cry of danger ;

a., causing alarm.
alas', int. [Fr., from lassus, wearied,

wretched], woe is me 1 ah,
wretched 1

alb, n. [Fr., from L. atbus, white],
a long white garment worn by a
priest.

al'batross, n. [Sp.], a large sea-
bird of very powerful flight.

albi'no (albc'no), n. [Port., from L.

altrus, white], one whose skin
and hair are more than usually
white and the pupil of the eye
pink.

al'bum, n. [L. aXbus, white], a
blank book for photographs,
pictures, etc.

albu'men, n. [L. albus, white],
the white of an egg ; something
of this nature found in animals
and vegetables ; also albu'min.

a., albu'minous.
al'chemy (dl'kemi), n. [Fr., from

Arab.], the art of trying to turn
other metals into gold. n.,

al'chemist.
al'cohol, n. [Fr., from Arab.], the

intoxicating or poisonous ele-
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ment In fermented liquors ; pure
spirit got by distillation. a.,

alcoholic.
Alcoran, n. [Arab, al, the, KORAN],

the Koran.
al'cove, n. [Fr., from Sp., from

Arab.], a recess in a room ; a
bower in a garden.

al'der (awl'der), n. [A.S.], a tree

fond of moist places.
alderman (awl

1

-), n. [A.S. ealdor,

MAN], a town or city councillor

next in rank to a mayor.
ale, n. [A.S.], a drink made from

malt, and containing alcohol.

alert', a. [Fr., from It. att'erta, to

the watch], on the watch ; watch-
ful; active; ready.

Alexan'drine, n., a verse of

poetry of twelve syllables, first

used in French poems on Alex-
ander the Great.

al'gebra (dl'jebra), n. [It., from
Arab.], extended arithmetic, in

which letters or symbols are
used instead of figures.

a'lias (d'lids), adv. [L.], otherwise ;

at another time ; n., another
name.

alibi, n. [L., in another place],
the plea that a person charged
with a crime was elsewhere at
the time.

alien (d'lien), a. [Fr., from L.

alienus, another's], belonging to
another country ; different in
nature ; n., a stranger. a.,

a'lienable, that can be given
to another. -a?., a'lienate, to
give away a right ; to make un-
friendly.

alight' (1) (alit'), v. [E. A-, LIGHT
(3)], to come down on one's feet ;

to come down on a place ; to
happen (on).

alight' (2), a. [A-, LIGHT (1)], lit up ;

on fire.

alike', a. [A.S. onKc], having little

or no difference ; like one an-
other ; adv., in the same man-
ner ; equally.

ailment, n. [L. alimentum, food
(alere, to nourish)], that which
gives strength and causes
growth ; food. a., alimen'tary,
giving nourishment.

aliquot, a. [Fr., from L., several],

dividing a number without re-
mainder.

alive', a. [A.S.], on or in life;

having life ; in motion ; lively.

al'kali, n. [Arab.], a substance
that deadens acids and forms
salts. a., al'kaline, of the
nature of alkali.

all (awl), a. [A.S.], with nothing
left out ; every one ; adv., en-

tirely ; completely ; n., every
one ; everything ; the whole.

allay', v. [E. A-, LAY], to make
light or soft ; to put to rest ; to
make quiet. pres. p., allaying ;

p.p., allayed.
allege' (alef), v. [mod. L. adlegiare,
from O.Fr. esligier ; late L. exli-

tigdre (EX-, LITIGATE)], to make
a statement ; to bring forward
as a reason. n., allegation, a
saying or asserting something ;

something brought forward to
be proved.

alle'giance (ale'jdns), n. [Fr., from
L. AD-, LIEGE], obedience to
government ; duty of a subject.

allegory (al'egori), n. [Fr., from
Gk. allegoria (olios, another ;

agoreuein, to speak)], a story
describing one thing in order to

explain or teach something else.

a., allegorical.
alle'viate, v. [L. aUevidre, to

lighten], to make lighter or more
easy to bear. n... allevia'tion.

alley, n. [Fr. attee, a passage (otter,

to go)], a garden walk ; a narrow
lane.

alli'ance. See under ALLY.
alliga'tion (aligd'shon), n. [L. aUi-

gdtio, a binding together], a rule
in arithmetic for finding the
value of a commixture of dif-

ferent prices.

alligator, n. [Sp. el lagarto, the
lizard (L. lacerta, a lizard)], a
kind of crocodile.

alliteration, n. [L. AD-, litera, a
letter], beginning a number of

words, in a sentence or verse,
with the same letter. a., allit'-

erative.
allocate, v. [L. AD-, locdre, to

place], to give each his proper
share or place. n., alloca'tion.

allot', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, LOT],
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to give or put as one's share or
lot. wes. p., allotting; p.p.,
allotted. n., allot'ment, a
setting apart as one's share ; a
share (of ground, etc.) given by
lot; a piece of ground for the
growing of vegetables, etc.

allow', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, locdre

(see ALLOCATE)], to give leave
to ; to let pass ; to give credit
for. a., allow'able. n., al-

low'anee, permission ; a fixed
amount granted.

alloy', n. [Fr., from L. alligdre (see

ALLIGATION)], a mixture or bind-

ing together of metals ; a metal
of less value mixed with a finer

one ; evil mixed with good ;

v., to mix metals.

allude', v. [L. AD-, ludere, to play],
to speak of in passing ; to make
a remark about ; to hint at.

a., alltt'sive. n., allu'sion.

allure', v. [Fr. a, to ; leurrer, LURE],
to tempt by a bait. n., allure' -

ment, that which draws on by
promise of pleasure.

allu'vial, a. [L. AD-, lu&re, to

wash], washed down by water.

n., allu'vium, soil deposited
by water.

ally', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, ligdre,
to bind], to bind to ; to join in

friendship or marriage or by
treaty. #res. p., allying; p.p.,
allied. ns., ally', one joined
to another for the purpose of

mutual help, either in peace or
in war; alli'ance, the state of

being allied ; union by agree-
ment, etc. ; a league between
two countries.

al'manac, n. [Fr., from med. L.
almanac ?], a list of the months
and days of the year, with some-
thing of interest about each.

almight'y (awlml'ti), a. [A.S.],

having all power ; able to do all

things.
al'mond (a'- or al'mond), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. amygdale], the edible
kernel of a stone-fruit ; the tree
on which this grows.

al'most (awl'most), adv., for the
most or greater part.

alms (arm), n. [A.S., from Gk.
deemosynS, pity], a means of

showing pity ; help given to the
poor ; charity. ns., alms' -

giving ; alms'-house, a house
where poor people are lodged ;

al'moner, one who gives out
alms.

aloe (al'o), n. [Gk. aloe], a medicinal
plant ; (pi.) aloes, a bitter drug.

aloft', adv. [Scand. (see LIFT, LOFT)],
up in the air ; at the masthead.

alone' (dlon'), a. [E. ALL, ONE)], all

by oneself ; with no one near.

along', adv. [A.S. and, against ;

lang, LONG], by the length ; from
end to end ; prep., by the side
of ; from end to end of ; along
with, in company with.

aloof, adv. [Du.], at a distance ;

apart.
aloud', adv. [E.], so as to be heard.

alp, n. [L.], a high mountain ; a
meadow for cattle on a moun-
tain. a., al'pine, belonging to
the Alps.

alpac'a, n., a sheep found in Peru
with long silky wool ; cloth
made from this.

al'phabet, n. [Gk. alpha, beta, a
and b], the a, b, c ; the letters of
a language.

alread'y (awlred'i), adv [E. ALL,
READY], ready before the time ;

even now ; before now.
al'so (awl'so), adv. [A.S. ALL, so],

in the same manner ; in addi-
tion ; besides.

al tar (awl'tdr), n. [L. aUdre (altus,

high)], a block or place for sacri-

fice; the table in a church on
which the bread and wine of the
Lord's Supper are made holy;
communion table.

al'ter (awl'ter), v. [Fr., from late L.
allerare (L. alter, other)], to make
or become different ; to change
in part. n., alteration.

al'tercate, v. [L. altercdtus, dis-

puting], to quarrel with loud
words. n., alterca'tion

alternate, v. [L. alterndtus, done
by turns (alter, the other)], to
move or act time about ; to
take or come in turn. a., alter'-

nate, by turns ; one after the
other. n., alternation, aDom-
ing time about ; interchange.

a., alternative, giving a
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choice between two things ; n. t

a choice between two ; one of

two, either of which may be
chosen.

although' (aw>Zth<5'), c&nj. [E. ALL,
THOUGH], be it so ; however.

altitude, n. [L. altUudo, height
(altus, high)], height; highest
point ; in astronomy the angular
distance of a heavenly body
from the horizon.

al'to, n. [It., from L. cOtua, high],
a part in music once sung by the
highest male voices, now sung
by the lowest female voices.

altogether (awltdgetti'tr), adv., in

one lot ; with none wanting ;

wholly.
al'um, n. [Fr., from L. alumen], a

mineral salt.

aluminium, n., a white, very
light metal.

al'ways (awl'wdz), adv., in every
way ; at all times ; without
ceasing.

am, v. [A.S.], pres. ind. of to be.

amain', adv. [E. A-, MAIN], with all

one's strength.
amalgamate, v. [Fr., probably
from Gk. malagma, a plaster
(mal&kos, soft)], to mix another
metal with mercury ; to mix
one thing with another ; to be-
come mixed (with). n., amal-
gama'tion, act of mixing ;

mixture ; union.
amaauen sis, n. [L. a manu, by

hand], one who writes words to
dictation.

am'aranth, n. [Gk. A-, not ; ma-
rainein, to fade], a flower that
never fades. a., amaranth/me,
unfading.

amass', v. [Fr. a, to ; L. massam,
heap], to heap up.

am'ateup (dm'ater or -tur\ n. [Fr.,
from L. amator, a lover], one
who practises any art or study
for love of it.

am'atory, a., expressing love.

amaze', v. [A.S. A-, MAZE], to put
into a confused state ; to con-
found : to cause wonder. ns.,
amaze'ment and ama'zed-
ness, a feeling of wonder ; con-
fusion ; bewilderment.

Am'azou, n. [Gk. A-, mazos, the

breast], one of a fabled nation
of women warriors who cut off

the right breast to be better able
to use the bow.

ambas sador, n. [Fr., from late
L. (C. ambactus, a servant)], a
minister of high rank sent by
one government to another ;

/., ambassadress.
am'ber, n. [Arab.], a hard yellow

substance used for making
mouthpieces of pipes or orna-
ments, and easily electrified
when rubbed.

ambi-, pref. [L.], both ; on both
sides ; around.

ambig'uous, a. [L. AMBI-, agtre,
to move], having a double
meaning ; doubtful. ns., am-
biguity, ambig'uousness.

ambition (dmbish'on), n. [Fr.,
from L. airibitio, a seeking for

votes], a seeking after place or

power ; a desire for honour or
fame. a., ambl'tious.

am'ble, v. [Fr., from L. ambulare,
to walk], to go at an easy pace
(of a horse) ; n., an easy pace
between a walk and a trot.

ambro'sia (ambro'tvid or -zhia), n.

[Gk. ambrosia, the food of the

gods (a-, not ; brotos, mortal)],
food of the gods that gives
immortality. a., ambro'sial.

am balance, n. [L. ambulans
(ambulare, to walk about)], a
carriage used to move the
wounded to hospital.

ambuscade' and am'bush, ns.

[Sp., from late L. imboscdre, to
hide in a bush], a lying in wait
for an enemy; troop hiding to
attack others as they pass ; a
place of so hiding.

ameer', amir', and emir', n.

[Arab.], a ruler in a Mohamme-
dan country.

ameliorate (ame'liorat), v. [Fr.,

from L. AD-, melior, better], to
make better or easier ; to grow
better. n., amelioration, a
making or becoming better ;

improvement. a., ameliora-
tive, helping to make better.

amen (a'tnen or a'meri), int. [L.

and Gk., from Heb. amen], BO

let it be.
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amfi'nable, a. [Fr. amener, from
L. AD-, minarl, to threaten],
liable to be called to account ;

easily led.

amend', v. [Fr., from L. E-, EX-,
menda, a fault], to remove faults ;

to make right ; to grow better.

ns., amend'ment, a making
or growing better ; a change in

something already proposed ;

amends', repayment for in-

jury ; compensation.
ame'nity, n. [Fr., from L. amceni-

tas (amcenus, pleasant)] ; plea-
santness of climate, manners,
disposition, etc.

American, a., belonging to Amer-
ica. n., Americanism, a word
or phrase used only or mostly
by Americans. v., American-
ize, to make like what is done
or found in America.

am'ethyst, n. [Gk. A-, not ; methy,
strong drink], a preciou. stone
originally supposed to prevent
drunkenness.

a'miable, a, [Fr. aimable, from L.
amicdbilis, amicable (amicus,
friend, from amdre, to love)],

friendly ; worthy of love ;

lovable. n., a'miabil'ity,
power of pleasing. a., amic-
able, acting as a friend. n.,

amity, friendship ; good-feel-
ing.

amice (am'is), n. [Fr., from L.

amictus, a garment], a linen robe
worn by priests at Mass.

amid' and amidst', preps* fA.S.],
in the middle of ; amovig.

amiss', a. [E. A-, MISS], wrong;
faulty : adv., in a wrong way.

ammo'nia, n. [L., from Gk.], a
strongly smelling gas, first ob-
tained near the Temple of Jupi-
ter Amman.

ammunition (amunish'dri), n.

[Fr., incorrect use of la muni-
tion], military stores, especially
cartridges, shells, bombs, etc.

am'nesty, n. [Fr., from Gk. am-
nestia, a forgetting], a pardon
of offenders ; a general pardon.

among' (dmting*) and amongst'
(dmungst'), preps. [A.S.], in the
middle of ; in the number of.

am'orous, a. [Fr., from L. amo-

rosus], inclined to love ; in love ;

connected with love. n., am'-
opousness.

amor phous, a. [Gk. A-, morphe,
form], without regular form.

amount', v. [Fr. amonter, from L.
ad montem, to a mountain], to
rise to ; to be as much as ; n.,
sum.

amour', n. [Fr. , from L. amor, love],
a love affair.

ampere' (dmpdr"),n. [after Ampire,
the French electrician], the unit
of electrical energy for measur-
ing current.

amphi-, pref. [Gk.], both ; on both
sideS ; around.

amphibious, a. [Gk. AMPHI-,
bios, life], living both on land
and water. n., amphibian.

ampbithe'atre, n. [Gk. AMPHI-,
THEATRE], a circular building
with seats all round, and an
open space, called the arena, in
the centre ; a place for shows
and games ; a circular plain
among hills.

am'ple, a. [Fr., from L. amplus,
large], with room enough ;

plentiful ; sufficient. u., am'-
plify, to make larger ; to speak
or write about more fully.

pres. p., amplifying ; p.p. am-
plified. ns., amplification,
an increase of size ; a fuller de-
scription ; am'plifler, instru-
ment for magnifying sound ;

am'plitude, greatness ; bulk.
am'putate, v. [L. amputdre (AMBI-,

putdre, to prune)], to cut off a
limb. n., amputa'tion.

am'ulet, n. [Fr., from L. amull-
tum], something worn as a
charm against eviL

amuse' (dmuz'), v. [Fr.d,at ; MUSE],
to turn the attention to pleasing
things ; to entertain ; to cause
enjoyment. as., amu'sing and
amu'sive, giving amusement ;

causing fun or pleasure. n.,
amuse' ment, that which
amuses ; play ; diversion ; en-
joyment.

an-, a- pref. [Gk.], not; without
(as in ANARCHY, ANONYMOUS,
ATHEIST).

-an, suff. [L. anus}, of or belonging



to; the doer of something (as
in HUMAN, ARTISAN, MUSICIAN).

ana-, pref. [Gk.], back ; up (as in

ANACHRONISM, ANALYSIS, ANAT-
OMY).

Anabap list, n. [Gk. ANA-, BAP-
TIST], one who holds that those

baptized as infants should be
rebaptized. n. , Anabap'tism .

anaeh'ponism (dndk'ronizm), n.

[Gk. ANA-, chronos, tune], an
error in dating ; anything out
of date.

anae'mia (ane'mid), n. [Gk. AN-,
haima, blood], poorness or want
of blood. a., anse'mic, blood-

anaesthet'ic (anesthet'ik), a. [Gk.
AN-, aisthetikos, able to feel],

taking away the feeling of pain ;

n. y a drug or gas which does
this. n., anses'thetist.

an'agram, n. CGk. ANA-, gramma,
a letter], a new word or sentence
formed by writing the letters of
a word or the words of a sentence,
in a different order.

anal'ogous, o. [Gk. analogos (ANA-,
logos, a thought)], with parts or

qualities that can be thought of

as like those of something else.

ns., anal'ogy, a likeness in
some respects between things
that are otherwise different ;

an'alogue (-log), something an-
alogous, as Childhood is the dawn
of manhood's day.

an'alyse, v. [Gk. ANA-, lyein, to
untie], to unloose or to take to
pieces in order to examine.
ns., anal'ysis, a breaking up
into parts ; an'alyst, one who
analyses. as., analytic and
analytical.

an'arehy (an'drki), n. [Gk. AN-,
arche, government], a break-
down of law and order. a.,

anar'chic (anar'kik), without
law or order. n., an'archist,
one who causes anarchy.

anath'ema, n. [Gk. anathema, a
thing devoted IANA-, tithenai, to
place)], a solemn curse spoken
by a priest and laid upon a per-
son or thing. v., anathematize,
to curse.

anat'omy, n. [Fr., from Gk. ana-

tome (ANA-, temnein, to cut)], the
art of cutting up bodies to see
their structure ; the science or

knowledge of the structure of
bodies ; the way in which the
parts are arranged. as., ana-
tomic and anatomical. -n.,

anat'omist, one who practises
anatomy.

-ance, -ancy, suff., denoting qual-
ity, state of being, etc. (as in

IGNORANCE, BRILLIANCY).
an'cestor, n. [Fr., from L. ante-

cessor, one who goes before
(ANTE-, cedere, to go)], one from
whom a person is descended;
/., an'eestress. a., ances'tral,
belonging to ancestors. n., an'-
cestry, one's forefathers.

an'chor (dng'kor), n. [Fr., from L.
ancdra, Gk. agkura], an instru-
ment for holding a ship by
gripping the ground ; that to
which one clings for safety or
with hope ; v., to let down an
anchor ; to hold a ship. n.,

an'chorage (-dj), a place where
ships are anchored ; payment
for leave to anchor.

an'choret (ang'koref) and an'-

chorite, ns. [Fr., from Gk.
anachoretes (ANA-, choreein, to
go away)], one who lives apart ;

a hermit.

aneho'vy, n. [Sp.], a small fish

caught in the Mediterranean.
an'cient (dn'chent), a. [Fr., from

late L. antidnus, old (L. ante,

before)], existing long ago ; old ;

n., an old man ; one who
lived long ago.

an'eillary (dnsU'dri), a. [L. ancilla,
a maid-servant], giving help to ;

attending upon ; subordinate.

-ancy, suff. See -ANCE.

and, conj. [A.S.], meaning addi-
tion ; used to join words and
sentences together.

andan'te, adv. [It. andare, to go],

going easily ; fairly slow ; n. t

a fairly slow movement in
music.

-ane, suff. EL. -amis], of the nature
of; like (as in HUMANE, MUN-
DANE, URBANE).

an'ecdote, n. [Gk. AN-, ekd&os,
given out], a short story.
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anele' (duel'), v. [A.S. AN-, on ; ele,

oil], to anoint with oil, especially
in extreme unction.

anem'one (dnem'one), n. [Gk.
anemos, the wind], a wild plant
with a white flower more or less

purple outside.
an eroid, a. [Gk. A-, not ; neros,
wet ; and eidos, form], without
fluid ; n. t a barometer without
mercury.

anesthetic. See ANESTHETIC.
anew', adv. [E. A-, NEW], over

again.
an'gel (drij&:, n. [A.S., from Gk.

angSlos, a messenger] one who
is sent ; a messenger from God.

as., angelic and angelical.
An'gelus, n., a prayer to the Vir-

gin ; the bell rung in the morn-
ing and calling to this prayer.

an'ger (dng'ger), n. [Scand.], dis-

pleasure or vexation of spirit ; a
strong feeling caused by an in-

jury ; v., to make angry. a.,

an'gry, moved by anger.
angle (l) (dngl), n. [Fr., from L.

angulus, a corner], a corner ;

the opening between two lines

which meet at a point. a., an'-
gttlar, having an angle.

an'gle (2), n. [A.S., from same
root], a hook for catching fish ;

a fishing-rod and line with hook ;

v., to try to catch fish with a
rod and hook. ns., an'gler ;

an'gling, the art of fishing thus.

An'glican (dng'glikdn), a. [from
Angles (see ENGLISH)], belonging
to England ; used especially of
those belonging to the Church
of England.

An'glicize (ang'glislz), v., to give
an English form to. n., An'-
glieism (-sizm), English idiom
or peculiarity of language ; En-
glish ways in politics, etc.

An'glo-Sax'on, a., English-Saxon;
n., the oldest form of English.

an'guish (dng'gunsh), n. [Fr. an-
goisse ; from L. angustia (angere,
to press hard)], great pain of

body or mind.
animadvert', v. [L. animadvertere

(animus, the mind ; AD-, and
vertere, to turn)], to make remarks
on; to find fault with. n.,anim-

adver'sion, remarks on; re-

proof.
animal, n. [L. animale, a living

being (anima, breath)], a living
being that can feel and move ;

a., belonging to animals. n.,

animal'cule (animal'kul), a very
little animal ; a creature so small
that it cannot be seen without
a glass or microscope ; (pi.) ani-
mal'cules or animal'cula.

animate, v. [L. animdre, to give
life to], to fill with life ; to stir

up ; to make lively. a., an'-

imated, living ; full of life.

n., anima'tion, fulness of life ;

lively temper, behaviour, or
action.

animosity, n. [Fr., from L. ani-

mositas, fulness of spirit (aninms,
spirit)], a very strong feeling of
hatred.

animus, n. [L. animus, soul], in-

tention ; hostile spirit.
anise (an'is), n. [Gk. anison], a

plant the seeds of which are used
as medicine.

ank'er, n. [Du.], a measure for

liquids, containing nearly nine
gallons.

ankle, n. [A.S.], the bend or joint
between the foot and leg. re.,

anklet, a strap or ring worn on
the ankle.

an'nals, n. pi. [L. anndlis, yearly],
history, in which the events are
put down in order of year.
n., an'nalist, one who writes
annals.

ann'ates, n. pi. [L. annus, a year],
the value of the first year's living
of a Roman Catholic bishop, etc.,

paid to the Pope.
anneal', v. [A.S. onodan, to burn],

to temper by heating glass or
metals to a great heat, and cool-

ing them slowly ; to fix colours
on glass by heating.

annex', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, nee-

tere, to bind], to join to ; (colloq.),

to steal. ns., annexa'tion, an
adding on ; annexe', a small

building added on.

annihilate, v. [L. AD-, nihil,

nothing], to bring to nothing ;

to put out of being. n., annihi-
lation, a putting out of being.
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anniversary, n. [L. annus, a
year ; versus (vertcre, to turn)],

the return of a notable day,
year after year ; a., happening
year after year.

an'notate, v. [L. AD-, notdtus (no-

tare, to mark)], to make notes or
remarks upon. n..,annotation .

announce', v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
nuntidre, to report], to make
known ; to give public notice
of. n., announee'ment. act of

giving notice ; that which is

made known.
annoy', v. [Fr., from L. in odio, in

hatred], to cause trouble to ; to
vex. n., annoy'ance, a cause
of trouble ; state of being trou-
bled.

an'nual, a. [L. annus, a year],

happening every year ; lasting
for a year ; n., a plant that
lasts only one season ; a yearly
paper or book.

annuity, n., money paid every
year. n., annuitant, one who
gets an annuity.

annul', v. [L. AD-, nuttus, none],
to bring to nothing ; to make of

no force. pres. p., annulling;
p.p., annulled.

an'nular, a. [L. annutus, a ring],
in the shape of a ring.

annunciation, n. [L., as AN-
NOUNCE], a making known ; the
news of the coming birth of

Christ given to the Virgin Mary
by the angel.

an'ode, n. [Gk. anodps (ANA-, odos,
a way)], the positive pole of an
electric battery.

an'odyne, n. [Gk. AN-, odyne,
pain], a drug to soothe pain.

anoint', v. [Fr. enoindre (L. m-,
unctus, oiled)], to rub with oil ;

to make holy by pouring oil

on.

anom'alcus, a. [Gk. AN-, Tiomalos,

even], not keeping to the rule ;

out of order. n., anom'aly, a
departure from the usual rule.

anon', adv. [A.S. ON AN, in one], in
one (moment) ; at once ; soon.

anon'ymous, a. [Gk. AN-, onyma,
a name], without a name. n.,

anonymity. adv., anon'ym-
ously.

5 antepenulfr

anoth'er (anuth'er), a. [E. AN, one;
OTHER], one more ; not the
same ; some one else.

an'swer (an'ser), v. [A.S. and, in

reply, and root of SWEAR], to
reply ; to give information
when asked ; to be fib for ; to
be accountable for ; n., a re-

ply ; solution of a question in

arithmetic, etc. a., an'swep-
able, that can be answered ;

bound to give an answer.
ant, n. [A.S.], a small insect living

in colonies ; emmet.
-ant, suff. [L. -antem (-ans)l, de-
noting the person who does, or

forming adjectives (as in SERV-
ANT, EMIGRANT, DISCORDANT,
ARROGANT).

antagonist, n. [Gk. ANTI-, agonis-
tes, a rival], one who fights or
strives with another ; a., con-
tending against. n., antag'on-
ism, opposition. a., antag-
onis'tic. v., antagonize, to
excite to opposition.

Antare'tic, a. [Gk. ANTI-, arktikos,
northern], southern ; belonging
to the South Pole.

ante- pref. [L.], before (as in AN-
CESTOR, ANTEDATE, ANTICIPATE).

antece'dent, a. [L. ANTE-, ced&re,
to go], going before (in time or
thought) ; n., that which goes
before ; (in grammar) the word
to which a relative refers ; (pi.) a
person's past history or conduct.

an'teehamber and an'teroom,
n. [ANTE-, CHAMBER, and ROOM],
a room leading into a larger
one.

an'tedate, v., to date too early.

antedilu'vlan, a. [L. ANTE-, dilu-

vium, a flood], before the flood ;

n., a person who lived then.

an'telope, n. [Fr., from late Gk.
antholops], an animal partly like
a deer, partly like a goat.

antemeridian, a. [L. ANTE-, men-
dies, midday], in the forenoon.

anten'nsa, n. pi. [L. antenna, the
yard of a sail], the feelers of an
insect.

antepenult', n. [L ANTE-, pcene,
almost, and ultimus, .last], the
last syUable but two. a., ante-
penul'timate.
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anterior, a. [L. anterior, in front

(ante, before)], earlier in time ;

in front.

an'tepoom. See ANTECHAMBER.
anthem, n. [A.S. antefn (Gk.

ANTI-, in reply ; phonS, the

voice)], a sacred song or hymn,
sung by two parts of a choir

alternately ; song of gladness.
an'thep, n. [Gk. antheros, bloom-

ing (anthos, a flower)], the top of

the:stamen of a flower contain-

ing the pollen.

anthol'ogy (anihol'oji), n. [Gk.
anthos, flower ; legem, to gather],
a collection of choice pieces of

verse or prose.
an'thpacite (-thraslt), n. [Gk. an-

thrax, coal], a coal that burns
with little flame or smoke.

anthpopol'ogy (dnthropol'oji), n.

[Gk. anthropos, man ; -LOOT],
the study of men as living beings
in their relations to each other
and the lower animals.

an tic, a. [Fr., from L. antiquus,
old], old-fashioned ; odd ; ridic-

ulous ; n., an odd or clownish
action ; (pi.) silly tricks.

Antichrist (an'tikrlst), n. [Gk.
ANTI-, CHRIST], the great enemy
of Christ. a., antichpls'tian.

anticipate (dntis'ipdt), v. [L.

ANTE-, cap&re, to take], to be
before in doing or speaking ; to
enjoy beforehand ; to expect.
n., antieipa'tion, a looking for-

ward to ; a promise of something
to come.

anticli'max, n. [Gk. ANTI-, CLI-

MAX], a descent from more
striking or important to less

striking or important things, in
A sentence or story.

an'ticyc!6ne, n. [ANTI-, CYCLONE],
the flowing out of air from a
part where there is high pressure.

Bn'tidote, n. [Gk. ANTI-, ddtos,
given], something given to
counteract a poison.

an'timony, n. [med. L., prob. from
Arab.], a bluish-white metal,
used in medicine, etc.

antip'athy, n. [Gk. ANTI-, pathos,
feeling], a feeling of dislike.

Bntip odes, n. pi. [Gk. ANTI-,
pous, Dodos, a foot], the people

7 apart
on the other side of the globe^
whose feet are opposite to ours.

antiquarian, a. [L. antiquus, old],
concerned with old things ; n.

(also an'tiqu&py), one who
studies old things. a., an'ti-

quated, out of date.

antique' (antek'), a. [Fr., from L
antiquus, old], ancient ; old'
fashioned ; n.., a piece of an'
cient work. n., antiq'uity (an-
tik'witi), former ages ; great age ;

(pi.) ancient things.
antisep'tie, a. [Gk. ANTI-, s&ptoss

rotten], stopping rotting ; n.c

that which does so.

antithesis, n. [Gk. ANTI-, tMsis,
a placing], a placing of words or
thoughts in opposition to each
other, to mark a contrast ; (pi.)
antitheses.

antitoxin, n. [Gk. ANTI-, toxikon,
poison], substance to counteract
poison.

ant'lep, n. [Fr., from late L. ro c

mum], a branch of a stag's horn.
a., ant'lered.

aa'vil, n. [A.S.], an iron block on
which smiths hammer metal.

anxious (dnk'shus), a. [L. anxius,
distressed], uneasy in mind.
ns., anxi'ety (angzi'eti) and
anxiousness (ank'shusnes), un-
easiness of mind.

an'y (en'i), a. [A.S. On, one ; ~iQ,

suff.], one of a number, which-
ever we please. advs., any-
how and anywise, in any way ;

an'ywhepe, in any place.

a'opist, n. [Gk. aoristos, indefinite

(A-, AN-, horizein, to limit)], the
past tense in Greek.

aop'ta (ddr'td), n. [Gk. aorte (aefr-

etn, to raise)], the chief artery
which carries the blood from
the left side of the heart.

apace' (apas
r

), adv. [E. A-, PACE],
with speed ; swiftly.

ap'anage(-d^), n. [Fr., from L. AD-,
pdnis, bread], provision for a
younger son ; a subject coun-
try : that which belongs to one
by right of custom.

apart', adv. [Fr., from L. ad; to;
partem (pars), a part], away
from the rest ; into parts. n.P

apart'ment, a single room ; a
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part of a house divided off from
the rest ; (pi.) lodgings.

ap'athy, n. [Gk. A-, AN-, pathos,

feeling], want or dullness of feel-

ing. ttt) apathetic, unfeeling;
unconcerned.

ape, n. [A.S.], a monkey without
a tail ; a fool who puts on the
manners of another ; v., to

imitate foolishly. a., apish
(dp'ish), foolishly imitating.

aperient, a. [L. aperire, to open],

opening ; n., an opening medi-
cine.

ap'erture, n. [L. apertura, an
opening], an opening ; a hole

through.
a'pex, n. L.], the highest point ;

(pi.) apexes or apices.
aphelion (dfe'lion), n. [Gk.], the

point in a planet's orbit most
distant from the sun.

aph'orism, n. [Gk. aphorismos, a
definition], a short sentence with
a great deal of meaning ; maxim.

a'piary (a'pidri), n. [L. apiarium
(apis, a bee)], a place where beea
are kept.

apiece' (apes'), adv., to each separ-
ately ; as the share of each.

apo-, pref. [Gk.], from ; away ;

separate (as inAPOLOGY, APOSTLE,
APHELION).

apoe'alypss (dpok'dlips) n. [Gk.
APO-, kalyptein, to cover], rev-
elation or discovery ; the last

book of the New Testament.
as., apocalyp'tic and apoca-
lyp'tical.

apoc'pypha (dpok'rifd), n. [Gk.
APO-, kryptein, to hide], a state-

ment of which the authority is

doubtful ; certain uninspired
books sometimes bound up with
the Old Testament. a., apoe'-
ryphal, not of full authority ;

uninspired.
ap'ogee (ap'oje), n. [Gk. APO-, gala,

the earth], the point at which
the sun or moon is most distant
from the earth.

apol'ogy (dpol'oji), n. [Gk. apolo-
gia, a speech in defence], some-
thing said in defence ; words of

regret for some injury done ;

excuse. a., apologetic, ex-
pressing excuse or regret ; said

28 appeal
in defence.- v. t apol'ogize, to
express excuse or regret. n.,
apologist.

ap ophthegm or ap'othegm (dp'-
othem), n. [Gk. APO-, phthegma, a
word ; a saying with much point
or meaning, expressed in very
few words.

ap'oplexy, n. [Fr., from Gk. apo-
plexia, a sudden stroke], loss of

power by a sudden stroke. a.,

apoplec'tic.
apos'tasy, n. [Gk. APO-, stasis, a

standing], a forsaking one's
former friends or beliefs. n.,

apos'tate, one who deserts his

faith or principles ; a., false ;

unfaithful.

apostle' (dposl'), n. [Gk. APO-,
stellein, to send], one sent out ;

a missionary. n., apostleship,
the duty of an apostle. a.

apostolic.
apos tpophe (apos'trofe), n. [Gk.

APO-, strophe, a turning], a turn-

ing away from one's hearers to
address some other person ; a
mark (') to show a letter missed.

v., apos'trophize, to address
some other person.

apoth'ecary, n. [Fr., from late L.

apothecarius (Gk. apotheke, a
store)], a maker or seller of drugs.

apotheo'sis, n. [Gk. APO-, theos,
a god], a giving of divine honours.

appal' (apawl'), v. [probably from
Fr. apalir, to make PALE], to
make weak with fear ; to strike

through with terror. pres. p.,

appalling ; p.p., appalled.
appanage. See APANAGE.
appara'tus, n. [L. AD-, parare, to

prepare], means got ready for

doing work ; instruments or
tools.

appar'el, n. [Fr., from L. AD-, par,
equal], clothing lor the body ;

v., to dress.

appeal', v. [Fr., from L. appelldre,
to call by name], to call on ono
for help or pity ; to have re-

course to ; to ask that a case
be taken to a higher court ; n.,

a call for help ; a request for

the rehearing of a case. ns.,

appellant, one who appeals;
appellation, a name or title.
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appear', v. [Fr., from L. appdrere,
to appear], to be seen ; to seem
to be. a., appftr'ent, that can
be seen ; easily seen or under-
stood. ns., apparl'tion, some-
thing coming suddenly and
alarmingly into sight ; appear'-

anee, a coming into sight ; the
thing seen ; what a person or a
thing is like.

appease', v. [Fr. apafeer (L. AD-,
pax, peace)], to make at peace ;

to calm.

append', v. [L. AD-, pend&re, to

hang], to add to ; to put at the
end of. n., appendix, some-
thing hung oraddedonto (usually
an addition to a book) ; (pi.)

appen'dixes or appen'diees.
n., appendici'tis, a disease

caused by inflammation of an
end part of the bowels.

ap'pertain, v. [Fr., from late L.

AD-, pertinere, to belong], to be-

long to.

ap'petite, n. [L. cvppetltus, a long-

ing for], desire for (food, etc.).

a., appetiz'ing, giving an
appetite.

applaud', v. [L. AD-, plaud&re, to

clap], to praise by clapping the
hands; to praise in a noisy
way. n., applause'.

ap'ple, n. [A.S.], the fruit of the

apple-tree ; a thing of this shape.
apply', v. [Fr., from L, AD-, plicGre,

to fold], to lay one thing on an-
other ; to use for a purpose ; to
be suitable ; to make a request ;

(oneself) to give time and atten-
tion. pres. p., applying; p.p.,
applied. n., appli'ance, tool
or thing used to bring about
some result. a., ap'plicable.
ns., ap'plicant, one who applies
for an office ; applica'tion,
close attention ; that which is

applied.
appoint', v. [Fr. d, to ; POINT}, to

bring to a point; to settle or
arrange ; to name for an office ;

to order. n., appoint'ment,
the naming of a person for an
office; the office for which one
is named ; situation ; an engage-
ment to meet some one.

apportion (apor'ahon), v. [Fr.,

d, to; portionner, to PORTION],
to divide into fair shares ; to
aUot.

apposition (apozish'ori), n. [Fr.,
from L. AD-, POSITION], a placing
beside ; a noun beside another
to explain its meaning.

appraise', v. [AD-, PRAISE], to fix

the value of.

appreciate (apre'shiat), v. [L.

appretidre (AD-, prelium, a price)],
to know the value of ; to rise in

price. a., appre'ciable, that
can be seen, felt, or measured.

n., appreeia'tion, act of

putting a just price upon ; a
statement of the right value of

a person or a thing. a., ap-
pre'ciative, forming a fair judg-
ment ; esteeming highly.

apprehend', v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
prehend&re, to seize], to take
hold of ; to understand ; to
fear. n., apprehen'sion, act of

seizing ; power of grasping a
thought ; fear of something that
may happen. a., apprehen-
sive, quick to feel ; afraid of

something.
appren'tice (apren'tis), n. [Fr.,
from L. apprehend&re, to learn],
one who is learning a trade ;

v., to bind one to a trade. n.,

apprenticeship, state or time
of being an apprentice.

apprize', v. [Fr. appris, learned
(APPREHEND)], to give informa-
tion to ; to let (one) know.

approach', v. [Fr., from late L.

appropridre, to come near to

(AD-, prope, near)], to come near
to ; n., a coining near to ; a
means of getting near to ; ave-
nue ; entrance. a., approach'-
able, that can be approached.

appropriate, a. [L. AD-, proprius,
one's own], used or fitted for a
purpose ; suitable ; v., to take
to be one's own ; to set apart
for. n., appropria'tlon, act
of appropriating ; a setting
apart.

approve' (&proov
f

), v. [Fr. approu-
ver (L. AD-, probus, good)], to
think well of ; to be pleased
with ; to sanction. ns., ap-
proba'tion and approval, act
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of approving ; sanction ; ap- '

ppo'ver, an accomplice allowed
to give evidence.

approximate, a- [L. AD-, prox-
imus, very near], coming near to ;

lying close to ; nearly correct ;

v., to bring or come near to ;

to grow like. n., approxima'-
tion, approach ; figures nearly
but not quite correct.

appup'tenance, n. [Fr., from root
of APPERTAIN], that which be-

longs to.

a'pricot, n. [Port, albricoque (al-,

the; L. prcecox, early ripe)], a
kind of plum which ripens

quickly.
A'ppil, n. [Fr., from L. aprUis (ape-

rire, to open)], the fourth month
of the year.

a'ppon, n., formerly napron [Fr.

nape, from L. mappa, & cloth],

a covering in front of one's
clothes ; pinafore ; a covering
for the legs when driving.

a'ppopos (a'propo), adv. [Fr., from
L. AD-, propositum, the thing
proposed], to the point or pur-
pose.

apse, n. [Gk. apsis, the hoop of *
wheel], a rounded part of a

church, usually at the east end ;

(pi.) apsides (ap'sidez) or apses.
apt, a. [L. aptus, fit], suitable ;

ready ; tending to ; quick to

understand. ns., ap'titude and
apt ness, fitness ; capacity.

aquamarine (akwamaren'), n.

(L. aqua, water ; mare, the sea],

bluish -green gem or colour.

aquft'rlum, n. [L. aqua, water], a
vessel for holding water plants
and animals ; a building for

exhibiting these.

aquatic, a., belonging to water ;

living in water.

water ; duc&re, to lead], a bridge
or channel for conveying water.

a'queous, a., watery ; like water ;

produced by water.

aq'uiline (ak'wttiri), a. [L., from
aquila, an eagle], like an eagle ;

hooked like an eagle's beak.

ar, suff. [L. -arem, -am], belong-
ing to ; like (as in) JOCULAR,
SECULAR ; [Fr. -aire ; L. -arius],

the agent or doer of (as in FRIAE,
BEGGAR).

Ap'ab, n. [Fr., from L. from Gk.
Araps], a native of Arabia ; a
homeless child. a., arabesque'
(arabesk'), like Arabian shapes or

carvings ; n., an ornament of

intricate pattern with no animal
forms. a., Ara'bian ; n., an
Arab. a., Ar'abie ; n. t the

language of Arabia.

ap'able, a. [L. arabllls, ploughable
(ardre, to plough)], fit for being
ploughed.

ap'bitep (ar'biter), n. [L., a judge],
a person chosen to decide.

a., arlbitpapy, depending on
some person's will ; without
regard to rules or principles;
absolute ; unjust. v., ap'bi-

trate, to act as an arbiter. n...

arbitration, the action of an
arbiter; decision between two
parties.

arbope'tum, n. [L. arbor, a tree], a
place where trees and shrubs are
cultivated.

ap'bopicultupe, n. [L. arbor, a
tree ; CULTURE], the culture of

trees.

ar'boup (ar'bor), n. [formerly Tier-

ber, L; HERBARIUM], a seat in a
garden covered with trees or
shrubs ; a bower.

ape, n. [Fr., from L. arcus, a bow],
a part of a circle ; an arch. n. t

are-lamp, a lamp lighted by the

energy of an electric current

passing between two carbon
rods.

arcade', n. [Fr., from It. arcata,
arched (L. arcus, ARC)], a row of

arches ; a walk or street with an
arched roof.

Area dlan, a., belonging to Arca-
dia, a district in Greece ; rural ;

pastoral.
arch (1), n. [Fr., from L. area, a

chest (confused with ARC)], a
curved structure of wedge-
shaped stones covering an open-
ing ; v., to cover with an arch ;

to form into an arch.
arch (2), a. [ARCH-], chief ; clever ;

sly ; cunning
* mischievous ; wag-

gish.

arch-, archi-, apche-, prefs. [Gk.
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arcTios, chief ; arche, a beginning],
first ; chief (as in ARCHBISHOP,
ARCHITECT, ARCHETYPE).

arehseol'ogy (arkeol'oji), n. [Gk.
archaios, old ; -LOGY], the study
of ancient art, etc.

areha'ie (arka'ik), a. [Gk. arche, a

beginning], ancient ; old ; out
of date.

archangel (ar'kanjel), n., a chief

angel ; an angel of the highest
order.

arehbish'op, w., chief bishop.
w., apehbish'oppie, the district

of an archbishop.
arch'deaeon, n., chief deacon ; an

officer of the Church immediately
under a bishop (said to be "the
eye of the bishop ").

areh'duke, n., chief duke ; a
prince of the house Of Austria.

ar'cher, n. [Fr., from L. arcus, a
bow], one who shoots with a
bow and arrows. n., ar'ehery,
the art or practice of shooting
with bows and arrows.

arehipel'ago (arkipel'dgo), n. [Gk.
ARCHI-, pel&gos, sea], the ^gean

' Sea ; any sea with many small
islands.

architect (ar'kitekf), n. [Gk.
ARCHI-, tekton, a builder], one
who draws plans of buildings.

'

n., architecture, the art of
'

planning and designing build-

ings ; the style of a building.
ar'ehitrave (ar'kUrdv), n. [Gk.

ARCHI-, L. traits, a beam], the
chief beam of a building; the
beam resting on the tops of the
columns.

ar'chives (ar'kwz), n. [Fr., from L.

archivum, from Gk. arche, gov-
ernment], the place where gov-
ernment records are kept ; public
writings or records.

arch'way, n., a passage under an
arch.

Arc'tic, a. [Gk. arktikos, northern
(arktos, a bear)], under the stars
of the Great Bear ; northern ;

very cold. The Arctic Circle is

an imaginary circle on the earth,
23| S. of the North Pole.

apd, suff. [Fr.], of the nature or
disposition of (as in DRUNKARD,
LAGGARD, WIZARD).

ap'dent, a. [Fr., from L. ardena
(ardere, to burn)], burning ; show-
ing great heat or passion ; en-
thusiastic. n., ap'dour (ar'dor),
heat ; heat of passion or feeling ;

zeal ; also ar'dency.
ar'duous, a. [L. arduus, uphill],

steep to climb ; hard to do ;

difficult.

n. [L., a threshing-floor], a
clear, level space ; the measure
of the surface of anything ; the
space around the sunk basement
of a house.

n. [L., sand], the place
of combat covered with sand in
the great theatre at Rome ; the
space for performance in a circus ;

any place where work is done or
effort made.

ar'gent (ar'jent), a. [L. argentum,
silver], having the colour of
silver.

Ar'gonaut, n. [Gk. Argo, the name
of a ship ; naiUes, a sailor], a
sailor in the ship Argo, in which
Jason and his companions sought
the Golden Fleece.

ar'gosy, n. [prob. from It. Ragusea
(nave), Ragusan (ship)], a large
ship laden with great riches.

ar'gue (ar'gu), v. [Fr., from L.
arguere, to make clear], to dis-
cuss ; to give reasons ; to dis-

pute ; to prove. pres. p., argu-
ing ; p.p., argued. n., ar'gft-
ment, the means by which a
thing is proved ; the reasons
given as proof ; the chief con-
tents of a book or chapter. a.,

argumentative, containing ar-

gument; controversial.

arid, a. [L. aridtts, dry], having
no moisture ; dried up ; parched.

n., aridity.
aright' (arit'), adv. [E. A-, RIGHT],

in a right way.
arious, suff. [L. -arius], belonging
to ; connected with ; used for

(as in NEFARIOUS, PRECARIOUS,
VICARIOUS).

arise', v. [A.S.], to get or move
upwards ; to spring (from).

pres. p., arising; p.p., arisen;
past, arose.

aristoc'pacy, n. [Gk. aristos, best ;

kratein, to rule], government by
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the best ; the higher ranks of a
people ; nobility. n., aristo-
crat, one of the nobility ; a
proud or haughty person. a.,

aristocratic.
arifch'metie, ?i. [Fr.,from Gk. arith-

mos, a number], the knowledge
of numbers ; the art of counting.

a., arithmetical, having to
do with arithmetic. n., arith-
metl'cian.

ark, n. [A.S.], a box or chest ; a
large vessel, like a ship below
and a house above (see Genesis
vii.) ; the chest in which were
the tables of the Law.

arm (1), n. [A.S.], the part between
the hand and the shoulder ; a
branch of the sea or of a river.

n., arm'-ehair, a chair witn
arms to support the elbows.

arm (2), n. [Fr., from L. arma,
arms], a means of protecting
oneself ; a weapon ; a part of
an army, as infantry, cavalry,
etc. ; (pi.) the occupation of a
soldier ; decorations on shields,

banners, etc. ; v., to put on
arms ; to furnish with arms.
a., armed (armd), fitted with
arms ; ready to fight.

arma'da, n. [Sp., armed, from L.
armdre, to arm], an armed fleet,

esp. the Spanish Armada (1588).
ar'mament, n. [L. armamentum,
means of arming], soldiers armed
for war ; the weapons of an
army, or of a ship.

ar'mature, n. [L. armatUra], a
piece of soft iron arming the
poles of a magnet, in electrical

machinery.
ar'mistice (-Us), n. [Fr., from L.

arma, ARMS ; sisfgre, to stop],
a stoppage of fighting for a
short time ; a truce.

armorial, a^ belonging to coats
of arms.

ar'mour (ar'mor), n. [Fr., from L.
arma, ARMS], defensive dress for

fighting in : the iron or steel

plating of a ship of war. ns.,

ar'mourer, a maker of arms ;

ar'moury, a place for arms.
arm'pit, n., the hollow under the

shoulder.

ar'my, n. [Fr., from L. arma,

2 arrogate

ARMS], a large and ordered body
of armed men.

aro'ma, n. [Gk., a sweet herb], a
sweet smell, such as in plants,
fruit, etc. ; fragrance ; perfume.

a., aromatic, having a sweet
smell ; strong-scented ; fragrant.

arose', past. See ARISE.

around', adv. [E. A-, ROUND], on
every side ; prep., on all sides
of.

arouse', v. [E. A-, ROUSE], to cause
to rise ; to stir up ; to awaken ;

to excite.

ar'quebus. See HARQUEBUS.
ar'rack, n. [Arab.], a strong drink

used in India.

arraign' (drdn'), v. [O.Fr. araisn-
ier (L. AD-, rationem, reason)],
to call one to trial ; to accuse.

arrange' (drdnf), v. [Fr. d, to;
rang, a row], to put in proper
order ; to plan. n., arrange' -

ment, the way or manner in
which things are placed.

ar'rant, a. [ERRANT], out and out;
downright ; very bad.

ar'ras, n. [town of Arras], tapestry
made at Arras, France ; rich
hangings for a wall.

array', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, and
root of READY], to put in order ;

to clothe ; to dress up ;
to equip

or adorn ; n., order, esp. order
of battle ; dress. pres. p., ar-
raying ; p.p., arrayed.

arrear', or pi. arrears', n. [Fr.
arrtere (L. AD-, retro, backwards)],
that which is behind or in the
rear ; debts still unpaid, or
work undone.

arrest', v. [Fr. (L. AD-, restdre, to
stay behind)], to cause to stop ;

to seize and put in prison ; to
apprehend ; to check ; n., stop-
page ; act of seizing hold of ;

also arrest'ment.
arrive', v. [Fr. (L. AD-, ripam, to

shore)], to come or get to. n.,

arri'val, a coming to a place ;

(pi.) persons newly come.
ar'rogate, v. [L. AD-, rogdre, to

ask], to lay claim to ; to claim
more than is right ; to claim in
an overbearing manner. a., ar'-

r-ogant. ns., ar'rogance and
ar'rogancy. unbearable pride.
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aP'POW (ar'o), n. [A.S.], a straight,
thin rod with a head, to be shot
from a bow. a., ap'row-head-
ed, shaped like the head of an
arrow. n., ar'pow-poot, a
starchy food obtained from the
roots of a tropical American
plant. a., ap'powy, shaped like
arrows ; swift.

ar serial, n. [It., from Arab.], a
place for making or storing arms.

ar'senic, n. [Fr., from Gk. arseni-

kon, from Arab, az-zernikh, or-

piment], a brittle grey metal ;

a strong poison made from this.

ar'son, n. [Fr., from L. arsus (.ar-

dere, to burn)], the crime of

burning houses.
art, n. [Fr., from L. ars, art], power

of fitting means to an end ; skill,

esp. in the fine arts. as., art'-

ful, full of art ; cunning ; apf-
less, free from guile.

ar'tepy, n. [L., and Gk. arteria, a
blood-vessel], a tube which car-
ries the blood from the heart ;

a main road or channel. a.,
arterial.

Apte'sian (arte'zhdri), a. [Fr. ar-

Usien, of Artois], denoting a kind
of well made by boring and tap-
ing underground water (first

made at Artois, France).
ar'tichoke, n. [It., from Sp., from

Arab.], name of two plants,
the flower-heads of one and the
tubers of the other of which are
used as food.

ap'ticle, n. [Fr., from L. articulus,
a little joint], a small part ; an
item ; a piece ; a thing ; a dis-

tinct part in an agreement or
law ; a paper in a magazine or
newspaper ; a part of speech ;

one of the words a, an, or the ;

v., to arrange in distinct parts ;

to bind by agreement.
artic ulate, a. [L. articulaius,

jointed], furnished with joints ;

having parts jointed together ;

spoken clearly or distinctly ;

v., to put together with joints ;

to fit properly ; to speak dis-

tinctly. 7i., apticula'tion.
ar'tiflee (ar'tifls), n. [Fr., from L.

ars, ART; facere, to make], a
use of skill to gain an end

3 ascribe

cunning ; craft ; deception.-
n., artificer, one who uses art
or skill ; a workman. a., arti-
ficial (artifish'dl), made by man,
not by nature.

artillery, n. [Fr., from supposed
late L. artillatoTy a maker of

machines], cannon.; gunnery.
artisan', n. [Fr., prob. from It.

artigiano], one skilled in a trade ;

a workman.
ar'tist, n., one who practises the

fine arts ; a workman with good
taste. a., artistic.

ary, suff. [L. -am], belonging to ;

connected with ; a place for (as
in MILITARY, GRANARY, AVIARY,
LIBRARY. MISSIONARY).

Aryan (ar-yan), a., belonging to
Indo-European race or language.

as, adv. and con;. [A.S., ALL, so],
in like manner ; thus ; because ;

while ; rel. pron., who or which
(after same, such, etc.).

asbes'tos, n. [Gk. asbestos, that
cannot be quenched], a mineral
substance, non-inflammable, and
a poor conductor of heat.

ascend' (dsend'), v. [L. ascendtre
(AD-, scand&re, to climb)], to
climb up ; to go up to a higher
point. 7i., ascen'dancy, great
influence over others. a., as-
cen'dant, rising or risen high
up ; above the horizon ; super-
ior; ruling; n., ascent ; height;
commanding power. ns., as-
cent', a going upward ; the up-
ward slope of a hill ; ascen'sion,
a rising or going upwards.

ascertain' (asertan'), v. [Fr. a, to ;

CERTAIN], to make certain ; to
find out the truth about.

ascetic (dset'ik), a. [Gk. asketikos,
fond of exercise], keeping too
close to work ; keeping away
from pleasure ; self-denying ;

austere ; n., one who denies
himself ; one who lives apart ;

hermit ; recluse. n., aseet'-
icism (-sisra), self-denial.

ascribe' (askmb'), v. [L. AD-,
scribere, to write], to mention
something as belonging to ; to
assign, as blame, praise, etc.

n., ascpip'tion, act of ascribing ;

the thing ascribed.



ash, n. [A.S.], a common tree, with
hard, tough timber. a., ash en,
made of ash-wood.

ashamed' (ashdrnd'), a. [E. A-,

SHAME], feeling shame ; unable
to look up.

ash'es, n. pi. [A.S.], that which
remains after something is burnt ;

a dead body before or after burn-
ing. a., ash y, like ashes in

colour ; pale.
ashore', adv. [E. A-. SHORE], on

shore or land ; to the shore.

Ash Wednes day, n. t first day of

Lent.
aside', adv. [E. A-, SIDE], on, at,

or to one side.

ask, v. [A.S. ascian}, to try to get
a thing by saying that we want
it ; to seek information ; to put
a question ; to name a price.

askance' or askant', adv. [etym.?],
sideways : not straight forward.

askew', adv. [E. A-, SKEW], on the
skew ; off the straight.

aslant', a. and adv. [E. A-, SLANT],
on the slant ; on one side.

asleep', a. and adv. [E. A-,

SLEEP], sleeping ; in a sleep.

aslope', a. and adv. [E. A-, SLOPE],
on the slope, sloping.

asp, n. [L. and Gk. asp is, an asp],
a poisonous serpent.

aspar agus, n. [Gk. aspar&gos], a
garden plant used as food.

as'pect, n. [L. aspectus, look (AD-,

spicere, to look)], the look which
a person or a thing has ; ap-
pearance to the mind.

as'pen, n. [A.S.], a kind of poplar
tree with trembling leaves.

aspep'ity, n. [Fr., from L. asperi-
tas (asper, rough)], roughness ;

severity; harshness.

asperse', v. [L.aspersws,sprinkled],
to sprinkle ; to spread reports
about ; to speak ill of. n.,

asper'sion, evil speaking ; slan-

der. a., asper'sive.
as'phalt, n. [Gk. aspTialtonl, a

kind of pitch used ior paving, etc.

asphyxiate (asfix'iat), v. [Gk. a,
not ; sphyxis, a pulse], to suf-
focate.

as'pirate, v., to begin a word or

syllable with the sound of h.-

aspira'tion, sound oi h.

aspire", v. [L. AD-, spirdre, to
breathe], to seek after eagerly ;

to aim at; to rise; to mount
up. ns., aspirant, one who
hopes for something; an eager
seeker; aspira'tion.

asquint', adv. [E. A-, SQUINT], on
the squint ; with or from the
corner of the eye ; to one side.

ass, n. [A.S.], an animal like a
horse, but smaller, and with long
ears ; a fool. a., as mine, like
an ass.

assail', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, sallre,
to leap], to leap upon ; to
attack suddenly. a., assail' -

able, that can be attacked or
assailed. n., assail'ant, one
who makes an attack.

assas'sin, n. [Fr., from Arab. Jia-

stiish, an intoxicating food given
to one about to commit a crime],
one who kills secretly or by
surprise. v., assas sinate. n.,
assassina'tioa .

assault', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, sal-

tus, a leap], to attack with
force ; n., a strong or sudden
attack.

assay', v. [Fr. essaier, to try ; from
L. exagium (AD-, aaere, to deal)],
to weigh out or examine care-

fully ; to find out the amount
of pure metal in an ore or mix-
ture ; to make a test or trial ;

n., trial of the amount of

metal : the thing tested. pres.

p., assaying ; p.p. assayed.
assem'ble, v. [Fr., from L. AD-,

simul, together], to bring or

gather together ; to meet to-

gether. ns., assemblage
(dsem'bldj), a number of persons
or things in one place ; assem'-
bly, a meeting for a special

purpose ; the persons present.

assent', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, sen'

tire, to think], to think the same
as ; to agree ; n., agreement
with.

assert', v. [L. AD-, sertus (serere,

to bind)], to lay claim to ; to

make a statement without
proof. n. t asser'tkm, a lay-

ing claim to ; a strong state-

ment without proof. a., asser'-
tive.



, v. [Fr., from late L. asses-

sdre, to sit beside (a judge), (AD-,

sedere, to sit)], to lay on a tax ;

to fix the amount of a tax ; to

estimate or value. ns., r-.ssess'-

ment, the act of fixing a tax ;

the amount of tax ; asses'sor,
the legal adviser of a magistrate ;

one who fixes the amount of a
tax.

as'sets, n. pi. [Fr., from L. AD-,

satis, enough], that which is left

to pay one's debts ; property be-

longing to a merchant or trader.

assev'erate, v. [L. asseveratus,

asseverare, to speak in earnest

(AD-, severus, earnest)], to state

earnestly or solemnly. n., as-

severa'tion, an earnest or

solemn statement.

assid'uous, a. [L. assiduus, dill-

gent (AB-, sedere, to sit)], keeping
close to work ; diligent. ns.,

assiduity and assiduousness,
continual attention ; diligence.

assign' (asm'), v. [Fr., from L. AD-,

signum, a mark], to set apart
for a person ; to make over ; to

fix. ns., assignation, the mak-
ing over of a thing ; a transfer ;

an appointment to meet ; as-

sign'ment (asin'ment), a mak-
ing over to another ; the writing
by which a thing is made over.

assimilate, v. [L. AD-, similis,

like], to make or become like ;

to change so as to fit for some
purpose ; to digest. n., assi-
mila'tion. a., assimilative.

assist', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, sis-

tere, to stop], to stand at one's
Bide ; to help. n., assis'tance,
help. a., assistant, standing
beside ; giving help ; n. t one
who helps.

assize', v. [Fr., from L. as ASSESS],
to fix the amount or price ; n.,
a court at which prices, etc.,

were fixed ; (pi.) courts of justice
held at various places.

'elate (aso'shiat), v. (L. AD-,
sodus, a companion], to go with
as a companion ; to act along
with ; a., joined with ; n.,
one who is joined with another.

n., association, a number
banded together for a purpose ;

> astray
connection in thought; sug-
gestion.

assort', v. [Fr. d, to; sorte, from L.

sors, a lot], to put into lots ; to

arrange things of a like kind to-

gether ; to agree. n., assort'

ment, arrangement in lots ;

things so arranged.
assuage' (Aswdj

1

), v. [Fr., from L.

AD-, suavis, sweet], to make
soft ; to lessen the force or

severity of ; to grow mild ; to
abate. n., assuage'ment.

assume', v. [L. AD-, sUmere, to

take], to take to or upon oneself ;

to take for granted; to claim
more than is -due; to be over-

bearing ; to pretend. n., as-
sump'tion, an assuming or

taking for granted ; something
taken for granted; supposi-
tion.

assure' (ashoor'), v. [Fr., from L.

AD-, secUrus, sure], to make sure ;

to say that a thing is true. n.,

assup'ance, a feeling of being
sure ; a pledge of truth ; for-

ward conduct ; insurance of

life. adv., assur'edly.
as'ter, n. [Gk. aster, a star], a kind

of plant with composite, star-

like flowers.

as'terisk, n., a little star; a
mark (*).

astern', adv. [E. A-, STERN], to-
wards the hinder end of a ship ;

behind.
as'teroid, n. [ASTER, -OLD], a small

planet.
asthma (as'md), n. [Gk. asthma,

short breath (aein, to breathe)],
a disorder of the lungs making
breathing difficult. a., asth-
matic.

astir', a. and adv. [K. A-, STIR],
moving about ; stirring ; active.

astonish, v. (Fr., from L. KX-,
tonare, to thunder], to strike
with sudden fear or wonder ;

to surprise. a., astonishing,
very wonderful. n., astonish-
ment, a feeling of great wonder ;

great surprise ; bewilderment.
astound', v. [M.E. astoned, AS-

TONISHED], to strike dumb with
terror or wonder.

astray', adv. [Fr. estrate, p.p. of
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estraier, to STRAY], out of the
right way or place.

astride', adv. [E. A-, STRIDE],
striding ; with the legs apart.

astpin'gent (dstririjent), a. [L.

astringens (AD-, stringere, to

bind)], binding closely ; drawing
together ; n., medicine that
contracts the tissues of the body.

astpol'ogy (dstrol'oji), n. [Gk. as-

tron, a star ; -LOGY], the know-
ledge of the stars ; pretended
power of foretelling the future

byreading the stars. 7i.,astror-
oger, one who reads the stars.

astpon'omy, n. [Gk. astron, a
star; nomos, a law], a know-
ledge of the nature and motions
of the stars, etc. n., astron'-

omer, one who studies the
stars. a., astronomical.

astute', a. [L. astutus}, far-seeing ;

clever ; cunning. n., astute' -

asun'dep, adv. [E. A-, SUNDER], in

parts ; apart ; separately.
asy'lum (dsi'lum), n. [Gk. asylon

(a; not ; syle, seizing)], a place
of safety ; a shelter for the in-

sane, blind, etc.

ate, v., past tense of EAT.
ate, suff. [L. -dtus, p.p. of verbs
ending in -dre], meaning office

or power ; forming adjectives or
verbs (as in PONTIFICATE, ELEC-
TORATE, LEGATE, ADVOCATE, PAS-
SIONATE, RELATE).

a'theism, n. [Gk. a-, not ; theos, a
god], disbelief that there is a
God. n., a'theist, one who does
not believe that there is a God.

a. atheis'tic, atheis'tical.

Athenae'um, n. [Gk. ath&naion
(Athena, the goddess Minerva)],
the temple of Athena at Athens ;

a literary institution ; a London
club of distinguished scholars,
statesmen, etc.

Athe'nian, a. belonging to Athens ;

n., a native of Athens.
athipst', a. [A.S. ofthyrst], in want

of drink : having a strong de-
sire (for).

athlete, n. [Gk. athletes, a fighter
(athlon, a prize)], one who con-
tends in feats of strength. a.,

athletic. n. pi., athletics.

the practice of wrestling, run-
ning, etc.

athwart', prep. [E. A-, THWART],
across ; adv. t crosswise ; side-

Atlan'tic, a. [Gk. Adas, a mountain
in North-west Africa], belonging
to Atlas ; n., the ocean between
America and Europe or Africa.

atlas, n. [Gk. Atlas, the god who
held the world on his shoulders],
a book of maps, so called be-
cause old map-books had a figure
of Atlas on the title-page.

at'mosphepe, n. [Gk. atmos, va-

pour; sphaira, a globe], the air

round the world ; the influences
round a person. as., atmos-
pheric, atmospherical, be-

longing to the air.

at'om, n. [Gk. atomos (a-, not;
temnein, to cut)], the smallest

particle of an element ; anything
very small. a., atomic.

atone' (aton'), v. [E. AT, ONE], to
make at one ; to make amends
for. n., atone'ment, a recon-
ciliation ; an agreement.

atpo'cious (dtro'shus), a. [L. atrox,

cruel], showing great cruelty ;

very wicked. n., atrocity
(atros'iti), great wickedness or

cruelty.
attach', v. [Fr. a, to ; and root of

TACK], to fasten to ; to seize or
hold fast to. n., attach'ment,
a bond or fastening ; a tender
regard ; a seizure of one's goods
for debt, etc.

attack', v. [Fr., from It., as AT-
TACH], to come against as an
enemy ; to fall upon (as a dis-

ease) ; 7i., an onset ; the begin-
ning of harmful action.

attain', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, ton-

gere, to touch], to arrive at ; to

get possession of ; to gain. a.,
attainable. n., attain'ment,
that which is attained or reached;
(pi.) knowledge.

attain'dep, n. [Fr. to ATTAIN, con-
fused with taindre, to dye], a

i

loss of rights and property by !

one guilty of high treason. v., \

attaint', to find guilty of high |

treason ; to deprive of rights ;
'

to convict.
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attempt' (atemf), v. [Fr., from L.

AD-, temptdre, to try], to try to

get ; to make an effort ; n.,

a trial ; an effort.

attend', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, ten-

dire, to stretch], to give one's
mind to ; to go along with ; to
wait on. n., attendance, a
being present ; the persons who
are present ; service. a., at-

ten'dant, going along with ;

waiting on ; following from ;

n., one who goes with to do ser-

vice. n., atten'tion, a giving
one's mind to ; acts of kindness

paying honour or esteem ; obedi-
ence. a., atten'tive, giving
attention.

atten'uate, v. [L. AD-, tennis,

thin], to make thin or fine ; to
weaken ; to grow less. n. t at-
tenua'tion.

attest', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, testis,

a witness], to be a witness to ;

to give proof of; to call to
witness. n., attesta'tion, bear-

ing witness.

At'tic, a. [Gk. attikos]. belonging
to Athens or Attica ; pure : ele-

gant. n., at'tic, a room or
rooms at the top of a house.

attire', n. [O.Fr. a, to ; TIRE], fine

clothes ; dress ; clothes ; v.,

to dress finely ; to adorn.
at'titude, n. [Fr., from It., from L.

aptitude, APTiTUDE],way of stand-
ing or acting.

attop'ney (dter'ni), n. [Fr., from L.
AD-, torndre, to turn], one who
acts for another in a court of
law ; a person who does law
business ; a solicitor.

attract', v. [L. AD-, tractus, p.p. of
trdhere, to draw], to draw to-
wards ; to allure ; to entice.

n., attraction, power of draw-
ing towards ; the force which

'

keeps the particles of bodies to-

gether. a., attractive, draw-
ing towards ; pleasing ; en-
gaging.

attribute, v. [L. AD-, tributus, p.p.
of tribuere, to give], to think of

something as belonging to or
caused by a person ; to give
blame or honour ; to impute.
ns., at'tribute, a quality or pro-

perty ; attribution. a., at-
trib'utive, expressing an attri-

bute or quality ; n., a word
expressing a quality.

attune', v. [at~, AD-, TUNE], to put
in tune.

au'burn, a. [Fr., from L. albumus,
whitish (albus, white)], a colour
between red and brown (formerly
light-yellow).

auc'tion (awk'shori), n. [L. audio,
increase (augere, to increase)], a
public sale, in which the thing
to be sold is given to the one who
offers most ; v., to sell by auc-
tion. n., auctioneer', one who
sells goods by auction.

auda'cious (awdd'shus), a. [L. au-
dax, bold], bold ; fearless. n. t

audacity (awdds'tti), boldness ;

fearlessness ; impudence.
au'dible, a. [L. audibilis (audire,

to hear)], that can be heard.

au'dience, n., the act or chance
of hearing ; a reception by a
great person ; the persons who
hear.

au'dit, n. [L. audUus, a hearing],
an examination and correction
of accounts ; v., to examine
and correct accounts. ns., au'-
ditor, a hearer ; a person who
examines and corrects accounts ;

auditorium, the part of a hall,

etc., where the hearers sit. a.,

au'ditory, belonging to the
sense of hearing.

au'ger, n. [A.S.], a tool for boring
holes.

aught (awt), n. [A.S. a, one ; wiht,
a creature], anything.

augment', v. [Fr., from L. aug-
mentum (augere, to increase)],
to make bigger ; to add to ; to
grow larger. ns., aug'ment,
an addition ; a vowel added to
a word ; augmentation, in-

creaso.

au'gur, n. [L. augur], a priest who
foretold the future from the cries
and flight of birds ; v., to guess
from signs ; to foretell. n.,

au'gury, art or practice of an
augur ; a prediction ; a sign.

august', a. [ii.augustus, honoured],
causing a feeling of awe or rever-
ence.
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Au'gust, n., the eighth month,
named In honour of Augustus

aunt (ant), n. [Fr., from L. amlta],
a father's or a mother's sister.

aure'ola or aur'eole (aur'iol), n.

[L. aureus, golden], the golden
light painted by artists around
the heads of Christ and the
saints.

auricle, n. [L. auricula, a little

ear (auris, an ear)], the outer
ear ; one of the two ear-shaped
parts of the heart. a., auric' -

fclar, told in the ear, or priv-
ately. n., aup'ist, one skilled

in diseases of the ear.

auriferous, a. [L. aur-um, gold ;

ferre, to bear], producing gold.
Auro'ra, n. [L. aurora], dawn ; the

goddess of the morning.
auro'ra borea'lis, n. [L. boreas,

the north wind], the Northern
Lights.

ausculta'tion (-shon), n. [L. aus-
cultdre, to listen], an examina-
tion of the heart or lungs by
listening to their sounds.

aus pice (aus'pis), n. [L. auspic-
ium, a watching of birds], a
sign got from watching birds ;

(pi.) aus'pices, favour ; pro-
tection. a., auspicious (aw-
spish'us), having signs of good

austere, a. [Fr., from Gk. austSros,

dry], having a dry or harsh
nature ; stern. ns., austere' -

ness and austerity, harshness
of nature ; an unbending man-
ner ; strictness of life.

aus'tral, a. [L. auster, the south
wind], southern, opposite to
boreal or northern.

authentic, a. [Fr., from Gk. au-
thentikos, true], from the author's
own hand ; with no doubt about
its truth. v., authenticate,
to discover the truth or the
authorship of. n., authentic '-

Ity (awfhentis'iti).

au'thor, n. [Fr., from L. auctor

(augSre, to increase)], one who
starts a thing ; a writer of books.

a., authoritative, having au-
thority. n., authority, power
given by law ; witness ; weight

J avarice

of testimony; influence; permis-
sion ; (pi.) the persons who
put the law in force. v. t au'-
thorize, to give right to do;
to give the sanction of law to.

ns., authorization, permission ;

au'thorship, state of being an
author.

auto-, pref. [Gk. auto], of or by
oneself (as in AUTHENTIC, AUTO-
CRAT, AUTOGRAPH).

autobiog raphy , n. [Gk. AUTO-,
BIOGRAPHY], a person's life writ-
ten by himself.

autoc'raoy, n. [Gk. AUTO-, kratcia,
power], full power in the hands
of one man. n., au'tocrat, one
who has full power in his hands.

au'tograph, n. [Gk. AUTO-, yra-
phein, to write], a person's own
handwriting ; a person's name
written by himself

; a., in one's
own writing.

automatic or automatical, a.

[Gk. automatos, self-moving], self-

moving ; not depending on the
will. ns., autom'aton, a self-

moving machine ; automo'bile,
a self-moving vehicle ; a motor-
car.

auton'omy, n. [Gk. AUTO-, nomos,
a law], a living under one's own
law or government ; self-gov-
ernment. a., auton omous,
self-governing.

au'tumn (au'tiim), n. [Fr., from L.
auctumnus (augirt, to increase)],
the time when fruits are gathered
in ; the third season of the year.

a., autum'nal.
auxiliary (awgzU'idri), a. [L. auxil-

iarius, helping (auxilium, help)],

giving help ; n., a helper ; .,

a verb that helps to make up
tenses and moods ; (pi.) foreign,
or helping troops ; allies.

avail', v. [Fr., from L. valere, to be
strong], to be strong for ; to be
of use to ; to suit a purpose ;

n., benefit ; service. a., avail' -

able, that can be made use of ;

at hand.
av'alanche (dv'alanch, -ansh), n.

[Fr., from L. ad vattem, to the
valley], a mass of snow or ice

slipping down a mountain.
av'arice (av'drie), n. [Fr., from L,



avdritia, greed (avdrus, greedy)],
a too strong desire for gain ;

greed of wealth. a., avari-
cious (dvdrish'us), greedy.

avaunt', int. [Fr., from L. AB-,
ante, from, before], begone; away.

a've (d'vi), int. [L. ave, hail!], be
well or happy. n., Ave, prayer
to the Virgin Mary, beginning
'Ave Maria.'

avenge' (dvenj'), v. [Fr. d, to ven-

gier, from L. vindicdre, to claim
for], to punish one who has done
an injury ; to take vengeance ;

to vindicate.
av'emie (dv'enu), n. [Fr., from L.

AD-, venire, to come], an ap-
proach ; a road shaded with
trees ; a wide street.

aver', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, vents,
true], to declare to be true ; to
state firmly. pres. p. ,averring ;

p.p., averred. n., aver'ment,
a statement of something as a
fact.

average (dv'erdfl, n. [Fr., etym. ?],

the sum of several amounts di-

vided by their number ; a.,

rising to r.n average ; ordinary ;

v., to find the average ; to
amount to an average.

averse', a. [L. aversus (AB-, vertlre,
to turn)], turned away from ;

having a dislike to. n., aver'-
Sion, a feeling of dislike ; the
person or thing disliked.

avert', v. [Fr., from L. AB-, vert&re,
to turn], to turn aside ; to ward
off.

a'viary, n. [L. avidrium (avis, a
bird)], a place for keeping birds ;

a bird-cage.
avia'tion (dvid'tiori), n. [L. avis,
a bird], the art of flying. n.,

a'viatdr, a flying man.
avidity, n. [Fr., from L. aviditas

(avidus, greedy)], great desire ;

avoca'tion, n. [L. a-, AB-, vocdre,
to call], something that calls

away ; (colloq.), one's regular
employment.

avoid', v. [O.Fr. esvuidier (es-,

EX-, vuidier, to VOID)], to keep
out of the way of ; to withdraw.

n., avoi'danee. a., avoi'-
dable.

avoirdupois' (avordupoiz'), n. and
a. [Fr. avoir du pois, to have
weight], a system of weight in

which the pound contains six-

teen ounces.

avouch', v. [Fr., from L. AD-,
vocdre, to call ; to VOUCH], to
declare openly ; to say that a
thing is so.

avow', v. [Fr., from L. AD-, vocdre,
to call, identified with votdre,
to vow (votum, a vow)], to declare

openly ; to confess freely. n.,

avow'al, an open declaration.

adv., avow'edly.
await', v. [Fr. a, to ; and root of

WAIT], to wait for; to be in
store for.

awake', v. [A.S.], to rouse from
sleep ; to stop sleeping ; a.,

not asleep ; on the watch.
pres. p., awaking ; p.p., awaked
or awoke; past, awoke. v.,

awa'ken, to rouse out of sleep.
n., awa'kening, a rousing from
sleep ; a revival of religion.

award', v. [Fr. a, corrupted from
es-, L. EX-, and root of WARD], to

give, as a judge ; to determine ;

n., a judgment ; decision ; a
prize given.

aware', a. [A.S. root of WARY], on
the watch ; having information.

away', adv. [A.S.], (gone) on the
way ; at a distance ; absent.

awe (aw), n. [Scand.], great fear ;

fear and reverence ; v. t to
strike with great fear. a., aw'-
ful. adv., aw'fully.

awhile', adv. [A.S. due while, ONE
WHILE], for a time.

awk'ward, a. [M.E. awk, from
Scand. afug, left hand; -WARD],
not handy ; clumsy ; not easy
to handle.

awl, n. [A.S.], a boring tool.

awn, n. [Scand.], the beard of
corn, etc.

awn ing, n. (etym. ?], a covering
of canvas to keep oft the sun's

light or heat.

awoke', past tense of AWAKE.
awry', a. and adv. [E. A-, WRY], off

the straight; to one side;
wrong.

axe, n. [A.S.], an implement with
a sharp edge for cutting wood.
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ax'iom, w. [Fr., from Gk. axios,

worthy], a statement seen to be
true without proof. a., axio-
matic, self-evident.

axis, n. [L. axis], the real or im-
aginary line on which a body
rotates.

axle, n. [Scand., related to L.

bailiff

axis], the pin or rod on which a
body turns.

ay or aye (1), adv. [etyrn. ?], yes.
aye (a), adv. [Scand.], for ever;

always.
a'zure, a. [Arab.], clear; bright

blue.

bab'ble, v. [imit.], to talk like a
child.

babe or ba'by, n. [imit.], a young
child.

ba'bel, n. [Heb.], confused sound
of words (from the tower of

Babel).
baboon', n. [Fr.], a large monkey

with a long face and short tail.

bacchanal (bak'dnal), n., a wor-
shipper of Bacchus, the god of

wine ; one who indulges in
much wine. a., bacchanalian.

bach'elop (bdch'elor), n. [Fr., from
late L. baccalarius, a cow-herd
(L. vacca, cow)], a man who is

not married ; one who has
taken a first degree at a univer-

sity.
bacill'us (basil'us), n. [L., dim. of

baculvs, a rod], a very minute
plant germ found in water, etc. ;

(pi.) bacilli. n., bacterium,
a germ ; a microbe ; (pi.) bac-
teria. n., baeterioi'ogy.

back, n. [A.S.], the hinder part of
the body ; the part of an animal
in which the spine is ; v., to
move back ; to help ; to up-
hold ; adv., to where one came
from. TJ., back'bite, to speak
ill of one who is away. ns.,

back'bone, the bone of the
back ; firmness ; background,
the space behind the figures in
a picture ; position of obscurity.

v. back'slide, to slide back ;

to fall from right. a., back'-
ward, not coming forward ;

slow ; adv., towards the back.
n.pl., back'woods, forest -

lands far from towns.
Ibackgam'mon [BACK, GAME], a
game for two played on a board
with dice and 15

' men '
each.

ba'con, n. [Fr.], swine's flesh
cured.

baete'ria, n.pl., microbes often
causing disease.

bad, a. [etym. ?], not as it should
be ; not good.

bade (bad), past tense of BID.
badge (bdj), n. [etym. ?], a mark
worn to distinguish a person.

badg'er (bdj'er), n., an animal of
the bear kind ; v., to annoy.

badinage' (badinazh'), n. [Fr.],

light, playful talk.

baffle, v. [Fr. ?], to make some
one's efforts useless ; to balk
or frustrate.

bag, n. [etym. ?], a piece or pieces
of soft stuff sewed together to
hold something ; a pouch or small
sack ; v., to put into a bag.
pres. p., bagging ; p.p., bagged,

bagatelle', n. [Fr.], something of
little worth ; a game played with
nine balls and a cue.

bagg'age (bag'aj), n. [Fr.], goods
carried by travellers ; the neces-
saries of an army.

bag'pipe, n., a wind instrument
of music made up of a windbag
and pipes.

baU (1) or bale, v. [Fr. baile, a
bucket], to throw out water
with a pail or bucket.

bail (2), v. [Fr. bailler, to take
charge of], to give security for a
person's appearance ; to let go
on the promise of another ; n.,

one who gives security ; the

security given,
bailie (ba'li), n. [Fr., as BAILIFF],
a magistrate in Scottish towns.

bai'liff, n. [Fr. baillif, from late L.
baiulivus (see BAIL)], under-

manager of an estate, etc. ; an
oificer of the law.



bait, n. [Scand., from root of

BITE], food put on a hook to
attract fish ; v., to put bait
on ; to feed ; to set dogs on ;

to worry.
baize, n. [Fr.], a coarse woollen

cloth.

bake, v. [A.S.], to make hard by
heat ; to cook food in an oven
or on a hot surface. ns., ba'-
ker, ba'kery.

bal'ance, n. [Fr., from L. BI-,

lanx, a plate], anything used for

weighing ; v., to make or to be
of the same weight ; to settle

(an account).
bal'cony, n. [It., from root of

BALK], a platform fixed to an
inside or outside wall.

bald (bawld}, a. [C. ?], without hair.

bal'driek (bawl'drik), n. [Fr., per-
haps from L. baUeus, BELT], a
soldier's shoulder-belt.

bale, n. [Fr. bale, a package], a
bundle of goods ; v., to make
up into a bundle.

bale ful, a. [A.S.], causing evfl.

balk (bawk), n. [A.S. balca, a heap],
a ridge between two fields ; a
long thick piece of wood ; a dis-

appointment ; v., to cause one
to miss or fail ; to foil.

bal-, ball-, bally-, geog. root [C.],

a dwelling ; a town (as in Bal-
briggan, Brecan's town : Ballin-

derry, town of the oak-wood ;

Balmoral, majestic dwelling).
ball (1) (bawl), n. [Scand.], some-

thing round ; v., to gather into
a ball.

ball (2), n. [Fr., from late L. bal-

Idre, to dance] , a dancing party.
ballad, n. [Fr., a dancing song],
a song containing a story.

ballast, n. [Scand. bart bare;
last, load], a load to steady a
ship ; prudence ; steadiness ;

v., to put in ballast.

ballet (bal'a), n. [Fr.], a little

dance.
balloon', n. [It., from root ofBALL],
a bag of silk filled with a light
gas to rise and float in the
air. See AIRSHIP; also DIRI-
GIBLE.

ballot, n. [It. ballotta, a little

ball], a ball or ticket used in

voting ; a means of voting by
putting a ball or ticket into a
box ; v., to vote by balls or
tickets.

balm (bam), n. [Fr., from L., as
BALSAM], a plant that yields a
healing ointment ; anything
that soothes. a., foal'my, like
balm ; softly blowing ; warm.

bal'sam (bawl'sam), n. [L. balsa-

mum], balm ; a healing oint-
ment.

bal'ustep, n. [Fr., from Gk. balaua-
Hon, pomegranate flower], a
small column or pillar. n.,

bal'ustrade, a row of such pil-
lars or posts carrying a hand-
rail.

bamboo', n., a tall Indian reed or
grass.

ban, n. [A.S. bannan, to summon],
a public notice ; a curse ; v., to
curse ; to forbid. n.pl., banns,
notice of marriage.

ban-, geog. root, white (as in Ban-
nockbum, the stream of the
white knoll).

bana'na, n., an herbaceous plant
that grows in hot countries,
and its fruit.

band, n. [M.E., from root of BIND],
that which binds ; a number of

persons ; a company of musi-
cians ; ., to tie together ; to
join.

ban dage (Jb&n'ddj), n., a long band
for binding up wounds ; v., to
put a bandage on ; to tie up a
wound.

ban'dit, n. [It., from root of BAN],
a robber ; (pi.) ban'dits or
bandit'ti.

ban'dy, v. [etym. ?], to beat to
and fro ; to give and take words
or blows. a., ban'dy-legged,
having crooked legs.

bane, n. [A.S. bana, a murderer],
that which causes harm or
death. a., bane'ful, causing
harm or death.

bang, v. [Scand., imit. in root], to
hit with a noisy stroke ; n.,
a noisy blow.

bangle (bangl), n. [Hind. Zwm-
grri], an ornament for the arms
or ankles.

banian or ban'yan, n. [Skt.], an



Indian tree the branches of

which droop to the ground and
take root,

ban ish, v. [Fr., from root of BAN],
to drive away ; to exile. n. t

ban'ishment.
foan'ister, n. (usu. in pi.), modern
form Of BALUSTRADE.

ban'jo, n.. a musical stringed
instrument.

bank ( 1), n. J M.E. banke], a mound
or ridge of earth ; the shore of a
river ; v., to shut in with a
mound of earth ; to slant an
aeroplane for turning.

bank (2), n. [Fr., from It. banco,, a
bench, from root of BANE (1)],
a table at which money is

changed ; a place where money
is put for safety ; v., to put
into a bank. ns., bank'note
a note by a banker promising to

pay a sum of money ; bank'-
pupt [L. ruptus, broken], one
Who cannot pay his debts ;

o.. unable to pay. n. t bank-
ruptcy, inability to pay.

ban ner. n. |Fr.], a flag.
ban nock, n. id.], a flat cake of

oatmeal.
banns. See BAN.
ban'quet (bdng'kwet), n. [Fr., a

little bench or table], a feast ;

v., to give or enjoy a feast.

ban'tep, v. [etym. ?], to talk to
in joke or jest ; n. t a joking or
speaking in fun.

bantling, n. [prob. from root of

BENCH], a child.

bap'tism, n. [Fr., from Gk. bap-
tein, to dip], a dipping or sprink-
ling with water as a sign of

becoming a Christian. v., bap-
tize', to dip or sprinkle. n.,

Bap'tist, one who believes in
adult baptism.

bap, n. [Fr.], a rail or bolt to fasten
a door ; a long narrow piece of

wood or metal ; a sandbank at
the mouth of a river ; the barrier
where prisoners stand at a trial f

a refreshment counter ; 1\, to
stop the way ; to shut out or
in. pres. p., bapping; p.p.,
barred.

barb (1), n. [Fr., from L. barba, a
beard], the jag on the point of an

i barnacle

arrow or a fish-hook ; ., to put
barbs on.

barb (2), n., a breed of horse im-
ported from Barbary.

barbar'ian, n. [Gk. barbaros, not
speaking Greek (prob. imit. of

strange speech)], a person speak-
ing a strange language ; a rude
or cruel person ; a., uncivi-
lized. ns f bar'barism, state
of being a savage ; roughness
of manners ; a wrong form of

speaking; barbarity, cruelty.
a., bar barous, like a sav-

age.
bar'bep, n. {L. barba, a beard],

one who shaves beards and cuts
hair.

bap'bican, n. fFr.1, a fort at a
bridge or a castle gate.

bard, n. [C.], a maker and singer
of verses among the ancient
Celts , a poet.

bare, a [A.S.], without covering ;

unadorned ; v. t to uncover.
a., bare faced, impudent. n.,
bare'ness.

bar'gain (bar'gin), n. CFr.], an
agreement ; v., to make an
agreement.

barge, n. [Fr., from late L. barga,
BARK (3)1, a pleasure boat ; a
boat for carrying loads.

baritone, n. (Fr., from Gk. barys,
heavy or deep ; tonos, a tone],
a male voice partly tenor, partly

bark (1), n. [Scand.], the skin of a
tree ; v., to strip the bark or
skin off.

bapk (2), v. [A.S.], to yelp like a
dog ; n., the cry of a dog.

bark (3) or barque, n. [Fr., from
late L. barca, a little boat], a
kind of ship with the two front
masts rigged for square sails

and the back one for fore-and-
aft sails ; any small ship or boat.

barley, n. [A.S. bcerlic (beer, bar-

ley, -LY)], a kind of grain used
for food or making malt.

barm, n. [A.S.], froth of beer used
for leaven ; yeast.

barn, n. [A.S. bere, barley ; cern, a
house], a place for keeping corn,.

bar'nacle, n. [O.Fr. bernaque,
etym. ?], a shell-fish found stick-
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tog to rocks and ships ; (pi.) a
kind of spectacles.

barom'eter, n. [Gk. baros, weight ;

metron, a measure], an instru-

ment for measuring the weight
of the air. a., baromet'ric.

bar'on, n. [Fr., from late L. baro,

man], a title of honour. ns.,

bar'onat, a title lower than
baron ; bar'onetcy, the rank of

a baronet ; bar'ony, the lands
of a baron.

barouche' (bdroosh"), n. [Ger., from
L. birtitus (BI-, rdta, a Wheel)], a

carriage with two seats and a
folding cover.

barque. See BARK (3).

bar'raek, n. (or pi. bar'packs)
[Fr.], a building for lodging
soldiers.

barrage (bar'dj), n. [Fr., from root
of BAR], an artificial bar or darn ;

a barrier of bursting shells fired

to stop the advance of troops.
A creeping barrage is a shield of

bursting shells moving slowly
forward in front of advancing
troops.

bar'rel, n. [Fr.], a vessel made of
staves of wood bound in with
hoops ; a cask ; the tube of a
gun.

bar'ren, a. [Fr.], without fruit;
that does not bear. n., bar'-
renness.

barricade', n. [Fr., from Sp.],
that which blocks a road ; a
fortification of trees, earth, or
stones ; v., to block a road.

bar'rier, n. [Fr., from late L.

barra, bar], a bar ; an obstacle
in the way ; a boundary.

bar'rister, n. [E., from BAR, the
rail of a court], one who pleads
in court.

bar'row (1) (b&r'o), n. [A.S. beran,
to BEAR (1)], a small hand-cart
with one or two wheels.

bar'row (2) (bar'6), n. [A.S. beorg,
a hill or mound], a mound over
an ancient grave.

bar'ter, v. [Fr.], to give in ex-
change ; n., a giving of one
thing for another.

basalt', n. [L. basaUes, from Afri-

can], a hard volcanic rock of
a dark colour.

base (1), a. [Fr., from late L. bos-

sus, short, fat], low-born ; of
little value ; low ; bad ; mean ;

cowardly.
base (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. basis,
a stand], that on which a thing
rests ; the lower part ; the point
from which an army conducts
its campaign; v., to put on
a base. ns., base'ment, the
lowest story of a building ;

ba'sis, that on which a thing
rests ; foundation ; the reason
or explanation ; the foot of a
pillar or statue ; (pi.) ba'ses.

bash'ful, a. [Fr., as ABASH] with
eyes cast down ; not wishing to
come into notice. n., bash'-
fulness.

basilisk, n. [Gk. ba&iliskos, a
little king], a fabulous snake
with a white spot, like a croivn,
on its head.

ba'sin, n. [Fr., from late L. baccd],
a hollow vessel ; the country
drained by a river.

bask, v. [Scand. batha, bathe ; sik,

self], to warm oneself in the sun.

bas'ket, n. [etyin. ?], a vessel
made of twigs twisted together.

bos'-relief(bas'~reUn,n. [Fr.,from
It.], carved figures standing a
little above the surface.

bass (Ms), n. [E., as BABE (1)], the
lowest part in a piece of music.

bass'wood, n. 3 wood of the lime-
tree.

bas'tard, n. [Fr.], a child of un-
married parents ; a., born of
unmarried parents ; not of the
right kind.

baste, v. [etym. ?], to rub fat into
meat while roasting ; to beat ;

[Fr ], to sew with long stitches.
bas'tion (bds'tion), n. (Fr.], a

building at the angle of a fort-
ress.

bat (1), n. [etym. ?], a stick to beat
with or hit a ball ; v. t to use the
bat at cricket. pres p. t bat-
ting; p.p., batted.

bat (2), n. [Scand.], an animal like
a mouse, with wings by which it

flies at night.
batch, n. [E., from BAKE], tho

bread baked at one time ; a
number taken together.
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bate. See ABATE.
bath, n. [A.S.], a place for washing

in ; a plunging in water. v.

bathe, to use a bath ; to wash
the body.

bat'on, n. [Fr.], a staff showing
authority ; a policeman's staff ;

v., to strike with a baton.
battalion, n. [Fr., as BATTLE],

several companies of soldiers (in
the British army, eight) in fight
ing order.

bat'ten, v. [Scand.], to grow fat ;

to live luxuriously.
bat'tep, v. [Fr., from L. batuere,

to beat], to beat down : to
strike against tune after time ;

n., flour, etc., beaten into a
paste. n., bat'tepy, guns placed
in order for shooting ; the place
on which guns are mounted:
electric cells linked together to

give a powerful current.

bat'tle, n. [Fr., from late L. bat-

tiidlia (battuere, to beat)], a
giving and taking of blows ; a
fight ; v., to struggle.

bat'tledope, n. [prob. from Pro-
vencal batedor, a beater], a bat
for striking a shuttlecock.

bat element, n. [Fr.], a wall with
openings to shoot through.

bau'ble, n. [Fr.], a plaything.
baulk. See BALK.
bawl, v. [med. L. bauldre, to bark,

or Scand. baiUa, to low], to cry
like a bull or cow ; to roar
loudly.

bay (1), n. [Fr., from Low L. baia],
a bend of the coast line ; the
water contained within this
bend.

bay (2), n. [Fr., from L. baca, a
berry], a laurel with red berries ;

CpZ.) bays, a wreath or crown of
honour made of bay leaves ;

a., reddish-brown.
bay (3), v. [Fr.], to bark as a dog ;

n., the turning of a stag to
face the dogs.

bay'onet, n. [perhaps from Fr.

Bayonne, where first made], a
short sword fixed on the end of
a gun.

bazaar', n. [Pers.], a place where
all sorts of goods are set out for
sale.

be, v. [A.S.]. pres. p., being;
p.p., been; past, was.

be-, pref. [A.S.], about, all over (as
in BESPRINKLE, BESMEAR) ; makes
verbs out of nouns and adjec-
tives (as in BETROTH, BECALM).

beach, n. [etym. ?], a sandy or

pebbly shore ; v., to draw a
boat on to the shore.

bea con, n. [A.S.], a signal fire on
a height to give warning ; a
lighthouse or signal.

bead, n. [A.S. bed, a prayer], a
small ball of glass, etc., for

counting prayers.
bea'dle, n. [A.S. bydel, a herald,

or Fr. bedel], one who calls

orders aloud ; a crier or officer

of a court, church, etc.

bea'gle, n. [etym. ?], a small dog.
beak, n. [Fr., prob. from C.], the

point of anything ; the bill of a
bird ; the sharp bow of a ship.

bea'kep, n. [Scand.], a drinking-
cup.

beam, n. [A.S., a tree], a long piece
of wood or metal ; one or more
rays of light ; v., to send out
rays of light.

bean, n. [A.S.], a plant with a
long pod containing edible seeds ;

one of these or similar seeds, as
a coffee-bean.

bear (I) (bar), v. [A.S.], to carry ;

to bring forth ; to suffer. past,
bope; p.p., borne. a., beap'-
able, that can be borne or put
up with; tolerable. n., beap'-
ing, the way a person acts or
behaves ; the direction in which
one thing lies from another : the
support of a moving part of a
machine; (pi.) the direction of

one object from another with
reference to the points of the
compass.

bear (2) (bar), n. [A.S.], a wild
beast with a rough coat. a.,

bearish, rude.
beard (berd), n. [A.S.], the hair

on the chin or on an ear of corn ;

v., to pull by the beard ; to

meet face to face. a., beap'ded,
having a beard.

beast, n. [Fr., from L. bestia], one
of the lower animals. a.,

beastly.
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beat, v. [A.S ], to strike over and
over again ; to get the better
of ; n,, a stroke ; a throb ; the

range of a sentinel, etc. past,

beat; p.p., beaten.
beatitude (beat'i ud), n. [Fr., from

L. beatitudo, happiness (beatus,

happy)], happiness of the highest
kind ; words expressing a bless-

ing (see Matt. v.).

beau (bo), n. [Fr., from L. bellus,

fine], a finely-dressed man ; /.,

belle.

beau-, belle-, geog. root [Fr.],

beautiful (as in Beaulieu, beauti-
ful place ; Belmont, beautiful hill).

beau'ty (biL'ti), n. [Fr., from bellus,

beautiful], that which is pleasing
to look at ; fineness and fitness

of parts ; a beautiful person.
as., beau tiful and beau'-

teous (bu'tiiis), full of beauty ;

very pleasing to the eye. v.,

beau'tify, to make beautiful.
bea'vep (1), n. [A.S.], a fur-bearing

rodent animal that lives both
in water and on land ; a. made
of beaver fur ; n. t a hat made
of this.

bea'vep (2), n. [Fr. baviere, bib], a
part of a helmet let down over
the face.

becalm' (bekam'), v. [E. BE-, CALM],
to make calm ; to keep from
moving.

because', conj. [E., be-, by ; CAUSE],
for a reason.

beck, n. [E., short for BECKON],
a sign or nod ; v., and beck'on
[A.S.], to make a sign with the
hand or head.

becloud', v. [E.], to cover with
clouds.

become', v. [A.S.], to come or
begin to be ; to pass from one
state to another ; to make
something look well. pres. p.,

becoming; p.p., become; past,
became.

bed, n. [A.S.], something on which
to rest or sleep ; the bottom of
the sea or a river ; a plot of

garden ground. pres. p. bed'-
ding, putting into a bed ; n. t

clothes for a bed. n., bed'-
stead (STEAD), the frame on
which a bed is placed.

bedaub', v. [E.I, to smear with
dirt.

bedew', v. [E.], to cover with dew.
bedlam, n. [corruption of Bethle-
hem (Hospital), used as a mad-
house], a mad-house ; a scene
of confusion.

Bed'ouin (bed'uiri), n. [Fr., from
Arab.], a wandering Arab of the
desert.

bed'ridden, a., long confined to
bed.

bee, n. [A.S.], a small insect which
has a sting, and makes honey
and wax.

beech, n. [A.S.], a tree of hard
wood.

beef, n. [Fr., from L. bovem, an
ox], the flesh of an ox ; (pi.)

beeves, oxen. n., beef-eater,
a warder of the Tower of London.

beer, n. [A.S.], a drink made from
malted barley and hops.

beet, n. [A.S.], a plant with a red
fleshy root. n., beet' -root, the
root of this.

bee'tle (1), n. [A.S., a biter], an
insect with hard covers for its

wings ; v., to jut out and hang
over, as rocks, etc.

bee'tle (2), n. [A.S., from root of

BEAT], a wooden hammer or
rammer.

befall', v. [A.S.], to fall to one's
share ; to come to pass. past,
befell; p.p., befallen.

bent', v., to be fit for ; to be suit-

able to. pre-s. p., befitting;
p.p., befitted.

before', adv. [A.S.], in time past ;

sooner than ; in front ; prep.,
in front of ; in the sight of.

adv., befppe'hand, earlier than
the appointed time.

befriend' (befrend'), v., to act as a
friend to ; to help ; to stand by.

beg, v. [etym. ?], to ask earnestly ;

to seek an alms. pres. p., beg-
ging; p.p., begged. n., beg'-
gar [E.], one who lives by beg-
ging. a., beg'gaply, like a
beggar ; mean. n., beg'gary,
state of want.

beg-, geog. root [C.], little (as in

Ballybeg, the little village).

beget', v. [A.S.], to bring into
being. pres. p., begetting;
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p.p., begot or begotten; past,

begat or begot.
begin', u. [A.S.], to come into

being ; to do the first act of ;

to go first. pres. p., beginning ;

p.p., begun; past, began. ns.,

begin'ning, begin ner.
begird', v. [BE-, GIRD], to put

round.
begone', int. [BE GONE], go away.
begrudge', v., to grudge another's

good.
beguile' (beg'), v., to use guile or

cunning ; to deceive ; to while
away.

behalf' (behaf), n. [A.S., by the

healfe or side of], one's cause or

behave', v. [BE-, HAVE], to act or
conduct oneself ; to act pro-
perly ; to guide one's conduct.

n., beha'viour, manner of

behaving.
behead', v. [A.S.], to cut the head

off.

behest', n. [A.S. behatan, to pro-
mise], a command ; an order.

behind', prep. [A.S. BE-, BOND], at
the back of ; coming after ;

not so good as ; adv., at the
back ; not in time.

behold', t3. [A.S.], to hold the eyes
on ; to look at attentively.;
int., lo I see ! past and p.p.,
beheld. a., behol'den, under
obligation to.

behoof, n. [A.S.], benefit ; use ;

profit. v., behove' or be-
hoove', to be right for ; to be
the duty of.

being, pres. p. of BE, and n., ex-
istence.

bela'boup, v. [E. BE-, LABOUR], to
beat severely.

belay', v. [A.S. BE-, LAY], to put a
rope round a pin or pins ; to
make fast.

belch, u. [A.S.], to throw out from
the stomach ; to pour forth.

bel'dam, n. [Fr. bel, from L. betta,
fair ; DAM], an old woman.

beleag'uer (beU'ger), v. [Du.], to
surround with an army ; to be-

siege.

bel'fry, n. [Fr., a watch-tower], an
erection for giving alarm ; a bell-

tower.

belie', v. tA.S. BE-, LEE], to tell lies

about; to fail to do what is

expected.
belief (belef), n. [A.S.], trust in
a statement or person ; that
which is held as true. v., be-
lieve' (belev'), to look on as true ;

to give consent to with the
mind ; to think. n., believer.

belit'tle (belitl'\ v., to make little

of ; to depreciate. n. t belit'-
tlement.

bell, n. [A.S.], a hollow cup of
metal for giving a sound when
struck.

belle, n. See BEAU.
beUig'erent (belij'eranQ, a. [Fr.,
from L. bellum, war ; gerens
(gerere, to carry on)], carrying on
war ; n., one who carries on war.

bel'low (bel'6), v. [A.S., as BELL],
to roar like a bull ; n., a loud
noise.

bellows, n. [A.S. bcelig or belg, a
bag], a bag to hold air for blow-
ing fires or organ-pipes.

belly, n. [A.S., same root as BEL-
LOWS], that which bulges out;
the stomach ; v., to swell out.

belong', v. [E. BE-, long, belong-
ing], to be one's own; to be a
part of.

beloved' (beltivd' or beltiv'ed), a..

greatly loved : n., a dear one.
below' (belo'), prep. [E. be-, by;

LOW], beneath ; lower than ;

unworthy of; adv., in a lower
place ; underneath.

belt, n. [A.S.], a band passing
round ; a narrow strip ; v., to
surround. a., bel'ted, wear-
ing a belt ; made a noble.

ben-, geog. root [Gael, (see Welsh
PEN)], a head ; a hill (as in Ben
More, the great hill).

bench, n. [A.S., benc, same root
as BANK], a seat for judges, etc. ;

a form for sitting on ; a work-
man's table.

bend, v. [A.S.], to turn out of the
straight line ; to be curved ;

to direct ; n., a turning from
the straight line. past and p.p.,
bent or bended.

beneath', prep. [A.S.], lower than ;

unworthy of ; adv., in a lower

place.
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benedic'ticn (-shori), n. [L. bene-

dictio, a blessing (bene, well ;

dicere, to say)], words of bless-

ing ; well-wishing.
be'nefactor, n. [L. bene, well ;

facfre, to do], one who does a
good deed; /., ben'efaetress.

ben'eflce (ben'efts), n. [Fr., from
L. beneflcium], something given
out of kindness ; a church office

endowed with an income, or

clergyman's living.

beneficence, n., the spirit of

doing good ; kindness. as.,

beneficent, wishing to do good ;

doing good ; beneficial (bene-

fish'al), fitted to do good. n.,

beneficiary, one who receives
some benefit.

ben'efit, n. [Fr., from L. bene,
well ; facere, to make], a good
deed ; something done to help ;

a kindness ; v., to do what
helps ; to be helped.

benev'olence, n. [Fr., from L.
bene, well ; vdlo, I wish], a wish
to do good ; an act of kindness ;

a kind of tax. a., benev'olent,
of a kind nature ; willing to do
good.

benight'ed (benl'ted), a., lost in
the night ; unable to see the
way.

benign' (benln'), a. [Fr., from L.

benignus, kind], having a kind
nature ; friendly ; gracious ;

soothing. a., benig'nant, hav-
ing a kind nature.

ben'ison, n. [Fr., from L., as BENE-
DICTION], blessing.

bent' 5 a., turned from a straight
line ; having a crook ; n., the
turn of a person's mind ; a hard
kind of grass.

benumb' (bentim'), v. [A.S. BE-,
NUMB], to cause to lose feeling ;

to make numb.
bequeath' (bekweth'), v. [A.S. BE-,
and root of QUOTH], to leave
(property) by will. n., bequest'
jbekwest'), something so left.

bereave', v. [A.S. BE-, reafian, to
strip], to deprive of. 'past and
p.p., bereaved or bereft. n.,

bereave'ment, great loss ; loss
of friends by death.

-berg, geog. root [Ger.], a hill;

a mountain (as in Carlsberg,
Charles's hill ; Konigsberg, king's
hill).

ber'ry, n. [A.S.], a round fleshy
fruit.

berth, n. [etym. ?], a place where
a ship rests ; a sleeping-place ;

employment ; situation.

beseech', v. [BE-, SEEK], to ask
earnestly. past and p.p., be-
sought.

beseem', v. [BE-, SEEM], to be
worthy of ; to fit ; to be proper
for.

beset', v. [A.S.], to surround on
all sides ; to press hard. pres.
p., besetting; p.p. and past,
beset. a., beset ting, having
a strong and constant influence
over.

beshrew', v. [see SHREW], to call
down evil upon.

beside', prep., besides', adv.
[A.S.], by the side of ; in addi-
tion to.

besiege' (besej'), v. [see SIEGE],
to surround with armed men.

besmear', v. [BE-, SMEAR], to cover
over with something sticky and
dirty.

be'som (be'zom), n. [A.S.], a broom.
besot', v., to make a sot of ; to

infatuate.

bespat ter, v. [BE-, SPATTER], to
sprinkle with mud ; to make
dirty.

bespeak', v. [A.S.], to speak for be-
forehand ; to order ; to show.
past, bespoke ; p.p., bespoken.

best, a. [A.S. betest, superlative of

bet, good ; comp. betera, BETTER],
having good in the highest de-

bestead' (bested'), v. [BE-, STEAD],
to be a help or of advantage to ;

a., placed ; circumstanced.
bes'tial, a. [Fr., from L. bcstialis

(bestia, BEAST)], like a beast;
brutish.

bestir', v. [BE-, STIR], to put in

lively motion. pres. p., bestir-
ring ; p.p., bestirred.

bestow', v. [BE-, STOW], to put
away ; to put into a place ; to
give as a gift.

bestride', v. [A.S., BE-, STRIDE],
to put one leg on each side of :
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to sit so. 'past, bestrid or be-
strode; p.p., bestrid or be-
stridden.

bet, n. [prob. from ABET], some-
thing risked, to be lost or won ;

v., to make a bet ; to risk

something to be lost or won.
pres. p., betting; p.p. and past,
betted or bet.

betake' (oneself), v., to turn or go
to. past, betook; p.p., be-
taken.

beth-, geog. root [Heb.], house (as
in Bethlehem, house of bread ;

Bethel, house of God).
bethink' (oneself), v., to call to
mind ; to think over. 'past and
p.p., bethought.

betide', v. [see TIDE], to come to
one's share or lot ; to happen.

betimes', adv. [be-, by; TIME], in

good time ; before it is too late.

beto ken, v. [see TOKEN], to show
by a sign or token ; to show
beforehand.

betray', v. [A.S. BE-, and Fr.

trahir, from L. tradtre], to give
up something entrusted to one ;

to put into an enemy's hands ;

to make known a secret. n.,

betray'al, act of betraying.
betroth', v. [see TROTH and TRUTH],

to give troth or truth to ; to

promise in marriage. ns., be-
tpo'thal and betroth'ment, an
agreement of marriage.

bet'ter, a. [A.S. betera, comp. deg.
of bot, good (see BEST)], having
more of good ; improved ; adv.,
in a higher degree ; v. t to make
better.

between' and betwixt', preps.
[A.S., from root of TWO], in the
space which separates ; touch-
ing or shared by two.

bev'el, n. [Fr.], an instrument for

marking angles that are not
right angles a slanting edge or
surface a slope. as., bevel,
bevelled, sloping not at right
angles ; v., to make to slope.

bev'erage, n. [Fr., from L. bibere,
to drink], something to drink.

bev'y, n. [etym. ?], a flock ; a
company.

bewail', v. [see WAIL], to wail or
mourn for ; to sorrow.

? biennial

beware', v. [see WARE or WART],
to be on one's guard ; to take
care.

bewil'der, v. [BE-, ivildern, wilder-

ness], to make one lose one's

way ; to make a person not
know what to do or think. n.,
bewil'derment .

bewitch', v., to bring under the
power of a witch ; to charm ;

to please greatly. n., bewitch' -

ment, power of charming ;

charm ; fascination.

bewray' (bera'), v. [BE-, A.S. wre-
gan, to accuse], to make known ;

to reveal.

bey (bd), n. (Turk.], a Turkish
governor.

beyond', prep, and adv. fA.S.], on
the other side (of) ; farther on
(than) ; out of reach (of).

bi-, pref. [L. bi; dui-], double,
two.

bi'as, n. [Fr.], a weight put in a
ball to turn it from a straight
line in rolling ; an inclination
of the mind ; v., to cause to
turn to one side. fn-es. p., bias-
ing; p.p., biased.

Bi'ble, n. [Gk. biblos, a book], the
sacred books of the Christian
Church ; the Old and New Testa-
ments. a., Biblical.

bibliog'raphy, n. [Gk. graphein,
to write], description or study
of books, as regards their con-
tents, history, etc.

bib'ulous, a. [L. bibere, to drink],
taking in much drink ; spongy.

bi'ceps, n. [L.], the front muscle
between the shoulder and elbow.

bick'er, v. [M.E. bike, to thrust],
to fight ; to move with a quiver-
ing motion ; n , a fight.

bi'cyele (bi'sikl), n. [BI-. CYCLE], a
vehicle on two wheels, one be-
hind the other, driven by pedals
or by a motor.

bid, v. [A.S.], to invite ; to tell to
do ; to offer a price ; n., an
offer of a price. pres. p., bid-
ding ; p.p., bidden or bid ; past,
bade or bid. n., bidding,
invitation ; order.

bien'nial, a. [L. biennalis (BI-, an-
mis, a year)], lasting two years ;

happening once in two years.
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folep (Mr), n. [A.S., root of BEAR],
a frame on which a dead body is

carried.

big, a. [etym. ?], large ; great ;

swollen.

big'amy, n. [Fr., from L. BI-, Gk.
gamos, marriage], state of hav-
ing two husbands or wives at
once.

bight (&#), n. [A.S.], a bend of a
rope ; a bend of the sea-shore.

big'ot, n. [etym. ?], a person who
sticks to an opinion or a party
without reason. a., big'oted.

n., big'otry.
bile, n. [L. bills, anger], a yellow

fluid from the liver ; anger.
a., bilious.

bill (1), n. [A.S.], a bird's beak ; a
cutting instrument ; an axe ;

., to fondle.

bill (2), n. [Fr., from L. India, a
writing], an account of money ;

the words of a proposed law ; a
large printed sheet.

billet (1), n., a little bill or note ;

v., to appoint lodgings for
soldiers.

billet (2), n. [Fr.], a log of fire-

wood.
billiards (bil'iardz), n. [Fr.], a
game played with balls and a
cue, on a table which in Britain
has side and corner pockets.

billion (bU'ion), n., a million times
a million ; (in France) a thou-
sand millions.

billow (Wo), n. [Scand., root of
BELLY and BULGE], a large
swelling wave.

bin, n. [A.S.], a chest for corn, etc.

bind, v. [A.S.], to tie or fasten ; to
make firm ; to cover a book ;

to keep to a promise by law or
Tinder a penalty. past and p.p.,
bound. n., bin ding, the cover
of a book ; that which ties ;

a., holding firm.

bin'nacle, n. [Sp. bitacula, from
L. habitdculum, dwelling-place
(see HABITABLE)], the box that
holds a ship's compass.

bino'mial, a. [L. BI-, n&men, a
name], having two terms.

blog'raphy, n. [Gk. bio8, life ;

-GRAPHS], a history of one's life.

biol'ogy (biol'oji), n. [Gk. bios,

life; -LOGY], the science of life

and living beings.
bi'ped, n. [L. BI-, pes, pedis, a

foot], an animal with two feet.

bi'plane, n. [BI-, PLANE], an aero-
plane having two planes.

birch, n. [A.S. beorc], a tree with
silvery bark and a bunch of

twigs or very thin branches ;

a rod for punishing ; v., to flog.

bird, n. [A.S. brid], an animal with
feathers and wings.

birth, n. [M.E., from root of BEAR
(1)], a coming into life ; a begin-
ning to be. n., birth'right,
what one has by birth.

bis'cuit (bis'kit), n. [Fr., from L.
bis, twice ; coctus, cooked],
bread twice baked ; a thin hard
cake.

bisect', v. [L. BI-, sectus (secdre, to
cut)], to cut into two equal
parts. us., bisection, bisec'-
tor.

bish'op, n. [A.S., from Gk. epis-
copos, an overseer], a clergyman
of high rank who has charge of

spiritual affairs in a certain area
known as his diocese. n., bish'-
opric, offlce or district of a
bishop.

bis'muth, n. [Ger.], a metal of a
reddish white colour.

bi'son, n. [L.], the American buf-
falo.

bissex'tile, n. [L. bis, twice ; sex-

tus, sixth], leap year ; every
fourth year the 24th of February
(the sixth day before the calends
of March) was doubled.

bit, n. [A.S.], that which is bitten
off: a small piece; the part of
a bridle in a horse's mouth; a
small coin.

bitch, n. [A.S.], a female dog.
bite, v. [A.S.], to grasp or cut with

the teeth ; to cause pain ; n.,
a wound made by biting. jpres.

p., biting ; p.p., bit*

bit'ter, a. [A.S., prob. from root
of BITE], having a sour or biting
taste ; causing pain. n., bit' -

bitu men, n. [L.], a mineral pitch
used as asphalt for pavements,
and easily set on fire. a., bitu'-
minous.
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bi'valve, n. [L. BI-, VALVE], an
animal with its shell in two
parts hinged together ; a., hav-
ing such a shell.

biv'ouac (biv'uak), n. [Fr., from
Ger. root of WATCH], a resting
by night in the open air ; v.,

to remain out all night without
tents.

blab, v. [imit. ?], to tell secrets.

pres. p., blabbing; p.p.,
blabbed.

black, a. [A.S.], entirely dark in

colour ; the opposite of white ;

bad ; n., a black colour or stain ;

a man with a dark skin ; v.,

to make black. ns., black' -

letter, the letters of the Old
English alphabet, as It" (English ;

Black Rod, an officer of the
House of Lords who carries a
black wand; black'smith, a
man who works iron ; black' -

thorn, a kind of thorn of a black
colour ; a staff of blackthorn.

blackguard (bldg'ard), n., a low,
brutal fellow. a., blackguard-
ly. n., blackguardism.

black'-leg, n. [E.], a cheat or
swindler ; a workman who re-

fuses to join his comrades in a
strike.

blad'der, n. [A.S., a blister, from
root of BLOW], a thin bag in ani-
mals containing water, etc. ;

any thin bag.
blade, n. [A.S.], the flat part of

anything ; a leaf ; the cutting
part of a knife or sword.

blame, v. [Fr., from Gk. &Zas-

pfiemein, to BLASPHEME], to say
one has done wrong ; to find
fault with ; n., a saying that
one has done wrong ; a finding
fault. as., blam able, blame' -

less. n., blamelessness.
blanch, v. [Fr.], to make or grow

white.

bland, a. [L. blandus], soft ; mild ;

blan'dish, v. [Fr., from L. blan-

dlri, to flatter], to use soft words
to ; to flatter. n., blan'dish-
ment.

blank, a. [Fr. blanc, white], with
nothing written on it ; n. t an
empty space.

blank'et, n. [Fr.], a woollen bed*
cover.

blank verse, verse without rhyme.
blare, v. [E., imit.], to make a loud

noise like a trumpet n- roar ;

noise.

blaspheme' (bias-fern'), v. [Gk.
blaspMmein, to speak ill of], to

speak irreverently of God. a.

folas'phSmous, using wicked
words about God ; irreverent.

n., blas'phemy.
blast, n. [A.S., from root of BLOW],
a rush of air ; a sound on a
trumpet ; v., to blow to pieces ;

to destroy.
bla'tant, a., roaring loudly.
blaze, n. [A.S.], fire bursting into
a bright light ; v., to break
into flame ; to show a route by
marking trees.

bla'zon, n. [Fr.], a coat of arms ;

v., to blaze abroad ; to pub
lish ; to show or explain the
figures on coats of arms ; to
adorn.

bleach, v. [A.S.], to make white.

bleak, a. [A.S., same root as

BLEACH], pale ; cold ; chilly ;

exposed to storms ; dreary ;

cheerless.

blear, v. [etym. ?], to make dim or
blurred. a., blear'-eyed, hav-
ing eyes dim with tears.

bleat, v. [A.S.], to cry like a sheep.
bleed, v. [A.S. bledan], to lose

blood ; to feel pain ; to take
blood from. past, bled.

blemish, v. [Fr.], to put a stain

upon ; to spoil ; n., a spot ; a
defect.

blench, y. [A.S., to make to BLINK],
to shrink back ; to flinch.

blend, v. [A.S.], to mix together.

p.p., blent or blended.
bless, v. [A.S. bletsian, to conse-

crate with blood, to bless], to
make holy ; to make happy ;

to wish happiness to ; to praise.

ns., bless'edness, state of

being happy ; bless'ing, a
means of happiness ; a prayer
for happiness.

blew (bloo), v., past of BLOW.
blight (blit), v. [etym. ?], to wither

or destroy ; n., that which
withers or destroys.
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blind, a. [A.S.], not able to see ;

without light ; v., to take away
one's sight ; to make dark ;

n., that which hinders sight ;

a screen. adv., blindly. a.,

blind'fold, with the eyes cov-
ered ; v., to cover the eyes ;

to mislead. n., bilnd'ness.
blink, v. [E.], to open and close

the eyes ; to see dimly ; to try
to avoid seeing ; n. t a glance :

a glimmer of light.

bliss, n. [A.S. blis, tor lliths, hap-
piness (see BLITHE)], blessedness ;

happiness of heaven ; perfect
happiness. a., bliss'ful.

blis'ter, n. HE., from root of BLOW],
a rising of the outer skin with
watery matter underneath ; a
plaster to cause a blister ; v.,

to cause a blister.

blithe and blithe'some, as. [A.S.
blithe], happy ; cheerful.

bliz'zaPd, n. [imit.], a furious
snowstorm with high winds.

bloat, v. [B.], to swell or puff up.
block, n. [Fr. bloc], a large piece

of wood, stone, or metal ; a
piece of wood for chopping on ;

a pulley for lifting weights ; a
stamp of solid metal used by
bookbinders, or a mounted metal
plate from which designs and
pictures are printed ; a number
Of houses together ; an obstruc-
tion ; v., to stop the way.

blockade', n., a stopping of the
way out or in to a place by
soldiers or ships ; v., to shut
up by means of troops or ships.

blond, blonde, n. and adj., fair

complexion or colouring.
blood (bind), n. [A.S.], the red

fluid in the veins and arteries ;

relationship by birth ; temper.
ns., blood'-hound, a keen-

scented dog for hunting ; blood '-

Shed, a spilling of blood ; blood'
vessel, a vein or other channel
in which the blood flows. a.,
blood 'y, stained with blood ;

fond of killing.

bloom, n. [Scand., from root of

BLOW], a flower ; a beautiful

glow ; the velvety dust on fruit ;

v., to come into flower.
bios som, n. [A.S.], bloom.
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blot, n. [etym. ?], a spot or stain ;

V.+ to stain ; to rub out ; to
discolour or disgrace. Tores. p. t

blotting ; p.p., blotted.
blotch, n. [B.], a spot or swelling
on the skin.

blouse (blouz), n. [Fr.], a loose
bodice.

blow (1) (bio), v. [A.S.], to cause
a stream of air ; to send out
breath ; to sound a wind in-
strument ; to puff up. 'past,
blew ; p.p., blown.

blow (2) (bid), n. [etym. ?], a stroke
with the fist, etc. ; something
ill happening unexpectedly.

blub'ber, v. [prob. imit.], to weep
noisily ; n., fat of whales, etc.

bludgeon [blnd'jdn), n., [etym.?],
a stick with a heavy end ; v.,
to beat with this.

blue (bloo), n. [Fr.], the colour of
the clear sky ; a., of a blue
colour ; learned ; pedantic.
a., blu'ish, rather blue.

bluff (1), a. [etym. ], steep ;

abrupt ; rough and hearty ;

n., a steep bank or cliff.

bluff (2), v. and n., attempt to
mislead.

blun'der, v. [etym. ?], to lose one's
way ; to mix things up ; to
make a foolish mistake ; n., a
foolish mistake.

blun'depbuss, n. [Du.], a short
gun.

blunt, a. [etym. ?], not sharp ;

dull in mind ; outspoken ; v.,
to make thick in the edge.

blur, n. and v., smear or stain.

pres. p., blur'ring; p.p.,
blurred.

blurt, t\ [prob. imit.], to speak (out)
quickly without thought.

blush, v. [A.S.], to grow red ;

n., a sudden redness ; a first

sight.

blus'ter, v. [imit. or as BLAST], to
make a noise like the wind ;

to use high words ; n., noisy
boasting.

bo'a, n. [etym. ?], a long piece of
fur worn round the neck.

bo'a eonstpie'top. See CONSTRICT.
boar, n. [A.S.], a male swine.

board, n. [A.S.], a broad thin
piece of wood ; a table ; official.
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persons round a table ; the deck
of a ship ; v., to cover with
boards ; to give or receive food
for a price ; to go on a ship.

n., boar'ding, a covering of

boards; v., to carry the deck
of a ship by storm from another
ship.

boast, y. [etym. ?], to speak highly
of oneself ; n., proud speaking ;

bragging ; that which is boasted
of. a., boast'ful.

boat, n. [A.S.], a small ship usually
moved by oars ; v., to sail in a
boat. n.., boatswain (bosn),

[SWAIN], an officer in charge of
the boats, sails, etc., of a ship.

bob, v. [etym. ?], to move quickly
up and down or to and fro ; n.,

that which bobs ; the ball of a
pendulum.

bob bin, n. [Fr.], a piece of wood
round which thread is wound.

Boche (bosh), n. fFr.], a contemp-
tuous name for a German soldier.

bode, v. [A.S. bod, a message], to
show beforehand ; to foretell.

bodice (bod'is), n. [E., pair of

BODIES], a close-fitting body of a
woman's gown.

bod'kin, n. [etym. ?], an instru-
ment with a sharp point for

piercing ; a large needle

bod'y, n. [A.S.*1, the material part
of a living being ; the ma n part ;

a number of men ; a mass. n.,

bod'y-guard, a guard for a per-
son of high rank. a., bod'ily,
having to do with a body ; adv.,

materially ; completely.
Boer (boor), n. [Du., BOOB], Dutch

farmer of S. Africa.

bog, n. [ C.], soft or marshy ground.
bo gus, adj., counterfeit ; sham.
boil (1), v. [Fr., from L. bulla,

bubble], to rise in vapour by the
action of heat ; to cook in hot
water ; to be angry. n., boil'-

ep, a vessel in which water boils.
boil (2), n. [A.S.], a painful swell-

ing.

boisterous, a. Cetym. ?], rough
and wild.

bold, a. [A.S.], ready to meet
danger ; not easily frightened ;

standing high.
boll, n. [A.S.], a measure of grain

(6 bushels or 140 IDS.); a seed
vessel ; a pod.

Bol'shevik, n. [Russian, one who
demands the most or the maxi-
mum in politics], a member of
the Socialist party in Russia ;

Russian communist. ns.t Bol-
shevism, Bol'shevist.

bol'step, n. [A.S., from root of

BOWL], a long pillow ; v., to

prop up with a pillow ; to keep
from falling.

bolt (1), n. [A.S.], something driven
or thrown ; an arrow ; a pin for

fastening ; v., to fasten ; to
run away.

bolt (2) and boult, ns. [O.Fr.], a
sieve ; v. t to sift, as bran from
flour.

bomb (bom), n., [Fr., from Gk.
bombos, a hollow noise], a shell
of iron filled with explosives, and
fired from a mortar, dropped
from aircraft, or thrown by the
hand, to burst as it falls.

bombard', v. [Fr.], to throw shot
or shells upon a place ; to can-
nonade. n., bombard'ment.

bom bast, n. [Gk. bombyx, silk],

soft stuff used to pad a garment ;

high-sounding words. a., bom-
bastic.

bo'na f i'de, a. and adv. [L., abl.

case of bona fides], in good faith.

bond, n. [a form of BAND], that
which binds or holds together ;

an agreement ; a., not free ;

v., to put goods into a ware-
house till the duty is paid.
ns., bon'dage, slavery ; bonds'-
man and bond'man, a slave.

bone, n. [A.S.], the hard substance
that forms the framework of
the body ; a piece of this ;

v., to take out the bones.

bon'flre, n. [BONE, FIRE], a fire to
show joy.

bon'net, n. [Fr.], a kind of cap ;

a headdress worn by women.
bo'nus, n. [L., good], additional

interest ; something paid over
and above.

boob'y, n. [Sp. bobo], a stupid fel-

low ; a sea-bird of the gannet
tribe.

book, n. [A.S. 6oc, a beech -tree,

because thin boards of it were
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for writing], sheets written

or printed and bound together ;

v., to write in a book.
boom (1), n. [Du. boom, a tree ;

same root as BEAM], a long pole
for stretching a sail ; a barrier
across a harbour.

boom (2), v. [unit.], to make a loud
hollow sound ; to rush with
force ; n., a loud hollow sound ;

great activity.
boon, n. [Scand.], a prayer ; an

answer to a prayer ; a favour.
boor, n. [Du. boer, a peasant ;

Ger. bauer], one who tills the
ground ; a rude fellow. a.,

boop'ish, low-bred.
boot (1), n. [Fr.], a covering for the

foot.

boot (2), v. [A.S., root of BETTER],
to be of use ; to be in addition ;

n., profit.

booth, n. [Scand.], a small house
made of branches or boards ; a
tent at a fair.

boo'ty, n. [prob. from Scand., to
barter things taken in war ; spoil.

bop'der, n. [Fr.], the outer edge ;

the boundary between two
countries, or the land along each
side ; a flower-bed.

bore (I), v. [A.S.], to make a hole
through ; to worry ; n., a hole
bored ; a troublesome person ;

[IceL] a high tidal wave rushing
with great force up an ever-

narrowing estuary; also called

eagre.
bore (2), past of BEAR (1).

BdP'eas, n. [L., from Gk.], the
north wind.

-bopg, geog. root [Scand.], castle

(as in Frederiksborg, Frederick's
castle).

born, a. [p.p. of BEAR], brought
into being.

borne (born) [p.p. of BEAR], carried.

bor'ough or burgh (bur'd), n. [A.S.
burh], a town governed by a
town council.

bop'row (bor'o), v. [A.S. borg,
pledge], to obtain as a loan.

bo'som (buz'um), n. [A.S.], the
breast ; the part of the dress
that covers it ; the inmost part ;

surface of the sea ; a., much
loved j u., to keep with care.

bounty
boss, n. [Fr.], a knob ; a raised
ornament ; v., to cover with
such.

bot'any, n. [Fr., from Gk. botane,
a plant], the science of plants.
as., botanic, botanical. n.,

bot'anist, one who studies

plants. v., bot'anize, to search
for and study plants.

botch, n. [etym. ?], a swelling on
the skin ; ill-finished work ;

v., to do clumsily.
both, a. and pron. [Scand.], the
two together.

both'ep, v. [etym. ?], to give
trouble to ; n., trouble ; annoy-
ance.

bot'tle, n. [Fr.], a vessel with a
narrow neck ; what a bottle
holds ; a bundle (of straw) ;

v., to put into bottles.

-bottle, -battle, geog. root [Teut.],
dwelling (as in Harbotile, New-
battle, Wolfenbuttel, Wolfa's
dwelling).

bot'tom, n. [A.S.], the lowest part ;

the ground under the water ;

that on which a thing rests ; v.,

to set firm.

bough (bou), n. [A.S. bog, an arm],
a large branch of a tree.

boul'der (bol'der), n. [Scand.], a
large rounded stone or rock.

bounce, v. [imit.], to jump up sud-
denly ; to bound like a ball ; to
boast ; n., a strong sudden
blow ; a bound ; a boast ; a
bold lie.

bound (1), a. [Scand. bua, prepare
(see BUSK)], ready to go ; on the
road.

bound (2), v. [Fr., from L. bom-
bitare, to hum (bonibus, BOMB)],
to spring ; to go by leaps ; n.,
a leap or spring.

bound (3), n. [Fr.], the outer edge ;

a, limit ; v., to lie along the
3dge ; to limit.

bound (4), a. [p.p. of BIND], tied or
fastened ; obliged ; forced ; in
a cover (of books). n., boun'-
dapy, a marked border ; a limit.

a., boundless, without
bounds. n., boundlessness.

boun'ty, n. [Fr. bontt, from L.
bonitas (bonus, good)], goodness
in giving ; a gift ; a prize to
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encourage work. as., boun'-
teous (boun'tius) and boun'ti-
ful, fond of giving ; generous.

bou'quet (boo'kd), n. [Fr.], a bunch
of flowers ; a delicate aroma
(of wines).

bourn or bourne (born), n. [Fr.],

a boundary ; also [BURN (2)] a
stream.

bout, n. [prob. as BIGHT], a turn
at work ; a fight.

bow (1) (bou), v. [A.S. bugan, v.], to
bend ; to salute by inclining the
head or body ; n., a bending
to salute.

bow (2) (bo), n. [A.S. boga, n.}, a
bent instrument for shooting ;

anything curved ; the instru-

ment by which the strings of a
violin are sounded ; a knot of

ribbon. ns., bow'man, one
who uses a bow ; bow'shot, the
distance an arrow can be shot ;

bow'string, the string for

bending a bow.
bow (3), n. [same root as BOUGH],

the front part of a boat or ship.

n., bow'sprit, a spar sticking
forward from the bow of a ship.

bow'els, n.pl. [Fr.], the intestines ;

the inmost part of anything.
bow'er, n. [A.S. bur, a room], a

place of rest ; an arbour.
bowl (bol), n. [Fr., from L. bulla,
a bubble], a round piece of
wood for rolling along ; [A.S.],
a hollow vessel ; v., to roll

along ; to hurl a ball at a wicket.
box (1), n. [A.S., from buxus], an

evergreen tree with hard wood ;

a chest ; a coachdriver's seat ;

v., to put into a box.
box (2), n. [etym. ?], a blow with

the fist ; v., to fight with fists.

boy, n. [prob. Low Ger.], a male
child ; one not yet a man. n.,

boy'hood, state of being a boy.
boy'cott, v. [from Capt. Boycott,
who was so treated], to refuse to
have any dealings with.

brace, n. [Fr., from L. brdchia, the
arms], that which holds tight ;

a rope for turning the yard of a
ship; a pair; (pi.) straps for hold-

ing up trousers : v., to draw
tight ; strengthen. n., brace'-
let, an ornament for the wrist.

a., bracing, health -giving ;

strengthening.
brack'en and brake, ns. [Scand.],

a common fern.

brack'et, n. [Sp. bragueta, from L.
braca, brecce, breeches], a sup-
port for a shelf fastened to a
wall ; a crooked line enclosing
one or more words ; v., to en-
close with brackets.

brack'ish, a. [Du.], partly fresh,
partly salt.

bract, n. [L. bractea, a thin plate],
a small leaf at the base of a
flower-stalk.

brag, v. [etym. ?], to tell what
great things one can do ; to praise
oneself ; n., a boast. pres. p.,

bragging; p.p., bragged. n.,

brag'gart, a boaster ; a., fond
of boasting.

Brah'min (bra'miri), n. [Skt.], an
Indian of the highest or priestly
caste.

braid, n. [A.S.], a narrow web for

binding or trimming cloth ; v.,

to plait together ; to sew braid
on cloth.

brail, n. [Fr.], a rope for hauling
in a sail ; v., to haul up with
this.

braille (brdl), n. [named after the
inventor], a kind of raised type
for the blind to read by touch-
ing.

brain, n. [A.S.], the soft matter
inside the skull ; the seat or

power of mind.
brake (1), n. [BRACKEN], a thicket

of bushes ; a fern.

brake (2), n. [etym. ?], a pressure
against a wheel to stop It ; a
heavy carriage.

bram'ble, n. [A.S.], a blackberry
bush.

bran, n. [Fr.], the inner covering
of a grain of wheat beneath the
chaff.

branch, n. [Fr., from late L.

branca, a paw], the arm of a
tree ; a line dividing off ; v., to
throw out branches ; to divide.

brand, n. [A.S., from root of
BURN (1)], a piece of wood partly
burned ; a mark made by burn-
ing ; a sword ; v., to mark by
burning ; to ilx disgrace on.
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bran'dish, v. [Fr., from root of

BRAND], to wave (a sword) to
and fro.

bran'dy, n. [Du., burnt (wine),
from root of BURN (1)], a spirit
distilled from wine.

brass, n. [A.S.], a yellow metal
made of copper and zinc. v.,

braze, to solder with brass.

a., bra'zen, of brass ; having a
face like brass ; v., to act with
a bold face. ns., bra'zier (1),

a worker in brass ; brazier (2)

[Fr., from braise, lighted coals],
a pan for live coals.

brava'do, n. [Sp.], a boastful
threat ; defiance.

brave, a. [Fr.], ready to act with
courage ; without fear ; &., to
meet danger boldly. ,, bra'-
very.

bra'vo, n. [It.], a bold, bad man ;

a hired murderer ; int., well
done I

brawl, v. [prob. imit.], to quarrel
and make a noise ; -n., a noisy
fight.

brawn, n. [Fr.], boar's flesh ;

muscle. a., braw'ny, having
strong muscle.

bray (1), v. [Fr.], to beat or crush
small.

bray (2),v. [Fr. braire, from Low
L.], to cry like an ass ; n., the
cry of an ass.

breach, n. [A.S., from root of

BREAK], act of breaking ; a
broken place ; v., to make an
opening in.

bread (bred), n. [A.S.], food made
of baked meal or flour ; means
of living. n., bread' -fruit, a
fruit with pulp like bread, grow-
ing in the islands of the Pacific
Ocean.

breadth (bredth), n. [E. (seeBROAD)],
distance from side to side ;

width.
break (brdk), v. [A.S.], to bring to

pieces by force ; to make an
opening in ; to come to pieces ;

to ruin or destroy ; to come
(into view) ; to lessen (force) ;

to train ; ., a place where a
thing has been broken. 'past,
broke ; p.p., broken. ns.,

brea'ker, a wave broken on a

rock or on the shore : break'-
fast (brek'fdst), a morning meal ;

v., to take the first meal of the
day.

breast (brest), n. [A.S.], the front
of the body between the neck
and waist ; the heart ; v., to
oppose. n., breast piato, ar-
mour for the breast.

breath (breth), n. [A.S.], air taken
into and let out of the lungs ; a
soft stream of air. v., breathe
(frreth), to draw in and let out
air ; to speak softly ; to blow
softly. o., breathless, with-
out breath ; worn out.

breech, n. [A.S.], the lower part
of the back ; the back part of a
gun; (pi.) breech'es, a garment
for the legs, etc.

breed, v. [A.S.], to bring into
being ; to rear or train ; n.,
that which is bred; kind or
sort ; n., breeding, educa-
tion ; training ; manners.

breeze, n. [Sp. brisa], a wind not
so strong as a gale. a., breez'y.

brethren, pi. of BROTHER.
breve, n. [L. brevis, short], a note

in music, originally short, but
now long.

bre'yiary, n. [Fr., from L. brevi-
drium (brevis, short)], a Roman
Catholic service-book.

brevity, n. [L. brevUas], shortness.
brew (broo), v. [A.S., from same

root as BROTH], to make ready
by boning ; to make ale or
beer ; to gather (as a storm) ;

n., that which is brewed. ns.,

brew'ery, a place where brew-
ing is done; brew'er ; /.,

brew'ster.
bri'ar or bri'er, n. [A.S.], a prick-

ly bush.
bribe, n. [Fr.], a price paid to in-
duce a person to act in a certain
wrongful way ; v., to pay a price
to get one to do so. n,, bri'-
bery, a giving or taking of
bribes.

brick, n. [Fr.], a block of clay
baked hard, used for building ;

a small loaf.

bri'dal, n. [A.S. BRIDE, AI^E, a
feast], a marriage ; o., belong-
ing to a marriage.
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bride, n. [A.S.], a woman shortly
before or after marriage. n.,

bride'gpoom [A.S. guma, a
man], a man shortly before or
after marriage.

bpide'well, n., a jail near St.

Bride's Well in London ; any jail.

bridge (brij), n. [A.S.], a means of

carrying a road across a river,
etc. ; a small platform on a
steamship ; a card game ; v.,

to make a road over a river, etc.

bri'dle, n. [A.S., from same root
as BRAID], the strap with which
a horse is held in and guided ;

v. t to hold in check ; to hold
(up) the head proudly.

brief (bref), a. [Fr., from L. brevis],
short in time ; with few words ;

n., a short statement of a law
case for the use of a barrister.

bri'ep. See BRIAR.

brig, n. [Fr., short for BRIGAN-
TINE], a two-masted, square-
rigged ship.

brigade', n. [Fr., from late L.

briga, strife], a body of troops
consisting either of three cavalry
regiments, or of four infantry
battalions with a supply of
vehicles. ., brigadier' (briga-

der'), the commander of a
brigade.

brigand, n. [Fr.], a robber; an
outlaw.

brigantine, n. [Fr., from It.

brigante, pirate], a two-masted
ship, partly square-rigged.

bright (brlt), a. [A.S.], giving a
clear light ; quick-witted, v.,

brigh'ten, to make bright or

grow bright ; to clear up. n.,

brightness, clearness.

brilliancy (bril'iunsi), or brilli-

ance, n. [Fr., from late L. beryl-

lus, a gem], great brightness.
a., brilliant, very bright;
n., a finely cut diamond.

brim, n. [etym. ?], the upper edge
of anything ; v., to fill or be
full to the brim. a., brim'-
rning, full to the top.

bpim'stone, n. [M.E. BURNING
stone], sulphur hardened into a
yellow mass.

brin died and brin'dle (BRANDED),
as., yollow with brown streaks.

brine, n. [A.S.], water mixed with
salt.

bPing, v. [A.S.], to lead, carry, or
cause to come, to a place. past
and p.p., brought (brawt).

brink, n. [Scand.], a steep slope
or edge.

brisk, a. [etym.?], full of life;

quick.
bPis'tle (brisl), n. [A.S.], a stiff

hair ; v., to stand erect (of

hairs) ; to show many difficul-

ties, dangers, etc.

Brit'on, n. [C.], a native of Brit-
ain or the British Dominions.
a., Brit'ish, belonging to Britain
or the British Dominions.

brit'tle, a. [A.S.], easily broken.
broach, n. [Fr.], a roasting spit ;

a boring tool ; v , to make a
hole in ; to let out liquid ; to
turn suddenly to windward ; to
begin (in conversation).

broad (brawd), a. [A. S.], large from
. side to side; wide. adv., broad-

cast, in all directions ; v., to
send speech or music by wire-
less. 7i5., broad'side, the
side of a ship ; the firing of all

the guns at one side ; broad'-
sword, a sword with a broad
blade.

brocade', n. [Sp., from It. broccato],
silk with raised patterns on it.

broi'der. See EMBROIDER.
broil (1), v. [etym. ?], to roast over

hot coals.
broil (2), n. [Fr. brouUler], a noisy

fight.
broken or broke, a. [p.p. of

BREAK], knocked to pieces.

brok'ep, n. [late L. broccdtor, from
broccdre, to BROACH], one who
buys or sells for another ; one
who deals in old goods. n.,

bro'kerage, the money paid to
a broker for what he does.

bponcbi'tis (brongki'tis), n., in-

flammation of the bronchial
tubes or windpipe.

bronze, n. [Fr., from L. Brundu-
sium, Brindisi], a metal of cop-
per and tin mixed ; a colour
like bronze ; a figure made of
bronze ; u., to give a colour
like bronze ; to brown by tha
sun.
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brooch (broch), n. [see BROACH],
an ornamental pin or clasp.

brood, n. [A.S., from root of

BREED], that which is bred ;

young under a mother's care ;

v., to watch over or care for ;

to sit on eggs ; to think deeply.
pres. p., broo'ding, sitting on

eggs ; thinking deeply.
brook (1), n. [A.S. broc], a small

stream.
brook (2), v. [A.S. brftcan, to use],

to put up with ; to bear.

broom, n. [A.S.], a bush with yel-
low flowers like pea-blossoms ;

a sweeping brush made of broom
or other twigs.

broth, n. [A.S.], that which is

brewed or boiled ; water in

which flesh or vegetables have
been boiled.

broth'er (brtith'er), n. [A.S.], a son
of the same parents or par-
ent ; one of the same set ; (pi.)

broth'ers and breth'ren. a.,

brotb/erly, like a brother.

ns., broth'erhood, persons
joined as brothers ; broth'er-
in-law, the brother of one's
husband or wife ; the husband
of one's sister.

brougham (broom or or5'am), n.,
a one-horse close carriage, named
after Lord Brougham.

brow, n. [A.S.], the part of the
face over the eyes ; the edge of
a hill or rock; gangway let

down from a ship. v., brow'-
beat, to treat with violence of
look or speech.

brown, n. [A.S.], the dark colour
left by burning ; a mixture of

black, red, and yellow, a., of
a brown colour ; v., to make or
become of a brown colour.
brown study, dreamy thought.

browse, v. [Fr.], to eat the tops
or buds off trees or plants.

-bruck, geog. root [Ger.], bridge
(as in Innsbruck, the bridge over
the Inn).

Bru'in, n. [Du., brown], name for
the bear.

bruise (brooz), v. [A.S.], to crush
or hurt by blows 01 pressure ;

to hurt the STirface ; n., a hurt
by a blunt instrument.

brunette', n. [Fr., from root of

BROWN], a woman of dark com-
plexion.

brunt, n. [etym. ?], the force of a
blow.

brush, n. [Fr.], a bundle of twigs
or hairs used for dusting or

painting ; a fox's tail ; a short
fight ; v., to move a brush over,
or clean. n., brush/wood,
small trees or bushes growing to-

gether ; branches cut off.

brute (broot), n. [Fr., from L.
brutus, unfeeling], an animal
without reason ; a hard-hearted
person. as., bru'tal and bru'-
tish, like a brute. n., brutal'-
ity, hardness of heart. v. t

bru'talize, to make like a brute ;

to degrade.
bub'ble, n. [imitj, a thin shell of

water filled with air ; anything
easily burst; v., to rise in
bubbles.

buccaneer', n. [Fr.], a sea-robber.

buck, n. [A.S.], a male deer, goat,
hare, etc.

buck et, n. [etym.?], a vessel for

carrying water.

buckle, n. [Fr., from L. bucca,
cheek], a means of fastening ;

a clasp ; v., to fasten.

buckler, n. [Fr., from L. buccula,
SUCKLE], a shield, with a buckle
or boss in the centre.

buck'ram, n. [Fr.], a coarse cloth
of linen stiffened with glue ;

a., stiff.

bud, n. [etym. ?], the leaf or
flower not fully opened ; v.,

to begin to come into flower or
leaf. pres. p., budding ; p.p.,
budded.

Budd'blsm (bud'tem), n. [Skt.], a
religion of Central and Eastern
Asia, called after its founder
Buddha.

budge (btij), v. [Fr.], to stir.

budg'et (buj'et), n. [Fr., from C.J, a
bag and what is in it ; the annual
account of the money affairs

of the kingdom, as made by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

buff, n. [Fr.], leather from the skin
of a buffalo ; a., light yellow
colour.

buffalo, n. [Port.], a kind of ox
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found in Asia and Africa ; the
American bison.

buffer, n. [Fr., from root of O.Fr.

buffe, a blow], something soft or

yielding to lessen the force of a
blow.

buffet (1), n. [Fr., from same root],
a blow ; v., to give a blow ; to
strive against.

buffet (2) (boofa'), n. [Fr.], a side-

board ; a place for refreshments.

buffoon', n. [Fr., from It.], one
who does things to cause laugh-
ter ; a clown.

bug, n. [etym.?], an ugly insect

that crawls about in dirty houses,
beds, etc. In America any in-

sect is called a bug.
bug'bear, n. [C.], an object of

terror, usually imaginary.
bu'gle (1), n. [Fr. bugle, a wild ox],
a hunting horn, first made from
the horn of a wild ox ; a small
trumpet.

bu'gle (2), n. [etym. ?], a long
hollow bead.

build (bild), v. [A.S. bold, a house],
to make a house ; to put to-

gether. past and p.p., built or
budded. n., buil'ding, any-
thing built.

bulb, n. [Fr., from Gk. bolbos, an
onion], a round body ; the ball-

like root of a plant. a., buT-
bous.

bulge (btilj), v. [Fr., from L. bulga,
BUDGET], to swell out ; n., a
swelling out.

bulk, n. [Scand.], a ship's cargo ;

size ; mass. a., bul'ky, of
great size. n., bulk'head, parti-
tion dividing ship into watertight
compartments.

bull (1) (bid), n. [A.S. bule (bellan,
to roar)], a male of cattle.

bull (2) (bid), n. [L. butta, a seal],
an order sent out by the Pope.

bullet (bul'ef), n. [Fr.], a small
ball ; a ball for a gun.

bulletin (bul'etin), n. [Fr.], a re-

port of news.
bullion (bul'ydri), n. [Fr.], silver

and gold before it is made into
coins.

bull's'-eye, n., the centre of a
target ; a shot that nits the
bull's-eye.

bully (bul'i), n. [prob. Low Ger.1,
a noisy, quarrelsome person ;

one who ill-uses weaker persons ;

v., to ill-use or oppress the

bulrush (bufrfisTi), n., a large
rush that grows in water or

damp places.
bul'wark (bul'wark), n. [perhaps
formed of bole, log ; WORK], a wall
of defence ; anything to keep
off danger ; a railing round the
deck of a ship.

bump, v. [unit.], to strike against
with a heavy sound ; n., a
heavy blow. n., bum'per, a
glass filled to the brim.

bump'kin, n. [prob. BOOM, -KIN],
an awkward, clumsy fellow.

bun, n. [Fr.], a small cake.

bunch, n. [imit.], a tuft ; a cluster ;

a number of things tied to-

gether ; v., to come or grow
into a knot or mass.

bun'dle, n. [A.S., from root of

BIND], a number of things bound
together ; v., to tie up to-

gether.
bung, n. [perhaps Du.], a plug to

fill a hole in a cask ; v., to stop
a hole in a cask.

buu'galow (bung'gdlS), n. [Hind.],
a house of one story.

bungle (btingl), v. [imit.], to spoil
a piece of work ; to do a thing
in a clumsy way ; n., a spoiled
piece of work.

bunion (btin'yon), n. [It. ?], a
swelling on the foot.

bunk, n., sleeping -berth.

bunk'er,n., ship's coal-bin ; sandy
pit (in golf).

bunting, n. [etym. ?], coloured
cloth for flags ; a bird.

buoy (boi), n. [Du. or O.Fr.],
a floating mark of danger ;

v., to keep from sinking. i

buoy'ancy, power of keeping
afloat ; flow of spirits. a.,

buoyant.
bur'den or bur'then, n. [A.S.,
from root of BEAR], a load ; a
toilsome weight ; care or sor-

row ; v., to put a weight on ;

to be heavy. a., bur'densome,
felt as a burden ; heavy.

bureau (bur'o or bu-ro'), n. [Fr.], a
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writing -table, desk, or office ;

w., bureaucracy (burok'rasi),
government by officials.

burg, geog. root [A.S.], castle,
fortified place (as in Edinburgh).

bur'gess (btr'jes) and bur'gher
(ber'g&r), n. [Fr.], an inhabitant
of a city or borough.

burgh. See BOROUGH.
burglar, n. [med. L. burglOtor,
from BURGH], one who breaks
into and robs houses. n., burg'-
lary, house-breaking.

bur'ial (ber'iM), n. fA.S.], a funeral.

burlesque' (burlesk'), n. [Fr., from
It.], a thing turned into fun by
the way in which it is described
or acted ; v., to show or de-
scribe so as to cause laughter ;

a., causing laughter.
bur'ly, a. [M.E.], stout, big.
burn (1), t?. IA.S. byrnan], to set

or to be on fire ; to glow ; n., in-

jury by burning. p.p., burned
or burnt.

burn (2), n. [A.S. burna], a stream-
let.

bur'nish, . [Fr.], to make bright
by rubbing.

burrow (b&r'ff), n. [prob. from
BOROUGH], a hole in the earth
used by rabbits, foxes, etc.

u., to make or use a burrow.
bur'sar, n. [L. bursa, a purse], a
money-keeper ; a student to
whom money is given to help
him. n., bur'sary, the treas-

ury of a college ; money given
to help a student.

burst, v. [A.S.], to break open
with force ; to fly into pieces
suddenly.

bur'y (ber'i), v. [A.S.], to hide in
the ground ; to cover over.

bus. See OMNIBUS.
bush, n. [Scand.], a thicket of

small trees and shrubs ; a low,
thick plant with branches ; a
wild, overgrown country. a.,

bush'y, like a bush; full of
bushes.

bushel (bushl), n. [Fr.], a dry
measure of eight gallons or four
pecks.

business (bia'n&s), n., what one
Is busy at ; that in which one's
work lies.

) buzz

busk, v. [Scand. bua, prepare ;

sik, self], to get oneself ready ;

to dress.

buskin, n. [etym. ?], a high boot
formerly worn by actors in

tragedy.
bust, n. [Fr.], the upper part of

the body ; a sculptured likeness
of this part.

bus'tard, n. [Fr., from L. avis

tarda, slow bird], a large bird of

slow flight.
bustle (busl), v. [unit.], to move

about with noise ; to make a
great stir ; n., a moving about
with noise.

bus'y (biz'i), a. [A.S.], baring
plenty to do ; with no time un-
occupied.

but, conj., prep., and adv. [A.S.
butan, outside], however ; yet ;

still ; except.
butch'er (buch'er), n. [Fr.], one who

kills animals for food ; one who
delights in killing;*., to kill

cruelly.
butler, n. [Fr.], one who has

charge of bottles or liquors.
butt (I), n. [prob. E.], the thick
end of a thing ; a mark shot
at ; a push with an animal's
head ; a person laughed at ;

., to push with the head or
horns.

butt (2), n. [Fr.], a large cask.

but'ter, n. [A.S., from Gk. bout-
uron (bous, a cow ; turos, cheese)],
a substance got from cream by
churning. ns., but'teroup, a
yellow flower, also called crow-
foot ; but'terfly, a large-winged
insect, sometimes of a colour
like butter.

but'ton, n. [Fr.], a small round
knob for fastening clothes ; a
knob, as on a foil ; v., to fasten
with a button.

but'tress, n. [Fr.], a building to
strengthen a waU ; v., to prop
or support.

bux'ora, a. [A.S. bugan, to bend ;

-SOME], plump ; full of spirit.

buy (bi), v. [A.S.], to get for money.
past and p.p., bought. n.,

buy'er.
buzz, v. [imit.], to make a noise

like bees ; to whisper ; n., the
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noise of bees or flies ; low talk-

ing ; a humming sound.

buz'zard, n. [Fr.], a kind of

hawk.
by, prep, and adv. [A.S.], near ; at

the side of ; by means of. n.,

by-law [Scand. byr, a town ;

LAW], a law for a single town
only ; a law for a society, etc.

ns., by'-pass, -path, -road,

-way, a road off the main road ;

bystander, one who looks on ;

by'-word, a common saying ;

an object of contempt ; advs.,

by-and-by, later on ; by-the-by,
in passing.

by, geog. root [Dan.], town (as in

Kirkby, Orimbsy, etc.).

bye, n., term used in games.
byre (blr), n. [A.S.], a cow-house.

cab, n. [Fr., short for cabriolet], a
carriage for hire.

cabal', n. [med. L. cabbala, from
Heb.], persons united fora secret

purpose ; v., to plot.

cabbage [kab'di), n. [L. caput, a
head], a green vegetable.

Cabin, n. [Fr.], a small house or
hut ; a room in a ship.

cabinet, n. [Fr.], a piece of fur-

niture for valuables ; the group
of ministers who govern the
country.

ea'ble, n. [Fr., from L. cap-Alum, a
handle], a strong chain or rope
for fastening ships ; a rope car-

rying telegraph wires under the
sea ; a message carried by this ;

v., to send such a message.
caca'o, n. [Sp from Mex.], tropical

tree, whose seeds yield cocoa.
cache Ikash], n. [Fr., cacher, to

hide], a place for concealing or

storing anything.
cackle, v. limit.], to make a noise

like a hen ; to talk in a silly way.
cadav'erous, a. [ L. cadaver, a dead

body], corpse -like ; deadly pale.
cad 'die, n. [CADET], a messenger

or light porter ; in golf, one who
carries clubs for a player.

cad'dy, n. [ Malay], a small box for
tea.

C&'dence, n. [Fr., from L. cadere,
to fall], a falling of the voice
in speaking or singing ; tone.

cadet', n. [Fr., from late L. capi-
tettum,a little head caput, ahead,
the eldest son)], a younger son ;

a youth learning the duties of
an officer, etc.

cadge, v., to beg.
ca'di (ka'di or ka-di), n., a Turkish

Judge.

caer-, car-, geog. root [C.], forti-

fied place (as in Caerlaverock,
the fortress by the sea ; Cardiff,
the fort on the Taff).

caf6 [kafd), n. [Fr., coffee], a
coffee-house.

cage (cdj), n. [Fr., from L. carea, a
hollow place], a place for keep-
ing birds, etc. ; a prison ; a
lift ; v., to shut in.

cairn, n. [C.], a heap of stones.

cai'tifT, n. [Fr., from L. captlvus,
a CAPTIVE], a low, mean fellow.

cajole', v. [Fr., to chatter], to cheat
by smooth words ; to flatter.

cake, n. [Scand., from same root
as L. coquere, to COOK], a bit of

dough baked ; a hardened mass ;

v., to bake or grow hard.

cal'abash, n. [Fr., from Sp.], a
plant found in America, the
marrow -like fruit of which is

made into drinking-cups.
calamity, n. [Fr., from L. cala-

mitas], great loss or ruin ; a
caune of great misery. a.,

calamitous.
cal'cium (kdl'sium), n. [L. calx,

lime], the metal present in lime.
a. calcar'eous, containing

lime or chalk. v., cal cine
(kal'sin), to burn into lime ; to
reduce to powder by heat.

cal'cGlate, v. [L. CALCULUS], to
count by means of small stones ;

to reckon. ns., calculation,
calcula'tor.

cal'culus, n. [L., a pebble], a
growth like a stone found in

some of the organs of the body ;

a method in mathematics.
cal'dron or caul'dron, n. [Fr.,
from L. calddrium], a large
kettle.
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cal'endar, n. [Fr., from L. calen-

darium (calendce, the first of the
month)], a list of months, weeks,
and days.

eal'ender, n. [Fr., from Gk. kylin-
dros, a roller], a machine for

smoothing cloth or paper be-
tween rollers ; v., to press and
smooth between rollers.

calf (1) (can, n. [A.S.], the young of

the cow, etc. ; leather made from
calf-skin ; (pi.) calves (cavs).

calf (2) (caf), n. [Scand.], the thick

part of the leg below the knee ;

(pi.) calves.
calibre or caliber, n. [Fr.], the

diameter of the bore of a gun ;

the measure of anything ; power
of mind.

calico, n. [Calicut], cotton cloth

(first got from Calicut in India).

caliph or calif, n. [Fr., from
Arab.], a ruler, the successor of
Mohammed.

call (cawl), v. [Scand.], to cry
aloud; to shout to; to invite:
to give a name to ; to pay a
short visit ; n., a loud cry ; a
summons ; a short visit ; in-

vitation. n., calling, one's
business or profession.

callipers, n. [CALIBRE - COM-
PASSES], compasses for meas-
uring the diameter of bodies.

callous, a. [Fr., from L. cattum,
hard skin], unfeeling ; hard-
hearted.

callow, a. [A.S.], without feath-
ers ; boyish ; undeveloped.

calm (cam), a. [Fr., from Gk. kau-
ma, heat], without wind or
motion ; with mind at rest ;

., to make or grow calm;
n.. also, calm'ness, an absence
of wind ; a state of rest.

cal'orie, n. [Fr., from L. color],
unit of heat.

ealum'niate, v. [L. calumniari, to
tell lies about], to hurt one by
saying what is not true ; to
make a false charge. a., ca-
lum'nious, hurtful because un-
true. n., cal'umny, a false
statement to hurt some one ;

slander.
calve (cav), v. [A.S. (see CALF)], to

bring forth a calf.

calyx (kal'iks or kd'liks), n. [L.,
from Gk. kalyx], the outer cover-
ing of a flower.

cam'brie, n., a kind of fine white
linen (from Cambrai, a town in
northern France).

cam'el, n. [L., from Gk. kamelos, a
camel], an animal with a hump
on its back used for travelling
in the desert.

camellia, n. [from Kamd, a
botanist], a flowering shrub.

eamel'opard, n. [Gk. kamelos,
andpardos, a leopard], the giraffe.

cam'eo, n. [It.], a precious stone
carved with a raised figure.

cam'era, n. [L., vault], a dark box
used in photography, into which
light is admitted through a lens.

cam'omile or cham'- (Mm'-), n.

[Gk. chamaimelon (chamai, on
the ground ; melon, an apple)],
a bitter herb used as medicine.

camouflage (kamuflazh'), n. [Fr.],

disguise ; v., to disguise, esp.
from an enemy ; to paint
(tents, tanks, ships, etc.) with
fantastic designs so as to make
their outlines difficult to see at a
distance.

camp, n. [Fr., from L. campus, a
plain], the ground on which an
army pitches its tents ; an
army at rest in tents, etc. ;

v., to pitch tents and rest.

campaign' [k&mpan'), n. [Fr., from
L. campania, plain (see CAMP)],
the operations of an army in the
field.

campanile (kampane'li), n. [It.

from late L. campana, a bell], a
bell-tower, especially when large
and detached.

campanula, n. [L. campana,
bell], a bell-shaped flower.

earn phor (kam'for), n. [Fr., from
Malay kdpur, chalk], the white
aromatic juice of a kind of
laurel -tree hardened.

can (1), v. [A.S. cunnan, to know],
to know how to do ; to be able.

past, could, couldst ; neg.,
cannot.

can (2), n. [A.S.], a metal pot or
vessel ; v., to put into cans or
tins.

canal', n. [L. canalis, a pipe], a
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watercourse ; a water-way made
for boats or sliips ; any passage
for fluid.

canard', n. [Fr., a duck], a lying
story.

canap'y, n., wine ; or a bird, from
the Canary Islands.

ean'cel, v. [L. cancellus, a grating],
to blot out by drawing lines

across ; to do away with.

pres. p., cancelling ; p.p., can-
celled.

ean'cep, n. [L., a crab], a malig-
nant spreading growth in the

body ; the northern tropic.
., can'cepous.

can aid, a. [L. candidus, white,
shining], straightforward ; mean-
ing what one says ; sincere.

n., can didness.
can dictate, n. [L. candiddtus,

clothed in white], a person seek-

ing an office (in ancient Rome
dressed in white). n., Candi-
da ture.

Can die, n. [A.S., from L. candela
(candere, to shine)], a stick of
tallow or wax with a wick in the
middle. n., can'dlestick.

Can dlemas, n. [A.S., candel-
mcesse: see MASS (2)], a feast
held on the second day of Feb-
ruary with lighted candles.

candour (-dur), n. [L. candor,
brightness], straightforwardness ;

frankness.

can'dy, n. [Fr., from Pers. qand,
sugar], sugar boiled and hard-
ened ; v., to cover with or make
like boiled sugar.

cane, n. fFr., from Gk. kanna, a
reed], a long, thin reed, as of
bamboo ; a stick ; v., to beat
with a rod.

canine, a. (kan'ln or kdnln') [L.

canis, a dog], belonging to a
dog ; like a dog.

ean'ister, n. [L. canistnim,a basket,
from Gk. kanna, a reed], a small
box for holding tea, etc. ; shot in
a case which bursts when fired.

ean'ker (kang'ker), n. [A.S., from
L. cancer, a crab], a sore that
eats away the flesh ; v., to eat
or to be eaten away. n., can'-

ker-worm, a caterpillar that
feeds on leaves.

can'nibal, n. [Sp. canibales, Car-
ibes, Caribbeans], one who eats
human flesh. n., can nibalism.

can'non, n, [Fr., from Gk. kanna,
a CANE], a big gun ; a field-

piece ; artillerv. n., cannon-
ade', an attack by cannon ;

v., to batter with shot.
canoe' (kanoo'), n. [Sp., from Hay-

tian], a boat made of the trunk
of a tree hollowed out, or of bark
and skins.

can'on, n. [Gk. kanon, a rule (from
same root as CANE)], a rule or
law ; the inspired books of

Scripture ; a list of saints ; a
clergyman of high rank. a.,

canonical, according to Church
law. v., can'onize, to put
into the list of saints.

can'on. See CANYON.
can'opy, n. [Fr., from Gk. konops,
a gnat], a screen to keep off gnats
or flies ; a covering over a bed,
etc. ; v., to cover with a canopy.

cant (1), v. [L. can&re, to sing], to

speak in a whining tone ; to say
what one does not feel ; n.,

hypocritical talk.
cant (2), v. [Du., a corner], to turn
a thing on a slant ; to turn over.

canteen', n. [Fr.], a place where
drink and food are sold to
soldiers ; a vessel for carrying
drink ; a case for cutlery.

can'tep, v. [short for Canterbury],
to gallop easily (as the pilgrims
on their way to Canterbury) ;

n., a slow gallop.
can'ticle, n. [L. cantus (cantre, to

sing)], a (little) song; (pi.) the
Song of Solomon.

can tilever, n. [CANT (2), LEVER], a
bracket projecting from a wall
to support balconies, etc. ; can-
tilevep bridge, a bridge built
of girders like brackets.

can'ton, n. [Fr., a corner, as
CANT (2)], a division of a country.

n., cantonment, a place
where troops are quartered.

can'vas, n. [Fr., from Gk. kanna-
bis, hemp], a coarse cloth for

sails, sacks, etc. ; cloth for paint-
ing pictures on.

can vass, v., to sift (through can-

vas) ; to try to get votes ; n.t a
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careful examination ; an effort

to get votes.

can'yon or can'on, n. [Sp., as

CANE], a deep hollow cut by a
river.

eaou'tchoue (kou'ctook), n. [W.
Ind.], india-rubber, the gum of
a tree in South America and
Asia.

cap, n. [Fr., from late L. cappa, see
CAPE (1)3, a brimless covering for
the head ; v., to put this on.

ca'pable, a. [Fr., from L. capgre,
to take], able to hold ; able to
understand and do. n. t capa
bU'ity.

capa cious (kapd'shus), a. [L. ca-

pax (cap6re, to take)], having
much room ; holding much.
ns., capacity and capa'cious
ness, amount of room ; power
to understand and do ; ability.

capar'ison, n. [Fr., from late L.

cappa, a CAPE], an ornamental
covering for a horse ; v. t to

put a rich covering on.

Cape (1), n. [Fr., from late L.
cappa], a covering for the shoul-
ders ; a short cloak.

Cape (2), n. [Fr., from L. caput, the
head], a point of land stretching
into the sea.

ea'pep, v. [L. caper, a goat], to
dance like a goat ; n., a leap-
ing about.

ca'pillapy, a. [L. capillus, hair],
small and fine, like hair ; n.,
a fine tube or vein ; (pi.) the
thread-like veins.

capital, a. [L. capitals (caput,
head)], important ; very good .

punishable by death , n., a chief
town ; the cap of a pillar ;

money for trading. n., cap-
italist, one who uses money in
trading or industry.

capita'tion, n. [Fr., from L. caput,
the head], a tax on every head.

Capitol, n. [L.], the temple of
Jupiter on the Capitoline Hill
at Rome ; the senate house of
the United States.

capit'ulate, v. [L. capitulum, a
small head, a chapter], to give
oneself up on agreed terms.
n., capitula'tion.

ca'pon, n. [A.S., from L. capo], a

young cock that has been cas-
trated.

caprice' (kapres"), n. [Fr.], a rad-
den change of mind. a., eappl'-
cious, changeable. ., cappl'-
ciousness.

Cap'ricorn, n. [L. caper, a goat ;

cornu, a horn], a cluster of stars
like a goat's horn ; the southern
tropic.

capsize', v. [etym. ?], to upset (a
boat).

cap'stan, n. [Fr., from L. capfre,
to hold], a machine for winding
in a cable.

cap'sule, n. [L. capsa, a CASE (2)],

a seed-vessel containing many
seeds.

cap'tain, n. [Fr., from L. caput,
the head], a chief officer ; com-
mander of a ship or a company
of soldiers.

cap'tious (kdp'shus), a. [L. capti-
osus (capere, to take)], ready to
find fault.

cap'tive, n. [L. captivus, a captive
(capere, to take)], a person taken
in war. v., cap'tivate, to get
under one's influence. ns., cap-
tivity, state of being a prisoner ;

loss of liberty ; cap'tor, one who
takes a prisoner or a prize. v.,

cap'ture, to get or take by
force ; n., the act of taking by
force ; the person or thing taken.

ear, n. [Fr., from L., from C.J, a
wheeled vehicle for carrying
persons or loads ; a chariot.

cap'abine. See CARBINE.
cap'at, n. [Fr., from Arab.], a

weight of 3 grains for gold ;

one twenty-fourth part of pure
gold (in alloys).

cap'avan, n. [Fr., from Pers.], a
band of merchants ; a large
carriage or wagon.

capavan'sapy, n. [CARAVAN ; Pers.
sarai, an inn], a place where
travellers rest at night in the
East.

ear bine, n. [Fr.], a short gun or
rifle.

carbolic, ., or carbolic acid
[CARBON, -OL, -ic], a powerful
antiseptic and disinfectant acid
obtained from coal tar.

ear'bon, n. [Fr., from L. carbot
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coal], charcoal. a., carbonic,
got from or having carbon.
carbonic acid, gas formed of

oxygen and carbon. a., car-
boniferous, producing carbon
or coal. n., carbo-hy'drate,
a compound of carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygen, in which the
last two elements are in the
same proportion as in water (as
starch or sugar).

carbuncle, n. [O.Fr., from L.
carbunculus, a small coal], a
precious stone of a fiery colour ;

a hard and painful swelling on
the skin.

car canet, n. [Fr., from Teut.], a
chain of precious stones for the
neck.

car'case or car'cass (kar'kds), n.

[O.Fr., etym. ?], a dead body.
card (1), n. [Fr., from Gk. charte,

paper], a piece of thick paper ;

one of a number of pieces with
spots for playing.

card (2), v. [Fr., from L. carduus,
a thistle], to comb and smooth
the fibres of flax, wool, etc. ;

n., a comb for flax, etc.

car'diac and car'dial, as. [Fr.,
from Gr. kardia, the heart], be-
longing to the heart.

car dinal, a. [L. cardindlis, chief

(cardo, a hinge)], on which some-
thing turns or hangs ; most im-
portant ; n., a high official in
the Roman Catholic Church,
next to the Pope.

care, n. [A.S.], a load on the mind ;

that which causes much thought ;

v., to spend much thought
(for). as., care'ful, looking
well to every point ; careless,
without care or thought. ns. f

care'fulness, carelessness.
careen', v. [Fr., from L. carlna,

the keel], to lay a ship on its

side, to clean the keel ; to in-
cline to one side.

career', n. [Fr., a OAR-road], a
road or course ; the way a per-
son spends his life ; v., to move
fast ; to rush along.

caress7

(kdres'), v. [Fr., from L.

earns, dear], to touch fondly ;

n., an act showing love or
fondness ; a kiss.

car'et, n. [L. carere, to want], a
mark (A) to show that a word ia

wanting.
ear go, n. [Sp.], the load of a ship.
caricature', n. [It., from late L.

carricdre, to load a CAB], a de-
scription or picture overdone to
cause laughter ; v., to over-
draw and cause laughter.

ear'mine, n. and a. [L. carminus,
crimson], bright red.

car'nage (kar'ndj), n. [Fr.,from L.
caro, flesh], slaughter.

car'nal, a. [L. caro, flesh], having
to do with or indulging the flesh.

carna'tion (karnd'shon), n. [Fr.,
from L. caro, flesh], flower,
usually of a rosy -pink colour.

car'nival, n. [It., from late L. car-

nelevdmen, a farewell to flesh

(as food)], a feast before Lent ;

a long and noisy feast.

carniv'orous, a. [L. caro, vordre,
to devour], flesh-eating.

car'ol, n. [Fr., prob. from Gk.
choros, CHORUS], a song of joy
or mirth ; v., to sing with joy.

pres. p., carolling; p.p.,
carolled.

carouse', n. [Fr., from Ger. gar
aus, (to drink) all out], a drink-
ing deeply ; v., to drink deeply.

n., carou'sal.
carp (1), v. [Scand.], to notice

small faults.

carp (2), n. [Fr.], a fresh-water
fish.

car'penter, n. [Fr., from L. car-

pentum, a coach ; from C.], a
worker in wood. n., car'pen-
try.

car'pet, n. [Fr.], a thick floor

covering.
car'rion, 71. [Fr., from late L.

caronia, a carcase], dead bodies
rotting ; a., belonging to or
eating dead bodies.

car'rot, n. [Fr.], a plant of a red-
dish colour with a long tapering
root.

car'ry, v. [Fr., from C. CAR], to
take on a car ; to lift and move
away. n., car'riage (kar'ij),
act or means of carrying ; a
frame set on wheels with seats
for people ; a person's manners.

cart, n. [Scand.], a frame on wheels
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for carrying loads ; v., to-carry.

n., ear'tage, uso of a cart, or

price paid for it.

carte (kart), n. IFr.], another form
of CARD.

car tilage, n. CFr., from L. carti-

Idgo], a white soft substance in

young animals, which after-

wards becomes bone ; the soft

elastic edging joining bones ;

gristle. a., eartila'ginous.
cartoon', n. [Fr., from root of

CARD], a picture on a large sheet
of paper.

ear tridge (kar'trij) and car-
touche' (kartoosh'), ns. [Fr., car-

touche, from It. carta, CARD], a
case containing explosive and
bullet, or powder and shot, for

a rifle or a gun ; thick strong
paper.

cart'wright (kart'rtt), n., a maker
of carts.

carve, v. [A.S.], to cut; to cut
figures or ornaments ; to cut
meat.

cascade', n. [Fr.], a little waterfall.

(1), n. [Fr., from L. cdsus

(cadere, to fall)], that which falls

to one ; the state in which a
person is ; a trial in court.

(2), n. [Fr., from L. capsa, a
chest (capere, to hold)], that
which contains ; an outer cover-

ing. n., casing, something
put round, as wood, plaster, etc.

case mate, n. [Fr., from It. casa-

matta], a bomb-proof chamber.
case'ment, n. [prob. from CASE (2)J,

the frame of a window ; a win-
dow on hinges.

cash, n. [Fr., from L. capsa, a
money box; CASE (2)], money,
ready money ; gold and silver ;

v., to pay money for (a cheque,
etc.).

cashier' (1) (kdsher'), n., one who
has charge of money.

cashier' (2) (kosher'), v. [Fr., from
L. cassws, empty], to dismiss
from an office ; to disgrace.

cash'mere, n., a rich kind of cloth
made in Cashmere in India.

cask, n. [Sp.], a large wooden ves-
sel for holding liquids.

cask'et, n. [etym. ?], a little case ;

a small box for jewels, etc.

casque Qcask), n. [Fr., from Sp.
casca, CASK], a cover for the head
and neck ; a helmet.

cas'sock, n. [Fr. casaque, perhaps
from L. casa, a covering, a hut],
a loose cloak ; a vest with
sleeves worn under a clergy-
man's gown.

cast, v. [Scand.], to throw ; to
hurl with force ; to run melted
metal into a mould ; to throw
the line in fishing ; n., a throw ;

distance thrown ; also casting,
something cast in a mould.
past and p.p., cast. n., cas'ter
or cas'tor (1), a box for casting
pepper, etc., from holes in its

top ; a wheel on the leg of a
chair or table.

caste (kast), n. [Port., from L. cas-

tu, pure, CHASTE], a race OP
class (in India) ; a class of
people separate or exclusive ; a
high social rank.

-caster, -cester, -Chester, geog.
root [L. castra], a camp or for-
tress (as in Lancaster, fortress on
the Lune ; Colchester, fortress on
the Colne).

cas'tigate, v. [L. castigdre, to
CHASTEN], to punish by words or
blows. n., castiga'tion.

castle (kasl), n. [O.Fr., from L.
castellum, a fort], a house made
strong against a foe ; a build-

ing with towers, walls, etc.

cas'tor (2), n. [Gk. kastor], a bea-
ver ; a hat made of beaver-skin.

n., cas'tor -oil, oil got from
the castor-oil plant, used as
medicine.

cas'ual (kdz'Udl), a. [Fr., from L.
cadere, to fall], happening by
chance ; not arranged for. n.,

cas'ualty, something unex-
pected ; an injury.

cas'uist (kaz'Uist), n. [Fr., from
root of CASE (2)], one who studies
questions of right and wrong.

cat, n. [A.S.], a small domestic
animal that catches mice ; a
lash with knotted points.

cat-, cata-, cath-, pref. [Gk. kata],
down, downwards ; against (as
in CATECHISM, CATAPULT, CATH-
OLIC).

cat'acomb (kat'dkom), n. [Fr., from
3
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L. catacumbus, prob. a place-
name], underground passages
used for burying.

Cat'alogue (kat'alog), n. [Fr., from
Gk. kataldgos, a roll], a list of

names ; v., to make a list of.

cat'apult, n. [L., from Gk. CATA-,
pattein, to hurl], a machine
for throwing stones.

eat aract, n. [L., from Gk. CAT-,
arassein, to dash], a waterfall ;

a disease of the eye.
Catas'trophe (kolas'trofe), n. [Gk.

CATA-, strophe, a turning], an
overturning ; a change causing
much damage.

Catch, v. [O.Fr., from L. capture,
to try to take], to get hold of ;

n., something to hold by ;

that which is caught ; a gain
or advantage. past and p.p.,
caught.

Cat'eehize (kat'ekiz), v. [Gk. CATA-,
echein, to sound], to teach by
question and answer. n., eat'-

echism, teaching by question
and answer ; a book of ques-
tions and answers.

Cat'egory (Icut'egori), n. [Gk. kate-

gdria, an accusation (CATA-,
agora, an assembly)], a class or
order ; one of the main classes

of thought. a., categorical,
positive.

ca'ter, v. [Fr., from late L. accap-
tdre (AD-, capere, to receive)], to

provide food.

cat'erpilia?, n. [etym. ?], a grub
or larva that feeds on the
leaves of plants.

eathe'dral, n. [L., from Gk.
kathedra, a seat], a church with
a bishop's throne.

cath ode, n. [Gk. kathodos (CATA-,
odos, way)], the negative pole of
a battery in electrolysis.

cath'olic, a. [Fr., from Gk. kathd-

likos, over all], to which all be-

long ; having broad sympathies ;

n. (often) a member of the
Roman Catholic Church. n.,

Catholicism, membership of
the Catholic Church.

cat'kin, n. [Du. ?], the drooping
flowers of willow, birch, and
other trees.

cat's'-paw, n., the fore-foot of a
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cat ; a person used by another
to do something he dare not do
himself ; a alight breeze.

cat'tle, n. [Fr., from L. capitSlet

goods, stock (see CAPITAL)], ani-

mals, as bulls, cows, horses, etc.

n., cat'tle-ranck, a large
farm for rearing cattle.

cause (kawz), n. [Fr., from L.
causa], that which brings any-
thing to pass ; a matter in which
one or more are interested ; a
law-suit ; v., to bring to pass.

cause way or cau'sey, n. [Fr.,
from late L. calcidta (via), a
beaten road (L. calx, heel], a
raised road ; a raised footpath.

eaus tie (kaws'tik), a. [Fr., from
Gk. kaustos (kaiein, to burn)],
burning ; ,., a substance that
burns.

cau'terize (kaw't&riz), v. [Fr., from
Gk. kauter, a branding -iron], to
burn with caustic or with a hot
iron.

cau'tion (kaw'shon), n. [Fr., from
L. cautum (cavere, to take care)],
the habit of taking care ; pru-
dence ; a pledge ; v., to tell one
to take care ; to give advice.

a., cau'tious (-shus), using cau-
tion ; taking care.

cavalcade', n. [Fr., from L. ca&oi-

lus, a horse], a number of men
on horseback.

cavalier' (kavaUr'), n. [Fr., from
L. caballus], a horseman ; a gay
soldier on horseback ; one who
fought for the king in the civil

war in England.
eav'alry, n. [Fr.], a band of horse-

soldiers ; the mounted part at
an army.

cave and cav'era, ns. [L. cavus,
hollow], a hollow place under-
ground.

cav'eat, n. [L., let him beware
(cavere, beware)], a notice or

warning.
cav'ity, n. [L. cavus, hollow], hol-

lowness ; a hollow place ; a
small opening.

cav'il, v. [L. camllari, to jest], to
find fault for no good reason ;

to use unfair reasons ; n., un-
fair or trifling argument.-
pres. p.,cavUling ;p.p., cavilled*
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caw, v. [unit.], to cry like a crow ;

n., the cry of the crow.
cease (ses), v. [Fr., from L. cessdre,

to cease (cedere, to CEDE)], to
leave off ; to come to an end ;

to put an end to. a., cease' -

less. n., cessa'tion, a stop-
ping.

Ce'dar, n. [L., from Gk. kedros], a
large coniferous tree with spread-
ing branches and hard reddish
wood.

Cede, v. [L. cedere, to give up], to

give up ; to hand over. n.,

ces'sion.
cefn, geog. root [C.], a ridge (as in

Cheviot, Cevennes).
ceiling (se'ling), n. [Fr., from L.

ccelum, the sky], the inside roof
of a room.

celandine, n. [Fr., from Gk.
chelldon, a swallow], a flower
like a poppy, supposed to come
and go with the swallows ; a
small flower like a buttercup.

Cerebrate, v. [L. ceUber, famous],
to make famous ; to hold cere-

monies in honour of. ns., cele-

bra'tion, a holding of cere-
monies ; celeb'pity, a famous
person ; fame ; celebrant.

Celerity, n. [L. celeritas (celer,

swift)], swiftness; rapidity of
motion.

cel'ery n. [Fr., from Gk. selinon],
a vegetable used as a relish.

oelest'ial (seles'tiM) [L. ccelestis

(ccelum, heaven)], belonging to
heaven ; n., a dweller in
heaven.

celibacy, n. [Fr., from L. Calebs,
unmarried], a single life ; bache-
lorhood. a., celibate ; n., a
person unmarried.

Cell, n. [L. cello, (ceUre, to hide)],
a small room in a prison ; one
of the smallest parts of plant or
animal tissue ; a vessel contain-
ing two different metals and an
acid for producing electricity.

cellar, n. [O.Fr., from L. eel-

Idrium (cella, CELL)], an under-
ground store.

Cell Glose, n ., the chief component
of plants, consisting of cells.

n., cell'uloid, artificial sub-
stitute for ivory, etc.

Celt (kelt or selt), n. [ C.], one of the
early inhabitants of W. Europe,

a., Cel'tic.

cement', n. [Fr., from L. coemen-
tum, chips of stone (ccedere, to
cut)], a strong kind of mortar ;

v., to fasten with cement.
eem'etery, n. [L., from Gk. Jeoi

meterion, a sleeping place], a
place where, dead are buried.

cenn, geog. root. See KEN-.
cen'otaph (sen'ot&f), n. [Gk. kenos,
empty ; tapJios, a tomb], a
monument to one buried some-
where else.

een'ser, n. [Fr. encensfer, from late
L. (in)censum, (INCENSE], a vessel
for burning incense.

cen'sor, n. [L., a person who kept
the roll of Roman citizens (cen-
sere, to tax)], one who examines
or judges ; one who finds fault ;

a., censorious, given to find-
ing fault. n., cen'sorship, office
or time of being a censor. n,.,

cen'sure [L. censfira], an un-
favourable opinion ; fault-find-
ing ; v., to find fault with.

cen'sus, n. [L. census, a valuing
or counting], a numbering of the
people.

cent, n. [L. centum], one hundred ;

the hundredth part of a dollar ;

a small coin ; a halfpenny ;

ns., centen'ary, the space of
one hundred years ; the cele-
bration of an event after a hun-
dred years ; centona rian, a
person a hundred years old ;

as., conten'nial, happening
every hundredth year : lasting
a hundred years ; een'tigrade
[L. gradus, a step], divided into
one hundred degrees. ns., cen-
tigram', a hundredth part of a
gram ; centimetre, a hundredth
part of a metre ; cen'tipede
[L. pcs, a foot], an animal with
one hundred (or very many)
feet.

cen'tre (sen'ter\ n. [Fr., from Lc

centrum], the middle point ;

v., to put on or in the centre.

a., cen'tral. v., cen'tralize,
to bring into the centre. n.,
centraliza-tion.

centrifugal, a. [L. centrum, fu
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gere, to flee], moving from the
centre.

centrip'etal, a. [L. centrum,
petera, to go to], moving towards
the centre.

centurion, n. [L. centurio], a
Roman officer over one hundred
men.

cen'tury, n. [Fr., from L. cen-
turia (centum, one hundred)], one
hundred years.

cere, v. [Fr., from L. cera, wax], to
cover with wax. n., eere'ment
(ser'ment), cloth dipped in wax for

wrapping round a dead body.
Cereal (ser'eal), a. [L. Ceres, the

goddess of corn], belonging to
corn or grain ; n., any grain
used for food.

cer'ebral, a. [L. cerebrum, the
brain], belonging to the brain.

cer'emony, n. [Fr., from L. cceri-

monia], rules or forms for wor-
ship or business : action accord-
ing to rules. a., ceremo'nial,
attending to rules or forms ;

n., a list of forms. a., cfiremo'-
nious, fond of rules or forms.

Certain , (ser'tin), a. [L. certus,

fixed], known to be fixed or
true sure ; known, but not de-
scribed as to kind, number,
quality, etc. ; adv., cer'tainly.

n., eer'tainty, freedom from
doubt.

eer'tify, v. [Fr., from L. certus,
sure ; facere, to make], to declare
to be true ; to give a written
statement of what is true. n.,

certificate, a written state-
ment of truth or certainty.

Cer'titude, n. [late L. certitude],

certainty ; freedom from doubt.
cess, n. [ASSESS ?], a tax ; v., to

tax or assess.
cessation. See CEJISE.
cession (sesh'on). See CEDE.
cess pool, n. [etym. ?], a pool for

drains to run into.

Chafe, v. [Fr., from L. calefacere,
to warm], to warm by rubbing ;

to irritate the skin ; to make or
grow angry.

Chaff, n. [A.S.], the outer covering
of grain ; anything light or
worthless ; v., to banter or tease

by ridicule.

champagne
chaffer, -u. [A.S. ceap, price ; faru,

way], to buy or sell ; haggle
about the price. ns. t chafferer,
chaffering.

chaffinch (chdf'inch), n. [CHAFF,
FINCH], a song-bird that haunts
barn-doors.

chagrin' (shdgren'), n. [Fr., as
SHAGREEN], a feeling of disap-
pointment or failure ; vexation ;

7^..
to disappoint ; to vex.

chain, n. [Fr., from L. catena], a
row of links fitted together to
form a band ; v., to fasten
with a chain.

chair, n. [Fr. chaire, from Gk.
kathedra (see CATHEDRAL)], a
movable seat ; an iron block in
which a rail is fixed; seat of

authority, as chair of a judge,
professor, president of a meet-
ing, etc.

chaise (shaz), n. [Fr., corr. of

chaire, CHAIR], a light pleasure
carriage.

chal'dron, n. [Fr. (see CALDRON)],
a measure of thirty-six bushels
for coals.

chal'ice, n. [Fr., from L. CALIX],
a cup used at the communion
service.

chalk (chawk), n. [A.S.], a soft,
white limestone used for mark-
ing ; v., to mark with chalk.

challenge, v. [Fr., from L. calum-
nia, CALUMNY], to call in ques-
tion ; to call to a contest ; to

defy ; to demand ; n., a call to
a contest ; a calling in question.

cham'ber, n. [Fr., from L. CAM-
ERA], a room. n., cham'ber-
lain, one who has the care of
rooms ; a city treasurer.

chameleon (kame'lion), n. [L.,
from Gk. chamai, on the ground ;

Icon, a LION], a lizard said to

change colour.
cham'ois (sham'wa), n. [Fr.], a

kind of Alpine goat whose skin
is made into leather ; the
leather so made.

champ, v. [unit.], to bite with
noise ; to chew ; to bite into
small pieces.

champagne (shampan'), n., spark j

ling wine from the district ofi

Champagne, in France.
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cham'pion, n. [Fr., from late L.

campio (L. campus, a place of

combat)], one who fights to
defend. n., cham'pionship.

Chance, n. [Fr., from L. cadeniia

(cadere, to fall)], that which hap-
pens; something not arranged
or looked for.

chan'cel, n. [Fr., from L. cancellus,
a screen (see CANCEL)], the part
of a church where the altar or
communion-table stands.

ehan'cellop, n. [O. Fr. , as CHANCEL],
president of the Court of Chan-
cery or of the House of Lords ;

head of a university ; minister
o finance.

Chan'cery, n. [O.Fr.], the highest
court in England next to Par-
liament, now part of the High
Court of Justice.

chandelier' (shdndeler'), n. [Fr.,
from L. candela], a stand for
candles. n., chandler, a
maker or seller of candles.

Change (chanj), v. [Fr., from L.

camblre, to exchange], to give
one thing for another ; to be-
come or cause to become dif-

ferent ; to give small coins
for large ones ; n., a putting
one thing in place of another ;

a passing from one state to

another; small money. as.,

changeable and changeful,
given to change.

Chan nel, n. [Fr., from L. candlis,
CANAL], a water-course ; the bed
of a sea or a river ; a narrow sea.

Chant, v. [Fr., from L. cantare, to

sing], to recite while singing ;

n., words recited or intoned to
music.

chan'ticleer, n. [Fr. chanter, to
sing ; cler, CLEAB], the clear

singer ; the cock.
Cha'os (ka'os), n. [Gk. chaos], dis-

order.

Chap'el, n. [Fr., from late L. cap-
pella, a cloak, see CAPE (1)], a
room in which St. Martin's cloak
was kept ; a smaller church by
the side of a large one ; a place
of worship. n., chaplain [late
L. capellanus], the minister of a
chapel ; a clergyman on board
a ship, with an army, etc.

i charity

chap'eron (sMp'erori), n. [Fr., a
hood or CAP], one who attends
a young lady to public places ;

v., to attend a lady.
chaplet, n. [Fr., from L. cdpa,

CAP], a wreath worn on the head.
chaps or chops, n. [Du. or Scand.],

the mouth or jaws ; (sing.) the
cheek.

chap ter, n. [Fr., from L. capuC],
a division of a book ; a meeting
of canons of a cathedral. .,

chap'ter-house .

char (1), n. [A.S. cyrr, a turn (cyr-

ran, to turn)], a turn ; work
done by the day ; v., to work
by the day. n., char'woman,
a woman who chars.

char (2), v. [CHARCOAL], to turn to
charcoal ; to burn slightly or
blacken. n., char'coal [etym.1],
wood turned to coal by burning.

char (3), n. re. ?], a kind of trout.
char'acter (kar'akter), n. [Fr.,

from Gk. charakter, a mark], a
mark to know by ; a letter of the
alphabet ; that which a person
really is ; reputation ; a writ-
ten statement of this. a., char-
acteris'tic, making up charac-
ter, or distinguishing one from
another ; n., a mark of char-
acter. v., characterize, to
give a character to.

charade' (sharad'), n. [Fr., from
Sp. charrada], a word to be
guessed after each of its syllables
and then the whole word have
been acted one by one.

charge (charj), v. [Fr., from late L.

carricdre, to load a CAR], to load
to give a task or duty to ; to

put a price upon ; to set down
as a debt ; to blame ; to rush
at (as soldiers) ; n., a load ;

a task ; price ; onset. a.,

changeable, that may be laid

as a duty or burden ; who
may be called upon to pay. n.,

char'ger , a horse used in battle ;

a large dish.

chariot, n. [Fr., as CAK], a kind
of carriage used by kings or
warriors. n., charioteer', its

driver.

charity, n. [Fr., from L. caritas

(cants, dear)], love ; kindness of
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neart; wiUingness to help the
poor ; help given. a., char'-

itable, khid in judging others ;

giving freely to the poor.
Charlatan (shar'latari), n. [Fr.,
from It. darlare, to chatter], a
mere pretender to knowledge.

Charm, n. [Fr., from L. carmen, a
song], a song which casts a
speU ; a spell ; a thing that
wards off evil or gives great
pleasure ; v., to cast a spell ;

to give great pleasure. pres. p.
and a., char'ming.

cbar'nel-house, n. [Fr. charnel,
from late L. carnale, graveyard
(see CARNAL)], a house where dead
bodies are laid.

Chart, n. [Fr., from L., from Gk.
charte, a sheet of paper], a map
for sailors ; a drawing of a road.

ehar'ter, n., a writing granting
rights and privileges ; v. t to
hire.

Ohar'tist, n., one of the party
who in 1838 claimed from Parlia-
ment the " Six Points of the
People's Charter."

Char'y, a. [A.S. cearig, full of

CARE], wary ; thinking well be-
fore acting.

Chase, v. [Fr. chasser, from late L.

captiare, to CATCH], to run after ;

n., a running after ; that
Which is hunted ; a hunting-
ground.

Chasm (kasm), n. [Gk. chasma, an
opening], a wide and deep open-
ing.

Chaste, a. [Fr., from L. castus,

pure], free from stain ; true to
one's marriage vows. n., ehas'-
tity. v., chasten (chasri), to
correct by punishment.

Chastise', v. [lengthened from
CHASTEN], to punish. n. t chas'-
tisement (-tizment).

Chat, v. [short for CHATTER], to
talk easily and familiarly ; n.,

tree, easy talk ; gossip. pres.

p., chatting; p.p., chatted.
chateau' (shato'), n. [Fr., from L.

castellum, a fort], a castle ; a
nobleman's house (in France).

Chat tels, n. pi. [Fr. (see CATTLE)],
possession? that can be moved.

chat ter, v. [unit.], to talk idly or

) chemist

foolishly ; to rap the teeth often
together.

cheap, a. [A.S. ceap, buying and
selling], at a low price ; worth
little. v., ehea'pen, to make
cheap.

cheap-, chipping-, geofj. root

[A.S. ceapian, to buy), market-
place (as in Chepstow, Cheapside,
Copenhagen, merchants' haven).

cheat, v. [short for ESCHEAT], to
wrong by deception ; n., an
act of fraud ; one who cheats
or defrauds.

check, n. [Fr., from Pers. shah,
king], (in chess) a warning that
the king is in danger ; a sudden
stop ; that which stops action ;

a mark to prevent error ; cloth
marked with cross lines or

squares ; (cheque), a written
order for money ; v., to stop ;

to cause to halt ; to make slower ;

to go over and verify a list.

eheek'er. See CHEQUER.
cheek'mate, v. [Fr., from Pers.

shah mat, the king is dead], to
make a movement in chess
which ends the game ; to de-
feat ; n., a complete check.

cheek, n. [A.S.], the side of the
face.

cheer, n. [Fr., prob. from Gk.
kara, head, face], a state or look
of joy ; gladness ; a kind wel-
come ; a shout of joy ; v., to
make glad ; to shout for joy.
as., cheer'ful and eheer'y, full

of cheer ; in good spirits ; caus-

ing gladness ; cheerless, sad ;

gloomy . n. , cheer'fulness .

adv., cheerily, in good spirits.

cheese, n. [A.S., from L. caseus],
food made of curd of milk
pressed and dried.

chemist (kem'ist), n. [from AL-
CHEMIST], a person skilled in

mixing or separating the parts
of which matter consists ; a
dealer in drugs and medicines.

a., chemical, belonging to

chemistry ; according to its

laws. n., chemistry, the
science which has to do with the

parts of which matter is made
up, and their action upon each
other.
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cheque (chek). See CHECK (n.).

eheq'uer (chek'er), v., to mark
with squares like a checker- or
chess-board. a., chequered,
marked with squares ; undergo-
ing many changes.

Cherish, v. [Fr., from L. earns,
dear], to treat tenderly ; to
hold dear.

Cher'py, n. [Fr., from Gk. kerdsos,
a cherry tree], a tree bearing
a red stone-fruit ; the fruit of
this tree.

eher'ub, n. [Heb.], an angel ; a
beautiful child ; (pi.) eher'ubs
or chep'ubim.

Chess, n. [for CHECKS, Fr. esches,
from Pers. shah, a king], a game
played on a board divided into

squares.
Chest, n. [A.S., from Gk. Tdste\, a

large box ; the fore part of the

body under the neck.
Ghest'nut (chest'nUt), n. [Fr., from

Gk. kastanea, prob. the name
of a place], a large tree and
its fruit-containing kernels ; a
reddish-brown colour ; a., of
this colour.

Chevalier' (shevaler'), n. [Fr., from
L. caballus, a horse], a horse-
man ; a brave man ; a foreign
title of honour.

Chew (choo), v. [A.S.], to grind
with the teeth.

Chica'nery (shika'neri), n. [Fr.], an
unfair means of getting advan-
tage.

Chick or chick'en, n. [A.S., from
same root as COCK (1)], a young
domestic fowl.

Chie'ory, n. [Fr., from Gk. kick-

ore, SUCCORY], a plant, also
called succory, the root of which
is ground and mixed with coffee.

Chide, v. [A.S.], to find fault with ;

to utter angry words to. past,
chid ; p.p., chid or chidden.

Chief (chef), a. [Fr., from L. caput,
the head], at the head ; most im-
portant ; n., head man ; leader ;

also chieftain (cheftan), head of
a clan ; leader of an army.

Child, n. [A.S.], a young human
being ; offspring ; (pi.) chil'-
dren. as., chil'dish, belonging
to a chad; weak; silly: child-

like, innocent ; easily taught.
n., child'hood, early years of
life ; infancy.

chill, n. [A.S.], a sudden feeling of
cold ; a cold which causes shiv-

ering ; v., to make cold ; to

discourage, depress, or deject.

a., ehil'ly, growing cold. .,

chilliness .

chime, n. [Fr., from Gk. kum~
balon, a CYMBAL], bells ringing
in tune ; a peal of bells ; v., to

ring in tune.
ehimer'a (kimer'a), n. [Gk. chim-

aira, a she-goat], an imaginary
monster with a lion's head, a
goat's body, and a serpent's tail ;

an idea impossible to be carried
out. a., chimerical.

chim'ney, n. [Fr., from L. cam-
imis, an oven], a fire-place ; a
passage for the smoke.

chin, n. [A.S.], the face below the
mouth.

chi'na, n., a fine earthenware first

made in China.

chine, n. [Fr.], the backbone ; a
piece of the backbone cut for

cooking.
Chinese' (cJiinez'), a., belonging to
China ; n., a native, or the
language, of China.

chink (1), n. [etym. ?], a crack.
chink (2), v. [imit.], to make a
sound like coins hitting against
each other.

chintz, 7i. [Hind.], cotton cloth

printed with coloured patterns.
chip, v. [E., same root as CHOP], to

chop off a little bit ; to cut or
break into bits ; to come to

pieces in small bits ; n., a
small bit chopped or broken off.

pres. p., chipping; p.p.,
chipped.

chirop'odist (kirop'odisf), n. [Gk.
cJieir, the hand ; pous, podos,
the foot], a hand and foot doctor.

chirp and chir'rup, vs. [imit.], to
make a lively noise like a bird
or an insect.

chis'el, n. [Fr., from late L. eiseZ-

lus (late L. ccesus, ccedere, to cut)],

a tool for cutting, with the sharp
edge at the lower end ; v. t to
cut with a chisel. pres. p.,

chiselling; p.p., chiselled.
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Chiv'alry (shiv'alri), n. [Fr. (see

CAVALIER)], the customs and rules

by which knights were bound ;

the knights as a body. a.,

ehiv'alrous, defending the weak
and helpless.

chlorine (klor'eri), n. [Gk. chloros,

green], a greenish gas.

Choc'olate, n. [Fr., from Sp., from
Mex.], a sweetmeat or drink
made from cacao.

choice, n., a fixing on one person
or thing ; the thing fixed on or
chosen ; a., excellent.

choir (kwir), n. [Fr., from Gk.
choros], a band of singers ; part
of a church set apart for the
singers.

Choke, v. [A.S.], to stop the breath ;

to have the windpipe closed ; to
fill up any pipe or passage.

Chol'ep (kol'er), n. [Fr., from Gk.
chdle, bile, anger], angry feeling ;

rage. a., ehol'erie (kol'erik),

easily made angry.
chol'era (kol era), n. [Gk., an over-

flow of bile (see CHOUER)], a pain-
ful disease in the stomach or
bowels, often fatal.

Choose, v. [A.S.], to take by pref-
erence ; to pick out. pres. p.,

choosing ; p.p. chosen ; past,
chose.

Chop, v. [from same root as CHAP],
to cut off with a blow ; to
cut into bits; n. t a piece of
meat. pres. p., chopping ;

p.p., chopped.
chord (kord), n. [Gk. chorde, CORD],
a string for a musical instrument ;

two or more notes sounding in
tune ; a straight line between
two points in a curve.

ehor'us (kor'us), n. [Gk. choros
(see CHOIR)], a band of dancers
or singers ; a piece of music
sung by a band. a., chdr'al.
n., chorister (kor'ister).

Christ (krist), n. [Gk. Christos,
anointed], the anointed one ;

Messiah ; Saviour. v., christen
(krisri), to baptize and name.

ns., Christen'dom (krisn'-

dom), that part of the world
which has become Christian ;

Ohris'tian (kris'tyari), a fpUower
of Christ; a., belonging to

Christ. n., Christianity (kris-

ti&n'iti), the religion of Christ.
Christ'mas (kris'mas), n. [A.S.

mcesse, a feast], the feast of the
birth of Christ; the 25th ol
December.

Chromatic (krom&t'ik), a. [Gk.
chroma, colour], relating to
colours ; proceeding by semi-
tones in music.

Chronic (kron'ik), a. [Gk. chronos,
time], lasting a long time ; deep-
seated.

chronicle (kron'ikl), n. [Fr., from
Gk. chronos, time], a story of
things in order of time ; v.t to
tell or write so.

chronol'ogy (kronol'ojl), n. [Gk.
chronos, -LOGY], the arrangement
of dates or times. a., chrono-
logical. n., chronol'ogist.

chronom'eter (kronom'eter), n.

[Gk. chronos ; metron, a measure],
a time-measuring instrument ;

a watch.
chrys'alis (kris'alis), n. [Gk. chru-

sos, gold], the yeUow form of
some insects before they get
their wings ; (pi.) chrysalises
or chrysalides.

chrysan'themum (Jcris&n'-

thimum), n. [Gk. chrusos, gold ;

anthos, a flower], the gold flower ;

a family of composite plants
like the ox-eye daisy.

chub by, a. [etym. ?], with a
round fat face.

chuck (l),n. [imit.], thecallof ahen.
chuck (2), v. [imit. or Fr., from

Du.], to strike gently under the
chin ; to throw ; to toss ; n.,
a soft blow.

chuckle, v. [from CHUCK (1)], to

laugh inwardly ; n., a short
laugh.

church, n. [A.S., from Gk. kuri-

akos, the Lord's], a house set

apart for worship ; the body of

people who meet for worship ;

a union of several congregations.
ns., churchwar'den, an offi-

cer of a church who represents
the people ; church'yard, a
burying-ground.

churl, n. [A.S.], a country-man ;

a rude, ill-natured person.
a., ehur'lish.
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churn, n. [A.S.], a vessel for

separating butter ; v., to sepa-
rate butter from milk or cream.

Cic'atrice (sik'dtris), n. [Fr., from
L. cicatrix, a scar], the mark
left by a wound. v., cicatrize.

cicero'ne (chichero'ni), n. [It.,

from L. Cicero, the orator], a
guide who describes places.

Ci'der, n. [Fr.], drink made from
apples.

cigar', n. [Sp.], a small roll of dried
tobacco leaves for smoking.

cigarette', n., a small roll of paper
containing cut tobacco.

Cinc'ture (sink'tur), n. [L. cine-
tUra (cingere, to surround)], a
belt or girdle.

cin'der, n. [A.S.], what is left of

coal, etc., after burning.
Cin'ema, n. [Gk. kinema, move-

ment], a picture house. n.

cinemat'ograph, a rapid suc-
cession of photographs shown on
a screen and giving the effect

of motion.
Cin'namon, n. [Heb. qinndmori],

spice made from the bark of a
tree found in Ceylon.

Ci'pher, n. [Fr., from Arab.], the
mark ; a secret kind of writ-

ing ; a person of little value.

Cir'cle, n. [A.S., from L. circus, a
ring], a curved line every point
of which is at the same distance
from the centre ; v., to move
round a point. n. t cir'clet, a
little circle.

Circuit (str'kif), n. [Fr., from L.

circum, Ire, to go], a going
round ; the distance round ; a
travelling court. a., cireu'-

itous, a long way round.
Cir'eular, a., in the form of a

circle ; n., a let.ter sent to a
number of people. v., eir'-

culate, to go round. n., cireu-
la'tion, a going round (of the
blood, etc.) ; distribution (news-
papers, etc.).

cireum-, pref. [L.], around.
'

eir'eumeise, v. [Fr., from L. cir-

cumcisus (CIRCUM -, ccedere, to
cut)], to cut around ; to cut off

the foreskin, as the Jews do.
n., circumcision (-sizh'Gn).

1 circum'ferenoe, n. [L. CIRCUM-,

ferre, to carry], the line bound*
ing a circle, etc. ; the distance
round.

cir'cumflex, n. [L. cmcuM-.flexus,
to bend], a mark (

A
) on a syllable

to show a rise and fall of the
voice ; v., to pronounce or
mark a syllable so.

circumlocu'tion (serkumloku''
shori), n. [L. CIBCUM-, loqui, to

speak], a roundabout way of

speaking.
circumnavigate, v. [L. CIRCUM-,

navigdtus (navigdre, to sail)], to
sail round. n., circumnaviga'-
tion.

circumscribe', v. [L. CIRCUM-,
scrlbere, to write], to draw a line

around ; to limit.

cir'cumspect, a. [L. circumspicere
(CIRCUM-, specere, to look)], look-

ing around ; careful in conduct.
n., circumspec'tion.

cir'cumstance, n. [L. CIRCUM-,
stare, to stand], anything that

goes along with or affects an
event or action ; a fact ; (pi.)

situation ; surroundings. as.,

cir'cumstanced, surrounded
or affected ; cireumstan'tial
(-stan'shal), arising out of the
facts ; not touching the chief

matter directly. v., cireum-
stan'tiate (-stan'shiat), to tell

the circumstances.
circumvalla'tion (serkdrnvdld'-

shori), n. [L. CIRCUM-, vdRum, a
wall], the building of a wall
round.

circumvent', v. [L. CIRCUM-, ven-

tum (venire, to come)], to come
round a person ; to cheat. -n.,

circumvention, act of getting
round ; deception.

cir'cus, n. [L. circus], a place of

amusement where feats of horse-

manship, etc., are performed.
eir'rus, n. [L., a curl], the highest
form of cloud, like wisps of wool.

Cist, n. [Gk. kiste, a box], a stone
coffin.

eis'tern, n. [Fr., from L. cistema

(cista, CIST)], a receptacle for

storing water.

cit'adel, n. [It. cittadella, little

city], a fort or castle within or
near a city.
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Cita'tion (sita'shori), n. [L. citare,
to call], act of calling before a
judge ; the order by which a
person is called into court ; a
passage quoted from a book.

Cite, v. [Fr., from L. citare (ciere,

to call)], to summon ; to quote
a passage from a book. pres. p.,

ei'ting.
Citizen, n. [Fr.], an inhabitant of

a city or country. n., eit'izen-

ship, the rights and privileges
of a citizen.

cit'y, n. [Fr., from L. civitas, a
city], a large town ; a town
having a charter or one where
a bishop dwells.

civ'ie, a. [L. civis, a citizen],

belonging to a city or its in-

habitants.
civ il, a. [L. civilis], having to do

with the rights of citizens ;

taken part in by citizens ; good-
mannered. ns., civilian, one
engaged in ordinary business ;

one who knows civil law ; civil' -

ity, courtesy of manner ; civili-

za'tion, life and training of a
citizen ; state of being civilized ;

culture ; refinement.-^., civil-

ize, to train as a citizen ; to
lift above the savage state.

civita [It., from L. civitas], ciudad
[Sp.], a city, a town (as in Civita

Vecchia, old town ; Ciudad Real,
royal city).

clack, n. [unit.], a short, sharp
sound.

claim (klam), v. [Fr., from L.

cldmdre, to cry out], to call for as
one's own ; n., a statement of
one's right ; the thing claimed.

n., clai'mant.
elam'ber, v. [from same root as

CLIMB], to climb with hands and
feet.

clam'my, a. [A.S. clam, clay], soft
and sticky.

clam our, n. [L. clamor, a shout-
ing (see CLAIM)], a crying aloud ;

a continued noise ; v., to make
a noise ; to keep crying out.

as. t clam'ant, ciam orous.
clamp, v. [Du. ?], to fasten with
a piece of timber or iron ; to

fasten tightly ; n., wood or
metal used for fastening.

74 clatter

clan, n. [O.], a number of families
under one chief. a., clan'nish,
closely joined; unsocial; exclu-
sive. n., clans'man, a mem-
ber of a clan.

clandes'tine, a. [Fr., from L. clan-

destinus, hidden], away from
sight ; done in a secret or under-
hand way.

clang, v. [L. clangere, to sound], to
make a sharp, clear sound ;

n., such a sound. n., clan'gpup
(cldng'gor), a sharp, harsh, ring-
ing sound.

clank, v. [unit.], to make a rattling
sound as of metal ; n., a
rattling, metallic sound.

clap, v. [A.S. ?], to strike together
with noise ; to knock one thing
quickly against another ; n., a
noise so made. pres. p., clap-
ping ; p.p., clapped. n., elap'-
per, that which claps ; the
hammer of a bell.

clar'et, n. [Fr., from L. clarus,

CLEAR], a wine of a red colour.

elar'ify, v. [Fr., from L. clarus;
facere, to make], to make clear
or pure.

clarion, n. [Fr., from L. clarus] ;

a trumpet with a loud clear

sound. n., clarionet or clar'-

inet, an instrument with a reed
on the mouthpiece.

clash, v. [imit.], to strike noisily
together ; to come into opposi-
tion ; n., a striking together
with force and noise.

clasp, v. [prob. from root of CLIP],
to grip firmly in one's hand or
arms ; to embrace ; to fasten

together ; n., a hook or means
of fastening ; an embrace.

class, n. [Fr., from L. classis, a
class (caldre, to call)], a number
of persons or things in order ;

v., to put into a proper place
among others. as., elas'sic
and clas'sical, of the highest
rank, especially of books and
writers ; the best of anything.

n. pi., clas'sics, the beat
Greek and Roman writers ; the
best writers of any nation.

v., elas'sify, to put into the
proper classes.

clat'ter, v. [A.S.], to make a series
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of short sharp sounds ; to talk
fast without much meaning ;

n., a series of short sharp
sounds ; unmeaning talk.

clause (clawz), n. [Fr., from L.
clausus (claudere* to shut)], a
distinct part of a speech or

writing ; a part of a sentence.

claw, n. [A.S.], tho toe-nail of a
beast or a bird ; v., to scratch
with a claw.

clay, n. [A.S.], thick, sticky earth ;

any kind of earth ; a dead body.
elay'more, n. [C.], a two-handed
sword formerly used by Scottish

Highlanders.
clean, a. [A.S.], free from dirt ;

without stain ; v., to free from
dirt or stain. ns., cleanliness
(klen'lines) and elean'ne3S(/cZe7i'-

nes), state of being clean. a.,

cleanly (klen'li), having clean
habits. v., cleanse (klenz), to
make clean.

Clear (/cZer), a. [Fr., from L. cldrus],

easily seen or heard ; easily
seen through ; with nothing in

the way ; free from blame ;

v., to make easily seen or heard ;

to open the way ; to free from
blame. ns., clearance, act of

clearing ; a declaration in writ-

ing that a ship has been allowed
to sail ; clearing, a piece of

land cleared of wood, etc. ;

clear'ness.
Cleave (1), v. [A.S.], to stick closely

to. pres. p., cleaving; p.p.,
cleaved ; past, cleaved or clave .

Cleave (2), v. [A.S.], to break by
force ; to split. pres. p., cleav-
ing; p.p., cloven or cleft; past,
clove or cleft. n., clea'ver,
that which cleaves.

Clef, n. [Fr., from L. clctvis, a key],
a mark in music which shows
the pitch of the notes that follow
it.

cleft, n. [see CLEAVE (2)], a split or

opening ; a., split.

Clem'ent, a. [L. clemens, mild],
kind in nature ; ready to par-
don. n., clem'ency.

Cler'gy (kler'ji), n. [Fr., from Gk.
kUrikos, clerical (klcros, a lot or

portion)], ministers of the Church.
., eier'gyman, a mau io

holy orders ; a minister. a.,

cleric or clerical.
Clerk (Mark), n. [A.S., from L.

clericus (see CLERGY)], one of tho
clergy ; a scholar ; a keeper of

accounts ; one who leads the

responses in church.

clev'er, a. [etym. ?], quick in

thinking and acting ; having
readiness and skill. n., clev'-

clew or clue (kloo), n. [A.S.], a ball

of thread ; any guide to solve a
difficulty ; the corner of a sail ;

v., to tie up sails to the yards.
click, n. [imit.], a short, sharp

sound.
cli'ent, n. [L. cliens, one who takes

advice], one who comes for help
or advice ; one who employs
a lawyer. n., cli'entele (-tel),

one's clients as a whole.
cliff, n. [A.S.], a steep rock or

bank.
cli'mate, n. [Fr., from Gk. kllmd,

a slope or region], the state of a
country in regard to heat, cold,
moisture, etc.

cli'max, n. [Gk. kllmax, a ladder],
a rising step by step in force, till

tho strongest point in a state-

ment has been reached ; the
strongest point.

climb (dim), v. [A.S.], to go up
by catching with the hands and
feet ; to go up with difficulty.

clime, n. [L. clima, CLIMATE], a
part of the earth's surface.

clinch or clench, v. [A.S.], to
fasten a nail by bending the

point ; to fasten firmly ; n.,

a knot in a rope ; something
that holds.

cling, t?. [A.S.], to twine around ;

to stick or hold firmly to. past
and p.p., clung.

clinical, a. [Fr., from Gk. klinein,
to lie down], belonging to a bed.

n.,clinic, teaching given at the
bedside of a patient.

clink, v. [imit.], to make a short,
sharp, ringing sound ; n., such
a sound.

elink'er, n. [Du.], a brick so hard
as to clink when struck ; a
burned mass of mixed coal and
iron
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Clip (1) v. and n. [Scand.], cut
with scissors. pres. p., clipping;

n., elip'per, a fast-sailing ship.
Clip (2) n. [A.S.], a holder for

papers, etc.

clique (klek), n. [Fr., from cliquer,
to CLICK], a number of persons
acting for a hidden purpose ; a
faction ; an exclusive set.

Cloak or cloke, n. [Fr., from med.
L. cloca, bell (see CLOCK)], a
loose upper garment ; that which
hides or covers ; v., to cover.

Clock, n. [O.Fr., from med. L.

cloca, bell], a machine for meas-
uring time. n., clock'work,
wheels arranged like those of a
clock.

Clod, n. [CLOT], a lump of earth or
clay ; a stupid person.

Clog, n. [etym. ?], a thick piece of
wood ; a weight that hinders
motion ; a wooden shoe ;

v., to hinder motion. pres. p.,

clogging; p.p., clogged.
Cloister, n. [Fr., from L. claus-
trum (clausum, claudere, to
shut)], a place in which monks
or nuns live ; a covered walk
within the walls of a convent.

Close (kloz), v. [Fr., from L. clau-
sum (claudere)], to fill up an
opening ; to come or grow to-

gether ; to come or bring to an
end ; n., an end. a., close
(klos), filled up ; with little or
no space between ; having im-
pure air ; n., a narrow lane.

n., clos'et (kloz'et), a small close
or room ; a room where one ean
be alone ; v., to take one aside
by himself to speak with him.
n., closure (klo'zhur), the act
of closing.

Clot, n. [A.S.], a mass of blood
grown stiff or thick ; v., to
form or grow into clots. pres.p.,
clotting; p.p., clotted.

Cloth, n. [A.S.], stuff of threads
woven together that of which
clothes are made. ns., cldthes
and eld'thing, coverings for the
body. v., cldthe, to cover with
a cloth ; to put on clothes. past
and p.p., cldthed or clad.

Cloud, n. [A.S., mass], mist or

vapour ; anything that lessens

light or happiness ; v., to cover
with clouds ; to darken ; to
grow sad. a., clou'dy.

clout, n. [A.S.], a piece of cloth ;

a rag ; a blow ; v., to mend
with cloth.

clove, n. [Fr., from L. cldvus, a
nail], a kind of spice shaped like
a nail.

clo'ven [p.p. of CLEAVE], split;
divided in two.

clo'ver, n. [A.S.], a three-leaved
plant with a head of many small
blossoms, each like that of the
pea.

clown, n. [Scand.], a rude, ill-

mannered man ; a merry man.
a., clow'nish.

cloy, v. [prob. Fr., from L. cldvus,
a nail], to fill or stop up ; to
give too much to.

club, n. [Scand.], a short stick
with a thick head ; several per-
sons joined to do something in
common ; v. , to beatwith a club ;

to join for a common end. pres.

p., clubbing ; p.p., clubbed,
cluck, v. [A.S., unit.], to call like

a hen ; n., the call of a hen.
clue. See CLEW.
clump, n. [Scand.], a lump or
mass ; a number of trees to-

gether.
elum'sy, a. [same root as CLAM,
CLAMMY ?], Ul-made ; awkward
in shape or motion.

elus'ter, n. [A.S.], a number of

things growing or joined to-

gether ; v., to come or bring
together into a cluster.

clutch, v. [A.S.], to lay hold of
suddenly. n., a tight grasp ; a
gripping -piece of machinery.

CO-, cum-, pref. [L.], with, to-

gether, joint.

coach, n. [Fr., from Magyar kocsi,
from Kocs, a village in Hungary],
a large four-wheeled carriage ;

a tutor
;-^u.,

to prepare one for

examination.
coadju'tor (koddjoo'tor), n. [L.

co-, adjutor, a helper], one who
works along with another.

coag'ulate (kodg'uldt), v. [L. coag-

ulare, to curdle], to make thick

or curdled ; to grow thick.

n., coagulation.
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coal, n. [A.S.], a black mineral
which burns and gives heat.

coalesce' (kodles'), v. [L. coalescere

(co-, alere, to nourish], to grow
together ; to join into one body.

n., eoales'eenee,
coalition (kodlish'on), n., union

into one body ; alliance of

political parties in one govern-
ment.

coapse, . [from COURSE, ordi-

nary], not finely finished ; ill-

mannered. n., coarse'ness,
state of being coarse ; rough-
ness of make or of manner.

coast, n. [Fr., from L. costa, a rib

or side], the line between sea
and land ; the country near the
sea ; v., to sail near the land.

coat, n. [Fr.], an upper garment.
eoat-of-apms, n., a picture and
motto used as a mark of dis-

tinction.

coax, v. [M.E. cokes, fool], to move
a person by soft words ; to try
to persuade.

cob, n. [etym. ?], a round head or

lump ; a strong pony.
COb'ble, v. [etym. ?], to mend or

patch ; to work clumsily. n.,

cob'blep, a mender of shoes ;

a clumsy workman.
coble, n. [C.], a square, flat fish-

ing boat.
cob web, n. [A.S. coppe, spider],

a spider's web.
cock (1), n. [A.S.], the male of the
hen ; a pipe for drawing liquids ;

a tap; v., to set straight up
(as one's hat) ; to draw back the
hammer of a gun.

cock (2), n. [Scand.], a small pile
of hay.

cockade', w. [Fr., from coa,cocK(l)],
a bow of ribbons worn on a hat.

cockatoo', n. [Malay], a large
parrot from the East.

'! Cock'atPice (kok'dtris), n. [Fr.,
from late L. caucdtrix, treader],
basilisk.

I cockle, n. [Fr. coquille, from Gk.

U konche, mussel], a kind of shell-

fish ; [A.S.] a weed among corn.

f Cock'ney, n. [M.E. cocken, cock's ;

, ey, A.S. ceg, an egg, a spoiled
child], a native of the city of
London.

co'co (ko'ko), n. [Port.], a kind
of palm tree with large nuts.

n,, eo'ecmit.
cocoa, n., a drink made from the

seeds of the cacao-tree.

cocoon', n. [Fr., as COCKLE], the
shell spun by insects to cover
them.

cod (1), n. [etym. ?], a fish used
as food. n., codling (1) [-ling,

small], a small cod.
cod (2), n. [A.S.], a pod containing

code, n. [Fr., from L. codex, a
book], laws written in order in a
book ; a set of rules or signals.

codicil (kod'isil), n. [L. codictilus,
dim. of codex], something added
to a will.

codify, u., to make into a code ;

to arrange laws together.
codling (2), n. [etym. ?], a kind

of apple.
coed-, geog. root [C.], a wood (as in

Cotsivold, wooded hill).

coefficient (koefish'ent), n. [L. co-,
EFFICIENT], that which helps to

produce a result ; the numerical
factor in algebra.

coe'qual (koe'kwdl), a. [co-, EQUAL],
equal along with ; of the same
rank ; n,, one who is equal.

coerce' (koers'), v. [L. coercere, to
restrain], to keep in order ; to

compel. n., coer'cion (kolr
1 -

shori), restraint.

coe'val (koe'vdl), a. [co-, cevum, an
age], of the same age ; living at
the same time ; n., one of the
same age.

coexist' (koegzist"), v. [co-, L. exis~

tere], to exist at the same time.
coffee (kof'i), n. [Arab.], a tree and

its berries ; a drink of coffee

berries, roasted, powdered, and
infused.

coffer, n. [Fr., from Gk. kophinus,
COFFIN], a chest for holding
money or jewels.

coffin, n. [Fr., as COFFER], the
box in which a dead body is laid
for burial.

cog, n. [Scand.], a tooth on the
rim of a wheel ; -v., to fix or
cut teeth on the rim. pres. p.,

cogging p.p., cogged,
co gent (ko'jent), a. [L. cogens
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(cogSre, to compel)], having force ;

convincing.
cogitate (koj'itaf), v. [L. cogttdre],

to think over and over ; to turn
over in the mind. n., eogita'-
tion.

eog'nate, a. [L. cognaius (co-,

(g)natus, born], of the same kind.

cognition (kognish'ori), n. [L. cog-

nttio, a finding out (cognoscere,
to learn)], knowledge ; percep-
tion.

cog'nizance, n. [Fr., as COGNI-
TION], notice; notice of a thing
taken by a judge ; a badge.
a., eog'nizant, having know-
ledge of.

cogxio'men, n. [L. cognomen (co-,

(g)nomen, name)], a surname.
cohere', v. [L. co-, ficerere, to stick],

to stick together. a., cohe'-
pent, sticking together ; con-
sistent. n., cohe'sion (kohe'-

zhon), the force that makes par-
ticles of bodies stick together.
a., eohe'sive (-siv).

eo'hort, n. [L. colors], the tenth
part of a Roman legion ; a troop
of soldiers.

coif, n. [Fr., from Teut. kopf,
HEAD], a cap or cowl.

coil, v. [Fr., from L. colligSre, to

gather], to roll round ; to wind
into a ring ; n., the ring into
which a rope is wound.

Coin, n. [Fr., from L. cuneus, a
wedge], a piece of metal stamped
for money ; v., to stamp
money ; to invent. ns., coi'-
nage (-ndj), a coining of money ;

the currency ; coiner, one who-
makes counterfeit coins.

Coincide (koinsld'), v. [Fr., from
L. co-, IN-, cadere, to fall], to fall

in with ; to agree at all points.
'

n., coin'eidenee (koin'sidens),
things happening together ;

agreement at all points. a.,
coincident.

coke, n. [etym. ?], coa! out of
which gas has been extracted.

col'andep or eull'endep, n. [L.

colatorium, strainer], a vessel

with holes in the bottom for

straining liquids.

cold, a. [A.S.], without heat ; un-
feeling ; ., that which causes

cold; the feeling of cold. n.,
cold'ness.

colic, n. [Fr., from Gk kolikos,
pained in the bowels], pain in
the bowels.

collapse' (kolaps'), v. [L. CON-
(Idbi, to fall)], to fall in or down
all at once ; n,., a falling in or
down suddenly.

col lap, n. [Fr., from L. cottdre, a
neckband (collum, the neck)],
something worn roiind the neck ;

v., to catch by the collar.

collate', v. [L. CON-, lotus (ferre,
to bring)], to bring side by side ;

to compare point for point.
n., eolla'tion, a bringing to-

gether to compare or examine;
a meal between times.

collat'eral, a. [L. CON-, lotus, a
side], side by side; indirectly
related to.

colleague (kol'eg), n. [Fr., from
L. collega], one who acts with
another.

collect', v. [Fr., from late L. coZ-

lecta (L. CON-, legere, to gather)],
to gather together. ns., col'-

lect, a short prayer ; collec'-

tion, a gathering together ; that
which is gathered. a., collec'-

tive, in a mass ; all together.
col'lege (kol'ej), n. [Fr., from L.,

as COLLEAGUE], a number ol

men chosen to act together ; a
body of learned men for teach-

ing ; a building for teaching or
studying. a., colle'giate.

collide', v. [L. collldere (co-, Icedere,
to dash or hurt)], to strike or
dash together. n., collision
(kdlteh'on), a striking together.

collie, n., a Scotch sheepdog.
collier (kol'yer), n. [COAL-, -IEB],

one who works in a coal mine.
n., colliery, a coal mine.

collocate, v. [L. co-, locatua

(locdre, to place)], to put into
the right place ; to arrange.
n., colloea'tion, a putting into

proper place.
colloquy (kol'okwi), n. [L. coKo-

quium, conversation (co-, loqul,

to talk)], a speaking together ;

conversation. a., eoll&'quial,
used in everyday speaking.

-coin, geog. root [L. colonio], a
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colony (as in Lincoln, the colony
on the pool or marsh ; Cologne,
the colony).

colon, n. [Gk. kolon, a limb], the
mark (:) used at the end of a
clause.

colonel (Mr'nil), n. [Fr., from It.

colonetta, L. colwnna, a COLUMN],
the chief officer of a regiment.

colonnade', n. [Fr., from L. co-

lwnna, a COLUMN], a row of
columns or pillars.

col'ony, n. [L. colonia, a colony,
from colere, to till], people who
have gone to occupy a distant

country; the country so peopled.
n., eol'onist. v., col'onize,

to people a distant country.
n., coloniza'tion.

Colos'sus, n. [Gk. kolossos], a
large statue of Apollo that stood
across the entrance to the har-
bour of Rhodes. a., colos'sal,
of a huge size.

Col'oup (MZ'wr), n. [Fr., from L.

color], the kind of Light that
comes from an object ; a tint ;

appearance to the mind ; false
show ; (pi.) a flag or banner ;

v., to give colour to ; to show
colour.

Colporteur' (kolporttr' or kol'por-
ter), n. [Fr., from colporter (L.

collum, the neck ; portdre, to

carry)], a travelling merchant
who carries a pack hung from
his neck ; a seller of tracts and
religious books.

Colt, w. [A.S.], a young animal,
esp. a young horse.

colt'er. See COULTER.
eol'umn (kol'um), n. [L. colwnna},
a long, round stone, etc., set on
end to hold up or adorn a build-

ing ; a pillar ; a long, narrow
array of soldiers ; the division
of a page of a book up and down ;

a row of figures.

com-, pref. See CON-.
comb (from), n. [A.S.], an instru-
ment with teeth for straighten-
ing and cleaning hair, wool, eto. ;

cells for holding honey ; the
crest of a cock ; v., to clean or
straighten with a comb.

Com bat (k&m'- or kom'b&t), v. [Fr.,
from L. CON-, and root of

BATTLE], to fight ; n., a fight ;

a contest. n., com'batant.
a., com'bative, fond of fighting.

combe (koom), n. [A.S.], a boUow
among hills (also a geag. root, as
in Wycombe, valley of the Wye).

combine', v. [L. CON-, Mni, two
by two], to join by twos ; to

join together. n., eombina'-
tion, "a number of persons or
things joined for a purpose.

eombus'tible, a. [L. combustwn
(CON-, urere, to burn)], that
can be burned. n., combust'-
ion, a burning.

come (Mm), v. [A.S.], to move to-
wards one ; to draw near.

pres. p., coming; p.p., come;
past, came.

com'edy, n. [Fr., from Gk. komos,
a feast ; ode, a song], a play
dealing with the lighter feelings
and actions.-^., cpme'dian,
an actor or writer of light plays.

come'ly (ktim'U), a. [A.S.], becom-
ing ; graceful. n., come'li-

com'et, n. [Gk. cometes, long-
haired (kome, hair)], a starlike

body with a long tail or train ol

light.
com'fit (ktim'fit), n. [Fr., from L.

CON-, fac&re, to make], a sweet-
meat.

com'fopt (kiim'fdrt), v. [Fr., from
L. CON-, fortis, strong], to give
strength or pleasure to ; to
cheer ; to support ; n., that
which gives ease or rest. as.,

com'foptable, possessed of com-
fort ; causing comfort ; eom'-
foptless, without comfort. n.,

qom'foptep.
comic and comi'cal, as. [Gk.
komikos (see COMEDY)], causing
mirth.

com'ma, n. [Gk. komma, a part
cut off], a punctuation mark (,).

command', v. [Fr., from L. CON-,
manddre, to entrust, to order],
to give orders ; to be at the
head ; n., power or right to

give orders ; the order given.
ns., eommand'ment, an order ;

commandant', comman'dep.
v., commandeer', to seize for

military purposes*
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commem'orate, v. [L. CON-,
memordre, to call to mind], to

join in recalling the memory of ;

to do honour to. n., eommem-
ora'tion, honour done to the
memory of. a., eommem'-
orative.

commence', v, [Fr., from L. CON-,
initium, a beginning], to begin ;

to take a first step. ., com-
mence'ment.

Commend', v. [L. commenddre, to

entrust], to give into another's
care ; to present a person as

worthy ; to speak well of. a.,

commen'dable, worthy of be-

ing commended or praised.
n., eommenda'tion, a state-
ment commending.

commen'surate, a. [L. CON-,
mensura, a MEASURE], of the
same measure with ; that can
be measured by the same rule

or standard ; of equal size.

a., commen surable, that can
be divided by the same number
without a remainder.

comment', v. [Fr., from L. com-
mentum (CON-, minted, to con-

sider)], to say or write in ex-

planation ; to make a note or
remark. ns., com'ment, a
note or remark ; corn'mentary,
a book of explanations ; a story
of events ; com'mentatop, one
who makes notes.

com'meree, n. [Fr., from L. com-
mercium (CON-, merx, goods)],
exchange, or buying and selling ;

any kind of friendly dealings.
a., commer'eial (komer'shal),

belonging to commerce.
commingle' (komingl'), v. [CON-,

MINGLE], to mix together.
commis'erate, v. [L. CON-, miser-

dri, to pity], to feel sorrow for

or with another ; to pity. n.,

eommisera'tion, a feeling of

pity.
com'missary, n. [late L. com-

missdrius, from L. commissus
(committ&re, to entrust)], a per-
son to whom business is en-
trusted ; an officer who has
charge of the food supply of an
army. n., commissariat, the
work of a commissary ; the

commotion
officers in charge of the food
supply.

commission (komish'ori), n. [Fr.,
from L. commissus (see COMMIS-
SARY)], a giving into one's charge ;

a duty to perform ; an order
giving power to act ; appoint-
ment by the king to an officer-

ship ; a number of persons ap-
pointed to do some work ; a fee
for work done ; v., to give
power to do ; to send out with
power. n., commis'sioner,
one who is empowered to act.

commit', v. [L. committ&re (CON-,
mittere, to send)], to give in
trust ; to send to prison ; to do
something (wrong) ; (oneself)
to take a decided step ; to bind
others. pres. p., committing;
p.p., committed. ns., com-
mit'ment and eommit'tal, act
of giving in charge ; a sending
to prison ; state of being in

prison ; commit'tea, a number
of men to whom some business
is entrusted.

commo'dious, a. [Fr., from L.
commddus, convenient], having
plenty of room ; roomy. n.,

commodity, something of use
or which is bought and sold.

com'modore, n. [formerly com-
mandore], the commander of a
squadron of ships ; the flag-ship
or leading vessel.

eom'mon, a. [Fr., from L. com-
munis], belonging to more than
one ; often met with ; of little

value ; of low birth ; n., land
to which all have a right. n.,

com'moner, one of the peo-
ple ; a member of the House of

Commons. adv., com'monly,
for the most part. n., com'-
monplace, a thing often talked
or written about ; a., often

}

spoken of ; well known. ns. t t

eom'mons, the common people; |

the members of the House of
,'

Commons ; food at a common!
table ; com'monwealth orj,

com'monweal, the good of all

the people ; the whole body of:

the people.
commo'tion (kdmo'shon), n. [Fr.,,

from L. CON-, movere, to move],
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a lLOving hither and thither ; a
violent movement ; a disturb-
ance.

eom'nvdne (1), n. [Fr., from L.

comnunis, COMMON], a city or
small district ruled by a mayor
and council.

Commune' (2), ., to talk together;
to share each other's thoughts.

ns., commtt'nion, a sharing
the same thoughts and opin-
ions ; union in worship ; the
Lord's Supper; communiqu6
(komoonikd'), n. [Ft.], a report,
esp. of military news, communi-
cated to the newspapers ; Com'-
mGnism, a plan according to
which property would be equally
shared in by all ; Socialism ;

Com'mtmist, one who holds
communism to be right ; eom-
mQ'nity, possession along with
others ; the people of a city or

country. v., eommu'nieate
[L. communicdre], to share with
others ; to give information ;

to take part in the communion ;

to be connected (with). ns.,

eommu'nieant, a sharer ; one
who partakes of the commu-
nion ; commtmica'tion, a shar-

ing with others ; a means of

passing or sending word from
one place to another.

Commute', v. [L. commutdre, to

exchange (CON-, mutdre, to

change)], to put one thing in

place of another ; to lessen a
punishment. n., eommuta'-
tion, a change from one burden,
etc., to another more easily
borne. a., commfl'tablo, that
can be exchanged.

com'pact (1), n. [L. CON-, pacisci,
to make an agreement], an
agreement.

Compact (2), a. [L. compactum],
well arranged ; closely pressed ;

v., to press closely together.
n., compact'ness.

companion, n. [Fr., from L. CON-,
pdnis, bread], one who eats with
another ; one who is often at
another's side.

com'pany, n., a number of people
together for a purpose ; fellow-

ship ; a pprty of soldiers (in-

compendium
fantry companies in British army
number 117) under a captain
and two lieutenants.

compare', v. [Fr., from L. com-
pardre (CON-, PAR)], to measure
alongside of something else ; to
find out how things agree or
differ ; to give the degrees of

comparison. as., eoin'parable,
that can be compared ; of equal
value or regard ; eompar'a-
tive, measured by comparison
with something else ; (grammar)
expressing a greater or less

degree of. n., comparison,
act of comparing ; the change
of an adjective from positive to

comparative and superlative.
compart'ment, n. [Fr., from L.

CON-, pars, a PART], a part ; a
division ; a room.

com'pass (kum'pds), n. [Fr., from
L. CON-, passus, a step], a going
round ; a line round, or the
space within ; an instrument for

drawing a circle ; (mariner's)
an instrument with a movable
magnetic needle, pointing always
to the north ; v., to reach or

go round.
compassion (kompash'on), n. [Fr.,

from L. CON-, pati, to suffer], a
suffering with another ; a feeling
of pity for. a., compas'sion-
ate, feeling pity ; v., to feel

Pity.
compatible, a. [Fr., from L., as

COMPASSION], that can live or
be together without disagreeing.

n., compatibility, ability to

agree.
compatriot, n. [Fr., CON-, PA-

TRIOT], one of the same country ;

a., of the same country.
compeer', n. [Fr., from L. CON-,

PEER], an equal in rank, age,
or power.

compel', v. [Fr., from L. compel-
lere (CON-, pellere, to drive)], to
drive on ; to force. pres. p.,

compelling; p.p., compelled.
n., compul'sipn, act of com-

pelling or forcing. a., com-
pul'sopy, having the power of

compelling ; brought about by
force.

eompen'dium, n. [L., a shorten-
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ing (CON-, pendere, to weigh)], a
small book containing what is

important in a larger one. a.,

compen'dious, shortened.
com pensate, v. [L. CON-, pensdre,

to balance], to give weight for

weight ; to make up for. n.,

compensation, a making up
for loss.

compete', v. [Fr., from L. com-
petere (CON-, petere, to seek)], to
seek along with another ; to
be a rival to. n., competition
(kompetish'on), a striving with
another. a., competitive, de-
termined by competition. n.,

compet'itop.
com 'potent, a. [Fr., from L. com-

petens, seeking after], fitted or
able to do. ns. t com'petence
and eom'peteney, fitness ;

means of living ; legal power.
compile', v. [Fr., from L. com-

pildre (L. CON-, pttdre, to plun-
der)], to get together ; to make
up of bits. n., eompila'tion
(kompild'sJiori), a collecting of
matter : a book made up of
selections from others.

compla'cent, a. [L. CON-, placere,
to PLEASE), causing or showing
pleasure. ns., compla'cence
and compla'cency, a feeling of

pleasure.
complain , v. [Fr., from L. CON-,

plangere, to bewail], to make
known sorrow or anger by
words ; to bring a charge of

wrong-doing. ns., eomplai'-
nant, one who complains or
raises a case in court ; com-
plaint', an expression of sor-

row, anger, or pain ; that which
is complained of ; a cause of
illness.

complai'sant, a. [Fr., as COM-
PLACENT], causing pleasure ;

wishing to please. n. t com-
plai'sance.

complement, n. [L. complemen-
tum (CON-, plere, to fill)], that
which fills up ; the full num-
oer. as., complemen'tal and
complementary, completing.

complete', v. [L. CON-, plere, to
fill], to fill up ; to bring to an
end; to finish; a., filled up;

finished. adv., completely.
n., completion, filling up ; a
bringing to an end.

com'plex, a. [L. complex (CON-,
plectere, to fold)], made up of
twists or folds ; having many
parts. n., complexity, state
of being complex ; difficulty of

explanation.
complexion (komplek'iMri), n.

[Fr., from L. cTnplexie, as COM-
PLEX], colour o the skin ; out-
ward appearance.

eom'plieate, v. [L. CON-, plicdtus
(plicdre, to fold)], to make a
thing difficult to understand or
undo ; to involve. n., com-
plica'tion. n., complicity
(komplis'iti), a being mixed up
with another in an action.

com'pliment, n. [Fr., from L., as

COMPLEMENT], a pleasing word
or act ; an expression of re-

gard. v., compliment', to
say a pleasing word to ; to
pay a compliment. a., com-
plimentary.

com'pline or com'plin, n. [O. Fr.

compile, from L. completa hora,
COMPLETE hour], the last church
service of the day.

comply, v. [It., from Sp. complir,
to COMPLETE], to agree (with) ;

to do as some one wishes. n.,

compliance, a yielding to.

a., compliant.
compo'nent, a. [L. CON-, ponere,

to place], making up ; n., one
of the parts of which a thing is

composed.
comport', v. [Fr., from L. CON-,

portdre, to carry], to agree with ;

to bear oneself. n., eompopf-
ment, behaviour ; demeanour ;

carriage.
compose' (kompoz'), v. [Fr., from

L. CON-, and root of POSE, con-
fused with ponere, to put], to put
the parts of a thing together ;

to make up ; to write a book or

piece of music ; to lay to rest.

a., composed', settled ; quiet.
n., eompo'sep, a writer of books
or of music. a., com'posite,
made up of parts ; mixed.
ns., composition (-zlsh'ori), that
which is made up or written;
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an arrangement for the payment
of a debt ; compositor, one
who puts printing types together;
eompo'sure (kompo'zhur), state
of being at rest.

compound', v. [Fr., from L. com-
ponere (CON-, ponere, to place)],
to mix together ; to come to
an agreement. a., com'pound,
of more parts than one ; n., a
thing made of two or more parts ;

an enclosure (from Malay cam-
pong).

comprehend', v. [L. CON-, PRE-,
hendere, to grasp], to lay hold
of with the mind ; to contain
within limits. a., eompre-
hen'sible, able to be under-
stood ; intelligible. n., eom-
prehen'sion, a laying hold of

by the mind ; power of mind ;

room to contain. a., eompre-
hen'sive, having room to con-
tain much.

compress', v. [Fr., from compri-
mere (CON-, premere, to press)], to

press together ; to put into
smaller space. a., eompres'-
sible. n., compression, act
of compressing ; state of being
compressed. a., compres'sive,
able to compress. n., com'-
press, a pad or bandage.

Comprise', v. [Fr. compris, from
L. comprehendere (see COMPRE-
HEND)], to hold within itself ;

to contain. n., eompri'sal,
inclusion ; comprehension.

Com'promise (kom'promlz), v.

[Fr., from L. compromittere
(CON-, promittere, to promise)],
to settle a dispute by giving up
something on both sides ; to
put in a position of danger ;

n., an agreement made to settle.

comptroller . See under CON-
TROL.

compul'sion and compul'sory.
See under COMPEL.

compunc'tion (komptink'shon), n.

[Fr., from L. compunctio (CON-,
pungere, to prick)], uneasiness of
mind because of wrong-doing.

Compute', v. [Fr., from L. com-
putare (CON-, putare, to think)],
to count up. n., eomputa'-
tion, a counting up.

com'rade, n. [Fr., from Sp., from
L. camera, a CHAMBER], a room-
mate ; a companion. n., com'-
radeship.

con, v. [A.S. cunnan, to know], to

study carefully; to commit to

memory.
con-, pref. [L. cum], with ; to-

gether (as in CONGRESS, CONVOKE,
COLLEAGUE, COMMIT, CORRE-
SPOND, COUNSEL).

concatenate, v. [late L. conceit-

endtus (CON-, catena, a chain)], to
chain together ; to link things
end to end. n., concatena'-
tion, a connected series.

con'eave, a. [Fr., from L. con-
cavus (CON-, cavus, hollow)], hol-
low ; with a hollow curve ;

opposite of convex ; n., a
hollow. n., concavity, the
hollow part ; the inner surface
of a shell.

conceal', v. [Fr., from L. conceldre

(CON-, celdre, to hide)], to hide or

keep out of sight. n., conceal' -

ment, state or place of hiding.
concede', v. [L. concedere (CON-,

cedere, to yield)], to give up or

yield ; to grant. n., conees'-
sion, a conceding ; something
given up ; a grant.

conceit' (koncef), n. [L. concepta
(concipere, see CONCEIVE)], some-
thing held in the mind ; a
thought ; too high an opinion
of oneself. a., concerted.

conceive', v. [Fr., from L. conci-

pere (CON-, capere, to take)], to
take into the womb ; to form a
thought in the mind. a., con-
cei'vable, able to bo thought of ;

thinkable ; credible. n., eon-
cep'tion.

con'centrate, v. [formerly con-
centre (L. CON-, centrum, the
CENTRE)], to bring towards the
centre ; to press into a smaller
space. n., eoneentra'tion,
compression ; close attention.

concen'tric, a., having the same
centre.

coa'eept, n. [L. conceptum (CON-,
capere, to take)], something
thought of ; a thought. -n. f

eoncep'tion, act of conceiving ;

a thought ; an idea.
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concern', v. [Fr., from L. concer~
nere (CON-, cernere, to see)], to
claim one's attention ; to be-

long to or affect ; (oneself) to
take an interest in ; n., that
which belongs to or affects a
person ; much thought or care.

a., concerned', having to do
with ; anxious. prep., eon-
cer'ning, about ; relating to.

concert', v. [Fr., from L. concer-
tdre (CON-, certdre, to strive)], to

plan or act along with others.

n., con'cert, agreement ; har-

mony ; a musical entertain-
ment.

conciliate, v. [L. concilidtus (con-
cilidre, see COUNCIL)], to win
over ; to make an enemy into a
friend. n., concilia tion, the
winning of a person's goodwill.

a., conciliatory, kind in
manner ; tending to win over.

concise', a. [L. concisus, cut short

(CON-, ccedere, to cut)], cut short ;

in few words. n., concise ness .

con'clave, n. [Fr., from L. con-

clave, a room], the room in which
the cardinals meet to choose the
Pope ; a meeting of cardinals ;

any private meeting.
conclude' (konklood'), v. [L. con-

cludere (CON-, claudere, to shut)],
to bring or come to an end ; to
make up one's mind. n., con-
clu'sion, the last part ; a de-
cision. a., conclu'sive, final ;

decisive.

concoct', v. [L. concoctus, conco-

quere (CON-, coquere, to mix or

put together)], to plan or ar-

range. n., concoc'tion, some-
thing mixed or planned.

concomitant, a. [L. CON-, comi-
tdri, to go with], going along or

happening with ; n., thaf= which
goes along or happens with.

con'copd, n. [Fr., from L. concordia

(CON-, cor, the heart)], union of
heart and thought, or of sounds ;

agreement. n., concordance,
concord ; the chief words of a
book arranged in alphabetical
order, showing the places where
they occur. a., concor'dant,
agreeing.

con'co cupse (kon'kors), n. [Fr., from

condign
L. concursus], a running or meet-
ing together ; a gathering of

people.
con'crete, a. [L. concretus (CON-,

crescere, to grow)], run into ono
mass ; denoting one particular
thing ; the opposite of abstract
or general ; n., a hard building
material made of lime, sand,
and small stones held together
by cement. v., concrete', to
unite into a solid mass. n.,

concre'tion, a mass of parts
grown firmly together.

con'cubine (kon'kubln), n. [Fr.,
from L. concubina (CON-, cubare,
to lie)], a woman who lives with
a man to whom she is not mar-
ried.

concu'piscence (konku'pisens), n.

[L. concupiscentia (CON-, cupere,
to desire)], carnal or sexual
desire.

concur', v. [L. concurrere (CON-,
currere, to run)], to meet in a
point ; to have the same opinion ;

to act together. pres. p., con-
curring ; p.p., concurred. n.,

concur rence, agreement in

thinking or acting ; approval.
a., concur'rent.

concussion (konkush'on), n. [L.

concussio, a shaking], a violent
shock by one body striking
against another.

condemn' (kondem"), v. [Fr., from
L. condemndre, to condemn
(CON-, demndre)], to declare to
be wrong ; to give over to be
punished ; to judge unfit for

use. n., condemna'tion.
condense', v. [Fr., from L. con-

densdre (CON-, densdrc, to make
thick)], to change from vapour
into liquid ; to grow or make
thick ; to abridge. n.., con-
densa'tion.

condescend' (kondesend'), v. [Fr.,
from late L. condescendere (CON-,
descendere, to DESCEND)], to
come down to a lower place ; to
be kind to one lower or weaker.

n., condescension, kindness
to persons lower in rank.

condign' (kondln), a. [Fr., from L.

condignus (CON-, dignus, worthy)],
well-deserved.
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eon'diment, n. [Fr., from L. con-

dimentum], that which is eaten

along with food to give it a
pleasing taste.

condition (kondi'shon), n. [L. con-

ditio, a putting together], the
state in which a person or a thing
is ; rank in society ; that with-
out which something else cannot
be ; a clause in an agreement.

a., conditional, under con-
ditions ; depending on some-
thing else.

Condole', v. [L. condolere (CON-,

dolere, to grieve)], to mourn along
with. n., conddl'ence, mourn-
ing along with.

condone', v. [L. condondre, to

pardon], to pass over. n.,

condona'tion.
con'dop, n. [Sp.], a large bird of

prey.
conduce', v. [L. conducere (CON-,

ducere, to lead)], to lead to-

wards some end ; contribute.

a., condu'cive, tending to
bring about ; contributing.

con'duct, n. [L. CON-, ductus (du-
cere, to lead)], guidance of one-
self or others ; manner of acting
or living. u., conduct', to act
as a leader ; to show the way ;

to carry on ; to carry (heat, elec-

tricity, etc.) ; (oneself) to be-
have. -n., conduc'tion, power
of letting heat, etc., pass along.

a., conduc'tive. n., con-
duc'top, a guide ; a material
along which heat or electricity
can easily pass.

con'duit (kun'- or kon'dit), n. [Fr.,
as CONDUCT], a channel or pipe.

cone, n. [Fr., from Gk. kdnos, a
peak], a figure with a round base
tapering to the top ; the fruit of
firs and other trees. as., con'io
and conical. n., cdn'ifep, a
tree bearing fruit in the form of
cones. a., coni'ferous.

coney. See CONY.
eonfabula'tion, n. [L. CON-, fabu-

Idri, to talk], a talking together.
confec'tion (konfek'shon), n. [Fr.,
from L. confectus, made up], a
sweetmeat. ns., confee'tioner,
one who makes sweetmeats ;

confectionery,

the place where they are made
or sold. a., confec'tionary.

confederate, v. [L. CON-, fcedus, a
league], to join together for a
purpose ; n., a member of a
league ; a., leagued together.
ns., confederacy, agreement to
act ; persons associated for a
purpose ; eonfedera'tion, a
joining together in a league ;

the persons or countries so

joined.
confer', v. [L. CON-, ferre, to bring],

to exchange opinions ; to talk a
matter over; to give. pres. p.,

conferring; p.p., conferred.
n., conference, a meeting for

exchanging opinions.
confess', v. [Fr., from L. confessus

(CON-, faterl, to confess)], to own
that a thing is true ; to tell one's
ownfaults or sins. adv. , confes' -

sedly, without denial; admitting
of no denial. ns., confession
(konfesh'on), a telling of one's
sins ; a statement of what one
believes ; confes'sional, the
seat where a priest hears confes-
sions ; confes'sor, one who tells

what he has done or believes ;

one who hears others confess.

confide', v. [L. CON-, fldere, to

trust], to trust fully ; to give
into one's charge. ns., con'-
fldant, one in whom a person
puts trust ; a very close friend

(/., con'fldante) ; con'fldence,
firm trust in oneself or others ;

a secret entrusted. as., con'-
fident, having strong trust ;

confidential, deserving of trust;
trusted.

conflgura'tion (kdnftgflr&'sTion), n.

[L. CON-, figurdre, to fashion (see

FIGURE)], outward shape or form.

confine', v. [Fr., from L. confines
(CON-, finis, a boundary)], to keep
within bounds ; to shut up. ns.,

eon'flne, a common boundary
(usu. pi.) -, conflne'mont, a keep-
ing within bounds ; imprison-
ment ; restraint by childbirth.

confirm', v. [Fr., from L. con-

firmdre (CON-, firmdre, to make
strong)], to make sure ; to

prove to be true ; to admit to
the membership of a church.
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n., confirma'tion, a making
strong ; proof of the truth of

something ; admission to church
membership. as., eonflp'ma-
tive and eoniip'matory, giving
proof.

confiscate, v. [L. confiscdtus (CON-,

fiscus, the public purse)], to take
over to the treasury : to take for

public use. n., confiscation.
conflagra tion (Iconjlagrd'shon), n.

[L. conflagratio (CON-, flagrdre, to

burn)], a large fire.

con flict, n. [L. conflictus (CON-,
/, to strike)], a dashing to-

gether ; a severe fight. v., con-
flict', to fight against; to be
opposed.

con fluent, a. [L. CON-, flu&re, to

flow], flowing '.'. ns.,

con'fluence, a flowing together ;

the place where two rivers meet ;

conflux, a crowd.
conform', v. [Fr., from L. con-

formdre (CON-, forma, shape)], to
make of the same form (as) ; to
submit to ; to belong to au
established Church. a., con-
fop'mable, of a like form with ;

agreement with. ns., eonfop-
ma'tion, shape or form ;

con-
fop'mity, agreement.

confound, v. [Fr., from L. confun-
dere (CON-, fundere, to pour)], to
mix in a wrong way ; to put
into confusion.

Confront' (konfrftnt"), v. [Fr., from
late L. confrontdre (CON-, frons,
the forehead)], to stand or bring
face to face with.

Confuse' (konfuz'), v. [L. confusus,
CONFOUNDED], to mix things in a
wrong way ; to put into dis-

order ; to perplex. n., con-
fu'sion, state of being confused ;

shame.
confute', v. [L. confutare, to cool

hot water], to show to be wrong ;

to disprove. n., confutation.
cong6 and congee (kon'ji), ??s.

[Fr.], a taking leave ; a farewell ;

vs., to take leave. P.P.C. on
a visiting card means pour
prendre conge [Fr.], to take
leave ; to bid good-bye.

congeal' (konjel'), v. [Fr., from L.

cungeldre (CON-, gelu, cold)], to

make hard by cold ; to turn
into ice ; to freeze.

conge'nial (konje'nidl), a. [L.
CON-, GENIAL], having like tastes.

congenital, a. [L. CON-, gign&re,
to beget], belonging to one from
birth.

congest' (konjesf), v. [L. congestus,
heaped together (CON-, gerere, to

carry)], to gather into a mass ;

to cause an overfulness of the
blood-vessels or other organs.
a., conges'ted, too full. n.,

congestion, overfulness ; too
much in one place.

conglomerate, v. [L. conglomerd-
tus, made into a ball (CON-, glo-

mus, a ball)], to gather into a
ball ; 7i., rock composed of
rounded pebbles stuck together.

7i., conglomeration, a mass
of different kinds of things.

congpat'ulate, v. [L. CON-, grdtu-
Idri, to wish one joy], to wish
a person joy. n., congpatu-
la'tipn. a., congpat'ulatory
wishing congratulations.

con'gpegate (kong
1

gregOt\ v. [L
CON-, grex, a flock], to come to

gethor into one place ; to bring
together ; to assemble. n
congpega'tion, a company ga
thered for worship. a., congpe
ga'tional, belonging to a con
gregation. n., Congpega'tion
alism, a system of independen
congregations.

con'gpess (kong'gres) n. [L. con
gressus (CON-, gradl, to go)],

coming together ; a meeting fo

public business ; Parliament o
the United States.

con'gpuent [kong'gruent), a. [L
congrutre, to agree], agreeing to

gether. n., congru'ity (kong
groo'iti), agreement betweet
persons or things.

conjec'ture, n. [Fr., from L. con

jectura, a guess (CON-, jacere, t<

throw)], a putting together o
thoughts ; an opinion formei
on slight evidence ; y., to foru
such an opinion.

conjoin, v. [Fr., from L. conjung&r
(CON-, jungere, to JOIN)], to jot
together. a., conjoint', actin
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eon'jugal, a. [L. OON-, jungere, to

join], belonging to married life.

con 'jagate, v. [L. conjugdtus, unit-

ed, as CONJUGAL], to join to-

gether ; to show the parts of a
verb. n., conjugation.

conjunction (konjunk'shon), n.

[L. CON-, junctus (jungere, to

JOIN)], a joining together ; a
word used for joining other
words to each other. a., con-
junc'tive, serving to unite.

n., eonjune'ture, a combina-
tion of events.

conjure' (1), v. [Fr., from L. con-

jurdre (L. OON-, jttrdre, to swear)],
to call on in a solemn manner ;

to bind by oath. n., conjttra'-
tion, a swearing by the name
of something sacred ; a binding
by oath.

eon'jure (2) (kun'jur), v. [as above],
to use magic ; to juggle. n.,

eon'jurer.
connect', v. [L. CON-, necl&re, to

join], to fasten together ; to be
Joined to. n., connec'tion, a
joining together ; that which
joins ; persons associated ; rel-

atives. a., connective, bind-
ing ; n., a word that joins other
words together.

connive', v. [L. conniv&re, to wink],
to shut the eyes to a fault ; to
wink at ; to pretend not to see.

n., conni'vance, shutting
one's eyes to a fault.

connoisseur' (konds&r'), n. [Fr., as

COGNITION], one well skilled ;

a good judge.
connote', v. [L. CON-, notdre, to

NOTE], to signify along with ; to
imply. n., connota'tion.

con'qup (kong'ktr), v. [Fr., from
L. conqulr&re (CON-, qucerere, to
seek)], to get a victory over ; to
get by force. ns., eon'queror
and con'quest, act of conquer-
ing ; that which a conqueror
gains.

consanguinity, n. [L. CON-, san-
-

guis, blood], relationship by
blood.

3on'science (kon'shens), n. [Fr.,
: from L. conscientia (CON-, scire,

; to know)], a knowledge of

thoughts and actions as right or

consider

wrong ; the power in man by
which he knows right from
wrong ; sense of duty. a.,

conscientious (konshien
1

shus)t

guided by conscience.
con'scious (korishus), a., know-

ing one's own thoughts or ac-
tions. adv., con'sciously. n.,

con'sciousness, state of being
conscious ; knowledge of what
passes in one's own mind.

con script, a. [L. conscriptus, en-

rolled], having one's name writ-
ten down in a list ; n., one who
is compelled by law to serve as
a soldier or a sailor. n., con-
scription, an enrolment to serve
as soldiers or sailors.

con secrate, v. [L. consecrdtus

(CON-, sacer, SACRED)], to make
sacred ; to set apart for a pur-
pose, especially for worship.
n., consecra tion.

consec'utive, a. [L. CON-, 8&jult to

follow], following in proper order.

consent', v. [Fr., from L. consen-
tlre (CON-, sentlre, to feel)], to
think along with ; to be of the
same mind as ; to grant ; n.,

oneness of mind ; agreement.
con'sequent, a. [Fr., from L. con-

sequens (CON-, sequi, to follow)],

following upon ; caused by.
n., con'sequence, that which
follows upon ; result. a., con-
sequen'tial (-shal), coming as a
consequence ; of great impor-
tance.

conserve', v. [Fr., from L. conser-

vdre, to keep safe], to keep from
wasting ; to boil fruit with
sugar. a., conservative, hav-
ing power or wish to conserve ;

n., one averse to change. n.,

conservatory, a place where
plants are kept.

consid'er, v. [Fr., from L. con-
sfderdre], to think over carefully ;

to fix the mind upon. as., con-
sid'erable, worthy of being
thought of ; of some size or

importance; consid'erate,
thoughtful. n., considera'-
tion, careful thought ; the
thought that moves to act ;

thought for others ; the ground
of a bargain ; importance.
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consign' (konsln'), v. [Fr., from L.

conslgnare (CON-, slgndre, to

SIGN)], to give to some one by
signing an agreement ; to en-

trust to a person's keeping.
n., eonsign'ment, that which
is consigned or handed over ;

goods given for sale ; a writing
declaring that something has
been handed over.

consist', -u. [L. consistere, to stand
together (CON-, sistere, from stare,

to stand)], to be made up of.

ns., consis'tence and eonsis'-

tency, state of remaining fixed ;

degree of hardness or firmness ;

agreement with one's own self.

a., consistent, standing fixed;

agreeing with oneself or others ;

not contradictory.
consis'topy (ton/- or konsis'tori),

n., a court composed of clergy-
men. a., eonsistop'ial.

eon'sole (1), n. [Fr.], a wall brack-
et ; the key-desk of an organ.

console' (2), v. [Fr., from L. con~
soldrl (CON-, soldri, to SOLACE)],
to cheer one in sorrow. n., eon-
sola'tion, help to bear sorrow ;

comfort. a., consol'atory, sol-

acing.

consolidate, v. [L. consoliddtus

(CON-, solldus, SOLID)], to make
hard or solid ; to grow firm ; to
unite into one. n., consolida'-
tion, a pressing close together ;

Con'sols, n. [short for Consolidated
Annuities}, part of the British
National Debt, bearing interest
at 2 1 per cent.

eon'sohant, a. [Fr., from L. con-
sonant (CON-, sondre, to sound)],
sounding along with ; agreeing
with ; n., a letter that can be
used only along with a vowel.

COn'soPt, n. [Fr., from L. censors,
a sharer (CON-, sors, a lot)], one
that shares along with ; a wife
or a husband. v., consort', to
keep company with.

conspic'dcus, a. [L. conspicuus,
clearly seen], that cannot be
missed by the eye.

conspire', v. [Fr., from L. con-
splrdre (CON-, spirdre, to breathe)],
to unite for an evil or secret pur-

5 construct

pose. ns., conspiracy, an
agreement to do wrong ; a plot ;

conspip'atop.
con'stable (kon

r - or ktin'stabl), n.
[Fr., from L. comes stabull, com-
panion of the stable], formerly a
commander of the French army ;

a policeman. a., constab'd-
lapy, belonging to constables ;

n., the whole body of con-
stables.

con'stant, a. [Fr., from L. constans
(CON-, stare, to stand)], standing
firm ; always acting ; faithful.

adv., con'stantly. n., con'-
stancy, faithfulness to duty ;

perseverance ; steadiness.

constella'tion, n. [L. CON-, stella,
a star], a group of stars ; a
group of bright and beautiful
persons or things.

constepna'tion, n. [L. CON-, ster-

nere, to throw down], fear caus-
ing confusion ; great and sudden
terror.

con'stitute, v. [L. constitutus, set
up (CON-, statucre, to place)], to
set together ; to make up of

parts ; to arrange in order. n.,

constituency, the people of
certain district who have vote
for a member of Parliament.
constituent, helping to mak
up ; n., one of many parts ;

voter. n., constitution, form
or manner in which parts are

joined together ; the whole
powers of a person's body o
mind; the laws and customs o
a country. a., constitutional
belonging to the constitution
in agreement with laws anc
customs.

constrain', v. [Fr., from L. con
stringere, to draw tight], to bin<

closely ; to compel. n., con
stpaint', a being bound or com
pelled ; irresistible force.

constrict', v. [L. constrictus (e

CONSTRAIN)], to draw tight ; to

press close. n., bo'a con
stric'top, a serpent that
its prey by squeezing it.

construct', v. [L. constructus

(CON-, struere, to build)], to put
together ; to build up. ns.

construe tion, act of .building



a building ; form or manner of

making up ; arrangement of

words ; meaning ; construe' -

top. a., constructive.
construe' (kon'stroo or konstroo'),

v. [L. construere (see CONSTRUCT)],
to show the connection of words
in a sentence ; to set words in

order for translation ; to trans-

late ; to make plain.

eon'suetude, n. [L. consuctudo],
custom. a., eon'suetu'dinapy.

eon'sul, n. [L. CON-, satire, to leap],
a chief magistrate at Rome ;

one who looks after his country's
interests in a foreign land. -a,.,

con'sular. n., con'sulship,
consul's office or time of office.

consult', v. [L. consuUare (con-

sulere, to think over)], to talk
with others about ; to ask or
take advice. n., consultation,
a meeting to consult.

consume', v. [L. consum&re, to
take all away], to waste away ;

to burn up ; to destroy. n.,

consumption, act of consum-
ing ; amount consumed ; a
wasting disease of the lungs. a.,

consump'tive, diseased in the

lungs.
con'summate, v. [L. consummd-

tus, finished (CON-, summa, a
BUM)., to bring to the highest
point ; to make perfect ;

a. (konsum'dt), in the highest
degree. n., consumma'tion,
completion ; perfection.

con tact, n. [L. CON-, foetus (tan-

gere, to touch)], a touching or

meeting ; nearness enough to
touch.

conta'gion (kdnta'iori), n. [Fr.,
from L. contdgio, a touching],
a giving or getting a disease

by touching ; the poison of a
disease. a., eonta'gious (kan-
td'jus), spreading by contact.

contain', v. [Fr., from L. continere

(CON-, tenere, to hold)], to be able

i
to hold ; to have within ; to
keep in check.

i: contaminate, v. [L. contdmindtus
it' (CON-, and root of CONTAGION)],
i,,;

to dirty by touching or mixing
with something unclean. n.,

contamination.

) contiguity

contemn' (kontem'), v. [Fr., from
L. contemnere (CON-, temnere, to

despise)], to think little of.

n., contempt' [L. contemptus,
scorn], the feeling with which
the base and worthless are

thought of ; the state of being
thought little of ; scorn ; neglect.

as., contemp'tible, deserv-

ing to be despised ; eontemp'-
tuous, having a scornful manner.

eon template, v. [L. contempldri,
to think over], to look at all

round ; to think carefully
about ; to intend doing. n. t

contemplation, act of observ-
ing carefully ; a spending much
thought on. a., eontem'pla-
tive, given to much thought.

eontempora'neous and eontem'-
porary, as. [L. contempordneus
(CON-, tempus, time)], happening
or living at the same time. n.,

contem'popapy, one who lives
at the same time.

contend', v. [Fr., from L. conten-

ders], to strive ; to fight ; (with)
to act against.

con'tent, n. [Fr., from L. conten-

tus, CONTAINED], that which is

contained ; the size or measure
of anything ; (pi.) the list of

subjects in a book. v., con-
tent', to make one feel he has
enough ; a. (or conten'ted),
pleased with what one has.

ns., content'ment and con-
ten'tedness.

contention (konten'shon), n., an
effort to get something ; a striv-

ing after a thing ; strife in
words ; debate.

contep'minalandconter'minous,
as. [L. OON-, terminus, a bound-
ary], having the same bound-
aries ; touching at the borders.

contest', v. [Fr., from L. contes-
tdrl (CON-, testis, a witness)], to
call witnesses against ; to call

in question a right or claim.
n., con'test, a fight for the
mastery.

con'text, n. [L. contextus (CON-,
texere, to weave)], the words
immediately before and after
some others which are quoted.

contiguity, n. [L. cantiouUas
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(CON-, tangere, to touch)], near-
ness in place. a., contiguous,
near to.

Gon'tinent, a. [Fr., from L. con-

tinens, keeping in check (CON-,

tenere, to hold)], keeping within
bounds ; chaste ; -n., a large
tract of land containing several
countries. ns., eon'tinence
and eon'tineney, a check on the

passions ; restraint ; chastity.
continental, a., belonging to a

continent, especially that of

Europe.
contingent (kontin'jenf), a. [L.

contingens, bordering on (CON-,

tangere, to touch)], depending
on something else ; that may or

may not happen ; happening by
chance; n., a thing that may
happen ; an appointed share
(especially to soldiers). ns.,
contin gence (-jens) and con-
tin'gency.

contin'ue, v. [Fr., from L. con-
tinuus (CON-, tenere, to hold)], to
hold together ; to keep on in

the same way ; to have no
stoppage or break. a., con-
tin'ual, going on constantly.
n., eontinua'tion, a going on
without stopping ; a stretching
further on ; a further part.
a., contin'uous, having no
break or stop. ns., eontinu'-
ity and eontin'uousness.

contort', v. [L. contortus, twisted
(CON-, torquere, to twist)], to
twist out of shape. n., con-
tor'tion, act of twisting out of

shape ; a violent twist.
COn'toup (kon'toor), n. [Fr. con-

tourner, to wind round], outline ;

line on map drawn through points
the same height above sea -level.

contra-, counter-, pref., [L.],

against (as in CONTRADICT, CON-
TROVERSY, COUNTERACT).

contraband, a. [Sp., from It. con-
trabbando (CON-, late L. bandum,
a proclamation)], against law;
forbidden by law ; n., pro-
hibited goods or traffic.

Contract', v. [L. CON-, iractus

(trdhere, to draw)], to draw to-

gether ; to make or to become
less ; to shorten ; to make an
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TBA-, med. L. rotulus, a ROLL)],
a counter roll ; restraint ; v.,

to keep within bounds ; to

regulate. n., controllep or

comptroller. pres. p., con-
trolling ; p.p., controlled.

controvert', v. [L. CONTRA-, ver-

ier'e, to turn], to argue against ;

to oppose in words. a., eon-
trover'sial (kontrover'shdl), hav-
ing to do with controversy or
debate ; fond of disputing. n.,

con'troversy, opposition in

words ; a quarrel ; a dispute.
eontuma'eious (kontuma'shus), a.

[L. contumax, stubborn], full of

pride or stubbornness ; refusing
to obey lawful orders ; showing
contempt for authority. n.,

con'tftmacy.
eon'tumely (kon'tumeli), n. [L.

contumelia, insult], insulting
treatment.

eontu'sion, n. [L. CON-, tusus (tun-
dere, to beat)], a severe blow ; a
bruise without breaking the
skin.

eonun drum, n. [etym. ?], a ques-
tion the answer to which depends
on some fancied likeness between
things quite different.

eonvales'cent, a. [L. CON-, vales-

cens, growing strong (valere, to
be well)], growing well again.
n., convalescence, gradual
recovery.

convene', v. [Fr., from L. con-
venire (CON-, venire, to come)],
to call together ; to come to-
gether. n., conven'er.

Conve'nient, a. [L. convenient,
suitable], suitable in time or
placo. ns., convenience and
conve'niency.

eon'vent, n. [Fr., from L. conven-
tus (CON-, venire, to come)], a
number of persons living to-

gether for religious purposes ;

the house in which they dwell.
Bonven'tide, n., a meeting for

worship not allowed by law.
txraven tion (konven'shon), n. [Fr.,
from L. conventio, a meeting],
a coming together ; a meeting
to settle something ; an agree-
ment. a., conventional, ac-

cording to custom. ns., con-

ven'tionalism and conven-
tionality, that which is sanc-
tioned by use or custom ; ad-
herence to custom.

converge' (konverj'), v. [L. CON-,
vergere, to incline], to come to-

wards the same point ; to draw
nearer and nearer. as., con-
ver'gent and conver'ging.
n., convergence.

conversazione (konversatsio'na),
n. [It.], a meeting for conversa-
tion.

converse', v. [Fr., from L. conver-

sdrl, to live with (convertere, to
CONVERT)], to talk together. n.,

con'verse, a talking or keeping
company ; a statement formed
irom another, by making the
subject of the latter the predi-
cate, and its predicate the
subject. a., con'versant, well

acquainted with ; skilled in.

n., conversa'tion, a talking
together ; manner of living ;

behaviour ; deportment.
convert', v. [L. CON-, vertire, to

turn], to turn to another use
or form ; to change a person's
opinions on religion ; to turn
from a bad to a good life ; to
bo changed. ns., con'vert, one
who has changed his opinions ;

conver'sion, a turning to an-
other use or form ; a turning
from one opinion to another ;

change from a bad to a good life ;

a change of religion ; conver'-
ter, a vessel in which metals
are changed from one form into
another. a., convertible, that
can be changed.

con'vex, a. [L. convexus, arched],
rounded outwards ; opposite of
concave. n., convexity.

convey' (konva'), v. [Fr., from L.
convidre (CON-, via, a way)], to
move from one place to another ;

to carry ; to transfer property ;

to mean. n., convey'ance, act
or means of carrying ; a carriage.

convict', v. [L. conmctus (convin-
cere, to prove)], to prove false
or guilty ; to prove clearly.
ns., eon'vict, a person found
guilty ; convic'tion, a finding
guilty ; a state of mind in which
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a person sees his own guilt ; a
strong belief.

convince', v. [L, CON-, vinclre, to

overcome], to overcome by proof ;

to satisfy the mind.
convivial, a. [L. conmvium, a

feast], belonging to a feast ;

fond of company ; social. n.,

conviviality.
convoke', v. [Fr., from L. convo'

care (CON-, vocdre, to call)], to
call together ; to summon.
n., convoca'tion, a calling to-

gether ; a meeting of clergy.

convol'vulus, n. [L. convolvre,
to roll round], a plant with twin-

ing stems.

convoy', v. [Fr., convoi, as CON-
VET], to go along with to keep
off danger ; to bring on the way.

n., con'voy, a guard to de-
fend on the way, either of soldiers

or of warships.
convulse', v. [L. convul&us, plucked
up (CON-, vellere, to pluck)], to
shake violently ; to contract

strongly and irregularly, as the
muscles. n., convul'sion, a
strong and irregular contraction
of the muscles ; a violent shak-
ing. a., eonvul'sive, accom-
panied or caused by convulsions.

co'ny (ko'ni), n. [O.Fr. coniz (pi.)],

a rabbit.

coo, v. [unit.], to make a low sound
like a dove ; to show love.

cook, v. [A.S., from L. coquere], to
prepare food ; n., one who
prepares food. n., eook'epy,
art of preparing food.

cool, a. [A.S.], slightly cold ; not
excited ; y., to make or grow
cold; adv., coolly. n., cool'-
ness.

coolie, n. [Hind.], an Indian
labourer.

coomb (koom), n. [A.S.], a measure
of four bushels.

coop, n. [M.E., from L. cupa, a
tub], a cage for birds or a pen
for small animals ; v., to shut
up in a coop or narrow place.
n., coo'pop, one who makes
coops or barrels.

CO-op'erate, v. [L. co-, operatus
(opus, a work)], to work along
with ; to work towards the

2 coquet
same end. n., co-opepa'tlon,
a working along with ; a joint
effort.

co-op'dinate, a. [co-, L. ordinOtus
(ordo, rank)], of the same rank
or class ; >v. f to put in the same
rank ; n., a person or thing of
the same rank. n., eo-opdina'-
tion, a putting into the same
rank. a., co-or dinative,
marking co-ordination.

coot, n. [Du.], the name of several
water-birds fond of still water.

cope (1), v. [O.Fr. couper, to strike

(see COUP)], to strive with ; to be
a match for.

cope (2), n. [see CAPE (1)], a cover-
ing hood ; a priest's cloak. n.,

coping, a covering row of
stones ; 1>., to put on a cope.
n., cope-, or coping-stone,
the stone covering the top oi a
wall.

co'pious, a. [L. copia, plenty],
plentiful ; in great quantities.

cop'pep, n. [Gk. kyprios], a reddish
metal, formerly obtained from
Cyprus ; a vessel made of this ;

v., to cover with copper. n. t

cop'pep-plate, a plate on which
pictures or writing are engraved.

coppice (cop'is) and copse, ns.

[O.Fr. copeiz, cut wood, as

COUP], wood kept low by cutting ;

a wood of small growth.
eop'ula, n. [L. copula, a band], a
band or tie ; the word that joins
the subject and the predicate.
v., cop'ulate, to come together
in pairs. n., copula'tion. a.,

cop ulative, joining.

cop'y, n. [Fr., from L. copia,!

plenty], that which is made like|

something ; that to which!
something is made like ; an
imitation ; a likeness ; v., to
make an imitation or likeness.

n., cop'yright, a sole right oi

printing a book, etc. ; a., pro-
tected by copyright.

coquet' (koket
1

) v. [Fr., see COCK (l)]j

to lay oneself out for admira-i
tion ; to use a mere show o:

love ; to trifle in love affairs.

ns., coquetry, a mere show o
love ; flirtation ; coquette', i,

flirt.
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cop'acle, TO. [C.], a light, rounded
boat of wicker-work covered
with skins.

cor'al, n. [Fr., from Gk. korallion],

a hard, red, white, or black

limy substance built up in the
sea by small animals. as.,

eopallif'erous, producing coral ;

cop'alline.
cop'bel, n. [Fr., from L. corbis, a

basket], a carved wall-bracket.

COPd, TO. [Fr., from Gk. chorde, a
string of a lyre], a string or thin

rope ; the string of a bow or a
musical instrument. n., COP'-

dage (kor'ddj), a quantity of

cords or ropes ; the ropes of a
ship.

COP'dial, a. [Fr., from L. cordialis

(L. cor, cordis, the heart)], hearty
with friends ; n., a drink that

strengthens the heart. n., cor-

diality. a., COP date, heart-

shaped.
cor'don, n. [see CORD], a ribbon
worn as a mark of honour ; a
row of stoner or of military posts.

corduroy', n. [perhaps from Fr.
corde du roi, king's cord], a thick
cotton cloth with the surface in

ridges.

core, n. [perhaps from L. cor, the
heart], the inner part ; the heart
of a fruit.

cork, TO. [Sp. ?], the bark of the
cork-tree ; a piece used to stop
a bottle ; v., to stop with a
cork. n., copk'-scpew, a screw
for pulling corks ; a., spiral.

cop'morant, n. [Fr., from L. cor-
vus marlnus, a sea-crow], a
greedy sea-bird.

corn (1), n. [A.S.], a grain or seed ;

the seed of oats, barley, wheat,
etc.

corn (2), n. [Fr., from L. cornu, a
horn], a hard knot on the toe or
foot.

'

cor'nea, n., the transparent
membrane in front of the eye.

GOP'nel, TO. [Fr., from L. cornus, a
tree with hard wood], the dog-
wood tree.

-

BOP'nep, TO. [Fr., from L. cornu, a
horn], the place of meeting of
two lines or surfaces ; a quiet

t or confined place; v.t to put

into a difficulty. n., eop'ner-
storie, the stone at the corner
of two walls ; the chief stone.

eor'net, n. [Fr., from L. cornu, a
horn], a wind instrument of

brass ; formerly a cavalry officer

of the lowest grade.
cop'nice (kor'nis), TO. [Fr., etym. ?],

the moulding along the top of a
wall or pillar.

copnuco'pia, TO. [L. cornu, a horn ;

copia, plenty], the horn of

plenty; a picture representing
fruitfulness.

corolla, TO. [L., a little crown (see

CORONA)], the coloured part of a
flower.

cor'ollapy, n. [L. corollariwm, a
garland], an additional conclu-
sion ; something proved over
and above.

copo'na, TO. [L., a crown], a halo
round the moon or sun ; the
flat part of a cornice. ?>l. t

coro'nse.
corona'tion, n. [L. coronOtus

(corona, a CROWN)], the ceremony
of crowning.

eor'oner, TO. [Fr., from L. coroTOa,
a CROWN], an officer appointed
to find out the cause of uncer-
tified deaths.

cop'onet, TO., a crown worn by
noblemen.

eop'poral (1), TO. [Fr. caporal, from
It. caporale (L. caput, the head)],
the lowest non-commissioned
officer in the army.

cop'popal (2), a. [O. Fr., from L. cor-

pordlis (corpus, a body)], be-

longing to the body. a., COP-
pop'eal, having a body.

cop'porate, a. [L. corpordtus (cor-

pus, a body)], united in a body.
TO., corpora'tion, a society

having power to act as one
person.

copps (kor), TO. [Fr., from L. corpus,
a body], a body of troops.

coppse (korps), TO., a dead body.
cop'pttlent, a. [Fr., from L. corpu-

lentus, fat], having a very fat

body. TO., eor'paienee, fatness
of body.

cop'pal, TO. [Sp., from corro, ring of

people, from L. currire, to run],
an enclosure for defence or tor
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capturing elephants or other

wild animals.

correct', v. [L. correctus (CO; re-

g&re, to rule)], to put right what
was wrong; to put right by
punishing ; to remove errors ;

a., right ; free from errors.

ns., coppec'tion, act of correct-

ing ; a putting right ; punish-
ment ; coppect'ness, freedom

,

impure. ., coppup'tible. -n.t

coppup'tion, loss of purity;
impure matter ; depravity.

cop'sair, n. [Fr., from L. cursus

(currire, to run)], a pirate ; a
pirate's ship.

copse. See corpse,
cop'set, n. [Fr., from L, corpus], a

close-fitting, stiffened bodice ;

stays.

from faults. a., eoppec'tive, ! cops'let, n. [Fr., from L. corpus, a
having the power of correcting ; body], armour for the breast or

that which tends to cor- back.
fromrect ; antidote.

corporative, a. [co-, RELATIVE],
so connected that in thinking of

one we think also of the other

(as father and son) ; n., a per-
son or a thing so connected with
another.

Correspond', v. [Fr., from med. L.

correspondere (co-, RESPOND)],
(with) to answer each other's

letters ; (to or with) to be like in

some ways. ns., eoppespon'-
dence, fitness of one for another ;

letters passing from one to an-
other ; eoppespon'dent, one
who writes and gets letters ;

a., fitted or answering to. adv.,

correspondingly .

COP'ridop, n. [Fr., from It. corri-

dore, a runner (L. curr&re, to

run)], a covered way in or round
a building.

copp'igible (kor'ijibl), a. [Fr.,
from L. corrig&re, to CORRECT],
that can be corrected.

coppob'opate, v. [L. co, roboratus,
strengthened], to make surer by
giving further proof ; to confirm.

n., coppobopa'tion. as., COP-
pobopative and corroboratory.

oorrode , v. [Fr., from L. corrodere
(co-, rodlre, to gnaw)], to eat or
wear away bit by bit ; to rust.

n., coppo'sion (koro'zhon), an
eating or being eaten away.
a., coppo'sive, eating away.

cop'pugate, v. [L. corrugatus,
wrinkled (CON-, ruga, a wrinkle)],
to form or shrink into grooves
or wrinkles.

corrupt', v. [L. CON-, rumptre, to
break], to destroy purity; to
lead astray ; to bribe ; to be-
come rotten or impure; a.,

cortege' (kortazh'), n. [Fr.
It. corte, a COURT], attendants
on a court ; a procession.

cop'tex, n. [L.], bark ; a hard out-
side layer ; (pi.) cortices.

cop'uscate, v. [L. coruscus, flash-

ing], to give off flashes of light.

corvette', n. [Fr., from Sp., from
L. corbita, a slow ship (corbis,

basket)], a ship next in rank to
a frigate.

cosmetic, a. [Fr., from Gk. kos-

mos, ornament], giving beauty ;

n., a preparation for improv
ing the beauty of the skin.

cosmopolitan, n. [Gk. kosmos
the world ; polites, a citizen],
citizen of the world ; one t

home anywhere ; a., common
to all the world.

cost, v. [Fr., from L. constdre (OON-
stare, to stand)], to be got for
to require to be borne or suffered

n., the price paid. a., costly
worth a high price.

costa-, geog. root [Sp. and Port.l
coast (as in Costa Rica, rich

coast ; C6te-d'Or, golden coast).

cos'tal, a. [L. costat a rib], belong
ing to the ribs.

cos'tive, a. [Fr., from L. consti

pdtus], having the bgwels nearly
stopped.

cos'tume, n. [Fr., from L. con
suetudo, a CUSTOM], the dress
common at any place or period
a woman's dress.

eo'sy, a. [etym. ?], comfortable.
cot, h. [A.S.], a small dwelling

bed.

cd'tepie, n. [Fr., a number o
COTTARS], a number of person
meeting from time to time fo

some purpose.
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uoftage (kot'aj), n. [A.S., from
COT], a small house ; a small
country house. ns., eot'tager,
also eot'tar, one who lives in a
cot or cottage.

cot ton, n. [Fr., from Arab.], a fine

and woolly substance obtained
from the pods of the cotton
plant ; cloth or thread made of

cotton ; a., made of cotton.

eotyle'don, n. [Gk. cotyledon, a
cup-shaped hollow], a kind of
leaf forming part of the seed of
some plants.

couch, v. [Fr., from L. collocdre

(CON-, locus, a place)], to lie or

lay down to rest ; to arrange ;

to express in language ; n. t

a place of rest ; a bed. a.,

coueh'ant, lying down.
cough (kof), v. [A.S.], to make a

strong effort to expel something
from the lungs ; n., an effort

by the lungs to expel something.
eoul'ter (kol'ter), n. [A.S., from L.

cutter, a knife], a knife in front
of a ploughshare for cutting the
ground.

eoun'cil, n. [Fr., from L. concil-

ium (CON-, caldre, to call)], a
meeting for considering or mak-
ing plans. n., coun'cillor.

eoun'sel, n. [Fr., from L. consilium,
a plan, as CONSUL], a taking and
giving of advice ; a pleader in
court ; v. t to give advice.

pres. p., counselling; p.p.,
counselled. n., coun'sellop,
one who gives advice ; a barris-
ter ; an advocate.

Dount (1), n. [Fr., from L. comes,
companion], a title ol rank ; /.,

coun toss.
oount (2), v. [Fr., from L. com-
putare, to COMPUTE], to add up ;

to reckon ; to estimate ; to be
added ; to depend (upon) ;

n., adding up ; the amount.
Boun tenance, n. [Fr., from L.
continentia, restraint (see CON-
TINENT)], outward appearance ;

the face ; support ; v., to be
present ; to favour.

soun'ter (1), n. [O.Fr., from L.
computdre, to COUNT], a table
for counting money ; a bench on
Which goods are laid ; a piece of

metal, etc., used for counting In
games.

coun'ter (2), a. and adv. [Fr., from
L. contra, against], in opposition
(to) ; contrary. v. t counter-
act', to act against ; to hinder.

n., countepbal'ance, an equal
weight in the opposite scale ;

v. t to act against with an equal
weight. v. counterfeit (-fef)

[L. foetus (Jactre, to make)], to
make a copy and pass it off as
the original ; to pretend ; a.,

not real ; n., a copy so passed
off. n. t eoun'tepfbil, part of

cheque, etc., retained by the
giver. V., countermand' to
cancel acommand. v.,eoun'tep-
march, to march back ; to
make the rear rank the front
one ; n., a march back, or in

opposite order. ns., coun'ter-
pane [O.Fr. contrepointe for

couLtepointe (L. culcita, a quilt
or pillow ; puncta, sewed)], a
stitched cover for a bed ; coun'-
terpart, the part that answers
or fits into another ; coun'ter-
point, art of arranging harmony
in music. v., eoun'terpoise,
to put an equal weight on
the other side ; n., a weight
as heavy on the other side. n.f

eoun'tepscarp (see SCARP). v.,

countersign, to sign what has
already been signed by another ;

to mark as correct ; n., & watch-
word necessary for passing a
line of sentries ; a password.

ooun'tpy (kdn'tri), n. [Fr., from L.
contra, against], land outside a
city ; a large tract ; the land
of one's birth.

eoun'ty, n. [Fr., see COUNT (1)], the
land of a count or earl ; a shire.

coup (koo), n. [Fr., from Gk. kola-

phos, a blow], a stroke ; a blow
that has results ; a successful
move ; a victory.

couple (kupl), n. [Fr., from L
COPULA], a band joining two
things ; two of a like kind ;

v., to join in pairs. ns., coup'-
let (kftp'let), two lines of poetry
that rhyme together ; eoup'-
ling, that which connects or
fastens.
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cou'pon (Itoo'pori), n. [Fr. couper,

to cut off (see COUP)], a part of a

bond that can be cut off and
shown when interest is due ; a

part of a railway or other ticket

that can be used by itself.

COUP age (Mr'ai), n. [Fr., from L.

cor, the heart], greatness of

heart; spirit to meet danger;
boldness. a., eoura'geous
(kiird'jus), full of courage.

Courier (kur'ier), n. [Fr., from L.

curr&re, to run], a running mes-

senger; one sent on a state

message ; one who makes ar-

rangements for travellers.

Course (kors), n. [Fr., from L. cur-

8U3, a running], a moving to-

wards ; the direction of motion ;

a regular order or series ; the

ground over which one runs ;

v., to run ; to hunt hares. n.,

cour'ser, a swift dog.
court (kort), n. [Fr., from L. cohers,
an enclosure (same root as hor-

tus, GARDEN)], an enclosed place

by a house; a king and his

household ; a judge or judges
trying a case ; the hall in which
the judge sits ; v., to try to win
favour or love. a., eour'teous
(Mr'- or kor'teus), having the
manners of a court ; respectful ;

obliging. Ms.,eour'tesy (fcr'- or

kdr'tesi), kindliness of manners;
regard for the feelings of others ;

curt'sy (ktrt'si) or cour'tesy,
a bow or bend of respect made
by women; v., to make a
curtsy. n., cpur'tier (kdr'~

tier), one who lives at court ;

one who wooes favour. a.,

court'ly, having manners like
those at court. ns., court-
martial (-shal), a court held
by officers of the army or navy
to try offenders ; court'ship,
effort to win favour ; wooing.

cousin (ktizri), n. [Fr., from L.
consobrlnus, a mother's sister's

child], the son or daughter of an
uncle or aunt.

pove, n. [A.S.], a small bay.
covenant (k&v'endnt), n. [Fr. (see

CONVENE)], a bargain ; a written
agreement ; v., to enter into an
agreement. n., covenanter,

one who covenants ; one who
signed the Scottish National
Covenant or Solemn League and
Covenant in the time of Charles I.

cov'er (Mv'er), v. [Fr., from L. co-

operire, to shut], to spread over ;

to hide from sight or harm ;

n., that which lies over ; brush-

wood, etc., in which game can
hide. ns., covering, that
which covers ; cov'erlet [Fr.

IU, a bed], a bedcover. a., cov'-

ert, hid from sight ; n., a place
of hiding.

cov'et (M'vet), v. [Fr., from L. cup-
ere, to desire], to desire very
much ; to wish for what is not
one's own. a., cov'etous, hav-
ing great desire for. n., cov'et-
ousness.

cov'ey (kitv'i), n. [Fr., from L.
cubare, to lie], a number of birds.

cow (1), n. [A.S.], the female of bo-
vine animals ; (pi.) cows or
kine.

cow (2), v. [Scand.], to fill with fear.

cow'ard, n. [Fr., from It. codardo
(L. caiida, a tail)], one who turns
tail or runs away ; a person
without courage. n., eow'-
ardice (-dis), want of courage.

a., cow'ardly, like a coward.
cow'er, v. [Scand. ?], to sink down

or crouch through fear.

cowl, n. [A.S., from L. cucullus, a
cap], a monk's hood ; a covering
for the head.

eow'ry,n. [Hind.], a small shell used
for money in India and Africa.

cowslip, n. [A.S., cow-dung], a
kind of primrose with manyj
flowers on one stalk.

eox'eomb, n. [COCK'S (1) COMB],
a vain, foolish person ; a dandy.

coy, a. [Fr., from L. quietust

QUIET], shrinking from sight ;

modest.
cozen (ktizri), v. [perhaps from

COUSIN], to claim as one's cousin
or relative ; to cheat. n., coz'
enage, cheating.

co'zy. See COST.
crab, n. [A.S.], a shell-fish with

strong claws ; a spur apple.
a., crab'bed, sour in temper.

crack, v. [A.S.], to open a little ;

to break slightly; to make fl
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sharp noise ; n., a small open-
ing ; a sharp noise. v.,

crackle, to make small sharp
noises one after another. ns.,

crackling, the hard skin of

roast pork ; eraek'nel, a light
and easily broken biscuit.

era'dle, n. [A.S.], a child's bed ; a
frame for lifting weights or put-
ting under a ship ; v., to lay in
a cradle.

craft, n. [A.S.], skill in using the
hands ; cunning ; a trade ; a
ship or boat. n., crafts'man,
a man skilled in a trade. a.,

craf'ty, using craft ; cunning.
crag, n. [C.], a steep, rough rock.

g'gy.
eraig-, earriek-, geog. root (as in

Ailsa Craig, Carrickfergus, the
rock of Fergus).

cram, v. [A.S.], to press close to-

gether ; to put in by force ; to
learn by heart without under-
standing. pres. p., cramming ;

p.p., crammed. n., cram-
mer.

cramp, n. [O.Fr.], a painful con-
traction of the muscles ; [Du.
kramp, same root], an instru-
ment for tightening wooden
joints ; v., to squeeze tight ;

to confine.

cran'berry, n. [Low Ger.], a red
berry growing wild on a low
shrub.

crane, n. [A.S.], a long-legged,
long-necked bird ; a machine
for lifting weights ; a bent pipe
for liquids.

era'nium, n. [L., from Gk. kranion,
the skull], the bones of the head.

n., craniol'ogy, the study of
skulls.

crank, n. [A.S.], a bend on an axle
for turning it ; a twist in words.

os., crank and cran'ky, easily
upset ; shaky ; full of whims.

cran'ny, n. [Fr. cran, a notch], a
small narrow opening.

crape, n. [Fr., from L. crispus,
curled], thin, crisp silk used in

mourning.
crash, v. [imit.], to break in pieces

with a loud noise ; n., a sudden
noise of things being forcibly
broken.

credence

a. [L. crassus], thick;
coarse.

crate, n. [L. crates, wickerwork],
a case of twisted rods for crock-

ery.

cra'ter, n. [L., from Gk. krater, a
bowl], the mouth of a volcano.

cravat', n. [Fr., corruption of

croat], a neckcloth (first worn by
the Croats).

crave, v. [A.S.], to beg for ear-

nestly ; to long for. n., cra'-

ving, a strong desire.

era'ven, n. [O.Fr. cravant, break-
ing down], a coward ; a faint-
hearted person ; a., spiritless ;

cowardly.
craw, n. [Low Ger.], the first stom-

ach of a bird.

crawl, v. [Scand.], to move slowly
along.

cray'fish or craw'flsh, n. [cor-

rupted from O.Fr. crevisse (Fr.

terevissc)], a small kind of lob-
ster found in fresh water.

cray'on, n. [Fr., from L. creta,

chalk], a pencil of coloured
chalk ; a drawing made with
coloured chalk.

craze, v. [Scand.], to crush or
weaken ; to put out of order ;

to hurt the mind ; n., a dis-

ordered thought. a., cra'zy,
crushed ; ready to break down.

creak, v. [imit.], to make a sharp
grating sound.

cream, n. [Fr., from L. and Gk.
chrisma (chriein, to anoint)], the
fatty part of milk which rises

to the top ; the richest part
of anything; i\, to take the
cream off. a., crea'my. n.,

crea'mery, a place for making
or selling butter and cheese.

crease (Ares), n. [etym. ?], a mark
made by folding ; v., to make
such a mark.

create' kreat'), y. [L. credre], to
make ; to bring into being.
7i., crea'tion, act of creating ;

that which is created. a., crea'-
tive, able to create. ns., crea'-
tor ; erea'ture (kre'tur), any-
thing created, esp. a living being ;

a., bodily.
ere'dence, n. [Fr., from L. credlre,

to believe], act of believing ; bo-
4
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llef.--a., credential, giving a

reason for believing ; n., a

reason lor believing ; (jrf.) letters

of introduction. a., credible,
that can be believed. n., credi-

bility, claim to be believed.

credit, n. [Fr., from L. credere, to

trust], trust placed in a person ;

good name; selling goods or

lending money in hope of future

payment ; time given for pay-
ment ; v., to put trust in ; to

believe. a., creditable, worthy
of being trusted ; having a good
name. n., creditor, one to

whom money is owing.
cred'filous, a., easily made to

believe ; easily deceived. n.,

eredtl'lity, over-readiness to

believe.

creed, n. [A.S., from L. credo, I

believe], that which one be-

lieves ; a form of words stating
what is believed.

creek, n. [etym. ?], an inlet or

small bay ; a small stream.

creep, v. [A.S.], to move like a
worm ; to move slowly or

stealthily; to grow along the
ground. past and p.p., crept.

n., cree'per, a creeping plant.

cremate', v. [L. cremare, to burn],
to burn, esp. a dead body. ns.,

erema'tion ; cremato'rium,
place for cremation.

cre'nate and cre'nftted, as. [late

L. crena, a notch], with notches
on the edge.

Cre'ole, n. [Fr. and Sp., from L.

credre, to CREATE], a native of
the West Indies or the south of
the United States, but of Euro-
pean ancestors.

crescen'do (kreshen'do), a. and
adv., with an increasing strength
of voice and tone ; n., a sign
(-* =r) in music.

cres'cent, a. [L. crescere, to grow],
growing larger; n., the young
moon, or anything like it in

shape.
cress, n. [A.S.], a plant that grows

in moist places, and is used as
a salad.

cres'set, n. [Fr.], an open lamp or
firepan, on a pole or watch
tower.

crimson

crest, n. [Fr., from L. cristd], the
comb on a cock's head ; a tuft

of feathers on a helmet ; the top
of a hill or wave ; a figure over
a coat of arms ; v., to put on a
crest. as., cres'ted, having a
crest; crest'fallen, with the
crest down; dejected; dis-

pirited.
ereta'ceous (kretd

1

'shiis), a. [L.

creta, chalk], made of or contain-

ing chalk.

cret'onne, n. [Fr.], a cotton cloth

used for curtains and chair-

covers, etc., originally from Cre-

tan in Normandy.
crevasse' (krtvds'), n. [Fr.], a crack,

as in a large field of ice.

crevice (krev'is), n. [Fr., from L.

crepdre, to burst], a narrow open-
ing ; a crack.

crew (kroo), n. [O.Fr., root of

ACCRUE], the sailors of a ship ;

a band ; a gang.
crew'el, n. [etym. ?], a fine yarn

used in fancy work ; the work
so produced.

crib, n. [A.S.], a rack for animals
eating from ; a child's bed ; v.,

to confine ; to steal. pres. p.,

cribbing; p.p., cribbed. n.,

crib bage (krib'aj), a game at

cards.
crick'et (1), n. [Fr., imit.], an insect

that makes a chirping sound
under floors of houses.

crick'et (2), n. [perhaps from O.Fr.

criquet, a small staff used in a
ball-game], a game played with
bat and ball. n., crick'eter.

crime, n. [Fr., from L. crlmen, a
charge], a breaking of the law.

a., criminal, breaking the
law ; n., a person who has
broken the law. v., criminate,
to blame. n., criminol'ogy,
the science of crime and crim-
inals.

crimp, v. [same root as CRAMP],
to plait or wrinkle ; to form
into small ridges ; to entrap or
take away by force ; n., one
who entraps men to be sailors,
etc.

crim'son, n. [Sp., from Arab.], a
deep red colour ; v., to dye or
become dyed with red.
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Cringe (krinj), v. [A.S.], to bend
down before a person ; to fawn
on. pres. p., cringing; p.p.,

cringed.
criii'kle, v. [A.S.], to make smaU

wrinkles ; ., a wrinkle ; a
bend.

crin oline (krin'oliri), n. [Fr. crin,
from L. crlnis, hair ; lin, linum,
flax], a stiff petticoat.

crip'ple, n. [A.S.], one who creeps
or who has not the full use of

his limbs ; v., to make lame ;

to disable in any way.
cri'sis, n. [Gk. krisis, a separat-

ing], a turning-point ; the time
when a disease changes for the
better or quickly grows worse ;

the height of any movement ;

(pi.) crises.
crisp, a. [L. crispus, curled],

wrinkled ; easily broken ; v.,

to make wavy.
criterion, n. [Gk. Jcrites, a judge],

that by which anything is

judged ; a test ; (pi.) criteria.

critic, n. [Gk. krltes, judge, from
krinein, to judge], one able to give
an opinion in literature or art ;

one who finds fault. a., erit'-

ical, fond of judging ; at the
turning-point ; in great danger.

v., criticize, to act as a critic.

ns., criticism and critique'
(kritek'), art of careful judgment.

croak, v. [imit.], to make a low,
hoarse sound ; to complain of
evil before it comes ; n. f the
sound of a frog.

cro'chet (kro'shd), n. [Fr., from
root of CROOK], knitting done
by means of a hooked needle ;

v., to knit so.

crock, n. [A.S., from C.], a vessel
made of earth or clay baked hard
and glazed. n., crock'ery, ves-
sels so made.

croc odile, n. [Gk. krokodeilos], a
large amphibious reptile, plenti-
ful in the Nile.

crd'cus, n. [L., from Gk. krokos,
yellow or saffron], a flower of
various colours, but mostly
yellow.

croft, n. [A.S.], a small field near
a house ; a little farm. n.,
eroftep.

) crowd
cromlech (krom'lek), n. [O.], a
monument of large stones set on
end, with a flat one on the top.

crone, n. [O.Fr. carogne, from L.

caro, CARRION], an old woman.
crook, n. [Scand.], a bend ; a staff

with a hook or bend ; a shep-
herd's staff ; y., to bend. a. s

crook'ed, bent; not straight-
forward.

crop, n. [A.S.], the top of a whip,
rod, etc. ; fruit or grain either
before or after being gathered
in ; the craw of a bird ; v., to
cut the tops off ; to raise fruit

from land. pres. p., cropping ;

p.p., cropped.
cro'sier, n. [Fr., from root of

CROOK], a bishop's staff with a
hook or cross.

cross, n. [A.S., from L. crux, a
cross], two pieces of wood, etc.,
across each other like a T or X ;

the frame of wood on which
Christ was put to death ; v.,

to mark with a cross ; to mark
out or erase ; to go from one
side to the other ; to be from
side to side ; to hinder ; a.,

ill-natured. ns., cross'-bow, a
bow fixed at the end of a stock
for shooting ; eross'ing, a
place to cross a street.

crotch'et, n. [Fr., from croc,

CROOK], the note of music (j*)

standing midway in tha list for

length ; a strange thought ; a
fad.

crouch, v. [etym. ?], to bend close
to the ground ; to lie low for
fear.

croup (1) (kroop), n. [imit. of the
croaking cough], a disease of the
wind-pipe, esp. in children.

croup (2), n. [Fr.], the part of a
horse behind the saddle.

crou'pier (kroo'per), n., one who
takes charge of the lower end
of a table, esp. at gaming.

crow (kro), n. [A.S.], a large black
bird ; v., to cry like a cock ; to
boast. past and p.p. t crew or
crowed.

crow bar, n., a bar of iron used
as a lever.

crowd, v. [A.S.], to press close to-

gether ; to be in great numbers
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n., a large number together ;

an assembly without order.

n., crow'ded.
crown, n. [Fr., from L. corona], an

official head-dress for a king or

queen ; a reward for success or

victory ; a silver coin worth
five shillings ; the highest part ;

v., to put on a crown ; to

adorn ; to make perfect.
crucial (krooshl or kroo'shidl), a.

[Fr., from L. crux, a CROSS],

searching ; testing thoroughly.
cru'cible (kroo'sibl), n. [late L.

crucibulum], an earthen vessel

for melting metals ; a severe
trial.

cru'cify (kroo'&ifi), v. [Fr., from L.

cruciflgere (crux, flgere, to FES)],

to put to death on a cross ; to

break the power of. ns., eru'-

cifix, a statue of Christ on the
cross ; crucifixion (-fik'shori),

death on a cross. a., cru'ei-

form, in the form of a cross.

crude (krood), a. [L. crudus], raw ;

not cooked ; unrefined ; ill-

arranged. ns., crude'-ness,
eru'dity.

CPU el (kroo'el), a. [Fr., from L.

crudelis], fond of causing pain to
others ; without pity or mercy.

adv., eru'elly. n., cru'elty,
fondness for giving pain ; action
causing pain.

cru'et (kroo'et), n. [O.Fr.], a small
pot or bottle for holding sauce,
etc.

cruise (krooz), v. [Du.], to sail to
and fro ; to make a voyage ;

n., a voyage. n., crui'ser, a
ship that cruises ; a swift armed
ship.

crumb (kr&m), n. [A.S.], a small
piece; a bit of bread. v.,

crum'ble, to make or to fall
Into pieces.

crum'ple, v. [E., from crump, to
bend], to mark with folds or
wrinkles ; to become wrinkled.

crup'per, n. [Fr.], a strap from the
saddle passing under the horse's
tail.

Crusade' (krusOd'), n. [Fr., from L.
crux, a CROSS], a war to recover
Palestine from the Turks, in
which the soldiers wore a cross

as their badge ; any earnest

undertaking. - n., Crusa'der,
one who joins in a crusade.

eruse (krooz), n. [Scand.], a small
vessel for liquids.

crush, v. [Fr.], to break by pres-
sure ; to press down heavily ;

to overpower ; n. t a pressure
by a crowd.

crust, 7i. [Fr., from L. crusta], the
hard outer part ; a hard piece
of bread ; v., to cover with a
crust. a., crus'ty, having a
crust ; ill-natured.

crutch, n. [A.S.], a staff with a rest
for the armpit ; a forked rest or

support.
crux, n. [L., a cross], difficulty.
cry, v. [Fr. crier], to call aloud ; to
make a noise from grief or pain ;

to shed tears ; n. t a loud call
or wail.

crypt, n. (krlpt) [L., from Gk.
kryptein, to conceal], a chamber
below the floor of a church.
a., cryp'tic, secret, mysterious.

erys'tal, n. [Fr., from Gk. krystal-
los, ice], clear glass ; a kind of
stone with regular sides and
angles ; a., also crys'talline,
clear like glass. v., crys'tallize,
to make or become like crystals ;

to harden into a crystal.
cub, ?i. [etym. ?], the young of

bears, etc.

cube (cub), n. [Fr., fromGk. kybos],
a solid figure with six sides all

equal squares ; a number mul-
tiplied three times into itself, as
3x3x3=27. as., cu'bic and
cu'bicaL n., cubist, one of a

i

recent school of painters whose
pictures are composed of geo-
metrical agures.

cu'bicle, n. [L. cubiculum, a bed- 1

chamber], separate compartment I

in a dormitory.
eu'bit, n. [L. cubttus, the elbow], j

length from the elbow to the tip f,

of the middle finger ; eighteen;-
inches.

cuc'koo (kuk'oo), n. [imit.], a ml-l
grating bird that cries Cuc'koo.

;

cu'cumber, n. [L. cucumis], a,
creeping plant with fruit like a
long, thin vegetable -marrow.

cud. n. [A.S.], food brought up ,
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from the stomach (by cattle), to
be chewed again.

cud'dle, v. [etym. ?], to lio close

together ; to hug closely ;

n., a close embrace.
cudgel (kujl), n. [A.S.j, a thick

stick ; 1\, to strike with a thick
stick. pres. p., cudgelling ;

p.p., cudgelled.
cue (Aril), n. [Fr., from L. cauda, a

tail], a rod used in billiards ; the
last word of one speaker as a
hint to the next.

cuff (1), v. [Scand.], to strike with
the open hand n. t such a
blow.

i cuff (2), n. [etym. ?], the lower part
of a sleeve ; a covering for the
wrist.

cuirass' (kuoir&s' or fcflrds'), n. [Fr.,
from L. corium, leather], a
covering to defend the breast,
first made of leather.

:' cul-, col-, cole-, geog. root [C.],

back, hinder part (as in Culross,
behind the headland ; Coleraine,
corner of the ferns ; Culloden,
back ridge).

Cul dees, n. [C., servants of God],
the clergy of the Celtic Church
founded by St. Columba in Scot-
land (6th to llth century),

i cu'linapy, a. [L. culina, a kitchen],
belonging to the kitchen,

i cull, v. [Fr., from L. colligere, to
COLLECT], to gather ; to pick ;

to select.

cullender . See COLANDER.
cul'minate, v. [L. culmen, the

highest point], to reach the high-
est point ; to be right overhead.
- n., culmina'tion, position
right overhead.

cul'pable, a. [L. culpa, a fault],

deserving blame ; in fault.

1 cul'prit, n. [O.Fr. cul(pable)prist,

ready to confess], a person guilty
of a crime.

cul'tivate, v. [late L. cultivaius,
from L. cultus, CULT], to till land ;

to train a person's powers ; to
civilize. ns., cultivation, prac-
tice of cultivating ; cultiva'tor.

CUl'ture, n. [L. cultural, prepara-
tion for the growth of crops ; a
training of the mind ; refine-
ment.

cul'vert, n. [etym. 1], an arched
drain.

cum'ber, v. [Fr., from late L.

cumbrus, a heap], to hinder by
putting on a weight ; to keep
back in any way. as., cum'-
berless, without hindrance ;

cum'brous and cum'bersome,
hard to carry ; burdensome.

eu'rnulate, v. [L. cumulus, a heap],
to make into a heap ; to put
many things together. n., eu-
mula'tion.

eu'neiform (ku'neiform), a. [L.

cuneus, a wedge ; FORM], wedge-
shaped (used of the letters cut
on stones or bricks at Babylon
and Nineveh).

cun'ning, a. [A.S., knowing],
knowing how to gain one'-s

point ; clever ; n., cleverness ;

underhand means.
cup, n. [A.S., from L. cupa, a cask],
a small drinking-vessel ; the
amount of liquid that a cup holds.

n., cupboard (kub'ord),
shelved place for dishes, etc.

Cu'pid, n. [L.], the god of love.

cupidity, n. [Fr., from L. cupidi-
tds, from cupere, to desire], strong
desire (for) ; covetousness.

cu'pola, n. [It., from L. cupdla, a
little CUP], a part of a house-top
like a cup turned upside down ;

dome.
CUP, n. [Scand. ?], a small worthless
dog ; a mean fellow.

cur'ate (kur'af), n. [L. curatus (cura,
care)], one that has the care of
souls ; a clergyman that assists
another. ns., curacy, the oflice

or work of a curate ; cup&'top,
one who has the care of a mu-
seum or exhibition ; a manager.

cupb, v. [Fr., from L. curvus, bent],
to bend or check ; to hold back ;

n., that which checks ; a horse's
bridle.

curb- or kerb-stone, n., a stone
bordering the edge of a pave-
ment.

cupd, n. [prob. from same root as
CROWD], milk grown thick ; the
part of milk that makes cheese.

v., eup'dle, to turn into curd ;

to thicken.

cure, n. [Fr., from L. cura, care],
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act of healing ; that which heals ;

the care of souls ; v., to bring
back to health ; to remove pain.

a., car'able.
CUP few, n. [Fr. couvre-feu, cover

fire], a bell rung at night in

England as a signal to put out
fires and lights.

cur ious, a. [Fr., from L. curidsus

careful], fond of finding out

showing great care and skill

finely made ; rarely seen. ns.

curiosity, desire to know
something interesting ; cu'rio,
a rare or curious object of art.

curl, v. [Du. 1], to twist into ring-
lets ; to raise in waves ; to

twist ; to play a game of curl-

ing ; n., a twist or ringlet ; a

wavy line. a., curly.
CUP lew (k&r'lu), n. [Fr.], a wading

bird with long legs and bill.

eur'rant, n. [Fr., from Gk. Kor-
inthos], a small raisin from
Corinth ; the fruit of several
well-known shrubs.

cur'rent, a. [Fr., from L. curr&re,
to run], flowing ; now going on ;

n., a stream (water, air, etc.).

adv., cur'rently. n., eur'-

reney, a passing from one per-
son to another, as money or a
report ; the money of a country.

curric'ulum, n. [L.], a course of

study.
cur'ry (1), v. [O.'Fr.conreder (CON-,
and root of READY)], to dress
leather ; to rub down a horse.

cur'ry (2), n. [Tamil], a hot-tasted
powder for seasoning ; a dish
seasoned with this ; c., to
season with curry.

curse, v. [A.S.], to utter an evil
wish ; to bring harm on any
one ; n., an evil wish uttered ;

a lasting harm.
Cur'sive, a. [L. curr&re, to run],

running or flowing, as hand-
writing.

cur'sory, a., hasty; carelessly
done.

curt, a. [L. curtus, docked], cut
short ; in or with few words.

curtail', u. [Fr., from L. curtus,
CURT], to cut off a part ; to

'

short' n.

eur'tain (klr'tin), n. [Fr., from

L. cortlna], a hanging cloth for

shutting off or for ornamenting ;

u., to shut oft by curtains.

curtsy or courtesy. See under
COURT.

curve, n. [L. curvus, bent], a bent
line ; v., to bend ; to arch.

n., cur'vature, a bending ; the
amount by which a thing is bent.

curvet (kervet' or kfr'vet), n., a
peculiar leap or motion of a
horse in which he bends his

body ; v., to leap in curves.

pres. p., curveting; p.p., cur-
veted.

cushion (kush'on), n. [Fr., etym. ?],

a stuffed bag for leaning or sit-

ting on ; anything to soften a
blow or cause a rebound ; v.,

to cover with a cushion.

cus'tard, n. [M.E. crustade ; L.

crustatus, crusted], a mixture
of milk and eggs sweetened and

j

boiled or baked.
cus'tody, n. [L. custodia, from

jj

custos, a guard], a keeping watch
over ; protection ; confinement.

n., custo'dian, one who keeps
watch over.

eus'tom, n. [Fr., from L. consue-
tude (CON-, suere, to be accus-

tomed)], common use ; a buy-
ing regularly from the same
shop ; (pi.) a tax on goods.
cus'tomary, in coulmon use.

ns., eus'tomer, a regular buyer
or dealer ; eus'tom-house, the

place where customs on imports
or exports are paid.

cut, v. [etym. 1], to wound, divide
take off, or carve with a sharp
instrument ; to hurt the feelings
of ; to cross, as lines, etc. ;

n., a wound or opening made
with a sharp instrument ; a
sharp blo\v ; a hurt to the feel

ings. pres. p., cutting ; past
and p.p., cut. n., cut'ter, one
who cuts ; a swift boat or ship.

cu'ticle, n. [L. cuticula (cutis, the

skin)}, the outermost skin.

cutlass, n. [Fr., from L. cuUellus
a little knife, CULTER], a shorl
broad sword used by seamen.

cutler, n., a maker or seller o:

knives. n., cutlery, the worl
of a cutler ; cutting instruments
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cutlet, n. [Fr. cdtelette (L. costa, a
rib)], a slice of meat lor cook-
ing.

out'tlefish, n. [A.S.], a kind of
mollusc that throws out a black
fluid from its body.

oy'cle (sikl), n. [Fr., from Gk. kyk-
los, a circle], a space of time after
which things recur again in a
similar order ;. a bicycle or tri-

cycle.
cy"clone, n. [Gk. kyklos, a circle],

a storm moving in a circle.

cyclopaedia. See ENCYCLOPEDIA.
cyclope'an (slklope'an or siklo'-

pean), a. [Gk kyklos, a circle;

ops, an eye], like the fabled

Cyclops, a giant with only one
eye ; giant-like ; huge.

cyg'net, n. [Fr., from cygne, swan],
a young swan.

cylinder, n. [Fr., from Gk. kylin-

dros, a roller], a long round figure
or body whose ends are equal
and parallel circles. a., eylin'-
drical.

cym'bal, n. [Fr., from Gk. kym-
bdlon], a musical instrument of

two metal plates, which are
clashed together.

cyn'ic, n. [Gk. kynlkos, dog-like
(kuon, a dog)], one fond of find-

ing fault. a., cynical. n.,

cynicism, the habit or nature
of a cynic ; fault-finding.

cynosure (sin'6- or si'noshoor), n.

[Gk. kynosoura, dog's tail (oura,
tail)], the constellation of the
Lesser Bear ; the pole star ; that
to which all eyes are turned.

ey'press, n. [L. cupressus}, an
evergreen tree often planted in

graveyards.
, etc. See TSAR.

dab, v. [imit. ?], to strike gently,
or with something soft or moist ;

to deface ; n., a gentle blow ;

a piece of something soft.

pres.p., dabbing; p.p., dabbed.
v., dab'ble, to wet by dips or

strokes ; to move hands or feet
in mud or water ; to work or do,
but not thoroughly.

dae'tyl, n. [Gk. daktylos, a finger],
a measure in poetry of a long
syllable and two short ones,
marked - *> u.

da do, n. [It., a cube], the pedestal
of a statue between the cornice
and base ; the lower part of a
wall when ornamented differ-

ently from the rest.

daffodil, n. [Fr., from Gk. aspho-
delos, asphodel], a kind of lily.

dag'ger, n. [Fr. dague], a long
knife or short sword for stabbing.

dagh-, tagh-, geog. root [Turk.], a
mountain (as in Daghestan, land
of mountains ; Belurtagh, cloud
mountains).

daguerre'otype (ddger'otlp), n.

Waguerre, the French inventor],
a means of taking pictures by
the action of light ; an early
kind of photography.

dahlia (dd'lid), n. [Ddhl, a Swedish
botanist], a plant with a large
composite flower.

daily. See under DAY.
dain'ty, a. [Fr., from L. dignitas,

DIGNITY], having a fine taste ;

pleasant to the taste ; hard to

please ; n., something pleasant
to the taste. n., dainti'ness,
fineness of taste.

dairy, n. [A.S. dcege, maid-servant,
DAY-woman], a place for keep-
ing milk and making butter and
cheese ; a place where these are
sold.

dais, n. [Fr., from late L. discus,
a table (Gk. diskos, a round
plate)], the raised part at the
end of a dining-hall on which
the chief table stood.

dai'sy (dd'zi), n. [A.S. day's eye],
a small white flower with a
yellow centre.

dal- [C.], dale- [E.], daal- [Du.],
geog. root, a valley (as in Dairy,
king's dale ; Teviotdale, valley
of the Teviot ; Arundel, valley
of the Arun; Bloemendaal, val-

ley of flowers).

dale, n. [A.S.], a hollow between
hills.orthroughwhich ariverruns.
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dally, c. [O.Fr.], to put off time
in doing little or nothing.-^.,
dalliance, a putting off of time

in trifling ; a giving and taking
of caresses.

dam (1), n. [E.], a bank to stop
the flow of water ; v., to keep
up water by a bank ; confine.

pres. p., damming; p.p.,

dammed.
dam (2), n. [corruption of DAME],

a mother of four-footed animals.

dam 'age (dam'dj), n. [Fr., from
L. damnum, loss], harm or loss ;

(pi.) payment for loss ; -v., to

make of less worth ; to injure.

a., damageable.
dam'ask, n. [It. damasco], cloth

with figures woven on it, first

made at Damascus ; a., of a
deep rose-colour.

dame, n. [Fr., from L. domino], a
lady or mistress of a house ;

a title of honour ; the mistress
of a school.

damn (dam), v. [Fr., from L. dam-
ndre, to condemn], to give over
to a severe or never-ending
punishment ; to put hopelessly
In the wrong. a., dam'nable,
hateful ; odious. n., damna'-
tion, punishment of the wicked.

damp, n. [E.], slight wetness ; a
gas that gathers in coal mines ;

a., slightly wet ; v., to make
slightly wet ; to lower one's

spirits. n., damp'ness.
dam'per, n., a plate in a chimney

for checking draught ; a pad
for deadening the sounds of a
musical instrument.

dam'sel, n. [Fr., from late L.
domiceUa, a girl], a young un-
married woman.

dam'son, n. [O.Fr. damascene; L.
Damascenum], a kind of plum
first found at Damascus.

dance, v. [Fr. danser], to move on
foot in time with music ; to leap
about ; n., a movement in time
with music.

dandeli'on, n. [Fr. dent de lion,
lion's tooth], a herb with a large
yellow flower and leaves with
jagged edges.

dan'dle,u.[E.], to toss up and down
gently ; to pet or play with.

dan'dy, n., a person who delights
in fine dress ; a fop.

Dane, n. [Dan.], an inhabitant
or a native of Denmark. a.,

Danish.
Dane'geld, n. [Dan. gjeld, pay-

ment], money paid to the Danes
by old English kings to buy off

their ravages.
dan'ger (ddn'jer), n. [Fr., from late

L. dominium, a lord's authority],

power to harm ; state in which
harm is likely to happen. a.,

dan'gerous.
dan'gle (ddngl), v. [etym. ?], to

hang loosely ; to swing about.

dank, a. [Scand. ?], damp or moist.

dap [unit. ?], v., to drop gently ;

to make to bounce ; ., a
bounce of a ball.

dap'pep, a. [E.], little and active
smart in dress and appearance.

dap'ple, n. [Scand.?], a spot ;

a., spotted ; mottled ; t?., to
mark with spots.

dap-, der-, dor-, dour-, geog
root [C.], water ; river ; stream
(as in Darwent, Darenth, Dart
Derwent, Douro, Adour, Adur).

dare, v. [A.S.], to be bold enough
(past, dupst) ; to call upon an
other to do a difficult thing ; to
venture to defy ; to challenge
(past, dared). a., daring
having much boldness ; n.
boldness ; courage.

dark, a. [A.S.], wanting light
gloomy ; hard to understand
ignorant. -ws., dark, darkness
want of light ; ignorance. v.

dar'ken, to make or grow dark
adv., darkly, in a dark

manner.
dap'ling, n. [A.S.], a little dear;

one much beloved.
darn, v. [E.], to mend a hole in

cloth with similar stuff; n., the
place darned.

dapt, n. [Fr.], a pointed weapon
thrown by hand ; a sudden
spring ; v., to throw suddenly
to shoot or spring out.

dash, v. [Scand. ?], to throw 01
rush with force; to strike 01

cause to strike strongly against
n., a coming against witfc

force ; a quick heavy blow ; e
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mark ( ) in a sentence. .,

dashing, moving about with
quickness and force ; making a
good deal of show.

das'tard, n. [prob. from DAZE],
a person easily frightened ; a
coward ; a., cowardly.

da'ta, n. pi. [L. datum, given], facts

given from which others may
be inferred.

date (1), n. [L. datum, given], a
given or fixed point of time ;

the time of a writing or action ;

v., to mark the time ; to count
from a fixed time.

date (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. daktylos,
a finger], the trait of a kind of

palm-tree, supposed to be like

a finger in shape.
daub, v. [Fr., from L. dealbare, to
whitewash (DE-, albus, white)],
to smear with something soft ;

to paint coarsely ; n., a coarse

painting.
daugh'ter (daw'ter), n. [A.S.], a

female child ; one treated with
great kindness.

daunt, v. [Fr., from L. domitdre,
to subdue (domdre, to tame)], to

bring down a person's courage ;

to fill with fear. a., dauntless,
not to be checked by fear. n.,

daunt lessness.
dau'phin (daw'fin), n. [Fr., from

L. delphinus, a DOLPHIN], the
eldest son of the king of France ;

/., dau'phiness.
davit, n., a spar or arm for keep-

ing the anchor clear of the ship's
side when being raised ; (pi.)

arms for lowering or hoisting a
boat.

daw, n. [E.], a bird of the crow
kind.

daw die, v. [etym. ?], to put off

time by trifling ; to move
slowly.

dawn, v. [E.], to begin to show
light ; to show signs of coming ;

n., the beginning of light ; the
break of day ; the first appear-
ance.

day, n. [A.S.], the time of light
between sunrise and sunset ;

twenty-four hours, during which
the earth turns on its axis ; (pi.)

lifetime. adv., dai'ly, every

day ; a., happening once a
day ; n., a daily newspaper.
ns.,day'-book, the book in which
a merchant writes the things
bought and sold each day ;

day'-break, the first show of

light ; days'-man, a mediator ;

an umpire ; day'-spring, the
springing of the day ; the first

appearance of light ; day'-star,
the star that remains visible
some time after day has begun.

daze, v. [E.], to make stupid.
daz'zle, v. [from DAZE], to dim

one's eyes by too strong light.

de-, pref. [L. de-, or Fr. d& or dis],

from, away, un-, down ; (inten-

sive), thoroughly (as in DEPART,
DESCEND, DEMORALIZE).

dea'con (de'kon), n. [L., from Gk.
diakdnos, a servant], a clergy-
man inferior in rank to a priest ;

a church manager.
dead (ded), a. [A.S.], without life ;

n., stillest time (of the night) ;

(pi.) those who are dead ; adv.,
completely. v., dead'en, to
take away feeling; to soften.

a., deadly, causing death;
mortal ; fatal. ns., dead'li-
ness, dead'ness; deadlock,
a complete standstill.

deaf [def), a. [A.S.], unable to hear
well or at all ; unwilling to hear.

v., deafen, to make deaf ;

to prevent sound from passing.
n., deafness.

deal, n. [A.S.], a part, share, or
division ; a thin plank of pine
wood ; v., to give out in parts ;

to carry on business ; (with) to
act (towards) ; to distribute
(cards).

dean, n. [Fr., from L. decanus, an
officer over ten], a clergyman
next in rank to a bishop ; a
chief officer of a society, or of a
department in a college. n.,

dea'nery, the group of parishes
over which a dean has charge ;

the living or the dwelling of a
dean.

dear, a. [A.S.], greatly beloved or
valued ; costing a great price ;

n., a loved one. a., dearly,
with great love ; at a high price.

dearth (cttrth), n. [E., from A.S.
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dlore, DEAR], dearness ; scarcity;

want of food.
death (deth), n. [A.S.], loss of life ;

the power that takes away life ;

manner of dying. a., death' -

less, that cannot die.

debar, v. [DE-, BAR], to bar or shut

out; to hinder. pres. p., de-

barring; p.p., debarred.
debark', v. [Fr. debarquer ; DE-,

BARK (3)], to land from a bark or

ship.
debase', v. [DE-, BASE], to lower :

to make of less value ; to mix
with something worse.

debate', . [Fr. (DE-, L. batutre, to

beat)], to fight in words ; to talk

over both sides ; to make clear

by saying all that can be said

about a subject ; n., a con-
tention in words. a., deba'-

table, that can be debated.
debauch' (debawch'), v. [Fr.], to

lead away from what is right
and pure ; to give oneself to a
course of wrong-doing or im-

purity ; n., a course of intem-

perance or impurity. ns., de-
bauchee' (debawshe'), a person
given over to intemperance ;

debau'chery, wrong indulgence
of any kind.

deben ture, n. [L. debentur, they
are due], an acknowledgment
of a debt ; a written claim for

money lent.

debilitate, v. [L. debllis, weak],
to make weak. n., debility.

debit, n. [Fr., from L. debitum
(debere, to owe)], something
owed ; v., to mark as due.

debouch' (deboosh'), v. [Fr. DE-,
bouche, a mouth], to march out
of a pass into open ground.

deb ris (deb'ri), n. [Fr. DE-, briser,
to break], broken pieces of any-
thing.

debt (deO, n. [see DEBIT], what
one owes. n., debt'or, one who
owes money or anything else ;

one who is in debt.

dec'ade, n. [Fr.,from Gk.defca.ten],
a set or group of ten ; ten years.

decadence (dek'adens or dekd'-

dens), n. [Fr., from L. decadentia
(DE-, coders, to fall)], a falling
down ; a growing worse.

dec'agon, n. [Gk. deka, ten;
gonia, an angle], a plane figure

with ten sides and ten angles.

Dec alogue (de/c'dlog), n. [Gk. deka,
ten ; logos, a word], the Ten
Commandments.

decamp', v. [Fr. DE-, CAMP], to

leave a camp ; to go away with-

out others knowing. n,., de-

camp'ment.
decant', v. [Fr., DE-, and root of

CANT, to turn], to pour from one
vessel to another. n., decan'-
ter. a large bottle, from which
glasses are filled.

decapitate, v. [L. DE-, caput, the

head], to take the head off.

n., decapita'tion.
decay', v. [Fr., from low L. de-

cadere (DE-, cadere, to fall)], to
become weak ; to waste away ;

n., a growing weak.
decease' (desSs'), n. [Fr., from L.

decessus, a departure (DE-, ce-

de, to go)], a going out of life ;

death ; v., to die. a., de-
ceased' (decesf), dead.

deceit' (decet), n. [Fr., from L.

deceptus (decipere, to DECEIVE)],
a leading wrong ; a making one
believe an untruth ; a lie. a.,

deceit'ful, fond of deceiving ;

that cannot be depended on.

deceive' (decev'), v. [Fr., from L.

decipere, to deceive (DE-, capere,
to take)], to lead wrong ; to

make one believe what is not
true. a., decei'vable. n., de-
cep'tion, act of deceiving ;

state of being deceived ; that
which deceives. a., decep'tive,
tending to deceive.

Decem'bep, n. [L. decem, ten], the
tenth month of the Roman year ;

the twelfth month of our year.
decen'nial, a. [L. decem, ten;

armws, a year], belonging to ten
years ; happening every ten
years.

de'cent, a. [Fr., from L. decens,
becoming (decere, to become)],
acting in a proper way ; be-

coming ; suitable. n., de'-

cency, that which is becoming ;

right ways of speaking and
acting.

decide', v. [L. decidire (DE-, ccedere,
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to cut)], to fix how a thing Is to
be ; to give judgment ; to make
up one's mind. a., deci'dod,
free from doubt ; with one's
mind made up. adv., dec!'-

dedly . n., decision (desizh'on),
a judgment ; a fixing how a
thing is to be ; a making up of

one's mind ; firmness of char-
acter. a., deei'sive, having
the power of deciding ; ending
dispute ; quick in deciding.

decid'uous, a. [L. deciduus (DE-,

coMre, to fall)], falling off ; re-

maining only for a season.
decimal (des'imal), a, [Fr., from

L. decimus (decem, ten)], counted
by tens ; n., a fraction with
ten or some power of ten for its

denominator.
decimate (des'imat), v., to take

every tenth part ; to kill every
tenth man. n., deeima tion.

deci'pher, v. [DE-, CIPHER], to read
what is written in cipher or

strange letters ; to find out the
meaning of something difficult.

deck, v. [Du. ?], to cover ; to
clothe ; to adorn ; n. t the
upper platform of a ship.

declaim', v. [L. DE-, cldmftre, to

cry out], to speak or cry aloud ;

to make a set speech ; to plead
earnestly. n., deelama'tion,
a moving speech. a., deelam'-
atory, trying to move the pas-
sions.

declare', v. [Fr., from L. dlcldrdre

(DE-, d&rus, CLEAR)], to make
clear ; to make known ; to
utter. as., declarative and
declaratory, making clear.

n., declara'tion, that which
is said aloud ; a statement in

writing.
decline', v. [Fr., from L. d&dlndre

(DE-, cllndre, to bend)], to bend
downwards ; to draw to a close ;

to fall into a worse state ; to
refuse ; to show the grammati-
cal changes of a word in order ;

n., a falling off ; a wasting
away. ns., declen'sion (-shon),
a falling away from the right
path ; a going wrong ; a change
In the terminations of nouns ;

declina tion, a bending down-

wards or aside ; distance (of

stars) from the celestial equator ;

cieeli'aature, refusal (in Scots
law).

declivity, n. [Fr., from L. decll-

vitas (DE-, cllvus, a slope)], a
place which slopes downwards ;

a hill-Bide.

decoct', v. [L. DE-, coctus (coqu&re,
to COOK)], to boil down ; to

prepare by boiling. n., de-

coc'tipn, something prepared
by boiling.

decompose', v. [Fr. DE-, COMPOSE],
to break up a mixture into its

parts ; to be broken up into

simple parts. n., decomposi-
tion (-zish'ori), a breaking up
into parts.

dec'orate, v. [L. decordre, to adorn
(decus, an ornament)], to cause
to look well ; to make beauti-
ful ; to put on ornaments.
n., decora'tion, an ornament.

a., dec'orative, ornamental.
n., dec'orator, a house-

painter.
decor'ous, a. [L. decants], acting

in a becoming way ; suitable ;

proper. n., deeor'um, right-
ness of conduct.

decoy', v. [formerly coy, from late

L. cavea, a CAGE], to lead into a
snare ; to entice ; n., some-
thing used to entrap.

decrease', v. [Fr., from L. decres-

cere (DE-, crescere, to grow)], to

grow or become less ; to make
less ; n., a growing less.

decree', n. [Fr., from L. decrStum
(DE-, cerntre, to decide)], some-
thing fixed or settled ; the deci-
sion of a court ; a law ; v., to

give a decision ; to make a law.
a., decre'tal, belonging to a

decree ; n., a decree, esp. of
the Pope ; a book containing
decrees of the Pope.

dec'rement, n. [L. decrementum],
tha* which is lost by decrease.

decrepit, a. [L,, decrepttus, making
no noise (DE-, crepitus, a crack-
ling)], moving about without
noise ; broken down with age

n., decrepitude.
decry', v. [Fr. DE-, CRT], to cry
down to depreciate.
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decum'bent, a. [L. decunibens

(DE-, -cumbere, to lie)], lying
down ; leaning on the ground.

dedicate, v. [L. DE-, dicare, to

devote], to set apart for a pur-

pose ; to address a book or a

piece of work to a friend or

patron. n., dedica'tion, a set-

ting apart ; the words in which
'

some work is dedicated.

deduce', v. [L. DE-, ducere, to lead],

to draw out one truth from
another ; to find out something
unknown from what is known.

deduct', v. [L. DE-, ductus (ducere,
to lead)], to take away from.

n., deduc'tion, process of de-

ducing or deducting ; a truth
drawn or known from another ;

something taken away from an
amount. a., dedue'tive, that
can be derived.

deed, n. [A.S.], something done;
an action ; an agreement in

'writing.

deem, v. [A.S.], to form an opinion
or judgment ; to be of opinion ;

to judge.
deep, a. [A.S.], stretching far
down ; far from top to bottom ;

hard to understand ; artful ;

n., the sea ; anything deep.
v., dee'pen, to make or become
deep ; to grow darker.

deer, n. [A.S.], a class of quadru-
peds containing the stag, rein-

deer, and others. n., deep'-
stalking (der'stawking), hunting
of deer by stealth.

deface', v. [Fr. DE-, FACE], to rub
off the face , to spoil the look
of. n., deface ment.

defalca'tion, n. [L. defalcdtus, cut
off (DE-, falx, a sickle)], a cutting
off of a claim for money ; money
lost or misused. v., de'falcate.

defame', v. [Fr., from L. diffamare,
to spread a report (DIS-, fama,
a report)], to take away a per-
son's good name ; to speak ill of.

n., defama'tion, slander.
a., defam'atopy, taking away
one's good name.

default', n. [Fr. DE-, L. faWre, to
ive], a failing to do ; ., to

f-il in duty. n., defaul'tep.
defea'sible (defc'zibl), a. [Fr. de-

faire, to undo (DE-, faire, L.

facere, to do)], that may be
annulled. ns., defeasibil'ity,
defea'sibleness .

defeat', v. [Fr. (see DEFEASIBLE)],
to overthrow ; to get the better
of ; n., an overthrow.

defect', n. [L. defectus, a warn

(DE-, facere, to make)], some
thing wanting ; something left

undone. a., defec'tive, want-
ing ; not complete. n., defec'-

tion, a falling away from ; wanl
or failure in some duty.

defence', n. [Fr., from L. defensio
(see DEFEND)], act of defending
means of keeping off danger ; a
statement in favour of an ac-
cused person. a., defence'le
without protection.

defend', v. [Fr., from L. defenders
(DE-, fendere, to strike)], to keep
off danger ; to keep safe ; to
act or speak on behalf of. ns.,

defen'dep, one who defends
either himself or others ; de-
fen'dant, a person called into
court to answer a charge.
as., defen'sible, that can be
defended ; defen'sive, fitted for

defence ; n., state of defence.
defer' (1), v. [Fr., from L. differre

(DIS-, ferre, to carry)], to put off

to another time. pres. p., de-
fepping; p.p., deferred.

defer' (2), v. [Fr., from L. deferre
(DE-, ferre, to bring)], to yield to
another's opinion. pres. p., de-
fepping; p.p., deferred. n.,

deference, a yielding to an-
other's wishes or opinions ;

great respect. a., deferential,
showing respect.

deficient (defish'ent), a. [L. deft-

cere, to want], having a defect ;

with something left undone ;

falling short of what is needed.
n., deficiency (defish'ensi), want
of something necessary ; failure
in what one ought to do.

deficit, n. [L., it is wanting, 3rdf
sing, of deflcere], that which
wanting of the amount ; defici-

ency of funds.
defile' (1), v. [DE-, L. futtare, to
FULL (2), and A.S. fylan, tot

dirty], to make foul ; to pollute.
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defile' (2), v. [Fr. DE-, fUum, a
thread, a FILE (1)], to go in line ;

to inarch one after another ;

n., a narrow path between hills.

define', v. [Fr., from L. definite

(DE-, finis, a limit)], to lay down
the limits or boundaries ; to tell

what a thing is or means. as.,

definable, definite (definit),

having the boundaries laid

down ; clearly marked off ;

fully explained. n., definl'-

tion, the words by which a thing
or its meaning is explained.
a., definitive, settled ; fixed ;

final.

deflect', v. [L. DE-, flectere, to

bend], to turn aside; to bend
from a straight line. n., de-
flection.

deflow'er, v. [Fr., from L. deflorare

(DE-, flos, a flower)], to deprive
of grace or bloom ; to stain or

sully.

deforce', v. [Fr., from L. diffordare
(DIS-, fortis, strong)], to keep
out by force ; to resist the law.

deform', v. [Fr., from L. deformdre
(DE-, forma, beauty)], to put out
of shape ; to spoil the look or
form of. n., defop'mity, ugli-
ness of look ; want of proportion.

defraud', v. [Fr., from L. defrau-
ddre (DE-, /raits, FRAUD)], to take
from by fraud.

defray', v. [Fr. DE-, Low L. fredum,
fine], to pay the price of.

deft', a. [A.S.], neat ; quick-
handed.

defunct', a. [L. DE-, functus (fungi,
to perform)], done with the work
of life ; dead.

defy', v. [Fr. defter, from L. diffl-
dare (DIS-, fides, faith)], to call

to a combat ; to oppose strongly;
to treat with contempt. n. t

defl'ance, a call to fight ; strong
opposition. a., defi'aut.

degen'erate, a. [L. DE-, genus, race
or birth], fallen from former
good qualities ; grown base or
wicked ; v., to fall from good ;

to become worse. n., degen-
era'tion.

degrade', v. [Fr., from late L.
degraddre (DE-, gradus, a step)],
to lower in rank ; to deprive of
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office ; to lower in character.

n., degrada'tion.
degree', n. [Fr. DE-, L. gradus, a

step], a step ; one of a series of

marks on a measuring instru-

ment ; the 360th part of a circle ;

rank ; amount ; university or

college qualification.

de'ify, v. [Fr., from late L. deiflcare

(deus, a god ; facere, to make)],
to raise to the rank of a god ; to

worship as a god. n., deiflca'-
tion (deifika'shon).

deign (dan), v. [Fr., from L. dignus,
worthy], to think worthy ; to
condescend ; to allow.

Deity, n. [Fr., from L. deus, a
god], the divine nature ; God.

deject', v. [L. dejectus, cast down
(DE-, jacere, to throw)], to cast
down the countenance ; to
make sad. a., dejec'ted, cast
down. n., dejec'tion, a cast-

ing down ; lowness of spirits.

delay', n. [Fr., from L. dUdtdre

(DIS-, lotus, carried)], a putting
off ; a stoppage ; a loss of time ;

v., to put off.

delec'table, a. [L. delectdre, to

DELIGHT], giving joy ; causing
delight.

del'egate, n. [Fr., from L. delegdtus
(DE-, legdre, to send)], one sent
by others to act or speak for

them ; a deputy ; v., to send
with power to speak or act for :

to entrust. n., delegation,
persons sent as delegates.

delete', v. [L. deletus (delere, to
blot out,)], to blot out ; to re-
move by rubbing ; to destroy.

n., dele'tion, act of blotting
out ; that which is blotted out.

deleterious, a. [Gk. deleterios,

hurtful], hurtful to life or health.

delf, n., a kind of earthenware
made at Delft (formerly Delf), in
Holland.

deliberate, v. [L. deliberdre, to
weigh well (DE-, libra, a balance)],
to weigh well in one's mind ; to
think carefully over ; a., think-
ing carefully ; well considered.

ns., deliberation and de-
lib'erateness, much thought.

a., deliberative, acting with
deliberation.
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del'lcate, a. [L. delicdtus, raxuri-

ous (ddicice, dainties)], pleasing
to the senses ; refined ; tender ;

easily hurt. n., del'icaey, state

of being delicate ; something
sweet to the taste, smooth to the

touch, or fine to the eye ; soft-

ness of dress or manners.
delicious (delish'us), a., causing
much delight or pleasure ; sweet
to the taste. n., dellciousness.

delight' (dellf), n. [Fr., from L.

detectarc, to delight], great pleas-
ure ; that which causes pleasure ;

v., to cause great pleasure;
to be greatly pleased. a., de-

lightful.
delin'eate, v. [L. DE-, llnea, a LINE],

to mark out with lines ; to show
in a drawing or picture ; to de-
scribe In words. n., delinea'-
tion (delined'shon), a marking
by lines, etc. ; a sketch or

description.
delinquent (deling'kwent), a. [L.

delinquere, to leave out], failing
in duty ; forsaking a trust ;

doing wrong ; n., one who
leaves duty undone ; a wrong-
doer. n., delinquency, a fail-

ure in duty ; a crime.

delirious, a. [L. delirium, mad-
ness (DE-, lira, a furrow)], wan-
dering in mind ; light-headed.
adv., deliriously. n., delir'*

ium, a disorder or wandering
of the mind.

dellv'er, v. [Fr., from L. deliberdre
(DE-, IVber, free)], to set free ; to
hand over to another ; to speak
or utter (an address or message) ;

to send forth or discharge.
tw., deliverance, release; free-
dom ; deliv'ery, the act of set-

ting free or giving up ; a person's
manner of speaking ; a giving
birth.

dell. See DALE.
del ta, n. [Gk. A], the Greek letter
D ; land formed at the mouth
of a river (originally at that of
the Nile), often in shape like A.

delude', v. [L. DE-, ludere, to play],
to play upon ; to lead wrong ; to
deceive. n., delu'sion, a means
of deluding? or leading astray ; a
false belief. a., delu'sive.

del'uge (del'Kj), n. [Fr., from L.
diluvium, a deluge (from diluere,
see DILUTE)], a great rush of
water ; a river overflowing its

banks ; the Flood in the time of
Noah (Gen. vii.) ; v., to wash
away ; to overflow with water.

delve, v. [A.S.], to dig with a
spade.

dem'agogue (dem'agog), n. [Gk.
demagogos (demos, the people ;

agein, to lead)], a leader of the
people ; a speaker using artful
OP deceitful means.

demand', v. [Fr., from L. demon'
dare (DE-, manddre, to entrust)],
to ask as one's right ; to make
a claim with power to enforce
It ; to be in great need of ; to
require ; n., a claim ; a desire
to buy.

demarcation (demdrkd'shon), n.

[Sp. DE-, and root of MARK], the
act of marking or fixing a bound-
ary ; separation.

demean', v. [Fr. DB-, late L.
minare, to drive], to conduct
oneself ; (cottoq.) to make mean
or lower,

demea'nour (-nur), n., behaviour.
dement', v. [L. DE-, mens, the

mind], to drive out of one's
mind. ., demen'ted, out of
one's mind.

demerit, n. [L. DE-, merlins,
MERIT], want of merit ; ill-desert.

demesne' (demen'), n. [Fr., from
L. dominium, DOMAIN], what
one is master of ; estate or lands
near a mansion.

deml-, pref. [Fr., from L. dimi-
dius], half (as in demigod, demi-
tinO.

demise' (dents'), n. [Fr., from L.,
as DISMISS], a passing out of
the way ; a passing from the
hands of one to those of another ;

death ; v., to give by will.

demit', v. [Fr. DIS-, mettre, L. mil-
tere, to send], to let go ; to
resign. n., demis'sion, a let-

ting down ; resignation.
democ'racy, n. [Fr., from Gk.

demokratia (demos, the people ;

kratos, strength)], power of the
people; government by the
people ; the people as a body.
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n., dem'oerat, one who upholds
democracy. a., democratic.

demolish, v. [Fr., from L. demo-
llrl (DE-, moliri, to move a mass)],
to cast down ; to pull to pieces.

n, demoli'tion, a throwing
down,

de mon, n. [Gk. daimon, a spirit],

an evil spirit. n., demo'niac,
a person possessed by an evil

spirit; a., and demoni'aeal,
like or by evil spirits.

demonstrate, v. [L. DE-, mon-
strare, to show], to show or point
out clearly ; to explain or prove
fully. a., demon'stpable, that
can be clearly proved. n.,

demonstration, clear proof ;

a showing off of power or skill.

a., demonstrative, showing
clearly ; proving fully ; fond
of showing off.

demoralize, v. [Fr. DE-, MORAL],
to make the manners or conduct
bad ; to break down spirits or

courage. n., demoraliza tion,
corruption of manners, morals,
or discipline.

demur', v. [Fr., from L. demordrt
(DE-, mora, delay)], to hang
back ; to be uncertain as to
going on ; to object ; -n., a
hanging back ; objection.
pres. p., demurring ; p.p., de-
murred. n., demur'page, al-

lowance made when a vessel is

overlong detained at a port.
demure', a. [DE-, O.Fr. meur, L.

mdtttrus, MATURE], grave and
modest ; prim. adv., demure' -

ly. n., demure ness, sober-
ness of conduct.

den, n. [A.S.], a hollow place for

lying or hiding in ; abode of a
wild animal.

den, -dean, geog. root, valley or
ravine (as in Camden, crooked
valley ; Mickleden, great valley ;

Southdean, south valley).
deni'al. See under DENY.
denizen, n. [O.Fr. dente (dans,

within)], a stranger who has
become a citizen ; an inhabitant ;

v., to admit a stranger to the
rights of a country.

denominate, v. [L. denomin&tus
(DE-, NOMINATE)], to give a name

to. n., denomiua'tioE, a
name ; a number of people
called by one name, usually re-

ferring to a religious body.
a., denominational. n. t de-
nominator, the lower or naming
part of a fraction.

denote', v. [Fr., from L. denotdre,
to mark (DE-, nota, a NOTE)], to
put a mark on ; to point out by
a mark ; to mean. n., denota'-
tion.

denouement (danooman'), n. [Fr.,
from d&rwuer, to untie], the solu-
tion or outcome of a plot or
story.

denounce' and demm'ciate (de-
nun'shi at), vs. [Fr., from L. de-
nuncidre (DE-, nuntius, a messen-
ger)], to blame openly ; to inform
against ; to threaten. ns., de-
nuncia'tion and denounce'-
tnent, a blaming openly ; infor-
mation given against some one ;

threatening; denouncer and
denuncia'top.

dense', a. [L. densus, thick], pressed
closely together ; thick ; stupid.

ns., den'sity and dense'ness,
closeness of parts ; thickness ;

solidity ; stupidity.
dent and dint, ns. [A.S.], a mark

or hollow made by a blow ; v.,
to mark by a blow.

den'tal, a. [L. dens, a tooth], be-
longing to the teeth ; formed by
the help of the teeth, as the
letters t, d, etc. ; n., a letter
formed by help of the teeth.

ns., den'tist, a person who at-
tends to teeth ; den'tistry, the
art or practice of a dentist.

denude', v. [L. denudare (DE-, nU-
dus, bare)], to lay bare ; to strip
the covering off. ., denuda'-
tion.

deny', v. [Fr., from L. denegare
(DE-, negdre, to deny)], to say
no ; to say that a statement is

not true ; to disown ; to refuse
to give. n., deni'al, a saying
no.

depart', v. [Fr., DE-, L. partlri, to
divide], to part oneself from ;

to go away; to die. n., de-
pap'tupe, a going away ; a
setting out. n., depart ment,
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a part by itself ; a division ; a

district of a country.

depau'perize [DE-, PAUPER], to

raise from being a pauper.

depend', v. [Fr., from L. dependere

(DE-, pendere, to hang)], to hang
down or from ; to be supported
by ; to be connected with ; to

rely (upon). ns., depen'dant,
one who depends on another ;

one ^vho cannot act by himself ;

depen'dence, a resting on or

being ruled by another ; trust ;

confidence ; dependency, a
district at a distance from the

country by which it is governed.
a., depen'dent, ruled by;

resting on; unable to stand by
oneself.

depict', v. [L. depictus, sketched

(DE-, ping&re, to paint)], to make
a likeness of; to describe in

words.
deplete', v. [L. DB, pletus (plere,

to fill)], to drain out or empty.
n., deple'tion, an emptying ; a
lessening of the blood, etc.

deplore', v. [L. deplordre, to lament
for], to weep for with sorrow ;

to feel deep grief for. a., de-
pldr'able, having mournful re-

sults.

deploy', v. [Fr., from L. displicdre

(DIS-, plicdre, to fold)], to open
out ; to change soldiers march -

Ing in column to a line abreast
of each other.

depone', v. [L. DE-, pontre, to
place], to give testimony upon
oath. a., depo'nent, laying
aside ; (of verbs) having a pas-
siveform but an active meaning ;

n., one who tells in court what
he knows.

depopulate, v. [L. depopuldtus,
laid waste], to take away the
people ; to strip of inhabitants.

n., depopulation.
deport', v. [Fr., from L. deportdre

(DE-, portfire, to carry)], to carry
away ; to remove ; to conduct
oneself. ns., deporta'tion, re-
moval ; deport'ment, manner
of acting or behaviour.

depose', v. [Fr. deposer, to put
down (DE-, and root of POSE)], to
put down from a high position .

deprive

to degrade or strip; to bear

testimony.
deposit, v. [Fr., from L. depositum

(DE-, positum, ponere, to place)],

to lay down ; to let fall to the

bottom; to put in a place of

safety ; to give in trust ; n.,

that which is laid or has settled

down ; something given to an-
other's care ; money put into

a bank. ns., depositor; de-

positary or -ory, a person to
whom a thing is given to be kept
safe ; a place for storage ; depo-
si'tion, a removing from place
or office ; statements made in

court.

dep'ot (dep'o), n. [Fr., from L. de-

positum, DEPOSIT], a place where
goods are stored ; a place where
young soldiers are trained, and
stores kept ; a railway station
or terminus.

deprave', v. [Fr., from L. deprd-
vdre (DE-, prdvus, wicked)], to
make bad or worse ; to debase.

ns., depravity and deprava'-
tion, low state of morals or
conduct.

dep recate, v. [L. DE-, precdri, to

PRAY], to try to keep off by
prayer ; to pray against ; to
make light of (an idea). a.,

dep'rec&tory, tending to keep
off evil by prayer; having the
form of prayer.

depre'ciate (depre'shiat), v. [L. DE-,
pretium, a price], to bring or
come down in price ; to make
or become of less value ; to

speak against the worth of. n.,

depreciation. as., depre'ci-
ative and depreciatory, under-
valuing.

dep'redate, v. [L. DE-, 'proRddtus
(prceda, prey)], to rob ; to take
or waste what belongs to an
enemy. n., depreda'tion.

depress', v. [L. DE-, premere, to
PRESS], to press down ; to lower ;

to dishearten. n., depression
(depresh'on), a pressing or falling
down ; a hollow place ; lowness
of spirits.

deprive', v. [Fr., from L. deprivare
(DE-, privdre, to deprive)], to take
away from ; to hinder from
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enjoying or using. n., depri-
va'tion, state of being deprived.

depth, n. [E., from DEEP], distance
from top to bottom ; a deep
place ; the middle (of the night,
etc.) ; power of mind.

depute', v. [Fr., from L. deputdre
(DE-, putdre, to select)], to send
another. in one's place; to give
power to act or speak in one's
name. ns., deputa'tion, a per-
son or persons sent, etc. ; dep'-
uty, a representative.

der-, deer-, geog. root. [A.S.], deer,
wild animal (as in Derham, Deer-
hurst, Derby, village or town of
the deer).

derange' (der&nj'), v. [Fr. DE-,
ranger, to RANGE], to put out of

place or order. n., derange' -

ment, a putting out of order ;

a state of confusion, esp. in mind.
der'elict, a. [L. derelictus, for-

saken (DE-, relinquere, to RELIN-
QUISH)], wilfully forsaken ;

n., anything abandoned.
deride', v. (L. VE-,rldere, to laugh],

to laugh at ; to make sport
of. n., derision (derizh'ori),

mockery. as., deri'sive, deri'-
sory.

derive', v. [Fr., from L. derivdre

(DE-, rivus, a stream)], to get
from a source ; to trace a word
back to its root. n., deriva'-
tion, a drawing from ; a tracing
of a word to its root. a., de-
Piv'ative, derived; n., a de-
rived word.

der'ogate, v. [L. derogatus, re-

pealed (DE-, rogare, to ask)], to
undo or repeal a law. a., de-
rog'atory, taking away from ;

lessening value.

dep'pick, n. (Derrick, a hangman],
a machine for lifting heavy
weights.

der'vish, n. [Pers., poor], a Turk-
ish or Persian nujnk who pro-
fesses great poverty.

descant', v. [Fr., from med. L.
discantus (DIS-, cantus, canere,
to sing)], to speak about at great
length.

descend' (desend'), v. [Fr., from
L. descendere, to come down], to
fo or come down ; to fall to a

lower place ; to pass from father
to son. n., descen'dant, off-

spring more or less remote.
a., descen'dent, passing down
from. n., descent' (desent), a
going down ; a downward path ;

the slope of a hill ; connection
with an ancestor ; an invasion.

describe', v. [L. DE-, scribere, to
write], to give an account of.

n., description, process of

telling what a person or a thing
is like ; the words or figures by
which a likeness is shown ; kincL

a., descrip'tive, giving de-
scription.

descry, v. [O.Fr. dterire, to DE-
SCRIBE], to see at a distance ; to
observe dimly.

des'ecrate, v. [L. DE-, sacer,
SACRED], to turn from a sacred
purpose ; to put consecrated
things to common use. n, t des-
ecra'tion.

des'ert, a. [Fr., from L. desertus

(DE-, serere, to bind)], belonging
to waste land; forsaken; empty;

n. t an empty place ; land
that cannot be cultivated. v.,

desert', to forsake ; to run away.
ns., deser'ter, one who runs

away from duty ; deser'tion,
a running away ; state of being
deserted.

deserve', v. [Fr., from L. deservire

(DE-, servlre, to SERVE)], to earn
by service ; to be worthy of

something. n., desert', that
which one deserves.

deshabille' (dezdbel'), n. [Fr. desha-
bill^, undressed], undress ; morn-
ing dress ; careless toilet.

desic'cate, v. [L. desiccdtus, dried
up (DE-, siccus, dry)], to dry up ;

to grow dry.
desid'erate, v. [L. desiderdre, to
1

DESIRE], to wish greatly to have ;

to need or miss greatly. n., de-
sidera'tum, anything much
desired or needed. .

design' (dezln'), v, [Fr., from L.
designdre (DE-, signum, a mark)],
to draw a plan of ; to intend ;

?is., something traced out ; a
plan or purpose ; design'er.

v., designate, to put marks
on a thing to make it known ;
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to point out ; to describe ; to

appoint. n., designa'tion, a
mark or name ; the meaning
of a word ; an appointment.

adv., designedly, with a

design or purpose. a., desi'-

gning, forming plans against ;

cunning.
desire' (dezlr'), v. [Fr., from L. dS-

slderdre, to long lor (DE-, sidus,

a star)], to wish much for ; to

seek earnestly; n., a strong
wish ; something greatly longed
for. as., desir'able, worthy of

being desired ; desir'ous, wish-
ful.

desist', . [Fr., from L. desistere

(DE-, sistere, to stop)], to leave
off.

desk, n. [med. L. desca, from L.

discus, a DISK], a sloping table
for writing or reading.

des'olate, a. [L. desolatus (DE-,

solus, alone)], left alone ; cleared
of inhabitants ; in a ruined
state ; v., to clear of inhabi-
tants ; to lay waste. n., deso-
la'tion, destruction of inhabi-
tants ; a ruined and forsaken

place.

despair', v. [Fr., from L. desperdre
(DE-, sperdre, to hope)], to be
without hope ; n., want of

hope ; that which is despaired
of.

despatch. See DISPATCH.
despera'do, n. [Sp.], a reckless

person ; a madman ; (pi.) des-
peradoes.

des'perata, a. [L. desperatus], with-
out hope ; heedless of danger ;

beyond recovery. n., despera'-
tion.

despise', v. [Fr., from L. dSspicere
(DE-, spectre, to look)], to look
down on ; to think little of.

a., des'picable, not worth one's
notice.

despite', n., a looking down on
with contempt ; a strong feel-

ing of hatred ; an act arising
from hatred ; v., to vex or
offend ; prep., in spite of.

despoil', v. [Fr., from L. despolidre
(DE-, spolidre, to SPOIL)], to spoil
utterly ; to take from by force ;

to rob. n., despoliation.

despond', v. [L. DE-, spondere, to

promise], to lose hope or courage;
to be cast down in mind- ns. t

despon'dence and despon'
dency, want of hope. a., de-

spon'dent, without hope ; de-

jected.
des pot, n. [Fr., from Gk. despotes,

a master], a ruler without con-
trol ; a tyrant. a., despotic,
unlimited in power. n., des'-

potism, the power of a despot ;

uncontrolled power.
dessert', n. [Fr. desservir, to clear

a tablo (DIS-, servir, L. serwre
to SERVE)], fruit or sweetmeats
after dinner.

des'tine, v. [Fr., from L. destindre,
to aim at (DE-, stare, to stand)],
to set apart for a purpose ; to

appoint or intend. ns., desti-

nation, place where one is

going to ; purpose for which a
thing is intended ; des'tiny,
one's ultimate state ; the power
that fixes conditions ; fate.

destitute, a. [L. destitutus, left

alone], forsaken ; left in want.
n., destittt'tion.

destroy', v. [Fr., from L. destruere

(DE-, struere, to build)], to cast
down ; to pull to pieces. ns. t

destroy'er, a naval boat carrying
torpedoes (originally a torpedo
boat destroyer) ; destruction,
a pulling to pieces, etc. a.,

destructive, causing destruc-
tion ; ruinous.

desuetude' (dczwetnd'), n. [L.
dcswe<ild!o],discontinuanceof use.

des'ultory, a. [L. desultorius (DE-,
salire, to leap)], jumping from
one thing to another ; without
proper plan.

detach', v. [Fr. DE-, and root of

TACK], to unfasten ; to send one
part away from another. n.,

detaeh'ment, an unfastening ;

a small number of soldiers sent
out from the main body.

detail', n. [Fr. DE-, tailler, to cut
(see TAILOR)], a small part ; a
description of particulars ;

v., to describe part by part ; to
divide off for special duty.

detain', v. [Fr., from L. detinert

(DE-, tenere, to hold)], to hold
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back ; to keep in charge. n.,

detention, a keeping back ;

confinement.

detect', v. [L. detectus (DE-, tegere,
to cover)], to uncover ; to find

out. n., detec'tion, a finding
out. a. and n., detec'tive.

deter', v. [L. DE-, terrere, to fright-

en], to keep back by fear.

pres. p., deterring ; p.p., de-
terred. a., determent, serv-

ing to deter ; n., that which
deters.

deteriorate, v. [L. deterior, worse],
to make or grow worse. n., de-
teriora'tion, a making or grow-
ing worse ; a worse state.

deter'mine, v. [Fr., from L. de-

termindre (DE-, terminus, a
boundary)], to fix the boundaries
of ; to make up one's mind ; to
decide ; to bring to an end.

as., deter'mined, decided ;

determinate, fixed or settled ;

conclusive. n., determina'-
tion, a decision come to ; firm-
ness.

detest', v. [Fr., from L. detestarl

(DE-, testis, a witness)], to wish
evil to ; to hate deeply. a.,

detes'table, deserving to be
hated. n., detesta'tion, a great
hatred ; strong dislike.

dethrone', v. [DE-, THRONE], to put
off a throne ; to remove from
being king. n. t dethrone' -

ment.
det'onate, v. [L. DE-, tondre, to

thunder], to explode with noise ;

to cause to explode. ns., de-
tona'tion, an explosion with a
loud noise ; det'onator.

detour' (detoor'), n. ?Fr. DE-, tour,
a TURN], a roundabout way ; a
winding road.

detract', v. [L. DE-, trahere, to
draw], to take away from ; to
speak ill of. ns., detraction,
a speaking ill of ; depreciation ;

detrac'tor.
detriment, n. [Fr., from L. detrl*

mentum, loss (DE-, terere, to rub)],
loss by rubbuig ; mischief ;

damage. a., detrimental; n.,
one who has been damaged in
fortune or character.

detri'tus, n. [L. detritus, rubbed

down], matter rubbed off from
solid bodies. n., detrl'tion, a
wasting away.

detrude', v. [L. DE-, trudere, to

push], to push down ; to force
from a place. n., detru'sion.

deuce (dus), n. [Fr. deux, from L.

duo, two], a card with two spots ;

the evil one ; the devil.

Beuteron'omy (du-), n. [Qk. deu-

teros, second ; ndmos, law], the
fifth book of Moses.

dev'astate, v. [L. devastdtus (DE-,
vastdre, to lay waste)], to lay
waste all over ; to plunder and
destroy. n., devastation.

devel'op, v. [Fr.], to unfold ; to

grow complete. n. t devel'op-
ment.

de'viate, v. [late L. deviatus (DB-,
via, a way)], to go out of the
way ; to go wrong. n., devia'-
tion. a., de'vious, wander-
ing ; erring.

dev'il, n. [A.S., from Gk. diabdlos,
a slanderer], the enemy of man-
kind ; the spirit of evil ; an
evil spirit.

devise' (demz'), v. [Fr., from late L.

devisdre, from divid&re, to DI-

VIDE], to form in the mind ; to
find out a means of doing ; to
leave by will ; n., a leaving by
will ; a will. n., device', that
which is devised or formed ; a
plan for gaining some end ; a
mark on one's shield or armour.

devoid', a. [Fr. DE-, wade, VOID,
empty], being without ; having
none of.

devolve', v. [L. DE-, volv&re, to
roll], to roll down ; to hand or
pass over. n., devolu'tion.

devote', v. [L. devotus (DE-, vovere,
to vow)], to set apart by a vow ;

to give up to a purpose. a.,

devd'ted, wholly given up to.

ns., devotee' (devote'), one wholly
or blindly given up to religion
or other duty ; devo'tion, a
giving of oneself up to a pur-
pose ; state of mind of such a
person ; an act of worship ;

strong love. as., devo'tional ;

devout', devoted ; given up to

duty to God. n., devout'ness.
devour', v. [Fr., from L. devordre,
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to consume], to swallow up ; to

eat greedily ; to waste away
quickly.

dew (du), n. [A.S.], moisture left

by the air ; freshness (of youth) ;

t?.,to wetwith dew. ?w.,dew'-
drop, a drop of dew; dew'-

point, the amount of cold which
causes dew to fall. a., dew'y,
covered with dew ; like dew.

dex tepous, a. [L. dexter, right-

handed], right-handed (for left-

handed, see SINISTER) ; ready in

the use of the limbs ; quick or

active in seizing a chance; art-

ful. n., dexterity.
-dhu, geog. root [C.], black (as in

Douglas, black stream ; Dublin,
black pool).

dl-, pref. [Gk.], two, twice, double

(as in DICOTYLEDON, DIPHTHONG).
dia-, pref., through, across (as in

DIAGONAL, DIAMETER).
diabolic and diabolical, as.

[Gk. diabdlos, the DEVIL], like the
devil.

diac'onate, n. [see DEACON], the
office of a deacon.

di'adem, n. [Fr., from Gk. dia-

dema, something bound round]
a head-band, as a mark of

royalty ; a crown.
diaep'esis, n. See SYNJERESIS.

diagno'sis, n. [Gk. DIA-, gignos-
kein, to know], knowledge got
by watching signs or effects ;

judgment founded on careful
observation. v., diagn&se', to
discover by watching, etc.

diag'onal, a. [L., from Gk. diago-
nios (DIA-, graphein, to write),
gonia, a corner], running from
corner to corner ; n., a line
from angle to angle.

di agram, n. [Fr., from Gk. dia-
gramma (DIA-, gramma, a figure)],
a figure to make clear what has
been said.

di'al, n. [L. dies, a day], a flat
surface with a pin in the centre
for showing the time of day by
the shadow of the sun ; the face
of a clock, watch, etc.

di'alect, n. [Fr., from Gk. dialek-
tos, speech], means of express-
ing thought ; the language of
a district. as., diaiec tic and

dialee'tieal. n. pi., dla-
lee ties, the rules and forms of

reasoning.
di'alogue (di'dlog), n. [Fr., from

Gk. dialogos (DIA-, logos, speech)],
a talk between two or more
persons.

diam'eter, n. [Fr., from Gk. dia-

metros (DIA-, metron, a measure,
a METER)], the straight line

through the centre of a circle or
other figure or body. adv., dia-
met'rically, along the diameter ;

wholly.
di'amond, n. [Fr., corrupted from

Gk. adamas, ADAMANT], the hard-
est and most precious of stones ;

a rhomb.
diapa'son, n. [Gk. diapason,

through all (the chords) (DIA-,

pas, all)], a stretch of eight
notes in music ; harmony of a
note and its octave ; the prin-
cipal stops of an organ.

di'aper, n. [Fr., through Byzan-
tine Gk. diaspros (DIA-, Gk.
aspros, white)], linen cloth woven
with geometric or floral figures ;

v., to mark with figures.

diaph'anous, a. [Gk. DIA-, phain-
ein, to show], that can be seen

through ; transparent.
di'aphragm (di'dfrdm), n. [Gk.

DIA-, phragma], a muscular
membrane separating the chest
from the bowels ; anything flat

stretched across a hollow body.
di'ary, n. [L. dies, a day], the

doings of each day written down,
or the book.

di'atonie, a. [Fr., from Gk. dia-

tonikos (DIA-, tonos, a TONE)],

proceeding by the notes of the
natural scale in music.

di'atribe, n. [Gk. DIA-, tribein, to

rub], a long discussion ; a speech
abusing some one.

dice. See DIE (2).

dicotyle'don, n. [DI-, COTYLEDON],
a plant with two seed lobes or

cotyledons.
die'taphone, n. [diet- (see DIC-

TATE) -PHONE], an instrument
(phonograph) for reproducing
words that are spoken into it.

dic'tate, v. [L. dictdtus (dicere, to

say)], to tell a person what to
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say or write ; to tell with autho-
rity ; n. t an order or command.

Tift., dicta'tion ; dicta'tor,
a magistrate with unlimited

power. a., dictatorial.
die tion, n. [Fr., from L. dictus

(dlclre, to say)], manner of speak-
ing ; choice and arrangement
of words.

dic'tionary (dik'shondri), n., a
book giving the meanings of

words in alphabetical order.
did. Seo DO.
die (1) (dl), v. [Scand.], to lose life ;

to come to an end. prea. p.,

dying; p.p., died.
die (2) (dl), n. [Fr., from L. datus,

given or thrown], a small cube
used in games, thrown from a
box ; (pi.) dice ; a stamp used
for marking coins, etc. ; (pi.)

dies.
di'et, n. [Fr., from Gk. dialta, mode

of life], the kind or amount of

food one eats ; an assembly ;

v. t to eat special food.

differ, v. [Fr., from L. differre,
(DIS-, ferre, to carry)], to be
unlike ; to disagree in any way.

n., difference, state of being
unlike ; amount or manner of un-
likeness ; dispute. a., differ-
ent. v., differentiate' (difer-

en'shidt), to distinguish between.
difficult, a. [Fr. difficult, from L.

difflcultos, a difficulty (difficilis,

difficult)], not easy ; hard to

guide. n., difficulty, that
which makes a thing hard to do ;

something not easily done or
understood.

diffident, a. [L. diffldens, distrust-

ing (DIS-, fides, faith)], wanting
faith in oneself. n., diffidence .

diffuse' (difUz'), v. [L. DIS-, fUsus
(fund&re, to pour)], to pour out ;

to spread abroad ; a. (difUs'),

spreading widely ; using many
words. a., diffu'sible, that
can be diffused. n., diffu'sion,
state of being scattered. a.,

diffu'sive, tending to spread.
dig, v. [Fr. diguer, to made a digue

or DIKE], to turn up earth with a
spade ; to thrust a sharp point
into. pres. p., digging; p.p.,
dug or digged. n., dig'ger.

one who digs ; an Instrument
for opening the ground.

digest', v. [L. DIS-, gestus (gerere,
to carry)], to dissolve food in

the stomach ; to arrange infor-

mation in proper order ; to
think carefully over. ns., di'-

gest, a collection of laws ; a
short form of the knowledge of

any science ; diges'tion (dijes'~

tyori). as., diges'tible, that can
be digested; digestive, help-
ing digestion.

digit (dij'it), n. [L. digltus], a
finger ; the breadth of a finger
as 'a measure, ij inch ; one of the
nine figures (1-9).

dig'nify, v. [Fr., from L. dignifl-
cdre (dignus, worthy ; fac&re, to

make)], to make worthy ; to
clothe with honour ; to raise in

rank. a., dig'nifled, exalted,
noble. ns., dig'nitary, any one
holding a high rank ; dig'nity,
worthiness ; place of honour.

digress', v. [L. digressus, going
aside (DIS-, gradl, to go)], to go
off the road ; to speak away
from the main point. n., di-

gres'sion, something away
from the main point. a., di-

gres'sive, prone to wander.
dike, n. [A.S.], earth for a fence

or bank ; a trench with the soil

piled on the edge , a bank along
a river or the edge of the sea a
wall of turf or stone ; v., to
make safe by a bank.

dilapidate, v. [L. DIS-, lapis, a
stone], to pull down stone build

ings ; to rail out of repair. n.,

dilapidation.
dilate', v. [Fr., from L. dlldtdre

(DIS-, latus, broad)], to spread
wide ; to enlarge ; to explain
with many words. a., dil'a-

tory, putting off ; slow.

dilem'ma, n. [Gk. DI-, lemma,
something taken], an argument
that gives a choice between two
conclusions both equally un-
welcome.

dilettan'te (dilet&n'ti), n. [It., from
L. delectdre, to DELIGHT], a lover
of the fine arts ; (pi.) dilettanti.

diligent (dil'ijent), a. [Fr., from L.

dlligens (Dl; legere, to choose)],
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keeping close to work ;-' always
busy. n., diligence, careful-

ness in work; a stage-coach.

dilute', v. [L. dtiutus, washed
away], to mix with liquid; to

make thinner by adding water ;

a., made thin by water. n.,

dilu'tion, a making thin by
mixing with Liquid ; something
diluted.

dllu'vial, o. [L. diluvium], washed
down by a flood.

dim, a. [A.S.], not clearly seen ;

having Little light ; dull-sighted ;

y., to make dark. pres. p.,

dimming; p.p., dimmed.
dimen'sion (diinen'shon), n. [Fr.,

from L. dlmensio (DIS-, metiri,

to measure)], (usu. pi.), measure
in length, breadth, or thickness.

diminish, v. [Fr., from L. DIS-,

minus, less], to make or become
less. n., diminu'tion, a mak-
ing smaller ; a becoming less.

a., dimin'Gtive, of small
size ; n., a word meaning a

thing of small size.

dimity, n. [It., from Gk. dimitos

(DI-, mitos, a thread)], a cotton
cloth striped or figured by
weaving with two threads.

dim'ple, n. [E.], a email hollow in

the cheek or chin ; v., to form
dimples.

din, n. [A.S.], a loud noise ; y.,
to

deafen or annoy with noise.

pres. p , dinning; ; p.p., dinned.
dine, v. [Fr.], to take or give din-

ner. n., din'ner.thechie'meal.
din'ghy (ding'gi), n. [Hind.], a

small boat.

din'gle (dingD, n. [E.], a small
valley.

din'gy (din'ji), a. [E.], of a dark
colour ; of a soiled appearance.

dint. See DENT.
dl'ocese, n. [Fr., from Gk. dioi-

kesis (DIA-, oikos, a house)], the
district over which a bishop
rules. a., dioc'esan (dies'esan),
belonging to a diocese ; n., the
bishop.

dlora'ma, n. [DIA-, Gk. horaien,
to see], a series of brightly illu-

minated pictures seen through
an opening in a darkened room.

dip, v. [A.S., from same root as

DEEP], to put under water and
take out again ; to wet ; to

slope ; n., a slope downwards.
pres. p., dipping ; p.p., dipped
or dipt.

diphtheria (difthlr'ia), n. [Gk.

dipMMra, leather skin], a disease
of the throat in which a false

skin is formed, blocking the

air-passage.
diph'thong (difthong), n. [Gk.

DI-, phthongos, a sound], two
vowels sounded as one, or

forming one syllable.

diplo'ma, n. [Gk.], a writing con-

ferring honour or recording a
degree.

diplo'macy, n., the art of making
agreements ; skill in removing
difficulties or gaining advan-
tages. a., diplomatic, having
to do with diplomacy ; skilful

in overcoming difficulties. n.,

diplo'matist, one who arranges
business between nations.

dipsoma'nia, n. [Gk. dipsa,
thirst, MANIA], a mad desire
for strong drink. n., dipso-
ma'niac.

dire or dire'ful, a. [L. dints], ter-

rible.

direct', a. [L. dlrectus, straight
(DIS-, regere, to rule)], right on ;

without a bend ; v., to make
or keep straight ; to order ; to
show the way ; to put an address
on. n., direc'tion, a showing
how a thing has to be done ; an
order ; a straight line towards
any point ; a person's address.

adv., directly, in a straight
line ; at once. ns., direc'tor ;

direc'tory, a book of names
and addresses ; a body of
directors.

dirge (derj), n. [L. dirige, direction
the first word of a funeral

hymn], a funeral song ; a song
of sorrow.

dirigible (dir'ijibl), a., that can be
steered ; n., a balloon or airship
that can be steered.

dirk, n. [earlier dork, perhaps
from Du. dolk], a kind of dag-
ger.

dirt, n. [Scand. ?], that which is

not clean; mud; filth. a..
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dir'ty, stained with dirt; not
clean ; base ; v., to make un-
clean ; to stain.

dis-, pref. [L.], apart ; away ; asun-
der ; between ; not ; un- (as in

DIFFER, DISAGREEABLE, DISLO-
CATE, DISTANT, DIVERT).

disa'ble, v. [DIS-, ABLE], to make
unable or useless. n., disabiF-
Ity, want of strength or power.

disabuse' (disdbUz'), v. [DIS-,

ABUSE], to take away an abuse ;

to free from error or mistake.
disadvantage, n. [DIS-, ADVAN-

TAGE], want of advantage ;

something that makes success
difficult. a., disadvanta'-
geous (disadvantd'j'ds).

disaffect', v. [DIS-, AFFECT], to
make less affectionate or less

willing. a., disaffec'ted, un-
friendly ; disloyal. n., disaf-
fec'tion, state of being dis-
affected ; unfriendliness.

disagree', v. [DIS-, AGREE], to
think or act differently ; to be
unlike. a., disagree'able, not
agreeable ; unpleasant. n., dis-
agree'ment.

disallow', v. [Fr. DIS-, ALLOW],
to refuse to allow ; to reject ;

to declare unlawful. n., dis-
allowanee.

disannul', v. [DIS-, ANNUL], to do
away with altogether ; to de-
prive of force or authority.
pres. p., disannulling; p.p.,
disannulled.

disappear', v. [DIS-, APPEAR], to
go out of Bight. n., disap-
pear'ance.

disappoint', v. [Fr. DIS-, APPOINT],
to hinder what one had wished
or hoped for; to break an ap-
pointment. a., disappoin'ted.

., disappoint'ment, failure
of expectation.

disapprobation (disdprobd'shon),
n., fault found with what is

wrong ; a feeling of the mind
at sight of wrong.

disapprove' (disdproov"), v. [DIS-,
APPROVE], not to approve of.

disarm', v. [Fr. DIS-, ARM], to take
away arms from ; to make
harmless. n., disar'mament.

disarrange' (disdrdnf), v. [DIS-,

ARRANGE], to put out of order.
n., disarrange ment.

disarray', v. [DIS-, ARRAY], to
throw into disorder ; to dis-
order the dress of ; n., Ill array
or order.

disassociate (disAso'shUtt). v. [Fr.
DIS-, ASSOCIATE], to break con-
nection between. n., disasso-
cia'tion.

disas'ter, n. [Fr. DIS-, L. astrum,
a star], influence of an evil
star ; a great misfortune ; a
sudden loss. a., disastrous,
ill-starred ; causing great loss ;

unfortunate.
disavow', v. [Fr. DIS-, AVOW], to

declare not to be true ; to dis-
claim. n., disavow'al, denial.

disband', v. [Fr. DIS-, BAND], to
break up a band ; to free or let

go from service as soldiers ; to
dismiss.

disbelief (disbeUf), n. [DIS-, BE-
LIEF], want of .belief; inability
to believe. v., disbelieve' (dis-

belev'), not to believe ; to think
not true.

disburd'en, v. [DIS-, BURDEN], to
rid of a burden.

disburse', v. [Fr. DIS-, bourse, a
PURSE], to take out of a purse;
to pay out money. n., dis-
burse'ment, a paying out;
that which is paid out.

disc. See DISK.

discard', v. [DIS-, CARD], to throw
away (useless) cards ; to have
nothing more to do with.

discern', v. [Fr., from L. discer-
nere (DIS-, cernere, to separate)],
to distinguish one thing from
another ; to see clearly. a.,
discernible. n., discern'-
ment, act or power of seeing
clearly.

discharge', v. [Fr. DIS-, CHARGE],
to free from a charge or debt ;

to perform ; to unload ; to flre

a gun ; to dismiss ; ., a send-
ing off or letting free ; a written
proof of payment ; that which
is thrown out.

disciple (disipl'), n. [A.S., from L.
discip'tilus, a scholar (from dis-

cere, to learn)], a scholar or learn-

discipline, training;
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instruction ; v., to train ; to

Instruct. a., disciplinary, per-

taining to discipline. n., dis-

ciplinarian, one good at en-

forcing discipline.

disclaim', v. [O.Fr. DIS-, CLAIM],

to give up all claim to ; to cast

off.

disclose', v. [O.Fr. DIS-, CLOSE],

to unclose ; to reveal. n.,

diselo sure, a making known ;

that which is told.

discol'oup (discul'or), v. [Fr. DIS-,

L. color, COLOUR], to change or

spoil the colour of. n., dis-

coloration, state of being
discoloured.

discom'flt (diskimi'ftt), v. [Fr.,

from late L. disconficere (DIS-,

conficere, to finish)], to defeat
and put to flight ; to scatter ;

n., defeat ; rout. n., diseom' -

flture, defeat.

diseom fort (disktim'fort), v. [O.Fr.
DIS-, COMFORT], to take away
comfort from ; to make un-
easy ; 7i., want of comfort ;

uneasiness.
discommode'. See INCOMMODE.
discompose', v. [DIS-, COMPOSE],

to deprive of composure ; to
throw into confusion ; to dis-

turb one's peace. n., diseom -

po'sure, agitation.

disconcert', v. [Fr. DIS-, CONCERT],
to break up what has been
planned ; to throw into dis-

order ; to unsettle the mind.
a., disconcer'ted.

disconnect', t\ [L. pis-, CONNECT],
to undo a connection ; to separ-
ate ; to untie. n., disconnec'-
tion.

dlscon'solate, a. [late L. DIS-,
consdtdrl, to CONSOLE] without
consolation or comfort ; having
no hope.

discontent' and disccnten'ted,
as. [L. DI8-, CONTEXT], unwilling
to be pleased ; not pleased with
things as they are. ns., dis-
content' and diseontent'ment,
want of contentment.

discontinue, v. [Fr., from late L.
DIS-, CONTINUE], to stop doing ;

to put an end to. ns., discon-
tin'uance and discontinua-

tion, a breaking off or

a break between the parts ;

discontinuity, want of union
of parts. a., discontinuous,
having breaks.

dis'cord, n. [Fr., from L. discordia,
discord (DIS-, cor, the heart)],

want of agreement ; sounds not
in concord, disagreeable to the
ear. ns., diseor'danee and dis-

cor'dancy. a., discor'dant,
not going or working well to-

gether.
discount, v. [Fr., from late L.

discomjnUdre (DIS-, compuidre,
to COMPUTE)], to take something
off ; to lend money, keeping the
interest for the time it is to re-

main unpaid ; n., something
taken off an account ; interest
taken off a bill paid before it is

due.

discountenance, v. [Fr. DIS-,

COUNTENANCE], to put Out Of

countenance ; to turn away
one's face from ; to give no
approval to ; n., discourage-
ment.

discour'age (diskitr'&j), v. [Fr.

DIS-, COURAGE], to take away
the courage from ; to make less

hopeful. n., diseour'agement,
anything that dispirits or les-

sens hope.
discourse' (diskors'), n. [Fr., from

L. discursw.s, a running about
(DIS-, currere)], use of speech ;

talk between two or more per-
sons ; a written or spoken
speech ; v., to run over and
over a subject ; to speak about
or explain to talk together.
a., discur sive, running from
one thing to another ; without
method ; reasoning from prem-
ises to conclusion.

discour'teous (disker'- or diskor'-

tins), a. [DIS-, COURTEOUS], want-
ing in courtesy ; rude ; disre-

spectful. n., discour'tesy,
want of courtesy ; rudeness of
action or language.

discov'er (diskuv'er), v. [O.Fr.
DIS-, COVER], to take the cover
off ; to bring to light ; to find
out. n., discoVery, a finding
out : something found out.
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discredit, n. [DIS-, CREDIT], loss

of credit ; ill name ; dishonour ;

v., to take away credit ; to

put no trust in ; to keep from
being believed. a., disered'-
itable, bringing disgrace.

discreet', a. [Fr., from L. discre-

tus, seen clearly (see DISCERN)],
seeing or understanding clearly ;

looking at a matter on all sides ;

thinking of consequences. n.,

discretion (diskresh'on), habit
of seeing things as they really
are ; a thinking well of what
one is doing ; freedom to do
what one thinks right. as.,

discretional and diserfc'tion-

ary, left to one's sense of judg-
ment ; not fixed by law.

discrep'ant, a. [L. discrepans
(DIS-, crepdre, to make a noise)],

differing ; disagreeing ; con-
trary. ns., discrep'ance and
discrepancy, difference.

discriminate, v. [L. discnmind-
tus, divided (discrimen, space
between)], to see the difference

between things : to choose out
of a number. n., discrimina'-
tion, clearness of thought.
a., discriminative, seeing how
things differ.

diseur'sive. See under DISCOURSE.
discuss', v. [L. discussus (discu-

tere, to shake to pieces)], to

break up a subject for clear

examination ; to make clear in

detail. n., discus'sion.
disdain', v. [Fr., from L. dedignarl

(DE-, dignus, worthy)], to think
unworthy of notice ; n. t con-
tempt ; haughtiness. a., dis-
dain ful, showing disdain.

disease' (dizez'), n. [O.Fr. DIS-,

EASE], want of ease ; sickness ;

a wasting of the parts of any-
thing ; v., to cause disease or
sickness. a. , diseased' .

disembark', v. [Fr. DIS-, EMBARK],
to go or ccme from a ship ; to

put on shore. n. y disembar-
kation.

disemoar'rass, v. [DIS-, EMBAR-
RASS], to free from difficulty
or doubt. n., disembar'rass-
ment.

disembod'y, v. [DIS-, EMBODY],

to take out of the body ; to
dismiss a force of soldiers.

disembogue' (disembog'), v. [Sp.
desembocar (DIS-, IN-, L. bucca, a
mouth)], to pour out, as a river ;

to run into the sea.

disenchant', v. [Fr. DIS-, EN-
CHANT], to free from enchant-
ment. n., disenchant'ment.

disencum'ber, v. [Fr. DIS-, EN-
CUMBER], to free from a burden.

disendow', v. [DIS-, ENDOW], to
take away an endowment from.

disengage' (disengdj'), v. [L. DIS-,
ENGAGE], to free from an engage-
ment ; to set oneself free ; to
separate things that are joined.

n., disengage'ment, a being
set free ; a setting free.

disentail', v. [DIS-, ENTAIL], to free
from entail.

disentangle (disentangl'), v,. [DIS-,

ENTANGLE], to undo confusion.
n., disentangle'ment.

disenthral' (disenthrawl'), v. [DIS-,

ENTHRAL], to free from thrall or

slavery. pres. p., disenthral-
ling; p.p., disenthralled.

disenthrone', v. [DIS-, ENTHRONE],
to put off a throne. n., disen-
throne'ment.

disenti'tle, v. [DIS-, ENTITLE], to
take away one's title or claim.

disentomb' (disentoom'), v. [DIS-,

ENTOMB], to take out of the
grave.

disestablish, v. [DIS-, ESTAB-
LISH], to undo an establishment.

7i., disestablishment, the
removal of State support from
a Church.

disesteem', n. [DIS-, ESTEEM],
want of esteem or regard for ;

v., to think little of ; to feel no
regard for.

disfa'vour, n. [DIS-, FAVOUR], want
of favour ; v., to give no favour.

disfig'ure, v. [O.Fr. DIS-, FIGURE],
to spoil the figure ; to take away
the beauty of. n., disflg'ure-
ment, a spoiling of the figure.

disfranchise (disfran'chic), v. [Fr.
DIS-, ENFRANCHISE], to take
away the rights of a citizen ; to
take away the right of voting.
n., disfran'chisement,.

disgorge' (disgdrj', v. [O.Fr. DIS-,



up from the
to give back

to throw out

disgrace

GORGE], to give
gorge or throat ;

unjust gains ;

with force.

disgrace', n. fFr., from med. L.

disgrdtia (DIS-, QKACE)], want
of honour; state or cause of

ehame ; v., to deprive of hon-
our ; to bring to shame. a.,

disgraceful, causing disgrace.

disguise' (disglz">. v. [O.Fr. Dig-,

GUISE], to change the dress ; to

conceal by altering one's ap-

pearance ; n., a change of dress

or appearance ; that which con-
ceals by misleading.

disgust', v. [Fr. DIS-, L. gustdre,
to taste], to hurt the taste ; to

cause great dislike ; n., a strong
feeling of dislike.

dish, n. [A.S., from L. discus, a
DISK], a large, flattish vessel for

serving food ; the food served
in a dish ; v., to put on a dish.

dishear'ten (dis~har'ten), v. [L.

DIS-, HEARTEN], to take away
heart or courage from ; to damp
the spirits.

dishev'el (disheo'tl), v. [O.Fr. DIS-,

chevd, L. capittus, a hair], to
disorder the hair. pres. p., dis-

hevelling; p.p., dishevelled.
dishon'est (dison'esf), a. [L. DIS-,

honestus, honourable], not to be
trusted; likely to cheat. n.,

dishon'esty . adv., dishon' -

estly.
dlshon'our (dison'Qr), n. [O.Fr.

DIS-, HONOUR], loss of honour ;

shame or reproach ; v. t to take
away honour from ; to treat as

unworthy of honour ; to cause
shame to. a., dishon'ourable,
without honour ; having no
sense of honour ; disgraceful.

disillu'sicn, n. [DIS-, ILLUSION],
to take illusions away ; to pain
by telling the truth.

disincline', v. [DIS-, INCLINE], to
turn away the mind or incli-
nation ; to set the taste or
feelings against.

disinfect', v. [DIS-, INFECT], to free
from Infection. ns. t disinfee'-
tion, disinfectant.

disingen'uous (disinjen'uwi), a.
IDIS-, INGENUOUS], not open or
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frank;
one

dismast

underhand ; not what
disingen'uous-

disinher'it, v. [DIS-, INHERIT], to
cut off from the right to an in-

heritance.

disintegrate, v. [DIS-, INTEGRATE],
to break down into parts ; to fall

to pieces. n., disintegra'tion.
disinter', v. [Fr. DIS-, INTER], to

take up put of a grave ; to

bring to light. pres. p., disin-
terring ; p.p., disinterred.

disinterested, a. [L. DIS-, INTER-
ESTED], not moved by self-

interest ; free to think of the
rights of others.

disjoin', v. FO.Fr., from L. dis-

jungere (DIS-, jungere, to JOIN)],
to separate things that are

joined. n., disjunction. a.,

disjunctive, having the power
of disjoining ; (gram.) joining
words, while separating mean
ings ; n., a disjoining word.
v., disjoint', to separate at
joint ; to put out of joint ; to

put things out of the right order
disk, n. [L. cftsctts, from Gk. dis

kos], a flat round surface o
plate.

dislike', v. [DIS-, LIKE], not tc

like ; to look on with an un
pleasant feeling ; to disapprove

-^n..,
want of affection ; aver

eion ; hatred.

dislocate, v. [L. dislocdtus (DIS-
locdre, to LOCATE)], to put out o
the proper place ; to put out o
joint. n., dislocation.

dislodge' (disloj'), v. [O.Fr. DIS-

LODGE], to put out of a place ; tc

drive from. n., dislodg'ment
disloy'al, a. [O.Fr. DIS-, LOYAL]

not loyal or faithful ; false to
trust or promise. n., disloy'
alty.

dis'mal, a. [O.Fr., from L. diet

male, evil days], cheerless
gloomy ; sorrowful.

disman'tle, v. [Fr. DIS-, MANTLE]
to take the mantle or covering
off ; to deprive of dress or fur
niture ; to remove guns, etc.
from a ship or a fortress.

dismast', v. [DIS-, MAST], to tak<
away the masts from.
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dismay*, v. [prob. from O.Fr. TUB-,
same root as A.S. magan, MAY,
to be able], to render weak by
fear ; to dishearten ; n., weak-
ness from fear.

dismem'ber, v. [O.Fr. DIS-, MEM-
BER], to separate the members
or limbs from each other ; to
pull to pieces ; to take off a
limb. n. t dismem'berment.

dismiss', v. [L. DIS-, mittere, to
send], to send away ; to let go ;

to remove from office. ns.,
dismis'sal and dismis'sion.

dismount', v. [Fr. DIS-, MOUNT], to
come or to cause to come down
from horseback ; to throw down
(guns) from their carriages.

disobey' (disobd'), v. [Fr. DIS-,
OBEY], not to do what is com-
manded ; to break a law ; to
refuse to do one's duty. n. t

disobe'aience. a., disofoe'-
dient.

disoblige' (disoblij'), v. [Fr. DIS-,
OBLIGE], to annoy by an unkind
act ; to do what another wishes
us not to do. a., disobliging
(disdbli'jing), not obliging ; un-
willing to please.

disor'der, n. [Fr. DIS-, ORDER],
want of order ; breach of the
peace ; sickness ; v., to put
out of order. a., disorderly,
breaking law and order ; adv.,
in a lawless manner.

disorganize, v. [Fr. DIS-, ORGAN-
IZE], to break up or spoil a
thing the parts of which have
been fitted into each other ; to
throw into disorder. n,, dis-
organiza'tion, a breaking up,
etc. ; state of disorder.

disown' (dison'), v. [DIS-, OWN], to
refuse to own as belonging to
oneself ; to have nothing to do
with.

dispar'age (dispdr'dj), v. [Fr. DIS-,
late L. pard(jiwn, equality of
rank (see PAR)], to lower in rank
or worth ; to lower in value by
comparison with what is in-

ferior ; to talk slightingly of.

n., disparagement.
dis'parate, a. [L. dispardtus (DIS-,

pardre, to prepare)], wholly dif-

ferent : unequal i dissimilar.

>3 displease

n., disparity, unlikeness in
age, rank, or condition.

dispart, v. [L. DIS-, PART], to part
asunder ; to go different ways.

dispassionate (dispdsh'ondt), a.

[DIS-, PASSIONATE], free from
passion ; not easily moved by
feeling.

dispatch, v. [Sp., from L. DIS-,

pactum, an agreement or pact],
to send away in haste ; to do a
thing quickly ; to put to death :

n., quickness in doing ; a
getting rid of ; a speedy mes-
senger or message ; a letter
about public business.

dispel', . [L. DIS-, pelUrel, to
drive in different directions ; to
scatter by force. pres. p., dis-

pelling; p.p., dispelled.
dispense', v. [Fr., from L. dispen-

sure, to weigh out (DIS-, pendere)],
to weigh out bit by bit ; to give
out in portions or shares ;

(with) to do without. a., dis-
pen'sable, that can be done
without. ns., dispen'sary, a
place where medicine is served
out ; dispensation, a weighing
or dealing out ; the way in which
Providence rules the world at a
particular time ; permission not
to obey rules for a time.

disperse', v. [Fr., from L. disper-
sus, scattered], to scatter about ;

to go or send into different parts.
7i., disper'sion.

dispirit, v. [DIS-, SPIRIT], to take
away the spirit or courage of ;

to make heavy with fear.

displace', v. [Fr. Die-, PLACE], to
put out of place ; to put out of
an office ; to derange. n., dis-
place'ment.

displant', v. [O.Fr. Dia-, PLANT],
to remove what is planted ; to
clear out people from a country.

display', v. [O.Fr. DIS-, pleier, L.
plicdre, to fold], to spread open ;

to make clearly seen ; to show
off ; n., a showing off ; a mak-
ing clearly seen.

displease', v. [O.Fr. DIS-, PLEASE],
to make angry. n., displeas-
ure (displezh'ur), the feeling of
not being pleased ; disapproval ;

anger.
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disport', v. [Fr. DIS-, porter, L.

portdre, to carry (see SPORT)], to

play about ; to make merry ;

to move lightly and freely ;

n., play ; merriment.

dispose', r. [O.Fr. DIS-, poser, to

place (see POSE)], to put in order ;

to incline the mind ; to apply to

a purpose ; to arrange ; (of) to

part with. n., disposal (dis-

pd'zdl), a putting in the right

place ; power ; control.

disposition (dispozish'on), n. [Fr.,

from L. dispositlo (DIS-, ponere,
to place)], a setting in order;
the manner in which things are

arranged ; the state or inclina-

tion of one's mind.
dispossess', v. [O.Fr. DIS-, POS-

SESS], to put out of possession.

dispropor'tion, n. [DIS-, PROPOR-
TION], want of proportion or

suitableness in the size, shape,
etc., of parts ; v., to make un-
suitable in size or form. as.,

disppopop'tional and disppo-
pop'tionate.

disprove' (disproov'), v. [O.Fr.
DIS-, PROVE], to prove to be
false. n., disproof.

dispute', v. [Fr., from L. disputdre
(DIS; putare, to think)], to think
differently from another ; to
oppose what another says or
does ; n., a difference of opin-
ion ; a contest in words. ns.,

dis'putant, one who disputes ;

disputa'tion, a contest in
words.

disqualify, v. [DIS-, QUALIFY], to
make unfit ; to disable from
acting or competing. n., dis-
qualiflca'tion, unfitness ; that
which makes unfit.

disqui'et, v. [DIS-, QUIET], to de-
prive of quiet ; to make uneasy ;

n., uneasiness ; vexation.
n., disqui'otude, want of rest
or quiet.

disquisition (diskurizish'ori), n.
[L. disqulsUio, searching out
(DIS-, qiuerere, to seek)], a care-
ful searching; a thorough ex-
amination ; a written or spoken
argument or essay.

disregard', v. [DIS-, REGARD], to
pass without proper notice ; to

regard as unworthy of attention ;

n., a passing by without notice.

disrel'ish, v.
r
L. DIS-, RELISH], to

have no liking for ; to dislike the
taste of ; n., a dislike of the
taste.

disrepair', n. [DIS-, REPAIR], want
of repair ; a broken-down state.

disrep'utable, a. [DIS-, REPUT-
ABLE], not well thought of;
having lost one's honour or re-

spect ; causing loss of honour or

respect. n., disrepute', loss or
want of good name.

disrespect', n. [L. DIS-, RESPECT],
want of respect or reverence ;

v., to show want of respect to.

a., disrespect'ful, showing
disrespect.

disrobe', v. [DIS-, ROBE], to take
off robes or garments.

dispup'tion, n. [L. disruptio, a
breaking up (DIS-, rumpere, to

break)], a breaking asunder.
The Disruption was the breaking
apart into two sections of the
Church of Scotland in 1843.

a., disruptive, causing or
caused by disruption ; break-

ing or bursting through.
dissatisfy, v. [DIS-, SATISFY], to

fail to satisfy ; to make ill-

pleased or discontented. n.,
dissatisfaction.

dissect', v. [L. DIS-, sectus (secdre,
to cut)], to cut in pieces and
examine. n., dissec'tion.

dissem'ble, v. [Fr., from L. dis-

simuldre (DIS-, simuldre, to pre-
tend)], to hide or keep out of

sight what a thing really is ; to
take on a false appearance.

disseminate, v. [L. dissemindtus,
scattered (DIS-, semen, seed)], to
scatter abroad like seed ; to

spread a truth or an opinion.
n., dissemina tiono

dissent', v. [L. DIS-, sentire, to
feel], to think differently ; to
differ in opinion ; to stand apart
because of difference of belief ;

n., disagreement in opinion ;

separation from an established
Church. ns., dissen'sion, dis-

agreement ; a breaking up of

friendship ; dissen'tep. a.,
dissen'tient (disen'shient), de<
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daring dissent or disagreement ;

n., one who disagrees ; one
who leaves a party because he
does not agree with it.

disserta'tion (diserta'shori), n. [L.

dissertdtio, a debate (DIS-, serere,

to join)], something written or

spoken to explain or illustrate

a subject.
dissep'vice, n. [L. DIS-, SERVICE],
an ill service ; an injury.

dissev'er, v. [L. DIS-, SEVER], to

part in two ; to break asunder.

dissimilar, a. [L. DIS-, SIMILAR],
not similar ; unlike in any way.

ns., dissimilarity and dis-
similitude.

dissimula tion, n. [L. dissimu-
Idtio (DIS-, simiddre, to SIMU-
LATE)], act of hiding what one
really is or has ; pretending not
to be what one is.

dis'sipate, v. [L. dissip&re, to dis-

perse], to scatter abroad ; to
waste away ; to waste (one's
life), in pleasure. a., dis'si-

p&ted, loose or careless in con-
duct ; given to pleasure or

indulgence. n., dissipation,
a wasting or scattering ; loose
conduct.

disso'ciate (dlso'shidt), v. [L. DIS-,

sodus, a companion], to cease
to keep company ; to break con-
nection with.

dissolve', 0. [L DIS-, SOLVE], to
loosen ; to come or bring to

pieces ; to bring to an end ; to

pass slowly away ; to melt. n.,

dissolution. as., dis'soluble,
that can be dissolved ; dis'-

solute, loose in conduct ; given
to evil living. n., dis'solute-

dis'sonant, a. [L. DIS-, sondre, to
sound], not agreeing in sound ;

without concord or harmony ;

Bounding harshly. n., dis'son-
ance.

dissuade' (diswdd"), v. [L. DIS-,

suddere, to persuade], to turn
away a person's mind (from) ; to
give advice not to do. n., dis-
sua'sion (diswd'zhon). a., dis-
sua'sive, tending or trying to
dissuade ; n., that which tends
to dissuade.

dis'tafT, n. [A.S.], the staff or rod
on which flax was wound for

spinning.
distance, n. [Fr., from L. dis-

tantia, a standing apart (DIS-,

stare, to stand)], a standing
apart ; the space between two
things ; coldness of manners ;

v., to leave at a distance ; to

outstrip. a., dis'tant, stand-

ing apart ; away from ; cold
in manner.

distaste', n. [DIS-, TASTE], a turn-

ing away of taste ; a dislike of
food or of anything ; v., to dis-

please. a., distaste'ful, causing
distaste; unpleasant.

distem per (1), v. [DIS-, TEMPER],
to disorder the balance of the
body or the mind ; to put out
of proper working order ; to
disease ; n., a disorder of body
or mind ; bad temper ; dog
disease.

distem'per (2), n. [O.Fr. destem-

per, to moisten, from same root],
a method of wall-painting in
which no oil is used for mixing
colours.

distend', v. [L. DIS-, tenders, to
stretch], to stretch out ; to
spread on all sides ; to swell.

n., disten'sion.
dis'tich (dis'tik), n. [Gk. DI-,

stichos, a row], two lines ol

poetry making complete sense.

distil', v. [L. DIS-, stilla, a drop],
to fall or let fall in drops ; to
purify by heating into vapour
and cooling. ns., distilla'-
tion ; distillery, a place for

distilling. pres. p., distilling;
p.p., distilled.

distinct', a. [L. distinctus, p&. of

distingiiere, to DISTINGUISH],
marked off from others ; known
by its own marks. n., dis-
tinc'tion, a mark of difference
or superiority. -a. distinctive,
marking or showing a difference.

n., distinct'ness, state of bo-
ing distinct ; clear difference.

distinguish (disting'gwisK), v.

[L. distinguere, to mark off], to
mark one as different from an-
other ; to honour highly ; to
see or know the marks of dif-
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ference. as., distinguishable,
that can be distinguished ; dis-

tin'guished, highly honoured.

distort', v. [L. DIS-, tortus (tor-

guere, to twist)], to twist out of

shape ; to turn from the true

meaning. n., distortion. a.,

distorted.
distract', v. [L. distractus, pulled

different ways (DIS-, trahere, to

pull)], to pull in different ways ;

to put one's mind into confusion.

n., distrae'tion, confusion of

mind ; perplexity. a., dis-

traught (distrawt), with the
mind in confusion.

distrain', v. [Fr., from L. distrin-

gere (DIS-, stringere, to STRAIN)],
to seize goods for debt or unpaid
rent. n., distraint'.

distress', n. [Fr., from L. distric-

tus, drawn tight (DIS-, stringere)],

a seizing one's goods for debt,
etc. ; great pain or sorrow ; v.,

to cause pain or sorrow. as.,

distressful and distressing,
causing distress.

distrib'ute, v. [L. DIS-, tributus

(tribuere, to give)], to divide

amongst several ; to deal out ;

to classify. n., distribution.
a., distributive, dealing out

or dividing ; n., a word that

expresses distribution.

dis'trict, n. [Fr., from L. distric-

tus, pulled asunder (see DIS-

TRAIN)], the land over which a
lord had a right to seize goods
for debt ; a part of a country
over which a court has power ;

a part marked off for a purpose.
distrust', n. [DIS-, TRUST], want

of trust ; v., to have no faith,

in. a., distrustful.
disturb', v. [O.Fr., from L. distur-

bdre (DIS-, turba, disorder, a
crowd)], to put into disorder ;

to hinder one from doing work ;

to cause irregular motion. n.,

disturbance, a breaking out
of disorder; interference with
regular order.

disunion, n. [DIS-, UNION], want
of union ; separation. v., dis-
unite', to break connection be-
tween.

(disQz'), v. [DIS-, USE], to

give up the use of ; to stop
using ; n. (di&us'), a giving up
of the use.

disyllabic, n. [Fr. DI-, SYLLABLE],
a word of two syllables. a.,

disyllabic.
ditch, n. [A.S.], a dike ; a trench

dug to divide fields or carry oft

water ; v., to make a ditch ;

to drain by a ditch.

dit'to, contracted do., n. [It., from
L. dictum, the thing said], the
same thing as before ; adv.,
as before.

dit'ty, n. [Fr., from L. dictdtum,
DICTATED], a song ; a short

poem for singing.

diur'nal, a. [L. diurnalist daily
(dies, a day)], belonging to or

performed in a day ; n., a day-
book (for accounts) ; a book of

daily prayers.
divan', n. [Pers.], a Turkish coun-

cil.; a room for its meetings ; a
cushioned seat at the end of a
Turkish room.

divaricate, v. [L. Dia-, varicdtus

(varus, bent)], to part into two ;

to fork. n., divarication.
dive, v. [A.S.], to leap into water ;

to go deep into anything.
diverge' (diverj'), v. [L. DIS-, ver-

gere, to incline, to VERGE], to

go in different directions from
the same point : to differ.

divergent, opening out from
one point ; going furtner and
further from each other. ns.,

divergence and divergency.
di'yers, o. [Fr., from L. diversus],

different ; more than one ;

various.
diverse' (di-, or divers'), different ;

having more than one form.
v., diversify [L. facere, to
make], to make different in
form or quality ; to give variety
to. n., diversity, state of

'

being different.

divert', v. [Fr., from L. dlvertere

(DIS-, vertere, to turn)], to turn
aside ; to take off the attention.

n., diversion, a turning
aside ; that which turns the
mind from work ; amusement ;

a false attack to mislead.
divest', v, [O.Fr., from late L, di$-
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place where trains arrive or de-
part ; an enclosure in court in
which prisoners are placed ;

v., to put into dock. n., dock'-
yard, a large piece of ground
containing docks, quays, places
for shipbuilding, etc., esp. for the
navy.

doek'et, n. [etym. ?], a paper with
the chief contents of a longer
one noted on it ; a name or de-

scription fastened to goods, etc. ;

a label ; v., to make a list of
chief points ; to mark with a
name (on the back).

doc tor, n. [O.Fr., from L. doctus,
learned], a learned man ; a
university graduate of highest
rank ; one who cures diseases ;

t\, to cure ; to put right.

doctrinaire', n., a person holding
unpractical opinions ; a theorist.

doc'trine, n. [Fr., from L. doc-

trltia], learning ; teaching ; the
truth taught.

doe'ument, n. [Fr., from L. docu-
mentum], a written proof ; any
written or printed paper. a.,

document 'tary .

dod'der, n. [E.], a leafless plant
that grows on others and makes
them wither away.

dodge (doj), v. [etym. ?], to move
from place to place ; to avoid
by suddenly shifting one's place ;

to use tricks
;-^-n,.,

a shifting of

position ; a trick.

do do, n. [Port.], a large wingless
bird, now extinct.

doe (do), n. [A.S.], a female fallow-
deer.

doff, v. [DO, OFT], to take off, as
clothes, arms, etc. ; to get rid of.

dog, n. [A.S.], a well-known quad-
ruped used for watching or
hunting ; v., to follow like a
dog. pres. p., dogging; p.p.,
dogged. a., dog'ged, closely
followed ; like a surly dog ; ob-
Btinate. ns., dog'cart, a two-
wheeled one-horse carriage, once
used for carrying dogs ; dog'-
days, the time between July
and September during which the
dog-star rises with the sun ;

dog' -star, Sirius, the brightest
of the fixed stars, so called be-
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cause it belongs to the constel-

lation of the Greater Dog (Canis

Major).
doge (doj), n. /It., from L. dux,

leader], the chief magistrate at

Venice or Genoa.
dog'gerel, n. [etym. ?], worthless

poetry ; a., irregular ; jingling.

dog ma, n. [Gk., an opinion
(dokein, to seem)], that which one
thinks true ; a fixed or received

opinion. as., dogmatic and
dogmatical, belonging to a

dogma ; asserting positively.

v., dog'matize, to assert

boldly. ns,, dog'matism and
dog'matist.

doily, or doy'ley, n. [maker's
name], a small napkin.

dol'drums, n. [root of DULL ?],

calm areas of the ocean near
the equator.

dole (1), n. [A.S., from root of

DEAL], a small portion ; a share
given in charity ; v. t to deal
out in small parts.

dole (2), and dolour (dol'or), ns. [O.
Fr., from L. dolor], pain ; grief.

IT-OS.,
dole'ful and dol'orous.

doll and dolly, ns. [short for

Dorothy], an image of a child for
a plaything.

dollar, n. [Low Ger.], a silver coin
of different values in different
countries.

dolly, n., wooden instrument with
projecting arms for stirring
clothes in a wash-tub, or similar
instrument used in mining,

Sile-driving,
etc.

'men, n. [Fr., from C.], large
monumental stones set on end,
with another on the top ; a
cromlech.

dol'phin, n. [L. delphlnus], a fish-
likemammal of the whale species,
from six to ten feet long.

dolt, n. [from DULL], a stupid fel-

low.

-dom, suff. [A.R.], office or power ;

quality or state (as in EARLDOM,
FREEDOM, KINGDOM, THRALDOM).

domain', n. [Fr., from L. domin-
ium, lordship (dominus, lord)],
land that one is master of; ter-

ritory ; province ; sphere ; land
around a mansion ; an estate.

dome, n. [Fr., from L. domus, a
house], a rounded roof, vault,
or ceiling, usually rising above
a building; a large or grand
building.

domes'tic, a. [Fr., from L. domes-
ticus (L. domus, a home)], be-

longing to home ; n., a servant.

v., domes'ticate, to make
i'ond of home; to tame; to re-

move from a wild state.

domicile, n. [Fr., from L. domi-
cilium], a dwelling-place ; v. t

to fix one's abode.
dominate, v. [L. dominStus (dom-

inus, a lord)], to be lord over i

to keep under one's power. n.,
domination. a., dominant,
having force ; prevailing ; n., the
fifth note of the scale in music.

domineer', v., to rule over with
pride.

dominical, a. [L. dominus], be-

longing to our Lord, or the
Lord's Day.

Dominican, a., belonging to St.

Dominic ; n., a black friar of
this order.

dominion, n. [see DOMAIN], the
power of a lord ; the extent of
his power.

domino, n. [Sp., from L. dominus],
a kind of hood or mask ; a smafl
piece of wood, etc., marked with
one or more dots, for playing
the game of dominoes.

don (1), v. [DO, ON], to put on
clothes or arms. pres. p., don-
ning; p.p., donned.

don (2), n. [Sp., from L. dominus,
a lord], a Spanish title corre-

sponding to English Sir or Mi.
/., dona.

dona'tion, n. [Fr., from L. donatio
(donare, to give)], the act of

giving ; a gift of goods orl

money. n., do'nor, one who!
gives.

don'jon (dun'- or don'jon), n. Seejl
DUNGEON.

don'key (dong'ki), n. [from DUN
?],{]an ass.

don'na [It., from L. domina], lady ;
s

madam. '

doom, n. [A.S.], a judgment or
decision ; a sentence ; v., to
fix ; to condemn.
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dooms'day, n., the Day of Judg-
ment.

doop (dor), n. [A.S.], the opening
by which one enters a house ;

the frame which closes it ; any
entrance.

dopf, geog. root [Ger.], village;
thorp (as in AUdorf, old village ;

Dussddorf, village on the Dtissel).

dor'mant, a. [Fr., from L. dor-

mire, to sleep], sleeping; at
rest. ns., dpp'mep (-window),
a vertical window of a sleeping -

room on a sloping roof ; dop'-
mitopy, a bedroom with several
beds ; dop'mouse, a mouse that

sleeps in winter ; (pi.) dor'mice.
dop'sal, a. [Fr., from L. dorsum,

the back], belonging to the back ;

on the back.

dopy. See JOHN DORY.
dose, n. [Fr., from Gk. ddste, a

giving (didtinai, to give)], the
amount of medicine given at
a time; anything disagreeable
to take ; v., to give as a dose.

dot, n. [A.S.], a small mark ; v.,

to mark with dots. pres. p.,

dotting ; p.p., dotted.
dote, v. [B.], to bo foolish; to
show love too much. ns., do'-
tage, weakness of mind from
age; do'tard, one whose mind
is weakened by ago.

double (diibl), a. [Fr., from L.

duplus, twofold (duo, two)], hav-
ing two folds ; two of a kind
together ; twice as many ; act-

ing sometimes one way and
sometimes another-; v., to fold
over ; to make twice as many or
as large ; n., a number or
amount twice as large. -n.,

doublet, two of the same kind
or meaning ; a garment reach-

ing below the waist.
doubt (dout), v. [Fr., from L. dubi-

tdre, to be uncertain], to be
inclined not to believe ; n.,

difficulty in making up one's
mind. a., doubt'ful. adv.,
doubtless, without doubt.

douche (doosh), n. [Fr., from L.
ductu (see DUOT)], a stream of

water, etc., poured against or
over the body.

dough (do), n. CA.S.]. flour moist-

ened and kneaded and ready to
be baked.

dough'ty (dou'ti), a. [A.S.], brave ;

sturdy.
dove (dtiv), n. [A.S., dtife (dtifan,

to dive)], a pigeon ; a term of

endearment. n., dove'cot, a
house or box in which doves
have their home.

dove'tail, v. [E.], to fasten two
boards together by cutting parts
on one like a dove's tail and
openings in the other to fit them ;

n., the joint or part so shaped.
dow'agep (dou'aj&r), n., a widow

with a dower ; a widow whose
former rank is held by another.

dow'dy, n. [B.], an ill-dressed
woman ; a., slovenly.

dow'ep and dow'py, ns. [Fr.,
from L. dotdrium (dotdre, to en-
dow, from dos, dotis, a dowry)],
that which a woman brings to
her husband at marriage ; that
which is left for a widow.

down (1), n. [Scand.J, soft feathers,
or the hairs under a bird's
feathers ; soft covering of seeds.

down (2), n. [A.S.], a hill ; hill

land near the sea ; a bank of
sand thrown up by the sea.

down* .1(3)7 adv. [for adown, A.S.,
of-dUne, off a hill], from or off a
hill ; from high to low ; in a
low place ; prep., from a higher
to a lower point on or in. as.,
down cast and down'-hearted,
cast down ; in low spirits.

ns., down'fall, a sudden fall ;

loss of rank ; down'pour, a
heavy shower of rain. a.,

down'pight, straight down ;

open ; fearless ; thorough.
adv., downward or down'-
wards, from a higher to a
lower place ; from earlier to
later times ; a., tending down ;

descending.
doxol'ogy (doksol'oji), n. [Gk. doxa,

glory, -LOGY)], a song of praise
to God.

doze, v. [Scand. ?], to sleep lightly;
to be half asleep ; n., a short
sleep

doz'en (dtizn), n. [Fr., from L. duo-
decim, twelve], twelve ; twelve
things.

5
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drab, n. [Fr. drop, cloth], a dull

brown colour ; a kind of brown
cloth.

drachm (dram), n. [Fr., from Qk.
drachme], a Greek coin (about
9|d.) ; J oz. apothecaries' weight ;

A oz. avoirdupois weight.
dFaff, n. [B.], malt after the liquor

has been brewed from it.

draft, n. [DRAUGHT], that which
is drawn ; a number of men
chosen for some service ; an
order for the payment of money :

a rough plan ; v., to draw an
outline of ; to take or draw off.

drag, v. [DRAW?], to pull along by
force ; to draw a heavy load ;

to trail on the ground ; to move
slowly ; n., a kind of fish-net ;

a shoe for slowing a wheel ; a
large coach. pres. p., drag-
King; p.p., dragged. v.,

drag'gle, to dirty by dragging
on the ground.

drag'oman, n. [Fr., from Arab.], a
guide or interpreter in the East.

drag'on, n. [Fr., from Gk. drakon],
a winged serpent; a fierce

person.
dragoon', n. [Fr., from the dragon

carved on the muskets], a soldier
who used to flght on foot or on
horseback ; a horse-soldier who
carries a gun.

'train, v. [A.S.], to draw off liquid ;

to flow away slowly ; n., a
channel for running off water.

n., drai'nage, an arrange-
ment for draining water from
fields or houses ; the water flow-
Ing into the rivers of a country ;

that which comes out of a drain.
drake, n. [etyra, ?], a male duck.
dram, n. a draught of spirits. See
DRACHM.

dra ma, n. [Gk. drama, some-
thing done], actions shown on a
stage ; a scene in life acted or
described. a., dramatic, be-
longing to the drama. v.,

dram'atize, to write in the form
of a drama. n., dram'atist, a
writer of plays.

drape, v. [Fr. drop, cloth], to cover
with cloth. ns., dra'per, one
who sells cloth ; dra'pery, cloth
goods ; hangings or curtains.

dras'tlc, a. [Gk. drastikos (draw,
to do)], acting quickly and
thoroughly.

draught (draff), n. [from root of
DRAW], that which is drawn ; a
drink ; outline or first copy ; a
draft ; the depth of a ship In
the water; a stream of air.

a., draughty. n. t draughts'-
man, one who draws plans, etc.

n. pi., draughts, a game
played on a board marked with
black and white squares.

draw, v. [A.S.], to pull along to-
wards oneself ; to make a pic*
ture. past, drew; p.p., drawn.

n., draw'back, some of the
duty paid on imported goods
got back when the goods are
again exported ; any loss of
advantage. ns., draw'bridge,
a bridge that can be drawn up or
let down at pleasure ; draw'er,
one who draws ; a box which
can be drawn out and pushed
in ; (pi.) an under-garment for
the legs : drawing, the art
of making plans or pictures ;

a picture drawn ; drawing-
room, a room to which com*
pany withdraws.

drawl, u. [E.], to. speak very
slowly ; n., a slow, heavy way
of speaking.

dray, n. [A.S.. root of DRAW], a
low flat cart.

dread (dred), v. [A.S.], to be very
much afraid of ; n,., a shaking
with fear. a., and dread'ful,
causing great fear. adv.,
dread'fully.

Dreadnought, n., type of modern
warship, with speed of cruiser
and armament of battleship?
a thick cloth to keep out rain %

a coat made of such cloth.

dream, n. [A.S.], something seen
in sleep ; anything existing only
in imagination ; v., to fancy
scenes during sleep. past and
p.p., dreamed or dreamt
(dremf). a., drea'my, given to
dreams.

drear and drear'y, as. [A.S.]f

gloomy.
dredge (drej), n. [from DRAG ?], a

net for catching oysters ; ., to
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deepen water by bringing up
mud. n., dredg'er, a machine
for deepening water or bringing
up zoological specimens.

dregs, n. [Scand. ?], the part of a
liquid that falls to the bottom.

drench, v. [A.S., to cause to DRINK],
to nil with liquid ; to wet through
and through ; n., a soaking.

dress, v. [Fr., from L. dlrectus,

DIRECT], to set in right order ;

to prepare (food) ; to put on
clothes ; n., clothes ; a lady's
outer garment.

dress'er, n., one who dresses ; a
table on which food was dressed ;

a sideboard or shelves in a kit-

chen. n., dressing, clothes ;

gum, starch, etc., used to stiffen

cloth : a bandage for a wound ;

manure laid on land ; some-
thing served with food to make
it more pleasant.

drib'ble, v. [E., from root of
DRIP ?], to let fall in small
drops ; to drop down ; to let

fall from the mouth. n., drib'-

let, a very small drop, piece,
or amount.

drift, n. [A.S. (see DRIVE)], any-
thing driven along by wind or
water ; a storm of rain or snow ;

a passage in a mine, etc.; v., to
bo driven aloug ; to gather into

heaps. n., drift-wood, wood
drifted by water.

drill, v. [Du. ?], to bore a hole ; to
sow seed in rows ; to exercise

beginners ; n., an instrument
for boring ; a row in which seed
is sown frequent exercise.

drink, v. [A.S.], to take in liquid ;

to quench thirst ; n., liquid
taken to quench thirst. past,
drank; p.p., drunk or drunken .

drip, v. [A.S.], to fall hi drops : to
be so wet that drops fall ; n.,
that which falls in drops. pres.
p., dripping; p.p., dripped
or dript. n. t drip'ping, fat
from roasting meat.

drive, v. [A.S.], to push or urge
forward ; to be forced along ;

to guide animals on the road ;

to ride in a carriage. pres. p.,

driving; p.p., driven; past,
drove.

driv'el, . [A.S.], to let spittle

drop ; to speak foolishly ; n. f

foolish talk. pres. p., drivell-

ing; p.p., drivelled.
driz'zle, v. [E.], to rain slightly ;

to fall in small drops; n., a
'small light rain.

droll (drol), a. [Fr.], causing laugh-
ter ; odd ; strange ; n., one
who causes laughter. n., dr&ll-
ery, funny actions or words.

drom'edary, n. [O.Fr., from late
L. dromedarius (from Gk. dro-

mas, running)], a camel with
one hump.

drone, v. [A.S.], to make a deep
humming sound; to live with-
out working ; n., a deep sound ;

the male of the bee (not a
worker) ; a lazy fellow.

droop, v. [from same root as DRIP
and DROP], to sink down from
weakness.

drop, n. [A.S.], a small hanging
or falling particle of liquid ; v.,

to let fall in small particles ;

to fall to the ground ; to let

go. pres. p., dropping; p.p.,
dropped.

drop'sy, n. [Fr., from Gk. hydrSps,
dropsy (hydor, water)], a disease
in which there is too much water
in the body.

drosh'ky, n. [Buss.], a Russian
open four-wheeled carriage.

dross, n. [A.S.], impurities in
metal.

drought (drout) and drouth
(drouth), ns. [A.S.], dryness ; want
of rain.

drove, v. [see DRIVE] ; n., a num-
ber of cattle being driven. n.,
drdv'er.

drown, v. [A.S., from same root
as DRINK], to lose one's life in
water ; to kill by plunging into
water.

drowse, v. [A.S.], to be heavy with
sleep ; to nod as if asleep. ns.,

drow'siness, drow'syhead, in-
clination to sleep ; a feeling of
weariness. a., drow'sy, in need
of sleep ; sleepy.

drub, v. [Arab. ?], to beat with a
stick. pres. p., drubbing ; p.p.,
drubbed. -n., drub'biug, a
sound beating.
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drudge (drttj), v. [E.], to do hard or

mean work ; n., one who works

hard; a slave. n., drudg'ery,
hard work ; menial labour.

drug, n. [Fr. drogue], that which

goes to make up a medicine ;-r^-

to give drugs to ; to mix with

drugs. pres. p., drugging ;

p.p., drugged. n., drug'gist,
one who prepares drugs.

drug'get, n. [Fr. droguet], a coarse

cloth made of wool to protect

carpets.
Dru id, n. [Fr., from C.], an ancient

British priest. a., Druid'ical.
n.,Dru'idism.

drum, n. [E.], a hollow cylinder
with tight skins over the ends,
which are beaten to accompany
music ; the tight skin in the
inside of the ear ; a wheel round
which a belt moves ; v., to beat
on a drum. pres. p., drum-
ming; p.p., drummed. n.,

drum'mer, one who beats a
drum.

drunk and drun'ken, as. \p.p. of

DRINK], filled with drink ; hav-
ing taken too much drink.

ns., drun'kard, one who drinks
too much; drun'kenness, the
habit of drinking too much.

drupe, n. [Fr., from Gk. druppa,
an over-ripe olive], a fruit with a
fleshycovering over a hard stone.

dry, a. [A.S.], having too little or
no moisture ; in need of drink ;

without sap ; uninteresting ;

., to take out or lose moisture ;

to make or become thirsty.
ns., dry'ness ; dry'salter, a
dealer in dried or salted meats,
or in drugs, paint, etc.

d*y'ad, n. [Gk., from drys, a tree],
a nymph or goddess of the woods.

du'al, a. [L. dudlis (duo, two)], two-
fold. n., du'alism, a belief in
two principles, one good and the
other evil.

dub, v. [A.S., to strike], to make a
person a knight by touching the
shoulder with a sword ; to call

by a new name. pres. p., dub-
bing; p.p., dubbed.

du'bious, a. [L. dubius, doubtful],
with two ways open ; not sure ;

not clearly settled. n. dubi ety .

du'cal, duch'ess, dueh'y. See
DUKE.

due'at, n. [Fr., from late L. ducO.-

tus, a duchy], a gold or silver coin
with Ducatus stamped on it

(worth 9s. 4d. and 3s. 6d.).

duck, n. [A.S.], a diving bird; a
pet or darling ; a kind of coarse
cloth ; v., to dive ; to bob the
head down. n., duck'ling, a
little duck.

duct, n. [L. ductus (ducere, to

lead)], a pipe ; a tube in an
animal's body.

due'tile, a., easily drawn out into
wire.

dudg'eon (duj'on), n. [etym. ?],

ill-feeling.

due (du), a. [Fr., from L. debere, to

owe], requiring to be paid or

done; that phould now come or

happen; right or proper; owing
(to); n., what one ought to do or

pay ; a person's right ; a toll or
tax. adv., duly, in the right
time or way.

du el, n. [Fr., from L. duellum,
bellum, war], a fight between two

v., to fight a duel. pres. p.
duelling. n., du ellist, one
who fights a duel.

duet', n. [It., from L. duo, two],
a piece of music for two.

dug. See DIG.

duke, n. [Fr., from L. dux, a
leader], a noble next in rank to
a prince or a king ; /. , duch'ei

a., du'cal, belonging to a duke
ns., dueh'y, the possessions

or honours of a duke ; duke'-
dom, the rank of a duke.

dul'cet, a. [Fr., from L. dulcis,

sweet], sweet to the ear ; sweet.

dul'cimer, n. [O.Fr., from Sp.
(L. dulcis, sweet ; Gk. melos, a
song ?)], a musical instrument
of sweet tone.

dull, a. [E.], slow to learn ; with-
out life or spirits ; not clear or

bright; v., to make stupid,
dira, or blunt. n., dull'ness.

dumb (dum), a. [A.S.], unable to

speak. n. pi., dumb-bells',
weights swung in the hands foi

exercise. ?>., dumfound', tc

strike dumb with astonishment
., dum my, one who is dumb
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that which fills a place for show,
but is not real.

dump, v. IE.], to drop or unload
in a heap ; to shoot rubbish ;

army term for storage heap of
material ; to send goods not re-

, quired at home to a foreign
country.

dun (1), a. [A.S.], of a dull brown
colour.

dun (2), v. [from DIN ?], to press for

payment. pres. p., dunning;
p.p., dunned.

dun-, geog. root [C.], hill ; mound ;

fort (as in Dunkeld, Dumbarton,
Snowdon).

dunce, n. [Duns Scotus, a philos-
opher who opposed classical

learning ; died A.D. 1308], one
slow at learning.

dung, n. [A.S.], excrement of
animals ; v., to cover with
dung.

dun'geon (dun'jon), n. [Fr. don-
jon, from late L. dominionem, a
chief possession (see DOMINION)],
the keep or chief tower of a
castle ; a dark prison.

dupe, n. [Fr.], a person easily de-
ceived ; v., to cheat or play
upon.

du'plicate, . [L. duplicdtus (duo,
two ; plicdre, to fold)], folded in
two ; n., a second copy ; v.,

to double. ns., duplication,
duplicity (duplis'iti), double-
ness ; falseness.

dur'bap, n. [Pers.], the court of
an Indian prince ; a reception
of native princes by the king-
emperor, viceroy of India, or
governor of a province.

dure, v. [L. durdre, to last (durus,
hard)], to last long. a., dup'-
able. ns., durability ; dur'-
ance, imprisonment ; dura'-
tion, length of time ; power of

lasting long. prep., during,
while a thing goes on or lasts.

durst. See DARE.
dusk, a. [E.], growing dark ;

n., half-light ; a shade of dark-
ness. a., dus'ky, dark. n.,
dus'kiness.

dust, n. [A.S.], matter blown by

the wind ; fine powder ; v.,

to sprinkle with dust ; to brush
dust away. n., dus'tep, a cloth
for removing dust. a., dus'ty,
covered with dust.

Dutch, a. [Du. or Ger.], belonging
to Holland ; n., the people of
Holland.

du'ty, n. [E. DUE, -TY], that which
is due ; what one is bound to
do ; a tax on anything. as.,
du'teous and du'tiful, having
a sense of duty ; doing what
one ought.

dwarf, n. [A.S.], a small deformed
person ; anything smaller than
usual ; v., to make small ; to
keep from growing. a., dwar'-
fish, like a dwarf.

dwell, v. [A.S.], to live in a place.
past and p.p., dwelled or

dwelt. n., dwell'ing, a place
to live in.

dwin die, v. [A.S.], to die or waste
away.

dye (dl), v. [A.S.], to give colour
to ; to stain ; n., a colour ; a
stain. pres. p., dyeing; p.p.,
dyed. n., dye' -stuffs, ma-
terials used in dyeing.

dying, pres. p. [see DIE], leaving
life ; fading away ; a., that
must die ; given or spoken just
before death.

dynamic and dynamical, a.

[Fr., from Gk. dynamis, force],

having to do with force. ns.,

dynamics, the science of force ;

dyn'amite, a substance that
explodes with great force ; dy'-

namp, a machine for producing
electric current.

dyn'asty, n. [Gk. dynasteia, lord-

ship (dynamis, power)], power ;

government ; a line of rulers.

a., dynas'tic.
dys-, pref. [Gk.], bad; difficult (as

in DYSPEPSIA).
dys'entery, n. [Gk. DTS-, entera,

the bowels], a disease of the
bowels.

dyspep'sia and dyspep'sy, n. [Gk.
DYS-, peptein, to digest], bad
digestion. a., dyspep'tic, suf-

fering from bad digestion.
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6-, pref. [EX-], out of (as in EBULLI-
TION, EDIT).

each (ich), pron. [A.S.], every one
taken separately.

ea'gep (e'ger), a. [O.Fr., from L.

deer], keen ; sharp -spirited ;

with strong desire to do or get.

n., ea'gerness.
eagle (egl), n. [O.Fr., from L.

aqutta, an eagle], a large bird of

prey ; a Roman military stan-

dard ; a gold coin of the United
States worth ten dollars. n.,

ea'glet, a young eagle.

ean, suff. [L. -ecLnus], of the quality
or nature of (as in CERULEAN,
EUROPEAN).

ear (1) (er), n. [A.S.], the opening
through which sounds get to the
brain ; the sense of hearing ; the

power of appreciating musical
sounds.

ear (2), n. [A.S.], a head of corn ;

v., to put forth ears.

ear (3), v. [A.S.], to plough.
earl (trl), n. [A.S.], an English
nobleman between a marquess
and a viscount; /., countess.

n. t earl dom, the possessions
or honours of an earl.

ear'ly (er'li), a. [A.S.], In good
time ; at or near the beginning
of the day ; before the set time ;

adv., soon.
earn (6m), v. [A.S.], to gain a pay-
ment or reward by work. n. pi.,

ear'nings, money earned.
ear nest (1) (ir'nest), n. [A.S.], a

bending of all one's powers to
do or get ; seriousness ; reality ;

a., with all one's powers ; de-
termined to get ; done with all

one's attention. n., ear'nest-

ear nest (2) (tr'nesf), n. [E.], money
given as a pledge that a price
will be paid ; an instalment.

earth (trth), n. [A.S.], dry land;
the soft mould on the surface
of the globe ; the globe itself.

a., ear'then, made of earth or
clay. n., ear thenware, vessels
made of earth or clay.- a.,

earth'ly, belonging to the earth ;

corporeal, as opposed to spirit-

ual. ns., earth'quake, a heav-

ing or rocking of the ground ;

earth/work, work performed in

cutting and removing earth ;

embankments of earth for rail-

ways or fortifications ; earth-
worm, the common worm ; a
mean and contemptible person.

a., ear'thy, made of earth;
like earth ; dull , coarse.

ear'wig (er'urig), n. [A.S.], an in-

sect with a tail like pincers, once
supposed to creep into the ear ;

one who gains the ear of another
by flattery.

ease (ez) and ea'siness, n. [Fr.

aise], freedom from pain or
trouble ; quietness ; rest ; free-

dom from stiffness ;^v., to bring
rest ; to free from pain ; to make
less difficult. a., ea'sy, free

from pain ; not hard to do ;

yielding without difficulty.

adv., ea'sily, with ease ; without
pain or effort.

ea'sel (e'zl), n. [Du. ezd, a little

ass], a frame on which a picture
rests.

east, n. [A.S.], the part of the sky
where the sun rises ; the coun-
tries east of Europe ; a., to-
wards the sunrise. a., eas'ter-

ly, coming from or looking
toward the east ; adv., in or
toward the east. a., eas'tern,
towards or in the east ; dwelling
in the east.

East'er, n. [A.S., from Edstre, the
dawn goddess, whose festival
was held in April], the day on
which Christ rose ; the Sunday
after Good Friday, commemora-
tive of the Resurrection.

eat, v. [A.S.], to chew and swallow
as food ; to take food ; to con-
sume or wear away. pres. p.,

eating; p.p., eaten; past, ate.
a., eatable.

eaves (evz), n. [A.S.], the over-
hanging part of a roof. n.,
eaves dt'op, the water that
drops from the eaves ; v.,

stand under the eavesdrop and
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listen to what is said within.

n., eaves'dropper.
ebb* n. [A.S.], the flowing back

of the tide ; a growing smaller ;

v., to flow back ; to grow less ;

to decay.
eb'ony, n. [Fr., from Gk. ebenos],
a black, hard, and heavy wood,
which can take on a fine polish.

a., eb'on, black.
ebullition (eMlish'on), n. [L. E-,

bulllre, to boil], a boiling up or
over ; an outburst of feeling.

eoar'te (dkar'td), n. [Fr., from L.

E-, and root of CARD], a game
at cards, usually played by two
persons.

eceon trie (eksen'trik), a. [late L.

eccentricus, Gk. ekkentros (EK-,
out of ; kentron, the CENTRE)],
away from the centre ; not hav-
ing the same centre ; not moving
round the centre ; out of the
usual course ; n., a wheel with
its axle not in the centre. n.,

eccentricity (eksentris'iti), dis-

tance of a point from the centre ;

strangeness of conduct.
eeeleslas'tie, n. [Gk. ekkle&ia, an

assembly], one who serves in the
Church ; a priest. as., ecclesi-
as'tic and ecclesiastical, be-
longing to the Church.

eoh'o (ek'o), n. [Gk.], a sound re-

peated or thrown back ; (pi.)
ech'oes. v., to send back a
sound ; to resound ; to agree
with and repeat what another
has said. wes. p., echoing;
p.p., echoed.

eclat' (ekla'), n. [Fr.], great show ;

a burst of applause.
eelec tie, a. [Gk. eklekttkos (EK-,

out ; legein, to choose), choosing
or picking from many sources ;

n., one who selects his opinions.
eclipse' (eklips'), n. [O.Fr., from

Gk. ekleipsis (ek-, out ; leipein,
to leave)], a darkening of the sun
or moon due to some heavenly
body coming between it and
the eye ; a cutting off of light ;

v., to cut off light ; to darken.
n., eclip'tic, the path in

which the sun seems to move
round the earth and in which
eclipses occur.

ec'logue (ek'log), n. (L. ecldga, from
Gk. ekloge (ek-, out; legein, to

choose)], a poem of pastoral or

shepherd life.

eeon'omy (ekon'omi), n. [L., from
Gk. oikonomia (oikos, a house ;

nemein, to manage)], manage-
ment of a house or family ;

a making the most of one's
means ; the way in which any
affairs are arranged. ns., eco-
nomics, the science of wealth;
political economy ; econ'omist.

as., economic and eeonom'-
ieal. v., econ omize, to spend
carefully ; to save.

ecs'tasy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
ekstasis (ek; out ; stasis, a
standing or placing)], strong
feeling that shakes or thrills the
mind ; very great 3oy. as.,
ecstatic and ecstatlcal.

ecumenic* See CECUMENIO.
ec'zema, n. [Gk. ek, out ; zein,

to boil], a disease of the skin.

ed'dy, n. [etym. ?], a whirlpool ;

water, air, etc., whirling round ;

a whirling motion ; v., to whirl.

E'den, n. [Heb.], the garden of
Adam and Eve ; a place of de-
light.

edge (ej), n. [A.S.], the sharp side
of a cutting instrument ; sharp-
ness ; a border ; v., to sharpeu ;

to put an edge or border upon ;

to move sideways. n., edg'-
ing, a border.

edible, a. [L. edere, to eat], fit to
be eaten ; n., something fit to
be eaten.

O'dict, n. [L. 3dictum, a proclama-
tion (E-, dlcere, to say)], a pub-
lished rule or order ; a decree.

edify, v. [Fr., from L. cedifl-
care (cedes, a house; factre,
to make)], to build up ; to train
and strengthen the mind ; to
make wiser. ns., ediflca'tion,
a building up or, improvement of

the mind ; instruction ; edifice
(ed'ifis), a building; a large
house.

e'dit, v. [L. edltus, given out], to
give out a book ; to get a book
ready for being printed ; to
manage a newspaper or maga-
zine. ns., edition (edish'dn),
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the publishing of a book; the
number of copies printed at a
time : editor, one who edits.

a., editorial, belonging to an
editor ; written by an editor or

under his guidance ; n., a lead-

Ing article. n., editorship,
the office of an editor.

ed'ucate, v. [L. educatus, trained

(E-, dUcere, to lead)], to train and
draw out the powers of the mind;
to guide in getting knowledge ;

to bring up a child. ns., eduea'-
tion, training ; the bringing up
of a child in knowledge and good
manners; ed'ucator. a., edu-
ca'tional*

educe' (edus
f

), v. [L. E-, ducere, to

lead)], to draw out ; to bring to

light.

-ee, suff. [Fr. e, ee], the object or

person receiving (as in LEGATEE,
PAYEE, REFEREE).

eel, n. [A.S.], a kind of fish, with a
long thin body.

-eer, suff. [Fr. -ier], an agent or
doer (as in CHARIOTEER, MOUN-
TAINEER).

ee'pie, a. [A.S.], tending to cause
fear or awe.

efface', v. [Fr. EX-, L. fades, the
face], to rub off the face ; to
blot out. a., efface able, that
can be effaced. n. t efface' -

ment.
effect', n. [O.Fr., from L. effectus

(EX-, facere, to make)], something
made or caused ; an impression
on the mind ; that which follows
from a cause ; power to produce
results ; (pi.) movable property ;

v., to bring to pass. as.,

effective, able to do what is

wanted ; effectual, having a
desired effect. adv., effee'-

tually.
effeminate, a. [L. EX-, femina, a
woman], like a woman in feelings
and nature ;-T-V., to make or
become like a woman. n.,

effeminacy, softness of nature ;

likeness to a woman.
Effen'di, n. [Turk., from mod. Gk.

aptenies, for authentes, a chief],
a title of rank or honour among
the Turks.

effervesce' (eferves'), v. [L. EX-,

fervescere, to boil], to bofl up ; to
rise in froth ; to bubble and
hiss by giving off gas. n., effep-
ves'cence. a., efferves'eent.

effete', a. [L. eff&us, worn out],

past producing ; no longer of
use.

effica'cious (efiM'shfts), a. [L.

efflcax], producing results ; able
to do what is intended. n.,

efficacy (ef'ikdsi), power of

producing results.

efficient (efish'ent), a. [L. efficiens

(eflicere, to EFFECT)], able to pro-
duce the result ; n., one able
to do work properly. n., effi-

ciency, power of bringing to

pass.
effigy (ef'iji), n. [L. effigies, a like-

ness], a likeness or figure of a
person ; a head on a coin or
medal.

offlores'cence (eflores'ens), n. [L.

efflorescens (EX-, florere, to
flower)], a breaking out into
flower ; production of flowers ;

a redness of the skin. a., efflop-
es'cent.

effluent, a. [L. EX-, fluens (fluere,
to flow)], flowing out ; n., a
stream flowing out of another
or out of a lake. ns., effluence,
that which flows out ; efflu'

vium, the bad smell from de-
caying substances ; efflux, flow-

ing out ; that which flows out.

effort, n. [Fr., from L. EX-, fortis,

strong], a making use of one's

power ; a putting forth oi

strength.
effron'tery (efrim'teri), n. [Fr.,
from L. EX-, frons, the forehead],
boldness, shamelessness.

efful'gent, a. [L. EX-, fulgere, to
shine], throwing out light ; shin-

ing brightly. n., efful'gence,
great brightness.

effu'sion (efu'zhon), n. [L. E
fusus (fundere, to pour)], a pour-
ing out; a wasting or spilling
of liquid; that which is poured
out. a., effu'sive, bestowing
largely.

egg (1), n. [A.S.], a roundish body
laid by birds and other animals,
from which their young are
brought out.
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egg (2), v. [Scand.], to urge on.

e'goism, n. [L. ego, I], undue
thought of self. ns., eg'otism,
a too frequent speaking of one-
self ; eg'otist. as., egotis'tie
and egotis'tical.

egre'gious (egre'jits), a. [L. egregius
(E-, grex, a flock)], chosen out of

many ; outstanding ; notable.

e'gress, n. [L. egressus], a going
out ; means of getting out.

ei'der (I'der), n. [Scand.], a duck
with very soft feathers. n.,

ei'derdown, down or feathers
of the eider-duck.

eight (at), a. and n. [A.S.], one
more than seven, 8.

eighteen (dten'), a. and n., eight
and ten, 18.

eighty, a. and n., eight times
ten, 80.

ei'thep (l
r - or e'ther), a. and pron.,

the one or the other of two.
ejae'ulate, v. [L. E-, jacidatus

(jaculum, a dart]), to throw out
suddenly ; to utter words in

short and quick sentences.

n., ejaculation, a short prayer.
a., ejae'ulatory.

, eject', v. [L. B-, jacere, to throw],
to throw out ; to drive away.
ns., ejee'tion, ejeet'ment, a
casting out ; an order of a court
to give up possession.

; eke (ek), v. [A.S.], to make larger ;

to add to ; n., something add-
ed ; adv., in addition to ; also ;

likewise.

elab'orate, v. [L. E-, labor, LAB-
OUR], to work out with great
care ; to perfect ; a., carefully
worked out ; highly finished.

n., elaboration, process of

finishing highly. adv., elab'-

orately.
1

elapse' (claps'), v. [L. elapsus (E-,

labl, to fall)], to slip away ; to
pass away without noise (of

time).
\-. elas'tie, a. [Gk. dan, to draw or

drive], springing back again ;

able to return to a former shape
I or bulk, or to recover from trial

or overwork. n., elasticity,
power of recovering, etc.

1 elate' (elaf), a. [L. elatus, lifted up
(E-, lotus, carried;], lifted up ;

proud ; v., to make proud.
n., ela'tion.

el'bow (el'bo), n. [A.S. dn, the
arm, ELL, boga, BOW], the bend
of the arm ; any outer angle ;

v., to push with the elbow.
el'der (1), a. [A.S. OLDER], older ;

n., one who is older ; an
office-bearer in a church. as.,

ei'deply, somewhat old ; el'dest,
oldest.

el'dep (2), n. [A.S.], a small tree
with soft pith and purple berries.

elect' (elekf), v. [L. electus (E-,

legere, to choose)], to pick out
from a number ; a., picked
out ; chosen ; n., a person set

apart ; (pi.) those set apart for
eternal life. n., elec'tion,
choice of one from a number ;

the process of choice. a., elec'-

tive, depending on an election.

ns., electioneering, work
connected with an election ;

elee'top, one who has the par-
liamentary vote ; a German
prince, one of seven who form-
erly chose the emperor; /.,

elec'tpess. a., elec'toral, per-
taining to an election. n.,

electorate, the body of elec-

tors or voters.
elec'tpic and elec'trical, as. [Gk.

elektron, amber], belonging to

electricity ; filled with or able
to produce electricity. ns.,
electrician (dektrish'idn), one
skilled in electricity ; eleetrfc'-

ity, that unseen force of nature
which gives certain metals the
power of attractionand repulsion,
breaks up chemical compounds,
produces light and heat, etc.

vs., elec'trify, to put electricity
into ; to fill with sudden won-
der or delight ; elec'trocute, to
kill by electricity. ns., elec'-

trode, pole of an electric battery ;

elec'tro-dynamics, the science
of the action of electricity ;

elcctpol'ysls, the chemical de-
composition of water or other
substances by electricity ; elee'-

tro-magnet, soft iron encircled
by an electric current and thus
becominga magnet ; eleetrom'-
etep, an instrument for measur-
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ing electricity ; elec'tron ; a

particle having the unit charge
of negative electricity. v.. elee'-

troplate, to plate thinly with
metal by electricity ; n., articles

eo plated. n., elee'tpotype, a
means of copying type or en-

gravings by the aid of electric-

ity; the copy so obtained; v.,

to make copies thus.

el'egant, a. [Fr., from L. degans,
tasteful], arranged with taste ;

having a graceful appearance.
ns., el'eganee and el'egancy,
graceful arrangement.

el'egy (d'eji), n. [Fr., from Gk.
ettgos, a lament], a funeral poem ;

a song of sorrow. a., elegi'ae,
pertaining to elegies ; mournful ;

n., a form of verse in alter-

nate lines of six and seven feet.

el'ement, n. [O.Fr., from L. ele-

mentum, a first principle], one
of the simplest parts of any-
thing ; that which cannot be
separated into simpler parts ;

(pi.) the rules of an art or science
in their simplest forms. a.,

elemen'tary, uncompounded ;

having to do with first steps or
principles.

el'ephant, n. [L. and Gk. dephas,
the largest four-footed animal.

a., elephan'tine, large like
an elephant.

el'evate, v. [L. elevatus, lifted up
(E-, ttvis, light), to raise up ; to
improve the mind. ns., eleva'-

tipn, the act of raising up ; a
rising ground ; the height to
which anything has been raised ;

the upright plan or drawing of a
building ; el'evator, a machine
for raising to a higher floor; a
lift ; a muscle that raises a bone.

elev'en, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than ten, 11.

elf, n. [A.S.], a little spirit; a
fairy ; (pi.) elves (elvz). a.,
el'flsh or el'vish.

elic'it (elis'it), v. [L. elidtus, drawn
out], to draw out bit by bit.

elide', u. [L. tlld6re, to strike out],
to strike out ; to cut off a sylla-
ble. n. t elision (elizh'on), the
act of striking out or cutting off
a syllable.

eligible (d'ijibl), a. [Fr., from L.

eligiMLis (dlgere, to ELECT)], fit

to be chosen ; qualified by law ;

desirable. n., eligibility, fit-

ness to be chosen.

eliminate, v. [L. ellmin&tus, cast
out (E-, Iwien, a threshold)], to

put out of doors ; to get rid of ;

to leave out of account. n. t

elimination.
elite' (diet'), n, [Fr., from L. decta,
ELECTED], the chosen or best
part.

elixir, n. [med. L., from Arab.], a
liquid supposed to change other
metals into gold or to prolong
life ; refined spirit ; anything
that gives health and vigour.

Elizabethan, a., pertaining to
Queen Elizabeth or her times.

elk, n. [A.S.], a kind of large deer.

ell, n. [A.S. dn, the arm], a meas-
ure of length (equal to the arm) ;

(English ell) 45 inches ; (Scottish
ell) 37 inches.

ellipse' (dips'), n. [Gk. eUeipsis, a
leaving out], an oval figure form-
ed by the oblique section of a
cone : the path of a planet
round the sun ; also ellip'sis,
a way of writing or speaking in
which words are left out, to be
supplied by the reader or hearer.

as., ellip'tic and ellip'tical,
belonging to an ellipse ; having
words left out.

elm, n. [A.S.], a common forest
tree.

elocu'tion, n. [L. E-, logul, to
speak], manner or style of speak-
ing ; management of the voice ;

use of fine words. n., eloeu'-
tionist, one who practises or
teaches elocution.

elongate, v. [late L. elongatus (E-,

longus, LONG)], to make longer ;

to go farther off. n., elonga'
tion.

elope' (elop'), v. [E-, and root of
LEAP ?], to run away. n., elope'-
ment.

el'oquent, a. [Fr., from L. elo-

quens, speaking out], able to
speak with grace and power ;

able to win over by speaking ;

spoken with eloquence. n.,

1'oquenco, the art of speaking
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with grace and power ; speak-
ing that stirs the feelings.

else (els), adv. [A.S.], besides ;

otherwise. -adv., else'where,
in some other place.

eld eidate, v. [late L. gluciddtus,
made clear (E-, lucldus, LUCID)],
to make clear or lucid ; to make
easily understood ; to remove
difficulties. n., elucida'tion.

elude', v. [L. E-, ludtre, to play],
to keep out of one's sight : to

avoid ; to baffle. n., elu'sion

(elu'zhon). as., elu'sive, de-

ceptive ; elu'sory, tending to

cheat.
elvish. See ELF.

elys'ium, n. [Gk. elysion], the

place of happiness ; the home
of the blessed. a., elyslan
exceedingly delightful.

em-, pref. [EN-].
ema'ciate (emd'shidf), v. [L. E-,

mdcer, lean], to make thin; to
lose flesh ; to waste away. n.,

emacia'tion, thinness ; lean-

em'anate, v. [L. emcinatus (E-,

mdndre, to flow)], to flow out
from ; to arise. n., emana'-
tion, a flowing out from ; that
which flows out.

emancipate, v. [L. emandpatus,
set free], to sot free from slavery
or any evil. ns., emancipa'-
tion, freedom from bondage ;

eman'cipator, one who sets

free.

emas culate, v. [L. emasciddtus
(E-, masculus, a male)], to take
away male power ; to deprive
of vigour.

embalm (embam'), v. [Fr. EM-,
BALM], to anoint with balm ;

to preserve a dead body with
spices.

embank v. [Fr. EM-, BANK (1)], to
enclose with a bank ; to raise a
mound. n., embank'mant, a
mound to keep back water or
form a road.

embap'go, n. [Sp. embargar, prob.
from late L. imbarric&re (IN-,

BAR)], a stoppage of ships from
leaving port ; a prohibition put
on trade ; v., to hinder ships ;

to stop trade.

embark', v. [Fr. EM-, BARK (3)], to

put or go on board ; to take
part (in). n., embarka'tion.

embar'rass, v. [Fr. EM-, and root
of BAR], to put difficulties in one's

way ; to hinder from acting
freely. n., embarrassment,
hindrance to action ; difficulty
in getting money ; confusion
of mind.

em'bassy, n. [late L. ambastia, a
message], a message sent by
means of an ambassador ; the
person or persons taking charge
of the message ; the house in
which they live.

embat'tle, v. [Fr. EM-, and root of

BATTLEMENT], to provide with
battlements ; (EM-, BATTLE), to

range in order of battle.

embellish, v. [Fr. EM-, bd, lettus,

fine], to set off with ornaments
to add grace or beauty to. n.

embellishment, decoration
ornament.

em'bers, n. pi. [A.S.], cinders or
ashes in which there is still some
fire.

embez'zle, v. [O.Fr. EM-, besittier,

to ill-treat], to use trust property
unfaithfully. n., embez'zle-
ment.

embit'ter, v. [EM-, BITTER], to
make bitter.

embla'zon, v. [EM-, BLAZON], to
adorn with heraldic figures ; to
set out in bright colours. ns.,

embla'zonment, the figures
which adorn shields, etc. ; em-
bla'zonry, the art of making
pictures on shields, etc. ; the
figures on shields, etc.

em'blem, n. [Gk. emblema (EN-,
ballein, to throw)], a figure carved
or painted ; a picture meaning
more than it shows to the eye ;

a symbol. a., emblematic or
emblematical .

embod'y, v., to put into a body ;

to give a material form to ; to
join into a whole ; to express
thoughts in- words. ., em-
bodiment.

embol'den, v., to make bold ; to
give courage to.

ombos om (embus'bm), v., to take
into the bosom ; to shelter closely.
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emboss', v. [O.Fr. EM-, BOSS], to

make bosses or raised work on.

n., emboss'ment, figures

raised above the surface.

embow'el, v. [O.Fr. EM-, BOWEL],
to take the bowels out of a body ;

to bury in. pres. p., embowel-
ling; p.p., embowelled.

embow'er, v., to set in a bower r

to surround with trees, shrubs,
etc.

embrace', v. [Fr. EM-, bras, the

arm, from L. bracchia], to hold
in the arms ; to show love by
clasping ; to contain within ;

to accept with eagerness ; n.,

a clasping in the arms, etc.

embra'sure (embrd'zh'&r), n. [Fr.

EM-, braser, to slope away], a
window with slanting sides ; an
opening in a wall to shoot
through.

em brocate, v. [mod. L. embrocatus,
soaked], to moisten or rub a sore
with a liquid ; to foment. n.,

embroca'tion, the liquid used
for this.

embpog'lio. See IMBROGLIO.
embroi'der, v. [Fr. EM-, broder,

prob. from same root as bord,
BORDER], to ornament needle-
work with sewed figures ; to
decorate ; to embellish. n.,

embroi'dery, the art of sewing
figures ; ornamental needle-
work.

embroil', v. [Fr. EM-, BROIL], to
throw into disorder ; to mix up
in a quarrel. ., embroil' -

ment.
em'bryo, n. [med. L., from Gk.
emoryon (EM-, bryein, to be full

of)], the earliest stage of an
animal or a plant ; the begin-
ning of anything ; a., in an
imperfect state ; in the germ.
a., embryonic.

emend', v. [L. E-, mendum, a
fault], to clear of faults ; to
make better ; to make correc-
tions. ns., emenda'tion, cor-
rection ; amendment ; e'men-
dator, one who corrects.

em'erald, n. [Fr. frneraude, from
Gk. smaragdos, a kind of emer-
ald], a precious stone of a green
colour ; a rich green colour ; a

small printing type ; a., of a
rich green colour.

emerge' (emerj'), v. [L. E-, mer-
gire, to dip], to rise out of any-
thing ; to come into view. ns.,

emer'gence, act of emerging ;

emer'gency, unlooked-for ap-
pearance OP event ; state of

great need. ., emer'gent.
emer'itus, a. [L. E-, mereri, to earn

or serve], having served out one's
time ; relieved from duty be-
cause of long service ; retired.

em'erods, n. pi., haemorrhoids.
See PILES.

emer'sipn (em&r'sfiori), n., act of

emerging ; the coming again
into sight of a star that has been
eclipsed.

em'ery, n. [Fr., from Gk. smeris],
hard grains or powder, glued on
cloth, etc., for grinding and
polishing.

emetic, a. [Gk. emetikos (emein, to
vomit)], causing vomiting ; n.,
a medicine that causes vomiting

emigrate, v. [L. emigratus, re-

moved from (E-, migrdre, to

MIGRATE)], to go to another
country. a., emigrant, leav-

ing home for another country ;

n., one who has gone to live in a
far-off land. n., emigra'tion.

eminent, a. [L. eminens (eminere,
to stand out)], outstanding ;

well-known. n., eminence, a
part rising above the rest ; a
rising ground ; a title of honour.

emir (emer'), n. [Arab., AMEER], a
Turkish ruler or lord : a de-
scendant of Mohammed.

emission (emish'on), n., a sending
or throwing out ; that which is

sent out.

emit', v. [L. E-, mitttre, to send],
to throw or give out ; to issue.

pres. p., emitting; p.p.
emitted. n., em'issary [L.

emissarius], one who is sent
out, especially on a private
mission ; a spy ; an outlet
for water.

em'met, n. [A.S.I, an ant.
emollient (emol'ient), a. [L. E-,

mollis, soft], making soft or
supple ; n., something to soften,
or allay pain.
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emol'ument, n. [L. emolumentum,
profit (E-, mollrl, to work)], pay-
ment for work ; good or gain
in any way.

emo'tion (emo'shon), n. [L. emotio

(E-, movere, to MOVE)], a strong
movement of the feelings. a.,

emo'tional, arising from or caus-

ing emotion ; easily moved.
empale'. See IMPAIR.
empan'el, v. [O.Fr. EM-, PANEL],

to write names in a list ; to put
upon a list. pres. p., empanel-
ling: p.p., empanelled.

em'peror, n. [Fr., from L. im-
perator, a commander-in-chief],
one who rules an empire ; /.,

em'press.
em'phasis, n. [Gk. EM-, ph&sis,
an appearance], a force of voice
laid upon a syllable, word, etc. ;

stress or importance ; accent.

v., em'phasize, to mark with
emphasis ; to lay stress on.

a., emphatic or emphat'ical,
marked by special force of
voice ; requiring emphasis.

em'pire, n. [Fr., from L. imper-
ium], chief power or sovereignty;
the country over which an em-
peror rules.

empiric and empirical, as. [Fr.,
from Gk. empeirikos, experi-
enced], known by trial or experi-
ence ; not known by scientific

thought. ns. (empiric), one
whose knowledge is got from
experience only ; a quack ; em-
piricism, knowledge resting on
experience alone ; practice with-
out regular training or study.

employ', v. [Fr., from L. implicare,
to fold in], to keep at work ; to
give work to ; to make use of ;

n., fixed work or service. ns.,

emplpy'er ; employ'ee, one
who is employed ; employ' -

ment, a giving of work to ; the
work a person has.

emporium, n. [Gk. emporion, a
market-place], a place where
goods are brought to be sold or
exchanged ; a place of trade ;

a commercial city.

empov'erish. See IMPOVERISH.
empower, v., to give power to.
em press. See EMPEROR.

emp'ty, a. [A.S.], having nothing
within ; unfruitful ; without
reality ; v., to take everything
out of ; to become empty. n.,

emp'tiness.
empyr'eal (empir'edl), a. [Gk.

empyros, on fire], formed of pure
fire or light ; belonging to the
highestheaven. n..empyre'an,
the highest heaven.

emu (e'mu), n. [Port.], the Austral-
ian ostrich, which is like a casso-

wary.
em'ulate, v. [L. cemuldri, to try to

equal (cemiilus, a rival)], to try
to be better than ; to copy, in
order to excel ; to strive with.

n., emula'tion. as., em'-
ulous and emulative, fond of

excelling.
emul'sion (emWshdri), n. [L. emul-

gere, to milk out (E-, mulgere, to
milk)], a milk-like mixture of
oil and water used as medicine.

a., emul'sive, milk-like ; giv-
ing out a milk -like substance.

en-, pref. [Fr., from L. IN-, or Gk.
EN-], in, into, on (as in ENCLOSE,
ENTOMB, ELLIPSE, EMBODY).

-en, suff. [A.S.], of the quality or
nature of ; like ; littleness ;

forming verbs (as in HEATHEN,
WOODEN, OAKEN ; CHICKEN, KIT-
TEN ; BLACKEN, SHORTEN).

ena'ble, v. [EN-, ABLE], to make
able ; to give power to.

enact', v. [EN-, ACT], to act the
part of ; to pass, as a law.
a., enac'tive, having the power
to enact. n., enact ment, the
passing of a law ; a law.

enam'el, n. [O.Fr. esmaU, from
root of BMELT (2)], a glass-like
substance melted and used for

coating metal, jewellery, etc. ;

a smooth, glossy surface ; the
coating of the teeth ; v., to
coat with enamel, or with varir
ous colours; to make smooth.

pres. p., enamelling; p.p.,
enamelled.

enam'our (enam'tir), v. [Fr. EN-,
AMOUR], to inflame with love ;

to fill with delight.
encage

1

, v. [EN-, CAGE], to put into
a cage ; to shut within narrow
limits.
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encamp', v. [KN-, CAMP], to form a

camp ; to pitch tents ; to take tip

a position for rest. n., encamp' -

ment, an army at rest ; a camp.
encase' [Fr. EN-, CASE], to put into

a case. n., encase'ment.
encaus'tic, o. [Fr., from Gk, en-

kaustoa, burned (EN-, kaiein, to

burn)], burned in; painted or

decorated when hot ; n., some
articles the painting of which is

fixed by heat.

-ence, -ency, suff. [Fr. ence, from
L. -entia], quality or state (as in

DILIGENCE, FREQUENCY).
enceinte' (ansaat'), n. [Fr., from

L. indnctus, surrounded (m-,
cingere, to girdle)], the fortified

wall surrounding a fortress;

a., pregnant.
enchain', v. [Fr. EN-, CHAIN], to

put in chains; to hold firmly
in any way.

enchant', v. [Fr., from L. incan-
tdre (IN-, cantare, to sing)], to act
on by charms ; to bring under
the power of magic ; to give
great delight to. ns., enchant' -

ment, the use of magic spells ;

that which enchants ; enchan'-
tep, one who enchants; /.,

enchantress.
encir'cle, v. [EN-, CIRCLE], to en-

close in a circle ; to surround.
enclitic, a. [Qk. enklitikos, lean-

ing on (EN-, klinein, to bend)],
leaning or resting on ; n., a
dependent word pronounced as
part of that which it follows.

enclose', v. [EN-, CLOSE], to shut
in on all sides ; to put a fence
round ; to put in a case or
wrapper. n., enclo'sure, that
which encloses ; a fence ; the
space enclosed.

enco mium, n. [Qk. enkomion, a
song of praise], a speech prais-
ing a person ; high praise. n.,

enco'miast, one who praises.
enoom'pass (incHm'pds), v. [EN-,

COMPASS], to stretch or go round ;

to Include. n., encom'pass-
ment.

encore' (anfcor'), adv. [Fr., from L.
in hanc horam, to this hour], over
again ; once more ; ., to call
for a repetition.

encoun'tep, v. [O.Fr. EN-, CONTRA,
against], to come face to face

with ; to meet in fight ; to meet
unexpectedly ; n., a fight ; a

contest; an unexpected meet-
ing.

eneour'age (enc&r'aj), v. [Fr. EN-,
COURAGE], to put heart or cour-

age into ; to raise one's spirits.

n., eneoup'agement, that
which urges one to do well.

adv., encoup'agingly.
encroach' (enkroch'), v. [Fr. EN-,
and root of CROOK], to invade
the rights of another; to tres-

pass. n., encroach'ment, an
invading of another's right ;

that which is so got.

encpust', v. [prob. through Fr.

(IN-, L. crusta, CRUST)], to cover
with a crust. n., enerust'ment
or encpusta'tion, a hard coating
on the surface of anything ; a

layer or facing of marble on a
wall.

encum'bep, . [Fr. EN-, CUMBER],
to keep from moving freely ; to

put a burden on ; to load with
debt, etc. n., encum brance,
any hindrance.

encyc'lical (ensik'lik&D, a. [Gk.
EN-, kyklos, a circle], sent round
to many persons or places ; to
be read by a great number ;-

n., a circular letter sent by the
Pope to bishops, etc.

encyclopedia (enstkldpS'dia), n.

[Gk. BN-, kyklos, a circle ; pai-
deia, teaching], the circle of the
arts and sciences ; a book giving
information on many subjects,
arranged in alphabetical order.

n., encyclopaedist, one who
writes in an encyclopaedia. a.,

encyclopaedic, full of informa-
tion.

end, n. [A.S.], the farthest point
or line ; the last point in space
and time ; purpose or aim ;-

., to cause to stop ; to come to
a stop. n., ending, the last

part of anything. a., endless,
without end ; unending. adv.,

endways, standing on end;
with the end forward.

endan'gep (end&n'jer), v. [EN-,
DA.NGEB], to put or bring into
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danger ; to expose to loss or

hurt.

endear', v. [EN-, DEAR], to make
dear. n., endear'ment, an act

showing love ; state of being
dear.

endeav'our (endev'ttr), v. [Fr. EN-,

devoir, duty], to try ; to make
an effort ; to use power or force ;

n., an effort.

endemic, a. [Gk. EN-, demos,
people], peculiar to a district.

en'dogen (en'dojen), n. [Gk. endow,
within ; genes, born or produced],
a plant that grows by adding its

new wood within the stem, as a

palm, rush, etc. ; opposed to
EXOQEN. a., endogenous.

endorse', v. [O.Fr. endosser (EN-,
doa, L. dorsum, back)], to write
one's name on the back of ; to

agree with ; to record a breach
of law on the back of (licence).

n., endorse'meiit.
endow', v. [EN-, FT. douer, to
DOWER], to give a dowry to ; to

give what will provide a regular
income ; to enrich with any gift
or power. n., endow'ment,
money given to produce a regu-
lar income ; any rich gift.

endue' (endu'), v. [O.Fr., from L.
inducere (see INDUCE)], to put
on ; to clothe ; to furnish (with).

endure', v. [Fr., from L. indurdre,
to last (IN-, durus, see DURE)], to
last long ; to . stand firm ; to
bear up under pain, etc. a.,

endurable. n., endur'ance,
state of enduring ; power of

bearing.
ene'ma, n. [Gk. EN-, hienai, to

send], a medicine injected with
a syringe.

en'emy, n. [Fr., from L. inimwus
(in-, UN-, amlcus, friend)], one
who hates another ; a country
at war with another ; the oppos-
ing army or fleet.

en'ergy (en'erji), n. [Gk. energeia,
action (EN-, ergon, work)], power
of working ; power producing
results ; force or expression in
words. as., energet'ie and en-
ergetical, full of work and ac-
tion ; showing a will and power
to work ; lively ; forcible.

ener'vate, v. [L. enervdtu*, weak-
ened (E-, nervus, & NERVE)], to

deprive of force . or nerve ; to

enfee'ble, v. [Fr. EN-, FEEBLE], to
make feeble. n., enfee'ble-
ment.

enfeoflT (enfef), v. [Fr. EN-, FIEF],
to give a fief to ; to put in pos-
session of land as a vassal.

enfilade', n. [Fr. IN-, fll, L. ftlum,
a thread], any place open from
end to end ; a gun-fire sweeping
along the whole line ; v., to fire

from end to end.

enfold', v. [EN-, FOLD], to fold in ;

to wrap up ; to embrace.
enforce', v. [Fr., from late L. in-

fortiare (IN-, and root of FORCE)],
to give force to ; to put in force ;

to cause to be obeyed. n.,

enforce'ment, act of enforcing.
enfranchise (enfran'chlz), v. [Fr.

EN-, FRANCHISE], to make or set

free ; to give the right of voting
to. n., enfranchisement, ad-
mission to the privileges of

voting.
engage' (engdj'), v. [Fr. EN-,
GAGE (1)], to bind by a pledge or

promise ; to promise to do ; to
take part in ; to bespeak. a.,

engaged', at work ; in the act of

fighting ; promised in marriage.
n., engage'ment, a promise,

esp. to marry ; an appointment
to meet ; a battle. a., enga'-
ging, attractive ; pleasing.

engen'der (enjen'der), v. [Fr., from
L. ingenerare (m-, genus, a race)],
to bring into being ; to beget ;

to produce.
en'gine (en'jin), n. [Fr., from L.

ingenium, invention], a machine
fitted to do certain work ; a
machine used for setting others
in motion. ns., engineer', one
who makes or manages engines ;

one who plans fortifications,

roads, bridges, etc. ; engineer' -

ing, the work or the science and
skill of an engineer.

English (ing'glish), a. [A.S.], be-
longing to England ; n., the
people of South Britain or their
language.

engraft', v. [EN-, GRAFT], to put a
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graft or shoot of one tree into

another ; to make one thing a

part of another.

engrain', v. [EN-, GRAIN], to dye
in the grain or deeply ; to fix

deeply in the nature.

engrave', v. [EN-, GRAVE (1)], to

cut a mark deeply ; to cut pic-

tures, etc., upon stone or metal ;

to fl-s in the memory. n., en-

gra'ving, art of cutting pictures,
etc. ; a picture so made.

engross', v. [Fr. EN-, and root of

GROSS], to write a copy in large
letters ; to take up one's atten-
tion ; to buy up in large quan-
tities. n., engross'ment, a fair

copy in a large hand; a taking
up of the whole of a thing.

engulf', v. [EN-, GULF], to swallow
up as in a gulf.

enhance', v. [O.Fr. erihauncer,
enhancer (IN-, L. altus, high)], to
raise in price or value ; to make
higher. n., enhance'ment.

enig'ma, n. [Gk. ainigma], a state-

ment with a hidden meaning ;

something obscure or hard to
be understood. as., enigmatic
and enigmatical.

enjoin', v [Fr., from L. injungere
(IN-, iungere, to join)], to order
or command ; to impress ear-

nestly upon.
enjoy, v. [Fr. EN-, JOT], to feel

pleasure hi : to get joy from ;

to be happy in. n.., enjoy'-
ment, a feeling of joy ; happi-
ness ; that which gives joy ;

use or possession.
enkin'dle, v. [EN-, KINDLE], to set

on flre ; to arouse or excite.

enlarge' (enlarj'), v. [Fr EN-,
LARGE], to make or grow larger ;

to say more (upon) a thing ; to
set free. n., enlarge'ment, the
amount added ; a setting free.

enligh'ten (enll'ten), v. [EN- LIGH-
TEN], to cast light upon ; to make
clear ; to give knowledge to.

n., enligh'tenment, state of
having light.

enlist', v. [EN-, LIST], to write one's
name in a list ; to take part or
get another to take part in some
work ; to become a soldier.
n., enlist ment, an engagement

to take part or to act as a
soldier.

enli'ven, -u. [EN-, LIFE], to put life

into ; to make quick and active ;

to raise one's spirits.

en'mity, n. [Fr., from late L. ini-

micitas, ill -will (inimicus, ENE-
MY)], the feelings of an eaemy ;

a wishing ill to.

enno'ble, v. [Fr. IN-, NOBLE], to
make noble ; to make a peer of ;

to raise in kind or character.
ennui' (annwe'), n. [Fr., from L.

in odio, in hatred], a feeling of

enor'mous, a. [Fr., from L. enor-
mis (E-, norma, a rule)], beyond
measure ; of more than usual
size ; very large. n. t enor'-
mity, state of being enormous ;

anything beyond measure; a
great crime.

enough' (enuf), n. [A.S.], that to
which nothing more needs to
be added ; what will just do ;

a., needing no addition ;

adv., so as to need no more.
enquire' and enquir'y. See IN-

QUIRE.
enrage' (enraj'), v. [Fr. EN-, RAGE],

to put into a rage ; to make
angry.

enrap'ture, v. [EN-, RAPTURE], to

transport with pleasure ; to fill

with delight.

enrich', v. [Fr. EN-, RICH], to make
rich or fruitful ; to adorn with
ornaments. n., enrich'ment.

enrol', v. [Fr. EN-, ROLL], to put
into a roll ; to write in a list ;

to put in writing. pres. p.

enrolling; p.p., enrolled. n.

enrol'ment, the list of names
enrolled.

ensam'ple, old form of EXAMPLE.
ensconce', v, [EN-, SCONCE], to

cover over with a sconce or fort ;

to hide ; to settle in safety.
enshrine', v. [EN-, SHRINE], to put

into a shrine ; to put into a holy
place.

enshroud', v. [EN-, SHROUD], to

wrap in a shroud ; to cover up
closely.

en sign (en'siri), n. [Fr., from L.

insigne, well marked (m-, sig-

num, a SIGN)], the flag of a regi-
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m?nt ; formerly the officer who
carried the flag ; ship's flag.

err silage (en'sildj), n. [Fr. EN-,

SILO], a storing of crops in pits.

enslave', v. [EN-, SLAVE], to make
a slave of ; to take away one's

liberty. n.,enslave'ment, state
of slavery.

ensnare', v. [EN-, SNARE], to catch
in a snare ; to take by cunning
or deceit.

ensue' (ensu'), v. [Fr., from L. in-

sequl, to follow after], to come
or follow after ; to flow from as
a consequence.

ensure' (enshoor'), v. [O.Fr. EN-,

SURE], to make sure or safe ; see
also ENSURE.

ent, suff. [L.], agent or doer ; full

of (as in AGENT, STUDENT ; TUR-
BULENT, VIRULENT).

entablature, n. [L. intabvMtum,
flooring (IN-, tabula, a board)],
the part of a building resting
on the columns.

entail', v. [Fr. IN-, falea, a cutting
(see TAIL)], to cause property to
descend in a certain line of heirs ;

to cause to follow ; -n., an
estate or property limited as
above.

entangle (ent&ngl'), v. [EN-,
TANGLE], to mix confusedly ; to
catch as in a net ; to bring into
difficulties. n., entangle' -

ment, a state of confusion ;

disorder.

en'ter, u. [Fr., from L. intrdre

(intra, within)], to go into ; to

pierce ; to form part of ; to
write into a book or roll ; (upon)
to take possession of. ns.,

en'try, act or means of entering ;

a passage into ; a writing or

something in a book ; that
which is written ; a taking pos-
session (of a house) ; en'trance,
a place of entering ; the right

it of entering ; en'trant.
T enteric [Gk. enteron, bowel], a.,

affecting the bowels ; n., ty-
: phoid fever; a disease of the
ip:

bowels caused by infected water.
enterprise, n. [Fr., from late L.

I interprendere (INTER-, prendere,
f

to take in hand)], something
j taken in hand ; a piece of bold

or dangerous work ; readiness
to do such work ; v., to under-
take. a., en'terprising, ready
to face difficulties.

entertain', v. [Fr., from late L.
intertenere (INTER-, tenere, to

hold)], to receive as guests ; to
make the time pass pleasantly ;

to keep in the mind or thought.
a., entertai'ning, good at

amusing. n., entertain'ment,
act of entertaining ; supply of
wants ; a feast ; anything that
interests, pleases, or amuses.

enthral', v. [EN-, THRALL], to make
a slave of. pres. p., enthral-
ling; p.p., enthralled . n.,
enthral'mant .

enthrone', v. [Fr. EN-, THRONE], to
set on a throne ; to put in a
place of highest power ; to instal

(a bishop, eta). n., enthrone'-
ment.

enthu'siasm, n. [Gk. enthousias-

mos, inspiration (EN-, theos, a
god)], great zeal due to belief in

the goodness of a cause ; power
of the feelings over the mind.
a., enthusias tic. n. t enthu'-
siast.

entice' (entis'), v. [Fr.], to draw
on by hope or desire ; to lead
astray ; to induce to sin. n. t

entice'ment, that which entices.
entire' (entlr'), a. [Fr., from L.

integer, whole], unbroken ; with-
out fault ; with all its parts OP
strength. adv., entirely. ns.,
entire'ness and entire'ty, com-
pleteness ; an unbroken state.

euti'tle, v. [Fr. EN-, TITLE], to
give one a claim or right.

en'tity, n. [L. ens, being], real be-
ing, whether in thought or fact.

entomb' (entoom'), v. [Fr. EN-,
TOMB], to put in a tomb ; to
bury out of sight. n., entomb'-
ment, burial.

entomol'ogy, n. [Gk. entomon,
insect (ent&rnos, cut in two ;

-LOGY)], the natural history of
insects. n., entomol'ogist, one
who studies insects.

en'trails, n. pi. [Fr., from late L.
intralia, things within (see
ENTER-)], the inner parts of an
animal's body ; the bowels.
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entram'mel, v. [BN-,

to trammel.
en'trance (1), n. See under
ENTER.

entrance' (2), v. [EN-, TRANCE], to

put into a trance ; to fill with

great delight. n., entrane'-
ment.

entrap', v. [Fr. EN-, TRAP], to catch

as in a trap ; to get a person
into a difficulty ; to entangle or

ensnare. pres. p., entrapping ;

p.p., entrapped.
entreat', v. [Fr. EN-, TREAT], to beg

with earnestness ; to pray for.

n., entrea'ty, an earnest

prayer.
entree' (anfm'), n. [Fr., ENTRY],

right or permission to enter ; a
side dish served between the
courses.

entrench', v. [EN-, TRENCH], to dig
a ditch round ; to cut trenches
or furrows in ; to enter (upon)
that which belongs to another.

n., entrench'ment, a ram- 1

part and trench around a place ;

a defence.

entrust', v. [EN-, TRUST], to put
into some one's trust or care ;

to charge with a duty or task.

en'try. See under ENTER.
entwine', v. [EN-, TWINE], to twine
round j to clasp or embrace ;

to cling to.

enu'merate, v. [L. enumerdtus,
counted up (E-, numerus, a
NUMBER)], to count up one by
one ; to get the number of ; to
tell over the names. ns., enu-
mera'tion, enu'merator.

enun'ciate (enun'shiat), v. [L. E-,

nuntius, a messenger], to speak
out ; to state clearly ; to pro-
nounce distinctly. n., enun-
cia'tion, clear speaking ; a
clear statement.

envel'op, v. [Fr.], to wrap or fold
In ; to cover on all sides ; to
hide. ns., en'velope (en'velop
or an'vlop), that which wraps or

covers; a paper covering for a
letter; envelopment.

enven'om, v. [Fr., IN-, venin,
VENOM], to put poison into ; to
embitter speech or action.

envi'ron, v. [Fr., IN-, and root of
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L], j
VEER], to surround on all sidea.

ns.,environment, that which
surrounds ; envi'rons, pi, tho

places lying around ; outskirts.

envis'age, v. [Fr. envisage? (EN-,

VISAGE)], to look in the face ; to
consider.

en'voy, n. [Fr. envoie, sent <L. IN-,

via, on the way)], a messenger
sent abroad to arrange business ;

a minister next in rank to an
ambassador.

en'vy, n. [Fr., from L. invidia, ill-

will], a feeling of pain at an-
other's good ; a wish that an-
other's good had been ours
an object of envy ; v., to fee

pain at another's good ; to wish
that another's good were ours
to hate a person because of sue
cess or goodness. as., en'vi

able, that may be envied
very desirable; en'vious, feel

ing envy.
enwrap', v. [EN-, WRAP], to wrap

or fold round.

ep'aulet, n. [Fr. epaulette, from L
spatfila, a shoulder], a shoulder

knot; a shoulder-badge of an
officer.

epergne' (epem'), n. [etym. ?], an
ornamental dish for the centre
of a table.

e'phah (e'fa), n. [Heb.], a Hebrew
measure for grain, etc.

ephem'eral (efem'erdl), a. [Qk. EPI-

Jiemera, a day], living only fore
day.

eph'od (efdff), n. [Heb.], a part o
the Jewish priests' dress.

epi-, pref. [Gk.], upon (as in EPI
TAPH, EPISCOPAL, EPODE).

ep'ie, a. [Gk. epos, a word], tok
in a lofty style ; n., an heroi<

poem.
epicure, n. [L. Epicurus], one wh<

lives for pleasure, esp. in eatinj
and drinking. a., epicure';
pertaining to Epicurus ; fond o
good living ; n., a follower o
Epicurus.

epicycle, n. [Gk. EPI-, kykloi
circle], a circle the centre o
which moves round the circum
ference of another circle.

epidemic, a. [Fr., from Gk. e?ri

demios, among the people (EPI-
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dSmos, people)], falling on many
(of diseases) ; general ; n., a dis-

ease that attacks many persons.
epider'mis, n. [Gk. EPI-, derma,

skin], the outer skin.

epiglot'tis, n. [Gk. EPI-, glotta, the
tongue], a valve which covers
the upper end of the windpipe
when food is passing into the
throat.

epigram, n. [Fr., from Gk. epi-
gramma, an inscription (EPI-,

graphein, to write)], an inscrip-
tion in verse ; a short poem
ending in a witty thought ; a
pointed saying. as., epigram-
matic and epigrammat'ical,
like an epigram, n., epigram'-
matist, a writer of epigrams.

epigraph, n. [Gk. EPI-, graphein,
to write], an inscription on a
building, statue, etc. ; a motto.

epilepsy, n. fGk. epilepsia, a. seiz-

ure (EPI-, lambanein, to take)],
a disease of the brain causing
the sufferer to fall unconscious,
and accompanied by convulsions,

a., epilep'tic, pertaining to

epilepsy ; n., a person suffering
from epilepsy.

epilogue (ep'ttog), n. [Fr., from
Gk. epilogos (EPI-, l&gos, a
speech)], a speech addressed to
the spectators at the end of a
play ; the winding up of a
speech or book ; conclusion.

Epipb'any (epif'dni), n. [Fr., from
Gk. epiphania (EPI-, phainein,
to show)], an appearance ; a
Church feast on the 6th of Janu-
ary, to commemorate the show-
ing of Christ to the wise men.

epis'oopacy, n. [Gk. episkdpos,
BISHOP], Church government by
bishops. as,, epis'copal and
(episcopalian) ; n., a member
of an episcopal Church, n.,

epis'copate, the office of a
bishop ; the whole body of

f
bishops.

episode, n. [Gk. EPT-, eis, into ;

I

hddos, a way], an incident or
* group of events in a story or in
W real life.

, epistle (cpisl'), n, fFr., from Gk.
epistdle, a letter. a., epis'tol-

H ary. in the form of a letter.

epitaph (ep'itaf), n. [Gk. EPI-,
taphos, a tomb], a writing on a
tomb.

epithala'mium, n. [Gk. EPI-,
thal&mos, a bride-chamber], a
marriage song.

epithet, n. [Gk. epitMtos, added],
a word added to a name to de
scribe it; an adjective telling
some quality.

epit'ome (epit'omi), n. [Gk. EPI-,
temnein, to cut], a shortened
form of a book, story, etc. ; a
summary. v., epit'omlze.

epoch (ep'ok or e'pok), n. [Gk.
epdche, a check (EPI-, echein, to
hold)], a fixed point of time from
which dates are counted back-
wards or forwards ; the time of
something remarkable.

ep'ode, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. epodos
(EPI-, 8d$, a poem)], the last part
of a lyric ode.

e'quable, a., the same all over;
without variation. ns., equa-
bility, e'quableness, and
equality, state of being equal.

v., e'qualize, to make equal.
n., equalization, a making

equal ; state of being made
equal.

e'qual, a. fL. cequus], of the same
size ; as good as another ; in
the same position ; having
power enough (to) ; n., one who
is as good as another ; one of
the same rank, etc. ; v., to
make or to be the same as an-
other. adv., e'qually. pres.p.9

equalling; p.p., equalled.
equanimity, n. [Fr., from L.

ceguani'mitaa (L. cequus, EQUAL j,

animus, the mind)], evenness of
mind ; calmness of temper.

equate', v. [L. cequare, to equalize],
to make equal ; to bring to
an average. ns., equa tion, a
making equal ; a statement of

equality of two things or quan-
tities ; equa'top, an imaginary
circle passing round the globe,
midway between the poles.
a., equatorial, pertaining to
the equator ; n., a telescope
mounted so as to move parallel
to the equator.

eq'uerry (ek'weri), n. [Fr, teurie, a
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stable], a stableman ; the officer

in charge of the sovereign's
horses.

eques'trian, a. [L. equestris (equus,

& horse)], belonging to horses or

riding ; n., one who rides on
horseback.

equi-, pref. [L. cequus], equal (as

in EQUILATERAL, EQUINOX).
equian'gular, a., having all the

angles equal.

equidis'tant, a., equally distant.

equilat'epal, a. [L. lotus, side],

having all the sides equal.

equilibrium, n. [L. EQUI-, libra,

a balance], state of rest caused
by equal balancing of weights ;

state of mind inclining to neither

side.

equimultiple, n. [EQUI-, MUL-
TIPLE], a number multiplied by
the same number as another.

e'quine, a. [L. equinus (equus, a

horse)], belonging to or like a
horse.

e'quinox, n. [Fr., from L. cequi-
noctium (EQUI-, nox, night)], the
time (about 21st March and 23rd

September) when or the point
where the sun crosses the equa-
tor, making day and night equal.

a., equinoc'tial (-nok'shal),

pertaining to equal days and
nights ; n., an imaginary circle

in the sky, right over the equa-
tor, so called because when the
sun crosses it day and night are

equal.

equip', v. [Fr., from Scand. root
of SHIP], to fit out ; to provide
with what is needed. pres. p.;

equipping; p.p., equipped.
ns., eq'uipage (ek'wipafi, that
with which one is fitted for ser-

vice ; servants, horses, etc., of a
king ; the things needed for an
army : equip'ment, a fitting
out ; that which is made ready.

eq'uipoise (ek'wipmz), n. [EQUI-,
POISE], an equal weight on both
sides ; state of rest so caused.

eq'uity, n. [Fr., from L. cequitas],
that which is fair between man
and man ; right by the law of

nature; equality of rights.
a., equi table, just ; fair.

equivalent, a. iFr., from late L.

cequfoalens (EQUT-, valere, to be
worth)], of equal worth or force ;

having the same meaning ; n,,

that which is equal.

equiv'ocal, a. [L. cequivdcus,
doubtful OEQUI-, vocdre, to call)],

having two different meanings ;

uncertain ; misleading. v.,

equiv'ocate, to use words of

double meaning in order to mis-
lead. n., equivoca'tion.

-er (1), suff. [A.S.], agent, doer;
connected with ; frequentative
(as in MARINER, ROBBER ; LARDER,
SAUCER ; SHIMMER, FLUTTER).

-er (2), suff. [A.S.], more (as in

LARGER, SMALLER).
era (er'd), n. [L. cera, pieces of

brass used as counters], a point
of time fixed by some event ;

a series of years from a fixed

point.
eradicate, v. [L. erddlcatus (E-,

radix, a root)], to take out by the
root ; to destroy utterly. a.,

erad'icable. n., eradication.
erase', v. [L. E-, radere, to scrape],

to rub out ; to cause to be
forgotten. ns., era'ser, that
which rubs out ; era'sion and
era'sure, process of rubbing
out ; that which is rubbed out.

Eras'tian (eras'tidri), n., one who
believes [with Thomas Erastus, a
Swiss doctor] that the Church
ought to be subject to the State ;

a., relating to Erastians. n.,

Eras'tianism, control of the i

Church by the State.
ere (dr), adv. [A.S.], before ; sooner

j-

than ; prep., before.

erect', a. [L. erectus, set up],

straight up ; firm and unbend-
'

ing ; v., to set straight up ; to i

raise or build. n., eree'tion,a ,

building.
er'mine (er'miri), n. [Fr.], an ani-,

mal like a weasel, having a thick i-

fur ; the fur used on the robes
of judges and magistrates ; the',

office or dignity of a judge.
-ern, suff. [A.S.], quality or nature! i

(as in MODERN, NORTHERN).
erode', v. [Fr., from L. crodere (E-,:

rodere, to gnaw)], to eat away ;
f

<

to gnaw into. n., ero'sion,
a., ero'sive, eating away.
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8P6t'ic, a. [Gk. erotikos (eras, love)],

speaking or singing of love ;

causing or caused by love.

epp, v. [Fr., from L. errdre, to wan-
der], to go put of the right way ;

to make mistakes.

er'rand, n. [A.S.], a journey to

carry a message ; something
which one is sent to do.

er'rant, a. [O.Fr.], wandering;
looking lor adventures. n., P'-

rantry, a state of wandering.
a., eppat'ic, given to wander.

OPPa'tum, n. [L. erratum (errdre,

to wander)], a mistake in writing
or printing ; (pi.) errata.

ePPO'neous, a. [L. erroneus, wan-
dering about, from erro, a vaga-
bond], full of error ; wrong.
n., er'rop, a going wrong; a
mistake ; an act of wrong-
doing.

Erse, n. [Sc. form of Irish}, the
language spoken in the High-
lands of Scotland, so called
because of its Irish origin;
(wrongly) Irish.

epst, adv. [A.S.], before ; formerly.
epubesc'ent (erubes'ent), a. [L. E-,

rubere, to be red], growing red ;

blushing. n., epubesc'ence.
eructa tlon, n. [L. eructdre], a

throwing out of wind from the
stomach, or of gas or other mat-
ter from a volcano.

OP'udite, a. [L. erudltus (E-, rudis,
RUDE)], polished ; learned ;

deeply read. n. t erudition
(dish'on), learning ; knowledge
gained from books.

erup'tion, n. [L. E-, rumpere, to

break], a breaking or bursting
out that which is thrown out ;

hot spots on the skin. a.,

epup'tive, breaking forth ; caus-

ing or caused by an eruption.
wy. -Py, suff. [Fr. erre], forming
nouns (as in KNAVERY, SLAVERY).

epysip'elas, n. [Gk. erusi-, or

erythros, red ; pella, the skin],
a disease of the skin attended by
great inflammation.

escalade', n. [Fr., from Sp. esca-

lada, from L. scdla, a ladder], a
scaling of walls ; an attack on
a fortified place by means of
ladders ; v., to enter by ladders.

escape', v. [Fr., from late L.

pare (EX-, cappa, out of one's

cloak)], to get or flee away ; to

get free from restraint or danger ;

n., a getting away by flight ;

freedom from threatened dan-
ger or injury. ns., escapade'
[Fr., from Sp.], an escape from
the restraint of good sense ; a
wild prank; escape'ment, the
means in a clock by which the
movement is controlled, one
tooth of a wheel being allowed
to escape at each vibration of
the pendulum.

escarp' [Fr. escarper, to SCARP], to
cut or make into a slope ; n.,

the inner slope of a ditch round
a fortress. n., eseapp'ment,
the side of a hill or rock cut
away ; a steep slope, natural
or artificial ; a steep part of a
fortification.

-esce, suff. [L. -escere], to begin to

(as in COALESCE, EFFERVESCE) ;

-escent, beginning (as in EFFER-
VESCENT).

escheat', n. [Fr., from late L. ex-
cddere (EX-, cddere, to fall)], pro-
perty that falls away to the
crown or overlord for want of
an heir or for some other reason ;

v., to go back to the crown or
overlord.

eschew' (eschoo'), v. [Fr., from root
of SHY], to shun ; to avoid ; to
run from.

es'copt, n. [Fr., from It. (EX-, L.

corrigere, to CORRECT)], a guard
for protection or honour ; sol-

diers or ships as a protection,
etc. v., escort', to go as a
guard.

es'eulent, a. [L. esculentus. eat-
able (esca, food)], that can be
eaten ; n., something that can
be used as food.

escutch'eon (eskuch'dri), n. [Fr.,
from L. scutum, a shield], a
family shield on which a coat
of arms is painted ; the part of a
ship's stern with the name on it.

-ese, suff. [O.Fr. -eis, L. enses, pi.],

of, belonging to (as in JAPANESE,
MALTESE).

esk, geog. root [C.], water (as in

Esk, UsTc, Ouse).
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Es'kimo, n., one of a race Inhabit-

ing Greenland, etc. ; (pi) Eski-
mos.

esoph afcus. See (ESOPHAGUS.
esoteric, a. [Gk. esoteros, inner],

secret ; shown or taught only to
a few. Opposed to EXOTERIC.

espar'to, n. [Sp., from Gk. spar-

ton], a kind of grass used in

making paper, etc.

especial (espesh'al), a. [Fr., from
L. speridlis, SPECIAL], having
qualities of its own ; better than
others ; outstanding. adv.,

especially, most of all.

Esperan'to [Sp. esperanza, hope],
an artificial language for inter-

national use, for commercial
purposes, invented by Dr.
Zamenhof of Warsaw.

esplanade', n. [Fr., from L. ex-

plctndre, to smooth out], a level

space between a citadel and the
houses of a town ; a broad walk
or drive by the seaside.

espouse', v. [Fr., from L. sponsa,
a SPOUSE], to take as husband
or wife ; to give in marriage ;

to take up a cause. n., espou'-
sal, a promise of marriage ; the
taking up of a cause ; (pi.) the
ceremony of betrothing two
people.

espy', t;. [Fr., from root of SPY],
to see at a distance ; to catch
sight of. n., espionage, a
making use of spies ; a secret
watching for information.

esque, suff., like, in the style of
(ii.s in GROTESQUE, PICTURESQUE).

Esquimau (pi. -maux). See
ESKIMO.

esquire', n. [O.Fr. escuyer, from
L. scutum, a shield], a shield-
bearer attending on a knight ; a
title next below that of knight ;

a title of courtesy or office.

ess, suff. [Fr. ease, from L. -ISSA],
female (as in EMPRESS, MANAG-
ERESS).

es say, n. [O.Fr., as ASSAY], a trial
or testing ; an attempt to do

;

a composition ; a piece of writ-
ing. v., essay, to make trial ;

to attempt to do. n., es'sayist,
one who writes an essay.

Wsence, n. [Fr., from L. essentia,

being (ease, to be)], being ; that

quality which makes a thing
what it is ; the distinctive part
or parts of a thing ; a perfume.

a., essen'tial(esen'shdl), neces-

sary.
establish, v. [Fr., from L. sta-

bilis, firm], to set up firmly ; to
make sure. n., establish-
ment, a setting firmly up ; that
which is so set up ; the arrange-
ments of a person's house or busi-
ness ; a Church set up by law.

estate', n. [Fr., from L. status,

STATE], the circumstances in

which a person or a thing is ;

that which belongs to a person,
as land or other property.

esteem', v. (Fr., from L. cestim&'re,
to ESTIMATE], to put a value
upon ; to think highly of ; n.,

high value. a., es'timable,
worthy of regard.

esthetic. See .ESTHETIC.

es'timate, n. {L. cestimdre, to
value], a reckoning of cost or

price ; v. t to fix the value or

price ; to count what a thing
will cost. n., estimation,
opinion of.

estrange' (estrdnj'), v. [Fr., from
L. root of STRANGE], to make
strange ; to make unfriendly ;

to turn a thing from its proper i

use. n., estrange'ment, a ;

making strange ; alienation.

es'tuary, n. [L. cestudre, to boil], j

the mouth of a river up which I

the tide runs.
-et, -ete, suff., the doer of a thing ;

(as in PROPHET, POET, ATHLETE).
-et, -ette, suff. [Fr.], littleness ; h

something smaller (as in CORO-!
NET, COQUETTE).

etcet'e>a(or etc.) [L.], and the rest.'

etch (ech), v< [Du., from root of!

EAT], to make figures on metal
by means of acids which eat out\\
the lines. n., etching, a pic-
ture so made.

eter'nal, a. [Fr., from L. astemu8,\ i

everlasting], without beginning'
or end ; never-changing ; n.,\

a name of God. n., eter'nity,
duration without beginning 01
end ; existence after death.

n. [Gk. aiiher^ upper air],: i
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air purer than the common air ;

the fine matter supposed to fill

all space ; a fluid formed from
spirit of wine, and used as an
anaesthetic. a., ether'eal, be-

longing to the ether ; heavenly.
v., ether'ealize, to make like

ether ; to make like a spirit.

eth'ic and eth'ieal, as. [Gk. ethlkos,

moral], belonging to morals or
conduct ; describing the rules of

duty. n. pi., eth'ics, the rules

which regulate duty or conduct ;

_ the science which explains them.
Bthio'pian, a. [Gk. Aithiops], be

longing to Ethiopia ; n., an
inhabitant of Ethiopia.

ethnic and eth'nical, as. [Gk.
ethnrkos (ethnos, a nation)], per-
taining to a nation or people.
n*., ethnog'raphy, a description
of the races of men, their man-
ners, customs, etc. ; ethnol'ogy,
the science of the different races
of men ; ethnol'ogist, one who
studies the races of men. a.,

ethnological.
etiquette (et'iket), n. [Fr., from

root of TICKET], the unwritten
forms of social intercourse : cere-

mony ; decorum.
etymol'ogy, n. [Gk. etymos, true :

-LOGY], an account of the origin
of a word : the science that
treats of the meanings, history,
and inflection of words. n.,

etymol'ogist, one who studies

etymology. a., etymological.
eu-, pref. [Gk.], well, good (as in

EULOGY, EUPHONY, EVANGELIST).
eucalyp'tus, n. [EU-, Gk. kalyptein,

to cover], an Australian ever-

green tree which yields an aro-
matic gum.

Eu'charist (u'kdrist), n. [O.Fr.,
from Gk. eucharistia (EU-, chari-

zesthai, to give thanks)], the
Lord's Supper.

eugenic (Ujen'ik), a. [EU-, Gk.
genes, born], bettering the race.

n. pi., eugenics, the science
of improving the human race,
esp. by developing children.

eulo'gium (UlG'jifan) and eulogy,
ns. [Gk. euldgia (EU-, -LOGY)], a
speech or writing in a person's
praise. as., einlogis'tic and

eulogls'tical. v., eulogize.
to praise ; to speak well of.

n., eulogist, one who praises
or speaks well of.

eu'nuch (U'nuk), n. [Gk. eunouchost

a chamberlain (eune, bed)], a per-
son in charge of the women's
apartments in an Eastern palace,
who often became the king's
chief minister.

eu'phemism (u'phemizm), n. [Gk.
EU-, phemi, I say], a soft word
used instead of a harsh one, as

departed for dead. a., euphe-
mis'tic, using a soft word in-

stead of a harsh one.
eu'phony, n. [Fr., from Gk. eu-

phonic (EU-, phone, a sound)],
a pleasing pronunciation of a
word. as., euphonic and eu-
phonical, having an agreeable
sound ; eupho'nious, sweetly
sounding.

eu'phuism (u'faism), n. [Gk. EU-,
phyein, to grow], an affected
refinement in speaking : high-
flown speech. n., eu phuist.

Eura'sian, n. [from European and
Asian], a person one of whose
parents is a European and the
other an Asian.

Europe'an, a., belonging to Eu-
rope ; n., an inhabitant of

Europe.
euthana'sia, n. [Gk. EU-, thanein,

to die], an easy or painless death.
evae'uate, v. [L. E-, vacuus,

empty], to make empty : to cast
out ; to withdraw from. n.,

evacua'tion, that which is cast
out ; discharge.

evade', v. [Fr., from L. fvOdere
(E-, vfldere, to go)], to slip away
from : to avoid by an artful
turn. n., eva'sion, an artful

attempt to avoid ; a subterfuge.
a., eva'sive, trying to evade s

not giving a straight answer.
evanes'cent (evdnes'ent), a. [L. E-.

vdnus, VAIN], fading away :

short-lived. n., evanes'cence.
evangelic and evangelical, as.

[L., from Gk. euangelikos (EU-,
angelos, a messenger)], bringing
or relating to good tidings ; drawn
from the gospels ; according to
New Testament teaching: de-
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fending gospel truth. n., evan'-

gelist, one of the writers of the

gospels ; a preacher of the gos-

pel. v., evan'gelize, to teach

the truth of the gospel ; to in-

struct in the knowledge of

Christ. n., evangeliza'tion.
evap'orate, v. [L. E-, vapor], to fly

off in vapour ; to be made in-

visible by heat; to make into

steam OP gas. n., evapora'tion.
a., evap'arable .

eve and even (1) (evri), n. [A.S.],

time between the day and the

night ; evening ; (eve) the night
or day immediately before some
great event. ns., evening (ev'~

ning) and eventide, the close

of the day; Evensong, the

evening service in the Church of

England, etc. ; eventide, time
of evening.

e'ven (2) (em), a. [A.S.], equal,
level, or smooth in surface ; the
same all over ; not easily put
out of temper ; having no re-

mainder when divided by 2 ;

v., to make smooth or level ; to

put on a level (with) ; adv., in
like manner ; exactly ; at the
very time ; so much as ; as
might not be expected.

event', n. [O.Fr., from L. eventus
(E-, venire, to come)], that which
happens ; that which comes
from an action ; result. as.,
event ful, full of events ; caus-
ing many changes ; even'tual,
coming as a consequence.

ev'er, adv. [A.S.], at all times ; at
any time ; without end. a.,

ev'ergreen, always green ;

n., a plant always green. a.,

everlasting, lasting for ever.
adv., evermore':, always.

ev'ery, a. [A.S.], each ; all, taken
one by one. n., ev'erybody,
every one, every person. adv.,
everywhere.

evict', v. [L. E-, vincere, to con-
quer], to put out by law. n.,
eviction.

evident, a. [Fr., from L. evidens
(E-, videre, to see)], easily or
clearly seen ; clear to the mind ;

fully understood. n., evi-
dence, that which makes clear ;

exact

information that proves ; the
persons who give proof ; v., to
make clear.

e'vil, a. [A.S. yfell, bad ; wicked ;

harmful ; unfortunate ; n.,
wickedness.

evince', v. [L. evincere, to over-
come (see EVICT)], to prove quite
clearly ; to bring to light. a.,

evin'cive.
evis'cerate (evis'erat), v. [L. E-,

viscera, the bowels], to take out
the bowels ; to gut. ., evis-
cera'tion.

evoke', v. [Fr., from L. evocare (E-,

vocdre, to call)], to call out ; to
summon.

evolve' (evolv'), v. [L. E-, volvire,
to roll], to unroll ; to open out ;

to grow out in proper order.

ns., evolu'tion, an unfolding
in proper order ; the steps by
which life has unfolded or devel-

oped ; an ordered movement of
soldiers or ships; the finding of
the roots of numbers; evolu'
tionist, one who studies evolu
tion.

evul'sion, n. [L. evulsio (E-, vdlere
to pluck)], a plucking out by
force.

ewe (u), n. [A.S.], the female sheep
ew'er (u'er), n. [O.Fr., from L
aquarium (aqua, water)], a water
jug ; a vessel on a wash-stanc
for holding water.

ex-, pref. [L. and Gk.], out, out of

without, -less (as in EXCEPT, EX
HAUST, EXONERATE, EMERGE
ECCENTRIC, EFFACE).

exac'erbate (egzas'erbaO, v. [L
EX-, acerbus, sour], to makt
bitter ; to sour a person's feel

ings; to make (a disease) more
violent or severe. n., exaeer-
ba'tion.

exact', a. [L. exactus, measured
out (EX-, agere, to drive)], pro-
perly measured or tested ; nicely
fitted ; according to rule ; care-
ful ; v., to bring out by force
to compel a person to do t

thing ; to demand as one'e

right. pres. p., and a., exact-
ing, demanding and compelling ;

hard to please. ns., exae'tion,
a demanding and compelling ;
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money or tribute taken or paid
unjustly ; exae'titude or ex-
act'ness, state of being exact ;

habit of doing things carefully ;

exae'tor, a person who com-
pels another to pay what is

unjust.
exaggerate (egzdj'erdt), v. [L. ex-

aggerdtus, heaped up ; ex, out
or up ; and agger, a heap], to

heap up ; to describe things as

greater than they are ; to say
more than the truth. n., exag-
gera'ticn. a., exaggerative.

exalt' (egzawU'), v. [L. EX-, altus,

high], to lift high up ; to put into
a place of power ; to praise. n.,

exalta'tion, high position ; ecs-

tasy ; rapture.
examine (egz&m'in), v. [L. ex-

amindre], to weigh carefully ; to
look closely into a thing ; to test

by questions; n., examina'-
tion, a looking closely into; a
trial by questions.

exam'pie, n. [Fr., from L. exem-
plum], that which is pointed to
as a guide or copy to be followed,
or as a warning to be avoided ;

something done to show how a
rule is to be used.

exas'perate, v. [L. exasperdtus,
provoked (EX-, asper, rough)], to
make rough in temper ; to rouse
angry feelings. n., exaspera'-
tiem, state of anger.

ex'cavate, v. [L. EX-, cavus, hol-
low], to hollow or dig out.

ns., excava'tion, a digging out ;

the hole made ; ex'cavator.
exceed', v. [Fr., from L. excedere

(EX-, cedere, to go)], to go beyond
the bounds ; to go too far ; to
be more or greater than.
pres. p. and a., excee'ding,
great in amount. adv., exeee'-
dingly.

excel' (eksd'), v. [Fr., from L.
excellere, to rise out or beyond
(EX-, celsus, high)], to rise above
another ; to be better than ; to
do things unusually well.

pres. p., excelling; p.p., ex-
celled. ns., excellence and
ex'eelleney, a rising above
others in worth or value ; power
of doing things unusually well ;

a high rank or title given to
governors, etc. a., ex'eellent,
rising above others ; having the
very best qualities.

except' (eksepf), v. [Fr., from L.
exceptdre (EX-, capere, to take)],
to take or leave out ; to make
objection (to) ; prep, (also ex-
eep'ting), leaving out ; with-
out ; conj. (colloq.), unless.

n., excep'tion, a person or a
thing left out or treated differ-

ently ; fault found with a person
or a thing. as., exceptionable,
that can be found fault with ;

excep'tional, treated differ-

ently ; not according to rule.

excerpt (ekserpf or ek'-), n. [L.

excerptus (EX-, carpere, to gather)],
a passage copied out ; ., to
copy out.

excess' (ekses'), n. [O.Fr., from L.
excessus (EX-, cedere, to EXCEED)],
a going too far ; more than
enough; the amount by which
one thing is greater than another.

a., excessive, going too far ;

too great.

exchange' (ekschdnj'), v. [Fr., from
L. excambidre (EX-, and root of

CHANGE)], to give or take one
thing for another ; n., act of

giving or taking one thing for
another ; that which is thus
given or received ; a place
where men meet to settle busi-
ness. a., exchangeable, that
can be exchanged. n., ex-
changeability, fitness to be
exchanged.

Exchequ'er (ekschek'er), n. [Fr.,
from root of CHEQUER], an old
English court for dealing with
national money or revenue, with
a chequered cloth on its table,
afterwards a court of law, but
no longer separately existing ;

the treasury of a country.
excise' (1) (eksiz'), n. [Du., from

Fr. and late L. (AD-, census, a
tax)], a tax paid on certain

things made and used within
the country ; the body of men
who collect the excise ; v., to
cause an excise tax to be paid on.

n., excise'man, a man who
collects the excise.
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excise' (2), v. [L. extfsus, cut out],

to cut out or off. n., excl'sion.
excite' (eksif), v. [O.Fr., from L.

exciidre (EX-, ciere, to summon)],
to rouse up ; to cause to act
with more than usual life. a.,

exci'table, easily excited. ns.,

excitability, state of being
easily excited ; excite'ment,
state or cause of being excited.

exclaim', v. [Fr., from L. excla-

mdre (EX-, clamdre, to cry)], to

cry aloud. n., exelama'iion,
something loudly spoken ; an
earnest expression ; a point (!)

marking this in writing. a.,

exclam'atory.
exclude' (eksklood'), v. [L.EX-, clau-

dtre, to shut], to shut out ; to

keep from coming in. n., ex-
clu'sion, a shutting out. a.,

exclu'sive, tending to exclude ;

leaving out of account. n., ex-
clu'siveness, tendency to keep
others outside.

excogitate (ekskoj'itdt), v. [L. EX-,
cogitdre, to think], to find out by
thinking ; to think closely and
deeply. n., excogita'tion, a
thiddng out ; close and deep
thought.
xcommu'nicate, v. [L. excom-
mUnicdtus, put out of fellowship
with], to put out of a company
or a Church ; to make no longer
a member. n., excommuni-
ca'tion.

excoriate, v. [L. EX-, corium,
skin], to take the skin off. n.,
excopia'tion.

ex'crement, n. [L. excrementum,
refuse], matter cast out of the
bodies of animals as useless.

v., excrete', to separate and
push out matter from the animal
body. n., excpo'tion, that
which is excreted. as., exere'-
tive, and excre'tory, having the
power of excreting.

excres cenee (ekskres'ens), n. [L.
EX-, crescere, to grow], anything
growing unnaturally out of
something else; an unhealthy
growth. a., excres'cent.

exeru'eiate (ekskroo'shi&t), v. [L.
excruddtus, tortured], to tor-
ture ; to cause great pain to.

n., excrucia'tion, great tor-
ture.

excuTpate, v. [L. exculpdtus (EX-,

culpa, blame)], to free from fault
or blame ; to declare not guilty.

n., exeulpa'tion. a., excul-
patory, freeing from blame.

excur'sion (eksker'shon), n. [L.
excursio (EX-, currere, to run)], a
going out ; a going from home
for pleasure ; a wandering from
the point. ., exeur'sionist,
one who goes on pleasure. a.,

excur'sive, given to wandering.
excuse' (ekskuz'), v. [O.Fr., from

L. excusdre (EX-, causa, a CAUSE)],
to free from blame or obligation ;

to accept an explanation ; to
let one off ; to express regret or
ask pardon for some action.

n., excuse' (-kus'), an explana-
tion given. a., excus'able.

ex ecrate, v. [L. exsecrdtus (EX-,
sacer, SACRED)], to utter curses
on ; to call down evil upon ; to
hate bitterly. a., ex'ecrable,
deserving to be hated bitterly ;

accursed. n. t execra'tion, a
curse uttered ; a person bitterly

j

hated.

ex'ecute, v. [Fr., from L. execfttus

(EX-, sequl, to follow)], to carry
out a thing to the end ; to
finish ; to sign a legal document ;

to give effect to ; to put to
death by law. ns., execu'tion,
a carrying into effect ; manner
or style of doing work ; a put-
ting to death by law ; execu'-
tioner. a., exec'utive, ap-
pointed to carry out a law or

purpose; n., a body of men
who do so ; the government oJ

a country. ns., exec'utor, one
who carries out or performs e

will, etc. ; /., exec'utrix ; ex-

ec'utorship, the office of ar
executor.

exege'sis, n. [Gk., interpretation]'
explanation of the meaning o.|

writings, esp. of the Bible.
j

as., exeget'ic and exegetlcal.i
exem'plar (egzem'pldr), n. [O.Fr.;
from L. exemplar, a copy (exemi
plum, an EXAMPLE)], a person or ij

thing fit to be copied. a., ex'

em'plary, worthy of being fo]
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lowed as an example ; drawing
attention for warning. v., ex
em'plify, to show by example.

n., exemplification, a show-
Ing by example ; that which is

shown.
exempt', a. [O.Fr., from L. exemp*

tus (EX-, emere, to take)], freed
from ; not liable to ; -y.,

to free

from; to make not liable. n.,

exemption, state of being
exempt ; freedom from what
others have to do.

ex'equies (ek'sekwes), n. [Fr., from
L. exequice], the ceremonies at a
funeral : a funeral procession.

ex'ercise, n. [Fr., from L. exer-
citus (EX-, arcere, to drive)], use
or training of the limbs, etc. ; a
putting in practice ; anything
given as a lesson or task ; any-
thing done to train the body or

i mind ; v., to train by use ; to
put into practice ; to strengthen
by use ; to keep in action ; to
vex.

exert', v. [L. exsertus, thrust out
(EX-, serere, to put or join)], to
put into active use. n., exer'-
tion. a putting into active use ;

a use of power.
exfo'liate, v. [L. EX-, folium, a

leaf], to come off in scales ; to
free from scales. n., exfolia'-
tion.

exhale, v. [Fr., from L. exMldre
(EX-, hdlare, to breathe)], to send
out as breath or vapour ; to rise

or to cause to rise in vapour.
n., exhala'tion, a sending out
of breath or vapour ; that
which is breathed out.

exhaust' (egzawsf), v. [L. exhaus-
tus (EX-, haurire, to draw)], to
drain out ; to leave nothing

i, within ; to use up all a person's
strength ; to say all that can
be said on a subject. as., ex-

. haus'ted, empty ; worn out ;

exhaus tible, that can be ex-
hausted. n., exhaus'tion, a
wearing out ; state of being worn
out; great weakness. as., ex-
haus'tive, using everything up ;

leaving nothing unsaid : ex-
haust less, that cannot be
exhausted.

exhibit (egzib'it), v. [L. exhibitua

(EX-, habere, to hold)], to hold
out so as to be seen ; to show :

-n., something exhibited.-
ns., exhibition, that which is

exhibited ; a display of gooda
or interesting things ; a scholar-

ship or bursary ; exhibitor,
one who exhibits ; exhibi'-

tionep, one who has gained an
exhibition.

exhil'arate, v. [L. EX-, hilaris,

cheerful], to make merry or joy-
ful ; to cheer ; to gladden.
as., exhir arating and exhil'-

arant, making glad or joyful.
n., exhilaration, a making
glad ; state of being made glad.

exhort', v. [O.Fr., from L. exhor-
tdrl (L. EX-, hortdrl, to urge)], to
urge by words ; to give strong
advice. n., exhorta'tion, the
words used to exhort. as., ex
hor'tative and exhor'tatory,
fitted to exhort.

exhume', v. [Fr., from late L. ex*
humdre (EX.-,humus, the ground)],
to take out of the ground ; to dig
up a dead body. n., exhuma'-
tion.

exigent (ek'sijent), a. [L. exigens
(EX-, agere, to drive)], pressing ;

needing help at once. ns., ex'-
igence and exigency, great
need ; a sudden call ; distress.

exile, n. [O.Fr., from L. exilium,
banishment (EX-, salire, to leap)],
an enforced dwelling away from
home ; the person who is sent
away ; v., to drive from home
or from one's country.

exist', v. [Fr., from L. existere (EX-,
sistere, to set)], to be ; to con-
tinue to be. n., exis'tence,
state of being j anything that
exists. a., exis'tent.

exit, n. [L. exttus (EX-, ire, to go)],
a going out ; a means of going
out ; departure from the stage ?

death.
exo-, pref. [Ok.], without, outside

(as in EXOGEN, EXOTERIC).
ex'odus, n. [Gk. EX- hddos, a

way], a going out ; a departure,
esp. of the Israelites from
Egypt; Ex'odus, the second
book of the Bible.
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9X'ogen (ek'sojen), n. [EXO-, Gk.

root, gen, produced], a plant
that grows by adding its new
wood \inder the bark, as most
of our forest trees, etc. ; opposed
to ENDOGEN. a., exog'enous.

exon'erate, v. [L. exonerdlus (EX-,

onus, a, burden)], to free from a
burden ; to remove blame or

obligation from. n., exonera'-
tion. a., exonerative, freeing
from blame.

exorbitant, a. [L. EX-, orbita, a
path], going beyond bounds ;

asking far too much. ns., ex-
op'bitance and exop'bitancy.

ex'orcise, v. [Gk. exorkizein, to
bind by an oath (EX-, horkos,
oath)], to cast out devils by
prayers or by some holy name ;

to free from unclean spirits.

ns., ex'opeism ; ex'opeist, one
who drives out evil spirits.

exop'dium, n. [L., from exordlrl,
to begin], the first part of a
speech or a book ; an intro-
duction. a., expp'dial, belong-
ing to the exordium.

exoter'ic, a, [Gk. exoterikos, outer
(comp. deg. of EXO-)], on the out-
side ; fit to be taught to all ;

opposed to ESOTERIC.
exot'ic, a. [Gk. exotikos, foreign,
from EXO-], brought from a
foreign country ; n., a plant
from a foreign country ; a
foreign word in a language.

expand', v. [L. EX-, pandere, to
open], to open out ; to lay open
or unfold ; to spread out all

round ; to make or grow larger.
n., expanse', a flat surface ;

a wide extent. a., expansible,
that can be expanded. ns.,

xpansibil'ity, power of being
expanded ; expan'sion, state
of being spread out ; that which
is expanded ; space. a., ex-
pan'sive, tending to spread.
n., expan'siveness.

expa'tiate (ekspa'shiat), v. [L. ex-
paiidtus, wandering (EX-, spa-
tium, SPACE)], to move about
over a large space ; to talk or
write much.

expatriate, v, [L. expatriatus,
banished (EX-, patria, a native

country)]> to send out of one's

country ; to banish. n., ex-
patria'tion.

expect', v. [L. expectdre, to look
for], to look out for ; to wait
for ; to look forward to as com-
ing or going to happen ; to
count upon. ns., expee'tance
and expee'taney, the state of
one who expects ; that which
is expected.^-a., expee'tant,
looking or waiting for ; n., one
who expects something good.
n., expecta'tion, a looking for-

ward to something coming, etc. ;

the reason for expecting ; pro-
mise of something good.

expec'torate, v. [L. expectordtus
(EX-, pectus, the breast)], to cast
out from the chest or lungs ; to

cough up ; to spit. a., expee'-
torant, helping to expectorate ;

n., a medicine that does so.

n., expeetora'tion.
expe'dient, a. [Fr., from L. ex-

pedlre, to EXPEDITE (EX-, pes, the
foot)], helping forward ; useful
in bringing some end to pass ;

fit or proper ; n., a means of

helping forward or promoting ;

the best means at hand. ns.,

expe'dience and expe'dieney,
fitness for bringing about ;

J

action not founded on principle.

cx'pedite, v., to free from any- 1

thing that would hinder ; to

help on more quickly ; to make I

easier. n., expedl'tion, free- i

dom from hindrances ; quick- jl

ness of motion ; men or ships )

sent out on some service ; a
j]

march against an enemy. a.,

expedl'tious, moving quickly. U

expel', v. [L. EX-, pdttre, to drive], 1

to drive out of or from ; to re-lj

move from membership. pres.
'

p., expelling; p.p., expelled.
n., expul'sion, state of beingi

driven out. a., expul'sive,
able to drive out.

expend', v. [L. EX-, pendere, toi

weigh], to pay out (money, etc.) ;

to use up (life, time, etc.) ; tc

waste or destroy. ns., expen'-
ditupe, a laying out of money ,

waste or using up ; money spent
or paid out; expense', that
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which Is spent ; the price paid ;

loss or damage suffered. a.,

expen'sive, requiring much
money ; costing a large price.
7i., expen'siveness,

experience, n. [O.Fr, from L.
experientia, a proof or trial (ex-

periri, to try thoroughly)], trial

of a thing for a long tune ;

knowledge or skill gained by
practice ; wisdom gained by trial

or suffering ; v., to make trial

of ; to prove by use ; to suffer

or enjoy. a., experienced,
tried ; wise or skilful by practice.

experiment, n. [O.Fr., from L.

experimentum (see EXPERIENCE)],
something done to find out the
truth ; a trial ; u., to seek to
find out by trial. a., experi-
men'tal, known from or taught
by experiment. n., experi-
men'talist, one who makes
experiments.

expert', a. [O.Fr., from L. exper-
tus (experiri, see EXPERIENCE)],
taught by long use ; skilful from
much practice. ns., ex'pert,
one who knows or has skill ;

expert'ness.
ex'piate, v. [L. expitttus (expidre,

to atone for)], to make up for an
evil deed by suffering or repent-
ance ; to ward off punishment
by after-acts of duty and suffer-

ing. a., ex'piable, that can
be atoned for. ns., expia'tion,
an atonement ; reparation ; ex-
pia'top. a., ex'piatory, in-

tended or able to make atone-
ment.

expire', v. [Fr., from L. explrdre
(EX-, spirdre, to breathe)], to
breathe out ; to breathe out ^he
last breath ; to die. ns., expi-
ra'tion, a breathing out ; a dying
away ; something breathed out ;

expir'y, the last breath; the end.

expis'cate, v. [L. EX-, piscis, a
fish], to fish out ; to find out by
artful means.

explain', v. [Fr., from L. expldndre
(EX-, planus, PLAIN)], to make
plain or clear ; to show the
meaning or reason of ; to re-

move difficulties. n., explana'-
tion. process of making clear ;

the words by which a difficulty
is removed ; something said
which removes anger or mis-
understanding. a., explan'a-
tory, giving explanation.

ex'pletive, a. [L. expletivus (EX-,
plere, to fill)], used to fill up a
space or for ornament ; n., a
word or syllable not needed for
the sense, but used to fill up a
space; an oath. a.,ex'pletory.

ex'plicate, v. [L. EX-, plicdre, to
fold], to unfold or open out ; to
explain the meaning of. a., ex'-
plicable, that can be explained.

n., explica'tion, process of

explaining ; the meaning given.
as., ex'plic&tive and ex'pli-

eatory, fitted to explain.
explicit (eksplis'if), a. [Fr., from

L. explieitus, unfolded], clearly
and fully stated.

explode', v. [Fr., from L. explod&re
(EX-, plaud&re, to clap hands)], to
drive an actor off the stage by
clapping hands ; to burst into a
passion ; to burst with a loud
noise ; to cause to be no longer
believed. n., explo'sion, a
sudden bursting with loud noise ;

an outburst of passion. a.,

explo'sive, causing to explode ;

n., that which explodes or
causes explosion.

exploit', n. [Fr., from L. explicZtus,
EXPLICIT], something done, esp.
a brave or noble deed ; an heroic
action ; v., to make use of ; to
use for one's own advantage.
n., exploita'tion.

explore', v. [Fr., from L. explordre,
to examine thoroughly], to
search out ; to examine all over ;

to go through and examine with
care. n., explora'tion, an ex-
ploring or searching out ; a
careful examination ; a going
over an unknown country. a.,

expl&r'atory, serving to ex-
plore. n., expldr'er.

expo'nent, n. [L. EX-, pongre, to
place], the person or thing that
explains ; a quantity or figure
which shows how often another
is to be multiplied by itself, as
in a3

, where 3 is the exponent.
a., exponential.
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export', v. [L. EX-, portdre, to

carry], to send out from one

country to another ; to send

goods abroad. n., ex'p&rt, a

sending of goods to other coun-
tries ; that which is sent abroad ;

(pi.) the whole amount sent from
a country. a., exportable,
that can be exported. ns., ex-

porta'tion ; expfir'ter.
expose' (ekspdz'), v. [Fr. exposer

(EX-, and root of POSE)], to lay
out so as to be seen ; to take

away the covering or shelter

from ; to bring to light ; to

show the faults of ; to put Into

danger. ns., exposi'tion, a
laying open to view ; an open-
Ing up of the meaning of a pas-
sage ; expositor, one who ex-

plains, etc. a., expository,
giving explanation ; opening up
the meaning. n., expo'sure,
a laying open to view or to

danger ; state of being so open ;

position with regard to the sun
or weather.

expostulate, v. [L. EX-, posfulare,
to demand], to show a person
the wrong he has done or is

doing, and press hirn, to make
up for It or to stop doing it.

ns., expostulation, effort to
turn a person from the wrong
he is doing ; expostula'tor,
one who expostulates. a., ex-
pos'tulatory, containing ex-
postulation.

expound', v. [Fr., from L. exponere
(see EXPONENT)], to lay out the
meaning ; to make clear.

express', v. [O.Fr., from L. ex-

pressus (EX-, premfre, to PRESS)],
to press or force out ; to make
a thought known by words ; to
show one's meaning by a look
or motion ; to show by a copy
or likeness ; a., clearly stated ;

exactly like ; intended for a
purpose ; travelling with great
speed ; n., a message or mes-
senger sent straight and quickly ;

a quick conveyance. n., ex-
pres'sion, a pressing or forcing
out ; the form of words by
which a thought is made known ;

the look on a person's face ; a,

bringing out of the finer shades
of meaning in music, painting,
etc. ; form in algebra. a., ex-

pres'sive, full of expression;
showing the meaning clearly.

adv., expressly. n., expres'-
siveness, the power of expres-
sion.

expul'sion and expul'sive. See
EXPEL.

expunge' (eksp&nj"), v. [L. EX-,
pungere, to prick], to mark or
blot out.

ex'purgate, v. [L. EX-, purgdre, to

purify (purus, PURE)], to make
pure or clean ; to clear of any-
thing wrong or hurtful. ns., ex-
purga'tion; ex'purgator, one
who clears or purifies. a., ex-
pur'gatory, purifying.

ex'quisite (eks'kwizit), a. [L. ex-

quisitus (EX-, qucerere, to seek)],
chosen with care ; beautifully
made ; of the best quality ;

most keen, as pain or pleasure ;

hard to please ; n., one who
dresses finely.

exsan'guinous (eks&ng'Quinfts), a.,

with little or no blood ; blood- i

less. n., exsanguin'ity, want
of blood, esp. red blood.

exscind' (eksind'), v. [L. EX-, scin-

d&re, to cut], to cut out or off.

ex'tant, c. [L. exstans (EX-, stare,
to stand)], standing out or above;
still living or existing : not lost.

ex'tasy and extat'ic. See ECS*
TASY.

extempora'neous and extern'-

porary,os. [L. EX-, tempus, time].
done on the spur of the moment ;

without preparation.
extern'pore (ekstem'pore), adv. [Li

ex temp&re], on the spur of thd
moment ; without study 01

thought. v., extern'porize, tc,

speak or act without preparaii
tion.

extend', v. [L. EX-, tendlre, t<
,

stretch], to stretch out ; t<j

make longer or broader ; ti[

give by holding out ; to reac!i

(to) ; to be in length or breadth;

a., extensible, that can
bj

extended. n., exten'sion,
stretching out ; a making longei
or broader ; space within. a
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i
exten'slve, taking up much
room ; of great extent.

extent', n., distance or space which
a thing covers ; the room any-
thing nils.

exten'fiate, v. [It. extenu&tus (EX-,

tennis, thin)], to make thin or
slender ; to make less ; to weaken

i the force of. ns., extenua'-

|

tion, a making thin or fine ; an
i excuse or explanation ; exten'-

ttator. a., exten'ufttopy, tend-

i ing to extenuate.

exterior, a. [L., comp. of exter,

i outer], on the outside ; n., the
i outside.

extep'minate, v. [L. extermindtus

(EX-, terminus, a boundary)], to
i drive out of ; to destroy utterly ;

j
to root out. ns., extermina'-
tion, a rooting out ; complete

, destruction ; extep'minatop.
a., extep'minatopy, tending to

'

root out.

extep'nal, a. [L. externus, put-
ward], belonging to the outside ;

that can be seen ; not essential ;

; foreign ; n. pi., outside parts
or forms. n., externality .

I
adv., extep'nally.

extinct', a. [L. extinctus, EXTIN-
[ GUISHED], put out ; brought or
come to an end ; without force.

n., extinction, a putting
out ; a ceasing to be.

BXtin'guish (eksting'gwish), v. (L.

} exstinguere], to put out ; to put
I an end to ; to quench. n., ex-

tin'guishep, a device for put-
ting out a candle.'

dx'tippate, v. [L. EX-, stirps, a
|

stem)], to take out by the root ;

to destroy entirely. ns., extip-

pa'tion, total destruction ; ex'-

tirpator.
9XtcT, v. [L. EX-, tollere, to lift], to
raise up by words ; to praise.

' pres. p., extolling; p.p. t ex-
tolled.

JXtopf, v. [L. extortus (EX-, tor-

quere, to twist)], to get by injus-
tice, or by using force. n.,

extop'tion, a wresting by force ;

unjust use of force ; that which
is taken by force. a., extop'-
tionate, using extortion. n.,
extortioner.

ex'tra, a. [L. extrd, beyond], more
than is needed ; over and above ;

n., something over and above.
extra-, pref. (as in EXTRAORDI-
NARY, EXTRAVAGANT).

extract', v. [L. extractus (EX-, tra~

here, to draw)], to draw out ; to

bring out by force ; to choose or
select ; to work out (the root of

a number or quantity). ns.,

ex'tpact, that which is drawn
out ; a selection from a book ;

the distilled spirit of anything ;

extpac'tion, a taking or draw-
ing out by force ; descent ;

something extracted; extrae'-
tOP.

extradition (ekstrddish'ori), n. [Fr.,

EX-, TRADITION], a giving up of

persons who have fled to a
foreign country to escape pun-
ishment.

extra - judicial (ekstra-jttdish'dl),

a., beyond the control of a court.

extpa-mup'al, a., beyond the
walls.

extpa'neous, a. [L. extrdneus
(extrd, without)], on the outside
of a thing ; not properly belong-
ing to it.

extpaor'dinapy (ekstror'dindri), a.

[L. EXTRA-, ORDINARY], Out of

the common course ; not in the
usual way ; for a special pur-
pose.

extpav'agant, a. [L. EXTRA-, va~

gdrl, to wander], going beyond
bounds ; spending or using too
much ; unreasonable or very
unlikely. n., extrav'agance, a
going beyond bounds ; too great
expenditure.

extpavagan'za, n. [It.], a wild or
irregular piece of music or
language.

extreme', a. [Fr., from L. extre-

raws], at the farthest point or
edge ; farthest away ; last ;

highest in degree ; most pres-
sing ; very strong in opinion.
ns., extreme' and extremity,
the outmost point or edge ; the
highest degree ; the first or last
term of anything ; greatest
need or danger.

ex'tPieate, v. [L. extricatus, disen-
tangled (EX-, tricce, obstacles)],
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to free from hindrances ; to

disentangle. a. , ex'trieable .

71., extrica'tion.
extpin'sic, a. [Fr., from L. extrin-

secus (EXTRA-, secus, beside)],

belonging to the outside only ;

not contained in or properly
belonging to ; not essential ;

opposite of INTRINSIC.
extrude' (ekstrood'), v. [L. EX-,

trudere, to push], to force or press
cut ; to drive off. n,.,' extru'-
sion.

exu'berant; a. [L. EX-, ttberdre, to
be fruitful (uber, an udder)],

flowing over ; having great
plenty. ns., exu'beranee and
exu'berancy, great fruitful-

exude', -0; [L. exUddre (EX-, sudor,
sweat)], to let out moisture
through pores ; to press out
through the skin ; to flow out
in many small drops. n., exu-
da'tion, a letting out of mois-
ture by pores ; moisture which
comes out in drops, etc.

exult', v. [Fr., from L. exultare (EX-,
salire, to leap)], to leap for joy ;

to rejoice greatly ; to be in high
spirits. a., exul'tant, rejoicing
greatly. n., exulta'tion, great
delight.

exu'viae (eksu'vie), n. [L., from
exuere, to strip off], the cast-off

skins or shells, as of serpents,
shell -fish, etc.

-ey, -ay, geog. root, an island (as in
Anglesey, island of the Angles ;

Colonsay, isle of St. Columba).
eye (i), n. [A.S.], that by which
men and animals see ; the power
of seeing ; anything like an eye,
as of a needle ; the bud of a
plant ; a catch for a hook ;

v., to look at closely. ns., eye'-
ball, the ball of the eye ; eye'-
teight, a small flower once used
as a medicine for the eye ; eye'-
brow, the arch of hair above
the eye; eye'lash, the hairs

along the edge of the eyelid ;

eyelet, a little eyo ; a small hole
for letting a cord pass through ;

eye'lid, the cover that opens
and shuts over the eye ; eyo'-
salve, a medicine for the eye ;

eye'sight, the power of seeing ;

eye'sore, something that causes
pain or uneasiness when seen ;

eye'-tooth, a tooth between the
front teeth and the grinders, the
root of which points towards

j

the eye ; eye'-witness, one who
j

has seen a thing done.
eyre (or), n. [O.Fr. eire, from L.

\

iter, a journey], a journey of
j

judges in circuit, to hold at
court ; the court so held.

ey'ry.

fa'ble, n. [Fr., from L. fabula, from
fdri, to talk], a story made up to
teach or amuse ; a tale not really
true ; the events in a poem, etc. ;

u., to tell stories ; to tell un-
truths. n., fab'ulist, one who
makes up fables. a., fab'ulous,
not really true; far from the
truth.

fab'rie, n. [Fr., from L. fabrica, a
workshop (/after, a workman)],
the manner in which anything
is made up ; anything built up
of parts ; a framework ; woven
cloth, etc.

fabricate, v., to make by putting
parts together ; to form or
build up ; to invent falsely.

n., fabrication, a framing or,

constructing ; that which is

framed ; a false story.
facade' (fasad'), n. [Fr., from It.i

faccidta (L. fades, a FACE)],U
the face or chief front of a,

building,
face (fas), n. [L. fades], the front 1

of the head ; the part shown tc! i

view ; the upper and outer
part ; a person's looks ; bold-! <:

ness
', presence ; v., to meet ir

:
;

front ; to turn towards ; tc

oppose firmly ; to cover on
polish in front ; to have a fals<

appearance. as., fa'cial (fa'

shdl), belonging to the face

fa'eing, with the face towards
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n., a covering in front ; (pi.)

trimmings for dress.

fac'et (f&s'et), n. [Fr.], a little face ;

the small face of a cut diamond
or crystal ; one of the parts of

the eye of an insect.

face tise (fase'shie), n. pi. [L., from
facetus, witty], witty sayings or

writings. a., face'tious (/dse'-

shus), meant to amuse ; jocular.
facile

(fas'il),
a. [L. fartlis, easy],

easy ; having no great difficulty ;

easily persuaded ; able to do a
thing easily. v., facilitate, to
make easy ; to clear away diffi-

culties ; to lessen labour. n.,

facility, ease in being done ;

freedom from difficulty ; power
of doing a thing easily ; ease of

being approached or persuaded ;

(pi.) means of getting a thing
easily done.

facsimile (f&ksim'ile), n. [L. fac,
make (facere, to make), simllis,

like], an exact copy.
fact, n. [L. factum (fac&re, to do)],

something which has really hap-
pened ; reality ; truth.

fac'tion [Fr., from L. factio, a
doing], a band of persons taking
a side, regardless of the public
good. a., fac'tious. n., fae'-

tiousness, fond of strife.

faction, suff., making (as in PETRI-
FACTION, SATISFACTION).

factitious (ftiktish'tis), a. [L. fac-
titius, artificial], made by man
and not by nature. n., factl'-
tiousness. a., fac'titive, act-

ing as a cause.

fae'top, n. [Fr., from L. factor
(facere, to make)], a person that
carries on business for another ;

a manager of an estate ; one of
the causes of a result ; any num-
ber or quantity that will divide
another without a remainder.

ns., fae'torage, money paid
to a factor ; fae'torship, the
business of a factor; fae'topy,
a place where things are manu-
factured ; a trading-station.

faeto'tum, n. [L. facere, to do ;

totum, all], a person who does
every kind of business for an-
other.

fae'ulty, n. [Fr., from L. facuUas

(facere, to do)], ability to act;
power of mind or thought ;

natural power ; a body of men
to whom a privilege is granted ;

(pi.) powers of mind.
fad, n. [etym. ?], an opinion urged

without good reason ; a hobby ;

a craze.

fade, v. [Fr., from L. vapidus,
VAPID], to grow weak ; to lose
colour or freshness ; to die

away ; to grow dim ; to wear
away. a., fadeless.

fag, v. [etym. ?], to work till one
is weary ; to tire by labour ; to
make (a schoolfellow) toil for
one ; n., one who does hard
work. pres. p., fagging; p.p.,

fag'got, n. [Fr.], a bundle of sticks
for fuel ; a bundle of brush-
wood, iron rods, etc. n., fag'-
got-vote, a vote created for

party purposes.
Fah'renheit (fa'renhU), n., method

of marking thermometers, in-
vented by O. D. Fahrenheit (its

freezing point is 32, and its boil-

ing point 212).
fail (fdl), v. [Fr., from L. falUre, to

deceive], to fall short or miss the
mark ; to be unable or unwilling
to do what one ought ; not to
keep an appointment ; to be
wanting ; to grow weak ; to bo
unable to pay one's debts.

ns., failing, want of strength ;

a fault ; failure, a breaking
down ; a falling short ; a loss
of supply.

fain, a. [A.S.], well-pleased ; joy-
ful ; contented ; adv., gladly ;

with joy.

faint, a. [Fr., from L. fingere, to
FEIGN], without strength ; like
to fall ; wanting brightness ;

v., to grow weak or dull ; to lose
consciousness or courage. n.,

faint'ness, want of strength;
dulness of colour, etc.

fair (1), a. [A.S.], pleasing or rest-
ful to the eye ; beautiful ; with-
out blemish ; of a light colour ;

free from rain ; straightforward ;

just ; moderately good ; adv. t

clearly ; honestly ; openly.
n., iaii> ness, freedom from spot

6
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or blemish ; honesty of dealing ;

beauty ; justice.

fair (2), n. [Fr., from L. ferice, a

holiday], a special place or time

for buyers and sellers to meet ;

a market regularly held.

fair'y, n. [O.Fr. fcerie, enchant-

ment (see FAT)], a spirit sup-

posed to appear in a human
form, and to influence the affairs

of men either for the better or

the worse ; a., pertaining to

fairies. n., fair'y-land.
faith, n. [O.Fr., from L. fides}, a

taking of what another says or

does as true and right; belief

in God's word ; trust in God ;

the truth which one believes ;

a keeping of one's word or pro-
mise. a., faith'ful, full of

faith ; holding to what one
believes ; doing one's duty. n.,

faith 'fulness, a firm holding
to duty. a., faithless, without
faith ; not keeping one's word.

n., faithlessness, want of

faith ; neglect of duty.
fake, v. [slang, etym. ?], to steal ;

to make up so as to hide defects.

n., anything so made up.
fakir' (faker') [Arab.], one of an

order of religious mendicants in

India.
fal'chion (fawl'shdn), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. fake, a sickle], a small
bent sword.

fel'con (faw'kdri), n. [O.Fr., from
L. falco, perhaps from falx,
a hook], a bird of prey, with
hooked claws, trained to chase
other birds. ns., fal'eoaer, a
person who breeds and trains
falcons ; fal'conry, the prac-
tice of training falcons.

fall (fawl), v. [A.S.], to come from
a higher to a lower place by force
of gravity ; to go down in value ;

to be destroyed or die; to go
wrong ; to lose strength ; to
come to pass ; n., the act of

falling; the distance a thing
falls ; a lowering in place or
value ; a going wrong ; a sink-

Ing of the voice ; the slope of
a river; the season when the
leaves fall. pres. p., falling;
p.p., fallen; past, fell.

fallacy, n. [L. fallacin (fattfrc, to

deceive)], something that mis-

leads the mind ; a mistake in

reasoning. a., falla'eious, mis-

leading ; not well founded.

fallible, a. [late L. faUibttis (fal-

tere, to deceive)], that can be
deceived ; liable to error. n.,

fallibility.
fallow (fal'o), a. [A.S. fealu, pale],

ploughed but not sown ; left to
rest ; n., land ploughed but not
sown (so called from its colour).

n., fallow-deer, a deer of a

yettowish-br&wn colour, smaller
than the red deer.

false (fawls), a. [A.S. and O.Fr.,
from L. falsus (see FALLACY)],
untrue ; misleading ; ill-found-

ed ; not keeping one's word.

ns., false'hood, a lie ; a false

appearance ; falset'to [It.], a
false or forced voice.

fal'sify, v. [L. falsus, FALSE ; facere,
to make], to make false ; to tell

lies about ; to give a wrong
appearance or nature to ; to

prove to be false. n., falsiflea'-

tion, a giving a thing a mis-

leading appearance. n., fal'-

sity, state of being false.

fal'ter (fawl'ter), v. [etym. ?], to be
unsteady in speaking or acting ;

to stumble, flinch, or hesitate.

fame, n. [Fr., from L. fdma (fdrt,

to speak)], what is said about a
person ; a great name ; renown.

os., famed (famd) and fa'-

mous, much talked of.

family, n. [Fr., from L. famllia, a
household], those who live in the
same house ; children of the
same parents ; a group of ani-

mals or plants. a., familiar,
belonging to a family ; acting
like one of a family ; well known
or understood ; n., a close

friend ; a spirit supposed to
come to a person when called.

n., familiarity, state of being
well acquainted ; ease of man-
ner ; absence of ceremony.

., familiarize, to make well
acquainted with.

famine (f&m'iri), n. [Fr., from L.

fames, hunger], long-continued

hunger ; great want of food.
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v., fam'ish, to wear out with
hunger.

fen, n. [A.S., from L. vannus, a

winnowing-fan], an instrument
for blowing away chaff ; an
instrument for moving the au-

to cause coolness ; v., to blow
away chaff ; to cool the air or
blow a fire ; to excite or stir

up. pres. p., fanning:; p.p.,
fanned. n., fan'ner, a machine
with fans to winnow corn.

fanatic and fanatical, as. [Fr.,

from L. fdnaticus, inspired by
a god], having too strong feel-

ings, esp. in religion ; with un-
reasonably strong opinions ;

n., one who carries his religioiis

feelings to excess ; one who holds
strong opinions without good
reasons. n., fanaticism .

fan ey, n. [FANTASY], a picture
formed by the mind ; the power
of the mind to form pictures ;

v., to picture in the mind ; to

imagine ; to have a great desire
for ; a., pleasing the taste ;

not useful ; fanciful ; absurd.
a., fan'ciful, caused by fancy ;

unreal ; fantastic ; whimsical.
fane, n. [L. fanwri], a temple.
fan fare, n. [Fr., imit. ?], a sound-

ing of trumpets. n., fanfaro-
nade' [Fr.], arrogant and vain
boasting.

fang, n. [A.S., to seize], the long
tooth of a snake, wolf, etc. ; that
by which a thing grips.

fan tasy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
phantasia (phainein, to show)],
a wild or strange fancy. ns.,
fan'tasm (see PHANTASM) ; fan-
ta'sia [It.], a fanciful piece of
music. as., fantas'tic and fan-
tas'tical, existing only in fancy ;

not real ; absurd.
IBP, a. [A.S.], a long way off ; dif-

ferent from one's meaning or
purpose ; the one of two at the
greater distance ; adv., a great
way off ; to a great extent ;

very much. comp. farther or
further; sup. farthest or fur-
thest. a., far-fetched', not
natural ; forced.

Xmrce (fars), n. [Fr., from L. farrtre,
to stuff], a play stuffed with

broad wit and humour ; a silly
or absurd thing. a., far'eical,
unreal ; futile.

fare, v. [A.S.], to go ; to be in a
state either good or bad ; to

happen well or ill ; to conduct
oneself ; n., a journey ; price
paid for a journey ; the person
carried hi a vehicle ; provisions.
pres. p., faring; p.p., fared.
v. and int., farewell' or fare'-,
go well ; be happy ; n., a wish
for good at parting ; a good-bye ;

a., parting ; final.

fari'na, n. [L. far, corn], ground
corn ; meal ; starch. a., fari-

na'eeous, Like meal ; starchy.
farm, n. [O.Fr. ferme, from med.

L. firma, a fixed payment (L.

firmus, FIRM)], land cultivated
by the owner, or let out to an-
other ; v., to act as a farmer ;

to accept or to pay rent for land
or for the right to gather and
keep taxes. ns., far'mer, one
who farms land or taxes ; farm'-
yard, the space surrounded by
the farm buildings.

farpa'go, n. [L., mixed fodder
(far, grain)], a confused mass.

far'pier, n. [Fr., from L. ftrr&riua
(ferrum, iron)], one who shoes
horses or cures the diseases of
animals. n., far'riery, the art
or duties of a farrier.

far'row (f&r'S), n. [A.S.], a litter of

pigs ; v. t to bring forth pigs ;

a., barren for a season (of

cows).
far'thar and far'thMt. See FAB.
far'thlng, n. [A.S.,feorthing(fSorth,

FOUBTH)], the fourth part of a
penny.

far thingale, n. [O.Fr. verdugole],
a stiff petticoat worn in the
16th century.

fas'cinate, v. [L. fascindre, to en-
chant], to work on by charms ;

to hold by a glance or spell.

n., fascina'tion, power to
charm ; that which fascinates.

fashion (f&sh'tri), n. [Fr., from L.

factio (fac&re, to make)], the cut
or make of anything ; the way
in which one acts or dresses ;

the common style of dress ;

high society ; ., to give shape
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to. a., fashionable, accord-

ing to the proper style or form ;

set up by custom ; like those in

high rank.
fast (1), a. [A.S.], strongly fixed ;

that cannot be moved ; moving
quickly ; fond of pleasure ;

living wildly ; adv., firmly ;

soundly ; quickly ; wildly.

v. t fasten (fasri), to make fast

or firm ; to unite firmly ; to fix

oneself. n., fast'ness, a strong-

hold or fortress.

fast (2), v. [A.S.], to do without

food; to be hungry; n., a

doing without food ; a day or

other period of fasting.

fastidious, a. [L. fastldiosus],

hard to please ; refusing what
others are pleased with.

fat, a. [A.S.], having much flesh ;

fertile ; rich ; n., the soft oily

part of an animal's body ; the
best or richest part of anything ;

v., to make or grow fat.

pres. p., fattening or fatting;
p.p., fattened or fatted. ns.,

fat'ling, a young animal fat-

tened for slaughter ; fat'ness,
fulness of flesh. v., fat'ten, to

make or grow fat ; to make
fertile. a., fat'ty, containing
fat.

fate, n. [L. fdtum, from fdrl, to

speak], that which is spoken or

fixed ; appointed lot for each
life ; death. a., fa'tal, fixed by
fate ; causing death or ruin.

ns., fa'talism, a belief that all

things come to pass by fate ;

fa'talist, a believer in fatalism.

a., fatalis tie. n., fatality,
a state fixed by fate ; a deadly
or destructive event. a., fa'ted,
fixed by fate ; doomed. n. pi.,
fates (fats), the three goddesses
supposed to fix the course of
human life.

fa'ther, n. [A.S.], a male parent ;

an old man, or one to whom
respect is due ; a minister of the
Ohurch, esp. a priest or abbot ;

v., to take as one's own child ;

to act as a father. a., fa'thep-
hood, state of being a father ;

the character or rights of a
father. ns., fa ther-in-law. the

father of one's husband or wife ;

fa'therland, one's native coun-

try. a., fa'theply, like a father.

fath'om, n. [A.S.], the length of

the outstretched arms; a meas-
ure of six feet ; v., to reach

to the bottom ; to measure the

depth. as., fath'omable and
fath'omless.

fatigue' (fdteg'), n. [Fr., from L.

fatigdre, to weary], weariness
from overwork ; loss of strength ;

the cause of weariness ; v., to
wear out with hard work ; to

bring to a state of weakness.

pres. p., fatiguing; p.p., fa-

tigued.
fat'uous, a. [Li.fatuus, sillyh feeble

in mind ; silly. n., fatuity.
fau'cet, n. [Fr.], a pipe inserted in

a barrel, etc., for drawing ofl

liquid.

fault, n. [Fr., from L. fallere, to de-

ceive], a wrong done by mistake
or carelessness ; a weakness that
leads one to dp wrong ; some-
thing that spoils beauty or ex-
cellence ; a break in a layer of

rock. as., faul'ty, having fault ;

faultless, without fault.

Faun, n. [L. Faunus], a Roman god,
the protector of shepherds and
farmers. n., fau'na, the ani-

mals of any given age or district

collectively.
fa'voup (fd'vtir), n. [Fr., from L.

favor (favere, to show goodwill)],
a kindly act or feeling ; state of

being looked on with kindness ;

a deed of kindness ; a gift to
j

show good-will ; countenance ;
j

a knot of ribbons ; v., to act

kindly towards one ; to act for

one's good ; to treat tenderly ;

to help on. a., favourable,
acting for the good of others ;

[

helping. n., fa'vourite, one I

towards whom favour is shown ;

a., looked on with favour.

n., fa'vouritism, the practice
of showing undue favour.

fawn (1), n, [Fr. faon, from L.

foetus, the young of an animal],
a young deer ; a light-brown
colour like that of a fawn ; v.,

to bring forth a fawn.
fawn (2), v. IA.S., from same root
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order to gain favour ; to frisk

about one like a dog. n., faw'-

ning. adv., faw'nmgly.
fay, n. [Fr., from L. fata, FATE], a

fairy or elf.

fe'alty, n. [Fr., from L. fidelitas,

faithfulness], faithfulness to

duty ; the vassal's oath to his

feudal lord.

fear, n. [A.S.], painful feeling
caused by danger ; a feeling of

evil going to happen ; the thing
feared ; (worship) of God ; v.,

to feel that evil is coming ; to
servo and worship (God). as.,

feap'ful, full of fear ; fearless,
without fear.

feasible (fe'zibl), a. [Fr., from L.

facere, to do], that can be done ;

fit to be used ; practicable.
n., feasibility.

feast, n. [Fr., from L. festus, joy-
ful], a joyous meal, prepared
with care ; a joyous commemor-
ation ; v., to give or share in a
feast.

feat, n. [Fr., from L factum], a
difficult or uncommon action ;

a deed of skill.

feath'ep (feth'er), n. [A.S.], a stalk
of horn, fringed with hairs, form-
ing part of a bird's wing or the
covering of its body ; v., to
dress with feathers. a., feath'-

epy, like feathers.

fea'tupe, n. [Fr., from L. factUra
(faclre, to make)], the make or
shape of any part of the human
face, or of the surface of a coun-
try ; (pi.) the face.

feb'rifuge (-fa.fi, n. [Fr., L. febris,
FEVER ; fugare, to drive away],
a medicine for curing fever.

fe'brile, a., showing fever ; fever-
ish.

February (feb'rftari), n. [L. Febru-
drius], the second month of the
year.

fee'und, a. [Fr., from L. fecundus],
fruitful ; fertile ; productive.
v., fec'undate, to make fruitful ;

to cause to bear. n. s feeun'-
dity, fruitfulness.

fed'epal, a. [Fr., from L. fcedus, a
treaty], belonging to a treaty
or agreement; constituted by
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an agreement between different
states. a., fed'epate, bound
together by treaty ; u., to
bring together by agreement
under one government. n., fed-
era't!on, a joining together by
agreement; a number of states
under one supreme government.

fee, n. [O.Fr., from same root as
A.S. feoh, property], right of

holding land ; a grant of land
in return for service ; money
paid for service ; v., to pay for
work ; to hire. pres. p., feeing ;

p.p., feed ; past, feed.
fee'ble, a. [Fr., from L. flebilis,

tearful], having little strength ;

weak.
feed, v. [A.S.], to give or take food ;

to make fat ; n., an allowance
of food. past and p.p., fed*

feel, v. [A.S.], to know by the
touch ; to be conscious of ; to
perceive. past and p.p., felt.

ns., feeler, that by which one
feels ; something said or done
to find out what others are

thinking ; (pi.) the antennee of
insects ; feeling, the sense of
touch ; softness of heart ; state
of mind ; (pi.) the affections or

emotions; a., tender-hearted.

feign (fan), v. [Fr., from L. fing^re,
to pretend], to make up in the
mind ; to make a mere show of ;

to pretend. n., feint (fant),

something pretended ; a make-
believe ; a pretended blow or
movement ; v., to make a feint.

feld'spap and feld'spath, ns. [Ger.

feld, a field ; spath, SPAR], a
crystalline rock-forming mineral.

felicity (felis'iti), n. [L. felicUas],

happiness ; great joy. v., felic'-

itate, to make happy ; to wish
joy to. a., felicitous, happy ;

prosperous ; well and fitly said.

feline, a. [L. felis, a cat], belong-
ing to the cat tribe ; like a cat.

fell (1), v. [A.S. fiellan, trans, form
of FALL], to cause to fall ; to
knock or cut down ; also past
of FALL.

fell (2), a. [O.Fr. fel, from late L.
fello, FELON], cruel.

fell (3), 7i. [A.S.], a skin with the
wool or hair on.
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fell (4), n. [Scand.], a wild, barren

hill.

-fell, oeog. root (as in BowfeU,
ScawfeU).

felloe (fel'5) or felly, n. [A.S.], the

rim or part of the rim of a wheeL
fellow (fd'6), n. [Scand., from root

of FEE], a sharer with another ;

an equal in power, etc. ; one of

two suited to each other; a
member of a college or learned

society ; a worthless person.

n., fellowship, state of being
a fellow ; close companionship ;

likeness of thought and feeling ;

a scholarship at college.

fel'on, n. [Fr., from late L. feOo, a

traitor], a wicked person ; one
who has committed a serious

crime ; a., felo'nious, wicked ;

done with intention. n., fel'-

ony greatwickedness ; a serious

crime.

fels, geog. root, rock (as in Drach-

enfels, dragon's rock ; Weissen-

fels, white rock).
felt (1), n. [A.S.], cloth made of

wool not woven but mixed with
thin glue and rolled together ;

., to cover with felt.

felt (2), past of FEEL.
fe male, n. [Fr., from L. f&metta, a
young woman], one of the young-
bearing sex ; a woman ; a., be-

longing to women.
fem'lnine (fem'iniri), a. [Fr., from

L. femina], belonging to a wo-
man ; (grammar) marking the
gender of the female sex.

fern'oral, a. [L. femur, femdris, the
thigh], belonging to the thigh.

fen, n. [A.S.], low land partly or

wholly covered with water ;

boggy land.
fence (Jens), n. [short for DEFENCE],

that which defends ; the art of

defending ; a railing enclosing a
field ; a receiver of stolen good.

u., to use weapons or argu-
ments in defence ; to shut in ;

to surround. a., fen'cible, able
to be defended ; n. pi., soldiers
for home service only. a.,

fen'cing, defending ; n., self-

defence ; fighting with swords
or rapiers : the putting up of a
fence*

fend, vf (short for DEFEND], to

keep off ; to support ; to provide
for.

fen'dep, n., an iron bar or plate
before a fire to keep the ashes,
etc., from spreading ; something
to protect a ship from rubbing
against the pier,

Fe'nian, n, [O.Ir. fene, the ancient
Irish], a member of an Irish

society hostile to the British

government. n., Fe'nianism.
fen'nel, n. [A.S., from L. fcenum,

hay], a plant with a pleasant
smell, fine leaves, and yellow
flowers.

feoff (fef), v. [Fr. (see FBSF)], to give
possession of a grant of land ;

n., a fief.

fep'ment, n. [L. fermentum, leav-

en], that which causes fermen-
tation ; motion among the parts
of a fluid. v., ferment', to be
in a state of fermentation ; to be
angry or excited. n., fepmen-
ta'tion, process of decomposi-
tion in a liquid which produces
alcohol.

fern, n. [A.S.], a plant with leaves

usually like feathers, having the
seed or spores on the back.

fero'cious (fero'sMs), a. [Fr., from
L. ferox], fierce ; wild ; cruel.

n., ferocity, fierceness.

fer'ret, n. [Fr., from L. /fir, thief],
an animal of the weasel kind
used for hunting rabbits ; v. t

to hunt out, as a ferret does ; to
seek out quietly and patiently.

fep'pic, fep'pous, as. [L. ferrum],
pertaining to iron.

feppu'ginous (feroo'jinits), a. [L.

ferrugo, rust], of the colour of
iron-rust ; brownish red.

ferrule (fer'id), n. [Fr., from L.
viridla, a little bracelet], a guard
of metal on the end of a staff.

fep'py, v. [A.S. ferian, to carry
over], to carry across in a boat i

n., the place where a boat
crosses ; the right to ferry people
across ; a boat.

fep'tile (ftr'ttt), a. [Fr., from L. fer-
tills (ferre, to bear)], able to bear
fruit ; having plenty of fruit ;

rich in thought or invention.
n., fertility, power to bear
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fruit; richness of thought and
imagination. v., fep'tilize, to
make fertile ; to cause to bear
fruit. n., fertiliza tion.

fep'ule, n. [L. ferula, a rod, fen-

nel], a cane or rod for punishing
children.

fep'vent, a. [O.Fr., from L. fervere,
to boil], boiling ; hot ; warm in

feeling ; earnest. a., fep'vid.

n., fep'voup (fer'v&r), heat of

feeling ; zeal.

fes'tal and fes'tive, as. [L. festum,
a FEAST], belonging to joy and
gladness ; of the nature of a
least. ns., fes'tlval, a festive
time ; a feast ; festivity, re-

joicings.

fes'ter, v. [O.Fr., from L. FISTULA],
to become inflamed and gather
matter ; n., a suppurating sore.

festoon', 7i. [Fr., prob. from L.

festum, a FEAST], an ornament of
flowers hanging in a curve ; a
carved ornament like a wreath ;

v., to deck with festoons.

fetch, v. [A.S. feccan], to go and
bring a thing ; to bring, as its

price ; to bring about ; to get
within reach.

f6te (fat), n. [Fr., from L. festum, a
FEAST], a time of rejoicing ;

v., to entertain with great show.
fetid (fet'id or fe'tid), a. [L. fetidus,

ill-smelling], having a strong
offensive smell.

fetish (fet'ish or fe'tish), n. [Fr.,
from L. factUius, made up], a
thing supposed to have magi-
cal power, and worshipped ; a
charm ; an idol.

fetlock, n., the tuft of hair above
and behind a horse's foot ; the
joint where this tuft grows.

fet'ter, n. [A.S., from root of FOOT],
a chain for the feet ; anything
that hinders motion : v., to tie
the feet ; to keep from moving.

fet'tle, n., order, condition.
feu (fu), n. [FEE], a grant of land

for building in return for an
annual payment; the land so
granted; u., to take or give
land in this way. ns., feu'ap,
one who takes a feu ; feu-duty,
annual payment by holder of
land granted,

feud (1) (fud), n. [E., from root of

FOE], ill-feeling ; a prolonged
quarrel.

feud (2) (fad), n. [med. L. feudumt

from root of FEE], land paid for

by service. a., feu'dal, belong-
ing to feuds or fiefs. ns., feu'-

clalism, the custom of paying
rent in military service ; feu'-

datopy, one who holds a flef ;

a., held on condition of service.

fe'vep, n. [A.S., from L. febris], an
illness causing great heat and
quick beating of the heart ;

great excitement ; v., to grow
ill of a fever. a., fe'verish,
slightly ill, or showing signs of
fever.

few (fu), a. [A.S.], not many.
fey (fa), a. [A.S.], doomed ; fated

for death.

flas'co, n. [It. flask], a breakdown.
fl'at, n. [L. flat, let it be done], a
command ; a decree.

fib, 7i. [form of FABLE ?], something
said not true ; a soft name for a
lie ; u., to tell lies. pres. p.,

fibbing; p.p., fibbed.
fl'bpe (fi'ber), n. [Fr., from L. fibra,
a thread], a thin thread ; the
fine parts of a thread ; the
thread-like parts in the tissue of
animals or plants ; strength (of

body or mind). a., fi'bpous,
made up of fibres.

flc, suff. [L., from facere, to make,
to do], forming adjectives (aa
TERRIFIC, PLASTIC).

fickle (flkl), a. [A.S.], moving
about ; not fixed ; always
changing.

fle'tion (fik'shon), n. [L. flctio, a
pretence (fingere, to FEIGN)], a
made-up story ; something not
true. a., flcti'tious, not real ;

only imaginary.
fiddle (fidl), n. [A.S.], a musical

instrument of four strings played
with a bow ; a violin ; ., to
play on a fiddle.

fidelity, n. [Fr., from L. fldelitas

(fidelis, faithful)], faithfulness ;

carefulness in duty ; closeness
to truth ; honesty.

fidg'et (flj'et), v. [etym. ?], to move
by fits and starts ; to be unable
to rest ; n. pl. t a state of rest-
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lessness; inability to rest. a.,

fidgety.
fldu'cial (fldU'shiab, a. [L. fidutia,

confidence], showing confidence ;

of the nature of a trust. a.,

fldu'ciary, held in trust ; con-

fident ; n., one who holds a

thing in trust.

fle (fl), int. [O.Fr. and L. /I], ex-

pressing disgust.
flef (fef), n. [O.Fr., as FEE)], land

held from a superior and paid
for in military service.

field (feld), n. [A.S.], an open piece
of ground ; fenced land for

growing crops ; a wide surface ;

a place where something takes

place ; v., to catch, stop, or

throw the ball at cricket. ns.,

field'-day, a day when troops
are in the field for exercise ;

field fare, a bird of the thrush

kind; fleld'-glass, a small

telescope for both eyes ; field' -

mar'shal, an officer of the

highest rank in the army ;

field' -officer, an officer above
the rank of captain, and under
that of a general ; field'-work,
a fortification thrown up in the
field.

field, geog. root (as in Lichfield,

corpse-field).
fiend (fend), n. [A.S. feond], one
who hates with cruel wickedness ;

an evil spirit or devil. a., fien'-

dish.
fierce (fers), a. [Fr., from L. ferus,

wild], like a wild beast ; ready
to kill ; violent. n.

fife, n. [Fr. flfre or Ger. pfeife], a
small musical instrument like a
flute.

fifteen', a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than fourteen.

fifty, a. and n., five times ten.

fig, n. [Fr., from L. ficus], a fruit-

tree with large leaves ; the fruit
of the fig-tree ; a term of con-
tempt.

fight (fit), v. [A.S.], to try for vic-

tory ; (with) to try to get the
better of ; to act against ; to
force one's way ; to carry on
war ; n., an effort to get vic-

tory. past and p.p., fought.

fig'ment, n. [L. figmentum, a fic-

tion (flngere, to FEIGN)], an in-

vented story.

flg'ure, n. [Fr., from L. figUra (fin-

gere, to FEIGN)], the shape or
form of a thing ; any likeness ;

an Arabic numeral ; a form of

words not to be understood
literally ; (coVoq.) value OP price ;

v., to form or shape ; to mark
with figures ; to make figures,
or work with numbers ; to ap-
pear as some one great. a.,

fig'urative, described by pic-
tures ; expressed in words not
intended literally. n., fig'ure-
head, the figure in front of a
ship, etc.

fil'ament, n. [Fr., from L. fUum,
a fine thread], anything thread-
like.

fil'bert, n. [Fr.], a hazel-nut.

filch, v. [etym. ], to steal.

file (1), n. [Fr., from L. fllum, a
thread], a thread or wire upon
which papers are put in order ;

papers kept in order ; news-
papers bound in order ; a line

of soldiers marching one behind
another ; a list or roll ; v., to

put on a file ; to bring a case
before a court by putting it

among the records.
file (2), n. [A.S.], a piece of steel

made rough for smoothing wood
or metal ; v., to smooth with a
file. n., filing, a small bit

rubbed oft with a file.

filial (fil'ial), a. [L. filius, a son],

becoming to a son or daughter.
filibeg, n. [C., a little fold], a kilt

worn by the Scottish High-
landers.

filibuster, n. [Sp., corruption of
Du. vrijbuiter, FREEBOOTER], a
soldier or sailor who sailed about
in search of plunder ; a pirate.

filiform, a. [L. filum, a thread ;

FORM], in the form of a fine

thread.

filigree, n. [Fr., from It., from
root of FILE (1) and GRAIN], fine
thread-like work made of gold
or silver wire.

fill, v. [A.S.], to make or become
full ; to give enough ; to per-
form the duties of (an office);
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to spread out (sails) ; n., that
which fills.

fillet, n. [Fr., a little thread, from
L. fttum], a band for tying
round the head ; meat cut from
a fleshy part rolled and tied ; a
flat band between two rows
of mouldings ; v., to bind
with a fillet.

fillip, v. [E., another form of

FLIP], to strike with the nail of

the finger suddenly jerked from
the front of the thumb ; n.,

a slight blow by a jerk of the

finger ; stimulus ; impulse.
filly, n. [from root of FOAL], a

female foal ; a young mare.

film, n. [A.S., from root of FELL (3),

a very thin skin or covering ; a
roll of celluloid on which in-

stantaneous pictures are made
for exhibition by cinematograph;
a slender thread ; v., to make
a film. a., fll'my, resembling
gauze.

fll'tep, v. [Fr., from root of
FELT (1)], to purify water by
passing it through felt or other
substance ; to flow through
a filter ; n., any substance
through which liquid can pass
and be cleared ; a vessel for

clearing water. v., fll'trate, to
filter ; n., solids got by filter-

ing. n., ftltra'tion.

filth, n. [A.S.], dirty matter ; any-
thing that defiles. a., fll'thy,
dirty ; using foul thoughts or
foul words. n., fll'thiness,
state of being filthy ; that which
makes filthy ; foulness of

thought or speech.
flm'briate, v. [L. fimbria, a fringe],

to put a fringe or hem on ; a.,

fringed.
fin, n. [A.S.], the part of a fish by
which it balances itself and
moves forward in the water.
a., fin'ny, having fins.

fl'cal, a. [O.Fr., from L. finalis
(finis, an end], at the end ; re-

ferring to something aimed at.

ns., finale (fina'ld) [It.], the end ;

the last part of a piece of music
or of a play ; finality, state of

being final ; completeness. adv.,
fl'nally, lastly ; in conclusion.

finance', n. [Fr., from late L.
financia, payment (L. finis, an
end)], revenue of a government
or of a private person ; the art
of managing public money ; (pi.

or FUNDS) money in hand ; v.,

to manage money matters.
a., financial, pertaining to
finance. n., flnan'eier (findn'-
ser), one skilled in managing
money.

finch, n. [A.S.], the name of a
family of singing-birds.

find, v. [A.S.], to come upon or
meet with ; to discover by look-

ing for ; to learn by experience ;

to learn to be true ; to supply
something needed ; past and
p.p., found ; n., something
found.

fine (1), a. [Fr., from L. flnitus,
finished (finis, an end)], free of

everything not required ; pure ;

thin ; polished ; v., to make
pure. ns., fine'ness ; fl'nery,
fine things ; ornaments or dress.

a., finical, overfine ; fine for
the sake of show.

fine (2), n. [L. finis, an end], a
payment which settles a claim ;

a payment ordered as a punish-
ment ; v., to punish by order-
ing to pay a sum of money.

finesse' (fines'), n. [Fr., from root
of FINE (1),] action so fine as to
mislead ; a clever plan ; v. t to
use a clever plan.

fln'ger (fing'ger), n. [A.S.], the part
that catches ; one of the five
divisions of the hand ; anything
that points ; v., to touch ; to
play on an instrument. n.,

fin'gering, manner of touching
musical keys.

finlal, n. [L. finis, an end], the
ornament on the top of a pin-
nacle or spire.

finish, v. [Fr., from L. finire, to
end], to bring or come to an
end ; to complete ; n., the
end ; fineness of work.

fl'nite, a. [L. finitus, limited], hav-
ing bounds or limits ; (grammar)
marked by person and number,
as the verb.

flp, n. [M.E., prob. from Scand.],
a cone-bearing tree of several
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kinds, producing valuable tim-
ber.

flre, 71. [A.S.], that which burns and
gives light and heat ; something
being burned; the discharge of

a gun or guns ; heat of passion
or feeling ; brightness of fancy ;

v., to put fire to ; to cause
to burn ; to discharge (a gun) ;

to take fire. a., fl'ery, full of or

like fire; easily roused; very ac-

tive. ns., fire'-arms, weapons
for shooting with by means
of gunpowder ; fire'-brand, a
piece of wood on fire ; a person
who goes about making mischief ;

fire'-brigade, a company of

men for putting out fires ; flre'-

damp, a dangerous explosive
gas found in coal-mines, chemi-
cally called marsh-gas or me-
thane ; flpe'-engine, an engine
for putting out fires ; flre'-

escape, a long ladder for saving
people from burning houses ;

flpe' -fly, a small insect giving
out a bright light in the dark ;

flpe'loek, an old gun fired by a
lock with flint and steel ; flre'-

man, a man who tends fires ;

one employed in putting out
fires. a., flre'proof, proof
against fire. ns., flpe'-ship, a
ship filled with things that burn
easily, used lor setting fire to
an enemy's ships ; flpe'-works,
preparations of gunpowder
which show figures of different
kinds when set on fire ; fip'ing,
a setting off of guns, etc. ; fire-

wood.
flp'kin, n. [Du. vier, four ; kin,

small], the fourth part of a bar-
rel, or nine imperial gallons ; a
cask containing fifty-six pounds
of butter.

firm, a. [O.Fr., from L. Jirmus,
strong], strongly fixed ; not
easily moved ; closely packed ;

n., two or more partners in
business ; v., to make steady.

fip'mament, n. [L. flrmdmentum],
the sky above the clouds, in
which the stars seem to be.

flp'man, n. [Pers.], an order or
decree of an Eastern govern-
ment.

first, a. [A.S., sup. of FOHB], before
all others ; highest in rank or

quality ; adv., before every one
or everything else. a., first'-

born, born first ; eldest ; ra.,

the eldest child. ns., first' -

fruits, the fruits first ripe ; the
first earnings ; flpst'ling, the
first-born. a., first' -rate, of

the best kind.
firth (ferth), n. [Sc., prob. from

Scand. fiord], an arm of the sea ;

the wide mouth of a river.

fis'cal, a. [Fr., from L. fiscus, a
money-basket], belonging to the
revenue of the country ; n., a
treasurer ; a law officer in Scot-
land. n., flsc, public treasury.

fish, n. [A.S.], an animal that lives

in water and breathes through
gills ; v., to catch fish ; to
seek for in a cunning way. ns.,

fish'er and flsh'epman, a
catcher of fish ; fish'ery, the
business of catching fish : a
place for catching fish ; fish'-

monger, one who buys and sells

fish. a., flsh'y, like a fish ; hav-
ing the taste or smell of fish ;

abounding in fish ; (colloq.) doubt-
ful in character.

fissile (fls'il), a. [L. flssilis (findere,
to split)], easily split.

fissure (fish'ur), n. [L. flssura], a
narrow opening ; a long and
deep crack.

fist, n. [A.S.], the clenched or
closed hand ; v., to strike
with the closed hand.

fis tula, n.
f
[L. fistida, a pipe], a

reed or pipe ; a narrow running
sore. a., fls'tulap, hollow.

fit (1), v. [M.E., etyra. ?], to make
or to be of the right size, shape,
or kind; to supply with some-
thing needed ; to make ready ;

to be suitable. pres. p., fitting ;

p.p., fitted ; a., made to suit.

a., flt'ting, suitable ; proper ;

n., anything used in fitting up,
often in pi.

fit (2), n. [A.S.], a stroke or blow ;

a sudden attack of illness ; a
passing state of mind ; a sud-
den effort, soon over. a., fit'-

ful, acting or moving by fits and
starts ; irregular in movement.
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five* o. and n. [A.S.], one more
than four. n., fives, a ball-

game, like tennis, played against
a wall.

fix, v. [Fr., from L. flxus (fig&re, to

fix)], to tie or fasten ; to keep
from moving ; to become firm ;

to settle ; n., a position of

difficulty. a., fixed, firmly set.

ns., flx'ity, state of being
fixed ; flx'ture, that which is

fixed ; a piece of permanent
furniture.

fizz and flz'zle, vs. [unit.], to make
a hissing noise like ginger-beer
escaping.

flab'by, a. [E., from root of FLAP],
easily moved or shaken ; hang-
ing loose.

flac'cid (flak'sid), a. [Fr., from L.

flaccus, loose], giving way to

pressure ; easily pushed out of

shape.
flag (1), v. [E., imit. ?], to grow

slack or loose ; to hang down ;

to lose spirit. pres. p., flag-
ging; p.p.. flagged.

flag (2), n. [imit.], a banner; a
water-plant with a broad leaf.

n., fiag'ship, the ship in
which an admiral sails and
hoists his flag.

flag (3), n. [see FLAKE], a slab of
stone used in paving ; any stone
that easily splits into slices ;

v., to cover with flags. pres. p.,

flagging; p.p., flagged.
flag'ellate (flaj'ilOt), v. [L. flagd-

lum, a whip], to whip or lash.

ns., flag'ellant and flag'ellator,
one who flogs himself as a pun-
ishment for sin ; flagella'tion.

flageolet (flaj'dlet), n. [O.Fr.,

etym. ?], a flute, with the
mouthpiece at the end.

flagitious (fl&jish'us), a. [L. flagi-

ttum, a disgraceful act], disgrace-
fully wicked ; deeply criminal.

flag'on, n. [Fr. flacon, from root of

FLASK], a narrow-necked vessel
for liquids.

fla'grant, a. [L. fldgrdre, to blaze],
coming into clear notice ; open-
ly wicked ; going on before one's
eyes. n., fla'grancy, openness
of crime.

flail, n. [A.S., .from L. flagellum, a

whip], an instrument for thrash-
ing corn.

flake, n. [etym. ?], a thin slice ;

a little bit of falling snow ; v. t

to form into flakes ; to come
off in flakes. a., fift'ky, coming
off in flakes.

flamboy'ant, a. [Fr. flamboyer,
from L. flamma, a flame], with
showy colour ; making gorgeous
display.

flame, n. [Fr., from L. flamma],
that part of fire which shoots
up ; heat of passion ; activity
of mind ; v., to burn with light
and heat ; to be angry. a.,

flft'ming, bright red or yellow ;

zealous.

flamin'go (flaming'gS), n., a
tropical bird of a bright red
colour with long legs and a long
neck.

flange (fldnj), n. [corruption of
O.Fr. flanch, FLANK], a raised
rim to strengthen a wheel or

guide it on a rail ; a wider part
on the end of a pipe.

flank, n. [Fr.], the fleshy part of
the side below the ribs ; the side
of a body of troops ; v., to pass
round or be posted at the side.

flan'nel, n. [Welsh ?], a soft,

loosely woven cloth made of
wool. n., flannelette, cotton
material treated to resemble
wool.

flap, n. [imit. ?], anything broad
and loose, or the sound or stroke
made by it ; v., to strike with
something loose ; to hang down
like a flap ; to move like wings.

flare, v. [Scand. ?], to blaze up
with a bright unsteady light ;

to show bright colours ; n., a
bright unsteady -light ; a light
that pains the eyes.

flash, v. [imit. ?], to break sud-
denly into flame ; to be bright
and then disappear ; to come
suddenly into the mind ; to
cause to flash ; n., a blaze ap-
pearing for a moment ; a bright
thought ; a., showy and cheap ;

vulgar. a., flash'y, all show.
flask, n. [Fr. flasgue], a vessel with
a narrow neck for liquids or
gunpowder.
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flat, a. [Scand.], having no hills or

valleys ; smooth and even ;

lying all its length ; level ;

without spirit ; tasteless ; with-

out interest; below the right

pitch in music ; n., ground even
and level ; the flat side ;

a
mark (b) to lower a note half a
tone ; a story of a building ;

one easily deceived. adv., flat'-

ly. n., flat'ness. v., flatten,
to make or grow flat ; to smooth
out ; to lower the pitch.

flat tep, v. [etym. ?], to deceive by
fair words ; to praise too highly ;

to take much notice of. n.,

flat'tery, false praise.

flat'ulent, a. [Fr., from L. flatus,

a breath], filled with wind. n.,

flat'ulence, gas in the stomach.
flaunt (flawnt), v. [etym. ?], to

spread to the wind ; to make an
impudent show of.

fla'vour (fld'vur), n. [prob. O.Fr.,
from L. fldgrdre (see FRAGRANT)],
smell or taste ; that which
pleases the taste ; v., to give
a pleasant taste to.

flaw, n. [Scand. ?], a break in any-
thing ; a weak spot ; v., to
make a flaw.

flax, n. [A.S.], a plant from the
fibres of which linen is made ;

the fibres dressed and ready for

spinning. a., flax'en, made of
or like flax.

flay, v. [A.S.], to take the skin
off.

flea (fle), n. [A.S.], a small trouble-
some insect that moves by leap-
ing.

fleck, n. [Scand. ?], a spot or
streak ; a little bit ; v., to
spot or streak.

flec'tion. See under FLEXIBLE.
fledge (flej), v. [A.S.], to make

ready to fly; to supply with
feathers or wings. n., fledg'-
ling, a bird newly fledged.

flee, v. [A.S., from same root as
FLY], to run away ; to escape.
pres. p., fleeing ; p.p., fled ; past,
fled.

fleece (fids), n. [A.S.], the woolly
covering of a sheep ; v., to cut
oft the wool from : to plunder.

fleeced (flcst), having a

fleece ; robbed ; flee'ey, like a
fleece ; soft.

fleet (1), n. [A.S.], a number of

ships together ; the warships
of a country.

fleet (2), v. [A.S.], to pass quickly ;

a., moving quickly. n.,
fleet'ness. a., flee'ting, pass-
ing quickly.

Flemish, a., belonging to the

people of Flanders ; n., their

language.
flesh, 7i. [A.S.], the muscles cover-

ing the bones ; the body apart
from the soul ; mankind. a.,

fleshly, pertaining to the flesh ;

human ; worldly ; flesh'y,
plump ; fat. n., flesh'ep [Sc.],

one who sells flesh.

fleup-de-lis (fler'-de-le), n. [Fr.], the
lily, part of the royal arms of

France.
flexible and flexile (flek'sil), as.

[L. flexibllis (flectere, to bend)],
that can be easily bent ; easily

changed in opinion. ns., flex,
a piece of flexible wire for an
electric current ; flexibility ;

flexion (flek'shon), state of being
bent ; the change on the ends
of words in grammar. a., flex'-

uous, full of windings. n.,

flex'upe, a bend or turning.
flick'ep, v. [A.S.], to flutter the

wings without flying ; to shake
rapidly.

flight (flit), 7i. [A.S.], act of flying
or fleeing ; a running away ; a
number of birds (or arrows)
flying together ; a row of steps ;

high motion of thought or fancy.
a., fligh'ty, fanciful ; some-

what disordered.

flim'sy (flim'zi), a. [etym. ?], not
able to bear weight ; easily
broken or pushed aside ; with-
out strength.

flinch, v. [Fr.], to shrink back;
to lose courage ; to fail.

fling, v. [Scand. ?], to throw ; to
throw with force ; n., a throw.

pres. p., flinging ; p.p., flung ;

past, flung.
flint, n. [A.S.I, a very hard stone,

used to strike fire ; anything
very hard. a., flin'ty.

flip, v. limit,. ?], to strike or jerk
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lightly ; n., a light stroke or

jerk. a., flip'pant, having a
quickly moving tongue ; saucy ;

disrespectful.
flirt, v. [unit. ?] to throw or jerk

about ; to play at love-making ;

n., a trifler in love ; a foolish,

giddy girl. n., flirta'tkm.

flit, v. [see FLEET (2)], to fly quick-
ly ; to move from place to place ;

to pass to and fro. 'pres. p.,

flitting; p.p., flitted.

flitch, n. [A.S.], the side of a pig
salted and cured.

float, v. [A.S.], to rest or move on
the surface of a liquid ; to keep
from sinking ; to set agoing
as a business ; ns., the cork
used in fishing to support the
line ; floatation, the act of float-

ing.
flock (1), w. [A.S.], a number of

birds or beasts together ; a com-
pany ; v., to come in crowds.

flock (2), n. [L. ftoccus], a lock of
wool or hair ; the refuse of
wool and cotton.

floe (flo), n. [Norse flo, a layer],

floating ice.

flog, v. [perhaps from L. (see FLA-
GELLATE)], to beat with a rod or

whip ; to punish with blows.
pres. p., flogging; p.p., flogged.

flood (flitd), n. [A.S.], a great flow
of water ; a swollen river ; the
flowing tide ; the deluge of
Noah ; v., to cover with water.

n., flood-gate, a gate to let

water pass or to stop it.

COOP (flor), n. [A.S.], the part of a
room on which one walks ; the
parts of a house on one level ;

v., to put on a floor ; to knock
down. n., flooring, a floor ;

wood or planks for a floor.

Flor'a, n. [L.], the goddess of
flowers ; flor'a, the flowers of a
district collectively. a., flor'al,
pertaining to or made of flowers.

flores eenee, n. [L. florescire, to

begin to FLOWER], a bursting
into flower ; the time of burst-

ing into flower.

flor'et, n., a little flower ; a single
part of a head of flowers.

flop'id, a., bright in colour ; tinged
with red ; flowery.

florin, n. [O.Fr.], a coin first made
in Florenc^ ; two-shilling piece.

flor'ist, n. t a seller or grower of
flowers.

floss, n. [perhaps from root of
FLOCK (2)], the soft, silky stuff
in the pods of beans and other
plants ; untwisted fibres of silk.

flotation or floatation. See FLOAT.
flotii la, n. [Sp., from same root

as FLOAT], a fleet of small vessels.

fiot'sam, n. [O.Fr., from root to

FLOAT], goods found floating at
sea after a shipwreck.

flounce (1) (flouns), n. [Fr. froncer,
to wrinkle, from L. frons, the
forehead], a border sewed to the
skirt of a dress ; v., to orna-
ment with flounces.

flounce (2) [Scand. ?], to jump or
throw oneself about ; n., a
sudden throw or jerk.

floun'der, v. [Scand. ?], to toss the
limbs about ; to struggle, as in
water ; n., a flat fish found
near river mouths.

flour, n. [form of FLOWER], the
flower or finest part of meal ;

ground wheat ; any fine pow-
der; v., to grind to fine pow-
der ; to sprinkle with flour.

flourish (flur'ish), v. [Fr., from L.

florere (flos, FLOWER)], to bloom
or flower ; to thrive ; to wave
about in the hand ; n., a
flowery or ornamental turn in

writing or music ; a great show.
a., flourishing.

flout, v. [FLUTE 1], to mock ; to talk
to scornfully ; to treat with con-
tempt ; n., mockery ; a sneer.

flow (flo), v. [A.S.J, to run like

water ; to rise like the tide ; to
be abundant ; to hang loose ;

n., a stream of water.

flower, n. [Tu.floreni (flos,& flower)],
a blossom. v., to bloom ; a.,

flowery
flown (flon). See FLY.
fluctuate, v. [L. fcuctus, a wave],

to rise and fall ; to be always
changing. n., fluctuation.

flue (floo), n. [etym. ?J, a passage
for air or smoke.

flu ent (floo'&nt), a. [It. flu&re, to
flow], flowing smoothly ; speak-
ing easily. n., flu'ency.
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flu'id (floo'id), a. [Fr., from L.

fluidus (fluere, to flow)], flowing ;

moving like a liquid ; n., that
which flows, as water, gas, air,

etc. n., fluidity, the state of

a liquid or gas.
fluke (1) (flook), n. [A.S.], a floun-

der ; a parasitic worm.
fluke (2), n. [etym. ?], the part of

an anchor that grips ; a chance
hit.

flum'mery, n. [Welsh], a thin sour
jelly made from meal ; empty
talk.

flunk'ey, n. [FLANK, at one's side?],
a footman ; a servant wearing
livery ; a toady.

flur'ry, n. [imit.], a blast of wind ;

a sudden windy shower ; a
scare ; v., to agitate. pres. p.,

flurrying; p.p., flurried.
flush (1), v. [imit. ?], to flow swiftly
and suddenly ; to wash with a
stream of water ; to become or
to make red in the face ; n., a
sudden flowing ; a rush of blood
to the face.

flush (2), a. [FLUSH (1) ?], glowing ;

full of life; well supplied, as
with money ; having two ad-
jacent surfaces level.

flus'ter , v. [Scand. ?], to make
confused ; to bustle ; n., hurry ;

confusion.
flute (floof), n. [Fr., prob. imit.], a

wind-instrument with the blow-
hole on the upper side near the
end ; a groove in a pillar ; v.,
to play on a flute ; to make
grooves.

flut'ter, v. [A.S.], to move quickly
to and fro ; to flap wings with-
out flying ; to throw into con-
fusion ; n., unsteady motion ;

confusion of mind.
flux, n. [Fr., from L. fluxus (flu&re,

to flow)], fluid -like movement ;

things coming closely in suc-
cession ; that which flows ; sub-
stance which assists melting ;

v., to make fluid ; to melt.
n., fluxion, the act of flowing.

fly, v. [A.S.], to move in the air
with wings ; to run away ; to
cause to fly ; n. t a small insect
properly with two transparent
wings ; a fish-hook dressed to

imitate a fly. pres. p., flying;
p.p., flown; pos^flow. v., fly-
fish, to fish with a hook dressed
like a fly. ns., fly-fisher ;

fly'ing-fish, a fish that can leap
into the air as if flying ; flying-
squir'rel, a squirrel that can
leap as if it were flying ; fly'-

leaf, a white leaf at the begin-
ning or end of a book ; fiy'-

wheel, a large heavy wheel on
an engine to keep its motion
regular.

foal, n. [A.S.], a young horse or
ass ; v., to give birth to a foal.

foam, n. [A.S.], the white froth
that gathers on water when
greatly agitated ; v., to gather
foam ; to be in a rage. a.,

foa'my.
fob, n. [etym. ?], a watch-pocket ;

v., to cheat.

fo'cus, n. [L., a fire-place], a point
where many rays of light meet ;

a meeting point ; the principal
point of a conic section ; (pi.)

fo'cuses and fo'ci; v., to
cause rays to meet hi a point.

pres. p., focussing; p.p.,
focussed. a., fo'cal.

fod'der, n. [A.S.], dry food for
cattle ; v., to give food to cattle.

foe (fo), n. [A.S., from feogan, to
hate], an enemy ; one who hates
another. n., foe'man.

fce'tus, n. [L. foetus, offspring], a
young animal in thewomb or egg.

fog (1), n. [etym. ?], rank grass
growing after hay.

fog (2), n. [FOG (1) ?], a thick mist ;

v., to cover with mist.
pres. p., fogging; p.p., fogged.

a., fog'gy. ns. t fog'-bell,
-horn, -signal, means of sound-
ing an alarm of danger during a
fog.

fo'gy, n. [FOGGY ?], a dull old feUow.
foi'ble, n. [Fr., from root ol

FEEBLE], a weak point in a per-
son's character.

foil (1), v. [Fr., from late L. fuOare,
to dress cloth by beating], to
trample under foot ; to defeat ;

to disappoint ; n., a failure on
the point of success ; a blunt
sword with a button at the end
used in fencing.
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foil (2), n. [Fr., from L. folium, a
leaf], a thin plate of metal ; a
leaf of metal put under a pre-
cious stone to increase its bright-
ness ; the coating of a looking-
glass ; any framing or back-
ground that makes a thing look
better.

foist, v. [Du.], to bring in without
just right or warrant.

Fok'ker, n. [Qer., name of inven-
tor], an aeroplane used by the
German army.

fdld, v. [A.S.], to lay one part over
another ; to wrap up ; to put
sheep into a fold ; n., a part
turned over ; an enclosure for

sheep.
fold, suff., multiplied by (as in

SIXTYFOLD, MANIFOLD).
fo'liage (fo'liaj), n. [Fr., from L.

folium, a, leaf], the leaves of a tree.

fo'liate, v., to beat thin like a leaf ;

to cover with a coating of metal.

a., foliated, covered with
thin plates ; consisting of thin

plates. n., folia'tion, a burst-

ing out into leaf ; the arrange-
ment of leaves within the bud ;

a beating out of metal into thin

plates ; ornamental tracery.
folio, n. [L. folium, a leaf], a sheet

of paper once folded ; a book
with four pages to the sheet ; a
single or double page of an
account book ; a., formed of

paper once folded.
folk (fok), n. [A.S.], people; the

inhabitants of a country. n.,
folk'-lore, tales passing among
the people about their fore-

fathers, etc.

folk, geog. root, people (as in

Norfolk, north people ; Suffolk,
south folk).

follicle, n. [L. fotticulus, a little

bag], a small bag ; a seed vessel ;

a gland.
follow, v. [A.S.], to go or come

after ; to act in the same way
as ; to result from ; to keep
attention fixed on ; to go in

pursuit of; to understand the
meaning of ; to adopt as an
opinion ; to practise (a trade).
ns., follower, one who follows ;

a disciple ; following, followers.

folly, n. [O.Fr., from fol, POOL],
want of understanding ; foolish

conduct ; weakness of mind.
foment', v. [Fr., from L. fomentum,
a bathing with warm water
(fovere, to warm)], to bathe with
warm water ; to soften with
heat; to encourage; to excite.

n., fomenta'tion.
fond, a. [etym. ?], loving too much;

greatly pleased with. ., fond'*
ness. v., fon'dle, to caress.

font, n. [A.S., from L. fons, a
FOUNT], a spring ; a basin hold-

ing water for baptism.
font, -fontaine [Fr.], -fuente
[Sp.], geog. root (as in Font-
enoy, Fontainebleau, Fuente del

Maistre, the master's fountain).

-foo, -fu, geog. root [Chinese], a
large city (as in Chang-Chou-fu,
the great city of Chang-Choo).

food, n. [A.S.], what one feeds

upon ; that which enables plants
and animals to grow ; that
which feeds the mind.

fool, n. [Fr., from L. fottis, a wind-
bag], one who is weak in mind ;

a person who acts without think-

ing, or who does wrong knowing
it to be so ; v., to deceive ; to

play the fool. n., foolery, con-
duct of a fool ; act of folly.

as., foolhar'dy, hardy or bold
from want of thought ; foo'lish,
without sense.

fools'cap, n. t a size of paper,
17X13* inches, which used to
have as its watermark a fool's

cap and bells.

foot, n. [A.S.], that upon which a
person or thing stands ; the lower
part of anything ; a length of
12 inches ; soldiers on foot ; two
or more syllables in a verse ; (pi.)

feet ; v., to dance or walk.
ns., foot'ball, a ball kicked by
the foot ; the game of football ;

foot'hoM, a place to set the
foot ; footing, a firm founda-
tion ; a settlement ; foot'man,
a soldier on foot ; a man-servant ;

foot'pad [see PAD], a robber on
foot; foot' -rule, a measure a
foot in length ; foot'step, the
mark of a foot ; the sound of a
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fop, n. [E.], a person very fond of

dress. n., fop'pery, behaviour
of a fop ; fondness for dress.

a., fop'pish, rain in dress ; too

fine in manners.
for, prep. [A.S.], in place of ; on

account of ; in the direction of ;

in search of ; during ; conj.,

because.

for-, pref. [A.S.], away ; without ;

ill ; amiss (as in FOBBID, FOR-

GET, FORSWEAR).
for'age (for'ay), n. f^r., from low

L. fodrum, straw], food for

horses or cattle v., to search

for food. n., for'ay, a sudden
invasion for plunder.

fop'asmuoh, con;., because that.

forbade' (fdrbad'}. See FORBID.
forbear' (forbdr'), v. [A.S. FOR-,

BEAR], to bear with ; to hold one-

self in check. n., forbear'anee,
patience ; command of oneself.

for bears, n., ancestors.

forbid', v. [A.S. FOR-, BID], to tell

one not to. p.p., forbidden ;

past, forbade. a., forbid'ding,
grim ; uninviting.

force (fors), n. [Fr., from L. forfis,

strong], that which causes or

stops motion ; power to act ;

strength ; power used against
a person ; men prepared for
action ; (pi.) armies or ships ;

v., to compel ; to strain hard.
a., for'cible, having or using

force ; difficult to stand against.
for'ceps, n. [L.], a pair of tongs

or pincers for taking hold of hot
metal, etc. ; an instrument used
by dentists, surgeons, etc.

ford, n. [A.S. (see FARE)], a place
in a river where one can wade
across ; v., to cross a stream
on foot. a., for'dable.

ford, geog. root (as in Oxford, ox's
ford ; Bradford, broad ford).

fore, a. [A.S.], in front ; coming
first ; adv., in the front ; be-
fore ; formerly. pref., fore- (as
in FORESEE). n., fore'-arm, the
arm between the elbow and the
wrist. v., forearm', to arm or
prepare beforehand.

forebode', v., to have a feeling
that something ill is going to
happen. n., forebo'ding.

forecast', v., to plan beforehand ;

to predict. n., fore'cast, a plan
or idea beforehand.

fore'castle (for'kasl or fok'sl), n.,

an upper deck before the fore-

mast, which formerly had a tur-

ret near the prow ; the front

part of a ship.
foreclose', v. [Fr., from L. forfis,

outside; claudere, to CLOSE], to
shut out ; to prevent ; to force

a person to pay up a mortgage
or to lose his right of doing so.

n., forecld'sure.
fore'father, n., a father some

generations back ; an ancestor.

fore'flnger, n., the finger next the
thumb.

forego' (1), v., to go before, mostly
used in pres. p., foregoing and
p.p., foregone.

forego' (2). See FORGO.
fore'groimd, n., the part of a

picture which seems to be in

front.
foro'head (for'ed), n., the part of

the face above the eyes.
for'eign (for'in), a. [Fr., from L.

fords, out of doors], at a distance ;

belonging to another country ;

coming from abroad. n., for'-

eigner, one who belongs to
another country.

forejudge', v., to judge before

hearing the facts.

foreknow', v., to know a thing
before it happens. n., fore-
knowledge.

foreland, n., land stretching into
the sea ; headland ; cape.

forelock, n., the lock of hair on
the forehead.

for 'man, n., an overseer of work'
men ; the spokesman of a jury.

fore'mast, n., the mast nearest
the bow of a ship.

foremen'tioned, a., already spo-
ken of.

fore'mdst, a., first in place or
time.

fore'noon, n., the part of the day
before twelve o'clock.

foren'sic, a. [L. forensis, belong-
ing to the forum or court], be-
longing to courts of law ; used
in pleading.

foreordain', v., to appoint or
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arrange beforehand. n., fore'-
ordina'tion.

forerun'nep, n., one who runs
before to tell that some one is

coming ; a sign of something
coming on. v., fore'run.

fope'sail, n., the lowest sail on the
foremast.

foresee', v., to see or know before-
hand. pres. p., foreseeing;
p.p., foreseen; past, foresaw.

n., fore'sight, knowledge of

the future ; great prudence.
foreshad'ow, v., to shadow be-

forehand.

foreshop'ten, v., to shorten those
lines in a picture which seem to
run in the direction of the per-
son looking at it, so as to give
the idea of distance ; to apply
the rules of perspective.

foreshow', v., to show beforehand.
fop'est, n. [Fr., from L. fords, out

of doors], a large piece of coun-
try covered with trees ; unen-
closed land on which deer, etc.,
live and are hunted. ns., for'-

ester, one who dwells in or has
I charge of a forest ; for'estry.
forestall' (forstawl'), v. [A.S. FORE-,

! STALL], to buy up goods before
! they have been placed on a stall ;

\ to be before one hi any attempt.
fope'taste (for'tast), v., to taste be-

fore full possession ; n., antici-

pation.
fbre'tell, y.,

to tell of a thing
before it happens. pres. p.,
foretelling ; p.p. , foretold ; past,
foretold .

forethought (for'thawt), n., a
! thinking of what is to come ; a
! caring for the future.
'ore token, n., a token or sign
beforehand; v., to give a sign

I beforehand.
tfcpev'ep, adv., never to end.
'orewarn', n., to give warning

; beforehand ; to put upon one's
guard. n., forewar ning, a

I warning beforehand.
1 bp'feit (fdr'flf), n. [Fr., from late L.

foris factum, done beyond (per-
i mission)], a right lost by bad

, conduct; payment for doing
wrong ; a fine ; v., to lose by
wrong-doing ; to pay as a pen-

alty. n., fop'feitupe, a loss by
wrong-doing ; the thing so lost.

fopge (forj), n. [Fr., from L. fa-
brlca, a workshop], a smith's
workshop ; the fire in which the
iron is heated ; v., to form or
work out ; to hammer heated
metal into shape ; to make or
write what is false ; to sign
another person's name. ns.,

for'ger ; fop'gepy, the signing
of another person's name ;

something falsely done ; an
alteration to deceive.

fOPget', V. [A.S. FOB-, GET], to
lose from the memory ; to over-
look ; (oneself) to do something
unworthy. pres. p., forgetting ;

p.p., forgot or forgotten; past,
forgot. n., forget'-me-not, a
small plant with blue flowers ;

a keepsake. a., forget'ful,
easily forgetting; inattentive.

n., forget'fulness, habit of

forgetting.
forgive' (forgiv'), v. [A.S. FOR-,

GIVE], to give up a claim ; to
overlook a fault. pres. p., for-

giving; p.p., forgiven; past,

fopgave. n., fbpgive'ness,
willingness to forgive. a., for-

giv'ing, ready to pardon.
fop'go, v. [A.S. FOR-, GO], to give
up ; to leave off the use of.

fork, n. [A.S., from L. furca], an
instrument with two or more
prongs for lifting meat, straw,
etc. ; one of the parts of any-
thing divided like a fork ; the
place where two roads, rivers,
or branches meet ; v., to lift

with a fork ; to divide into two ;

to make like a fork. a., forked,
shaped like a fork.

foplorn', a. [A.S. FOR-, lorn, LOST],
altogether lost ; deserted ; in a
pitiful state. n., forlorn' -hope,
soldiers undertaking some action
of great danger.

form, n. [L. forma], the appear-
ance or shape of anything ;

mould or pattern ; the order oi
arrangement ; a long seat ; a
class in a school ; v., to shape ;

to put in order. a., for'mal,
according to form ; having the
form and not the reality. ns..
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fop'malism, too great attention
to forms ; for'malist, one vriio

attends too closely to forms ;

formality, too close attention
to forms ; stiffness of manner ;

formation, the way In which
a thing is made up. a., for'-

mative, giving form ; n., that
which merely gives form to a
word ; a derived word.

fop'mer, a. (comp. of FORE), before
in time or order ; the first of

two. -adv., for'merly, in times

past; some time ago OP long
ago.

fop'midable, a. [Fr., from L. for-

mido, fear], causing tesx. adv.,

fop'midably.
fop'mula, n. [L., a small FORM], a

set form or rule ; a clear method
according to which anything is

to be done ; a statement o2

doctrine or belief ; expression
in algebra showing how certain

questions are to be worked out ;

(pis.) fop'mulro and fop'mulas.
n., for mulary, a book con-

taining forms. v., fop'mulate,
to put in a formula; to give
clear instructions.

forsake', v. [A.S. FOR-, sacan, to
quarrel], to come no longer near ;

to turn one's back upon ; to
desert. pres. p., forsaking;
p.p., forsaken; past, forsook.

forsooth', adv. [A.S. FOR-, SOOTH],
for or in truth ; in fact.

forswear' (forswar'), v. [A.S. FOR-,
SWEAR], to deny on oath ; (one-
self) to swear falsely.

fort, n. [Fr., from L. fortis, strong],
a stronghold ; a place of defence.

fop'tallce (-dlis), n. [mod. L. for-
talUia], a small fort or outwork
of a fortification.

forte (fort) [Fr.], n., a strong point ;

the thing a person can do best.

forth, adv. [A.S., from root of
FORE], to the front from within ;

out into view. a., fdrth'com-
Ing, ready to appear. adv.,
forthwith, without delay.

for'tify, v. [Fr., from L. fortiflcdre
(fortis, strong ; fac&re, to make)],
to make strong against attack ;

to build walls and forts around.
n., fortiflea'tion, a place

made strong by walls and forts ;

(pi.) the walls, etc., themselves.

fortis'simo, adv. [It., from L. sup.
of fortie, strong], very strong or
loud.

for titude, n. [L. fortitude,

strength], strength of mind ;

power of bearing pain or sor-

row with calmness.

fort'night, n. [FOURTEEN, NIGHT],
two weeks or fourteen days.
a. and adv. t fort nightly, once
a fortnight.

fop'tress, n. [Fr. forterease, as

FORTALIOE], a fortified place.
fortuitous, a. [L. fortuitus (fora,

chance)], happening by chance.
fop'tune, n. [Fr., from L. fortuna],

that which comes or happens to

one, either of good or bad ; a
person's means of living ; great
riches. a., fop'tanate, coming
by good luck ; causing or re-

ceiving unexpected good.
for'um, n. [L., the market-place,;
where business was done and the
courts were held], a court oi

justice.
for ward, a. [A.S. FORE-, -WARD],

near or at the front; far ir

front ; before the usual time
;

too quick in word or action ;

u., to push to the front ; to
sencij

persons or things on their way
to help on ; adv. (also fop-'

wards), to the front ; onwards;
n., for'wardness, readinea

to act ; too great eagerness.
fos'sil, n. [Fr., from L. fossus, dug]

hardened remains of animals ov.

plants found in rocks ; a., duj
up ; like a fossil. ., fos'silize
to make into or become a fossil I

harden; petrify. a., fossilif'

erous, bearing or containini
fossils.

fos'ter, . [A.S.], to feed ; to brim
up ; to encourage. ns., fos'ter
broth'er or -sis'tep, a chil-

nursed along with one of a differ

ent family ; fos'tep-child, a chil

nursed by one who is not it

parent; fos'ter-pa'rent, one wh
brings up the child of another.

{

foul, a. [A.S.], dirty ; unclean I

wet or stormy ; v., to dirty
to hit against.
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found (IX v., past and p.p. of FIND.

n., found'ling, a child found
deserted.

found (2), v. [Fr., from L. fund&re,
to pour], to shape by pouring
melted metal into a mould ; to

cast. n., foun'dry, a workshop
i

for founding.
found (3), v. [Fr., from L. fundua,

' the bottom], to lay the founda-
tion of ; to set up on something

! firm or solid ; to start by giving
a grant of money ; to begin to

build. ns., founda'tion, that

upon which anything rests ; a
'

fund for carrying on work ;

founda tioner, one supported
by funds of a school or college ;

foun'dep, one who founds.
toun'dep, v., to become filled with
water and sink ; to fail in any

i attempt ; to disable (a horse) by
n hurting the feet.

fount and foim'tain, ns. [Fr., from
P L. fons, a fountain], a spring of

p water ; the beginning of any-
I thing.
COUP (/or), a. and n. [A.S.], one

fc more than three. as., foup'-
;1 fold, folded four times ; foup'-
i square, having four equal sides

I and angles ; square.
fowl, n. [A.S. fugol}, a bird ; one

\

'

of the farm-yard birds ; v., to
kill birds by shooting or snaring.

I ns., fow'lep, one who kills

wild birds ; fow'ling-piece, a
light gun for shooting birds.

",;!bx, n. [A.S.], a wild animal noted
i. for its cunning ; a sly person.
bx'glove (-flffofcv), n., a large plant

[.:'

with beautiful beD-like flowers,
b spotted inside.

bx'hound, n., a dog for hunting
I foxes,
pacas' (fraka'), n. [Fr., from It.

> fracasso], a noisy quarrel ; a row.
pae'tion, n. [Fr., from L. fractus,
broken], a bit broken off ; some-
thing less than the whole. a.,

frac'tional, representing a part
less than 1.

,

pae'tious (frak'sMis), a., ready to
break out or quarrel; ill to
manage.

Pac'tupe, n. [Fr., from L. fractnra],
a break in something hard ; the

breaking of a bone; -0., to
break or crack.

fpag'ile (fraj'ib, a. [L. fragttis

(frang&re, to break)], easily
broken or destroyed ; weak.
n., fragility.

frag'ment, n. [L. fragmentum], a
bit broken off ; an unfinished

part. a., fpag'rnentary, made
up of bits ; not finished.

fra'grant, a. [L. frdgrare, to smell

(flare, to blow)], giving a sweet
smell; sweet-scented. ns.,fra'-
gpance and fpa'gpancy.

frail (frdl), a. [Fr., from L. fragttis],

easily broken ; of weak health ;

easily led into sin. n., frail'ty.

frame, v. [A.S., /ram, forward],
to put together ; to fit one thing
to another ; to plan in the mind ;

to put a border round ; n.,

anything made of fitted parts ;

that which gives shape or sup-
port to a building, etc. ; the
build of a person's body ; a bor-
der round anything ; state ol
mind. n., frame'work, that
which gives shape, support, etc.

franc (frank), n. [Fr.], a coin used in

France, worth about tenpence.
fran'chise (fr&n'chiz), n. [Fr., from

franc, free, FRANK], freedom;
rights granted by a sovereign ;

right of voting; v., to give
liberty to.

Francis'can, a., belonging to St.

Francis ; n., a monk of this
order ; a grey friar.

frank (frank), a. [Fr.], free in

spirit ; saying what one thinks ;

v., to send a letter free of

postage. n., frank'ness, plain-
ness of speech ; openness of
mind.

frank-, geog. root [Ger.], the Ger-
man tribe of the Franks (as in

Franconia, Frankenthal, valley
of the Franks).

frankincense (frang'kineena), .

a gum or resin with a sweet
smell, got from a tree in Arabia.

franklin, n. [see FRANK], an Eng-
lish farmer whose farm was his
own.

fran'tic, a. [Fr., from Gk. phreni-
tlkos], full of rage ; mad with
sorrow or pain.
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frater'nal, a. [L. fraternua (froter,

a brother)], belonging to a
brother ; becoming brothers.

n., frater'nity, state of being
brothers ; men of the same
brotherhood. v., frat'ernize,
to come together as brothers;
to hold intercourse. n., frater-

nization.
fratricide (frd'- or fr&t'-), n. [Fr.,

from L. frairicidium (/rater,

CI-DE)], the murder 01 a brother ;

one who kills his brother.

fraud, n. [O.Fr., from L. fraus],

deception planned and carried

out ; wrong done by false deal-

ing; cheating. a., frau'dulenfi,

using fraud ; got by fraud.

fraught (frawt), a. [from same root

as FREIGHT], loaded ; filled.

fray (1), n. [short for AFFRAY], a

fight ; v., to frighten.

fray (2), v. [Fr., from L. fricdre, to

rub], to wear away by rubbing.

freak, n. [etym. ?], a sudden
change of mind ; a bold and
thoughtless act ; a piece of

fun ; a monstrosity. a., frea'-

kish, fond of freaks.

freckle, n. [Scand.], a yellowish-
brown spot on the skin ; any
small spot; u., to mark with
small spots. a., freckled.

free, a. [A.S.], able to do what one
likes ; unhindered ; unbound ;

at liberty ; with nothing to pay ;

open to all ; v., to take away
anything that hinders ; to set
at liberty ; to let off. ns., free'-

booter, one who seeks plunder ;

freed'man, a man once a slave
but now free; free'dom, state
of being free ; power to act as
one likes ; right to certain
privileges ; a going beyond
bounds. a., free'hand, drawn
by the hand, without aid of an
instrument. ns., free'hold, a
property held free of payment
except to the sovereign ; free'-

man, a man who is free ; one
who enjoys certain rights ;

Free'mason, one of a society
united to assist each other ;

Free'masonry, the rules and
practices of Freemasons ; free'-

stone, a soft stone composed of

sand; freethinker, one who
is not influenced by the religious

opinions of others ; a rationalist ;

free trade, trade free from toUs
or duties ; free wheel, a de-
vice for disconnecting the back
wheel of a cycle from the driv-

ing-gear ; free will, a will free

from anything but its own laws ;

liberty of choice ; a., of a per-
son's own accord.

v. [A.S.], to become stiff

with cold ; to turn into ice ; to

make or grow cold with fear.

pres. p., freezing ; p.p., frozen;
past, froze.

frei- or frey-, geog. root [Ger.], free

(as in Freiburg, the free town).
freight (frat), n. [prob. from Du.

vrecht or vracht, FRAUGHT], that
which is carried by a ship ; the

i

price paid for carrying goods ;

V., to load with goods.
French, a., belonging to France ; i

n., the people or the language!
of France.

frea'zy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. phre-
nesis, inflammation of the brain

(see FRANTIC)], a disorder of the

mind nearly amounting to mad-
ness ; passion. a., fren'zied.

fre'quent, a. [Fr., from L. frequens,
crowded], happening often ; with
short time between. v., fre-

quent', to be often at a place,

n., fre'quency.
fres'co, n. [It., root of FRESH]-

painting on fresh plaster ; v..

to paint so.

fresh, a. [A.S.I, having lost nonr
of its goodness, beauty, 01

strength; healthy and pure ii

look ; new ; easily remembered |s

not salt or stale; not frosty.;
v., fresh'en, to make fresh; t<i;

grow brisk or strong ; to fret>
;

from saltness. ns., fresh'et, ,;;

flood of fresh water caused b: I

heavy rains ; fresh'man, a col I

lege student in his first year.
fret (1), v. [A.S.I, to wear by rut

bing; to eat into; to make rough |

to vex ; to mourn about a thing
n., roughness of the surface c

water; disturbance of mind.-
pres. p., fretting ; p.p., fretted

a., fret'ful, disposed to fret,
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! fret (2), v. [O.Fr. freter ?], to orna-
ment with carved work ; n.,

carved work ; figures or scrolls

cut in wood ; a piece of wire to
mark where the finger is to be
placed in playing. pres. p.,

fretting ; p.p., fretted. n. t

fret'work.
t fri'able, a. [Fr., from L. friare, to

crumble], easily crumbled ; tend-

ing to come away in small pieces.
1 fri'ar, n. [Fr., from L. frater, a

brother], a member of a religious
order ; a monk.

fricassee', n. [Fr., etym. ?], a dish
of fowls cut to pieces and fried

with sauce ; v., to cut to

pieces, etc. pres. p., fricas-

seeing; p.p., fricasseed.
. fric'Uon (frik'shon), n. [Fr., from

L. frictio (fricdre, to rub)], the

rubbing of one body against
another ; difficulty of motion
caused by rubbing ; disagree-
ment between persons acting
together.

kFri'day, n. [A.S. Frigu, goddess of

love], the sixth day of the week.
friend (frend), n. [A.S.], one who

has a kindly feeling towards
i another ; a close companion ; a
j relative; a member of the So-
i ciety of Friends (i.e., Quakers).

a., friendly, acting as a
\ friend ; on good terms. n.,
\ friendship, a feeling of kind-

ness or affection.
frieze (1) (frez), n. [Fr., from root

of FRIZZ], a coarse woollen cloth.
i frieze (2) (frez), n. [Fr.], the flat or

: carved band below the cornice
: of a building.
trig'ate, n. [Fr. and It.], a swift-

f sailing warship.
fright (frit), n. [A.S.], a state of

i' sudden fear, soon passing away ;

p
a person or a thing with an ugly

[' appearance. u., frigh'ten, to
s cause fear to ; to alarm. a.,

fright'ful, full of what causes
m fright ; dreadful.
i ttg'id (frij'id), a. [L. frigldus],
4 cold ; stiff with cold ; without

feeling, spirit, or energy. n.,
- frigidity, coldness ; stiffness ;

'.. want of life.

* .Mil, n. [etym. ?], a crimped,
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gathered, or plaited border;
a fluted fringe ; v., to put a
frill on.

fringe (frinj), n. [O.Fr. frenge,
from L. fimbria], a border of
loose threads ; any broken edge ;

u., to border with a fringe ;

to become like a fringe.

frisk, v. [Fr., same root as FRESH?],
to skip about ; to show joy by
leaping ; n. t lively sport. a.,

fris'ky.
frith. See FIRTH.
frit'ter, n. [Fr., from L. frictus

(frlgere, to FRY)], fried meat ; a
kind of pancake ; a thin slice or

fragment ; v., to break into
bits ; to wear away.

friv'olous, a. [L. frivolus, silly], of
little weight or use ; fond of

trifling ; light in manner or
conduct ; silly. n., frivolity,
lightness of conduct.

frizz, v. [Fr. /riser], to curl; to
make rough or tangled.

fro, adv. [Scand., from root of

FROM], from ; back ; (to and fro,
backwards and forwards).

frock, n. [Fr.], a monk's gown ; an
upper garment worn by women
and children ; a loose overcoat
worn by workmen ; v., to
clothe in a frock.

frog, n. [A.S.], a small animal
living both on laud and in water ;

the ridge of horn in the middle
of a horse's foot.

frolic, a. [Du.], glad ; full of fun ;

gay ; n., a bit of joyous fun ;

v., to play merry tricks.

pres. p., frolicking; p.p., fro-
licked. a., frolicsome, full

of fun and gaiety.
from, prep. [A.S.], out of; for-
ward and away ; at a distance
from ; by reason of.

frond, n. [L. frons, a leaf], a leaf-

like branch, esp. of a fern.

frondes'cence, n. [L. frondescSre,
to grow leafy], a coming into
leaf ; the time of bursting into
leaves.

front (frtint), n. [O.Fr., from L.
frons], the forehead ; the part
which is first seen ; the face ;

the fore part of anything ; v.,
to be face to face with ; to
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oppose ; to look towards. n.,

fron'tage, the part facing the

front or street. a., fron'tal,

pertaining to the front OP fore-

head ; n., an ornament for the

forehead, or over a window.
n., front'let, a small band worn
en the forehead.

fron'tiep (frun'- or fron'ter), n.

[O.Fr., from late L. fronteria],
the part of a country that fronts
another ; the lands along the

boundary line ; the boundary
line ; a., lying on the boundary.

fron'tispiece (frun'tispes), n. [Fr.,

from med. L. frontispidum (L.

frons, spectre, to see)], the part
on which the eye first lights ; a

picture at the beginning of a
book.

frost, n. [A.S.], the degree of cold

required to form ice ; v., to
hurt by frost ; to cause to glitter
as if with hoar-frost ; to sharpen
a horse's shoes. as., frost" -

bitten, nipped by frost ; fros'-

ted, covered with hoar-frost ;

white as if with frost. n.,

trost'-wopk, the figures which
frost makes on window-panes ;

work like hoar-frost on leaves,
etc. a. , fros'ty, having a feeling
of frost ; white like hoar-frost.

froth, n. [Scand. ?], the bubbles
on boiling liquids ; foam ; silly
talk ; v., to throw up froth.

a., froth'y, covered with froth ;

empty or foolish.
fro'ward, a. [A.S. FRO-, -WARD],

going from the right way ; hard
to guide ; perverse.

frown, v. [Fr.], to wrinkle the eye-
brows ; to show displeasure by
a look; ., a look ol dis-

pleasure.

fructes'cence, n. [L. fructesctre,
to bear fruit], the time when
'fruit ripens.

fruc'tify, v. [Fr., from L. fructi-
fic&re (fructus, FRUIT, -FT)], to
make fruitful ; to cause to bear
fruit ; to bear fruit. n., frue-
tiflea'tion, the process of bring-
ing forth fruit ; the parts of a
plant needed to form the seed.

fru pal (froo'gdt), a. [L. frugOlis,
temperate], making the most of

Inge

everything ; careful in using or

spending. n., frugal'ity.
frugif'erous, a. [L. fruges, fruits ;

ferre, to bear], bearing fruit.

frugiv'opous, a. [L. vordre, to de-

vour], feeding on fruits, seeds,
etc.

fruit (froof), n. [Fr., from L. /rue-

tus], that which grows for food ;

that which is produced ; the

part of a plant containing the
seed ; result. n., frui'terep,
one who buys and sells fruit.

as., fruit'ful, bringing forth
much fruit ; profitable ; fruit'-

less, without fruit ; vain.
fruition (frooish'on), n., the stage

of fruit-bearing ; ripeness ; use
or enjoyment of anything.

frustrate (fr&strdf or frus'-), v.

[L. frustrd, in vain], to make of

no use ; to keep a person from]
getting or reaching what he!
aims at. n., frustpa'tion.

frus'turn, n. [L., a bit], a piece of I

a solid body ; the lower partj
of a divided cone, etc.

frutes'cent (frootes'ent), a. [L.I

frutex, a shrub], growing like
aj

shrub.

fru'ticose, a., shrubby ; like a I

shrub.

fry (1) (/n), v. [Fr., from L. frigere,t
to roast], to cook in a pan oveil
a fire ; to be so cooked ; w.,1

anything fried.

fry (2) (/n), n. [E., from root
qfl

Scand. frio, an egg], a young8

fish ; a swarm of fry or anything
jj

small.
fu'chsia (fu'shd), n. [Fuchs, a Ger-

|

man botanist], a shrub havinjil

long drooping flowers of differ
!j

ent colours.

fudge (ftij), v. [imit.], to fake o:

patch ; n., a made-up story
nonsense ; int., stuff.

fu'el, n. [Fr., from late L. focale.l
stuff for burning (L. focus, .'

fire-place)], stuff for burning u
food for fire ; that which keep
alive any strong feeling.

fuga'cious (fugd
1

shits), a. [L. fuga.\ I

(fugire, to flee)], flyhag or read , I

to fly away; fleeting, short-lived

-fuge, suff. (as in FEBRIFUGI
SUBTERFUGE).
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fu'gitive (fu'jitiv), a. [L.

running away ; fleeting ; not
firmly fixed ; volatile ; n., one
who runs away ; something
hard to catch.

fu'gleman, n. [for Qer. flugel'

mann, flugel, a wing], a soldier
who stands in front of the rank
during drill, to show the others
how it is to be done ; the leader
of a band.

fugue (fug), n. [Fr., from L. fuga, a
flight], a piece of music in which
the theme is taken up by differ-

ent parts or instruments one
after another.

-ful, 8uff. [A.S.], full of; the
amount that fills (as in SKILFUL,
WILFUL, SPOONFUL).

ful'cpum, n. [L., a prop], the fixed

I
point on which a lever rests ;

I any point of support ; (pi.)
; ful'cpa.
fulfil' (fulfil

1

), v., to fill full ; to

p bring to pass ; to do fully ; to
f perform a promise ; to be fitted
i for (a purpose). pres. p., ful-
r filling ; p.p., fulfilled. n., ful-
P fil'ment, a bringing to pass ; a
i performance, etc.

lul'gent, a. [L. fulgens (fulgere, to

[
shine)], shining ; bright ; daz-

I zling.

uliginous (fulifinus),a. [L.futtgo,
p soot], sooty ; dark ; smoky.
Bull (1) (ful), a. [A.S.], that can hold
: no more ; with no part empty ;

y leaving nothing out; n., state
l ; of having no part empty ; the
I highest amount or degree ;

I adv., to the whole amount;
t- completely. as., full'-blown
I' (-blon), fully opened out ; full'-

faced, having a broad, full face ;

V full'-opbed, having the round
K complete ; in a complete circle.

till (2) (ful), v. [O.Fr. fouler, from
L. fullo, a fuller], to whiten

jj

1 cloth ; to thicken cloth by beat-
! ing and pressing it. ns. , ful'lep ;

f ful'lep's earth, a kind of earth
that takes grease out of cloth.

f ll'minate (ful'mindt), v. [L. ful-
mindre, to thunder (fulmen,

'

lightning)], to thunder ; to burst
< with a loud noise ; to speak with

a threatening voice ; to utter
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violent orders or rebukes ; to
explode. ns., fulmina'tion ;

fulminant, an explosive.
fid'some (ful'sum), a. [FULL,-SOME],

overdone ; disgusting by too
much praise ; nauseous.

fum'ble, v. [Du., from root of
PALM ?], to feel or grope about ;

to do awkwardly.
fume, n. [Fr., from L. famus],
smoke ; vapour from burning ;

v., to give forth smoke or

vapour ; to be in a rage.
fu'migate, v. [L. fumig&tus,

smoked], to blow smoke upon ;

to expose to fumes for disinfec-
tion. n., fumiga'tion.

fun, n. [etym. ?], sport ; jesting.
a., fun ny, causing fun.

func'tion (funk'sMn), n. [Fr., from
L. functio, performance (fungz,
to perform)], the doing of any-
thing ; what one is fitted to do ;

the work of any profession or
office ; a mathematical quantity
variably connected with another.

., to act ; to fulfil a function.
a., func'tional. n., func'-

tionary, one who performs some
function.

fund, n. [Fr., from L. fundus,
bottom], a sum of money for

work or business ; anything
stored up to be used ; (pi.) the
National Debt, for which interest
is paid to the lenders ; v. t to

gather into a fund ; to lay by
money to produce interest.

fundamen'tal, a. [L. funddmen-
lum, foundation], belonging to
the foundation ; forming that
on which a thing rests ; ., an
essential part.

fu'nepal, a. [O.Fr., from L. funer-
alis (funus, burial)], used at
burials ; n., a burial ; the serv-
ice then performed ; a., funfep'-

eal, funeral-like ; mournful.
fun'gus (fung'gus), n. [L., from

root of Gk. sphonggos, a SPONGE],
an order of soft, flowerless plants,
as toadstools, mushrooms, etc. ;

a growth on an animal or plant,
in decay or disease ; (pi.) fun'gi
or fun'guses. a., ftm'gous,
like a fungus ; soft ; spongy.

funie'ular, a. [L. funiculus (funis,
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a rope)], worked by a cable ; a
funicular railway, in which a
train is pulled by a cable.

fun nel, n. [prob. through O.Fr.,
from L. fundere, to pour], a
wide-mouthed vessel ending in

a tube for pouring liquids into

a bottle or barrel ; a tube for air

or smoke.
IUP (f&r), n. [Fr.], the soft hair of

certain animals ; a skin covered
with this ; a mineral deposit in

kettles, etc. ; (pL) articles of

clothing made of fur ; v., to
line or cover with fur. n., ftu?'-

piep, a worker in furs. a.,

fup'py, covered with fur.

fur-below (f&r'bOo), n. [etym. ?] a

plaited border on a gown or

petticoat.
fur'bish, v. [Fr.], to rub a thing

till it grows bright.
furl (ferl), v. [Fr.], to roll up a sail

close to the yard or mast ; to
roll up.

fup'lcng, n. [A.S. furlang, the
length of a furrow], 220 yards ;

forty poles ; the eighth of a mile.

furlough (ffrlo), n. [Du. verlof

(ver-, FOB-, and root of LEAVE)],
leave of absence ; v., to grant
leave of absence.

fup'nace, n. [Fr., from L. fornax,
an oven], a closed fire-place for

melting, baking, etc. ; a time
of great trial.

fup'nish, v. [Fr. fournif], to give
what is necessary ; to fit up for

any purpose ; to supply for use.

n., fup'niture, the things
needed, especially to make a
house habitable.

fup'i-9w (fur'6), n. [A.S.], a long
naftow hollow cut by a plough ;

a wrinkle ; v., to cut into long
hollows ; to cause wrinkles.

fup'ther, a. [A.S., comp. of FORTH],
farther ; more far ; greater or
higher in degree ; to be added ;

adv., farther; in addition;
., to help forward ; to assist.

n., fup'thepanee, a helping for-
ward. advs. , fup'thepmope,
besides, moreover ; fup'thop-
rnost, most distant ; adv.,
ffup'thest, at the greatest dis-
tance ; a., most distant.

fup'tive (fer'tiv), a. [Fr., from L.

furtivus, thievish (fur, a thief)],
in the manner of a thief ;

stealthy; sly.

fu'ry, n. [L. furia, madness], anger
causing loss of self-command;
a rushing without control ; a
passionate woman ; Furies, the
three fabled goddesses of ven-
geance. a., fu'pious.

fupze (ferz), n. [A.S.], a prickly
shrub with yellow flowers ;

gorse, whin.
fuse (fuz), v. [L. fusus (fundere, to

pour out)], to melt by heat ; to

join or blend as if by melting ;

n., a tube filled with an explosive
for firing mines, etc. ; an easily
melted wire in an electric circuit.

a., fu'sible, that can be melted
n., fu'sion, state of being

melted ; a close union.
fusee' (1) (fuze'), n. [corruption of

FUSIL], a match for lighting a
pipe or cigar.

fusee' (2) (fuze'), n. [Fr., from L.
fusus, a spindle], the wheel in a
watch or clock on which the
chain is wound.

fu'sil (fu'zil), n. [Fr., from It.

focile, a steel for striking fire,

from L. focus, a hearth], a small
gun fired by a flint and steel.

fu'silade, n., a number of gunsj
fired at the same time ; v., to
shoot down many at once.

fusilier' (fuziler'), n., a soldier
armed with a fusil ; (pL) a]name given to certain foot-regH
ments.

fuss, n. [imit. ?], much motion for!
little result ; a great ado about!
trifles ; v., to make much ado.U

a., fus'sy.
ftist'ian, n. [Fr., from Fustdt, part

of Cairo], a coarse twilled cottonW
first made at Cairo ; a pretentious i :

style of speaking ; a., made ol

fustian ; high-sounding.
fus'ty, a. [O.Fr. fust, a cask, froiri

L. fustis, a stick], smelling of thtj
cask ; old or musty.

futile (fu'til or -til), a. [L. futllis
easily poured (fund&re, to pour)]i ,

of little use ; serving no purpose
of no importance. n., futility
uselessness.
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fu'ture, a. [O.Fr., from L. futurus,
about to be], that will be ; com-
ing hereafter ; ns., fu'turist,
one of a school of painters and
other artists whose work is

highly extravagant ; futttr'ity,
time to come.

fuzz, v. [imit.], to fizz off in dust ;
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n., fine dust ; -ball, a puff-ball.

a., fuz'zy.
-fy, swft. [Fr. fier, L. flcare, fac&re,

to make, to do], to make (as in

MAGNIFY, GRATIFY).
fypd (ftrd), n. [A.S. (see FARE)], early

English militia, consisting of all

males capable of bearing arms.

gab'ble, v. [imit. ?], to speak with-
out meaning ; n., fast or un-
meaning talk.

gab'erdine, n. [Sp.], a coarse
cloak ; a mean dress.

ga'bion, n. [Fr., from It. gabbia,
from L. cavea, a CAGE], a frame
of basket-work filled with earth,
to shelter men from the fire of
the enemy.

ga'ble, n. [O.Fr., from Teut.], the
pointed top of the end of a house ;

the end wall.

gad, n. [Scand.], a staff with a
sharp point ; a goad ; the point

I of a spear or arrow ; a kind of
i wedge ; v., to drive by using a
| gad ; to roam about without
i aim. pres. p., gadding; p.p.,

gadded.
gad'fly, n. [etym. ?], a fly that lays

i its eggs in the skin of animals.
Gael (gal), n. [C.], a Scottish Celt

i or Highlander. a., Gaelic (gd'~
lik or gal'ik), belonging to the
Gaels ; n., their language.

gaff, n. [Fr.], a spear or hook used
5 for lifting fish out of the water ;

|

a fork-shaped spar resting
i against a mast for extending the
f edge of a sail.

gaf'fep, n. [corruption of GRAND-
f FATHER], an old man ; an over-

seer of workmen ; /. gam'mep .

gag, v. [imit. ?], to stop a person's
'

mouth by force ; n., some-
l thing put into the mouth to

f
cause silence. pres. p., gagg-
ing; p.p., gagged.

;age (1) (gdj), n. [Fr., from root of

WAGE], something given to en-
: sure the fulfilment of a promise ;

a glove thrown as an offer to

fight ; v., to pledge.
{age (2). See GAUGE.

gain, v. [O.Fr., from Teut.], to get
by effort ; to come off best ; to
bring over to one's side ; to
reach something striven after ; to
get forward ; n., also gai'nings,
something got by effort ; an
addition to what one has. a.,

gain'ful.
gain-, pref. [Scand.], against (as

in GAINSAY).
gain say, v. [GAIN-, SAY], to speak

against ; to contradict.

gait, n. [Scand.], style of going or
walking.

gai'ter, n. [Fr.], a covering for the
ankle.

gala, n. [Fr.], mirth and joy ;

signs of rejoicing ; -day, a day
of rejoicing.

gal'axy, n. [Fr., from Gk. gala,
galaktos, milk], a whitish band
across the night sky, made up
of immense numbers of stars ;

any splendid gathering.
gale, n. [E.], a strong rushing wind.
gall (1) (gawl), n. [A.S.], a greenish-

yellow and very bittei fluid,
found in the gall-bladder ; any-
thing very bitter.

gall (2), v. [A.S., perhaps from same
root], to rub ; to hurt by rub-
bing ; to fret ; n., a sore
caused by rubbing.

gall (3) [O.Fr., from L. galla], a
hard growth on oaks and other
plants ; an oak-apple.

gallant, a. [Fr.], gay ; showy ;

noble in spirits or looks ; brave ;

attentive to women ; n., a man
of spirit ; a man of gay, lively
manners ; one fond of the
society of women. n., gal'-
lantpy, fineness of appearance ;

bravery ; politeness to women.
galleon, n. [Sp., as GALLEY], a
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large ship with high decks

both ends.
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gallery, n. [Fr., from late L. gal-

ena], a long narrow passage ; a

passage on which the doors of

several rooms open ; a passage
in a mine ; a collection of pic-

tures or statues ; the upper
floor of a church or theatre.

gal'ley, n. [Fr., from late L. galea],

a low-built ship or boat driven

by oars or sails ; a boat in which
criminals were chained to the

oars ; a cooking room in a ship.

galliard (gal'iard), n. [Fr.], a

lively dance.
Gallic, a., belonging to Gam or

France. n., gal'licism, a
French idiom.

gallina'ceous (-na'shus), a. [L. gal-

Una}, belonging to birds of the

domestic fowl variety.

galliot, n. [Fr., from L. gdlea,

galley], a small galley ; a Dutch
trading-vessel.

gallipot, n. [GALLEY POT?],
glazed pot of earthenware.

gallon, 7i. [Fr.], a measure for

liquids holding four quarts or

eight pints.

galloon', n, [Fr.], a narrow ribbon
for binding cloth ; a rich kind
of lace.

gallop, v. [Fr.], to run by leap
ing ; to ride at a very quick
pace ; n., full pace.

galloway (gal'lawd), n., a small
horse of a kind bred in Gattoway

gallows (gal'us, -loz), n. [A.S.], a
framework for hanging crimi
nals.

gai op, n. [Fr. (see GALLOP)], a
lively dance ; the music for the
dance.

gal'vanism, n. [from- Galvani, the

discoverer], electricity produced
by liquid acids acting upon
metals ; the science treating
of electric currents. a., gal
van'io, causing or caused b}
such currents. v., gal'vanize
to cause an electric current tc

pass through ; to cover with
metal by means of electricity
to restore to life when seem
ingly dead.

galvanom'eter, n. [-METER], an

gantlet

instrument for measuring
force of an electric current.

gam'ble, v. [E., from GAME], to

play for money ; (away) to lose

in gambling. -ns., game'ster
and gam'blep, a person much
given to gaming; ga'ming,
playing for money.

gamboge' (-boj
r

), n. [from Cam-:

bodia], a gum used for colouring
j

and in medicine.

gam bol, u. [Fr., from It. gamba,\
a leg], to dance or skip about ;

n., a skipping or leaping in:

sport. pres. p., gambolling j ;

p.p., gambolled,
game, n. [A.S.], sport ; a trial oi;

skill or strength for sport
oij.

amusement ; animals hunted
for sport ; v., to take part k
sport ; to play for money.

J

ns., game'keepep, a person whcj
protects game-animals ; game'-,

laws, laws regulating and
pro]

tecting game.
gam'mep, n. [corruption
GRANDMOTHER], an old woman n

See GAFFER.
gam'mon, n. [O.Fr., from gamba^

leg], the leg of a hog salted
an<j<

smoked ; v. t to impose upon I

to hoax.
gam'ut, n. [Gk. gamma, g\ L. vt.

the whole range of the musica-

scale, of which A (called ut) wal
at one end and G at the other. 1

gan'dep, n. [A.S.], a male goose, k

gang, n. [A.S. gangan, to go], 5

. party of workmen ; a band fc|*

some purpose, usually a bad oml
7i., gang'ster, one of a gang 9

roughs.
ganglion (gang'glion), n. [Gk.], [,

knot of nerve -cells forming ;<

local centre of sensation, etc.

gangrene (gang'gren), n. h '

from Gk. gangraina], a sore cam

ing loss of feeling and decay.

gang'way, n. [A.S. gangan, to gc

a path of planks ;
:

between rows of sea:

or on a ship.

gan'net, n. [A.S.], a web-footx

bird found in the northern sea

a solan goose.

gantlet and gantlope.
GAUNTLET (2).
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gaol (jfib or Jail, n. [O.Fr., from L.
i cavea, a CAGE], a prison. n.,

\ gaoler.
i gap, n. [Scand.], an opening or

cleft.

gape, v. [Scand.], to open the
mouth wide ; to yawn ; to have

I a wide opening ; to look eagerly
J for ; n. , a yawn.
jar'age, n. [Fr.], accommodation

i for motor carriages, etc.

I garb, n. [Fr., from O.Ger. garo,

[ ready], manner of drees ; out-
l ward appearance.
jar'bage, n. [etym. ?], waste mat-
ter ; animal matter thrown out

I as waste.

;ar'ble, v. [Fr., from Arab.], to

|T pick out one part to suit a pur-
P pose ; to give an unfair account
I of ; to misquote.
far'den, n. [Fr., from same root

i! as A.S. geard, YARD], an enclo-
r sure for growing fruit, flowers,
j. etc. ; a pleasure-ground ; a
V fruitful land ; u., to lay out a
t garden. ns., gar'dening, the
i art and practice of cultivating a
I

1
garden ; gar'dener, one who

I takes care of a garden.
;ar'gle, v. [Fr.], to cleanse the

E throat with a liquid by forcing
& out the breath against it ; n.,

1 a wash for the throat.

;ar'goyle, n. [Fr., a throat], a
I curiously - carved spout for

carrying off water from the roof
of a building.

ftr'ish, a. [formerly gaurish, from
gauren, to stare], glaring ; over-
gay or bright ; showy.
ar land, n. [Fr.], an ornament of

*. flowers or small branches ; a
' wreath ; a collection of fine

pieces of prose or poetry ; v.,

to deck with a wreath.
arllc, n. [A.S. gar, a spear ; and
Uac, LEEK], an onion-like plant

'
' with apungent taste and a strong
1 smell.
; ar'ment. n. [Fr., from garnir,

GARNISH], a piece of clothing ;

a coat or gown.
ar'ner, n. [Fr., from L. grand-
rium, a GRANARY], a place for

storing corn; v., to lay up a
store.

gar'net, n. [Fr., from late L. gra*
ndtum (see POMEGRANATE)], a red
precious stone, like a pome-
granate seed in shape and colour.

gar'nish, v. [Fr. garnir, to fur-

nish], to furnish ; to get ready
what is needed ; to fit with
ornaments. ns., garnishment
and gar'niture, furniture.

gar'ret, n. [O.Fr., from garir, to

keep safe], a room next the roof ;

an attic.

gar'rison, n. [Fr. garison, from
root of GARNISH], a body of
soldiers for defence ; a fortified

place filled with troops ; v., to

put into a fortress.

garrotte', n. [Sp.], a collar of
brass or Iron used in Spain for

putting criminals to death ;

v., to put to death by pressing
the neck ; to rob after first

gripping by the throat. pres. p.,

garrotting ; p.p., garrotted.
n., garrot'ter.

gar'rOlous, a. [L. garr&lus, talka-

tive], fond of talking. n., gar-
rulity.

gar'ter, n. [Fr.], a band round the
leg for supporting a stocking ;

v., to bind with a garter.
n., Garter, the badge of the
knights of the Garter.

garth, n. [Scand., from root of
A.S. geard, YARD], a yard ; an
enclosure.

-garth, geog. root (as in AppUgartht

apple-yard).
garw-, geog. root [C.], rough (as in

Garry, rough stream ; Garbh-
chcrire, rough corrie).

gas, n. [Du.], matter in its vapor-
ous or air-like form ; the gas
obtained from coal and other
substances by heat, much used
for giving light. -n., gaselier',
a gas-lamp hanging from the
roof. a., g&'seous (or gas'), in

the form of gas. n., gasom'-
eter, an instrument for measur-
ing gas ; a tank for holding gas.

gasconade', n., a boasting like an
inhabitant ol Gaseony ; v., to
brag.

gash, v. [Fr.], to make a deep cut
into ; n., a deep cut ; a severe
wound.
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v. tScand. ?], to breathe

with difficulty ; to speak with

gasps ; w., a catching of the

breath.

gas trie, a. [Gk. gaster, the belly],

belonging to the stomach.

gastron'omy, n. [Fr. gastronomie
(Gk. gaster, -NOMY)], the art of

good living.

gate, n. [A.S.], an opening with a
road through ; that which closes

the opening ;
a street. n.,

gate'way, passage through a

gate ; entrance ; exit.

-gate, geog. root, gate ; road, way,
street ; pass (as in Canongate,
the street of the canons ; Gates-

head, the head of the passage ;

Reigate, the pass through the

ridge).

gath'er, v. [A.S.], to bring or come
into one place ; to assemble ; to

make into a heap ; to grow
larger ; to come to a head.

n., gath'ering, a number of

people ; that which is gathered ;

a collection ; a sore come to a
head.

-gau, geog. root [Ger.] district (as
in Rheingau, district of the
Rhine ; Aargau, district of the
Aar).

gaud, n. [Fr., from L. gaudium,
joy], an ornament ; something
with a fine show. a., gau'dy,
covered with finery.

gauge (gai), v. [Fr.], to measure
how much is in a cask or vessel ;

to measure or judge of ; n.,
a standard of measuring; a
measuring-rod ; the measure of

anything. n., gau'ger, an
officer who measures the contents
of casks.

Gaul, n. [Fr., from L. Gattia], the
ancient name of France ; an
inhabitant of Gaul.

gaunt, a. [etym. ?], thin ; pinched.
gauntlet (1), n. [Fr., prob. from

Scand.], an iron glove for de-
fence ; a long glove covering
the wrist. a., gaunt'leted,
having on gauntlets.

gauntlet (2) and gantlope, ns.

[Swed. gata, a lane ; and lopp, a
running], a punishment (running
tiie gauntlet) inflicted on a soldier

by making him run between two
files of men, each of whom
struck him as he passed.

gauze (gawz), n. [Fr.], a very thin

cloth, perhaps first brought from
Gaza ; cloth of linen ; fine wire.

a., gau'zy.
gav'elkind, n. [A.S. gavol, toll,

KIND], a tenure by which land is

divided among a man's sons
equally.

gavotte' (gdvof), n. [Fr.], a dance
common among the Gavots, the

people of Gap in Dauphin6 ; the
music for it.

gawk, n. [etym. ?], a simpleton;
an awkward-looking person.

gay, a. [O.Fr. gai}, lively; full of
fun ; dressed in bright colours.

n.,gai'ety, merriment; joyous-
J

ness. adv., gaily.
gaze, v. [etym. ?], to look at ear-

nestly ; to fix the eyes upon ;

n., a fixed look.

gazelle' (gdzel'), n. [Fr., from
Arab.], a small, swift kind oi

antelope, with beautiful darh

eyes.

gazette' (gdzet'), n. [Fr., from It.

gazzetta], a small newspaper firsl

published in Venice ; the news
paper in which government
notices are printed ; v., to pu1

into a gazette.
gazetteer', n., a writer for

gazette; a dictionary of geog
raphy.

g&z'ing-stoek, n., a person ex

posed to be looked at, usuall;4
in a bad sense.

gear (ger), n. [E.], that which i

used for doing work ; tools, hai

ness, clothes, furniture, etc.

the teeth of wheels ; v., t

dress or fit ; to fit toothe
wheels. n., gearing, the teet

by which wheels fit into eac
other ; wheels working by teeth

any means by which motion :

transmitted.
-gebirge, geog. root [Ger.], moui

tain range (as in Eisengebirg
iron mountains ; Riesengebirg
giants' mountains).

gel'atine (jel'dtin), n. [Fr., fro

L. gel&ta, JELLY], a jelly mat
from certain parts of an anim
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by boiling. a., gelatinous,
formed into a jelly.

geld, v. [Scaiid.], to castrate or
cut. n., gelding, an animal
that has been cut, esp. a horse.
Blld (jel'id), a. [L. gelidus, cold

(gelu, frost)], very cold : frozen.

jem (jem), n. [Fr., from L. gemma,
a bud], a jewel ; the bud of a
plant ; a precious stone ; any-
thing very beautiful or costly ;

v., to bud ; to deck with
gems. pres. p., gemming tp.p.,

gemmed. n., gemma'tion,
the arrangement of the buds on
a stalk ; time of budding.
a., gemmif'epous.

Domini, n. [L., twins], a group
of stars, containing Castor and
Pollux.

gen'der (jen'-), n. [Fr., from L.

genus, a kind], class as regards
sex ; distinction of nouns ac-

cording to sex ; v., to beget.

genealogy (jen- or je-), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. genea, birth ; -LOGY], a
list of forefathers ; the steps of

connection with some one who
lived long ago. a., genealog'-

I
ical. n., geneal'ogist.

jen'epal (jen'-), a. [Fr., from L.
r, generdlis (see GENUS)], belonging
. to a whole class ; happening often ;

f widespread ; n., the chief of an
L army (also used for the head of

t the Salvation Army), or of a body
of monks. adv., gen'epally, for

j, the most part ; without giving
i. particulars. n., generality,
; the greater part. v., gen'era!-

r ize, to bring under a common
\. heading ; to arrange in a class
r or genus. ns., genepaliza'tion ;

I. gen'epalship, the office of a
p general ; skill as a general.
! ;en'erate (jen'-), v. [L. generatus,
r; produced (see GENUS)], to cause

\
to be ; to bring into life ; to
produce. n., genera'tion, a
bringing into life ; the people
born within one period. a.,

gen'epative, having the power
of generating. n., gen'eratop.

v

;e'neric. See under GENUS.
;en'epous (jen'-), a. [Fr., from L.
generosus], of high birth or
breeding ; having a noble na-

ture ; ready to give help to
those in need ; treating others
with honour ; liberal in giving.

n., generosity, nobleness of
heart ; willingness to help.

gen'esis (jen'-), n. [Gk., origin], a
beginning or becoming ; Gen'-
esis, the first book of the Bible.

ge'nial (je'-), a. [Fr., from L. geni-
alis, pleasant (see GENIUS)], pro-
moting life ; of a pleasant and
kindly nature ; cheerful. ns.,

geniality and go'nialness.
ge'nie, a demon or spirit.

genltivo (jen'-), n. [Fr., from L.
genitivus (giynere, to produce)],
the possessive case in grammar.

ge'nius (je'-), n. [L., a guardian
spirit, from gen-, to beget], a
spirit having charge of a person
from birth to death ; inborn
power of mind.

genteel' (jen-), a. [Fr., from L.

gentllis (see GENTILE)], of noble
birth ; graceful in manners.
n., gentility.

gen'tian (jen'shidn), n. [LJ, a
plant the root of which is used
in medicine.

Gen'tile (jen'tll), a. [Fr., from L.
gentUis (gens, a tribe)], not
Jewish ; n., a person who is

not a Jew.
gentle (jentl), a. [Fr., as GENTILE],

well-born ; with no roughness
of manners ; soft in voice and
touch. ns., gen'tleman, a man
above the common by birth,
education, manners, etc. ; gen'-
tleness, mildness of manner, etc.

gen'tpy (jen-), n., the people above
the common, but below the
nobility.

genuflexion (jenUflek'shon), n.
[Fr., from late L. genuflexis
(genu-, the knee ; fleetere, to
bend)], a bending of the knee;
an act of worship.

gen'uineO'ew.'mn), a. [L. genulnus],
belonging to the true stock ;

pure ; without any mixture.
ge'nus (je

f

-), n. [L., a kind, from
same root as KIN], a class con-
taining several others, called

species; (pi.) gen'era. a., ge-
neric.

geog'raphy (jeog'rdfl), n. [Fr., from
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Gk. geographia (ge, tne earth;

"GRAPHY)], the science that de-

scribes the earth and the places

on it ; a book of geography.
n., geog'rapher. as., geo-
graphic and geographical.

geol'ogy (jeol'dji), n. [-LOGY], the

science that tells of the soil and
rocks. a., geological. n.,

geologist.
geom'etry (jeom'etri), n. [-METRY],

the science of measuring ; the
branch of mathematics that has
to do with magnitudes and
spaces. as., geomet'ric and
geometrical. ns., geom'-
eter and geometrician, one
skilled in geometry.

Goor'gian (jdr'jian), a., belonging
to the times of the King Georges.

geor'gic (jor'jik), n. [Gk. georgos,
a farmer], a poem on farming.

gera'nium (jera'nium), n. [Ok.
gerdnos, a crane], a flowering
plant with long seed vessels like

a crane's-bitt.

ger'fklcon (jer'fawlc&n), n. [O.Fr.,
from med. L. gerofalco, O.Ger.
girvalke], a large falcon.

germ (jerm), n. [Fr., from L. ger-
men, a bud], a seed or bud ; the
first form of anything living ; a
microbe.

ger'man (jer'-), or germane', o.

[L. germ&nus], nearly related ;

fitting.
Ger man (jer'-)t a., belonging to

Germany ; n., a native or the
language of Germany.

ger'minate (jer'-), v. [L. germina-
tua], to burst from the seed ; to
begin to grow. n., germina'-
tion. a., germina'tive.

ger'und (jer'-), n. [L. gerundus], a
part of the Latin verb used as a
noun. n., gerun'dive, the ger-
und as an adjective.

gesticulate (jes-), v. [L. gesticu-
latus, making gestures (gerere, to
carry)], to move the hands or
arms when speaking. n., ges-
ticula'tion, a motion made
while speaking. a., gestic'ula-
tory, making many gestures.

ges'ture (jsa'-), n. [late L. gestUra
(gerere, to carry)], an action of
the body, eep. to express some

thought, etc. ; v., to make ges-
tures.

get, v. [Scand.], to come into pos'
session of ; to come upon a
thing desired ; to learn ; to

persuade. pres. p. getting {

p.p., got or gotten ; past, goto
g-ew'gaw, n. [E., a doubled form

of GIVE], a plaything ; a pretty
but worthless trifle.

geyser {g&'ser, gi'ser, or -zer), n.

[Scand., from root of GDSHJ,
hot spring.

ghastly (gast'li), a. [A.S.], like

ghost ; of a pale and frightf
look ; hideous.

ghaut (gawt), n. [Hind., a pat

sage], a mountain-pass ; range
mountains on east and we
coasts of India ; steps down
a river.

ghost (gdst), n. [A.S.], breath
spirit ; a disembodied spirit.-

a., ghostly, belonging to th

soul ; religious ; like a ghost.
ghoul (gool), n. [Arab.], a demo

supposed to feed upon th
bodies of men.

gi'ant (jl'-), n. [Fr., from G
gigas], a man of unusual siz

and strength ; /., gi'antess.
gibber (jib'er), v. [unit.], to ja

ber ; to talk nonsensically .-

gib'berish (gib
1

-), unmeanin
talk ; a., unmeaning.

gib'bet (jib'et), n. [Fr. (see JIB
an upright post with a cro
beam on which criminals we
hung as a warning ; a gallows

v., to hang on a gibbet.
gibbous (gib'tts), a. [Fr., from

gibbosus], humped ; curved ou
ward, as the moon when near
full.

gibe (jib), v. [etym. ?], to sneer a'

to laugh at while finding fault

n., a sneering word; a sec

or taunt.

gid'dy, a. [A.S.], like to fal

causing this feeling ; rash. r

gid'diness.
gift, n. [A.S., from root of GIVI

a thing given ; a natural powei
v., to give as a present. c

gifted, possessing gifts ; e
dowed with power or skill.

gig, n. [etym.?], a top; a li
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two-wheeled carriage drawn by
one horse ; a long light boat.

gigan'tie (jigan'tik), a. [Gk. gigan-
tikos (gigas, a GIANT)], like a
giant; of very great size and
strength.

gig'gle, v. limit.], to laugh in a silly
affected way ; n., a silly laugh.

gig'ot (jig'ot), n. [Fr.], a leg of
mutton.

gild (1), v. (A.S.], to cover with
I thin gold; to make bright; to

give a fair look to. n., gil'ding,

|

the work of a gilder ; gold in thin
coats ; a fair surface without
reality beneath. a., gilt, cov-
ered with thin gold ; of the
colour of gold ; n. t gold laid on
the surface.

Htfld (2). See GUILD.
[gill (1), n. [Scand. ?], the organ by
|
which fishes breathe, and its

|
cover.

ftfll (2) (jil), n. [O.Fr.], a liquid

[
measure, one-fourth of a pint.

rcillie, n. [C.], an out-door man-
i servant in the Highlands.

[jil'lyflower,
n. [O.Fr. girofle, Gk.

I karuopJvuRon (karuon, nut ; phul-
k Ion, leaf)], a clove-pink wall-
I flower, or white stock.

jirn'bal, n. [Fr., from L. gemettus,
I a twin], a means of hanging a
I ship's compass or chronometer

[
by two pairs of pivots so as to

I keep it always level.

;im'crack (jim'krak), n. [etym. ?],

r something slightly made ; a
'. pretty thing.
im let (gim'let), n. [Fr.], a small

b boring tool with a screw point.
imp (gimp), n. [Fr.], a kind of

I trimming made of twist or cord.
'in (1) (jin), n. [O.Fr. engin, EN-
' GINE], a trap or snare ; a ma-
chine for raising weights ; v.,

to trap or snare ; to clean (cot-
)r ton) with a machine. pres. p.,
ginning ; p.p., ginned,
in (2) (jin), n. [Fr., L. juniperus],

I a spirit flavoured with juniper-
berries.

in'gep (jin'jer), n. [Fr., from
Skt.], a root of a hot taste, used
for seasoning. n., gin'gep-
bread, a sweet bread seasoned

: with ginger.
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gin'geply, adv. [etym. tJ, with
soft steps ; cautiously.

gingham (ging'am), n. [Fr., from
Malay ginggang, striped], a kind
of cotton cloth dyed with stripes
or spots.

gin'gle. See JINGIE.
gip'sy (jip'si), n. [Fr., from L. for

Egyptian], one of a wandering
race in many parts of Europe,
living by fortune-telling, tinker-

ing, etc. ; a., belonging to or
like a gipsy.

gipaffe' (jiraf), n. [Fr.,from Arab.],
an African animal with long
legs and long neck, spotted like
a leopard.

gipd (g&rd), v. [A.S. gyrdaril, to put
a hoop around ; to fasten up
firmly ; to go all round ; to
clothe ; to make ready ; (at)
to jibe. past and p.p., gir'ded
or girt. ns., gip'dop, a strong
beam in a building for binding
the others together ; gir die,
anything that girds or surrounds;
a narrow band for the waist ;

v., to enclose. n., girth or girt,
measure round the waist ; a
saddle-band ; v.f to bind with
a girth.

girl, n. [E., from same root as
O.Ger. gor, a child], a female
child ; a young woman. n.,

gipl'hood, the tune of being a
girl. a., girlish, like a girl.

gist (jist), n. [Fr., from a French
proverb,

" I know where the
hare lies

"
(gist or git), from gfeir

(L. jacere, to lie)], the chief point
of importance.

give (giv), v. [A.S.], to put into the
hand or power of another ; to
grant or allow ; to bestow ; to
open or yield; to utter, as a
decision. pres. p., giving; ; p.p.,
given; past, gave.

giz'zapd, n. [Fr.], a bird's stomach.
gla'bpous, a. [L. glaher, smooth],

having no hairs, etc. ; smooth.
glacier (glas'ier or gld'shier), n.

[Fr., from L. glades, ice], ice

moving down a mountain-side
or along a valley. a., gla'cial
(gld'shidl), caused by ice ; con-
sisting of ice.

glacis (gla'sis or glase'), n. [Fr., a
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slippery place], a gentle slope ;

a smooth sloping bank in front

of a fortification.

glad, a. [A.S.], showing joy or

pleasure ; having a feeling of

joy ; v., to make glad. pres. p.,

gladding; p.p., gladded. a.,

glad'some, full of gladness.

v., glad'den, to make glad.

glade, n. [Scand. ?], an open place
or passage in a wood.

glad'ifttor, n. [L. gladiator, a
swordsman (gladius, a sword)],
one who fought for pay or prizes,
to amuse a Roman crowd. a.,

gladiatorial.
gl&di'61us (or gladi'dlus), n. [L. gla-

dius], a bulbous plant, the leaves
of which are shaped like swords.

glaive (gldv), n. [Fr., from L.

gladius], a sword.

glarn'our (glam'or), n. [corruption
of GRAMMAR], a charm affecting
the sight ; v., to charm.

glance (glans), v. [O.Fr. glacier, to

slip], to glide off ; to throw out
a sudden gleam ; to look at for
a moment ; to hit and fly off ;

n., a quick slide or slip ; a swift
dart of light ; a quick or hasty
look.

gland, n. [Fr., from L. glans, an
acorn], a knot of nerves, blood-
vessels, etc., for drawing off

certain substances from the
blood ; a similar structure in

plants. n., glan'ders, a disease
of the glands. a., glan'dular,
made up of glands.

glandiferous, a. [L. glans ; ferrc,
to bear], bearing acorns or nuts.

glare, v. [E. (see GLASS)], to shine
so as almost to blind the eyes ;

to look with fierce and flashing
eyes ; n., a very strong light ;

a fierce look. a., glaring, very
bright ; open and bold.

glass, n. [A.S., from same root as
GLOW], a substance, hard, brittle,
and transparent, made of melted
flint and soda ; things made of
glass ; a drinking-vessel, or its

contents ; (pi.) spectacles ; a.,
made of glass. a., glas'sy, like

glass. ns., glass'-blower, one
who blows melted glass to form
vessels ; glass-cutter, one who

cuts window-panes, etc. ; glass'-
work, a place where glass is

manufactured.
glau'eous (gtow'kus), a. [Gk. glau-

kos, gleaming], sea-green ; cov-
ered with a fine greenish bloom.

glaze, v., to put glass in (a win-
dow) ; to cover with a thin,
smooth coating ; to become like

glass ; n., a smooth surface ;

the outside coating of pottery.
ns., gla'zer, one who glazes
pottery, etc. ; gla'zier, one who
puts glass in windows ; gla'zing,
the process of putting in glass
or of coating over ; a glassy
surface.

gleam, n. [A.S.], a ray of light;
a bright flame ; v., to throw
out light ; to flash.

glean, v. [O.Fr., etym. ?], to gather i

the stray ears of corn ; to

gather in small quantities.
n., glea'ner.

glebe, n. [Fr., from L. gleba, soil]

the ground ; the land belonging
to a church for the use of the
minister.

glee, n. [A.S.], joy expressed in

action or words ; mirth ;

song for several voices. a.

glee'ful, gay ; joyous. n.

glee'man, a minstrel or harper.
glen, n. [C.], a long narrow valley

(also Welsh glyn), geog. root (a*

in Olenluce, valley of the Luce
Glynneath, valley of the Neath).

glib, a. [imit. ?], easily moving
smooth in speaking ; fluent.

glide, v. [A.S.], to move smooth!]
along ; to flow or move almos 1

invisibly ; n., motion of glid

ing.

glim'mer, v. [from same root a
GLEAM], to give a feeble light

n., a faint light.

glimpse (glimps), n., a short glear,
or view ; a weak light.

glint, v. [E.], to shine intermiti

tently ; to sparkle ; n., a fain,

gleam.
glisten (glisn), v. [A.S.], to sparkltj
glit'ter, v. [Scand.], to throw

rays of light ; to sparkle ;-
a bright light.

gloa'ming, n. [A.S.], the evening,
dusk.
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gloat, v. [Scand. ?], to look fixedly
at and enjoy, especially some-
thing evil.

globe, w. [Fr., from L. globus], a
ball ; the earth ; a ball on which
a map is drawn. as., glob'ular
and globose'. n., glob'ule, a
little drop ; a small pill.

glom'erate, v. [L. glomus, a ball
i of thread], to collect into a round

-a., gathered in round

gloom, n. [M.E., from same root

|
as GLUM], partial darkness ; sad-

i
ness of mind ; v., to be some-

|i

what dark or dim ; to make
dark ; to be sad. a., gloo'my,

I having little light ; downcast ;

sullen.

fflor'y, n. [Fr., from L. gloria], a
state of being very much talked

i of and praised ; great praise and
f! honour ; a glow round the head
p

of a saint, or on a cloud ; great
L brightness or pomp ; the pres-
K ence of God ; v., (in) to be
p proud of ; to boast of ; to be very

}
Joyful over. v., glorify, to

; make glorious ; to confer great
t honour or praise. n., glori-

flca'tion, a raising to great
b fame and honour ; a state of

t glory. a., glorious, worthy of
i great admiration ; showing the

i very highest and brightest quali-
I ties.

t '(loss (1), n. [Scand., from root of

GLOW], shiny appearance ; fine

t show on the outside ; v., to
b, make smooth or shining ; to

! cover over faults. a., glos'sy,
i smooth and shining ; highly
I polished.
(loss (2), n. [L. glossa, a word

f needing explanation, from Gk.
glossa, a tongue], an explana-
tion of a difficult or little-used

i. word ; v., to give such ex-
planations. ns., gios'sary, a

i collection of difficult words with
their meanings ; glossol'ogy,
science of terms or names. v.,

gloze, to make glosses ; to make
false explanations ; to deceive.

'

iot'tis, n. [Gk. glottis, glossa, the
tongue], the mouth of the wind-
Pipe.

3 gnaw
glove (gltiv), n. [A.S.], a covering

for the hand, with a place for
each finger ; v., to cover with
a glove. ., glov^p, one who
makes or sells gloves.

glow (glo), v. [A.S.], to give out
strong light and heat ; to feel

great heat ; to be filled with
passion or desire ; to be eager ;

n., a bright light or heat ;

great warmth.
glow worm, n., a kind of beetle

that glows or shines in the dark.

glu'cose, n. [Gk. glykys, sweet], a
kind of sugar found in ripe
fruits, etc.

glue (gloo), n. [Fr., from L. gluten
(glue.re, to draw together)], a
sticky substance made by boil-

ing the hoofs, etc., of animals ;

v., to join together with a
sticky substance. pres. p., glu'-
ing; p.p., glued. a., glu'ey,
like glue.

glum, a. [see GLOOM], with a gloomy
face ; frowning ; ill-natured.

glume (gloom), n. [L. glUma, a
husk], the seed-covering of

grains and grasses.

glut, v. [O.Fr., from L. glUtlre, to
swallow], to swallow greedily ;

to fill to fulness ; to give too
much ; n., that of which too
much has been given ; more
than enough. pres. p., glut-
ting; p.p., glutted. n., glut'-
ton, one who eats too much ; a
kind of weasel. o. ,glut tonous,
given to over-eating. n., glut'-
tony, excess in eating.

glu'ten (gloo'ten), n. [L. glvten], a
sticky substance found in flour.

a., glu'tinous, like glue ;

sticky.

glyc'erine (glis'erin), n. [Fr., from
Gk. glykys, sweet], a colourless

sticky liquid with a sweet taste.

gnarl (na.rl), v. [imit.J, to growl
like an angry dog ; to speak
roughly ; n., a hard twisted
knot ; a snarl. a., gnarled
(narlrf,), full of knots ; twisted.

gnash (ndsh), v. [imit.], to close the
teeth with force ; to bite fiercely.

gnat (not), n. [A.S.], a small winged
insect with a sting.

gnaw (naw), v. [A.S., from root of

7
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NAG], to bite away at ; to tear

with the teeth ; to bite in rage
or pain.

gneiss (nls), n. [Ger.], a kind of rock
that splits into slabs or slates.

gnome (1) (nom), n. [Fr., from
Gk. gnoml, intelligence], a pithy
saying in verse.

gnome (2) (nom), n. [Gk. ge, earth ;

nomos, dweller ?], an earth-

dwelling spirit ; a spirit sup-
posed to take care of the trea-

sures under the earth ; a dwarf
or goblin.

gno'mon (nd'mon), n. [Gk. gnomon,
one who gives information], the

pin that casts the shadow on a
sun-dial ; the pointer of the
hour-circle of a globe ; the part
of a parallelogram left when one
similar is cut away from its

corner.
Qnos'tie (nos'tik), n. [Gk. gndstikos,
good at knowing], one of a sect
of philosophers who taught that
salvation rested in knowledge,
not in faith ; a., knowing ;

wise; shrewd. n.,Gnos'ticism,
the belief of the Gnostics.

go, t). [A.S.], to pass from one place
to another ; to be in motion ;

to move on the feet ; to pass
away ; to lead (of a road) ; to cir-

culate, to reach, etc. pres. p.,

going ; p.p., gone ; past, went.
n., going, departure ; (pi.)

course of life.- -n., go'-between,
one who carries on business
between two parties.

goad (god), n. [A.S.], a sharp-
pointed stick for driving oxen ;

v., to drive or prick with a
goad ; to urge on.

goal, n. [etym. ?], a post to mark
the end of a race ; the winning-
point ; a base or station in a
game ; what one aims at.

gout, n. [A.S.], an animal allied
to the dheep, with horns and
long hair.

gob'ble, v. [Fr. gober], to swallow
greedily ; to make a noise like
a turkey.

gob'let, n. [Fr., perhaps from L.
cupella, a little tub (cupa, CUP)],
a large drinkint?-cup ; a pot
with a flat bottom.

goblin, n. [Fr., from low L.

linus], a malicious spirit or

gnome.
God, n. [A.S.], the maker and up-

holder of all things ; the being
whom men worship ; a heathen
deity./, god'dess. ns., god'-
father or -mother, a man or
woman who at a baptism takes
on vows for the child ; God'-
head, divine nature. as., god'-
less, without God ; impious ;

godlike, having the nature of
God ; god'ly, loving and fearing
God. ns., godliness ; god'-
send, something much needed
and unlocked for ; God'-speed,
good speed or success.

gog'gle, v. [etym. ?], to roll the
eyes ; to stare ; a., full and
rolling ; n. pi., a large kind of

spectacles.

g61d, n. [A.S.], one of the heaviest
and most valuable of metals ;

money ; a., and gol'den, made
of gold ; of the colour of gold ;

prosperous ; precious. ns. t

gold'-fineh, a bird with gold-
coloured wings ; gold'-fish, a
small fish of a reddish golden
colour ; gold smith, a smith
who works in gold or silver.

golf, n. [Du. kolff], a game played
with clubs and balls, the object
being to drive the ball into each
of a number of holes with as few
strokes as possible.

golosh', n. fFr. galoche], a rubber
overshoe.

gon'ddla, n. [It.], a pleasure boat

used in Venice ; the car of

airship. n., gondolier' (gon-

doler'), man who rows gondola.
gon'falon, n. [It.], a flag or bannei

hanging from a cross-bar.

gong, n. [ Malay], a round piece o
metal giving a loud sound whei
struck with a hammer.

good, a. [A.S.], as it should be
right and fit in every way ; do
ing God's will ; n., that whicli

is for the highest happiness o

man or which helps him to b
or to do right ; profit ; benefit

|

(pi.) movable property. ns. an<
;

ints., good-bye' (firud-&?')="Goj
be with you

"
; farewell ; good
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day', a good wish at parting.
ns., good breeding, polite
manners ; good fellowship,
pleasant company ; Good Fri-
day, the Friday before Easter ;

good humour (n'mor), a calm
and pleasant temper. as.,

good-hu'incured, having a
good spirit or temper ; done in

a kindly way ; goodly, good-
looking ; fair to look at. ns.,

good-man', the master of the
house (/., good-wife') ; good
na'tupe,natural goodness ; kind-
ness. a., good-na'tured, kind-
hearted ; obliging. ns., good'-
ness, state of being good ; acts
of kindness ; good -night', n.

and int., a good wish at parting ;

good-speed , good luck ; suc-
cess ; good-will', well-wishing ;

kind feeling ; custom, etc., of a
business.

goose (goos), n. [A.S.], a bird fond
of swimming ; a tailor's smooth-
ing-iron a stupid person (pi.)

geese. n., gosling (goz'ling)

[A.S. ling, little], a young goose.
goose'berry (guz'-), n., a fruit

j growing on a bush with sharp
! prickles.
Qor'dian (gor'didri), a. [Gordius,
king of Phrygia, who tied a knot

i- which no one could unloose ;

Alexander the Great cut it with
I his sword], difficult ; hard to

untie.

Sore (1), n. [A.S.], thick or clotted
blood. a., gftr'y, covered with

I blood.

gore (2), v. [A.S.I, to pierce with a
spear or horn ; to make a hole
with a sharp point ; n., a trian-

gular piece of cloth to shape a
garment ; a three-cornered piece
of land.

Jorge (gorj), n. [O.Fr.], the throat ;

a narrow pass ; a narrow way
into a fort ; v., to swallow
greedily ; to feed on.

ror'geous (gor'jus), a. [O.Fr.],
covered with finery or orna-
ments ; rich with colours.

,'orget (gor'jet), n. [O.Fr., from
gorge, throat], a piece of armour
for the throat ; a kind of necklace
formerlywornby officers on duty.

Gor'gon, n. [Gk. gorgo], a fabled

monster (Medusa) so ugly as to

turn the beholder to stone ;

anything very ugly.
gorilla, n. [African], the largest

of the ape or monkey tribe,

found in Africa.

-gtfrm, geog. root [Gael.], blue (as
in Cairngorm, blue mountain).

gor'mandize, v. [Fr. (see GOUR-
MAND)], to eat greedily.

-gorod, -grad, geog. root [Slav.],
fortress or town (as in Petrograd,
the fortress or town of Peter the
Great; Novgorod, the new town
or fortress ; Belgrade, the white
fortress).

gorse, n. [A.S.], a prickly shrub
with yellow flowers ; lurze ;

whin.
gosling. See GOOSE.
gos'pel, n. [A.S., GOOD, SPELL (2)],

the story of God's grace ; the
good news about Christ ; any
of the four books Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John ; a.,

agreeing with the gospel.
gos'samer, n. [M.E., goose-sum

mer], thin threads floating in
the air or hanging on bushes in

fine weather ; anything very
thin and light.

gos'sip, n. [A.S. GOD ; si&, related],
a godfather or godmother ; one
who retails news ; idle talk ;

v., to tell tales.

Goth, n., one of an old Germanic
tribe ; one who has no taste.

a., Gothic, with high-pointed
arches, etc. ; n., the language
of the Goths. n., Goth'ician,
likeness to Gothic style ; rude-
ness of manners.

Gotha, n. (go'td) [Ger.], a large
aeroplane used by the Germans
for bombing and fighting, named
after Gotha in Germany.

gouge (gouj or gooj), n. [Fr.], a
curved chisel for cutting grooves ;

v., to cut out with a gouge ;

to scoop out.

gourd (goord), n. [Fr., from L.
cucurblta], a large fleshy fruit
the outer skin of which is some-
times used as a drinking-cup ;

the gourd-plant.
goup'mand (goor'mdnd), n. [Fr.l.
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a greedy eater ; a gluttonous
person.

gourmet (goorma), n. [Fr.], a
lover of good food and wine.

gout, n. [Fr., from L. gutta, a
drop], a disease of the joints,

esp. the great toe. a., gou'ty.
gov'ern (giiv'ern), v. [Fr., from L.

gubernare, to steer], to guide ;

to keep under command ; to act
as a king or ruler ; to put laws
in force. ns., government,
guidance ; the persons who put
the laws in force ; the district

over which rule extends ; (gram-
mar') the influence which one
word or clause has over another ;

gov'ernor, one who governs /

a device for keeping an engine
at the proper speed ; /., gov'-
erness, a teacher of girls.

gown, n. [O.Fr.], an upper gar-
ment, esp. for a woman ; a robe
worn by professional men. n.,

gowns'man, a man who wears
a gown ; a collegian.

grab, v. [prob. from root of GRIP],
to seize suddenly ; n., a sudden
grip or snatch. pres. p., grab-
bing ; p.p., grabbed.

grace (grds), n. [Fr., from L. gratia,
favour], good-will or kindness ;

God's influence on the human
mind ; beauty of form or move-
ment ; thanks for food; the
title of a duke or duchess , (pi.)

Graces, three sisters, goddesses,
supposed to confer beauty ;

v., to adorn ; to set off. as.,

grace'ful, full of outward grace ;

beautiful in appearance and
motion; gra'cious, full of
inward grace ; kind ; forgiv-
ing ; flowing from divine favour.

grade, n. [Fr., from L. gradum],
a step in any rank or class ; a
class ; a degree ; the amount
of slope ; v. t to arrange in
proper order ; to give a proper
place to each. n., grada'tion,
process of grading; arrangement
In ranks ; moving forward step
by step ; one step in an order
or series.

gpa client, a. [L. gradiens (gradl,
to go)], rising by degrees ; hav-
ing a regular slope; n.. the

amount of slope of a road ; a
sloping road.

gpad'ftal, a. [L. gradualis (gradus,
GRADE)], step by step ; bit by
bit ; part of the Mass sung from
the altar steps ; the book con-
taining those parts. adv.,
grad'ually.

grad'uate, n. [late L. graduatus],
one who has taken a degree ;

v., to receive a degree ; to
divide and mark with degrees;
to pass from one form to an-
other. -n., gradua'tion, act of

graduating ; division into a
regular number of parts.

graft or graff, v. [Fr., from Gk.
graphion, a pencil (graphein, to
write)], to insert a bud or small
branch of one tree into another ; I

n., a bud or branch so put.
Grail, n. [O.Fr., from late L.I

graddle, gradudle, GRADUAL], the:

cup supposed to have been used
at the Last Supper.

grain, n. [Fr., from L. grdnum], a
seed of corn ; a quantity of suchi;

seeds ; a small bit or quantity of

anything ; a very small weight
;j:

the lines running along wood or,

stone ; a reddish kind of dye ;

v., to paint like the grain of
wood ; to break into small pari
tides. a., grained, painted
like the grain of wood ; formed
into grains.

-gram, suff. [Gk. gramma, a letter],

something written (as in CRYP-

TOGRAM, TELEGRAM).
graminiv'orous, a. [L. gramen,

grass ; vorare, to eat up], feed-

ing on grass or herbs.

gram'mar, n. [Fr., from Gk
gramma, a letter], the propei;
forms and arrangement of words
the rules which regulate wordi
and sentences. n., grammar'
ian, ono who knows or teache
grammar. a., grammatical
pertaining to grammar, or ac

cording to its rules. adv.

grammatically.
gramme or gram, n. [Fr. fror

Gk. gramma, a small weight.
the metric system unit of weight

gram'ophone, n. [Gk. gramma,
letter, -PHONE], a machine fo I
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recording and reproducing
sounds.

gram'pus, n. [O.Fr., from L.
crossus piscis, fat fish], a large
fish-like animal, valued for its

oil.

gran'ary, n. [L. grdndrium (grd-

num, GRAIN)], a store for grain.

grand, a. [O.Fr., from L. grandis,
i great], great ; noble in appear-
i

ance ; high in power. ns.,

grand'child, the child of one's
son or daughter ; grand'
father, the father of one's father
or mother ; grand'mother, the
mother of one's father or mother ;

grand master, the head of

various orders of knighthood,
1

freemasons, etc.

grandee', n. [Sp., from L. grandis],
<. a nobleman ; a man of high rank.

jran'deur (gran'dur), n. [Fr., from
I L. grandis], splendour of ap-
,! pearance.
grandil'oquent, a. [L. grandis,

loqui, to speak], speaking grand -

I ly or boastingly. n., grandil'-
oquence.

grandiose [grandioz), a., trying to

,
give a grand impression.

grange (grdnj), n. [Fr., from L.

grdnum, GRAIN], a barn or farm-
i house, etc. ; a farm.
granite (gran'it), n. [It. granito,

r from L. grdnum, GRAIN], a hard
rock of a grey or reddish colour

1 made up of grains of other rocks
united by heat.

jrant, v. [O.Fr., from late L.
i creantdre, to promise (L. credere,

to believe)], to give what is

I asked for ; to admit as true ;

n., a gift.

;ran'ule, n. [L. grdnulum, from
grdnum], a little grain. as.,

gran'ular and gran'ulous,
made up of grains ; like grains.

I v., granulate, to make into

grains ; to make the surface

rough ; a., formed of grains ;

rough on the surface. n.,

granOla'tion.
irape, n. [Fr., from root of O.Ger.
chrapho, a cluster], the berry or
fruit of the vine ; a kind of shot
consisting of many balls, which
scatter when fired.

graph, n. (Gk. graphein, to write),
representation by means of lines

showing the general manner in
which one quantity or quality
depends upon or changes with
another.

-graph, suff. [Gk. graphein, to

write], writing ; piece of writing ;

writer (as in PHONOGRAPH, TELE-
GRAPH) ; suff., -grapher (as in

PHOTOGRAPHER); suff., -graphy
(as in PHOTOGRAPHY,GEOGRAPHY).

graphic or graphical, a. [Gk.
graphikos], belonging to the arts
of painting, writing, etc. ; de-
scribed in a clear and lively
manner. n., graphite, com-
mon name for plumbago.

grap'nel, n. [Fr., from root of

GRAPE], a small anchor with
several hooks ; a hook for grip-
ping and holding.

grap pie, v. [Fr.], to seize and
hold fast ; to fight at close grips j

to catch with hooks. n., grap'-
pling-iron, a large hook used
for gripping and holding an
enemy's ship.

grasp, v. [-E. (see GROPE)], to catch
with the hand ; to seize with
the mind ; to draw into one's

power ; n., a grip of the hand ;

the power of understanding.
a., gras'ping, greedy of gain;
miserly.

grass, n. [A.S.], the green cover-
ing of the fields ; a class of

plants with long narrow leaves
and hollow stems, as wheat, oats,
etc. a., gras'sy, covered with
grass. n., grasshopper, a
small locust-like insect that
hops among grass. v., graze,
to eat grass ; to supply with
grass. n., gra'zier (grd'zher),
one who feeds cattle.

grate (1), n. [late L. grata, a frame-
work (L. crates, a hurdle)], bars
within which a fire burns. n.,

gra ting, the bars of a grate ;

any frame of cross-bars.

grate (2), v. [Fr., from Teut. root
of SCRATCH], to rub roughly to-

gether ; to make a harsh sound
by rubbing ; to rub into email
particles ; to cause an un-
pleasant feeling. n. t gra'ter, a
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rough surface used for rubbing.
a., gra'ting, making a harsh

sound ; hurting the feelings ;

n., a harsh sound.

grate ful, a. [Fr., from L. gratus,

pleasing], acceptable ; thankftfl.

gratify, v. [Fr., from L. grdtific&ri

(grains, -FY)], to cause pleasure
or enjoyment to ; to do a favour
to ; to indulge. n., gratiflea'-
tion, a causing of pleasure or

enjoyment ; a cause of enjoy-
ment.

gra'tis, adv. [L., for thanks], for

nothing.
gratitude, n. [Fr., from late L.

grdtitudo (L. grains, pleasing)],
a wish to return a kindness ;

thankfulness.

gratuitous, a. [L. graiuUus, given
for nothing (grains)], done or

given for nothing ; without
good reason, cause, or proof.
n., gratuity, a free gift; a
present for some service.

grat'ulate, v. [L. grdtuWus (grd-

tulari, to wish one joy)], to wish
a person joy. n., gratula'tion,
a wishing of joy. a., grat'ula-
tory.

grave (1), v. [A.S.], to cut ; to cut
letters or figures in wood or
metal ; n., a pit in which dead
bodies are laid.

grave (2), v. [etym. ?], to clean a
ship's side and smear it with
tallow and resin. n., gra'ving-
dock, a dock in which ships are
cleaned.

grave (3), a. [L. gravis, heavy],
heavy in manner ; having a sad
or serious look ; low in tone or
musical pitch. n., gravity,
weight ; that which causes a
body to fall ; seriousness of
manner ; danger ; greatness or
importance. u., gravitate, to
tend to fall. n., gravita tion,
a tending to fall ; the power
that makes bodies fall towards
each other or to the ground.

grav'el, n. [Fr.], small stones;
sand and small stones mixed ;

hard particles in the bladder,
etc. ; v., to cover with gravel ;

to puzzle. pres. p., gravelling ;

2>.p., gravelled.

gra'vy, n. [etym. ?], juice of cooked
meat.

gray. See GREY.
grayling, n. [GKEY, -LING], a fish

of the salmon kind, of a silvery
colour.

graze (1), etc. See under GRASS.

graze (2), v. [etym. ?], to rub
lightly on the surface ; to touch
in passing.

grease (grea), n. [Fr., from L. eras-

sus, thick], soft animal fat ; oily
matter ; v. (ores or gr&s), to rub
with fat ; to put fat or oil on
a wheel to make it run. a.,

grea'sy (gre'zi), mixed or cov-
ered with grease ; like grease.
n., grea'siness.

great (grot), a. [A.S.], large in size

or number ; high in rank ; hav-
ing much power ; lasting long ;

marking one step, upward or
downward in descent, as great-

'

grandfather, great-grandson, etc.

n., great'ness, bigness ; high
place or power ; force of mind.

great'-hearted (grat'-harted), a.,

having a strong heart ; courag-
eous ; generous ; noble-minded.

greave (grv), n. (^l8u. in pi.) [Fr.],

armour for the leg.

Ore'cian (gre'shdn), a. [L. Grazcus],

belonging to Greece or to its

people ; n., a Greek ; a Jew
who spoke Greek.

greed, n. [A.S.], an eager desire.

-a., gree'dy, very hungry ;

wishing more than one's share.

Greek, a. [A.S., from Gk. Graikos]

belonging to Greece; n., i<

native of Greece ; the languag<-i
of Greece.

green, a. [A.S.], of the colour o

grass ; not yet ripe ; without
experience ; n., the colour o

grass ; ground covered wit!

grass. ns., green'-crop, greei

food-plants ; green'grocer, on i

who sells fresh vegetables an<

fruits ; green'ery, green plants
vegetation ; greengage',
small variety of green plum i

green'horn, a young man witt
out experience ; green'house,
house in which plants are growr
green'ness, freshness ; vigour
unripeness ; green' -room, tb
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retiring room in a theatre ;

green'stone, a trap rock of a
green colour ; green'sward,
turf with grass on it ; green' -

wood, a wood in spring and
summer.

greet, v. [A.S.L to address or meet
with kind words or wishes ; to
send messages of welcome.
n., gree'ting.

gregarious, a. [L. grex, a flock],

living in flocks ; not living alone.

Gregorian, a., established by
Pope Gregory, as the Gregorian
Calendar.

grenade', n. [Fr., from Sp. gran-
ada, POMEGRANATE], a shell of
iron filled with explosives, and
thrown or fired so as to burst
when it falls.

grenadier', n., (formerly) a soldier
who threw grenades ; (now) a
tall foot soldier.

grey (grd), a. [A.S.], white mixed
with black ; of the colour of ashes ;

a., greyish, slightly grey. ns.,

grey'beard, an old man ; a
coarse earthenware vessel for

holding liquids ; grey hound,
a tall swift hunting-dog, with a
long nose and very keen sight.

grid'dle, n. [O.Fr., from L. cratl-

cula (crates, a hurdle)], a flat iron

plate for baking cakes.

gridiron (grid'im), n. [M.E. gre~
dire (see GRIDDLE), -ire, confused
with IRON], a set of iron bars for

cooking over a fire ; also grid,
a frame on which ships are set
for repairs.

grief (gref), n. [Fr., from L. gravis,
GRAVE (3)], heavy sorrow ; pain
of mind ; cause of sorrow. v.,

grieve (grev), to cause pain or
sorrow ; to be sorrowful.-^Ji.,
grie'vance, a cause of grief ;

hardship. a., grie'vous, caus-
ing grief ; hard to bear.

griffin or griffon, n. [Fr., from
Gk. gryps, grypos, hook-nosed],
an imaginary animal, partly a
lion and partly an eagle.

grill, v. [Fr.,from L. (see GRIDDLE)],
to cook on a gridiron.

grille (gril), n. [Fr., as GRIDDLE],
a grating for a window or an
opening in a door.
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grilse, n., a young salmon come
from the sea into fresh water
for the first time.

grim, a. [A.S.], having a fierce or

angry look ; stern ; ferocious.

grimace', n. [Fr.], a twisting of
the face ; an ugly look.

grimal'kin, n. [GREY, malkin,
Maud or Matilda}, an old cat.

grime, n. [Scand. ?], hard dirt ;

v., to make very dirty. a.,

gri'my.
grin, v. [A.S.L'to show the teeth ;

to press the teeth together ; to
express by grinning ; n., a hard
smile. pres.p., grinning ; p.p.,

grinned.
grind, v. [A.S.], to rub or crush

into powder ; to sharpen by
rubbing ; to crush by harsh
usage ; to turn a millstone ; to
be sharpened or polished. past
and p.p., ground. ns., grin'-
der, one who grinds ; one of the
double teeth ; grind'stone, a
round stone for grinding tools.

grip or gripe, v. [A.S.], to take
firmly in the hand or the arms ;

to press so as to give pain ; to
give pain in the bowels.

pres. p., gripping or griping ;

p.p., gripped or griped.
grisly (griz'li), a. [A.S.], having a

horrible appearance ; hideous ;

terrible.

grist, n. [A.S., from root of GRIND],
corn to be ground ; a supply.

gristle (grisl), n. [A.S.], cartilage
in meat. a., gris'tly (gris'li).

grit, n. [A.S.], something ground ;

sand or gravel ; coarse meal ;

firmness of character. a., grit'-
ty, having grit.

grizzly and grizzled, as. [Fr.],
of a grey colour. n., grizzly,
large grey bear of N. America.

groan, v. [A.S.], to breathe deeply
from pain or sorrow ; to utter a
low sound of distress. n., also

groa'ning, a deep sound of
sorrow.

groat, n. [low Ger., from root of

GREAT, because greater than the
small copper coins (Skeat)], an
old coin worth fourpence.

groats, n. pi. [A.S.], the grain of
oats or wheat without the husks.
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gro'cer (gro'ser), n. [Fr. grassier,

from root of GROSS], one who
buys and sells tea, sugar, etc.

ns., gro'eery, a grocer's shop;
groceries, his goods.

grog, n. [contracted from GROG-
RAM], spirits and cold water,
first ordered to sailors by Ad-
miral Vernon, called " Old
Grog " because he wore a cloak
of grogram in coarse weather.

grog'ram, n. [Fr. grosgrain,
coarse ; GRAIN], a coarse-grained
cloth made of silk and mohair.

groin, n. [A.S. grynde, a hollow

(Skeat)], the part of the body in

front where the legs join the
trunk ; the angle made by two
vaults or arches crossing each
other. a., groined,

groom, n. [perhaps O.Fr. gromet
or groume, a boy or servant], one
who has charge of horses ; an
officer in a royal palace ; a bride-

groom ; v. t to take care of

horses.

groove, n. [Du., from root of

GRAVE], a long narrow hollow
cut by a tool ; any channel or

long hollow ; v. t to cut this.

grope, v. [A.S., from root of GRIP],
to feel one's way or to search for

something in the dark.

gross (gros), a. [O.Fr., from late
L. grossus, thick], overgrown ;

fat ; unrefined ; n., the whole
amount; twelve dozen; (pi.)

gross. n., gross'ness.
grot [Fr.] and grot'to, ns. [It.,
from L. crypta, concealed (see
CRYPT)], a small cave, esp. one
made for coolness or pleasure.

grotesque' (grotesk'), a. [Fr., from
root of GROTTO], painted with
strange figures ; having a funny
appearance.

ground (1), n. [A.S.], that on
which wo stand or walk ; the
surface of the earth ; a founda-
tion or support ; a reason or
cause ; the surface on which
figures are painted ; (pi.) fields,
lawns, etc., round a house ;

sediment ; dregs ; v., to set on
the ground : to fix firmly ; to
teach first lessons ; to be fixed
on the ground, as a ship. a..

groundless, without reason.

ns., ground' -plan, the plan of
a building on a level with the

ground ; ground'-rent, rent

paid for ground on which to
build a house ; ground'sel, a
common weed ; ground'-swell,
a swell of the sea caused by a
distant storm ; ground'-work,
the work on which anything
stands ; the essential or im-
portant part.

ground (2), past and p.p. of GRIND.
group (groop), n. [Fr., from root of

\

CROP], a number of persons or

things together ; v. t to form
into a group.

grouse (grous), n. [etym. ?], a game
bird that lives among heather ;

moor - fowl ; v., to grumble
(slang).

grout, n. [A.S.], coarse meal ; a
fine kind of plaster ; (pi.) dregs,
grounds.

grove, n. [A.S.], a small wood.
grov'el, v. [Scand.], to lie or creep
on the ground ; to lie flat ; to
like what is low and mean.

pres. p., grovelling ; p.p.,

grovelled. n., grov'eller.
grow (gro), v. [A.S.], to become big-

ger or stronger : to pass slowly
from one state to another; to
cause to grow ; to produce ;

to result. past, grew; p.p.,

grown. n., growth (groth), a

becoming bigger , enlargement ;

increase ; product.
growl, v [imit.], to utter a sound

like an angry dog , to grumble ;

n., the sound so made.
grub, v. [prob. from root ol

GRAVE (1)], to grope in the earth ;

to dig up roots ; to do low,
coarse work ; n., the larva pro-
duced from the eggs of moths,
beetles, etc. pres. p., grub-
bing; p.p., grubbed. n.

grub'ber, a machine for clearing
out weeds or roots of trees.

grudge (grfij), v. [O.Fr.], to take 11

ill that another gets good ; t(

give unwillingly ; to envy ;

n., a secret quarrel. adv.

grudg'ingly.
gru'el (groo'el), n. [Fr., from lat<

L. grutellum, same root tt
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GROATS], meal boiled in water ;

. thin porridge.

grue'some (groo'som), a. [Scand. ?

. grue, -SOME], horrible ; fearful ;

ghastly.
gruff, a. [Du. ?], having a stern

voice or look ; rough in man-
ner.

grum'blo, v. [same root as Fr.

grommeler], to mutter with dis-

content ; to make a low, heavy
sound like far-off thunder.

gru'mous (groo'mus), a. [Fr., from
L. grumus, a little heap], thick ;

clotted. n., grume, a clot.

grum'py, a. [imit.], surly, cross.

grunt, v. [A.S.], to make a noise
like a pig ; n., the sound made
by a pig.

guad-, 0eo0. root [Sp., from Arab.],
river (as in Guadalquivir, the

great river).

guano (gwa'no), n. [Sp., from S.

American Indian], the dung of

sea-fowl used as manure.
guarantee' (gardnte') or guar'-

anty, n. [Fr. guarantor, to WAR-
RANT], a promise to perform or

pay if another fails ; one who so

promises ; a pledge of quality ;

v., to be surety that a person
shall do what he has undertaken ;

to make sure ; to give a pledge.
n., guar'antor.

guard (gard), v. [Fr., akin to WARD],
to look after ; to take care of ;

to keep safe; n,, that which
guards ; a person who guards ;

one in charge of a coach or a
train ; the chain of a watch ;

(pi.) a picked body of soldiers.

ns., guard'-house and guard'-
room, a place for soldiers on
guard ; a place of confinement ;

guar'dian, one who takes care
of another ; guards'man, a
soldier of the Guards.

gua'va, n. [Sp., from W. Indian],
a tree found in tropical America,
with a yellow fruit which is made
into jelly.

gudg'eon (guj'on), n. [O.Fr., from
L. gobio], a small fish found in
fresh water and easily caught ;

a person easily cheated.
guer'don (ger'dori), n. [Fr., from
med. L. widerdonum (O.Ger.

wider, back again ; Ion, a LOAN)],
a reward or payment.

guerrilla (geril'a), n. [Sp., from
guerra, WAR], fighting by small
bands on their own account ;

one belonging to such a band ;

a., carried on by such bands.
(0es), v. [E., from root of

GET], to say without being sure ;

to judge from what is likely ;

n., a belief without sure know-
ledge.

guest (gest), n. [A.S. gcest], a visi-

tor ; one received and kindly
treated.

guide (gid), v. [Fr. guider], to show
the way ; to keep right ; n.,
one who leads the way ; one who
keeps another right, or points
out things of interest ; a means
to keep a body moving in the
right way. ns., guide'-book,
a book containing information
for travellers ; guidance, act
of guiding.

guide'-post, n. , a post set up on
a roadside to show strangers
how to go.

guild (gild), n. [A.S. gyldan, to
YIELD], a society of persons of
one trade, profession, etc., to
help and protect each other.

guile (gil), n. [Fr., from same root
as WILE], intention to deceive ;

cunning ; craft. as., guile'ful,
guileless.

guillotine (gil'oten or -ten'), n.

[Fr., from Dr. Guillotin, the in-

ventor], an upright frame with
a heavy axe which falls by its

ownweight, for beheadingmen ;

v., to behead with the guillotine.
guilt (gilt), n. [A.S., from gyldan,

to YIELD], the state of one who
has broken the law ; what one
has to pay or bear for doing
wrong ; wickedness.- a., guil'-
ty, deserving of punishment.
n., guil'tiness, state of being
guilty. a., guiltless, innocent.

guin'ea (gin'i), n. [African], a coin
formerly made of gold from
Guinea, worth twenty-one shil-

lings ; twenty-one shillings.

guin'ea-fowl and guin ea-hcn,
ns., a dark, pheasant-like bird
with white spots.
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guin'ea-pig, n., a small rabbit-

like animal from South America.

guise (giz), n. [Fr., from root of

WISE (2), manner], appearance ;

manner of dress ; way of be-

having.
guitar' (ffitar'), n. [Sp., from Gk.

kithdra, a lyre], a musical in-

strument with six strings, played
with the fingers.

gulf, n. [Fr., from Gk. kolpos, a
fold], a portion of the sea almost
land-locked ; a very deep hole ;

a whirlpool.
Gulf'-stream, n., oceanic current

of warm water passing from the
Gulf of Mexico into and across

the North Atlantic to the shores
of Europe.

gull, n. [O.], a web-footed sea-

bird ; a stupid person ; one
easily deceived ; a trick ; v.,

to cheat ; to deceive. a., gull'-
ible. n., gullibility.

gullet, n. [Fr., from L. guld\, the
throat ; the passage to the
stomach ; also gully, a narrow
channel worn by water.

gulp, v. [unit.], to swallow greedily
or much at a time ; n., a big
mouthful.

gum (1), n. [A.S. g5ma, the jaws
or palate], the hard flesh around
the teeth.

gum (2), n. [Fr., from Gk.], the
sticky juice of certain trees used
as glue ; v., to stick with
gum. a., gum'my, like gum.

pres. p., gumming; p.p.,
gummed.

gun, n. [Scand.], an instrument
with a hollow tube for firing
shots by means of gunpowder.
ns., gun'boat, a boat armed
with one or more guns ; gun'-
ear'riage, the frame on which
a gun is set ; gun'-cot'ton, an
explosive made of cotton mixed
With nitric acid ; gun'ner, one
who manages a gun ; gun'nery,
the art of using guns ; gun'-
powder, a powder that ex-
plodes on contact with fire, used
in guns and for blasting ; gun'-
shot, the distance a shot can
be sent by a gun ; a., caused by
a shot. ., gun wale (gtin'ei)
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[WALE, a beam], the edge of a
ship over which the upper guna
used to be pointed.

gurgle (gtrgl), v. [It., from L. gur-
gulio, the gullet], to flow in a
broken stream with noise, as
water from a bottle, or a stream
over small stones.

gup'net and gup'nard, ns. [Fr.

grognard, from grogner, to grunt],
a fish supposed to grunt when
taken out of the water.

gush, v. IE.], to flow out quickly
and in great amount ; ., a
strong flow.

gus'set, n. [O.Fr., from gousse, a
husk], a piece of cloth let into
a garment for strengthening or

enlarging it ; the angular piece
of cloth under the arm-hole of a
shirt.

gust (1), n. [Scand.], a sudden
blast ; a burst of passion. a.,

gust (2) and gus'to, ns. [L. gustus,
taste], a feeling of pleasure in

tasting food ; enjoyment of

anything.
gut, n. [A.S., a channel], an intes-

tine ; a narrow strait or passage ;

cord for violin strings, etc. ;

v., to take out the intestines ;

to plunder ; to destroy the con-
tents by fire. pres. p., gutting ;

p.p., gutted.
gut'ta-per'cha, n. [Malay], the

hardened juice of a Malayan
tree.

gut'ter, n. [O.Fr., from L. gutta
(see GOUT)], channel for gather-
ing water front the roof of a
house ; a channel at a roadside
for carrying off water ; v., to

form into small channels ; to

run down in drops.
gut'tural, a. [L. guttur, the throat],

belonging to the throat ; formed
in the throat ; n., a consonant
pronounced in the throat, as d\
in loch.

guy (1) (gl), n. [O.Fr., from root
oij

GUIDE], a rope for steadying ci

hanging weight.
guy (2) (gi), n., an image of GUI
Fawkes ; an odd figure.

guz'zie, t;. [Fr. ?], to drink to<

much.
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gymna'sium (jim-), n. [Gk. gym-

nasion (gymnos, naked)], a place
for bodily exercise or training ;

a school where the higher learn-

ing is taught. n., gym'nast,
one who teaches or practises
gymnastics. a., gymnas'tie,
belonging to the training in a
gymnasium ; n. pi., the art or

practice of gymnastic exercises.

gyp'sum (jip'sum), n. [Gk. gypsos,
chalk], a kind of lime which
when burned becomes plaster of
Paris.

gyp sy. See GIPSY.
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gyp'ate (jir'dt), v. [L. gyrare, to
turn round], to whirl round ; to
move in a circle ; a., winding
round. n., gyra'tion. a.,

gyp'atopy.
gyp'falcon. See GERFALCON.
gyp'oscope or gyp'ostat (jir'-), n.

[Gk. gyros, a circle ; -SCOPE], an
instrument for showing proper-
ties of rotating bodies; instru-
ment for preventing torpedoes,
etc., from leaving their course.

gyve (jiv), n., esp. in pi. a chain or
fastening for the legs or wrists ;

v., to fetter.

ha, int. [unit.], an exclamation of
|

surprise.
ha'beas cor'pus, n. [L., have the

body], an order to bring a pris-
oner before a court, that the
cause of his imprisonment may
be inquired into.

hab'epdashep, n. [Fr., from O.Fr.
Jiapertas], a dealer in smallwares,
as tapes, needles, etc. n., hab'-
erdashery.

hab ergeon (hab'erjdn), n. [Fr.,
as HAUBERK], armour to defend
the neck and breast.

habiriment, n. [Fr., from L.

habilis, ABLE], clothing ; (pi.)

clothes.

habit, n. [Fr., from L. habttus,
dress (hdbere, to have)], the state
in which a person or a thing is ;

the manner of living or dressing ;

a close-fitting dress ; tendency
to do after frequent repetition ;

v., to dress.

hab'itable, a. [Fr., from L. habi-

tare, to dwell], that can be dwelt
in ; fitted for living beings.
ns., habitat, the home of a
plant or animal ; habitation,
act or state of dwelling in ;

place where one dwells.

habit'ual, a. [late L. habitualis

(L. habitus, HABIT)], formed or
learned by habit. adv., habit' -

fcally. v., habit'uate, to make
accustomed. n., habitude, a
manner or state acquired by
habit or custom ; usual manner.

hack (1), v. [A.S.], to cut in pieces ;

to spoil by cutting ; n., a cut
by hacking.

hack (2), and hack'ney, ns. [M.E.
Hakeney, Hackney, near London
(Skeat)], a hired horse or car-

riage ; an overworked person
or horse ; a., let for hire ; much
used ; v., to make common.

hackle, n. [akin to Du. hekel, little

hook], a comb of rows of sharp
steel points for dressing flax or

hemp ; unspun fibres of any
kind ; a feather on a cock's
neck ; a fly-hook used by
anglers ; v., to dress flax, etc.

had'dock, n. [etym. ?], a sea-fish
for food.

Ha'des, n. [Gk. Hades, the unseen
(world) (a-, not ; idein, to see)],

the unseen world ; the abode of
the dead.

hsem'opphage (hem'or&j), n. [Gk.
haima, blood ; rhegnumi, to

break], a flow of blood from a
vein or artery. n. pL, haemor-
rhoids, piles.

haft, n. [A.S., from root of HEAVE],
a handle ; v., to put a handle
on.

hag, n. [A.S. ? from Jwegtesse], a
wild woman ; an ugly old
woman.

hag'gapd, a. [Fr., perhaps from
haga, HEDGE], having a wild or
careworn appearance.

hag'gis, n. [etym. ?], the heart,
lungs, and liver of a sheep, etc.,
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chopped up with suet, onions,

oatmeal, etc., and boiled in a
stomach of the same animal.

hag'gle, v. [E., same root as

HACK], to cut roughly ;
to man-

gle ; to spoil by bad cutting ; to

stick at small matters.

Hagiog'rapha, n. [Gk. hagios,

holy ; graphein, to write], the
last of the three Jewish divi-

sions of the Old Testament,
following the Law and the Pro-

phets. n., hagiog'raphy, lives

of the saints.

hail (1) (Ml), n. [A.S. Jiagol], frozen
rain ; v., to fall or pour down
like hail.

hail (2) (Ml), v. [Scand., root of

HALE], to wish a person health

and happiness ; to call to a
person passing ; n., a loud
call ; int., health to you !

hair (Mr), n. [ A.S.], the fine thread-
like covering growing on the
skins of animals ; a single thread
of this growth. n., hair-
breadth or hair's'-breadth,
the breadth of a hair; a very
small distance ; a., of the
breadth of a hair. a., hai*'-

splitting, making too much of

small differences. ns., halp'-

spring, a very fine spring, used
on the balance-wheel of a watch ;

haip'-stpoke, the thin stroke
of a letter. a., haip'y, covered
with hair. n., hairiness.

hake, n. [etym. ?], a sea-fish akin
to the cod.

hal'bepd, n. [O.Fr., from O.Ger.
helmbarde (helm, handle ; barde,
an axe)], a battle-axe on a long
pole or handle. n., halberdier' .

halcyon (Ml'&ion), n. [Gk.], the
kingfisher, said to make its nest
on the sea, which remains calm
for the time ; a., calm, serene.

hale, a. [E., same root as WHOLE],
whole ; sound in mind and
body.

half (Mf), n. [A.S.], one of two
equal parts ; (pi.) halves (havs) ;

a., needing as much again to
be complete ; adv., with as
much more to come ; in part.
n., half'-blood, relation between
persons born of the same father

or mother, but not of both. a.,

half'-bred, not well bred ;

wanting in refinement. ns.,

half-breed, on of mixed Euro-
pean and Indian parentage ;

half'-brother or half' -sister,
son or daughter of the same
father or mother, but not oi

both ; half'-caste, a person
one of whose parents is a Euro-

pean, the other a Hindu ; hair-

pay', payment of half salary tc

a person not on active duty ;

a., receiving half-pay. n., half-
penny (M'peni), a coin worth
half a penny ; (pi.) halfpence
(hd'pens). as., half-way, at

half the distance ; half-witted.
weak in mind ; half-yearly,
happening every six months. I

v., halve (hav), to divide
intcj

two equal parts.

halibut, n. [M.E. hali, holy ; buttel

a flounder], a large flat fish eater I

on holy days (holidays).
hall (hawl), n. [A.S. heal], a

larg<|
room; a building with rooms!
used for public meetings, etc. I

the entrance part of a house ; (I

mansion-house ; a college or itil

dining-room. n. t hall'-mark -i

the stamp put on gold and silvel

articles to mark their purity.
hallelujah (Mleloo'yd), or allelu'

iah, int. [Heb.], praise the Lord
j

n., a song of praise.
hallo' or halloa', n. [imit.], & cr.$

to call attention ; v., to call out I

hallow (Ml'o), v. [A.S. Mlgicm}$
to make holy ; to set apart fo I

holy uses.

Hallowe'en, n., the evening beforl
All-Hallows* or All-Saints' da:|
(31st October).

Hallowmas, n.,the mass or feas!<

of All-Saints (1st November).
hallucina'tion (hdlusind'shon), n]

[L. halindndri, to wander t

mind], an error from wandering
in mind ; a seeing what does noH
really exist ; fancy.

halo, n. [Gk. halos, a round thresh <

ing-floor], a ring round the su;
or moon ; the bright ring paintei :

round the heads of saints, etc.

(pi.) halos ; ., to surroun
with a halo.
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halt (1) (hawU), a. [A.S.], lame;

crippled ; n., a lameness. a.,

hal'ting, walking lamely.
halt (2), n. [Ger., akin to HOLD], a

stoppage ; v., to stop moving ;

to be in doubt.
hal'ter (hawl'ter), n. [A.S. healfter,

akin to HELVE], a rope or band
for leading a horse ; a rope used
by a hangman.

halyard, n. [HAUL], a rope for

hauling sails, etc.

ham, n. [A.S.], the part of the leg
behind the thigh ; the upper
part of an animal's leg dried
and salted.

-ham, geog. root [A.S.], -helm
[Ger.], town, village (as in Chel-

tenham, town on the Chelt ; Hil-
desheim, town near the battle-

field).

dam'adryad, n. [Gk. hama, to-

gether ; drys, a tree], a wood-
nymph supposed to live and die

along with a tree.

Hamit'ie, a., belonging to Ham
(second son of Noah), and his
descendants.

ham'let, n. [O.Fr., from Ger. root
of HOME ; let, small], a small vil-

lage.

ham'mer, n. [A.S.], an iron head
on a wooden handle for driving
nails, etc. ; anything used like
a hammer ; v., to beat or work
with a hammer. ., ham'mer-
cloth, the cloth covering the
box of a coach.

ham mock, n. [Sp., from W. Ind.],
a canvas or net bed suspended
by cords at the ends.

ham'pep (1), v. [etym. ?], to keep
from moving quickly ; to hin-
der ; to render confused ; n.,
a hindrance.

lam'pep (2), n. [corrupted from
O.Fr. hanaper, from Tout.], a
largo basket ; v., to put into a
hamper.

ham string, n., the tendon of the
ham or knee ; v., to cut this
tendon. past and p.p., ham-
strung.

band, n. [A.S.], that which lays
hold of ; the lower part of the
arm ending in the fingers ; any-
thing used for pointing out ;
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side or direction ; a worker ;

a measure of four inches ; power
or skill of performing ; v., to
give with the hand. ns., hand'-
barrow, a barrow with two
handles at each end and without
a wheel ; hand bill, a printed
sheet for handing out ; a prun-
ing hook, etc. ; hand'bock, a
book giving directions ; hand'-
breadth, a measure equal to the
breadth of a hand (about four
inches) ; hand' -cart, a cart
drawn by hand ; hand'cuff, a
ring or rings for fastening round
the wrists ; v., to put hand-
cuffs on. ns., hand'ful, as
much as the hand can hold ; a
small amount ; hand' -glass, a
mirror held in the hand ; hancT-
icap [from phrase, hand in cap],
a plan by which the chances of

persons or horses of different

powers of running can be made
equal in a race ; a race so ar-

ranged ; u., to place at a dis-

advantage. ns., handicraft,
a craft done by the hand ;

handiwork, work done by the
hand ; hand kerchief, a cloth
for wiping face, nose, etc. ; a
cloth worn round the neck. v.,

handle, to touch or feel with
the hand ; to use or deal with ;

to treat well or ill ; n., the part
by which a thing is held in the
hand ; a means or tool. ns.,
hand'maid and hand'maiden,
a female servant ; hand rail, a
rail for the hand to hold by ;

hand'-spike, a bar of wood
used as a lever ; hand'writing,
the style of a person's writing.
a., han'dy, skilful in using the
hand ; lying ready to the hand.

hand'sel, n. [Scand. ?], something
given into one's hand ; part of a
price paid at once ; the first gift
of a season ; the first use of

anything ; v., to give a first

gift ; to make first use of.

handsome, a. [A.S. hand, skill;
-SOME], having a graceful ap-
pearance ; acting well ; be-
coming ; liberal. n. t hanti'-
someness.

hang, v. [A.S., trans, hangian and
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Intrans. hon], to attach or be
attached at the upper end only ;

to attach so as to leave movable ;

to put to death by hanging ; to

be attached loosely ; to dangle ;

to swing ; to depend (upon) ; to

droop. past and p.p., hanged
or hung. ns., hang'er, one
who hangs ; that on which any-
thing hangs ; a short sword ;

hanging, death on the gallows ;

(chiefly in pi.) ornamental dra-

pery ; hang man, a public exe-
cutioner.

hangar (hang'gar), n. [Fr.], a shed
for housing aeroplanes, etc.

hank, n. [Scand. ?], a coil or skein ;

skeins of thread or yarn tied

together ; a ring at the corner
of a sail ; v., to make into
hanks ; to fasten.

hank'er, v. [etym. ?], to linger
about ; to seek after with long-
ing. n., hank'ering.

Han'sard, n. [name of publisher],
a record of proceedings of Par-
liament, now called the Official

Record.
han'som (cab), n. [from the name

of the inventor], a cab with two
wheels, having the driver's seat
behind.

hap, n. tScand. ?], that which
happens, esp. unexpectedly ;

chance ; lot ; v., to happen or
come to pass. pres. p., hap-
ping; p.p., happed. n.,hap'-
hazard, that which happens ;

chance ; accident ; a., left en-
tirely to chance ; random. a.,

hapless, unfortunate ; for-
lorn. adv., haply, by hap or
chance. v., hap'pen, to come
to pass ; to take place.

hap py, a., having good hap or
luck ; in a state of joy ; having
feelings of pleasure ; causing
pleasure; well suited for its

purpose. adv., hap'pily, in a
happy state or manner. n.,

hap'piness, the state of being
happy.

harangue' (har&ng'), n. [Fr., prob.
from Ger. hring, a ring], words
spoken to a crowd or ring of
people ; a fiery speech ; v., to
make a loud speech.

har'ass, . [prob. O.Fr. harer, to
set a dog on], to wear away with
toil or trouble ; to make fre-

quent attacks upon ; to annoy.
n., har'assment.

har'binger (har'binjer), n. [M.E.
herbergeour, from Fr. herberge
(O.Qer. hereberga, lodging for
an army), see HARBOUK], one who
goes forward to provide lodging ;

a forerunner ; v. t to go before to

provide, etc.

har'bour (har'bor), n. [? A.S. here,
army ; beorg, to shelter], a place
of safety ; a port for ships ; an
inn or lodging ; v., to keep safe ;

to keep in one's house or in
one's mind ; to take shelter.

n., har'bourage, a place of
shelter or entertainment.

hard, a. [A.S.], not easily broken
up or pierced ; not easily over-
come or understood ; difficult

to please ; adv., with earnest-
ness ; with difficulty ; heavily ;

near. v., bar'den, to make or
become hard ; to accustom to
bear ; to become unfeeling ; to

grow strong, esp. in bad ways.
as., har'dened, made hard ; un-
feeling ; hard'-headed, having a
firm or sound mind ; not easily
misled; hard' -hearted, having
no pity. adv., hardly, with
much difficulty ; not quite. a.,
hard'-mouthed (of a horse),
not feeling the bit. ns., hard'-
ness, the state of being hard ;

hard'ship, a state of hardness ;

something very hard to bear ;

hard'ware, articles of iron,

copper, or other metals. a.,

har'dy, able to bear much ; not
easily cast down. ns., har'di-
hood and har'diness, boldness
and firmness ; impudence.

hare, n. LA.S.], an animal well
known for its swiftness and
timidity. n., hare'bell, a plant
with blue flowers shaped like

bells. a., hare'-brained, hav-
ing a wild brain (like that of
a hare); giddy; heedless. n.,

hare'-lip, a divided upper lip.

har'em, n. [Arab.], the women's
apartments in an Eastern house ;

the women in these.
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haricot (h&r'iko), n. [Fr.], meat
stewed with beans, etc. ; a kind
of bean.

hark, v. [E.], hear I listen f give
heed.

harlequin (Jiar'lekwin), n. [Fr.,
from It.], an actor in clothea of

many colours, with a wand in

his hand, who plays tricks.

n., harlequinade', a play in

which the harlequin takes a
chief part.

harlot, n. [Fr.], a woman of the
streets.

harm; n. [A.S.], a cause of pain or
loss ; wrong-doing ; 0., to cause
pain or loss ; hurt ; injure.
as., hapm'ful, causing much,
and harmless, causing no
harm. n., harmlossness,
want of power or will to harm.

bar mony, n. [Fr., from Gk. Mr-
mdnia, agreement (root ar- t to

PIT)], the right fitting of one part
to another ; a working together
in peace ; the fitting of musical
sounds to produce pleasure to
the ear. as., harmonic and
harmonlcal, musical. n.,

harmonics, the science of

harmony ; over-tones accom-
panying a note. a., harmo'-
nious, having all the parts
rightly fitted : acting in peace
and friendship ; seeking a com-
mon end. n., harmo'nium, a
musical instrument used in

churches, etc., in place of an
organ. v., har'monize, to be
in harmony or agreement ; to
bring into agreement ; to fit

the various parts. n., har'-
monist, one skilled in harmony ;

a composer of music.
har'ness, n. [O.Fr., etym. ?], the
armour of a man or horse ; fit-

tings for a horse ; v., to put on
a horse's fittings ; to put on
armour.

harp, n. [A.S.], a musical instru-
ment with strings, played with
the fingers ; v., to play on the
harp ; (on) to be continually
talking about. ns., har'per
and har'pist.

har'poon, n. [Fr., from Gk. harpe,
sickle], a spear with a rope at-

tached for catching whales ;

v., to strike with a harpoon.
harp'sichord (-kvrd), n., an old-

fashioned musical instrument
like a piano.

har'py, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. har-

pyiai, snatchers], a monster in

fable, half woman half bird, said
to seize with its claws ; a greedy
person.

har'quebus, n. [Fr., from Teut.],
an ancient kind of gun.

har'rier, n., a dog for hunting
hares.

harrow (Mr'o), n. [E.], a frame
with iron teeth for breaking up
the ground or covering seed ;

v., to drag a harrow over ; to
vex greatly.

har'ry, v. [A.S. hergian, to plun-
der], to lay waste ; to destroy ;

to worry.
harsh, a. [Scand.], rough to the

touch, taste, or ear ; crabbed in

temper ; severe. n., harsh'-
ness.

hart, n. [A.S. heart, horned], the
stag or male deer ; /., hind.

harts horn, n., the horn of the
hart ; solution of ammonia
originally got therefrom.

hart's'-tongue, n., a kind of fern
with a long, tongue-like frond.

har'vest, n. [A.S.], the time for

gathering in corn and fruits ;

the crops gathered in ; v., to
reap or gather in. ns., har'-
vester and har'vest-man ;

har'vest home', the feast or

rejoicing after the crops have
been gathered in ; a service of

thanksgiving ; har'vest queen',
an image of Ceres, carried about
on the last day of harvest.

hash, n. [Fr. hachis, from hache,
HATCHET], meat, etc., cut up
into bits ; anything made up for
the second time ; v., to cut up
into bits.

hasp, n. [A.S.], that which fastens ;

a catch for a door ; v., to
fasten.

has'sock, n. [A.S.], a stuffed cush-
ion for kneeling on ; a matted
grass-tuft.

has'tate, a. [L. hasta, a spear],
soaped like a spear, as leaves.
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haste and hasten (hdsn), vs.

iG.Fr.. akin to A.S. hcest], to go
or make to go quickly ; to be in

a hurry ; to lose no time ; to

push on. n., haste, quickness
of motion ; pressure of time ;

sudden action without thought;
rashness. a., -has'ty, quick in

temper; too quick. n., has'-

tiness, quickness of temper ;

hat, n. [A.S.], a covering for the
head.

hatch (1), n. [A.S. hcece, a bar],

a gate closing part of a door-

way ; a wicket ; a grating across

a stream ; an opening in a floor

or the deck of a ship ; a cover
for this. n., hatch'way, an
opening in a floor of a ship's
deck to a lower part.

hatch (2), v. [E.], to bring out

young birds ; to produce from
eggs ; to form (a plot) ; n., a
brood.

hatch (3), v. [O.Fr. hacher, to

HASH], to shade by cross lines.

hatch 'et, n. [Fr., from root of

HACK], a small axe used with
one hand.

hatch ment, n. [from ACHIEVE-
MENT], the shield or badge of a
dead person displayed as a
memorial.

hate, n. [A.S.], very great dislike ;

a wish that evil may befall ;

v., to dislike greatly ; to wish
evil to. a., hate'ful, causing
or showing hate. n., ha'tred,
great dislike.

hau berk, n. [O.Fr., from O.Ger.
halsberg (hals, the neck ; bergan,
to protect)], a coat of mail made
of rings.

haugh'ty (haw'ti), a. [Fr. kavt,
high], having a high opinion of
oneself ; looking down on others ;

overbearing. ns., haugh'ti-
ness and hauteur' (hoter'), the
quality of being haughty ; pride.

haul, v [O.Fr. haler], to drag with
force ; to pull with horses, etc. ;

n., a pulling with force ; that
which is got or caught at one
time. n., haulage, price for
hauling.

haunch, n. [O.Fr.], the part about

the hip -joint ; the leg and loin,
as meat.

haunt, v. [O.Fr.], to go often to ;

to be often in ; n., a place
where one is often to be seen.

haut'boy (ho'boi), also oboe, n.

[Fr. haut, high ; bois, wood], a
wind instrument, like the clario-

net, but of a thinner tone; a
large strawberry

have (hav), v. [A.S.], to hold in the
hand ; to possess ; to be forced ;

to understand. 3rd sing., has;
past and p.p., had*

ha'ven, n. [A.S. hcefene], a bay or
inlet giving shelter to ships ; a
place of safety or rest.

-haven, -hafen [Ger.], -hamn
[Swed.], -havn (Dan.], geog. root

(as in Newhaven, new harbour ;

iMdwigshafen, Louis's harbour;
Copenhagen, merchants' port).

hav'ersack, n. [Fr., from Ger.
habersack (haber, oats ; SACK)],
a bag for provisions.

hav'oc, n. [O.Fr. hafok, a hawk,
akin to HEAVE], destruction far

and wide ; v., to lay waste.
haw (1), n. [A.S. haga, a hedge],
a hedge ; a place enclosed by a
hedge ; the fruit of the haw-
thorn. n.. haw'thora, hedge-
thorn, on which haws grow.

haw (2) [imit.], n., a halt in one's

speaking, with a sound like

haw; v., to stammer.
hawk (1), n. [A.S. hafoc], a bird of

prey related to falcons ; v., to
hunt birds by hawks trained for

the purpose.
hawk (2), r. [prob. Low Ger.], to

carry about for sale ; to offer

for sale by calling put. n.,

haw'kep, one who carries goods !

about for sale ; a travelling
merchant.

hawse (hawz), n. [Scand. Jials, the

neck], the part of the bow of aj

ship where the hawse-holes are,

through which the anchor cables

pass.
haw'ser (haw'zer), n. [Fr., from

late L. altiare, to raise (L. altus,

high)], a small cable.

hay (ha), n. [A.S., from root of

HEW], grass cut and dried for

feeding cattle. ns., hay'cock,
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a small stack of hay ; hay-
i fe'ver, sneezing and great tick-

I ling of the nose and throat,
\ caused by pollen breathed in ;

hay'maker, one who makes hay.
haz ard, n. [Fr., from Arab, alzar,

1 the die], the cast of a die ; a
I game at cards or dice ; the risk

of danger ; v., to try one's
I chance ; to put in danger.

a., haz'apdous, dangerous.
haze, ?i. [etym. ?], a thickness of

the air ; light mist or smoke.
i a., ha'zy, dim with mist. n.,

haziness.
ha'zel, n. [A.S.], a tree or shrub

1 which bears nuts ; a., of a
light-brown colour like the hazel.

n., ha'zel-nut.
he, jpron. [A.S.], the male person

: mentioned ; obj. him, poss. his ;

pi. they, obj. them, poss. their,
head (Tied), n. [A.S. heafod], the

part of the body that contains
the brain, mouth, etc. ; the
uppermost or chief part of any-
thing ; the beginning of a
stream ; the chief place or per-
son ; a division of a subject ;

highest point ; power of mind ;

a., most important ; chief ;

v., to be at the head of ; to go
in front ; to be chief ; to check.

ns., head'ache, a pain or
ache in the head ; head'-dress
and head'-gear, a dress for the
head ; heading, that which is

printed at the head of a page,
etc. ; headland, a point of
land running out into the sea ;

unploughed land at the end of
a field. adv., headlong, with
head foremost ; without think-
ing ; very swiftly ; as., thought-
less ; steep ; head'most, far-
thest up ; first in line. ns.,
head'-piece, head ; armour for
the head ; head quar'ters, the
place where the commander
lives ; the place from which
orders are sent out : head 'ship,
chief place ; authority ; heads' -

man, a man who cuts off heads ;

head'stall, the part of a bridle
round a horse's head ; heati'-
Btone, the chief stone in a bund-
ing ; a stone at the head of a

grave. a., head'strong, strong
in the head ; determined to
have one's own way. ns.,

head'way, the distance passed
over by a ship ; motion ahead ;

the space between an arch and
the road beneath ; head'-wind,
a wind blowing right against.
a., head'y, hurried on by self-

will or passion ; rash.
heal (hel), v. [A,S. halan (Ml,

WHOLE)], to make or grow well ;

to cure a sore, etc. ; to remove
anything wrong.

health (helth) and healthiness,
ns. [A.S.], state of being whole or
well ; soundness of body or of
mind ; freedom from pain or
sickness. as., health'ful and
heal thy, in a good state of
health ; free from pain or sick-
ness ; tending to keep one well ;

health-giving.
heap (hep), n. [A.S.], a great num-

ber of things thrown together ;

v., to lay a number of things
one upon another.

hear (her), v. [A.S. hyran], to per-
ceive sound ; to know by the
ear ; to attend to a person
speaking ; to be told. 'past and
p.p., heard. n., hearing, the
power of perceiving sound; at-

tention to what is said ; chance
of being listened to ; examina-
tion by a judge.

hear'ken (har'keri), v. [A.S., as
HEAR], to set oneself to hear ;

to attend to what is said.

hear'say (her'sd), n., common talk.
hearse (hers) n. [Fr., from L. hir-

pex, a harrow], a carriage for

conveying a coffln. (Originally
a frame for holding lights at a
funeral service.)

heart (hart), n. [A.S. heorie], the
organ thai1

; drives the blood
through the body ; the chief or
central part ; the seat of life or
of the feelings ; kindly disposi-
tion ; inner meaning ; courage.

a., heart'-brdk'en, crushed
down by grief or sorrow. ns.,

heart'burn, a feeling of heat
or burning in the stomach ;

heart'-burning, a feeling of
dislike : secret enmity, .,
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hear'ten, to give heart to ; to

make strong; to encourage.
a., hearfi'felt, felt at the heart ;

deeply felt. n., heart's'-ease,
thecommon pansy. as., heart'-

rend'ing, rending the heart with

grief ; overpowering with sorrow ;

heartless, without heart ; un-

feeling ; hear'ty, coming from
the heart ; full of life and energy ;

warm ; healthy ; abundant, or

eaten with relish, as a meal ;

giving strength. adv., hear'-

tily, sincerely; warmly. n.,

hear'tiness. sincerity.
hearth (harth), n. [A.S. Jieorth), the

part of the floor on which the
fire is ; the part around the fire ;

home. n., hearth'stone, the
stone in front of the fireplace ;

the fireside.

heat (het), n. [A.S.], that which
causes one to feel warm ; the

power of fire by which it warms
or burns ; the feeling or state

caused by nearness of fire ; the
amount or degree of warmth ;

signs of heat, as redness, etc. ;

one of the turns in a race ; v.,

to make or grow hot ; to excite.

heath (heth), n. [A.S.], a small

plant with purple or white flow-
ers growing on waste ground ; a
piece of open ground covered
with heath. a., hea'thy, cov-
ered with heath. n., heath'er
(fteth'er), the heath plant.

hea then (Jie'then), n. [A.S., a
dweller on the HEATH], a wor-
shipper of false gods (because
the people of the country were
longer in turning to Christianity
than those in the cities) ; a.,

irreligious ; godless. a., hea'-
thenish. ns., hea'thendom,
the heathen parts of the earth ;

hea'thenism, the worship of
false gods.

heave, v. [A.S. tebban, to lift], to
raise by force ; to rise or to be
raised upward ; to make an
effort ; to throw or cast ; to
rise or fall, as the breast or the
sea; to swell up. past and
p.p., heaved or hove.

heav'en (hev'en), n. [A.S. heofvn],
the sky or arch where the stars

appear to be ; the upper air or
regions over our heads ; the place
where God dweUs ; any place of

great comfort or enjoyment.
a., heav'enly, like heaven ;

fitted to dwell in heaven ; pure ;

adv., in a heavenly manner.
adv., heav'enward.

heav'y (hev'i), a. [A.S. hefia], hard
to HEAVE or lift ; having great
weight ; not easy to bear ; sor-

rowful ; slow in motion ; strong,
as force ; dark with clouds ; cost-

ing much ; steep, as a slope.
He'brew (he'broo), n. [Fr., from

Gk. Hebraios, from Heb. 'ibri},

an Israelite or Jew ; the lan-

guage of the Jews. a. ,Hebraic,
belonging to the Hebrews. n.,

He'braism, a Hebrew custom
or idiom.

hec'atomb (hek'dtom), n. [Gk.
hecaton, one hundred ; bous, an
ox], a sacrifice of one hundred
oxen ; a large number of vic-

tims.

heckle, v. [see HACKLE], to worry
a speaker with awkward ques-
tions.

hec'tie, a. [Fr., from Gk. hektikos,
habitual (echein, to have)], re-

lating to a customary state of

body ; caused by consumptive
fever.

hec'tor, n. [Gk. Hektor, the Tro-

jan], one who brags or annoys ;

v., to brag ; to bully.

hedge (hej), n. [A.S. hecg, akin to
HAW (1)], a fence of shrubs or
thorns ; anything that sur-

rounds and protects ; v., to
surround with a hedge ; to stop
a road ; to prevent escape.
ns., hedge'hog, a small animal
like a hog covered with sharp
bristles ; hedg'er, one who
trims hedges; hedge'pow,thorns
or shrubs forming a hedge or

fence; hedge'-sparrow, a little

bird that lives in hedges.
, v. [A.S. lildan, to take care],

to take care of ; to listen to ; to

pay attention ; n., attention ;

notice. as., heed'ful, full of

heed or care ; taking thought ;

heedless, taking no thought;
careless. n., heed lessness.
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heel (1), n. [A.S.], the back part

of the foot ; the whole foot ;

the part of a shoe, etc., covering
the heel ; ., to use the heel ;

to put on a heel.

heel (2), v. [A.S. hyldan, to bend,
to slope], to lean to one side, as
a ship.

Heglra (hej'ira), n. [Arab.], the
flight of Mohammed from Mecca,
A.D. 622.

heifer (hefer), n. [A.S. hectJifore, a
high (full-grown) ox or cow], a
young cow.

height (hit), n. [A.S., from root of

HIGH], state of being high ; dis-

tance above ground ; a small
hill ; greatness of rank or power ;

a high place ; the highest point.
v., heigh'ten, to make high

or higher ; to increase force.

heilig-, geog. root [Ger.], holy (as
in Heiligenstadt, holy town).

hei'nous (ha'nUs), a. [Fr., from
haine, hate], more than usually
wicked ; giving great offence.

n., hei'nousness.
heir (dr), n. [Fr., from L. hires, an

heir], one who has the right to
the property of another after
his death ; /., heir'ess. ns.,

heir-appa'rent, the person who
is sure to succeed if he live till

the death of the present owner ;

heir'-loom, a piece of furni-

ture, etc., that has been long in
a family.

heliograph, n. [Gk. helios, the
sun ; -GRAPH], a picture taken
by the sun's rays ; an instru-
ment for taking such pictures ;

a means of flashing signals.
n., heliog'raphy.

heliom'eter, n. [-METER], an in-

strument for measuring the dia-
meter oi the sun.

helioscope, n. [-SCOPE], an instru-
ment for looking at the sun
without hurting the eyes.

heliotrope, n. [Gk. tropos, a turn-
ing], a plant whose flowers are
said to turn round with the sun.

helix, n. [Gk.], a coil, a spiral ;

a wire, etc. ; twisted like the
thread of a screw ; a kind of
snail or its shell ; the outer ear ;

(pi.) helices. a., helical.

hell, n. [A.S., akin to helan, to
hide], the hidden or unseen place ;

the abode of the dead ; the
place of punishment ; the dwell-

ing-place of evil spirits. a.,

hellish, like hell ; very wicked.
hellebore (hel'ebor), n. [Gk.], a

poisonous plant, used in medi-
cine.

Helle'nlc, a. [Gk. Hellenes, the
Greeks], belonging to the Greeks.

ns., Hellenism, something
resembling the manners or lan-

guage of the Greeks ; Hellenist,
one learned in the language of

the Greeks ; a Greek Jew. .,

Hellenis'tic, Greek mixed with
forms of Hebrew.

helm (1), n. [A.S., a handle], the
means by which a ship is steered.

helm (2) and hel'met, n. [A.S.

helan}, a covering for the head
in fighting.

hel'ot, n. [Gk. Heilotes], a Spartan
slave.

help, v. [A.S.], to assist a person
to do anything ; to give what
one is in need of ; to make
better ; to keep off ; n., that
which enables a person to do a
thing ; one who helps. as.,

help'ful, giving help ; helpless,
without or beyond help ; unable
to help oneself. n., help'mate
or help'meet, one who helps.

helve, n. [A.S. hielf, same root as

HALTER], a handle ; v., to put
on a handle.

Helvetic, a. [L. Helvetia], belong-
ing to Switzerland.

hem, n. [A.S.], the edge of a piece
of cloth folded over and sewed ;

r., to fold over and sew the
edge ; to shut in. pres. p., hem-
ming ; p.p., hemmed.

hemisphere, n. [Fr., from Gk.
hemisphaira (hemi-, half; sphaira,
a SPHERE)], a hah* globe ; half of
the earth. as., hemispheric
and hemispherical.

hemistich (hem'istik), n. [Gk.
hemi-, half ; stichos, a row], a half
or incomplete line in poetry.

hemlock, n. [A.S.], a poisonous
plant with finely-cut leaves and
small white flowers.

hem'orrhage* See HAEMORRHAGE.
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hemp, n. [A.S. henep], a plant the

fibres of which are made into

coarse cloth and ropes. a.,

hem'pen.
hen, 7i. [A.S.], the female barn-

door fowl ; any female bird.

ns., hen'bane [see BANE], a
poisonous plant ; hen'-coop
(see COOP), a coop or cage for

hens or other domestic fowls.

a., hen'-peeked (hen'pekt), a
man ruled by his wife.

hence (hens), adv. [A.S. heonori],

from this place or time ; for

this reason.
hencefdrth and hencefop'wapd,

advs., from this time forth.

heneh'man, n. [A.S. hengest, a
horse ; MAN], a groom ; a fol-

lower ; an attendant.
hendec agon, n. [Gk. hendeka,

eleven ; gonia, an angle], a plane
figure having eleven sides and
eleven angles.

hepatic, a. [Gk. hepatikos (hepar,
atos, the liver)], pertaining to
the liver.

hep'tagon, n. [Gk. hepta, seven ;

gonia, an angle], a plane figure
with seven sides and seven
angles.

hep'tarchy (hep'tdrki), n. [Gk.
hepta, seven ; archia, govern-
ment], government by seven
kings ; the state of England in
the time of the early Saxons.

her, pron. [A.S. hire], possessive,
dative, and objective cases of
SHE. n., hers.

her'ald, n. [O.Fr. heralt, prob.
from Tent.], an officer who car-
ried messages of war and peace ;

one who kept the roll of the
nobles, their families, rank,
badges, etc. ; a person who
makes public proclamations ;

t/-., to make known by a herald ;

to announce beforehand. a.,

heral'dic, belonging to a herald.
7i., hep'aldry, the art or office

of a herald.
herb (herb), n. [Fr., from L. herba],
any plant with a soft stalk that
dies down every year ; green
food for cattle, etc. a., herba'-
ceous. n., her'bage, grass ;

green food for cattle, etc. a.,
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hep'bal, belonging to herbs ;

n., a book describing the names
and nature of medicinal plants ;

a collection of plants dried and
arranged ; also herbarium.
n., her'balist, one skilled in

plants. a., herbiv'opous, liv-

ing on herbs.

Hercu/lean, a., requiring the
strength of Hercules ; very diffi-

cult ; having very great strength.
herd, n. [A.S.], a number of beasts

together ; one who watches over
cattle, etc. ; the low or common
people ; v., to keep company
together ; to watch, as a herds-
man. n., herds'man or herd'-
man, a shepherd.

here, adv. [A.S.], in this place ; to
this place ; at this point. advs.,

hereafter, after this time;
hereby', by this means ; close
at hand ; heretofore', in time
past ; hereupon', arising from
this : herewith', along with this.

hereditary, a. [L. hereditarius

(heres, an HEIR)], passing from
a person to his heir.

heredity, n. [L. hereditas], the

passing of qualities from parents
to their children ; the qualities
so passed.

hep'esy, n. [Fr., from Gk. hairesis,
a choice], the holding of an
opinion different from the ma-
jority ; a belief tending to cause
division ; a mischievous error.

n., hep'etic. a., heretical.
her lot, n. [A.S.], a duty paid to a
landowner on the death of a
tenant.

heritable, a., passing to a person's
heir.

heritage (her'itaj), n. [Fr.], that
which is inherited; (Bible) the
people of God.

heritor, n. [late L. Mritator, an
inheritor], a landholder in a
parish in Scotland.

hermaph podite, n. [Gk. Hermes,
Mercury ; Aphrodite, Venus], an
animal or plant uniting in itself

the qualities of both sexes.
hermetic and hermet'ical, as.

[Low L hermeticus, from Hermes
Trismcriistvs, an Egyptian god],
belonging to alchemy ; closed
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so tight that no air can get out
or in. adv., hermetically
(sealed . or closed) by melting
part of a tube.

hep'mit, n. [Fr., from Gk. eremites

(eremos, solitary)], one who lives

alone ; n., hep'mitage, the
place where a hermit dwells ; a
lonely dwelling.

hep'nia, n. [L.], a rupture.
he'ro, n. [ Gk. herds, a hero], a great
and brave man ; the chief per-
son in a story ; /., hep'oine.
as., heroic and hSrolcal, like

a hero ; describing a hero, as
verse. n., her'oism.

hep'on or hern, n. [Fr., from a Ger.

root], a wading-bird with long
legs, a long neck, and a scream-
ing voice.

hep'ping, n. [A.S.], a sea fish that
moves about in large bodies or
shoals.

hesitate (hez'itat), v. [L. hcesitatus

(hcerere, to stick)], to be at a loss ;

to stammer in speaking ; to be
in doubt. n., hesitancy and
hesitation, a stammering in

speech.
Hes'perus, n. [Gk. hesperos], the

evening star. a., Hesperian,
belonging to Hesperus ; in the
west ; western.

het'erodox, a. [Gk. heteros, other ;

doxa, opinion], of a different

opinion ; differing from the
established belief (opposed to

ORTHODOX). n., het'erodoxy.
hetepoge'neous, a. [Gk. heteros,

other ; genos, a kind], differing
in kind ; made up of different
kinds (opposed to HOMOGENEOUS).

hew (hfi), v. [A.S.], to cut or chop
with a sharp instrument ; to cut
in pieces.

hex'agon, n. [Gk. hex, six ; gonia,
an angle], a plane figure with six

sides and six angles.
hexam'eter, n. [Gk. hex, six ;

metron, METRE], a line of poetry
made up of six feet.

hey'-day (1) (hd'-da) [E.], int., an
exclamation of joy or wonder.

hey'-day (2) (ha'-dd), n. [HIGH
DAY ?], the time of high spirits
or vigour.

hia'tus, n. [L. hiatus (hlare, to

yawn)], a gap or opening ; a
break in a piece of writing ; two
vowels coming together in dif-

ferent syllables or words.
hibep'nal, a. [L. hibemdlis (hiems,

winter)], belonging to winter.

v., hibep'nate, to pass the
winter (in sleep).

Hibep'nian, a. [L. Hibernia, from
O.Ger. root of Erin], pertaining
to Ireland.

hic'cup, n., a kind of cough caused
by irritation of the stomach.

hiek'opy, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], an
American wood of great tough-

hide (1), v. [A.S. hQdan], to keep
or put out of sight ; to keep
(oneself) out of sight. pres. p.,

hiding; p.p., hid or hidden;
past, hid. n., hiding, a place
of concealment.

hide (2), n. [A.S.], a piece of land
varying from 60 or 80 to 120
acres.

hide (3), n. [A.S. hyd, skin], the
skin of an animal ; v., to flog
or whip. a., hido'-bound, hav-
ing the skin or bark so tight that
growth is stopped.

hid'eous, a. [Fr.], ugly ; frightful.
hie (hi), v. [A.S. hlgian], to go

quickly ; to hasten. &res. p.,

hieing; p.p., hied.
hierarchy (hl'erarkl), n. [Gk. hie-

ros, holy ; archia, government],
government in sacred things ; a
body of Church officers of differ-

ent ranks. a., hierarchical,
belonging to or consisting of a
hierarchy.

hiepatlc, a. [Gk. hieros, holy],
used by priests ; -n., a sacred
writing used in ancient Egypt.

hi'eroglyph and hieroglyphic,
ns. [Gk. hieros, holy; glyphein,
to carve], the figures or pictures
which the ancient Egyptian
priests used instead of letters of
the alphabet.

hierogpaphlc, a. [Gk. hitros,

holy ; -GRAPHIC], belonging to
sacred writing.

hig'gle, v. [form of HAGGLE], to
make a fuss over buying or

selling ; to be slow in making a
bargain.
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high (hi), a. [A.S. heah], lifted up ;

far above the ground ;
far up in

rank or character ; great in

price, difficulty, or degree ;

loud ; strong ; violent ; adv.,

In or to a high place or degree ;

in a high manner ; strongly.

as., high'-bora and high'-bred,
of high or noble family. n.,

High Church, the ritualistic

party in the Church of England.
as., high-flown (-flon), raised

to a high degree or pitch ; over-

done; high-han'ded, overbear-

ing. ns., highlands, a high or

mountainous country ; high'-
lander, one who lives in a high
or mountainous country. a.,

high'-min'ded, having a high
or proud mind ; unable to do
unworthy actions ; taken up
with high thoughts. ns., high'-
ness, distance above ground ;

a title of rank ; high pres'sure,
a force or pressure much greater
than that of the air. a., high'-
prin'cipled, acting according
to high or worthy rules. ns.,

high' -priest, a chief priest ;

highroad and high'way, public
road. as., high'-souled, hav-
ing a high or noble soul ; gen-
erous ; high'-spirited, bold,
daring ; quick-tempered. ns.,

high wa'ter, the highest point
to which the tide rises ; the time
at which the tide is highest ;

high'wayman, a man who robs
on the public road.

high-, geog. root IGer. hoch-,
hohe-, hohen-, Du. hoog-],
high (as in Highgate, high road ;

Hochbera, high mountain ; Ho-
henzollern, the high place of the
Zwolf family).

hilarity, n. [Fr., from L. hilaritas

(hil&ris, cheerful)], joy shown
in action or manner ; gaiety ;

mirth. a., hilarious, full of
mirth.

hill, n. [A.S.], a raised mass of
land. a., hill'y, having many
hills. n., hill'ock, a small hill.

hilt, n. [A.S.], the handle of a
sword.

him, pron., objective of HE.
bind (1), n. [A.S.], a female deer.

hind (2), n. [A.S. hina (gen. pi.)],

a servant on a farm ; a country-
man.

hind (3) or hin'der, a. [A.S. him-

dan], at the back ; belonging to
the back. sup., hind'most or
hind'ermost. v., hin'der, to

keep behind ; to prevent from
starting ; to stop on the way.
n., hin'drance,that which stops.

Hin'du (hin'doo or -doo'), n., a
native of Hindustan or India.

n., Hin'duism, a religion of

India. n., Hindusta'ni, an
Indian language.

hinge (hinj), n. [E., from same
root as HANG], the joint on which
a door hangs and turns ; v., to

put hinges on ; to turn as on a
hinge.

hint, n. [A.S. hentan, to seize ?], a
sign given or taken ; a mere
mention ; v., to bring to mind
in an indirect way.

hip (1), n. [A.S.I, the fleshy upper
part of the thigh.

hip (2), n. [A.S.], the fruit of the
dog-rose.

hip'podrome, n. [Gk. hippos, a
horse; dromos, a course], a
race-course.

hippopot'amus, n. [Gk. hippos, a
horse ; potdmos, a river], a large
animal found in and near the
rivers of Africa ; a river-horse.

hire, n. [A.S.], payment for work
done or for the use of anything.

v., to engage for payment ; to

get the use of a thing for pay-
ment. n., hireling, one who
works for hire.

hire-purchase, n., system by
which the purchaser obtains thet

use of goods and pays for thenat

by instalments.
hirsute' (htrsUf or htr'sttt), a. [L.

hirsttttts], shaggy ; hairy.
his, pron. and a. [A.S. (see HE)],

of or belonging to him.

his'pid, a. [L. hispldus], rough
with strong hairs or bristles.

hiss, v. [imit.], to make a sound!
like that of the letter s ; to

show displeasure by hissing ;

n., a sound like that of s.

histol'ogy (histol'oii), n, [Gk. /ns-

tos, a webi -LOOT], the science
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dealing with the texture or fibres

of the bodies of plants and
animals.

his'tory, n. [Qk. histdria, infor-

mation], an account of what has

happened ; a description of facts

and events. as., historic and
historical, having to do with
history. n., historian, one who
writes history.

histrionic and histrionleal, as.

[L. histrio, an actor], belonging
to the stage ; like an actor in

manner.
hit, v. [Scand.], to touch or strike ;

to come by chance upon ; not
to miss ; to agree with ; ?u, a
stroke ; a lucky chance ; a
clever saying. pres. p., hit-

ting; p.p., hit ; past, hit.

hitch, v. [etym. ?], to hook or fas-

ten on ; to make fast ; to move
by Jerks ; n., anything that
holds or catches ; a sudden
stop ; an impediment.

hithe, geog. root [A.S.], wharf,
landing-place ; haven (as in

Hythe ; Lambeth, loam hythe ;

Rotherhifhe, sailors' haven).
hith'er, adv. [A.S.], to this place ;

a., next the speaker ; nearer.

a., hith'ermost, nearest on
this side. advs., hith'erto, up
to this time or place ; until

now ; hith'erward, toward
this place ; in this direction.

hive, n. [A.S. hyf], a house for bees ;

a swarm of bees ; any place full

of busy people ; v., to bring
together into a hive ; to lay up
in store ; to live close together.

ho, geog. root [Chinese], a river
or canal (as in Hoangho, yellow
river ; Yuho, royal canal).

hoar and hoar'y, as. [A.S.], white ;

white with frost or age ; mouldy.
n., hoar'-frost, white frost ;

frozen dew.
hoard, n. [A.S.], a stock laid up ;

a hidden supply ; v., to lay by
in secret.

hoar'ding, n. [Fr. or Du. horde,
from same root as HURDLE], a
fence or screen of boards.

hoarse, a. [A.S. Ms], having a
rough voice ; husky. n.,
hoarse'ness.

hoax, n. [corrupted from HOCUS],
a trick for fun or mischief ;

v., to cheat or play a trick upon.
hob, n. [HUB (Skeat)], the raised

sides of a grate.
hob'ble, v. [E.], to walk with a

limp ; to fasten a horse by
tying its legs ; n., an unsteady
walk.

hob'by and hob'by-horse, ns.

[Fr. hobin, perhaps from ROBIN],
a toy horse ; a favourite sub-
ject or pursuit.

hob'goblin, n. [E. hob, Rob, or

Robin, GOBUN],a fearsome sight ;

a mischievous spirit.

hob'nail,?i. [HOB, NAIL], a nail with
a thick head, used for horse-
shoes and heavy boots ; a
clownish person.

hob'-nob, adv. [formerly hab nab
(A.S. habban, to have ; nabban,
not to have)], take or leave (an
invitation to drink) ; v., to
drink together ; to be boon
companions, pres. p., hob-
nobbing ; p.p., hobnobbed.

hock (1). See HOUGH.
hock (2), n., a white Rhine wine

(first made at Hochheim).
hock'ey, n. [etym. ?], a game

played with a hooked stick.

ho'cus, v. [mock L. hocus-pocus],
to cheat. pres. p., hoeussing ;

p.p., hocussed.
hod, n. [Fr., from Ger.], a box

with a handle sticking down-
wards for carrying bricks or
mortar on the shoulder.

bodge'-podge. See HOTCHPOT.
hoe (ho), n. [Fr., from Ger., same

root as HEW], an instrument for

cutting up weeds ; v., to clean
with a hoe. ^pres. p., hoeing;
p.p., hoed.

hof-, geog. root [Ger.], court (as in

Hofheim, residence of the court).

hog, n. [etym. ?], an animal of the
pig kind ; a young undipped
sheep.

Hogmanay", n. [etym. ?], Scots
term for the last day of the year.

hogs'head, n. [HOG, HEAD ?], a
cask containing 52 imperial
gallons, or 63 of the old wine
measure.

hoist, v. [Du. ? p.p. of hoise, to
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lift], to raise or lift up ; to pull

up by a rope or tackle ; -n., a
means of lifting heavy bodies.

hold (1), v. [A.S.], to keep in the

hand ; to contain ; not to let

go ; to be of opinion ; to keep
in check ; (on) to continue to

do ; to last ; to stick or be true

(to) ; to have by right ; to cele-

brate ; n., a grip with the
hand ; power or claim to keep ;

a place of confinement ; a
castle or fortress ; a mark in

music to continue the note so

marked. yast, hold ; p.p., held
or holden. ns., hold'fast, that
which holds fast or firm ; a long
nail ; a clasp ; hol'ding, some-
thing held from another, as a
farm.

hold (2), n. [A.S. hoi, HOLE], the
hollow or lower part of a ship
where the goods are stored.

hole, n. [A.S.], a place dug out ;

an opening in or through ; v.,

to make a hole in ; to put or go
into a hole.

holiday and holiness. See
HOLY.

holland, n., a kind of linen used
for window-blinds, first made
in Holland ; (pi.) a name for gin
made in Holland.

hollow (-Id), a. [A.S., akin to
HOLE], having the inside empty ;

not solid ; sunken ; not to be
trusted ; n-., a hole or empty
place ; a channel or groove ;

., to make a hole in ; to dig
out. a., hollow-heart'ed, of
an untrue nature. n., hollow-
ness, state of being hollow ;

want of sincerity.
holly, n. [A.S.], an evergreen tree,

with shining prickly leaves.

hollyhock, n. [M.E. holi, HOLY ;

A.S. hoc, mallow], a tall garden
plant of the mallow family with
showy flowers.

holm (horn), n. [A.S.], an island in
a river ; flat land near a river.

-holm, geog. root (as in Denholm,
the meadow in the dale ; Stock-
holm, island made with stakes
or piles).

holm' -oak (hdm'-oak), n. [E., same
root as HOLLY], the evergreen oak.

hoi'ocaust, n. [6k. hdlos, all;
kaustos, burnt], a whole burnt-
offering ; a great loss of life.

hol'ogpaph, n. [Gk. hdlos, all ;

-GRAPH], something wholly writ-
ten by the person whose name it

bears.

hdl'step, n. [akin to A.S. helan, to

cover], a case of leather in front
of the saddle for holding a horse-
man's pistol.

hdlt, n. [A.S.], a wood, a copse ; a

place of safety for animals.

-liolt, geog. root (as in Aldershot,
alder-tree wood ; Cherryholt,
cherry-tree wood).

holy, a. [A.S. hdlig], whole or per-
fect in goodness ; pure in heart ;

free from sin ; sacred. n., hoi'-

iday, formerly ho'ly-day, a
day set apart for worship ; a day
on which no work is done ; a.,

pertaining to a holiday ; joyous ;

gay. 7t., holiness, state of

being holy ; purity of heart and
life; likeness to God; a title

of the Pope. ns., holy or'ders,
right to act as a minister or

clergyman ; holy rood, the
cross placed over the entrance
to the chancel in Roman Catho-
lic churches ; Holy Writ, the

holy writings or Holy Scripture.

hom'age (hom'dj), n. [Fr., from
late L. homaticum, man-service
(homo, man)], promise by a vas-

sal to do service to his lord;
submission or respect ; worship.

home, n. [A.S. Mm], one's own
house or country ; a place of

rest or safety ; a., belonging to

home ; adv., at home ; to one's

home ; to the full length. n. pl.t

Home Counties, Middlesex,
Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent, Sur-

rey. ?i., Home Department,
branch of government dealing
with the internal affairs of Eng-
land and Wales. as., homing,
having a tendency to go home;
homely, like home ; plain
in appearance. ns.,

liness, fondness for

plainness of appearance
Office, headquarters
Home Department ;

Rule, government of

home'-
home;

; Home
of the
Home

a coun-
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try by its own people; Homo
Secretary, minister of Crown
presiding over the Home De-
partment. as., home' -sick,
sick at being away from home ;

longing for home ; home'-spun,
spun or made at home ; rough
in manner ; n., cloth made
at home. ns., home'stall and
home'stead, a farmhouse and
its buildings. adv., homeward
or -wards, on the road home.
a., home'ward-bound, on the

way home.
Homeric, a. [Homer, the Greek

poet], pertaining to Homer ;

like Homer.
homicide, n. [L. homo, a man;

-CIDE], the killing of a man ;

one who kills another. a.,

homiei'dal, inclining to homi-
cide.

i homily, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
homilia, a living together], a
plain sermon ; serious talk or
advice. n., hornHist, one who
uses homilies.

hominy, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], maize
crushed and boiled in water for
food.

homoeop'athy (homeop'dthi), n.

[Gk. homoios, like ; pathos, suffer-

ing], a method of curing diseases

by small doses of the drugs
which would cause similar symp-
toms in a healthy person. a.,

homoeopathle .

homoge'neous and homogeneal,
as. [Gk. hdmos, same ; g8nos,
kind], made up of parts like or
similar to each other in kind
(Opposed to HETEROGENEOUS).

hompl'ogous, a. [Gk. homdldgos,
saying the same (hdmos, legein)],
described in the same way ; serv-

ing a similar purpose. v., ho-

mpl'ogate, to say the same
thing ; to agree ; to approve.
n., hom'plogue (hom'olog), one
of the things said to be homol-
ogous, as the hand of a man
and the fin of a fish.

hom'onym, n. [Gk. hdmos, same ;

dnyma, a name], a word having
the same sound as another but
a different meaning. a., ho-
mon'ymous.

hone, n. [A.S. han}, a stone for

sharpening cutting tools ; v.,
to sharpen.

hon'est (on'esf), a. [L. honestus,
honourable], doing what is

right ; giving to every one his
own ; speaking truth. n., hon'-
esty, Tightness ; fair and open
dealing.

hon'ey (htin'i), n. [A.S. hunig], a
sweet juice gathered by bees ;

anything very sweet. n., hon'-
eyeomb, a network of cells of

wax, in which bees store their

honey ; anything like this in
form. as., hon'eycombed,
formed like a honeycomb ;

pierced in all directions : eaten
through by worms ; hon'eyed,
.covered with honey ; sweet.
ns., hon'eymoon, the first

moon or month after marriage ;

hon'eysuckle, a sweet-scented
climbing plant ; woodbine.

hon'our (on'or), n. [L. honor], that
quality in a person which makes
others think highly of him ; the
regard shown to a great and
good man ; a title of rank ; a
fine feeling of what is right and
true ; distinction at college, etc. ;

v., to think highly of ; to
raise to high rank or notice. a.,

hon'orary, marking honour ;

without payment. n., hono-
rarium, a fee paid for services
for which a price has not been
fixed. a., hon'ourable, worthy
of honour ; causing or bringing
honour ; high-minded ; n., a
title of distinction.

hood, n. [A.S. hod], a covering for
the head ; anything like a hood ;

the badge of a college degree ;

v., to cover with a hood ; to
blind.

^y.,
hood'wink, to blind ;

to deceive by showing the wrong
thing.

-hood or -head, suff. [A.S. -had],
state, condition (as in CHILD-
HOOD, MANHOOD, MAIDENHEAD).

hoof, n. [A.S.], the horny substance
on the feet of some animals.

hook, n. [A.S.], a bent piece of

metal, etc., for catching and
holding ; a curved tool for cut-

ting corn ; bent piece of metal
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with a barb for catching fish.

., to catch or fasten with a
hook ; to be curved. a. and
p.p., hooked (hukt), curved ;

bent; caught with a hook;
fastened.

hook'ah, n. [Arab.], a pipe for

smoking, in which the smoke is

passed through water to cool it.

hoop (1), n. [A.S.], a thin band of

wood or metal, esp. for holding
the staves of casks and tubs

together ; a ring ; ., to put a
hoop round ; to clasp.

hoop (2). See WHOOP.
hoo'poe (hoo'poo), n., a bird with
a large crest.

hoot, v. [imit. ?], to shout in con-
tempt ; to drive out with shouts ;

to cry like an owl ; ns., the cry
of an owl ; hoofer, a steam -

whistle ; motor horn.

hop (1), v. [A.S.J, to leap on one
foot ; to move about very light-
ly ; n., a leap on one foot ; a
dance. pres. p. hopping ; p.p.,
hopped. n., hop'per, a wooden
box for shaking the corn down
upon the grinding-stones (so
called from its hopping motion).

hop (2), n. [Du.], a climbing-plant,
the flowers of which are used in

brewing.
hope, n. [A.S.], a looking out for

something good ; a belief or

feeling that what we wish for
will come ; that which gives
ground for hoping ; the thing
hoped for ; v., to wish and look
out for something good ; to feel

that what we wish for will come.
as., hope'ful, full of or giving

ground for hope; hopeless,
without hope.

horde, n. [Fr., from Turk, ordtt,
camp], a wandering band ; v.,
to crowd together.

hore hound, n. [A.S.], a plant of
a whitish appearance with a
bitter taste, used in medicine.

hori'zon, n. [Gk. horizSn, bound-
ing (h&ros, a boundary)], the line
or circle where earth and sky
seem to meet. a., horizontal,
belonging to or near the hori-
zon ; level with the horizon.

horn, n. [A.S.]. the hard pointed

growth on the heads of some
animals ; anything like a horn ;

a trumpet or drinking-cup made
of horn ; one of the ends of a
curve. ns., horn'-book, a first

book for children, which con-
sisted of a single leaf covered with
thin horn to keep it clean; horn'-
pipe, a wooden pipe with a
horn at each end used as a musi-
cal instrument ; a lively kind of
dance ; an air for dancing to.

a., hor'ny, made of horn.

-horn, geog. root, a peak or projec-
tion (as in Schreckhom, the peak
of terror ; Horncastle, the castle
on the promontory).

hor'net, n. [A.S.], a fierce kind of

wasp.
hop ologe (hor'dlaj), n. [Gk. horo-

logion, a sun-dial], an instrument
for telling the hours ; a clock.

n., horol'ogy, the science of

sun-dials, clocks, etc.

horoscope, n. [Gk. Tiorosk&pos,
watching the hour], an obser-
vation of the stars at the mo-
ment of a person's birth, by
which his future life is foretold.

horrific, a. [L. Jiorrificus], causing
horror; frightful. v., hor'rify,
to cause a feeling of dread or
terror to.

hor'ror, n. [O.Fr., from L. terror],
a feeling as if one's hair were
standing on end ; a strong fear

causing one to shiver ; that
|

which causes horror. as., hop'-
rible, fearful to look at or think I

of ; nor rid, rough ; very dis-

gusting.
horse (ftors), n. [A.S.], a

well-]known animal used for carrying I

loads or drawing wagons, etc. ;

soldiers on horseback ; a frame
\

for drying clothes on ; v., to

supply with a horse ; to mount I

a horse. ns., horse'-break'er
and horse'-t&m'er, one who
trains horses to work ; horse'-

j

chest'nut [see CHESTNTUT], a tree

with large, spreading, deeply-
divided leaves ; the fruit of this!

tree, once used to feed horses ;

Horse Guards, horse soldiers

who supply a guard for the
the commander-in-
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man, a man on horseback:
hopse'manship, the art of

riding and training horses ;

horse'-pow'ep, the amount a
horse can draw ; the power of

lifting 33,000 lb. one foot high
in a minute ; the force of an
engine measured by this unit ;

horse' -tail, a plant supposed
to be like a horse's tail.

hop tative and hop'tatopy, as. [L.

hortarl, to EXHORT], giving ad-
vice or encouragement.

hor'ticulture, n. [L. hortus, a gar-
den], the art of keeping and
dressing a garden. a., horti-
cul'tupal. n., horticulturist,
a gardener.

Hosanna (hdzan'a), n. [Heb.], a
song of praise ; int., praise to
God.

hose (hdz), n. [A.S.], a covering for
the legs or feet ; a long flex-

ible waterpipe; (pi.) hose. ns.,

ho'siep, one who deals in articles

made of wool ; ho'siepy, the
articles in a hosier's shop.

hos'pice (hos'pis), n. [Fr., from
L. hospitium (hospes, a guest)],
a place of entertainment

-,
a

monastery used for entertaining
travellers.

bos pitable, a. [Fr., from late L.

hospitare (hospes, a guest)], show-
ing kindness to strangers.

hos'pital, n. [Fr., from L. hos-

pitalia], a house for the treat-

ment of sick persons ; a home
for the poor and helpless.

hospitality, n., kindness to
strangers.

Hos'pitaller, n., one who takes
care of the sick in a hospital ;

one of the Knights of St. John,
who built a hospital at Jerusalem
for pilgrims.

host (1), n. [Fr., from L. hospes, a
host or guest], one who receives

guests into his house ; /., hos'-
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hdst (2), n. [O.Fr., from L.
a stranger, an enemy], a band
ready for war ; a very large
number. a., hostile, belonging
to an enemy; showing the feel-

ings of an enemy. n., hostility,

state of being an enemy; the
action of an enemy; (pi.) acts
of warfare.

H6st (3), n. [L. hostia, a victim], the
bread or waier in the Roman
Catholic sacrament of the Mass,
after and sometimes before con-
secration by the priest.

hos'tage (hos'tdj), n. [Fr., from
late L. obsidatus (L. obses, a hos
tage)], a person left as a pledge
that engagements will be per-
formed.

hos'tel and hos'telpy, ns. [Fr.,
from L. hospitalia; HOSPITAL],
an inn.

hos'tler. See OSTLER.
hot, a. [A.S.], having heat ; of a

sharp taste ; easily made angry.
hot -blood ed (-blud'ed), a., hav-

ing hot blood ; easily excited ;

high'Spirited.
hotch'pot or hotch'potch, n. [Fr.,
from Teut.], a mixture of differ-

ent things cooked in the same
pot ; broth.

hotel', n., an inn of a better kind ;

(in France) a palace or town
mansion.

hot'-head'ed
(-hedged), a., hot in

the head ; having warm pas-
sions.

hot' -house, n., a glass-house kept
warm for rearing tender plants.

hough or hock, n. [A .8. hoh, the
heel], the joint on the hind-leg
of an animal between the KI,.

and the fetlock ; the back of the
knee-joint in man ; v. t to cut
the tendons of the knee.

hound, n. [A.S.], a dog for hunt-
ing ; u., to set on to chase ;

to incite.

hour (our), n. [Fr., from L. h&ra],
a space of time of 60 minutes ;

the time fixed for anything ;

the time of day. a., hourly,
happening every hour. n.,

hour'glass, a glass for measur-
ing the space of an hour by
means of falling sand.

house (hous), n. [A.S. hUs], a build-

ing with a roof, for dwelling in ;

a family ; a company of mer-
chants ; the members of the
Legislature met for business.

v., house (hous), to put into a
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house ; to provide with shelter.

ns., house'-breaker, one who
breaks into a house to steal ;

house'hold, the members of

a family ; a., belonging to a

house or family. ns., house'-

holder, the owner or master of

a house ; the head of a family ;

house'keeper, a servant who
takes chief care of a household ;

house'keeping.themanagement
of a house ; house' -stew'ard,
a steward or manager of a

house ; house'wife, the female

head of a family ; (huz'if) a case

for needles, thread, etc. ; house-
wifery, housekeeping.

hou'sing (hou'zing), n. [Fr, housse,

a coverlet], an ornamental cov-

ering for a horse ; (pi. ) trappings.
hove. See HEAVE.
hovel (hovl or Mvl), n. [etym. ?],

a small mean house ; v., to put
in a hovel. pres. p., hovelling ;

p.p., hovelled.
hov'er (hov'er or Mm'ir}, v. [etym.?],

to remain in the air almost at
rest ; to fly slowly backward
and forward over a place.

how, adv. [A.S.], in what way ; by
what means ; for what reason.

cory.,howbelt, beitas or how
it may. advs. and conjs., how-
ev'er and howsoev'er, in what-
ever way, degree, or manner ;

at least ; for all that.

how'dah, n. [Arab.], a seat fitted

to an elephant's back.
howitzer, n. [Ger. haubitze, from
Bohemian haufnice, sling], a
short heavy gun for throwing
shells in a high curving flight.

howl, v. [M.E., imit.], to cry aloud
as if in pain ; to make a long,
loud, mournful sound, as animals
sometimes do ; n., a long, loud
cry.

howlet. See OWLET.
hub, n. [see HOB], the middle parfc of
a wheel ; the hilt of a weapon ; a
mark at which quoits are thrown.

hub bub, n. [etym. ?], a confused
sound ol many voices ; uproar ;

disorder.

huck'aback, n. [etym. ?], a coarse
linen cloth with a rough surface,"

for towels, etc.

huck'ster, n. [perhaps from root
of HAWKER], a seller of small
articles ; a mean fellow ; v.,

to bargain.
hud die, v. [E., perhaps from root

of HIDE], to put persons or

things close together ; to put
up in a confused way ; to crowd
together ; n., a crowd ; a state

of disorder.

hue (1) (ha), n. [A.S.], colour ; tint.

hue (2) (ha), n. [Fr., imit.], an out-

cry ; an alarm ; hue and cry,
an alarm.

huff, v. [imit.], to blow upon ; to

bluster ; to treat insolently ;

to take offence ; to remove a
" man " from the draught-
board ; n., a fit of anger or dis-

appointment. as., huffy, huf-
fish.

hug, v. [etym. ?], to clasp in the
arms ; to press to one's bosom ;

to cling or keep close to ; n., a
clasping with the arms. pres. p.,

hugging ; p.p., hugged.
huge (hOj), a. [Fr.], very large.

Hu'guenot (hu'genot), n. [Fr.,

etym. ?], one who in France
took the side of the Reformation.

hulk, n. [A.S. hulc], the body of a
ship unfit for use ; anything
very large or bulky ; (pi.) old

ships used as prisons. a., bur-
king.

hull, n. [A.S. hulu (helan, to coyer)],
the outer covering of gram or

nuts ; the body of a ship ; v.,

to take the outer covering off ;

to pierce the hull.

hum, v. [imit.], to make a low, dull

sound ; to sing in a low voice ;

n., such a sound ; the sound
made by bees on the whig.

pres. p., humming ; p.p.,
hummed.

hu'man, a. [Fr., from L. hUmdnua
(homo, a man)], belonging to
mankind. a., humane', hav-
ing the qualities and feelings ol
a man ; kind and tender. n.,

hu'manism, human learning ;

the highest culture of the human
mind ; devotion to humanity.

humanity, n. [L. humanitas, hu-
man nature], the nature of

man ; feelings of kindness ; the
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human race ; a name for the
study of Latin. a., humani-
tarian, belonging to humanity ;

n., one who denies the divin-

ity of Christ. v., hu'manize,
to make or become kindly in

feeling ; to make gentle.

hum'ble, a. [Fr., from L. humilis,
low], near the ground ; thinking
little of oneself ; born in a low
rank of life ; v., to bring down ;

to degrade. adv., hum'bly.
hum'ble-bee, n. [HUM, BEE], the

humming bee ; a kind of wild
bee.

hum'bug, n. [? hum, a trick ; bug,
a ghost], an alarm without
foundation ; a trick intended to
mislead ; one who misleads ;

v., to impose upon. pres. p.,

humbugging ; p.p., hum-
bugged.

hum'dpum, a. [a doubling of

HUM], giving always the same
sound ; dull.

hu merus, n. [L., the shoulder],
the bone of the upper arm. a.,

hu'moral.
hu'mid, a. [L. humidus, moist],
somewhat wet. ns., humidity
and hu'midness, moisture ;

dampness.
humiliate, v. [L. humilidre, to

HUMBLE], to make humble ; to

bring down in position : to lower
in one's own opinion, or in that
of others. n., humilia'tion, a
bringing down or humiliating ;

the state of being humbled.
humility, n. [Fr., from L. humili-

tas], lowliness ; the state of

being humble ; a feeling of un-
worthiness ; want of pride.

hum'mock, n. [etym. ?], a round-
ed knoll ; a mass of ice.

hu'mour (u'mor), n. [O.Fr., from
L. humor, wetness], water or
fluid in an animal's body ; un-
healthy fluid causing sores ;

temper of mind ; power of say-
ing things so as to cause laugh-
ter; that which causes fun or

laughter ; v., to do as one
wishes ; to soothe; to coax. n.,

hu'morist, one who shows the
funny side of things. as., hu'-
morous, funny ; hu'mour -

some, acting according to the
humour of the moment ; cap-
ricious.

hump, n. [E.], a lump, esp. on the
back.

hump'back or hunch'back, n.,
a back with a hump or hunch ;

a person with a hump on his

back.
hu'mus, n. [L.], earth ; soil ; gar-

den-mould.
Hun, n. [A.S.], one of an ancient

Tatar race who invaded Europe
about A.D. 500, and settled in

Hungary. a., Hunnish, bar-
barous, savage.

hunch, n. [etym. ?], a lump or

hump.
hun'dred, a. and n., ten times

ten ; a division of an English
county formerly containing one
hundred families. as., hun'-
dredfdld, a hundred times as

many ; hun'dredth, coming
last in a number of one hun-
dred ; n., one of a hundred
equal parts. n., hun'dred-
weight, a weight of 112 pounds
avoirdupois, usually written ciut.

hunger (hung'ger), n. [A.S.], desire
for food ; a pain caused by want
of food ; any strong desire ;

v., to be hungry ; to have a
strong desire. a., hun'gry,
feeling the want of food.

hunk, n. [etym. ?], a big lump or
hunch.

hunt, v. [A.S.], to chase wild
animals for food or sport ; to
follow closely ; to seek care-

fully for ; to go hunting ; n.,
a chasing of wild animals.
ns., hun'ter, one who hunts ; a
horse or a dog trained for hunt-
ing ; hunts'man, one who
hunts ; a person employed to
manage a hunt.

hur'dle, n. [A.S.], a frame made
of twisted twigs ; a frame over
which men or horses leap in a
race.

hur'dy-gur'dy, n. [imit. ?], a
musical instrument played by
turning a wheel.

hurl, v. [imit. ?], to throw with
great force ; to move rapidly ;

n., a throw.
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hur'ly-bur'ly, n. [? from HURL or

from Fr. hurler, to yell], tumult ;

uproar.
hurrah' (hura'), int. and n. [unit.],

a shout of joy ; v., to shout
for joy.

aur rieane, n. [Sp., frora W. Ind.],
a terrible storm with very violent

wind.
hur'py, v. [imit.], to move or cause

to move more quickly ; to move
too quickly ; to cause to be done
quickly ; n., a putting into

quick motion ; little time for

what has to be done.

hupst, geog. root [A.S.], a wood
or forest (as in l/yndhurst, lime-

forest).

hurt, v. [Fr. heurter, to run
against], to strike against and
cause pain ; to make less useful
or beautiful ; to wound one's

feelings ; n., a cause of pain.
a., hupfful, causing hurt, loss,
or pain.

hur'tle, v. [frequentative of HURT],
to strike against violently ; to
knock about ; to clash or rattle.

bus band (huz'bdnd), n. [A.S.
HOUSE, bonda, dweller], the
master of a house ; a man who
has a wife ; v., to manage with
care. ns., hus'bandman, a
farmer ; hus'bandry, the work
of a farmer.

hush, v. [imit.], to be still or quiet ;

to put down noise ; int., be
still I silence ! n., stillness.

husk, n. [E., from same root as
HOUSE ?], the outer covering of
fruits and seeds ; v., to strip
off the husk.

hus'ky, a., speaking like one who
has a cold ; having husks ; hav-
ing a rough, thick voice. n.,

hus'kiness, roughness of voice.
hussar' (huzar'), n. [Hun. huszar,
from It. corsaro, CORSAIR], a
light-armed cavalry soldier (orig-
inally a soldier of the national
cavalry of Hungary).

hus'sif. See HOUSEWIFE.
bus'tings, n. pi. [A.S., from Icel.

httsthing, a council], a platform
from which candidates for Par-
liament addressed the people ; a
court in the City of London.
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hus'tle (husl), v. [Du., same root

as HOTCH], to shake about rough-
ly ; to throw into confusion by
pushing ; to hurry ; to bustle.

n.

hut, n. [Fr., from O.Qer.], a small,
slightly-built house ; a shelter ;

v., to put into huts ; to dwell
in huts. pres. p., hutting ; p.p.,
hutted.

hutch, n. [Fr., from Low L. hVMca,
a box], a chest ; a house for
rabbits.

huzza' (huza'), n. and int. [imit.],
a loud cry of joy or pleasure.

hy'aeinth (hi'asinth), n. [Fr., from
Gk. hyakinthos, an iris], a bulb-
ous plant with a beautiful spike
of flowers of different colours ; a
precious stone.

hy'bernate. See HIBERNATE.
hy'brid, n. [L. hibrlda, of mixed

origin], a plant or animal pro-
duced by the mixture of different

species.

hy'dra, n. [Gk. hydra, from root of

hydor, water], a snake with many
heads, said to have been killed

by Hercules ; any evil difficult

to root out.

hydran'gea (hidrdrijtd). n. [HY-
DRO-, Gk. angeion, a vessel], a
plant with large heads of showy
flowers, and seed-vessels like

cups.
hy'dpant, n. [see HYDRO-], a pipe

or spout from which water can
be drawn.

hydraulic, a. [Gk. hydraulikos
(HYDRO-, aidos, a pipe)], of or

belonging to water moving in

pipes. n. pi., hydraulics, the
science of the action of water and
other liquids moving in pipes.

hydro-, pref. [Gk. hydor, water],
of or about water (as in HYDROG-
RAPHY).

hydrocar'bon, n., a compound of
hydrogen and carbon.

hydrochloric, a., a compound of

hydrogen and chlorine.

hydrodynamlc, a. [HYDRO-,
DYNAMIC], belonging to the force
of fluid, either at rest or in
motion. n. pi., hydrodynam'-
ics, the science that treats of the
force of water.
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hy'dpogen (M'drdjeri), n. [Fr.

hydro-, -GEN], a gas that, along
with oxygen, forme* water.

hydrog raphy, n. [HYDRO-, GRA-
PHY], the art of measuring and
describing seas, lakes, rivers,

etc., and of making sea-charts.

n., hydrog'paphep.
hydppm'etep, n. [HYDRO-, -METER],
an instrument for measuring the

weight or density of a liquid as

compared with water.

hydrop'athy, n. [HYDRO-, -PATHY],
the curing of diseases by the use
of water. a., hydropathic,
pertaining to hydropathy ; an
establishment for the treatment
of patients by hydropathy.

hydropho'bia, n. [HYDRO-, -PHO-

BIA], a dread of water ; a disease

from the bite of a mad dog. See

hy'droplane, n. [HYDRO-, PLANE],
a kind of motor-boat fitted for

skimming along the surface of

water ; a seaplane.
hydrostatic and hydrostat'ical,

as. [HYDRO-, STATIC], belonging
to liquids at rest. n. pi., hydro-
statics, the science of the force
or pressure of water, etc., at rest.

hye'na (hU'na), n. [L., from Gk.
hyaina, like a sow (hys, a sow)],
an animal of the dog-kind, living
on carrion.

hy'giene (M'jiSn or hl'jen), n. [Fr.,

from Gk. hygies, healthy], the
science of the laws of health.

a., hygienic, pertaining to the
laws of health. n. pi., hygien'-
ies, hygiene.

Hy'men, n. [Gk.], the god of

marriage ; marriage. a., hy-
mene'al.

hymn (him), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
hymnos, a song], a song of

praise ; v., to sing songs of

praise ; to worship by singing.

hypep-, pref. [Gk.] above, beyond
as in HYPERBOLA).

hypep'b&la, n. [Gk. HYPER-, bal-

lein, to throw)], a curve formed
by a plane cutting a cone so that
the angle made by it with the
base shall be greater than that
made with the side of the cone.

n., hyperbole He), a descrip-

3 hyssop
tion of something as far greater or
less than it really is. as., hyper-
bolic and hyperbolical.

hyperbor can, a. [Gk. hyperboreos
(HYPER-, BOREAS], belonging to
the far north ; very cold.

hypercritical, a. [HYPER-, CRITI-

CAL], over-critical ; too severe.

hy'phen, n. [Gk. HYPO-, hen, one],
a mark (-) joining two words or

syllables.

hyp notism, n. [Gk. hypnos, sleep],

sleep brought on by artificial

means. a., hypnotic, per-
taining to hypnotism ; causing
sleep ; n., that which causes

sleep; a person under hypnot-
ism.

hypo-, pref. [Gk.], under; less

than (as in HYPOCRISY).
hypoehon'dpia (hipokon'drid), n.

[Gk. HYPO-, chondros, cartilage],
a disorder of the mind, causing
groundless fears. a., hypo-
chon driac, of or pertaining to

hypochondria; n., a person so
afflicted.

hypoc'pisy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
hypokrisis, an acting on the
stage (HYPO-, krinein, to judge)],
a trying to appear to be what
one is not ; a show of religion
without reality. n., hyp'ocpite
(hip'okrit) [Gk. hypocrites, an
actor], one who tries to appear
what he is not. a., hypoepit'-
ical.

hypot'enuse, n. [Fr., from Gk.
hypoteinousa (HYPO-, teinein, to
stretch)], the side of a right-
angled triangle opposite the
right angle.

hypoth'ec, n. [Fr., from Gk. hypo-
theke, something placed under
a pledge], a landlord's right to
the stock, crop, or furniture aa

security for rent.

hypothesis, n. [Gk. hypothesis, a
supposition], a statement taken
for granted for the time being,
in order to get at an explanation
of something. a., hypothet'-
ical, of or belonging to aa
hypothesis ; taken for granted.

hy'son, n. [Chinese], a fine kind
of tea.

hys'sop, n. [Gk. hyssopos], a plant
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with a sweet smell and an aro-

matic taste.

hysteria and hysterics, n. [Gk.

hystera, the womb], a disease or

weakness of the nervous system,

idiom

showing itself in nervous fits

(once supposed to arise from
disease of the womb). as., hys-
teric and hysterical, afflicted

with hysteria ; very nervous.

1 IA.S. ic], the first personal pro-
noun ; dbj. me, poss. my ; pi.

nom. we, dbj. us, poss. our.
ia, suff. [L. and Gk.], making
abstract nouns, etc. (as MANIA,
MALARIA).

iam bus (idm'bus), n. [Gk. iambos],
a foot in poetry consisting of one
short and one long syllable. a.,

iam'bie, made up of iambics.

Iberian, a. [L. Iberia, Spain],
Spanish.

i'bex (i'beJcs), n. [L.], a kind of wild
goat.

ibi'dem, adv. [L.], in the same
place.

1'bis (i'bis), n. [prob. Egyptian], a
wading-bird with long legs and
curved bill, formerly worshipped
by the Egyptians.

-ible, suff. See -ABLE.
ic, -ical, suff. [L. -icus, Gk. -ikos-1,
of ; belonging to ; like (as in

RUSTIC, COMIC, POETICAL) J 71. pi.,

-ics, forming names of arts,
sciences, etc. (as ATHLETICS,
ECONOMICS).

Ice (Is), n. [A.S.], water turned into
a solid by frost ; v., to cover
or cool with ice ; to cover with
a crust of sugar. n., ice'berg
[Du. ijs, ice ; berg, a mountain],
a large mountainous mass of
floating ice. a., ice'-bound,
held fast by ice ; fringed with
ice. ns., ice' -plant, a plant
with leaves that look as if

covered with ice ; icicle (I'sikl)
[A.S. Isesgiecel, a small bit of
ice], a hanging stalk of ice ;

i'cing, a covering of ice or melted
sugar, as on cakes, etc. a.,

i'cy, covered with ice ; like ice ;

cold in feeling ; chilling in
manner.

ice, suff. [O.Fr., from L. -icia,
-ilia], quality or state (as in
COWARDICE, SERVICE).

ietmeu'mon (iknn'mon), n. [Gk.
ichneudn, to hunt after

(ichnps,
a footstep)], a small weasel-like
animal that seeks out and eats
crocodiles' eggs.

ichor (i'kor or ik'or), n. [Gk.], the
blood in the veins of a god ;

watery matter from a sore.

ichthyol'ogy (ikthiol'oji), n. [Gk.
ichthys, a fish ; -LOGY], the
branch of natural history that
tells about fishes.

-icle, suff. [L. -iculus], forming
diminutives (as PARTICLE).

icon'oclast, n. [Gk. eikon, an
image ; klastes, a breaker], a
breaker of images ; an enemy
of long-continued abuses. n. t

icon'oclasm. a., ieonoclas'-
tic.

-id, suff. [Fr. -ide, L. -idus], of ; be-

longing to; like (as in FERVID,
CANDID, VIVID).

ide'a (ide'a), n. [Gk., the look of a
thing (idein, to see)], a thing as
seen by the mind ; the thought
of what a thing is like ; a belief

or opinion. a., ide'al, existing
in thought or idea ; n., a per-
fect model, which can be con-
stantly aimed at.

y., ide'alize,
to form an idea of in the mind ;

to think of under the most per-
fect form. ns., ide'alism,
idealist.

iden'tical, a. [Fr., from late L:
identicus (L. idem, the same)],
the very same. n., identity,

iden'tify, v. [Fr., late L. identificare

(idem, -FY)], to make the same ;

to prove to be the same ; (one-
self with) to have the same in-

terests as.

idiom, n. [Fr., from Gk. idioma
(idios, one's own)], the way of its

own in which a language ex-
a thought; peculiarity.
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, idiomatic and idiomat'-
ical, in this way.

idiosyn'crasy (idiosin'Jcrdsi), n.

[Gk. idios, one's own ; synkrasis,
a mixing], a turn of mind or

temper peculiar to a person ;

temperament.
idiot, n. [Fr., from Gk. idiotes, a

private person (idios, one's own)],
a person weak in mind ; one
who is unable to understand
anything ; a very foolish person.
- n., idiocy or idlotcy, state
of being an idiot. as., idiotic
and idiotlcal.

Idle (idl), a. [A.S.], doing nothing ;

having nothing to do ; unwilling
to do anything ; of no use ;

., to be doing nothing ; to
spend time uselessly. adv.,
i'dly. ns., i'dleness, state of

having nothing to do ; unwil-
lingness to work ; i'dler, a lazy
person.

1'dol, n. [Fr., from Gk. eidolon, an
image], an image or likeness of

anything, esp. of a god, used as
an object of worship ; a person
or a thing greatly loved. n.,

idol'ater, one who worships
idols; /., idol'atress. a.,

idol'atrous, connected with
idol-worship. n., idol'atry, a
worshipping of idols. v., i'do-

lize, to worship ; to love too
much.

1'dyll, n. [Gk. eidyllion, a short
descriptive poem (eidos, shape)],
a poem of shepherd life ; a short
and highly-finished poem. a.,

idyl'lic, pastoral.
BP, suff. [Fr.], the person who ;

the doer or agent (as in BRIGA-
DIER, COLLIER, GRENADIER).

if, conj. [A.S. gif, not connected
with GIVE], in case that ; sup-
posing that ; on condition ;

whether.
Ig'neous, a. [L. igneus, fiery], be-

longing to or containing fire ;

like or of the nature of fire ; pro-
duced by fire.

Ig'nis fat Gus, n. [L. ignis, fire ;

fatuus, foolish], a light seen on
marshes which misleads people
who follow it; a "will-o'-the
wisp."

ignite', v. [L. ignis, fire], to set on
fire ; to catch fire. n., ignl'-
tion.

igno'ble, a. [L. ignobttis, of low
birth ; IN- (2), nobilis, NOBLE],
not noble or worthy of honour ;

of low birth. adv., igno'bly.
ig'nominy, n. [Fr., from L. igno-

minia, disgrace (IN- (2), nomen,
name)], a loss of good name ;

disgrace ; an action bringing
disgrace. a., ignominious, de-

serving disgrace.
ignora'mus, n. [L., we are ignor-

ant], one who does not know
anything, esp. who pretends to
know but does not.

ignore', v. [Fr., from L. ignorare
(IN- (2), gno-, to know)], to pass
by or over without notice ; to
pretend not to see ; to set aside.

a., ig'norant, not knowing ;

untaught ; unaware. n., ig'-

norance, want of knowledge.
igua'na (igwa'na), n. [Sp., from W.

Ind.], a largo lizard found in

warm countries.

-11, -He, suff. [Fr., from L. -flis], of ;

fit for ; like (as in CIVIL, GENTILE,
TRACTILE).

-ile, -isle [Fr.], -isla [Sp.], -isola

[It., from L. insula, isle, island

(as in Belleisle, beautiful island ;

Isla de Leon ; Isola Grossa, great
island).

ilex, n. [L., the holm-oak], an
evergreen shrub or tree with
prickly leaves.

Iliad, n. [Gk. Ilias, -ddos (Ilian,

Troy)], a poem written by Homer
describing the siege of Ilion or

Troy.
ilk, a. [A.S.], the same.
ill, a. [Icel. illr], as it should not

be ; not fitted to other things ;

out of order in body or mind ;

causing harm ; n., anything
causing pain, disorder, or un-
happiness ; that which is op-
posed to good ; adv., badly ;

weakly. as., ill'-bred, badly
brought up ; ill-trained ; ill-

fa'voured, not good-looking ;

ill - na'tured, having an ill

nature or temper. n., ill'ness,
disorder of body or mind ; a feel-

ing of pain. as., ill-6'mened,
8
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having a bad outlook ; unfor-

tunate ; ill-starred', born under
an evil star ; unlucky ;

ill-tern' -

pored, having a bad temper ;

easily made angry ; ill-timed',
done at a wrong time. n., ill-

will', hatred.
iila'tion (Od'shdn), n. [Fr., from L.

itt&tio (IN-, lotus, carried)], a

coming to a conclusion ; the
conclusion come to. a., il'la-

tive, bringing in a conclusion.

ille'gal, a. [med. L. m- (2), LEGAL],
not legal ; contrary to law.

n., illegality, unlawfulness.

illegible (ilej'ibl), a. [L. m- (2),

LEGIBLE], that cannot be read.

ns., illegibility and illeglble-

illegit imate, a. [L. IN- (2), LEGIT-
IMATE], not in the way ap-
pointed by law ; born of parents
who have not been married ;

not according to good usage.
n., illegitimacy.

illib'eral, a. [Fr. m- (2), LIBERAL],
not free or generous ; not well
trained or cultured ; narrow-
minded.

illicit (ilis'if), a. [Fr. m- (2), licere,,

to be lawful], not allowed by law.

illimitable, a., without end or
limit.

illiterate, a. [L. IN- (2), liMratus,

LITERATE], not having learned
letters ; unable to read.

illogical (iloj'ikdl), a., against the
rules of logic or correct reason-
ing.

fflude', v. [L. IN- (1), ludtre, to
play], to play upon in order to
deceive ; to raise hopes and then
disappoint them. a., illu'sive
(siv), deceiving by false show ;

unreal. n., illu'sion, an ap-
pearance and nothing more ;

false show ; mockery.
illu minate, v. [L. ittumincttus, lit

up (IN-, lumen, light)], to throw
light upon ; to make clear or
bright ; to adorn with pictures ;

to cause to understand. ns.,

illumina'tion, a making clear
or bright ; many lights as a sign
of rejoicing ; coloured decoration
in books ; that which gives
light ; illuminator, one who

16 Imbricate

illuminates ; an instrument for
making light stronger and
brighter. vs., iliu'mine (iZa'

min), and illume', to make clear
or bright.

illustrate (or ilus'trdt), v. [L.
illustrdre, to throw light on], to
make a thing clear by pictures
or stories ; to give examples ;

to adorn. n., illustration, a
means of making a thing clear
and easily understood ; a pic-
ture in a book ; a story or an
example. a., illus'trative, fit-

ted to illustrate or explain.
illus'trious, a. [L. ttlustris, bright,

famous], known for good or
noble deeds; bringing honour
or glory.

im- (l), pref., m- (1); 1m- (2),

IN- (2).

im'age (im'dj), n. [Fr., from L.

imago, a likeness], a likeness of

anything ; a figure in stone or
metal ; a likeness to be wor-
shipped ; v., to form an image.

im'agery (im'djeri), n., a collec-

tion of images or pictures ; de-

scriptions in words, which give
lively ideas ; pictures formed by
the imagination.

imagine (im&j'iri), v. [L. imdgi-
ndrl, to form an image to one-
self], to think of what a thing is

I

like ; to form a picture in the
mind ; to form a purpose ; to !

conceive. as., imaginable,
that can be imagined ; imag'- J

inary, existing only in thought ; r

not real ; imaginative, given I

to imagining ; formed by the
j

imagination. n., imagina'- j

tion, the power of thinking in C

pictures ; a picture formed in i

the mind.
imbalm', imb&nk', etc. See EM-. tj

im'becile (im'besU), a. [Fr., from
L. imbedllus, feeble], weak in

mind or body ; n., one who is i

weak in mind or body. n.,

imbecility.
imbibe', v. [L. m-, bibere, to drink), '

to drink in ; to receive into the
,

mind.
imbod'y, imbos'om, etc. See

EM-.
im'bricate and im brieated, as.
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[L. imbricdtus, covered with tiles

(imbrex, a tile)], bent or shaped
like a tile for carrying off rain ;

overlapping like tiles on a roof ;

^., to cover as if with tiles.

n., imbrica'tion, overlapping.
Imbroglio (imbro'lio), n. [It. EVT

(1), and root of BROIL], a state
of things difficult to unravel ; a
serious misunderstanding ; a
complicated plot.

imbrue' (imbroo"), v. [O.Fr. em-
bruer, to moisten], to wet or
moisten.

imbue' (imbtt"), v. [L. imbu&re, to

steep or soak], to cause to drink
in ; to colour deeply ; to im-
press the mind.

Imitate, v. [L. imitdri], to try to
be like some one else ; to follow
as an example ; to make a like-

ness of. a., Im'itable, that
may be imitated ; worth imitat-
ing. n., imita'tion, a copying
or acting like another ; the copy
thus made. a., imitative, in-

clined to imitate ; done like a
model or copy. n., im'it&tor.

immac'ulate, a. [L. IM- (2), ma-
ctila, a spot], spotless ; entirely
pure ; without sin.

im'mancnt, a. [L. IM- (1), manens
(manere, to remain)], indwelling ;

inherent. n., im'manenc*.
immaterial, a. [Fr., from late L.

IM- (2), MATERIAL], not made of
matter ; of little influence ; of
no consequence.

immature', a. [L. IM- (2), MATURE],
not ripe ; too early ; not grown
to full size or power. ns., im-
maturity and Immature'-
ness.

Immeasurable (imezh'tirabl), a.,

[EM- (2), MEASURABLE], that can-
not be measured. adv., im-
meaa'urably.

imme'diate, a. [Fr. IM- (2),

MEDIATE], with nothing between ;

with no second cause ; coming
closely after ; without delay.
adv., imme'diately.

immemorial, a. [EM- (2), MEMOR-
IAL], farther back than one can
remember ; beyond the reach
of memory.

o. [Fr., from L. iro-

IM- (2), mensus, meas-
ured], that cannot be measured ;

very large. n., immen'sity,
boundlessness.

immerge' (imtrj
1

), v. [L. EM- ; mer-
g6re, to plunge], to dip or plunge
into.

immerse', v. [as IMMERGE], to
plunge into ; to take up the
attention fully. n., immer'-
sion, a plunging into ; deepness
in thought.

im'migrate, v. [L. IM- (2), MI-
GRATE], to come into a country
to make one's home there. ns.
im'migrant, immigra'tion.

im'minent, a. [L. imminens, over-
hanging], ready to fall or hap-
pen ; just coming on ; full of

danger. n., im'minence,
threatening nature.

immit', v. [EM- (2), mittere, to send],
to send into ; to throw in by
force. pres. p., Immitting ;

p.p., immitted. n., immis'-
sion.

immobility, n. [Fr., from L. im-
mobilitas], the power or quality
of not being moved ; fixedness
to a place or condition. o.,
immo'bile (-ML).

immod'erate, a. [L. EM- (2), MO-
DERATE], going beyond proper
bounds ; going too far.

immod'est, a. [Fr., from L. EM- (2),

MODEST], not guided by the rules
of right conduct ; acting apart
from pure thought and feeling ;

unbecoming ; indecent. n.,

immod'esty, want of modesty.
im'molate, v. [L. immoldre (EM- (1),

mdla, meal)], to offer in sacrifice ;

to kill. n., immola'tion.
immor'al, a. [IM- (2)], not accord-

ing to what is right ; doing
what is not right ; breaking the
moral law. n., immorality.

immor'tal, a. [L. EM- (2)], that
cannot die ; free from death ;

that cannot be forgot ; living
always. n., immortality, free-
dom from death ; unending life ;

lasting fame. v. ,immor'talize,
to give lasting fame to.

immo'vable [imoo'vdbl], a. [EM-(2)],
that cannot be moved ; firmly
fixed; unalterable.
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Immu'nity, n. [Fr., from L. im-

munitas, freedom from service

(IM- (2), mUnis, serving)], freedom
from any burden, duty, etc.

Immure', v. [Fr., from late L. im-
mUrdre (IM- (1), munis, a wall)],

to shut within walls ; to put
into prison.

Immu'table, a. [Fr. IM- (2), MU-
TABLE], that cannot change or be

changed. ns., immutability
and immu'tabloness. adv.,

immu'tably.
imp, n. [A.S. impa, a graft], a

child ; an offspring ; a little

devil ; a wicked spirit. a.,

im'pish, like an imp.
Im'pact, n. [L. impactus, dashed

against (imping&re, to impinge)],
a striking against ; the force

with which one body in motion
comes against another. v., im-
pact', to drive close.

Impair', v. [Fr., from late L. im-
peiordre, to make worse (IM-,

pejor, worse)], to make of less

use or value ; to make worse or
smaller ; to weaken.

Impale', v. [Fr. IM- (1), pal, L.

palus, a stake], to put stakes
round ; to shut in ; to put to
death by piercing with a stake ;

n., impale'ment.
Impal'pable, a. [Fr. IM- (2)], not

felt by the touch ; very thin or
fine ; not easily perceived or
understood,

impan'ol. See EMPANEL.
impart', v. [O.Fr., from L. impar-

tlre (IM- (1), pars, a PART)], to
give a part of what one has to
another ; to give information.

impartial (impar'shal), a. [IM- (2)],
not taking a part or side ; acting
in the same way to every one ;

treating all alike. n., impar-
tiality, fairness.

impas'sable, a. [IM- (1)], that can-
not be passed over or gone
through. ns., impassabil'ity
and impas'sableness.

Impas sible, a. [Fr., from L. in-

passibilis (IM- (2), patl, to suffer)],
not feeling pain or suffering ;

passionless. ns., Impassibil -

Ity and impas'sibleness, want
of this power.

f8 Impenetrable

impassion (imp&sh'ori), v. [It. IM>
PASSION], to move with passion.

as., impas'sionate (1) [EM- (1)],

much affected by passion ; im-
pas'sioned, moved to passion ;

roused by strong feelings ; im-
pas'sive, not moved by pain or

suffering ; impas'sionate (2)

[IM- (2)], without passion or
feeling.

impa'tient (imp&'sM.n)t a. [Fr.
IM- (2)], unwilling to suffer ;

unwilling to wait ; eager for

change ; showing impatience.
n., impa'tience.

impeach', v. [Fr. empScher, to
hinder], to charge with a crime ;

to call in question ; to bring to
trial for misconduct, esp. peers
and ministers. n., impeach'-
ment, a bringing to trial ; a
charge brought against a peer,
etc.

impec'cable, a. [L. IM- (2), pecca-
bttis (peccdre, to sin)], free from
sin ; that cannot do wrong.

impecu'nious, a. TIM- (2), L. peed-
nia, money], having no money ;

very poor.
impede', v. [L. impedlre, to hinder

(IM- (1), pes, foot)], to be around
or among one's feet ; to hinder
from moving ; to hamper or ob- !

struct. n., impediment, thatj
which hinders ; a defect.

impel', u. [L. iinpdUre, to drive,
on (IM- (1), pett&re, to push)], to!
drive forward ; to push on ; to
rouse to action. pres. p,, im-
pelling; p.p., impelled. a.,

impellent, having the quality
of impelling ; n., any force
that impels.

impend', v. [L. IM- (1), pendere, to!

hang], to hang over ; to be
ready to fall ; to be near ; to
threaten. a., impen'dent and
impen'ding, hanging over;!:
ready to happen.

impenetrable, a. [Fr., IM- (2)],

that cannot be entered or passed
j

through ; not to be moved by
argument. n. , impenetrabil'-
ity, that quality in a body which 1

prevents it from being pierced,
or passed through, or that hin-

ders another from occupying the
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same space at the same time ;

dullness of mind.
impenitent, a. [L. IM- (2)], not

feeling sorry for sin ; ^ns.,
one

who does not repent ; impen'
Itence.

impep'ative, a. [L. imperdre, to

order], expressing command ;

not to be avoided or disobeyed ;

n., a mood of the verb, ex-

pressing a command.
impercep'tible, a. [IM- (2)], that
cannot be detected by the senses ;

minute.
Jmper feet, a. [O.Fr. IM- (2)], want-

ing in something ; not finished
or full-grown ; not wholly good ;

not fulfilling its purpose. n.,

impepfec'tion. adv., impep'-
fectly.

Impep'fopate, a. [IM- (2)], not
pierced or bored through ; with-
out anopening. n. ,impepfopa'-
tion. a., imper'forable.

Imperial, a. [L. imperidlis (im-
perium, empire)], belonging to
an empire or an emperor ; hold-
Ing supreme power ; n., a tuft
of hair on the lower lip and
chin ; an outside seat on a
coach. ns., imperialism, the
manner or spirit in which an
empire is governed ; belief in
value of an empire ; imperial-
ist, one who believes in develop-
ing an empire.

linpep'U, v. [L. DM- (1), PERIL], to
bring into danger. pres. p.,

imperilling; p.p., imperilled.
Imperious, a. [L. imperwsu&,

powerful], fond of showing one's
power ; overbearing ; arrogant.

Imper ishable, a. [EM- (2)], that
cannot be destroyed ; that will
not decay ; everlasting.

Impep'meable, a. [Fr., IM- (2)],
not allowing anything to pass
through.

Imper'sonal, a. [late L. IM- (2)],
not existing as a person ; not
marking or referring to a per-
son ; n., a verb without a noun
for its subject.

Impersonate, . [IM- (1)], to give
the qualities of a person to ; to
think cr speak of something as
if it were a person; to

oneself off as. n., impersona'-
tion.

impep'tinent, a. [IM- (2)], having
nothing to do with the matter
in hand ; away from the point
or purpose ; out of place ;

against the rules of good breed-
ing or manners ; unbecoming
in words or actions. n., impep'-
tinence, something entirely out
of place ; impudence. adv., im-
per'tinently.

impeptup'bable, a. [DM- (2)], that
cannot be upset or perturbed ;

able to keep calm under great
excitement. n., imperturba-
bility.

imper vlous and impep'viable,
as. [EM- (2)], allowing nothing to
pass through.

im'petus, n. [L. IM- (1), petere, to
seek], the force of a moving
body or the push which it gives ;

a push forward. a., impet'-
uous, rushing with great force ;

acting hastily or without
thought ; violent in feeling.

impinge' (impinj'), v. [L. impin-
gire, to strike against], to fall or
strike against ; to touch on.
n., impinge'ment.

im'pious, a. [L. IM- (2)], not at-

tending to the duties of religion ;

dishonouring God ; wanting in
reverence. ns., impi'ety and
im'piousness.

impla'cable, a. [Fr., from L. im-
plficdbilis (IM- (2), PLACABLE)],
not to be moved from anger ;

not to be quieted or appeased.
ns., implacability and im-
pla'cableness adv., impla' -

cably.
implant', v. [Fr. EM- (1)], to plant

in the ground, etc. ; to teach
truth to the mind.

implead', v. [O.Fr. EM- (1), PLEAD],
to enter a case in a court ; to
state pleas or reasons before a
judge.

im'plement, TO. [L. impl&nentum
(IM- (1), plere, to fill)], something
which is useful for a purpose ; a
tool ; v., to fulfil or bring to
pass ; to perform.

im'plicate, v. [L. implicates
(IM- (1), plicare)], to fold in or to-
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gether ; to bring into contact

or connection with. n., im-
plica'tion, something meant or

implied.
Implicit (implis'it), a. [L. impli-

citus, as IMPLICATE], folded in

or up ; understood though not

expressed in words ; trusting

fully ; unquestioning. n., im-
plicitness.

Implore', v. [Fr., from L. implo-
rare, to beg earnestly], to beg
with tears ; to pray earnestly
to (a person) or for (a thing).

adv., implor'ingly.
imply', v. [Fr., from L. implic&re

(see IMPLICATE)], to have within
a fold ; to mean a thing with-
out saying it plainly in words.

impolite', a. [L. IM- (2)], not

polished or refined ; wanting
good manners. n., impolite' -

ness. adv., impolitely.
impolitic, a. [IM- (2)], not politic ;

contrary to what is prudent ;

unwise ; hurtful to the public
good.

impon'derable, a. [IM- (2)], that
cannot be weighed ; having no
weight that can be felt. ns.,

imponderability and impon'-
derableness.

import', v. [Fr.,from L. importdre
(IM- (1), portare, to carry)], to

bring in from abroad ; to bear
as a meaning ; to be of weight
or consequence ; to have influ-

ence. ns., im'port, that which
is brought in from abroad ; the
meaning of a word or action ;

importance, weight or influ-
ence over others ; consequence.

a., impor'tant, having weight
or influence ; able to help or
hinder anything ; of great con-
sequence. n., importation,
act of importing ; the goods im-
ported.

im'portune (or -tun'), v. [L. im-
portunus, troublesome], to ask
for something over and over
again ; to press with earnest-
ness ; solicit. a., impor'tun-
ate. n., importu'nity.

impose' (impoz'), v. [Fr. imposer,
from L. imponere (IM-, and root
of POSE)], to lay or put upon ; to

give to as a duty or task ; (upon)
to play tricks ; to mislead. a.,

imposing, haying a grand
appearance; deceiving. ns., im-
posl'tion, a laying on of a tax,
punishment, etc. ; a laying on
of hands ; that which is laid
on ; a piece of deception ; im'-
pdst, a tax or burden.

impcs'sible, a. [Fr., from L.
IM- (2)], not possible ; that can-
not be done. n., impossi-
bility.

impos'top, n. [Fr., from L., as

above], one who professes to be
what he is not. n., impos'-
ture, deception.

im'potent, a. [Fr., from L.' im-
pdtens, IM- (2)], without power
or strength ; unable to restrain
oneself. ns., im'potence and
im'potency, want of power.

impound', v. [IM- (2), POUND], to

put into a pound or enclosure ;

to take hold of and keep safe.

impov'epish, v. [corrupted from
O.Fr. appovrissant (L. pauper,
POOR)], to make poor ; to wear
out strength. n., impover-
ishment.

impracticable, a. [IM- (2)], not
capable of being done ; not
easily guided ; stubborn ; ns.,

impracticability and ixn-

ppac'ticableness. adv., im-
prac'tieably.

im'precato, v. [L. imprecatus,
called down by prayer (IM- (1),

precari, to PRAY)], to pray that

something evil may fall ; to call

down a curse. n., impreea'-
tion, a prayer for a curse ; a
curse. a., im'precatory, call-

ing down evil ; of the nature of

a curse.

imppeg'nable, a. [O.Fr. impren-
able (IM- (2), L. prendere, to

seize)], that cannot be taken ;

proof against attack. n., im-
ppegnabillty.

impregnate, v. [late L. imprceg-
ndtus (IM- (1), prcegnans, going
to bear)], to cause to be fruitful ;

to fill with a living power ; to

mix with some other substance.

n., impregnation, that with
which anything is mixed.
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Impress', v. [L. IM- (l),prem&re
toPRESS], to press or make a mark
on ; to mark by pressure ; to
fix deeply in the mind ; to take
by force for public service. n.

im'press, a mark or likeness
made by pressing ; any result
of pressure ; a stamp or device.

a., imppes'sible, that can
be made to feel. ns., imppes
sibil'ity and impres sibloness

Impression (impresh'on), n., the
act of pressing ; the mark left

by pressure ; a copy taken
from types ; a feeling left on
the mind ; the numbers of

copies of a book printed at one
time. a., impressionable,
able to be impressed or shaped ;

easily affected.

Impres'sive, a., able to make an
Impression ; having the power
of touching the feelings ; rous
ing the conscience. n., im-
ppes'siveness. a., impres' -

slvely.
Imppim&'tur, n. [L. imprimatur,

let it be printed], a permission
to print a book ; any mark of

approval.
imprint', v. [O.Fr., as IMPRESS],

to print upon ; to stamp ; to
fix in the mind. n., im'print,
the mark left by printing ; the
name of the publisher or printer,
and the time and place of pub-
lication.

Imppis on, v. [O.Fr., IM- (1)], to
put into prison ; to confine in

any way. n. y imppis'onment,
act of putting or state of being
pvi in prison.

Improvable, a. [L. IM- (2)], not
likely to be true. n., improb-
ability, something unlikely to
be true.

Imppob'ity, n. [L. improbitas
(EM- (2), probus, good)], want of

uprightness ; dishonesty.
Imppomp'tu, a. and adr. [L. in
promptu, in readiness (promptus,
ready)], ready at hand ; with-
out previous study ; on the spur
of the moment ; n. t anything
so said or done.

Imppop'ep, a. [Fr., IM- (2)], not
fitted tor its place or purpose ;
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unbecoming ; not according to
facts ; indecent. n., imppo-
ppi'ety, unfitness for time,
place, or purpose ; wrong use ;

a thing which is improper or
wrongly used.

imppo'ppiate, v. [IM- (1), L. pro-
prints, one's own], to take for
one's own use ; to put Church
property into a person's hands

^ to be properly used.
Imppove' (improov'), v. [O.Fr.,

IM- (1), prou, profit; L. prodesse,
to be useful], to make or grow
better, or of more use or value ;

to turn to a good use. a., im-
ppo'vable, that can be im-
proved, or used for a good pur-
pose. n., imppove'ment, a
making or growing better; a
turning to a good use ; a getting
forward in knowledge or skill.

imppovldent, a. [IM- (2)], not
looking forward; not thinking
of what is to come ; spending
without regard for the future.

n., improvidence, want of
foresight ; a wasteful spending.

improvise' (improviz') and im-
prov'Isate, vs. [Fr., from L.
improvlsus, unforeseen], to do
offhand ; to compose on the
spot ; to do on the spur of the
moment. n., imppovisa'tion.

imppu'dent (improo'dent), a. [L.
IM- (2)], acting without think-
ing ; wanting in foresight;
thoughtless. n., imppu'-
dence, want of looking forward ;

thoughtless conduct.
im'pudent, a. [Fr., from L. im~

ptidens (IM- (2), pudor, shame)],
without a feeling of shame ; hav-
ing no care for the feelings of
others ; wanting in modesty.
n., irn'pftdenee.

mpugn' (impun'), v. [Fr., from
L. impugndre (IM- (1), pugndre,
to fight)], to fight against ; to
find fault with; to call in
question.

im'pulse, n. [L. impitlsus (see
IMPEL)], a driving on or moving
with force ; a sudden driving
force ; the result of a moving
force ; a force in the mind caus-
ing action. n., impulsion, an
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Impelling or driving forward ;

the force with which a moving
body strikes another ; a sudjden
moving of the mind. a., im-
pul'sive, having the power of

driving forward ; easily moved
by one's feelings.

impu'nity, n. [Fr., from L. im-

pUnitas (IM- (2), punlre, to pun-
ish)], safety from punishment ;

freedom from loss.

impure', a. [L. IM- (2)], not pure
or clean ; mixed with something
that is not clean ; stained by
sin ; unchaste. ns., impurity
and impure'ness, want of

purity.
Impute', v. [Fr., from L. imputdre

(IM- (1), putdre, to count)], to

count a thing as belonging to or

done by a person ; to blame.

n., imputa'tion, act of imput-
ing ; that which is imputed ; a
charge of wrong-doing ; a plac-

ing of what one has done to the
benefit or hurt of another.

In- (1), pref. [L.], in ; into ; upon (as
in INTRUDE, IMPORT, IRRADIATE).

In- (2), pref. [L.], not ; un- ; without
(as in INANIMATE, IGNOBLE,
IRREGULAR).

Inability, n. [L. IN- (2)], want of

power ; want of means.
Inaccessible (in&kses'ibl), a. [Fr.,
from L. m- (2)], that cannot be
got at ; not to be reached. n.,

inaccessibility.
inac'curate, a. [m- (2)], not done

with care ; not according to
truth ; incorrect. n., inae'eu-
racy, want of correctness ; that
which is incorrect ; a mistake.

inac'tion (in&k'shon), n. [m- (2)],

want of action or motion ; a
remaining idle. -a., inac'tive,
not moving ; without life or
energy ; sluggish ; lazy. n.,

Inactivity, want of life and
energy.

Inadequate, a. [m- (2)], not equal
to what is wanted ; not able
to fill one's place. ns., inad'-
equacy and inad'equateness.

Inadmissible, a. [Fr., IN- (2)],

not fit to be allowed or received.
n., inadmissibillty, unfit-

aess, etc.

2 Inaudible

inadvep'tent, a. [m- (2)], not giv-
ing one's mind to ; not paying
attention. ns., inadvep'tenco
and inadvep'teney, want of

attention, or a mistake caused
thereby.

inalienable, a. [m- (2)], that can-
not be given up to another ;

that cannot pass out of a person's

inane', a. [L. indnis], empty ;

without sense or thought ; use-
less. ns., inanition (indn-
ish'on), weakness from want of

food ; inanity, want of thought ;

frivolity ; a silly thing.
inanimate, a. [L. IN- (2)], without

life ; dull.

inapplicable, a. [m- (2)], not
applicable ; that cannot be
applied or made use of ; not
suitable ; n., inapplicability,
unfitness ; unsuitableness.

inappreciable (indpre'shiabl), a.

[IN- (2)], not worth putting a
price on ; too small to be seen
or felt.

inapproachable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be approached or got
near ; that cannot be equalled.

n., inapppoa'chableness.
inapppo'priate, a. [m- (2)], not

belonging to ; not suitable ; not
fitted for (a purpose). n., In-
appro'priateness .

inapt', a. [IN- (2)], not apt; not
fitted ; slow to understand or
learn. n., inap'titudo, want of

aptitude ; unfitness.

inaptic'ulate, a. [L. IN- (2)], not
spoken with clearness ; Indis-
tinct ; not jointed. n., inar-
tic'ulateness, want of clearness
in speaking.

inartificial (inartifish'dl), a. [L. IN-

(2)], not done by art ; not made
by the hands of man ; simple.

inasmuch', adv. [EN, AS, MUCH],
seeing that ; this being the case ;

since ; because.
inatten'tion, n. [IN- (2)], want of

attention ; neglect. a., inat-

tentive, not attentive; not
giving heed.

inau'dible, a. [L. IN- (2)], that
cannot be heard. ns., inaudi-
billtys inau'dibleneea.
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Inau'gurate, v [L. inaugurfitus
(EN- (1), and root of ACGUR)], to

bring into office with ceremony ;

to make a beginning of ; to show
a thing publicly for the first

time. a., inau'gural, belong-
ing to or used at an inauguration ;

n., an inaugural address. n.,

inauguration, a bringing into
office for the first time ; the cere-

monies connected with some-
thing new.

inauspicious (inawspish'Qs), a.

[IN- (2)], not happening under
favourable conditions ; ill-

omened.
In'born, a. [m- (1)], born in ; im-

planted by nature.

in'bred, a. [m- (1)], bred within ;

natural.

incalculable, a. [m- (2)], not able
to be counted ; very great in
number.

incandes'cent, a. [L. m- (1), can-
descens, beginning to glow (can-
dere, to glow)], glowing with a
white heat. n. t incandes'-
cence.

incanta'tion, n. [L. incant&re (see

ENCHANT)], a song or words used
as a charm for producing magi-
cal results ; act of uttering the
words.

Inca'pable, a. [Fr. IN- (2)], with-
out room to hold, or power to
do ; unable to learn or under-
stand. 7i., incapability, want
of capability ; unfitness.

incapa'cious (ink&pa'shtis), a.

[L. incapax (IN- (2), CAPACIOUS)],
not large ; having little room ;

not able to hold much.
incapacity, n., want of capacity

or power to understand ; unfit-
ness by law or want of ability.

v., incapacitate, to make unfit ;

to deprive of natural power ; to
take some power or right from
a person by law.

inear'cerate, v. [med. L. incarcer-
Gtus (EN- (1), career, a prison)], to

put into prison ; to shut up or
enclose. n., inearee.ra'tion,
imprisonment.

Incar'nate, v. [L. IN-, caro, flesh],
to clothe in flesh ; to give a spirit
a human form ; a., clothed in

flesh ; having a human body.
n., incarna tion, n., an appear-
ance of a spirit in human form ;

the taking on of human nature
by Jesus Christ ; a manifesta-
tion or embodiment ; the heal-

ing of a wound by forming new
flesh.

incase'. See ENCASE.
incautious (inkaw'shfis), a. [IN-

(2)], not cautieus ; not thinking
what may be the result. n., in-

cau'tiousness, want of caution ;

thoughtless action.
incen'diary, n. [L. incendidritis,

setting on fire (incendium, a
fire)], one who sets on fire for
mischief ; one who causes quar-
rels or ill-feeling among others ;

a., setting fire to ; tending to
cause quarrels or war. n.,

incen'diarism, the crime of set-

ting fire to.

incense', v. [L. incensus (incendtre,
to kindle)], to rouse a person to
hot anger ; to make furious.

n., in'cense, spices prepared for

being burned ; the smell of

spices burned in worship ; great
praise or flattery.

incentive, a. [L. incentlvus, strik-

ing up a tune (m- (1), canere, to
sing)], acting on the mind ;

rousing to action ; urging on ;

encouraging ; n., that which
acts on the mind ; motive.

incep'tion (insep'shon), n. [L. in-

ceptio, a beginning (IN- (1), ca-
p&re, to seize)], a beginning ; an
entering upon. as., incep'tive,
beginning; incipient [L. inti-

piens, beginning], beginning to
be or to show itself.

incep'titude, n. [Fr. IN- (2)], want
of certainty ; doubtfulness.

inces'sant, a. [late L. EN- (2), ces-
sdre, to CEASE], never stopping.

in'cest, n. [Fr., from L. incestus
(ENT- (2), castus, CHASTE)], mar-
riage, etc., between persons too
nearly related to each other.
a., inces'tuous.

inch (1), n. [A.S., from L. uncia, a
twelfth part], the twelfth part of
a foot.

inch (2), n. [C. innis], an island.

inch-, innis-, ennis-, geog. root
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(as In Inchkeith, the island of the
Keiths ; EnniskUlen, the island

of Kethlenn ; Inchcolm, the
island of Columba).

In choate (in'kodt), a. [L. inchod-

tus, begun], just beginning or

begun ; not fully developed.
a., ineho'ative (-tiv).

In'cident, a. [Fr., from L. incidens,

incld&re, to fall on (IN- (1), cadere,

to fall)], falling, on ; that may
happen ; belonging to ; coming
to pass ; n., that which hap-
pens ; a subordinate action.

n., in'eidenee, a falling upon ;

the direction or manner of fall-

ing, as a ray of light, a tax, etc.

a., inciden'tal, happening
by chance ; not of the highest
importance.

Incipient. See INCEPTION.
Sncir'cle. See ENCIRCLE.
incise', v. [Fr., from, L. incisum

(IN- (1), ccedere, to cut)], to cut
into; to cut with a sharp in-

strument. n., incision (in-

sizh'on), a cutting into ; the cut
which is made. a., inci'sive

(insl'siv), having the power of

cutting sharply ; keen in thought
or speech. adv., Inci'sively.
n., inci'sor [-zor], one of the
front or cutting teeth.

incite', v. [Fr., from L. ineitare, to
urge forward], to rouse or stir ;

to urge forward ; to move the
mind to action. ns., ineita'-
tton and incite'ment, act of

rousing ; that which stirs or
rouses.

incivility, n.
[Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

want of civility or good breed-
ing ; rudeness of manners ; an
act of rudeness.

inclem'ent, a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

unfeeling ; of a harsh or cruel
nature ; stormy, as the weather.

n., inclem'ency, want of
kindly feeling ; harshness of
manner or temper ; roughness.

incline', v. [Fr., from L. inclinare
(IN- (2), clin&re, to lean)], to lean
or cause to lean ; to be neither
standing straight up nor lying
flat ; to slope ; to have the mind
favourable ; to influence ; to
causo to bend or stoop, as the

body or the head ; n., in'cline
(in'din), a slope. n., inelina'-

tion, a bending from a straight
position; a leaning towards; a
sloping upwards or downwards ;

a turning or bending of the
mind to ; the angle made by
two lines or surfaces.

inclose'. See ENCLOSE.
include' (inklood'), v. [L. inclttdtre

(TN- (1), claudere, to shut)], to
shut in ; to contain as a part.
n., inclu'sion. a., inclu sive,
shutting in or enclosing ; in-

cluding ; held or counted as part
of. a., inclusively.

incog'nito, a. and adv. [It., from
L. incognltus, unknown (IN- (2),

cognoscere, to know)], without
being known ; under another
name than one's own ; in dis-

guise ; n., a person in dis-

guise. (pi.) incog'niti; L. -ta;
pL, -tffl.

ineog'nizable, a. [IN- (2)], unable
to be known or distinguished ;

that cannot be recognized.

incoherent, a. [EN- (2)], wanting
cohesion between the parts ;

not holding well together ; dis-

connected orconfused in thought.
ns., ineoher'enee and inco-

her'ency, want of cohesion;
want of connection in thought;
that which is incoherent.

ineombus'tible, a. [Fr., from
med. L. m- (2)], that cannot be
burned.

in'come (in'kUm), n. [IN- (1), COME],
that which comes in ; money
earned by work, or regularly got
by other means.

in'come-tax, n., a tax on income.
incommen'surable, a. [Fr., from

late L. m- (2)], that cannot be
measured together ; having no
third quantity (or common meas-
ure) which is contained an even
number of times in each. a.,
incommen surate, not having
a common measure ; not equal
to what is required ; out of
proportion.

incommode', v. [Fr., from L. in-
commodare (EN- (2), commoditA,
COMMODIOUS)], to put to trouble
or inconvenience ; to disturb or
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vex. a., Incommo'dious,
causing trouble or inconven-
ience ; not easily worked ; not
having room enough.

Incommu'nicable, a. [IN- (2)],

that cannot be communicated or
shared with others.

Inoommu'table, a. [Fr., from L.
m- (2)], that cannot be ex-

changed the one for the other.
Incom'parable, a. [Fr., from L.

IN- (2)], that cannot -be com-
pared with anything else ; good
beyond all others ; without an
equal. adv. , ineom'parably .

Incompatible, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], not agreeing in nature
or character ; not able to exist

or act together. ns., Incom-
patibility and incompatible-
ness. adv., incompatibly.

tncom'petent, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], not having strength
enough ; unfit for one's work ;

not within one's power or right ;

not according to law or regu-
lation. ns., incom'petence
and incom'petency, want of

strength ; want of fitness.

Incomplete', a. [L. IN- (2)], not
having all its parts ; not filled

up ; unfinished. n., incom -

plete'ness.
Incomppehen'sible, a. [Fr., from

L. IN- (2)], that cannot be under-
stood ; not able to be defined ;

past finding out. ns., incom-
prehensibility and incompre-
hen'sibleness, state of being
incomprehensible. a., incom -

prehen'sive, not containing
much ; limited.

Incompressible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be pressed into smaller
space or bulk.

Incomputable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be computed or counted
up.

Inconceivable (inkdnc&vdbl), a.

[IN- (2)], that cannot be con-
ceived or thought out ; not to
be known by the human mind.

Inconclu'sive (inkoncloo'siv), a.

[m- (2)], not con ing to a conclu-
sion ; indecisive ; not solving a
difficulty.

Incondeu'Eable. a. [IN- (2)]. that

cannot be condensed or made
thicker or more dense ; that
cannot be changed from a gas
or vapour to a liquid.

incon gruous (inkong'gru'Os), a.

[L. IN- (2)], not congruous or

agreeing ; not aole to act to-

gether ; not mixing well to-

gether. n., incongruity.
incon'sequent, a. [L. m- (2)], not

following from the premises or
conditions started from. n.,
incon'sequence .

inconsid'erable, a. Fr., IN- (2)],

not worth thinking about ; not
needing much notice.

inconsid'erate, a. [L. IN- (2)], not
thinking of what may happen;
not caring for the rights or feel-

ings of others ; acting without
thinking. ns., ineonsid'er-
ateness and inconsidera'tion,
want of proper thought.

inconsistent, a. [IN- (2)], not
agreeing with itself or with
something else ; acting or speak-
ing sometimes one way, some-
times another ; believing or

saying one thing and doing
another. ns., inconsis'tency
and inconsis'tence, state of
two things which cannot both
be true at the same time ; dif-

ference between a person's be-
liefs or words and actions.

inconsolable, a. [Fr., from L.
m- (2)], that cannot be consoled
or comforted ; sorrowful beyond
all hope of comfort.

incon'spnant, a. [Fr. m- (2)], not
agreeing.

inconspic'uous, a. [L. m- (2)], not
standing clearly in sight ; hardly
seen.

incon'stant, a. [Fr.,from L. iN-(2)],
often changing ; given to alter
one's mind ; not firm or steady.

., incon'stansy, want of

constancy or firmness ; frequent
change ; fickleness.

Inconsumable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be consumed or wasted
away.

incontestable, a. [Fr. IN- (2)], that
cannot be denied or called in
question.

incon tinent, a. [Fr., from L. IN-
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(2)], not keeping one's passions
in check. ns., Jncpn'tinenee
and ineon'tineney, inability or

unwilingness to do so. adv.,

incon tinently, without hind-

rance ; without delay ; immedi-
ately.

incontrovertible, a. [IN- (2)], too

clear to be denied or disputed.
inconve nient, a. [Fr., from L. IN-

(2)], not fitting into ; causing
trouble or difficulty ; hindering

progress. n., ineonve'nienee,
that which causes trouble, diffi-

culty, or discomfort ; v., to

cause trouble or difficulty to.

inconvertible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be changed into or ex-

changed for something else.

n., inconvertibility.
inconvin'cibie, a. [m- (2)], that

cannot be convinced or led to

change one's mind.
incor'popate, v. i'late L. incor-

pordtus (IN- (2), corpus, a body)],
to form into a body ; to unite
into one mass ; to put or grow
into as a part of something else ;

to form (by law) a society with
rights and privileges ; a. united
into one body ; formed into a
society, etc. n., ineoppora'-
tion, act of incorporating, or
state of being incorporated ; a
union into one ; a taking into
as part of ; a society enjoying
certain rights and privileges.

incoppop'eal, a. [L. IN- (2)], not
having a body ; without ma-
terial form.

incorrect', a. [L. IN- (2)], not cor-
rect ; not according to rule or
truth ; not as duty requires.
n., ineorrect'ness.

Incorrigible (inkor'ijibl), a. [Fr.,
from L. IN- (2)], that cannot be
corrected or improved ; beyond
reform. n., incoppigibil'ity.

incopro'dible, a. [L. IN- (2)], that
cannot be eaten away that will
not rust.

incorrupt , a. [L. IN- (2)1, with-
out a fault or stain ; sound ;

that will not take bribes. a.,
incorrup tible that cannot
decay or waste away ; not to
D3 bribed ; unbendingly just.

6 incur

MS., incorruptibility and in-

corrup tibleness, also ineop-
rup'tion and incoppupt'ness,
freedom from or absence of

corruption.
increase' (inkres'), v. [Fr., from L.

increscere (IN- (1), crescere, to

grow)], to grow or cause to grow
bigger or more numerous ; to
add to. ns., in'crease and
in'epement, thatwhich is added.

incpedlble, a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

that cannot be believed ; too

strange to be true. ns., incred-
ibility and incpedlbleness.

adv., incredibly.
incred ulous, a. [L. m- (2)], not

easily persuaded to believe ;

arising from unbelief. ns., in-

credulity and inered'ulous-
ness, slowness to believe.

incriminate, v. [med. L. IN-,

CRIMINATE], to bring into a
charge of crime.

incpust' . See ENCRUST.
in'cabate, v. [L. incubatvs (IN- (1),

cubdre, to lie)], to sit on eggs to
hatch them ; to hatch by arti-

ficial heat. ns., incuba'tion;
in'cubator, a machine for hatch-
iner eggs.

in'cubus, n. [L., a nightmare, as

above], a nightmare , anything
that lies heavily on the mind;
a very heavy burden.

incul'cate, v. [L. inwticdre, to
tread on (IN- (1), calx, the heel)],

to teach by often repeating ; to

urge on the mind. n., inculca'-
tion.

incul'pate, v. [late L. IN- (1), culpa,
a fault], to bring into blame ;

to show to be in fault. a., in-

eul'pable, blameless.
incum'bent a. [L. incumbens
(m- (1) cumbtre, to lie)], lying
on ; reclining ; resting on, as a

duty ; n., the person who fills

a Church or other office and per-
forms its duties. n., incum'-
beney, the state of being an
incumbent, or his office and
duties.

incum'brance. See ENCUM-
BRANCE.

incur', v. [L. IN- (1), currere, to

run], to run on or against ; to
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put oneself in the way of ; to

bring upon oneself. pres. p.,

incurring ; p.p., incurred.
incup'able, a. [O.Fr., from L.

IN- (2)], that cannot be cured ;

n., a person who cannot be
cured.

incup'sion (inker'shdn), n. [L.
IN- (1), cwrsus, a running], a run-

ning into ; a march into an
enemy's country. a., incur' -

sive, hostile.

incup'vate, v. [L. incurvdtus, bent
in (IN- (1), curvus, CURVED)], to
bend or curve ; a., bent in-

wards ; curved. us., incurva'-
tion and incup'vity, the state
of being bent or curved ; a
bowing of the body.

indebt'ed (indet'ed), a. [O.Fr.
m-, DEBT], being in debt ;

obliged. n., indebtedness,
state of being in debt ; the
amount of debt.

Inde'eent, a. [Fr., from L. m- (2)],

not fit to be seen or heard ;

against good manners ; shame-
less ; unseemly. n., inde'-

eency, state of being indecent ;

something unfit to be seen or
heard ; immodesty.

Indecipherable, a. [m- (2)], that
cannot be read, explained, or
solved.

indecision (indesizh'on), n. [Fr.
IN- (2)], want of decision ; slow-
ness in making up one's mind ;

want of firmness of will ; irreso-

lution ; fickleness. a., jndeei'-
sive (-si'siv), not bringing to a
settlement ; slow in making up
one's mind ; not standing firm
to a decision. adv., indeci-
sively. n., indeci'siveness,
state of being undecided.

indeclinable, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], not changing termina-
tions, as words in grammar.

indeeompo sable (indekompo'-
zdbl), a. [IN- (2)], that cannot
be decomposed or resolved into
its elements.

indecor'um, n. [L. IN- (2)], want
of decorum or propriety ; con-
duct that breaks the rules of
good taste and good manners.

indecop'ous, wanting in

good behaviour ; contrary to
good taste and good manners.

indeed', adv. [IN, DEED], in fact ;

in truth.

indefatigable, a. [Fr., from L.

indefatigabllis (IN- (2), fatigdre,
to FATIGUE)], that cannot be
wearied out ; never ceasing in
effort ; unwearied. adv., in-
defat igably . n., indefatIg-
ableness.

indefea'sible (indefe'zibl), a.

[IN- (2)], not to be defeated or
set aside.

indefen'sible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be defended.

indefinable, a. [m- (2)], that can-
not be defined or described.

indefinite (indef'init), a. [L.
IN- (2)], not having clearly
marked limits or boundaries ;

not fully or clearly determined
or explained. n., indefinite-

indelible, a. [L. IN- (2), delebllis

(delere, to DELETE)], not to be
blotted out ; that cannot be
lost or forgotten. adv., indel'-

ibly.
indelicate, a. [IN- (2)], causing

offence to good taste or gooJ
manners ; hurtful to purity of
mind. n., indelicacy, want
of regard for good taste and
good manners ; rudeness of
manner or speech.

indem'nify, v. [L. IN- (1), damnum,
loss, -FY], to save from loss OP
damage ; to make \ip for dam-
age done. ns., indemniflea'-
tion and indem'nity, a saving
from loss or damage ; that
which is paid to make up for
loss.

indemon'stpable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be demonstrated or
proved.

indent', v. [L. IN- (1), dens, a tooth
(Skeat)], to edge with teeth ; to
cut teeth or notches exactly alike
on the edges of different papers ;

to mark with a stamp or ham-
mer ; to begin a line farther
from the edge than the others ;

n., a cut or notch in the edge.
n., indenta'tion, a mark like

a tooth on the edge of a thing ;
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a notch. a., inden'ted. n.,

inden'ture, a written agreement
between two or more persons ;

v., to bind by a written agree-

ment.
Independent, a. [m- (2)], not
under the power or influence of

another ; acting for oneself ;

earning, or in the enjoyment of

a comfortable living ; not to be

ewayed by others ; n., a mem-
ber of a congregation which is

subject to no authority outside

itself. ns., independence and
indepen'dency, freedom from
power or control ; ability to act

for oneself ; enough to live on.

indescribable, a. [m- (2)], that
cannot be described.

iadestruc'tible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be destroyed.

indeter'minable, a. [L. IN- (2)],

that cannot be clearly known or

fixed. adv., indeter'minably.
n., indeter'minableness.

as., indeterminate and inde-
ter'mined, not clearly fixed.

ns., indetermina'tion and in-

deter'minateness, want of de-
termination ; hesitation ; irre-

solution.
in dex, n. [L., an informer (see

INDICATE)], that which points
out ; a hand or pointer ; the
first finger ; a list of the subjects
in a book ; the figure on the
upper right side of a number or

quantity to mark the power to
which it is raised ; (pi.) indexes
and (math.) indices ; v., to fit

with an index.

In'diaman, n., a trading ship that
sailed to and from India. a.,

In'dian, belonging to India.

n., In'dies (in'diz), a name given
to the countries and islands of
India in the East, and also to
the West India Islands.

in'dicate, v. [L. indicatus (IN- (1),

dicdre, to point)], to point out ;

to show (how to do a thing) ; to
make known. -n,., indiea'tion,
act of indicating ; that which
points out ; information ; a
token. a., indicative, point-
ing out ; giving a signal or inti-

mation of ; n., the mood of the

8 indirect

verb that makes a direct state-

ment or question. n., in'diea-

tor, one who or that which
points out ; a pointer on a
machine, to mark something;
a gauge.

indict' (indlf), v. [O.Fr. (as IN-

DITE)], to charge with a crime
(esp. before a grand jury). a.,

indic'table. n., indiet'ment,
an accusation written out in

proper form.
indifferent, a. [Fr., from L. in-

differens], not making or show-
ing any difference ; of no im-
portance ; neither good nor
bad ; having no wish for one
thing more than for another ;

showing no interest. n., indif-
ference, state of being indiffer-

ent.

indig'enous (indij'ervfis), a. [L.

ftuZipfenu, born in], born or first

produced in a country ; native.

in'digent (in'dijent), a. [L. indigens
(indi-y egere, to be in want)], in
want ; not having the means
of living. n.t in'digence, po-
verty.

indiges'ted (indijes'ted), a. [L.
m- (2)], not digested ; not pro-
perly arranged. a., indiges'-
tible, that cannot be digested
or arranged; not easily put
in order. n., indiges'tion,
want of power to digest.

indig'nant, a. [L. indignans, dis-

pleased at (m- (2), digmis,
worthy)], angry, esp. at some-
thing unworthy or undeserved ;

feeling contempt with anger.
n., indigna'tion, strong anger.

indig'nity, n. [L. indignitas, un-
worthiness], ill-usage intended
to lower one's dignity ; unde-
served ill-treatment.

in'digo, n. [formerly indico, Sp.,
from Gk. indikon, Indian], a
deep blue colour ; a blue dye
got from the indigo plant ; a.,
of a deep blue colour.

indirect', a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)1,

not in a straight line towards ;

roundabout; not straightforward
or honest. ns., indirect'ness
and indirection, roundabout
ways or means ; crookedness.
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Indiscernible (indiztr'ndbl), a.

[IN- ^2)], that cannot be seen.

adv., indiseernlbly.
indiscov'epable, a. [IN- (2)3, that

cannot be discovered.

indiscreet', a. [L. IN- (2)3, not tak-
ing pains to avoid mistakes ; act-

ing without proper thought. n.,

indiscretion (indiskresh'dn), an
acting without due thought ; an
ill-considered act.

indiscriminate, a. [IN- (2)3, not
observing differences ; con-
fused. n., indiscrimination.

a., indiscrim'inative.
indispen'sable, a. [med. L. IN- (2)3,

that cannot be done without.
adv., indispen'sably.

Indispose' (indispoz"), v. [IN- (2)],

to turn away from ; to render
unwilling ; to make unfit ; to
make slightly unwell. a., in-

disposed', not inclined to ; not
quite well. n., indisposl'tion,
unwillingness ; a slight illness.

Indisputable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot bo disputed or denied ;

that must be held as true. adv.,

indis'putably.
indis soiGble, a. [Fr., from L.

IN- (2)], that cannot be dissolved
or broken up ; binding for ever.

indistinct', a. [Fr., from L. m- (2)],

not clearly seen ; not clear to
the mind ; confused. n., in-
distinct'ness.

indistinguishable, a. [IN- (2)3,

that cannot be clearly seen or

distinguished.
indite', v. [O.Fr., from late L. in-

dictdre, to accuse (m- (1), dictare,
to DICTATE)], to speak some-
thing to be written down ; to
compose or write; to be the
author of.

Individ ual, a. [med. L., from L.
individuus, not to be divided
(m- (2), divid&re, to DIVIDE)], not
to be further divided ; belong-
ing to or existing as one only ;

n., a single person or thing ; a
human being. ns. t individ'-
uaiism, a favouring of one's
own interest ; a state in which
every one works for his own
ends ; individuality, exist-

by oneself; that which

9 Indulge
marks off one person from
another. v., individualize, to
mark off one from all the others ;

to particularize.
indivisible (indiviz'ibl), a. [Fr.,
from L. IN- (2)j, that cannot be
divided ; n., something which
cannot be divided.

indo'cile (or indos'il), a. [Fr., from
L. IN- (2)3, hard to teach ; not
willing to learn. n., indocil'-

ity, unwillingness to be taught ;

dulness of mind.
indoctrinate, v. [IN- (1)], to teach

the principles to ; to fix in the
mind of.

in'dolent, a. [late L. indolcns

(IN- (2), doZere, to feel pain)3, un-
willing to suffer pain or to do
work ; fond of ease or idleness ;

not giving pain, as a tumour.
n., in'dolence.

indomitable, a. [late L. IN- (2),

domare, to tame], not to be
tamed ; that cannot be over-
come.

indorse'. See ENDORSE.
indu'bitable, a. [Fr., from L. in-

dubitabilis (m- (2), dubitdre, to

DOUBT)], that cannot be doubted ;

quite certain.
induce' (Indus'), v. [L. m- (1),

ducere, to lead], to lead on ; to
prevail on a person ; to produce
or cause, as electricity n., in-

duce'ment, that which induces
or leads to act.

induct', v. [L. inductus, as above],
to bring in ; to put in formal
possession of. n., induc'tion,
ceremony of inducting ; a man-
ner of reasoning from what is

true of a number to what is true
of every one of the same kind ;

the production of electricity or

magnetism in a body, by the
nearness (without contact), of
another which is charged with
it. a., indue'tive, leading on ;

arriving at a conclusion ; pro-
ducing electricity by induction.

indue'. See ENDUE.
indulge' (indtilj'), v. [L. indulgSre],

to let one have one's own way ;

to give as a favour ; to give free
course to, as a habit ; (oneself)
to take ease or pleasure ; to give
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oneself up to. ^., indul'genee,
a giving a person his own way ;

something granted, as a favour ;

freedom from the punishment
of sin granted by a priest. a.,

indul'gent, yielding to the

wishes of others ; treating with

great kindness.

in'durate, v. [L. indurdtus, hard-

ened (IN- (1), durus, hard)], to

make or grow hard or unfeeling.

In'dustry, n. [Fr., from L. indus-

tria, diligence], steadiness at

one's work ; the work a person
has to do ; a branch of work in

which considerable numbers are

employed. as., indus'trious,
steady at work ; indus'tpial,
of or pertaining to industry ;

having to do with manufacture ;

relating to working men and
women.

ine, suff. [L. -Inus], of ; like ; of

the nature of (as in CANINE,
DIVINE, FEMININE).

ine'briate, v. [L. IN- (1), ebrius,

drunk], to make drunk ; to con-
fuse the senses by any strong
feeling ; n., a person who ta,kes

too much strong drink ; a.,

drunk. ns., inebria'tion and
inebri'ety, drunkenness.

inefTable, a. [Fr., from L. ineffa-
bilis (IN- (2), EX-, fan, to speak)],
that cannot be told in words ;

unutterable.
Ineffa'eeable (inefd'sdbl), a. [m-

(2)3, that cannot be rubbed *or
blotted out.

ineffective and ineffectual, as.

[IN- (2)], not bringing about a
result ; inefficient ; unavailing ;

not doing any good.
inefficacious (inefikd'shus), a.

[EN- (2)], not able to produce an
effect ; powerless. n., inef-
flcacy, want of power.

inefficient (inefish'enl), a. [IN- (2)],

not fit for the work one has to
do ; not able or willing to do
what is required ; doing little or
nothing ; n., one who is not
fit, etc. n., inefficiency.

inel'egant, a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

wanting in grace, beauty, etc. ;

without polish or refinement ;

contrary to good taste. ns.,

inel'egance and inel'eganey,
want of elegance or grace ; want
of beauty or polish; anything
not in good taste.

ineligible (ind'ijiU), a, [IN- (2)],

not fit or qualified to be chosen ;

unsuitable ; not desirable. n.t

ineligibillty ; adv., iael'igibly.

inel'oquent, a. [IN- (2)3, not elo-

quent.
inept', a. [L. ineptus (IN- (2), aptus,

fit)], not apt or fit ; improper.
ns., inep'titude and inept'ness,
state of being inept or unfit ;

absurdity ; nonsense.

inequality, n. [O.Fr., from L.
IN- (2)3, want of equality ; differ-

ence ; want of smoothness or
levelness ; want of steadiness,
as in a person's feelings, or in

the weather.
ineq'uitable (inek'witdbl), a.

[m- (2)], not fair or just.

ineradicable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be rooted out. adv.t

inerad icably .

inert', a. [L. iners (IN- (2), ars,

ART)], without power to move
by itself ; wanting life and
energy ; not willing to move or

act. n., iner'tia (ingr'shd), the

inability of matter of itself to

change its state of motion or
rest ; (and inert'ness), want of

life or energy ; unwillingness to
move or act.

inessen'tial (inesen'shdT), a. [IN-

(2)], not essential or necessary ;

not belonging to the real nature.

ines'timable, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)3, more than can be esti-

mated or valued ; beyond all

price; of the very greatest
value.

inevitable, a. [L. inevitabilis

(IN- (2), evttare, to shun)], that
cannot be avoided ; that must
be met. adv., inevitably.-
n., inev itableness.

inexact' (inegzakt'), a. [IN- (2)], not
exact ; not according to rule or
measure ; not quite true or
correct. n., inexact'ness

inexcusable, a. [Fr., from L.
m- (2)], for which no excuse can
be found.

inexhaus'ted (inegzaws'ted), <*
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[IN- (2)], not worn out; not
bavin? lost all its strength ; not
all spent. a., inexhaustible,
that cannot be worn out or

spent. adv., inexhaus'tibly.
inexorable (inek'sordbl), a. [Fr.,
from L. inexordbllis, not easily
moved (tN- (2), EX-, ordre, to

pray)], not yielding to prayers
or wishes ; hard-hearted ; unre-
lenting. adv., inexorably.

I inexpedient, a. [m- (2)], not fitted

to help the end desired ; un-
suited to time or place. ns.,

inexpe'dience and inexpe'-
diency, want of fitness for the
end desired ; unsuitableness.

Inexpensive, a. [IN- (2)], not cost-

ing much money.
inexperience, n. [Fr., from L.

IN- (2)], want of experience ;

ignorance. a., inexperienced,
without experience ; wanting
practice.

inexpert', a. [O.Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], not expert ; without
skiU.

inex'piable, a. [L. IN- (2)], that
cannot be atoned for.

| inexplicable, a. [Fr., from L. in-
explicdbilis (IN- (2), EXPLICABLE)],
that cannot be explained or
cleared up. adv., inex'plic-
ably.

inexplicit (ineksplis'it), a. [IN- (2)],

not fully opened out ; not clear-

ly stated. adv., inexplicltly.
inexpressible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be expressed or told in
words ; unutterable.

inexpressive, a. [IN- (2)], without
expression or meaning ; want-
ing brightness of looks.

inextinguishable (ineksting'-

gwishabl), a. [TN- (2)], that cannot
be quenched.

inex'tricable, a. [Fr., from L.
inextricdbilis (IN- (2), EXTRIC-
ABLE)], that cannot be untied or
unravelled ; too confused to be
reduced to order. adv., inex'-
tricably.

infallible, a. [Fr., from med. L.
infallibilis (IN- (2), FALLIBLE)],
that cannot make mistakes ;

free from error ; that cannot
deceive. adv., infallibly. n.,

infallibility, state of being in-
fallible ; freedom from mistake
or error.

in famous, a. [O.Fr., from med. L.
infamosus (IN- (2), FAMOUS)], well
known for wicked conduct ; pub-
licly marked with guilt ; caus-
ing or producing an ill name ;

scandalous. n., in'famy, en-
tire loss of good name or char-
acter ; public disgrace ; great

in'fant, n. [O.Fr., from L. infans,
not speaking (IN- (2), fdri, to
speak)], a child too young to
speak ; a young child ; (in law)
a person not yet twenty-one
years of age ; a., belonging to
childhood ; tender. ns., in'-

fancy, the time of being a child ;

early years of life ; life under
twenty-one years of age ; in-
fan'ticide [-sld], child-murder;
one who is guilty of child-mur-
der. a., in'fantile, belonging
to infancy ; like a child.

Infan'te (-to), n., a title given to
the sons of the kings of Spain
and Portugal except the eldest ;

/., Infan'ta.
in'fantry, n. [Fr., from It. infan-

teria (infante, a youth)], soldiers
on foot ; footmen.

infat date, v. [L. IN- (1), fatuus,
FATUOUS], to make foolish ; to
weaken or mislead one's mind ;

to fill with foolish thoughts.
a., infatua'ted, made foolish.

n., infatua'tion, state of

being Infatuated ; a foolish or

misleading thought.
infect', v. [L. infectus, stained

(IN- (1), fac&re, to make)], to mix
with something poisonous ; to
communicate disease to ; to
impart any bad influence to.

n., infec'tion, the means by
which a disease passes from one
to another ; a disease so caught ;

any spreading influence. a.,

infec'tious, causing infection.

infelicity, n. [IN- (2)], a state of

unhappiness. a., infelicitous,
not fortunate or happy ; awk-
wardly said or done.

infer', v. [L. inferre (IN- (1), ferre,
to bring)], to bring in, as a con-
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elusion ; to arrive at knowledge
by reasoning ; to conclude.

pres. p., inferring; p.p., in-

ferred. 7i., in'ferenee, that
which is inferred ; a new truth
drawn from one already known.

a., inferential, arrived at by
inference. adv., inferen'tially.

inferior, a. [L. inferior, lower],
lower in place or rank ; of less

value ; less important ; n., a

person lower in rank ; one under
orders. n., inferiority, state

of being inferior.

Infer nal, a. [Fr., from L. infemus,
low], belonging to the lower

regions ; like an evil spirit ;

destructive or deadly. a., in-
fer'nally.

infertile, a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

not producing fruit; barren.

n., infertility.
infest', v. [Fr., from L. infestus,

hostile], to treat as an enemy ;

to trouble ; to annoy.
in'fldel, a. [O.Fr., from L. infidelis

(m- (2), fldelis, faithful)], faith-

less ; not believing ; n., one
who does not believe ; one who
has no religious faith. n., infi-

delity, unbelief ; unfaithfulness.
in'finite (in'finit), a. [L. infinUus

(IN- (2), FINITE)], without limit ;

without bounds ; n.., thatwhich
Is without bounds ; the Al-
mighty God. a., infinites' -

imal, infinitely small ; n., an
infinitely small quantity. a.,

infinitive, unlimited ; n., the
mood of the verb when un-
limited by number or person.
ns., infinitude and infinity,
boundlessness ; unlimited time,
etc.

infirm', a. [L. inflrmus (m- (2),

firmus, FIRM)], not strong ; weak
in health. ns., infir'mity,
weakness; disease; inflr'mary,
a place where sick or injured
persons are cared for.

Infix', v. [m- (1)], to fix in ; to drive
in and make fast ; to implant.

Inflame', v. [O.Fr., from L. inflam-
mdre (IN- (1), flamma, a FLAME)],
to set on fire ; to make or grow
red or hot ; to make angry.
as., inflam'mable. easily set

2 Influenza

on fire ; easily made angry ;

inflam'matory, likely to cause
fire or heat ; fitted to rouse

anger ; stirring up rebellion.

n., inflamma'tion, a painful
redness or congestion in the

body ; great excitement.

inflate', v. [L. inflOtus (IN- (1),

flare, to blow)], to swell out with
wind ; to puff up ; to raise

above the real value. ns., in-

fla'tion, state ol being filled

with air ; pride ; vanity ; in-

fla'tus, inspiration.
inflect', v. [L. inflectere (IN- (1),

fleetere, to bend)], to turn from
a straight line ; to change the
termination of a word ; to vary
the tones of the voice. n., in-
flec'tion (inflek'shon), a bending
or being bent from a straight
line ; a bend or fold ; changes
in the termination of words ; a
rising or falling of the voice.

as., inflec'tive, that can be
inflected ; inflexible, that can-
not be bent ; refusing to change ;

unyielding. ns., inflexibility
and inflexlbleness, state of

being inflexible ; firmness of will.

inflict', v. [L. inflictus (m- (1),

filgere, to strike)], to lay on a
stroke ; to make one feel, as

punishment. n., inflic'tion,
that which is inflicted, etc.

inflores'cence, n. [Fr., from L.

inflorescere (IN- (1), FLORES-
CENCE)], the proceso of flowering ;

the arrangement of the flowers
on a plant ; the flowers of a
plant collectively.

in'fiuence (in'fluens), n. [O.Fr.,
from late L. influentia (IN- (1),

flu&re, to flow)], power over men,
once supposed to flow from the
planets ; unseen power of one
person or thing over another ;

v., to act on by unseen power ;

to have moral power over. a.,

Influential (-shal), having influ-

ence ; moving others by force of

will, character, etc.

influen'za (influen'zd), n. [It., as
above], an infectious disease,
accompanied by the symptoms
of a severe cold and with a rise

of temperature.
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In'fJux, n. [late L. influxus, a flow-

ing in (m- (1), fluere, to flow)],
a flowing in ; that which flows in.

infold'. See ENFOLD.
Inform', v. [O.Fr., from L. infor-
m&re (IN- (1), forma, FORM)], to

give form or shape to ; to supply
with knowledge ; (of) to make
known to ; (on) to accuse ;

ns., infor'mep and infor'mant;
inforzna'tion, knowledge given
or received ; a statement before
a court. a., inform'ative.

fnfor'mal, a. [IN- (2)], not in the
right form ; without ceremony.
n., informality, want of regu-
lar form ; want of ceremony.

Infrae'tion, n. [Fr., from L. in-

fractio (infringere, to INFRINGE),
fractus], the breaking of a law
or promise.

infran'chise. See ENFRANCHISE.
Infran'gible, a. [Fr. m-, L. fran-

gere, to break], that cannot be
broken.

Inire'quent, a. [L. infrequens
(IN- (1), FREQUENT)], not hap-
pening often.

Infringe' (infrinj'), v. [L. infringere
(m- (2), frang&re, to break)], to
break in upon ; to break, as a
law or contract. n., infringe' -

ment, the breaking of a law,
etc. ; interference with the
rights of another.

Infuriate, v. [late L. infuriatus
(m- (1), furia, a FURY)], to make
mad ; to enrage. a. (and in-
furiated), enraged.

Infuse', t5. [Fr., from L. infusus
(IN- (1), fundtre, to pour)], to
pour in upon ; to steep in liquid ;

to drop into the mind. a., in-
fu'sible, that can be infused ;

lin, not], that cannot be melted.
ns., infu'sion, act of infus-

ing ; liquid in which something
has been steeped ; infusdrla,
Jrt., animals found in stagnant
water, so small as only to be seen
with a microscope.

Ing, suff. [A.S.], forming verbal
nouns, participles, etc. (as
ASKING, PAINTING, WASHING).

Ingath'ering, n. [IN- (I)], the
gathering and storing of fruits
in harvest.

inge'nious (injc'nius), a. [L. in*
genwsus, skilful (ingenium, in-

ventiveness)], havingmuch power
of invention ; able to form clever
plans ; made up with skill. .,

ingenuity, power of invention ;

ability to plan ; cleverness.

ingen'uous, a. [L. ingenuus, free-

born], born in a good position ;

of an open and honourable
nature ; noble-minded. n.t In-

gen'uousness, nobleness of
nature ; frankness.

ingle (ingl) [So., etym. ?], a fire on
the hearth. n., ingle-nook, a
chimney-corner.

inglorious, a. [L. m- (2)], without
glory or honour ; causing shame.

in'got, n. [A.S. IN-, goten, poured],
metal cast in a mould and not
wrought.

ingraft'. See ENGRAFT.
ingrain', v. [m, GRAIN], to dye in

the grain or raw state ; to dye
of a fast colour ; to fix deeply
in the nature.

in'grate, a. [L. (IN- (2), gratua,
pleasing)], unthankful; n., an
unthankful person.

ingra'tiate (ingrd'shiot), v. [It.,
from L. (IN- (1), gratia, favour)],
to work (oneself) into grace or
favour with ; to gain the good-
will of.

ingratitude, n. [Fr., from late L.
ingratUudo (IN- (2)], unthankful-
ness ; a return of evil for good.

ingre'dient, n. [Fr., from L. in-

gredients (IN- (1), grddi, to go)],
that which goes in to form a part
of a mixture.

in'gress, n. [L. ingressus, a going
in], right of going in ; means of
entering.

ingulf'. See ENGULF.
inhabit, v. [O.Fr., from L. inhabi*

tdre (m- (1), habitare, to dwell)],
to dwell in ; to use as a living
place. a., inhabitable, that
can be inhabited ; fit for dwell-
ing in. n., inhabitant.

inhale', v. [L. IN- (1), halare, to
breathe], to draw the breath
into the lungs ; to draw in with
the breath. n., inhala'tion,
drawing in a breath ; that which
is inhaled.
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Inharmo'nious, a. [IN- (2)], not
harmonious ; not agreeing well.

inhere', v. [L. IN- (1), hcerere, to

stick], to remain firm in; to

belong to by nature; to be

a quality (of). ns., inher'enee
and inher'eney. a., inher'ent,
existing as a natural part ; that

cannot be separated.
Inherit, v. [O.Fr., from late L.

Jiereditare, to inherit (heres, an
HEIR)], to get as an heir ; to

have in possession. n., inner' -

itance, that which one gets as

the heir ; a lasting possession ;

ownership. n., inheritor ;

/., inheritrix, inheritress.
inhibit, v. [L. inhibltus, held in

check (IN- (1), habere, to hold)],

to hold in check ; to forbid.

n., inhibl'tion, prohibition ;

check ; interdict. a., inhib'-

itory, causing restraint.

inhos'pitable, a. [IN- (2)], not kind
to strangers ; giving no food or
shelter.

inhu'man, a. [Fr., from L. irihu-

m&nus (IN- (2), HUMAN)], not
human ; wanting the feelings of

a human being ; very cruel.

n., inhumanity, barbarity ;

cruelty.
inhume', v. [Fr., from L. irihumfire

(m- (1), hurmis. the ground)], to

put into the ground ; to bury.
n., inhuma'tion.

inimical, a. [late L. inimlcus
(m- (2), amwus, a friend)], like an
enemy ; unfriendly.

inimitable, a. [Fr., from L.
m- (2),] that cannot be imitated ;

too good to be equalled.
iniq'uity (inik'witi), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. iniquitas (IN- (2), ceqims,
EQUAL)], want of justice ; wick-
edness ; a wicked deed. a.,

iniq'uitous, unjust ; wicked.
Initial (inish'dl), a. [L. initium, a

beginning], at the beginning ;

placed first ; n., the first letter
of a word ; (pi.) the first letters
of a name ; v., to sign with
initials only.

initiate (inish'iaf). v. [L. initiatus
(initidre, to begin)], to make a
beginning with ; to teach the
first lessons to; to introduce.

n., initia'tion, act of initiat-

ing ; the forms or ceremonies
of introduction. a., initiative,
serving to make a beginning ;

introductory ; n.. a first step.

a., initiatory, fitted for the
first steps.

inject', v. [L. injectus (IN- (1),

jacere, to throw)], to throw into ;

to force in, as water. n., injee'-

tion, a throwing into ; a filling

of the vessels of the body by forc-

ing in some liquid ; the liquid
forced in. n., injec'tor, that
which injects ; an apparatus for

forcing cold water into a steam
boiler.

injudicious (injudish'Hs), a.,

[IN- (2)], wanting in judgment;
thoughtless.

injunc'tion, n. [late L. injunctiot

an order (injungere, to ENJOIN)],
an order or command ; an order
of a court stopping some action.

injure, v. [L. injuria, injury], to
violate a right ; to hurt or harm.

a., injurious, causing injury.
n., in'jury, a wrong done to a

person ; hurt.

injus'tice, n. [Fr., from L. injus-
titia], that which is contrary to

justice ; an unjust act.

ink, n. [O.Fr., from late L. encaus"

turn, Gk. erikaustos, burned in],

a coloured fluid used for writing
or printing ; v., to cover with
ink. a., ink'y, of a colour like

ink. ns., ink'hdlder, ink'-

horn, and ink'stand, a vessel
for holding ink.

ink ling, n. [etym. ?], a hint OP
whisper.

inland, n. [m, LAND], the part of
a country away from the sea ;

., away from the sea-shore ; in
the interior of a country ; car-
ried over land, as traffic, etc. ;

adv., in or towards the interior.

inlay', v., to lay in or within ; to

lay small pieces of wood, etc.,

into the surface of something else

for ornament. pres. p., inlay-
ing ; p.p., inlaid.

inlet, n., an entrance ; a small

bay or creek ; something let in.

in'ly, a. [A.S.], interior ; secret ;

adv., in tae heart ; inwardly.
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in'mate, n. [IN, MATE], a fellow-

lodger ; an inhabitant.
in'most and m'aermosfc,as. [A.S.],

farthest within.

inn, n. [A.S., akin to IN], a house
for lodgers or travellers ; a
dwelling for students of law.

n., inn'keeper.
innate', a. [L IN- (1), natus, born],

implanted by nature ; not ac-

quired.
innavigable, a. [Fr., from L.

IN-], that cannot be sailed over.

in'ner, a. [A.S.], farther in ; away
from the outside.

innerve' (inerv') and innerv'ate,
vs. [IN- (1)], to give nerve, force,

energy, or courage to. n.,
innerva'tion.

in'ning, n. [IN, ING], the ingather-
ing of grain ; one's turn in a
game (often in plural).

in'nocent, a. [Fr., from L. inno-
cens (IN- (2), nocere, to hurt)],

doing no harm ; free from sin or
crime ; blameless. n., in'no-

cence, blamelessness ; pureness
of life.

innoc'uous and innoxious, as.

[L. IN- (2), nocuus, hurtful], not
hurtful ; having no bad effects.

in'novate, v. [L. m- (1), ndvus,
new], to bring in something new ;

to make changes. n., innova-
tion, a bringing in of something
new; the change made. n.,
innova'top.

innuen'do, n. [L., by nodding to

(IN- (1), nuere, to nod)], an in-
direct hint ; a hint causing a
hurtful impression.

innu'mepable, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], that cannot be counted ;

very many.
innutpitious (inutrish'us), a. [IN-

(2)], not nourishing ; not nutri-
tious.

inobsep'vant, a., not using one's

eyes ; not seeing what is going on.
Inobtpu'sive. See UNOBTRUSIVE.
inoc'ulate, v. [L, inoculatus (EST-

(1), octilus, a bud)], to graft a
bud of one plant into another ;

to cause disease artificially by
inserting some prepared liquid
Tinder the skin ; to put ideas into
the mind. n., inocula'tion.

ino'dopous, a. [L. m- (2)], having
no smell.

inoffen'sive, a. [IN- (2)], giving no
offence ; causing no harm.
adv., inoffen'sively.

inoffi'oial. See UNOFFICIAL.
inop'epative, a. [IN- (2)], not act-

ing ; having no effect.

inopportune', a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], coming at an unfavour-
able time ; unseasonable. adv.,
inopportunely .

inop'dinate, a. [L. IN- (2), ordo,
ORDER], beyond all bounds ;

too much. adv., inop'dinately.
inorganic, a. [IN- (2)], having no

organs or parts fitted for action ;

without life or its organs.
inqui'etude (inkwi'etud), n. [L.

IN- (2)], want of rest ; uneasiness
of body or mind.

inquire' (inkwlr'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. inqulrere (IN (1), queerere, to
search)], to search into ; to ask
questions ; to try to find out the
truth. ns., inquip'y, a search
for the truth ; in'quest, an
examination into the cause of
sudden death ; inquisition
(inkwizish'ori), an inquiring into ;

a court for searching out and
punishing heretics. a., inquis'-
itive, searching into ; fond of

looking into other people's
affairs. n., inquisitor, a mem-
ber of the court of the Inquisi-
tion. a., inquisitorial, like
an inquisitor.

in'poad, n. [IN- (1)], a march into
an enemy's country ; a sudden
and short invasion.

insalu'bpious (insaLoo'briiis), a.

[L. IN- (2)], not healthful. 7i.,

insalu'brity.
insane', a. [L. IN- (2), sanus, SANE],

not sane ; disordered in mind.
w., insanity, unsoundness of

mind. a., insanitary, not fav-
ourable to health ; unhealthy ;

unwholesome.
insa'tiable (insa'shiabl) and insa'-

tiate, as. [Fr., from L. m- (2),

SATIABLE], that cannot be satis-
fied ; very greedy.

inscribe', v. [L. m- (1), scribere, to
write], to write or engrave upon :

to mark a name on or in ; to
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address to ; to draw one figure

within another. n., inserip'-

tion, a writing or engraving
upon ; that which is written.

a., inscrip'tivo.
inscru'table (inskroo'tdbl), a. [Fr.,

from L. inscrutdbilis, unsearch-

able], that cannot be under-

stood; that cannot be explained;
unknowable.

in'sect, n. [Fr., from L. insectus,

cut into], a small animal whose
body seems nearly cut through,
as a wasp or a bee ; a., belong-
ing to an insect.

Insectivorous, a. [L. ixwvlre, to

devour], living on insects.

insecure', a. [L. IN- (2)], not firmly
fixed ; afraid of danger ; ex-

posed to danger or loss. n.,

insecurity, want of safety ;

fear of danger.
Insen'sate, a. [late L. IN- (2), sen-

sus, feeling], without sense or

power of feeling ; rash. a.,

insen'sible, having lost the

power of feeling ; that cannot
be felt. n., insensibility. as.,

insen'sitive and insen'tient
(insen'shUnt), without power of

feeling or perceiving ; lifeless.

inseparable, a. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], that cannot be separated ;

always together. ns., insepara-
bility; insep'arableness.

insert', v. [L. m- (1), serere, to join],
to place in or among ; to put into
a place. n., inser'tion, act of

inserting ; that which is inserted.

insev'erable, a. [IN- (2)], that can-
not be severed or separated.

inshore', a. [IN, SHORE], near the
shore ; adv., towards the shore.

Inshrine'. See ENSHRINE.
in'side, n. [IN, SIDE], the side or

the parts within ; a., being
within ; prep, and adv., within.

insidious (insid'itis), a. [L. insidi-

osus, cunning (insidice, an am-
bush)], lying in wait to catch ;

acting in a quiet way to deceive ;

working evil secretly. n.. in-
sidlousness.

in'sight (in'slt), n., a sight of the
inside ; a thorough view Into ,

power of seeing into; a clear

understanding.

6 inspect

insig'nia, n. FL. pi. of tinstone,
marked (IN- (1), signum, a SIGN)],
badges of honour, rank, or office.

insignificant, a. [IN- (2)], having
little meaning ; of little use or
value j without influence. n.,

insignificance.
insincere', a. [L. IN- (2)], not what

one seems to be ; not worthy to
be trusted ; deceitful. n., in-

sincerity, want of sincerity ;

hollowness.
insin'uate, v. [L. insinudius

(m- (1), sinus, a winding)], to get
in by a winding passage ; to
hint at ; (oneself) to get into
favour by flattery or cunning.

TI., insiima'tion, power of

gaining favour, etc. ; some-
thing understood from a hint.

as., insinua'ting, easily gam-
ing favour ; insin'uative, using
insinuation.

insipid, a. [Fr., from late L. in-

sipldus (m- (2), sap&re, to taste)],

wanting taste ; without spirit
or energy. ns., insipidity and
insipidness.

insist', v. [Fr. from L. insistere, to
stand upon], to take a stand and
refuse to move ; to hold to

firmly ; to be pressing. a., in-
sis'tent. n., insis'tence, re-

fusal to give way ; urgency.
insnare'. See ENSNARE.
insobri'ety, n. [IN- (2)], intemper-

ance ; drunkenness.
in'solent, a. [Fr., from L. insolens,

not customary], contrary to
custom ; not caring what others
feel ; rude. n., in'solence,
rudeness ; arrogance.

insol'uble, a. [Fr., from L. IN- (2)],

that cannot be dissolved or

melted. a., insol'vable, that
cannot be explained.

insol'vent, a. [m- (2)], not able to

pay one's debts ; n., one who
cannot pay. n., insolvency,
state of being insolvent.

insom'nia, n. [L. insomnia (IN- (2),

somnus, sleep)], inability to sleep.

insomuch', adv., to such a degree ;

so.

inspect', v. [L. inspecttire, to look

into], to look into ; to see that
;

a thing is rightly done ; to view-
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the order of troops. n., Inspec'-
tion, examination ; a review of

troops, etc. n. t inspee'tor, one
who examines.

inspire', v. [O.Fr., from L. in-

spirdre (m- (1), spirdre, to

breathe)], to breathe into ; to
draw in the breath ; to breathe
thoughts into the mind ; to

teach by exerting a strong influ-

ence ; to rouse or animate.
a. and p.p., inspired', filled

with the influence of God's
spirit ; done under this guid-
ance. n., insplpa'tion, a
breathing into ; a drawing in of

the breath ; any strong influ-

ence for good. a., inspip'-
atory, pertaining to breathing.

v., inspirit, to put spirit
into ; to fill with life or energy.

Instability, n. [Fr., from L.
IN- (2)], want of firmness in

standing ; danger of falling ;

proneness to change ; fickleness.

Install' (instawl'), v. [Fr., from
Low L. instaZldre (IN- (1), stattum,
a STALL)], to place in a stall or
seat ; to introduce with cere-
monies into an office or rank.

pres. p., installing ; p.p., in-
stalled. ns. t instaUa'tion, act
of installing or introducing ;

introduction of electric light,
etc. ; instal'ment, one of
several parts of a sum payable
at different times ; a payment
to date.

In'stant, a. [Fr., from L. instans,
standing near to], close to ; ad-
mitting of no delay ; just going
to happen ; n. t a moment of
time ; the present month. n.,

in'stance, a standing close by ;

urgency ; an example ; v., to
give as an example. a., in-
stanta neous, done in an in-

stant. advs., instan'tep and
in'stantly, on the instant.

instate', v. [IN- (1), STATE], to put
into a place or condition.

instead' (insted'), adv. [IN, STEAD],
in the place of ; in room of.

in'step, n. [IN, STOOP, to bend
(Skeat)], the arched part of the
foot.

in'stigate, v. [L. instigatus, spurred

on (IN- (1), and root of STING)],
to urge on, esp. to evil ; to pro-
voke. ns., instiga'tion, act of

urging on ; the influence used ;

instigator.
instil', is. [Fr., from L. instHldre

(IN- (1), stUla, a drop)], to put
in drop by drop ; to drop into
the mind. pres. p., instilling ;

p.p., instilled.- n., instilia'-

tion, a dropping in ; that which
is dropped in.

in'stinct, n. [L. instinetua, urged
on, as INSTIGATE], a feeling that
urges on ; the natural power by
which animals are guided ; any
feeling or knowledge natural
and not acquired ; a. (instinct')
moved naturally or from within.

a., instinc'tive, pertaining
to, got from, or according to
instinct. adv., instinc'tively.

institute, v. [L. institWus (m- (1),

statu&ret to set)], to set up ; to
put in order ; to set on foot ; to
lay down as a law ; n., that
which is set up ; a rule, law, or
principle ; a society of learned
men. n. t institution, some-
thing set up or arranged ; a
society or building for promot-
ing learning, etc. ; (pi.) a set of
rules ; the laws and customs of
a nation. a., institutional.

instruct', v. [L. instructua (IN- (1),

stru&re, to build)], to build up ;

to give information or know-
ledge ; to give orders to. n.,

instruc'tion, knowledge given
or got ; an order to guide one.
a., instructive, containing or
giving instruction ; fitted to
teach. n., instruo'top, one
who teaches ; /., instrue'tress.

in'stpument (in'strument), n. [Fr.,
from L. instrumentum, as IN-

STRUCT], a tool by which work
is done ; any means by which
something is brought to pass ;

a means of producing musical
sounds ; a written record of

something done or agreed on.
a., instrumental, acting as an
instrument ; helpful in bring-
ing to pass ; (music) produced
by an instrument. ns., instru-
men talist, one who plays on a
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musical instrument ; and in-

strumentality, use as a means
or instrument ; anything so

insubor'dinate, a. [IN- (2)], not

obeying the orders of a superior ;

disobedient. n., insubordina'-
tion, disobedience.

insufferable, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be suffered or borne.

insufficient (insufish'ent), a. [O.Fr.,
from L. insufficiens (IN- (2), SUF-

FICIENT)], not enough ; too little

or too weak for the purpose.
n., insufficiency, want of

power or fitness.

In'sular, a. [L. insuldris (instila,

an island)], belonging to or like

an island.

in'sulate, v. [L. insulMus, made
like an island], to separate from
everything else ; to coat an
electric conductor so that the
current cannot escape. ns.,

insula'tion, act of insulating ;

state of being insulated or separ-
ated ; in'sulator, that which
insulates ; something through
which electricity cannot pass ;

a non-conductor.
insult', v. [Fr., from L. insultdre

(IN- (1), salire, to leap)], to treat
with abuse or contempt. n.,
in'suit, ill-treatment by word
or action ; abuse to one's face.

a., insui'ting, containing
abuse.

Insu'perable, a. [Fr., from L. in-

superabitts (m- (2), superdre, to
overcome)], that cannot be got
over.

insuppop'table, a. [m- (2)], that
cannot be borne or endured.

insuppres'sible, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be suppressed or kept
out of sight.

Insure' (inshoor'), v. [ENSURE], to
engage to repay for certain kinds
of loss, or to make a payment
to a person's heirs in the case of
his death ; to pay a premium
for this purpose. n., insur'-
ance (-ans), a bargain to repay
as above.

insur'gent, a. [L. IN- (1), surgere,
to rise], rising against one's
rulers ; n., one who so rises.

8 Intelligent

ns., insur'gence and insur'-

gency.
insurmountable, a. [IN- 2)], that
cannot be overcome or
over.

insurrection, n. [Fr., from L. in-

surrectio, as INSURGENT], a rising
against one's rulers ; opposition
to the law by force. a., insur-
rec'tionary, causing or carry-
ing on an insurrection.

insuscep'tible and insuseep'-
tive, as. [m- (2)], that cannot be
moved by feeling ; unable to
learn. n., insusceptibility,
want of power to feel.

intact', a. [L. IN- (2), tactus,

touched], untouched ; unin-
jured; undefiled; complete.

intaglio (inta'lyo), n. [It., from
late L. intale&re, to cut], a gem
or seal in which a design has
been hollowed out ; printing
done from incised plates.

intan'gible, a. [med. L. m- (2)],

that cannot be touched ; not to
be perceived by the touch ;

vague. ns., intangibility and
intan'gibleness .

in'teger (in'tejer), n. [L., whole
(m- (2), tangfre, to touch)], that
which is unbroken ; the whole
of anything ; a whole number.

a., in'tegral (in'tegrdl), want-
ing nothing to be complete ;

needed to make up a whole ; n. t

a whole with reference to its

parts ; a whole number. v.,

in'tegrate, to make up a
whole ; to complete ; to re-

store. 7i., integ'rity, whole-
ness ; moral purity ; upright-

integ'ument, n. [L. integumen-
tum (IN- (1), tegire, to cover)], the
outer skin of a plant or animal.

a., integumen'tary, belong-
ing to the skin.

in'tellect, n. [L. intdlectus, power
of knowing (see INTELLIGENT)],
the power of knowing or think-
ing ; power of mind. a., in-

tellec'tual, belonging to the
understanding ; having great
mental power.

intelligent, a. [Fr., from L. intd-

ligens (INTER-, legere, to gather)],
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having the power of knowing
and understanding ; having a
clear knowledge. n., intelli-

gence, power of knowing and
understanding ; information re-

ceived ; a being possessed of a
mind. a., mtel'ligible, clear
to the mind. ns., intelligibil'-

ity and intel'ligibleness, state
of being intelligible.

Intern perate, a. [L. IN- (2)], using
too much of anything ; using
anything at the wrong time or
for a wrong purpose ; going
beyond bounds. n., intem'-
perance, taking too much ;

improper use; want of self-

command ; drunkenness.
Intend', v. [L. intend&re (IN- (1),

tendere, to stretch)], to turn the
mind to a purpose ; to make up
one's mind. a., inten'ded,
thought of in order to be done ;

promised in marriage ; n., the
person promised, etc.

Intense' (intens'), a. [Fr., from L.

intensus, as INTEND], drawn very
tight ; kept on the stretch ; very
close and earnest ; raised to a
high degree. adv., intensely.

v., inten'sif^, to make or be-
come intense ; to increase the
power of. ns., inten'sity, very
great tightness ; a very high
degree or power ; keenness ;

inten'sion, degree of intensity.
a., inten'sive, stretched ; uu-

relaxed ; able to be increased
in degree ; giving force or em-
phasis.

Intent', a. [L. intentus, stretched
towards, as INTEND], having the
mind stretched towards a thing ;

giving close attention ; follow-

ing after with diligence. n.,

and inten'tion, a turning of the
mind towards ; that towards
which the mind is turned ; a
purpose. as., inten'tional,
done with intention ; not by
accident ; inten'tioned (inten'-
shond) (used with well- or ill-),

having good or ill intentions.

Inter', v. [O.Fr., from late L. in-
terrdre (IN- (1), terra, the ground)],
to put into the ground. pres. .,

interring; p.p., interred.

n , inter'ment, a laying In the
ground ; burial.

in'ter-, pref. [L.] between ; among ;

(as in INTERCEDE, INTELLIGENT,
ENTERPRISE).

interact', v. [INTER-], to act among
or upon each other. ns.t in-
teract, a short act between two
others; a short time between
two acts ; interac'tion, action
of one body on another.

intercalate, v. [L. intercaldre, to
insert by proclamation], to put
in, as a day between two others
in a calendar, or a verse in poe-
try. a., inter ealary, inserted
between, as the 29th day of Feb-
ruary every leap year.

intercede', v. [Fr., from L. INTER-,
cedere, to go)], to go between ;

to make peace between ; to ask
from one person a favour for
another. ns., intercession (in-

tersesh'on), a going between ;

interces'sor, one who goes be-
tween or pleads for another.
a., intercessory, pleading for.

intercept', v. [L. interceptus,
caught by the way (INTER-, ca-

p6re, to take)], to catch on the
way ; to keep from going far-
ther ; (math.) to cut off a part
of a line by two others.

interchange', v. [O.Fr. INTER-],
to change with each other ; to
give and take ; to put one per-
son or thing in place of another ;

n., a giving and taking ; a
changing of places or goods, etc.

a., interchange able, that
may be interchanged ; fitted
to take each other's place.

mterelude' (-klood'), v. [L. interdU-
dtre (INTER-, claudtre, to shut)],
to shut out by putting some-
thing in the way ; to cut off.

n., interclu'sion.
intercolonial, a. [INTER-], be-
tween colonies; affecting differ-
ent colonies.

intercommune' and intercom -

mu'nicate, v. [INTER-], to have
conversation or messages be-
tween. ns., intercommft'nion
and intercommOnica'tion, an
interchange of thoughts ; means
of doing so; also intercom-
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mu'nity, the existence of such
intercourse.

intereos'tal, a. [INTER-, COSTAL],

lying between the ribs.

in'tercourse (-kors), n. [O.Fr.,

from late L. intercursus (INTER-,

cursus, a COURSE)], a moving
about among each other ; com-
munion ; commerce.

in'terdict, n. [L. interdicere, to

forbid], an order of a court pro-
hibiting something, or from the

Pope stopping the services of.

the Church ; v., to forbid or

prohibit; to deprive of the
services of the Church. a.,

interdictory, having the force

of an interdict.

In'terest, n. [L., It concerns],
that which is for a person's
good ; thought or care be-
stowed ; influence with any
one ; phare in something ; pay-
ment ior the loan of money ;

v. t to secure one's attention ;

to engage a person's help.
a., in'terested, having some-
thing to gain or lose ; not fitted

to judge fairly : having the at-

tention entered ; interesting,
taking hold c.1 one's attention.

interfere', v. [Fr., from L. inter-

ferir (INTER-, ferlre, to strike)],
to strike against ; to meddle
with another person's business.

n., interference, a coming
between ; a taking a part, un-
asked, in the business of others.

interfuse' (-/ite), v. [L. interfttsus,

poured between (INTER-, fun-
d&re, to pour)], to pour or spread
between or among. n., inter-
fusion.

in'torim, n. [L., in the mean-
time], the time between two
events ; a., acting for a time.

interior, a. [L., comp. of INTER], in
the inside ; away from the bor-
der or shore ; n.t the inner
part of anything.

interja'oent, a. [L. INTER-, jacere,
to lie], lying between or among.

n., interja'cency.
interject', v. [L. INTER-, jactre, to

throw], to throw between. n.,
Interjeo'tion, a word in gram-
mar expressing strong feeling.

interknit', v. [INTER-], to knit to-

gether ; to work closely into
each other. pres. p., inter-

knitting ; p.p., interknitted.

interlace', v. [Fr. INTER-, LACE],
to lace or twine together.

interlard', v. [Fr. INTER-, LARD],
to mix, as fat meat with lean;
to insert between ; to give
variety to.

interleave', v. [INTER-], to put
blank leaves between the other
leaves of a book.

interline', v. [late L. interlinldre

(INTER-, LINE)], to write between
lines. a., interlin'ear.

interloc'utor, n. [L. INTER-, Zocfl-

tus (logui, to speak)], one who
speaks in a conversation or

dialogue; finding of a judge:
also interiocu'tion.

interlope', v. [INTER-, Scand.
Jdaupa, to leap], to run in where
one has no right. n., inter-

lo'per.
in'terlude, n. [med. L. INTER-,

Indus, a play], a short piece be-
tween two plays or two parts
of a play ; music played be-
tween the parts of a song.

interlu'nar and interlu'nary, a.

[INTER-], between the old and
the new moon ; while the moon
is invisible.

intermar'ry, v. [INTER-], to marry
between or among ; to give
and take in marriage. n., in
termar'riage (interm&r'ij), a
giving and taking in marriage :

marriage between persons of dif-

ferent tribes or families.

intermed'dle, v. [O.Fr. enter'

mesler (INTER-, MEDDLE)], to
meddle without right. n., in-
termed'dler.

intermediate, interme'dial, and
interme'diary, as. [Fr., from
L. INTER-], lying or being be
tween two extremes. n., in
terme'diary, one who acts
between two parties.

inter'ment. See INTER.
intermez'zo (-med'zo), n. [It.],

short musical performance be*
tween two acts.

interminable, a. [L. IN- (2), TER-
MINABLE],nevercoming to an I
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Intermingle' (int&rmingl'), v. [m-
TEU-], to mix or mingle together ;

to blend.

Intermit', v. [L. INTER-, mitt&re, to

send], to stop or cause to

stop for a time ; to break off.

pres. p., intermitting ; p.p.,
Intermitted . n., intermis-
sion (-mteh'dn), a stopping for

a time ; discontinuance from
time to time. a., intermit' -

tent, ceasing and going on again
at intervals.

Intermix', v. [INTER-], to mfo or
to be mixed together. n., in-

termlx'ture, a mass of several

things mixed together.
Intermun'dane, a. [INTER-], be-

tween worlds.

Intermur'al, a. [L. INTER-], be-
tween walls.

Intern', v. [Fr., from L. intermts,
INTERNAL], to keep troops or
citizens of another country in
confinement.

Inter'nal, a. [med. L. intemSlis,
from internus, inward], in the
inside ; home as opposed to

foreign. adv., inter'nally.
International (intem&sh'dncd), a.

[INTER-], relating to intercourse
between nations ; affecting more
than one nation.

Interne'eino (interne'sln), a. [L.

INTER-, necdre, to kill], killing
each other ; very destructive.

Internun'cio (-sTmJ), n. [It., from
L. internuntiuA (L. INTER-, nun-
tins, see NUNCIO)], a messenger
between ; the Pope's represen-
tative.

Interpellate, v. [L. interpelldre,
to interrupt], to interrupt while
speaking ; to demand an expla-
nation. na., interpellation,
demand for an explanation ;

an order to appear at court ;

an earnest address ; inter'pel -

latop.
Interpolate, v. [L. interpoldtus,

patched up (INTER-, pollre, to

POLISH)], to insert in a book or
text a word or passage that
should not be there ; to corrupt ;

to falsify. n., interpolation.
Interpose', . [Fr. (INTER-, root

of POSE)], to put or come be-

tween ; to place as a hindrance
or interruption ; to put in a
remark ; to offer help ; to
interfere. n., interposition
(-pozish'dn), anything put in
the way ; interference.

inter'pret, v. [Fr., from L. inter-

pretdri], to explain the meaning
of ; to put into words that can
be easily understood. n*., In-

terpreta'tion, act of interpret*
ing or explaining ; the meaning
given by one who explains ; the
power of explaining ; inter'-

preter, one who interprets.

interregnum, n. [L. INTER-, reg-
num, a REIGN], the time between
the death of one king and the
coming to the throne of another.

interrogate, v. [L. INTER-, rogtire,
to ask], to ask questions at ; to
examine by asking. n., inter-
roga'tion, act of questioning ;

a question ; a mark [?] of a
question. a., interrog'ative,
asking a question ; in the form
of a question ; n., a word used
to ask a question. a., inter-

rogatory, containing a ques-
tion ; n., a question. n., in-
ter'rogator.

interrupt', v. [L. INTER-, rump6re9

to break], to break in among;
to stop or hinder ; to interfere

with action or speaking. n.,

interruption, hindrance ; a
break.

intersect', v. [L. INTER-, secdre, to
cut], to cut into or between ;

to divide into parts ; to meet
and cross, as lines, etc. n.,

intersection (sek'slwn), the
place where two lines or sur-
faces cross each other.

intersperse', v. [L. interspersua
(INTER-, sparg&re, to sprinkle)],
to scatter or set here and there ;

to adorn, as a book with pictures.
n., intersper'sion.

interstellar, a, [L. INTER-, steOat

a star], between or among the
stars.

interstice (int&r'stia or in'-), n.

[L. interstitium (INTER-, stdre, to
stand)], a small space between
things closely set or between the
parts of a body.
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Intertroplcal, a., between the

tropics.
Intertwine' and intertwist', vs.,

to twine or twist together ; to

be so united.

in'terval, n. [O.Fr., from L. inter-

vallum (INTER-, vallum, a ram-

part)], a space between, of place
or time ; time or distance be-

tween two events or points;
distance between two notes in

music.
Intervene', v. [L. INTER-, venire,

to come], to come or to be be-

tween ; to keep apart ; to take

place between two events. n.,

intervention (-shori), a coming
between ; help in coming to an
agreement.

interview (in'Wrvu), n. [Fr.

(INTER-, voir, see VIEW)], a meet-
ing to talk over some matter ;

v., to have a meeting with ; to
call on for information.

Interweave' (interwev"), v. [IN-

TER-], to weave together ; to
mix threads of different kinds
or colours. p.p., interwoven.

intes'tate, a. [L. intestatus (m- (1),

testari, to make a will)], dying
without a will ; not left by will ;

n., a person who so dies. n.,

intestacy.
Intes'tlne, a. [L. intestinus, in-

ward], in the inside ; internal ;

within a country ; not foreign ;

n. (usu. pi.), the bowels. a.,
intes'tinal.

inthraT, etc. See ENTHRAL.
in'timate, a. [L. intimus, farthest

in], very far in ; in close friend-
ship ; n., a close friend ; v., to
give notice of ; to make known.

7W., in'timacy, state of being
intimate ; closeness of friend-
ship ; intima'tion, a giving of
notice ; something made known ;

a hint.

Intimidate, v. [med. L. intimi-
datus (m- (1), timldus, TTMID)],
to make afraid ; to hinder by
threats. n., intimida'tion, a
hindrance by threats.

intol'erant, a. [Fr., from L. in-
tolerObUis (m- (2), tolerGre, to
bear)], not able or willing to

eep. with difference of

opinion. n., intolerance, want
of power of endur ng ; unwilling-
ness to bear. a., intolerable,
that cannot be endured.

intomb'. See ENTOMB.
in'tonate, v. [med. L. inlon&re

(L. in tonum, according to tone)],
to sound out ; to read or speak
with tone ; to sound the notes
of the musical scale. n., in-

tona'tion, manner of reading
with tone, or sounding notes of
the scale. v., intone', to read
in a singing tone; to make a
deep, prolonged tone.

intoxicate, v. [med. L. intoxic&tus

(m-, Gk. toxikon, poison)], to
make drunk ; to fill with excite-
ment ; to rouse to madness.
ns., intoxica'tion, drunkenness ;

excitement ; intoxicant.
intrac'table, a. [Fr., from L. m-]t

not easy to manage ; unwilling
to be guided.

intramur'al, a. [L. INTRA-, with-
in ; MURAL], within the walls.

intran'sitive, a. [L. IN- (2)], not
passing over or beyond ; (gram-
mar) confined to the subject,
not passing over to an object.

intransmis'slble, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be transmitted or handed
to another.

intransmu table, a. [IN- (2)], that
cannot be changed into anything
else.

intrench'. See ENTRENCH.
intrepid, a. [L. IN-, trepldua,

alarmed], not trembling at dan-
ger ; fearless. n., intrepidity.

intricate, a. [L. intrlcOtus (IN- (1),

tricce, wiles, difficulties)], having
many windings ; hard to under-
stand ; with many difficult

points. ns., in'trieaey and
in'trieateness .

intrigue' (intreg'), v. [Fr., from
root of INTRICATE], to form and
work out secret plans ; to rouse
the interest of ; n., a plot ; a
conspiracy. pres.p.,intriguing;
p.p., intrigued. a., intri'gu-
ing, fond of intrigues ; fascinat-

ing.
intrin'sic and intrin'sical, as.

[L. intrinsecus, inward], inward j

not merelyon the surlace ;
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in/vont;

tlal ; belonging to the real

nature.

| intro-, pref. [L.], in ; within ; into

(as in INTRODUCE, INTROSPEC-
TION).

t Introduce', v. [L. INTRO-, ducere,
to lead], to lead or bring in ; to

bring into notice or use ; to make
known to another. n. t intro-
due'tion, a bringing into notice ;

a making known to another ;

the opening part of a book
or a speech. as., introduc'tive,
intpoduc'topy .

j
Intpomit', v. [L. INTRO-, mittere, to

send], to send in ; to allow to

pass or enter ; to deal with the
affairs of. pres. p., intromit-
ting; p.p., intpomitted. n.,
intromission (-mish'ori), a
sending in, or allowing to go
interference with other people's
affairs ; management of a client's

funds.

\ Intpospec'tion, n. [L. INTRO-,
specere, to look], a looking with-
in ; a looking into one's own
thoughts and feelings. a., in-

tpospec'tive.
'Introvert', v. [L. INTRO-, verttre,

to turn], to turn inward ; to
look within. n., introversion.

a., intpovep'sive.
intrude' (introod'), v. [L. IN- (1),

trftdere, to push], to push in
where one has no right ; to
enter without being asked or
wanted. n., intpu'sion (introo'-

ehon), a forcible entry. a., In-

tru'sive, coming in without
right.

intrust'. See ENTRUST.
intuition (intaish'ori), n. [Fr.,
from L. intwitua, looking upon
(IN- (1), tuerl, to look)], a power
of knowing the truth without
reasoning ; any truth perceived
by immediate knowledge ; as.,
intuitive and intuitional (in-

tUish'ondl), knowing or known
by intuition.

In'undate, v. [L. inundatus (IN- (1),

unda, a wave)], to flow over ; to
fill with more than enough.

., inunda'tion, water over-

flowing, or which has over-
flowed ; a flood.

inure', v. TIN- (1), and obsolete ure;
Fr. cuuvre, from L. opera, work],
to accustom to work ; to harden
by constant work ; to train ; to
come into use or service.

inupn', v. [IN- (1)], to put into an
urn.

inutil'ity, n. [L. IN- (2), utilis.

useful], want of utility ; use-

invade', v. [Fr., from L. invadere
(IN- (1), vOdere, to go)], to go
upon another person's rights ;

to enter with force ; to seize

upon. ns., inva'sion (inv&'*
zhori), seizing upon the rights
of others ; a hostile entrance
into another country ; an attack ;

inva'dep.
invalid, a. [L. IN- (2), validus,

strong, VALID], of no force or
value ; not binding ; having no
effect. n., in'valid (in'voted), a
person in weak health ; one not
able for service ; a., weak ;

v. (-led'), to make weak ; to put
on the sick list. v., invalidate,
to make invalid or of no force ;

to render useless. ns., invalid' -

ity and invalldness, want of
force or authority.

inval'uable, a. [IN- (2)], beyond
being valued; very valuable;
priceless.

invariable, a. [Fr., IN- (2)], that
does not change ; remaining
always the same. n., invar'i-
ableness.

inveigh' (invd'), v. [L. invehere, to
attack (IN- (1), vehere, to carry)],
to speak or write reproaches
(against) ; to attack with angry
words. n., invee'tive, an
attack in bitter words ; strong
fault-finding ; a., abusive ; rail-

ing.

inveigle' (invegl'), v. [perhaps from
Fr. aveugler, to blind], to lead
astray by deception or flattery ;

to seduce; to beguile. .,

mvei'glement.
invent', v. [Fr., from L. inventus

(IN- (1), venire, to come)], to come
upon or find out ; to make for
the first time ; to make up in
the fancy. n., invention, a
finding out of something new;
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power of so finding out ; that

which is found out. a., inven'-

tive, able to invent. ns., in-

ven'tiveness, inven'tor.

in'ventory, n., a list of articles ;

a register of goods or property
left by a person ; v., to make
a list of goods, etc.

inver-, geog. root [C.], mouth of a
river (as in Inveresk, the mouth
of the Esk ; Inverness, the mouth
of the Ness).

invert', v. [L. IN- (1), veriere, to

turn], to turn the other way ;

to turn upside down ; to change
the usual order. a., inverse',
turned the other way ; in the

opposite order. -adv., inverse' -

ly. n., inver'sion (-shon), a

turning or being turned; a
change of order or position.

inver'tebral and invep'tebrata,
as. [m- (2)], without a backbone.

n., invep'tebrate an animal
without a backbone ; (j)L) in-
veptebpa'ta.

invest', v. [Fr., from L. invesfire

(IN- (1), vestlre, to clothe)], to

put clothes on ; to place in an
office or a position of power ; to
adorn ; to surround ; to lay
out money for profit. ns., in-

ves'tltupe, the ceremony of put-
ting in possession of an office ;

invest'ment, a surrounding
with troops ; a laying out of

money ; money laid out.

Investigate, v. [L. IN- (1), ves-

tigium, VESTIGE], to search into
carefully. ns., investiga'tion,
act or process of investigating ;

a search for truth; investi-
gator.

Invet'erate, a. [L. m- (I), veterdtus,
grown old (veins, old)], of long
standing ; deeply rooted from
age or habit. ns., invet'epacy
and invet'erateness, obstinacy
caused by long continuance.

invidious, a. [L. invidiosus (invi-
dia, ENVY)], likely to cause ill-

will or hatred. n., invidlous-

invig'opate, v. [IN- (1), L. VIGOUR],
to give vigour to ; to give life and
energy to. n., invigora'tion,
the state of being invigorated.

invin'cible, a. [Fr., from L. in-
vincibilis (IN- (2), VINCIBLE)], not
to be beaten ; not to be got
over. n., invincibility.

invi'olable, a. [Fr., from L. invio-
labilis (m- (2), VIOLABLE)], that
cannot be injured or put to a
wrong use. ns., inviolability
and invi'olableness. -a., in-

vi'olate, not hurt or injured.
invisible, a. [Fr., from L. inwsi*

bUis (IN- (2), VISIBLE)], that can-
not be seen ; out of sight. ns.,

invisibility and invisible-
ness. adv., invisibly.

invite', v. [Fr., from L. invit&re, to
ask], to ask one to come or to do
something ; to lead on by hope ;

to tempt to come. n., invita'-

tion, act of inviting ; a message
asking for a person's company.

a., invi'ting, alluring, tempt-
ing.

in'voiee, n. [corruption of Fr.
ENVOI (see ENVOY)], a list of goods,
with their amount, price, etc.,
sent to the person who is to
receive them ; v., to make up
a list of goods.

invoke' and in'vocate, v. [Fr.,
from L. invocftre (m- (1), vocdre,
to call)], to call on in prayer ; to
call on earnestly for help. n.f

invocation, act of calling on in

prayer ; an earnest call to some
one for help ; prayer offered to a
divine being.

invol'untapy, a. [L. IN- (2)], with-
out the power of willing or
choosing ; done without the
will ; unwilling. adv., invol'-

untapily. n., invol'untari-

in'volute, a. [L. involtitus, rolled

up], rolled inward from the
edges, as leaves of plants before
they open out ; n., anything
rolled inward ; the curve traced
by the end of a string as it ia

wound off from another curve.
n., involution, a rolling or

folding up ; entanglement ; a !

multiplying of a quantity by
itself any number of times (op-i
posed to EVOLUTION).

involve', v. [Fr., from L. involvere

(IN- (1), volvere, to roll)], to roll
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np ; to enwrap or enfold ; to
make confused ; to contain as
a consequence ; to multiply a
quantity by itself.

invul'nerable, a. [Fr., from L.

IN-], that cannot be wounded,
hurt, or disproved. ns., invul-

nerability and invul'nerable-

in'ward, a. [A.S. IN- (1), -WARD],
towards the inside ; placed with-
in ; in the soul or mind ; n. pi.,

the inner parts of the body ; the
bowels ; adv. (or in'wards and
in'wardly), towards or in the
inside ; in the mind or thoughts ;

secretly.
inweave' (inwlv'), v. [IN- (1)], to
weave into ; to mix by weaving.

Inwrap'. See ENWRAP.
inwrought' (inrawf), a. [m- (1)],

made part of a pattern ; adorned
with figures.

Iodine (i'odin or -din), n. [Fr., from
Gk. iodes (ion, a violet ; eidos,

appearance)], a substance which,
when burned, gives off a violet

vapour.
ion, suff. [Fr., from L. -io, -iowew],

quality or state (as in AVERSION,
REBELLION).

Ionic (wn'ik) and lo'nian [Gk.
Idnikos], a., belonging to Ionia,
in Greece ; denoting a kind of

architecture showing pillars with
curves like rams'horns at the top.

to'ta (io'td), n., the smallest letter

of the Greek alphabet (t) ; a
very small quantity.

ious, suff. [L. iosus or Fr. -ieitx],

full of (aa in AMBITIOUS, GLOR-
IOUS).

ipecacuanha (ipek&ku&n'd), n.

[Brazilian], a plant, the root of

which yields a useful medicine.
IP- (1), pref., IN- (1) ; ir- (2), IN- (2).

I*e (ir), n. [L. fro], anger ; wrath.
as., iras'cible [Fr., from L.

iraseibilis], easily made angry ;

irate, angry ; enraged ; ire'ful,
full of wrath ; angry.

Ip'is, n. [Gk. iris, the messenger
of the gods], the rainbow ; any-
thing like a rainbow, esp. the
coloured ring round the pupil
of the eye ; a bulbous flower ;

the flag or fleur-de-lis.

Irish (ir'ish), a., belonging to Ire-

land or its people ; the language
of Ireland.

irk (irk), v. impers. [O.Ger.], to wear
out ; to give pain to. a., irk'-
some (irk'som), causing weari-
ness or pain ; tiresome.

i'ron (i'ern), n. [A.S.], tke com-
monest and most useful metal;
an instrument made of iron ;

(pi.) fetters ; chains ; a., made
of iron ; like iron ; hard to wear
out ; v., to smooth with an
iron ; to cover with iron ; to

put in fetters. as., i'ron-

bound, bound with iron ; rocky,
as a sea-coast ; i'ronclad, cov-
ered with iron plates, as a ship
of war ; n., a ship so protected,

a., i'ron-hear'ted (har'ttd),
hard-hearted ; cruel. ns., i'ron-

master, the owner of iron-
works ; a manufacturer of iron ;

Ironmonger (mtingger), a mer-
chant who deals in hardware
articles ; ironmongery, a
name for such articles ; i'ron-

side, a strong-hearted person ;

Ironsides, Cromwell's troops.
i'rony, n. [Fr., from L. ironia,

satire, from Gk. eironeia], dis-

simulation ; a way of speaking
in which the real meaning is

contrary to the literal sense of

the words. a., ironleak of

the nature of irony ; fond of

using irony.
irra'diate, v. [L. m- (1), RADIATE],

to throw rays of light upon ;

to fill with light ; to give forth

light. ns., irra'diance and
irra'diancy.

irrational (irash'dndl), a. [IR- (2)],

not rational ; without thought
or reason ; against reason. n.,

irrationality, want of reason.
irreclaim'able, a. [IR- (2)], not

reclaimable ; that cannot be
brought into a better state.

irreconcll'able, a. [IR- (2)], that
cannot be reconciled ; that
cannot be made to agree.

irrecoverable (ireMv'erabl), a.

[IR- (2)], not recoverable ; lost.

irredee'mable, a. [m- (2)], not
redeemable ; that cannot be
bought back.
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Ippedu'cible (iredU'sibl), a. [IP.- (2)],

not reducible or changeable from
one form or state to another.

irrefragable, a. [late L. IB- (2),

RE-, frangere, to break], that
cannot be called in question ;

that cannot be proved to be
wrong.

Irrefutable (or ire/'-)., a. [Fr.,

from L. irrefutdbUis, IB- (2)], not
refutable ; that cannot be

proved false.

Ippeg'ular, a. [O.Fr., from late L.

irreguldris, IB- (2)], not regular ;

not according to rule ; acting
sometimes in one way and some-
times in another ; not in proper
form ; (grammar) having un-
usual inflections ; n., a soldier

not in regular service. n., irre-

gularity, state of being irregu-
lar ; that which is irregular.

Ippel'evant, a. [IB- (2)], not rel-

evant ; not bearing on the

subject in hand ; not helping
to clear up a difficulty. n, t

irrelevancy.
irreliglon (irelij'ori), n. [Fr., from

L. irrdigio (IB- (2), RELIGION)],
want of or contempt for religion.

a., irreligious (-its), having
no religion.

irpeme'diable, a. [Fr., from L.

irremediabilis, IB- (2)], not re-

mediable ; that cannot be
remedied or cured. adv., ipre-

me'diably.
ippemo'vable (iremoo'vdbT), a. [IR-

(2)], not removable ; that cannot
be shifted. adv., ippemo'vably.

irrep arable, a. [Fr., from L. irre-

pardbilis, IR- (2)], that cannot
be repaired or replaced. adv.,
irrep'arably.

Irrepea'lable, a. [m- (2)], that
cannot be repealed.

irreprehen'sible, a. [late L.
m- (2)], that cannot be found
fault with ; without blame.

irrepres'sible, a. [IR- (2)], not re-

pressible ; that cannot be held
back ; that cannot be controlled.

adv., ippeppes'sibly.
irreproa chabls, a. [Fr. m- (2)],

not reproachable ; free from
blame ; faultless ; upright.
adv., irreproa cnably ,

ippeppo'vable (ireproo'vabl), a.
[IB- (2A, not reprovable ; blame-
less ; irreproachable.

ippesis'tible (irezis'tibl), a. [late
L. IB- (2)], not resistible ; carry-
ing all before it. adv., irresis-
tibly.

ippes'olute (irez'dlut), a. [L. IR- (2)],

not resolute ; not firm in pur-
pose ; undecided. ns., ippes'-
oluteness and irresolu'tion,
want of firmness of mind, etc.

adv., ippes'olutely.
irrespective, a. [m- (2)], not

looking to or thinking of ; re-

gardless of.

irresponsible, a. [m- (2)], not
responsible or liable to answer
(for consequences). re., irre-

sponsibility, freedom from
responsibility.

irretrievable (tre'vdbl), a. [m- (2)1,

not retrievable ; that cannot be
recovered ; lost for ever.

ippev'epoat, a. [Fr., from L. irre-

verent, IR- (2)], not reverent ;

arising from want of reverence.

re., ippey'erenee, want of
reverence ; irreverent conduct.

ippevep'sible, a. [IR- (2)], not re-

versible ; that cannot be turned
back ; not to be undone.

irrevocable, a. [Fr., from L.
irrevocdbilis, m- (2)], not revoc-
able ; that cannot be recalled ;

not to be undone.
ip'pigate, v. [L. irrigare, (IR- (1), ri-

gare, to wet, from same root as

RAIN)], to moisten land by caus-

ing water to flow over it. re.,

irrigation (-shori).

ip'pitate, v. [L. irrUdre, to annoy],
to make angry ; to put out of

temper ; to cause heat and
redness, as in the skin or
wound. a., ir'ritable, easily
made angry or worried. ns.,

irritability and ip'ritable-
ness. a., ip'pitant, causing
excitement or inflammation

;

n., anything that irritates or
excites. ns., ip'pitancy and

irrita'tipn (irita'shon), s,tate of

being irritated ; a feeling of heat
or pain ; excitement of any kind, ,

as passion, anger, etc. a., ip'ri-;

tfttive, tending tocause irritation.
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tepup'tion(mip's7ion), n. [Fr., from
L. irruptio 'IR- (1), rumpere, to

break)], a breaking in upon ; a
sudden entrance by force. a.,

irrup'tive.
-ise, suff. [O.Fr., from L. -ttia],

forming abstract nouns (as

FRANCHISE, MERCHANDISE).
-ish, suff. [A.S. isc], of the quality

or nature of ; like (as in BLACK-
ISH, BRITISH, CHILDISH).

i'singlass (I'zingglas), n. [Du.
huizenblas, the air-bladder of

the sturgeon], a substance from
the air-bladder of the sturgeon,
used for stiffening and clarify-

ing jelly, etc.

Islam (iz'lam) and Is'lamism,
ns. [Arab.], the religion of which
Mohammed was the founder ;

the whole body of Mohamme-
dans.

island (i'ldnd), n. [A.S. lg, an
island (LAND)], water-land that
is, land surrounded by water.
n., islander, one who dwells
on an island.

lie (II), n. [O.Fr., from L. insula],
an island.?i., islet (i'let), a
small island.

ism, suff. [Fr. -isme, L. -ismus,
Gk. -ismos], forming abstract
nouns (as HEROISM, PATRIOTISM).

too-, pref. (Gk. isos], equal as in

ISOBAR, ISOMETRIC).
i'sobar, n. ^Gk. isobares (iso-,

baros, weight)], a line drawn
through the places where the
barometer stands at the same
height at sea-level.

isoch'ronal (Isok'ronal) and iso-

chronous, as. [iso, Gk. chrdnds,
time], equal in time ; done in the
same or equal times. n., iso-

chronism, equality of time.
i'solate (i soldi), v. [It. isolato, as

INSULATE], to place apart from
others ; to put by itself. n.,

isolation, a keeping apart ;

state of being isolated.
isomet'rie (iso-), and isomet'-

rieal, as. [iso-, METRIC], in equal
measure.

isomor'phous (isomdr'fus), a,

[iso-, Gk. morphe, form], having
the same shape or form.

isosceles (isos'zttz), a. [Gk. iso-,

sk&os, a leg], having two equal
sides.

i'sotherm, n. [iso-, therme, heat],
a line drawn through the places
where the thermometer stands
at the same height at sea-level.

a., isother'mal, having the
same amount of heat.

Is'rael (iz'rael), n. [Heb.], a name
given to Jacob ; the descendants
of Jacob. n., Is'raelite, a de-
scendant of Israel ; a Jew.
a., Israeli'tish.

issue (ish'u or is'u), n. [O.Fr..
from L. exire, to go out], a going
or sending out ; the means of
getting out ; that which comes
out ; the amount sent out ; off-

spring ; result ; publication of a
book ; a point to be debated ;

a running sore ; v., to come
out ; to be born or spring from ;

to send out for use.

-ist, suff. [Fr. -iste, L. -ista, Gk.
-istes], the doer or agent (as in
ANATOMIST, ANTAGONIST).

isthmus (is'mus- or ist'-), n. [Gk.
isthmos], a neck of land joining
two larger portions.

it, neut. pron. [A.S. hit], the thing
spoken about or understood ;

poss. its ; pi. they, poss. their,
obj. them. pron. itself.

Italian (ital'ydn), a., belonging
to Italy or its people ; n., a
native of Italy ; the language of

Italy ; n. pi., italics, a kind
of sloping type. v. t italicize,
to print in italics.

itch, v. [A.S.], to feel a strong de-
sire to scratch ; to have a strong
and constant desire ; n., a
disease of the skin causing a
desire to scratch ; a strong and
constant desire. a., itch'y.

ite, suff. [Fr., from L. -ita, Gk.
-ites], the person who or to
whom ; a follower of (as in
FAVOURITE, HYPOCRITE, JACO-
BITE).

i'tem, adv. [L., likewise], also ;

n., a separate article ; a single
particular ; a bit of news ; v.,
to make a note of.

it'er&te, v. [L. iterum, again], to do
again; to repeat. n., iteration,
a repetition. a., iterative.
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Itbt'erant, a. [L. itinerary (Her,
& journey)], going from place to

place ; n., one who goes from
place to place. n., itin'eraey,
a going from place to place.

v., itin'erate, to travel from
place to place. a., itin'erapy,
travelling from place to place ;

n., a book of travels ; a guide
book.

Itious, suff. [I*, -itiusl, of the
kind or quality of ; full of (as in

AMBITIOUS, FICTITIOUS).

Ive, svff. [Fr., L. -ions], of the

quality or nature of ; fit ; grow-
ing to be like (as in ADHESIVE,
NATIVE, TRANSITIVE).

i'vopy, n. [Fr., from L. ebur], the
material of the tusks of the ele-

phant, walrus, etc. ; a., made
of ivory.

i'vy, n. [A.S.], an evergreen plant
that clings to trees, rocks, and
walls. a., i'vied (i'vid), over-
grown with ivy.

ize, suff. [Fr. -iser, late L. -izfire,

Gk. -izein], forming verbs (as

CRITICIZE, EQUALIZE).

Jab'ber, v. [imit.], to talk quickly
and indistinctly : to utter non-
sense ; n., quick and confused
talking.

ja'cinth, n. [Fr. jacinthe, L. hya-
tinthus, HYACINTH], a precious
stone.

Jack, n. [? Fr. Jacques, James], a
familiar name for John ; a
sailor ; a young pike ; a knave
in cards ; an instrument for

pulling off boots ; a means of

turning a spit ; a screw for lift-

ing weights ; a kind of flag ; a
coat of mail ; a leather bottle ;

the mark in the game of bowls.
ns., jack boot, a boot reaching

above the knee, once worn by
cavalry ; jack daw, a small kind
of crow.

jsek'al (jak'awl), n. [Pers.], a wild
animal of the dog kind.

jack'anapes Vak'dndps), n. [Jack
Napes, from the badge (a chain
for a tame monkey) of a Duke of

Suffolk], a monkey ; an imper-
tinent fellow ; a coxcomb.

jack'ass, n., a male ass ; a block-
head.

jack'et, n. [O.Fr. jaqudte, prob.
from JACK], a short coat.

Jac'obin, n. [Fr., from L. Jacobus,
James], one of an order of
monks who lived in Rue St.

Jacques in Paris ; a member of
a society formed during the
French Revolution, who met in
the same place ; any violent
politician. n., Jac obite, one

who took the side of James II.
and the two Pretenders ; a.,

belonging to the friends of
James II.

jade (1), n. [etym. ?], a tired
horse ; a worthless woman ; v.,
to weary out ; to tire.

jade (2), n. [Fr., from Sp. ijada,
the side], a dark green stone
used for ornamental purposes,
formerly believed to be a cure
for colic or pain in the side.

jag, n. [imit. ?], a rough point
sticking out from an edge or
surface ; a cleft ; u., to cut
into teeth, like those of a saw ;

to stab. wes. p., jagging;
P-P; jagged. as., jagg'ed and
jag'gy.

jag'uap (-udr or -war), n. [Braz.],
a beast of prey resembling the
leopard.

jail or gaol (jal), n. [O.Fr., from
late L. gabiola (L. cavea, CAGE)], a
prison. n., jailer or gaoler.

jal'ap, n. [Mex.], the medicinal
root of a plant from Xalapa in
Mexico.

jam (1), v. [imit. ?], to press tight ;

to crush ; n., a crush ; pres-
sure of a crowd. pres. p., jam-
ming ; p.p., jammed.

jam (2), n. ras above], fruit pre-
served by being boiled with
sugar.

jamb (j&m), n. [Fr. jambe, a leg),
the post of a door, or the side of
a fireplace.

jan'gle (jangl), v. [O.Fr., imit.], to
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Bound like bells out of tune ; to
talk nonsense ; to quarrel in

words ; n., a harsh sound ; a
sound of quarrelling.

janitor, n. [L. janua, a gate],
a gate-keeper ; /., janltrix.

janlzapy, n. [Turk.], a soldier of

the old Turkish guard (about
1630-1826), formed of Christian

prisoners.
Jan'uapy, n. [L. J&nudris, after the
god Janus], the first month of

the year.

japan', n., work varnished and
figured, like work done by the
people of Japan ; thick varnish ;

v., to cover with varnish.

pres. p., japanning; p.p.,
japanned.

Jap anese, n., sing, and pi., an
inhabitant of Japan ; a., be-

longing to the people of Japan
or to their language.

jar (1), n. [Fr., from Arab.], a
domestic vessel of earthenware
or glass.

Jar (2), v. [imit. ?], to make a harsh
sound ; to disagree ; to cause
a tremulous motion. pres. p.,

japping ; p.p., japped. n., a
harsh rattling sound ; a clash-

ing of interests or opinions ; a
sudden shake.

Jar'gon, n. [Fr.], meaningless
talk ; confused words.

Jargonelle' (jargonel'), n. [Fr.), a
pear that ripens early.

Jas'mine or jes'samine (-min), n.

[Fr., from Arab.], a climbing
plant, with white or yellow and
sweetly-scented flowers.

Jas'pep, n. [Fr., from Gk. iaspis],
a hard precious stone of various
colours which takes on a high
polish.

jaun'dice (jawn'dis), n. [Fr., from
L. galbus, yellow], a disorder of
the liver, marked by yellowness
of the eyes, skin, etc. a., jaun'-
diced (-dist), ill with jaundice ;

prejudiced.
jaunt (jawnt), v. [Fr. ?], to go from

place to place on pleasure ; to
make an excursion ; n., a
journey for pleasure. a., jaun'-
ty, dressed in a showy manner ;

smart-looking.
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jav'elin, n. [Fr., prob. from CJ. a
light spear for throwing, once
used by horse and foot soldiers ;

a hunting-spear.
jaw, n. [perhaps from root of

CHEW], the bones in which the
teeth are fixed ; (pi.) the mouth.

a., jawed (jawd), having jaws.
jay, n. [Fr.], a bird of the crow

family with bright feathers.

jeal'ous (jel'us), a. [Fr., from Gk.
zelos, ZEAL], (for) watchful on
behalf of another ; (of) uneasy
at the success of another; en-
vious. n., jeal'ousy, state of
being jealous.

jean (jdn), n. [M.E. gene, from It.

Oenova, Genoa], a kind of twilled
cotton cloth.

jebel, geog. root [Arab.], mountain
(as in Jebel el Tarik or Gibraltar,
the mountain of Tarik).

jeer, v. [etym. ?], to make fun of
in words ; to make mocking
remarks ; n., an insulting re-
mark ; a word of scorn.

Jeho'vah, n. [Heb., self-existing],
the name by which God was
known to the Hebrews.

jejune' (-joon'), a. [L. jejUnus,
fasting], empty ; barren ; want-
ing in interest.

jelly, n. [Fr., from L. geldre, to
freeze], juice of fruit boiled with
sugar ; anything made clear by
boiling and thickened by cool-

ing ; v. t to become jelly. a.,

jellied. n., jelly-fish, a kind
of fish like a lump of jelly.

jen'net, n. [Fr. genet, from Sp.
ginete, from Arab.], a small
Spanish horse.

jen'ny, n. [from the name Janet OP
Jane], a machine for spinning
many threads at once.

jeop'ardy (jep'drdi), n. [Fr. jeu
parti, even game], position of
danger; great risk. v., jeop'-
ardize, to put in danger.

jerbo'a, n. [Arab.], an animal with
long hind-legs, good at jumping.

jeremi ad, n. [Fr., from Heb.
Jeremiah], a tale of grief ; a
sorrowful complaint.

jer'falcon. See GERFALCON.
jepk, v. [imit. ?], to throw or pull

with a quick short motion ; to
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pull or move suddenly ; n., a
smart or sudden push, etc. a.,

jer'ky. n., jer'kiness.
jerked (jerkt), a. [Peru.], cut into

slices and dried in the sun, as

beef.

jer'kin, n. [etym. ?], a short, close-

fitting coat or waistcoat.

Jer'sey (jir'zl\ n. [Jersey, the is-

land], finest part of wool ; a
close-fitting woollen jacket.

jes'samine. See JASMINE.

jest, n. [Fr. geste, from L. (res)

gesta, a deed], something said

to cause fun ; the object laughed
at ; v., to make fun by words ;

to talk lightly. n., jes'ter, one
who jests : a court fool.

Jes'uit (jez'uit), n., a member of

the Society of Jesus, founded in

1534 by Ignatius Loyola ; a
crafty person. as., Jesuitic
and Jesuitical, belonging to

the Jesuits ; cunning ; deceit-

ful. n., jes'uitism, the prin-

ciples and practices of the Jes-
uits ; cunning.

Je'sus (je'zus\ n. [Gk., from Heb.
Joshua], the Saviour of mankind.

jet (1), v. [Fr., from L. jactare
(jacere, to throw)], to throw out,
as water ; n., a spout of water ;

a pipe out of which a small
stream flows. pres. p., jetting ;

p.p. jetted. ns., jet'ty, a kind
of pier ; jet'sam, jet'tison
(also v.), goods thrown over-
board to lighten a ship. The
goods are called jetsam when
they sink, flotsam when they
float.

Jet (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. Gagai, a
town in Asia Minor], a hard
black mineral used for orna-
ments. as., jet-black, deep
black ; jet'ty, very black.

Jew, n. [O.Fr., from Heb.], an in-
habitant of Judea ; an Israelite ;

/., Jew'ess. a., Jewish, be-
longing to the Jews. n., Jew'py,
a district inhabited by Jews.

Jew'el, n. [Fr., from L. gaudium,
joy], a precious stone ; an orna-
ment of great value ; v., to
adorn with jewels. pres. p.,

Jewelling; p.p., jewelled.
ns. f Jew eller, one who deals in
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jewels ; jew'ellepy or Jew'elry
(joo'elri), the art or trade of a
jeweller ; fine ornaments.

jib, v. [Dan. ?], to shift a sail from
one tack to another ; to be
restive { n., an easily shifted
sail in front of the foremast.

pres. #., jibbing ; p.p., jibbed.
jibe. See GIBE.

jig, n. [etym. ?1, a lively tune ; a
dance fitted to such a tune ;

v., to dance in jig time. pres. p.,

jigging ; p.p., jigged.
jilt, n. [for jillet, from Jill, a young
woman], a woman who leads a
lover on, and then leaves him ;

v., to lead on, and then cast off.

jingle (jingl), v. [imit.], to ring
like small pieces of metal ; to
sound like small bells ; n., a
sound so produced ; similar
sounds in words.

jin'go (jing'go), n , a mild oath.

n., jin'goism, the spirit of boast-
ful defiance.

job (1), v. [imit. ?], to stab or

poke. pres. p., jobbing ; p.p.,

jobbed. n., a stab or prod.
job (2), 7i. [etym. ?], a bit of work,

esp. for hire ; public work bring-
ing gain to a private person ;

v., to carry on work : to buy and
sell government stocks ; to let

out for hire. pres. p., jobbing ;

p.p., jobbed. n., job'ber, one
who jobs ; one who buys and
sells ; a person who turns a
public office to his own gain.
n., job'bery, underhand deal-

ing ; unfair means to gain one's
ends.

jock'ey, n. [Jock, dim of John},
one who rides horses in a race ;

a dealer in horses ; one who
deals unfairly in business ;

v., to jostle against in riding}
to deal unfairly.

jocose' (jokos'), a. [L. jocosus (jdcue,
a JOKE)], full of jokes or fun.

a., joc'ulap, fond of making ,

jokes. n., jocularity, fondness
|

for jokes ; merriment. adv.,

joc'ulaply.
Jo'cund (jo'kund or jok'tind), a. fFT.,

from L. jUcundus, pleasant], full

of life and brightness ; showing
pleasure and enjoyment.
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Jog, v. [lm.it. ?], to push slightly ;

to push with the elbow or hand ;

to call attention by a push ; to

move along slowly or with
shakes and jolts ; -n.t a slight
shake ; a push. pres. p., jog-
ging ; p.p., jogged. n., jog'-
tpot, a slow, regular pace.

John Do'ry, n. [Fr. jaune, yellow ;

dor6e, gilded], a fish of a yellow-
ish colour.

Join, v. [Fr., from L. jungfre], to

bring or fix together ; to add to ;

to unite with ; to engage in ;

to be in contact with. ns., joi'-

nep, a worker in wood ; a car-

penter ; joint, the place where
two things are joined ; that
which holds two things together ;

a piece of meat cut ; -v., to fix

by joints ; a., belonging to or
carried on by more than one.

adv., jointly. n., joint'-stock,
stock held by a company.

Join'ture, n. [Fr., from L. junctUra,
a joining], property settled on
a woman at marriage; u., to
settle a jointure.

Joist, n. [O.Fr., giste, a bed], one
of the beams upon which the
boards of a floor or the laths of
a ceiling are nailed.

Joke, n. [L. jdcus, a jest], a funny
saying ; something said to cause
a laugh ; u., to speak funnily ;

to make merry.
Jolly, a. [O.Fr., etym. ?], full of

fun and enjoyment ; looking
and feeling well. ns.t jolli-
ness and jollity, fun and en-

joyment ; jolliftea tion, merry-
making.

Jolt, v. [JOWL ?], to shake with
sudden jerks ; n., a sudden
shock or jerk.

jostle (josl), v. [E., from root of

JOUST], to push against ; to
crowd ; n,, a crowding or

pushing.
Jot, n. [Gk. iota], the smallest

point or particle ; v., to write
down very shortly ; to make a
note of. pres. p., jotting j p.p.,
jotted. n., jot'ting, a short
note ; a memorandum.

Jour rial (jer'ndl), n. [Fr. jour, a
day, from L. diurnus, DIURNAL],

an account of a day's proceed-
ings, or the paper in which they
are recorded ; a paper published
daily or at regular times ; the
part of an axle supported by
the bearings. res., journalism,
the management of a journal ;

joup'nalist, one who is so em-
ployed. a., journalis'tic, hav-
ing to do with journals.

joup'ney (j&r'ni), n. [Fr., from L.
diurnus, as above], the distance
travelled in a day, or in any
time ; an excursion ; v., to
travel ; to go from home. n.,

joup'neyman, a workman who
has completed his apprentice-
ship.

joust O'oosO or just O'tfsO, v. [Fr.,
from L. juxtd, close to], to ride
at each other with spears or
lances ; n., a fight with lances
on horseback.

jo'vial, a. [O.Fr., from L. jwiOlis,
pertaining to JOVE], full of light
or gladness. ns., joviality and
jo'vialness, state of being jovial.

jowl, n. [A.S.], the jaw or cheek.
joy, n. [Fr., from L. gaudium], a

feeling of gladness ; that which
causes happiness or delight ;

v., to be glad. as., joy'ful and
joy'ous, full of joy ; very glad
or happy. ?is., joy'fulness and
joy'ousness, state of great
gladness. a., joyless, without
joy ; sad.

ju'bllant, a. [L. jubilare, to shout
for joy], shouting for joy ; sing-
ing songs of triumph. n.t ju-
bila'tion, a shouting for joy ;

proclamation of a triumph.
ju'bilee, n. [Fr., from L., and

Heb., trumpet-blast], the fiftieth

year, because introduced among
the Jews by the sound of a
trumpet ; rejoicing on the fif-

tieth anniversary of any event.
Judaic and Judalcal, as., be-

longing to the Jews ; like the
Jews. n., Ju'daism, the doc-
trines and forms of the Jewish
worship. v., Ju'daize, to prac-
tise Judaism.

judge (juj), n. [Fr. juge, from L.
judex], one who hears and de-
cides in court ; a person skilled
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to decide ; ., to hear and de-

cide ; to pass sentence. ns.,

judge'ship, the office of a

judge ; judg'ment, power of

judging ; the decision come to ;

a sentence passed on a pris-

oner ; Judg'ment Day, the day
on which God will judge the

world ; Judg'ment-seat, the seat

of a judge.
Ju'dicable, a. [L. judicdbilis], that

can be judged or decided on.

as., ju'dieative, having power
to judge ; Ju'dieatory, belong-

ing to a judge ; n., a court of

justice; administration of jus-

tice. n., ju'dicature, the duties

of a judge ; a court of justice ;

the extent of a court's power.
judicial (judish'al), a. [L. judi-

cidlis], belonging to a judge or a
court ; used in or enforced by a

court ; fitted for judging. a.,

judiciary, belonging to courts
of justice ; n., the judges as a

body. a., judicious (judish'us),

according to sound judgment ;

discreet ; wise. n., judicious-
ness, soundness of judgment.

Jug, n. [etym. ?], a vessel with
a swelling body and narrow
mouth ; v., to boil in a jug.

pres. p., jugging ; p.p., jugged.
Jug'gernaut, n. [Skt., the lord of

the world], an idol in India,
underneath whose car people
used to throw themselves as a
sacrifice.

Jug'gle, v. [Fr., from L. joculari,
to jest (jocus, JOKE)], to amuse
by quickness of hand ; to im-
pose on ; n., a trick to deceive.

ns., Jug'gler, one who does
clever tricks ; one who deceives
by quickness of hand ; jug'-
glery, the skill and tricks of a
juggler.

ju'gular, a. [L. jugulum, the
collar-bone], pertaining to the
collar-bone or the side of the
neck ; n. t a large vein on each
side of the neck.

Juice O'oos), n. [Fr., from L. jus,
broth], the watery part of vege-
tables and animals. a,, jui'cy,
full of sap.

Ju'jube (joo'joob), n. [Fr., from Gk.
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zizyphon}, a shrub, the dried fruit

of which is used as a sweetmeat ;

a sweetmeat of gum and sugar.

julep, n. [Fr., from Pers. gulab,

rose-water], a sweet liquid in

which disagreeable medicines are
taken.

Julian, a., referringtothearrange-
ment of the months made by
Julius Caesar in 46 B.C., which
continued till A.D. 1752.

July', n. [Fr., from L. Julius], the
seventh month of the year, after

Julius Ceesar.

jum'ble, v. [imit. ?], to mix in con-
fusion ; to put together without
order; n., a mass without order.

jump, v. [imit. ?], to spring up-
ward or forward ; to pass over
with a spring or leap ; to agree ;

n., act of jumping ; the space
so passed over.

junc'tion (junk'shori), n. [L. junc-
tio (jungere, to JOIN)], the line or

point where two things come
together; and june'tupe, a
joining together ; an important
point of time ; a crisis.

June, n. [L. Junius], the sixth
month of the year.

jung-, geog. root [Ger.], young (as
in Jungfrau, the young woman
or the maiden, one of the Alps).

jungle (jungl), n. [Hind., from
Skt.], a thick growth of brush-

wood, trees, etc. a. jun'gly,
covered with jungle.

ju'niop (ju'nyor), a. [L., comp. of

juvenis], younger; lower in

rank ; n. t one younger than
another. n., juniority, state
of being younger.

ju'niper, n. [L. juniperus], an
evergreen shrub, the berries of

which are used in making gin.

junk (I), n. [Port., from Javanese
jong], a Chinese ship with three
masts.

junk (2), n. [etym. ?], old ropes
picked to pieces for making
mats, etc. ; hard salted meat
supplied to sailors.

jun'ket (jung'ket), n. [O.Fr., from
L. juncus, rush], a sweetmeat
served up on baskets of rushes ;

a feast ; a preparation of cream ;

v., to feast.
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Jun'ta, n. [Sp., from L. junctus,
JOINED], a united body of men ;

a Spanish council of state ; also

Jun'to, a body who consult in

secret.

Ju'plter, n. [L. Jovis pater], the
chief god among the Romans ;

the largest of the planets.
juridical, a. [L. jus, law ; dlc&re,

to say], belonging to a judge or
to a court of law ; used in law-
courts.

jurisdiction (-dik'shori), n. [L.

jus, juris, law ; DICTION], power
and right to judge ; legal author-
ity ; the district over which this

power is held.

jurisprudence (joorisproo'dens),
n. [L. jus, law ; PRUDENCE], the
science of law and its principles.

jurist, n. [Fr., from L. jus, right
or law], one learned in the law,
esp. the Roman or civil law.

jur'y, n. [O.Fr., from L. jurdre, to

swear], a number of men on
oath who judge of the facts
stated at a trial ; a body of men
who decide prizes. n., Jur'or
or jur'yman, one of a jury.

jur'y-mast, n. [etym. ?], a mast
to replace for a time one that
has been broken.

just (1), a. [Fr., from L. Justus},

according to what is right; doing

Kafir, n. [Arab., an unbeliever],
one of a race of S.E. Africa.

kail or kale, n. [L. caulis], a cab-

bage with open leaves which do
not grow to a head.

Kai'ser (ki'z&r\ n. [L. Ccesar], a
title of the German emperor.

kaiser-, geog. root (as in Kaiser-
berg, emperor's hill ; Kaisers-

lautem, the emperor's place on
the Lautern).

kalei'doseope, n. [Gk. kalos,
beautiful ; eidos, a form ; -SCOPE],
a tube with dimmed glass at one
end and an eyepiece at the
other, which shows beautiful

figures as the instrument is

turned round.
kal endar. See CALENDAR.

right; keeping the law; adv.,
in the right time, etc. ; right
and no more. adv., justly.
ns., just'ness ; jus'tlce [L.

justitia], the quality of being
just ; that which is right ; fair-

ness ; a judge or magistrate ;

justiciary (justish'idri), a judge ;

one who administers justice.
just (2). See JOUST.
jus'tify, v. [Fr., from L. justiflcdre

(jus, justice, -FT)], to make just ;

to prove one to be right ; to
clear from blame. a., justifi-
able. n., justification, a
clearing from blame ; the reason
given.

jus'tle. See JOSTLE.
jut, v. [JET (1)], to stand out from

the main part. pres. p., jut-
ting ; p;p., jutted.

jute, n. [Skt.], the fibre of an In-
dian plant used in making coarse
mats, etc.

juvenes'cent (joov&ries'enQ, a. [L.

juvenescens (juv&nis, young)], be-

coming young. n., juvenes'-
cence.

ju'venile, a. [L. juv&nte, young],
suited* to youth ; n., a young
person.

jux'taposl tioa, n. [L. Juxta,
near], a placing OP being placed

kangaroo' (kanggaroo'), n. [Aus-
tralian], an Australian animal
having very long hind-legs, re-

markable for its power of leap-
ing, and for a pouch in which
it carries its young.

karoo' or karroo', n. [Hottentot],
one of the dry table-lands of
South Africa.

kay'ak (ki'ak), n. [Eskimo], a canoe
of skins stretched on a frame,
used in Greenland.

kedge (kej), n. [form of CATCH ?],

a small anchor used in towing a
ship to a new position ; v., to
work a ship by means of a kedge.

keel, n. [Scand. ?], the beam run-
ning along the bottom of a ship
and supporting the framework ;



a ship : v., to turn a ship keel

upwards. n., keelage, dues
for a ship in port.

keen, a. (A.S., same root as CAN],

sharp in edge or point ; sharp
in mind ; eager ; acute. n.,

keenness.
keep, v. [A.S.], to continue to

have ; to take care of ; to have
in one's service ; to take part
in, as a feast, etc. ; to be faith-

ful to ; not to tell ; to last or

remain fresh ; n., means of

living ; the main part of a
castle. past and p.p., kept.
ns., kee'pep, one who keeps ;

one who has care, esp. of prison-
ers and lunatics ; that which
holds or binds firmly ; kee'ping,
care ; support ; fitness in size,

form, colour, etc. ; kesp'sake,
something to be kept for the
sake of the giver.

keg, n. [Scand. ?], a small cask.

kelp, n. [etym. ?], ash got by
burning seaweed, used for mak-
ing soda, soap, etc.

kel'pie (kel'pi), n. [etym. ?], a spirit
in the form of a horse, supposed
to live in the water.

kel'son or keel'son, n. [KEEL], an
inner keel fastened firmly to the
outer keel.

kelt (1), n. [etym. ?], a newly-
spawned salmon.

kelt (2). See CELT.
ken, v. [A.S., same root as CAN
and KNOW], to see and know,
esp. at a distance ; n., view ;

reach of sight. pres. p., ken-
ning ; p.p., kenned.

ken-, kin-, geog. root [C.], cape;
head (as in Kenmore, great head ;

Cantire or Kintyre, head of the
land).

ken'nel, n. [Norm. Fr. kenil, from
L. cants, a dog], a house for dogs ;

a collection of dogs ; the hole
of a fox ; v., to keep or live
in a kennel. pres. p., kennel-
ling ; p.p., kennelled.

kerb, kerb'stone. See CURB.
ker'chief (ker'chif), n. [O.Fr.

couvrechef, cover the head], a
square of linen used as a cover
for the head ; any loose cover-
ing over the dress.

kern or kerne, n. dr.], a light-
armed soldier among the ancient
Irish or Scottish Highlanders.

ker'nel, n. [A.S., from root of

CORN], the inner part of a nut or
of the stone of a fruit ; the hard
part round which other matter
gathers ; the chief point.

kep'osene, n. [Gr. keros, wax], a
light -giving oil got from shale
and petroleum paraffin.

kep'sey (ker'zi), n. [from Kersey, a
town in Suffolk], a coarse wool-
len cloth.

ker'seymere, n. [corrupted from
CASHMERE], a fine twilled woollen
cloth.

kes'trel, n. [Fr.], a small hawk like
a falcon or sparrow-hawk.

ketch'up, n. [E. Ind.], a liquor
or sauce got from mushrooms,
etc.

ket'tle, n. [A.S.], a metal vessel
for boiling water. n., ket'tle-

drum, a drum made of a copper
frame, with parchment stretched
over the top ; an afternoon tea-

party.
key (ke), n. [A.S. cceg], that which

turns a lock, a bolt, or a screw ;

one of the parts of a musical
instrument on which the fingers
are pressed; the chief note of
a tune; that which explains a
difficulty ; a translation or a
book of answers ; a wedge to
tighten ; v., to fasten with a
wedge or key. ns., key'-board,
the board on which the keys of
a musical instrument are ar-

ranged ; key-hole, the hole by
which the key passes into the
lock ; key'-note, the chief note
of a tune ; key'-stone, the
middle stone of an arch.

kha'ki (kd'ke), n., a light weight,
drab-coloured cloth, used espe-
cially as material for soldiers'
uniforms.

khan (kan), n. [Turk.], a gover-
nor in Persia and neighbouring
countries.

khedive' (kedev'), n. [Fr., from
Turk.], the ruler of Egypt. as.,
khedival, khedivial.

kick, n. [E., etym. ?], a blow with
the foot; r., to strike with the



kickshaw
foot ; to resist or disobey ; to
start back, as a gun when fired.

klek'shaw, n. [corrupted from Fr.

quelque chose], something un-
common or without a name ; a
dainty dish.

kid, n. [Scand. ?], a young goat ;

leather made from the skin of a
kid ; v., to bring forth a kid.

pres. p., kidding; p.p., kidded.
kid nap, v. [nap, for NAB], to

steal a child ; to carry off by
force. pres. p., kidnapping ;

p.p., kidnapped.
kid'ney, n. [etym. ?], one of two

bean -shaped glands on each side
of the backbone which gather
the urine from the blood.

kil-, kill-, geog. root [C., from L.

cella], cell ; chapel ; church (as
in Kilbride, the cell or church
of St. Bridget ; IcolmMl, the
cell of Columba).

kil'derkin, n. [Du.], a small bar-
rel ; a liquid measure of 18
gallons.

kill, v. [E., etym. ?], to take away
life ; to put to death.

kiln (kiln or kil), n. [A.S., from L.

cvllna, a kitchen], a large stove ;

a furnace for burning lime,
baking bricks, etc.

kil'ogramme (-gram), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. chUioi, 1,000 ; gramma,
a weight], a French weight of I

1,000 grammes, or about 2| Ib.

avoirdupois.
kil'ometre (-metr), n. [-METRE], a

measure of 1,000 metres, or about
f of a mile.

kil'owatt, n. [-WATT], a thousand
watts.

kilt, n. [Scand. ?], a short skirt
from the waist to the knees ;

v., to tuck up.
kimd'no, n. [Japanese], a, flowing

Japanese robe with wide sleeves ;

^a dressing-gown of this style.

kin, n. [A.S. cyn, same root as
KIND], nearness by birth, or

marriage ; persons of the same
family or race. ns., kins'folk,
people of the same kin ; kins' -

man, kins'woman ; kin'ship,
state of being of the same kin.

-kin, suff. [E.], forming diminu-
tives (as LAMBKIN, MANIKIN),
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-kin, -king, geog. root [Chinese],

court ; capital (as in Peking,
northern capital ; Nankin, south-
ern capital).

kind, n. [A.S. cyn], race ; nature
or sort ; a., having the feelings
natural to those of one family ;

of a loving nature ; filled with
good feeling. a., kindly, ac-

cording to kind or nature ; of

loving disposition ; willing to
help ; adv., with good will ;

favourably. n., kind'ness, dis-

position to help ; an act of help
or favour.

kindergarten, n. [Ger. kinder,
children ; garten, a garden], a
school for very young children,
in which instruction is given by
means of games and other
amusements.

kin'dle, v. [Scand. ?], to set fire

to ; to excite, as the passions ;

to catch fire ; to begin to grow
excited. n., kin'dling, ma-
terial for making a fire.

kin'dred, n. [KIN, and A.S. raden,
manner], connection by blood
or marriage ; people so con-
nected ; relations ; a., of like
nature or qualities.

kino, n. pi. [A.S. cU, a cow j pi.,

cy ; double pi., cy-en], cows.
kinema, kinemat'ograph. See

CINEMA, CINEMATOGRAPH.
kinetic, a. [Gk. kinein, to move],

relating to movement.
king, n. [A.S. cyning (cyn, race ;

and -ing, son of), a chief ruler
of a nation ; a piece in the game
of chess, or a playing card with
the picture of a king. ns.,

king'dom, the rank of a king ;

the country over which he rules ;

a division of natural history, as
the animal kingdom ; king'-
craft, the art of ruling as a
king ; kmg'flshep, a bird with
bright feathers which feeds on
fish. a., kingly, like a king.
ns., King's Bench, formerly
one of the high courts of law
In England (since 1873 it has
ceased to exist as a separate
court) ; king's e'vil, a disease

formerly supposed to be healed
l>y a king's touch ; scrofula.
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king-, cyning-, coning-, eonis-,

geog. root (as in Kingsbury, King-
ston, king's town ; Coningsby,

Cunningham, king's home or

hamlet ; Coniston).

kip per, n. [etym. ?], a salmon
after spawning ; a salmon or

herring salted and dried; v.,

to salt and dry.
Mrche- [Ger.], kerk-, kerke-

[Du.], kirk- [So. (see CHURCH)],
church (as in Kirchberg, church
hill ; Dunkerque, church on the
dunes ; Kirkcudbright, St. Cuth-
bert's church).

kirk, n. [Sc., CHURCH], a church ;

the Church of Scotland.
kir tie, n. [A.S.], an outer petti-

coat ; an upper garment.
kiss, n. [A.S.], a show of affection

by touching with the lips ; v.,

to touch with the lips ; to come
into very slight contact.

kit (1), n. [Du.], a wooden vessel

or small tub ; a box for tools ; a
soldier's outfit.

kit (2), n. [etym. ?], a small violin
or fiddle.

kitch en, n. [A.S., from L. coqulna,
a kitchen], the room where food
is cooked. n., kiteh'en-gar'-
den, a garden of vegetables for

cooking.
kite, n. [A.S.], a bird of the hawk

kind ; a light frame covered
with paper or cloth for flying in
the air.

kith, 7i. [A.S., cythth, from cudh,
known], acquaintance ; kindred.

kit'ten, n. [O.Fr. chitoun, from
chat, cat], a young cat ; v., to
bring forth cats.

kleptoma'nia, n. [Gk. kleptein,
to steal ; -MANIA], an almost
irresistible tendency to steal.

knack (nak), n. timit. ?], a snap
with the fingers ; a clever trick
or toy ; dexterity.

knag (ndg), n. [?], a knot in a
piece of wood ; a wooden peg ;

a branch of a deer's horn. a.,

knag'gy, full of knots or knags.
knap (nap), v. limit.] ; to break

off with a snapping sound ; to
strike smartly. pres. p., knap-
ping ; p.p., knapped.

knap sack, . [Du. ?, from root of

3 knit

KNAP and SACK], a bag for carry-
ing provisions, used by soldiers

and travellers.

knave (ndv), n. [A.S., a boy], a
person of bad character ; a
scoundrel ; a card with the pic-
ture of a man without a crown.

n., kna'very, the action or

conduct of a knave ; dishonesty.
a., kna'vish.

knead (ned), v. [A.S.], to work
flour into dough ; to work or

shape anything by pressure.
knee (ne), n. [A.S.], the middle

joint of the leg ; a bend like a
knee. a., kneed, having a
joint like the knee.

kneel (nel), v. [A.S., from root of

KNEE], to lean on the knees ; to
bend the knees. past and p.p.,
kneeled and knelt.

knell (nel), n. [A.S.], the sound of

a bell, esp. at a funeral or a
death ; any signal of death ;-

v., to sound as a bell at a funeral ;

to toll.

knick'erbock'ers (nik'er-), n. pi.

[from Knickerbocker's History of
New York], an old Dutch New
Yorker? short, loose trousers,

tight at the knee.
knick-knack (nik'-ndk), n. [doub-

ling of KNACK], a trifle or toy.
knife (nif), n. [A.S.], a blade of

steel with a sharp edge ; (pi.)

knives (nivz).

knight (nit), n. [A.S., a boy or

servant], a servant bearing arms ;

a man of a rank below a baronet ;

a piece in the game of chess ;

&., to make (one) a knight. ne.,

knight'-errant [see ERRANT], a
knight wandering in search of I

adventures ; knight'hood, the i

rank of a knight ; the whole
body of knights ; knight' -ser-
vice, possession of land by a

|

knight on condition of military
service. a., knightly, like or !

becoming a knight ; courteous ; ;

adv., in the manner of a
knight.

knit (nit), v. [A.S.], to form into a
knot ; to tie together ; to weave
by means of needles ; to unite
or be united closely ; to contract,
as the brows ; to grow together.
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Wes. p., knittings p.p.*
knitted. n., knit tine,, the
work of a knitter ; work formed
by knitting.

knob (nob), n. [akin to KNOP], a
swelling ; a button, ball, or
boss ; the handle of a drawer or
door. a., knobbed (nobd) and
knob'by.

knock (wok), v. [A.S., imit. ?], to
strike with something hard ; to
drive or to be driven against a
thing ; to rap at a door ; n.,

a blow with anything hard ; a
rap to call attention. n. t

knock'er, a hammer fixed to
a door for knocking.

knoll (1) (nol\ n. [A.S.], a small
rounded hill ; a hillock.

knoll (2) (nol). Same as KNELL.
knop (nop\ n. [akin to KNAP ?], a
knob or bud ; a bunch.

knot (not), n. [A.S.], a hard loop
on a thread or rope caused by
tying ; the joint of a tree where
a branch grows ; anything hard
or difficult to understand ; a
bond of union ; a number of

persons together ; a mile at
Bea ; v., to tie into a knot ; to
become knotted ; to make diffi-

cult. pres. p., knotting ; p.p.,
knotted a., knot'ty, full of
knots ; difficult ; hard.

knout, n. [Russian], a kind of

whip once used in Russia for

flogging criminals

know (no), v. [A.S.], to have looked
at on all sides ; to see clearly ;

to have information about ; to
be sure of. past, knew (nil) ;

p.p., known (n<m). a., know'-
Ing, skilful ; clever ; intelligent.

n., knowledge, state of

knowing ; that which a person
knows ; clear sight of a thing ;

information ; skill from practice.
knuckle (ntikl), n. [E.], the Joint

of a finger, bent or closed ; the
knee-joint of a calf ; v.t to
bend the fingers ; (down) to
submit.

ko'dak, n. a small photographic
camera.

konig-, geoQ. root [Ger.], king
(as in Koniggrdtz, king's fort;
Konigsberg, king's mountain),

kop [Du.], kopf, koppe [Ger.],
head (as in Spion Kop ; Schnee-
koppe, snow mountain).

Koran', n. [Arab, qurdn, from
qara'a, to read], the Moham-
medan Bible.

kraal (kral), n. [8. African Du.,
from Port. CORRAL], a Hottentot
village.

Kremlin, n. [Russian kreml, cita-

del], the imperial palace in
Moscow.

Kyrie (klr'ie or fcfr'i), n. [Gk. voc.
case of Kyrlos, Lord], the first

Greek word of several parts of
the Church Service, beginning,"
Lord, have mercy," etc.

la'bel, n. [O.Fr., ribbon], a small
slip attached to anything to
tell what or whose the thing
is ; a codicil to a will ; a square
moulding over an arched door
or window ; v.t to fasten a
label to. pres. p., labelling;
p.p., labelled.

Uk'bial, a. [L. labium, a lip], be-
longing to the lips, as a sound ;

n., a sound formed by the lips,
or a letter marking such a sound,
as&,p,etc. a., la'biate, divided
Into two unequal divisions, as
the corolla of mint, thyme,
etc, a.* labioden tal, pro-

nounced both by the lips and
the teeth.

lab'oratory, n. [med. L. labor&tor-
ium (see LABOUR)], a place where
work is done or experiments are
carried out ; a chemist's work-
room.

la hour (la'btir), n. [Fr., from L.
labor], hard work ; great suffer-

ing ; that which causes weari-
ness ; child-birth ; v.t to work
hard ; to move slowly ; to be
in difficulty or trouble. a.,

laborious, requiring much hard
work ; toilsome ; working hard.
n, labor 'iousaess. a., la'*
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shape ; and lan'ceolate, shaped
like a lance-head; tapering to-

wards both ends.

land, n. [A.S.], the firm part of the
earth's surface ;

a district ; a

country ; v. to put or come on
shore. p.p. and a., lan'ded, set

on shore; consisting of land; pos-
sessed of land. ns., Ian ding,
act of going ashore; a place
for stepping ashore ; the flat part
at the top of a stair, or between
the flights of steps ; land'-

breeze, a breeze blowing from
the land to the sea ; land'-force,
a body of soldiers serving on
land ; Iand'h61dep, a person
possessed of land. v., land'-
lock, to shut or nearly shut in

by land, as a bay. ns., land'-

lord, one who owns land or
houses ; the owner of an inn or

lodging-house ; land'-lubber, a
name given by sailors to one
who* lives on land ; land'mark,
a mark to show boundaries ; a
mark on land by which sailors
are guided ; any Important
event ; land'scape [Du. -schap,
-SHIP], the appearance of land
visible at one time ; a picture
of part of a country ; land'-
stewapd, a man who manages
an estate ; land'-tax, a tax
on land ; land' - waiter and
lan'ding-waitep, an officer of
the custom-house, who wai/ts

while goods are being landed.
adv., land'wapd, towards the
land ; a., inland ; at a distance
from a town or city.

lan'dau, n. [Landau, in Bavaria],
a four-wheeled carriage with a
cover that can be opened or
shut at will.

land'grave, n. [Ger. LAND, graf,
a count or earl], a German
nobleman of the same rank as
an earl in Great Britain;/.,
land'gpavine (-ven).

lane, n. [A.S.], a space between
hedges, or fields, or among trees ;

a narrow road or street ; a pas-
sage-way.

lan'guage (l&ng'gwdj), n. [Fr.,
from L. lingua, the tongue], the
power of using the tongue to

speak ; the sounds or words
used in speaking ; the form of
words peculiar to one nation ;

style peculiar to one person ; any
means of expressing thought.

lan'guid (lang'gwid), a. [L. Ian*

guidus, weak], bending from
weakness ; not caring to exert
oneself ; exhausted. n., Ian'-

guor, faintness or weariness ;

dulness ; inactivity.
lan'guish (lang'gwish), v. [Fr.,
from L. languescere, to become
weak], to grow feeble ; to hang
the head from weakness ; to
lose energy and spirit ; to be-
come dull. adv., lan'guish-
ingly , in a dull or spiritless man-
ner. n., lan'guishment, state
of languishing ; tenderness of
look.

lanif'epous and lanig'erous (Ian-

ij'erus), as. [L. Idna, wool ; ferret

gerere, to bear], pruducing wool.
lank and lank'y, as. [A.S. hlanc,

slender], thin ; slender ; straight
and flat (as hair).

lan'tern, n. [Fr., from L. lanterna

(prob. from Gk. tempter, a
torch)], a shield for a light, made
partly of glass, or other trans-

parent material ; the part of a
lighthouse where the light is

shown ; the upper part of a dome
or tower through which light is

let in (formerly spelt Ian'thorn).
lan'yard, n. [Fr. laniere, a strap],
a short rope used in ships for

fastening.
lap (1), v. [A.S. lapiari], to lick up

with the tongue ; to make a
sound like that (of little waves) ;

n., the sound thus made.
pres. p., lapping ; p.p., lapped.

lap (2), n. [A.S. Iceppa], the loose

part of a coat or dress ; an apron
or the part of the body covered
by it, esp. over the knees ;

fold ; v., to lay or to be spread
on or over ; to be turned over ;

to wrap or fold ; to overlap.
pres. p., lapping ; p.p., lapped.

ns., lapel', a little lap or fold ;

the part of a coat that folds
back ; lap'pet, a little lap or

fold, esp. of muslin or silk, as an
ornament.
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lap'idary and lap'idist, ns. [L.

lapiddrius (lapis, a stone)], one
who cuts and sets precious
stones ; a., pertaining to cut-
ting precious stones.

lapse (laps), v. [L. lapsare (labl,
to slip)], to slip or fall away ; to
pass away slowly and quietly ;

to fall from duty ; to bo lost

from want of use ; n. t a slip-

ping or falling away ; a failure
in duty ; a loss through want
of use.

lapwing, n. [A.S. hleapan, to
leap, WING], a bird of the plover
family, with long, broad wings ;

also called PEE-WIT, from its cry.
lap board, n. [E., etym. ?], the left

side of a ship looking towards the
bow, now called port side (oppo-
site Of STARBOARD).

lar'ceny, n. [Fr., from L. latro-
ciniwn (latro, a robber)], a name

3 by which theft is called by law-
yers. n., lar'cenist, one guilty
of larceny.

larch, n. [Ger. Idrche, from L.
larix], a cone-bearing tree, with
a reddish wood.

lard, n. [Fr., from L. lardum, fat,
akin to Gk. laros, sweet], melted
fat of swine ; v. t to smear with
fat ; to enrich or make fat. n.,

lar'dep, a place where meat is

kept ; a stock of provisions.
large (larj), a. [L. largus}, of great

size ; abundant. n., lapge'-
ness. a., large'-hearted, gen-
erous ; liberal.

lar'gess (lar'jte), n. [Fr., from L.
largitio], a gift or present.

lark (1), n. [A.S. laperce], a well-
known bird that flies high and
sings sweetly ; the skylark.

lark (2), n. [etym. ?], a bit of fun ;

v,, to sport.
lark'spur, n. t a plant with showy

flowers and a spur on the calyx.
lar'va, n. [L. larva, a mask], an

Insect in the caterpillar state ;

(pi.) lar'vae.

lar'ynx (Idr'inks), n. [Gk., the
throat], the upper end of the
windpipe ; n., laryngi tis, in-
flammation of the larynx.

Ita'car, n. [Pers.], a native East
Indian sailor ; a camp-follower.

lascivious (losiv'ius), a. [L. lew-

dvus, desirous], feeling or caus-
ing strong desire of a wrong kind;
lustful. n., laseiv'iousness.

lash, n. [etym. ?], the cord or string
of a whip ; a stroke with a whip
or rope ; words that give pain ;

v., to strike with a whip ; to
cut with severe words ; to tie
or fasten firmly. n., lash'ing,
a whipping ; a rope for making
fast.

lass, n. [M.E. lasce, unmarried], a
girl ; a sweetheart.

las situde, n. [Fr., from L. lassi-

tudo], faintness ; weakness ;

want of energy.
las'so, n. [Sp. laso, from L. la-

queue], a rope with a running
noose for catching wild horses ;

(pi.) las'sos ; v,, to catch with
a lasso. pres. p., lassoing ;

p.p., lassoed (las'od).
last (1), a. [contraction of A.S.

latest, LATEST], coming after all
the others ; most recent ; far-
thest out ; lowest. advs., last,
lastly, at last, in the last time
or place ; in conclusion.

last (2), n. [A.S., a footmark], a
block of wood, etc., in the shape
of a foot, on which shoes are
fitted ; v., to fit on this.

last (3), v. [A.S., to endure], to re-
main in existence ; to hold out ;

to continue.
last (4), n. [A.S. hlcest, a load], a

weight of about 4,000 pounds ;

a ship's cargo.
latch, n. [A.S., akin to LACE], a

catch for fastening a door;
v., to fasten with a latch.

latch'et, n. [O.Fr., as LACE], a
fastening for a shoe.

late, a. [A.S.], not coming in time ;

not long past ; near the end or
close ; not long dead ; advs.,
late, lately, after the usual
time ; not long ago ; far on in
time. n., late'ness. a., la'-

tish, somewhat late.

lateen', a. [Fr. latine, from L.
LATIN], applied to triangular
sails, common in the Mediter-
ranean Sea.

la'tent, a. [L. latere, to lie hid],
present but not seen or felt ; on-
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developed. n., la'tency, state

of being latent.

lat'eral, a. [L. laterdlis (latus, a

side)], belonging to the side ;

on or along the side ; to or from
the side.

lath, n. [A.S.], a thin strip of wood
fastened to the rafters or walls

to support slates or plaster ;

any thin scrip of wood or metal ;

v., to put laths on. n., lath/ing,
a covering of laths.

lathe, n. tprob. A.S. hlced-wheol,

lade-wheel], a machine for turn-

ing pieces of wood or metal ;

the swinging part of a loom
for pushing the weft into its

place.
lath'er, n. [A.S.], froth made by

moistening soap with water ;

foam from sweat, etc. ; v., to
form foam or become frothy ;

to cover with lather.

Lat in, a. [Fr., from L. Latinus],
belonging to ancient Rome ;

written or spoken in the Latin
language ; n., the language of
ancient Rome. ns., Lat'inism,
a form of words peculiar to
Latin ; Lat'inist, one skilled in
Latin. v., lat'inize, to give
Latin forms to ; to use Latin
words or phrases. n., Latin'ity,
a pure Latin style.

latitude, n. [Fr., from L. latitude

(lotus, broad)], breadth ; room
to act ; freedom from restraint ;

angular distance north or south
from the equator. as., latitu'-

dinal, in the direction of latitude ;

latitudinar'ian, not confined by
ordinary rules ; broad in religious
opinions ; n., one not strict in
his opinions or beliefs.

lat'ten, n. [O.Fr. laton, akin to
LATH], brass in thin plates for

making crosses, candlesticks,
etc. ; tin plate.

lat'tep, a. [A.S., camp, of Icet,

LATE], later ; coming or exist-

ing after; the one mentioned
second ; recent ; modern.
adv., lat'terly, lately ; of late ;

in more recent times.
lattice (lat'is), n. [O.Fr., lath-

work], any network made by
crossing laths ; a window so

made ; v., to make lattice-

work ; to furnish with a lat-

tice.

laud, v. [L. laudare], to praise;
n., praise ; (pi.) a Church serrice.

as., lau'dable, worthy of

being praised ; lau'datopy, ex-

pressing praise ; n., an expres-
sion of praise ; also lauda tioni

lau'dauum, n. [L. Iddanwn], a
drug made from opium.

laugh (Ian, v. [A.S. hlehan], to
show joy or pleasure by a sudden
sound and a pleased look ; to
be gay or lively ; (at) to make
little of ; n., the sound and look
of joy or mirth. a., laugh'-
able, to be laughed at ; causing
laughter. adv., laughingly.

ns., laughing-gas, a nitrous
oxide gas which causes laughter ;

laughing-stock, a person or a
thing set up to be laughed at :

and laugh'ter, act or sound of

laughing.
launch (lawnch), v. [Fr., from root

of LAVCE], to throw like a lance ;

to send forth ; to cause to slide

into the water ; to send out
quickly ; (out) to say a great
deal ; n., act of launching ; a
large open boat.

laundress, n. [O.Fr., from L.
lavandus (lavdre, to wash), -ESS],
a woman who dresses and irons
clothes. n., laun'dry, a place
where clothes are washed and|
dressed.

lau'reate (law'reaf), a. [L. lauredtus

(laurus, LAUREL)], crowned with
laurel ; n., one so crowned ;

a court poet ; v., to crown with
laurel ; to grant a degree to.

ns., laurea'tion, act of con-

ferring a degree ; lau'reateship,
office of poet-laureate.

lau'pel, n. [Fr. laurier, from L.
laurus}, an evergreen shrub, used
by the ancients for wreaths ; a
mark of honour, esp. in plural.

la'va, n. [It., from L. lavdre, to

wash], melted matter from a
burning mountain.

lave, v. [A.S. lafian or Fr. laver,
L. lavdre], to wash or bathe ; to
throw out water. ns., la'vep,
a large vessel for washing in ;
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lav'atory, a room for washing
in ; a wash or lotion.

lavender, n. [O.Fr. lavendre,
Died. L. lavendula, L. lividus,
LIVID ?], a sweet-smelling plant,
used for scenting linen, etc.

lavish, v. [O.Fr. lavache, a deluge
of words, as LAVE], to spend
money foolishly ; to waste ;

a., spending much ; too liberal ;

unrestrained. ns., lav'ishment
and lav ishness, a spending
too freely.

law, n. [A.S. lagu, from root of

LAY], a rule laid down ; the will
of God as a rule of life ; the
books of Moses in the Old Testa-
ment ; an order of a govern-
ment ; the rules by which a
country is regulated ; the order
in which things happen or
forces act ; (pi.) the principles
of an art or science. a., law'-
ftil, according to law ; allowed
or determined by law ; just.

ns., lawfulness, conformity to
law ; law'giver, one who
makes laws. a,, lawless, giv
ing no heed to law ; unre-
strained. ns., lawlessness,
want of obedience to law ; law'-
suit (law'sut), a case taken into
court ; law'yep, a person who
practises law.

-law, geog. root [A.S. Mcew], a
rounded hill (as in Qreerilaw,
I/iidlow, Marlow).

lawn (1), n. [O.Fr.
French town], a
linen ; cambric
lawn.

lawn (2), n. [O.Fr. launde, from C.],
an open space between woods ;

a smooth piece of grass. n.,
lawn'-tennis, tennis played on
an open lawn.

lax, a. [L. laxus, loose], not tight
or firm ; not firmly packed or
worked ; loose in conduct or
discipline. ns., laxa'tion, lax'-

ity, lax'nessq state of being
loose ; want of strictness or
exactness. a., lax'ative, tend-
ing to loosen ; n., an opening
medicine.

lay (l), v., past of LIE (1).

lay (2), v. [A.S.], to cause to lie

Ian, Laon, a
fine kind of

made of
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down ; to beat down ; to place
in position ; to make ready : to

spread ; to make quiet j to

impose ; to charge ; to offer or

present : to produce (eggs) ; to
bet. pres. p., laying j p.p.,
laid. n., lay'er, that which is

laid ; a course of brick, stones,
etc. ; a bed ; a shoot or twig
laid to take root.

lay (3), a., and layman. See LAIC.

lay (4), n. [O.Fr., from O.Ger.
leih], a song a ballad.

laz'ar, n. [Lazarus (see Luke xvi.)],
a person with a deadly disease ;

a leper. ns., lazaret'to and
laz'ar-house > a hospital for
infectious diseases.

la'zy, a. [etym. ?], unwilling to
work ; slow . inactive. n., la'

ziness state of being lazy.

-1;, suff. [A.S. -el], forming dimin-
utives (as CASTLE, BUCKLE).

lea (le), n. [A.S. leak], a meadow :

pasture land.

-lea, -ley, -ly, geog. root (as in

Alderley, Berkeley, Dudley).
lead (1) (led), n. [A.S.], a soft metal

of a bluish white colour ; a ball

of lead for sounding depth ; a
thin strip to separate lines in

printing ; (pi.) a roof covered
with lead ; v., to cover with
lead. a., lead 'en, made of lead
like lead in weight or colour.

lead (2) (led), v. [A.S.], to show the
way ; to go first ; to take by
the hand ; to give orders : to

pass or spend (a life) ; to stretch
towards ; n., a guide or hint.

past and p.p., led. ns., lead'er,
one who leads : a general or
commander ; a leading article :

a horse in front ; lea'dership,
state of being a leader; lea'-=

ding-strings, strings to sup-
port children when learning
to walk.

leaf, n. [A.S.], one of the thin, flat,

usually green parts of a plant i

anything like a leaf : a thin

plate ; two pages of a book
one side of a window-shutter or
door ; a division of a table ,?

(pi.) leaves ; v., to put forth
leaves. ns., lea'fage (le'faj)

the leaves of a plant : abuud
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ance of leaves ; leaflet, a little

leaf. o., lea'fy, full of leaves

league (1) (leg), n. [? Provencal,

legua,- late L. leuga, from C.],

distance of about three miles ;

at sea about 3$ miles (it varies

in different countries).

league (2) (leg), n. [Fr. ligue (L.

Jitfdre, to bind)], a union for

mutual benefit ; v., to unite

fer mutual benefit. pres. p.,

leaguing ; p.p., leagued.
lea'guer (1), n., one who belongs

to a league.

lea'guep (2), n. [Dan. leger, a

camp (see LAIR)], camp of a

besieging army.
leak (Uk), v. [Scand. ?], to let water

through a crack or hole ; to

come through a crack or hole ;

n., an opening through which

fluid may pass. n., lea'kage

(le'kdj), that which leaks ; an
allowance made for leaking.

a., lea'ky, having leaks.

teal, a. [Norm. Fr., as LOYAL],

faithful; true-hearted.
lean (1), v. [A.S. hliniaril, to be

out of the perpendicular ; to

tend towards ; to rest against ;

(on) to seek help from ; to cause

to lean. past and p.p., leaned
or leant (lent).

(2), a. [A.S. Weene], wanting
flesh; not fat or rich ; n.,

flesh without fat. n., lean'ness,
thinness ; spareness.
tap, v. [A.S. hleapan], to move by
lifting both feet at once ; to pass
by one sudden movement ; to

spring up or forward ; n., act

of leaping ; space passed over.

past and p.p., leaped or leapt
(Upt). n., leap yeap, every
fourth year, which gives to

February twenty-nine days-; 8

year of 366 days ; bissextile.

learn (lern), v. [A.S.], to get know
ledge ; to gain skill ; to grow
better or to make progress.
a., lear'ned, having much
knowledge; skilled. ^., leap'

ning, that which Is learned

knowledge ; scholarship.
lease (Us), n. [Fr. laisser, from L

laxus, LAX], a right to the use o

property for a certain time, on

lecture

payment of rent ; a written

contract giving this right ; r.,

to let for a certain number of

years ; to hold under a lease.
\

ns., lessee', one to whom a
lease is granted; les'sor, one

who grants a lease. a., lease *

hold, held by lease ; n., landSg .

etc., so held.

cash, n. [O.Fr. lesse (Fr. laisse),

from L. laxus, LAX], a cord by
which a dog or a hawk is held ;

a brace and a half ; three ; v.t \

to hold by a leash.

lea'sing (tt'zing), n. [A.S.], false-

hood.
east, a. [A.S. Icesast, sup. of ices,

LESS], smallest ; in the lowest

degree; of less value than all

othera
leather (teth'eV), n. [A.S.], skins ol

animals prepared by tanning.

os., leath'epn, made of leather

leath'ery, like leather, tough.
leave (1) (lev), v. [A.S.], to allow to

remain; to go away from; to I

forsake; to give or trust;
t<|

let alone ; to have remaining a I

death. pres. p., lea'ving ; p.fl

and pas*, left.*., lea'vingaJ
things left.

leave (2), n. [A.S., akin to LIEF I

permission ; a going away ;

parting of friends.

leav'en (levn), n. [Fr., from L. b|
vdre, to raise], ferment mixel
with flour to render the dougl
light and spongy; anythirl
that makes what it touches lill

itself ; v., to mix with leaven I

to act like leaven ; to taint.

lech'erous, a. [Fr., from root <|

LICK], given to lust; stirriil

up lust.

lee 'tern, n. [O.Fr., from late 1
1!

lectrum, a reading-desk (leger h

to read)], a reading-desk, esp. K

churches.
lec'tion (lek'shdri), n. tO.Fr., frofc

L. lectio (legere, to read)], a rea

ing ; a portion read ; a diflt!

ence of wording in a book >

passage. n., lee'tionary,
Church service-book.

lec'tupe, n. [Fr., from late L. It

tura (legere)], something read
written to be read on some su
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Ject ; a discourse ; ., to read
or deliver a lecture ; to give a
reproof to. ns., lee'tuper, one
who teaches by lecturing ;

lee'tureship, the office of a
lecturer.

led, past of T.FA-H (2).

ledge (lej), n. [from root of LAY (2)],

a narrow shelf or projection on
which things can be laid ; a
shelf or reef of rocks.

ledg'er (lej'er), n. [M.B., prob. as

above], the chief account book
of a merchant.

lee, n. [A.S. hleo, shelter], a shel-

tered place ; the side sheltered
from the wind ; a protection
from the wind. ns., lee'-shore,
the shore towards which the
wind is blowing ; lee'-side, the
sheltered side of a ship. a. and
adv., lee'ward, towards the
lee-side (opposed to WINDWARD).

n-t lee'way, the distance a
ship is driven to leeward out of
its proper course ; time lost.

h, n. [A,S.], a worm that sucks
blood ; a doctor ; v. t to apply
leeches.

ek, n. [A.S.], a large kind of
onion.

, n. [A.S., the face or cheek],
a sly or sidelong look ; a look
causing uneasiness ; v., to look
sideways or with an ugly ex-

pression.
n. pi. [O.Fr.], that which falls

to the bottom of liquids ; dregs ;

sediment.
eet, n., ancient English court of a
township ; a list of candidates.

eft(l), past of LEAVE (1).

eft (2), a. [A.S.], on the weaker
side ; n., the left side ; the
Opposition in Parliament. a.,

left-hand ed, using the left

hand instead of the right ; awk-
ward ; badly expressed.

eg, n. [Scand.], one of the limbs
2 by which animals walk ; any-

thing like a leg ; a long, thin
support.

eg'acy, n. [O.Fr., from L. legdre,
to leave by will], that which is

left by will ; a bequest. n.,

legatee', one who gets a legacy,
a. [Fr., from L. legalis (lex,

a law)], according to law ; per^
mitted or ordered by law. n.,

legality, agreement with law.
v. t le'galize, to make legal.

leg'ate (leg'at), n. tO.Fr., from L.

legdre, to send out], an ambas-
sador from the Pope ; a deputy.

n., lega'tion, an ambassador
and his suite, or their abode.

leg'end defend), n. [O.Fr., from
L. legendus (legere, to read)], a
story of bygone times, usually
of a marvellous nature ; a motto
on a coin or medal. a., leg'-
endary, consisting of legend ;

fabulous ; n., a book of legends.
leg'ep (lej'er), a. [Fr., from L. levis,

light], small. n., leger line, a
small line added to the musical
stave.

legerdemain' (lejerdemdn'), n.

[Fr. leger de main, light of

hand], quickness or sleight of
hand ; conjuring ; artful de-

ception.
leg'ging, n., a covering for the

legible (lej'ibfi, a. [O.Fr., from
late L. legibllis (legere, to read)],
that can be read ; clear to the

eye ; that can be understood.
ns., legibility and leg'ible-

ness, state of being legible.

le'gion (le'jon), n. [L. legio (legere,
to choose)], a body of from three
to six thousand Roman soldiers ;

a great number ; a force of
soldiers. a., le'gionary, be-
longing to or consisting of a
legion ; containing a very great
number ; ., a soldier of a
legion.

legislate (lej'islaf), v. [L. lex, a
law ; lotus, carried], to make
laws. n., legislation, process
of making laws ; the laws made.

a., legislative, pertaining to
or having the power of making
laws ; law-making. ns., leg'
islatop, one who makes laws ;

legislature, the body of men
who make laws.

legitimate (Ujit'imdt), a. [L. legi-

timus, appointed by law], ac-

cording to law ; in right form
or order ; bora of parents "who
were married ; genuine :-
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anoe of leaves ; leaflet, a little

leaf.- a., lea'fy, full of leaves.

league (1) (leg), n. [? Provencal,

Iqgua; late L. leuga, from C.],

distance of about three miles ;

at sea about 3} miles (it varies
in different countries).

league (2) (leg), n. [Fr. ligue (L.

ligdre, to bind)], a union for

mutual benefit ; v., to unite
for mutual benefit. pres. p.,

leaguing ; p.p., leagued.
lea'guer (1), n., one who belongs

to a league.
lea'guer (2), n. [Dan. leger, a
camp (see LAIR)], camp of a
besieging army.

teak (lek), v. [Scand. ?], to let water
through a crack or hole ; to

come through a crack or hole ;

n., an opening through which
fluid may pass. n., lea'kage
(le'kdj), that which leaks ; an
allowance made for leaking.
a., lea'ky, having leaks.

leal, a. [Norm. Fr., as LOYAL],
faithful ; true-hearted.

lean (1), v. [A.S. hlinian}, to be
out of the perpendicular ; to
tend towards ; to rest against ;

(on) to seek help from ; to cause
to lean. past and p.p., leaned
or leant (lent).

lean (2), a. [A.S. Atone], wanting
flesh ; not fat or rich ; n.,

flesh without fat. n., lean'ness,
thinness ; spareness.

leap, v. [A.S. hleapan], to move by
lifting both feet at once ; to pass
by one sudden movement; to

spring up or forward ; n., act
of leaping ; space passed over.

past and p.p., leaped or leapt
(Upt). n., leap year,* every
fourth year, which gives to

February twenty-nine days ; a
year of 366 days ; bissextile.

learn (Urn), v. [A.S.], to get know-
ledge ; to gain skill ; to grow
better or to make progress.
a., lear'ned, having much
knowledge ; skilled. n., leap'-

nlng, that which is learned;
knowledge ; scholarship.
se (Us), n. [Fr. laisser, from L.
laxus, LAX], a right to the use of

property for a certain time, on

payment of rent ; a written
contract giving this right ; v.t

to let for a certain number of

years ; to hold under a lease.

ns., lessee', one to whom a
lease is granted ; les'sor, one
who grants a lease. a., lease'*

hold, held by lease ; n., lands^
etc., so held.

leash, n. [O.Fr. lesse (Fr. Iate8e\
from L. laocus, LAX], a cord by
which a dog or a hawk is held ;

a brace and a half ; three ; v.,
to hold by a leash.

lea'sing (le'zing), n. [A.S.J, false-

hood.
least, a. [A.S. loesast, sup. of Ices,

LEBS], smallest ; in the lowest
degree; of less value than all

others.
leather (feth'^r), n. [A.S.], skins of

animals prepared by tanning.
as., leath'era, made of leather ;

leath ery, like leather, tough.
leave (1) (lev), v. [A.S.], to allow to

remain ; to go away from ; to

forsake; to give or trust; to
let alone ; to have remaining at
death. pres. p., lea'ving ; p.p.
and past, left. n., lea'vingSj
things left.

leave (2), n. [A.S., akin to LIEF],
permission ; a going away ; a
parting of friends.

leav'en (levn), n. [Fr., from L. te-

vdre, to raise], ferment mixed
with flour to render the dough
light and spongy ; anything
that makes what it touches like
itself ; v., to mix with leaven j

to act like leaven ; to taint.

lech'epous, a. [Fr., from root of

LICK], given to lust; stirring
up lust.

lee'tern, n. [O.Fr., from late L.
lectrum, a reading-desk (legere,
to read)], a reading-desk, esp. in
churches.

lec'tion (lek'shdn), n. [O.Fr., from
L. lectio (legere, to read)], a read-

ing ; a portion read ; a differ-
ence of wording in a book or
passage. n., lee tlonary, a
Church service-book.

lec'tupe, n. [Fr., from late L. tec-

tUra (legere)}, something read or
written to be read on some sub-
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Ject ; a discourse ; v., to read
or deliver a lecture ; to give a
reproof to. ns. t lee'turer, one
who teaches by lecturing ;

lec'tureship, the office of a
lecturer.

led, past of T.F.AT> (2).

ledge (lej), n. [from root of LAY (2)],

a narrow shelf or projection on
which things can be laid ; a
shelf or reef of rocks.

ledg'ep (lej'er), n. [M.E., prob. as
above], the chief account book
of a merchant.

lee, n. [A.S. hleo, shelter], a shel-

tered place ; the side sheltered
from the wind ; a protection
from the wind. ns., lee'-shore,
the shore towards which the
wind is blowing ; lee'-side, the
sheltered side of a ship. a. and
adv., lee'ward, towards the
lee-side (opposed to WINDWARD).

n., lee'way, the distance a
ship is driven to leeward out of
its proper course ; time lost.

leech, n. [A.S.], a worm that sucks
blood ; a doctor ; v. t to apply
leeches.

, leek, n. [A.S.], a large kind of
onion.

leer, n. [A.S., the face or cheek],
a sly or sidelong look ; a look
causing uneasiness ; v., to look
sideways or with an ugly ex-

pression.
lees, n. pi. [O.Fr.], that which falls

to the bottom of liquids ; dregs ;

sediment.
leet, n., ancient English court of a

township ; a list of candidates.
left (1), past of LEAVE (1).

left (2), a. [A.S.], on the weaker
side; n., the left side; the
Opposition in Parliament. a.,

left-hand'ed, using the left

hand instead of the right ; awk-
ward ; badly expressed.

leg, n. [Scand.], one of the limbs
by which animals walk ; any-
thing like a leg ; a long, thin
support.

leg'acy, n. [O.Fr., from L. legare,
to leave by will], that which is

left by will ; a bequest. n.,

legatee', one who gets a legacy.
le'gal, a. [Fr., from L. legalis (lex,

a law)], according to law ; pe^
mitted or ordered by law. n.f

legality, agreement with law.
v. f le'galize, to make legal

leg'ate (leg'at), n. [O.Fr., from L.

legare, to send out], an ambas-
sador from the Pope ; a deputy.

n., lega'tion, an ambassador
and his suite, or their abode.

leg'end (lej'end), n. [O.Fr., from
L. legendus (legere, to read)], a
story of bygone times, usually
of a marvellous nature ; a motto
on a coin or medal. a., leg'-
endary, consisting of legend ;

fabulous ; n., a book of legends.
leg'er (lej'er), a. [Fr., from L. levis,

light], small. n., leger line, a
small line added to the musical
stave.

legerdemain' (lejerdemdn'), n.

[Fr. leger de main, light of

hand], quickness or sleight of
hand ; conjuring ; artful de-
ception.

leg'ging, n., a covering for the
leg.

legible (lej'iW, a. [O.Fr., from
late L. legibllis (legere, to read)],
that can be read ; clear to the
eye ; that can be understood,

us., legibility and legible-
ness, state of being legible.

le'gion (le'jori), n. [L. legio (legere,
to choose)], a body of from three
to six thousand Roman soldiers ;

a great number ; a force of
soldiers. a., le'gionary, be-
longing to or consisting of a
legion ; containing a very great
number ; n., a soldier of a
legion.

legislate (lej'isW), v. [L. lex, a
law ; lotus, carried], to make
laws. n., legislation, process
of making laws ; the laws made.

a., legislative, pertaining to
or having the power of making
laws ; law-making. ns., leg'
islatop, one who makes laws ;

legislature, the body of men
who make laws.

legitimate (lejit'imdf), a. [L. legi-

timus, appointed by law], ac-

cording to law ; in right form
or order ; born of parents -who
were married ; genuine : .
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t-nwtf, also legitimize), to make
lawful ; to give an illegitimate
child the rights of a legitimate
one. ns., legitimacy, law-
fulness of birth ; genuineness ;

legitima'tion, a making legiti-

mate ; legitimist, one who
supports legitimate authority ;

a person in France who supports
the claims of the Bourbons to
the crown.

leg ume and legu'men, ns. [Fr.

I gume, L. legumen (legere, to

gather)], a seed-vessel consisting
of two parts, which split open
and show the seeds fixed to
their inner edge, as peas, etc. ;

(pi.) leg'umes and legu'mina.
a., legu'minous,bearing pods.

leisure (lezh'ur), n. lO.Fr., from
L. licere, to be lawful], freedom
from work ; time to do what
one pleases ; a. unemployed.
as., leis'wed, free from busi-
ness ; ieis'urely, taking plenty
of time ; adv., slowly.

le'man, n. [A.S. (leof, dear (see
LIEF, MAN)], a sweetheart.

lem'ma, n. [Gk. lemma, a thing
taken], something taken for

granted ; a proposition already
proved used to prove another ;

(pi.) lem'mata.
lem'on, n. [Fr., from Pers.], a tree
and its fruit, which is somewhat
like an orange in shape and of
an acid taste. n. t lemonade',
a drink of lemon juice and sugar
mixed in water.

lend, v. [A.S., same root as LOAN],
to give a temporary use of some-
thing to be given back again ;

to give on loan ; to let for hire.

past and p.p., lent.
length, n. [A.S.], distance between

the two ends ; the longest line
that can be drawn along a body ;

the time during which anything
lasts ; quality of a vowel, as
long or short. v., leng'then,
to make or grow longer. adv.,
length'wise or length'ways,
in the direction of the length.
a., leng'thy, having consider-
able length ; rather long.

io'nient, a. [L. leniens (Unlre, to
soften)], making soft or easy ;

lest

soothing ; not severe. ns., ld'

nienee, le'niency, lenity, state
of being merciful. a., lenitive,
softening ; n., anything that
softens or allays.

lens, n. [L. lens, a lentil], a glass
with a curved surface, used in

spectacles, telescopes, etc., BO
called from its shape, like a
lentil seed. a., lentie alar, like

a lens or lentil seed ; rounded
outward on both surfaces.

Lent, n. [M.E. lenten, from A.S.

lencten, spring -time], a fast of

forty days, ending at Easter, in

remembrance of Christ's fast in

the wilderness. a., Len ten,
pertaining to Lent.

len'til, n. [L. lens], a plant not
unlike the bean, bearing pulse
used as food.

le'onine (le'oniri), a. [L. leo, a lion],

belonging to or like a lion.

leop'ard (lep'drd), n. [L. leo, a
LION ; pardus, a panther], a
spotted beast of prey of the cat
kind.

lep'er, n. [Fr., from Gk. lepros,

scaly], a person ill with leprosy.
n., lep'posy, a disease of the

skin with scales and dry white
scabs, causing violent itching.

a., lep'pous.
le'sion (U'zhori), n. [Fr., from L.

Icesio (loedere, to hurt)], an injury
or wound.

less, a. [A.S. tiessa (a.), l&s (adv.)],

smaller; weaker; n., a smaller

part ; a younger or weaker per-
son ; adv., not so much ; in a
smaller degree. v., less'en, to

make or grow less ; to lower in

power and rank.
-less, suff. [A.S. leas], without (as I

in HAPLESS, USELESS).
lessee', les'sor. See LEASE.
les'sep, a. Same as LESS.

les'son, n. [Fr., from L. lectioA

a reading], something to
be|

learned; a part of a boofc

to be studied ; that which
fc[

taught ; a portion of Scripturej
read during divine worship ; a|
warning.

lest., conj. [A.S. fh$ las, tae=the|
less that], that . . . not ; for fear I:

that.
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let (1), v. [A.S., to allow], to give
power or permission to ; to give
the use of for payment ; to
allow. pres. p., letting ; past
and p.p., let.

let (2), v. [A.S., to make LATE],
to keep back ; to hinder ; n.,

hindrance ; obstacle. pres. p.,

letting ; past and p.p., let.

-let, suff. [O.Fr.], forming diminu-
tives (as EAGLET, STREAMLET).

le'thal, a. [L. letdlis], causing
death.

leth'argy, n. [Fr., from Gk. leth-

argia (lethe, forgetfulness)], an
unusually long and deep sleep ;

a state of great inaction. as.,

lethar'gic and lethargical, in
a deep sleep ; sleepy.

Le'the (le'the), n. [Gk. lethe, forget-
fulness], a river of the lower
regions, to drink of which was
to forget all the past. a.,

Lethe'an.
let'tep, n. [Fr., from L. littera], a

written mark for a sound of the
voice ; a written message : the
literal meaning ; a printing
type ; (pi.) learning j litera-

ture ; v., to mark with letters.

a., let'tered, marked with
letters ; learned ; educated.
ns., let'teHng, marking with
letters ; the letters marked.
let terpress, printed letters ;

printed matter. let'ters-pa'-
tent [see PATENT], a written
permission from the crown, in
an open form and sealed with
the Great Seal.

lettuce (let'is), n. [Fr., from L. lac-

tuca (lac, milk)], a plant with a
milky juice, the leaves of which
are used as a salad.

Levant' (1), n. [Fr., from It. levante

(L. levare, to raise)], the eastern
coasts of the Mediterranean Sea ;

n., Levan'tep, a strong east-

erly wind which blows over tho
Levant. a., Levan'tine, be-

long* to the Levant.
levant' (2;, v. [Sp., to break up,
from L. levare, as above], to run
away. n., levan'ter, one who
runs away.

lev'ee, n. [Fr., from L. levare, to

raise], a morning assembly* of

visitors ; a formal reception by
a king, etc.

lev'el, n. [O.Fr., from L. llbella, a
level (libra, a balance)], a line or
surface with every point of ex-

actly the same height ; a flat

and smooth surface ; the height
of any district above the sea ;

the place or rank of a person
among others ; an instrument
for showing the horizontal ;

a., having all the parts of the
same height ; (with) in the same
horizontal line as ; straightfor-
ward ; well balanced : v., to
make level ; to cast down ; to
take aim, as with a gun, etc.

pres. p., levelling ; p.p., lev-
elled. n., lev'elling, act of

making level ; tho process of

estimating differences of level.

le'vep, n. [Fr. lever, to lift (see

LEVEE)], a bar for lifting weights,
which rests and turns on a prop.

n., lo'verage, the greater
power got by using a lever.

lev'eret, n. [O.Fr., from L. lepus,
dm, a hare], a young hare.

levi'athan, n. [Heb.], a large water-
animal mentioned in the Book
of Job ; a whale ; any animal
of huge size.

Le'vite, n., one of the tribe of Levi ;
one ot the lower order of Jewish
priests. as., Levit'ie and Levit'-
ical. n., Leviticus, the book
of the Bible containing the laws
given to the Levites.

levity, n. [O.Fr., from L. levitas

(Urns, light)], lightness of weight
or conduct ; want of thought ;

fondness for trifling.

lev'y, v. [Fr., as LEVEE], to collect
men for soldiers ; to enrol into
an army ; to impose and gather
taxes ; n., the act of levying ;

the men so gathered or the
money collected. a., leviable,
fit to be levied.

lewd (lood), a. [A.S., lay, ignorant],
low and idle ; lawless ; given
to lustful thoughts and acts.

n., lewd'ness, unlawful indul-
gence.

lexicon, n. [Gk. lexis, speaking
(legein, to speak)], a book con-
taining the words of a language
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In alphabetical order, with the

meaning, etc., of each ; a dic-

tionary. ns., lexieog'paphep,
one who has written a diction-

ary ; lexicog'raphy, the pro-
cess of writing a dictionary ;

lexicol'ogy, the science which
treats of the meaning and use

of words; and lexicol'ogist,
one skilled in lexicology.

ley. See LEA.

li'ablo, a. [L. lig&re, to bind], that
can be bound or made answer-
able ; tending ; exposed. ns.,

liability and li'ableness, state

of being liable ; (pi.) liabilities,
amount of a person's debts.

liaison (ledzon'), n. [FT., from L.

ligdtio (ligare, to bind)], a union
or bond, esp. an unlawful one
between a man and a woman.

li'ar. See under LIE (2).

liba'tion, n. [L. libatio (mare, to

sip)], a pouring out of wine or

other liquid in honour of a god ;

that which is poured out ; a
drink-offering.

U'bel, n. [L. libellus, a little book
(liber, a book)], a written charge
against a person ; something
said or written to injure ; v.,

to bring a charge against ; to

damage a person's character.

pres. p., libelling ; p.p., li-

belled. a., li'bellous (li'belus),

containing statements fitted to

injure.

lib'eral, a. [L. liberdlis (liber, free)],

free by birth ; acting as a gentle-
man ; noble-minded ; free to
act ; abundant ; ample ; n.,

one who belongs to the Liberal

party. v., liberalize, to make
liberal ; to free from selfishness
or narrow views. ns., Lib'eral-
Ism.the principles and actions of
a Liberal ; liberality, largeness
or breadth of mind ; willingness
to help others ; generosity.

Ub'erate, v. [L. VSber&re, to free],
to set free ; to take out of con-
finement or bondage. ns., lib-

era'tion, a setting free; lib'-

eratop, one who sets free ; a
deliverer.

lib'ertine, n. [L. Kberttnus, a freed -

maa], one who has thrown oil

lick

all restraint, esp. of the passions;
a loose-living person; a., un-
restrained.

lib'epty, n. [Fr., from L. libertas],

state of being free ; power to
do as one thinks right ; freedom
from hindrance ; permission ;

enjoyment of natural rights or

privileges ; the district within I

which certain rights can be
enjoyed ; too great freedom of

speech or action.

libidinous, a. [L. libidinosus \

(liblao, desire)], indulging lust-

ful desires ; unchaste.

li'brary, n. [Fr., from L. Ubrdrius
\

(liber, a book)], a room or build-

ing where books are kept ; a
collection of books. n., librap'-

ian, the keeper of a library.

librate, v. [L. llbrdtiis, balanced!

(libra, a balance)], to make the I

weights on both sides equal ; to
i

move slightly before coming to

rest. n., libPa'tion, state of

being balanced ; a slight motion
j

before coming to rest. a., li'-
j

bratopy, swaying slowly.

libret'to, n. [It., a little book (L.

liber, a book)], a book containing
j

the words of an opera or other

long piece of music.

lice, n. See LOUSE.
li'cence, n. [Fr., from L. licential

(licet, it is allowed)], leave to do;
a thing ; a written authority to

j

do something ; too much liberty; :

abuse of freedom. v., li'eense,
to give leave to do a thing ; to i

give a legal right.
licen'tiate (lisen'shMt), n., one
who has been granted a right i

to carry on a profession. a.,!

licentious, taking too much;
licence; not respecting law or

morality. n., licen'tiousness.
li'ehen (Wktri), n. [Gk. leichein, to;

lick], a cellular, flowerless plant!

supposed to lick up the moisture
from that on which it grows ; a
kind of skin disease.

lich'-gate, n. [A.S. lie, a body], a
covered gate at a churchyard to

rest the coffln in.

lick, v. [A.S.], to pass the tongue
over ; to draw in by the tongue :

to beat; n., a passing of the
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tongue over ; that which can
be taken in by one movement
of the tongue ; a small quantity.

a., lick'erish, eager to enjoy
or taste ; tempting.

lie'tor, n. [L., akin to ligdre, to

bind], an officer who attended
the higher Roman magistrates.

lid, n. [A.S. hlid], the cover of an
opening ; the top of a box ; the
cover of the eye.

lie (1) (II), v. [A.S. licgan], to lay
oneself down ; to lean or rest ;

to be in a place or position ; to
remain ; to consist.- pres. p.,

lying ; p.p., lain or lien ; past,
lay.

lie (2) (li), v. [A.S. leogari], to say
what is not true for the purpose
of deceiving i-^n., anything in-

tended to deceive ; a false state-

ment ; an untruth. pres. p. ,

lying ; p.p., lied. n., li'ar,
one who tells lies. a., ly'ing,
given to telling lies ; n., the
habit of telling lies.

lief (Uf), a. [A.S.], dear; much
loved ; adv., gladly ; willingly
(in phrases : / had or would as

lief). comp. lie'fer or lie'vep.

liege (lej), a. [Fr., from O.Ger.
ledij, free], free to command ;

having subjects or vassals ;

faithful to a king or lord ; bound
by a feudal grant or tenure ;

n., a lord ; a vassal.

liege'man, n., a vassal or subject.
li'en (1) (len, li'en, or le'en), n.

[Fr., from L. ligdmen, a band],
a claim upon the property of

' another for payment of a debt.
li'en (2). See LIE (1).

lieu (la), n. [Fr. lieu, from L. locus,
a place], place ; room ; stead

f (in, lieu of, instead of).

-lieu, geog. root (as in Beaulieu, fine

place).
lleuten ant (leften'ant), n. [Fr.,
from lieu, a place ; tenant, hold-

ing, from L. tenere], an officer

holding the place of another in
his absence ; an officer in the
army next below a captain, or in
the navy next below a com-
mander ; a., next in rank to.-

n., lieuten'aney, office, rank,
or commission of a lieuteaant.

life (Uf), n. [A.S.I, state of being
alive ; the power which enables
animals and plants to grow ;

union of soul and body ; the
time between birth and death ;

manner of living ; a person'8

conduct ; a living being ; the
story of a life ; right use of one's
powers and privileges ; activity ;

animation ; happiness in God's
favour. ns., life-annuity, a
sum of money paid every year
during life ; life - assur anee
and life-insar'ance [see INSURE
and INSURANCE] ; life-blood,
the blood which gives strength
to the body ; life'-boat, a boat
able to float in very stormy seas,
for the purpose of saving the
lives of shipwrecked persons ;

life-estate', an estate held dur-
ing a person's life, but not pass-
ing to his heirs ; life'-guard
(gard), a guard over the life of

any person, esp. of a king or
prince. -as., lifeless, without
life ; spiritless ; inactive ; life'-

long, during a whole life. n.,
life'-pent, the rent or use of

property given to a person for
life.

lift, v. [Scand. lypta, akin to lopt,
the air], to raise higher up ; to
take up from the ground or
other place ; to take in the hand ;

to become raised, as mist ; n.f

that which is lifted ; a means of

raising weights, etc., to an upper
level.

lig'ament, n. [L. ligdmentum
(ligare, to bind)], that which
binds ; a strong substance con-
necting movable bones. n.,

lig'atupe, that which binds ; a
tie for the blood-vessels during
an operation ; a mark in music
connecting two notes.

light (1) (lit), n. [A.S. leoht], that
which shines and enables us to
see ; clearness of any kind ; the
day-time ; knowledge or in-
formation ; a means of admit-
ting light ; open view ; the
point of view from which any-
thing is looked at; the bright
parts of anything ; a., bright
or clear ; white or approaching
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to white in colour; ., to fill

with light ; to set flre to ; to

make clear or bright. past and
p.p., lighted or lit. v., ligh'-
ten (1), to make or grow light
or clear ; to cause light ; to

flash out ; to free from trouble ;

to fill with knowledge. ns.,

light'house, a building like a
tower showing lights to guide
ships ; light'ning, a flash or

flashes of electricity in the sky,
usually followed by thunder ;

light'ning-rod and -conduc-
tor, a rod of metal for protect-
ing a building from lightning ;

light'ship, a ship showing a
bright light, moored over a
dangerous place.

light (2), a. [A.S. leohl], not heavy ;

easily carried ; not hard to bear
or to do ; moving easily ; easily
digested ; unimportant ; of idle

character ; worthless : loose
and sandy, as soil. n. t lights,
the lungs, because of their slight
weight. v., ligh'ten (2), to
make leas heavy ; to cheer.

ns., ligh'ter, a flat-bottomed
boat used in loading and un-
loading ships ; ligh'terman ;

ligh'terage, price paid for

unloading. as., light-head 'ed,
light in the head ; thouir;

careless ; light-heart'ed, froo

from care or anxiety. ns., light
horse, light-armed cavalry ;

light Infantry, light-armed
soldiers on foot. a., light-
mlnd'ed, having a light or
easily moved mind ; thought-
less. a/lv., lightly, without,
thought ; carelessly. ns.,

light'ness, want of weight or
thought. a., llght'some [A.K.
sum, like], not dark or gloomy ;

gay ; Lively. n., light'some-

llght (3), v. fA.S., akin to above],
to come down to ground ; to
come down from flight; to
rest to corn'; by chance.
past and p.p., lighted or lit.

ligneous, a. (L. liffneus (lignum,
wood)], made of or of the naturn
of wood. v., llg'nify [-FT], to
turn into or become wood. n..
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Hmb (2) (?im), n. f_L. linibus, a bor-
der], the edge or border, as of
the sun, etc, ;

'

the graduated
edge of a measuring instrument.

limber (l\ a. . easily
bout ; pliant ; flexible.

limber(-J\ MM, shaft?],
part of a gun-carriage with two
wheels, and a pole to which the
horses are fastened ; ., to
attach a gun to the limber.

llm bo, n. [L. limbus, a border],
a place on the borders of the
lower regions where, according
to the belief of the Roman
Catholic Church, tht ^ood who
died before the tune of *

awaited lli> .-omui;.. i a uiaoe of
confinement.

lime (1). n. [A.S.I, a stick;.

stance to eat eh birds or insects ;

burnt limestone used as

for joining stones ^-^o., to cover
wit h lime : to ensnare : to fasten
or to manure with lime. TVS.,

lime kiln, a kind of furnace
for reducing limestone to lime

by burnim: ; limelight, a very
bright liirht produced b\ burn-
ing a bull of lime in a tlame of

MI and hydroiren ; lime'-
Stone, stone which when burned
becomes lime. ;!.. li'my, like

or containing lime : sticky.
ime c.M. n. [Kr.. from Arab, limah],
a fruit like the lemon ; tree of
Southern Europe on which it

grows. us., lime' -juice, the
juice of the lime, used as a
eoolini: drink.

Ime (;). n. [prob. from root of

uxoKNl, also lime'-tree, a tree
with heart-shaped leaves
clusters of yellowish - green
llowers.

im it, n. [Fr., from L. JF

boundary 1. the end or outmost
edge ; a boundary : r.. to lay
down a boundary ; to keep
within bounds ; to restrict.

n., limitation, act of limiting
or restraining : the state of boinc
bounded : that which limits :

restriction.

imn (Ji',vi\ r. [O.Kr., from Ij. i{lti-

niitHirf. to onlk'htonl. to adorn
with oruameutol letters, etc. ;

to draw or paint ; to make
likeness. / , lim'ner, on
limns or paints ; a portrait-
painter.

limp (1), a, [E., etym. I], without
stillness ; weak ; flexible.

limp (2), v. [E., etym. f J, to walk
lamely.

lim pet, n. [A.S. tempedu, from
root of LAMPREY], a small shell-
fish that cleaves to rooks.

lim pid, a. (Fr.. from L. limpldus],
clear ; pu:

lin-, linn-, lyn-, geog. root (C.], a
deep pool : a waterfall (as in
Loch Linnhe, loch of the pools -,

Lynn Regis, king's pool ; Dublin,
blaek pool).

linch -pin, n. IA.S. lynis, an axlei
a pin to fasten a wheel on the
axle.

lin den, n. [A.S.], the lime-tree,

line, n. [L. Ifnra (itnum. flax)], a
thin thread or cord ; a stroke of
the pen ; a row of words across
a page; that which has length
without breadth : the course
of anything in motion : direc-
tion : a number of perso
things in a row ; occupation
method: a short letter; meas-
uring-tape: the regular soldiers

the largest ba- the
equator ; a railway or telegraph
track; a fleet of ships, etc.;
0>i.) trenches, ramparts, etc.,
for defence; v., to mark with
lines; to put alongside of for
defence ; to cover on the inside.

n., lin'eage (lin'iajh the line
of one's forefathers. ., lin cal,
belonging to or cctlon
of a line; in the strai^-h

from an ancestor. n., linea-
ment, a line of one's face or

TO. ., lin ear (Hn idr),

pertaining to a line; made up
of lines; like a line. n*., 11'-

ning, act of drawing lines : an
inside covering: liner, one of
a line of regularly sailing ships.

lin'en, n. [A.S., from L. Kftutn,
flax], cloth made of tlax : under-
clothing made of linen. n., lint,

: linen scraped till soft for

laying on
ling, n. (A.S., akin to LONG], o



ling

northern sea -fish like a cod, but
longer in shape ; kind of heather.

-ling, suff. [A.S.], diminutive (as

in DARLING, GOSLING).
lin ger (ling'ger), v, [A.S., root of

LONG], to remain long in a place ;

to put off time ; to be in doubt.

lin'gual (ling'gwdl), a. [L. lingua,
the tongue], pertaining to the

tongue ; like a tongue in shape ;

n., a letter pronounced by the

help of the tongue. n., lin'-

guist, one who is learned in

languages. a., linguls'tic, be-

longing to languages ; n. pi.,

the science of language.
liniment, n. [Fr., from L. linl-

mentum (linlre, to smear)], a
soft ointment.

link (1), n. [Scand.], a ring of a
chain ; anything used as a link ;

a thought that connects separate
thoughts ; any part of a series ;

tooth part of a measuring-chain ;

-V., to join by a link ; to unite
into one.

link (2), n. [etym. ?], a torch made
of tow and pitch.

links, n. pi. [A.S. Mine], a stretch of

benty ground along a seashore ;

a place where golf is played.
Linnae an, a., belonging to Lin-

nceus, the Swedish botanist.

lin'net, n. [Fr., from L. llnum,
flax], a small singing-bird, so
called from feeding on the seeds
of flax.

linoleum, n. [L. llnum, flax ;

oleum, OIL], a floor-cloth of can-
vas, linseed oil, and finely-
grated cork.

li'notype, n. [LINE o' TYPE], a ma-
chine for setting up lines of type
for printing.

lin seed, n. [A.S. lin, flax], the
seeds of flax.

lin'sey-wool'sey, a., made of
linen and wool mixed ; with
parts unsuited to each other ;

n., cloth so made ; inferior stuff.
lin stock, n. [Du. lontstock (lont, a
match; stok)], a stick to hold
a lighted match for firing cannon.

lint. See under LINEN.
lin'tel, n. [Fr., from med. L. lin-

tellus], the stone or timber over
ft window or doorway.

list

li'on, n. fO.Fr., from L. too], a
large and fierce animal of the cat
kind ; a famous or courageous
person ; /. li'oness. a., li'on-

heart'ed, very brave ; courag-
eous. v., li'onize, to treat as
an object of great interest.

lip, n. [A.S.], tne movable edge of
the mouth above or below ; the
edge of any opening ; v., to
touch with the lips ; to be full

almost to overflowing. %yres. p.,

lipping; p.p. and a., lipped
(lipt), having edges like lips.

liquate' (likwat'), v. [L. liquare],
to melt ; to separate one metal
from another. n. liqua'tion.

liq'uefy (lik'wefl), v. [Fr., from L.

liquefac&re, to melt], to make
into a liquid form ; to become
liquid. re., liquefac'tion, act
of melting ; a melted state.

'

a., liques'cent, becoming liquid.

liqueur (likur'), n. [Fr.], strong j

alcoholic drink sweetened and ;

flavoured.

liq'uid (lik'urid), a. [O.Fr., from
L. liquldus, fluid], in a melted
state ; flowing like water ; clear

and sweet ; n., that which
flows ; a letter with a smooth
flowing sound, as I or r. v.,

liq'uidate, to make clear ; to
settle an account ; to arrange
the affairs of a bankrupt. ns.,

liquida'tion, the process of

clearing up and paying accounts ; [

liq'uidatop, the person in charge
of a liquidation.

liq'uop (lik'or), n., anything liquid,
or that can be drunk ; strong
drink.

liq'uopice (lik'oris), n. [O.Fr.,|
from Gk., L. glykyrrhiza (glykys,

!

sweet ; rhtea, a root)], a plant with
a sweet root used in medicine.

lisp, v. [A.S., unit.], to pronounce
the letter s as if it were th ; to

talk with a lisp ; to speak im-

perfectly ; n., the habit of

lisping.
lis'som. See LITHE.
list (1), n. [A.S.], a strip or border
woven on cloth ; an edge ;

a

roll of names ; (pi.) ground en-

closed for a contest ; a place ol

combat; a., made of stripes;



list a

1>., to sew together ; to place
on a list ; to engage soldiers ; to
become a soldier (enlist).

list (2), v. [A.S., akin to LUST], to
desire or choose ; to have pleas-
ure in ; to lean to one side ;

n., a leaning to one side. a.,

listless, inattentive; without
spirit or desire ; taking no in-

terest. n., list'lessness, want
of interest.

list (3) and listen (lisn), vs. A.S.

hlystan, to hearl, to hear and
attend to ; to give ear to ; to
take advice ; to obey.

lit, past and p.p. See LIGHT (1)
and (3).

lit'any, n. [Fr., from Gk. litaneia,
a prayer], a form of prayer ; a
special part of the public prayers
of the Church.

lit'eral, a. [L. literdlis (litera, a
, LETTER)], according to the letter ;

! having the exact meaning ;

word for word.
lit'erary, a. [L. literGrius (litera, a

LETTER)], pertaining to learning,
i or to learned men ; skilled in

learning : consisting of learned
j matter. a., lit'erate, skilled in

learning ; learned ; n., a liter-

i. ary man ; a person well edu-
c, cated, but without a university
f degree. n. pi., litera'tl, learned
r. men ; men of letters.

literature, n. [L. literatUra],

knowledge of letters and books ;

the whole mass of books and
(< writings in any language, or
I those on any one subject ; books,
I etc., valued for the beauty of

their style and thought.
lithe (llih), a. [A.S. lldhe, akin to
L. lentus], easily bent; supple;

>' active. a., lithe'some (-sdra)
I or lis'some, lithe ; flexible ;

limber.

Ith'ograph (lith'ogr&f), v. [Gk.
lithos, a stone ; -GRAPH], to mark
letters or figures, etc., on stone
and then print them on paper ;

n., something printed from stone.

as., lithographic and litho-

gpaph'ieal . n. , lithog raphy ,

the art of printing from stone.

Itlgate, v. [L. lltigatus (lis, a law-
euit ; agere, to do)], to carry on

3 livery

a lawsuit. n., litiga'tion, a
lawsuit. a., litigant, engaged
in a lawsuit ; n., a person so

engaged. a., litigious (lltij'Hs),

fond of going to law ; quarrel-
some ; that can be disputed.

litre (letr), n. [Fr.], a French
measure, containing about If
English pints.

lifter, n. [Fr. littere, from med. L.
lectdria (L. leclus, a bed)], a bed
to carry a wounded person ;

straw, etc., spread on the floor ;

things scattered about ; dis-
order ; the young of a quad-
ruped brought forth at one
time ; v., to cover with litter ;

to scatter carelessly ; to produce
a brood.

lit'tle, a. [A.S.], small in size or
amount ; brief ; weak ; mean ;

n., a short time ; a small
space ; adv., not much ; slight-

ly. n., lit'tleness.

lit'toral, a. and n. [L. littorctlis

(littus, a shore)], belonging to the
sea-shore.

lit'upgy (lit'urji), n. [Fr., from Gk.
leitourgia, public service or
worship], a form of service for

worship ; a prayer-book. a.,

litup'gical.
live (1) (Zir), v. [A.S. liflan, same

root as LIFE], to be or continue
in life ; to keep up life ; to feed
(on) ; to pass one's time ; to
dwell.

live (2) (liv), a. [ALIVE], having life ;

containing fire. n., livelihood
(??'-), [from liflode (A.S. lif, LIFE ;

Idd, a way)], means of living ;

support of life. as., livelong
(liv'long), lasting long ; long in

passing ; whole ; lively (llv'ly),

full of life ; brisk ; gay ; active ;

adv., in an active way ; brisk-

ly. ^s., livestock (liv'-), living
animals reared on a farm ; liv'-

ing, means of living ; means of

support for a clergyman.
liv'ep (liv'er), n. [A.S.], the organ

in the body that secretes the
bile.

liv'epy (liv'eri), n. [Fr., from late L.
liberare, to hand over], uniform
worn by a servant, etc. ; any
dress by which a person's trade



or profession is marked ; state

of being kept and fed at a fixed

rate, as horses ; a keeping of

horses to be hired out. ns. t

liv'eryman, one who wears a

livery ; a freeman of the city of

London, who wears its livery
and enjoys its privileges ; liv'-

ery-sta'bles, stables where
horses are kept to be hired.

livid, a. [L. ttvldus, bluish], black
and blue ; of a lead colour ; dis-

coloured as if by blows.

liz'ard, n. [Fr., from L. lacerta], a
scaly reptile with four feet.

iia'ma (la'md or lya'ma), n. [Sp.,

from Peru.], a South American
animal of the camel kind.

llan-, geog. root [Welsh], an en-
closure ; a church (as in Llan-

etty, the church of St. Elian ;

Llantrissent, the church of the
three saints).

Ua no (la'no or lya'no), n. [Sp.,
from L. plamis, plain], one of

the large plains in the north of

South America ; (pi.) llan'os.

n., llane'ro (lyandr'o), an in-

habitant of a llano.

Lloyd's (loids), n. [from T2oyd's
coffee-house], an association in
London for circulating shipping
information and for registering
and insuring ships ; the part of
the Royal Exchange, London,
where such business is carried on.

lo, int. [A.S. Id], see : behold.
load, v. LA.S. lad, WAT], to put on

to be carried ; to put on too
much ; to give a great quantity
to ; to put powder and shot
Into a gun ; n., anything to be
carried ; what can be carried at
a time ; something too heavy ;

that which causes grief or anx-
iety. n., load'line, the line

painted on a ship's side to show
its depth in the water when
loaded.

Toad star. See under LODE.
load 'stone, n., a piece of iron ore

that has the power of a magnet.
loaf (1), n. [A.S.], a piece of bread

shaped by the baker ; a mass of
sugar; (pi.) loaves. n., loaf-
sugar, rellned sugar in the
form of a cone.



lock ; to become fastened : to

prevent from moving. ns.,

lock'er, any place that can bo
locked, esp. a small drawer or
box ; loek'et, a small case of

gold or silver for holding a like-

ness, etc. ; lock'-jaw, a con-
traction of the muscles of the

jaw which prevents the mouth
from opening (tetanus) ; lock-
out, the refusal of an employer
to admit his workpeople in times
of dispute ; lock'smith, a work-
man who makes and mends
locks ; lock'-up, a place in

which persons are confined for
short periods.

locomo tion (lokomo'short), n. [L.

locus, a place], motion from
place to place ; power or means
of so moving. a., lo'comotive,
moving from place to place ;

able to change place ; n., a
steam-engine on wheels.

lo'cus, n. [L. Idcus, a place], a line

traced by a point moving accord-
ing to a fixed law ; a passage in
a book.

lo'cust, n. [L. locusta], a destruc-
tive insect like a grasshopper ;

the pod of the carob-tree.

lode, n. [A.S. lad, a way (see
LOAD)], a water-course ; a vein
of the ore of some metal. n.,

lode'star, a star that points
the way ; the pole-star.

lodge (loj'),n. [O.Fr. loge, from L.,
as LOBBY], a small house in a
park ; a gatekeeper's house ; a
place of rest or quiet ; a place

1 of meeting, or the company that
;

meets there ; u., to give a home
for a time ; to dwell for a time ;

to put for safety ; to fix in ; to

lay or lie flat, as growing corn.
ns., lodg'er ; lodg'ing, a

> dwelling-place for a time ; a
'

hired room (often in plural) ;

lodg'ment, state of being
lodged ; a heaping together of

things brought to rest ; a foot-

ing gained.
loft, n. [Scand., the sky, an tipper
room], the space under the roof ;

the upper portion of a hall or
church raised above the floor
level. a., lofty, lifted up ; high

5 lone

in position, character, etc. ,

having a proud mind.
log, n. [M.E., etym. ?], a largo

piece of wood ; a tree cut down ;

ns., log'-book, a book in

which the rate of sailing, etc., is

entered ; log'-cab'in and log'-
house, a dwelling built of logs or
trunks of trees ; log'-line, the
line fastened to the log; log'-
wood, a red wood used in

dyeing.
log'arithm (logarithm), n. [Gk.

logos, proportion ; arithmos, a
number], (of a number) the
power to which some other num-
ber, called the base (usu. 10),
must be raised to make it equal
to the given one. as., logap-
ith'mie and logarith mical.

log'gerhead, n. [LOO, HEAD], a
stupid person ; a piece of wood
over which the line of a whale-
boat runs ; (pi.) a quarrel.

logic (loj'ik), n. [Gk. loglkos (logos,

thought)], the science and art of

reasoning correctly. a., log'-
ieal, according to the laws of

logic ; skilled in logic. n.,

logician (lojish'dn), one skilled

in logic.

-logy, suff. [Qk. -logia, as above],
knowledge, science (as in GEO-
LOGY, PHILOLOGY). SUffS., -logic,
-logical, forming adjectives
(as HISTORIC, HISTORICAL) ; -lO-

gist, forming nouns (as GEOLO-
GIST, PHILOLOGIST).

loin, n. [Fr., from L. lumbus], the
part of a body above the hip-
bone ; (pi.) the lower part of the
back on each side.

loi'ter, v. [Du. ?], to go slowly ;

to put off ; to fall behind ; to

hang about.
loll, v. [imit. ?], to lie idly about ;

to hang or thrust out the tongue.
Lollard, n. [O.Du. lollen, to sing],

one of the followers of the English
religious reformer, John Wyclif.

lone and lonely, as. [ALONE], by
oneself ; without company ; out
of the way ; unvisited. n.,

loneliness, state or feeling of

being alone. a., lone'some,
without company ; all alone ;

solitary; unfrequented.



long

long, a. CA.S.], far from end to

end ; lasting for much time ;

slow .in coming or in passing ;

far-reaching; adv., through a
great space ; for much time ;

all over ; v., (for) to desire ear-

nestly. n., long'ing, an eager
desire ; an earnest wish. a.,

longe'val (lonje'vdl), [L. oevum,
an age], long-lived ; aged. n.,

longevity, length of life. a.,

long'-head'ed, having great
foresight or prudence ; shrewd ;

sagacious. n., long pun, re-

sult ; final outcome or result.

05., long'-sighted (long-si'ted),

able to see at a long distance ;

not easily deceived ; long'-
suf'fering, suffering or bearing
for a long time ; n., power of

doing so.

long- (E.l, longuo- [Fr.], langen-
[Ger.J, lunga- [It.], geog. root (as
in Longford, Longueville, long
town ; Langendorf, long village ;

Valldunga, long valley).

lon'gitude (lon'jitttd), n. [Fr., from
L. longitudo, length], angular dis-

tance of a place east or west of
a fixed meridian (in Britain,

Greenwich). a., longitu'dinal,
belonging to longitude or length ;

in the direction of the length.
loo, n. [nonsense-word, short for

lanterloo, from Fr. lanturelu], a
game of cards.

look, v. [A.S.], to turn the eye
towards in order to see ; to
turn attention to ; to have an
appearance ; to have the face
in a certain direction ; (for) to
wait the coming of ; n., a turn-
ing of the eyes towards ; ap-
pearance. Tis., loo'king-glass,
a mirror ; look'-out, a careful
watch ; the place from which

watcher looks; the person
looking out.

loom (1), n. [A.S., a tool], a frame
for weaving cloth.

loom (2), v. [E.], to appear above
the surface ; to be seen as
through a mist ; to seem larger
than the real size ; to be seen as
coming OH. n., loo'ming, un-
real look of things in certain
states of the air.

6 lorry

loon (1), n. [etym, ?], a poor, base
fellow.

loon (2), [Scand.], a water-bird;
the northern diver.

loop, n. [C. ?], a bend or double
on a cord or rope ; a narrow
opening ; v., to make a loop
on ; to fasten with a loop.
n., loop'note, a small opening
in a wall through which shots

may be fired ; a means of escape.
a., loop'holed, pierced with

loopholes. v., loop the loop,
to make an aeroplane turn a
somersault.

loose, a. [Scand. lauss, from same
root as LOSE], not fastened ; not

closely packed or fitted ; care-

less ; not exact ; v., to untie ;

to make slack ; to set sail. v.,

loo'sen, to untie; to become
loose. n., loose'ness.

loot, n. [Hind, hit], plunder ;

booty ; pillage ; v., to plunder.
lop, v. [etym. ?], to cut off the

top ; to shorten by cutting of
useless parts ; to hang loosely.

pres. p., lopping ; p.p., lopped
a., lop-sided, heavier on on<

side than the other.

loqua'cious (lokwa'shiis), a. [L
loquax, talkative], given to mud
speaking. na., loqua'cious
ness and loquacity (lokwas'iii)
habit of talking too much.

lord, n. [A.S. hlaford (hldf, a LOAF
WARD, see LADY)], a master of i

household ; the owner of ai

estate ; a ruler ; a title give)
to noblemen, bishops, judges
and chief magistrates ; a nam
of God or of Jesus Christ (usu
ally printed with capitals) ; t

(over) to act the part of a lord

to rule harshly. a., lopd'ly
like or becoming a lord ; grand
noble ; haughty. n., lord'

ship, state of being a lord

power ; authority ; the distric

belonging to a lord.

lore, n. [A.S. Itir, from root c

LEARN], learning ; knowledge.
lorn, a. [akin to LOSE], lost ; foi

saken ; lonely.
lor'py, n. [etym. ?], a wagon wit

four wheels and without sides

a. barrow for moving luggage.
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lose (Zoos), v. [A.S Idsian, to escape :

leosan, to lose], to part with un-
willingly or unknowingly ; to
cease to have

:
to fail to win ;

to let go to waste ; to miss, as
one's way ; to fail to hear or
understand. a., lo'sing (Zoo'-

zing), parting with ; suffering
i or causing loss ; falling behind.

loss, 7i. act of losing ; something
lost ; waste ; pain caused by

1 loss ; failure ; defeat ; bereave-
ment. a., lost, that cannot be

, found or got back ; no longer
held ; missing ; ruined.

lot, n. [A.S.], a division or share ;

I one's fortune r the state in
If which a person is or will be ; a
'

portion marked off ; a means
of deciding by chance ; v., to
divide or share ; to arrange.

L pres . p . t lotting ; p.p., lotted.

i n., lot'tery, a distribution of

prizes by lot or chance.
Iloth. See LOATH.
lo'tion (16'shon), n. [L. lotto, a

[
washing, from lav&re, to wash],

o a fluid for washing the skin to
heal or improve it.

lo'tus or lote', n. [Gk. lotos], the
f- Egyptian water-lily ; a tree
It with a sweet fruit described in
? Homer's poems.
loud, a. [A.S. hind], making a
great sound ; adv. (also loud'-
ly), with great noise.

lough (Zoch), n. [Ir.], a loch or lake,

lounge (lounj), v. [Fr. lungis or
; longis, a lazy fellow, from L.

longus, LONG (Skeat)], to lie or
stand at one's ease ; to move

\-
about listlessly ; n., act or
state of lounging ; a place for

lounging.
:OUP, v. [E.], to look dark or
gloomy.

ouse (lous), n. [A.S.], a small in-

sect often found on the bodies
of animals ; (pi.) lice (Zfs). a.,

lou'sy (lou'zy), swarming with
lice.

out, n. [A.S., to stoop], a mean,
awkward fellow. a., lou'tish,
clownish ; awkward ; clumsy.

ou'vep or lou'vre (Ioo'v6r), n.
[O.Fr. louer], an ornamental
escape for smoke or foul air in

a roof." ns, lou'vre-boards,
sloping boards across a window
otherwise open ; lou'vre-win'-
dow, a window with such
boards.

love (luv), n., a strong feeling to-
ward another because of beauty
or goodness ; fondness for one
of the opposite sex ; great kind'
ness ; strong liking or desire ;

the person loved ; v., to wish
greatly for ; to be very fond
of; to take great delight in.

as., lov'able, to be loved:
worthy of love ; lovely, beauti-
ful ; worthy of being loved ;

delightful. ns., loveliness, the
quality which causes love ;

beauty ; lov'ep, one who loves ;

one who is fond of a person of
the opposite sex. a., loving,
showing love ; kind or tender.

n., loving-kind'ness, kind*
ness arising from love ; tender
regard.

low (1) (Zo), v. [A.S., imit.], to bel*
low as an ox or a cow ; to moo<>

low (2) (Zo), a. [S and.], not far
above the ground ; not so high
as others ; far down ; under
the usual rate or value ; poor in

place, means, or health ; hum-
ble ; adv., in a low place or
condition ; near the ground ;

under the usual price; in

poverty or weakness ; not
loudly ; near the equator. n.,
Low Church, a party in the
Church of England who do not
attach great importance to
forms and ceremonies. v.,

low'ep, to let down by its own
weight ; to make less in height,
value, etc. ; to grow less ; a.,
coma, of LOW. n., low'ering,
a letting down, etc. a., low'ep-
most [sup. of LOW], lowest g

farthest down. n.t lowlandt

a low or level country ; a,e

belonging to a lowland. n.e

lowlander, a native of a low=
land. a., lowly, not high in

place, rank, or importance ; of
a meek disposition ; free from
pride ; adv., in a low condi=
tion ; humbly ; modestly.
n., low'liness, state of being



lower

lowly ; humbleness of mind ;

meanness of condition. as.,

low'-minded, inclined to un-

worthy things ; low-pressure,
having a pressure of less than
50 pounds on each square inch ;

low'-spir'ited, wanting in

spirits or courage ; cast down ;

depressed. n., low water, the
lowest point to which the tide

ebbs ; the time of lowest tide.

low'er. See LOUR.
loy'al, o. [Fr., from L. legalis,

LEGAL], obeying the law ; true
to king, country, or duty ;

faithful to promises ; true to
each other. ns., loy'alty, obed-
ience to law ; faithfulness to

duty or to friends: loy'alist,
one who stands faithfully by
his sovereign.

loz'enge (loz'enj), n. [O.Fr. losenge,
a square cake], a figure with four

equal sides, made longer than
it is broad by being pulled out
at two opposite corners ; a pane
of glass so shaped ; a small
sweet cake.

lub'bep and lub'bard, ns. [etym.?],
a clumsy fellow ; a lazy, able-
bodied fellow.

lu bricate (loo'bricat), v. [L. lubri-

cus, slippery], to make smooth or

slippery. ns., lu'bricant, oi>

or grease, for enabling machinery
to work smoothly ; lubri'eity,
smoothness ; slipperiness.

lu'cent (loo'- or lu'cent), a. [L.

lucere, to shine (lux, light)],

shining ; bright.
lu'cid (Zoo'- or lu'sid), a. [L. lucidus,

bright], shining : bright ; easily
understood ; free from mad-
ness. ns., lucidity and lu'cid -

Lu'cifep (loo'- or lu'sifer), n. [L. lux,
ferre, to bring], light-bringer ;

Venus, when it appears as the
morning star ; a piece of wood
dipped in phosphorus, which
lights when rubbed; a name
supposed to apply to Satan (see
Isaiah xiv. 12).

luck, n. [Du. luk], that which
happens or comes ; fortune
either good or bad : (often)
good fortune. a., luck'y, hav-

8 lumbago
ing good luck ; fortunate.
adv., luckily, in a lucky man-
ner ; by good fortune.

lu'ere (loo'- or lu'ker), n. [L. lu-

crum, gain], gain in money or

goods, often in an ill sense ;

profit. o., lu'erative (-krativ),

bringing gain ; profitable.
adv., lucratively.

lu'cubrate (loo'- or lu'kubrdt), v.

[L. lucubrdtus, working by lamp-
light (lux, light)], to work or

study by night-light ; to work
out by hard study. -n., lucu-
bra'tion, study at night ; the
work done by night ; any liter-

ary composition, mostly worth-
less stuff.

lu'culent (loo'- or lu'kulent), a.

[L. luculentus, bright], shining ;

transparent ; clear. adv., hi'-

culently.
lu'dicpous, a. [L. ludlcrus (Indus,

play)], causing fun or laughter ;

droll ; comic. n., lu'dicrous-
ness. adr., lu'dicrously.

luff, n. [prob. from E. Zoo/, the]
hand, a paddle to turn a boat],

'

the act of sailing close to the
wind ; the windward side of a

ship ;-^-v. t to turn a ship towards
j

the wind.
iug, v. [Scand., to pull by thei

hair?], to pull along; to drag;
or carry with difficulty. pres.p., ;

lugging; p.p., lugged. ns.,

lug'gage, that which is dragged
about ; the trunks, etc., of a
traveller ; lugger, a small ves-
sel with lug -sails ; lug'-sail, a

sail on a yard that hangs obli-

quely to the mast.
lugu'brious (Zoo- or lugu'brius), a.

[L. lugubris, mournful], sad-

looking.
iuke'warm (look'wdrm), a. [M.E,

luke, prob. akin to A.S. hleow,

LEE], neither cold nor hot ; in-

different. n., luke'warmness,
lull, v. [imit.], to sing to rest ; tc

soothe or calm ; to become
quiet ; n., a time of quiet.
n., lullaby, a song that lull*

to rest.

lumba'go, n. [L. lumbus, the loin],

a pain in the loins and small ol

the back.
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lum'bar or lum'bal, a.t belong-
ing to the loins.

lum'ber (1), n. [perhaps from
Lombard, a money-lender, whose
pledges, when out of date, be-
came lumber], useless goods or
furniture ; timber cut for use ;

v., to fill with useless things.
lumb'ep (2), v. [ira.it. ?], to move

heavily and with difficulty.

lu'minary (Zoo'- or lu'min&ri),
n. [O.Fr., from L. lumen, light],

a body that gives light ; a per-
son who casts light on difficult

questions. a., lu'minous, giv-
ing out light ; shining ; clear ;

easily understood. ns., lu'min-
ousness and luminosity.

lump, n. [Scand. ?], a small shape-
less mass ; the whole taken to-

gether ; a swelling ; v., to
mass many things together ; to
throw together in confusion.

as., lum'pish, heavy ; dull ;

spiritless ; lum'py, full of

lumps.
lu'nacy (Zoo'- or lu'nasi), n. [L.

luna, the moon], a kind of mad-
i ness, once supposed to be influ-

I

enced by the moon ; unsound-
ness of mind. a., la'natie,
pertaining to lunacy ; insane ;

n., a person affected with
lunacy.

lll'nar [L. luna, the moon], per-
taining to the moon ; regulated

\ or measured by the motions of
the moon. as., lu'nate and
lu'nated, formed like a half
moon ; crescent-shaped. ns.,

luna'tion, the time from one
new moon to the next ; lime,
anything like a half-moon in

. shape ; lunette', a battery
formed on a battle-field ; a
roof-light in an arched roof ;

(pi.) eyeglasses.
lunch and lun'cheon (lun'cJwn),

. ns. [LUMP ?], a slight meal be-
tween breakfast and dinner.
v., lunch, to take a mid-day
meal.

lung, n. [A.S., akin to LIGHT (see
LIGHTS)], one of the organs of

breathing.
lunge (lunj), n. [Fr. aZlonger (AD-,
L. longus, LONG)], a sudden thrust
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in fencing ; v., to make such a
thrust.

lu'pine (1) (Zoo'- or lu'pm), a. [L.

lupinus (lupus, a wolf)], like a
wolf ; wolfish.

lu'pine (2), n. [L. lupus, as above],
a plant of the pulse kind, with
gay flowers.

lurch (1) (Urch), n. [etym. ?], a
sudden roll, as of a ship, to one
side ; v., to roll to one side ; to
evade by stooping. n., lur'-

cher, a kind of dog that lies

in wait.
lurch (2), n. [Fr. lourche, a card
game], a gaining of all the points
of a game before the other side

gets one ; a difficult or helpless
position.

lure (lur), n. [Fr.], something
dressed up like a bird for train-

ing a hawk ; any inducement ;

a bait ; v., to lead on by a bait.

lurid (lu'- or loo'rid), a. [L. lurl-

dus], deadly pale ; gloomy.
lurk, v. [akin to LOUR], to lie hid ;

to wait out of sight.
luscious (lush'us), a. [etym. ?], very

sweet; most pleasant to the taste.

lush, a. [formerly lash, from O.Fr.
lasche (L. laxus, LAX)], soft and
full of juice ; rich ; luxuriant.

lust, n. [A.S., pleasure], strong
desire ; great longing for things
that are wrong ; v., to wish
greatly for ; to have depraved
desires. as., lust'ful, full of
lust ; sensual ; lus'ty, full of
life ; strong ; vigorous.

lus'tre (1), n. [Fr., from L. lustrare,
to enlighten], brightness ; splen-
dour ; glory ; an ornamental
lamp ; a kind of cloth with a
glossy surface ; v., to make
bright or glossy. a., lus'trous,
full of lustre ; shining ; lumi-
nous. n., lus'tring or (incor-
rectly) lute'-string, a kind of
glossy silk cloth.

lus'trum and lus'tre (2) (lus't&r),
ns. [L. lustrum, a purifying sacri-

fice], a period of five years ; (pZ.)
lus'tra. a., lus'tral, used in
ceremonies of purifying ; cleans-
ing. n., lustra'tion (lustra'-
shun), o, cleansing or purifying;
a purifying sacrifice.

10



Into 2

lute (loot or lttt), n. [Fr., from Arab.
al-ud (al, the ; ud, wood)], a

stringed musical instrument of

very old date. n., lute'-string,
the string of a lute ; see also

LUSTRING.
Lu'theran (loo'- or lu'therdn), a.,

pertaining to Luther, or to the
Church called after him ; n., a
follower of Luther.

luxury (Itik'suri or Itik'shuri), n.

[L. luxuria], something pleasing
to the senses ; fine food or

clothes ; something over and
above what is necessary. as.,

luxur'iant, having a very
great growth ; over-abundant ;

luxurious, fond of luxury ;

affording means of luxury. v.,

luxuriate, to grow in great
abundance ; to live in luxury ;

to take great delight, etc. ns.,

luxuriance and luxurlancy;
luxury-tax, war tax on goods
not necessary for comfortable
life.

ly, suff. [A.S. -lie, like], like (as
in KINGLY, WOMANLY).

lyee'um (llse'um), n, [Gk. Lykeion,
where Aristotle taught], a place
of instruction by lectures ; a
higher school ; a boys' college ; an
association for literary exercises.

3 Machlavelian

lye (It), n. [A.S. Uag], a mixture of
water with alkali from the ashes
of wood, for washing.

lying. See LIE.

lymph (limf), n. [L. lympha, waterj,
water ; a nearly colourless fluid
in animal bodies. a., lym-
phatic, pertaining to lymph;

n., a vessel in the body which
conveys lymph.

lynch, v. [Charles Lynch, a farmer
in Virginia, who took the law
into his own hands], to put to
death or punish without trial.

lynch law, a manner of punish-
ing practised by the mob where
law is weak.

lynx (links), n. [Gk.], a wild animal
of the cat kind, noted for sharp-
ness of sight. a., lynx'-eyed,
very sharp-sighted.

lyre (Kr), n. [Gk. lyra], a kind of

harp, formerly used to accom-
pany singing or chanting. as.,

lyric (lir'ik) and lyrical, fitted

to be sung to the lyre ; express-
ing the feelings of the writer ;

composing lyrics. n., lyric, a
poem for singing ; (pi.) poems
of a lyric kind. n,, lyrist
(lir'ist), one who plays on the
lyre or harp.

lythe (Zith), n. [So.], the pollack.

M
macad'amize, v. [M'Adam, the

inventor], to pave a road with
broken stones, so as to form a
hard, smooth surface.

macaro'ni, n. [It. maccare, to
crush, from L. mdcerdre, to
MACERATE], long thin tubes made
from paste of wheat flour, used
as food ; a strange mixture ; a
dandy. as., macaronic, like
macaroni ; mixed ; made up of
a mixture of words of different

languages. n., mac'aroon, a
small cake made with ground
almonds.

maeas'sar-oil, n., oil used for the
hair, first broughtfrom Macassar,
in the island of Celebes.

macaw', n. [W. Ind.J, a bird like
a parrot.

mace (1) (mds), n. [Fr., from L.i

mateola (dim. of matea), a mal-i

let], a heavy staff with a spiked!
head; a steff carried before

magistrates, etc. ; a heavy rod
for playing billiards. n.,!

macer (md'ser), a mace-bearer. '

mace (2), n. [Fr.], spice made 1

from nutmeg.
mac'erate (mds'erdt), v. [L. md-

cerdre, to make soft], to soften
or separate the parts of by;
steeping ; to make lean. n.,

macera'tion, a softening by
;

steeping ; a wearing away by
fasting and severe living.

Machiavellan (mdkidvel'idn), a.

[Machiavel, a statesman of Florv
ence], stated by Machiavel, 01

like his principles ; cunning ;
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crafty ; n. t one who imitateB
Machiavel.

inachina'tion (makind'shon), n.

[L. mdchindtio'), something in-

vented or contrived ; a scheme
to do harm ; treachery.

machine' (mdshen'), n. [L. mdchma,
a contrivance], any instrument
for doing work ; a means of

producing or directing force ; a
light carriage. ns. ,machi

'

nery,

the parts of a machine ; a num-
ber of machines forming one
class ; the different means
combined to bring about, some
result ; maehi'nist, one who
makes or works machinery.

mack'erel, n. [O.Fr. makeret], a
fish of the herring kind, marked
with spots or blotches.

mackintosh, n., a waterproof
coat, so called from the inventor.

mac'Qlate, v. [L. macula, a spot],
to mark with spots ; to defile :

a., marked with spots ; spot-
ted ; impure.

mad, a. [A.S.], wrong in the mind ;

excited beyond control ; comp.,
madder ; sup., maddest.
v., mad'den, to make or drive
mad ; to become mad. ns.,

mad'house, a house for mad
persons; mad'man; mad'ness,
loss of self-control ; great rage
or folly.

mad'am, n. [Fr. ma dame, my lady
(see DAME)], a title of courtesy
given to a lady ; a formal be-

ginning of a letter to a lady.
mad'der, n. [A.S.], a climbing

plant, from the root of which a
red dye is got.

Madeira (mdder'd), n., a wine
grown in the island of Madeira.

mademoiselle' (mddemozel'), n.

[Fr. ma, my, and root of DAM-
SEL], a courteous form of address
to a young unmarried lady.

Madon'na, n. [It. ma, my ; donna,
lady], my lady ; a name given
to the Virgin Mary ; a picture
of the Virgin and the Babe.

mad'rigal, n. [It.], a musical com-
position for a number of voices
in four, five, or more parts ; a
simple thought beautifully ex-
pressed in verse.

mael'strom (mdl'sirom), n. [Du.,
mill -stream], a whirlpool off the
coast of Norway ; a confused
rush.

magazine' (mdgdzen'), n. [Fr.,
from Arab.], a store-house ; the

thing stored up ; a chamber for

holding gunpowder ; a publica-
tion which comes out at regular
times.

Mag'dalen, n. [Mary Magdalene],
a fallen woman who has been
restored.

magen'ta (mdjen'fd), n. [Magenta,
in northern Italy], a colour be-
tween red and pink got from
coal-tar.

mag'got, n. [etym. ?], something
bred ; a grub or worm ; an
odd thought. a., mag'goty,
full oi maggots.

Ma'gi (md'ji), n. pi. [L., from Gk.
magos, a wise man], the " wise
men of the east

"
(Matt. ii. 1).

ns., mag'ie, the wisdom of the
Magi ; the art of using hidden
power ; magician (majish'dn),
one who is skilled in magic.
as., mag'ic and magical, be-

longing to or used in magic ;

done by magic.
mag'istrate (mdj'istrdf), n. [Fr.,

from L. magistrdtus (magister, a
master)], one who is in a place
of power ; an officer entrusted
with putting the law in force,
and who has charge of public
order. a., magisterial, fitted

for or like a magistrate. n.,

magistracy, the office or
dignity of a magistrate ; the
body of magistrates.

Mag'na Char'ta (kar'td), n. [med.
L.], the Great Charter obtained
from King John at Runnymede,
A.D. 1215-

magnanimous, a. [L. magnus,
great ; animus, the soul], great
in soul ; above doing what is

mean; springing from noble-
ness of soul ; unselfish. n.,

magnanimIty .

mag'nate, n. [L. magnus, great.!,
a great man ; a man of high
rank or great wealth.

magne'sia, n. [Fr., from Gk.
magnesias, belonging to Mag-
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nesia], a light white powder got
from magnesium, and used as

a medicine. a., magne'sian.
magne'sixim, n., a white metal,

that burns with a bright light,

and forms magnesia.
mag'net, n. [Gk. magnes], a stone

with the power of attracting iron

or steel ; an iron or steel bar

having this power. as., mag-
netic and magnet'ical, be-

longing to or acting as a magnet ;

attractive. v., mag'netize, to

make into a magnet ; to attract,

as a magnet. n., mag'netism,
power of the magnet ; the
science which deals with and
describes magnets.

Magnificat, n. [L., 3rd sing, of

magnificdre, to praise], the song
of the Virgin Mary, as given in

Luke i. 46-55, of which Magni-
ficat is the first word in the Latin
version.

mag'nify, v. [Fr., from L. magnus,
great ; -FY], to make great ; to

enlarge to the sight ; to praise
highly ; to make more impor-
tant. n., magnificence,
grandness of appearance ; much
show. a., magnificent.

magnil'oquent, a. [L. magnus,
great ;, loqul, to speak], speaking
in a high-flown style ; using
great or swelling words. n.,

magnil'oquence .

mag'nitude, n. [L. magnitude],
greatness of any kind ; size ;

that which has length, breadth,
and thickness.

magno'lia, n. [Magnol, a professor
of botany], a tree with beautiful
flowers and leaves, found in
North America.

mag'pie (mag'pl), n. [Mag, short
for Margaret ; PIE (1)], a black
and white bird of the crow kind.

Mag'yar (Hung. pron. mod'yar),
n., a Hungarian ; his language.

mahara'jah, n. [Skt., great king],
the title of a sovereign prince
in India.

Mah'di (ma'di), n. [Arab.], the last
leader of the Mohammedans who
is to come and restore all things ;

their expected Messiah; Mo-
hammed Ahmed, born 1843,

who made repeated efforts to '

conquer the Sudan, but was
crushed by Lord Kitchener at
Omdurman, Sept. 1898.

mahog'any, n. [Amer.-Ind. ?], a
hard wood from America which
takes a high polish.

Mahom'etan, etc. See MOHAM-
;

MEDAN.
maid and mai'den, ns. [A.S.], a
young girl ; an unmarried wo-
man ; a female servant. a.,

{

mai'den, of or pertaining to a
maid ; fresh ; unused ; first ;

n., an instrument once used
in Scotland for beheading crimi-

nals. n., mai'den-hair, a fern,
so called because of its very fine

hair-like fronds. a., mai'denly,
like or becoming a maid ; gentle ;

reserved. n., mai'denhead or

mai'denhood, state of being a
maid ; purity ; freshness.

mail (1), n. [Fr., from L. macula, a
mesh], clothing of steel rings to

ji

defend the body ; armour of any
kind ; v., to clothe in mail.

maU (2), n. [O.Fr., from O.Ger.],
a bag or vehicle for carrying
letters ; the letters so carried ;

y., to post letters, etc.

maim, n. [O.Fr. mafiaignier], a;
hurt which hinders use ; the

j

loss of any necessary part ;

v., to deprive of the use of a
limb ; to cripple or lame.

main (1), a. [Scand. megn, or A.S.

mcegeri], chief ; most important ;

first in size ; used with all one's

strength ; a large extent of

land ; the chief water or gas
pipe. ns., main'-deek, main'-
mast, main'sail, main' -yard,
the chief deck, etc., of a ship ;

mainland, the principal land
as opposed to a smaller piece

lying near it ; main'spring,
the spring which causes the
wheels to move ; the chief

cause of action ; main'stay, the

chief stay; the rope from the

top of the mainmast to the foot

of the foremast ; that on which

any person or thing chiefly leans.

main (2), n. [A.S. mcegen, strength],

strength or force ; the chief

part ; the open sea.
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maintain, v. [Fr., from L.
tenere, to hold in the hand], to
hold or keep anything as it is ;

to keep a thing going on ; to

give the means of living to ; to

support by argument ; to de-
fend ; to hold as an opinion.
n., maintenance, means of

support ; supplies of food, etc.

maize, n. [Sp., from Cuban], a
plant and its fruit used as food ;

Indian corn.

Oiaj'esty, n. [Fr., from L. majes-
tas, honour], greatness of rank,
manner, or dignity ; a title given

, to kings and queens. as., ma-
Jes'tie and majes'tical, of

grand appearance ; stately ;

r imposing.
majolica (mayoV- or -jol'ikd), n.,

1 a kind of earthenware, with
painted figures and a glazed
surface, said to have been first

H made in Majorca.
,
aaa'jop, a. [L., greater, comp. deg.

J of magnus, great], greater in

number or size ; more impor-
tant ; having the third note of

r the scale four semitones above
1. the key-note ; n., an officer in

f the army above a captain : a
r person of full legal age. n.,

majority, the greater number ;

the difference between the
, greater number and the less ;

ii the rank of a major ; full age.

na'jor-do'mo, n. [It. and Sp.,
from L. damns], the manager of

a large household.
nake, v. [A.S.], to cause to be ; to
have an effect ; to put the

parts of a thing together ; to
: amount to ; to put into a cer-

tain state ; to come to or in

sight of, as a ship ; to travel
f over ; to force ; to tend or

move ; to pretend ; n., a shape
or form. past and p.p., made.

ns., make'shift, something
that serves a shift or turn ; that
which fills a place for a time ;

make'weight (-wot), something
thrown in to make up the weight.

lal-, pref. [Fr., from L. male],

badly, ill (as in MALEVOLENT,
MATJSON).
iialadministra'tion, n. IMAL-J,

malign
bad management ; faulty ad-
ministration.

mal'ady, n. [Fr. maladie, from L.
male habitus, in bad condition],
a bad state of body or mind ;

something wrong ; Illness ; dis-

ease.

mal'apert, a. [Fr. MAL-, espertf
EXPERT], forward, impudent.

malaria, n. [It. mal'aria (mala,
bad ; aria, AIR], a fever caused
by the bite of certain mosquitoes ;

originally, poisonous air from
marshes. a., malarial, liable
to cause malaria.

mal'eontent (mal'kontent), a.

[O.Fr. MAL-, CONTENT], ill-con-

tented ; badly pleased with
one's circumstances or govern-
ment ; n., one who is discon-
tented.

male, a. [Fr., from L. masculus,
dim. of mas, a male], marking a
man as different from a woman ;

marking a like difference among
animals ; n., one of the male
sex ; a flower with stamens and
no pistils.

maledic'tion (maledik'shori), n.

[Fr., from L. maledictis (male,,

badly ; dicere, to say)], evil

speaking ; a calling down of evil
or of a curse.

malcfac'tor (malifdk'tdr), n. [L.

male, badly ; factor, a doer], an
evil-doer ; a breaker of the law.

malev'olent, a. [L. male, badly ;

volens, wishing], wishing ill ;

having evil thoughts toward.
n, malev'olence.

malforma'tion, n. [MAL-], bad
formation ; wrong arrangement
of parts.

mal'Ice, n. [Fr., from L. malUia,
badness], badness of heart ; a
wish to hurt ; ill-will. a.,
malicious (mdlish'us), full of
malice ; evil-minded.

malign' (malin'), a. [Fr., from L.
malignus, ill-minded], tending to
cause evil ; evil-minded ; un-
favourable ; v., to speak evil
of ; to defame. a., malig'nant,
wishing to harm ; moved by
hatred ; dangerous to life, as
a disease ; n., a man of ill in-

tentions ; one of the king's
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party in the Civil War. -n.,

malig'nity, deep-seated ill-will ;

badness of heart.

mal'ison, n. [O.Fr., as MALEDIC-
TION], a curse.

mall, n. [Fr., from L. matteus, a

hammer], a large wooden ham-
mer ; a game formerly played
with malls and balls ; the place
where the game was played,
hence a public place, street, or

shaded walk (see PALL MALL) ;

t?., to beat with something heavy.

a., malleable, that can be
beaten out with a hammer. n.,

mallet, a wooden hammer.
mallard, n. [Fr.], a wild drake ;

a wild duck.
mallow or mallows, n. [A.S.,

from L. malva], a plant with soft,

downy leaves.

malm'sey (mam'ze), n. [O.Fr. mal-

voisie, from L. Malmasia, in

Greece], a kind of sweet wine,
or the grape from which it is

made, originally exported from
Malmasia (Gk. Monemba&ia).

malppac'tice, n. [MAL-], a wrong
practice ; evil conduct.

malt (mawlf), n. [A.S., akin to

MELT], barley or other grain
steeped in water till it begins to

sprout, and then dried; v., to
make into or become malt ; a.,
made of malt. n., malt'step, a
maker of malt.

maltreat', v. [Fr., from L. male
tractdre (MAL-, TREAT)], to use

badly ; to treat unkindly. n.,

maltreat'ment, ill-usage.

malvepsa'tion, n. [Fr. MAL-, L.

versarf, to be engaged in], evil

conduct ; unfaithfulness to a
trust ; a dishonest performance
of duty.

Mam'eluke, n. [Arab., a slave],
Turkish slaves of the 13th cen-

tury who became all-powerful
in Egypt and chose sultans
from themselves ; a body of

Egyptian light horse.

mamma', n. [baby's instinctive

expression ma doubled], a name
for mother.

mam'mal, n. [L. mamma, the
breast], an animal that gives suck
to its young ; (pi.) mam'mals.

mammalia, n. pi., animals that

give suck. a., mammalian.
Mam'mon, n. [Gk. mamonas,

riches], the god of riches ; riches ;
j

wealth.
mam'moth, n. [Russian], a large

elephant, now extinct ; a., of

huge size.

man, n. [A.S.], a human being;
one of the male sex ; the human
race ; a man-servant ; a hus-

band ; one of the pieces in chess

or draughts ; (pi.) men ; v^
to supply with the right number
of men ; to guard. pres. p.,

manning; p.p., manned. a.,

man 'ful, like a man ; bold.

ns., man'hood, state of being
a man ; manly power ; human
nature ; mankind', the human
race. a., manly, having the

;

qualities of a man ; like or be- ;

coming a man. n., man'-
;

liness, the quality of a man.
man'acle, n. [Fr., from L. manfc

;

cula, a little sleeve (L. manus, a
hand)], a handcuff for fastening

]

on the wrists of a prisoner ;

v., to put manacles on.

man'age (man'ij), v. [It., from L.

manus, the hand], to keep in

hand or in good order ; to have
under control ; to carry on, as a
business ; to bring a person toj
agree with one's plans ; to train

to proper action. a., man'-'
ageable, that can be managed,;
guided, or kept in good order ;

|

easily put to proper use. n.,*

man'agement, way of carry!
ing on; careful treatment \

:

.

proper use of means ; the body
of men who manage a business.

man'darin (man'ddrin), n. [Skt.,
:

akin to MIND], a Chinese noble-

man or public officer.

man'date, n. [L. mandatum, ar

order (manus, hand ; dare, tc

give)], an order of a magistrate :

authority given to a person tc

act in the name of another. a.,

man'datory, containing a com
mand. n., man'datapy 01

man'datory, a person to whon
a mandate is given.

man'dible, n. [L. mandibula (man
dret to chew)], the bone of the
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lower jaw ; a jaw ; a part of a
bird's beak.

man drake, n, [A.S., from Gk.],
a plant believed to cause sleep
when eaten.

mane, n. [A.S.], the long hair on
the neck of an animal.

manege' (manazh'), n. [Fr., as

MANAGE], the art of training
horses; a school for learning
to ride.

mange (mdnj), n. [Fr. manger, to

eat], a scab or itch which eats

the flesh. a., man'gy (mdn'ji),
ill with the mange.

mangel-wurzel (mangl-werzl), n.

[Ger. mangold, beet ; wurzd,
root], a plant grown as food for

cattle.

manger (man'jer), n. [Fr. manger,
to eat], the box out of which
horses and cattle eat.

mangle (1) (mangl), v. [O.Fr., as

MAIM], to tear in cutting ; to cut
carelessly : to spoil in making.

mangle (2) (mangl), n. [Du.], a
machine for smoothing or press-
ing cloth ; v., to smooth with a
mangle.

man'go (mdng'go), n. [Port., from
Malay], a tree and its fruit in the
East Indies.

man'grove, n. [etym. ?], a tree
which grows on river-banks of

warm countries, sending down
shoots that take root and form
new stems.

ma'nia, n. [Gk.], a strong degree
of madness ; an unreasonable
desire. n., ma'niac, a mad-
man ; a., raving mad.

mania, suff. (as in MONOMANIA).
manifest, o. [L. manifestus, clear],

easily seen ; visible to all ; v.,

to make clear ; to show plainly ;

n., a ship's papers. ns.,

manifesta'tion, act of making
or state of being made clear or

plain; manifes'to, a declara-
tion set forth by a sovereign or
leader.

man'ifold, a. [A.S. MA-NTT, -FOLD],
of many kinds or folds ; many
In number, or varied in kind or

quality ; appearing in many
different ways.

manil'a [the capital of the Philip-

5 mansion

pine Islands], a kind of hemp ;

rope made from this ; a cigar
from Manila.

maniple, n. [L. manipulus, a
handful], a company of Roman
soldiers under one standard ; a
scarf worn by a priest.

manipulate, v. [late L. manipu-
latus, with the hands filled], to
use the hands with care or skill ;

to manage or arrange ; to give
a false appearance to. ns.,

manipula tion and manip'-
ulatop.

man'na, n. [Heb.], the food sup-
plied to the Israelites in the
wilderness ; a kind of gum got
from trees of the ash kind.

man'nep, n. [Fr., from L. manu-
arius (manus, the hand)], way
of doing a thing; the air or

appearance of a person while
acting, speaking, walking, etc. ;

the style of a person's writing
or thought ; form ; fashion ;

(pi.) conduct or behaviour.
a., man'nered, having man-
ners. n., man'nepism, a same-
ness of manner ; a peculiarity
of style. a., man'neply, hav-
ing good manners ; adv., be=

comingly.
manoBU'vre {mdnoo'v&r), n. [Fr.f

from late L. manopera, work of
the hand (L. manus, the hand;
opera, effort)], a swift and clever
action ; an artful design ; a
movement of an army or a fleet

to avoid a difficulty or to gain
an advantage ; v.t to act
cleverly ; to change the posi-
tion of ships or of troops.

man'op, n. [Fr., from L. manere,
to reside], a district of land held
by a lord, partly divided among
freehold tenants over whom he
held authority. a., manorial.

n., man'op-house, the house
belonging to a manor.

manse, n. [med. L. mansa, a farm
(L. manere)], a parish minister's
house in Scotland ; any minis*
ter's house.

man'sion (man'shdn), n. [L. man-
sio, an abode (see MANSE)], a
large house ; the dwelling of a
landowner. n.. Man'sion-
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House, the residence of the
Lord Mayor of London.

man'slaughter (mdn'slawter), n.,

the taking away of a man's life

unlawfully but without inten-

tion.

man'suetude (man'swetftd), n. [L.

mansuetudo], gentleness, mild-

man'tel and man'tel-pieee, ns.,

a border around a fire-place.

man'tle, n. [O.Fr., from L. man-
tcllum, a napkin], a loose cloak ;

v. t to cover with a mantle ; to

spread over the surface, as scum
on a pool, or a deep blush on the
face ; to spread out wings.

mantlet or mant'elet, n., a
small cloak; a movable shield

or screen to protect an attack-

ing force.

man'tua, n. [It.], a lady's loose

gown.
man'ual, a. [Fr., from L. manus,

the hand], done by hand ; n.,

a small book on any subject ;

the service-book of the Roman
Catholic Church ; a keyboard
of an organ ; drill in the hand-
ling of weapons.

manufacture, n. [Fr., from L.

manus, the hand ; facere, to

make], a making by the hand
or other means ; that which is

made ; v., to make ; to make
raw stuff into useful articles.

n,, manafae'topy, a shop or
mill where goods are manu-
factured. n., manufae'tupep,
one who manufactures ; one
who employs a number of

people in making goods.
manumit', v. [L. manu, from the
hand ; mitt&re, to let go], to set

free, as a slave. pres. p., manu-
mitting ; p.p., manumitted.

n., manumis'sion, a setting
free.

manure', v. [corrupted from
MANOEUVRE], to make land fer-
tile by mixing with it something
to enrich it ; n., something
thus mixed with land.

man'uscpipt, a. [L. man, with
the hand ; scribere, to write],
written by the hand ; n., writ-
Ing as different from printing ;

3 march
a book or paper written by
the hand. (Sometimes written
shortly MS. ; (pi.) MSS.)

Manx (manks), a., belonging to
the Isle of Man or its inhabi-
tants ; n., the Manx language.

man'y (men'i), a. [A.S.], large in

number ; more than a few ;

n., a great number ; the great
body of the people.

Ma'dri (or mour'i or ma'dri), n.,

one of the original inhabitants
of New Zealand, or their lan-

guage ; (pi.) Ma'oPis ; a., of

or pertaining to the Maoris or

their language.
map, n. [Fr., from L. mappa, a

napkin], a flat drawing of the
earth's surface or of part of it ;

u., to draw in the form of a
map. pres. p. t mapping ; p.p.,

mapped.
ma'ple, n. [A.S.], a tree, from

one kind of which maple sugar
is made.

map, v. [A.S. merrari], to spoil ; to

injure; to makeuseless. pres.p.,

mapping ; p.p., mapped.
mapana'tha, n. [Syriac, pur Lord

cometh], part of a Jewish curse

(ANATHEMA MARANATHA, 1 COT.

xvi. 22).

maraud', v. [Fr., a rogue], to go
about seeking plunder. n., ma-
paud'ep.

mar'ble, n. [O.Fr., from L. mar-
mor], a fine limestone that can
be highly polished ; something;
made of marble ; a little ball of!

marble or burnt clay for children
to play with ; a., made oi

marble ; like marble ; unfeeling ;

v., to imitate the grain oi

marble. a., marbled (marbld),
covered or faced with marble;
painted like marble.

march (1), v. [Fr., etym. ?], tc

move or cause to move witt
measured steps; n., the for!

ward movement of a body o
soldiers ; a piece of music tc

regulate the step ; the distance

passed over in marching.
march (2), n. [A.S., same root a*

MARK], a line of marks betweei
lands of different owners ; t

border or boundary ; often ir
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pi., the lands near the borders ;

u., to lie side by side with ;

to be a neighbour to.

March (3), n. [Fr., from L. Martins
(mensis), from Mars, the god of

war], the third month of the
year.

mar'chioness. See MARQUESS.
marco'nigram, n. [-GRAM], a
message sent by wireless teleg-

raphy, invented by Marconi.
mare, n. [A.S. mere], the female

of the horse.
maresehal (mar'shdl). See MAR-

SHAL.
mar'garin or mar'garine (mar

f-

gdrin or -jdrin), n. [Fr., from Gk.,
L. margar-, a pearl], a fatty sub-
stance like butter.

map'gin (mar'jin) and marge
(marj), ns. [L. margo], the edge
of anything ; the bank of a
river; the imprinted border
of a book. as., mar'ginal,
marked or printed on the mar-
gin ; mar'ginate, having a
margin.

mar'grave, n. [Du. MARK, a bor-
der ; graaf, a count], a lord or

keeper of the marches ; a title

in Germany equal to marquess ;

/., map'gpavine (mar'grdven).
map'igold, n. [(the Virgin) Mary,

GOLD], a plant with a large yel-
low composite flower.

marine' (mdren'), a. [Fr., from L.
marlnus, of the sea (mare, the
sea)], belonging to the sea ; living
or growing in the sea ; having
to do with the sea or with ships ;

done at or on the sea ; n., a
soldier who fights on board a
ship ; the ships of a country as
one force. ., mariner, a
sailor.

Mariol'atry, n. [L. Maria, Gk.
latreia, worship], the worship of
the Virgin Mary.

marionette' (m&rionet'), n. [Fr.,
little Marion, Mary], a puppet
or doll moved by strings, as in
a puppet show.

mar'ital, a. [L. marltus, a hus-
band], of or pertaining to a
husband.

maritime,, a. TL. marittmus
(mare, the sea)], belonging to the

sea or to ships ; situated on the
seaside ; interested in the sea
or in ships.

mar'jdram, n. [Fr., from med. L.
majordna], a sweet - smelling
plant, used for seasoning.

mark, n. [A.S. mearc], something
seen by which a person or a
thing is known ; that which
shows the way ; something to
be hit or reached ; high position ;

a line or dot made on anything ;

a line to show how far a thing
extends ; a trace ; a coin worth
13s. 4d., no longer used ; a Ger-
man coin worth about Is. ;

v., to put a mark on ; to serve
as a mark ; to give close atten-
tion to. n., marks'man, a
good shot.

-mark, geog. root, march or bound-
ary ; land, territory (as in
Keston Mark ; Marston, bound-
ary stone ; Denmark, country of
the Danes ; Finmark, country of
the Finns).

mar'ket, n. [O.Fr., from L. wier-

cdtus, trade (mercdtor, a mer-
chant)], a place or opportunity
for buying or selling ; the price
at which anything sells ; v.t to
deal in market ; to buy and sell

in any way. a., marketable,
fit for being bought or sold.

ns., mar'ket cross, a cross set

up where the market was held ;

mar'ket town, a town in which
a market is held ; mar'keting,
business done at a market.

marl, n. [O.Fr., from late L. mar*
gila (L. marga, marl)], a rich
kind of soil made up of lime,
clay, and sometimes sand. a.,

marl'y, abounding in marl.
mar line (mar'lin), n. [Du. marren,

to tie ; root of LINE], a small
rope wound round a large one
to prevent fraying ; v., to wind
a small rope round a larger.

mar line-spike, n., an iron tool,
like a spike, used to open the
strands in splicing ropes.

mar'malade, n. [Fr., from Gk.
melimelon, a sweet apple], a
preserve made from pulpy fruit,

esp. oranges.
marmo'real, a. [L. marmoreus (see



MARBLE)!, like marble; made
of marble.

mar'moset, n. [Fr., etym. ?], a
small kind of monkey.

mar'mot, n. [Fr., from Romansch
murmont (L. mUs, a MOUSE ;

mons, a MOUNTAIN)], an animal
of the mouse kind, about the size

of a rabbit, found on the higher
parts of the Alps and Pyrenees ;

a mountain mouse.
maroon' (1), a. [Fr., a chestnut],

chestnut-coloured ; brownish -

crimson.
maroon' (2), n. [Fr., from Sp.

cimarron, wild (cima, a moun-
tain-top)], a runaway slave ;

v., to put on shore on a desert
island.

marque (mark) (letters of), n.

(Fr., from root of MARK], (form-
erly) a warrant by a sovereign
to plunder within the boun-
daries of another state ; letters

held by the captain of an armed
vessel to show that he is not a
pirate.

marquee' (marks'), n. [Fr. mar-
quise, an officer's tent], a large
field -tent.

marquess or mar'quls (mar
f -

kwis), n. [Fr., from root of
MARCH or MARK], an officer who
defended the marches of a king-
dom ; a nobleman next in rank
to a duke; /., mar'chioness
(mar'shdnes). n., mar'quisate,
the rank of a marquess.

mar'row (mar'o), n. [A.S.], the
soft matter which fills the hol-
low parts of bones ; the inner
or best part; (vegetable-) a
kind of gourd. n., mar'row-
bone, a bone containing mar-
row ; (pi.) the knees.

mar'ry, v. [Fr., from L. marttare
(marttus, a husband)], to take for
a husband or wife ; to join or
be joined together, as husband
and wife. pres. p., marrying ;

p.p., married.^., mar'riage
(mar'rij), ceremony of marrying,
or state of being married. a.,
marriageable.

Mars, n. [L.], the Roman god of
war ; the name of the planet
fourth from the sun.

Marseillaise' (marseldtf), a., be-
longing to Marseilles ; n., a
hymn sung by the men of Mar-
seilles during the French Revolu-
tion; favourite song of freedom
during the Great War.

marsh, n. [A.S.], low-lying land
partly covered with water ; a.,

connected with or growing in
marsh. a., mar'shy, covered
with marsh.

mar'shal, n. [Fr. mareschal ; from
O.Ger. marah, a horse ; schalh, a
servant], lit., a horse-servant;
an officer of high rank who
arranged feasts, combats, pro-
cessions, etc. ; an officer of a
society who regulates cere-
monies ; a high military officer ;

a governor of a district in
America ; v., to arrange in
order ; to lead or guide.
pres. p., marshalling ; p.p.,
marshalled.

mart, n. [Du. markt, MARKET], a
place where public sales are
carried on.

mar'ten, n. [Fr.], an animal of the
weasel kind with a valuable fur.

mar'tial (mar'shal), a. [L. mar'
tialis, of Mars], belonging to
war ; fond of war ; brave ;

warlike.

martin, n. [Fr.], a kind of swallow.
mar'tinet, n. [Fr. General Mar-

tinet, a strict officer under
Louis STV.], one who keeps strict

order or discipline.

mar'tingale, n. [Fr.], a strap
from the bit or bridle fastened
to a horse's girth to keep its

head down ; a short spar under
the bowsprit of a ship ; a
method of gambling in which
the stakes are doubled after a
loss.

Mar'tinmas, n. [MASS (2)], the
feast of St. Martin, on the llth
of November ; a term-day in

Scotland.

mar'tyr, n. [Gk. martyr, a wit-

ness], one who suffers for the
truth of what he believes ; any
one who suffers rather than do
wrong ; v.t to put one to death
for what he believes. ns*
mar'tyrdom, the doom or state
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of a martyr ; maptyrol'ogy, a
history of the martyrs ; mar-
tyrol'ogist.

'velf n. [Fr., from L. mlrd-
Hlia, wonderful events], a
strange sight or event ; that
which causes wonder ; v., to
wonder at ; to be struck with
wonder. pres. p., marvelling ;

p.p., marvelled. a., mar'vel-
lous, causing wonder ; almost
beyond belief.

mas'euline (mas'kulin), a. [L.
mascullnus (mas, a MALE)], of the
male sex ; strong ; denoting
names of males ; n. (grammar),
the masculine gender.

mash, v. [A.S. masc-, prob. akin to
MIX], to beat into a soft mass ;

to mix malt and hot water in

brewing ; n., a soft mixture.
n., mash'er (slang), a young
fellow who dresses finely to
attract the attention of silly

women.
mask, n. [Fr., from Arab., a jest-

er], a covering to hide the face ;

something to disguise ; u., to
cover or hide the face ; to be
disguised ; to play the part of
a buffoon. ns. t mask'er ;

masque, a kind of entertain-
ment at which the company
wear masks ; masquerade'
(-ker&d'), an assembly wearing
masks, etc. ; false or unreal
show ; v., to assemble in
masks ; to join in amusement
where all are masked; to revel
in disguise.

ma'son, n. [Fr., from ined. L.
macio], a worker in stone ; one
who cuts stones for building ; a
builder ; a Freemason. a., ma-
sonic, belonging to Freemasons.

n., ma'sonry, the work of a
mason ; the association of Free-
masons, and their forms and
ceremonies.

mass (1), n. [Fr., from L. massa
(Qk. maza, a cake)], a large piece
of anything ; various things
sticking together ; a quantity
or sum ; the bulk or main body ;

(pi.) the lower classes of the
people ; v., to form into a mass ;

to bring together into large

9 masticate

bodies. as., mas'sive and
mas'sy, having great bulk ; of
a large and heavy appearance.

Mass (2), n. [A.S. mcesse, from
Low L. missa (mittere, to let go) ;

the words,
"

Ite, missa est
"
(Go,

the congregation is dismissed),
were said at the close of the
service], the Lord's Supper in
the Roman Catholic Church.

mas'saere, n. [Fr., etym. ?],

slaughter of a great number
with cruelty ; ., to kill a num-
ber cruelly ; to put to death
without necessity.

massage' (masazh' or mfis'o?/), n.

[Fr.,], a rubbing of the bodfr for
curative purposes. ns., mas-
seur', masseuse

7

(/).

mast (1), n. [A.S.], the upright
pole to which the yards, sails, and
rigging of a ship are fastened ;

v., to supply with a mast.
mast (2), n. [A.S.], the fruit of

beech, oak, and other forest

trees, used as food for swine.

mas'ter, n. [A.S. or Fr., from L.

magister], a man who has a serv-
ant or servants ; one who has
control ; a teacher ; a person
highly skilled ; the commander
of a trading-ship ; the officer in

charge of the sailing of a war-
ship ; a degree given by a uni-

versity ; a title of respect ;

a., belonging to a master ; chief ;

v., to bring under one's will ;

to learn to do ; to overcome.^
as., mas'terful and mas'terly,
showing great skill ; overbear-
ing ; adv., with the skill of a
master. ns., mas'terpiece,
work done with great skill ; the
best thing a skilful iran has
done ; mas'tership, the posi-
tion of a master ; dominion ;

authority; mas'tery, the power
or authority of a master ; power
to understand or skill to man*
age; victory.

mas'tic (mas'tiJc), n. [Gk. mastiche,
gnm], resin from the mastic-
tree ; a kind of cement.

mas'ticate, v. [L. masticare], to
crush with the teeth ; to chew.

n., mastica'tion. as., mas'*
ticable and mas'ticatory.
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mas'tiff, n. [O.Fr. matin, from L.

mansaetus (see MANSUKTUJDE)], a

large watch-dog.
mas'todon, n. [Gk. mastos, a

breast ; odous, a tooth], a kind

of elephant now extinct.

mat, n. [A.S., from late L. matta],

a web of reeds, rushes, etc., laid

on a floor to keep it clean, or at

a door to wipe the feet on ;

something put below dishes on
a table ; v., to cover with mats ;

to weave together ; to grow
thick or tangled. pres. p., mat-
ting ; p.p., matted. n., mat'-
ting, a covering of mats ; work
done like a mat ; stuff of which
mats are made.

mat'adop, n. [Sp., from L. mac-
tare, to kill], the man that kills

the bull in a bull-fight.

match (1), n. [A.S. gemcecca, a
mate], anything equal to or

fitted for ; one able to hold his

own against another ; a trial of

strength or skill ; a marriage ;

one to be married ; v., to be
equal to ; to be able to hold
one's own with ; to find an equal
to ; to give in marriage. a.,

matchless, without an equal ;

unrivalled.
match (2), n. [O.Fr. mesche, the

wick of a lamp], something that
easily catches or carries fire ; a
cord prepared for firing guns,
etc. ; a thin piece of wood dipped
in a chemical which lights when
rubbed. n., matchlock, the
lock of a gun which held a match
for firing the powder ; a gun
with a lock of this kind.

mate, n. [E., akin to MEAT], one
who has meals with another ; a
companion or equal ; a husband
or a wife ; the second in com-
mand in a ship ; v., to become
a companion to ; to marry.

material (mdter'ial), a. [L. ma-
teria, MATTER], made of matter ;

having value or importance ;

essential ; n., that out of which
a thing is made (often in pi.)
ns., materialism, a belief
that matter is the basis of all

existence ; materialist, one
Who believes in materialism.

a., matepialis'tic, pertaining
to materialism. v., materia-
lize, to turn into matter ; to

give a form or shape to ; to
take form or shape. adv.,

materially, greatly.
mater'nal, a. [Fr., from L. mater,
a mother], pertaining to or like

a mother. n., matep'nity,
motherhood.

mathematics, n. [Gk. mathema-
tike, learning (manthanein)], the
science of number, quantity,
and size. as., mathematlo
and mathematical. n., ma-
thematician, one learned in

mathematics.
matins or mattins, n. pi. [Fr.,
from L. matutinus, early], morn-
ing prayers ; morning service.

n., mat'inee, an afternoon
performance.

mat'ricide, n. [L. mater, a mother,
-CIDE], the murder or the mur-
derer of one's own mother.

matr-ic'ulate, v. [L. mdtrictila, a
register], to enter one's name on
a register ; to admit or become
a member of a college. n.t

matriculation.
mat'pimony, n. [Fr., from L.

mdtrimonium, marriage], state

of being married ; the union of

husband and wife. a., matri-
mo'nial.

nia'tPix, n. [L. matrix, the womb],
the hollow place in which any-
thing is formed ; the womb ; a
mouid in which metals, etc., are

cast ; a die ; the earth or rock
in which minerals are found ;

(pi.) ma trices (md'trises).

ma'tron, n. [Fr., from L. mdtrona
(mater, a mother)], a married
woman ; a head-nurse in a

hospital ; a female head of a
school, etc. ; any elderly woman
of sober manners. a., ma'-
tronly, like a matron ; advanced
in years.

mat'ter, n. [Fr., from L. materia,
stuff], that of which anything is

made up ; anything which we
can know by our senses ; that
about which anything is said or
done ; reason or cause ; any-
thing of importance; amount
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or quantity ; discharge from
a wound ; v., to be of use or

importance.
mat'tock, n. [A.S.], an iron tool

for cutting the ground, with a
long handle fitted like that of a
hammer.

mat'tress, n. [O.Fr., from Arab.],
a large flat bag filled with hair,

straw, etc., for lying on.

mature', a. [L. maturus, ripe],

grown to full size ; ripe ; fully

thought out or prepared ; due,
as a bill ; v., to make or grow
ripe ; to complete ; to become
due. ns., maturity and ma-
ture ness, state of being full

grown or ready for use.

maudlin, a. [Fr., from Gk. Mag-
dalene, one with weeping eyes],

easily moved to tears ; silly ;

affected by drink.

mau'gre, prep. [O.Fr. maulgr6, in

spite of (L. male, ill ; gratum,
pleasing)], in spite of ; against
the will of.

maul'stick, n. [Du. maelstok (ma-
len, to paint ; slok, a STICK)], a
stick used by a painter to lean

I

his hand on when doing fine

work.
maun'der, v. [imit. ?], to grumble ;

to talk stupidly.
Maun'dy-Thurs'day, n. [O.Fr.,
from L. manddtum (n&vum), the
(new) commandment (see John

1 xiii. 34)], the day before Good
Friday, on which it was the cus-
tom to wash the feet of the poor
as a fulfilment of Christ's com-
mand.

mausole um, n. [Gk. maiisSleion,
tomb of Mausolns, king of Caria],

. a rich tomb or monument.
mauve (mov), n. [Fr., from L.

malva, a MALLOW], a purple
colour like that of the common
mallow, got from coal-tar ;

a., of the colour of mauve.
ma'vis, n. [Fr.], the song-thrush.
maw, 7i. [A.S. maga], the stomach

of the lower animals ; the craw
of a bird.

maw'kish, a. [Scand.], causing
disgust ; loathsome ; easily dis-

gusted.
maxlllar and maxillary, a. [L.

maxitt&ris (maxilla, a 3aw)], be-
longing to the jawbone ; n. t a
maxillary bone.

maxim (1), n. [L. maxima (senten-

tia), chief (opinion)], a short
statement used as a rule of con-
duct ; a wise saying ; a proverb.

Maxim (2), n. [Sir Hiram Maxim,
the inventor], a light machine-
gun.

maximum, n. [L.], the greatest
amount ; the highest point
reached ; (pi.) maxima ; a.,

greatest or highest (opposed to

MINIMUM).
may (1), v. [A.S. mceg], can ; to be

able ; to be allowed ; to be
possible. past, might (mlt).

May (2), n. [Fr., from L. Mdius],
the fifth month of the year. 715.,

May'-day, the first day of May ;

may'flower and may bloom,
the hawthorn, which blooms in

May ; may'pole, a pole for

dancing round on May-day ;

May'-queen, a young woman
crowned with flowers as queen
of the May-day sports.

may'op, n. [Fr., from L. major,
greater], the chief magistrate of
a city or town ; /., may'cress
(his wife). n., may'oralty, the
office of a mayor.

maze, n. [etym. ?], confusion of

thought ; dreaminess ; uncer-
tainty ; a place of confused
winding paths ; v., to bewilder ;

to confuse. a., ma'zy, full of

windings ; confusing.
mazup'ka (mdzer'ka), n. t a Polish

dance ; its music.
mead (1), n. [A.S. mean), a fer-

mented drink of honey and
water.

mead (2) and mead'ow (med'o),
ns. [A.S.], a grass-field ; pasture
ground. a., mead'owy.

mea'gpe (me'ger), a. [Fr., from L.
macer, lean], having little flesh ;

lean ; wanting in richness,
strength, etc. ; barren. n.,

meal (1), n. [A.S. mad, a stated
time], the time for food ; the
food taken at one time.

meal (2), n. [A.S. melu, from the
root of L. molere, to grind (see



MILL)], grain ground for food.

as., mea'ly, like meal;
sprinkled with meal; mealy-
mouthed, using soft words ;

keeping back part of the truth.

mean (1), a. [A.S. mcene, wicked],
low in mind ; low-born ; with-

out dignity ; of little value ;

humble ; poor ; stingy. n.,

mean'ness, state of being mean.
mean (2), a. [Fr., from L. media-
nus (medius, middle)], at the
middle point ; lying between ;

at neither extreme ; n., the
middle point or degree ; (pi.)

that by which something is

brought about : that which
enables one to live or to produce ;

money, property, etc. ns.,

mean'time and mean'while,
time between ; adv., during
the time.

mean (3), v. [A.S.], to have in the
mind ; to intend. past and p.p.,
meant (ment). n., mea'ning,
that which is intended ; the
thought that a word, etc., is

fitted to raise in the mind.
mean'dep (mean'der), n. [Gk.

Maiandros, the name of a stream
with many windings], a course
with many windings ; v.f to
flow in such a course. a.,

mean'doping, flowing in a
winding course; n., a winding
course.

measles (mezls), n. [E.], a fever

causing red spots on the skin,
and contagious. as., measled
and measly, ill with measles.

Cieas ure (mezh'ur), n. [Fr., from
L. "mensural, that by which size
is marked ; size ; time in music,
or the arrangement of syllables
In poetry ; a slow dance ; pro-
per amount or proportion ;

degree ; an action to gain an
end ; v. t to find out the length,
etc. ; to mark out ; to distri-

bute ; to be of a certain size or
extent. as., meas'ured, made
to the right size ; bounded ;

steady ; meas'urable, that can
be measured ; not of a great
amount. n., measurement,
act of measuring ; amount found
by measuring.

2 medical

meat, n. [A.S.], flesh used as food }

any food. a., mea'ty, full ot

meat.
mechanic (mekan'ik) and me-

chanical, as. [Gk. mechanS,
a MACHINE], belonging to the

making or constructing of ma-
chines ; made by a machine ;

done by habit and without
thought. ns., mechanic, one
who works with tools; (pi.) the
science concerned with machines
and their work : mech'anism
(mek'dnizm), the construction of
a machine ; the means by which
results are produced.

med'al, n. [Fr., from L. metaUumt
METAL], a piece of metal like a
coin with a figure or inscrip-
tion stamped upon it ; a reward
of merit. ns., medal'lion (w-
dal'ion), a large medal ; med'al-
list, one who makes medals j

one who has gained a medal.
med'dle, v. [Fr., corrupted from
med. L. misculare (L. miscere, to
MIX)], to take to do with another
person's affairs without a right j

to have to do with in any way.
n., med'dler. as., med 'die-

some, fond of meddling ; med'
dling, interfering without right;

n., interference.
mediae'val (medie'vaT), a. [L.

medius, middle ; ceyum, an age],
belonging to the Middle Ages.

me'dial, a. [L. medius, middle],
belonging to an average or to a
quantity between two extremes.

me'diate, v. [late L. mediare, to
be between (medius, between)],
to come between two as the
friend of each ; to try to make
two persons friends ; a., lying
between : acting as a means.
adv., me'diately. ns., media'-
tion, an attempt to make two
parties friends ; a request on
behalf of another ; me'diator,
one who mediates or pleads for.

a., mediatorial.
medical, a. [Fr., from L. medicus,

a doctor], pertaining to the
healing of diseases ; containing
something that heals. ns.,

medicament, anything used
in healing ; medicine (med'i"
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gin), the science or practice of

healing ; anything used as a
means of healing. a., medic' -

inal (medis'indl), pertaining to
medicine.

^tf.,
medicate, to mix

with medicine ; to drug : to treat
with medicine. a.,medicative,
having the power of healing.

me'didcre, a. [Fr., from L. medid-
oris (medius, middle)], not of a
high degree of excellence ; of
& middle rank or quality. n.,

medioe'rity, a middle state or

degree ; a small degree ; a some-
what low place.

meditate, v. [L. meditari], to think
over ; to give much thought
to; to dwell on in the mind.
n., meditation, deep thought.
a., meditative, given to deep
thought.

Mediterranean, a. [L. medius,
middle ; terra, the earth], with
land all round ; n., the sea
between Europe and Africa.

me'dium, n. [L. medium, neut. of

medius], the middle place ; some-
thing between two ; any means of

acting ; a person through whom
spirits are said to speak and
act ; that through which any-
thing acts ; (pi.) me'diums
and me'dia; a., holding a
middle place or degree.

medlar, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
mespile], a tree with a fruit like
a pear.

medley, n. [O.Fr., from same
root as MEDDLE], a mixed and
confused mass ; a song made
up of parts of others.

medulla, n. [L. medulla, marrow],
spinal cord ; the pith of a hair
or plant. as., medul'lar and
medullary, belonging to, made
of, or like marrow.

meed, n. [A.S.], reward deserved,
or pay earned.

meek, a. {C.Ger.j, having a soft

spirit or temper ; not easily
made angry.- n., meek'ness,
quietness of spirit or temper.

meer'schaum (mer'shawm), n.

[Ger. meer, the sea ; schaum,
foam], a fine clay used to make
tobacco-pipes, once supposed to
bo hardened foam.

meet (1), a. [A.S. metan;
root as MOOT], according to meas-
ure ; fitted, as for a purpose ,<

fit. n., meet ness.
meet (2), v. [A.S. gemcete, akin to

above], to come face to face
with ; to come upon or find ; to
be able to answer ; to hold a
meeting ; n., a meeting. past
and p.p., met. ns.t mee'tingc

a coming together ; people met
for a purpose ; a crossing or
joining of lines or roads ; mee-
ting-house, a house for mee-
tings ; a place of worship.

meg'aphone, n. [Gk. mega, great,
-PHONE], an instrument enabling
one to send one's voice a long
distance.

mel'ancholy (mel'ankoli), n. [O.Fr.,
from Gk. melancholia (melas,
black ; chole, bile)], lowness of

spirits ; gloomy thoughts some-
times causing unsoundness of
mind ; a., depressed in spirits,

causing grief ; also melan-
cholic, given to melancholy.

m616e' (mel'd), n. [Fr. (see MEDLEY)],
a confused fight among a number.

meliorate, v. [L. melior, betteri
to make better. n., meliora'
tion, a making better.

mellifluent (melifluenQ and mel-
lifluous, as. [L. mel, honey i

fluens (fluere, to flow)], flowing
as if with honey ; sweetly or
smoothly flowing, as speech.

mellow (mel'o), a. [A.S. melu,
MEAL (2) ; mearu, soft], quite
ripe ; soft and tender ; rich and
pleasing to the senses ; u., to
become soft by ripeness. n.,
mellowness. a., mellowy.

melodra'ma, n. [Gk. melos, a
song ; DRAMA], a sensational

play ; formerly, a play with
songs and music. a., melo-
dramatic, of the nature of a
melodrama ; sensational.

mel'ody, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
melodia (melos, a tune ; ode, a
song)], a series of sweet sounds i

a simple air or tune. a., melo'
dious. n., melo'diousness.

mel on, n. [Gk. melon, an applel,
a large juicy fruit somewhat
apple-shaped.



melt, v. [A.S.], to make or grow
liquid by heat ; to waste away ;

to become tender.

mem'ber, n. [Fr., from L. mem-
brum], a limb or part of a body ;

a part of a sentence ; one ol
! a

society, etc. n., mem'bepsliip,
the persons that make up a
society.

mem'brane, n. [L. membrana
(membrum, a MEMBER)], a thin

skin, esp. on members of the

body or the seeds of plants.

a., membra'neous or mem'-
bpanous, made up of or like a
membrane.

memen'to, n. [L. imper. of memi-
nisse, to remember], something
to keep a person from forgetting ;

a monument.
mem'oir, n. [Fr., from L. memdria,

memory], a short account from
the writer's own recollection ; a
history of a person ; an account
of the business done by a
society.

memoran'dmn, n. [L. gerund of

memorare, to tell], a note to

help the memory ; (pi.) memo-
pan'da.

mem'opy, n. [O.Fr., from L.

memdria], power of remember-
ing ; the time during which past
things can be remembered ; that
which is remembered. a.,

memorable, worth remem-
bering ; not easily forgotten ;

v., memorize, to commit to

memory. n., memor'ial, that
which keeps one from being
forgotten ; a written statement
laid before a court, etc., as the
ground of a petition. v., me-
mop'ialize, to lay a memor-
ial before. n., memorialist,
one who presents or signs a
memorial.

men'ace (men'ds), n. [Fr., from
L. minacia], a threat; v., to
threaten. a., men'aeing.
adv., men'aeingly.

menag'erie (menaj'eri), n. [Fr.,
from root of MANSION], a place
for keeping and showing wild
animals ; a collection of wild
animals.

mend, v. [AMEND], to remove a
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mep'chandise, n. [Fr. marcban-
dise], the goods of a merchant ;

that which is bought and sold ;

buying and selling.
rner chant, n. [O.Fr. tnarchant,
from L. mercans, trading, from
merx, MERCHANDISE], one who
buys and sells ; a., belonging to
trade. n., mep'ehantman, a
trading-ship.

mep'eOpy, n. [O.Fr., from L. Mer-
curius, the god of traffic], a white
liquid metal, called also quick-
silver ; (Mep'efcpy) the planet
nearest the sun ; any carrier of

news ; a newspaper. a., mep-
eup'ial, like Mercury; active;
changeable ; containing quick-
silver.

mep'cy, n. [Fr., from L. merx,
MERCHANDISE (in late L., pity)],
kindness towards the helpless ;

willingness to forgive an injury ;

an act of mercy. ^as.,
mep'ei-

fu!> willing to forgive or spare ;

unwilling to punish or give
pain ; mep'eiless, without
mercy or pity ; hard-hearted.
n., mep'cy-seat, the top of the
ark of the covenant.

mere (1), a. [L. merits], unmixed ;

nothing else than. adv., mere'-
ly, in this and in no other way ;

purely ; only.
mere (2), n. [A.S., akin to L. mare,

sea], a marsh or pool of standing
water.

mere, -meep [E. and Du.], geog.
root (as in Windermere, the clear
water lake; Haarlemmer Meer,
sea of Haarlem).

meretricious (meritrish'Us), a.

[L. mereirix, a harlot (merere, to
earn)], of or like a harlot ; tempt-
ing by false show ; showy and
false.

merge (merj), v. [L. merg&re, to
plunge], to throw or push under
water ; to be swallowed up or
lost.

merid'iac, a. [O.Fr., from L.
meridiamis (meridiSs, mid-day)],
belonging to mid-day ; at its

highest point, as the sun at
noon ; n., mid-day, the highest
point ; an imaginary circle

passing through any place on

the earth's surface, and throtigh
the North and South Poles ; a
similar circle in the sky, crossed
by the sun at mid-day. a.,

meridional, belonging to the
meridian ; southern.

mepi'no (mere'no), n. [Sp., from
late L. majonnus (major, great-
er)], a sheep with fine wool ; a
cloth made from this wool ;

a., belonging to the merino
sheep ; made of its wool.

mep'it, n. [O.Fr., from L. merftum,
deserved (merere, to earn)], that
which deserves honour or reward:
worth ; goodness ; something
deserved or earned; (pi.) the
rights or wrongs of a question ;

v., to gain or deserve ; to
earn by service. a., meritop'-
ious, deserving reward.

mepk, n. [see MARK], an old Scot-
tish coin worth 13Jd. sterling.

merle (merl), n. [L. mer&la], the
blackbird.

mep'lin, n. [Fr.J, a small kind of
hawk.

mer'lon, n. [Fr., from It. merlo,
battlement], one of the solid

parts of a battlement.
mep'maid, n. [MERE (2), MAID], a

fabulous sea-animal, with the
upper part like a woman and
the lower part like a fish.

mer'py, a. [A.S., akin to MIRTH],
full of fan ; joyful ; causing
laughter ; noisy and gay. ns.,

mfcp'piment, fun and laugh-
ter ; mep'py-andpew [Andrew
Borde, a doctor of the time of

Henry vni., noted for his funny
sayings], one who makes sport
for others ; a buffoon ; mep'py-
thought, the forked bone of a
fowl's breast.

mash, n. [A.S. may., tnasc (see
MASH)], the opening between the
threads of a net ; (pi.) network ;

v., to catch in a net.

mes'mepize, v. [Mesmer, a Ger-
man doctor], to bring on a pecu-
liar state of the nervous system ;

fc

to hypnotise. a., mesmeric,
produced by mesmerism. ns. r

mes'mepism, practice of

meriting ; mes'mepist,
who mesmerizes,



n. [Fr., from L. missum,

sent; mittere, to send; see

MASS], a portion of food set

on the table ; a number of

persons who take food together ;

a confused mixture disagreeable
to the sight ; a state of disorder

or of dirt ; a position of diffi-

culty caused by blundering;

v., to eat at a table with others ;

to supply such a table. n.,

mess'mate.
mess'age (mes'uj), n. [Fr., from
Low L. missdticum (L. mitt-ere,

to send)], something sent ; in-

formation sent from one person
to another. n., messenger,
one sent with a message ; some-

thing which announces or fore-

shadows ; an officer of the law.

Messi'ah, n. [Heb.], the anointed
one ; the deliverer whom the

Jews expected ; a name of

Christ. a., Messianic.
messuage (mes'wdj), n. [Fr., from
med. L. mansimgium, a manor-
house (L. mansci, see MANSE,
Skeat)], a dwelling-house with
the buildings and land about it.

meta-, pref. [Gk.], with ; among ;

between (as in METAPHOR and
METHOD).

metal, n. [O.Fr., from L. metal-

lum], a name given to certain
hard substances dug out of the
earth ; broken stones for cover-

ing roads ; (pi.) the rails of a
railway ; v., to cover with
metal. pres. p., metalling ;

p.p., metalled. as., metallic
and met'alline, belonging to
or like metal ; made of metal ;

metalliferous, producing
metals. u., met'allize, to form
Into a metal ; to mix with metal.

ns., met allist, one skilled in
metals ; met alloid, something
having the form or appearance
of a metal, as sulphur, carbon,
etc.

met allurgy, n. [Gk. metcdlon,
ergos, working], the art of work-
Ing metals. n., metallurgist,
one who works in metals.

metamor'phosis, n. [Fr., from
Gk. metamorphosis (META-, mor
phe, form)], a change of form or
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measurement ; science of meas-
uring (as in GEOMETRY).

methinks', v. impers. [A.S. fhyn-
can, to seem ; (not to think)], it

seems to me.
meth'od, n. [Fr., from Gk. methd-

dos, a plan], way of doing any-
thing ; order in seeking after
what is wanted ; plan of arrang-
ing. as., methodic and meth-
odical, arranged in an ord-
erly way ; working according to
method. ns., Meth'odist, one
of the sect founded by John
Wesley, so called from the strict-

ness of their manner of living ;

Meth'odism, their beliefs and
mode of worship. as., Meth-
odis'tic and Methodis'tical,
like the Methodists; strict.

v., meth'odize, to bring into
order ; to arrange in a proper
manner.

meth'ylated spirit, n. [Gk. methy,
spirit ; hyle, wood], pure alcohol
mixed with 10 per cent, of
wood spirit.

meton'ymy, n. [Gk. META-, onyma,
a name], a mode of speaking in
which one word is put for an-
other which suggests it, as the
purse for money.

me'tre (me'ter), n. [see METER], the
arrangement of syllables in
verse ; a French measure of

nearly 39 inches. as., met'rie
and met'pieal, belonging to
metre ; in the form of verse ;

according to the arrangement of

syllables in verse ; according to
the decimal system of weights
and measures.

met'ponome (-nom), n. [Gk. me-
iron, a measure ; nome, distri-

bution], an instrument for

measuring time in music.
metrop'olis, n. [Gk., "mother-

city" (meter, p&lis)], the chief

city of a country ; the city of
an archbishop. a., metropol'-
itan, belonging to a metropolis ;

n., an archbishop or primate.
metry, suff. See -METER.
mettle (metl), n. [METAL], high

spirit ; energy or courage.
as., met'tied and met'tlesome,
having high spirit.

mew (1) (ma), n. [A.S.], a sea-gull.
mew (2) (mU), v. [E., imit.], to cry

as a cat ; n., the cry of a cat.

mew (3) (ma), v. [Fr. muer, from
L. mutdre, to change], to shed or
cast feathers ; to shut up when
mewing ; to enclose ; n., a
cage for hawks while mewing ;

(pi.), a row of stables (because in
1534 the king's stables were
built where the mews had been).

mlas'ma or mi'asm, n. [Gk., a
stain], poisonous particles from
decaying matter floating in the
air ; (pi.) mias'mata.

mi'ca, n. [L. mica, a small bit], a
mineral that divides into plates
of great thinness.

Mich'aelmas (mik'elmds), n.
[MASS (2)], the feast of St. Mich-
ael (29th September).

mi'crobe, n. [Gk. mikros, small ;

bios, life], a living germ or speck
which causes disease in the
bodies of animals.

mi'erocosm, n. [Gk. mikro8r

small ; kosmos, the world], man
considered as a small universe.

mlerom'eter, n. [Gk. mikros,
small ; -METER], an instrument
for measuring very small spaces.

mS'croscope, n. [Gk. mikros,
small ; -SCOPE], an instrument
for viewing very small objects.

as., microscopic and mi-
croscopical, belonging to a
microscope ; made or seen only
by the aid of a microscope ;

having the power of a micro-

mid, a. [A.S.], in the middle of ;

middle. n., mid day, noon.
as., midland, in the interior
of a country ; at a distance from
the sea ; mid 'night, at or be-
longing to the middle of the
night ; n., twelve o'clock at
night. Tts., mid'rib, a con-
tinuation of the leaf-stalk to the
point of the leaf ; mid'riff [hrif,
the belly], the diaphragm. a.,

mid'ship, belonging to or being
in the middle of a ship. adv.,

mid'ships, in the middle of a
ship ; n. pi., the middle part
of a ship. ns., mid'shipman,
a lower officer on board a ship
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of war ; midst, the middle ;

adv. and prep., in the middle
Of. ns. t mid summer, the

time about the 21st of June ;

Mid'summer Day, the 24th of

June ; mid'way, the middle of

the distance ; a., half-way on ;

adv., half-way. ns., mid'-
wife [A.S. mid, with], a woman
who assists in childbirth ; (pi.)

mid'wives (mid'wivz) ; mid'-
wifepy (mid'ivifri or -wifri), ^art
or practice of a midwife ; mid'-
winter, the time about the 21st

of December.
mid'dle, a. [A.S.], between two ;

at an equal distance from both
ends or sides ; n., the

^parfc
equally distant. ns., mid'dle-
man, one who stands or does
business between two others ;

one who rents land and lets it

out in small portions ; Mid'dle
Ages, the years from the fifth

century A.D. to the fifteenth.

a., mid'dling, of middle size,

rank, state, or quality ; about
equally distant from both ends.

midge (mij), n. [A.S.], a small fly ;

a gnat. n., midget, very small

person.
mien (men), n. [Fr. mine, a look,

prob. from late L. mindre, L.

mindrl, to threaten], the ap-
pearance or bearing of a person ;

look or expression.
might (1) (mtt), v. See MAY.
might (2) (mtt), n. [A.S. miht, from
same root as MAY], power ;

strength of body or mind ; force
of purpose. a., migh'ty, hav-
ing great power ; of great size
or quality.

mignonette' (minyonet'), n. [Fr.,
a little darling (mignon)], an
annual plant with sweet-smell-
ing flowers.

mi'grate, v. [L. migrdre, to re-

move], to go to dwell in another
place or country. n., migpa'-
tion, act of changing one's
abode. a., mi'gpatory, ac-
customed to change.

Mika'do, n. [Jap.], the sovereign
of Japan.

milch, a. [A.S., akin to MILK],
giving milk.

mild, a. [A.S.], soft in manner OP

temper ; not easily made angry ;

sweet or soft to the senses ; not
strong or violent. n., mild'-

mil'dew, n. [A.S., from root of L.

mel, honey, and DEW], a whitish

fungous growth on the leaves and
stems of plants ; y.,

to cover or

become covered with mildew.
mile, n. [Fr. from L. mille (pas-

sus), 1,000 (paces)], a measure
of 1,760 yards. ns., mileage
(mi'taj), distance in miles ;

money paid per mile ; mile'-

post and milestone, a post or

stone marking the distance of

a mile.
mil foil, n. [O.Fr., from L. mille-

folium (mille, a thousand ; folium,
a leaf)], a plant, called also yar-
row, with leaves cut into many
small divisions.

mil'iapy (mil'idri), a. [L. milium,
MILLED], accompanied by small
red pimples like millet-seeds, as
a miliary fever.

militant, a. [Fr., from L. mill'

tare, to act as a soldier], engaged
in war ; serving as a soldier ;

fond of fighting. a., military,
belonging to or like a soldier ;

done by soldiers ; arising out
of a soldier's duty or service ;

n., the whole body of soldiers.

v., militate, to act as a soldier ;

to fight (against); to be op-
posed (to).

militia (milish'a), n. [L. militia,

warfare, troops], a body of men
enrolled and drilled for home
service.

milk, n. [A.S.], a white fluid pro-
duced by some animals as food
for their young ; v., to draw
milk from. ns., milk'maid, a
woman who milks cows or who
works in a dairy ; milk'sop, a
piece of bread soaked in milk;
a weak, silly fellow. a. t mil'ky,
made of or like milk ; yielding
milk ; without spirit or energy.

ns., mil'kiness, quality of

being milky ; Mil'ky Way, the
Galaxy.

mill, n. [A.S. myln, from iate L.

mulina, L. m&la (molere, to
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grind)], a machine for grinding
or crushing ; a building in

which corn is ground or manu-
factures carried on ; v., to

grind ; to shape, clean, or finish

cloth ; to indent the border of a
coin. ns., mill'-dam and milT-
pond, a bank across a stream
to gather water to drive a mill-

wheel ; a large reservoir in
which water is stored to drive a
mill ; mil'ler, one who has or
works in a corn-mill ; milling,
act of putting through a mill,
of fulling cloth or of scoring the
edge of a coin ; mill'-race, the
stream that drives a mill ; mill'-

wright (mil'rlt), a workman
who makes or repairs the ma-
chinery of a mill.

mill-, miihl- [Ger.], geog. root (as
in Millbury, mill-town ; Muhl-
Tiausen, mill-village).

millen'nium, n. [L. mille, a thou-
sand ; annus, a year], a period
of one thousand years, esp. that
mentioned in Revelation xx.
us., millenar'ian, consisting
of a thousand years ; belonging
to the millennium ; n., one
who believes in the millennium,

-a., millen'nial, belonging to
the millennium.

mil'leped, n. [L. mille, a thousand ;

pes, a foot], a small animal with
very many feet.

millesimal, a., thousandth ;

made up of thousandth parts.
millet, n. [Fr., from L. milium],

a grass bearing a great number
of small round seeds, used as
food.

milliard (mil'idrd), n. [Fr., from
L. mille], a thousand millions.

milliner, n. [perhaps from Milan
in Italy], one who makes wo-
men's bonnets, etc. n., mil'-
!inepy f articles by a milliner.

million (mil'ydn), n. [Fr., from It.

millione (L. mille, a thousand)],
a thousand times a thousand ;

(with the) the mass of the people.
n., mil'lionaire, a very rich

person ; one possessing a million
pounds.

mil'liped. See MILLEPED.
milt, n, FA. S=n from root of MELT],

the spleen ; the spawn of the
male fish, corresponding to the
roe in the female.

mil'ter, n., a male fish.

mime, v. [Gk. mimos, an actor],
to act a story by movement with-
out the help of speech ; n., a
play suitable for miming. v.,

mim'ie, to act like some one
else ; n., one who acts or speaks
like another. pres. p., mimick-
ing ; p.p., mimicked. n.,

mimicry, acting or speaking
like another.

min'aret, n. [Sp., from Arab.
manarat, a lighthouse], a high
slim turret on a mosque.

min'atopy, a. [L. minatorius
(mindri, to threaten)], threat-
ening.

mince (mins), v. [O.Fr., from Low
L. minutidre (see MINUTE)], to
cut into very small bits ; to tell

softly ; to keep back a part in

speaking ; to pretend fineness in

speaking or walking ; to walk
with short steps.

mind, n. [A.S. ge-mynd], the power
which thinks ; the whole inner
nature or spirit of man ; the
state of a person's thought or
will ; v., to fix the mind on ;

to obey ; to have in mind.
as., min'ded, having the mind
fixed ; mind'ful, not forgetting ;

looking well to.

mine (1), poss. pron. [A.S. mln,
gen. sing, of ic, I], belonging to
me.

mine (2), v. [Fr., etym. ?], to dig
below the ground ; to dig under
a building in order to bring it

down ; to ruin by slow or secret
means ; n., a pit from which
metals are dug ; a pit under a
wall to bring it down ; a pit
in which explosives are used to
destroy buildings, bridges, or
roads ; a floating case filled with
explosives which are fired on
contact ; a rich source of wealth.

ns., mi'ner, one who works in
a mine ; min'eral, that which
is dug out of a mine ; anything
not animal or vegetable, esp. if

mixed with metal; a., belonging
to minerals : mixed with or of the
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nature of minerals. v., min'-
eralize, to turn into mineral ;

to mix with a mineral ; to search

for minerals. ns., min'epalist,
one skilled in minerals ; minep-
al'ogy, the science of minerals ;

the art of arranging and de-

scribing minerals ; mineral'-
ogiet, one skilled in minerals.

mingle (mingl), v. [A.S., from
same root as AMONG], to mix
together ; to unite into a mass ;

to join in intercourse or society ;

to be confused.
min'iature (min'idiur), n. [Fr.,

from L. minium, red lead], a
small painting ; anything on a
small scale ; a., on a small
scale ; much reduced ; v. t to

represent on a small scale.

minim, n. tO.Fr., from L. mini-
mus, least], something very
small ; the smallest measure of

liquids ; a note in music=half a
semibreve. v., minimize, to
make as small as possible ; to
diminish. -n., minimum, the
least possible size or quantity ;

(pi.) minima; a., of the
smallest possible amount (op-
posed to MAXIMUM).

minion, n. [Fr. mignon, etym. ?],

one greatly loved ; a flatterer ;

a small kind of type.
minlsh, v. [O.Fr., from Low L.

minutidre (see MINUTE)], to make
less ; to diminish.

minister, n. [Fr., from L. minis-
ter, a servant], a servant ; one
who acts for another, esp. for a
government ; one entrusted with
a share in the government ; a
clergyman ; v., to attend to, as
a servant ; to supply things
needed. a., ministerial, of or
pertaining to ministry or service.

ns., ministpa'tion, a minis-
tering or serving ; the work of
a minister; ministry, the
duties of a minister ; the clergy ;

the body of men who manage
the government of a country.

minn'ow (min'o), n. [A.S. myne,
from min, small], a very small
fresh-water fish ; the young of
larger fish.

mi HOP. o= [L,. comp. of pcurvusl.

smaller ; of less importance ;

lower ; (in music) having the
third note of the scale only three

semitones above the keynote
(comp. MAJOR) ; n., a person
less than 21 years of age. /w.,

Mi'norite, one of the lesser

brothers or monks of the order
of St. Francis ; minority, state
of being under age ; age below
21 years ; the smaller number
(opposed to MAJORITY).

Min'otaur, n. [Minos, king of

Crete; Gk. tauros, a bull], a
fabled monster, half-man, half-

bull, killed by Theseus.
min'step, n. [A.S., corrupted from

L. monasterium], the church of

a monastery ; any large church.

-minster, munstep [Ger.], geog.
root (as in Westminster, the west
minster ; Munster, the monas-
tery).

niin'stpel, n. [O.Fr., from late L.
ministeridlis (see MINISTERIAL)],
one who amused others by play-
ing or singing ; a poet who sang
while he played on an instru-

ment. n., min'stpelsy, the art
j

and practice of a minstrel ; a
I

band of performers or a collec-

tion of songs.
mint (1), n. [A.S. mynet, from L. I

Moneta, Juno, in whose temple]
money was coined], a place where
money is coined ; a source of

great supply ; ., to coin

money ; to invent. n., min'-
tage (min'tij), the coin minted ;

f

duty paid for coining.
mint (2), n. [A.S., from L. menthol,

a strongly -smelling plant, with|
flowers in whorls.

min'uend, n. [L. minuere, to
sen], the number from wl
another is subtracted.

min'uet, n. [Fr., from L. minufi
made MINUTE], a slow,
dance with short steps, or
music played for it.

mi'nus, a. [L. minus, less], less bj
n., the sign ( ) of subtractiqi

minute', a. [L. minutus,
very small ; attending to

things ; exact. n. t min'i
(min'iE), the sixtieth part of
boor or of a degree; a
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space of time ; a note or Jotting
of business ; v., to make a
short note of. ns., min'ute-
bcok, a book in which minutes
are written ; min'ute-gun, a
gun tired is a signal of distress,

usually every minute ; min'ute-
hand, the hand of a clock which
marks the minutes

mimi'tisa (minu'shie), n. pi. [L.],

very small things ; small details.

minx, n, [Low Ger. minsk, wench
(Ger. mensch, man)], a pert,
wanton girl.

mir'aele, n. [O.Fr., from L. mlrd-
culum (mlrarl, to wonder)], a rare
or wonderful event ; something
beyond the power of man ; some-
thing out of the common course
of nature. a., mirac'ulous,
like a miracle ; very wonderful ;

done by more than human
power ; fitted for miracles. n.,

mipac'ulousness .

mirage' (mirazh'), n. [Fr., from L.

tnir&ri, to wonder at], a false

appearance, in which a reflected

image is seen in the sky, or the
eand of the desert looks like

water.
mire, n. [Scand.], deep mud ; soft

ground in which the feet sink ;

v., to stick or cause to stick in

mud ; to soil with mire. a.,

mip'y.
mip'pop, n. [Fr., from L. mlrGn,

to gaze], a polished surface to
reflect light ; a looking-glass ;

a true image or example ; v.,

to act like a mirror.

mirth, n. [A.S., from O. ; same
root as MERRY], joy or gladness
shown by looks or actions ;

noisy delight.
mis-, pref. [A.S. mis-, amiss, and

O.Fr. mes-, L. minus, less],

wrongly ; ill (as in MISCONDUCT,
MISRULE).

misadven'ture, n. [MIS-], an un-
fortunate adventure ; fll-luck.

misadvised' (misddvizd'), a. [MIS-],
ill-advised. adv., misadvis-
edly.

mlsalli ance, n., an improper
marriage.

IHlS anthpope or misan'thropist,
n. [Gk. misein, to hate ; an-

thrSpost a man], a hater of man*
kind. a., misanthropic and
-ical. n., misan'thpopy.

misapply', v. [MIS-], to apply
wrongly ; to use for a* wrong
purpose.

misapprehend', ., to take a
wrong meaning out of. n., mis-

apppehen'sipn, a wrong under-
standing ; misconception. adv.,
misapppehen 'sively .

misappropriate, v., to use for a
wrong purpose. n., misapppo-
ppia'tiou.

misappange' (misdrdnf), v., to
arrange wrongly. n.9 mis-
arrangement.

misbecome' (misbektim'), v. t to
suit ill ; not to fit. past, mis-
became j p.p., misbecome.

misbehave', v. [MIS-], to behave
badly. n., misbeha'viour (mis-
beha'vyur).

misbelieve' (-lev'), v. [MIS-], to
believe wrongly or falsely. n.,
misbelief (-lef).

miscalculate, v., to calculate
wrongly. n., miscalcula'tion.

miscall', v. [MIS-], to call by a
wrong name ; to abuse ; to re-
vile.

miscar'py, v. [MIS-], to carry or
go wrong ; to fail ; to be un-
successful ; to give birth to
before the proper time. n. t

miscap'riage, failure.

miscellaneous, a. [L. mfecetld*
neus (miscere, to MIX)], not all of
one kind. n., miscellany, a
mixture of different kinds ; a
collection of writings on differ-

ent subjects.

mischance', n. [O.Fr. Mis-], ill-

fortune ; calamity.
mis'chief (mis'cMf), n. [O.Fr. mes,

MIS- ; chef, the head], that
which turns out ill or does harm ;

cause of trouble ; wrong-doing.
a., mis'chievous (mis'chivQs),

causing or fond of mischief.
misconceive' (misk&nsev"), v., to

conceive or understand wrongly.
n., misconcep'tion (-shdri), a

wrong understanding.
miscon'duct, n. [MIS-], bad be-

haviour. ., misconduct',, to
act badly.
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miseon'struo (miskori'sirod), v., to

construe wrongly ; to take the

wrong meaning from. n., mis-
eonstpue'tion (-shori), wrong
meaning.

miscount', v. [Fr. MIS-], to count

wrongly ; n., a wrong counting,

mis'ereant, n. [O.Fr. mescreant

(mes, MIS-; L. credere, to believe)],

one who acts without principle ;

an utterly wicked fellow.

misdate', v. [MIS-], to date wrong-
ly ; n., a wrong date.

misdeal', v. [MIS-], to deal wrong-
ly ; to give the wrong cards ;

n., a misdealing.
misdeed', n. [A.S. MIS-, DEED], a

wrong deed ; a wicked action.

misdemean', . [MIS-], (oneself) to

behave ill. n., misdemea'-
nour (misdemc'nur), bad demea-
nour ; ill conduct ; an offence
smaller than a crime.

misdirect', v. [MIS-], to give a
wrong direction to ; to send to

a wrong person or place.-^-n.,
misdiree'tion, a wrong direc-

tion ; an error made by a judge
in charging a jury.

misdo' (misdoo'), v. [MIS-], to do
wrongly ; to commit a fault.

n., misdo'er.
misemploy', v. [MIS-], to employ

wrongly ; to use for a bad pur-
pose. n., misemploy'ment.

mi'ser (mi'zer), n. [L. miser,
wretched], a very greedy person ;

one who unduly hoards up
money. a., mi'serly.

mis erable (miz'erdbl), a. [Fr.,
from L. miserabttis (miser,

wretched)], suffering misery ;

without comfort ; very un-
happy ; causing great unha,ppi-
ness ; worthless.

Miserer'e, n. [L., "have pity,"
imp. of misereri], the 51st
Psalm, which begins in the Latin
version with this word ; music
set to this psalm.

mis'ery, n. [O.Fr., from It. mis-
eria], great unhappiness or its

cause ; great pain.
misfit', v. [MIS-], to fit badly ;

n., that which fits badly.
pres. p., misfitting ; p.p., mis-
fitted.

misfor'tune, n., ill-fortune ; bad
luck.

misgive' (misgiv'), v. [MIS-], to fill

with doubt ; to destroy con-
fidence ; to fail in heart or

courage. past, misgave' ; p.p.,

misgiven' . n., misgiving, a
failing of heart or courage ;

want of confidence ; mistrust.

misgov'epn (misguv'ern), v. [MIS-],

to govern badly. n.t misgov'-
ernment.

misguide' (misgid'), v. [MIS-], to

guide wrongly ; to lead into
error.

mishap' (mishap'), n. [MIS-], ill-

luck ; accident ; misfortune.

misimppove' (misimproov'), v.

[MIS-], to use for a wrong pur-
pose. n., misimppove'ment.

misinform', v. [MIS-], to inform
wrongly ; to tell what is not
true. ns., misinfopma'tion,
misinfoi'mant.

misinterpret, v. [MIS-], to inter-

pret or explain wrongly ; to take
a v.Tong meaning out of. n.,

misinterpretation.
misjudge' (misjui'), v. [MIS-], to

judge wrongly ; to make a mis-
take in judging. n.t misjudg'-
ment.

mislay', v. [MIS-], to lay in the

wrong place ; to put away and
f01get where. past and p.p.,
mislaid.

mislead', v. [MIS-], to lead astray ;

to cause to make mistakes.

past and p.p., misled'.
misle'toe. See MISTLETOE.
misman'age (misman'ij), v. [MIS-],

to manage badly ; to let things
go wrong. n., misman'age-
ment.

misname', v. [MIS-], to call by a
wrong name.

misno'rnep, n. [O.Fr. mes, MIS-,

nommer, to name], a wrong
name.

rnisog'amist, n. [Gk. misein, to
hate ; gamos, marriage], a hater
of marriage.

misog'ynist (misoj'lnist), n. [Gk.
misein, to hate ; gyne, a woman],
a woman-hater.

misplace', v. [MIS-], to put in a
wrong place : to set on an im-
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proper object. n., misplace'-
ment.

misprint', v. [MIS-], to print
wrongly ; n., a mistake in

printing.
misprize', v. [O.Fr. mes, MIS-;

PRIZE], to slight ; to undervalue.
mispronounce', v. [MIS-], to

pronounce wrongly. n., mis-
prommcia'tion (misprontinsid -

shon), wrong pronunciation.
misquote', v. [MIS-], to quote

wrongly. n., misquota'tJon
(miskwotd'shon), a quoting wrong-
ly ; the words so quoted.

misread, v. [MIS], to read wrongly
or without understanding. n.,

misrea'ding.
misreck'on, v. [MIS-], to reckon

or count wrongly. n., mis-
peek'oning.

misrepresent', v. [Mig-], to give a
false description of. n., mis-
representation .

misrule', v. [MIS-], to rule badly ;

n., bad rule or its result.

miss (1), v. [A.S.], to fail of hitting
or reaching ; to feel the want of ;

to find out the absence of ; to

pass over ; to miscarry ; n., a
failure to hit ; want of success :

a., missing, not found ; out
of the way.

miss (2), n. [contracted from MIS-
TRESS], an unmarried woman ;

a girl.

Mis sal, 71. [JateL.mma,MASs(2)],
the Mass book in the Roman
Catholic Church.

misshape', v. [MIS-], to give a
wrong shape to. a., missha'-
pen, having a bad or ugly shape.

missile (mis'il), a. [L. missilis

(mittere, to send)], fitted for being
thrown ; n., a weapon for

throwing.
mission (mish'dri), n. [L. missio

(mitUre, to send)], a sending or

being sent, with authority to

bring about some end ; the
work a person is sent to do ; the
persons sent ; a station of mis-
sionaries. n., missionary, a
person sent to teach the heathen ;

a., belonging to a missionary
or his work.

mis sive, a. [O.Fr., from L. missus,

sent], that can be sent ; fitted
or intended to be sent ; n., a
letter.

misspell', v. [MIS-], to spell
wrongly. past and p.p., mis-
spelled or misspelt. n., mis-
spelling, a word wrongly
spelled.

misspend', v. [MIS-], to spend in a
wrong way ; to waste. past and
p.p., misspent.

misstate', v. [MIS-], to state in-

correctly. n., misstate'ment.
mist, n. [A.S.], visible moisture in

the air ; anything that dims or
darkens the sight. a., mis'ty,
covered with mist ; dim. n.,
mistiness.

mistake', v., to take or do wrong-
ly ; to take the wrong meaning
from ; to put one for another
wrongly ; to be in error ; n. t

something wrongly done or
thought. past, mistook ; p.p.,
and a., mist&'ken, wrongly
understood ; guilty of a mistake.

mistime', v. [MIS-], to time wrong-
ly ; to put wrong as to time.

mistle'toe (misl'lo), n. [A.S.], an
evergreen plant that grows on
the branches of trees, esp. on
the apple-tree.

mistranslate', v. [MIS-], to trans-
late wrongly. n., mistransla'-
tion.

mis'tress, n. [O.Fr. maistresse,
from root of MASTER], a woman
who has a right to give orders ; a
woman well skilled in anything ;

a woman loved and courted ; a
woman in the place but without
the rights of a wife ; a title of

respect given to a married wo-
man (written Mrs., pron. mis'is).

mistrust', v. [MIS-], to have no
trust in ; to look on with sus-

picion ; n., want of trust.

a., mistrust'ful.
misunderstand', v. [MIS-], to take

a wrong meaning from. past
and p-p., misunderstood.
n., misunderstan'ding, a mis-
take of meaning ; a disagree-
ment or quarrel.

misuse' (misuz'), v. [MIS-], to use
wrongly ; to treat badly. n*
misuse' (misus'), wrong use.
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mite, n. [A.S., cutter or biter], a
small insect found in cheese,

sugar, etc. ; anything very
email ; a small weight or coin ;

fourth part of a farthing. a.,

mi'ty, full of mites.

mit igate, v. [L. mitigare, to soften

(mltis, soft)], to make a thing
more easily borne ; to lessen the

pain or severity of ; to lessen the

amount, as of evil. n., mitiga'-
tion. a., mit'igative, tending
to mitigate. n., mit'igfttor.

mitpailleuse' (metrayerz'), n. [Fr.,

from mitrattle, grapeshot], a gun
with a number of barrels which
can be fired very quickly one
after another.

mi'tre, n. [Fr., from Gk. mitra,
a belt], a head-dress worn by
bishops, etc. ; the dignity of a

bishop, etc. ; the joint between
two pieces of moulding whose
ends are cut at an angle ; u., to

put a mitre on ; to cut the ends

moderate
around ; to put in danger by
a crowd. pres. p., mobbing {

p.p., mobbed.
mob (2), n. [Du. ?], a kind of cap.
mo'bile (mo'bil), a. [L. mobilis],

easily moved ; not fixed ; often

changing in form or appearance.
n.., mobil'ity, readiness

move ; changeableness. v.t

mob'ilize, to make ready for
service. n., mobiliza'tion.

moc'easin, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], a
shoe of deerskin worn by Indians
in North America.

mock, v. [Fr. moquer], to make
sport of ; to treat with abuse or

contempt ; to laugh at ; to

disappoint hope ; to speak with
scorn ; n., an act of scorn or
abuse ; a., not real ; false.

n., moek'epy, a false show ; in-

sulting action or speech. n.,

mock'ing-biPd, an American
thrush which imitates sounds
closely.

to match. a., mi'tral, like or
j
mode, n. [Fr., from L. modwn, a

belonging to a mitre.
mit'ten or mitt, n. [O.Fr. mitaine],

a glove without fingers.

mix, v. [from root of L. miscere,
to mix], to join together into
one mass ; to keep company
With ; to have the parts joined.

n., mix'ture, a mass made
up of different things.

mizen (mizri), n. [Fr. misaine, L.

medi&nus, middle], the mast
nearest the stern in a three-
masted vessel ; a., nearest the
stern. n., mizen-mast.

miz'zle, v. [E.], to rain in very
fine drops : n., fine rain.

mnemonic (n&non'ik), and mne-
mpn'ical, a. [Gk. mnemon,
mindful], belonging to or assist-

ing the memory. n., mne-
mon'ics, the art of memory ;

rules for assisting the memory.
moan, v. [A.S.], to make a low

sound of grief or pain ; n., a
sound so caused.

moat, n. [O.Fr. mote, a mound],
a ditch round a fort or castle,
sometimes filled with water ;

v., to surround with a moat.
mob (1), n. [L. mobile, fickle], an

unruly crowd ; v., to crowd

the form in which
thing is ; the way in which
person or a thing acts- ; style ;

arrangement of semitones in

the musical scale ; a form of the

verb, same as MOOD. a., mo'
dal, belonging to mode; con-

sisting of mode only.
mod'el, n. [O.Fr., from It. mo-

dello, as above], a small likeness
of ; a copy or example for imi-

tation ; v., to shape or form ;

to form a model of ; a., fitted

to be used as a model. pres. $
modelling ; p.p., modelled.

mod'erate, a. [L. moderdri, to

measure], kept within bounds ;

not too much ; of no great ex-

tent, degree, or quality ; v., to

keep within bounds; to direct

or regulate ; to make or to be-

come less strong or violent.

ns., moderation, a keeping
within bounds ; calmness 01

mind ; freedom from
use of a thing for its proper pur-
pose and in a proper way ;

mod'eratop, the chairman at a

meeting, or a Church court ; the

governor-balls of a machine ; a
kind of lamp.
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a. [Fr., from L. moder-
nus, present time], belonging to
the present or to time not long
post ; 7i., a person living in

modern times (opposed to

ANCIENT). v., mod'ernize, to
fit to the present time ; to give
a modern look to. n., mod'-
ernism, a modern thought or

practice.
mod'est, a. [L. modestus, accord-

ing to measure], guided by a
sense of right ; pure in thought,
word, and act ; not excessive.

n., mod'esty, Tightness of man-
ners ; becoming conduct ; purity.

modicum, n. [L. modlcus, mo-
derate], a small amount or

quantity.
modify, v. [Fr., from L. mddus, a
measure ; -FT], to set bounds to ;

to make some change in the
form, etc., quality, or action of ;

to alter or to give a new form to.

n., modifica'tion.
mo'dish, a. [MODE], in the mode

or fashion. n., mo'dist, one
who follows the fashion. n.,
modiste' (modest'), one who
makes fashionable dresses.

mod'ulate, v. [L. modulus (modus),
a measure], to form or regulate
sounds ; to vary the tone of the
voice for expression ; to change
the key. ns. t modula'tion
(-sTidri), a rising or falling of the
voice ; a change of key ; mod'-
ul&top, a musical chart showing
how the changes take place from
one key into another.

mo'hair, n. [Arab.], the long silky
hair or wool of a goat found only
in the neighbourhood of Angora,
in Asia Minor ; cloth made of
this hair.

Mohammedan, a., belonging to
Mohammed, or his religion ; a
follower of Mohammed. n,, Mo-
ham'medanism, the religion
of Mohammed.

moi'ety, n. [Fr. mottie, from L.
rnedietas, a half (medius, middle)],
half ; one of two equal parts ;

a small share.

moil, r. [O.Fr. moillcr, to wet (L.
mollis, soft)], to stain with wet
or mud j to work hard.

moire (mwar), n. [Fr., as MOHAIR},
a kind of watered silk ; a wa-
tered appearance.

moist, a. [O.Fr., from L. muddus9

mouldy], slightly wet ; damp.
v., moisten (moisri), to make
moist. n., mois'ture, a small
amount of wetness.

molar, a. [L. moldris (moUre, to
grind)], fitted to grind ; n,., one
of the double teeth ; a grinder.

molas'ses, n. sing. [Port., from
late L. mellfaeus, honey-sweet
(mel, honey)], the thick scum of

sugar separated in the process
of manufacture.

mole (l), n. [A.S. mOl], a spot or
mark on the skin, sometimes
slightly raised above the surface.

mole (2), n. [E.], a little animal
with small eyes and soft fur
which digs below the ground and
throws up small heaps of earth
to the surface. ns., mole'-hill,
one of those heaps ; mole'-skin,
a thick cotton cloth, soft like the
skin of a mole.

mole (3), n. [Fr., from L. moles, a
mass], a bank of stones to break
the force of the waves.

molecule, n. [Fr* a little mass
(L. moles)], a very small particle ;

one of the invisible parts of
which matter is made up. a.,

molec'ulap, composed of or
caused by molecules.

molest', v. [O.Fr., from L. moles-
tus, troublesome], to give trouble
to ; to disturb. n., molesta'-
tion, annoyance.

mollierat (mol'ieivt), a. [L. moffire,
to soften], serving to soften.

mol'lify, v. [Fr., from L. molli-

flcdre (mollis, soft ; -FT)], to make
soft ; to ease the pain of ; to
make calm ; to lessen the fierce-
ness of. n., molliflea'tion.

mollusc, n. [Fr., from L. mollua-
cus, softish (mottis, soft)], an
animal with a soft fleshy body ;

a snail.

mdl'ten, a. [p.p. of MELT], melted ;

made by melting and casting.
mo'ment, n. [Fr., from L. momen-
tum (movere, to MOVE)], a very
small movement or space of
time ; the force with which any-
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thin? moves ; importance or

value. as., mo'mentary, last-

ing only for a moment ; mo-
men'tous, of great importance.

adv., mo'mently and mo'-
mentarily, for a moment ; every
moment. n., momen'tum, the

force with which a body moves,
found by multiplying its mass
by the speed ; (pi.) momen'ta.

mon'achism (mon'dkizm), n. [Fr.,

from root of MONK], the life of a
monk ; state of being a monk.

men 'ad, n. [Gk. mdnas, a unit

(mdnos, alone)], a single point ;

something simple and indivis-

ible. as., monadic and mon-
ad'ical.

mon'areh (mon'drk), n. [Fr., from
Gk. monarches (mdnos, alone ;

arche, rule)], one who rules alone ;

a chief ruler ; a superior to all

others ; a., ruling alone ; su-

perior to others. as., monar'-
ehal, monarchic, and mon-
ar'ehieal, belonging to a mon-
arch. ns., mon'arehist, one
who supports monarchy ; mon'-
arehy, a people or country
ruled by a monarch.

mon'astery, n. [Gk. monasterion
(mdnos, alone)], a house for

monks or nuns. as., monas'-
tie, monas tical, and monas-
ter iai, belonging to a monas-
tery, or to the life of a monk or
a nun. n., monas'tieism, life

in a monastery.
Mon'day (mun'da), n. [A.S. mon-

andceg, day of the %noori\, the
second day of the week.

mon'ey (mtin'i), n. [Fr., from L.
moneta, a mint], paper or metal
stamped to show their value ;

anything that passes for money ;

wealth ; (pi.) mon'eys. a.,

mon'etary, pertaining to or
consisting of money. n., mon'-
ey-chang'er, a person who
changes foreign money. a.,

mon'cyed or mon'ied, wealthy.
nion'ger (mung'ger), n. [A.S. man-

gere, a dealer ; from L. mango,
a dealer], a dealer or trader ;

v., to deal in.

mon'grel (mUng'griD, a. [akin to
A.S. mang, mixture ?], of a

an animal ofmixed breed ;-

a mixed breed.
monition (monish'&ri), n. [Fr. f

from L. monitio (monere, to

warn)], a warning ; information
or instruction to avoid some-
thing. a., mon'itive, giving
advice. n. t monitor, one who
admonishes or gives advice ;

one who assists in the manage-
ment of a school ; an ironclad

ship with revolving turrets

carrying heavy guns ; a kind
of lizard. as., monitorial, of
or pertaining to a monitor !

monitory, giving warning ;

reminding ; n., a warning or
caution.

monk (mtink), n. [A.S., from Gk.
monachos (mdnos, alone)], one
who gives up every other duty
to attend to religion ; one who
lives in a monastery. a.,

monkish. n., monk's-hood,
a poisonous plant, with a flower
like a monk's hood, called also
aconite.

mon'key (mung'ki), n. [? Low Ger.],
an animal somewhat like man,
having feet like hands ; (pi.)

mon'keys.
mono-, pref. [Gk. mdnos], alone

(as in MONOGRAM, MONOLOGUE,
MONAD).

mon'ochord (mon'okord), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. m&nocfwrd (MONO-,
CHORD), a musical instrument of

only one string or chord.

mon'ocle, n. [Fr., from late L.
monoculua (MONO-, oculus, an
eye)], a single eye-glass. a.,

monoc'filar, having or fitted

for one eye.
mon'ody, n. [Gk. MONO-, ode, a

song], a song or poem in which
a single mourner expresses his

grief.

monog'amy, n. [Fr., from Gk.
monogamia (MONO-, gamos, mar-
riage)], marriage to one at a
time. a., monog'amous, per-
taining to a single marriage.
n., monog'amist.

mon'ogram, n. [late L., from Gk.
rnonogrammon (MONO-, -GRAM)],
two or more letters woven to-

gether into one figure.
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mon'ograph, n, [MONO-, GRAPH],
a paper written about one thing
or one class of things. ns.,

monog'raphy, a drawing by
means of lines without colour ;

an outline sketch ; monog'-
raphist.

mon'olith, n. [Fr., frora Gk.
monolithos (MONO-, lithos, a

stone)], a pillar or statue of a
single stone. a., monolithic.

mon'ologue (mon'olog), n. [Fr.,

from Gk. monologos (MONO-,
logos, speech)], a speech uttered

by one person alone ; a play,
etc., for a single performer.

monoma'nia, n. [MONO-, MANIA],
madness on one subject only.
a., monoma'niae ; n., one so

affected.

monop'oly, n. [late L., from Gk.
monopolion (MONO-, polien, to

sell)], the sole right to make or
sell ; an exclusive privilege.
v., monop'olize, to get hold
of wholly for oneself. ns.,

monopolizer and monop'o-
list.

mon'ostich (mon'ostik), n. [late

L., from Gk. monostichon (MONO-,
stichos, a row)], a poem consist-

ing of only one verse.

monosyllable, n. [Gk. MONO-], a
word of one syllable. a., mono-
syllab'io.

mon'otheism, n. [MONO-, Gk.
theos, a god], belief in one God
only. n., mon'otheist.

mon'otone, n. [late Gk. MONO-,
tonos, TONE], a single tone ;

sameness of tone. a., mpnot'-
onous, uttered or sung in one
tone ; dull. n., monot'ony,
sameness.

Mon'otype, n. [MONO-, TYPE], a
machine for setting type for

printing.
monsoon', n. [Du., from Arab.
mausim, a time or season], a
wind that blows over the Indian
Ocean part of the year in one
direction and part in another.

mon'ster, n. [Fr., from L. mon-
strum, a warning (monere, to

warn)], an uncommon sight ;

something horrible, causing fear

or dislike ; a very ugly or wicked

person ; a., very large. n.,

monstrosity. a., mon'-
etrous, out of the common
order ; of uncommon size, ugli-
ness, or wickedness.

mon'strance, n. [Fr., from L.
monstrdre, to show], a stand
with a cover of glass used in
the Roman Catholic Church for

showing the consecrated wafer
to the people.

month (m&nth), n. [A.S., from root
of MOON], the time of the moon's
revolution ; the twelfth part of
a year. a., monthly, happen-
ing every month ; n., a paper
published every month.

mon'ument, n. [L. monumentum
(monere, to remind)], something
set up to keep a person or an
event from being forgotten. a.,

monumen'tal, of the nature
of a monument ; in memory of
the dead.

-mony, suff. (L. -monium], quality
or state (as in ACRIMONY, PATRI-
MONY).

mood (1), n. [A.S. mod], state of a
person's feelings, passion, tem-
per, etc. a., mpo'dy, often
changing one's mind ; out of
humour ; depressed ; angry.
n., moo'diness, peevishness.

mood (2), n. [see MODE], a form of
the verb expressing mode or
manner.

moon, n. [A.S. mona, root mean-
ing to measure], the planet that
moves round the earth and re-

flects the light of the sun ; any
body revolving round a larger
planet ; a month ; something of
the shape of a moon. ns.,

moon'beam, a beam of light
from the moon ; moonlight,
the light of the moon ; moon'-
shine, show without reality.
a., moon'struek, affected by
the moon ; out of one's mind.

moop (1) and moorland, ns.

[A.S.], ground covered with
heather or marsh. n., moor'-
fowl, a bird found on moors.

Moor (2), n. [Fr., from L. maunta
(Gk. mauros, dark)], a native of
tne north of Africa. a., Moor'-
tab.
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mooP (3), v. [E.] f to fasten a ship,

etc., by a rope or by casting an
anchor ; to be firmly fixed.

n., mooring, the act or means
of fastening a ship ; (mostly)

(pi.) the place or condition of a
ship so fastened. n., moor'age.

moose, n. [N. Amer. led.], a deer
of North America, like the elk

of Europe.
moot, v. [A.S. (ge)mot, a meeting],

to bring into discussion : to

argue ; a., not yet decided ;

open to be discussed ; n., a
meeting for discussion. ns.,

moot case or point, a question
not yet settled ; moot' -hall, a
hall of meeting.

mop, n. [prob. from L. mappa, a
napkin], a bundle of coarse
threads fastened to a handle for

washing floors ; v., to wipe
with a mop. pres. p., mop-
ping ; p.p., mopped.

mope, v. [etym. ?], to be dull or

low-spirited. a., mopish,
spiritless ; downcast.

mop-, -more, geog. root, great (as
in Strathmore, the great valley ;

Ben More, the great peak).
moraine' (mdrdn

1

), n. [Fr.], a long
row or heap of stones and earth
deposited at the side or end of a
glacier.

mop'al, a. [Fr., from L. moralis
(mores, conduct ; mos, a cus-

tom)], pertaining to a person's
conduct ; concerned with the
Tightness or wrongness of

thoughts and actions ; acting
according to the law of right
and wrong ; supported by
reason or likelihood ; n. sing.,
the lesson of a fable or story ;

(pi.) manners or conduct. ns.,
moral' (moral'), state of mind
as regards hope, zeal, etc. ; used
also with reference to a body of

men, as an army ; mor'alist,
one who teaches or practises the
rules of duty ; a writer on
morals ; morality, that in an
action which makes it right or
wrong ; agreement with the
standard of right ; the practice
of what is right ; the rulea of
moral duties. v., mop alize.

to teach or explain some rule of

duty ; (upon) to draw a moral
meaning from ; to treat ques-
tions of right and wrong. adv.,

mor'ally, according to the rules
of morality ; to all intents ana
purposes.

morass', n. [Du., from same root
as MARSH], a piece of soft wet
ground.

Mopa'vian, a., belonging to the
people of Moravia; or to a re-

ligious body called "United
Brethren "

; n., one of the
United Brethren of Moravia.

mor'bid, a. [L. morbidus (morbus,
a disease)], in ill-health ; dis-

eased ; arising from disease.

ns., mop'bidness and mor-
bidity. a., morbific, caus-

ing disease.

mordacity (mdrdas'iti), n. [L.
mordacitas (mordere, to bite)], the
power of biting ; severity ; sar-

casm. a., morda'cious (mar*
dd'shus), severe ; sarcastic.

mor'dant, o. [Fr., from L. mor-
dere], biting into ; serving to fix

colours ; n., a substance for

fixing colours ; a stuff to make
gold -leaf stick ; a liquid that
eats into metals.

more, a. [A.S. comp. mdra ; su
incest], in greater number or
size; 73., a greater amount;
something added ; adv., to a
greater degree.

moreen', n. [etym. ?], a kind of
woollen cloth used for curtains,
etc.

moreo'ver, adv., over and above ;

besides.

Moresque' (moresk'), a. [Fr., from
It. moresco (Moro, a MOOR)], after
the manner of the Moors ; n.,

decorations or buildings in the
style of the Moors.

morganatic, a. [Low L. morgand*
tica, morning present], used to
indicate a marriage of a man of

high rank with a woman of

lower position, in which neither
she nor her children share his

rank or inherit his possessions.
morgue (morg), n. [Fr.], a place
where dead bodies are laid for

identification.
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moribund, a. [L. moribundus
(mdrl, to die)], in a dying state.

morion, n. [Fr., from Sp.], a hel-

met open in front, without a
visor or beaver.

[
Mor'mon, n., one of a sect in the

United States founded by Joseph
Smith on a new Bible, called the
Book of Mormon.

morn, n. [A.S. morgen], the first

part of the day.

[mor'nmg, n. [M.E. morwening],
the early part of the day or of
life ; a., belonging to the mor-

I ning ; done or appearing in the
i morning. n., mop'ning-star,

the planet Venus, when it rises

before the sun.

moroe'eo, n. [Morocco, in Africa],
a kind of leather first got from
the Moors.

mopono'. See MAROON (1).

morose' (-r6s'), a. [L. morosus, self-

willed], silent or sulky ; sour-

tempered. n., morose'ness,
j

eullenness.

mox>'phia and mor'phine (mar'-
feri), n. [Gk. Morpheus, god of

j

dreams], a substance which
causes sleep and deadens pain.

imor'ris and mor'ris-dance, ns.

[Sp. morisco, MOORISH], a Moor-
ish dance, with bells, rattles,

' etc.

morrow (mor'o), n. [M.E. morwe,
MORNING], the day after any par-
ticular day or event.

morse (1) (mors), n, [Lappish], the
!

walrus or sea-horse.
Morse (2), n. [O. B. Morse, the In-

ventor], a code of signals used
in telegraphing.

mor'sel, n. [Fr., from L. morsus
(mordere, to bite)], a small piece
bitten off ; a little bit of food ;

a small quantity of anything.
mor'tal, a. [O.Fr., from L. mor-

t&lis (mors, death)], pertaining
to or causing death ; that must
die ; fatal ; n., a human being.

n., mortality, state of being
subject to death ; the life of
man ; the human race ; death ;

the deaths at a given time and
place. adv., mor'tally, beyond
recovery.

mor'tar, n. [A.S., or Fr., from L.

morttirium], a vessel In which
things are bruised or mixed ;

a short cannon for throwing
shells ; a mixture of lime, Band,
and water, for fixing stones in

building. n., trench mortar,
a weapon for throwing bombs
from a trench.

mort'gage (mar'gdj), n. [Fr. mort,
from L. mors, death, and root of

GAGE], a hold over property given
to a person who lends money
until the money be repaid ; state
of being thus pledged ; ., to
grant property as security. n.,

mortgagee' (morgdje'), one to
whom a property is mortgaged.

mor'tlfy, v. [Fr.,from L,.mortiflcare

(mors, death; -FT)], to destroy
the conditions of life ; to over-
come by abstinence, etc. ; to
humble or vex ; to be affected
with gangrene ; to die away.

n., mortiflca'tlon, state of

being mortified ; a putting down
by abstinence, etc. ; vexation
and trouble, or their causes ;

funds set aside for a charitable
purpose.

xnor'tlse, n. [Fr.], a hole cut into
one piece of timber to receive
the end of another, called the
tenon, made to fit it ; v. t to cut
or fasten by a mortise.

mort main, n. [O.Fr., from med.
L. mortua manus, dead hand],
a giving of property in per-
petuity to a corporation.

mort'tiary, n. [O.Fr., from L.
mortudrius], belonging to burial ;

a place of burial, or for the
dead before burial ; a fee paid
on the death of a parishioner.

m6sa'ic (1), n. [Fr., from med.
L. mttsdicus, muses' work], small
pieces of coloured material laid
in patterns ; a., composed of
or like mosaic.

Mdsa'ie (2), a., belonging to Moses.
the law-giver of Israel.

moschatel' (moskdtel'), n. [Fr.,
from L. muscus, MUSK], a plant
with a smell like musk.

Moselle', n., a Jight wine produced
near the river Moselle.

Moslem (moz'lem), n. [Arab.], a
Mohammedan j^-tz., pertaining
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to Mohammedans. n., Mos'-
lemisrn.

mosque (mosk), n. [Fr., from
Arab.], a Mohammedan church
or temple.

mosqui'to (moske'to), n. [Sp., from
L. musca, a fly], a kind of gnat
that gives a painful bite or

sting.

moss, 7i. [A.S.], a very small
flowerless plant, with branching
stem and many narrow leaves,

found in damp places ; ground
covered with moss or peat ; v.,

to cover with moss. a., mos'sy,
overgrown with or like moss.

ns., moss'-rose, a rose having a
moss-like growth on the stalk

and calyx ; moss'-trooper, one
of a class of robbers that used
to ride about in the mosses
or border-land between England
and Scotland.

most, a. [A.S., akin to MORE], hav-
ing the greatest number or

quantity ; nearly all ; adv., in
the greatest degree ; n., the
greatest degree, amount, or
number. adv., mostly, for the
most part.

mot-, moot-, geog. root, place of

assembly (as in Moothill).

mote, n. [A.S.], a spot of dust ;

anything very small.

moth, n. [A.S.], an insect like a
butterfly, the larvae of some of
which eat holes in cloth. a.,

moth'-eaten, eaten by moths ;

moth'y, full of moths.
moth'er (mUth'tr), n. [A.S.], a

female parent ; a name of
honour given to a woman ; the
female head of a religious house ;

a., received by birth ; acting
as a mother ; v., to act as a
mother. n., moth'erhood,
state or duties of a mother.
a., moth'efly, like a mother.
n., moth'ep-in-laWj the mother
of one's husband or wife.

mo'tion (mo'shon), n. [Fr., from
L. motio (movere, to MOVE)], a
changing from one place to
another ; power of being moved ;

a going in any direction ; an
action of the mind, will, etc. ; a
proposal in a meeting ; v., to

make signs. ns., mo'tlve, that
which causes motion ; the
reason a person has for acting ;

that which moves the will ;

a., causing or producing motion.
n., mo'top, a mover ; that

which produces motion ; an
engine. n., mo'tor-eap or
mo'tor-boat, a carriage or
boat moved by its own engine.

mot'ley, a. [etym. ?], of different
colours ; n., clothing made up
of parts of different colours ; the
clothes of a jester. a., mot-
tled (motld), having spots or
shades of different colours.

mot'to, n. [It., from L. muttum, a
muttering], a short sentence to

explain something ; a phrase
on a coat-of-arms ; a short

guiding principle ; (pi.) mot-
toes (mot'oz).

mould (1) (mold), n. [A.S.], soft or
crumbled earth ; earth rich in

decayed animal or vegetable
matter ; the matter of which
anything is composed ; a fungus
growth on damp or decaying
bodies ; v., to cover with
mould ; to become mouldy.
a., moui'dy, covered with
mould. v., moul'der, to turn
to mould ; to waste away.

mould (2) (mold), n. [Fr., from L.

modulus, a measure], a hollow
shape in which anything is

formed or cast ; the shape or
cast given by a mould ; v., to
make into a proper shape. ns.,

moul'ding, process of shaping
or moulding ; anything cast in

a mould ; an ornamental bor-

dering ; moul'dep.
moult (molt), v. [M.E. mouten, from

L. mutare, to change], to cast off

feathers, horns, etc.

mound, n. [etym. ?], a bank of

earth or stones to keep off an
enemy ; any raised portion of

earth.

mount, n. [A.S. munt, from L.

mons], a mountain ; a small hill ;

v., to go up ; to rise high ; to

get up or to set on horseback ;

to raise aloft ; to frame a pic-

ture, map, etc. ; to set a jewel ;

to put a gun on a carriage or a
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fortification. n., moun'ting, a
getting up ; means of fixing,

setting, or embellishing.
moun'tain (moun'tin), n. [Fr.,

from L. monfdmts, hilly], a high
hill ; anything very large ;

a., pertaining to a mountain ;

growing on a mountain. ns.,

moun'tain-ash, the rowan tree ;

mountaineer', an inhabitant
of the mountains ; v., to climb
mountains. a., moun'tainous,
having many mountains ; of

large size.

mount'ebank, n. [It., from root of
MOUNT and BENCH], one who
boasts of his skill ; one who
talks of much more than he can

! perform ; a quack.
mourn (morn), v. [A.S.], to feel or
show sorrow ; to tell out one's

grief ; to utter in a mournful
manner. a., mown'ful, having

I
a look of sorrow ; causing or

feeling sorrow. n., moupn'ful-
I ness. a., moup'ning, lament-

ing ; n., a feeling or appear-
ance of sorrow ; clothes worn to
show grief.

(mouse (mows), n. [A.S.], a small
gnawing animal (pi. mice)
(mis) ; u., to hunt mice.

moustache' (m-tistdsh'), n. [Fr.,
I from Gk. mustax, the upper lip],

the hair on the upper lip.

mouth, n. [A.S.], the opening for
) taking in food and uttering
|l

sounds ; an entrance into any-
I thing ; that part of a river

where it flows into the sea ; the
f

muzzle of a gun ; v., to speak
\ in an affected or lofty way.
r. ns., mouth 'ful, that which just
I fills the mouth ; a small quan-
; tity ; mouth'piece, the part
I of a musical instrument to
k which the mouth is applied ;

I one who speaks for others.
move (moov), v. [Fr., from I*.

1 movere, to move], to set in
5 motion ; to change or cause to
i change place ; to rouse feelings ;

> to stir to action ; to begin to
act ; to make a proposal, as at a
meeting ; n., the act of mov-
ing : a step towards an end ; a
change in the place of a piece in

chess. a., mov'able
vdbl), that can be moved ; not
firmly fixed ; changing from
one thing, time, or place, to
another ;- (n. pi.), property that
can be moved, as different from
houses, land, etc. n., move'-
ment (moov'ment), change from
one place to another ; manner
of moving ; a division of a piece
of music ; an arrangement of
wheels in a watch or clock.

mow (1) (mo), v. [A.S.], to cut
grass, etc., with a scythe or with
a machine ; (down) to kill in rows
or in masses. p.p. mowed or
mown. a., mown (mon), cut
down by mowing ; cleared of

grass by mowing. n., mow'ep,
one who mows ; a machine for

mowing.
mow (2) (mow), n. [A.S. mUga, a

heap], a heap of hay or corn laid

up in a barn ; u., to heap up
hay or corn.

much, a. [M.E. moche, A.S. mycdl,
great in size or amount ; lasting
long ; n., a great amount ;

adv., to a great degree ; by far ;

often or long ; nearly.
mu'cilage (mu'silij), n. [Fr., from

L. mutilago (rawcws, slime)], a
slimy substance found in some
plants ; gum mixed with water.

a., mucilag'inous.
muck, n. [Scand.], moist dung ;

damp, decaying matter ; any-
thing mean and filthy ; v., to
cover with muck. a., muck'y,
like muck.

mu'cus, n. [L.], a slimy fluid

moistening the coatings of the
cavities of the body which are
open to the air. a., mu'cous.

mud, n. [Low Ger. ?], soft earth ;

v., to make muddy ; v., mud'-
die, to make muddy ; to make
stupid ; to cause confusion in ;

n., confusion. a., mud'dy,
darkened or covered with mud ;

dirty ; v., to dirty with mud ;

to make dull.

rnuez'zin, n. [Arab.], a Moham-
medan official who calls out the
hour of prayer.

muff (l), n. [etyio. ?], a stupid,
useless fellow.

11
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muff (2), n. [Du. ?], a covering for

the hands, usually of fur, worn
by women. v., muffle, to wrap
up from cold or wet ; to wrap
tip so as to deaden sound.

n., muffler, something wrapped
round the face or neck to keep
off cold.

muffin, n. [etym. 2], a soft, spongy
cake.

mufti, n. [Arab.], one who ex-

plains Mohammedan law ; plain
clothes worn by an officer off

duty.
mug, n. [Teut.], a small vessel for

holding liquor ; a jug.

mug'gy, a. [Scand.], warm, damp,
and close; wet or mouldy, as
straw.

mulat'to, n. [Sp., from L. mitlus,
a MULE], a person one of whose
parents is white, the other black ;

/., mulat'tress.
mul'beppy, n. [prob. O.Ger. mill-

beri (from L. morus, a mulberry,
and BERRY)], a tree bearing fruit

like berries, on the leaves of

which silkworms are fed.

mulct, n. [L. mvlcta,a fine], a fine or

punishment ; v., to exact a fine.

mule, n. [A.S., from L. mulus},
the offspring of a horse and an
ass ; a stubborn person ; a
machine for spinning cotton.

muleteer' (muleter'), n., a mule-
driver. a., mulish, like a
mule ; stubborn.

mull (1), v. [etym. ?], to heat,
sweeten, and mix with spices.

mull (2), n. [C.], a high point of
land or rock stretching out into

mulled (maid), a., ale or wine
heated, sweetened, and mixed
with spices.

mullet, n. [Fr., from L. mwZZws], a
fish often found in river mouths
and near the coast, and highly
esteemed as food.

mulligatawny [Tamil, pepper-
water], n., an East Indian soup
mixed with curry.

mul'lion (mul'ion), n. [O.Fr.], an
upright bar between two divi-
sions of a window, or between
panels ; v., to divide by
Bullions.

mult-, multi-, pref. [L. muttus],
much ; many (as in MULTIFORM,
MULTILINEAL).

multan'gular ('dng'gVJdr), a.

[MULT-], having many angles.
multifarious, a. [MULTI-, farl, to

speak], of many kinds ; of dif-

ferent parts.
mul'tiform, a., of many shapes

or forms.

multilateral, a., having many
sides.

multilin'eal, a., having many lines.

mul'tiped, ., an insect with many
feet.

mul'tiple, a [Fr., from late L.
multiples (MULTI-, plicdre, to
fold)], repeated many times ;

containing a number or quantity
more than once ; n., a number
or quantity which contains an-
other an exact number of times.

mul'tiply, v. [O.Fr., from L. mul-
tiplicdre, as above], to increase
in number or amount ; to in-

crease a number or quantity
any number of times ; to become
more or greater. a., mul'ti-

plex, having many folds. n.,

multiplicity, a great number.
a., mul'tipliable. ns., mul'

tiplicaad, the number which
is to be multiplied; multi-
plica'tion, act of making a
thing or a number so many
times greater ; state of being
multiplied ; a rule in arithmetic.

a., mul'tiplieative, having
the power to multiply. n.t

mul'tipliep, the number by
which another is multiplied.

mul'titude, n. [L. muttitudo], a
great number ; greatness of
number ; the common people.

a., multitu'dinous, consist-

ing of a multitude ; many.
mum, a. [E., imit.], silent ;-

silence ; int., hush.
mum'ble, v. [M.E.
from MUM], to speak indistinctly
with the lips nearly closed ; to
chew gently with closed lips.

mumm, v. [O.Fr., from Low Ger.%
to put on a mask ; to :

sport with a mask on.-
mum'mer ; mum'mery, any-
thing for mere show.



mum'my, n. [Fr., from Arab, mum,
wax], a dead body preserved in

gums and spices.
. mump, v. [Du., form of MUM ?], to

move the lips with the mouth
almost closed ; to cheat ; to act
as a beggar, a., mum'pish.
n., mum'pishness.

I mumps, n., & disease of the glands
of the neck which makes speak-
ing difficult ; sullenness.

[munch, v. [im.it. ?], to chew with
the mouth shut.

[
mun'dane, a. [L. munddmis (mun-

dus, the world)], belonging to
the world.

I municipal (mflms%w#), a. [Fr.,
from L. municipalis, belonging
to a free town], belonging to the
affairs of a town or city. n.,

municipality, a town, city, or
district governed by its own
magistrates.

[
munificence, n. [L. munificentia,
bounty (maims, a gift, see -FY)],

great liberality. a., munif'-
I icent, giving great gifts ; liberal.

|
muniment, n. [O.Fr., from L.
munimentum (munire, to fortify)],

I a place of strength or a means
of defence ; (pi.) papers which

I record a person's claim to a
property. n., munition (mil'

> nish'ori), things made use of in
war ; military stores ; a forti-

\ fication.

mur'al, a. [L. murSlis (murus, a
wall)], belonging to or like a wall.

[mur der or mur ther, n. [A.S.
I morthor (morth, death)], death

by unlawful means ; v., to put
; to death so ; to put an end to ;

;
to destroy by making a bad use

I of. a., mur'derous, causing
I or fond of murder.
imur'ky, a. [A.S.], nearly dark.

n., mur'kiness.
unup'mup, n. [Fr., from L. mur-

mur], a low, confused sound ; a
low sound of pain or anger ;

t; v., to complain in a low voice ;

to make a noise like a bee, etc.
murrain (mur'dn), n. [O.Fr., from

1 L. mdri, to die ?], an infectious
disease common among cattle.

mus'cadel or mus'catel, mus'-
eadine, and mus'cat, ns. [O.Fr..

3 musket
from It. muscadetto, a wine smell-

ing like musco, musk], a fragrant
wine, or the grape from which
it is formed ; a sweet pear.

muscle (musl), n- [Fr., from L.
musculum, a little mouse, from
its appearance under the skin],
the fleshy parts of the body,
which have the power of con-
tracting and of moving the
joints. a., mus'cular, per-
taining to a muscle ; done by
means of muscle ; with large
and strong muscles.

muse (1), v. [Fr. muser, to dream],
to think quietly over a thing ; to
be in deep thought.

Muse (2), n. [L., from Gk. mousa],
any one of the nine goddesses
supposed to have charge of the
fine arts ; inspiration.

muse'um (muze'um), n. [L., from
Gk. Mouseion, the temple of the
Muses], a collection of works of

art, literature, etc.

mush'room, n. [Fr., prob. from
mousse, MOSS], a fungus which
grows up in pasture-fields some-
times in a single night, many
kinds of which can be eaten ; a
person or a thing that grows up
suddenly ; a., of rapid growth.

mu'sie (mu'zik), n. [Fr., from Gk.
mousike, of the Muses], the
arrangement of sweet sounds ;

the art of arranging sounds to
please the ear ; playing or sing-
ing. a., musical, pertaining
to music ; pleasing to the ear ;

skilled in music. ft., musician
(muzish'dri).

musk, n. [Fr., from L. muscus], a
substance with a strong and
lasting smell got from the male
of the musk-deer ; a class of

plants ; u., to perfume with
musk ; a., used as a prefix be-
fore such words as APPLE, ox,
RAT, ROSE, etc. a., mus'ky,
having the smell of musk.

mus'ket, n. [Fr. mousquet, for-

merly a small hawk (L. musca, a
fly)], an old name for a gun ; the
gun formerly used by soldiers.

ns., musketeer', a soldier
who carries a musket ; mus'-
ketpy, the use of firearms; a



muslin

collection of muskets; troops
using muskets.

muslin (muz'lin), n. [Fr., from
Mosul, on the Tigris], a fine kind
of cloth, first made at Mosul ;

a., made of muslin.
mussel (mtisl), n. [A.S. muxle,
from L. musculus, a small fish,

as MUSCLE], a two-leaved shell-

fish used as food.
Mus sulman, n. [Arab. Muslim, a

true believer], a Mohammedan ;

a Moslem ; (pi.) Mus'sulmans.
must (1), v. [A.S.], to be obliged

or forced to.

must (2), n. [L. mustum, fresh,
new (wine)], wine newly pressed
from the grape.

mus'tard, n. [O.Fr., same root as
MUST (2)], a plant with a pungent
taste ; the seeds of this plant
ground and used as seasoning.

mus'ter, v. [Fr., from L. monstrdre,
to show], to gather together for

any purpose, esp. troops for

Inspection ; to get ready for

fighting ; to come together ;

n., a gathering ; troops gath-
ered for inspection, etc. n..,

mus'tep-poll, a roll of all the
men and officers present on the
day of muster.

mus'ty, a. [etym. ?3, having a
damp smell ; spoiled by damp
or age ; dull.

mu'table, a. [L. mMabilis (mutare,
to change)], that may or can be
changed ; easily changing ; un-
settled. ns., mutability and
mu'tableness.

mute, a. [O.Fr. muet, from L.
mutus, dumb], unable to speak ;

not uttered or pronounced, as
a letter ; n., one who cannot
speak ; a person employed to
stand silent at a funeral; a
silent letter, or one pronounced
only with the help of a vowel.

mu'tilate, v. [L. mutilatus, maim-
ed], to cut off a limb or other
member ; to cut so as to make
imperfect or destroy beauty.
ns., mutila'tion, loss of a limb
or other member ; mu'tilfttor.

mu'tiny, n. [Fr. mutinier, from L.
movere, to MOVE ; a movement],
open resistance to authority ; a

4 mystery
refusal of soldiers or sailors to

obey their officers ; v., to re-

fuse to obey lawful authority ; to
rise against superiors. n., mtt-
tineer', one who mutinies.ya.,
mu'tinous, inclined to mutiny ;

in a state of mutiny.
mut'ter, v. [imit. ?], to speak in a
low voice ; to use words indis-

tinctly ; to make a low, rumb-
ling sound, as thunder.

mut'ton, n. [Fr. moutori], the flesh
of sheep. n., mut'ton-chop,
a rib of sheep's flesh cut short.

mu'tflal, a. [Fr., from L. mUiuus},
giving and receiving ; shared in

by more than one.

muz'zle, n. [O.Fr. museft, the nose
and mouth of a four-footed
animal ; the mouth of a gun ; a
covering for the mouth to pre-
vent biting ; u., to so bind the
mouth ; to keep from speaking.

myo'pia, n. [Gk. myein, to close ;

ops, sight], shortness of sight.

myriad, n. [Gk. myrias], ten
thousand ; a very great num-
ber ; a., very many in number.

myp'iapod, n. [Gk. myrias, ppua,
pddos, a foot], a creeping animal
with many legs.

myp'midon, n. [Gk. Myrmiddnes,
followers of Achilles to Troy], a
person who carries out the cruel
orders of another.

mypph (mer), n. [A.S. or O.Fr.
from Semitic], a gum having a
bitter taste ; a common aro-
matic umbelliferous plant.

myp'tle, n. [Fr., from Gk. myrtos],
a shrub with white flowers, shin-

ing leaves, and a pleasant smell.

mys'tery (1), n. [M.E., from L.

ministerium, MINISTRY], any busi-
ness or service in which a person
is occupied.

mys'tery (2), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
mysterion], something not as yet
understood ; something beyond
the power of the human under-
standing ; anything made pur-
posely dark or difficult ; a secret
rite (often in plural) ; a play
explaining a Scripture subject.

a., mysterious, not clearly
understood ; not explained : dif-

ficult to understand. ., mys'-
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tepy-ship, an armed vessel dis-

guised, for attracting and de-
. stroving submarines.
mys'tic and mys'tical, a. [Gk.

mysticos, secret, see MYSTERY (2)],

pertaining to a mystery ; hav-
ing a sacred or secret meaning.
ns., Mys'tic, one who professes
to receive revelations direct
from the Spirit of God ; mys'-
ticism, the doctrines and teach-
ing of the Mystics.

mys'tify, v. [Fr., see MYSTIC, -FY],
to make hard to be understood ;

to confuse the mind. n., mys'-
tification.

myth, n. [Gk. mythos], a fanci-
ful story ; a fictitious tale told
as if it were real history. as.,

mythic and mythical. n.,

mythol'ogy (mithol'dji), the
science or knowledge of myths ;

a collection or arrangement of

myths ; a book of such stories.

as., mythologlc and myth-
ological, fabulous. n., my-
thpl'ogist, one who knows or
writes about mythology.

N
nab, v. [Scand. ?], to seize unex-

pectedly. pres. p., nabbing :

p.p., nabbed.
na bob, n. [Hind, nawwdb], a gov-

ernor under the old Mogul
emperors ; an Indian prince ; a
very rich man.

na'dir-, n. [Arab.], the point of the
sky (opposite to the ZENITH) ;

the lowest point of anything.
nag (1), n. [etym. ?], a small horse ;

any horse.

nag (2), v. [Scand., to gnaw ?], to

worry or annoy. pres. p., nag-
ging ; p.p., nagged.

naiad (nd'ad or ni'dd), n. [Gk.
naias (naiein, to flow)], a goddess
of a river or a spring ; a water-
nymph ; (pi.) naiades.

nail, n. [A.S. ncegel], the hard layer
at the end of a finger or toe ; the
claw of an animal ; a metal pin
for fastening pieces of wood ;

2J inches ; v., to fasten with a
nail. 7i., nailer, one who
makes nails.

laive' (naev'), a. [Fr. naif, f . nawe,
from L. nativus, NATIVE], with
natural simplicity of thought or

speech ; without affectation.

n., naivete' (-to.').

la'ked, a. [A.S. nacod, akin to L.

nudus, NUDE], without clothes
or covering ; without ornament ;

open to sight. n., na'ked-
j ness.
lam'by-pam'by, n. [from Am-

< brose Philips (1671-1749), who
wrote affectedly simple verses],

silly talk or writing ; a., weakly
sentimental.

name, n. [A.S.], a word by whick
a person or a thing is called OP
known ; reputation ; fame , a
race or family ; authority ;

behalf ; v., to give a name to ;

to mention by name. a.,

nameless, not mentioned ; not
known. adv., namely, that is

to say. n., name'sake, one
who has the same name as
another.

nankeen', n., a yellowish cotton
cloth first made at Nankin in
China.

nant-, geog. root [C.], valley (as in

Nantwich, the village in the
valley ; Pennant, head of the
valley).

nap (1), n. [A.S.], a short sleep ;

v., to take a short sleep ; to be
unprepared. pres. p., napping ;

p.p., napped.
nap (2), n. [E., prob. from Du.

noppe], tne soft downy surface of
cloth ; the soft hairs on plants.

as., napless, nappy.
nape, n. [etym. ?], the back of the

neck.

na'pery, n. [O.Fr. naperie, from
nape or nappe, L. inappa (see
MAP)], house linen, esp. for the
table.

naph'tha, n. [Gk.], an inflammable
spirit with a strong smell, rising
out of the ground or got from
coal-tar, etc.

nap kin, n. [Fr. nappe, a cloth ;



napoleon
a small cloth for wiping

the hands.
napoleon, n. [Fr., Emperor Napo-

leon], a gold coin worth twenty
francs, or about sixteen shillings.

napoo', int. [Fr., corruption of il

n'y a plus, there is no more], (war
dang), none left ; nothing doing ;

finished ; no good.
narcis sus, n. [Gk. NarJdssos,
from same root as NARCOTIC I],

a class of bulbous plants with
handsome flowers.

narcotic, a. [Gk. narkS, numb-
ness, sleep], producing sleep or
numbness ; n., a drug that
causes sleep or deadens pain.

nard, n. [Fr., from L. nardus], a
sweet-smelling plant, also called
BPIKENABD ; an ointment pre-
pared from this plant.

narrate', v. [L. narrdre, to tell], to

give an account of ; to tell.

ns., naFpa'tion (ndrft'shon), an
account of something that has
happened ; that which is told ;

the form of words used ; nar'-

rative, that which is told ; an
account of an event ; a., giving
an account of some event.

SarTow, a. [A.S.], of little

breadth ; confined ; within a
little of; of a small mind ;

bigoted ; having small means
of living ; ., to grow or make
narrow ; n., often pi., a narrow
passage or strait. n., nar'row-
ness. a., nar'rowmind'ed,
unable to take a broad view.
n., nar'pow-mind'edness.

nar'whal, n. [Scand.], a whale,
about twenty feet long, with a
long tusk projecting from its

upper Jaw.
na'sal (nd'zdO), a. [Fr., from L.

ncLsus, the nose], belonging to
the nose ; sounded througk the
nose. n. nasalization.

nastur'thim (nasttr'sUUm\ n. [L.
ndsus, the nose ; torquere, to
twist], a kind of cress, with white
or yellowish flowers and a pun-
gent taste.

nas'ty, a. [Scand. f like a pig], so
dirty as to cause disgust ; filthy ;

disagreeable. n., nas'tiness.
na'tal, a. [Fr., from L. ndtaiis

6 nature

(nasdi, to be born)], pertaining to <

birth. ., natality, birth rate.

nata'tion, n. [L. nature, to swim], [

art of swimming. a., na'tatory.
na'fcion (na'shori), n. [Fr., from L. I

natio], people of the same race,
laws, and customs, and living
in the same country. a., na-
tional (ndsh'dndl), pertaining to
a nation. ., nationalize, to
make national. ns., nation-
alism, state of being attached
to one's country ; a custom
peculiar to a nation ; national-
ist, one who works for national
independence ; nationality, the
sum of the different points that
mark the people of a nation ;

existence as a nation.
na'tive, a. [L. natlvus, natural],

pertaining to one's birth ; origi-
nal ; brought about by nature ;

n., a person born or a thing
produced in a place. n., na-
tivity, a being born ; the time,
place, or manner of one's birth.

na'ture, n. [L. natura (ndtus,
born)], everything that comes
into being ; the law or order by
which persons or things come
into being ; the regular way or I

manner in which persons or I

things exist or act ; the forces I

at work to produce and main- 1

tain what exists ; what a person I

or a thing really is ; natural I

disposition ; quality of mind or I

life. a., nat'ural, according to I

nature ; brought about by I

nature ; not acquired ; agree-
j

ing with reality ; unaffected ; I

according to the key in music
j

which has no sharps or flats
(I

(key of C) ; n., a person of weak
<i

mind ; a mark (H) in music tof;

take off the effect of a sharp or I

a flat. v., nat'ftralize, to give I

a stranger the rights of a native ;
;'

to fit to a strange climate. n., ,t

nat'uralist, one who studies
j

nature. a., naturalis'tic. n., I

natupaliza'tlon, process of

naturalizing ; state of being
|

naturalized. adv., nat'urally,
in a natural way or manner j

without effort ; as one would
expect.



naught 327 necessity

or nought (nawt), n. [A.S.
ndwiht (NO, WHIT)], nothing ; the

sign (0) ; a., of no value ; -adv.,

in no degree. a., naugh'ty, of

no use or value ; bad. n.,

naugh'tinesa.
nau sea (naw'shid), n. [L., sea-

sickness (Gk. naus, a ship)], a
sickness of the stomach ap-
proaching to vomiting ; a feel-

ing of great dislike. v., nau'-
seate, to have a sick feeling ;

to feel or cause disgust. a.,

nau'sepus, causing nausea ;

disgusting. n., nau'seousness.
nau'tical, a. [L. navticus, belong-

ing to a ship (nauta, a sailor)],

pertaining to sailors, or ships
and their management.

nau'tllus, n. [Gk. nautUos, a sea-

man], a shell-fish with a mem-
brane which acts like a sail ;

(pi.) nau'tili.

na'val, a. [L. ndvis, a ship], be-
longing to ships; consisting of

ships.
nave (1), n. [L. ndvis, a ship], the
middle part of a church, between
the aisles,

nave (2), n. [A.S. nafu], the part
of a wheel through which the
axle passes.

na'vel, n. [A.S. nafela, a little

NAVE (2)], a mark at the central

part of the belly ; the middle
point of anything.

navigate, v. [L. ndvigdre, to sail

(ndvis, a ship ; agtre, to drive)],
to guide or manage a ship ; to
sail on or over. -a., navigable,
that can be sailed over. ns.,

navigation, art of managing a
ship ; the rules according to
Which ships are steered ; the
condition of the sea or of a river
as to sailing; navigator, one
who sails a ship ; a person skil-
ful in sailing.

Hav'vy, n. [shortened from NAVI-
GATOR], a labourer on canals,
etc., or on public works.

na'vy, n. [Fr., from L. ndvis, a
ship], a fleet ; a number of ships
used for one purpose ; the
officers and men of the warships
of a nation.

Bay, ocJti [Scand. (A.S. gives NO)],

no ; not so ; not only so, but ;

n., a denial.

Nazarene', n., a native or an In-
habitant of Nazareth (applied to
Christ).

Naz'arite, n. [Heb.], one of a sect
who promised to abstain from
strong drink.

naze, n. [A.S. wees, NESS], a cape.
neap, a. [A.S., etym. ?], low ; n*

the tide with least rise and fall.

neap, a. [A.S., comp. of neah,
NIGH], close at hand ; not far

away -in place or time ; very
like, as a copy ; closely related ;

short, as a way ; unwilling to
part with money ; adv., not far
off in time or in place ; almost ;

prep., close by ; at the side
of ; V., to come or draw near.

adv., nearly. n., near'ness.
a., neap'-sighted, seeing only

what is near.
neat (1), a. [A.S., akin to neatan, to

use], belonging to cattle ; -n.,

black cattle ; an ox or a cow.
n., neat'herd, one who herds
cattle.

neat (2), a. [O.Fr., from L. nitidus,
shining], free from soil or stain ;

free from anything unbecoming ;

with everything hi its place ; in
good order ; simple in taste ;

unmixed ; pure. n., neat'ness.
neb'ula, n. [L.], a little cloud ; a

misty object in the sky com-
posed of a very great number
of stars ; (pi.) neb'ulse. as.,

neb'ulap, pertaining to a neb
ula ; nob'ulous, having the ap-
pearance of a nebula ; hazy ;

misty.
nee essapy (nes'esari), a. [Fr., from

L. necessdritis], that must be ;

that cannot be avoided or done
without ; forced to act ; not
free ; n., something needed
(often in pi.). adv., nee essar-
ily. n., nec'essapiness.

necessity, n. [L. necessitas], that
which must be ; that which
cannot be avoided or done with-
out ; want ; power that cannot
be resisted. n., necessitarian,
one who denies the freedom of
the human will. v., neces'si-
tate, to make necessary ; to
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render unavoidable ; to force.

a., necessitous, very poor.

neck, n. [A.S.], the part that joins

the head to the body ; any long
narrow part between two larger

pieces. W5., neck' -cloth, neek'-
erchief (nek'erchif), neck'-tie,
a piece of cloth, a kerchief, a tie

worn around the neck ; neek'-

lace, a string of beads or pre-
cious stones for the neck.

neerol ogy, n. [Ok. nekros, dead ;

-LOGY], an account of the dead ;

a list of deaths.
nee romaney, n. [Gk. nekros,

dead ; manteia, prophecy], the

art of foretelling by information
from the dead ; the black art

(from a mistaken derivation from
merer, black). n., nee'poman-
cep. a., necroman'tie, belong-

ing to or done by necromancy.
necpop'olis, n. [Gk. nekros, dead ;

pdlis, a city], a city of the dead ;

a burying-ground.
necpd'sis, n. [Gk. nekros, dead],

decay of bone. a., neerot'ic.
nec'tar, n. [L., from Gk. nektar],

the drink of the gods ; any
sweet drink ; juice of flowers
from which bees make honey.
a., nec'tarine (-riri), sweet like

nectar ; n., a kind of peach.
a., nec'tapous or neetar'eous,
sweet as nectar.

need, n. [A.S.], want of something
that cannot be done without ;

want of the means of living ;

great difficulty or distress ; v, t

to be in want of ; to be unable
to do without. as., need'ful,
that cannot be done without ;

nee'dy, in want of the means of

living ; needless, not needed ;

unnecessary. adv., needs [gen.
case of NEED], of necessity (often
used with must).

nee'dle, n. [A.S.], a fine sharp-
pointed piece of steel with a hole
at one end to receive a thread
for sewing ; a thin rod used
for knitting, etc. ; the fine bar
in the mariner's compass that
points always to the north.
ns., nee'dle-book, a case with
leaves of cloth for holding
needles; nee'dle-gun, a gun

8 neigh
that was fired by a needle-like

apparatus in the lock ; nee'dle-
woman, a woman who makes
her living by sewing : nee'dle-
wopk, work done by means of a
needle.

nefarious, a. [L. nefdrius, wicked
(nefas)], very wicked ; unlawful.

n., nefarlousness.
nega'tion, n. [L. negare], act of

saying no ; a denial ; a descrip-
tion of what a thing is not. a.,

neg'ative, saying no ; telling
what a thing is not ; marking
a number or quantity to be sub-
tracted (opposed to POSITIVE and
AFFIRMATIVE) ; n., & word or
sentence that denies ; right of

saying no ; a picture from
which photographs are printed ;

v., to prove not true ; to say
no to ; to reject by vote.

adv., neg'atively.
neglect', v. [L. neglectus (negligfre,

to neglect)], to pass by without
proper notice ; to forget or to
be careless about ; n., want of

doing what one ought ; careless

treatment. a., neglect'ful.
ns., neglect'fulness and neg'-
ligence, want of care ; habit of

not doing one's duty ; care-

lessness. as., neg'ligent (neg'-

lijent) ; negligible (neg'Hjibl),

of no account.

nego'tiate (nego'sMat), v. [L. nego-
tidrl, to do business], to carry on
business ; to arrange the terms
of a bargain or treaty ; to give
a bill in return for a payment 01

other value. ns., negotia'tion,
process of carrying on business ;

an arranging of a bargain ; ne-

go'tiatop. a., negotiable, that

may be negotiated or arranged.
Ne'gpo, a. (Sp., from L. niger],

black ; n., one of the blacfc

races in Africa ; /., Ne'gress.
negpo, geog. root, black (.as in Ric

Negro, black river ; Montenegro,
black mountain).

ne'gus, n. [Colonel Negus the in-

ventor], a drink of wine, water,
sugar, etc.

neigh (na), v. [A.S., imit.], to cry
like a horse ; n., the cry of a

horse.
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neigh'bour (nd'bur), n. [A.S.
neah, near ; (ge)bur, a dweller or

farmer], one who lives near or is

on friendly terms with another ;

a., near ; v., to live near to.

n., neighbourhood, the state

of being near ; places round
about or near ; the people who
live around or near. as.,

neighbouring, living near ;

close at hand ; neighbourly,
acting as neighbours ought ;

helping each other ; friendly.

Inei'ther (nl'~ or ne'ther), pron.
[A.S. nd, NO, EITHER], not either ;

not the one or the other ;

con?., not either.

Nem'esis, n. [Gk., what is due],
vengeance ; punishment that
surely follows sin ; fate.

i neology (neol'dji), n. [Gk. neos,
new -LOGY], the bringing in of

netv words or meanings ; a new
truth or a new explanation.
a., neolog'ie or neolog'ical.
n., neol'ogist.

[ne'ophyte (ne'ofit), n. [Gk. neos,
new ; phytos, grown], one newly
admitted ; a new convert ; a
beginner in learning ; a., newly
admitted or entered.

I'alism, n. [Gk. nepTwlios,
without wine], abstinence from
strong drink. n., neph'alist,
one who abstains.

I'ew (nev'u), n. [Fr., from L.

neposj, the son of a brother or
a sister ; /., niece (nes).

t'otism, n. [L. nepos], too great
ivour shown to relations.

[Ntep'tune, n. [L.], the god of the
the most distant of the

planets.
(ner'eid), n. [Gk. Nereis,

daughter of Nereus, a sea-god],
a sea-nymph.

|ierve, n. [L. nervus, a sinew], a
cord ; a fibre or bundle of fibres

by which feeling passes to and
from the brain ; firmness of
mind ; self-command in danger ;

power of muscle ; a fibre or rib

along the leaf of a plant ; v.,

to give strength or firmness to.

as., nerved, strengthened in
the nerves ; having veins, as
the leaves of plants ; nerve'-

9 nan-

less, without nerve ; weak ;

ner'vous, full of nerve ; strong
and vigorous ; having to do
with the nerves ; with too keen
feeling in the nerves ; timid.

n., ner'vousness.
nescience (nesh'iens), n. [L. ne,

not; sclre, to know], want of

knowledge. a., nescient.
ness, n. [A.S. nces, NAZE], a cape.
-ness, suff. [A.S.], quality or state

(as in LIGHTNESS, SWEETNESS).
nest, n. [A.S.], the bed of a bird

for its eggs and its young ; any
comfortable dwelling ; a plaoe
where a number meet for a bad
purpose ; v., to make and use
a nest. v., nestle (nesl), to lie

in a nest ; to lie close together ;

to cherish. a., nes'tling (nes'"

ling), being yet in the nest ; .,

a young bird in the nest.
net (1), n. [A.S. net (not connected

with KNIT or KNOT)], twine or
thread knotted into meshes, for

catching fish, birds, etc. ; any-
thing like a net ; anything to
catch or entrap ; v., to make
a net ; to catch with a net.

pres. p., netting ; p.p., netted.
ns., net'ting and net'work,

work made like a net.

net (2), a. [Fr., NEAT (2)], clear of

everything that does not really
form part ; free from further
deductions (opposed to GROSS) ;

v., to gain as clear profit.

pres. p., netting ; p.p., netted.
neth'ep, a. [A.S., from root ni,

down], farther down ; lower
(opposed to UPPER). a. neth'-
ermost, a., farthest down ;

lowest.

nether-, nieder- [Ger.], neder-
[Du.], geog. root (as in Nether-
lands, the Low Countries ; Neth-
erby, the lower dwelling).

net'tle, n. [A.S.], a plant covered
with sharp hairs which sting the
skin ; v., to fret the mind ; to
irritate. n., net'tle-rash, erup-
tions on the skin like those
caused by the sting of a nettle.

neu- [Ger.], neuf-, neuve- [Fr.],
nuovo- [It.], nieu- [Du.], |L.

novus], new (as in Neuburg, new
town ; Villeneuve, new town ;
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Castel Nuwo, new castle ; Nfeu-

port, new port).

neural'gia (nur&l'jid), n. [Gk.

neuron, a nerve ; algos, pain],

a pain in the nerves. a., neu-

ral'gie, caused by neuralgia.

neurop'tera, n. pi. [Gk. neuron,
a nerve ; pteron, a wing], a class

of insects with wings covered
with a network of nerves.

neurotic, a., pertaining to the
nerves ; over-sensitive ; n., a
disease in the nerves ; a nerve
medicine.

neu'ter, a. [L., neither], neither of

the two ; taking neither side ;

(grammar) neither masculine nor
feminine ; intransitive (verb) ;

n., a person who does not take
a side ; a plant or an animal
without sex. a., neu'tral, tak-

ing neither side ; n., one that
takes no part in a quarrel. n.,

neutrality, state of being n u-
tral. v., neu'tralize, to make
of no effect. n., neutraliza'-

tion, process of making, or state

of being neutral.

nevada, geog. root [Sp. from L.

nivis, snow], snowy (as in Sierra

Nevada, the snowy mountain-
range).

nev'ep, adv. [A.S. ne, not ; cefre,

EVER], not ever ; in no degree.
adv., nevertheless' [tM, by
that ; LESS], in spite of that.

new (nU), a. [A.S., from same root
as L. novus (see NOVEL)], pro-
duced now or a short time ago ;

lately begun ; seen, known, or
used for the first time ; untried ;

changed for the better ; just
come (from). n., new'ness.
a., new-fangled (nu'-fangld)
[A.S. fang, to seize], fond of what
Is new ; fond of change.

news (nQz), n. [pi. of NEW, but used
as sing.], that which is told as
new ; information given or re-
ceived for the first time. ns.,
news'-letter, a letter containing
news before the origin of news-
papers ; news'-monger, one
who gathers and spreads news ;

news'paper, a printed sheet
containing the news of the day ;

news'-room, a room where

nidlficatlon
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niece (nes\ n. [Fr., from L. neptis],
the daughter of one's brother or
sister.

nig'gard, n. [etym. ?], one who is

unwilling to part with what he
has ; a., unwilling to part with
anything ; very mean ; adv.,

nig'gardly.
nigh (ni), a. [A.S. neah, NEAR],

near ; not far off in place or
time ; adv., at hand ; almost ;

prep., near.

night (nit), n. [A.S., nihf], the time
of darkness ; darkness ; a state
of trouble or ignorance. us.,

night'fall, the time when night
is coming on ; the close of the
day; nigh'tingale [A.S. niJdegale
(galan, to sing)], the bird that
sings by night. a., night'ly, per-
taining to or happening in the
night ; done every night ; adv.,

by night ; every night. ns.,

night mare [A.S. mara, weight],
a dream, accompanied by a feel-

ing of a weight or hindrance to

move; nightshade, a poison-
ous plant found in damp and
shady places ; night'-walker,
one who walks while asleep ; one
who goes about at night for no
good purpose ; night'-watch, a
watch set during the night.

Ni'hilism, n. [L. nihil, nothing],
state of being or knowing noth-
ing ; a name given to the teach-
ing and actions of people who
wish to abolish all government.

n., Ni'hilist.

nim'ble, a. [A.S., from niman, to

take], quick at seizing ; moving
quickly. adv. t nim'bly. n.,
nim'bleness.

nim bus, n. [L., cloud], the circle

of rays with which painters
surround the heads of saints,
etc. ; a rain-cloud.

nin'compoop, n. [L. npn compos
(mentis)'], a foolish-minded per-
son ; a trifler.

nine, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than eight. n., nine'-pins, a
game in which nine pins are set

up to be knocked down by a
ball. a. and n., nineteen', nine
and ten ; a. and, n., ninety,
nine tiiaes ten.

nin'ny, n. [akin to It. ninno, a
child], a childish person ; a fool
or simpleton.

nip, v. [E., from a root Tcnip, found
in KNIFE], to press tightly be-
tween two surfaces or points ;

to break or cut off the end or

edge of a thing ; to destroy by
frost or disease ; n., a catching
between two surfaces, etc. ; a
breaking or cutting off the end,
etc. ; the bit cut off. pres. p.,

nipping ; p.p. , nipped . n.,

nip'per, one who nips ; a fore-
tooth of a horse ; (pi.) a pair of

pincers.
nip'pie, n. [etym. ?], the knob by
which milk is drawn from the
breast ; anything like a nipple.

nit, n. [A.S.], the egg of a louse, etc.

nitre (nl'ter), n. [Fr., from L. nit-

rum, soda], salt got from potash,
called also saltpetre. -n., ni'-

trate, a salt got from nitric acid.

a., ni'tric or iil'trous, per-
taining to nitre ; containing
nitre.

ni'trogen (nl'trdjen), n. [NITRE, Gk.
gen-, to become], a gas that pro-
duces nitre, and forms four-fifths
of the common air.

ni'tro-glyc'erine (ni/trd'0lis'eriri),

n., an explosive mixture of gly-
cerine with nitric and sulphuric
acid.

Nizam', n. [Arab.], a title of the
native prince of Hyderabad in
India.

n6 (1), adv. [A.S. nS], "I will not,"
" It is not so," etc. ; not at all.

n6 (2), a. [NONE], not one or any ;

none.
Noa'chian (ndd'Jddri), a., pertain-

ing to Noah or to his time.

no'ble, a. [L. nobttis], well-known ;

high in rank or character ; splen-
did in size or appearance ; n., a
person of high rank ; an old
gold coin worth 6s. 8d. ns.,

nobility, high rank or charac-
ter ; descent from noble fore-
fathers ; the body of nobles ; a
splendid appearance ; no'ble-
man, one of the nobles ; no'-
bleness, same as NOBIIJTY,
except " body of nobles ;

"

[Fr.], nobleness of
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birth; persons of noble birth;

feeling of honour.
no body, n. [NO (1), BODY], no per-

son ; no one of any worth.

noc'turn, n. [L. nocturnns, by
night], a religious service during
the night. a., noctur'nal, per-

taining to night ; happening
by night. n., nqe'tupne, a
dreamy kind of music.

nod, v. [E.], to bend the head
quickly forward ; to give assent ;

to make a bow ; to bend the
head in sleep ; n., a quick
bending forward of the head ; a
slight bow. pres. p., nodding ;

p.p., nodded.
nod'dle, n. [from NOD], the head,

properly the projecting part at
the back.

nod dy, n. [NOD ?], a simpleton ; a
sea-bird that allows itself to be
easily caught.

node, n. [L. nodus, a knot], a knot
or crossing-point of two cords or
lines ; a swelling, as at the joint
of a plant ; the point where a
planet crosses the ecliptic. as.,

no'dal, pertaining to a node ;

nodose', full of knots. n.,

nod'ule, a small lump.
nog'gin,tt.[etym. ?], a wooden cup.
noise (noiz), n. [Fr., etym. ?],

sound, esp. a confused or un-
pleasant sound ; general talk ;

v., to sound loud ; to spread
abroad. ^os., noi'sy, making a
loud noise ; fond of making
noise ; noiseless. advs.. noi'-
sily and noiselessly. ns.,
noi siness and noiselessness.

noi'some (noi'som), a. [(AN)NOY,
-SOME], hurtful to health ; caus-
ing pain or disgust. n., noi'-
someness.

nom'ad, n. [Gk. n&mas, in search
of pasture], one of a race wan-
dering in search of pasture ;

a., roving. a., nomadic, per-
taining to nomads ; wandering
about.

no'menclfttop, n. [L. nomen, a
name ; calare, to call], one who
gives names. n., no'meneia-
tupe, a list of names with their
meanings ; the names used in
any science.

nominal, a. [L. nomen, a name],
existing in name only ; not real.

nominate, v. [L. nominare], to
name ; to fill an office ; to

appoint. n., nomination, act
or power of nominating ; state
of being nominated. a., nom'-
inative (grammar), giving a
name ; the case of the subject.

ns., nominator; nominee',
one who is nominated.

non-, pref. [L.], not (as in NON-
EXISTENT, NONCONFORMIST).

non'age (non'dj), n. [O.Fr., NON-,
AGE], time or state of being
under age.

nonagenarian, n. [L. nondgendriva
(nondgenl, ninety)], a person
ninety years old.

non'agon, n. [L. nonus, ninth;
gonia, an angle], a figure with
nine angles and nine sides.

non-appear'ance, non-atten'-
dance, ns. [NON-], failure to

appear or attend.
nonce (nons), n. [E. for (hen ones,

for the once], the present time
or occasion (only in the phrase,
for the nonce).

non'chalanee (non'shdlans), n.

[Fr. NON-, chaloir, to care],
unconcern ; indifference. a.,

non'chalant.
non-commissioned, a. [NON-],

not having a commission ; be-

low the rank of lieutenant.

non-compli'ance, n. [NON-], a
failure or refusal to agree with

something.
non-conductor, n. [NON-], a<

material along which heat or

electricity cannot pass, or does
so with difficulty.

non-confop'ming, a. [NON-], not

conforming or agreeing. ns., ]

Nonconfop'mist, one who re-
{

fuses to become a member of an I

Established Church ; Noneon-
fop'mity.

non'descpipt, a. [NON-, L. de-

scribe, to DESCRIBE], not yet
described ; that cannot be puC \

in any class ; odd ; n., a person
or a thing not yet described or

!

classified ; one dinlcuit to de-

scribe.

maw* to#X. a, and pron* iA.Sc nm
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(we, not ; ONE)], not one or any ;

not a part.
I nonen'tity, n. [NON-], want of

being ; a thing not existing ; a
person of no account.

knon-essen'tial (-shdl), a. [NON-],
not necessary ; n., that which
can be done without.

I nonesuch', n. [NONE, SUCH], a per-
son or a thing better than any
that can be found.

Lnon-intru'sion, n. [NON-], denial
of the right to force a minister

upon people.
i Nonjur'or, n. [NON-], one who re-

fused to swear obedience to the
! government in 1688. a., non-

jur'ing.
i nonpareil' (nonparel'), n. [Fr.

NON-, pareil, equal], a person or

thing without an equal ; un-
i equalled excellence ; a small

5

kind of type ; a., without equal.
t- non'plus, n. [L. non plus, not more],

a position of great difficulty ;

v., to put into a state of great
* difficulty. pres. p., nonplus-

sing; p.p., nonplussed.
non'sense, n. [NON-], words or

actions without meaning. a.,
i nonsen'sical, without sense ;

' unmeaning.
non suit (non'suf), n. [NON-], a

, failure by the pursuer to follow
r up a suit in court ; the with-
1 drawal of a case from a court

before judgment ; v., to record
the dropping of a suit.

noo'dle, n. [etym. ?], a fool; a
simpleton.

nook, n. [E., etym. ?], a corner.
noon, n. [A.S., from L. nona (hora),

ninth hour, the time of the
Church services called nones,

. afterwards changed to twelve
> o'clock], midday ; the highest

point of any course ; a., be-

longing to midday. ns., noon'-
day, noon'tide, midday ; a.,

\ pertaining to noon.
noose (noos), n. [O.Fr., nou ; pi.
nous (L. nodus, a knot)], a run-
ning knot that grows tighter the
more it is drawn ; v., to catch
in a noose.

nor, conj. (for M.E. nother, NEI-
i THER], a word in the second

part of a statement correspond,-
ing to neither in the first.

norm, n. [L. normal, a rule ; a
standard or pattern. a., nor'-
mal, according to rule ; regular ;

pertaining to first principles;
perpendicular ; n., a perpen-
dicular.

Nor'man, a., belonging to Nor-
mandy or to its people ; n., a
native of Normandy.

Norse, a. [Du. Noorsch ?], belong-
ing to Scandinavia, its people,
or language.

north, n. [A.S.], the point opposite
the sun at midday. n., north-
east' ; a., half-way between
north and east. as., north-
eas'terly, from or toward the
north-east; north-eas'tern, be-

longing to the north-east ;

north-east'ward, toward the
north-east ; nor'therly, from or
toward the north ; adv., to-
ward the north. a., nor'thern,
pertaining to the north ; in or
near the north; toward the north;

n., one who lives in the north.

a., northernmost or north' -

most, farthest to the north. n. t

north' -star, the pole star, in
the north. as., north'ward,
toward the north ; north-west',
north-wes'terly, etc.

north- [E.], nord- [Fr. and Ger.],
norte [Sp. and Port.], geog. root

(as in Northumberland, the land
north of the Humber ; Norwich,
the north town ; Norfolk, the
north people ; Nordhausen, north
dwelling ; Rio del Norte, river
of the north).

Norwe'gian (norwe'jidn), a., per-
taining to Norway, its people, or
language ; n., a native of Nor-
way.

nose, n. [A.S.], the outstanding
part of the face, through which
air passes to and from the lungs ;

the seat of the sense of smell ;

any outstanding end ; v., to
smell. n., npse'gay, a bunch
of sweet-smelling flowers.

nos'tril, n. [A.S., NOSE ; thyrl,
opening], one of the openings of
the nose.

nos'trum, n. [L. nostert our], a
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medicine; a favourite

not, adv. [NAUGHT], used to deny.
notch, n. [Fr. oche (through an

oche ; see NEWT)], a small cut in

anything ; a narrow pass ; v.,

to cut a nick into.

note, n. [Fr., from L. ndta], a mark
to make known ; a short ex-

planation ; a writing to help
the memory ; a short letter ;

a paper acknowledging a debt
and promising payment ; a
musical sound, or the mark for

it ; great reputation ; v. t to

make a note of ; to take notice ;

to mark in writing. a., nd'-

table, worthy of being noticed ;

n., a person or a thing worthy
of notice ; and notabil'ity.
ns., n&'tary, a person appointed
by law to certify deeds, etc. ;

nota'tion, a taking note of by
marks or signs ; the marks or

signs so used. as., no'ted,
marked ; well-known ; famous ;

note worthy, worthy of being
noted.

nothing (nufh'ing), n., not any-
thing ; absence of being ; a
thing of no account ; a cipher ;

adv., in no degree.
no'tlce, n. [Fr., from L. notitia

(notus, known)], information got
in any way ; means of letting
one know ; attention paid ; a
short statement ; v., to take
note of ; to see or hear or pay
attention to ; o speak of. a.,

no'ticeable, worth noticing ;

fitted to attract attention.
no'tify, v. [Fr., from L. notiflcdre

notus, known ; -FY)], to give
notice to ; to declare or pub-
lish. n., notification, a giv-
ing notice ; the notice given.

a., notifiable, that must be
notified.

no'tion (nd'shon), n. [Fr., from L.
notio (noscere, to know)], that
which is known or thought of
with regard to anything ; the
form which thought takes in the
mind. a., no'tional, existing in
thought only.

notorious, a. [L. notorius], known
and talked about ; clear to the

world; too well known. .,

n6t6ri'ety.
notwithstanding, prep., not

standing against ; not opposed
to ; in spite of ; conj., never-
theless ; for all that.

nought (nawt). See NAUGHT.
noun, n. [Fr., from L. nomen, a

name], (grammar) a word used
as a name.

nourish (nur'ish), v. [Fr. nourrir,
from L. nutrire, to feed], to cause
to grow by giving food ; to
supply with the means of life

and health ; to educate. n.,

nourishment, that which is

given as food ; nutriment.
nov'el, a. [Fr., from L. novettus

(novus, new)], strange ; unusual ;

n., that which is new or unus-
nal ; an imaginary story. ns.,

novelette', a short novel ; nov'-
elist, one who writes novels ;

nov'elty, state of being new ;

something new or strange.
Novem'bop, n. [L., the ninth

month], the eleventh month of
the year.

novice (nov'is), n. [Fr., from L.
n&vus, new], one new in any
business, etc. ; a beginner ; a
person who is preparing to take
the vows of a monk or nun. n.,
novitiate (novish'idf), state or
time of being a novice ; time
of probation.

now, adv. [A.S. nu], at the present
time ; at the time of speaking ;

conj., things being so ; seeing
this ; n., the present time.

nowadays, adv., the present time.

no'way, no ways, or no'wise,
adv. [NO (2)], in no way or de-

gree ; not at all. adv., no'-

where, in no place.
noxious (nok'shus), a. [L. noxiusl,

hurtful ; destructive. n., nox-
iousness, quality of being hurt-
ful ; tendency to destroy or

corrupt.
nozzle (nozl\ n., a short end of a

pipe or tube.
nu'cleus (nu'kleus), n. [L. nucleus,
a small nut (nux)], a central

point around which matter
gathers ; the head of a comet ;

(pi.) nu'clei (nu'klel).
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nude, a. [L. nftdits, naked], without
clothes. ns., nu'dist, one who
believes in going nude ; nu'-
dism nu'dity, nakedness.

nudge (nHj)t n. [etym. ?], a gentle
push ; v., to push gently ; to
call attention by a push.

nu'gatopy, a. [L. nugce, trifles],

trifling ; of no force or value.

nug'get, w. [etym. ?], a lump of

gold or silver.

nui'sance (nu'sdns), n. [Fr., from
L. noc&re, to hurt], that which
causes harm or trouble ; any-
thing offensive.

null, a. [O.Fr., from L. nulliis,

none], of no effect. v., nul'lify,
to deprive of binding power ; to
make void. ns., nulliftea'tion ;

nul'lity, state of being null ;

want of power or effect ; noth-
ingness ; that which is null.

numb (niim), a. [A.S. numen, p.p.
of niman, to take], having lost

the power of feeling or motion ;

v., to take away this power.
n., numb ness, loss of feeling
or motion.

num'bep, n. [Fr., from L. nu-
merus], anything counted up by
separate parts ; the amount of
the parts ; more than one ; a
word or figure telling how many ;

measure of verse, mostly in

plural ; (grammar) the difference
between singular and plural ;

(pi.) the fourth book of the
Bible ; v., to count how many ;

to include ; to mark with a
number ; to amount to. as.,
num berless,, more than can
be counted ; nu'merable, that
can be counted ; nu'mepal,
pertaining to number ; consist-

ing of or expressing number ;

n., a figure, etc., to express a
number. a., nu'merapy, be-

longing to or counted in a
number. v., nu'merate, to
count the number of ; to read
the value of a row of figures.

ns., numepa'tion, act or art of

counting up a row of figures ;

nu'meratop, one who numbers ;

the upper number in a vulgar
fraction. as., numeric and
numerical, belonging to or

made up of number ; nu'mep-
ous, many in number.

numismatic, a. [Fr. t from L.

numisma, a coin], pertaining to

coins, etc. ; n. pi., the science
of coins and medals.

num'skull, n. [NUMB, SKULL], a
blockhead ; a dunce ; a dolt.

nun, n. [A.S., from late L. nonna,
mother], a woman who lives in a
convent and spends her time in

religious duties. n., nun'nery,
a house where nuns live.

nun'cio (nUrishid), n. [It., from L.
nuncius, a messenger], an am-
bassador from the Pope.

nuncupative and nuncu'patory,
as. [L. nuncupare, to call by
name], existing only in name ;

verbal.

nup'tial (ntip'shM), a. [L. nujMce,
a marriage], pertaining to a
marriage ; n. pi., a marriage.

nurse (ners), n. [Fr. nourrice, from
L. ntttrix (see NOURISH)], one who
nourishes or feeds ; one who has
care of an infant or a sick per-
son ; v., to nourish ; to feed at
the breast ; to take care of in

sickness ; to help growth. ^is.,
nup'sepy, a place for nursing ;

ground for planting and growing
trees ; nurs'ling, an infant.

nup'tupe, n. [Fr., from L. nutrJ,-

tnra], nourishment ; tender care ;

training ; v., to feed ; to bring
up.

nut, n. [A.S.], a hard shell with a
soft kernel ; a piece of wood or
metal for screwing on to a bolt ;

v., to gather nuts. pres. p.,

nutting ; p.p., nutted.
nuta'tion, n. [L. nutdre, to nod], a

small change of the inclination
of the earth's axis constantly
going on.

nut'-bpown, a., brown as a nut.

nut'meg, n. [O.Fr. noix muge,
from med. L. nux muscdta, nut
like musk], the kernel of the nut
of an East Indian tree used in

cookery.
nu'triment, n. [L. n^Urlmenturn

(n&trire, to NOURISH)], that which
feeds or causes to grow. a.,

nu'tpient, nourishing ; n. t that
which promotes growth. n.,
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nutpl'tton, a nourishing or

causing to grow ; a supply of
the elements needed to build
up or keep a body healthy ;

that which nourishes. as., nu-
trl tious and nu'tpltive, fitted

for giving strength or causing
growth ; having the power of

feeding.

6 object

mix vom'Iea, n. [L. nux, a nut;
vomere, to VOMIT], the fruit of a
tree from which strychnine is

obtained.

nymph (nimf), n. [Fr., from Qk.
nymphe, a bride], a maiden ; a
goddess of the mountains, woods,
or streams. a., nymphe'an,
pertaining to a nymph.

oaf (6f), n. [Scand. dlfr, EF], a
foolish or deformed child sup-
posed to be left by fairies instead
of one which they have stolen ;

a lazy fellow.

oak, n. [A.S.], a tree the wood of

which was formerly much used
in ship-building. n., oak'-
apple, a spongy substance like

a small apple formed on the
leaves of the oak. a., oa'ken,
made of oak.

oa'kum, n. [A.S. Scumba (d, away,
and root of COMB)], old ropes
pulled loose for filling the seams
of ships, etc.

oar, n. [A.3.], a long piece of wood
with a flat end for rowing ;

v., to use an oar to row. a.,

oared (ord), furnished with oars.

n., oars'man, one who rows.
oa'sis (od'sis), n. [L., from Egyp-

tian], a green spot in a desert ;

any pleasant place ; (pi.) oa'seSo
oat, or pi. oats, n. [A.S.], a grain

used as food ; the plant on
which it grows. n., oat'cake,
a thin cake made of oatmeal.
a., oa'ten, made of oat-straw or
of oatmeal. n., oat'meal, oats
ground to meal.

oath, n. [A.S.], a statement made
more solemn by calling on God
to witness its truth ; an irrev-
erent use of God's name.

ob-, pref. [L.], against ; in the way ;

toward; facing (as in OBTRUDE,
OFFRND, OPPRESS).

ob'dttrate, a. [L. OB-, durus, hard],
hard-hearted ; difficult to influ-
ence or deal with ; very wicked ;

unyielding. n., ob'dtkpaey,
hardness of heart or feeling.

obei'sance (obd'sdns), n. {Fr.8

from L. obedi&ntia], a show of
obedience by act or manner ; a
bow expressing reverence OP
respect.

ob'elisk, n. [Gk. dbeliskos, a small
spit], an upright, four-sided,
tapering pillar ending in a small
pyramid ; a mark (t) in printing.

obese' (obes'), a. [L. obtsus], very
fat ; too fat. ns., obese'ness
and obesity, over-fatness.

obey' (6ba'\ v. [Fr., from L. obe-

dlre], to do what one is told ; to
keep the law ; to submit to
command or authority. a.,

obedient, willing to obey;
keeping the law. re., obe'di-
ence, a doing what one is told ;

submission to authority ; a keep-
ing of the law.

obfus'cate (or ob'fuskat), v. [L.

OB-, fuscus, dark], to darken ; to
confuse. re., obfusca'tion.

o'bit (6'bit or ob'it), n. [L. obUum
(obzre, to die)], death ; a funeral
or

^
anniversary service. a.,

obit'ftary, pertaining to a per-
son's death ; re., a list of per-
sons who have died ; a sketch
of a dead person's life.

obiter, adv. [L. ob, iter, on a jour-
ney], by the way. re., obltep
dic'tum, a remark by the way ;

(pi.) obiter dicta.
object', v. [L. objectus (OB-, jacere,

to throw], to throw in a person's
way ; to oppose ; to find fault ;

to give a reason against. re.,

ob'ject, the thing towards which
thought, sight, or action is

directed ; that which is sought
for or aimed at ; anything that
can be seen or touched ; (gram-
mar) the word, etc., towards
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which the action of a verb is

directed. v., objec'tify, to treat
as an object. ns., objeetiflea'-
tion ; objec'tion, something
said to oppose or to prevent;
a reason against. as., objee'-
tionable, likely to be objected
to ; objee'tive, in the place of,

or having the nature of an ob-

ject ; existing outside the mind,
as opposed to subjective ; (gram-
mar) denoting the case of the

object. adv., objec'tively.
Ob jeet-glass, n. t the glass of a

telescope or of a microscope
which is pointed towards the
object.

objurga'tioru n, [L. OB-, jurgare,
to quarrel], act of blaming or
of finding fault ; reproof. a.,

objur'gatory.
oblate, a. [L. oblatus, pushed to-

wards (OB-, ferre, to carry)], flat-

tened at the ends or poles ;

shaped like an orange. n., ob-
la'tion, that which is offered,

esp. in worship or sacrifice ; a
gift to the Church.

Oblige' (obllj'), v. [Fr., from L. tibli-

gdre], to bind a person to duty ;

to do a kindness to. v., ob'li-

gate, to bind firmly to duty.
n., obliga'tion, a being bound
to do ; something done which
obliges or binds ; one's duty ;

the binding power of a promise,
etc. ; state of being bound by a
favour done ; an engagement
to pay or to do. as., obliga-
tory, requiring to be performed ;

binding: obli'ging (obll'jing),

willing to do a favour ; helpful.
Oblique' (oblek'), a. [Fr., from L.

obliquus], not straight up and
down or across ; not parallel
or at right angles to ; (grammar)
denoting any case except the
nominative. ns., oblique'ness
and obliq'uity (dblik'witi), slope ;

crookedness of conduct.
Obliterate, v. [L. OB-, litera, a

LETTER], to blot out
',

to make
unreadable ; to destroy by any
means. n., oblitera'tion.

Oblivion, n. [L. obllvio, forgetful-
ness], state of being forgotten ;

a general pardon of offences.

a., oblivious, forgetful ; caus-

ing to forget. n., oblivious-
ness.

oblong, a. [L. OB-, longus, LONG] ;

longer than broad ; n., a rect-

angle.
obloquy (ob'lfikwi), n. [late L.

OB-, logul, to speak], abusive

speech ; words of reproach or

contempt.
obnoxious (obnok'shus), a. [L.

OB-, NOXIOUS], exposed to harm
or danger ; likely to cause
harm ; in danger of ; offensive.

o'boe (o'boi). See HAUTBOY.
o'bolus and obol, ns. [Gk. obdlos\,
a Greek coin worth about three

halfpence ; a weight of about
one-sixth of a drachm.

obscene' (obsen'), a. [L. obscenus],

impure ; offensive to chastity ;

filthy ; disgusting. ns., ob-
scene'ness and obscenity.

obscure', a. [L. obscurus], covered
over or shaded ; with little

light; not clearly seen; un-
known to fame ; not easily
understood ; v., to make dark ;

to keep in the dark ; to make
less clear or visible. adv., ob-
scurely. ns., obscura'tion,
act of obscuring, or state of

being obscured ; obscurity,
dimness ; want of light ; diffi-

culty of being understood.
ob'sequies (ob'sekwez), n. pi. [L.

obsequice, funeral rites], the last

services to a person after death ;

funeral ceremonies. a., obse'-

quious (obse'kuriiis), following
after in a mean way ; fawning ;

cringing. n., obse'quiousness,
servility : mean compliance.

observe' (obz6rv
r

), v. [Fr., from L.

observare, to take notice of], to
look at closely ; to be on the
watch for ; to discover ; to
attend, to and obey ; to make a
remark. a., obser'vable, that

may be observed ; worthy of

being observed. n., obser'-
vance, careful attention ; an
act of worship, etc. ; that which
is observed ; a rule or practice.

a., obser'vant, on the look
out ; giving heed to. ns., ob-
serva'tion, act or habit of
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observing ; the result of watch-

ing ; a statement of something
seen ; obser'vatppy, a building
in which observations are made.

a., obsep'ving, taking notice

of ; very attentive.

obsolescent (obsdles'ent), a. [L.

obsolescere, to begin to grow old],

going out of use. n., obsoles'-
cence.

ob'solete, a. [L. obsolere, to grow
old], out of use ; out of date.

adv., ob'soletely. n., ob'so-
leteness.

ob'stacle, n. [L. obstaculum (OB-,

stare, to stand)], that which
stands in the way ; anything
that hinders.

obstet'ric and obstet'rieal, as.

[L. obstetrix, a midwife], per-
taining to child-birth. n., ob-
stet'pics, the art or science of

assisting in child-birth.

ob'stinate, a. [L. obstinare (OB-,

stare, to stand)], standing firmly
to one's opinion ; refusing to

yield ; not easily moved ; ill to
heal. ns., ob'stinacy and ob'-
Stinateness, unwillingness to

yield ; difficulty of being rem-
edied.

obstpep'epous, n. [L. obstreperus,
crying aloud (OB-, strepere, to
make a noise)], making a loud
noise.

obstruct', v. [L. dbstructus (03-,

struere, to build)], to stand or
put in the way of ; to block a
road or passage ; to keep from
moving forward. n., obstrue'-
tion, a putting in the way ; that
which hinders or stops. a.,

obstructive, causing delay;
n., one who obstructs.

obtain', v. [Fr., from L. dbtinere
(OB-, tenere, to hold)], to get hold
of ; to gain by work or effort ;

to continue in use. a., obtai-
nable, that can be obtained.

obtrude' (obtrood'), v. [L. OB-, trU-
dire, to push)], to push in when
not wanted ; to press upon un-
duly ; (oneself) to enter without
being asked. -n., obtru'sion
(obtroo'zhon), a pushing in upon
unasked. a., obtru'sive, fond
of pushing in.

obtuse' (oUtts'), a. [L. oUusus (OB-,

tundere, to beat)], not sharp-
pointed ; slow in thought ;

greater than a right angle.
n., obtuse'ness, slowness of

thought ; dullness.

ob'verse, a. [L. olwersus], turned
towards ; n., the head or face
of a coin, the other being the
reverse.

ob'viate, v. [L. obvidre, to meet
in the way], to turn aside or
remove ; to make unnecessary.

a., ob'vious, right in the

way ; clearly seen. n.f ob'vi-
ousness. adv., ob'viously.

occa'sion (dkd'zhdn), n. [L. occdsio,

opportunity], a falling out or

happening ; time of happening ;

that which happens ; an event
determining the time, etc., of

something else ; a favourable
chance ; need ; v., to give rise

to ; to bring about. a , occa'-

sional, happening by chance,
or now and again. adv.t ocea'-

sipnally.
Oc'cident, n. [Fr., from L. occidere,

to fall], the place where the sun
goes down ; the west (opposed
to ORIENT). a., Occiden'tal,
pertaining to the west.

oc'ciput (ok'siput), n. [L. oc-, OB-,

capizt, the head], the back of the
head. a., occipital.

occult', a. [L. occuUus, hidden],
hidden ; not perceived by the

eye or the understanding ; in-

visible ; mysterious. n. t oe-

culta'tion, a hiding of one star

or planet by another ; state of

being hid.

oc'eupy, v. [Fr., from L. occupdre,
to lay hold of], to take hold of ;

to make use of ; to take up
room or space ; to fill ; (oneself)
to be employed. ns., oc'cu-
pancy, possession of ; time
during which one occupies ;

oc'cupant and oc'eupiep, one
who occupies ; oeeupa'tion,
continued possession ; state of

being occupied ; employment.
occur', v. [L. occurrere, to run to-

wards], to meet one's eye ; (to)

to come into mind or memory ;

to happen ; to exist ; to be found
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here and there. pres. p., occur-
ring ; p.p., occurred. n.,

occur'renee, that which hap-
pens.

O'eean (o'shdri), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
okednos], the body of water on
the earth's surface ; one of the
five divisions into which this

body is divided ; any large or
boundless space or quantity;
a., belonging to the ocean.

a., oceanic (oshi&n'ik), found in
or produced by the ocean.

A'celot, n. [Mex.], an animal spot-
ted like a leopard, but smaller ;

the leopard-cat.
O'ehre (o'ker), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.

ochros, pale yellow], a clay mostly
of a pale yellow colour, used for

painting.
oct-, octa-, octo-, pref. [Gk.],

eight (as in OCTAGON, OCTAVE).
oc'tagon, n. [Gk. OKTA-, gonia, an

angle], a plane figure with eight
sides and eight angles. a.,

octag'onal.
octan'gular (oktdng'gftlar), a.

[OCT-], having eight angles.
OC'tant, n. [L. octans], the eighth

part of a circle ; an instrument
for measuring angles.

oc'tave, a. [Fr., from L. octdvus],
eighth ; made up of eight ; n.,
an eighth ; a thing of eight parts ;

the eighth day after a Church
festival, also the period of eight
days ; the interval between any
note and the eighth above or
below it ; the eighth note from
any other.

OCta'vo, a., having eight leaves
to the sheet ; a book so made
up, sometimes written 8vo ; (pi.)
octa'vos.

Octo'ber, n. [L.,the eighth month],
the tenth month of the year.

octodecimo (oktodes'imo), a. [L.

octodetirmis], having eighteen
leaves to the sheet ; n., a book
so made up, written 18mo.

Octogenarian, n. [L. octogendrius
(octoginta, eighty)], one who is

eighty and less than ninety
years old.

oc'topod, a. [Gk. OKTO-, pous, a
foot], having eight feet ; n.,
an eight-footed animal. n..

oc'topus, a cuttle-fish havtog
eight limbs.

oc'toroon, n. [OCTO-, as QUAD-
ROON], the child of a white per-
son and a quadroon, that is,

one who has one-eighth black
blood.

octosyllabic, a. [OCTO-], made up
of eight syllables.

oc'ular, a. [L. oculus, an eye], be-

longing to the eye ; formed in or

perceived by the eye ; actually
seen. n., oc'ulist, one skilled
in treating diseases of the eye.

Odd, a. [Scand. oddi], standing by
itself ; unlike others ; strange ;

not divisible by two without a
remainder ; not even ; remain-
ing over ; fragmentary. ns.t

odd'ness, od'dity, queerness ;

something odd.
Odd'fellow, n., a member of a

friendly society called the Inde-
pendent Order of Oddfellows.

odds, n. pi., used as sing., the
amount or number by which
one is greater than another ; the
difference in favour of one and
against another ; advantage ; a
quarrel or dispute.

ode, n. [Gk. ode, a song], a poom
fitted for being set to music ; a
song.

o'dium, n. [L. odl, I hate], hatred ;

dislike ; cause of hatred or dis-

like. a., o'dious (o'diUs), hate-
ful ; causing dislike. n., o'di-

odontol'ogy, n. [Gk. odous, a
tooth ; -LOGY], the science of
the teeth.

o'dour (o'diir), n. [L. odor, a smell],
a smell ; reputation. as., odo-
riferous, giving out a smell ;

and o'ddrous.
-6*e, -o, geog. root [Scand.], island

(as in Sandoe, sandy island;
Faroes, sheep islands).

of (ov), prep. [A.S.], from ; out
from ; belonging to ; among ;

concerning.
off, adv. [A.S., same as OF], away
from ; not on ; at a distance ;

on the other side; prep., not on;
distant from ; int., away I be-

gone ! a., farthest away ; most
distant ; on the right (side).
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off'al, n. [OFF, FALL], the waste

part of an animal killed, for food ;

anything worthless.

offend', v. [O.Fr., from L. offen-

dere, to hurt (of-, OB-, fcndere, to

strike)], to make angry; to

cause dislike ; to break the law.

n.., offence', a cause of anger ;

a hurtful action ; sin ; attack.

a., offen'sive, causing offence;

giving pain ; making the first

attack ; n., the position of one
who attacks (opposed to DEFEN-
SIVE); an attack in war. n.,

oflen siveness.
Offer, v. [A.S. and O.Fr., from L

offerre (OB-, ferre, to bear)], to

bring to one, to be accepted or

not ; to hold out ; to name a
price ; to present in worship ;

to lay on the altar ; to be at
hand ; to declare oneself will-

ing ; n., the thing offered ; a
sum offered as a price. ns.,

offering, that which is offered ;

a gift laid on the altar or given
in church; offertory, act of

offering, or the thing offered ;

part of the Church Service read
while the offerings are being
j*iken ; an anthem during the
first part of the Mass.

Office (ofis), n. [O.Fr., from L.
officium, duty], that which one
does or ought to do ; work given
into a person's charge ; a place
of business ; a religious service ;

(pi.) help ; outhouses, etc. ns.,
offlee-bear'ep, one who holds
office ; officer, one in charge
of some office or public work ;

a commander in the army or
navy ; v., to furnish with offi-

cers ; to act in command of.

a., official (ofish'dl), belonging
to an office ; done by the pro-
per officer ; n., one who fills

an office ; a public servant.
n., officialism. v., officiate
(ofish'iao, to do the work of an
office ; (for) to do work in place
of another. a., officious (ofish'-

us), fond of meddling with what
one has no concern. n., offi'-

ciousness.
Offing, n. [OFF], the part of the sea

off the shore towards the horizon.
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off'-scouring, n. t that which Is

scoured or washed off ; worthless
matter.

off'set, n., an amount set off as an
equivalent to something else ; a
young shoot ; a part of a field

beyond the main boundary-line ;

a perpendicular to the main line

from a point in an irregular
boundary ; v., to make an
offset.

off'shoot, n., that which shoots

off from or grows out of the main
stem.

offspring, n., that which springs
from ; a child or children.

often (ofn), oft, oft'-times, and
oftentimes', advs., many times.

ogee (d'je), n. [Fr.], a moulding
the section of which looks like

the letter S.

d'gle, v. [E., akin to Du. ooge, the
eye], to look at sideways ; to

glance with fondness or to at-

tract attention ; n., a side

glance.
o'gre (o'ger), n. [Fr.], a fabled giant

said to eat human beings;
/., o'gress.

ohm, n. [Ohm, German electrician],
the practical unit in measuring
electrical resistance.

-oid, suff. [Gk. -oeides (eidos, form)],
like (as in ASTEROID, TBAPEZOID).

oil, n. [O.Fr., from L. oleum (olea,

OLIVE)], a liquid grease got from
animal and vegetable bodies ;

v., to cover or rub with oil.

ns., oil'cake, a food for cattle

made of seed from which oil has
been pressed ; oil'cloth, floor-

cloth, in the making of which
oil has been used ; oi'ler, one
who oils or who deals in oils ; a
can for oiling ; oil skin, cloth
made waterproof with oil. a.,

oi'ly, having oil in it ; covered
with oil.

oint'ment, n. [O.Fr., from L.

unguentum, UNGUENT], an oily
substance poured or rubbed on
wounded or diseased parts ;

anything used for anointing.
-ol, suff. [alcohol] (as in PETROL).
old, a. [A.S. eald], having lived or

lasted long ; far on in life ; ex-

isting long ago ; out of date ;
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worn out. a., ol'den, old;
ancient. n., old'ness. a., old-
fash'ioned, like what was used
long- ago ; sticking to old cus-
toms.

Old-, aid-, el- [E.], alt- [Ger.],

geog. root (as in Oldbury, old
town ; Aldborough, old town ;

AUhorp, old village ; Elton, old
town ; AUenburg, old castle).

Oleaginous (oli&j'iniis), a. [L.

oledginus], of the nature of oil.

olean'der, n. [mod. L.], a poisonous
shrub with red or white flowers.

oleas'ter, n. [L. olea, olive], wild
olive.

Oleograph, n. [L. oleum, oil;
-GRAPH], a picture printed in oil-

colours to imitate a painting.
Olfac'tory, a. [L. olfactus, a smell

(olere, to smell ; -FY)], of or per-
taining to the sense of smell.

Oligarch (ol'igark), n. [Gk. ollgos,
few ; archein, to rule], one of a
email number who rule a state.

n., oligarchy, government
by a few ; a small number who
rule a state ; a state so ruled.

as., oligarchic, oligarchical.
ol'Ive, n. [Fr., from L. oliva], a

tree the fruit of which yields a
valuable oil ; the colour of the
olive ; a., of a yellowish or
brownish - green colour. n.,

olive-branch, the emblem of

Olym'piad, n. [Gk. Olympia,where
games were held every four
years], a period of four years
between two celebrations of the
Olympic games, used in count-
ing and marking dates. The
first Olympiad began in 776 B.C.

as., Olym'pian and Olym'-
pic, belonging to Mount Olym-
pus, the home of the gods, or to

Olympia, where the games were
held.

Omega (o'megd or omeg'a), n. [Gk.
o mega, the great o], the last

letter of the Greek alphabet ;

the end of anything.
om'elet or om'elette (om'elet), n.

[Fr. f corrupted from alemette,
alemelle (L. lamella, a thin plate)],
a fried dish of eggs beaten up
with flour, etc.

o'men, n. [L.], a sign of what is to
be ; v., to show or to foretell by
signs. as., o'mened (o'mend),
having or showing omens ; om'-
inous showing omens (usually
threatening).

omit' (omit'), v. [L. omittere, to let

go], to leave out ; to pass by ;

to leave undone ; to make no
use of. pres.p., omitting; p.p.,
omitted. n., omis'sion, a
leaving out ; a passing over ;

that which is left out or passed
over.

omni-, pref. [L.], of all ; for all ; in
all ways (as in OMNISCIENT.

om'nibus, n. [L., for all], a large
vehicle for carrying passengers,
now bus ; (pi.) om'nibuses ;

a., miscellaneous, compre-
hensive.

omnifarious, a. [L. OMNI-, varius,
different], of all different kinds.

omnip'otent, a. [L. OMNI-, potens,
POTENT], able to do all things.
ns., omnip'ptence and omnip'-
otency, unlimited power ; God,
who is all-powerful.

omnipres'ent, a. [OMNI-, PRESENT],
present everywhere. n., omni-
pres'enee.

omniscient (omnish'ent), a. [OMNI-,
L. sciens (scire, to know)], know-
ing all things. n., omnisei-

omniv'orous, a. [L. OMNI-, vordrel,

eating every kind of food.
on, prep. [A.S.], touching the sur-

face of ; at or near ; by means
of, as to play on ; in addition
to ; at the peril of ; in conse-
quence of ; during or at the
time of ; immediately after ;

towards or about; connected
with or occupied with ; con-
cerning ; adv., forward ; with-
out stopping ; not off ; int., go
on I

on'ager (on'ajer), n. [Gk. onos, an
ass ; agrios, wild], a wild ass.

once (wiins), adv. [A.S. dues, gen.
sing.], at one time only ; at
some time in the past ; at any
time, ever ; n., one time.

adv., at once, without delay ;

in a body.
on'cost, n. [Sc., ON, COST], tae



one

necessary or general expenses
of a business.

one (wuri), a. [A.S. an], single ;

same ; closely united ; n., a

single person or thing ; pron.

indef., some person, or any per-
son. n., one'ness, state of

being one. a., one-si'ded, hav-

ing one side only ; considering
one side only, TI., one-si'ded-

on'erous, a. [L. onus, a burden],
burdensome. adv., on'erously.

n., on'erousness.
on'ion (iin'yori), n. [Fr., from L.

unio, oneness], a plant with a
bulbous root and a sharp taste,

used to season food.

onlooker, n., one who looks on.

on'ly (on'li), a. [A.S. anllc, one-

like], one and no more : by it-

self ; adv., in one manner ; for

one purpose ; without more ;

conj., if not (that) ; except
(that).

onomatopoeia (onomatdpe'ya), n.

[Gk. ondma, a name ; poiein,
to make], a word in imitation
of a sound ; derivation from
sounds. as., onomatopoeic
and onomatopoetle, pertain-
ing to onomatopoeia ; made to
imitate a sound.

on 'set, n. [ON, SET], an attack.

on'slaught (on'slawt), n. [ON, A.S.

sleaht, a blow ?], a furious attack.

ontol'ogy (ontol'dji), n. [Gk. on,

being ; -LOGY], the science which
treats of pure being.

cVnus, n. [L.], a burden.
on'ward or on'wards, a., on in

front ; adv., towards the front.

on'yx (on'iks), n. [Gk., a finger-nail],
a precious stone like the nail in
colour.

o'olite (d'oltt), n. [Fr., from Gk.
OOTI, an egg ; lithos, a stone], a
stone made up of small grains
like the roe of a fish.

ooze (ooz), n. [A.S. wdse, mud, with
w lost], mud or earth soft enough
to flow ; mud at the bottom of
the ocean ; water flowing slowly
out of earth or sand ; soft flow ;

v., to flow slow^ out ; to come
out gradually. a., ooz'y.

n. [Fr., from L. opalus], a

2 operate

precious stone of a bluish or
yellowish-white colour, showing
remarkable changes of colours.

a., opales'eent (opdles'enf),

reflecting a white or pearly light
from the inside.

opaque' (opak''), a. [Fr., from L.

opdcus, shady], letting no light

pass ; that cannot be seen

through. ns, t opacity and
opaque'ness, want of trans-

parency.
o'pen, a. [A.S., from root of UP],

lifted up, as a curtain or a latch ;

with nothing to hinder an en-
trance ; not shut ; free to be
seen or discussed ; free from
trees, frost, etc. ; unfolded ;

frank in manner ; disengaged;
v., to lift a covering ; to make a
way in or out ; to take away a
fastening or a hindrance ; to

begin or enter on ; to make or
to become seen or known ; to
extend ; n,., an open space. a.,

o'pen-eyed, with eyes open ;

watchful ; o'pen-handed, gen-
erous ; liberal ; o pen-hearted,
frank ; candid ; sincere ; o'pen-
mouthed, gaping ; astonished.

n., o'pening, a way in or out ;

a break ; a chance.

op Sra, n. [L. opera, work], a play
mostly made up of singing, with
instrumental accompaniment.
ns., op'era-glass, a small
double telescope, used at operas,
theatres, etc. ; op'era-house,
a theatre where operas are per-
formed. a., operatic, per-
taining to or like an opera. n.,

operet'ta [It.], a short light

opera.
op'erate, v. [L. oper&rl, to work],

to do work ; to use strength or
instruments to produce an
effect ; to affect the mind. n.,

opera'tion, use of power or
skill to do something ; something
done by a surgeon to cure disease
or injury; (pi.) movements of

soldiers. a., op'erative, exert-

ing force ; producing effect ; hav-
ing to do with manual labour ;

n., a skilled worker ; one who
works in a factory. n., op'era-
tor, one who operates or who
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uses instruments on the human
body. a., op'epose, laborious;
tedious.

ophthal'mia, n. [Gk. opthalmos,
the eye], inflammation of the
eyes. a., ophthal'mic, per-
taining to the eye.

o'piate, n. [OPIUM], medicine con-
taining opium, which brings on
sleep or rest ; a., causing sleep
or rest.

opine', v. [L. oplndri, to think], to
be of opinion ; to judge ; to
suppose. -n., opinion (opin'-
ydn), belief less strong than
certainty. as., opinionated
and opin'ionative, too firm to
one's opinion.

O'pium, n. [L. and Gk.], a drug
made from the juice of the
opium-poppy, causing sleep, etc.

opos'sum, n. [N. Amer. Ind.],
a four-footed climbing animal,
found in America, the female
of which has a pouch for carry-
ing her young.

oppo'nent, a. [L. op-, OB- ; ponere,
to place], acting or speaking
against ; right in front ; n.,
one who opposes, or who acts or
speaks against.

op portune, a. [L. opporfUnus,
favourable], at the right time ;

giving a good chance. adv., op'-
portunely. ns., opportune' -

ness and opportunity, right
place or tune ; a good chance
or opening ; opportunism,
use of opportunities or chances
without much regard to prin-
ciples ; op portGnist, one who
waits and sees.

oppose' (opoz'), v. [Fr. op-, OB~;
poser, to place], to place or
stand against or in the way of ;

to try to hinder from acting.
op'posite (op'ozit), a. [L. opposi-

tus], placed over against ; right
in front ; on the other side ;

very different; n., that which
is opposed. n., opposl'tion,
position over against or on the
other side : action to hinder ;

difference of interest or purpose ;

that which opposes ; the mem-
bers of Parliament opposed to
the Government ; the relation

of heavenly bodies when 180
apart.

oppress', v. [O.Fr., from med. L.
oppressdre (op-, OB- ; premere, to
PRESS)], to press on or against;
to put a heavy burden on ; to
treat harshly or unjustly ; to
cause a feeling of heaviness.
n., oppression, a putting on
of heavy burdens ; hard or cruel

usage ; a feeling of heaviness.
a., oppressive, pressing heavily
down ; difficult to bear, etc. ;

using injustice or severity. n.,

oppres'sop.
opppo'bpium, n. [L. op-, OB- ;

probrum, disgrace], reproach
mingled with contempt ; abus-
ive language ; disgrace. a.,

opppo'bpious, expressing re-

proach ; contemptuous ; abus-
ive ; disgraceful.

oppugn' (opun'), v. [Fr., from L.
oppugndre (op-, OB- ; pugnare,
to fight)], to fight against ; to
attack (not with weapons).

op'tative, a. [Fr., from L. optd-
tivus (optdre, to wish)], expressing
desire or wish ; n., the name
of a mood of the (Greek) verb.

op'tie and op'tical, as. [Fr., from
Gk. optikos], belonging to the
eye or to the sight. ns., opti-
cian (optish'dn), one skilled in

optics ; a maker of optical in-

struments ; op'tics, the science
of the nature and laws of light,
etc.

op'timism, n. [L. optlmus, best],
the belief that all will turn out
for the best ; a hopeful view of

things (opposed to PESSIMISM).
n., op'timist, one who looks on
the bright side of things.

op'tion (op'shon), n. [L. optio, a
choice (optdre, to wish)], power
or right to choose ; choice. a.,

op'tional, depending on choice ;

left to one's choice.

op'ulent, a. [L. opulewtus}, having
much wealth ; rich. n., op'-
ulenee, great wealth.

OP, conj. [from obsolete other],

marking one of two ',-^prep.,
before ; sooner than.

OP, -OUP, suff. [O.Fr. -or, -ur, L.
-or], the agent or doer ; quality
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or state (as in ACTOR, ORATOR,
BAVIOUR; ARDOUR, SPLENDOUR,
HARBOUR, PARLOUR).

OP'acle, n. [Fr., from L. drdculum

(ordre, to speak)], an answer by a

heathen god to a question ; the

place where a god gives answers ;

the god himself, or his priest : a

very wise person ; (pi.) the word
of God. a., opae'tdar, speak-

ing oracles ; spoken by an
oracle ; wise.

o'pal, a. [L. os, oris, the mouth],
spoken, not written. adv.,

o'rally.
op'ange (or'dnf), n, [Fr., from

Arab, ndranj], a soft juicy fruit,

with a thick skin of a gold
colour ; the tree on which it

grows ; a colour made up of red

and yellow; a., belonging to

an orange ; orange-coloured.
n., op'angepy (or'anjeri), an
orange garden.

Or'angeman, n. [Orange, in Vau-
cluse, France], a member of a
society formed to maintain the
Protestant religion and succession
in Ireland, so called from William
of Orange.

orang-utan', n. [Malay, wild man
of the woods], a large man-like
ape found in Borneo, etc.

ora'tion (ord'shon), n. [L. Srdtio

(ordre, to utter, to pray)], a pub-
lic speech of a high character ;

a set speech. v., orate. n.,

op'atop, one who speaks with
skill and power. a., opator'-
ieal, pertaining to the art of an
orator. ns., or'atory, a room
set apart for prayer ; the art of

speaking in public ; opato'rio,
a sacred story set to music.

OPb, n. [L. orbis, a circle], a round
body, like the sun or moon ; a
large circle ; a sphere ; an eye ;

v., to surround with a circle ;

to form into a circle or sphere.
as., orbed (orbd), orbie'tilap,
orbic'Glate, and orbic ttlated,
made in the form of an orb.

n., or'bit, the path of the earth
or any one of the planets round
the sun or other centre ; the
hollow of the eye. a., OP'bital,
pertaining to an orbit.

Opca'dian, a. [L. Orcades], of or

pertaining to the Orkney Islands;
n. t a native of the Orkney

Islands.

or'ehard, n. [A.S. ortgeard, prob.
from L. hortus, garden], a fruit

or apple garden.
OP'chestpa (or'kestrd), n. [Gk.,
from orcheisfhai, to dance], the

place in a Greek theatre where
the chorus moved and danced ;

the place in a modern theatre
where the musicians are seated ;

the musicians. a., orehes'tral,
pertaining to an orchestra.

op'chid (dr'kid) and op'chis (or'kis),

ns. [Gk.], a plant or family of

plants with beautiful showy
flowers.

ordain', y. [Fr., from L. ordin&re],
to put in order ; to set apart for
a certain work ; to consecrate.

ns., pp'dinanee, that which
is ordained or ordered ; a law ;

ordina'tion, ceremony of or*

daining to office ; consecration.
OP'deal (ar'dedl or -del), n. [A.S. or,

out, and root of DEAL], a severe
trial or test.

op'dep, n. [Fr., from L. ordo, order],
everything in its right place ;

rank or place ; agreement with
rules, laws, or customs ; a
society with rules ; a command ;

a direction to supply goods, or
to pay money ; a large division
in a science ; form in architec-
ture ; v., to put things hi their

.right place ; to command ; to
give an order for. n., or'dep-
ing, arrangement ; way of plac-
ing. a., op'derly, in right
order ; putting things in order ;

well regulated ; on duty, as a
soldier ; n., a military messen-
ger ; adv., in right order.

op'dinal, a., showing or marking
order, as first, second, third,
etc. ; n. r a number marking
order ; a book of forms and
rules for ordination.

op'dinapy, a., according to rule
or order ; regular ; of no high
rank or value ; common ; usual ;

n., a judge who has power to
act in his own right ; a bishop'a
deputy ; a dining-room where
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are served at a fixed

charge ; anything in common
use. adv., op'dinarily, in the
usual manner ; for the most
part ; as a rule.

or'dinate, a., in good order ; n.,
a straight line drawn from a
point in a curve, parallel to one
of two lines crossing each other
at right angles, and perpendicu-
lar to the other. The two lines

are called axes of co-ordinates.

ord'nance, n. [ORDINANCE], great
guns ; artillery. Ordnance Sur-
vey, a survey of the United King-
dom by the Ordnance Depart-
ment of the Government for the
preparation of accurate maps.

OP'dupe, n. [Fr., from O.Fr. ord,
from L. Jiorridus, nasty], dirt ;

dung ; excrement.
ore, n. [A.S.], metal mixed with

other substances, as it is dug
from the earth.

oread (dr'idd), n. [Gk. <5ros, a
mountain], a mountain-nymph.

op'gan, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. orga-
non], an Instrument for perform-
ing work ; a part of an animal
or of a plant fitted to carry on
life action ; a musical instru-
ment ; a means of spreading
information or opinions ; as.,

organic, pertaining to an organ
of the body ; in chemistry, deal-

ing with carbon compounds. v.,

OP'ganize, to furnish with means
of doing work ; to fit the parts so
that each shall do its own share.

ns., opganiza'tion, regular
arrangement to produce work ;

a number of people acting to-

gether for a purpose ; op'gan-
ism, something fitted with
organs ; a living body ; OP'-

ganist, one who plays on an
organ.

or'gandie, n. [Fr.], very fine
muslin.

OP'gasm, n. [Gk. drgdn, to swell],

great excitement or emotion.
OP'gy (or'ji), n. [Fr., from L. and

Gk. orgia, a festival of Bacchus],
a feast with noisy and drunken
sport, held chiefly by night.
pi., op'gies.

Cr'iel, n. [O.Fr., ariol, etym. ?], a

small apartment near a hall ; a
window jutting outward.

Orient, a. [L. oriri, to rise], rising,
as the sun ; eastern ; n., the
part of the sky where the sun
rises ; the countries of the east.

a., Orien'tal, eastern ; n., a
native of the east. ns., Orlen'-
talism, an eastern mode of

thought or speech ; Orien'talist,
one skilled in eastern languages
(opposed to OCCIDENT).

OP'iflce (or'ifls), n. [Fr., from late
L. orificium (L. os, a mouth ; see

-FY)], a mouth or opening.
Or'iflamme (-flam), n. [Fr., golden

flame (L. aurum, flamma)], the
old royal standard of France,
consisting of a banner of red
silk split into points, and carried
on a gilded staff.

OP'igin, n. [Fr., from L. orfao.a be-
ginning], a starting-point ; that
from which anything springs ; a
cause ; a root. a., original
(orij'indl), first in order ; not
copied or translated ; able to
do or to think something new ;

n., the beginning ; the lan-

guage in which a book was first

written ; that from which any-
thing is copied ; the first of its

kind. adv., originally . n.,

originality, power of starting
new thoughts. v., originate,
to cause to be ; to begin to be.

ns., origination ; originator.
oriole (or'iol), n. [L. auredlus (au-

rum, gold)], the golden thrush.
OPi'on (ori'on), n. [Orion, a fabled

giant], a constellation marked
by a quadrangle of four bright
stars, with three central ones, at
equal distances, in a straight
line, called Orion's Belt.

OP'ison (or'izori), n. [Fr., from L.
ordfio (see ORATION)], prayer ;

supplication.
OP'lop, n. [Du. overloop (over, and

root of LEAP)], a lower deck of a
vessel on which the cables are
coiled.

ormolu' (-Zoo'), n. [Fr. or, L. au-
rum, gold ; moudre, L. moltre,
to grind], brass made to look
like gold by having more copper
and less zinc in its composition.
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op'nament, n. [O.Fr., from L.

omdmentum (orndre, to adora)],

that which adorns ; that which
adds grace or beauty; v., to

put on ornaments ; to add
beauty to. a., oraamen'tal,
serving to adorn. n., oraa-
menta'tion, art of ornament-
ing ; state of being ornamented ;

ornamental work. a., ornate',
finely finished.

ornithol'ogy, n. [Gk. ornis, a
bird; -LOGY], the science which
treats of the nature and kinds
of birds. n., opnithol'ogist.

OPOg'raphy and orol'ogy, ns. [Gk.
dros-, -GRAPHY, -LOGY], a descrip-
tion of mountain systems. a.,

opogpaph'ical, (map) showing
mountains, etc.

or'phan, n. [Gk. orpMnos, be-

reaved], a child that has lost

one or both parents ; a., bereft
of parents. n., op'phanage,
state of being an orphan ; a
place for sheltering orphans.
a., op'phaned.

Orphe'an (orfe'an), a., pertaining
to the musician Orpheus.

op'piment, n. [Fr., from L. auri-

plgmcntum (aurwn, gold ; pig-
mentum, PIGMENT}], a yellow
substance used in paint.

or'pine, n. [corrupted from above],
a deep yellow colour ; a plant
with golden flowers.

OP'rery, n. [the Earl of Orrery], an
apparatus for showing the sizes,

motions, etc., of the sun and the
planets.

op'thodox, a. [Gk. drthos, right;
ddxa, an opinion], holding a
right belief ; believing as the
Church believes. n., or'tho-

dpxy, right belief ; soundness of
faith (opposed to HETERODOXY). .

OP'thoepy, n [Gk. orthos, right ;

epos, a word], right pronuncia-
tion.

opthog'raphy, n. [Gk. orthos,
right; -GRAPHY], correct spell-
ing. as., orthographic and
orthographical. n., orthog -

paphep.
orthop tera, n. [Gk. drthos,

straight; pteron, a wing], in-
sects with straight wings, fold-

6 ostensible

ing like a fan, underneath wing-
covers. a., opthop'terous.

OP'tolan, n. [Fr., from L. horto-

Idnus (hortus, a garden)], a kind
of bunting not common in
Britain.

-opy, suff. [O.Fr. orie, L. -orium],
of or belonging to ; a place,
collection, etc. (as in DILATORY,
PREFATORY; DORMITORY, LAVA-
TORY).

os'cillate (os'ttdt), v. [L. oscilldre,
to swing], to swing backwards
and forwards ; to wag like a
pendulum ; to vary between
limits. n., oseilla'tion. a.,
os'dilatory, like a pendulum.

os'culate, v. [L. osculdri, to kiss],
to kiss ; to touch, as two curves.

a., os'culant, touching close-

ly. n., oscula'tipn. a., ps'-
cQlatopy, pertaining to kissing
or contact of curves.

-ose, suff. [L. -dsus], full of (as in

JOCOSE, VERBOSE).
o'siep (o'zhier or -zer), n. [Fr., from

L. osdria], the water-willow ; a
twig used in making baskets ;

a., made of twigs or osiers.

osmium, n. [Gk. osme, a smell],
a rare metal, the oxide of which
has a disagreeable smell.

os'ppey, n. [corruption of ossi-

FRAGE], an eagle that feeds on
fish.

osseous (os'ius), a. [L. os, ossis, a
bone], bony. n., os'sicle, a
small bone. v., os'sify, to
grow or harden into bone. n.,
ossifica'tion.

os sifrage, n. [L. ossifrdgus, bone-
breaking], the sea-eagle.

ossiv'opous, a. [L. os, a bone ;

vordre, to devour], eating or

living on bones.

ostensible, a. [L. ostensus (osten-

dere, to show)], that may be
shown ; plausible ; not real ;

put forward to draw attention.

n., osten'sibility. a., os-
ten'sive, showing ; exhibiting.

n., ostenta'tion, great dis-

play ; an unnecessary showing
off. a., ostenta'tipus (-shus)t

fond of making display; in-

tended for display. adv+
ostentatiously.
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or belonging to us. n., ours.
prow., ourself; (pi.) our-

selves.
-OUP, SUff. [-OR],

-ous, suff. [O.Fr., from L. -d"stts],

full of (as in ANXIOUS, DUBIOUS).
ou'sel (oo'z&), n. [A.S.], a kind of

thrush.

oust, v. [O.Fr. osier, to draw out],
to drive out ; to expel.

out, adv. [A.S.], not in ; in or into

sight ; in want ; at a loss ; to
the end ; fully ; int., begone !

away 1

out-, pref., out; to the outside;
from inside; forth; thoroughly
(as in OUTLAW, OUTLIVE, OUT-
RUN, OUTSIDE).

outbal'ance, v., to be heavier than.
outbid', v., to offer a higher price

than. <pres. p., outbidding ;

p.p., outbid or outbidden;
past, outbade.

outbrave', v., to be braver than ;

to bear down by boldness or
insolence.

out'break, ., an outburst ; an
eruption.

out'burst, n., an explosion.
out'cast, a., cast out ; thrown
away ; looked on as useless ;

n., one who has lost all by bad
conduct.

out'come, n., that which comes
out or follows ; consequence.

out'crop, n., the coming up of a
layer of rock to the surface ;

rock that thus appears ; v. r

to come up to the. surface.

pres. p., outcropping; p.p.,

outcropped.
out'cry, n., a loud cry ; a cry of

distress.

outdo' (outdoo'), v., to do better
than. pres. p., outdoing ; p.p.,
outdone ; past, outdid.

out'door, a., carried on in the
open air. adv., out'doors, out-
side ; in the open air.

ou'ter, a., farther out ; on the out-
side.

out'ermost and out'most, as. t

farthest out ; most distant ;

utmost.
out'fit, n., a supply of things for

any purpose. n., out'fltter.

outflank', v., to extend the flank
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of one army beyond that of

another ; to pass round the

flank of ; to get the better of.

outgen'eral, v., to be a better

general than; to beat by greater
skill.

outgo', v., to go faster than ; to

surpass.
outgrow', v., to grow faster than ;

to grow too large or too old for,

etc. past, outgrew ; p.p., out-

grown.
out growth (out'groth), n., an off-

shoot.

outlan'dish, a., foreign; not
according to custom ; rude.

outlast', v., to last longer than.

outlaw, n., one whom the law no
longer protects ; v., to declare
to be an outlaw. n., out'-

lawry, process of outlawing.
outlay, n., a laying out ; money

spent.
outlet, n., the place or means by

which anything is let out ; an
opening.

outline, n., the outer or boundary
lines of a figure ; a drawing con-
taining only the outer lines ; v.,

to draw the outer lines ; to
describe briefly.

outlive', ., to live longer than.
outlook, n., a looking out ; a

view; a place from which one
looks ; a prospect.

outlying, a., at some distance
away ; beyond the boundary.

outmarch', v., to march faster
than.

outnum'bep, v.t to exceed in
number.

out'post, n., a post or station at a
distance ; the troops at such a
station.

out'pour (out'por) and outpour'-
ing, ns., act of pouring out ; an
abundant supply.

out'put, n., the quantity made or
put out in a given time.

out rage, n. [O.Fr., from L. ultra,
beyond], great wrong or vio-
lence ; mischief beyond meas-
ure ; v., to treat with great
abuse. a., outra'geous, vio-
lent ; furious.

outre'(oo<ra'),a. [Fr., as above], out
of the common ; extravagant.

outreach', v., to reach farther
than ; to get the better of.

out'rigger, n., a spar or timber to
j

extend a rope or sail ; a project-
ing support for a rowlock ; a !

boat fitted with an outrigger ; a ,

projection, with a float, to pre-
vent a canoe from upsetting.

outright' (outrU'), adv., right out ;

without delay ; at once ; com-
pletely.

outrun', v., to run farther or faster
than ; to leave behind. pres. p.,

outrunning ; p.p., outrun ;

past, outran.
out'set, n., a setting out ; a be-

ginning.
out shine, ., to shine more bright-

ly than.

out'side, n., the outer part ; the
surface ; the farthest limit ;

a., pertaining to what is with-
out ; adv. and prep, (-sid'), on
the outside (of) ; without. n.,

out'sider, one who has no con-
cern with what is going on.

out'skirt, n. (usu. pi.), the borders ;

the parts farthest away from
the centre.

outstanding, a., prominent ; un-
paid.

outstrip', v., to leave behind.

pres. p., outstripping ; p.p.,

outstripped.
outvie' (outvi'), v., to strive with
and overcome. -pres. p., outvy-
ing ; p.p., outvied.

outvote', v., to beat by number of

votes.

out'ward, a., towards or belonging
to the outside ; adv. (or out'-

wards), towards the outside ;

to a foreign land. a., out'ward-
bound, on the way out ; bound
for a foreign port.

outweigh' (outwd'), v., to weigh
more than ; to have more value
or influence than.

outwit', v., to overreach ; to de-
feat by cunning. pres. p., out-
witting ; p.p., outwitted.

out'work, n., a work or fort out-
side the chief wall or fortifica-

tion.

ofval, a. [L. ovum, an egg], having
the shape of an egg ; n., an
ellipse. n., o'vary, the part of
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the female where the eggs arc

produced. ; the seed-case of a

plant. a., o'vate, egg-shaped.
ova'tion, n. [L. ovdre, to shout],
a public reception given to a
victorious general ; a shout of

praise.
ov'en, n. [A.S. ofri\, an enclosed

fire-place for baking.
O'ver, prep. [A.S.], above ; higher

or of more value than ; across ;

on every part of the surface
of ; more than ; adv., above ;

across ; throughout ; too much ;

at an end.

over-, pref. (as in OVERCHARGE,
OVERSEER, OVERTHROW).

overact', v., to do more than is

needed.
overawe', v., to keep in check by

fear.

overbalance, v., to be heavier
than ; to lose or to cause to lose
balance.

overbear' (dverbar"), v., to bear
down ; to overpower. past,
overbore ; p.p., overborne.
a., overbearing, proud or

haughty in manner.

o'yerboard, adv., from a ship
into the water.

overbur'den, v., to load too
heavily.

overcast', v., to make gloomy ; to
sew an edge with long stitches

a. (5'verkast), clouded ; dark-
ened past and p.p., overcast.

overcharge', v., to put too great
a load or charge on : to ask too
high a price ; n. (o'vercharj), too
heavy a load or burden ; too
high a price.

overeloud',v.,to coverwith clouds.

overcome', v., to get the better of.

overdo', v., to do too much ; to
wear out ; to cook too much.

pres. p., overdoing ; p.p.,
overdone ; past, overdid. a.,

overdone' (overdun'), worn out ;

overacted ; too much cooked.
overdraw', v., to draw or say too
much ; to draw more than to the
proper limit. past, overdrew ;

p.p., overdrawn.
overdrive', v., to drive too fast.

past, overdrove ; p.p., over-
driven.

overdue' (overdu'), a., due some
time ago.

over-es'timate, v., to think too
highly of ; n., too high a value.

overflow' (overflo"), v., to flow
over the bank or brim ; to fill

too full ; to be abundant ; n.

(6'verflo), that which flows over ;

a flood ; an outlet for spare
water. a., overflowing, abun-
dant ; n. y abundance.

overgrow', v., to grow beyond ;

to gro\v too great for ; to cover
with herbage. past, overgrew ;

p.p., overgrown.
overhang', v., to jut or project

over. past and p.p., overhung.
overhaul', v., to look over for

examination or repair ; to gain
upon by speed ; n. (o'verhawl),
examination ; inspection ; re-

pair.

overhear', v., to hear what was
not intended. past and p.p.,
overheard.

overjoy', v., to fill with great
gladness. a., overjoyed' (over-

joid').

o'verland, a., wholly by land ;

adv., by land and not by sea.

overlap', v., to lap over ; to have
a part of one thing lying over
another. pres. p., overlap-
ping ; p.p., overlapped.

overlay', v., to lay or spread over ;

to cover completely ; to smother.
past and p.p., overlaid.

overlive', v., to live longer than ;

to survive.

overlook', v., to look on from a
higher point ; to watch over ;

to pass without notice ; to par-
don.

overmaster, v., to gain the mas-
tery over ; to subdue.

overmatch', v., to be more than a
match for ; to be too powerful
for.

overmuch', a., too much ; adv.,
in too great a degree.

overpass', v., to pass beyond ; to

pass without notice. a., over-
past', passed away ; gone.

overpay', v., to pay too much.
o'vepplus, n. [L. plus, more], more

than is needed.
overpow'er, v., to be too power-
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fnl for; to bear down with
force.

overprize' and overrate', vs., to

put too high a value on.

overreach', v., to reach farther

than ; to cheat by cunning.
override', v., to ride over ; to

trample down ; to make of no
force. past, overrode ; p.p.,
overridden.

overrule', v., to set aside by higher
power or authority.

overrun', v., to run or grow over ;

to take possession of ; to out-

run. pres. p., overrunning ;

p.p., overrun ; post, overran.
oversee', v., to watch over ; to

inspect. past, oversaw ; p.p.,
overseen. n., overse'er, a

superintendent ; an inspector.

overset', v., to turn over ; to turn
wrong side up ; to throw into

disorder. pres. p., oversetting ;

past and p.p., overset.
overshadow, v., to throw a sha-
dow over ; to darken ; to
shelter.

overshoot', v., to shoot beyond
the mark ; to say too much.
post and p.p., overshot.

o'versight (6'versU), n., watchful
care ; failure to notice ; dis-

regard.
overstate', t>., to state a thing as
more than it should be ; to

exaggerate. n.t overstate' -

ment.
overstep', v., to step beyond ; to

go too far. pres. p., overstep-
ping ; p.p., overstepped.

overstock', v., to fill too full.

overstrain', v., to pull too hard ;

to stretch too far ; to overwork.
o'vert, a. [Fr. ouvert, p.p. of ouvrir,

to open]* open to view ; in the
sight of all ; not hidden.

overtake', v., to come up with
from behind ; to be able to per-
form. pres. p., overtaking ;

p.p., overtaken; past, over-
took.

overtask', v., to give too great a
task to.

overtax', v., to tax too heavily.
overthrow', v., to throw down

or over ; to turn upside down ;

to ruin ; to destroy ; n., act

of overturning ; defeat. past,
overthrew ; p.p., overthrown.

overtop', v., to rise above the top
of ; to be of more importance
than. pres. p., overtopping ;

p.p., overtopped.
o'verture, n. [Fr., from ouvert

(oiivrir, to open)], an opening ; a
proposal or offer ; an introduc-
tion to an opera, oratorio, etc. ;

v., to lay a proposal before.

overturn', v., to turn over ; to
throw down ; to subvert ; to
conquer.

overween'ing, a., thinking too
much of oneself ; too confident.

o'verweight (o'verwdt), n., too
much weight ; more weight than
is just.

overwhelm', v., to bury and
crush beneath ; to overpower.
a., overwhelming.

overwise', a., too wise: affect-

edly wise.

overwork', v., to work too much ;

to work beyond strength. n.t

o'verwork, too much work.
past and p.p., overwrought.

ovif'erous, a. [L. ovum, an egg;
ferre, to bear], producing eggs.

o'viform, a. [L. ovum, forma*
FORM], egg-shaped.

ovip'arous, a. [L. ovum, parere, to

produce], producing young from
eggs (opposed to VIVIPAROUS).

o'void, a. [L. ovum, -OLD], egg-
shaped.

owe (6), v. [A.S. dgari], to be bound
to pay ; to be in debt to. a.,

ow'ing, requiring to be paid ;

(to) on account of -,^prep., (to)

because of.

owl, n. [A.S., akin to HOWL], a
bird of prey that hoots by night.

n., ow'let, a little owl. a.,

owlish, like an owl.
own (1) (on), a. [A.S. agen, p.p. of

dgan, to OWE], belonging to one-
self.

own (2) (on), v. [A.S.. agnian, to

claim, from agan (see OWE)], to
admit to be true ; to confess ;

to be in possession of ; to have
a right to. ns., ow'nep ; ow'-
nership, right of possession.

ox, n. [A.S.], a male cow ; (pi.)

ox'en. n. t ox'-eye, a plant
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with a flower like a large daisy,
resembling an ox's eye.

ox'ide, n. [Gk. oxys, sharp], a
combination of oxygen and
another element. u., ox'idize
or oxidate, to turn into or be-

come an oxide.

OX'ygen, n. [Gk. oxys, sharp ; gen-,

produce], a gas without colour,
taste, or smell, forming that

part of the air which supports
life and flame. v., ox'ygenate,
to unite with oxygen. a., oxyg'-
enous, pertaining to or obtained
from oxygen.

OX'ytone, a. [Gk. oxys, sharp ;

tonos, a tone], having an acute
accent on the last syllable.

oy'ep, n. [Norm. Fr. oyer (Fr. owtr,
to hear)], a hearing of trials ; a
commission empowering a per-
son or persons to hear and judge
certain cases.

O'yez (d'yes), int. [Norm. Fr., imp.
of oyer, to hear], hear ye ! at-
tend ! (words spoken by criers
of court before making proclam-
ations).

oyster (oi'ster), n. [O.Fr. oistre

(Fr. huttre)], a double-valved
shell-flsh used as food.

o'zone, n. [Gk. dzein, to smell],
a form of oxygen with a peculiar
smell, felt in the air when dis-

turbed by lightning. a., ozonl-
ffepous, containing zone.

pab'ftlum, n. [L. pabulum (pas-
cire, to feed)], that which feeds

plants and animals ; food ; fuel.

pa cable, a. [L. pOcdre (pax,
PEACE)], willing to forgive.

pace (pas), n. [Fr., from L, passws,
a step], the length of one step ;

speed of walking ; manner of

stepping ; v., to walk with
measured steps ; to measure by
steps ; to regulate in walking.

pa'cha (pa'shd), etc. See PASHA.
rpach'yderm (pak'iderm) and
\

paehyder'matous, as. [Gk.

[
pachys, thick ; derma, skin],

! pertaining to animals with thick
1 ekins ; n., an elephant, etc.

pacify (pas'ifl), v. [Fr., from L.
I pacificare (pax, PEACE ; -FT)], to
i make at peace ; to calm. a.,

pacific, making peace ; at
peace. ns., Pacific, the name
of an ocean ; paciflca'tion, act

i of pacifying ; paci'fist (or
pacificist), one who urges
peace ; pacifism (or pacif-
icism), the view that disputes
should be settled peaceably.

pack, n. [E., from Teut.], that
which is bound up ; something
made up to be carried ; a set of
cards ; a set number of hounds ;

persons united for a bad pur-
pose ; a mass of floating ice ;

.. to tie up firmly ; to press into

narrow space ; to make up un-
fairly, as a court or jury. ns.,

pack'age, something packed;
pack'et, a little pack or pack-
age ; a ship sailing regularly
and carrying mails, passengers,
and parcels ; pack'-horse, a
horse used for carrying packs of

goods ; packing, that which is

used for packing, or for mak-
ing joints of machinery close ;

stuffing ; pack'-man, a man
who carries a pack ; pack'-
saddle, the saddle of a pack-
horse ; pack'-thread, a strong
thread for sewing up packages.

pact and pac'tion, ns. [L. pactum,
a bargain], something agreed
upon ; a bargain ; a treaty.

pad (1), n. [etym. ?], a soft bag
or cushion ; a number of leaves
of writing- or blotting-paper
laid together ; v., to stuff with
something soft ; to fix colours in
cloth. pres. p., padding ; p.p.,
padded. n., pad'ding, the
soft stuff of a cushion ; matter of
less value put into a book to
extend its size.

pad (2), n. [Du. pad, a PATH], an
easy-going horse; (also FOOT-
PAD), a thief on the public road ;

v., to walk easily or slowly ;

to rob on foot.

pad die, v. [otym. I], to play in
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\rater with hands or feet ; to

beat the water with a paddle :

to row ; n., an oar with a broad

blade; one of the floats of a

paddle-wheel.
pad'dock (1), n. [Scand. ?], a toad

or frog.

pad'dock (2), n. [corrupted from
A.S. pearroc, a PARK], a small

field.

padlock, n. [E. pad (etym.?),

LOCK], a hanging lock with a
clasp which turns on a hinge,
and receives the bolt through
an opening in its other end.

pae'an (pe'dn), n. [Gk. Paian,
Apollo], a song in honour of

Apollo ; a hymn of triumph.
pa'gan, n. [L. pdgdnus (pdgus, a

district)], a heathen, because
those in the country kept longer
to their old gods ; a worshipper
of false gods ; a., belonging to

false gods, or to their worship-
pers. n., pa ganism, state of

being a pagan.
page (1) (pdj), n. [Fr., etym. ?], a
boy trained as a servant ; a
youth waiting on a person of

rank.

page (2) (pdj), n. [Fr., from L.

pdgma, a leaf], one side of a leaf ;

a piece of writing ; (pi.) writ-

ings ; v., to mark or number
pages. ns., pa'ging (pd'jing),
the numbering of pages ; pagi-
nation.

pageant (paj'ent or -pd'jent), n.

[prob. from PAGE], a stage on
wheels, or a chariot decked out
to exhibit a play ; the play
itself ; any great show ; also

pa'geantry, great display : a
showy exhibition.

pago'da, n. [Port., from Pers.,
house of idols], a Chinese idol,
or its temple ; a coin formerly
used in India.

pail (pal), n. [A.S. pcegel or Fr.

paelle, from L. patella, a small
vessel], a vessel of wood or metal
for carrying water, milk, etc.

pain (pan), n. [O.Fr., from L. pcena,
punishment], a feeling of sore-
ness ; uneasiness or suffering ;

(pi.) the sufferings of childbirth ;

punishment ; v., to cause sufler-

palate

ing ; to make sore. as., pain'-
fill, causing pain ; hard to do
or to bear ; pains'taking, tak-

ing trouble ; giving great atten-
tion ; 7i., a taking of pains or
trouble.

paint (pant), v. [Fr., from L. pin-
gere], to cover with colour ; to
make a coloured likeness ; to use
colours ; to describe in glowing
words ;^n., that which is laid
on to give colour. ns., pain'-
ting, work of a painter ; pain'-
ter (1).

pain'tep (2), n. [O.Fr. pentoir (L.

pendere, to hang), or panter (Fr.

pantiere), a snare ?], a rope used
to fasten a boat.

pair (par), n. [Fr., from L. par,
equal], two of a sort ; a husband
and wife ; v., to come together
in twos ; to fit each other ; to
agree not to vote.

pal'ace (pdl'is), n. [Fr., from L.
paldtium, a house built by Au-
gustus on the Palatine Hill at
Rome], the house of a king, a
nobleman, or a bishop ; a very
splendid house. a., pala tial

(pdld'shdl), grand ; like a palace.
pal'adin, n. [Fr., from L. paid-

tlnus, PALATINE], a knight of the
court of Charlemagne ; a knight-
errant.

palssog raphy (paliog'rdfi), n. [Gk.
palaios, ancient ; -GRAPHY],
ancient modes of writing, or the
art of reading them.

palaeol'ogy (pdliol'oji), n. [Gk. pa-
laios, ancient ; -LOGY], the study
of ancient things.

palseontol'ogy (pdHontol'oji), n.

[Gk. palaios, ancient ; on, ontos,

being ; -LOGY], the study of
ancient forms of life.

palaeozoic, a. [Gk. palaios, an-
cient ; zoe, life], denoting rocks
containing ancient forms of life.

palanquin' or palankeen' (pdldn-
ken), n. [Hind., from Skt., a bed],
a light covered carriage carried

by poles on men's shoulders.

pal'ate, n. [L. palatum], the roof
of the mouth ; taste ; relish.

as., pal atable, pleasing to the
palate ; agreeable to the taste ;

pal'atal, pertaining to the
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palate ; formed or uttered by the
) help of the palate, as the letters

k and y ; n., a letter uttered by
the help of the palate.

pal'atine (pal'dtin), a. [L. pala-
tlnus, the Palatine Hill], per-
taining to a palace ; having
royal privileges ; n., a noble
who has royal rights ; also

palatinate, the province of a
palatine.

pala ver, n. [Port., from L. para-
bdla (see PARABLE)], idle talk ;

a conference with an African
tribe or chief ; v., to talk idly ;

to hold a conference.

?ale (1), n. [Fr., from L. pnlus, a
stake], a pointed piece of wood
used in making a fence ; a fence ;

the ground enclosed by a fence ;

a district ; v., to surround with
pales. us., paling, a fence of

pales or stakes ; palisade' [Fr.],

a strong fence of sharpened
stakes ; v., to surround with a
palisade.

pale (2), a. [Fr., from L. pallldus],
with faint colour ; nearly white ;

v., to lose colour ; to lessen

brightness. ns., pale'ness and
pallor. a., pallid, wanting
colour.

,t paletot (p&l'etd), n. [Fr., etym. ?],

a loose overcoat.
ilette (pd'let), n. [Fr., from L.

pala, a spade], a thin board on
which a painter mixes his colours.

pal frey, n. [O.Fr., from Low L.

paraveredus, a post-horse], a
saddle-horse.

palimpsest, n. [Gk. palin, again ;

psestos, rubbed], a manuscript
rubbed out to make room for
other writing.

pall (1) (pawl), n. [A.S., from L.

pallium, a cloak], a cloak or
mantle ; a scarf sent by the
Pope to archbishops ; the cloth
over a coffin at a funeral.

pall (2) (pawl), v. [APPAL ?], to lose
taste or spirit ; to make dull or
listless.

palla'dium, n. [Gk. Palladion, a
statue of the goddess Pallas en-

suring the safety of Troy], any-
thing that helps to preserve
liberty or to secure safety.

pallet (1), n. [M.E. and O.Fr.
paillet, from L. palea, straw], a
bed of straw.

pallet (2), n. [see PALETTE], a tool
used by potters ; a tool for

spreading gold-leaf.

palliasse' (pdlyas'), n. [Fr., from
L. palea, straw], a mattress
made of straw.

pal'liate, v. [L. pallidtus, covered
with a cloak], to cover over, as
a fault ; to soften by excuses ;

to lessen the violence of. n.,

pallla'tion, a means of soften-

ing or excusing. a., pal'liative,
serving to soften ; lessening the
violence of a disease or of pain ;

n., something that softens.

pall-mall' (pel-mel
1

), n. [It. palla,
a ball ; maglio, MALL], a game
played with a ball and a mallet ;

Pall Mall, a street in London
wherethe game used to be played.

palm (pam), n. [A.S., from L.
palma], the inner part of the
hand ; a tree with branches
only at the top ; a palm leaf as
a sign of victory ; v., (off upon)
to impose on ; to cheat. as.,

pal'mate, like the palm of the
hand ; pal'my, bearing palms ;

flourishing ; victorious. ns.,

pal'mep, a traveller from the
Holy Land, who carried a palm
branch; paTmep-wopm,ahairy
caterpillar which devours leaves.

a., pal'miped [L. pes, a foot],
web-footed ; n., a web-footed
animal. ns., pal'mistpy, the
art of telling fortunes by the
lines of the hand ; Palm Sun'-
day, the Sunday before Easter.

pal'pable, a. [L. palpare, to feel],
that can be felt ; easily per-
ceived.

pal'pitate, v. [L. palpitdre, to
throb], to move or beat very
quickly ; to beat more quickly
than usual. n., palpita'tion,
a rapid beating of the heart.

pal'sy (pawl'zi), n. [O.Fr. parolysie,
PARALYSIS], loss of power to feel
or move, in any part of the
body ; v., to strike with palsy.

a., pal'sied, ill with palsy.
pal'tpy (pawl'tri), a. [Scand. root,
meaning a rag ?], not worth

a
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mnch ; mean. v., pal'tep, to

trifle in talk ; to deal meanly ;

to dodge. n., pal'terer, one
who trifles.

pam pas, n. pi. [Peru.], vast

plains in Argentina.
pam'per, v. [E., from Teut.], to

gratify beyond measure.

pam'phlet (pam'fleft, n. lO.Fr.

Pamphilet, from L. Pamphilus,
title of a poem], a small book of

one or more sheets ; an essay
on a subject of interest. n.,

pamphleteer', a writer of pam-
phlets.

pan, n. [A.S.], a shallow vessel for

household uses ; part of a gun
where the priming was placed ;

(brain-), the upper part of the
head. n., Pan, a rural god of

ancient Greece, represented with
horns and goat's feet. n., pan'-
cake, a thin cake of eggs, flour,

sugar, and milk fried in a pan.
pan-, pref. [Gk. past Cantos], all

(as in PANOPLY, PANORAMA).
panace'a (pandse'd), n. [Gk., from
pan, all ; akeisthai, to heal], a
cure for all diseases.

pan'creas, n. [Gk. PAN-, kreas,

flesh], a fleshy gland behind and
under the stomach, also called
sweetbread.

Pan'dects, n. pi. [Fr., from Gk.
pandektes (PAN-, dechesthai, to

take)], the fifty books of the
Roman civil law, framed by
order of Justinian.

pandemo'nium, n. [PAN-, DEMON],
the hall of all the demons ; a dis-

orderly place.
pan'der, n. [L. Pandarus], one who

helps others to indulge their

passions ; v., to minister to
the passions of others.

pane, n. [Fr., from L. pannus, a
piece of cloth], one of the squares
of a piece of cloth marked in
checks ; a plate of glass in a
window.

panegyric (pdnejir'ik), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. panegfyrikos (PAN-,
agdra, an assembly)], an oration
in praise of some one. as.,

panegyric and panegyrical.
n., pan'egyrist, one who

praises.

pan'el, n. [O.Fr., from med. L.
pannellus, a small piece of cloth
(pannus, PANE)], a flat piece with
a raised border ; a thin board
on which a picture is painted ;

a list of persons called to serve
as jurymen ; those chosen to
act ; doctor's list of registered
patients ; t>., to construct with
panels. pres. p., panelling ;

p.p., panelled.
pang, n. [etym. ?], a sudden feel-

ing of pain or sorrow.

panic, n. [Fr., from Gk. panikos,
caused by the god Pan], an
overpowering fright ; a ground-
less fear ; a., sudden and
causeless ; unreasonable. as.,

panic-stricken or -struck,
struck with a great and sudden
fear.

panicle, n. [L. panicula, a tuft],
an irregularly branched cluster
of flowers.

pannier (pan'i&r), n. [Fr., from
L. pdndrium, a bread-basket
(pdnis, bread)], one of a pair of
baskets slung over a horse's
back ; part of a lady's dress.

pan'oply, n. [Gk. (PAN-, hopla,
arms], a full suit of armour.
a., pan'oplied (-plid), dressed
in full armour.

panorama (p&nara'md or -rom'd),
n. [PAN-, Gk. Jwrdma, a view],
a view in every direction ; a
number of pictures unrolled one
after another before the spec-
tators ; a wide view. a., pano-
ramic, pertaining to or like a
panorama.

pan'sy (pan'zi), n. [Fr. penste, a
thought], a kind of violet.

pant, v. [etym. ?], to breathe
quickly ; to long eagerly for.

pantaloon', n. [Fr., from It. Pan-
talone], a comic actor in a panto-
mime ; (pi.) a kind of trousers.

pan theism, n. [PAN-, THEISM],
the belief that God and the
universe are one that all per-
sons and things are parts of

God. n., pan'theist, one who
so believes. as., pantheis'tic
and pantheistical.

pantheon (pdn'thion or p&nthe'dri),
n. [Gk. pantheion, common to all
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the gods], a temple sacred to all

the gods : all the gods of a
country.

pan'ther, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
panther], a spotted animal of the
cat kind.

pan tomime, n. [Gk. panto-,
PAN-, mimos (see MIMIC)], one
who acts without speaking ; a
play all acting ; a play in which
acting and buffoonery are mixed
up ; a Christmas play usually
founded on a fairy tale.

pan'try, n. [Fr., from L. panis,
bread], a place for keeping pro-
visions.

pap, n. [imit. ?], bread softened
in milk or water ; the soft part
of fruit ; a nipple or teat.

papa', n., a child's word for father.

Pa'paey, n. [med. L. papa, a
father], the office or authority of
the Pope ; the Roman Catholic
religion ; the line of Popes.
a., pa'pal, pertaining to the
Pope or to his religion. n.,

Pa'pist, a follower of the Pope.
pa per, n. [O.Fr., from L. papfl-

rus], a thin sheet made from
rags or vegetable fibre, for

writing or printing on, or for

wrapping articles in ; anything
written or printed on paper ; a
newspaper ; bank-notes ; a.,

pertaining to paper ; made of

paper ; v., to cover with paper ;

to fold in paper. ns., pa'per-
hanger, a tradesman who puts
paper on walls ; pa'pep-hang-
ings (pL), paper for covering
walls ; pa'per money, bills or
notes stamped as worth so much
money, and used in place of
coins.

pap'iep-ma'che* (pap'ya-ma'sha),
n. [Fr.], paper pulp, mixed with
Bize or glue, moulded into various
shapes, and japanned when dry.

papilionaceous (pdpiliond'shus),
a. [L. papilio, a butterfly], like a
butterfly, as a pea blossom.

papillary or papillose, a. [L.

papilla, a small pimple], pertain-
ing to, like, or covered with
pimples.

pap'pous or pappose', a. [Gk. 33033-

post down], covered with down.

papyp'us, n.. [Gk. papyros], a reed,
from which the ancients made
paper ; a writing on papyrus ;

(pi.) papyri.
par, n. [L. par, equal], state of

being equal ; equal value ; face
value of a note, bill, etc. n.,

parity, equality.
para-, pap-, pref. [Gk.], beside;

similar ; against (as in PARADOX,
PARAGRAPH, PARALLEL, PARODY).

papa-, geog. root [Braz.], water ;

river (as in Paraguay, the place
of water ; Parahiba, bad watetfk

pap'able, n. [Fr., from Gk. para-
bole, a discourse], a comparison ;

a story to teach some truth or
doctrine.

parab'dia, n. [Gk.], a curve
formed by cutting a cone so
that the cut shall be parallel to
its slope. as., parabolic and
parabolical, like a parable or
a parabola ; expressed by par-
able.

parachute' (parashoot"), n. [Fr.,
from It. para-, to ward ; Fr.
chute, a fall], a large umbrella -

like apparatus to enable a person
to drop safely from aircraft.

Par aelete, n. [Fr., from Gk. para-
kletos, called to one's side], the
Holy Ghost ; the Comforter.

parade', n. [Fr., from Sp. parada
(L. pdrare, to prepare)], soldiers
under exercise or inspection ;

the ground where troops are
drawn up or drilled ; great dis-

play ; a public walk ; v., to

display for inspection ; to march
in order.

par'adigm (par'ddim), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. paradigma (PARA-,
deigma, an example)], an ex-
ample ; (grammar) a word given
hi all its parts as an example.

par'adise, n. [Fr., from Gk. para-
deisos, a pleasure-ground], a
place or state of great happiness ;

the garden of Eden ; heaven.
n., bird of paradise, a bird of

very beautiful plumage, found
in New Guinea. a., paradisa'-
ical or paradisi'acal.

par'adox, n. [Fr., from Gk. para-
dox (PARA-, contrary to ; d&xa,
an opinion)], a statement con-
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trary to common belief ; some-

thing seemingly self-contradic-

tory, but really true. a., para-
doxical, of the nature of a

paradox.
par affln (pdr'dfiri), n. [Fr., from

L. parum, little ; affinis, related

to], a white substance like wax
got from shale, coal-tar, etc. ;

oil got from the same source.

par'agon, n. [Fr., from It. para-

gone, etym. ?], a model for com-

parison ; something of the high-
est excellence.

par'agraph, n. [Fr., from Gk.

paragraphos (PARA.-, -GRAPH)], a
mark (If) to call attention to a
new section ; a separate part
or division of a book or chapter ;

a short notice.

par allax, n. [Fr., from Gk. paral-
laxis (PARA-, allassein, to

change)], the difference of ap-
parent position of an object
viewed from points at a distance
from each other ; the angle
between two lines from a star to

points at a great distance from
each other.

par'allel, a. [Gk. PARA-, allelon,
one another], lines equally dis-

tant at all points ; in the same
direction ; having the same
meaning, etc. ; like in most
respects ; n., a line equally
distant at all points from an-
other ; a line of latitude ; one
thing like another in most re-

spects ; a trench dug parallel
to the walls of a fortress ; v.,

to make parallel. n., par'al-
lelism, state of being parallel.

parallelogram, n. [-GKRAM], a
four-sided figure whose opposite
sides are parallel.

papal'ysis (pdrdl'isis), n. [Gk.
PARA-, lyein, to loosen], loss of

power or feeling in any part of
the body. t;., pap'alyse, to
strike with paralysis ; to weaken
or make useless. a., paralytic,
111 with paralysis ; n., one
suffering from paralysis.

par'amount, a. [O.Fr. par amont,
at the top (see AMOUNT)], high
above all others ; of the highest
importance.

pap'amour (pdr'ctnwor), n. [Fr.

par amour, by love], a lover,
usually in a bad sense.

par'apet, n. [Fr. and It., from L.

pardre, to guard ; pectus, the
breast], a wall on the edge of

anything ; a low wall to protect
from the enemy's fire.

paraphernalia, n. [Gk. PARA-,
pherne, dowry], fine or showy
clothes, ornaments, etc.

pap'aphrase, n. [Fr., from Gk.
paraphrasis (PARA-, PHRASE)], the
same thing expressed in different
or simpler words ; a free trans-
lation ; a sacred song founded
on a passage of Scripture ; v.,

to repeat in different words ; to
rewrite so a,s to make clearer or
fuller ; to give a free translation.

as., paraphras'tie and para-
phpas'tieal, of the nature of a
paraphrase ; clear and full in
statement.

parasite, n. [Gk. PARA-, sUos,
food], one who flatters another
and lives at his expense ; a
plant or animal that clings to
and feeds on another.

parasol', n. [It. parare, to ward
off ; sol, the sun], a small umbrella
used as a sunshade.

par'boil, v. [O.Fr. parboiUir, from
late L. perbulllre, to boil thor-

oughly (PER-, bullire, to BOIL)],
to boil or cook in part.

par'eel, n. [Fr., from It. particella],
a small part ; a quantity tied up
by itself ; a small bundle ;

to divide by parts ; to make
into a parcel. pres. p., parcel-
ling; p.p., parcelled.

parch, v. [etym. ?], to burn the
surface of ; to make or become
dry by heating ; to roast. a.,

parched.
pareh'ment, n. [Fr., from Per-

gdmos, in Asia Minor, where it

was first made], skin prepared
for writing.

par'don, v. [Fr., from L. perdondre
(PER-, dondre, to give)], to free

from punishment ; to pass over
a wrong ; to overlook ; n.,

freedom from punishment. a.,

par'donable.
pare, v, [Fr., from L. parare, to
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make ready], to cut or shave off

the outer part of ; to peel ; to
take a little off ; to trim. n.,

par'ing, process of paring ;

that which is cut off.

paregoric, a. [Gk. paregorikos],
soothing pain ; n. r a soothing
medicine.

>ar'ent, n. [L. parens], one who
or that which produces ; a father
or a mother. a., paren'tal,
pertaining to a parent. n.,

par'entage, state, rank, or
condition of one's parents.

>aren'thgsis, n. [Gk. PARA ; en,
in ; thesis, a placing], a word,
phrase, or clause inserted in a
sentence to explain its meaning ;

(pi.) paren'theses, the marks
( ) to show an insertion. as.,

parenthetic and paronthet'-
ical, expressed as a parenthesis.

larhe'lion, n. [Gk. PARA-, helios,
the sun], a bright light some-
times near and sometimes op-
posite the sun ; (pi.) parhe'lia.

pariah, n. [Tamil], a person in

Southern India belonging to a
low caste ; an outcast.

Parian, a., belonging to Paros,
an island in the ^gean Sea,
noted for its marble.

pari'etal, a. [L. paries, a wall],

growing on the inner surface, aa
seeds in a pod.

parish, n. [Fr. paroisse, from Gk.
paroikia, a neighbourhood], a
district which has at least one
church and one minister ; a
district supporting its own poor ;

a., pertaining to a parish.
n., parishioner (pdrish'aner).
Ity. See under PAR.

park, n. [A.S. pea/rite], a piece of
land fenced in ; the ground,
usually in grass, around a man-
sion-house ; ground laid out for
ornament and pleasure ; a
space occupied by guns or
stores in a camp ; place where a
motor car may be left ; v., to
enclose ; to leave a car in a
parking place.

parlance, n. [Fr. parler, to speak],
mode or manner of speaking,

jar'ley, n. [Fr. parler, from L.
parabola (see PARABLE)], a talk,

Parse*

esp. with an enemy for exchange
of prisoners, etc. ; v., to speak
with another ; to confer ; to
treat with an enemy.

Parliament (par'ldmenQ, n. [Fr.

parler, to speak], a body elected
to make laws ; the Houses of
Lords and Commons ; the court
which registered the edicts of
the French kings. a., parlia-
mentary, passed by Parlia-
ment ; according to its rules.

parlour, n. [O.Fr. parleor, from
med. L. parlatorium (see PAR-
LEY)], a room for conversation ;

a family sitting-room.
paro'chial (pdrokidl), a. [L. pa-

rochialis (see PARISH)], belonging
to a parish.

par'ody, n. [Gk. PARA-, 6de, a
song], an imitation of the words
and thought of a song or poem,
but with another meaning ;

., to turn into a parody ; to
burlesque.

parole' (parol'\ n. [Fr., from late
L. parabdla (see PARABLE)], a
word or declaration ; a word of

honour; a daily pass-word;
a., given orally.

par'onym, n. [Gk. PARA-, onyma, a
name], a word having the same
sound as another but different
in spelling and meaning, as ail

and ale, pane and pain.
par'oxysm, n. [Gk. PARA-, oxye,

sharp], a sharp sudden attack
of pain ; any severe fit.

par'ricide, n. [Fr., from L. parri-
cida (pater, -CIDE)], one who
murders his father ; the crime
of killing one's father. a., par-
ricidal.

par'rot, n. [etym. ?], a kind of

tropical birds, some of which
can be taught to repeat words.

par'ry, v. [Fr., from L. parare, to
ward off], to turn aside ; to
ward off ; avoid.

parse (parz or pars), v. [L. pars, a
PART], to tell the parts of speech
in a sentence, and the grammat-
ical relations of the words.
n., par'sing.

Parsee',n. [Pers.Pdrsf,a PERSIAN],
one of the followers of Zoroaster
in India; afire-worshipper.
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par'simony, n. [L. parsimonia,
thrift], undue care in the use of

money. a., parsimo'nious,
very sparing ; niggardly ; mean.

parsley, n. [Fr., from Gk. petro-
seUnon (petros, a rock ; sellnon,

parsley)], a well-known herb
used in cooking.

pars'nip, n. [O.Fr. pastenaque,
from L. pastlnum, a dibble], a
plant with a carrot-like root.

par'son, n. [PERSON], a minister
of a parish. n. t pap'sonage,
the house of a parish minister.

part, n. [L. pars], something less

than the whole ; that which
comes to one's share ; one side

in a quarrel ; the music for each
voice or instrument ; a charac-
ter in a play ; (pi.) qualities ;

abilities ; v., to break or to be
broken into pieces ; to divide
into shares ; to separate. a.,

pap'ting, putting apart ; separ-
ating ; given when departing ;

n., a branching in two ; a
leave-taking.

partake', v., to take part in or of ;

to get a share of ; to have some-
wha,t of the character, proper-
ties, etc. past, partook; p.p.,
partaken. n., parta'kep.

parterre' (partar'), n. [Fr. par
terre, along the ground], flower-
plots surrounded by grass or
gravel-walks.

par'tial (par'sJidl), a. [L. pars, a
PART], affecting a part only ;

not whole or entire ; favouring
one side more than another.
n., partiality (parsMal'iti), state
or quality of being partial ; a
showing of favour to one side ;

a liking for one more than an-
other.

participate (partis''ipat), v. [L.
partitipatus (pars, a PART ; ca-

ptre, to take)], to have or receive
a share ; to take a part along
with others. a., participant,
sharing ; taking part ; n., one
who shares or takes part. ns.,

participation, a taking part
or sharing in ; participator.

par tioaple, n. [L. participium], a
word partly an adjective and
partly a verb. a., participial,

pertaining to or formed from a
particfple.

par'tiele, n. [L. particula (pars)], a
little part ; the smallest part
into which a body can be divided ;

(grammar) a word not declined,
as an adverb, etc.

partic'filar, a. [L. particuldris],
pertaining to a part ; belong-
ing to a single person or thing ;

attending to details ; minute ; su-

perior ; fine in taste ; n., a small
part or point ; a single fact or

thing. n., particularity, mi-
nuteness of attention ; a minute
detail. v., partie'ularize, to
give separately or in detail.

par'tisan (1), n. [Fr., from It. par-
tigiano, from parte, a PART], one
who takes a side strongly ; a
member of a party ; a., strongly
inclined to a party.

par'tisan (2), n. [Fr., perhaps from
O.Ger. barte, an axe], a kind of
halberd ; a staff or baton.

partition (partish'on), n. [L. par-
tltio], act of parting or dividing ;

state of being divided ; a divid-
ing wall or boundary ; v., to
divide into parts or shares.

a., par'titive, marking a part ;

dividing or separating ; n., a
word denoting a part.

part'ner, n., one who takes part
along with ; a member of a firm ;

a husband or a wife ; one of a
couple of dancers.- n., part'-
nership, state of being a part-
ner ; a right to a share.

par'tridge, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
perdix], a wild bird preserved
for game.

par'ty, n. [Fr., from L. pars, a
PART], a number of persons
associated for a purpose ; one
set of persons opposed to an-
other ; a number of soldiers on
duty ; one of the sides in a law-
suit ; a., belonging to a party,

-ya., par'ti-eol'oured, coloured
differently at different parts;
variegated.

par'venu (par'venU), n. [Fr., from
L. pervenire (PER-, venire, to

come)], one newly come into

power or notice ; upstart ;-

like a parvenu.
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pas'chal (pas'kal), a. [Fr., from
Gk. paschal, pertaining to the
Jewish Passover.

pa'sha (or pasha'), n. [Turk.], a
Turkish governor : an officer

holding high command ; pash'-
alic, the province governed by
a pasha.

pas qumade and pas'quin, ns.

[Pasquino, a witty cobbler at

Rome], a lampoon or satire.

pass, v. [Fr., from L. passus, a
step], to move on ; to go out of

sight or hearing ; to go by ; to
allow to go on ; to go from hand
to hand ; to go on without
noticing ; to thrust ; to succeed
in an examination ; n. t a nar-
row road or path ; a written
permission to go ; a state or
condition ; success in an ex-
amination. a., pass'able, that
may be passed ; that may be
allowed to pass ; fairly good.
ns., pass'age (-#), a movement
from one place to another ; a
way through ; a journey in a
ship ; right to pass ; the pass-
ing of a law ; part of a book ;

pass'eager, one who travels ;

pass'er or pass'ep-by, one who
passes ; pass'ing-bell, a bell

tolled immediately after a per-
son's death ; pass'port, a
written permission to travel in

a foreign country ; anything
which enables a person to pass
with safety ; pass word, a
word by knowing which one is

allowed to pass.

passion (pash'on), n. [L. passio
(pall, to suffer)], suffering of

body or mind ; strong feeling ;

strong desire ; loss of self-com-
mand ; the sufferings and death
of Christ ; (pi.) strongly excited
feelings ; a., pas'sionate, eas-

ily moved by anger or strong
feeling ; expressing passion.
n., pas'sionateness, quickness
of temper. ns., Pas'sion-
flow'ep, a plant with a flower
supposed to be like " the crown
of thorns ;

"
Pas'sion-play, a

play showing forth the last

Bufferings of Christ; Pas'sion
Week, the week before Easter.

pas'sive, a., suffering ; acted on
without resistance ; (verb) when
the subject is acted on. ns.,

pas'siveness and passivity,
state of being passive ; submis-
sion.

Pass'dvep, n., the chief feast of
the Jews, to commemorate the

passing over of their first-born
in Egypt ; the lamb slain at
this feast.

past, a., gone by or passed away ;

come to an end ; n., a time
gone by ; prep., beyond ; far-
ther than ; out of reach ; no
longer able for ; adv., by.

paste (past), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
paste, a mess of food (passein, to
sprinkle)], flour wetted into a
soft mass, for making bread,
etc. ; flour or starch mixed with
water to fasten paper, etc. ;

earth or clay mixed with water
in making pottery ; a kind
of glass used in imitating

-v., to fasten with paste.
paste'-board, a stiff

kind of board of sheets of paper
pasted together ; pas'try, ar-
ticles of food made of paste.
a., pas'ty, like paste ; n. t a
meat-pie.

pas tern, n. [O.Fr., same root as
PASTURE], the part of a horse's

leg between the hoof and the
fetlock.

pastille' (pastel'), n. [L. pastil-
lus, a small loaf], a small cone
of sweet-smelling substances,
burned to purify the air of a
room ; a kind of lozenge.

pas'time, n., that which causes
time to pass pleasantly ; amuse-
ment.

pas'top, n. [L.], one who feeds a
flock ; a shepherd ; a minister
of a church. a., pas'toral, the
work of a shepherd or a minister ;

w., a poem of shepherd life ; a
letter from a minister to his

people. ns. t pas torate and
pas'topship, the office or work
of a pastor.

pas'tupe, n. [L. pastUra, a feed-

ing (pascere, to feed)], grass on
which cattle feed ; ground cov-
ered with grass ; v., to feed on
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grass ; to supply with grass for

food. 7i., pas'tfipage, ground
on which cattle feed ; the busi-

ness of feeding cattle.

pat, n. [unit. ?], a light stroke with
the hand ; a small lump, as of

butter; a., at the right time
or place ; fit ; v., to give a
gentle blow with the hand.

pres. p., patting ; p.p., patted.
-patam, geog. root [Hind.], city or

fort (as in Seringapatam, town
of Sriringa or Vishnu).

patch', n. [etym. ?], a piece put
on to mend ; a small piece of

ground ; v., to mend ; to mend
or make clumsily ; to make up
of pieces.

pate, n. [etym. ?], the top of the
head ; the head.

pat'en, n. [O.Fr., from L. patina,
a plate], the plate for the conse-
crated bread in the Eucharist.

pA tent (or pat'-), a. [O.Fr., from
L. patens, open], open to all ;

easily or clearly seen ; protected
by a patent ; n. t an official

letter containing a grant of a
title of nobility or the profits of
an invention for a limited time ;

v., to grant or to protect by a
patent. n., patentee', one who
gets a patent.

pater'nal, a. [L. pater, a father],
pertaining to a father ; like a
father ; got from a father. n.,

pater'nity, the relation of a
father to his children.

pat ernoster, n. [L., our Father],
the Lord's Prayer (from the
first two words in Latin).

path, n. [A.S.], a way or road ; a
narrow way ; line of motion ;

course of conduct. a., path'-
less, without a road ; untrodden.

pa'thos, n. [Gk. patfios, suffering],
that which raises tender feel-

ing ; feeling showing itself in
tender words. as., pathetic,
moving the feelings ; causing
pity ; pathological. ns., pa-
thol'ogy, science of diseases ;

pathoTogist, one who studies
pathology.

-pathy, suff. [Gk. -patheia, as
above], suffering ; disease (as
to APATHY, HOMOEOPATHY).

pa'tient (pa'shenf), a. [L. patient
(patl, to suffer)], able and willing
to bear suffering ; not easily
made angry ; waiting calmly ;

7i., one under a doctor's care.

nt, pa'tienee, power of bear-

ing ; willingness to wait ; per-
severance.

pat'ois (pdt'wa), n. [Fr., etym. ?],

dialect of the uneducated classes
of a country.

pa'tpiapch, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
patriarchies (pater, a father ;

archein, to rule)], the chief father
of a tribe ; a name given to

Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, etc. ;

a clergyman in the Greek Church
of higher rank than an arch-

bishop ; a venerable old man.
as., patpiap'chal and patriar'-
chie, pertaining to a patriarch ;

under the rule of a patriarch.
n., patriarchate, the office or

dwelling of a patriarch.
patpician (patrish'an), a. [L. pat-

ritius, noble (pater, a father)], of

high rank ; n., a person of high
rank.

pat'picide, n. [L. pater, a father ;

CIDE], a murderer of his father ;

the crime of parricide.
pat'pimony, n. [Fr., from L.

patrimonium, an inheritance],
money or property left by one's
father or ancestors. a., patpi-
mo'nial, pertaining to a patri-
mony ; inherited.

pa'triot (or pat'-), n. [Gk. patriotes,
a fellow-countryman], one who
loves and serves his country.
a., patriotic (or pat'-), loving
and serving one's country. n.,

pa'tpiotism (or p&t'-).

patpis'tic and patris'tical, a.

[Ft., from L. pater, a father],

pertaining to the fathers of the
Christian Church.

patrol', v. [Fr. patrouiller], to go
round, as a sentry ; n., a going
of the rounds ; the men who go
the rounds. pres. p., patrol-
ling ; p.p., patrolled.

p&'tpon (or p&t' -), n. [L. patronus,
a protector], one who gives help
and favour ; one who encourages
art or work of any kind ; one
who has the right of appointing
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to en office;/., patroness.

,., pa'tronage (pa'tronij), help
or encouragement given by a
patron ; right of appointing.
v., pat'ronize, to act as a patron
toward. ; to give encouragement
to ; to assume the air of a patron.

patronymic, n. [Gk. pater, a
father ; onyma, a name], a name
derived from that of a father or
of an ancestor ; a. (and, pat-
ponym'ical), so derived.

pat'ten, n. [Fr. patin, perhaps
from patte, a foot], a wooden
shoe to raise the feet above wet
or mud.

pat'ter, v. [freq. of PAT], to pat or
strike often ; to make a noise
like many light feet or like hail-

stones, etc.

pat'tern, n. [PATRON], something
to be copied or imitated ; an
example ; a sample ; form or

style of ornament ; a., show-
ing an example.

pat'ty, n. [Fr., as PASTY], a little

pie.

pau'city (paw'siti), n. [Fr., from
L. paucus, few], fewness ; small-
ness of number or quantity.

paunch (pawnch), n. [O.Fr., from
L. pantex, the bowels], the
stomach and its contents ; the
first stomach of a cow ; v. t to
rip up the paunch.

pau per, n. [L. pauper, poor], a
poor person ; one supported by
public charity. n., pau'per-

1

ism, state of being a pauper ;

the number of paupers, or the
i extent to which charity is need-

ed. u,, pau'pepize, to make a
pauper of.

pause (pawz), n. [Fr., from L.

pausa, Gk. pausis (pauein, to
stop)], a stoppage for a time ; a
break in speaking or working ;

a mark (^) in music to continue
a note ; ., to make a pause.

pave, v. [Fr., from L. pavire, to
strike hard], to cover with flat

stones ; to make easy and
smooth ; to prepare, as a way or

path. ns., pave'ment [L. pavi-
mentum], the flat stones cover-
ing a path ; a paved road ;

pa'viop (pd'vyiir),OQG who paves.

pavil'ion (pdvil'yori), n. [Fr., from
L. papilio, a butterfly], a large
tent ; a building having a dome-
shaped roof ; v. t to cover with
a tent.

paw, n. [etym. ?], the foot of a
wild beast with claws ; v., to
scrape or beat with the fore,
foot ; to handle.

paw'ky, a. [So.], sly; cunning;
artful.

pawn (1), n. [O.Fr. pan, prob.
from Teut.], something given
as security; v., to give as se-

curity. n., pawn'brokep, one
who lends money and takes
goods as security.

pawn (2), n. [O.Fr., a foot-soldier

(L. pes, a foot)], a piece of low
rank in chess.

pay, v. [Fr., from L. pOcdre, to
make at peace], to give what
one owes or has promised ; to
make return for a favour or
an injury ; to give money for

goods or for work ; to give or
offer, as a visit, attention, etc. ;

to give a profit ; to be worth an
effort ; to run out a rope ; n.t

money given for work done or
goods received. ns., pay'ment,
that which is paid ; payee', the
person to whom money is paid ;

pay'master, an officer who
pays soldiers and sailors.

pres. p., paying ; past and p.p.t

paid.
pay'nim, n. [Fr., same word as

PAGANISM], a pagan or heathen.
pea (pe), n. [A.S., from L. pisum],
a pod-bearing plant, the seeds
of which are used as food ; (pi.)

peas (two or more single seeds) ;

pease (a quantity).
peace (pes), n. [Fr., from L. pax],
freedom from war or disturb-
ance ; quietness of mind ; a
state or feeling of friendship ;

rest ; quietness ; int., be quiet.
as., peace'able, anxious to be

at peace ; peace'ful, enjoying
peace ; at rest. ns., peace'-
maker, one who makes peace ;

peaoe'-offering, a gift to bring
about peace.

peach, n. [O.Fr., from L. Persfaa
(malum)t Persian (apple)], a tree



peacock
and its fruit, which first came
from Persia. as., peach' -col-
oured and pea'chy, of the

colour of a peach-blossom (a

pale red).

pea'cock, n. [A.S., pea, from L.

pavo, a peacock; COCK], a bird

with a tail of very long, bright
feathers.

pea'-jacket, n. [Du. pij, -jakker],

a coarse jacket worn by sailors.

peak (pek), n. [Fr. pique, or A.S.

pic], the pointed top of a hill ;

the upper, outer corner of an
extended sail ; v., to raise to a

peak ; to appear as a peak ; to

look thin. a., peaked (pekt),

ending in a peak ; having a
sickly look.

peal (pel), n. [shortened from
APPEAL ?], a loud continuous
sound, as of bells or cannon ; a
set of bells ringing together ;

v., to sound loudly ; to cause to

ring.

peap (par), n. [A.S., from L. plrum,
a pear-tree], a well-known fruit.

pearl (perl), n. [Fr. perle], a small,
white, and shining gem found
in some shell-fish ; anything like

a pearl ; a speck on the eye ; a
small size of printing type;
a., made of pearl ; v., to adorn
with pearls. a., peap'ly, clear

and pure like pearls.

peas'ant (pez'ant), n. [Fr. paysan,
from Low L. pagensis, a villager],
a countryman ; a farm labourer ;

a., pertaining to countrymen.
n., peas'antpy, the tillers of

the soil.

peat (pet), n. [etym. ?], turf formed
of decayed moss and vegetable
fibres, which, when dried, is

used as fuel.

peb'ble (pebl), n. [A.S.], a small
stone, rounded by the action of
water.

pec'cable, a. [L. peccalnlis (pec-
care, to sin)], liable to sin.

peccadillo, n. [Sp., a little sin], a
small or trifling sin.

pec'cant, a. [L. peccans, sinning],
committing sin ; doing wrong.

pee'eapy, n. [S. Amer. Ind.], an
animal of South America, like a
bog.

2 pedicel

peek (1), v. [another form of PICK],
to strike or pick up food with
the beak ; n., a stroke with a
beak.

peck (2), n. [O.Fr. pek, etym. ?], a
measure of two gallons ; the
fourth part of a bushel.

pec'toral, o. [L. pectoralis (pectua,
the breast)], pertaining to the
breast ; n., a breast-plate ; a
medicine for the chest ; the
breast-fin of a fish.

pec'ulate, v. [L. pectttdrl (pecQ'
Hum, private property)], to take
for one's own use money or goods
entrusted to one's care. ns.t

peeula.'tion(pektila
r

sh6n) ; pee'-
ulator.

peculiar, a. [L. pectili&ria, one's

own], belonging to oneself ; not
often met with ; uncommon ;

odd. 7i., peculiarity, a strange
or unusual appearance ; a dis-

tinctive mark or feature.

pecu'niapy, a. [L. pecUnia, money),
pertaining to money.

ped'agogue (ped'dgog), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. paidagogos (Gk. pais-,
a child ; agogos, leading], (ori-

ginally) a slave who led his

master's children to school;
(now) a teacher of children.

ped'al, a. [L. pes, pedis, a foot],

pertaining to a foot ; n., a
lever in an organ, or any machine
worked by the foot ; v., to use
a pedal.

ped'ant, n. [Fr., from root of

PEDAGOGUE], one who shows off

his learning for mere display.
a., pedan'tic, pertaining to a
pedant. n., ped'antry, a showy
display of learning.

ped'estal, n. [Ger. or Fr., from It,

piedestatto (pie, L. pes, foot;
di, of

; STALL)], that on which a
thing stands ; the base of a
statue, etc.

pedes'trian, n. [L. pedester, on
foot], one who goes on foot ;

a., going on foot. n., pedes'-
tpianism.

pedicel or pedicle, n. [Fr., from
L. pediculus, a little foot], the
stalk by which a flower or a
fruit is joined to the cluster ; a
leaf-stalk.
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pedigree, n. [etym. ?], a list of
ancestors (of persons or of

horses, etc.).

pediment, n. [L. pes, a foot], a
round or triangular ornament
on or over a door, a window,
etc. as., pedimen tal and
ped imentod.

pedlar, n. [prob. from M.E. ped,
a basket], one who goes from
place to place selling goods. v.,

peddle (pedl), to sell goods from
place to place ; to deal in small
quantities ; to be busy about
trifles ; to hawk. n., pedlary,
business or goods of a pedlar.

pedom'eter [L. pes, pedis, a foot ;

-METER], an instrument that
measures the number of steps a

person walks.

peduncle (pedtingkl'), n. [L. pes, a
foot], the stalk by which a flower
or a cluster is joined to a branch.

peel (1) or pill, v. [Fr., from L.

pilare, to plunder], to rob ; to

pillage ; to strip off the skin or
rind ; to make bare ; to come
off. ; n. (1), the rind or skin.

peel (2), n. [O.Fr. pel, palisade (I*

palus, PALE, 1)1, a small Border
(Scottish) stronghold.

peep, v. [O.Fr. pipier, imit. ?], to

cry as a young chicken ; to
look through a small opening ;

to begin to be seen ; to look out
cautiously ; n., the cry of a
chicken ; a first appearance ; a
look through a narrow opening.

(1) n. IFr., from L. par], an
equal ; one of the same rank ;

a companion ; a nobleman ; /.,

peer'ess. n., peer'age (pSr'ij),
the rank of a peer ; the body of

peers. a., peerless, having no
equal ; beyond comparison.

peer (2), v. [etym. ?], to peep ; to
pry.

pee'vish, a. [E., etym. ?], ill-

natured ; hard to please ; al-

ways complaining. n., pee'-
vishness, crossness of temper.

pee'wit. See PEWIT.
peg, n. [M.E.], a pin for fastening

boards, etc., or on which to hang
clothes, etc. ; a pin on which
the strings of a musical instru-

ment are tightened; v. to

E3 pen
fasten with a peg ; (coUog., away)
to work diligently. pres. p.,

pegging ; p.p., pegged.
pekoe (pek'd), n. [Chinese], a fine

kind of black tea.

pelargo'nium, n. [Gk. pelarpos,
a stork], a class of flowering
plants of the same order as the
geranium and stork's-bill.

pelf, n. [O.Fr. pelfre], wealth (re-

garded as ill-gotten or worthless).
pelican, n. [Fr., from late L. peli-

canus, the wood-pecker, akin to
Gk. pelelttis, an axe], a large
water-bird having a very strong
and sharp biUL

pelisse' (pelfs'), n. [Fr., from L.

pellis, a skin], a coat worn chiefly
by ladies, made of fur, silk, or
other cloth.

pell, n. [as above], a skin ; a roll
of parchment. n., pel'licle, a
thin skin.

pellet, n. [Fr. pelote, from L. plla,
a ball], a little ball ; a ball of
shot.

pell-mell', adv. [Fr. p&e-m&e
(me'ler, to mix)], in a mixed or
confused way ; in utter con-
fusion.

pellu'cid (pelu'sid), a. {L. pellU-
cidus (PER-, lUcere, to shine)],

letting light through ; perfectly
clear.

pelt (1), v. [etym. ?], to strike with
something thrown ; to throw at ;

to fall heavily ; n., a blow from
something thrown. n.,pel'ting,
a striking with anything thrown ;

beating with force.

pelt (2), n. [Fr., akin to PELL], the
skin of a beast. n., pel'try,
skins with the fur on them.

pel'vis, n. [L. pelvis, a basin], the
arched bones of the trunk above
the legs.

pem'miean, n. [N. Amer. Ind.J,
lean meat dried and pressed.

pen (1), v. [A.S.], to shut up into
a small space ;-., a small en-
closure for animals. pres. p.,
penning; p.p., penned or
pent.

pen (2), n. [O.Fr., from L. penna,
a feather], an instrument for

writing, formerly made from the
feather of w l>ird. uow of steel :
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to write. pres. p., pen-
ning ; p.p., penned. ns., pen -

knife (pen'-nif), a small pocket-

knife, onoe used for making
quill-pens; pen'man, a writer;

a person skilled in writing ; pen' -

manship, the art, style, or

manner of writing.

pe'nal, a. [Fr., from L. penalis

(pcena, punishment)], pertaining
to punishment ; used for pun-
ishment ; incurring punishment.

n., pen'alty, punishment ;

that which a person has to pay
for doing wrong. v., pe'nalize.

pen'ance, n. [Fr., from L. pceni-

tentia, PENITENCE], pain borne to

obtain pardon for sin.

penchant (panshan'), n.*\ [Fr. pen-
cher, to bend], a liking for ; in-

clination ; strong taste.

pen'eil, n. [O.Fr. pined, from L.

penicillum], a small brush of hair
for painting ; a pointed strip of

lead for writing or drawing ; a
number of rays meeting in one
point ; v., to write or mark
with a pencil. pres. p., pen-
cilling ; p.p., pencilled.

pen'dant, n. [Fr., from L. pendere,
to hang], something that hangs ;

a hanging lamp or ornament ; a
long narrow flag at the head of

a mast ; a pennon.
pen'dent s a., hanging ; sticking

out or over ; supported from
above.

pending, a., hanging ; not yet
decided ; nrep., during.

pen dtlum, n. [L. pendulus, hang-
ing], something that hangs
downward, and is free to swing
backwards and forwards ; the
swinging part of a clock. a.,

pen'dulous, swinging loosely ;

inclining, as a flower on a bent
stalk.

pen etrate, v. [L. penetrare], to
pass into the inside of ; to make
a passage ; to touch the feelings ;

to move deeply ; to get at the
meaning of. as., pen'etpable,
that can be entered or passed
through ; pen'etrating and
pen'etrative, having the power
of piercing ; quick to understand.

n.. penetpa'tion, power of

pensive

understanding ; insight ; acute-

pen'guin (pen'gwiri), n. [etym. ?],

a sea-bird of the southern re-

gions, which cannot fly, but
uses its wings in diving.

penin'sula, n. [L. pcene, almost ;

ins&la, an island], land nearly
surrounded by water. a., pen-
in'sular, like or in a peninsula.

penitent, a. [Fr., from L. pceni'
tere, to repent], truly sorry for

sin ; repentant ; n., one truly
sorry for sin; a person Bunder-
going penance. n., penitence,
sorrow for

sin.-^-as., peniten'tial
(-sh&T), pertaining to penitence ;

expressing sorrow for sin ; peni-
ten'tiary (-shdri), pertaining to

penitents or to penance ; n.,
the part of a church to which
penitents were admitted ; a
prison where wrongdoers are
punished.

pen'nant and pen'non, ns. [O.Fr.
penon, prob. from L. penna], a
small flag ; a long narrow flag

flying from the mast-head ; a
pendant.

pen'nate. See PINNATE.
pen'ny, n. [A.S. pening], a coin
worth one-twelfth of a shilling ;

a small sum ; (in New Testa-
ment) a silver coin of the value
of about 7^d. ; (pi.) pennies,
single coins, and pence, a sum
of money in pennies. a., pen'-
niless, having no money ;

destitute. -ns., pen'nyweight,
the twentieth part of an ounce
(troy) = twenty - four grains ;

pen'ny-worth, as much as can
be bought for a penny ; a good
bargain.

pen'sile, a. [L. pensllis, hanging
(pendere, to hang)], hanging.

pen'sion (pen'shon), n. [Fr., from
L. pensio (pendere, to weigh)], a
regular payment made to a per-
son no longer at work ; a sum
paid to a clergyman in place of

tithes ; v., to grant a pension
to. -n. t pen'sicnep, one who
receives a pension. a., pen'-
sionary, consisting of a pension ;

n., a pensioner.
pen'sive, a. [Fr., from L. pensdre,
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to weigh, to think], weighed
down with thought ; thought-
ful ; dreamy ; sad. n., pen'-
siveness, a sad and thoughtful
look ; serious thought.

pen'tagon, n. [Gk. pente, five ;

gonia, an angle], a plane figure
with five sides and five angles.

pentam'eter, n, [Gk. pente, five ;

-METER], a line of poetry con-
sisting of five measures or feet.

Pen'tateuch, n. [Gk. pente, five ;

teuchos, a tool], the five books of

Moses.
Pen'teeostj n. [Gk. pentekoste, fif-

tieth], a Jewish feast on the
fiftieth day after the Passover.

pent'house, n. [corrupted from
O.Fr. apentis (see APPEND)], a
shed with a roof sloping from
the main wall of a house. n.,

pent'-poof, a roof with the
slope on one side only.

penult (penult') or penul'tima,
n. [L. pcene, almost ; ultimus,
last], the last syllable but one.

a., penul'timate, last but one.

penum'bra, n. [L. pcene, almost ;

umbra, a shadow], a lighter
shadow round a darker one ; the
part of a picture where the light
and shade melt into each other.

a., penum'bral.
pen'upy, n. [Fr., from L. penUria,

want], want of means of living ;

poverty. a., penurious, very
saving ; mean ; sordid. n.,

penup'iousness .

pe'ony, n. [A.S. peonie, from Gk.
paionia (Gk. Paion, the god of

healing)], a plant with large
showy flowers, supposed to have
some power of healing.

people (pepl), n. [O.Fr., from L.

populus], human beings ; the
dwellers in a town, country, etc.;

the lower classes ; v., to fill

with people.
pep pep, n. [A.S., from L. piper],

the pepper-tree and its fruit ; a
powdered pepper-berry with a
pungent, pricking taste ; v.,

to sprinkle with pepper ; to hit
often. ns., pep'pep-eorn, the
pepper-berry ; pep'permint, a
kind of mint with a pungent
taste ; a liquid got from it. a,.

5 percussion

pep'pery, like pepper; hot;
fiery.

pep'sine (pep'sin), n. [Fr., from
Gk. pepsis, cooking], the con-
stituent of the gastric juice
which promotes digestion. a. t

pep'tic, pertaining to pepsine ;

helping digestion.
per-, pref. [L.], through ; thorough ;

completely; extremely (as in

PERMANENT, PERVADE, PELLUCID).
pepadvent'upe, adv. [Fr. par aven-

ture], by chance ; it may be ;

perhaps.
peram'bulate, v. [L. PER, ambu-

tare, to walk], to walk through
or over ; to examine or inspect
by walking over ; to walk about.

ns., perambula'tion, act of

perambulating ; a survey of
boundaries ; peram'bulator,
one who perambulates ; a small
carriage for a child.

perceive' (percev'), v. [Fr., from L.
percipere], to know through the
senses ; to know by the mind ;

to understand. as., pereei'-
vable and percep tible, that
can be perceived ; discernible.

ns., pep'cept, something per-
ceived ; pepeep'tion, act or

power of perceiving things.
a., percep'tive. ns., percep-
tivity ; percep tiveness. a.,

percipient, having the power
of perception ; perceiving ;

n., one who perceives or is able
to perceive.

perch (1), n. [Fr., from L. pertlca,
a pole], a rest for fowls ; a
length of 5^ yards; a square
measure of 30J square yards ;

v., to alight or sit on a pole or a
branch ; to place on a perch ;

to roost.

perch (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. perke,
dark - coloured], a fresh-water
fish of a brownish colour, with
stripes.

perchance' (perchans'), adv., by
chance ; it may be ; perhaps.

pep'colate, v. [L. PER-, colare, to
filter], to pans through in small
drops ; to filter. ns., percola'-
tion and pep'colatop.

percussion (perkush'on), n. [L.

percussio, a striking through
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(PER-, quatere, to shake)], a blow
of one body against another ;

the effect of sound on the ear ;

a tapping of the body to find

out the state of its inner parts
from the sound.

perdition (p&rdish'dri), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. perditio (perdere, to

destroy)], utter loss or destruc-

tion ; everlasting misery.
per'egrinate, v. [Fr., from L.

peregrin&re, to travel abroad
(peregrinus, foreign)], to travel

about ; to live in a foreign
country. n., peregrina'tion.

peremptory, a. [O.Fr., from L.

peremptdriv& (perimere, to take

altogether away)], that must
be obeyed at once ; allowing of

no question or delay ; decisive ;

dogmatical.
peren'nial, a. [L. perennis (PER-,

annus, a year)], lasting all the
year ; never-ceasing ; perman-
ent ; (a plant) lasting more than
two years.

per feet, a. [O.Fr., from L. perfec-
tus (PER-, facfre)], thoroughly
done or finished ; with nothing
wanting ; without flaw or fault ;

thoroughly skilled ; v., to make
complete. ns., perfec'tion and
per'feetness, complete devel-

opment ; thorough purity or

goodness.
perfidious, a. [Fr., from L. per-

ilous, faithless (PER-, fides,

faith)], breaking one's faith or

promise ; false to trust ; treach-
erous. ns., per'fldy and per-
fidlousness, a breaking of one's
faith ; faithlessness ; treachery.

perforate, v. [L. PER-, forare, to
bore], to make a hole through.

ns., perforation, a hole
made by boring; perforator,
a tool for boring.

perforce' (perfors'), adv., by force ;
of necessity.

perform', v. [PER-, Fr. fournir, to
FURNISH], to do completely ; to
carry out ; to act a part ; to
play on an instrument. ns.,

performance, a carrying out ;

an act or a piece of work ; a
stage play; perfor'mer, one
who performs ; a player.

16 period

perfume', v. [Fr. perfumer (par-,

PER-, L. fumus, smoke)], to fill

with a sweet smell ; to scent.

ns., per'fume, a sweet smell ;

scent: perfu'mer, one who
makes or sells perfumes ; per-
fu'mery, art of making per-
fumes ; the business or stock
of a perfumer.

perfunc'tory, a. [L. perfunctorius,
done carelessly (PER-, fungi, to

perform)], done in a careless

way ; done merely to pass ;

slovenly ; careless. n. t per-
func'toriness. adv., per-
func'torily.

perhaps', adv. [PER-, HAP], it may
be.

Perl, n. [Pers.], a being supposed
to be descended from the fallen

angels, and shut out from para-
dise for a time.

peri-, pref. [Gk.], around; round
about ; near (as in PERIGEE, PERI-

METER, PERIOD).
pericar'dium, n. [Gk. PERI-, fear-

dia, the heart], the bag or fold
which encloses the heart.

pericarp, n. [Gk. PERI-, karpos,
fruit], the covering of a fruit ;

a seed vessel.

pericra'nium, n. [Gk. PERI-,
kranion, the skull], the covering
of the cranium or skull.

perigee, n. [Fr., from Gk. peri'
geion (PERI-, ge, the earth)], the
point in the moon's path nearest
the earth (opposed to APOGEE).

perihe'Iion, n. [PERI-, Gk. helios,
the sun], the point in a planet's
path nearest the sun (opposed
to APHELION).

peril, n. [O.Fr., from L. perSewZwwi,
danger], great danger ; v., to
bring into danger. pres. p.,

perilling ; p.p., perilled.
a., perilous, full of or attended
with danger.

perim'eter, n. [Gk. PERI-, metron,
a measure], the measure round
the boundary of any figure;
circumference.

pe'riod, n. [Fr., from Gk. perwdos
(PERI-, hddos, a way)], the time
taken to go round ; a portion
of time ; a time after which the
same things begin to happen
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again ; the time during which
anything happens ; end ; a
complete sentence, or the stop
at the end of it. as., periodic
and periodical, happening over
again at set times ; done or

performed in periods ; recur-

ring. ns., periodical, a paper
printed at regular times ; perio-
dicity, recurrence at intervals.

peripatetic, a. [Fr., from Gk.
peripatetikos (PERI-, patein, to

walk)], walking about ; pertain-
ing to the philosophy of Aris-
totle ; n., one who walks about ;

a disciple of Aristotle.

periph'ery, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.

periphereia (PERI-, ph&rein, to

carry)], measure round about ;

circumference ; fringe.

periphrasis and perlphrase, ns.

[Gk. PERI-, phrdsis, a speaking],
a roundabout form of words ;

., to use such forms. a., peri-
phras'tic, using more words
than are necessary ; redundant.

periscope, n. [PERI-, SCOPE], an
instrument by which one can
(unseen) see over a rampart, or
above the surface of the water
from inside a submarine.

perish, v. [O.Fr., from L. perire],
to pass away entirely ; to be
altogether lost; to wither or
waste away. a., perishable,
easily destroyed or wasted.

peristyle, n. [Fr., from Gk.
peristulon (PERI-, stylos, a pillar)],

a row of pillars round a court or

building ; the court itself.

periwig, n. [M.E. perwicke, as

PERUKE], a covering of false

hair for the head ; a small wig.

periwinkle (1), n. [A.S. perwince,
from L. pervinca], a creeping
evergreen plant with blue or
white flowers.

periwinkle (2), n. [A.S. pine-
wincla (roots of PIN and WINKLE)],
a small shell-fish used as food.

per'jure, v. [O.Fr., from L. per-
jUrare (PER-, jurdre, to swear)],
(oneself) to swear and break
one's oath ; to give false evi-

dence. a., per'jured (per'jtird),

guilty of perjury. n., perjury,
false swearing.

perk, v. [etym. ?], to make smart
or trim ; to hold up the head
with a smart look. a., per'ky,
smart ; trim.

per'manent, a. [Fr., from L. per-
manens (PER-, manere, to re-

main)], without change ; firmly
fixed ; made to last. ns., per'-
manence and per'manency,
state or quality of being per-
manent.

per'meate, v. [L. PER-, meGre, to
go], to pass through ; to spread
all over. a., per'meable, that
may be passed through ; allow-

ing liquids to pass.

permit', v. [L. PER-, mittere, to let

pass], to give leave to ; to allow ;

to let pass ; to give over.

pres. p., permitting ; p.p., per-
mitted. ns., per'mit, a writ-
ten permission to remove goods ;

permis'sion, consent. as.,

permis'sible, that may be per-
mitted ; permis'sive, giving
permission ; that may be done
or left undone.

permtl'table, a. [L. permfttabiHs
(PER-, mutare, to change)], that

may be changed one for another.

n., permuta'tlon, an ex-

changing of one thing for an-
other ; the arrangement of a
number of things in all possible
orders.

pernicious (pernish'tis), a. [Fr.,
from L. pernidosus, hurtful],
very hurtful ; causing great
mischief.

perora'tion, n. [L. PER-, ordre, to

speak], the closing sentences of
a speech ; the summing up and
enforcing of the argument.

perpendic'tdar, a. [L. perpendic-
uLum, a plummet (PER-, pendgre,
to hang)], straight up ; as a
plumb-line hangs ; in a straight
line towards the centre of the
earth ; at right angles to a line

or surface ; n., a line at right
angles to another.

per'petrate, v. [L. PER-, patrGre,
to perform], to do or carry
through ;

to perform ; to be
guilty of. n. y perpetra tion,
an evil action.

perpet'ual, a. [Fr., from L. per-
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$etuus, continual], never-ending ;

lasting for ever. v., perpet'-
Qate, to make lasting ; to keep
from being forgotten. ns., per-
petaa'tion ; perpetuity, state

or quality of being perpetual ;

that which is perpetual ; end-
less time.

perplex', v. [L. PER-, and plexus,

plaited], to confuse in thought ;

to cause doubt or hesitation to ;

to make difficult to be under-
stood ; embarrass ; bewilder.

n., perplexity, doubt or hesi-

tation ; anxiety.
per'quisite (per'kwizit), n. [L.

PER-, qucerere, to seek], some-
thing got apart from fixed salary
or wages ; bonus ; tip ; gra-
tuity.

per'ry, n. [O.Fr., trompeire, PEAR],
fermented juice of the pear.

per'secute, v. [Fr., from L. perse-
cutus (L. PER-, sequl, to follow)],
to follow after to trouble or
harm ; to punish a person for

his belief or worship. ns., per-
secu'tion, act or practice of

persecuting ; state of being
persecuted ; suffering endured
for belief or worship ; per'-
secutor.

persevere', v. [Fr., from L. per-
severare, to continue doing (PER-,
severus, strict)], to go on doing ;

to push steadily on against
difficulty and opposition. -n.,

persever'ance, determination
to go on ; unwillingness to give
in.

per siflage (per'siflash), n. [Fr.
persifter, to joke], light or frivo-
lous talk.

persist', v. [Fr., from L. persistere
(L. PER-, sistere, to set)], to stand
firm to the end ; to be unmoved ;

to press on against difficulties ;

to refuse to stop. ns., persis-
tence and persis'teney, a
pressing on against dinlciilties ;

refusal to stop. a., persis'-
tent, standing firm ; pushing
on ; unwilling to give up ; per-
manent.

per'son, n. [O.Fr., from L. per-
sona, an actor's mask (PER-,
adnare, to sound)], a character

perspire
on the stage ; a man or a wo-
man ; a thinking being ; ap-
pearance or bodily form ; (gram-
mar) the difference in the form
of the subject of the verb, ac-

jj

cording as it stands for the
person speaking, spoken to, or
spoken about. a., per sonable,
having a well-formed body; of

good appearance. n., per'son-
age (per'sonij), outward appear-
ance ; a character ; a noted
person. a., personal, per-
taining to a person ; of the
outward appearance ; done in

person ; directed against a per-
son ; (grammar) marking a
difference of person. odUCpei*'-
sonally, in a personal manner ;

in person ; as an individual.

ns., personality, the difference
between one person and others ;

a remark made about a person ;

per sonalfcy, personal property.
v., per'sonate, to act the part

of another ; to try to pass as
some one else. ns., persona'-

tion, and per'senator. v., pep-
sonify, to speak of a thing as if

it were a person ; to embody.
ns., personification ; person-
nel', all the persons engaged In
some special piece of work.

perspective, n. [Fr., from L.
perspicere, to see through], a
view ; the effect of distance on
the appearance of objects ; the
art of drawing so as to give the
appearance of distance ; a pic-
ture so drawn ; a., according to
the laws of perspective.

perspiea'cious (-shits), a. [L.

perspicax, sharp-sighted], quick-
sighted ; of a clear and sharp
understanding. ns., perspi-
cacity and perspicft'cious-
ness, keenness of sight ; acute-
ness of understanding or judg-
ment. a., perspie'uous [L. per-
spicuus, clear (as above)], easily
understood ; clear in thought
and expression. ns., perspi-
cuity and perspic'ttousness,
clearness of thought and words ;

distinctness ; ease of being un-
derstood.

perspire', v. [L. PER-, splrare, to
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breathe], to give out moisture
through the pores of the skin ;

to come through the pores ; to
sweat. ., perspira'tion, state

of perspiring ; that which is

perspired.
persuade' (perswdd"), v. [Fr., from

L. persuadere (PER-, suadere, to

advise)], to gain over to belief

or action ; to convince ; to
induce. n., persua'sion (per-

swa'zhori), a gaining over by
reason ; fixed belief or opinion ;

a party or sect ; power of per-
suading. a., persua'sive, hav-
ing the power of persuading ;

n., that which persuades. n.,

persua'siveness .

pert, a. [formerly apert, from L.

apertus, open; confused with
EXPERT], forward ; lively ; too
free ; impudent.

pertain', v. [Fr., from L. pertinere
(PER-, tenere, to hold)], to belong ;

to have connection or depend-
ence.

pertina'cious (-shtts), a. [L. per-
tinax (PER-, tenere, to hold)],

holding firmly to a purpose or
an opinion ; that will not yield.

-n., pertinacity, determina-
tion not to yield ; obstinacy.

per'tinent, a. [L. pertlnens, as

above], belonging to the matter
in hand ; to the point or pur-
pose ; fitted to gain the end de-
sired. ns., per'tinenco and
per'tinency.

perturb', v. [L. PER-, turba, a
crowd], to disturb greatly ; to
cause great anxiety or uneasi-
ness. n., perturba'tion, great
anxiety or uneasiness ; a dis-

turbance in the motion of a
planet.

peruke' (perook'), n. [Fr., from It.

parrucca, corrupted from L.

pilus, a hair], a covering of false
hair ; a wig.
erase' (perooz'), y. [PER-, USE], to
read through with care ; to ex-
amine. n., peru sal, study ;

review.

Peru'vian, a., belonging to Pent.
pervade', v. [L. PER-, vadere, to

go], to flow or pass through ; to
spread all tlirougli. a.,

9 petard
sive, tending to spread through
or over.

pervert', r. [Fr., from L. perver-
tere (PER-, vertere, to turn)], to
lead wrong ; to turn from truth
or right ; to misapply. n.,

per'vert, a person turned from
right to wrong. a., perverse',
doing wrong wilfully ; stub-
born ; self-willed. ns., per-
verse'ness and perver'sity,
state of being perverse; per-
ver'sion, a turning to a wrong
end.

per vious, a. [L. pervius (PER-,
via, a way)], having a way
through ; that can be penetrated,

pes'simism, n. [L. pessiwma,
worst], the belief that existence
is an evil and that things are

growing worse ; disposition to
look at the dark side of things,

n., pes'simist. a., pessi-
mistic. (Opposed to OPTIMISM.)

pest, n. [Fr,. from L. pestis, a
plague], a deadly disease ; a

person or thing causing trouble.

re., pest'house, a house for

persons ill with infectious

pes'ter, v. [formerly empester, from
empestrer (Fr. empetrir)], to annoy
with small troubles; to trouble
or vex.

pes'tilence, n. [Fr., from L. pesti-

lential, a plague ; a deadly
disease ; anything hurtful to
the moral character. as., pes'-
tilent, pestiferous, and pes-
tilen'tial, causing plague or

pestilence ; morally hurtful.

pestle (pestl), n. [O.Fr., from L.

pistillum (pinsere, to bruise)],
an instrument for bruising or

pounding.
pet, n. [etym. ?], a spoiled or fav-

ourite child ; a term of endear-
ment ; a tame annual ; a fit of

peevishness ; a., petted ; in-

dulged ; v., to treat as a pet ;

to fondle. pres. p., petting;
p.p., petted. a., pet tisii,

peevish ; fretful ; moody.
pet'al, n. [Gk. petalon, spread out],

one of the coloured leaves of a
flower.

petard', n. [Fr. petard (peter, from
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L. pedere, to explode)], a shell

full of gunpowder for blowing
down walls, etc., by explosion.

Peter-pence or Peter*s-pence,
n., once paid as a tax to the

Pope (the successor of St. Peter),
now voluntary.

petiole (pet'iol), n. [Fr., from L.

petiolus, a little foot], the stalk

joining a leaf to the branch.

petition (petish'dn), n. [Fr., from
L. petitio (petere, to ask)], a

prayer ; the thing asked ; a
request addressed to a court or

legislature ; v., to make a
prayer or a request. n., peti-
tioner. a., petitionary, mak-
ing a petition.

pet'pel (or pe'trel), n. [Fr., after the

Apostle Peter], a bird that skims
over the surface of the water
during storms at sea.

pet'rify, v. [Fr., from L. petra, a
rock ; -FT], to turn into or to
become like stone ; to make or
to become unfeeling ; to strike

with amazement or fear. n.,

petrifac'tion, act of turning into
stone ; that which is petrified.

petroleum, n. [L., from Gk.
petra, a rook ; L. oleum, oil],

rock-oil ; an inflammable liquid,

got from the earth. n., pet'rol,
inflammable liquid obtainedfrom
petroleum, used in lamps and
motor-engines.

pet'ty, a. [Fr. petit], of small size

or importance ; inconsiderable.

n., pet'ticoat, a small coat ;

a loose under-garment worn by
women. a., pet'ticoated, wear-
ing a petticoat ; female. ns.,

pet'tifogger [etym. ?], one who
uses mean and paltry methods ;

pet 'titoggery, mean methods.
pet'ttlance and pet'tilaney, ns.

[L. petidantia, forwardness (pe-
tere, to attack)], forwardness ;

pettishness ; a show of ill-nature.

a., pet'alant, giving way to
ill-temper ; impudent or saucy ;

forward ; fretful.

pew (pn), n. [O.Fr. pui, from Gk.
podion, a footstool], an enclosed
seat in a church.

pe'wit, n. limit, of cry], the lap-
wing.

pew'ter (pn'ter), n. [Fr., from It.

peltro, etym. ?], a mixture of
lead with tin or zinc. n.,

pew'terer, one who works in

pewter.
phaeton (fd'etdn or fd'tdri), n.

[Pha&hon, son of Helios or the
sun], a carriage on four wheels,
drawn by one or two horses.

phalanx (fal'anks), n. [Gk.], a
body of men in close order for

fighting (pi. phal'anxes) ; a
joint ; a bundle of stamens ;

(pi.) phalan'ges, the small
bones of the fingers and toes.

phan'tasm, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
phantasma (phainein, to make
visible)], an image of the fancy,
which seems to be real ; a fan-
ciful or shadowy appearance ;

also phan'tom.
phantasmagoria, n. [PHANTASM,

Gk. ageirein, to gather], pictures
thrown by a magic-lantern ; de-
ceitful or false images.

phantas'tic, etc. See FANTASTIC.
Pharisee, n. [O.Fr., from L. and

Gk. pharisaios, H^b. partish, one
separated], one of a Jewish sect

noted for their strict religious
observances. as., Pharisaic
and Pharisaical, pertaining
to the Pharisees ; making a
show of religion without the

reality. n., Pharisaism, their

practice and doctrines.

pharmaeeu tical (farmasn'tikal or

kn'), a. [Gk. pharmakeutikos
(pharmakon, a drug)], pertaining
to the art of preparing medicines.

n., pharmaceu'tist, one who
prepares medicines ; an apothe-
cary.

pharmacopoeia (farmakope'a), n.

[Gk. pharmakon, a drug ; poiein,
to make], a book describing
drugs.

phar'macy (far'masi), n. [Gk.
pharmakeia], the art of making
up medicines ; a place where
medicines are made up. n.,

phar'maeist, a druggist.
phar'os, n., a lighthouse, so called
from the ancient one at Pharos,
near Alexandria.

phar'ynx, n. [Gk., a cleft], the
back of the mouth where the
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gullet, the windpipe, and the
nostrils open.

phase and pha'sis.ns. [Gk. phasis,
an appearance], one of the

changing appearances of a
thing ; one of the forms hi

which a question presents itself

to the mind ; the apparent
shape, at a certain time, of the
moon or of a planet ; (pi.)

pha'ses.
pheas'ant (fez'ant), n. [O.Fr., from

Gk. Phesianos, L. PhasiSna (Gk.
Phasis, a river flowing into the
Black Sea)], a large bird pre-
served as game.

phe nix. See PHCENIX.
phenomenon, n. [Gk. phaino-
menon, shown (phainein, to

show)], anything visible ; the
result of observation ; a remark-
able person, thing, or event :

(pi.) phenom'ena. a., phe-
nom'enal, pertaining to a
phenomenon ; (colloq.) excep-
tional ; extraordinary.

phi'al or vi'al, n. [Gk. phiaU, a
small cup], a small bottle, esp.
for medicine.

phil-, philo-, pref. [Gk. phttein, to

love], fond of
; loving ; attached

to (as in PHILANTHROPY, PHIL-
OLOGY).

phllan'der, v. [Gk. PHIL-, aner, a
man], to flirt ; to make love

lightly.

philanthropy, n. [Gk. PHIL-, an-

thropos, a man], love to man-
kind ; desire to do good to all.

as., philanthropic and phil-
anthropleal, desirous to help ;

benevolent. n.t philanthro-
pist.

philharmonic, a. [Fr. PHIL-,
harmonia, HARMONY], fond of

music ; musical.

philip pic, n. [Gk. PMlippos], one
of the great speeches of Demos-
thenes against Philip of Mace-
don ; any fierce speech.

philol'ogy, n. [Gk. PHIL-, logos,

speech], the study of language
and of literature ; the science
of the origin and construction
of language. ns., philol'oger
and philol'ogist, one skilled in

philology.

Phl'lomel or philomfl'la, n. [Gk.
Philomela, Pandion's daughter],
a nightingale.

philos'opher, n. [Fr., from Gk.
PHIL-, sdphos, wise], a lover of

wisdom ; one who studies phil-
osophy, or lives according to its

rules. as., philosophic and
philosophical, according or

pertaining to philosophy. n.,

philos'ophy, love of wisdom;
the study of the causes or laws
of phenomena ; the study of first

principles; calmness of temper
and judgment. v., philps'-
ophize, to reason like a philos-
opher ; to search into the reason
and nature of things.

phil'tre or phil'ter (fU't&r), n.

[Fr., from Gk. philtron], a charm
or drink to excite love ; v., to
excite love.

phlebot'omy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
phlebotomia (phleps, a vein ;

tdme, a cutting)], the act or

practice of letting blood.

phlegm (flem), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
phlegma, inflammation], slimy
matter in the throat or lungs,
expelled by coughing ; want of

life or interest. as., phleg-
matic and phlegmatlcal,
causing phlegm ; not easily
roused ; sluggish.

phlox, n. [Gk. phldx, a flame], a
plant with showy flowers.

-phobe, suff. [Gk. photos], fearing.
-phobia, suff. (as in HYDROPHO-

BIA).

pho'cine (fo'sin), a. [Gk. ph6k, a
seal], of or belonging to the
tribe of seals.

phce'nix, n. [Gk. phoinix], a fabled
bird, said to live (for five or six
hundred years, and after con-
suming itself by fire, to rise

again ; an emblem of immor-
tality.

phone, n. and v., short for TELE-
PHONE. as., phonic and phon'-
ical, pertaining to sounds.

-phone, suff. [Gk.], the voice (as in

TELEPHONE, XYLOPHONE).
phonetic and phonetlcal, as. [Gk.
phdn&ikoal pertaining to the
voice ; representing sounds.
ns. t phonetics and phonics,
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the science of sounds and written

signs.

pho'nogpaph, n. [Gk. phone, a
sound ; GRAPH], a sign to repre-
sent a sound ; an instrument by
which the sound of the voice
can be recorded, and given out

again. ns., phonography,
writing according to the sound ;

shorthand ; phonog'papher and
phonog'raphist. as., phono-
graphic and phonograph' -

phonol'ogy, n. [Gk. phone, sound ;

-LOQY], the knowledge of the
sounds of the human voice. n.,

phonol'ogist. a., phonolog'-
ical.

pho'notype, n. [Gk. plidne, a
sound; typos, mark], a sign re-

cording a sound.

phos'phopus, n. [Gk. phds, light ;

phorein, to bring], the light-

bringer ; the morning star ; a
yellowish substance easily set

on fire, and giving out a faint

light in the dark. n., phos'-
phate, a salt from phosphorus.

a., phosphores'cent, shin-

ing in the dark. n., phos-
phores'cence.

pho'togpaph, n. [Gk. phds, light ;

-GRAPH], a picture taken by
light ; v., to take a picture by
means of light. n., photog'-
paphy, the science or art of tak-
ing pictures by means of light.

pho togpavupe, n., intaglio print-
ing of a photographic picture.

photom'etep, n. [Gk. phds, light ;

-METER], an instrument for

measuring the intensity of

light.

pho tosphepe, n. [Gk. phds, light ;

SPHERE], the light-giving atmos-
phere of the sun.

phpase (frdz), n. [Gk. phrazein, to
speak], a saying ; a short pithy
expression ; two or more words
standing by themselves, or
forming part of a sentence ; a
mode of speaking ; v., to use
words or phrases. n., phrase-
ol'ogy (frdzeol'dji), manner of

using phrases ; peculiarity of

expression in writing or speak-
ing ; a collection of phrases.

phrenol'ogy, n. [Gk. phrln, the
mind ; -LOOT], the science which
treats of the several parts of

thej
brain and their supposed con-j
nection with the faculties of thej
mind. n., phpenol'ogist.

phthi'sis (thl'sis) and phthisic i

(tiz'ik), ns. [Gk. phthisis, decay]
a wasting away of the lungs.
a., phthisical (tiz'ikal).

phylae'tepy, n. [Gk. phylakterion
a charm (phylassein, to protect)]
something worn as a protection
a slip of parchment with versee
of Scripture, worn by Jews on
the left arm or on the forehead
a case for relics.

physic (fiz'ik), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
physikos, natural], the art ol

healing ; the science and prac-
tice of medicine ; a medicine ;

v., to give medicine to ; to act
like a medicine ; to cure.

physics, the science of naturt
or of the laws and properties ol

matter. a., physical, belong-
ing to nature or matter ; having
to do with the body ; known tc

the senses. ns., physiciar
(fizish'dri), one skilled in the an
of healing ; physicist, a natu
ral phiJosopher.

physiognomy (on' or og'nomt)
n. [Gk. physis, nature ; gndnai
to know], the art of readinj
character from the appearancu
of the face ; the face as express
ing mind and character.

physiog'paphy, n. [Gk. physia
nature; -GRAPHY], a descriptioi[
of the natural features of thj'
surface of the earth.

physiol'ogy, n. [Gk. physis, nai
ture ; -LOGY], the science of life

or of those parts of animals anr
plants on which life depends.!
n., physiol'ogist.

physique' (fizSk'), n. [Fr., fron
root of PHYSICAL], appearanc< !

or make of body ; natura
strength.

phytol'ogy (fliol'oji), n. [Gk. phy
ton, a plant ; -LOGY], the sciene<
of plants.

plac'filar, a. [L. pidculum, ai

atoning sacrifice (piare)], making
atonement ; exceedingly bad.
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pia'no (1), adv. [It., from L.

pldnus, smooth], softly (a term
used in music).

pia'no (2) or pianoforte (pe&nd-
f&r'ti), n. [L. fortis, strong], a
musical instrument consisting
of stretched wires struck with
small hammers worked by keys.

n., pianist (or pe'dnist), one
who plays on the piano.

pias'tre (pias'ter), n. [Fr., root of

PLASTER], a silver coin used in

Spain, etc., worth about 4s. (in

Turkey, 2d. to 6d).

piazza (piaz'd or -at'sd), n. [It.,

from L. (see PLACE)], a square
or open place; a walk with an
arched roof on pillars.

pi'broch (pe'broch), n. [Gael, piob,
a pipe], a march played on the

bagpipe.
pi'ca, n. [L., a magpie], a size of

type.
pick, v. [E., akin to Fr. piquer, to

prick], to pierce or dent with any-
thing pointed ; to open or clean
with a pointed instrument ; to

select; to pull in pieces; to
steal ; to seek, as a quarrel ; to

eat by small bits ; n., a sharp-
pointed instrument for loosen-

ing earth ; the best or first

chosen ; right of selection.

ns., piek'axe (pik'dks),
a long-

handled instrument with a head
like a pick at one end, and an
axe at the other ; picklock, an
instrument for picking a lock ;

pick'pocket, one who steals

from other people's pockets.
pick et, n. [Fr., as above], a peg

for fastening a horse ; a pointed
stake used in making fences ; a
small body of soldiers for ob-
servation ; a guard to bring in

stragglers ; v., to fasten to a
peg ; to enclose with stakes ;

to place an outpost.
pickle, n. [Du. ?], a mixture of

salt and water for preserving
flesh ; vinegar in which vege-
tables, etc., are preserved;
anything so preserved : a state
of trouble ; v., to preserve in

pickle.

pic'nic, n. [Fr. pique-nique], a
meal in the open air, carried by

the parties themselves ; a pleas-
ure party feasting in the open
air ; v., to go on a picnic ; to
act in picnic style. pres. p.,

picknicking; past and p.p.,

picknicked.
pie'ture, n. [L. pictura, a paint-

ing (ping&re, to paint)], a painted
likeness ; any likeness ; a like-

ness in the mind ; v., to paint ;

to show a likeness ; to bring
before the mind ; to describe
clearly. n., picture-house, the
popular name for a building in
which kinematograph films are
exhibited. a., pictorial, per-
taining to pictures ; illustrated by
pictures ; of the nature of a pic-
ture ; giving a clear description.

picturesque' (pikturesk'), a. [Fr.,
from It., from L. pictura], fitted

to form a good picture ; strik-

ing the mind as a picture does.

n., picturesque'ness.
pie (pi), n. [Fr., from L. plea], a
magpie ; printing type in dis-

order ; meat or fruit baked
with paste.

pie'bald (pl'bawld), a. [PIE, BALD],
with white spots all over the
body.

piece (pes), n. [Fr.], a bit of any-
thing ; a measured quantity ;

a separate performance ; a coin ;

a gun ; v., to add a bit to ; to
join together ; to patch. adv.,
piece'meal (pes'mel), [A.S. mcelf

a part], bit by bit ; in pieces ;

a., made up of pieces ; single ;

separate. n., piece'work,
work paid for by the quantity
performed.

pied (pld), a. [PIE], marked like a
magpie.

pier (per), n. [Fr. pierre, a stone],
a mass of stonework ; stone-
work supporting one side of an
arch ; stonework between two
doors or windows ; the wall or
post of a gate or door ; a build-

ing stretching out into the sea
to break the waves or form a
landing-place. n., pier'-glass,
a mirror between windows.

pierce (pers), v. [O.Fr. percer], to
make a hole through or into ; to
bore ; to force a way into ; to
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affect deeply. <n., pier'eer, an
Instrument that pierces.

Pi etist, n., & name given to a
class of men in Germany who
sought to quicken piety in the

Protestant Churches ; one who
makes a display of religious

feeling.

pi'ety (pi'eti), n. [Fr., from L.

pietas, affection, duty], sense of

duty ; love toward God and
desire to do His will ; devotion
to parents, friends, or country.

pig, n. [E.], a young sow or boar ;

a mass of melted metal ; v., to

bring forth pigs ; to live like

pigs. pres. p., pigging; p.p.,

pigged. n., pig'-iron, iron

in pigs or rough bars. n., pig'-

tail, hair in the form of a tail

hanging down the back ; a
queue ; twisted tobacco.

pig'eon (pij'on), n. [Fr., from L.

plpio, a young bird (pipire, to

chirp)], a well-known bird ; a
dove. a., pig'eon - hearted,
timid ; fearful. n., pig'eon-
hole, a hole by which a pigeon
enters ; a division for holding
papers ; v., to put into a
pigeon-hole.

pig'ment, n. [L. pigmentum (pin-
g6re, to paint)], colouring matter.

pig'my. See PYGMY.
pike, n. [Fr. pique, or A.S. pic}, a

sharp-pointed weapon with a
long shaft ; a fresh-water fish

with a long, sharp jaw. a.,

piked (pikt), having a sharp
point. ns., pike'man, a soldier

armed with a pike ; pike'staff,
a staff with a pike at the end.

pilas'tep, n. [Fr., from L. pila, a
pillar], a square pillar standing
out about one-third of its thick-
ness from a wall. a., pilas'-
tered.

pilchard, n. [etym. ?], a fish

found near the coast of Corn-
wall.

pile (1), n. [L. pUa, a pillar], a
heaped-up mass of anything ;

materials for burning dead
bodies ; a kind of electric bat-
tery ; a large mass of buildings ;

v., to heap up ; to fill to over-
flowing.

pile (2), n. [A.S., from L. pftum, a
pike], a piece of wood driven into
soft ground to support a build-

ing ; v., to make firm by piles.

pile (3), n. [L. pllus, a hair], the

nap of cloth. a., pilose or

pilous.
piles (pttz), n. [L. pila, a ball],

small swellings at the lower part
of the rectum.

pil'fer, v. [Fr. (see PELF)], to steal

in small quantities or things of

little value.

pil'grim, n. [Fr., from L. pere-
grinus, a foreigner], a wanderer
from afar ; a traveller to sacred

places ; a., pertaining to

pilgrim. n., pil'grimage, the

journey of a pilgrim ; a long
and wearisome journey.

pill (1), n. [Fr., from L. pilula, a
little ball], medicine made up
into a small ball ; somethingl
bitter. n., pill-box, a box to';

hold pills ; a small fort of con-'i

crete, so called from its shape.
pill (2), v. [Fr., from L. pilare, toil

plunder], to rob, plunder, or 8

pillage. n., pillage, robbery;;
that which is taken by force;]
plunder ; u., to strip by force ;

j

to plunder.
pillar, n. [Fr., from L. ptta, a.j

pillar], an upright support for a

roof, etc. ; a column ; anything j|

that supports ; anything re-

sembling a pillar.

pillion (pil'yori), n. [C., from L. 1

pellis, skin 2], a lady's light;,

saddle ; a cushion behind
a;]

saddle.

pillory, n. [Fr.], a wooden frame
through which the head and
hands of an offender were put;

v., to put in the pillory.

pillow (pil'6), n. [A.S., from I/.

pulvirvus, a cushion], a soft rest

for the head ; a socket ; v., to

rest on for support. ns., pil'-
low-case and pillow-slip, cov-

ering for a pillow.
pilot, n. [Fr., from It. pilota, cor-

rupted from pedota, rudder], a

steersman in difficult waters ;

any guide ; v., to steer where
sailing is dangerous ; to lead

through danger, ns., pilotage,
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act or skill of piloting ; money
paid to a pilot ; pilot-boat, a
boat for conveying pilots ;

pilot-cloth, a coarse, strong
cloth ; pilot-engine, an engine
going before a railway train to
clear the line ; pilot-fish, a fish

formerly supposed to guide
sharks to their prey.

pimen'to, n. [Port., from L. pig-
mentum, PIGMENT], Jamaica pep-
per, or the tree on which it

grows.
pimp, n. [etym. ?], one who finds
means to gratify the lusts of

others ; v., to act as a pimp.
pim'pernel, n. [Fr., corrupted
from L. bipenmda, two-winged],
a plant with small flowers, which
close when bad weather is com-
ing.

pirn'pie, n. [etym. ?], a small
swelling on the skin.

pin, n. [A.S.], a piece of wood or

[

metal for fastening ; a short
piece of pointed wire, with a

;
rounded head, for fastening
clothes ; a piece of wood from
which something can be hung ;

i anything of small value ; v., to

;
fasten with a pin. pres. p., pin-

. ning ; p.p., pinned. ns., pin'-
afore [AFORE], a covering to

keep a dress clean ; pin'-eush-
ion (Jatshon), a cushion into
which pins can be stuck ; pin'-

: money, money allowed to a
wife for her private use, form-

l erly to buy pins with.

pin'cers, n. pi. [PESTCHEBS], an
L instrument for gripping or

drawing out nails.

pinch, v. [O.Fr.], to grip or press
hard ; to press so as to give
pain ; to cramp or straiten ; to

,
be too sparing ; n., a squeeze
with the fingers, etc. ; as much
as can be taken between the
fingers ; a long iron lever.

pinch'beck [name of inventor],
n., a metal formed by a mixture
of copper and zinc.

pine (1), n. [A.S. pin, from L.
pinus], a cone-bearing tree. n.,

pi'nery, a grove of pines ; a
place for growing pine-apples.

pine (2), u. [A.S. pinian, to tor-

ment, from L. pcena (see PENAL)].
to waste away ; to long (for).

pine'-apple, n., a tropical plant,
or its fruit, in shape like the cone
of a pine.

pin'fold, n. [A.S., POUND (2), FOLD],
a fold for stray cattle.

pinion (pin'y&n), n. [Fr. pignon,
from L. pinna], a feather ; a
wing ; the outmost joint of a
wing ; a fetter for the arm ; a
small toothed wheel working
into a larger one ; v. t to tie or
cut the wings of a bird; to fasten
the arms.

pink (1), n. [etym. ?], to stab ; to
cut in small scallops or angles.

pink (2), n. [E., from abovja ?], a
plant with flowers often of a
light red colour ; the colour of
this plant ; anything very ex-
cellent ; a., of a pink colour.

n., pink'-eye, a disease in
horses. a., pink'-eyed.

pin'nace, n. [Fr., from L. jnwwa, a
pine-tree], a small ship used as
a tender to a larger vessel ; a
man-of-war's boat.

pin nacle, n. [Fr., from late L.

pinndcidum, a peak (L. pinna,
a feather)], a slender turret or

spire ; a pointed ornament ;

v., to build with pinnacles.
pin'nate, a. [L. pinna, a feather],

having leaflets on each side of a
stalk.

pint, n. [Fr. or Sp. pinta, a painted
mark to show the amount (L.

ping&re)], four gills or one-eighth
of a gallon.

pioneer', n. [O.Fr., from pfon,
med. L. pedo, a foot-soldier (L.

pes, foot)], a soldier or any one
who goes before to clear the
way, etc. ; v., to clear the way.

pi'ous, a. [Fr., from L. pius], lov-

ing God and doing His will;
dutiful.

pip (1), n. [Du., corrupted from L.
pipula], a disease of fowls affect-

ing the tongue.
pip (2), n. [see PIPPIN], the seed in

a fruit.

pip (3), n. [etym. ?], a spot on a
playing card.

pipe, n. [A.S., from L plpdre, to
chirp, unit.], a musical instru-
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ment formed of a long tube ;

any long tube, esp. for carrying

water, gas, etc. ; an instrument
for smoking tobacco ; a cask

containing two hogsheads ;

v., to play on a pipe. n., pip'-
clay, a white clay used for

tobacco pipes ; v., to whiten
with pipe-clay.

pip'kin, n. [etym. ?], a small
earthen pot.

pip pin, n. [O.Fr. pepin, a seed],

an apple raised from the pip or

piquant (pe'kdnt), a. [Fr. piqiter,

to prick], stimulating to the
taste ; lively ; sparkling. n.,

pi quancy.
pique (pek), n. [Fr. piquer, to

prick], a feeling caused by some
slight ; wounded pride ; v., to

wound the pride of ; (oneself)
to pride or value.

piquet (pik'et or piket'), n. [Fr.,

etym. ?], a game at cards.

pip'ate, n. [Fr., from L. pirata], a
sea-robber ; a ship which plun-
ders at sea ; v., to act as a
pirate. n., pir'aey, robbery at
sea. a., piratical, acting as a
pirate.

pirouette' (piriiet') n. [Fr.], a
whirling right round ; a quick
turn ; r>., to whirl like a dancer.

piscatorial and pis'catory, as.

[L. piscator, a fisher], pertaining
to fish or to fishing.

pis eicultupe (pis'ikMtUr), n. [L.

piscis, a fish ; CULTUBE], the
rearing of fish.

pis'mipe, n. [M.E., from A.S.
mire, an ant], an ant or emmet.

pis'til, n. [Fr., from L. pistillum],
the seed-bearing part of a flower.

pis'tol, n. [Fr., from It. Pistola, a
town in Italy, where first made,
now Pistoja], a small gun held
in one hand.

pistole' (pistol'), n. [as PISTOL], a
gold coin of Spain, worth about
sixteen shillings.

pis'ton, n. [Fr., from late L. pis-
tus (pinsfre, to beat)], a piece of
metal attached to a rod, and
fitted to move up and down in a
cylinder. n., pis'ton-rod, the
rod of the piston.

pit, n. [A.S., from L. puteus, a
well], a hole in the earth ; a
mine from which coal is dug ;

any hollow place ; the mark
left by small-pox ; the lowest
floor in a theatre ; the grave
or hell; u., to put into a pit;
to mark with small hollows ;

(against) to set one to fight with
another. pres. p., pitting ;

p.p., pitted. ns., pit'fall,

pit so hidden that beasts or
men may easily fall into it ;

snare ; a trap ; pit'man, one
who works in a pit.

pit'apat, adv. [imit.], with beats
coming quickly after each other ;

in a flutter.

pitch (1), n. [A.S. pic, from L. pix],
a black sticky stuff got by boil-

ing down tar, used for coating
ropes, canvas, etc., and for

filling up the seams of ships ;

v., to cover with pitch. a.,

pitch'y, black like pitch.

pitch (2), v. [M.E., perhaps akin to

PICK], to throw with the inten-
tion of hitting ; to fix into the
ground, as stakes ; to place
tent or a camp ; to set to the
right tune ; to come to rest ; to
fall headlong ; to rise and fall,

as a ship ; to fix one's choice ;

n., a throw ; the height of

note ; a falling down ; the slope
of a roof. n., piteh'fopk,
fork with a long handle for

pitching hay, etc. ; a tuning-
fork ; v., to throw, as with a
pitchfork. 7i.,pitch'pipe, a pipe
for tuning.

pitch'er, n. [O.Fr., from med. L.

picdrium], a vessel for holding
water or other liquid. n.,

piteh'ep-plant, a plant, so
called from its pitcher-shaped

pith, n. [A.S.], the soft centre of
the stem of a plant ; the spongyi
part of a feather ; the marrow
of the bone ; life and force.

as., pithless, with no force orl

energy ; pith'y, full of force
ji

and energy.
pit'tance, n. [Fr., efcym. ?], a small

portion of food or of money ; a"

gift in charity.
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pit'y, n. [O.Fr., from L. pietas,
natural affection], a feeling of

tenderness for suffering ; a
reason for feeling pity ; a thing
to be grieved for ; u., to feel

pain or tenderness for ; to show
pity. as., pit'eous, showing
pity ; sympathizing ; causing
pity ; sad to see ; pitiable, de-

serving pity ; causing pity ;

miserable ; pitiful, full of pity ;

tender-hearted ; causing pity ;

contemptible ; pitiless, hav-
ing no pity.

>iv'ot, n. [Fr., from late L. pipa, a
PIPE], a pin on which a door or a
wheel turns ; the end of a shaft
which turns in a support ; a
soldier round whom the others
wheel at drill ; v., to turn on a
pivot.

placable (or plak'&bl), a. [L.

placdbllis (placare, to quiet)],

easily quieted or pacified ;

ready to forgive. ns., placa-
bility and pla'eableness.
v., placate' (or pldk'af), to
satisfy.

plac'ard, n. [Fr., from Du. plak-
ken, to paste], a written or
printed paper stuck on a wall.

v., placard', to stick up; to
make known by placards.

place (pZos), n. [Fr., from L. platea,
broad], a broad open space ;

ground to stand on ; one's

dwelling ; a village, town, or

city ; rank, or duty ; a passage
in a book ; v., to set ; to put
in a place or condition ; to fix

or settle. n., place'man, one
who holds an office.

Jlaeen'ta, n. [L., a flat cake], the
spongy substance connecting
the parent with her unborn
young ; the part of a plant to
which the seeds are attached.
a., placen'tal.

Jlac'id (plds'id), a. [L. placidus
(placere, to PLEASE)], pleased ;

peaceful. ns., placidity and
placldness, calmness.

>la'giarist and pla'giary, ns.

[Fr., from L. plagiarius, a man-
stealer], one who uses another's
words or thoughts as his own ;

a., stealing words or thoughts.

v. t pla'giarize, to steal the
writings of another. n., pla'-
giarism.

plague (pldg), n. [L. pldga, a blow],
anything that wounds severely
or causes great trouble; a
deadly sickness ; a troublesome
person or thing ; v., to trouble
orannoy ; to bring trouble upon.

plaice (plas), n. [Fr., from late I*.

platessa], a flat fish somewhat
like a flounder.

plaid (pldd or pldd), n. [Gael.], a
loose outer garment of wool,
much worn in the Highlands of

Scotland. a., plaid ed, wear-
ing a plaid.

plain (plan), a. [O.Fr., from L.

pldnus, level], without heights
or hollows ; flat ; without
ornament or beauty ; simple ;

open ; easily seen or understood ;

n., a flat stretch of land ; a
country without heights or hol-
lows ; -adv., in a plain manner ;

distinctly. a., plain'-dealing,
speaking or acting in an open
manner ; honest ; n., plain
and open speaking or acting.

n., plain'-speaking, straight-
forwardness of speech. a.,

plain'-spoken, speaking what
one thinks.

plaint, n. [O.Fr. plainte, from L.

planctus], an expression of sor-

row ; a mournful tale or song ;

a written statement of the cause
of an action brought into court.

n., plain'tiff, one who brings
an action into court (opposed
to DEFENDANT). a., plain'tive,
expressing sorrow ; mournful ;

complaining.
plait, n. [Fr., from L. plicatus

(plicdre, to fold)], a fold; a
doubling over of cloth, etc.,

upon itself ; a twist of hair, etc. ;

v., to fold ; to double over ;

to weave hairs, etc. a., plai'ted.
plan, n. [Fr., as PLAIN], the shape

of anything on a flat surface ;

the drawing of a house or other
structure to be built ; a sketch
or design ; v., to draw the lines

according to which a thing is to
be made ; to arrange. prea. p*
planning ; p.p., planned.
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plane, n. [Fr., from L. platanus
(Gk. platys)], a flat or level sur-

face ; a tool for smoothing
wood ; a., without heights or
hollows ; having a flat or level

surface ; v., to make level ; to
dress wood, etc.

plan et, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. plan-
ites, a wanderer], one of the
bodies which move round the
sun, shifting their places among

' the other stars. a., plan'etary,
pertaining to the planets. n~,

plan'etoid, a very small planet.
plane' -tree, n. [PLANE], a tall

spreading tree with broad leaves.

plank, n. [O.Fr., from L. planca,
a board], a long, flat, thick piece
of wood ; v., to cover with
planks.

plant, n. [A.S., from L. planta, a
plant, the sole of the foot], a
living thing growing by means
of a root, stem, and leaves ;

the tools for carrying on a busi-
ness ; v., to set down ; to put
into the ground for growth ; to

supply with plants ; to furnish
with people ; to set in the mind.

ns., planta'tion, a place
planted *,

a wood or grove ; an
estate cultivated by labourers
living upon it ; people settled in

a new country; colony; settle-

ment ; plan'tep, the owner of a
plantation ; a colonist.

plan tain, n. [Sp., as PLANE], a
roadside plant with a broad
leaf and tall flower spike ; a
food plant of tropical countries.

plaque (pldk), n. [Fr.], a plate or
slab of metal, etc.

plash, n. [imit. ?], a small pool of

shallow water ; a dash of water ;

v., to dabble in water ; to

sprinkle water about or on.

a., plashy, watery ; marshy.
plas ter, n. [A.S., from L. (em)plas-

trum], something easily shaped
or moulded ; a mixture of lime,
sand, and water for covering
walls ; cloth or leather spread
with ointment ; v., to cover
with plaster; to hide with
plaster. a., plas'tic, easily
shaped or moulded. n., plas-
ticity (plastis'iti).

plat, n. [another form of PLOT], a
piece of ground laid out with
some design.

plate, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. platys
broad], a thin, broad piece o
metal ; a nearly flat dish
household articles of gold or
silver ; a piece of metal en
graved, or the picture printec
from it ; a sheet of glass ;

to cover with a thin coating of

metal : to cover with steel 01
iron for defence. ns., pla'ting
a thin covering ; plate-layer,
man who looks after railway lines

plateau' (pldto'), n. [Fr., fromplat
flat, as above], level ground at a
height above the sea ; a table-
land ; (pi.) plateaus' or
plateaux'.

plat'form, n. [Fr., as above], a
raised framework of wood for

speakers or workmen ; a set of

principles which unite men into
a party ; a programme.

platinum, n. [Sp. plata, silver

PLATE], a rare metal like dim
silver in colour, and of a high
value.

platitude, n. [Fr., see PLATE], a
flat or commonplace remark.

Platonic and Platonlcal, as.,

pertaining to Plato or to his

philosophy ; passionless.

platoon', n. [Fr. peloton, a knot,
from pelote (L. plla, a ball)], a

quarter-company of soldiers.

plat'ter, n. [Fr., as PLATEJ, a
large flat dish.

plaudit, n. [L. plaudite, praise ye
(plaud&re, to clap hands)], an ex-

pression of praise ; praise given.

plausible, a. [L. plausibilis,

praiseworthy, as above], fair

on the surface ; using reasons

or arguments which have a fail

appearance. ns., plausibility
and plaus'ibleness, fairness on
the surface.

play, n. [A.S. plega], something
done for amusement ; a striv-

ing for a prize or victory, as in

gambling ; practice or exercise

on a musical instrument ; man-
ner of acting ; a story or a scene

to be acted; room for action,

motion, etc. ; e.. to do some-
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thing to pass time ; to join in

a game ; to act carelessly ; to
make music on an instrument ;

to act ; to set or to keep in

action. ns., play'er, one who
plays ; an actor on the stage ;

a gambler ; play'fellow and
play'mate, one who plays
along with another. a., play'-
ful, fond of play or fun. ns.,

play'house, a house in which
plays are acted ; a theatre ;

play'wright (-rit), a writer of

plays.
plea (pie), n. [O.Fr., from L. plod-

turn, a decision (placere, to

PLEASE)], something said in

support of a cause ; an answer to
a charge ; a lawsuit ; an excuse
or defence ; an urgent prayer.

plead (pled), v. [O.Fr. plaidier, as

above], to use as a plea ; to

speak in court for or against ;

to bring forward as proof ; (with)
to try to persuade. past and
p.p., pleaded or (So.) pled.
ns., plea'der, an advocate ;

plea'ding, a defending or sup-
porting by arguments ; (pi.) the
statements on both sides of a
lawsuit ; a., imploring.
lease (plez), v. [O.Fr. plaisir, from
L. placere], to cause joy or glad-
ness to ; to satisfy ; to think fit ;

to seem good to. a., pleas'-
ant (plez'dnt), giving pleasure ;

cheerful ; gay. ns., pleas' -

ance, enjoyment ; a pleasure-
garden ; pleas antaess, state
or quality of being pleasant ;

pleas'antry, a good-humoured
saying ; lively talk ; pleas'ure
iplezh'&r), the feeling of being
pleased ; delight ; amusement ;

choice ; purpose ; v., to give
pleasure to. a., pleas'urable.

oleat. See PLAIT.
plebeian (plebe'dn), a. [L. plebeius,
belonging to the plebs], pertain-
ing to the common people ; n.,
one of them.

Plebiscite (pleb'feif), n. [L. pleb-
iscitum, a decree of the people],
a decision by the votes of the
whole of the people.

iledge (plej), n. [Fr. pleifje, a
surety] ; something given to

make sure ; a promise or secur-

ity that something will be done ;

bail ; surety ; v., to make sure ;

to put in pawn ; to engage by
promise ; to drink one's health.

Plei'ad (pli'ad), n., or Plei'ades
(pli'adez), pi. [Gk.], a group of
seven stars, said in fable to be
the daughters of Atlas.

Pleis'tocene. See PLIOCENE.
plenary (ple'nari), a. [L. plenust

full], full ; complete ; entire.

plenipotentiary (-shdri), a. [L.

plenus, full ; potens, powerful],
having full powers ; n., a per-
son haying full powers to trans-
act business for others.

plenitude, n. [L. plenitude, full-

ness], fullness ; completeness.
plen'ty, n. [Fr., from L. plenus,

full], a full supply; great full-

ness. as., plen'teous, having
plenty ; enough for every pur-
pose ; rich ; plen'tiful, abun-
dant. n., plen'tifulness.

ple'onasm, n. [Gk. plednasmos,
abundance], use of more words
than are needed ; redundancy.

as., pleonas'tic, using too
many words ; redundant.

pleth'dra, n. [Gk. pZetaore, fullness],
overfullness ; too much blood.
a., plethoric, having too much
blood.

pleur'a (ploor'd), n. [Gk., a rib], a
thin membrane covering the
lungs. ns., pleurisy, inflam-
mation of the pleura ; pleup'o-
pneumo'nia [Gk. pneumon, a
lung], inflammation of the pleura
and the lungs.

plex'us, n. [L. plexus (plectere, to
weave)], a network, as of veins,
nerves, or fibres.

pliers, etc. See PLY.
plight (1) (pltt), n. [A.S., risk], a

state of risk ; a thing plighted
or pledged ; security ; engage-
ment ; v., to give as a pledge ;

to engage or promise ; to plait
or twist.

plight (2), n. [E., akin to PLAIT],
condition.

plinth, n. [Gk. plintkos, a brick],
the lowest part of the base of a
pillar or column; the square
course at the bottom of a wall.
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Pli'ocene and Pleis'tocene (pU
f

osen and plls'tosen), as. [Gk.

pleion, more ; pleistos, most ;

kainos, recent], more recent and
most recent (geology).

plod, t>. [imlt. f], to go on slowly ;

to work or study hard without

stopping. pres. p., plodding ;

p.p., plodded. n., plod'der, a
hard-working person.

plot, n. [PLAT], a piece of ground ;

a secret plan ; a plan to betray
or to injure ; the story of a play
or a novel ; v., to form hidden
plans ; to plan mischief.

pres. p., plotting; p.p., plotted.
plough (plou) or plow, n. [Scand.],
an instrument for turning up the
soil ; v., to turn up soil with
a plough ; to make furrows in ;

to sail through. ns., plough'-
share, the part of a plough
that cuts the ground ; plough' -

man, the man that guides the

plough ; The Plough (Charles's

Wain, or Great Bear), a group
of seven bright stars in the
northern heavens ; a line drawn
through the two brightest stars

points to the North Pole.

plov'er (pluv'er), n. [Fr. f from L.

pluvicit rain], a common wading
bird.

pluck, . [A.S.], to pull away
quickly ; to strip off ; to gather ;

n., the heart, liver, and lights
of an animal ; great courage.
a., pluck'y, having great spirit.

n., pluck'iness.
plufT, n. [Sc., imit.], a small explo-

sion of gunpowder ; a puff of
smoke.

plug, n. [Du. ?], a piece of wood
or metal to stop a hole ; v., to
stop with a plug. pres. p.,

plugging ; p.p., plugged.
plum, n. [A.S., from L. prunum

(see PRUNE)], a well-known stone-
fruit, or the tree on which it

grows. ns., plum'-eake and
plum-pud'ding (-pud'ing), a
cake or pudding containing
raisins, currants, etc.

plumb (plum), n. [Fr., from L.

plumbum, lead], a weight of lead
on a cord to test the perpen-
dicular ; a test for the depth of

water ; a., straight up and
down ; perpendicular ; v., to
set straight up and down ; to
test with aplumb. ns., plumb'-
er, a worker in lead ; plumb'-
line, the line on which a plumb
is hung.

plumba'go, n. [L., from plumbum,
as above], a mineral consisting
of carbon and iron, used in

making pencils ; blacklead.

plume (ploom), n. [L. pluma, a
soft feather], a feather ; an
ornament of feathers ; a mark
of honour

;-^-u.,
to dress feathers ;

to adorn with feathers ; to strip
of feathers; (oneself on) to
boast of. n., plu'mage, the
feathers of a bird. a., plu'-
mose, feathery.

plum'met, n. [O.Fr., from plomb,
PLUMB], a weight for measuring
depth, esp. of water.

plump (1), adv. [imit. ?], straight
down, heavily ; a., straight ;

falling heavily ; u., to fall

straight down ; to fall suddenly.
plump (2), a. [M.E.], well rounded ;

covered with flesh ; u., to give
all one's votes to one person.
n., plum'per, votes given to one
candidate only ; one who so
votes.

plun'der, v. [Ger.], to take pro-
perty by force ; n., spoils of
war ; booty ; prey.

plunge (plunj), v. [Fr., from late
L. plumbicare, to sink like lead

(plumbum, lead)], to cast or to
fall into water ; to sink sud-

denly ; to hurry rashly ; to
dash forward ; to thrust (into) ;

n., a fall into water ; a rash
and sudden act ; a violent rush.

n., plun'gep, a diver ; a heavy
cylinder used in pumps to force
the water upward.

plupep'fect, a. [L. plus guam per-
fectum, more than perfect],

(grammar) past perfect ;

the past perfect tense of the
verb.

plup'al (ploor'aQ, a. [L. pldralis],
more than one ; n., the form in

grammar referring to more than
one. ns., plup'alist, one -who
holds more than one office;
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plurality, state of being plural ;

two or more of the same kind ;

the greater number ; the hold-

ing of more than one living.

plus, TO. [L., more], the sign (+ ) of
addition (opposed to MINUS).

plush, n. [Fr. peluche, prob. from
L. pilus, hair], a cloth like velvet,
but having a longer pile.

plutoc'racy (plutok'rasi), n. [Gk.
ploutos, wealth ; kraios, strength],
a state in which the power is in
the hands of the wealthy. n.r

plu'tocpat . a. , plutocratic .

Pluto'nian and Plutonic, as. [L.

Pluto, the god of the lower
world], formed in the interior
of the earth by the force of fire ;

igneous: volcanic.

plu'vial and plu'vious, as. [L.
pluvia, rain], rainy.

ply, v. [Fr. plier, from L. plicdre,
to bend], to bend or turn ; to
work steadily at ; to urge with
arguments, etc. ; to go regu-
larly between, as a coach, etc. ;

TO., a fold or plait ; a bend or
turn, as., pli'able and pli'ant,
easily bent ; easily persuaded.

ns., pli'ancy and pliability ;

pli'ers, pincers for bending
wire.

meumatlc (numat'ik) and pneu-
matlcal, as. [Gk. pneuma,
wind], pertaining to air, gas,
etc. ; worked by pressure of
air. ns., pneumatics, the
science of the weight, pressure,
etc., of air, gas, and vapour ;

pneumatol'ogy- the science of

air, etc. ; formerly the science
of mind and spirit.
meumo'ma (numo'nia), n. [Gk.
pneumon, a lung], inflammation
of the lungs.

loach (poch), v. [Fr. pocher], to
cook eggs by breaking them
into boiling water ; to hunt or
fish without a right ; to make

[
ground soft or muddy.

'Ock, TO. [A.S. poc], a small blister

containing diseased matter ;

pox (POCKS, pi.). ns., pock'-
mark and pock'-pit, a mark
left by a pock.

ibck'et, TO. [Fr. pochette, root of
POKE U)J, a small bag sewn into

clothing to hold small articles ;

a bag fixed to a billiard-table,
into which the balls are driven ;

v., to put into a pocket ; to take
secretly. n. t pock'et-book, a
book or case for holding papers,
etc., in the pocket.

pod, TO. [etym. ?], the vessel in
which the seeds of the pea, bean,
etc., are contained.

po'em, TO. [L., from Gk. poiema,
something made], a composition
in verse.

po'esy, TO. [L., from Gk. poiesfe, a
making], the art of making
poetry ; poems.

po'et, TO. [L., from Gk. poi&Ss, a
poet], one who makes poetry ;

a thinker with a high imagina-
tion;/., po'etess. n., po'et-
aster, a writer of verses without
skill or genius. as., poetic and
poetical, pertaining to poetry ;

expressed in poetry. TO., po'-
etry, the art of writing poems ;

writings in verse ; lofty thoughts
in suitable words.

poign'ant (poin'anf), a. [Fr. poin-
dre, from L. pungere, to prick],
sharp ; pointed ; very painfuL

., poigu'ancy, sharpness ;

poilu, TO. [Fr., hairy], a popular
name for a French soldier, corre-

sponding with our " Tommy."
point, TO. [Fr., from L. punctuiri], a

sharp end ; the mark made by a
sharp instrument ; (mathema-
tical) that which has posftion
but no magnitude ; the smallest
amount of space or time ; a
single thing considered at one
time ; the matter under con-
sideration ; a smart thought ;

a mark at the end of a sentence ;

something aimed at ; a cape or
headland ; (pi.) qualities ; mov-
able rails for shunting ; 7?., to
make a sharp end on ; to turn
towards an object or a place ;

to turn attention ; to mark with
stops to mark clearly ; to fill

up the joints between stones ; to
hold the finger towards ; to
show game, as a dog does.
n., point-blank', the white
spot on a target at which aira
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Is taken ; a., straight at the
mark ; adv., in a straight man-
ner. a., poin'ted, having a
sharp point ; directed towards ;

direct. ns., poin'ter, that which
points ; the hand of a clock ;

a dog trained to stop and look
when he sees or scents game ;

poin'ting, marks in writing ;

filling up between the stones
in a wall. a., pointless, mean-
ingless. n., points'man, a man
who opens and shuts the points
on a railway.

poise (poiz), v. [Fr.. from L. pen-
sum, something weighed], to
make of equal weight ; to
balance ; to think ; to be in
doubt ; n., weight ; state of
balance ; that which causes a
state of balance.

poi'son (pol'zon), n. [Fr., from L.

potio, POTION], that which, when
eaten, drunk, or breathed,
causes disease or death ; that
which injures purity of mind ;

v., to kill by poison ; to put
poison into ; to destroy useful-
ness or happiness. a., poi'-
sonous, having he power of

poisoning ; deadly.
poke (1), n. [E., akin to Fr. poque],

a bag or pouch.
poke (2), r. [E., akin to POACH], to

push with something pointed ,

to thrust with the horns ; to
search for with a long instru-
ment ; to stir, as the fire ; n.,

a push or thrust. -n., po'ker,
an iron rod for stirring a fire.

pole (1), n. [A..S., from L. p<Uus, a
stake], a long rod of wood ; the
shaft of a two -horse carriage;
flagstaff ; a length of 5 yards ;

a square measiire of 30J yards.
pole (2), n. [L., from Gk. pdlos, an

axis], a point round which some-
thing turns ; either of the ends
of the earth's axis ; one of two
opposite points of a magnet in

which the whole of its power
seems to be gathered ; a meet-
ing-point of several lines. a.,

polar, pertaining to the poles ;

near to or coming from the

poles ; (geom.) having a common
meeting-point. n., polarity, a

2 politic

condition of having poles like a !

magnet. v., polarize, to givej
polarity to. n., polariza'tion,
state of being polarized.

Pole (3), n., a native of Poland. i

a., P61ish.
pole axe, n. [POLL (2), AXE], an axe

with a long handle.
pole'cat, n. [O.Fr. pole, a hen?],i
an aninjal like a weasel, with a|
disagreeable smell.

polemic and polemical, as. [Gk.
ptiUmos, war], engaged in or fond
of dispute. n., polemics, art
of controversy ; theology deal

ing with disputes about doc-
trines.

Pole'-star, n., the north star ; a
guide. See PLOUGH.

police' (poles'), n. [Fr., from L.
pdlltla (Gk. ptilis, a city)], means
of keeping order in a town or a
country ; the men so employed.

n., police'man, a member
of a police force.

policy (1) (pol'isi), n. [Fr., asi

above], the rules and forms of!

management ; wisdom in man-ii

aging ; grounds around a
man-jj

sion-house.

policy (2) (pol'isi), n. [Fr., perhaps \

from med. L. apodissa, proof], a!

written agreement between an
insurer and the insured ; war-i
rant.

-polls, -ppl, -poli, geog. root [Gk.
polls], city (as in Nicopolis, city
of victory ; Oallipoli, beautiful'

city ; Adrianople, city of Had-
rian ; Naples or Neapolis, new
city).

polish, v. [Fr., from L. pollre], to
make smooth and glossy by rub-

bing ; to take on a smooth
surface ; to make fine or elegant :

n., a smooth glossy surface;
fineness of manners ; a sub-
stance for polishing.

polite', a. [L. pollre, to polish],

having good manners ; well-

bred ; refined. n., polite'ness,
fineness of manners ; graceful
behaviour ; attention to others.

politic, a. [Fr., from Gk. politl-
kos (pdlls, a city)], pertaining to

the government of a country ;

fitted to gain the end desired;
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Wise In guiding or managing.
a., political, pertaining to

government or to a party in the
state. ns. t politician, a per-
son who takes part in govern-
ment ; one who belongs to a
party ; politics, the art of gov-
ernment ; the affairs of a coun-
try and their management ; the
management of a political party ;

polity, the principles and
methods of government ; a
people under a regular govern-
ment; the constitution of any
institution.

pdl'ka, n. [Polka, a woman of
Poland ?], a dance of Polish or
Bohemian origin, or its music ;

a kind of jacket.

poll (1), n. [Polly, Mary], a name
for a parrot.

p6n (2), n. [Du. potte, a ball], the
head, esp. the back part of it ;

a list of persons qualified to vote
in an election ; the taking or

i giving of votes ; an election ;

., to cut off the head or top ;

[

to cut off the hair ; to count the

I

number of ; to get or give
votes. a., polled (pold), with
the top cut off ; with the hair

I cut ; without horns. ns., poll'-
Ing-booth, the place where
votes are recorded ; poll'-tax,
a tax per poll or head i.e. on
each individual.

pollack, n. [etym. 1], a kind of
i fish.

pollard, n., a tree that has been
polled.

pollen, n. [L.], the fine powder
on the anthers of flowers.

pollute', v [L. poUutre, to defile],
to make foul or dirty ; to vio-

3 late ; to profane. n., pollu'-
tton, state of being defiled;
that which defiles ; impurity ;

uncleanness.

polo, n. [Tibetan], a game on
horseback, resembling hockey ;

a kind of dance.
xrtonaise', n. [Fr., POLISH], the
Polish language ; an article

of dress for women ; a Polish

dance, or its music.

oolo'ny, n. [corrupted from Bol-

ogna], a kind of sausage.

pomade
poltroon', n. [Fr., from It. jx*

trone, a coward], a cowardly
fellow ; a wretch without spirit
or courage ; a., base ; vile ;

cowardly. n., poltpoo'nery.
poly-, pref. [Gk.], many (as in

POLYGLOT, POLYGON).
polyan'thus, n. [Gk. POLY-, anthos,
a flower], a plant of the prim-
rose kind, with a head of many
flowers.

polyg'amist, n. [Gk. POLY-, aamos*
a marriage], one who has more
than one husband or wife. n.,

polyg'amy . a., polyg'amous.
pol'yglot, a. [Gk. POLY-, glotta, a

tongue], written in several lan-

guages ; n., a book in several
languages.

pol'ygon, n. [Gk. POLY-, gonla, a
corner], a plane figure having
more than four angles. a..

polyg'onal.
polyhe'dron, n. [Gk. POLY-, Mdra,
a seat], a solid body having
many sides or bases. a., poly-
he'dpal.

pol'yp (pol'ip), n. [Gk. POLY-, pous,
a foot], a sea animal having
many tentacles around its

mouth ; n., pol'ypus, a tumour
in the nose ; (pi.) pol'ypl.

polypet'alous, a. [POLY-, PETAL],
having many petals.

pol'ypode, n. [Gk. POLY-, poua*
pddos, a foot], an animal with
many feet. n., pol'ypody, a
kind of fern.

pol'ysyllable, n. [Gk. POLY-,
SYLLABLE], a word of many
syllables.

polytech'nie (politek'nik), a. [Gk.
POLY-, techne, an art], pertaining
to many arts and sciences.

pol'ytheism (pol'itheizm), n. [Gfc

POLY-, theos, a god], the worship
of more gods than one. n-,

pol'ytheist. as., polytheis'tfc
and polytheis'tical.

poma'ceous (pomd' shits), a. [prob.
from L. pomum, an apple], Ifce

an apple ; producing apples ;

made from apples.
pomade' and poma'tum, ns. [Fr.,

from L. pomum, an apple], an
ointment for the hair, originally
made from apples.
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pome'granate (pom' or pum'-
grandt), n. [Fr. pome, L. pomum,
fruit ; grenate, from L. grdnum,
a seed], a fruit like an orange,
with many seeds ; the tree on
which it grows.

pommel (puml), n. [Fr., dim. of

L. pomum], a knob or ball ;

the knob on the hilt of a sword
or on a saddle-bow ; v., to
beat with something heavy ; to
thrash ; to flog. pres. p., pom-
melling ; p.p., pommelled.

pomp, n. [Fr., from L. pompa,
a procession], great display ;

splendid show. a., pom'pous,
making great display ; fond of

show ; dignified. ns., pom-
posity and pomp'ousness,
great display.

pond, n. [POUND (2) ?], a body of

standing water ; a dam.
pon'der, v. [Fr., from L. ponderdre

(pondus, weight)], to weigh in

the mind ; to think carefully
over. as., pon'depable, that

may be weighed ; pon'derous,
of great weight ; important ;

wanting in lightness. ns., pon'-
derousness and ponderosity.

poniard (pon'ydrd), n. [Fr. poig-
nard, from poing, L. pugnus,
fist], a small dagger ; v., to
stab with a poniard.

pont- [Welsh], ponte- [It.], pu-
ente- [Sp. (L. pons)], geog. root,

bridge (as in Pontypool, the pool
at the bridge; Pontefract, broken
bridge ; Ponte di Legno, bridge
of wood).

pont'age (pont'ij), n. [late L. port'

tdgium (L. pons, a bridge)], a tax
on crossing or for repairing a
bridge.

pon'tiff, n. [Fr., from L. pontifex
(pons, -FY)], a high priest in
ancient Rome ; the Pope. as.,

pontiflc and pontifical, per-
taining to a pontiff. ns., pon-
tifical, the book of ceremonies
used by the Pope ; (pi.) the dress
of the Pope or a priest ; pon-
tificate, the dignity of a Pope
or a high priest ; the term of
his office.

pontoon", n. [Fr., from L. pons, a
bridge], a flat-bottomed boat

used In building temporary
bridges ; a bridge of boats ;

boat used in loading and un-
loading ships.

po'ny, n. [O.Fr. poulenet, from L.
pidlus, a foal], a small horse.

poo'dle, 7i. [Ger.], a small kind of

dog with silky curling hair.

pooh, int. [imit.], an exclamation
of contempt.

pool (1), 7i. [A.S.J, a deep part in
a stream ; a small pond or lake.

pool (2), n. [Fr. poule, a hen, from
L. pullus], the stakes in certain
games (likened to eggs in a nest) ;

a game at billiards in which the
winner takes all the stakes ;

v., to put into a common fund.

poop, n. [Fr., from L. puppis, the
stern], the hinder part of a ship
or the deck over it ; v., to
strike the stern, as a wave.

poop, a. [Fr., from L. pauper],
having little or no possessions ;

needy ; wanting in spirit, beauty,
or value ; without pride ; need-
ing or deserving pity. ns.,

poop'house, a house for lodg-
ing paupers ; poor'-law, a law
providing for the poor ; POOP'-
rate, a tax to support the poor.

a., poop-spirited, wanting
in spirit ; mean.

-poor, -poopa, -pope, -pup, geog.
root (Hind.], city or town (as in

Caivnpore, city of the beloved
one ; Nagpore, the town of

serpents).

pop, v. [imit.], to make a sharp
quick sound ; to burst with
noise ; to come suddenly into

view ; to push ; n., a sound
like a small explosion ; adv.,

suddenly. pres. p., popping ;

p.p., popped.
Pope, n. [A.S., from L. papa, a

father], the head of the Roman
Catholic Church. ns., Pope'-
dom, the position or dignity of

the Pope ; the people who obey
him

; Po'pepy, the religion of

the Roman Catholic Church, a.,

pd'pish, pertaining to Popery.
popinjay, n. [Fr. papegai, from

Arab., imit.], a parrot ; a mark
like a parrot on a pole for

shooting at ; a fop.
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poplap, n. [Fr., from L. popfihts],
a tree with soft timber and trem-
bling leaves.

poplin, n. [Fr. popeline, papeline,
papal (because made at Avig-
non, where the Pope lived)], a
cloth made of silk and worsted,
Tised for women's dresses.

pop'py, n. [A.S. popig, from L.

papdver], a plant with large gay
flowers, from a species of which
opium is got.

pop Glace, n. [Fr. and It., from
L. pdpulus, PEOPLE], the lower
orders ; the common people.

pop Olar, a., pertaining to the
people ; liked or understood by
the people ; cheap , common.
n., popularity, state of being
liked by the people ; the good-
will of the people. vs., pop'u-
larize, to make popular ; to
make plain or easy ; to spread
among the people ; pop'ulate,
to people ; to cause to be in-

habited. n., popula'tion, the

people of a town or a country.
a., pop'ulous, full of people.
n., pop'ulousness.

porcelain (por'slan), n. [Fr., from
It. porcellana, Venus's shell

(pnrcella, a young pig)], the
finest kind of earthenware, from
its likeness to the Venus shell ;

china-ware.
porch, n. [Fr., from L. portlcus,

j

PORTICO], a covered entrance to
a building.

pop'eupine, n. [Fr. porc-espin (L.

\ porous, a hog ; spina, a SPINE)],

[
a large gnawing animal, covered

I with long spines or quills.

pore (1), v. [E., etym. '?], to look
! long and closely at ; to study
( long and steadily.
OOPe (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. pdros, a

j passage], one of a great number
i of invisible openings in the skin

through which the perspiration

J passes ; a small space between
'. the particles of a body. a.,

POP'OUS, full of pores. ns.,

porosity and pdr'ousness.
6rk, n. [L. porcus], the flesh of

I swine.

OP'phypy (pdr'ftri), n. [Fr., from
Gk. porphyra, purple], a finely

grained rock of a purple or
white colour ; any rock like
porphyry. as., porphyritlc
and porphyra'eeous, like por-
phyry.

por'poise (por'pus), n. [Fr. porpeis
(L. porous, a hog ; piscis, a fish)],
a small species of whale.

por'ridge (por'ij), n. [corrupted
from POTTAGE], oatmeal or bar-
ley-meal slowly stirred in boil-

ing water ; a kind of broth, etc.

por ringer, n. [formerly potager],
a small dish for porridge.

port (1), n. [L. portus], a place of
call for ships ; a harbour.

p&rt (2), n. [Fr., from L. porta, a
gate], a gate or entrance ; an
opening in the side of a ship ;

a passage for steam or other
fluid. ns., pop'tal, a gate or
entrance ; the smaller of two
gates side by side; portcullis
[Fr., from L. colare, to glide], a
heavy frame pointed with iron,
let down to close a gateway ;

port'hole, an opening to let in

light or air, or to point a gun
through ; porter, one who keeps
a door or gate ; /., port'ress.

n., Sublime Porte [the en-
trance to the Sultan's palace
at Constantinople], the Turkish
Government.

port (3), n. [Fr., from L. portare, to

carry], style of walking or act-

ing ; carriage ; v., to hold a
rifle slantingly in front of the
chest. a., por'table, that can
be carried. ns., por'tage, price
paid for carrying ; a space car-

ried over ; pop'ter, one who
carries for hire ; a malt liquor,
so called because much used by
porters in London ; por'terage,
the work of a porter ; price paid
to a porter ; portfolio [L.

folium, a leaf], a case for carry-
ing papers, etc. ; the position
of a minister of the crown.
a., portly, of a noble appear-
ance ; very stout. n., port-
man'teau (to) [Fr. mante.au, a

cloak], a case for carrying
clothes, etc.

port (4), n. [etym. ?], the left sida

of a ship looking forward from
13
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etern to bow (formerly LAR-
BOARD).

pdrt (5), n. [Oporto, in Portugal], a
dark purple wine, first brought
from Oporto.

port [E.], porto [It.], puerto
[Sp.], geog. root, port or haven
(as in Portsmouth, mouth of the
haven ; Porto Rico, rich port ;

Puerto Bella, beautiful harbour).
portend', v. [L. portendere (por- for

PRO-, tenrlere, to stretch)], to

point forward to ; to foreshow ;

to predict. n., pop'tent, a sign
of some calamity. a., popten'-
tous, of the nature of a portent.

por'tep. See PORT (3).

por'tieo, n. [It., from L. portions],
a covered walk ; a covered row
of pillars at the eutrance to a
building ; an open porch.

pop'iion (por'shon), n. [Fr., from
L. portw, a share], a part ; a
share given to a person ; the
part of an estate left to an heir ;

a wife's fortune ; v., to divide
into shares ; to give each a

proper share. a., pop'tioned,
having received a share or por-
tion. n., pop'tionep, one who
portions, or who shares along
with others ; a., pop'tionless,
without a portion.

poptman'teau (portman'to), n.

[Fr. porter, to carry ; manteau,
a cloak], a suitcase.

portray', v. [Fr., from L. protra-
here (PRO-, trahere, to draw)], to
draw the likeness of ; to de-
scribe in words. ns., pop'trait
and por'tpaitupe, the likeness
of a person painted or described
from the life ; a description in

words.
pose (1) (poz)t n. [Fr. poser, from

L. pausdre, to PAUSE ; ponere,
to place], a position of rest ; the
position of a person's body,
natural or otherwise ; v., to
assume a striking attitude.

pose (2) (poz), v. [contracted from
appose, for OPPOSE], to puzzle ;

to bring to a stand. n., p6'ser,
a question difficult to answer.

position (pozish'ori), n. [Fr., from
L. posiMo (poncre, to place)], state

or manner of being placed ; the

B post

spot where a thing is or takes
place ; the point to be defended
or reasoned out ; rank in society;
state of affairs.

positive (poz'itiv}, a. [Fr., from
L. positivus, fixed], clearly ex-

pressed ; not admitting of any
doubt ; overbearing ; laid down
as law ; (photography) with the

lights and shades the same as in
the original ; (grammar) mark-
ing the simple form of an adjec-
tive ; (mattiematics) to be added i

n., that which can be affirmed
or directly stated ; a positive
picture ; the simple form of an
adjective ; opposed to negative.

ns., posltiveaess, state of

being positive ; over-confidence ;

Positivism, a philosophy deal-

ing only with what is seen or
known.

possess' (pozes'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. possidere, to possess], to have
as one's own ; to have power
over ; to control, as an evil

spirit ; to put in possession ; to
inform. n., posses'sion, the
holding of a thing ; the thing
possessed ; state of being pos-
sessed. a., posses'sive, per-
taining to or marking posses-
sion ; n., the case of nouns OP

any word denoting possession.

pos'set, n. [E., etym. ?], hot milk
curdled.

pos'sible, a. [Fr., from L. possi-
bilis (posse, to be able)], that can
be done ; that may happen ;

not against the laws of nature.

n., possibility, state of being
possible ; that which is possible.

post (1), n. [A.S., from L. postis,
a door-post], a piece of wood or

iron firmly fixed in the ground ;

a pillar.

post (2), n. [Fr., from L. positus,

placed], a place where something
is set ; a stopping place ; a

place where soldiers are sta-

tioned ; a means of delivering n

letters, etc. ; a messenger whoj
carries letters ; a position of

\

trust ; a large size of paper.
7;., to x on a wall or public;

place ; to write in a list or in a I
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ledger ; to put into a position ;

to put into the post office ; (up)
to inform ; to travel with post-
horses ; adv., with post-horses ;

with speed. n., pos'tage,
money paid for letters. a.,

postal, pertaining to the post
office. ns., post'-boy, a boy
who drives a post-horse, or
carries letters ; post'ca.vd, a
card on which a message may
be sent by post ; post'-chaise,
a hired carriage with four
wheels ; post'ep, a placard ;

post-haste', great haste ; adv.,
with great speed. ns., post'-
horse, a horse let for hire ;

post'man, a man who delivers
letters ; post'mark, the mark
made on a letter, etc., in a post
office ; post master, the person
in charge of a post office ; one
who hires horses ; post'master-
general, the minister who has
charge of the post office ; post
office, a place where letters are
posted.

post-, pref. [L.], after, behind (as
in POST-DATE, POSTPONE).

;>ost'-date, v. [POST-], to date after
the right time.

postdilu vian, a. [L. POST-, dilu-

vium, the flood], happening after
the Flood ; n., one who then
lived.

Xtetep'iop, a. [L., after], coming
after ; later in time or in order ;

at the back ; n. pi. (postap'iors),
the back parts. n., posterity,
descendants.

pos'tern, n. [O.Fr., from L. pos-
terus, behind], a small gate ; a
private door.

post' -fix, n. [POST-], a letter, syl-

lable, or word added to the end.
v. t post-fix', to add to the

end.
posthumous (postu'mus), a. [L.

postumus, last, sup. of post], born
after the father's death ; pub-
lished after the author's death.

>os'til, n. [Fr., from med. L. pos-
titta, a note], a marginal note ;

a short sermon in the Roman
Catholic Church.
ostillion (pdstil'yon), n. [Fr.,
from It. postiglione], one who

rides on and guides the horses
of a carriage.

post-meridian, a. [POST-], after
midday ; in the afternoon (usu-
ally written p.m.).

post-mopt'em, a. [L. post mortem],
after death.

post-ob'it, n. [see OBIT], a security
to be redeemed after some one's
death.

postpone', v. [L. POST-, ponere, to
place], to put oil to another
time. n., postpone'ment, a
putting off; delay.

post/script, n. [L. POST-, scriptum,
written], an addition to a letter
after it has been finished and
signed ; a similar addition to a
book.

postulate, n. [L. postuldre, to
demand], something taken for

granted ; (geometry) a self-evi-

dent proposition ; v., to take
for granted. n., pos'tulant,
a candidate.

pos'tupe, n. [Fr., from L. positura,
position], manner of placing the
body ; attitude ; condition of

mind or of feeling ; v., to place
the body or its parts in a par-
ticular position ; to take up an
affected position.

po'sy (po'zi), n. [shortened from
POESY], a short verse of poetry j

a short sentence, out on a ring,
etc. ; a bunch of flowers with
a motto ; a bouquet.

pot, n. [A.S.l, a vessel for drink-

ing ; a vessel for holding or

cooking food ; a vessel in which
plants grow ; the amount a pot
can hold ; v., to put in pots ;

to preserve, as fruit. pres. p.,

potting; p.p., potted. ns.,

pot'tep, a maker of pots or

earthenware; pot'tery, vessels
of earthenware ; a place where
such vessels are made ; pot'tle,
a little pot ; four pints ; a small
basket ; pot'-herb, a plant that
can be used in cooking ; pot'-
hook, a hook on which a pot
hangs ; a letter formed like a
pot-hook ; pot'-house, a house
in which drink is sold and con
sumed ; pot'-luck, a meal with-
out specialpreparation forguesta
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pd'table, a. [L. potabilis (potare, to

drink)], fit for drinking. n.,

pota'tion, that which is drunk ;

a draught.
pot'ash and potass', ns. [POT,

ASH], an alkaline substance got
from the ashes of vegetables.
n., potas'sium, the metallic
base of potash.

pota'to, n. [Sp., from W. Ind.],
a plant, the tubers of which are
used for food ; one of its tubers ;

(pi.) pota'toes.
po'tent, a. [L. potens, powerful],

having great power ; bringing
about great results ; of great
authority. ns., po'tency, great
power ; potentate, a sovereign.

a., poten'tial, able to exert
force ; that may exist at some
time ; n., anything that may
come into existence ; power to

do work, as electricity ; a mood
of the verb (opposed to ACTUAL).

ns., potentiality, state of

being potential; poten'tiary,
a person having power or in-

fluence.

poth'er, n. [etym. ?], bustle ; con-
fusion ; v. t to worry ; to make
a bustte.

po'tion (pd'ahori), n. [O.Fr., from
L. potio (potus, drink)], a drink ;

a liquid medicine.

pot'sherd, n. [POT, SHERD], a bit

of a pot or of broken pottery.
pottage (pot'aj), n. [Fr., from root

of POT], that which is cooked in

a pot ; vegetables, meat, etc.,

boiled into a thick soup.
pouch, n. [O.Fr. pouche or poche

(see POKE)], a bag or pocket ;

v., to put into a pouch. a.,

pouched, having a pouch.
poult (poU), n. [Fr., as PULLET], a

chicken or young bird. ns.,

poulterer, one who sells fowls ;

poul'tpy, fowls reared for food.

poul'tice (pol'tis), n. [L. puls,
PULSE (2)], meal, bran, etc., soft-

ened with hot water, and put
on the body to ease pain ; v., to

piit on a poultice.
pounce (1) (pouns), v. [etym. ?], to

fall upon suddenly and seize ;

n., the claw of a bird of prey.
a., pounced, having claws.

practice

pounce (2), n. [Fr., from L. pumext

PUMICE], a fine powder, used for

marking patterns, or for pre-
venting ink from spreading.

pound (1), n. [A.S., from L. pondus,
weight], a weight of 12 ounces
in troy weight, and of 16 in

avoirdupois ; the value of 20
shillings ; a bank-note repre-
senting 20 shillings. n., poun'
dage, a tax on each pound.

pound (2), n. [A.S., an enclosure],
a place for strayed cattle ; v^
to shut up, as strayed animals,

n., poun'dage, confinement of

cattle, or a charge for setting
them free.

pound (3), v. [A..S. punian, to

bruise], to beat small or into

powder ; to strike repeatedly.
pour (por), v. [etym. ?], to cause

to flow; to fall heavily; to
send forth, as words.

pouptray (portrd'). See PORTRAY.
pout, v. [etym. ?], to shoot out the

lips; to look displeased; n. (or

pou'ting), sullenness.

poverty, ?i. [Fr., from L. pauper-l
tas], state of being poor ; want!
of the means of living.

pow'dep, n. [Fr., from L. pulverA
dust], dust ; fine particles ; an I

explosive mixture of charcoal,!
sulphur, and saltpetre ; v., tol

grind or to fall into powder ; tol

sprinkle. a., pow'depy, likel

powder ; easily bruised.

pow'er, n. [O.Fr. poer, from It. I

potere, to be able], means
ofj

doing ; moving force ; ability!
of body or mind ; right of ruling!
or commanding ; a country hav-J
ing an army or a navy; the!

product of a number multipliedl
any number of times by itself

;|
the number of times which al

telescope, etc., magnifies. os.,|
pow'epful, having great force ;l

pow'erless, without power orl

force.

ppac'tice (prak'tis), n. [Fr., from!
Gk. prakiikos, skilled], repeated!
action ; skill got by use ; the!

exercise of a profession ; actualI

performance ; a rule in arith-l

rnetic. v., practise, to do a]
thing often ; to use one's powers ;|



praetor ;

to teach or to learn by practice ;

to carry on a profession. as.,

ppae'tieable, that can be done ;

fit to be used ; prae'tieal, use-
ful ; derived from practice.

n., practitioner, one who prac-
tises a profession.

)pse'top, n. [L.], an ancient Roman
magistrate, next in rank to a
consul. as., ppaetop'ian and
ppsetop'ial, pertaining to a
magistrate.

pragmatic and pragmatical,
as. [Gk. pragmatikos, fit for

action], skilled in business ; too
busy or too active ; meddle-
some. ns., prag'matism and
ppag'matist.

prairie (prdr'i), n. [Fr., from Low
L. prdtdria, a meadow], fertile

land, treeless, and covered with
coarse grass.

praise (prdz), n. [Fr., from L. pre-
tium, PRICE], worth or value
expressed in words ; honour
given because of excellence or
worth ; worship of God in song ;

ground of praise ; v., to speak
highly of ; to worship God in

song. a., praise'wopthy.
ppance (prans), v. IE.], to spring
or bound ; to gambol ; to strut
about.

prank, v. [E.], to dress in a showy
manner ; n., mischief for fun
or sport ; a playful action.

prate, v. [E.], to talk with little

meaning ; to speak foolishly ;

n., idle talk.

arat'tle, v., to go on prating ; to
talk like a child ; n., empty
talk.

>rawn, n. [M.E.], a small shell-

fish used for food.

>pay, v. [Fr., from L. precdrfl, to
ask earnestly ; to ask from God ;

to address God as an act of wor-
ship. n., pray'ep, an earnest

request ; confession, supplica-
tion, and thanksgiving to God ;

the form of words so used.

as., pray'epful, given to prayer ;

ppay'erless, never praying.
-, pref. [L. prce-], before (as in

PREAMBLE, PRECEDE).
ih (prech), v. [Fr., from L.

prcedicare, to proclaim], to make

precious
known or to explain religious
truth ; to deliver a sermon ; to
teach with earn etness. n*
ppea'chep.

pream'ble, n. [Fr., from L. prce-
ambulare, to go before], the in-
troduction to an Act of Parlia-
ment.

ppeb'end, n. [O.Fr., from L. pre-
benda, a payment (prcebere, to
grant)], a payment given to one
appointed to take part in the
services of a cathedral. n.,

preb endary, one holding a
prebend.

ppeear'ious, a. [L. precdrius (pre-
cdrl, to PRAY)], got by prayer or
entreaty ; depending on the
will of another ; uncertain.

precaution, n. [Fr., from L. prce-
cautio (L. PRE-, CAUTION)], cau-
tion or care beforehand ; fore-

thought ; an arrangement to
ward off evil or to bring about
success ; u., to warn. a., pro-
eau'tionary, using precaution.

precede' (prised'), v. [Fr., from L.
prcecedlre (PRE-, ced&re, to go)],
to go before in tune, place, rank,
or importance. ns., ppeee'-
dence and preee'deney, prior-
ity in time, place, etc. a., pre-
ce'dent, going before in time.

n., ppec'edent (pres'edent), an
action that may serve as an
example or a rule ; a similar
case in the past. a., ppeee'-
ding, going before in time,
place, etc. ; previous.

ppeeen'lop, n. [late L. PRE-, cantor,
a singer], a leader of singing in a
church ; conductor.

ppe'eept, n. [O.Fr., from L. prce-

ceptum, a rule], a rule or order

given to direct ; a command in

writing. n., ppeeep'tor, one
who gives precepts ; a teacher ;

/., preceptress.
pre'einet, n. [L. prcednctus, en-

closed (PRE-, cingere)], the outer
line around any place, or the
district enclosed ; limit of

authority.
ppecious (presh'-fis), a. [Fr., from

L. pretiosus, valuable], of great
value ; highly thought of ;

worthless (ironical).
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ppec'ipice (pres'ipis), n. [Fr., from
L. prceceps, headlong], a very
steep place ; a lofty rock.

precipitate, v. [L. predpitdre, to
cast headlong], to throw over a
precipice ; to press on with
great haste ; to make part of a
liquid mixture fall to the bot-
tom ; a., thoughtless ; hastily
said or done. ns., precipit-
ance and precipitancy, too

great hurry ; rashness ; thought-
lessness. a., precipitant, fall-

ing headlong ; rushing swiftly
or violently ; n., a substance
used to separate the parts of a
liquid mixture. n., preeipita'-
tion, a falling with violence ;

thoughtless haute ; a falling to
the bottom ; rainfall. a., pre-
cipitous, steep ; hasty, rash.

precise", a. [Fr., from L. prcecisus

(prcecid&re, to cut short)], cut off

at the right point ; clear as to

meaning ; very close to rule.

ns., precise'ness, precision
(prfsizh'dri), state of being pre-
cise ; closeness to rule or form.

preclude', v. [L. prceclttdere (PRE-,
claudire, to shut)], to shut out ;

to prevent from happening ;

n., preclusion. a., preolu'-
sive.

preco'oious (prekd'sJitis), a. [L.

prcecox], ripe before the usual
time ; too early developed ; too
forward. ns., preco'ciousness
and precocity (pr6kos'iti)t too

early development
precognition (nish'dri), n., a pre-

liminary examination of wit-

prScoaceive' (prek6n3&v')t v., to
form an opinion beforehand ; to

forejudge. n., preconcep'tion,
an opinion without actual

knowledge.
preconcert', v., to arrange be-

forehand.

preeur so?, n. [L. PRE-, cursor,
a runner], one who goes before ;

that which indicates the ap-
proach of an event. a., pre-
eur'sory.

pped'atory, a. [L. prced&tor, a
robber], attended by plunder-
ing ; rapacious ; ravenous.

(prldesSs'), n. [PPJE-,
DECEASE], death before another
or before a certain time ; u.,

to die before. a., predeceased'.
predeces'sor, n. [Fr., from late L.

prcedecessor (PBE-, dZcesaor, one
who retires)], one who has been
before another in office.

predes'tine and predes'tinate,
vs. [L. PRE-, and root of DESTINE],
to decree beforehand ; to fore-

ordain. n., predestination, an
ordaining or fixing beforehand ;

the purpose of God fixing all

things.

predetermine (-min), v., to de-
termine beforehand. a., pre-
deter'minate. n., predeter-
mina'tion, a purpose formed
beforehand.

predicate, v. [L. prcedicatus (see

PREACH)], to state one thing as

belonging to another; n., thabi

which is stated or affirmed. a.,

predlcable, that can be pred-
icated ; n., that which may be
said of one or of many individual

things. ns., predie'ament,
something predicated ; a class

distinguished by definite marks ;

a trying position ; prediea tioix,
assertion ; affirmation. a., pro-
die'ative, affirming ; asserting.

predict', v. [L. PRE-, dic&re, to

say], to foretell. n., predic'-
tion, a telling beforehand ; a
prophecy. a., predic'tive, fore-

telling ; prophetic.

predilec'tipn (-shori), n. [Fr. PRE-,
L. dUectio, choice; from disA

apart ; leg&re, to choose], a
pre-j

vious liking ; a feeling of favour!
towards ; partiality.

predispose', v. [Fr. PRE-], to;

dispose or incline beforehand;!
to make fit or ready (for). n. f i

prediapoal'tion, inclination to-il

w.irds ; bias.

predominate, v. [PRE-, DOMINATE],
to be lord over ; to be greater in ;

power or numbers ; to have the I

upper hand.
^n., predomin-

ance, superiority ; ascendancy.
a., predom'inant, superior

in power or influence.

pre-em'faience (pr&-em'inns), n.

[Fr., from L. prazeminentia (PKB-.
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EMINENCE)], superiority in excel-
lence ; distinction above others
in good or (rarely) bad qualities.

a., pre-em'inent, outstand-
ing ; supreme.

pre-emp'tion, n. [L. PRE-, em&re,
to buy], right of buying before
some one else. a., pre-emp'-
tive.

preen, v. [form of PRUNE ?], to
dress feathers.

pre-engage' (pre-ing&j'), u. [PRE-],
to engage beforehand. a., pre-
engaged. ., pre-engage'-
ment.

pre-exist', v. [PRE-], to exist at
a former time ; to be before

something else. a., pre-exis'-
tent. n., pre-exis'tence.

preface (pref'is), n. [O.Fr., from
L. prcefcttio, an introduction

(PBE-, /art, to speak)], that which
is spoken or written at the be-

ginning ; an introduction ; y. r

to make remarks at the begin-
ning. a., prefatory, of the
nature of a preface.

pre'fect, n. [L. prcefeetus (PRE-,
facere, to make)], an officer set
over or in command ; a gover-
nor of a French province. n,,

prefecture, office or district

of a prefect.

prefer', v. [Fr., from L. prceferre
(PRE-, ferre, to bring)], to bring
forward ; to present ; to put
into a higher place ; to count of

greater value ; to have rather.

a., preferable, more desir-
able ; of better quality. n.,

preference, state of being pre-
ferred ; choice of one rather
than another ; that which is

preferred. a., preferential.
n., preferment, advancement ;

a higher position.
preflg'ure, v. [PRE-], to show

beforehand by types or figures.

n., preflg'urement. a.,

prefig'arative.
prefix', v. [O.Fr. preflxer (PRE-,

figure, to fix)], to fix at the be-

ginning. n.., pro'flx, some-
thing put at the beginning; a
syllable put at the beginning of a
word to modify its meaning.

preg'nant, a. [L. prcegnans, bring-

ing forth], being with young;
rich in results ; full of promise ;

significant. n., preg'nancy,
state of being pregnant ; signi-
ficance.

prehen'sile, a. [L. prehend^re^ to
lay hold of], fitted for grasping.

a., prehen'aible, that may
or can be seized.. ., prehen'=
sion.

prehistoric, a., [PRE-], pertain-
ing to the time before history
began to be written.

prejudge' (prejiij'), v. [Fr., from
L. prcejudicdre (PRE-, JUDGE)], to
judge before hearing the whole
case ; to Judge unheard. n.,

prej'udice (prel'tidis), an opin-
ion formed without full know-
ledge ; any interference with
fairness of judgment ; harm or

wrong of any kind ; v., to
cause prejudice ; to influence
the mind unfairly ; to hurt or

injure. a., prejudicial (-sftdZ),

hurtful ; injurious.

prel'ate, n. [O.Fr., from I*. prce-
lotus, placed over (PRE-, /erre)],
a clergyman of high rank ; a
bishop, archbishop, etc. n.,

prel'acy (prel'dsi), the rank or
office of a prelate ; the order of

bishops ; episcopacy. as., ppe-
lat'ic and prelat'ical.

prelect, n. [L. prcelectus (PRE-,

legere, to read)], to read in public ;

to discourse. n., preiec'tion,
something read aloud.

preliminary, a. [L. PRE-, limen,
a threshold], introductory ; lead-

ing up to the main business ;

n., something to be settled be-

fore the chief business.

prel'ude, n. [Fr., from late L.

prceludium(PKE-, lUdere, to play)],

a short piece played before a
more important one ; introduc-
tion ; u., to perform, or to

serve as a prelude.
premature (pre'maMr or prem'-\

a. [L. prcematurus (PRE-, matnrus,
ripe)], too soon ripe ; too early.

prmed'itate, v. [L. PRE-, medi-

Mrl, to MEDITATE], to think care-

fully over beforehand : to use

forethought. n., premedite'-
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pre'mier, a. [Fr., from L. primus,
first], chief ; first ; n., the
chief minister of a country. n.,

ppe'miership.
premise (prem'is), n. [Fr., from

L. prcemissa (PRE-, mittere, to

send)], a statement already
proved or accepted, from which
another can be drawn ; one of

the two statements in a syllo-

gism ; (pi.) a house, with its

offices and land. u., premise"
(premiz'), to state beforehand ;

to make a statement as a means
of proving what is to follow.

pre'mium, n. [L. prcemium, pro-
fit ; reward], a reward or prize ;

money paid for insurance, or
for instruction, etc. ; a sum in

addition to the price (opposed to

DISCOUNT).
premonlsh, v. [Fr., from L. prcc-

monere (PRE-, monere, to warn)],
to warn beforehand. n., pre-
monition (-ish'on), a warning
beforehand, a notice of danger.

a., premonitory, giving
warning.

ppen'tice, short for APPRENTICE.
ppeoc'cftpy, v. [L. PRE-], to occupy

before another ; to take up the
attention of; to prejudice.
ns., preoc'cupancy and pre-
occupa'tion, act or right of

taking possession of before an-
other.

preordain', v. [PRE-], to arrange
or determine beforehand.

prepare', v. [Fr., from L. prce-

parare (PRE-, pardre, to get
ready)], to get ready ; to fit

for a purpose ; to put in order ;

to provide. n., preparation,
a making ready ; state of being
ready ; arrangement before-
hand ; a medicine. a., pre-
pap'ative, having the power
of preparing ; fitted to make
ready ; n., that which has the

power of preparing ; something
done to prepare. a.- ppepar'-
atory, introductory. n., pre-
paredness.

prepay', . [PRE-], to pay in ad-
vance. past and p.p., prepaid.

n., ppepay'ment.
prepense', a. [formerly purpense,

from O.Fr. purpenser (pour-, L.
pro, forth ; penser, to think)],
planned beforehand.

preponderate, v. [L. PRE-, pondus,
a weight], to weigh more than ;

to be greater in power or influ-

ence than. ns., prepon'der-
anee and prepon'deraney,
superiority of weight, influence,
or power ; Ascendancy. a., pre-
pon'derant.

preposition (prepozish'on), n. [L.

PRE-, ponere, to place], a word
placed before a noun or a pro-
noun to connect it (adjectivally),
with a noun or (adverbially)
with a verb. a., preposl'-
tional.

prepossess', v. [PRE-], to possess!
beforehand ; to incline favour-
ably to. a., prepossessing,:
causing love or esteem ; attrac-
tive. n. t prepossession, ani

opinion formed beforehand ;

bias.

prepos'terous, a. [L. prceposterus,\
last first], having that last which
should be first ; absurd.

prerogative, n. [L. prcerogativusA
asked to vote first], a special
right ; a privilege.

pres'age n. [Fr., from L. prcesd-\

gium, a foreboding], something
that foretells a future event;
an omen. v., presage', to fore-

shadow ; to forewarn.
pres'byter, n. [Gk. presbyteros.l

older], an elder in the early!
Church ; a priest in the Church!
of England ; a member of a

presbytery. n., pres'bytery, a

meeting of presbyters consisting]
of all the ministers of a district,!

and one elder from each con-l

gregation. a., Presbyterian, |

governed by presbyters ; n.A
a member of such a church. n,,t

Presbyterlanism .

prescience (presh'iens), n. [Fr.,1

from L. prcescientia (PRE-, scien-l

tia, knowledge)], knowledge oi|
things before they take place. \

a., prescient, knowing be-i

fore ; prophetic.
prescribe', v. [L. proescriben

(PRE-, scrlbere, to write)], to las

down as a rule ; to give as at
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order ; to write a direction for
medicine. -n., prescription, a
written direction ; a right got
by long-continued possession or
custom. a., prescriptive,
gained by custom or continued
use.

pres'ent (1) (prez'ent), a. [O.Fr.,
from L. prcesens, in sight], at
hand or within call ; now under
consideration ; happening or ex-

isting now ; not past or future ;

immediate ; ready - witted ;

n., the time being ; a tense of
the verb denoting present being
or action. adv., pres'ently,
without delay ; in a short time.

-ws., pres'ence, a being within
sight or call ; nearness ; the per-
son of a sovereign ; readiness
of mind ; personal appearance ;

pres'enee-eham'ber, the room
in which a sovereign gives
audience.

present' (2) (prezenf), v. [L. prce-
sentdre, to hold out], to hold out
to ; to bring before one's atten-
tion ; to make known to ; (one-
self) to come into the presence
of ; to give as a gift ; to appoint
to an office ; to point, as a gun.

ns., pres'ent, something given
as a gift ; presentation, act of

presenting ; that which is pre-
sented ; right of appointing ;

presentee', one who is pre-
sented ; present'ment, a set-

ting forth to view ; accusation
by a jury.

presentment, n. [L. PRE-, sen-

tire, to feel], a feeling as of

something about to happen ;

foreboding.
preserve' (prezero"), v. [Fr., from

L. prceservare (PRE-, servdre)], to

keep safe ; to ward off danger
from ; to keep fit for food ; to

keep up, as silence or appear-
ances ; n., that which is pre-
served ; a place where wild ani-

mals are kept ; (pi.) fruits, etc.,

preserved. n., preservation,
state of being preserved ; safety.

as., preservative and pre-
serv'atory, having the power
of preserving ; n., that which
preserves.

presume
preside', v. [Fr., from L.

to sit before], to sit in a place of
power or authority ; to be chair-
man ; to superintend. ns., pres'-
ident, one who presides ; the
chief officer of a society, etc. ;

presidency, the office or time
of office of a president ; the dis-
trict ruled by a president; a
division of British India. a.,

presidential.
press (1), v. [Fr., from L. pressure

(premere, to press)], to lie on or
against with weight ; to squeeze ;

to smooth cloth ; to push with
force ; to go forward with effort ;

to urge on earnestly; n., an
instrument for pressing or
squeezing ; a printing machine ;

newspapers, or those who write
for them ; a crowd of people ; a
strong demand ; a closet for

clothes, etc. a., pressing, that
must be attended to. n.t pres'-
sure, state of being pressed ;

action of a great weight ; un-
pleasant weight or force ; a
cause of distress or of difficulty.

press (2), v. [O.Fr. prest, a loan,
earnest-money; from L. prce-
stare, to stand forward], to hire
men for service in the army or
the navy ; to carry off by force.

n., press'-gang, a body of
sailors empowered to press men.

pres'tige (pres'tij or prestezh'), n.

[Fr., from L. prcestigium, de-

ception], influence or confidence

arising from character or past

presume' (preztlm"), v. [O.Fr., from
L. prcesumere (PBE-, sumere, to

take)], to take for granted ; to
do what one has no right to do ;

to be too forward. as., pre-
sli'mable, that may be pre-
sumed or supposed to be true ;

prestk'ming, acting without
permission ; too forward. n.,

presump'tion, a taking for

granted, or the thing taken ;

strong likelihood ; action with-
out right or authority. as.,

presump'tive, based on likeli-

hood or inconclusive evidence ;

presump'tttous, acting with too
much boldness ; arrogant; wilfuL
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presuppose', i>., to suppose be-
forehand ; to take for granted.

n., presupposition, that
which is presupposed ; some-
thing taken for granted.

pretend', v. [Fr., from L. prce-
tendere (PRE-, tendere, to stretch)],
to try to appear what one is not ;

to put forward a claim ; to put
forward as true that which is

false. n., pretence', something
pretended ; a false appearance ;

a sham. ^., preten'der ; pre-
ten sioru a pretending or laying
claim to ; a claim whether true
or false ; a false show. a., pre-
ten'tious (-ahus), full of pre-
tence ; trying to pass for what
one is not ; arrogant ; con-
ceited.

pret'erit (pret'erit), a. [L. prce-

ter-Uus, past], past ; applied to
a tense of the verb ; n., the

past tense. a., preter'itive,
expressing past time.

pretermit', v. [L. prceter, beyond ;

mittere, to send], to pass by ; to
leave out. pres. p., preter-
mitting ; p.p., pretermitted.

prefcernat'ttral, a. [L. prceter, be-

yond], beyond what is natural.

pre'text (pre'tekst), n. [Fr., from
L. prcetex&re (PRE-, texcre, to

weave)], an assumed reason ; an
excuse.

pretty (prit'i), a. [A.S. prcettig],

pleasing to the eye; arranged
with taste ; considerable ; (in

ill sense) affected ; fine ; -adv.,

in some degree ; rather ; al-

most. adv., pret'tily.
prevail', t<. [L. PEE-, valere, to be

strong], to be very strong ; to

gain the victory; to have the

upper hand ; to be in force. n.,

prev'alenes, superior strength
or influence; widespread prac-
tice or existence. a., prov'al-
oat, gaining in strength, force,

or influence ; victorious ; very
common.

prevaricate, v. [L. prcev&ricfitus,

spreading the legs in walking],
to turn from the straight path ;

to quibble ; to equivocate. n.,

prevarica'tioB, a quibble; a

departure from the truth.

prevent', v. [L. PRE-, ventum (ve-

nire, to come)], (formerly) to go
before ; (now) to hinder ; to
keep from doing. n., preven'-
tion, a stopping of action ; ob-
struction ; hindrance. a., pro-
ven'tive, tending to prevent;

n., that which prevents.

pre'yious, a. [L. PRE-, via, a way],
going before in time.

prey (pro), n. [O.Fr., from L.

prceda, plunder], that which is

taken by force ; plunder ; spoil ;

the food of wild animals ; v.,

to seize by force ; (on) to take
aa prey; to press heavily on,
as the mind.

price (pris), n, [O.Fr. pris, fromL.
pretium; see PRAISE], that fop
which a thing can be bought or

sold ; the amount paid ; value ;

reward ; v., to put a price on ;

to ask the price of. a., price'-
less, without price ; too valu-
able to have its price measured.

prick, n. [A.S.], a sharp point ; act
of pricking ; pain of being
pricked ; a mark made by a
point ; v,, to make a mark with
a sharp instrument ; to sting ;

to outline by pricking ; to spur
onward ; to raise up, as the ears.

n., prick'le, a little prick ; a
spine of a plant ; a thorn. a.,

prick'ly, full of prickles.

pride, n. [A.S., from root of

PROUD], a high opinion of one's
own worth ; inability to stoop
to anything unworthy ; cold-

ness toward others ; that of

which one is proud ; great
show ; v., to feel pride ; (one-
self) to value highly.

priest (prest), n. [A.S., from Gk.
presbyter], one who serves at the
altar ; a clergyman above the
rankof a deacon ; /., pries'toss.

ns., priest'craft, the methods
of priests, seeking wealth, power,
etc. ; priest'hood, office of a

priest ; the order of priests.

as., priest'ly, pertaining to a

priest ; like a priest ; priest-
ridden, controlled by priests.

prig, n. [corrupted from PRICK ?],

one who gives himself airs.

prim, a. [slang in origin], very neat
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and particular ; v., to deck
with great nicety. pres. p.,

primming; p.p., primmed.
n., prim'ness, affected neat-

ness,

prima donna (pre'ma don'a), n,

[It., from L. prima domina, first

lady], the chief female singer in

an opera.

pri'mal, a. [L,. primus, first], first ;

original ; chief. a., pri'mary,
first in time or importance ;

earliest ; primitive ; n., that
which is of chief importance ;

adv., pri'marfty.
pri'mate, n., the head bishop in

a Church.??., pri'maey, first

position ; the office or rank of a
primate.

prime (1), a. [Fr., from L. primus],
first in order of time, rank, or

quality ; original ; chief ; n.,

the first or the best part ; full

health. ns., prime minister,
the chief minister of a country ;

prime num'ber, a number that
can bo divided only by itself

without a remainder; primer
(prim'er or pri'mer), a first book ;

a book for a beginner ; a small
prayer book.

prime (2), v. [etym. ?], to put
powder in the pan of a gun ; to

put on the first coating of paint.
- n., pri'ming, the powder in

the pan of a gun ; the first coat
of paint.

ppime'val (prlme'vaT), a. [L. pri-
mus, cevum, an ago], belonging
to the earliest ages.

primitive, a. [L. primitlvus], be-

longing to the earliest times ;

old-fashioned ; not derived ;

n., a word not derived.

primogenitor (prlmojen'itor), n.

[L. primus, first ; genitor, a
father (giyntre, to beget)], the
first father. n., primogeni-
ture, state of being the first born
or eldest ; the right of the eldest
son to inherit.

primor'dial, a. [L. primus, ordo,

ORDER], first in order ; existing
from the beginning ; n., a first

principle.
prim rose, n. [O.Fr. primerole,
from L. primula (as if from L.

prima rOsa)], the early flower ;

a beautiful spring flower, com-
mon in meadows, etc. ; a., pale
yellow.

prince (prins), n. [Fr., from L.
princeps, chief], a person of the
highest rank ; a sovereign, or
his son ; the chief of any body
of men; /., prin'cess. a.,

princely, pertainingto a prince ;

of highest rank ; like a prince
adv., in the manner of a

prince.
prin'cipal, a. [L. principalis, chief

(princeps)], taking the first place ;

highest in character or import-
ance ; chief ; n., a head man ;

one who acts through an agent ;

money on which interest is paid ;

anything of chief importance.
n., principality, supreme

power ; the country over which
a prince rules.

prin'ciple, n. [Fr. principe, from
L. principium, a beginning], that

upon which something rests for

its truth and meaning ; a fixed
rule of action ; v., to furnish
with principles.

prink, v. [akin to PRANK], to dress
for show ; to dress up.

print, n. [O.Fr. preinte, from L.

premere, to PRESS], a mark made
by pressure ; anything pro-
duced from types ; anything
that takes or makes an impres-
sion ; cloth stamped with
figures ; v., to mark by^ pres-
sure ; to use types, n., prin'ter
one who prints.

pri'or, . [L., former], coming be-

fore in time ; former ; n., the

person at the head of a body of

monks ; /., pri'oress. ns.,

priority, state of being before
in time or rank ; precedence ;

pri'ory, a religious house gov-
erned by a prior or a prioress.

prise, v. [Fr., as PRIZE (1)1, a lever ;

v., to force open with a lever.

prism, n. [Gk. prisma, something
sawn" off], a solid whose ends
are similar and parallel planes,

and its sides parallelograms ; a

piece of glass with triangular
ends for separating the colours

in a ray of light. as., pris-
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mafic and ppismatlcal, like

a prism ; separated by a prism.
pris'on (priz'on), n. [O.Fr., from

L. prensio (prehendere, to seize)],

a place in which law-breakers
are shut up ; any place of con-
finement. n., pris'onep, one
who is in prison ; a soldier taken
by an enemy.

ppis'tine (pris'tin), a. [L. pristinus,
ancient], belonging to the earliest

time.

ppith'ee, int., (I) PRAY THEE ;

please.

pri'vate, a. [L. privatus (privdre,
to make single)], pertaining to a
single person ; apart by one-
self having no public office ;

not publicly known ; n., a
common soldier. ns., privacy
(pri'vasi or priv'asi), freedom
from observation ; retirement ;

concealment ; ppivateep', an
armed private ship having
authority from government to
make war on an enemy's ships ;

v., to sail in a privateer.

n., ppiva'tion, state of being
in want of something needed ;

loss of rank or office ; absence.

a., ppiv'ative, causing loss or
want ; marked by the absence
of something ; giving a nega-
tive meaning to a word ; n., a
prefix or suffix giving a negative
meaning.

ppiv'et, 7i. [etym. ?], a shrub much
used for hedges.

privilege (priv'Uij), n. [Fr., from
L. privilegium, a law affecting a
single person], a benefit enjoyed
by one or a few only ; freedom
from a burden which others have
to bear ; advantage ; v., to

grant a privilege ; to exempt.
a., privileged.

ppiv'y, a. [Fr. prive, from L. priva-
tus), belonging to one alone ;

secret ; not open to all ; ad-
mitted to know a secret. adv.,

ppiv'ily. ns., privity, know-
ledge of something not widely
known ; Ppiv'y Coun'cil, a
council for advice on affairs of

state; ppiv'y seal or sig'net,
a seal used by the sovereign in

matters of less importance.

prize (1), n. [Fr. pris, price (priser,
to PRAISE)], something gained
by contest ; a reward to be
striven for ; something won by
chance ; anything worth striv-

ing for ; v., to set a price on ;

to count of great value. ns.,

prize' -fight (fit), a fight for a
prize; prize'-ping, the ring
within which a prize-fight takes
place.

ppize (2), n. [Fr. prise, taken (L.

prehendere, to take)], anything ;

taken from an enemy in war,
esp. a ship ; v., to capture as
a prize. ns., prize'-court, a
court for judging prizes taken
at sea; prize'-mon'ey, a share
of the value of spoils taken

inj
war.

prize (3). See PRISE.

pro-, pref. [L.], before ; in placej
of (as in PROBOSCIS, PROLOGUE,
PROPHET, PROCONSUL).

ppob'able, a. [Fr., from L. prob-
dbllis (prdbdre, to PROVE)], that
may be proved ; likely to be
true or to happen ; with more
evidence for than against. n.,

probability, state of being
probable ; likelihood. adv.,

ppob'ably.
ppo'bate, n. [L. probare, to PROVE],

proof in court of a person's will ;

a., belonging to a probate.
n., ppoba'tion, a means of

finding out truth or of testing
character ; state of a person
on trial. as., proba'tional and
ppoba'tionary, serving for trial.

n., proba'tionep, a person on
trial ; a student licensed to

preach. as., ppo'bative and
ppo'batopy, serving for proof.

probe, n. [late L. proba, PROOF], an
instrument for examining a
wound ;v. t to examine with a
probe ; to search thoroughly.
n., probity, honesty; tried

goodness.
problem, n. [Gk. problema (PRO-,

ballein, to throw)], a ques-
tion put forward to be solved ; i

(mathematics) something re-i

quired to be done. as., prob-
lematic and problematical,
of the nature of a problem.
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probos'cis (prdbos'is), n. [Gk.
PRO-, boskein, to feed], the ele-

phant's trunk ; the tube by
which insects suck the juices of

flowers.

proceed', v. [Fr., from L. proce-
dere (PRO-, cedere, to go)], to go
forward ; to come forth ; to go
from point to point. ns., pro-
ce dupe, manner of proceeding ;

a step taken ; procee'ding, a
going forward ; a step taken ;

a transaction. n. pi., pro'-
ceeds, results ; money got as

price, rent, etc.

ro'eess (or pros'es), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. processus, as above], a
moving forward ; a going from
point to point ; a series of

actions, motions, or events ; the

proceedings in a case ; a projec-
tion on a bone. n., proees'-
sion, a moving forward ; a
number marching in order.

proclaim', v. [Fr., from L. pro-
cldmdre (PRO-, cldmdre, to cry

out)], to make known by calling

aloud ; to declare openly. n.,

proclamation, notice given of

a law or of the sovereign's will ;

that which is proclaimed.
proclivity, n. [L. PRO-, cllvus, a

slope], a readiness ; tendency.

procon'sul, n. [L. PRO-, CONSUL],
a Roman officer who acted for

a consul ; the governor of a
province. a., proconsular.

procras'tinate, v. [L. PRO-, eras,

to-morrow], to put off till to-

morrow. n., procrastination.
pro'create, v. [L. PRO-, creare, to

CREATE], to give rise to life ;
to

beget. ns., procrea'tion, gen-
eration ; pro'creator. a.,

pro'creative, having power to

produce.
.proc'tor, n. [L. procurator, a man-

ager], one who manages the
affairs of another ; an attorney
in Church cases.

procum'bent, a. [L. PRO-, cumb&re,
to lie], leaning forward; lying
on the face.

procurator, n. y one who manages
the affairs of another ; a Roman
governor.

procure', v. [Fr., from L. procurare

(PRO-, curare, to take care)], to
get for oneself or for another ;

to bring about. a., procur'-
able, that can be procured.
n., procuration, management
of another person's affairs ; a
written order giving this power.

prodigal, a. [Fr., from L. pro-
digits], spending too much ;

n., one who spends more than
he can afford. n., prodigal'-
ity, a spending too much.

prodigy (prod'iji), n. [L. prodig-
ium, a sign], a wonderful person
or thing ; a portent. a., pro-
digious, marvellous.

produce' (produs'), v. [L. PRO-,
dUcere, to lead], to lead forward ;

to cause to be ; to give birth
to ; to manufacture ; to make
longer. n., prod'uce, that
which anything yields. a., pro-
du'cible, that can be produced
or brought into view. ns.,

prod'uct, anything produced ;

result ; the amount got by
multiplying ; production, that
which is produced or yielded.

a., productive, having the

power of producing ; fertile.

pro'em, n. [O.Fr., from L. pro-
osmium, an introduction], some-
thing that introduces ; a preface.

profane', a. [Fr., from L. pro-
fanus, not sacred], pertaining to

things not sacred ; misusing
sacred things ; taking God's
name in vain ; wicked ; irrev-

erent ; v., to put to a wrong
use. ns., profana'tion, irrev-

erent treatment ; profane'-
ness and profanity, state of

being profane ; irreverent lan-

guage.
profess', v. [L. professus (profiterl)],

to state one's belief openly ; to
own or admit freely ; to con-
fess publicly ; to set up a claim
to ; to undertake. a., pro-
fessed' (profesf), openly de-

clared. n.y profes'sipn, a dec-

laration of one's belief ; busi-

ness or work ; the persons in a
profession ; a taking on of relig-

ious vows. a., professional,
pertaining to or engaged in a

profession ; n., a person who
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lives by some art or calling.

ns., ppofes'sop, a person who
publicly teaches any science,
particularly in a university ;

profes'sorship, the office of a
professor. a. , professorial.

ppoffep, v. [O.Fr. PRO-, offrir, L.
offerre, to OFFER], to hold out ;

to offer to give ; n., an offer
made ; a proposal.

proficient (profish'&nE), a. (L. pro-
ficcre, to advance], well advanced
in knowledge or skill ; able to
do what is required ; n., one
who is well skilled. ns., pro-
fieienee and proficiency, state
of being proficient.

pro'flle (pro'fil or -ftt), n. [It.,
from profllare (PRO-, L. filum, a
thread)], an outline ; the side
view of a head.

profit, n. [Fr., from L. profectus],
increase of selling over cost

price ; any addition of value ;

v., to be of service to ; to get
advantage ; to bring good.
as., profitable, bringing gain
or profit ; helpful ; profitless,
bringing no gain ; doing no
good. n., profiteer', one who
makes excessive profits.

profligate, a. [L. profltg&rc, to
cast down], openly wicked ;

n., a person given up to evil

courses. n., profligacy.
profound', a. [Fr., from L. pro-
fundus, deep], very deep ; very
learned ; deeply felt. ns., pro-
foundness and profun'dity,
depth of learning or feeling.

profuse' (-/us'), [L. PH>-,fundre,
to pour], pouring out freely ;

spending money fast. ns., pro-
fuse'uess and profu'sion {pro-
fu'zhdn), extravagance ; rich

supply.
progenitor, n. [O.Fr., from L.

progignere (PRO-, gignere)], a fore-
father ; an ancestor.

ppog'eny (proj'eni), n. [O.Fr., from
L. progenies], children ; de-
scendants.

ppognos'tic, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
prognostikon], that which fore-

tells ; a sign of the future ;

a., foretelling ; foreshowing.
v. prognosticate, to foretell

*8 proletarian

from signs. n., prognpstiea'-
tion, power of foretelling by
present signs ; a sign of the
future.

pro gramme (pro'gram), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. prdgramma], a plan of
the business of a society ; a
sketch of the things to be done.

ppog'pess, n. [L. progressus (pro-
gredl, to go forward)], a moving
forward ; a getting nearer to
what is aimed at ; a growing
better ; motion from place to
place. v., progress', to move
forward; to improve. n., pro-
gpes'sion, a passing from point
to point ; a regular increase or
decrease ; a series of chords in
music. a., progressive, mov-
ing forward ; showing progress.

prohibit, v. [L. prohibltus (prdhi-
bere, to hinder)], to stop from
going on ; to hinder ; to for-
bid. n., ppohibi'tion, act of

prohibiting ; an order against ;

interdict. as., prohibitive and
prohibitory, tending to pro-
hibit.

ppoj'eet, n. [Fr., from L. prdjic&re,
to cast forward], something pro-
posed ; a plan to be carried out.

v., project', to throw forward;
to put forward plans ; to draw
the shape of ; to stand out be-
fore. a., ppojee'tile, thrown or
cast forward ; n., a body fired
from a gun ; missile. ns., pro-
jec'tion, act of throwing for-

ward ; a part jutting out ; a
plan or drawing on a flat sur-
face ; ppojec'tor, one who forms
schemes ; apparatus for project-
ing rays of light.

pro late, a. [L.PRO -,ldtiis, carried],

lengthened towards the poles.

ppolegom'enon, n. [Gk. PRO-,

leg&menon, something said], an
introduction ; (pi.) prolegom'-
ena.

ppolep'tic and prolep'tical, as.

[Gk. PRO-, lepsis, a seizing], dated
or coming too soon ; anticipating.

proletarian, a. [L. proUtdrius, a
Roman citizen of the lowest

class], pertaining to the poorest
class ; vulgar. n., proletariat,
the lowest classes.
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prolific, a. [Fr., from L. proles,

i offspring ; -FY], bringing forth
\ numerous offspring ; producing
much fruit ; bringing about
many results. n., prolific -

pro'lix (or proliks'), a. [L. pro-
lixus, flowing beyond bounds],
going on too long ; long and
wordy ; verbose. ns., prolix'-
Ity and prolix'ness, wordiness ;

tediousness ; verbosity.
proloe'utor, n. [L. PRO-, loqul, to

speak], one who speaks for
others : the president of a meet-
ing of clergy.

prologue (pro'log), n. [Fr., from
Gk. prologos (PRO-, logos, speech)],
introduction to a speech, poem,
or play.

prolong', v. [Fr., from L. prolon-
gdre (PRO-, longus, LONG)], to make
longer ; to cause to go on for
a longer time ; to put off.

n., prolonga'tion, extension in

space or time ; that which is

added.
promenade' (promendd' or -nad'),

n. [Fr., from promener, to walk],
a walk for pleasure, show, or
exercise ; a public walk ; v.,

to walk for pleasure.
prominent, a. [Fr., from L.

prominens, jutting out], stand-
ing out ; easily and clearly
seen. n., prominence, state
ot being prominent ; distinction.

promis euous, a. [L. PRO-, mis-
cere, to MIX], mixed together ;

confused ; used without restric-

tion ; common. ns., promis'-
cuousness ; promiscuity.

promise (prom'is), n. [L. PRO-,
missus, sent], a person's word
that he will give, do, or keep
from doing, something j that
which gives hope of good ; that
which is promised ; v. t to give
one's word, etc. ; to cause hope
or expectation. as., promis-
ing, giving hope; prom'is-
spry, containing a promise or

binding declaration.

prom'ontory, n. [L. pr&montorium
(PRO-, mons, a MOUNTAIN)], a
high rock or point of land
stretching out into the sea.

promote', v. [L. PRO-, movere, to
move], to move forward ; to help
growth or prosperity ; to raise
higher. n. t promotion, ad-
vancement ; encouragement.

prompt, a. [Fr., from L. promp-
tua, ready], ready to act ; done
without hesitation and at the
right time ; v, t to move to
action ; to remind a speaker or
an actor when at a loss. ns.f

promptitude and prompt'*
ness, quickness of decision and
action.

prom'uigate (or prdmul'gdf), v.

[L. promulgdre, to make known],
to proclaim ; to spread abroad.

n., promulgation, a public
declaration.

prone, a. [L. pronus, leaning for*

ward], bending forward ; lying
flat ; inclined. n.t prone'*

prong, n. [etym. ?], a sharp-
pointed instrument : the point
of a fork, etc. a., pronged,
having sharp points.

pro'noun, n, [PRO-], a word used
instead of a noun. a., pro-
nominal.

pronounce' (pronouns'), v. [O.Fr.,
from L. pronunddre], to speak
distinctly ; to articulate ; to give
the proper sound or accent to i

to declare ; to affirm. a., pro*
nounced', emphatic ; decided.

n., pronounce ment, an ex-

pression of opinion. a., pro
noun'cing, giving or marking
pronunciation. n., pronuneia'-
tion, distinct speaking ; cor-

rect utterance.

proof, n. [O.Fr., from L. proba,
from probdre, to PROVE], that
which shows a thing to be good
and true ; any means of testing
truth ; facts or arguments which
produce belief , unyielding firm-

ness ; a first impression from
types ; a., used in testing ;

able to stand firm ; of a certain

strength.
prop, n. [M.E., etym.?], that on
which something rests ; v., to

support. pres. p., propping ;

p.p., propped.
prop agate, v. [L. propagare, to
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fix down with pegs], to multiply
plants by new shoots ; to in-
crease ; to produce young ; to
spread abroad ; to diffuse.

tts., propagation, multiplica-
tion of plants or animals ; the
spreading abroad of knowledge,
etc. ; propagan'da, system-
atic efforts to spread opinions ;

propagan'dism .

propel', v. [L. PRO-, pettere], to
drive forward ; to press on by
force. pres. p., propelling ;

p.p., propelled. n. t ppopel'-
lep, the screw of a steamship,
aeroplane, etc.

propensity, n. [L. PRO-, pendere,
to hang], bent of mind ; inclina-
tion to good or evil ; tendency.

ppop'ep, a. [O.Fr., from L. pro-
prius], belonging to one's own
self ; fitted for one only ; right
and becoming. adv., prop'ep-
ly, in a right or becoming way.

ppop'erty, n., that which is a
person's own; right of posses-
sion and use ; ownership ;

estate.

ppoph'et, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
propheies (PRO-, and root of

phemi, I say)], one who speaks
in God's name ; one who fore-

tells; /., ppoph'etess. n.,

ppoph'eey (prof'esi), a foretell-

ing ; that which is foretold ; the
public teaching of the Scrip-
tures ; a book of prophecies.

., ppoph'esy, to utter pro-
phecies ; to give instruction in

religion ; to interpret. as.,
prophetic and prophetical.

propin'quity, n. [O.Fr., from L.

propinquus, near], nearness in

place, time, or relationship ;

neighbourhood ; affinity.

propitious (propish'us), a. [L.
propitius, favourable], on one's
side ; willing and ready to help ;

favourable. v., propi'tiate, to
make favourable ; to gain over ;

to make atonement. n., pro-
pitia'tion, act of propitiating ;

something offered to win back
favour ; the atoning sacrifice of
Christ. a., propi'tiatory, fitted
to atone ; n., the Mercy Seat on
the Jewish Ark of the Covenant.
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proportion (-shon), n. [Fr., from

L. proportio (PRO-, portio, a
PORTION)], the size or quantity
of one thing compared with that
of another ; ratio ; just share ;

fitness of parts ; the rule of
three ; fair share ; v., to fit as
to size or quantity ; to divide
justly. as., propop'tionable ;

ppopop'tional, having the var-
ious parts proportioned ; having
the same proportion ; n., one
of the numbers or quantities in
a proportion. a., ppopop'tion-
ate, fitted according to propor-
tion ; u., to adjust in propor-
tion.

propose', v. [Fr. proposer], to
bring forward for consideration ;

to have in one's mind to do ; to
form a plan ; to offer marriage.

n., proposal, that which
is offered for consideration ; a
plan or scheme ; an offer of

marriage.
proposition (-zish'ori), n. [Fr.,
from L. propositio (PRO-, ponere,
to put)], that which is offered
for consideration ; a proposal ; a
complete statement ; (mathe-
matics) something to be solved
or proved true. a., ppoposl'-
tional, pertaining to or of the
nature of a proposition.

propound', v. [L. proponere, to
lay before (PRO-, ponere, to put)],
to offer for consideration ; to
propose.

proprietor, n. [late L. proprietdr-
ius, from proprietas, PROPERTY],
one who has property of his own ;

the person to whom anything
belongs ; /., proprietress and
ppoppi'etrix. a., ppopri'et-
ary, belonging to an owner ;

n., an owner or a body of
owners. -n., ppopri'ety, agree-
ment with fixed rules or cus-
toms ; seemliness ; right of

ppopul'sion, n. [see PROPEL],
power of propelling. a., pro-
pul'sive, tending to propel.

prorogue' (prorog'), v. [Fr., from
L. prorogdre (PRO-, rogdre, to

ask)], to put off to another tune
to adjourn. pres. p.,
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proroguing; p.p., prorogued.

n., proroga'tion, adjourn-
ment.

prosee nium (prose'nium), n. [Gk.
PRO-, skene, SCENE], the front

part of the stage ; the curtain
and its framework.

proscribe', v. [L. PRO-, scribere, to
write], to exhibit the names of

persons doomed to death ; to
put"beyond the protection of the
law ; to forbid as dangerous ;

to denounce. n., proscrip'-
tion, a dooming to death, ban-
ishment, etc. ; prohibition. a.,

proscrip'tive, consisting in, or
of the nature of, proscription.

prose (proz), n. [Fr., from L. prosa,
for proversa, straightforward],
plain speech or writing ; every-
day language ; language not
arranged in verse ; dull writing
or speaking ; a., in the form
of prose ; not poetical ; dull ;

v., to speak or write in a dull,

spiritless way. as., prosaic
(proza'ik) and prosa'ical, like

prose ; not poetical ; wanting in
interest ; prd'sy, dull ; com-
monplace.

pros'ecute, v. [L. proseeutus (pro-
sequl, to PURSUE], to follow after
with a view to get or to accom-
plish ; to bring before a court
of law ; to pursue by law. ns.,

prosecu'tion, a following after,
etc. ; the carrying on of a case

against a person ; pros'eeutor,
one who prosecutes ; one who
carries on an action ; /., pros'-
ecutrix.

pros'elyto (pros'elif), n. [Gk. pros-,
to ; root of elthein, to come], one
who has gone over from one
religion to another ; a convert.

v., proselytize', to make
proselytes. n., pros'elytism.

pros'ody, n. [Gk. prosodia, a song
to an accompaniment (pros-, to ;

ode, a song)], that part of gram-
mar which treats of the quan-
tity of syllables and the laws of

verse.

pros'peet, n. [L. prospicere, to

! look forward], a looking forward ;

thao which the eye sees at one
time ; a wide view ; that which

is hoped for ; ground of hope or
expectation ; v., to look for ;

to explore ; to make a search.
n., prospec tion, a looking

forward or providing for the
future. a., prospective, look-
ing to the future ; in view ; act-
ing with foresight. ns., pros-
pec'tor, one who searches for
gold, etc. ; prospec tus, a plan
of something proposed; an out-
line of a book ; a scheme.

pros'per, v. [Fr., from L. prosper,
according to hope], to get or to
cause to get what is hoped for ;

to make or to be successful.
n. t prosperity, state of getting
on ; success in life ; good for-
tune. a., pros'perous, help-
ing to bring prosperity ; doing
well ; successful.

pros'titute, v. [L. prostituire, to
expose], to offer for sale for a
bad use ; to give up to low and
unworthy purposes ; a., openly
given up to wicked purposes ;

n. y a woman who gives herself
out for hire ; any person who
does base things for hire. ns.,

prostitution, practice of pros-
tituting ; use for base pur-
poses ; life of a prostitute.

pros trate, a. [L. prostratus (pro,
forward ; stemere, to lay flat)],

lying on the ground ; at the

mercy of another ; in a posi-
tion of prayer or reverence ;

thoroughly weak ; v. t to lay
flat ; to overthrow ; (oneself)
to fall down in humility ; to

deprive of strength. n., pros-
tra'tion, a kneeling in prayer;
great loss of strength.

Protean (pro'tidn or prote'dn), a.

[Proteus, the god of the sea],

taking different shapes ; very
variable.

protect', t\ [L. PRO-, tegere, to

cover], to cover in front ; to

keep off danger or harm from ;

to keep in safety ; to benefit

home trade. ns., protec'tion,
act of protecting, or state of

being protected ; that which
protects ; the taxing of foreign

goods ; a written guarantee of

eafety ; a passport ; protec'-
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tlonist, one who favours taxes
on imported goods. a., pro-
tec'tive, granting protection.

n., ppotec'top, one who pro-
tects ; the governor of a king-
dom during a minority ; /.,

protec'tress ond ppotec'trix.
05., ppotec'toral and pro-

tectop'ial. ns., ppotec'torate,
government by a protector ;

power of a larger country to

guard and guide a smaller one ;

protectorship ; protectory.
ppot6g6 (protdzha'), n. [Fr. pro-

tiger, to PROTECT], one under the
care of another ; a pupil ; a
ward ; /., ppot6g6e.

ppo'tein (pro'tein) or ppoteid, n.,

a compound of carbon, oxygen,
hydrogen, and nitrogen found in

all living bodies and entering
into the composition of all ani-

mal foods.

protest', v. [Fr., from L. protestdrl

(PRO-, testis, a witness)], to say
openly what one thinks ; to

speak or write strongly (against) ;

to call as a witness ; to note an
unpaid bill. n., pro'test, a
strongly worded objection ; a
note on an unpaid bill.

Prot'estant, n. [Fr. protester], one
who protests ; one of those who,
in 1529, protested against an
edict of the Diet of Spires ; one
who opposes the authority of

the Romish Church ; a., pro-
testing. ns. t Prot'estantism,
the position and beliefs of Prot-
estants ; ppotesta'tion, a strong
declaration, esp. of disagree-
ment.

ppo'to-, pref. [Gk.], first ; earliest ;

chief (as in PROTOMARTYR, PRO-
TOPLASM).

ppo'tocol, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
protokollon, a first leaf glued on
to a manuscript], the first copy
of any deed, etc. ; a rough
draft ; a diplomatic agreement.

ppo'tomartyr, n. [PROTO-, MAR-
TYR], the first martyr ; Stephen,
the first Christian martyr.

pro'toplasm, n. [Gk. PROTO-,
plasma, form], living matter ;

the simplest form of life. a.,

ppotoplas'mic.

2 provide

ppo'totype, n. [Fr., from Gk.
prototupon (PROTO-, TYPE], the
model from which anything is

copied ; exemplar ; pattern.
as., ppo'totypal ; prototypical.

protozo'a, n. [PROTO-, Gk. zoa,

animals], the lowest class of

animals.

protract', v. [L. PRO-, trafiere, to

draw], to draw out or lengthen
in time ; to prolong ; to put off

to another time ; to draw to
a scale. ns., ppotrac'tion, a
drawing out or continuing ;

delay ; the making of a plan
on paper ; ppotrac'top, an in-

strument for measuring angles.
protrude', v. [L. PRO-, trtidere, to

thrust], to push forward ; to
stick out. n., ppotru'sion.

ppotu'berant, a. [L. PRO-, tfiber,

a swelling], swelling out ; bulg-
ing. 7i., protu'bepance, any
swelling ; a tumour. v. t pro-
tu berate.

proud, a. [A.S.], thinking too
highly of oneself ; despising
others ; giving reason for pride ;

magnificent. adv., proudly,
in a proud manner.

prove (proov), v. [Fr., from L. pro-
bare], to show to be good or true ;

to make trial of ; to apply a test

to ; to turn out to be.

ppov'endep, n. [O.Fr., from L.I

prcebenda, an allowance (see

PREBEND)], dry food for ani-

mals ; fodder.

ppov'erb, n. [Fr., from L. prdver-\
bium (PRO-, verbum, a word)], a

short and forcible statement of

a well-known truth ; a saying
that is in everybody's mouth ;

an object of contempt. a., pro-j
ver'bial, in the form of a. prov-i
erb ; widely spoken of.

provide', v. [L. PRO-, videre, toS

see], to make ready beforehand ;\

to get what is needed ; to pro-i
cure supplies ; to take measures, i

n., Providence, God Himself?]
God's care for His creatures ; carej
for what is to come ; careful,

management. as., prov'identi
making ready for the future;
careful ; economical ; ppovi-
den'tial, done by Divine Pro*
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violence. n., provision (prd-
mzh'on), a making ready for the
future ; that which is made
ready ; (often plural) a stock of
food : a clause of a bill or a
deed ; v. t to supply with pro-
visions. a., ppovl'sional, serv-

ing only for the time. n., pro-
vS'so, a condition or a clause
in an agreement.

province, n. [Ft., from L. pro-
vincia], a country at a distance
from the capital ; a district over
which a person has authority ;

the duty entrusted to a person ;

a department of knowledge. a.,

provincial (-shdl), pertaining
to a province ; showing the
manners of a province ; coun-
trified ; n., a person belonging
to a province ; a superintendent
of monasteries. n., ppovin'-
cialism, a manner marking the
people of a province.

provoke', v. [O.Fr., from L. pro-
vocdre (PRO-, vocdre, to call)], to
call forth ; to rouse to action ;

to stir up anger and passion.
n., ppovoca'tion, tha,t which
stirs to action or rouses anger ;

incitement ; insult. a., ppo-
voc'ative, causing provocation ;

n., a cause of provocation.
ppov'ost, n. [A.S., from L. prcz-

posltus, at the head of], the chief

magistrate of a Scottish town or

city ; the head of a college or
of a cathedral. n., ppov'ost-
ship.

ppow, n. [Fr., from L. prora ?], the
fore part of a ship ; a ship itself.

prow'ess (prou'es), n. [Fr. prouesse,
same root as PROUD], great
bravery ; valour.

prowl, v. [E., etym. ?], to wander
about in search of prey or booty.

proximate, a. [L. proxlmus,
next], close by ; side by side ;

next, immediately before or
after. n., proximity near-
ness in time, place, or blood.

adv., ppox'lmo, in the next
month (often written prox.).

ippox'y, n. [a contraction of E.

procuracy], one who acts for

another, or the written right by
which he does so.

prude (prood), n. [Fr. prude,
chaste], a woman of over-sen-
sitive modesty ; a woman who
affects to be more reserved than
others. ns., prtt'dery and
pPu'dishnesB, the manners of
a prude ; primness. a., ppn'-
dish, like a prude ; over-
modest.

prudent (proo'c&nO, a. [L. pm-
dens], looking to the future ;

thinking well before speaking
or acting ; careful ; economi-
cal. n., pru dence, careful-
ness in thought and action ;

discretion; caution. a., ppu-
den'tial (-shdl), arising out of or
requiring prudence.

prune (1) (proon), n. [L. prUnum, a
plum], a dried plum.

ppune (2) (proon), v. [O.Fr? praig-
ner, etym. ?], to cut away use-
less shoots and branches ; to
trim or dress by cutting ; to
arrange feathers (to preen).

prunella, n. [etym. ?], a kind of
woollen cloth, usually black.

primel'lo, n. [It., from L. prttnum,
a PRUNE], a fine kind of prune.

prurient (proor'Unt), a. [L. pm-
rire, to itch], itching with desire.

ns., prurience and prup'-
iency, a longing desire.

ppy, v. [M.E. prien, to peep], to try
to see into something ; to look
or examine closely.

psalm (sam), n. [Gk. paalmoe, a
touching (of the harp -strings)], a
sacred song ; one of the hymns
forming the Book of Psalms.
ns., psal'mist (sal'mist or sam'-

ist), one who composes psalms ;

psalmody (sa'- or sal'modi), the
art or practice of singing psalms;
a collection of psalms ; Psal'tep
(sawl'ter), the Book of Psalms;
a rosary of a hundred and fifty

beads ; psal'tery , a Jewish musi-
cal instrument with strings.

pseu'do- (sU'do), pref. [Gk. pseu-
des], false; make-believe; pre-
tended. n., pseu'donym [Gk.

onyma, a name], a false name
used by an author ;

a nom de

guerre.
pshaw (shaw), int. [imit.], express-

ing contempt.
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psy'chlc or psy'chieal (sl'klkal),

a. [Gk. psyche, the soul], pertain-
ing to the soul or the living

principle in man.
psychol'ogy (slkol'oji), n. [Gk.

psyche, -LOGY], the science of

the nature of the human mind.
a., psychologic or psycho-

logical, pertaining to psychol-
ogy. n., psychol'ogist, one
who studies psychology.

ptar'migan (tar'migdn), n. [Gael.],

a mountain grouse with feath-

ered feet.

pu'berty, n. [Fr., from L. pubertas,
maturity of age (pubes, man-
hood)], the age at which boy-
hood or girlhood ends ; ripe age.

pubes'cent (pubes'ent), a. [L. pit-

bescens], arriving at manhood ;

(of plants and insects) covered
with fine soft hairs, n., pubes' -

cence, state of having arrived
at manhood ; puberty ; fine soft

hairs on plants or insects.

public, a. [Fr., from L. publicus
(popidus, the PEOPLE)], pertain-
ing to the people ; affecting a
whole people ; known to or seen

by all ; free to all ; n., the

people of a nation, city, or dis-

trict. ns., publican [L. pub-
licdnus], (formerly) one who
collected the Roman taxes ;

(now) the keeper of an inn, or
a public-house ; publica'tion,
act of publishing or making
known ; preparation and send-

ing out of a book for sale ; that
which is published or offered for

sale ; pub'lic-house, a licensed

place for the sale of intoxicating
liquors ; an inn or tavern ; pub-
ll'city, state of being known to
all. a., pub'lie-spip'ited, de-

siring to advance the interests
of the public.

publish, v. [Fr., from L. publi-
cdre], to make public ; to offer

a book, etc., for sale or distribu-
tion ; to put into circulation.

n., pub'lisher.
puce (pus), n. [Fr., from L. pulex,

a flea], flea-coloured, brownish
purple.

Puck, n. [A.S. puca], a mischievous
spirit or fairy.

puck'er, v. [akin to POKE], to
gather into small folds ; to
wrinkle ; n., a fold or wrinkle.

pudding (pud'ing), n. [M.E.,
etym. ?], a dish composed of

flour, milk, sugar, eggs, etc. ; an
intestine of an animal filled

with meat, etc.

pud'dle, n. [from A.S. pudd, a
ditch], a small pool of dirty
water ; a mixture of clay and
sand impervious to water ;

v., to make muddy ; to make
impervious to water ; to change
cast-iron into wrought-iron.
ns., pud'dler, pud dling.

pu'erile, a. [L. puerllis, belonging
to a boy], pertaining to children ;

childish ; trifling. -n., pueriT-
ity, childishness ; silliness.

puff, v. [E., itnit.], to blow with a
short, quick blast ; to swell with
air; to breathe hard; to fill

with pride ; to praise too highly ;

rt., a short blast of air, smoke,
etc. ; anything light and filled

with air ; light pastry ; undue
praise. n., puffery, too high
praise. a., puffy, swelled out ;

inflated.

puffin, n. [etym. ?], a sea-bird.

pug, 7i. [etym. ?], a monkey ;

small kind of dog with a short
nose.

pu'gilism (pu'jilizm), n. [L. pugil,
a boxer], the art of fighting with-
the fists. n., pu'gilist.

pugna'cious (-shus), a. [L. pug-
nax], fond of fighting ; quarrel-
some. n., pugnacity, inclina-

tion to fight.

puis'ne (pu'ni), a. [O.Fr. puis, after ;

ne, born], younger or lower in

rank, applied to judges or courts.

puissant (or puis'ant), a. [Fr.,

from Low L. possens, L. potens,

powerful], powerful ; strong.

n., puissance, power ; strength.

puke, v. [etym. ?], to spew or
vomit.

pule, v. [imit. ?], to chirp ; to
whine like a weakly child.

pull (pul), v. [A.S.], to draw to-

wards or after ; to gather, as

fruit ; to row a boat ; n., act
of pulling ; that by which a
thing can be pulled ; an effort.
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pullet (pul'et), n. [O.Fr., from L.

pullus], a young hen OP chicken.
pulley (pul'i), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.

polos, a POLE (2) ?], a small
wheel over which a rope passes
for lifting weights.

Pull'man-car, n. [inventor's
name], a largo railway sleeping
or saloon carriage.

pul'monapy and pulmon'ic, as.

[L. pulmondrius (pulmo, a lung)],
belonging to or affecting the
lungs.

pulp, n. [L. pulpa, fleshy sub-
stance], the fleshy part of a
body or a fruit ; any soft mass.

a., pul'py.
pul'pit, n. [L. pulpltum, a stage],
a raised and enclosed space in a
church, from which the sermon
is delivered ; a., belonging to
the pulpit.

pulse (1) (puls), n. [O.Fr., from L.
pulsus (pulsdre, to beat)], the
beating of the heart, or of the
blood-vessels ; any measured
beat ; a throb ; v., to beat as
the blood-vessels do ; to throb.

?., pul'sate, to throb or beat.

n., pulsa'tion, a beating or

throbbing : a measured beat.

as., pul'sative and pul'satopy,
beating like a pulse.

pulse (2) (puls), n. [L. puls, pot-
tage], grains or seeds of beans,
peas, etc.

pul'verize, v. [L. pulvis, powder],
to grind or to be ground to

powder ; to become dust. as.,

pul'verous, consisting of pow-
der ; like dust; pul'verable
and pulveriz'able, that can be
reduced to powder.

pu'ma, n. [Peru.], an American
animal of the cat kind, of a
brown or reddish colour.

pum'ice (pum'is), n. [O.Fr., from
L. pumex], a light and spongy
mineral ejected from volcanoes,
used for smoothing and polish-
ing.

pump (1), n. [prob. from Ger.

pumpe], a machine for raising
water or for expelling air ; v.,

to raise by a pump ; to work a
pump ; (slang) to get informa-
tion by asking artful questions.

pump (2), n. [etym. ?], a thin-soled
shoe for dancing.

pump'kin, ns. [earlier pumpion,
Fr. pompon, from Gk. p&pon,
ripe], a kind of gourd.

pun, v. [etym. ?], to play upon
words of the same sound but of
different meanings ; n., a play
upon words. pres. p., pun-
ning; p.p., punned. n.,pun'-
step, one who makes puns.

punch (1), v. [Fr., from L. pun-
gtre, to prick], to pierce with a
steel instrument ; to beat or
bruise with the fists ; to thrust
at ; n., a tool for stamping or
piercing holes.

punch (2), n. [Hind, panch, five ?],
a drink made up of five parts
spirit, water, lemon-juice, sugar,
and spice.

Punch (3) or Punchinello, n.

[It. puldnello, a little chicken],
a puppet with a hump-back and
a large nose; Punch, a well-
known humorous paper.

punch'eon (punch'on), n., a tool
for stamping or piercing holes

[O.Fr., from L. yunctio (pungtre,
to prick)] ; a large cask holding
from 14 to 120 gallons of liquid.

punctilio (punJctil'io), n. [Sp.,
from L. punctum, a POINT], a nice

point in conduct or form. a.,

punctilious, very nice or exact ;

attending to the smallest par-
ticulars.

pune'tual, a. [L. punctum, a
POINT], coming or ready at the
right time ; neither too soon
nor too late. n. t punctuality,
state or habit of being punctual :

the keeping of the right time ;

exactness. adv., punctually.
punc'tuate, v., to mark with

points ; to divide by marks or

stops ; to mark the proper
pauses. n., punctua'tion, art
of punctuating.

pune'ture, n. [L. punctura (from
pungere, to prick)], a hole made
by a sharp point ; a slight

wound ; v., to pierce ; to make
a slight wound in.

pun'dit, n. [Hind., from Skt.], a
learned man in India.

pun'gent, a. [L. pungere, to prick],
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sharp to the tasto or smell ;

sharply painful to the mind or

feelings ; stinging. n., pun'-
gency, sharpness of taste or

smell ; power to pain the mind.

purl
for moving a heavy body ;

the act of buying ; something
bought ; advantage in moving a
heavy body. a., purchasable,
that may be purchased.

Pu'nic, a. [L. Punicus, Phoenician], pure, a. [O.Fr., from L. purus], free

belonging to Carthage or its

people.
punish, r. [Fr., from L. punire, to

punish], to hiflict pain or loss

for wrong-doing: ; to chastise ;

to impose a penalty. a., pun'-
ishable, that may be punished.

n., pun'iahment, pain or loss

suffered for wrong-doing ; pen-
alty imposed by a court ; chas-
tisement. a., pu'nitive, giving
or causing punishment.

pun'kah (pung'kd), n. [Hind.], a
largo fan for cooling the air,

used in India.

punt, n. [A.S., from L. ponto, prob.
C.], a flat-boUorned boat for

shallow water ;v., to move a
boat by pushing against the
bottom of the stream.

pu'ny, a. [PUISNE], of small size

or strength; not fully developed.
pup, n. [Fr. poupte, from L, pupa,
a doll], a young dog ; v., to

bring forth pups. pres. p.,

pupping ; p.p., pupped. ns.,

pup'py, a young dog ; a con-
ceited young fellow ; pup'py-
ism, conceit ; affectation.

pu'pa, n. [L. pftpa, a child], an
Insect in a shell passing from the

caterpillar to the butterfly state ;

(pi.) pu'pse.
pu'pil, n. [Fr., from L. pupillus, a

little boy], a boy or a girl under
the care of a guardian ; one still

at school ; a minor ; the central

part of the eye. n., pu'pilage,
state or time of being a pupil.

pup'pet, n. [O.Fr., from L. pupa,
a doll], a small image moved by
wires ; a person who acts as

another tells him. n,, pup'pet-
show, a show of puppets.

pup'blind, a. [for pure-blind 1],

wholly blind
nearly blind.

PUP chase, v. [O.Fr. pur, for ;

chasser, to CHASE], to get by
paying a price ; to get in return
tor work or risk ; to gain power

from stain or mixture ; alto-

gether clean ; free rom sin or
fault ; guileless ; innocent ;

perfect. ns., pure'ness and
purity, state of being pure.
v., purify, to make pure ; to

grow pure ; to free from sin or

uneleanness ; to remove wrong
forms. ns., pupiftea'tion, act
of purifying ; a cleansing from
guilt or uncleanness ; pup'ism,
freedom from mixture ; nicety
in the use of words; pur'1st;

Pur'itan, one of those who tried

to make the Church of England
purer and simpler in faith and
worship ; one who is very
in the forms and practice of reli-

gion. as., puritanic and puri-
tan'ioal, like a Puritan ; rigid ;

strict. 71., Puritanism, beliefs

and practices of the Puritans.

pur'gatory, n. [Fr., from L. pur*
gdtorius, cleansing], a state 01

place in which the souls of men
are said to undergo a cleansing
process ; a state of misery.

purge (perj), v. [Fr., from L. pur-

gdre (purus, PURE)], to make or tc

become clear or clean ; to takf

away what is impure or often- 1

sive ; to clear from guilt 01

accusation ; to clear the boweb
by medicine ; n., a clearing]
medicine. n., pupga'tion, acl

of cleansing ; a clearing of one
self of a crime or a charge. a.

pur'gatiye, having the powei
of cleansing ; n., a cleansing
medicine.

purl (1), v. [Scand. ?], to make t

murmuring sound, as a shallov
stream flowing among gmal
stones ; n., a gentle murmur)
as above ; a ripple.

(Shakespeare) ; purl (2), v. [contracted from purfle :

to fringe ?], to make a wavec;.

edge or fringe ; to knib stitchej
backward ; n., a border o\

embroidery, etc. ; an invertec

stitch in knitting.
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purlieu (per'lu), n. [O.Fr. pur-.
from alee, a going], ground on the
borders of a royal forest, now
severed from it ; (pi.) pur'liens,
the parts surrounding any
place ; environs ; outskirts.

purloin' v. [Fr. pour-, for ; loin,
far off], to carry off ; to steal.

n., purloi'nep.
PUP pie, n. [Fr., from L. purpura,

the purple-fish], a very dark
colour, a mixture of red and
blue ; cloth dyed a purple
colour ; the rank and dignity of
the Roman emperor, so called
from the colour of his robe ;

a., blood-red ; royal ; v., to
dye or clothe with purple.

pur'port, v. [Fr. pur-, and root of
PORT (3)], to seem, to mean, or to
intend ; n., meaning ; inten-
tion.

pup'pose, v. [O.Fr. purposer, from
L. proponere, to PROPOSE], to fix

on in one's mind ; to determine
on ; to have an intention of ;

n., that which is determined on ;

intention ; aim ; design. adv.,

pup'posely, with purpose or

design.
purr, v. [imit.l, to make a low,

soft sound, like a cat when
pleased. pres. p., pupping ;

p.p., pupped.
pupse (pers), n. [Fr., from late L.

bursa], a small bag for money ;

a sum of money ; a prize in

money ; 1\, to put into a purse ;

to draw up into folds or wrinkles ;

to pucker. a., pupso'-proud,
proud of one's riches. n., pup'-
SOP, the naval officer who keeps
the accounts of a ship, etc.

purs lane, n. [O.Fr., from It. por-
cillaca], an annual plant, used
in salads.

pursue' (pursu'), v. [O.Fr. pursuer
(Fr. poursuivre, to follow; see

PROSECUTE)], to follow after
with a view to overtake ; to go
after with haste ; to try to get
or to accomplish ; to follow
With hatred ; to go on doing ;

to go to law with. n., pursuit'
(p&rsuf), a following or going
after ; a chasing ; effort put
forth with an end in view. a..

pursu 'ant [Fr. pourguivant, fol-

lowing], (to or of) in accordance
with or in consequence of ;

agreeable to. n., pursu'ance,
continued effort to gain an
object.

PUP suivant (per'swiv&nt), n. [see
PURSUANT], an attendant on the
heralds ; a state or royal mes

pup'sy, a. (per'si) (from PURSE],
easily put out of breath ; fat
and short.

pup'tenanee. See APPURTEN-
ANCE.

pup'ulent (pUr'ulent), a. [L. pttru-
lentus (pus, putrid matter)], in-

flamed ; suppurating. n., pur'-
ulence.

purvey' (purvd'), v. [O.Fr. purveier
(Fr. pourvoir, from L. provide,
to PROVIDE)], to get ready what
is needed ; to procure ; to buy
provisions. ns., purvey'ance,
provision of what is necessary ;

that which is provided ; pur-
vey'op,

pus, n. [L. pus], matter coming
out of a sore ; purulence.

Pu'seyism, n. t the beliefs of Dr.

Pusey and others, published in

Tracts for the Times at Oxford,
between 1833 and 1841. n.,

Pu'seyite, a follower of Dr.

Pusey. a., Puseyis'tie.
push, v. [O.Fr. pousser, from

L. pulsdre, to beat], to press
against with force ; to cause to
move by pressure ; to be hard
upon ; to make an effort ; n.,

a thrust ; an act of strong pres-
sure ; extremity.

pusillanimous, a. [L. pusiUus,
very small ; animus, the mind],
small - minded ; mean-spirited ;

wanting in courage. ns., pusil-
lanimity and pusillanimous-

puss (pus) and pus'sy, ns. [per-

haps imit.], a cat ; a hare ; a
pet name for a child or girl.

pus'tule (pus'tul), n. [Fr., from I*.

pustula, a small blister], an In-

flamed pimple. as., pus'tftlar
and pus'tulous, covered with

pimples.
put, v. [A.8.], to lay or set

', to
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place in a position. pres. p.,

putting; past and p.p., put.
pu'tative, a. [Fr., from L. putdre,

to think], supposed ; commonly
thought.

pu'trefy, v. [Fr., from L. putre-
facere (PUTRID, -FY)], to make
or to become rotten ; to decom-
pose ; to rot ; to make foul.

ns., putpefae'tion and putres'-
eence, state or process of be-

coming putrid ; putrid matter.

a., putrescent (putres'ent),

becoming rotten.

pu'trid, a. [L. putrldus (puter,

rotten)], rotten ; in a state of

decay ; arising from decaying
matter. ns., putridity and
pu'tpidness, rottenness ; de-

composition.
putt, v. (in golf), to drive the

ball gently towards the hole ;

past, putted.
put'ty, n. [Fr., from root of POT],
a mixture of whiting and oil for

fastening glass, etc. ; v., to
fasten or fill up with putty.

puzzle (piizl), n. [etym. ?], a diffi-

cult question ; something to try
one's ingenuity; v., to put a
difficult question to ; to perplex ;

to work at a puzzle ; to be at a
loss.

pyg'my, n. [L., from Gk. pyg-
maioi, dwarfs], a very small

person or thing ; a., very
small.

pyr'amid, n. [Gk. pyramis], a
solid body, with triangular sides

meeting in a point, having a
base with the same number of

sides as itself. a., pyramidal,
like a pyramid.

pyre, n. [Gk. pyra, a funeral pile

(pyr, fire)], fuel for burning a
dead body.

pyri'tes, n. [Gk. pyrites, a flint

(pyr, fire)], a mineral compound
of sulphur and iron, or of sul-

phur, iron, and copper.
pypom'etep, n. [Gk. pyr, fire;

METER], an instrument for meas-
uring extreme degrees of heat.

pypotech'nic (pirotek'nik) and
pypotech'nical, as. [Gk. pyr,
fire ; techne, an art], pertaining
to fireworks ; made up of fire-

works. n. pi., pyrotech'nies,
the art of making and display-
ing fireworks. -n-. pyrptech'-
nist, one who is skilled in fire-

works.

Pyrrhic (pir'ik), n. [Gk.], a war-
dance of the ancient Greeks ;

a poetical foot of two short syl-
lables ; a., belonging to the
ancient Greek war-dance.

Pyrrhonism (pir'dnizm), n. [Gk.
Pyrrho, founder of the Sceptics],
doubt of everything ; scepti-
cism.

Pythagope'an, a. [Gk. Pytha-
goras], belonging to the philo-
sophy of Pythagoras ; n., a
follower of Pythagoras.

Pythian, a., pertaining to Delphi
(or Pytho), or to the priestess of

Apollo at Delphi.
py'thon (pi'thori), n. [Gk.], a gigan-

tic kind of serpent, like
the|

boa.

pyth'oness, n. [Gk. Pytho, old
name of Delphi], the priestess
of Apollo at Delphi ; a witch.

a., pythonlc, pretending to

foretell events ; oracular

pyx, n. [Gk. pyxis, a box], the bos
in the Roman Catholic Church
in which the Host is kept ; the
box at the Mint which holds
the tested sample coins ; v., to
test coins.

qufe, conj. [L., ab. sing, of qui, who],
in so far as ; in the character of.

quack, v. [E., imit.], to cry like a
duck ; to talk boastingly ; to
sell pretended medicines, or try
to cure by their means ; n., the

cry of a duck ; a pretender to

knowledge or skill ; a., pertain-
ing to quacks ; used by quacks.
n., quaek'ery, the arts or prac-!
tice of a quack ; false pretension.;

quad-, quadpJ.-, pref. [L. quatuor],
four (as in QUADRANGLE, QUAD-;
BOON).
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Quadragesima, n. [L., fortieth],
the forty days before Easter ;

Lent; (Sunday) the first Sun-
day in Lent.

quad'rangle (quod'ranql), n. [Fr.,
from L. quadrangulum (QUADR-,
angulus, a corner)], a figure hav-
ing four sides and four angles ;

a space of ground with four
sides, esp. when surrounded by
buildings. a., quadran'gular.

quad'rant, n. [L. quadrans], the
fourth part of a circle ; an in-

strument for measuring- angles,
or the altitude of the sun.

quad'rate, a. [L. quadratus,
squared], square or squared ;

balanced ; n., a square ; v., to

square or to agree with ; to ad-

just, as a gun. a., quadratic,
pertaining to a square ; refer-

ring to a number or a quantity
multiplied by itself. n., quad'-
pature, process of finding a
square equal in area to some
other figure.

quadren nial, a. [L. quadrien-
nium, four years (QUADR-, annus,
a year)], consisting of four years ;

happening once in four years.
quadrilat'eral, a. [L. QUADRI-,

loins, a side], having four sides ;

n., any figure with four sides.

quadrille', n. [Fr., from Sp.
cuadrillo, a squadron (L. quaiuor,
four)], a game at cards for four

persons ; a dance with four

couples ; the music for this dance.

quadrillion (quodriZ'yori), n.

[QUADRI-, formed like MILLION],
the fourth power of a million.

quadrino'mial, n. [QUADRI-, no-

men, a name], a quantity of four
terms in algebra ; a., pertain-
ing to such a quantity.

quadroon', n. [Sp. cuarteron, as-

similated to QUADR-], a child of

a white person and a mulatto,
only one-fourth black.

quad'ruped. n. [L. QUADRI-, pes,
a foot], a four-footed animal.
a., quadru'pedal.

quadruple (quod'rupl), a. [L.

QUADR-, plus, fold], multiplied by
four ; four times as large ; -n.,

a fourfold quantity or amount ;

v. t to multiply or to be multi-

quandary
plied by four. v., quadrupli-
cate, to make four times as
large ; a., four times repeated.

n., quadruplica tion.
quaest'or, n. [L.], a Roman magis-

trate who took charge of the
public money, etc.

quaff, v. [etym. ?], to drink in
large quantities ; to drink deep.

quag'ga, n. [Hottentot], a wild
ass of South Africa, striped like
the zebra.

quas mire, n. [quag, imit. ; MIRE],
ground so soft as to give way
under the feet. a., quag'gy,
boggy; swampy.

quail (1), v. [etym. ?], to grow
afraid ; to become cast down ;

to lose heart ; to flinch.

quail (2), n. [Fr., from Teut.,
imit.?], a small bird like the
partridge.

quaint, a. [O.Fr. cointe, from L.
cognltus, well known], neatly
made ; strikingly spoken ; fanci-
ful ; unusual. n., quaint ness.

quake, v. [A.S. cwaeian, imit. ?],

to shake with fear ; to tremble ;

to move up and down; n. t

a shudder ; a quivering.
Qua'ker, n., one of the Society of

Friends, founded by George Fox
about 1650. ., Qua'kerism,
the beliefs and manners of the

Quakers.
qualify (kwol'ifi), v. [Fr., from L.

qualifier (qualis, of what kind ;

-FT)], to make such as is required ;

to make or to become fit for ; to
soften ; to reduce the strength
of ; to limit. n., qualiflea'-
tion, that which makes one fit ;

capability ; modification.

quality, n. [L. qualitas, sort or

kind], that which makes a thing
what it is ; property ; charac-
teristic ; high birth or character.

a., qualitative, pertaining to

quality ; testing the quality.

qualm (kivawm or kwam), n. [A.S.

civealm, pestilence ?], a sudden
attack of illness or faintness ;

an uneasiness of conscience.

quandary (or kwon'ddri), n.

[etym. ?], a state of difficulty,

doubt, or uncertainty ; per-

plexity ; dilemma.
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quan'tity (kwon'titi), n. tO.Fr.,
from L. qua.ntits, how much],
amount or bulk ; a large amount ;

a certain portion or part ; the

length of a vowel sound or of a
note. a., quantitative, per-
taining to quantity ; measuring
the quantity.

quarantine (quor'anten), n. [Fr.

quarante, forty], the time, form-
erly forty days, during which a
ship suspected of having infec-

tious disease on board must keep
from sending any one on shore ,

the place where such vessels are
stationed ; v,, to keep apart
for fear of infection.

quarrel (1) [kwor'el), n. [O.Fr.,
from med. L. quadrellus (L. quad-
rus, square)], a bolt for a cross-

bow : a diamond-shaped pane
or paving tile ; a glazier's dia-

mond ; a mason's chisel.

quarrel (2), n. [O.Fr., from L.

querela, a complaint], an angry
dispute; a breaking up of

friendship ; cause of dispute ;

r., to find fault with ; to become
enemies ; to dispute. pres. p.,

quarrelling; p.p., quarrelled.
a., quar'relsome, fond of

finding fault ; bad-tempered ;

easily made angry.
quarry (1) (kwor'i), n. [med. L.

quadrdria (L. quadrus, square)],
a place whero stones are dug or

squared for building purposes ;

-v.t to dig or cut stones from
a qnarry. ns., quap'Piep and
quarryman.

quarry (2), n. [O.Fr. cuirie, from
cuir, L. corium, a hide, in which
the intestines were thrown to
the dogs], the parts thrown to

the dogs after the chase ; dead
game ; the animal chased or

killed by a hawk, etc.

quart (kwdrt), n. [Fr., from L.

quartus, fourth], the fourth part
of a gallon ; a vessel holding two
pints.

quar'tan (kwdr'tan), a. [L. quar-
tdnus, fourth], occurring every
fourth day ; intermittent.

quar'ter (kw&r'ter), n., a fourth

part ; the fourth part of a
hundredweight (28 Ibs. avoir-

dupois) of a ton (8 bushels of

grain) of a yard of the moon'a
period of an animal (one leg,

etc.) of a year of an hour
of the horizon ; a division of a
town, etc. ; mercy to a fallen

foe; (pi.) a place of lodging;
v., to divide into four ; to pro
vide with shelter and means oi

living ; to station ; to arrange
upon a shield. ns., quar'ter-
day, the day on which quarterly
payments have to be made ;

quar'ter-deck, the deck be-
tween the mainmast and the
stern ; quartering, lodging for

soldiers, etc. ; the division of a
shield into four parts, or the
coats of arms on them. a.,

quar'terly, happening every
quarter ; n., a magazine pub
lished every quarter ; adv., by
quarters ; once in a quarter. ns.,

quar'termas'ter, the offlcerwho
looks after the lodging, provi-
sions, etc., of troops ; the officer

in a ship who attends to the

helm, signals, etc. ; quar'tern.
a fourth part ; quar'torn-loaf,
a four-pound loaf, formerly a

quarter of a stone ; quar'tep-
staff, a long staff for fighting,
held with both hands.

quartet' (kwortef), n. [Fr., froir

L. quartus], an arrangement ir

fours ; a piece of music in foil!

parts ; the persons who perform
it ; a stanza of four lines.

quar'to, a., divided into four;
n., a book with leaves eacl

the fourth part of a sheet ; th
size of a book so made ; (pL.

quartos.
quartz (kicorfs), n. [Ger. quarz,

rock-crystal], a mineral enter-

ing into the composition oi

granite and other rocks, anc
often found mixed with gold.

quash (kwosh), v. [O.Fr., from L
quassare, to shake to pieces], tc

beat down ; to crush or destroy ;

to make void ; to annul ; tc

cancel.

quft si, conj. [L., as if], as it were
seeming ; in some respects.

quassia (quosh'a), n., a tree having
a bitter bark useful as a tonic.
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quaternary, a. [L. quater, four
times], arranged in fours ; ap
plied to layers of rook newer
than the Tertiary ; n. t the
number four.

quater'nion, n., the number four ;

a group of four ; (pi.) a method
of working mathematical prob-
lems.

quat rain (kwot'rari), n., a stanza
of four lines in which the first

rhymes with tho third and the
second with the fourth.

qua'ver, v. [M.E., akin to QUAKE],
to tremble or shake ; to sing or
play with a shake ; n., a shak-
ing or trembling of the voice or
sound ; a note (*) (one-eighth
of a semibreve).

quay (M), n. [O.Fr., from C. ?], a
place for loading or unloading
ships.

quean (kwgri), n. [A.S., as QUEEN],
a young woman ; a woman of
low character.

quea'sy, a. [O.Fr. coiutt, hurt ?],

sick at the stomach ; inclined
to vomit.

queen, n. [A.S. cwen, a woman],
tho wife of a king ; a female
sovereign ; a woman of high
powers and influence; a female
bee, ant, etc. a., queenly,
like a queen ; stately. ns.,

queen-doWager (dou'&jtr), the
widow of a king ; queen -

moth'er, the mother of the
reigning king or queen.

queer, a. [Low Ger., across ?], out
of the usual manner ; strange ;

odd. a., queer'ish, a little

queer.
quell, v. [A.S.cwdan, to kill or die

(see QUAIL)], to put down with
force

; to subdue.
quench, v. [A.S.], to make an
end of ; to put out, as fire,

thirst, etc. ; to cool suddenly.
as., quenchable, that can

be quenched ; quenchless, that
cannot be quenched.

auGrimo'nious, a. [L. querimdnia
(querl, to complain)], fretful ;

discontented.
juern, n. [A.S.], a handmill for

grinding corn.

luer'ulous, a. [L. querMus (queri,

quick
to complain)], given to complain-
ing ; fretful.

quer'y, n. [L. qucere, imp. of
qucertre, to seek], a question ;

the mark (?) ; v., to ask ques-
tions ; to make inquiry ; to
express a doubt ; to mark with
a ?. n., querist, one who asks
questions.

quest, n. [Fr., from L. quccrttua
(qucerere, to seek)], effort to get ;

search ; that which is sought
after.

question (quest'vdn), n. [L. quces-

tip],
a method of finding informa-

tion ; that which is asked ; a
subject of discussion ; a point
of difficulty ; doubt ; v., to
ask questions ; to examine ; to
find fault with ; to doubt. a.,

questionable, that may be
qxiestioned ; doubtful ; uncer-
tain ; suspicious.

queue (Aril), n. [Fr., as CUE], a
twist of hair at the back of the
head ; a number of people in
line ; single file.

quifo'ble, n. [L. quibus, to whom ?],

a turning from the point ; a play
upon words ; a trifling distinc-
tion ; a pun ; v., to turn from
the point ; to play upon words ;

to trifle in argument.
quick, a. [A.S., curie], living;

easily roused ; active ; im-
patient ; n., a living animal or
plant ; a sensitive part ; adv.

(and quickly), without delay;
in haste. v., quick en, to make
or to become quick ; to rouse
up ; to give greater speed to ;

to move more swiftly ; to revive.

ns., quiek'ening, a making
or becoming alive ; the first

motion of the foetus in thewomb ;

quicklime, limestone newly
burned ; unslaked lime ; quick' -

sand, soft sand in which one
easily sinks ; any untrustworthy
footing. a., quick'-scented,
having a sharp sense of smell.

n., quick'set, a living plant set
to grow ; hawthorn, as part of

a hedge ; a., made of quickset ;

v., to plant, as a hedge. cr.,

quick'-sighted (-sited), quick
to see or understand. rw..
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quiek'silver, living silver, mer-
cury, so called from the mobility
of its particles ; quick - step,
a lively inarch or dance ; the
music played to it.

quid'dity, n. [med. L. quidditas,
from L. quid, what], the real

nature of anything ; a trifling

nicety.

quid nunc, n. [L., what now ?],

one who wishes or pretends to
know all that is going on.

quies'eent (quies'ent), a. [L. quies-
cens (quiesclre, to rest)], at rest ;

not moved or agitated ; not
sounded. n., quies'cence, rest;

repose.
qui'et, a. [L. quietus], at rest ; with-

out motion ; free from noise or
fear ; not causing offence ; n.,

rest ; freedom from fear ; still-

ness ; peace ; v., to bring to
rest ; to stop noise ; to come
to rest. ns., qui'etism, rest of

mind ; qui'etness and qui 'et-

ude, state of rest ; freedom from
noise or fear.

quie'tus (qule'tus), n. [med. L. est,

he is QUIT], a final release or
settlement.

quill, -n. [etym. ?], a large feather ;

a pen made from a feather ; the
spine of a porcupine ; the reed
in a weaver's shuttle ; an in-

strument for striking the strings
of a musical instrument; v.,

to wind on a quill; to plait in
small ridges.

quillet, n. [formerly quillity, cor-

rupted from QUIDDITY ?], a trick
in argument ;; a quibble.

quilt, n. [O.Fr., from L. culcita, a
cushion ; a bedcover made by
stitching two pieces of cloth

together, with something soft
between ; any bedcover ; v.f to
sew like a quilt.

qui'nary, a. [L. quinarius (quin-
que, five)], arranged in fives.

quince (quins), n. [O.Fr. cooing,
from L. cydonium], a fruit with
an acid taste, much used in mak-
ing preserves.

quinine (kwinen', -'nin, or kwi'-

nin), n. [Fr., from Peru, kina,
bark], a medicine from the bark
of the cinchona tree.

Quinquages'ima, a. [L., fiftieth],

fiftieth; (Sunday) the Sunday
fifty days before Easter.

quinquan'gulax>, a. [L. quinque,
five], having five angles.

quinquen'nial, a. [L. quinque,
five ; annus, a year], happening
every five years ; lasting for five

years. n., quinquen'nium.
quin'sy (-zi), n. [Fr. quinancie,
from Gk.], inflammation of the
throat.

quin tain, n. [O.Fr., from L. quin-
tana (quintus, fifth)], a post with
a movable cross-piece for tilting

at, broad at one end and with a
bag of sand at the other.

quin'tal, n. [Fr.], a hundredweight.
quin tan, a. [L. quintana (see

QUINTAIN)], happening every
fifth day ; ., a kind of ague.

quintessence (quintes'ens), n. [L.

quinta essentia, fifth essence],
the purest essence ; the best
and purest part.

quintillion (quintil'yori),
n. [L.

quinque, formed like MILLION],
the fifth power of a million.

quintuple, a. [Fr., from L. quin-
tus, fifth; -plus, fold], multi-

plied by five ; five times as

large ; n., a five-fold quantity ;

v., to multiply by five.

quip, n. [L. quippe, forsooth], a
sharp reply ; v., to taunt ; to
sneer at. a., quip 'pish.

quire (1), n. [O.Fr. quaer, L. qua-
ternl, four each], twenty-four
sheets of paper ; one-twentieth
of a ream.

quire (2). See CHOIR.

quirk, n. [etym. ?], a sudden turn-

ing away from the point : a
smart reply ; retort. a., quir'
ky, full of quirks.

quit, a. [Fr., from L. quietus^

QUIET], free from obligation,
etc. ; clear ; v., to set at rest ;

to free from obligation ; to
cease from ; to give up ; (one-

self) to behave. pres. p., quit-
ting ; p.p., quitted. adv.,

quite, completely ; wholly.
ns., quit'-pent, rent paid for

land freeing the tenant from
other services ; quit'tance, dis-

charge from debt.
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quiv'er (1), v. [wait., as QUAVER ?];

to shake all over ; to shiver ;

to vibrate.

quiv'er (2), n. [Fr. cuivre], a case
in which arrows arc carried.

a., quiv'ered (quiv'erd), having
a quiver ; sheathed.

quixotic, a., like Don Quixote /

foolishly romantic ; with im-
possible ideals. n., quixotism,
romantic notions.

quiz, n. [etym. ?], a puzzle ; a
hoax ; one who quizzes ; v.,

to puzzle so as to make fun of ;

to look closely at. pres. p.,

quizzing ; p.p., quizzed.
quoif. See cow.
quoin (koin), n. [a form of com], a
wedge used for various pur-
poses ; a corner of a building
formed of larger stones ; v., to

steady with wedges.
quoit (kott), n. [etym. ?], a flattened

ring of iron for throwing at a
mark ; (pi.) the game.

quon'dam, a. [L.], former ; some'
time.

qu&r'um, n. [L., gen. pi. of qui,
who], the smallest number of
any society who can transact its

business.

quo'ta, n. [L. guot, how many], the
number or amount to bo given
to each.

quote, v. [med. L. quotdre (quot,
how many)], to repeat another
person's words ; to mention
a price. n., quota tion, that
which is quoted; the mention
of the current price.

quoth, v. def. [A.S. cwethan, to
say], says or said, (I) or (he), etc.

quotidian, a. [L. quotidMnits,
daily], happening every day ;

n., anything happening every
day ; a kind of ague.

quo'tient (quo'shent), n. [Fr., from
L. quotiens, how often (quot, how
many)], the result got by divid*

ing one number by another.

rab bet, n. [O.Fr. robot, from ra
battre, to REBATE], a groove cut
on the end of a beam, so that
another may fit into it.

Fab bi or rab bin, n. [Heb., my
master], a Jewish doctor or
teacher. a., rabbinic or rab-
binical.

pab'bit, n. [etym. ?], a small
animal that burrows in the
ground.

rab'ble, n. [M.E.], a disorderly
crowd ; the lowest class.

rabid, a. [L. rabldus], mad with
rage ; unreasonable ; intolerant.

ra'bies (rd'biez), n. [L.], madness
of dogs, causing hydrophobia.

race (1) (ras), n. [Scand. rds, A.S.

roes], rapid motion ; any contest
in speed ; the course of life ; the
stream that drives a mill, or its

channel ; v. t to run swiftly ; to
contend in a race ; to drive at a
high speed. ns., race'-course,
the course over which races are
run ; race'-horse, a horse
trained for racing.

(2) (ras), n. [Fr. race}, the off-

spring of a common ancestor ;

people related to each other by
descent ; the family to which
a person belongs. as., ra'cial

(rd'shdl), pertaining to or mark-
ing a race ; ra'cy, showing the

qualities of one's race ; lively or

exciting ; characteristic ; spir-
ited. n., ra'ciness.

raceme' (rdsem'), n. [Fr., from L.

racemus, a cluster], a long clus-

ter of flowers growing out of a
central axis.

rack (1), n. [Du. or Low Ger.], an
instrument of torture on which
a person's limbs are stretched to

make him confess ; a frame over
a manger for holding hay ; a
framework on which articles are

arranged; a toothed bar into

which the teeth of a wheel
work ; great pain of body or of

mind ; v., to draw tight ; to

torture on the rack; to cause

great pain or anguish. n.t

raek'-rent, unreasonable rent;

u., to exact too high a rent.

rack (2). v. [prob. from same root].
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to draw off from the lees, as

wine, etc.

Pack (3), n. [Scand. rek, drift?],
thin clouds or vapour drifting
across the sky ; destruction.

rack (4), n. [etym. ?], a neck of
mutton.

rack'et (1), n. [Fr. raquette], a
light bat used in tennis, etc. ;

a snow-shoe.
rack'et (2), n. [imit. ?], clattering
sound ; noisy talk or sport ;

v., to engage in noisy sport.
a., raek'ety.

racoon', n. [ N. Amer. Ind.], a flesh -

eating animal of North America,
valued for its fur.

rac'quet. See RACKET.
radio, n., wireless telegraphy or

telephony. n., radiogram, a
message sent by wireless teleg-
raphy.

rad'ish, n. [Fr., from L. radix], a
well-known root, used for food.

ra'dium, n., a metallic element
that radiates particles of itself.

a., radioactive, emitting rays
that penetrate other substances.

n., radiograph, a photograph
taken by X-rays.

ra'dius, n. [L., a ray], a straight
line from the centre to the cir-

cumference of a circle ; the
spoke of a wheel ; the ray of a
flower ; the outer bone of the
fore-arm ; (pi.) radii. v., ra'-

diata, to diverge in straight
lines ; to send out rays of light,

heat, etc. ; to shine ; a., hav-
ing rays. ns., ra'dianee and
ra dianey, great brightness ;

brilliancy. a., ra'diant, throw-
ing out rays ; shining ; brilliant.

ns., radia'tion; ra'diator,
that which sends out heat or

light ; an apparatus for cooling
a motor-car engine.

ra'dix, n. [L.], a root ; a root-
word ; the base in logarithms ;

(pi.) ra'dieez. a., radical,
pertaining to the root ; reach-
ing to or proceeding from the
root ; dealing with first prin-
ciples ; thorough -going ; n., a
root word ; a person who ad-
vocates thorough political and
social reform. ns., Radical-

ism, the principles of a Radical ;

rad'icle, the part of the seed
which forms the root.

raffia, n., a kind of palm or its

fibre.

raffle, n. [Fr.], a lottery in which
several pay the price of an
article in equal shares, and then
cast lots as to which of them
shall get it ; i?., to sell by raffle.

raft, n. [Scand.], planks fastened
together to Hoat in the water.

rafter, n. [A.S.], any rough beam ;

a beam supporting the roof of a
house.

rag, n. [etym. ?, perhaps Scand.],
a worn or torn piece of cloth ;

a clipping ; anything torn or
worn out. a., ragged, worn
into rags ; wearing rags ; tat-
tered. n., ragamuffin, a rag-
ged person ; a worthless fellow.

?i., rag'wort, a coarse weed with
ragged leaves and a yellow flower.

rage (raj), n. [Fr., as RABIES], great
anger ; anger breaking out into
furious words or actions ; some-
thing eagerly sought after ; v.,
to show great anger ; to act

violently ; to spread widely, ae

fever, disease. a., ra'ging, act-

ing with rage, etc. ; furious.

ragout* (rdgoo'), n. [Fr. ragoHter,
to restore taste], a stew of meat
and herbs highly seasoned.

raid, n. [Sc., from same root as
ROAD], an invasion for plunder ;

an unexpected visit by police ;

v., to invade for plunder.
rail (1), n. [O.Fr. reille, from L.

regula, RULE], a bar of iron or of

wood ; a bar of a fence or a
gate ; one of the metal bars

along a railway track ; the bar
over the bulwarks of a ship or
the railing of a stair ; v., to
enclose with rails. ns., railing,
a fence of rails ; material for

rails ; ratt'way and rail'road,
a road with rails on which the
wheels run.

rail (2), v. [Fr., etym. ?], (at) to use

reproachful words ; to scoff. a.,

rai'ling, expressing reproach ;

n., reproachful words ; insult.

n., raillery, reproach in jest ;

banter.
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rai'ment, n. [arraiment, from
ABRAY], clothing of any kind ; a
single garment.

pain, n. [A.S. regn or rSn], water
dropping from the clouds ; v.,

to fall in drops from the clouds ;

to fall like rain. ns., rain'-
bow [A.S. regeiiboga}, a coloured
bow in a rain-cloud when oppo-
site to the sun ; rain'-gauge
(rdn'-gdj), n. [see GAUGE], an
instrument for measuring the
amount of rain that falls ; rain'-

fall, a fall of rain ; the amount
of rain that falls in a given time.

.., rai'ny, having much rain ;

showery.
raise (rdz), v. [Scand., same root

as RISE], to lift or set up ; to

bring to a higher place ; to in-

crease, as strength, price, pitch,
etc. ; to stir up ; to build up ;

to bring into sight or being ; to
cause to grow ; to set agoing ;

to cause to swell.

raisin (rdzri), n. [O.Fr., as RA-
CEME], a dried ripe grape.

raja-, rajah-, geog. root, kingly;
royal (as in Rajamahal, kingly
residence ; Rajahpoor, royal
city).

rajah or raja (ra'ja), n. [Hind.,
from Skt.], a native Indian
prince or king.

rake (1), n. [A.S.], an instrument
with teeth for drawing light

things together, or for smoothing
the ground ; v., to gather or
smooth with a rake ; to search
with care ; ransack ; to fire

lengthwise along a ship or a line

of troops.
irake (2), n. [formerly RAKE-HELL],
a loose, ill-behaved man ; a deb-
auchee. a., r&'kish, like a
rake ; living a loose life.

rake (3), n. [etym. ?], the projec-
tion of a ship beyond the keel
at both ends ; the slope of a
mast or a funnel. a., pa'kish,
having the masts sloping.

ral'ly (1), v. [Fr. RE-, attier, to

ALLY], to bring into order again ;

to come together after being
scattered ; to regain health or
value ; n., act of rallying ; re-

covery of order.

rally (2), v. [Fr., same root as
RAIL (2)], to poke fun at; to
banter ; to chaff.

ram, n. [A.S.], a male sheep ; a
long beam, formerly used for
battering walls ; a ship of war
with an iron beak ; any engine
for striking hard blows or exert-
ing heavy pressure ; v.t to
strike as a ram ; to drive with
violence ; to crush into a small
space. n., ram'rod, a rod
used for ramming down the
charge into a gun. pres. p.,
ramming ; p.p., rammed.

ram'ble, v. [etym. ?], to wander
about ; to go from place to
place without fixed plan ; to
talk in an aimless way ; n., a
going from place to place ; an
easy walk for pleasure. a.,

ram'bling, wandering ; aim-
less ; confused.

ramify, v. [Fr., from med. L.
rdmificdre (L. rarmis, a branch ;

-FY)], to divide into branches;
to be subdivided ; to extend in

many directions. n. t ramifl-
ca'tion. as., ramose' and ra'-

mous, having branches.

ramp, v. [Fr. ramper, to creep or

climb], to spring or leap ; to
rear on the hind legs ; to creep,
as a plant ; n., a spring or leap ;

a short bend, slope, or curve.

v., ram'page, to storm ; n.,

strong excitement. as., ram-
pa'geous (-jus) ; ram'pant,
rising on the hind legs ; raging ;

overgrowing the usual bounds,
as plants ; rank.

ram'part, n. [Fr., from remparer,
to fortify (RE-, EM-, par&re; see

PARRY)], that which defends ; a
bulwark ; a fortified wall or
mound.

ran, v., past tense of RUN.
ranch, n. [Sp.], land for the rearing

of horses, cattle, or sheep. n.,

ranch'er, one who owns or

works on a ranch.
ran eid, a. [L. randdus, rotten],

having a sour smell or taste ;

putrid. n., rancidity.
ran'cour (rdng'kur), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. rancor, spite], deep-?

seated hatred; bitter enmity.
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a., ran'eorous, malicious ;

spiteful.

ran'dom, a. [Fr. randon, from
randir, to gallop], acting by
chance ; done without plan ;

aimless. adv., at ran'dom,
without aim ; by chance.

rang, v., past of RING <2).

range (rani), v. [Fr. ranger, to

range, same root as RANK (1)],

to set in rows ; to put in order ;

to pass over ; to wander with-
out check ; to have a certain

place or direction ; n., things
in a row ; a class or order ; a
grate or cooking stove ; room to
move over ; distance passed over;
space for practising shooting ;

power of mind. n., range-
finder, an instrument for cal-

culating the distance of the
target from the gun. n.,

ran'ger, a person in charge of

a public park ; a dog that
searches for game.

rank (1), n. [Fr. raw, prob. from
Teut.], a row ; a line of soldiers ;

class or order; high social

standing; (pi.) the common
soldiers ; v., to place in a line ;

to put into a certain class ; to
have a certain place or degree.

rank (2), a. [A.S. ranc, strong],

strong and coarse in growth ;

with a strong taste or smell ;

luxuriant ; fertile. v., rankle
(rarikl), to become rank ; to be
inflamed ; to irritate.

ran'sack, v. [Scand. rann, a house ;

sak, SEEK], to search through ;

to leave no place unexamined ;

to plunder completely.
ran'som, n. [Fr. rancon, from L.

redemptio (RE-, emere, to buy)],

purchased freedom ; price paid
for release ; redemption ; v., to
set free by payment ; to redeem.

Pant, v. [Du.], to use high-sounding
language ; to talk noisily ; n.,

high-sounding language; bom-
bast; bluster. 7k, ran'ter, a
noisy talker.

panun'cttlus, n. [L., a. little frog
(rdna)], a genus of flowering

plants, including the buttercup,
celandine, etc. ; (pi.) ranun'-
culuses or ramm'culi.

rap (1), v. [imit. ?], to strike wit*
a smart blow ; n., a sharp, quick
blow. pres. p., rapping ; p.p.,

rapped.
rap (2), v. [prob. through RAPT,
from L. rapere], to seize and
carry off ; to transport out oi

oneself. pres. p., rapping ;

p.p., rapt. as., rapt, filled

with joy or thought ; raptor'-
ial, seizing by violence ; living

by prey. n., rap'ture, state

of being filled with great joy 01

pleasure ; extreme joy ; ecstasy.

a., rap'tdrous, showing ex-

treme joy or pleasure.
rapa'cious (rapa'shus), a. [L. ra

pax, grasping], seizing by force :

living by plunde- ; greedy.
us., rapacity and rapa'cious-
ness, disposition to take things
by force ; greediness ; extor
tion.

rape (1), n. [prob. as RAP (2)], c

seizing and carrying away
forcible violation of chastity.

rape (2), n. [L. rdpa or rdpum, t

turnip], a plant, the seed o:

which yields oil, and its leave;
food for sheep.

rapid, a. [L. rapldus}, running
very fast ; moving swiftly ;

n., part of a stream running
much faster than the rest(wswoHj
in pi.). ns., rapidity and rap'
idness, swiftness of motion'
velocity ; celerity.

ra'pier, n. [Fr., etym. ?], a ligh
sword with a narrow, finely

pointed blade.

rapine (rap'in), n. [L. raplna],
seizing and carrying off bj
force ; plunder ; pillage.

rapparee', n. [Irish], an Irisl

robber.

rappee', n. [Fr. rdper, to grate]
a coarse, strong kind of snuff.

rare (1), a. [L. rams, thin], thin
not dense ; not often met with
unusual ; scarce ; valuable.

v., rar'efy, to make or to be
come thin, or less dense ; tx

expand. n., rarefac'tion, stafo

of being thin or rare. adv.

rarely, not often ; finely
with great skill. ns., rar'itj!
and rare'ness, state of beW
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rare ; a thing valuable because
rare.

pare (2), a. [A.S. hrere, raw], nearly
raw ; not cooked enough.

ras'cal, n. [O.Fr. rascaitte, rabble],
a low and mean person ; a
wicked or dishonest fellow. n.,

rascality, low and dishonest
conduct ; knavery ; villainy.

a., ras'cally, like a rascal ; vile ;

dishonest.

rase, rasure. See RAZE.
rash (1), a. [Scand., quick ?], act-

ing or speaking thoughtlessly ;

hasty ; imprudent ; so spoken
or done. n., rash'er, a thin
slice of bacon (perhaps because
hastily cooked).

rash (2), n. [O.Fr. rasche ?], a num-
ber of reddish spots on the skin ;

an eruption.
rasp, v. [O.Fr., from a Ger. root],

to rub with a rough file ; to
offend by coarse words or treat-

ment ; n., a rough file.

pasp berry, n. [perhaps from
med. L. raspa, wine refuse ;

BERRY], a fruit akin to the
bramble.

pat, n. [A.S.], a gnawing animal
like the mouse, but larger and
more destructive ; v., to kill

rats ; to desert for gain.

pres. p., patting ; p.p., patted.
patch, n. [etym. ?], a bar with
; teeth into which a catch falls.

n., patch'et, a catch that acts
on a toothed wheel.

ate, ?i. [O.Fr., from med. L. ratus

(reri, to calculate)], a fixed price
or value ; amount of motion ; a
tax per pound ; the class to
which a ship belongs ; v., to
calculate ; to put a value or tax
on ; to settle rank or position ;

to be in a certain class. a.,

rateable, that can be rated or
valued ; subject to taxation.

n., pate'payer, one who pays
rates.

ath or rathe (rath), a. and adv.

[A.S. hradhe], soon ; early.

adv., ra'ther, sooner ; more
willingly ; on the other hand ;

by preference ; in some degree ;

more properly.
geog. root [Irish], fort ;

mound (as in Rathcormapk,
Cormac's fort ; Rathdrwn, fort
of the long hill).

rat'ify, v. [Fr., from med. L. raii-

ficdre (L. ratus, calculated ; -FT],
to make valid ; to settle ; to
confirm ; to sanction. n., rati-

ftea'tion, sanction ; approval.
ra'tio (rd'shio), n. [L., reason,

calculation], the size or amount
of one thing compared with
another ; proportion.

ratioeina tion (rdshiosind'shori),
n. [L. ratiocinan, to reason], act
or process of reasoning. a.,

ratioc'inative, done by reason-
ing.

ration (rd'sJion or rdsh'on), n., a
fixed allowance of food or other
necessaries to each person.

rational (rdsh'ondl), a. [L. ratio],

pertaining to reason ; having
the power of reasoning ; sane ;

according to reason. ns., ra-
tionale (rdshond'li), an account
of something with reasons and
explanations ; rationalism
(rdsh'dndlizm), beliefs founded
entirely on reason ; rational-
ist, one who so founds his be-
liefs. a., rationalis'tie, in ac-
cordance with rationalism. n.,

rationality, reasonableness ;

soundness of mind.
ratline or ratling, n. [etym. ?],

one of the cross-ropes or steps
in the rigging of a ship.

rattan', n. [Malay], a palm with a
long, smooth stem ; a walking-
stick of rattan.

rat'ten, v. [etym. ?], to destroy or
take away a workman's tools.

pat tie, v. [M.E., unit.], to make
a number of sharp, clattering
sounds ; to talk rapidly ; n., a
number of sharp, quick sounds ;

a toy or instrument for rattling ;

rapid and noisy talk.

rattlesnake, n., a poisonous
snake with horny joints at the
end of its tail, which rattle when
shaken.

rav'age (rav'ij), v. [Fr., from ravir,

to RAVISH], to lay waste ; to

spoil and carry off ; n., vio-

lence ; havoc.

rave, v. [O.Fr. raver (see REVERIE?)],
14
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to act or talk as a madman , to
be wild and furious.

rav'el, v. [O.Du. 1], to undo any-
thing twisted or woven ; to let

fall in a tangle : to become un-
twisted. pres. p., ravelling ;

p.p., ravelled.
pav'elin (rdv'lin), n [Fr., from It.

ravellino], an outwork of a fort-

ress with an angle pointing
outward.

pa'ven (1), n. IA.S. hrcefri], a large
bird of the crow kind; a., of

the colour of a raven ; black.
pav'en (2), v. [O.Fr., from L.

rapina, RAPINE], to take by
violence ; to devour greedily ;

n., prey ; plunder. a., pav'-

enous, mad with hunger j eager
for prey.

ravine' (raven'), n. [as above], a
hollow worn by a stream; a
deep and narrow mountain pass ;

a gorge ; a defile.

rav'ish, . [Fr., from L. rap&re, to

seize], to carry off by force ; to
fill with great joy ; to force a
woman. n., pav'ishment, a
carrying off by force ; abduc-
tion ; great delight; violence
towards a woman.

Paw, a. [A.S. hreaw], in the natural
state ; not ripe ; not cooked or
manufactured ; inexperienced ;

damp and cold 5 not covered
with skin, as a wound. n.,

raw'ness. a., raw' - boned,
with little flesh on the bones ;

gaunt ; spare ; lean.

Pay (1), n. [Fr., from L, radius, a
ray], a beam of light or heat ;

one of the florets in the head of

a daisy, etc. ; v., to shine forth.

Pay (2), n. [O.Fr., from L. raia, a
ray (fish)], a kind of fish, with
ray -like fins.

raze, v. [Fr. raser, from r&dere, to

scrape], demolish s to level with
the ground. n., pa'zupe (ra'

zhur), a mark by which anything
is blotted out ; an erasure.

ra'zor, rc, [Fr., from L. rdsus (ra-

dere, to scrape)], a knife for

shaving.
re-, red-, pref. [L.], back, behind ;

again, anew ; away, off (as in

REDEEM, REJECT, REVIVE).

reach, v. [A.S.], to stretch out ? to
hold forth ; to hand over : to
extend to ; to gain or arrive at ;

to hit ; to amount or to be equal
to ; (after) to try to get ; i

power of reaching ; distance
stretched over ; a large surface ;

a straight portion of a river or a
canal.

react', v. [RE-, ACT], to act again :

to return the action in an oppo-
site direction ; to recoil ; to act
on each other. n., reae'tion,
action which resists another
action ; backward movement. -

a. and n., peac'tionary, causing
or favouring reaction.

read, v. [A.S.], to gather the
meaning of anything written :

to speak aloud written or printed
words ; to understand ; to study.

past and p.p., read (red).

as., read (red), acquainted with
books rea'ding (re'ding), fond
of reading ; n., study of books

,

meaning of a word or passage :

a speaking aloud of something
written ; one of the stages of a
bill in Parliament. ns., pea'dep,
one who reads ; one who cor-

rects proofs; a reading-book;
pea'ding -book, a book for

teaching reading ; rea'ding-
desk, a desk to support a book
for reading ; rea'ding-poomt

a room in which newspapers^
etc., are placed to be read.

peadjourn', v. IRE-], to adjourn
again.

readjust', v, IRE-], to put into
order again.

readmit', v. [RE-]', to allow to enter

again. pres. p., readmitting;
p.p., readmitted.-n., read-
mis'sion.

read'y (red'i), a. [A.S.], having!
everything right in time ; fitted

for use at once ; willing ; quiclf I

in action or in understanding :

at hand ; (to) on the point ot
adv., readily. -n., readiness,
state of being ready.

rea'gent (re&'jent), n. [RE-], a sub- i

stance that detects the presence jj

of other bodies : a test.

re'al, a. [L. res, a thing], truly
existing i not fancied : actual*
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genuine; belonging to fixed

property. n., reality, that
- which truly exists ; not mere

fancy or appearance; (or re'-

alty) fixedness of nature ; truth ;

fixed property or land. v.,
- realize, to make real ; to bring

into actual existence ; to know
from experience ; to get as the
result of effort ; to turn property
into money. n., realiza'tion
(redliza

f

shbn).adv., re'ally, in
truth ; in fact.

realm (rdm), n. [O.Fr. realme, from
L. regalis], the country over
which a king reigns: the place
over which power is felt.

ream (rem), n. [Fr., from Arab.
rizmah, a bundle], twenty quires
or four hundred and eighty
sheets of paper.

reanimate, v. [RE-], to bring to
life again ; to nil with new life

or spirit. n. t reanima'tion.
reap, v. [A.S.], to cut grain ; to

gather a crop ; to receive as a
reward. n., rea'pep, one who
reaps ; a machine for cutting
corn.

reappear', v. [RE-], to come into

sight again. n.t reappear'-

ance.
pear (1), v. [A.S. rcerari], to raise or

set up ; to build ; to train or
educate ; to breed ; to rise on
the hind legs.

(2), n. [shortened from
ARREAR], the back part; the
last part of an army or a fleet ;

a., in the back. ns., rear-
ad'miral, a naval officer below
an admiral ; pear'-guard and
rear'ward, a guard for the rear ;

the last troop ; a. and adv., at
the rear.

rear mouse, n. [A.S. hreremUs], a
bat.
ta'son (re'zori), n. [Fr. raison,
from L. ratio], power of Judging ;

exercise of thought ; the ground
of an opinion ; the proof of a

statement; the motive of an
action ; a fair and just view of

things ; justice ; v., to use the

power of thought ; to pass from
premises to conclusions ; to

convince by reasoning. a. t

reasonable, able to reason;
rational ; according to reason ;

within bounds. ns., rea'son-
ableness, agreement with rea-
son ; rea'soning, process of

bringing forward reasons ; argu-
mentation ; that which is used
as argument.

reassem ble, v. [RE-], to come
together again.

reassert', v. [RE-], to assert over
again. n., reasser'tion.

reassign', v. [BE-], to transfer
back again. n., reassign'-
ment.

reassume', v. [RE-], to take up
again. n., reassump'tion.

reassure', v. [RE-], to assure again;
to bring back confidence to ; to
free from fear. n., peassup'-
ance.

reave (rev), v. [A.S.], to take away
by force or violence. vast and
p.p., peaved or peft.

rebate', v. [O.Fr. rabattre (RE-,

abattre, to abate)], to beat back ;

to blunt ; to give discount.

7i9., rebate' and rebate'ment,
deduction ; discount.

reb'el, a. [Fr., from L. rebettis (RE-,

bellum, war)], fighting against
lawful authority ; acting in re-

volt ; n., one who rebels.^.,
rebel', to refuse to obey, or to

fight against a lawful ruler ; to
rise against the government of

one's country. pres. p., rebel-

ling; p.p., rebelled. n., re-
bellion (-yOri), state of being
a rebel ; resistance to law or

government ; revolt. a., re-
bellious (-yus), engaged in

rebellion ; resisting lawful gov-
ernment.

rebound', v. [O.Fr. rebondir ; RE-,
BOUND (2)], to bound or spring
back ; n., act of springing
back ; recoil.

rebuff', n. [O.Fr., from It. ribuffo,

imit.], a sudden check ; an mi-
expected refusal ; a?., to give a
sudden check to; to refuse

harshly.
rebuild' (rebm')> v. [BE-], to build

again.
rebuke', v. [O.Fr. RE-, bucher, to

heal], to check or to find fault
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with ; to silence ; to reprove ;

n., a sharp reproof ; censure.

re'bus, n. [L., ablative of res, a
thing], a means of expressing
words and phrases by pictures
of things, whose names resemble
those words or phrases or the

syllables of which they are com-
posed ; (pi.) re'buses.

rebut', v. [O.Fr. RE-, and root of

BUTT (1)], to beat back ; to op-
pose by argument or proof.

pres. p., rebutting; p.p., re-
butted. n., rebut tal. a.,

rebut'table.
recal'eitrant, a. [L. recalcitrdre

[RE-, calx, the heel)], kicking
back ; refusing to go on or fol-

low. v., peeal'eitpate, to kick ;

to show unwillingness. n., pe-
calcitra'tion.

recall' (recawl'), v. [RE-], to call

back ; to order home ; to re-

voke ; to call to mind ; ., a
call to return.

recant', v. [L. BE-, cantare, to

sing], to take back a statement
or opinion ; to retract ; to with-
draw. n., recanta'tion, a state-

ment contradicting a former
one.

recapitulate, v. [BE-], to go over
the chief points again ; to sum
up. n., peeapitula'tion, a
summing up ; a summary of the
chief facts or points. a., re-

capit'ulatopy, summing up.
recap'tupe, v. [BE-], to capture a

second tune ; to recover spoil
or plunder ; n., a recovering
of something taken ; a retaken
prize.

recast', v. [BE-], to cast, mould,
or count up a second time ; re-

construct.

recede', v. [L. BE-, cedere, to go],

to go or move back ; to retire ;

to give up to a former owner ;

(from) to withdraw. ns., Pe-

eess', a going back or retiring ;

a time during which business is

stopped ; vacation ; a nook in

a room ; a quiet spot ; reces-
sion (resesh'ori), withdrawal ;

restoration.

receipt' (recet'\,
n. [O.Fr., from L.

receptus (redptre, to RECEIVE)],

a getting or receiving ; place of

receiving ; a written acknow-
ledgment of something received ;

the thing received ; a recipe ;

v., to give a receipt for.

receive' (reset/), v. [O.Fr., from
L. redpere (RE-, capere, to take)],
to take what is offered or sent ;

to admit into the mind ; to
take into one's house ; to treat
as a friend ; to undergo or
suffer. n. t pecei'vep, one who
receives ; a collector of rents,
etc. ; a vessel for receiving what
has been distilled, as exhausted
steam, articles put into an air-

pump for experiment, etc. ;

part of a telegraph, etc., appar-
atus.

pecen'sion, n. [L. BE-, censere, to
value], act of reviewing or

examining an ancient text ; a
text so corrected.

pe'cent, a. [Fr., from L. recens,

fresh], lately come to pass ;

modern ; fresh ; (geology) since
the creation of man. adv.,

re'cently.
pecep'tacle, n. [Fr., from L. re-

ceptaculwri], that into which
things are put ; a reservoir.?
n., pecep'tion, act of receiving ;

state of being received ; manner
of receiving ; entertainment ;

welcome a., peeep'tive, able
to receive. ns., recep'tiveness
and receptivity, power ol

taking in.

recess' and reees'sion. See
under RECEDE. '

pec'ipe (res'ipe), n. [L. redpere, to

RECEIVE], the first word of a

medical prescription ; a direc-

tion for making up medicines|i
dishes, etc. ; (pi.) pee'ipes.

recipient, n. [L. redpiens (red'

pere, to RECEIVE)], one who re-:

ceives.

pecip'pocal, a. [L. redprdcus, mu-
tual], passing from one to thf

other; given and received ; done
or due by each to the other;

mutual. v., recip'pocate, tc

move backwards and forwards
to act time about ; to give anc

get in return. ns., recippoca'-
tion and reciprocity, a giving
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and getting ; interchange ; mu-
tual obligations ; movement
backwards and forwards.

recite', v. [Fr., from L. recitdre, to
read aloud (RE-, citare, to CITE)],
to read aloud or repeat ; to men-
tion particulars ; to narrate ; to
enumerate. ns., reci'tal and
recita'tion, act of reciting ;

that which is recited ; a telling
of a story, etc. ; reci'tal, a
musical or dramatic perform-
ance. a., recitative' (-tev'), like

a recitation ; n., music in
which the words are almost as
if recited.

Feck, v. [A.S.], to care for ; to give
thought or heed to. a., reek'-

less, taking no thought ; utter-

ly careless. n., recklessness.
reck'on, v. [A.S. gerecnian, to ex-

plain], to count up ; to charge
(to) ; to calculate ; to rely
(upon) ; to come to a conclu-

sion; to make up accounts.

n., reck'oning, a counting up or
its result ; an account of time ;

the charge at an inn, etc. ;

value ; the calculation of a
ship's position.

pficlaim', v. [O.Fr., from L. re-

cldmdre (RE-, cldmare, to cry
out)], to demand back ; to

bring from a wild to a tame
i state ; to win back from wrong -

r doing ; to make waste land
5 fruitful ; to cry out against.

n., reelama'tion, recovery ;

't demand ; reformation.

recline', v. [L. RE-, clinare, to

bend], to lean back or to one
i side ; to lie down. as., re-

clined ; recll'ning.
fecluse' (rekloos'), a. [L. reclusus

(BE-, claudere, to shut)], shut off

from the world ; living entirely
* < by oneself ; n., a person who

lives entirely by himself ; a
- hermit.
Fee ognize, . [Fr., from L. recog-

noscere], to know again ; to

acknowledge. ns., reeognl'-
> tion, act of recognizing ; state

of being recognized ; an ac-
) knowledgment of former know-
ledge ; an avowal ; recog'niz-
ance, a recognition ; an obliga-

tion entered into before a court
or a magistrate.

recoil', v. [O.Fr. reculer, to retire],
to start or spring back ; to draw
back quickly ; to rebound ; to
shrink ; n., a starting back ; a
rebound.

recollect' (1), v. [RE-], to collect
again.

recollect' (2) (rekolekt'), v., to call
back to mind ; to remember ;

(oneself) to recover self-com-
mand. n., recollec'tion, a
calling back to mind ; power of

remembering ; that which is

remembered.
recommence', . [RE-], to begin

over again. n. t recommence'-

ment, a new beginning.
recommend' (rekomend'), v. [Fr.,

from med. L. recommenddre (BE-,
commenddre, to COMMEND)], to
bring under favourable notice ;

to give in charge ; to praise ; to
advise to something as being
good or profitable.

^7i.,
reeom-

menda'tion, anything that in-

vites a favourable reception ;

an approval ; a good word.
a., recommen'datory, serving
to recommend.

recommit', v. [RE-], to send back
again, as to jail or to a com-
mittee. pres. p., recommit-
ting ; p.p., recommitted.
ns., recommit'tal and recom-
mit'ment.

rec'ompense, v. [L. compensare, to

COMPENSATE], to make an equal
return for ; to pay back ; to

requite ; n., repayment ; re-

muneration, etc.

ree'oncile (rek'onsll), v. [Fr., from
L. reconcilidre (RE-, condlidre, to

CONCILIATE)], to make friends

again ; to cause to agree ; (one-
self to) to become contented
with ; to remove differences.

ns., reconciliation and rec'-

oncilement, renewal of friend-

ship ; a removal of differences ;

atonement ; harmony.
ree'ondite, a. [L. RE-, cond&re, to

hide], hidden away from view ;

secret ; abstruse ; obscure.
reconnaissance (rekon'dsdns), n.

[Fr. reconnoitre, to discover], an
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examination or survey for en-

gineering or military operations.
peconnoi'tre (rekonai'ter), v. [O.Fr.

for reconnoitre], to oast the eyo
over; to make a survey or ex-
amination.

peconsid'ep, v. [RE-], to consider
over again. vn., peconsidera'-
tion.

reconstruct', v. [RE-], to build
again ; to build after a new
plan. n., peconstpue'tion, act
of reconstructing ; that which
is reconstructed.

reeonvey' (rekonvd'), v. [RE-], to
take back to a former place ; to

give back to a former owner.
n., reconveyance.

record', v. [O.Fr., from L. recor-

ddrl, to call to mind], to keep in

remembrance by writing ; to

register ; to cause to be remem-
bered ; to repeat ; to celebrate.

ns., pee'ord, a written ac-

count ; that which has been
recorded ; pecop'dep, one who
records ; a judge in a city or

borough court in England.
recount' (1), v. [RE-], to count over

again ; <n. t a second counting.
recount' (2), v. [O.Fr. reconter], to

relate ; to enumerate ; to detail.

recoup' (r&coop'), v. [Fr. RE-,

couper, to cut], to make up for ;

to reimburse ; to indemnify.
n., pecoup'ment.

recourse' (rekars"), n. [Fr., from L.
recursum (RE*, oursus, COURSE )]

a going to for help or protection ;

v., to resort.

pecov'ep (1) (rekiiv'er), v. [O.Fr.,
from L. recuperdre, to RECUPER-
ATE], to get back what was lost ;

to repair a loss or injury ; to

restore to health ; to grow well

again ; to gain in a court. n.,

recov'ery , restoration to health ;

power of recovering.
recov'ep (2), . [RE-], to cover

again.
peo'peant, a. [O.Fr. reoraire, to

change belief], crying for mercy ;

mean-spirited ; apostate ; n.,

one who begs for mercy ; a
mean-spirited person ; a rene-

gade.'--*n., pec'peaney, the spirit
of a recreant ; apostasy.

recreate* (1), v. [RE-], to create
again ; to make anew.

pec'peate (2), v. [L. RE-, credre, to
CREATE], to give new life to ; to
refresh when wearied. n., Pe-
erea'tion, refreshment after
toil ; amusement. a., pec'pea-
tive, fitted to refresh or recreate.

ree'rement, n. [Fr., from L. re-

crementum (RE-, cernere, to sift)],

useless matter ; dross.
reerim inate, v. [L. RE-, crlmi-

wart, to CRIMINATE], to accuse in
return ; to meet a charge by
making another. n., peorimi-
na'tion, counter charge. as.,

recriminative and pecpim'
inatory, meeting one charge by
another.

peopuit' (rekroof), v. [Fr. reeruter

(RE-, croitre, L. cresoSre, to in-

crease)], to supply what has
been wasted ; to procure new
soldiers ; to renew or to gain
health, strength, etc. ;- n., a
supply of waste ; a newly en-
listed soldier.

ree'tangle, n. [Fr., from late L.

rectangulus (L. rectus, right ;

angulus, an ANGLE)], a four-sided

figure having all its angles rights

angles. -as., pec'tangled and
rectan'gulap.

pec'tify, v. [Fr., from late L. recfi-

flcftre (L. rectus, straight ; -FY)],
to make straight ; to put right ;

to purify by distilling, etc. ; to

adjust. n., pectiflca'tion.
pectilin'eal and rectilin'eap, as.

[L. rectus, straight; linea, a LINE],
j

contained by straight lines.

rec titude, n. [Fr., from late L.
rectitudo (rectus, straight)], right-
ness of thought or action ; in i

tegrity ; honour ; uprightness. !

pec'top, n. [L. regeret to rule], a

clergyman in England who has!

charge of a parish, and a right
to the tithes, etc. ; (in Scot- -

land) the headmaster of a public !

school, or the president of a

university court ; the head of a
Jesuit College. as., pec'topa|
and peetop'ial. ns., pec'top-

ship and peo'topate, the office

or rank of a rector ; pec'topy,
the house or district of a rector.
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rec'tum, TO. [L. rectus, straight],
the lower part of the large in-

testine.

Fecum'bent, a. [L. recumbcns
(BE-, cumb&re, to lie)], leaning or

lying down ; reclining. ns.,
reeum'benee and reeum'-
benoy.

recu'perate, v. [L. recuperdre, to

recover], to get back health or

strength ; to recover. n., pe-

cupera'tion, recovery- as.,

recu perative and recu'pera-
topy, tending to recovery.

reeup', v. [L. BE-, currere, to run],
to come again into the mind ;

to happen at regular times ;

to go for help. pres. p., recur-
ring; p.p., pecupped. a., pe-
cup'rent, returning at regular
times. ns., recup'penoe and
pecup'pency.

ecupve' and pecup'vate, vs. [L.

BE-, curvus, crooked], to bend or
curve back. ns., peeupva'tion
and pecup'vatupe.

recusant (rek'uzdnt or reJcu'zanf),
a. [L. recusdre, to reject], obsti-
nate in refusing ; refusing to

worship according to established
forms ; n. one who thus re-

fuses.

Fed, a. [A.S.], of the colour of
blood ; n., a colour like blood ;

crimson ; scarlet ; comp.t ped-
dep ; sup., reddest. ns,, *ed'-

bpeast, the robin, a bird with
red feathers on its breast ; ped
deep, the common stag. v.,

ped'den, to make or to grow
red. a., red'dish, somewhat
red. adv., red'-handed, in the

very act. a., red'-hot, heated
to redness. n., ped lead, a
paint made from oxide of lead.

a,, red'-let'ter, marked with
red letters, as the saints' days
In old calendars ; fortunate ;

happy. n., red-tape', tape
: (often of a red colour) for tying
up official papers ; a too formal

' way of doing business.

fed-, pref. See BE-.

Ped, suff. [A.S. rcedcm], quality or
state (as in HATBED, KINDBED).

Pedac'tion, n. [Fr., from L. redi-

g&re, to bring back (BE-, agere, to

bring)], an arranging of literary
matter ; its result.

redan (redan'), n. [O.Fr. redent, a
double dent or notch], a field-

work of two sides forming an
angle towards the enemy.

reddition (redish'on), n. [L. red-
ditto (redd&re, to give back)], a
giving back or up ; an explana-
tion of the meaning of a passage.

redeem' (rtdem'), v. [Fr., from L.
redimere (red-, BE-, emere, to
buy)], to buy back ; to ransom ;

to deliver from the power or
the punishment of sin ; to make
the most of ; to perform, as a
promise ; to atone for. ns., Re-
dee'mop, Jesus Christ, the
Saviour of the world ; one who
redeems ; redemp tion, a buy-
ing back ; a setting free by
payment ; a clearing off of a
burden ; deliverance from sin ;

salvation. as., redemp'tive
and pedemp'topy, serving or

tending to redeem.
pedin'tegratte, v. [L. BED-, integ-

rdre, to INTEGBATE], to make
whole again ; to renew. n.,

redintegration.
redirect , v. [BE-], to direct again ;

to readdress.

ped'olent, o. [O.Fr., from L. re-

dolere, to give out a smell], giving
out a smell ; spreading a sweet
scent ; fragrant. ns., red'-
olence and red'oleney, sweet-
ness of smell.

redouble (rSdtibl), v. [Fr. BE-], to
double or to be doubled again or
several times ; to increase greatly.

redoubt' (redout"), n. [Fr., from
It. ridotto (L. reductus, retired)],

a small temporary fort on hill

tops, mountain passes, etc.

redoubtable (redou'tAbl) and pe-

doubted, as. [Fr., from redou-

ter, to fear greatly (BE-, L. dubi-

tSre, to DOUBT)], greatly to be
feared ; terrible to foes.

p&dound', v. [Fr., from L. redun-
ddre (BED-, unda, a wave)], to

flow back ; to be driven back ;

to result from ; to have or to be
more than enough. a., pedun'-
dant, more than is needed;
using too many words. n*.t *e-
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dun'dance and redundancy,
excess ; superfluity.

redress' (1), v. [Fr. RE-, and root
of DRESS], to put right again ;

to relieve from injustice ; to
make amends for ; n., a put-
ting right ; relief, etc.

re'dpess (2), v. [RE-], to dress
over again.

reduce' (redus'), v. [L. RE-, ducere,
to lead], to bring to a lower

place or condition ; to -weaken ;

to bring into a new form ; to

bring under one's power ; to

grind down ; to change from
one denomination to another,
as pounds to pence. n., pedue'-
tion, act of reducing ; a making
less ; a bringing under one's

power ; a rule in arithmetic.

redu'plicate, v. [med. L. RE-,
DUPLICATE], to double again ;

to multiply ; to repeat the first

letter or letters of a word ; a.,

doubled ; with the edges curved
outward, as leaves. n., re-

duplica'tion, the doubling of

a first letter or syllable.
re-echo (re-ek'6), v. [RE-], to echo

back again ; to reverberate ;

n., the echo of an echo.

peed, n. [A.S. hreod], a tall kind
of grass, with hollow stem,
growing near or in water ; a
musical instrument made from
a reed ; a slip of reed in a
mouthpiece ; a long row of thin

strips of reed, between which
the threads of a web pass. as.,

pee'ded, covered or fitted with
reeds ; having reed-like channels
or ridges ; ree'dy, abounding
in reeds ; like a reed in tone.

peef (1), n. [Du. rif, a rift ?], a line

of rocks lying at or near the
surface of the water. a., pee'fy,
full of reefs.

peef (2), n. [Scand. rif], the part of

a sail that is taken in or let out ;

v., to roll or fold up part of a

sail; to take in. n., pee'fer,
one who reefs ; a close-fitting

jacket of thick cloth.

peek, n. [A.S.], smoke; vapour;
v., to send out smoke. a.,

ree'ky, soiled with smoke ; giv-

ing out much smoke.

peel (1), n. [A.S. hreol], a frame
turning on an axle, for winding
yarn or thread ; a spool ; a
bobbin ; v., to wind upon a
reel ; to go from side to side in

walking ; to stagger.
peel (2), n. [perhaps as above], a

quick Scottish dance ; the music
played for it.

re-elect', v. [RE-], to elect over
again. n., pe-elec'tion.

re-embark', v. [KE-], to go on
board ship again. ra., pe-em-
barka'tion.

re-enact', v. [RE-], to pass a law
again. n., re-enaet'ment.

re-enforce', v., to enforce again ;

to support with additional force ;

to reinforce. n., pe-enforee'-

ment, additional strength; a
reinforcement.

pe-en'tep, v. [RE-], to enter or take
possession again. n., re-en'try.

PO-establish, v. [RE-], to estab-
lish again; to restore. n., pe-
estab lishment.

peeve (1), v. [Du., connected with
REEF (2)], to pass the end of a
rope through a hole or a ring.

p.p., Pove or peeved.
peeve (2), n. [A.S. gerefa, a gover-

nor], a chief officer ; a steward.
re-exam ine, v. [RE-], to examine

again. n., pe-examina'tion.
pefec'tion (refek'shori), n. [Fr.,

from L. refectio, a repast], re-

freshment by a meal ; a repast.

n., pefec'topy, a hall for

meals ; a refreshment- or dining-
room.

refer', v. [O.Fr., from L. referrt

(RE-, ferre, to bring)], to send
for consideration to some onC

else; (to) to speak about; tc

point to ; to assign ; to send tc

for information. pres. p., re-

ferring ; p.p., pefepped. as.'

referable and pefep'rible, thai

may be thought of in connection
with something else ; assign-
able ; ascribable. ns., referee",
one to whom a thing is referred

;

an arbiter ; an umpire ; refer-

ence, act of referring ; submis-
sion of a dispute for settlement i

a quoted passage ; a., affording

information, as books, etc.
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n., referen'dum, a vote by the
whole people by which laws are

, approved or rejected, before they
are placed on the statute book.

refine', v. [RE-], to make or to be-
come pure ; to free from dross ;

to clarify ; to make or to become
more elegant ; to cultivate.

ns., reflne'ment, purity; ele-

gance of manners ; culture ; re
fi'nery, a place where things are
refined.

refit', v. [BE-], to fit again for use ;

to repair after damage. pres. p.,

refitting ; p.p., refitted.

reflect', v. [L. RE-, flectere, to

bend], to throw back from a sur-

face, as rays of light or heat ; to

give back an image or likeness;
to be thrown back ; (upon) to
think closely over ; to reproach.

n., reflection, a throwing
back of light or heat; a like-

ness shown by a mirror, etc. ;

continued thought ; the power
by which the mind becomes con-
scious of its own thoughts or

states; reproach. a., reflee'-

tive, that can reflect ; thought-
ful ; meditative. n., reflec'-

tor, a polished surface that
reflects light or heat ; a mirror ;

a kind of telescope.

pe'flex, a. [L. refloats], reflected ;

involuntary, as the action of

some muscles ; n., reflected

light; a copy. a., reflexive,
bending or turned back ; refer-

ring to something past ; (gram-
mar) referring to verbs or pro-
nouns, where subject and object
are the same.

ef'luent, a. [L. RE-, fluere, to

flow], flowing back ; ebbing ;

returning. n., re'flux, a flowing
back; an ebb; a., flowing back.

Peform', v. [Fr., from L. reformdre
(BE-, formdre, to form)], to make
or to grow better ; to amend ;

to improve ; to give up evil

ways ; n., a giving a new form
to ; a making better ; a change
for the better. n., reforma'-
tion, an amendment ; an im-
provement in life and manners ;

the great change in religion
when the Protestants separated

from the Roman Catholic Church.
as., refor'mative, forming

anew ; tending to reform ; re-
for'matory, bringing about
reform ; n. t a school for re-

forming. n., refor'mer, one
who works for reform ; one who
took part in the great Reforma-
tion.

re-form', v. [RE-], to give a new
form to. n., re-forma'tion.

refract', v. [L. RE-, fractus (fran-
g6re, to break)], to bend back;
to bend from a straight line, esp.
rays of light, etc. ; to deflect.

n.., refrae'tion, a refracting or
bending ; the bend in a ray of

light, etc., when it passes from
one medium into another. -as.,

refrac'tive, causing refraction ;

refrae'tory, unwilling to obey ;

difficult to melt ; refran'gible,
that may be refracted.

refrain' (1), v. [O.Fr., from L. re-

frendre (BE-, frenum, a bridle)], to
hold back ; to keep from acting ;

to abstain ; to forbear.
refrain' (2), n. [Fr., from Low L.

refrangere (L. refrangere, to RE-

FBACT)], the line or verse re-

peated at the end of each part
of a song ; the burden of a song.

refresh', v. [O.Fr. BE-], to make
fresh again; to cool; to give
new strength and life to ; to give
rest after toil or pain. n., re-

fresh'ment, renewed strength
and life ; that which refreshes ;

food (often in pi.).

refrig'erate (refrij'erdf), v. [L. re-

frlgerare, to cool], to make or to

keep cool ; to refresh. a., re-

frig'erant, making or keeping
cool ; n. t that which causes
coolness ; a cooling medicine.

ns., refrig'erator, a place or
machine for keeping food cool ;

refrig'eration, the process of

refrigerating.

reft, v., past and p.p. of BEAVE.

refuge (ref'Uj), n. [Fr., from L.

refugium], a place to flee to ; a
place of safety from danger ;

anything that protects or saves ;

asylum ; stronghold. n., ref-

ugee' (refuje'), one who flees

for safety.
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reful'gent (reftil'jent), a. [L. RE-,

fulgere, to shine], throwing off a
bright light ; radiant ; resplen-
dent. ns., reful'genee and
reful'geney, radiancy ; great
brightness.

refund' (refund'), v. [L. RE-, fun-
dere, to pour], to pay back
money ; to repay.

refuse' (refuz'), v. [Fr. refuser, prob.
as above], to send back what is

offered ; to say no ; to reject ;

to decline. n., refuse (re/'-as),

that which Is cast aside ; dross ;

a., worthless ; of no value.

n., refu'sal (refa'zdl), act of re-

fusing ; saying no ; a first

chance either to accept or refuse.

pefute', D. [Fr., from L. ref-fttdre, to

push back], to prove to be wrong ;

to overcome by argument ; to

disprove. n., refuta'tion.

regain', v. [Fr. BK-], to get back
what has been lost ; to recover.

re'gal, a. [Fr., from L. regGlis,

ROYAL], belonging to a king.

regale', v. [Fr., from It. regalare],
to entertain in a rich way ; to

give delight to the eye or the
taste ; to fare richly.

rega lia, n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of

regdlis, ROYAL], the rights of a
king ; the royal ornaments, as

sceptre, crown, etc. ; any badges
of office ; the distinctive badges
or dress of some societies, as

Freemasons, Oddfellows, etc.

regard', v. [Fr. RE-, garder, to
look to], to keep in sight ; to fix

the eyes or the mind upon ; to
hold as an opinion ; to look on
with respect or favour ; to care
for ; to take into account ; n.,

a look or a looking at ; respect or
favour ; attention and interest ;

consideration ; relation. a.,

regardless, heedless ; care-
less.

regat'ta, n. [It.], a contest in sail-

ing or rowing.
regenerate (rejen'erat), v. [L. RE-,

generdre, to GENERATE], to cause
to be born again ; to turn from
sin to holiness ; to give new life

and strength to ; to convert ;

a., born again ; changed in

nature ; turned to love God.

n., regeneration, a turning
from sin to holiness ; a thorough
change of nature. a., regen'-
erative, bringing about regen-
eration.

re'gent (re'jent), a. [Fr., from L.

regere, to rule], ruling ; taking a
sovereign's place for a time ;

n., one who takes a sovereign's
place ; a director. ns., re'-

geney and re'gentship, power
or office of a regent ; govern-
ment in name of another ; re'

gency, rulers during a minority.
regicide (rej'isid), n. [L. rex, a,

king ; -CIDE], one who kills a
king ; the murder of a king.

regime' (rdzhm'), n. [Fr., from L.

regimen (regere, to rule)], manner
of living ; mode of ruling or

governing.
regimen (rej'imen), n. [as above],

regular government ; estab-
lished order ; a regulation of

diet, exercise, etc. ; (grammar)
the dependence of one word on
another.

regiment (rej'imlnf), n. [Fr., from
L. regimentum, government],
mode of ruling ; a body of sol-

diers under the command of a
colonel. a., regimen'tal, per-
taining to a regiment ; n, pl.t

the dress or uniform of a regi-
ment.

re'gion (re'jdn), n. [O.Fr., from L.

regio, a district (regere, to rule)],

a portion of space or of a coun-
try ; a district or area.

register (register), n. [Fr., from
med. L. registrum, a record], a
list of names ; a record ; a
book containing lists or records ;

anything that regulates, as the)

sliding plate in a stove or grate ;i

the range of musical notes ; v,,\

to put into a list ; to keep ac
count of. ns., reg'istrar, ond
who has charge of a register;

registra'tion, process of enrol-

ling ; registry, act of register* |

ing ; the place where a register]
IB kept ; the things registered.

reg'nant, a, [L. regndre, to REIGN],!

reigning ; having the power or I

authority of a sovereign. n.,

reg'nancy, sovereignty ; rule.
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p'gress, n. [L, regressus, a going
back (BE-, gradi, to go)], a step-
ping back ; a return ; power of

returning ; v. t to go back ; to
return to a former place or state.

n., regres'sion, a going back
or returning. a., regressive.

regret', n. [O.Fr. regrater, etym. ?],

sorrow for something remem-
bered ; a mourning on account
of loss; v., to feel grief; to
remember with sorrow ; to
mourn the loss of. pres. p., re-

gretting ; p.p., regretted. a.,

regret'ful, full of regret ; caus-

ing or feeling regret.

peg'ular, a. [O.Fr., from L. regu-
laris (regida, a rule)], according
to rule ; done in the proper way ;

steady in movement ; (qeom*
etry) having equal sides and
angles ; n., a soldier of a stand-
ing army ; a monk, a friar, etc.,

who has taken the vows. n.,

regularity, state of being
regular ; order ; method : punc-
tuality. v., reg'ulate, to guide
according to rule ; to keep in

proper order ; to keep at the

proper speed. n., regulation,
act of regulating ; state of being
regulated ; a rule or order to

be observed. a., reg'ulative,
tending to regulate. n., reg'-
ulator, one who regulates ; that
which regulates speed.

rehabilitate, v. [BE-], to restore
to former rank, rights, etc. ; to
reinstate.

rehearse' (refers'), v. [Fr. rehercer,
to harrow over again (see

HEARSE)], to go over again; to
tell in the hearing of others ; to

try over before appearing in

public. n., rehear'sal, a going
over again; practice before ap-
pearing in public.

Reichstag (rlka'taoti), n. [Ger.], the
Parliament of the former German
Empire.

peign (ran), n. [Fr., from L. reg-
num (regere, to rule)], kingly
power ; the time during which
a sovereign is in power ; v.t to
be a king or chief ruler ; to

prevail.
Peimburse' (reimbers'), v. [RE-],

to put back into a purse ; to pay
a person what ho has spent or
lost ; to refund ; to repay. n.,

reimburse'ment, repayment.
rein (ran), n. [Fr, reine, prob. from

L. retlnere (RE-, tenere, to hold)],
the strap of a bridle ; the line by
which one guides a horse ; any
means of guiding or governing ;

p., to guide by a bridle ; to
hold in ; to check.

rein'deer (rarider), n. [Scand.
hreinn; DEER], a deer with
branching horns found in the
northern parts of Europe and
America. n., rein'deer-moss,
a moss on which the reindeer
feeds.

reinforce', v. [KE-], to strengthen
with fresh troops, etc. ; to make
stronger. n., reinforce'ment.

reins (ranz), n. pi. [O.Fr., from L.

rents], the kidneys ; the heart
or the passions.

reinstate', v. [RE-], to restore to
a former place or rank. n.,
reinstate'ment .

reintroduce', v. [BE-], to bring in
again. 7i., reintrodue'tion.

reinvest', v. [RE-], to invest again,
as with clothes or office ; to lay
out money a second time. n.,
reinvest'ment.

relnvig'orate, v. [RE-], to give
fresh life or vigour to. n.,

reinvigora'tion.
reis sue. v. [RB-], to send out a

second time ; to republish ;

n., a second issue, as of a book.
reit'erate, v. [BE-], to repeat over
and over again. n., reitera'-
tion.

reject", v. [Fr., from L. rejectus,
thrown back [RE-, jac&re, to

throw)], to throw back or away ;

to cast aside ; to refuse to re-

ceive. n., rejection, exclu-
sion ; refusal.

rejoice' (rejois'), v. [O.Fr. resjoir

(RE-, and root of JOT)], to feel

glad; to be in great joy; to
make joyful. n., rejoi'eing,
the expression of joy ; the cause
of joy.

rejoin', v. [RE-], to join again ; to
come again into one's company ;

to say in answer to a reply.
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n., rejoin'dep, an answer, esp.
to a reply.

rejuv'enate, v. [RE-, L. juvenis,
young], to make young again.
7i., rejuvena'tion.

rekin'dle, v. [RE-], to kindle again ;

to arouse anew.
relapse' (reldps'), v. [L. relapsus

(RE-, lahl, to slip)], to slip back
into a former state ; to grow
worse after improvement ; n.,

a fall backwards into a former
state.

relate', v. [Fr., from L. reldtus

(RE-, ferre, to bring)], to bring
back a report ; to tell ; to give
an account of ; (to) to stand
in some connection (with) ; to

refer. ns., rela'tion, a giving
an account ; that which is told ;

connection of one with another ;

a connection by birth or mar-
riage ; relationship, state of

being related ; affinity. a.,

rel'ative, existing in connection
with something else ; arising
from relation to such connec-
tion ; (grammar) expressing re-

lation ; n., a connection by
blood OP marriage ; a pronoun,
etc., expressing relation.

relax', v. [L. RE-, laxus, LAX], to

make or to become slack or less

strict ; to ease from effort or

attention ; to weaken. n., re-

laxa'tion, a making or growing
slack ; ease from work or effort.

relay' (1), n. [Fr. relate, from re-

layer, etym. ?], a fresh supply of

anything ; a shift ; a relief ; a
reserve.

relay' (2), v. [RE-], to lay a second
time. past and p.p., relaid.

release' (reles'), v. [Fr., from L.

relaxdre, to RELAX], to let loose

again ; to set free ; to liberate ;

to discharge ; to give up a right
or claim ; n., freedom from
confinement, etc. ; the giving
up of a claim or right.

rel'egate, v. [L. relegatus [RE-,

legdre, to send)], to send away
or to remove ; to banish ; to

consign. n., relega'tion, ban-
ishment ; consignment.

relent', v. [RE-, L. lentus, slack],

to grow soft or tender ; to feel

3 relish

pity ; to become less hard or
severe ; to cease from anger.
a., relentless, not to be moved
by pity ; merciless.

rel'evant, a. [med. L. relevans
(RE-, levare ; see RELIEVE)], giving
aid or support ; applying to the
matter in hand ; pertinent ;

applicable. ns., rel'evance and
rel'evaney.

reli'able, etc. See RELY.
relic, n. [O.Fr. rdique, from L.

relictus, left], that which remains
after loss or decay of the rest;
the body without the soul ; the
dead body of a saint either
whole or in part ; a remem-
brance ; a memorial. n., rel'

let, a widow.
relieve' (relev'), v. [Fr. relever, from

L. relevdre (RE-, levdre, to lift)],

to free from weight or pressure ;

to make more easily borne ; to

give help or comfort to ; to set

free from duty, etc. ; to cause
to stand out from the surface,
as a figure ; to introduce a
variety or a contrast. n., re-
lief (relef), state of being re-

lieved ; freedom from or a
lessening of fear, pain, etc. ;

that which removes or lessens ;

release from duty ; the raising
of a figure above the surface
on which it is carved.

relig'ion (relij'on), n. [L. religid\

(RE-, ligdre, to bind ?)], belief in

God and in man's dependence i

upon Him ; worship expressing
|

this belief ; life and action as I

related to duty towards God
and man ; any mode of faith

and worship. a., religious
(fla), pertaining to religion;

paying attention to its duties ;

devout. n., religiousness.
relin'quish (reling'kwish), v. [Fr.,

from L. relinquere, to leave be-

hind], to leave behind ; to cease

from ; to give up, as a claim 5

to abandon.
reliquary, n. [Fr. religuaire (seei

RELIC)], a box or casket for!

holding relics.

relish, n. [O.Fr. reles, relais, after-

taste, from relesser, to RELEASE],
a pleasant taste ; a liking for ;
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power of pleasing ; something
added to improve the taste of

food ; v., to like the taste of ;

to be pleased with ; to give a
pleasant taste to ; to have a
pleasant taste.

reluc'tant, a. [L. RE-, luctdri, to

struggle], striving against ; un-
willing ; disinclined. ns., pe-
luc'tanee and relue'taney,
state of being reluctant ; un-
willingness ; repugnance. adv.,
pelue'tantly.

pely', v. [O.Fr., from L. religdre

(RE-, ligdre, to bind)], to lean or
rest upon ; (on) to trust in ; to

depend on. a., peli'able, fit to
be relied on ; trustworthy. n.,

peli'ance, confidence ; trust ;

dependence. a., peli'ant, lean-

ing on or trusting in ; confident.

remain', v. [Fr., from L. remanere
(RE-, manere, to remain)], to stay
behind, or to be left after others
have been removed or lost ; to
be 'over after subtraction; to
continue unchanged ; to last ;

to survive. n. pi., remains', a
dead human body ; a corpse ;

writings of one who is now dead.
n., pemain'dep, that which

is left ; the sum left after sub-
traction ; difference. a., pem'-
anent, remaining ; surviving.
n., pem'anence, continuance.

pemand', v. [O.Fr., from late L.
remanddre (RE-, manddre, to

, order)], to send back ; to re-

commit ; n.y an order to go
back.

pemark', v. [Fr. RE-, and root of

, MARK], to take notice of ; to note

i in the mind ; to speak of what
one thinks, sees, or hears ; to

j
say ; n., an expression of what
one thinks, etc. ; a short state-

ment. a., pemar'kable,
I worthy of being remarked ;

eminent ; unusual.

pem'edy, n. [O.Fr., from L. re-

medium (RE-, mederl, to heal)],

that which heals a disease or

} puts right what is wrong ;

medicine; cure; v., to put
right ; to remove an evil ; to
cure ; to redress. as., reme'-
diable, that may be remedied ;

peme'dial, fitted for remedy ;

curative.
remem ber, v. [O.Fr., from late

L. rememordri (RE-, memor, mind-
ful)], to call to mind ; to keep
in mind ; to use the power of

memory ; to recollect. ns.,

remem'brance, a keeping in

mind ; something remembered ;

that which brings .to mind ;

power of remembering ; length
of time during which a thing
can be remembered ; remem'-
braneep, one who or that which
serves to remind ; an official to
remind others of business to be
attended to.

remind', v. [RE-], to put in mind
of again ; to cause to remember.

n., remin'dep, that which
recalls to mind.

reminiscence (reminis'ens), n.

[late L. reminiscentia (reminisci,
to remember)], act or power of

remembering ; that which is

remembered ; a story of some-
thing remembered.

remiss', a. [L. remissus, let slack

(see REMIT)], slack in duty ;

wanting in energy or earnest-
ness ; careless ; unpunctual.
ns., remis'sion, release from a
claim, debt, or punishment;
pardon ; a lessening of pain or
disease ; pemiss'ness, care-
lessness ; want of energy, vigour,
or punctuality.

remit', . [L. RE-, mittere, to send],
to send back ; to give up ; to
send to a distance, as money;
to hand over for decision; to
make or to become less painful
or violent ; to make inoperative,
as a punishment, etc. ; to par-
don ; n., a communication from
a higher court to a lower.

pres. p., remitting; p.p., re-
mitted. ns., pemit'tal, a giv-
ing up ; a surrender ; a sending
to a distance; pemit'tanee,
that which is sent, esp money.

a., pemit'tent, increasing
and decreasing by turns; ceas-

ing for a time ; fluctuating ;

intermittent.

pem'nant, n. [Fr. remenant, pres. p.
of remanoir, to REMAIN], that
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which Is left after a part has
been removed ; a little bit ; the
unsold end of a piece of goods.

pemod'el, v. [RE-], to fashion over
again ; to change the form of ;

to recast.
pernon'strata, v. [I*. RE-, mon-

strdre, to point out], to set forth

strong reasons against something
being done ; (with) to try to
turn from a course or habit ; to

protest ; to warn. n., pempn'-
stranee, strong reasons given
against an action ; earnest ad-
vice or warning. a., remon'-
strant, using remonstrance ;

n., one who remonstrates.
remorse' (remdrs'), n. [O.Fr., from

late L. remorsua (RB-, mordere, to

bite)], pain of spirit arising from
a sense of guilt ; regret ; com-
punction. as., pemopse'ful,
feeling remorse ; remorseless,
without pity ; relentless ; cruel.

ns., remorse'fulness ; re-
morse'lessness .

remote', a. [L. remotus, moved
back], far back in time or in

place ; not agreeing in mean-
ing ; not closely related. n.,

remote'ness.
remould', v. [RE-], to mould anew.
remount', v. [RE-], to mount

again ; to give a fresh mount or
horse to ; n., a fresh horse.

remove' (remoov'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. rem&vere (RE-, movere, to

MOVE)], to take away or out of

its place ; to go from one place
to another ; to cause to dis-

appear ; w., the distance a thing
is removed ; a step or degree in

a scale ; a dish to be removed
while the rest remain. a., re-
mo'vable. n., remo'val,
change of place ; displacement ;

pemu'nerate, v. [L. remHnerStu8t

given in return (RE-, munus, a
gift)], to pay for work or service ;

to make up for loss or for money
spent ; to recompense. n., re-

munera'tion, payment ; wages.
a., pemu'nerative, bringing

remuneration ; yielding profit.

Renais'sance, n. [Fr. renattre, to

be born again], or Renas'cence

[L. RB-, nasd], a new birth ; the
revival of learning and the arts
in the fifteenth century ; the

style, etc., common at that
time. ., ronas'eent, born
again ; coming again into being.

re'nal, a. [L. ren, a kidney (see

REINS)], of OP pertaining to the
kidneys.

rencoun'tep or rencon'tre (?),
n. [Fr. RE-, and root of ENCOUN-
TER], a meeting for a contest ; a
sudden and unexpected combat.

rend, v. [A.S., to cut down], to pull
to pieces by force ; to tfurst

asunder ; to tear off. past and
p.p., pent.

ren'dep, v. [O.Fr., from L. reddire,
to give back], to pay back ; to
return ; to give up ; to give out,
as an account ; to cause to be-
come ; to give as a reason, a
service, etc. ; to turn from one
language into another ; to show
or set forth ; n., a return ; a
payment of rent. ns., pen'der-
ing. a giving up ; translation
or interpretation of the meaning
of a passage or a piece of music ;

rendition (rendish'dn), a sur-

render of fugitives from justice ;

a translation.
ren'dezvous (ren'dtvoo), n. [Fr.

rendez-vous, assemble your-
selves], an appointed place of

meeting, esp. for ships or sol*

diers ; a meeting by appoint-
ment ; v., to meet at an
appointed place ; to muster.

ren'egade or renega'do, n. [8p.,
from L. reneg&re (RE-, negdre, to

deny)], a person unfaithful to

party or principles ; an apos-
tate ; a deserter.

renew' (renu"), v. [RE-], to make or
to be made new again ; to give
new life to ; to make as good
as new ; to begin again ; to give
over again. -a., penew'able.
n., renew'al, act of renewing ;

a beginning or giving over again.

re'niform, a. [L. ren, a kidney],

kidney-shaped.
pen'net (1), [M.E., same root as

RUN], an acid prepared from the
inner lining of a calf's stomach,
used to curdle milk.
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rdna, a frog ?], a variety of apple
(from its speckled skin).

renounce' (renouns'), r. [Fr., from
L. renuntiare], to declare against;
to give up ; to have nothing
more to do with ; not to follow
suit at cards. ns., renounce' -

ment and penuncia tion, a
giving up of claim or interest ;

abandonment ; disavowal.
pen'ovate, v. [L. BE-, novus, new],

to make new ; to bring back to
freshness or vigour ; to revive ;

to restore. n., renova'tion,
process of renewing ; state of

being renewed.
renown', n. [O.Fr., from L. re-

nominvre (BE-, nomen, a name)],
great name ; honour ; fame. a.,

renowned' (renmmd'),knownand
praised ; famous ; celebrated.

pent (1), n. [see BEND], a forcible

break or opening ; a tear in

cloth ; disagreement among
members of a party.

rent (2), n. [O.Fr., from L. reddita,

paid back (redd&re, to BENDER)],
regular payment for the use of

land or houses ; v., to have or
to give the use of for rent ; to
be let for rent. a., ren'table.

ns., ren'tal and rent'-roll, a
list of persons paying rent, and
the amount each one has to pay ;

the yearly sum of the rents of an
estate ; ren'ter, one who pays
rent ; a tenant.

reorganize, u. [BE-], to organize
anew. n., reorganization.

repair' (1 ), v. [O.Fr., from late L.

repatridre, to return to one's

country], to go often ; to betake
oneself (to) :

-n. f an abode or
retreat ; resting-place.

repair' (2), v. [Fr., from L. re-

pardre (BE-, pardre, to make
ready)], to make whole again ;

to put on a patch ; to make
amends for ; n. t a making right
again ; state of soundness ; a
supply of loss. a., rep'arable,
that may be repaired. n.,

reparation, a renewing or

making amends ; something to
make up for loss or injury ;

compensation.
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repartee', n. [Fr. repartte, p.p. of
repartir (BE-, partir, to PART)],
a smart and ready answer ; a
retort.

repast', n. [O.Fr. repaistre (BE-,
L. pascere, to feed)], a meal ;

food ; refreshment.
repatriate, v. [late L. RE-], to

restore to one's country. .,

repatriation.
repay', v. [O.Fr. BE-], to pay back ;

to give in return for ; to pay
over again. n., repayment,
that which is repaid.

repeal', v. [O.Fr. repeler (BE-,
apeler, to APPEAL)], to call back ;

to make no longer of force ; to
revoke ; n., a making no longer
of force ; abrogation.

repeat', v. [Fr., from L. repetere
(BE-, petgre, to seek)], to say, do,
or happen over again ; to speak
from memory. adv., repea'-
tedly, more than once ; often.

ns., repea'ter, one who re-

peats ; a watch that strikes the
last hour again on the touching
of a spring ; a kind of rifle ; a
decimal in which the same figures
are repeated ; repetition, a
doing or saying over again.

repel', v . [L. BE-, pelUre, to drive],
to drive or push back ; to keep
from moving forward ; to ward
off. -pres. p., repelling; p.p.,

repelled. a., repellent, driv-

ing back ; tending to repel ;

n., that which drives back.

repent', v. [Fr. BE-, L. pccnitere,
to repent], to feel pain or sorrow
for one's conduct ; to change
one's mind from a wrong course ;

to be sorry for and leave off sin.

-n., repen'tanct, sorrow for

sin, bringing about a new life.

a., repen'tant, sorry for sin :

showing grief for wrong-doing.
repercus'sion (reperktish'dri), n.

[L. BE-, percut&re, to shake
through], a striking or driving
back ; a quick and frequent
repetition of the same sound ;

reverberation. a., repereus -

sive, driving back or causing
repercussion.

rep'ertory and repertoire' (rep-

frtwar'), ns. [Fr., from L. re-
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pertorium (reperlre, to find out)],

a place in which things are

arranged so as to be easily
found , a storehouse ; reposi-

tory; magazine; parts per-
formed by an actor, or musical

pieces by a singer or instru-

mentalist.

repine', v. [RE-], to go on pining ;

to lose heart and spirit ; to be
discontented ; to grumble.

replace', v. [KE-], to put back in

the same place ; to fill the place
of ; to repay. n., replaee'-
ment.

replenish, v. [O.Fr. replenir (RE-,
L. plenus, full)], to fill up again ;

to put in a new supply. n.,

replen'ishment
replete', a. [Fr., from L. repletus

(RE-, plere, to fill)], filled up;
completely filled. vs., reple'-

tipn and replete'ness, state of

being filled up ; overflowing full-

ness ; superabundance.
rep'Iica, n. [It., same root as

REPLY], a copy of a picture, etc.,

by the painter of the original.

n., repliea'tion, an answer to a
plea in court ; a repetition or a
copy.

reply', v. [O.Fr., from L. replicdre
(RE-, plicare, to fold)], to give
an answer ; to respond ; n., an
answer ; something said or done
in return ; response.

report', v. [Fr., from L. reportdre
(RE-, portdre, to carry)], to bring
back; to tell what has been
seen or heard ; to write down
speeches, etc., for a newspaper ;

(oneself) to come with informa-
tion or for orders ; n., that
which is reported ; an account
of anything ; the result of an
examination common talk ;

character ; the noise of a shot,
etc. n., repor'ter, one who
reports for the newspapers.

repose', v. [Fr., from late L. re-

pausdre (RE-, pausdre, to PAUSE)],
to lay or lie at rest ; (on) to have
confidence in ; to rely on \n. t

a lying at rest ; rest of mind ;

ease of manner ; that in a work
of art which rests the eye. n.,

repository, a place where

12 reprisal

things are laid up for safety ; a
storehouse.

repossess', v. [RE-], to get posses-
sion of again. n.t reposses'-
sion.

reprehend', v. [L. reprehendtre],
to blame ; to find fault with.

a., reprehen'sible, blamabie;
culpable. n., reprehen'sion,
reproof ; censure. as., repre-
hen sive and reprehen'sory,
containing reproof.

represent' (reprezerif), v. *;O.Fr.,

from L. reprcesentdre (RE-, pra-
sentdre, to PRESENT)], to bring
before the mind ; to be in the
place of ; to act the part of ; to
be a sign of ; to give an account
of; to picture in the mind.
n., representa'tion, a bringing
before the mind ; a showing

]

what something is like ; a pic-
ture ; a description ; a play on
a stage ; something done by a
representative. a., represen'-
tative, representing; acting for

another ; delegated ; like others i

of the same kind ; typical ; re.,

one who acts for others ; a
member of Parliament; a dele-

gate ; an heir.

repress', v. [L. BE-, primere, to

PRESS], to press back or to put
down ; to keep in check ; to
restrain. -n,., repression, act
of repressing ; restraining power.

a., repres'sive, fitted to re-

press ; checking ; restraining.

reprieve' (reprev'), v. [O.Fr. repris,

p.p. of reprendre (L. reprehendere, \

see REPREHEND)], to delay or:

mitigate punishment ; to re-

lieve ; n., a delay or mitigation !

of punishment ; a time of ease or
j

relief ; a breathing time.

rep'rimand (or reprimand'), n. '<

[Fr., as REPRESS], a severe re-

buke ; v., to blame severely ;
|

to give a reproof openly.
reprint', v. [RE-], to print again;

to print a second edition of. n.,

re'print, a second print; a
new edition.

repri'sal (repri'zdl), n. [Fr. reprte'

saille, from repris, p.p. of re-

prendre (see REPRIEVE)], a pun-
ishment of an injury by a similar
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one ; that which is seized for

injury done ; retaliation.

reproach', v. [Fr. reprocher (KE-,
L. prope, near ?)], to blame in
severe words ; to charge with
a fault ; n., a severe finding
of fault ; blameworthy action ;

disgrace. as., reproa'chable,
deserving reproach ; reproach' -

fill, expressing reproach ; de-
serving reproach.

pep'robate, a. [L. RE-, probdre, to

test], not standing the test;
given over to wickedness ; prof-
ligate ; depraved ; n., a person
given over to wickedness ; v.,

to disown; to consider beyond
hope. n., reproba'tion, a
giving over to destruction ; state
of being given over ; rejection ;

condemnation.
reproduce', v. [RE-], to produce

over again ; tomake a copy of ; re-

new. n., reproduc'tion. as.,

reprodue'tive and reprodue'-
tory, tending to reproduce.

reprove' (reproov'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. reprobdre (see REPROBATE)], to
find fault with to one's face ; to
blame strongly. n., reproof,
fault found to one's face ; re-

buke; censure. a.,repro'vable,
that may be found fault with ;

blameworthy.
rep'tile, a. [Fr., from L. repttlis

(rep&re, to creep)], creeping ;

moving on the belly, or with
very short legs ; low or base ;

n., an animal that crawls ; a
low-minded person.

repub'lic, n. [Fr., from L. respub-
lica, a commonwealth], a state

i the governor of which is chosen
from time to time by the people ;

commonwealth. a., repub'li-
can, pertaining to a republic ;

n., one who favours a republic.

n., republicanism, the prin-

ciples or forms of a republican
government ; fondness for re-

publican government.
i repub'lish, v. [RE-], to publish

again. n., republica'tion.

repudiate, v. [L. repudiare (RE-,

pudere, to be ashamed)], to cast
off ; to have nothing to do with ;

to refuse to pay. n., repudia'-

tion, a casting off ; rejection ;

disavowal.
repug'nant, a. [L. RE-, pugndre, to

fight], inclined to fight against ;

at war with ; (to) contrary to ;

disagreeing with. ns., repug'-
nance and repug'nancy, strong
dislike ; aversion ; reluctance.

repulse', v. [L. RE-, pulsus, p.p. of

pell&re, to drive], to drive back ;

to beat off ; n., denial ; refusal.

^n., repul'sion, a feeling of
dislike ; power of repelling.
a., repul'sive, tending to drive
away ; cold and uninviting ;

causing strong dislike.

repurchase, v. [RE-], to buy
back ; n., act of buying back ;

that which is bought back.
repute', v. [Fr., from L. reputdre

(RE-, putdre, to think)], to ac-
count or reckon ; to estimate ;

n., a person's good name ; char-
acter ; reputation. a., rep'u-
table, having a good name;
highly thought of. n., reputa'-
tion, good name ; character ;

public honour.
request', n. [Fr., from L. requisb-

tus (RE-, gucergre, to ask)], a
prayer ; a petition ; that which
is asked for ; state of being
much desired ; v., to ask for or
from : to entreat ; to beseech.

re'quiem (or rek'wiem), n. [L., ace.

of reguies, rest], a hymn or Mass
sung for the repose of the dead ;

music composed in honour of
the dead.

require', v. [O.Fr., from L. re-

quirfre (see REQUEST)], to ask as
a right ; to claim ; to insist

upon having ; to be in need of ;

to demand. n., require'ment,
that which is required ; some-
thing needed.

req'uisite (rek'wizti), a. L., as

REQUEST], that cannot be done
without ; necessary ; n., what
cannot be done without. n. t

requisition (rekwizish'ori), that
which is demanded ; a written

request or invitation : a demand
for supplies ; v., to make a
demand on or for. n., requisi'-
tionist, one who makes or signs
a requisition.
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requite', v. [RE-, QUIT], to give
back as good as one gets ; to

repay ; recompense. n., re-
qui'tal, a return, good or bad ;

compensation ; retaliation.
rere'dos (rer'dos), n. [REAB, Fr. dos,

from L. dorsum, the back], the
ornamental screen behind an
altar.

rere'mouse. See REARMOUSE.
rere'ward. See REAR (2).

rescind' (resind'), v. [Fr., from
L. restindere (RE-, scindere, to

cut)], to cut off ; to make no
longer of force ; to repeal.

rescript, n. [L. rescriptum, a
reply (RE-, acribere, to write)], the
answer given to a question of
law ; an edict ; a decree.

pes'cue (res'ku), v. [O.Fr. rescourre

(RE-, excutere, to shake off)], to
free from danger ; to take from
the hands of an enemy ; to set
at liberty ; n., a freeing from
danger or evil ; deliverance ;

release.

research' (reserch'), n. [Fr. RE-,
SEARCH], a careful search after
facts or truth ; investigation.

resemble' (rezembl'), v. [Fr. RE-,

sembler, L. &imulare (similis,

like)], to be
like.-^-n..,

resem'-
blance, likeness in any way ;

similarity.
resent' (rezent'), v. [Fr. RK-, eentir,

L. sentlre, to feel], to take ill ; to
be offended at. a., resent'ful,
angry at wrong-doing ; easily
made angry. n., resent'ment,
strong sense of wrong or injury ;

continued anger.
reserve' (rezerv"), v. [O.Fr., from

L. reservdre (RE-, servdre, to

keep)], to keep back ; to keep
for oneself ; to lay up for future
use ; n., something kept back ;

something laid up for future
use ; stiffness of manner ; troops
ready to assist when needed ;

land kept for a special purpose.
n,., reserva'tion, something

kept back ; a thought not ex-

pressed ; a clause in a deed with-
holding something ; land reserved
for a special purpose. a., re-
served' (reztrvd'), not free in

manner; stiff; formal; cold.

res'ervoir (rez'ervwar), n. [Fr.,
from late L. reservatorium, a
storehouse], a place where a
store of anything is kept, esp.
where water is stored for use.

reset', v. [O.Fr., same root aa
RECEIPT], to receive and hide
stolen goods ; n., a receiving
and hiding of stolen goods.
pres. p., resetting; p.p., re-
setted.

reside' (rezld'), v. [Fr., from L.
residere (RE-, sedere, to sit)], to
live in a place ; to have a settled
home ; to abide. n., resi-
dence, a residing or dwelling ;

the place where one lives ;

abode.-^-a., resident, dwelling
in ; living where one's duties are
to be performed ; n., one who
lives in a place ; a minister at a
foreign court. ns., residency,
residence ; the dwelling-place
of the minister at a native
court in India ; redden'ter,
a dweller. as., residential
(reziden'sfidl), pertaining to resi-

dence ; residentiary, having
residence ; ., a priest bound
to reside for a time at a cathedral
church.

residue (rez'idu), n. [O.Fr., from
L. residuum, a remainder], that
which remains after a part is

taken away, especially of an
estate after all debts are paid.

as., resid'ual andresid'uous,
remaining, etc. ; resid'uary,
belonging to the residue ; receiv-

ing the remainder ; n., resid'-
uum, that which is left after

purification ; dross ; refuse.

resign' (rteiri), v. [O.Fr., from L.
resigndre, to unseal (RE-, signum,
a SIGN)], to give up, as a claim
or an office ; (oneself) to yield
or submit. n., resignation,
act of giving up ; submission to

necessity ; patience. a., re-

signed', calm in mind ; at rest.

resile' (rezll'), v. [L. resttire, to leap
back], to start back ; to go back
from a purpose or a position ;

to recoil. a., resilient, bound-
ing back ; elastic ; springy.
n., resilience or resiliency.

resin (rez'iri), n. [Fr., from L.
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rSsina], a half-liquid substance,
easily set on fire, that flows from
some species of trees ; gum.
as., resinous and reslny, of the
nature of resin ; got from resin.

I resist' (resrist'), v. [O.Fr., from L.
resistere, to stand against], to
stand or to strive against ; to
hinder in acting ; to oppose ;

to obstruet.-^n., pesis'tanoe, a
standing against force ; opposi-
tion. as., resis'tible, that may
be resisted ; resistless, that
cannot be resisted.

resolve' (r&solv'), v. [L. resolvere

(RE-, solvere, to loosen)], to break
up into parts ; to clear from
doubt ; to make up one's mind ;

to declare by vote ; to disperse,
as a tumour ; (music) to make
a discord pass into a concord ;

n., a making up of one's mind ;

something determined on. a.,

res'olute, fixed in purpose ;

determined. n,, resolution, a
resolving or separating ; a mak-
ing up of one's mind ; that
which is determined on ; a de-
cision come to by vote ; (and
res'oluteness), constancy ; de-
termination. a,, resolved',
separated Into parts ; having the
mind made up ; passed by vote.

res'onant (rez'ondnt), a. [L. RE-,
son&re, to SOUND], throwing back
or repeating sound ; echoing.
n., res'onance, power of throw-
ing back sound ; an increase of

sound by natural means, as by
rocks, or a sounding-board ;

reverberation.
resort' (rezort'), v. [O.Fr. resortir,

etym. ?], to betake oneself ; to

go for help or safety ; n., a
going to ; a place to which one
often goes ; haunt ; refuge.

resound' (resound"), v. IKE-}, to

sound back ; to echo ; to sound
loudly ; to be filled with sound ;

to spread the fame of.

resource' (r&sdrs'), n. [Fr., from L.

resurgcre (RE-, surgere, to rise)],

a source of supply ; any means
of overcoming a difficulty ; (pi.)

money or property ; any power
or means. a., resourceful, full

of resource.

respect', n. [Fr., from L. respiotre,
to look back on], a looking back
or up to ; honour paid to worth ;

reference (to); regard; (pZ.)

good wishes
; v., to look up to ;

to take notice of ; to consider
worthy of honour ; to have re-

gard to ; to favour. ns., re-
spectability and respec table-
ness, state or quality of being
respectable. 03., respec'table,
worthy of respect ; moderate in
number or quality ; respect'ful,
marked by respect : showing
respect ; courteous ; respec' -

tive, having reference to ; re-

ferring to single persons or
things ; particular.

respire', . [Fr., from L. resplrdre
(RE-, spirdre, to breathe)], to take
in and breathe out air ; to
breathe. n., respira'tion, act
or power of respiring ; a breath ;

res'pirator, a covering of

gauze or fine wire, to keep cold
air from the lungs. a., resplr'-
atory, belonging to or serving
for respiration.

res'pite, n. [O.Fr. respit, from L.
respectits (see RESPECT)], a put-
ting off ; postponement ; delay ;

a time of rest ; a delay in the
execution of a sentence ;- v., to

give a respite ; to put ofl an
execution.

resplen'dent, a. [L. BE-, splendere,
to shine], shining ; very bright.

ns., resplen'deoce and re-

splen'dency, state of great
brightness ; brilliancy.

respond', v. [O.Fr., from L. re-

sponddre (RE-, spondere, to pro-
mise)], to give an answer ; to act

agreeably with or suitably to.

a., respon'dent, answering ;

coming up to what was ex-

pected ; n., one who answers,
esp. in a lawsuit ; defendant.

ns., response', an answer; a
reply to an objection; re-

sponsibility and respon'sible-
ness, state of being responsible ;

that for which one is responsible ;

means of paying ; liability ;

obligation. as., responsible,
that may be called to account ;

able to undertake ; trustworthy;
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respon'sive, giving an answer ;

showing sympathy.
pest (1), n. [A.S.], freedom from
motion or disturbance ; time or

place of quietness ; sleep ; that
on which a thing leans ; a pause
of the voice in reading or in
music ; a mark ; v., to be still ;

to be free from work, etc. ; to
lean or to depend (on) ; to put
to rest ; to set on a support ; to
have confidence ; to be satisfied.

as., pes'tive, unwilling to go
forward ; obstinate ; jibbing, as
a horse ; restless, continually
moving ; seeking change ; un-
settled ; wakeful. n.,

rest (2), v. [Fr. reste, from L.
restdre (RE-, stare, to stand)], to
be left ; to continue to be ; n.,
that which is left after part is

taken ; the others.
res'taurant (res'tordnt or restoran'),

n. [Fr., pres. p. of restaurer, to

RESTORE], a place where refresh-
ments are sold. n., restau'-
rateur (-ter).

restitution, n. [O.Fr., from L.
restitu&re (RE-, statuere, to set)],

a giving back of what was taken
away ; a making good of loss
or injury ; that which is given
back.

restore', v. [Fr., from L. restaurare

(RE-, sta-y root of stare, to stand)],
to give back what has been
taken away; to replace; to bring
back to a former state or place.

n., restora'tion, act of re-

storing ; state of being restored ;

a bringing back to health ; that
which is restored ; the return
of Charles II. in 1660. a., res-
top'ative, fitted to restore ;

n., a restoring medicine.
restrain', v. [Fr., from L. restrin-

gere (RE-, stringere, to draw
tight)], to hold back; to keep
in check. n., restraint', state
of being restrained ; a lessening
of liberty ; that which hinders
or limits.

restrict', v. [L. restrictus, as RE-
STRAIN], to keep within bounds ;

to hinder from spreading ; to

repress. n.t restriction, con-

finement within limits ; that
which keeps in check. a., pe-
stpic'tive, tending to restrict.

result', v. [Fr., from L. resuUare
(RE-, satire, to leap)], to arise
out (of) ; to spring (from) ; to
follow as a consequence ; n., a
consequence ; decision. a., pe-
sul'tant, following as a result ;

arising from combination ; n.,
that which results.

resume (rezum'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. resumere (RE-, sumere, to take)],
to take back ; to take up or to

begin again. ns., pes'um6 (rez'-

umd), a summing up ; a short
statement ; a summary ; pe-
sump'tion, act of resuming or
taking back.

resur gent, a. [L. RE-, surgfrre, to
rise], rising again, esp. from the
dead. ns., pesur'genee ; pe-
surrec'tion, a rising from the
dead ; life after the resurrec-
tion.

resuscitate (resus'itdf), v. [L. BE-,
suscitdre, to rouse], to bring back
from seeming death ; to renew
the life of ; to come back to life

again. n., resuseita'tion.
retail', v. [O.Fr. RE-, tailler, to cut

(see TAILOR)], to sell in small
quantities ; to tell what one
has heard. n., re'tail, sale of

goods in small quantities.
retain', v. [O.Fr., from L. retinere

(RE-, tenere, to hold)], to keep
hold of ; not to let go or part
with ; to secure by paying a
fee beforehand. -ns., retai'ner,
one kept in service ; a fee paid
to a lawyer to conduct a case ;

peten'tion, power of retaining ;

state of being retained ; place
of confinement. a., reten'tiye,
able to hold ; remembering
easily. n., peten'tiveness.

retaliate, v. [L. retaliare (RE-,

tails, of such a kind)], to give like

for like ; to return evil for evil.

n., retaliation. as., retal'-
iative and retaliatory, re-

turning like for like.

retard', v. [Fr., from L. retarddre

(RE-, tardMS, slow)], to make
slow ; to keep from moving at
the proper speed ; to hinder ;
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to postpone ; to put off. n.

retarda'tion, a keeping back ;

that which keeps back ; amount
of delay.

retch (rech or rech), v. [A.S. hrcecan,
to spit], to strain in vomiting.

reticent, a. [L. KE-, tacere, to be
silent], keeping close silence ;

giving no information. n. t ret'-
icence (ret'isens).

retie'ulate and retie'ulated, as.

[L. retfculatus (rete, a net)], made
like a net ; having cross lines
like network. ns., reticule, a
hand-bag; reticle, lines in a

- telescope.
re'tiform, a. {L. rete, & net;

FORM], having the appearance of
a net.

retina, n. [L. rete, a net], a net-
work of the optic nerves at the
back of the eye.

retinue (ret'inu), n. [O.Fr. retenir,
to RETAIN], the attendants on a
person of rank.

retire', v. [Fr. retirer], to draw
back ; to go back or away ; to

give up one's position ; to re-

treat. a., retired', away from
public view ; done with public
life ; superannuated. n., re-

tire'ment, a giving up of public
life ; a quiet place of abode,

a., retiring, not forward ;

keeping in the background ; shy ;

modest.
retort', v-. [Fr., from L. retortus

(RE-, torquere, to twist)], to throw
back ; to make a severe reply ;

to return an argument or charge ;

n., a quick and witty reply ;

a sharp answer ; a vessel used
in distilling.

retouch' (rettich'), v. [RE-], to touch
again in order to improve ;

n., act of retouching.
retrace', v. IRE-], to go back the
same way ; to trace over again ;

repeat.
retract', v. [L. retractus (RE-, Ira-

here, to draw)], to draw back ;

to make shorter ; to unsay what
has been said ; to withdraw. n.,

retrae'tion, a drawing back ;

(and retracta'tion) an unsay-
ing; recantation. a., retrae'-

tile, that can be drawn back.

retreat', n. [O.Fr., from L. relrac-

tus, as above], a drawing back ;

a retracing of one's steps ; a
place of rest or safety ; a retire-
ment before an enemy or from
an unsafe position ; retirement
for prayer and meditation ; the
signal for retreat ; v., to draw
back before an enemy ; to retrace
one's steps ; to go to a place of
safety.

retrench', v. [Fr. RE-, and root of

TRENCH], to cut off ; to make
less or shorter ; to cut down
expenses. retrenchment, a
cutting off ; curtailment ; a fort
within another to prolong the
defence.

retribu'tion, n. [O.Fr., from L.
retributio (RE-, tribuere, to give)),
a return of a suitable kind ;

reward or punishment ; retalia-
tion. as., retrib'utive and re-

trib'tttory, giving reward or

punishment ; repaying.
retrieve' (retrev'), v. [O.Fr. retrw

ver, to find again (with change of
vowel as in REPRIEVE)], to find

again ; to restore to a former
good state ; to repair. n.,

retrie'yer, a dog trained to find
and bring back game.

retro-, pref. [L.], backwards ; back
again; in return (as in RETRO-
SPECT).

retrocede', v. [L. RETRO-, cedere,
to go], to go back ; to retire ; to

give back. n., retroces'sion.
ret'rograde, a. [L. RETRO-, gradl,

to go], going backward ; going
from a good to a bad state ; v.,

to go backward ; to fall from a
good state. n., retrogression,
motion backward ; a falling off

in quality ; deterioration. a.,

retrogressive, tending to go
backward ; passing from better
to worse.

ret'rospect, n. [L. RETRO-, spec&re,
to see], a looking back ; review
of the past ; v., to look back.

n., retrospection, act or

power of looking back. a., re-

trospec'tive, looking backward ;

referring to things that are past.

return', v. [O.Fr. RE-, and root of

TURN], to come or turn back ; to
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appear again ; to say in reply ;

to bring or send back ; to repay
money ; to give an account or

report ; n., act of coming or
of giving back ; money gained ;

a report or account given in ; a
reply.

reu'nion (rcu'nidn), n. [RE-], a
union after separation ; a meet-
ing of persons separated for a
time ; a festive meeting.^/'.,
reunite', to join together again ;

to become firmly united.

reveal', v. [O.Fr., from L. reveldre

(RE-, veldre, to VEIL,)], to unveil :

to uncover ; to lay open what
has been hid ; to make known by
supernatural power. -n., reye-
la'tion, a revealing or making
known ; that which is revealed :

God's truth made known in the
Bible. 7i., Revela'tion, the last

book of the New Testament.
reveille (revd'lyi or revel'i), n.

[O.Fr., awake (RB-, L. wgildre, to

watch)], the sound of drum or

bugle at daybreak to awaken
troops.

reVel, n. [O.Fr. reveler, from L.

revelldre, to revel], a feast with
great noise and fun ; loud merry-
making ; v., to spend timo in

noise and feasting ; to have
great enjoyment. pres. p., rev-
elling ; p.p., revelled. n.,

rev'elry, noisy feasting.

revenge' (revenj"), v. [O.Fr. RE-,

venger, L. vindicare, to VINDI-

CATE], to do harm in return ; to

injure from spite ; n., a return-

ing of evil; vengeance. a., re-

venge'ful, cherishing revenge;
vindictive ; resentful.

revenue (rev'inu), n. [Fr., p.p. of

revenir, L. revenire (RE-, venire,
to come)], that which comes back,
as income or profit ; the annual
income of a nation ; a., per-
taining to the collection of taxes.

rever'berate, v. [L. RE, verberGre,
to beat], to send back, as sound ;

to drive from side to side, as
sound or flame ; to be reflected

or driven back ; to re-echo.

n.t reverbera'tion, the echoing
Of sound among rocks or in the
Clouds ; thunder.

revere', v. [Fr., from L. revererl

(RE-, vererl, to fear)], to look on
with love, honour, and fear ; to

regard with respect and awe.
7i., reverence, fear mingled
with honour and respect ; a title

given to clergymen ; v., to re-

gard with awe and respect. as.,

rev'erend, worthy of reverence ;

a title given to clergymen ;

rev'erent, showing or feeling
reverence ; reveren'tial, aris-

ing from or showing reverence ;

respectful.

reverie, n. [Fr. r&ver, to dream],
a state of the mind akin to
dreaming ; a waking dream.

reverse', a. [O.Fr., from L. rever-
sus (RE-, vertere, to turn)], turned
backward or upside down ;

having an opposite direction ;

v., to turn the other way ; to
put in opposite order ; to give a
contrary decision (in law) ; n.,
the direct contrary ; the back, as
of a coin, etc. ; a change to bad
fortune ; a misfortune. n., re-
ver'sal, a turning in an opposite
direction ; repeal ; overthrow.

a., rever'sible, that may be
reversed. n. t rever'sion (re-

vcr'shori), a return to a forme?
state or form ; a right to future
possession ; that which reverts
or returns. a., rever'sionary,
to be possessed after some one
else.

revert', v. [O.Fr., as above], to
turn back ; to return to a former
state or owner or his heirs ; to
refer to something already said.

review' (revC'), v. [RE-], to view
again ; to look back on ; to
examine with great care ; to

inspect troops; n., a second
view ; a careful examination ;

a magazine in which notices or
criticisms of books, etc., are
printed ; an inspection of troops.

revile', v. [O.Fr. reviler (RE-, and
root of VILE)], to address abusive
language to ; to speak 111 of.

revise', v. [Fr. reviser (RE-, videre,
to see)], to look over for tho
purpose of correction ; to alter
and amend ; n., a review j a
second proof sheet. ns. r revi'-
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sal, act of revising ; revision
(revizh'dn), a looking over for
correction : the result of revis-

ing.

revisit, v. [BE-], to visit again.
revive', v. [Fr., from L. revlvtre

(RE-, vivere, to live)], to return
to life ; to bring back to life ;

to recover after weakness ; to
recall to mind. ns. t revi'val,
recovery from weakness, etc. ;

a renewal of life or interest : a
new and deeper interest in re-

ligion ; revi'valism ; revi'val -

ist, one who helps on revivals.

revivify, v [Fr., from late L. re-

vlvificdre (RE-. VIVIFY)], to cause
to live again ; to bring new life

to , to resuscitate.

revoke', v [O.Fr., from L. revocdre

(RE>, vordre, to call)], to call
back ; to make of no effect or
force ; to repeal ; to fail to
follow suit at cards. a., rev'-

ocable, that may be revoked.
n. t revoca'tion, a calling back ,

an order or law making another
of no force ; repeal.

revolt', v. [Fr., from It. revoltare

(RE-, L. volvere, to roll)], to turn
away from or against : to be
faithless ; to leave one side for
another ; to take up arms
against authority ; to shock or

disgust ; n. t a taking up of
arms against one's government ;

a change of sides. a., rever-
ting, causing disgust or horror.

rev'olute, a. [L. RE-, voltttus,

rolled], rolled back or down
ward, as the edge of a leaf.

n., revolution, motion round
an axis or a centre ; a going
round to the same point again ;

space or time passed through by
a revolving body ; a deep and
eudden change, especially in the
government of a country ; the
change of sovereigns in 1688.

a., revolutionary, pertaining
to a revolution ; wishing to

upset. v. t revolutionize, to

change completely. n., rev-
olu tionist, one who tries to

bring about a revolution.
revolve' (rfrolv'), v. [L. RE-, volv&re,

to roll], to roll back ? to turn or

roll round like a wheel ; to move
round a centre ; to turn over in
the mind ; to ponder.

revol'ver, n., something that re-
volves : a pistol with several

revolving barrels, which can be
fired one after another without
reloading.

revul'sion (r&vQl'sh&n,), n. [Fr.,
from L. revulsio (RE-, veltere, to
tear)], a sudden separation ; a
sudden and complete change of

feeling i disgust.
reward', t. [O Fr. rewarder (RE-,
and root of WARD or GUARD)], to
give in return for work or kind 7

ness ; to repay either good or
evil ; n., something given in
return for work or kindness { a
return for good or evil; the
fruit of one's work.

rey'nard (ren'drd), n. [Fr., from
Ger. Retnhard, the fox, in a
famous German poem], a name
for the fox.

rhap'sody (r&p'*), n. [Gk. rhap*
sodia, a recitation (rhaptein, to
sew ; 6de, a song)], a part of an
epic poem to be recited at one
time ; a wild jumble of sen*
tencee. w., rhap'sodist, one
who recites rhapsodies.

Rhenish (ren'-), a. [L. RMmis, the
Rhine], pertaining to the Rhine *,

n., a wine (Rhine wine).
rhet'oric (ret'), n. Gk. rMtorffios

(rMtor, a public speaker)], the
art of speaking or writing with
elegance and force : fine lan-

guage j power of persuasion -

oratory. a., rhetorical, n.t
rhetorician (retorish'dn), one
who practises rhetoric an orator.

rheum (room), n. [Gk. rheuma, a
flow], a thin fluid secreted in

the eyes or nose during a cold,

a., rheumatic, pertaining to
or ill with rheumatism. n.,

rheu matism, pain in muscles
and joints, once thought to be
caused by rheum.

rhinoc'eros (rinos'eros), n. [Gk.
rhis, rhinos, the nose : k&ras, a
horn], a large hoofed animal of

Africa with one or two horns on
its nose . (pi.} rhinoe erases.

rhododen'drou (ro-), n. [Gk.
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rhodon, a rose ; dendron, a tree],
an evergreen shrub with large
showy flowers like roses.

rhomb and phom'bus (rom'-), ns.

[Gk. rhombos, a spinning-top], a
figure having its four sides equal,
but its angles not right angles.

n., Phom'boid, a four-sided

figure having its opposite sides

equal.
rhu'barb (roo'barV), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. rheuharbum (L. Rha, the
river Volga ; barbarum, foreign)],
an edible plant originally from
the banks of the Volga; the
root of one species used as
medicine.

rhumb (ritm), n. [Fr., root of

RHOMB], the principal meridian ;

a line crossing different meridian
lines at the same angle ; a point
of the compass.

rhyme (rim) or rime, n.

[O.Fr. rime, from Gk. rhythmos,
RHYTHM], words or sounds
repeated at regular intervals ;

similar final sounds ; v., to
make rhymes or verses ; to
correspond in rhyme. ns.,

Phy'mer and rhym'step, a
maker of rhymes ; a poor poet.

Phythm (rithm), n. [Gk. rhythmos,
motion], any regular measured
motion ; accents in verse or
music at regular intervals ; sym-
metry. as., rhyth'mie and
rhyth'mical, having the nature
of rhythm ; periodical.

Pib, n. [A.S.], one of the curved
bones of the side ; one of the
curved timbers forming the
sides of a ship ; -ne of he strong
arches in a vaulted roof ; a
thick vein of a leaf ; v., to form
with ribs or grooves ; to shut in
with ribs. pres. p., ribbing ;

p.p., ribbed.
rib'aid, n. [Fr., etym. ?], a low,

foul-mouthed fellow ; a., base ;

low ; obscene. n. t rib'aldry,
the talk of a ribald.

rib'bon and rib'and or rib'band,
ns. [Fr. ribari], a long, narrow
web of silk, etc., used for trim-

ming dresses ; a shred or tatter
;

v., to adorn with ribbons.
Pice (ris), n. [O.Fr., from Gk. oryzOj

from Pera. or Arab.], a grain
grown in warm countries, where
it forms a large part of the food
of the people. n., pice'-papep,
a thin paper made by the Chinese
from the pith of a plant found

^
in Formosa.

pich, a. [A.S. rice}, having much
money or property; well sup-
plied ; giving large returns ;

containing much nourishment or
seasoning, as food ; having great
value, beauty, etc. ns., pich'es,
sing., often as pi. [Fr. richesse],
much money ; great possessions ;

wealth ; rich/ness, state of being
rich.

pick, n. [A.S.], a stack of grain,
hay, or straw.

pick'ets, n. [E., from a root mean-
ing to twist ?], a disease of

children, causing soft or curved
bones. a., riek'efcy, ill with
rickets ; feeble ; tottering.

pic'ochet (rik'dshO, or -shet), n. [Fr.l,
the rebound of a cannon ball

along the ground, or of a flat

stone on the surface of water ;

v., to rebound, etc. pres. p.,

pieoehet'ting ; p.p., pieoehet'-
ted.

rid, v. [Scand.], to free from ; to
clear away by force ; to deliver.

pres. p., ridding; past and
p.p., rid. n., rid'dance, act
of ridding ; state of being rid ;

freedom ; deliverance.
Pid'dle (1), n. [A.S. rcsdelse, from

raedan, to READ], a puzzling
question ; something obscure to
be guessed ; v., to make or to
solve riddles.

Pid'dle (2), n. [A.S., to sift], a shal-
low sieve for separating finer

material from coarser ; v., to

separate with a riddle ; to
make many holes in, as with
shot.

ride, v. [A.S., same root as ROAD],
to be carried along on horseback
or in a carriage ; to float, as a
ship at anchor ; to manage a
horse \-^n., act of riding ; a road
for riding ; the district of an
excise officer. pres. p., riding;
p.p., ridden ; past, rode. n.,

pi'dep, one who rides ; some-
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thing added on a separate paper ;

a clause added to a bill or a
motion. a., ri'ding (1), travel-

ling on horseback ; used for

riding on ; used when riding ;

n., the district of an excise
officer.

ridge (rij), n. [A.S., a back], a
raised line along the back or
surface ; a long range of hills or
mountains ; the line thrown up
by a plough, esp. running the
length of the field ; the top of a
eloping roof ; v., to form a
ridge on ; to make into ridges.

a., pid'gy, having or rising
in ridges.

ridge, -pig, -rigg, geog. root [So.],

ridge or back (as in Longridge
or Langrigg, the long ridge ;

Rigby, the dwelling on the ridge ;

Rugeley, the ridge field).

ridicule, n. [L. ridicuZum, a jest],

something intended to cause
laughter and contempt ; the
person or the thing laughed at ;

v., to mock and laugh at. a.,

ridie'ulous, causing laughter
and contempt ; absurd ; droll.

Pi'ding (2), n. [(th)riding, third

part], one of the three divisions
of the county of York.

Fife, a. [A.S. rlf, abundant], abun-
dant ; plentiful ; often met with.

riff'-paff, n. [Fr. rif et raf, plun-
der and sweepings], sweepings;
the lowest order of the people.

rifle (rifl), v. [Fr. rifler, to scrape,
to plunder], to cut with spiral
grooves ; to carry away by force ;

to strip ; to rob ; n., a gun
with spiral grooves in its barrel.

-ns., pi'fleman, a man armed
with a rifle ; pi'fle-pange, a
place for practising shooting.

Pift, n. [Scand., root of RIVE], an
opening made by riving ; a fis-

sure ; a cleft ; v., to split ; to
burst open.

Pig (1), v. [etym. ?], to fit up, esp.
a ship ; to dress ; n., the pecu-
liar fit of the masts and sails of
a ship ; dress. pres. p., pig-
ging; P-P-, rigged. n., pig'-
ging, the ropes, chains, etc., for
the masts and sails of a ship ;

the top of a roof.

rig (2), n. Same as RIDOB.
right (rlt), a. [A.S.], straight;

according to the will of God ; in
accordance with truth or duty ;

not mistaken ; properly done or
placed ; on the side away from
the heart ; (angle) consisting of
90 ; adv. (and pight'ly), in a
right manner ; in a straight line ;

immediately ; in agreement with
truth or with God's will ; in a
great degree ; n., that which is

true or just ; the path of duty ;

that to which one has a just
claim; the right side of the
body ; v., to put or to turn
right ; to free from wrong. re.,

Fight'-angle, an angle of 90.
a., righteous (tftyus) [A.S.

rlht, wis, manner], living in the
way that is right ; according to
God's will. n., righteousness,
righteous conduct. as., right' -

ful, according to justice ; held
by a just claim ; right'-handed,
using the right hand more than
the left ; moving in the same
direction as the hands of a
watch ; screws. n., right'ness,
state of being right.

rigid (rij'id), a. [L. rigidus], that
will not bend; stiff; unyield-
ing ; strict in opinion or in dis-

cipline. res., rigidity and Pig'-
idness, power to resist change
of form ; stiffness of manners.

pig'mapole, n. [ragman-roll, on
which the Scottish nobles signed
obedience to Edward I.], a long
and foolish story.

pig'oup (rig'or), n. [O.Fr., from L.

rigor, stiffness], stiffness ; sever-

ity ; hard-heartedness ; strict-

ness. a., Pig'opous, very strict ;

severe ; inclement. re., pi'gpp,
a shivering fit, caused by chill,

etc.

pill, n. [Ger. rffle, a furrow ?], a
very small stream ;- v., to flow
in small streams.

pirn, n. [A.S.], an edge or border ;

the circumference of a wheel ;

v., to put a rim on. pres. p.,

rimming ; p.p., rimmed.
pime (1), n. See RHYME.
rime (2), re. [A.S. hrlm], hoar frost,

a., Pi'my, showing rime.
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rind, n. [A.S.], the outer covering,
as the skin of fruit, the bark of

trees, etc.

rin'derpest, n. [Ger. rinder, cattle ;

PEST], a severe disease of cattle.

ping (1), v. [A.S.], to sound or to
cause to sound, as a bell ; to
resound ; to be filled with talk ;

n. t the sound of a bell ; a
chime of bells ; a loud sound,
as of many voices. past, pang
or rung ; p.p., rung.

Ping (2), n. [A.S.j, a circle ; a thin
ornament of metal worn on the
finger ; a group of persons stand-
ing round ; an enclosure for
races or games ; v., to put a
ring on or round ; to enclose.
ns. t ping'-dove (ring'-dtiv), a
dove with a white mark round
its neck ; ringleader, the
leader of a dance ; a leader of

mischief or riot ; ringlet, a
little ring ; a small curl of hair,

a., Ping'-streaked, having
streaks or lines round the body.

n., ring'worm, a disease of
the skin showing rings of small
pimples.

pink, n. [akin to RANK or RING], a
space of ice cleared for curling ;

a floor for skating.
Pinse (rins), v. [Fr. rincer], to wash

with clean water.
rio-, geog, root [Sp. and Port.],

river (as in Rio Negro, black
river ; Rio de la Plata, the silver

river).

Pi'ot, n. [Fr.], disorderly conduct ;

noisy feasting ; v., to act with
disorder ; to disturb the peace ;

to feast or behave wildly. a.,

pl'otous, fond of riot ; tumult-
uous ; licentious.

rip, v. [Scand. I], to tear or cut
open ; to get at by cutting ; to
undo sewing or knitting ; to
tear up for search, etc., or alter-

ation ; n., a torn place ; a
seam given way. prea. p., Pip-
ping ; p.p., pipped.

Pipe, a. [A.S.], fit for use; full-

grown ; perfect. v., rl'pen, to

grow ripe ; to come to full

growth ; to bring to perfection.
n.t ripe'ness, state of being

ripe t completeness ; perfection.

rip'ple (1), n. [E.], a comb for
ripping off seeds from flax, etc. ;

w. to remove the seeds from
flax, etc. re., rip pier, an iron
comb, etc.

rip pie (2), v. [etym. ?], to show
small waves on the surface of

running water ; sound like water
running over stones ; n., small
waves on the surface of running
water.

pise, v. [A.S.], to go upward ; to
grow higher; to get on one's
feet ; to leave one's bed ; to
begin to come into sight ; to

grow in size, value, or power;
to come out of the grave ; to
take a higher pitch ; to take up
arms ; n., act of rising ; the
distance risen through ; source ;

appearance ; growth in size,
etc. ; increase of pitch. -pres. p.,

ri'sing ; p.p., risen ; past,

ppse. a., pi'sing, coming into

sight ; getting higher ; growing
in size, value, etc. ; n., a com-
ing into sight ; insurrection.

Pis'ible, a. [Fr., from late L. rtsi-

bilis (rldlre, to laugh)], having
the power of laughing ; causing
laughter. n., risibility, power
of laughing.

risk, n. [Fr., from It. riaco, a steep
rock], danger ; hazard ; peril ;

chance of harm or loss ; v., to

put or get into danger ; to ven-
ture. a., ris'ky, attended with
risk ; unsafe.

rite, n. [L. rftus, a custom], a re*

ligious or solemn ceremony.
a., rit'ual, pertaining to rites ;

n., the forms of worship, or a
book containing them. ns.,

Rit'ualism, a making use of a
ritual ; a movement towards a
more elaborate ritual; Rit'flal-

ist, one who uses a ritual; one
in favour of Ritualism. a.,

ritualis'tic, pertaining to ritual.

Pl'val, n. [L. rivalte, riverside

(rivus, a stream)], a person hav-

ing the same aims as another;
one who strives to get an advan-
tage over another; a com-
petitor ; a., seeking after the
same things ; standing in com-
petition ; t1

.. to be in compel
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tlon wlth.-^pres. p., rivalling;
p.p., rivalled. n., pi'valry,
state of being a rival ; competi-
tion

; emulation.
Five* v. [Scand.], to split or tear

asunder ; to be split asunder ;

?t., a torn place. pres. p., pr-
ying ; p.p., piv'en.

Fiv'ep, n. [O.Fr., from Low L. rl-

p&ria, a bank or shore (L. ripa)],
a large running stream of water.

n., piv'ep-horae, the hippo-
potamus.

Piv'et, n. [Fr., from river, to fas-

ten], a pin or bolt of metal ham-
mered flat at both ends ; v.,

to fix with a rivet ; to fasten
very firmly.

Fiv'Olet, n. [L. rivMus (rtwts, a
stream)], a small stream ; a
brook.

poach, n. [O.Fr. roche], a fresh-

water fleh of a silver-white
colour.

road, n. [A.S. rod, past tense of

ridan, to RIDE], a place for rid-

ing ; a way from one place
to another ; (often pi.) a place
Where ships may ride at anchor.

ns., poad'-book, a guide-book
for roads ; poad'-metal, broken
Btones for roads ; road'stead
(rdd'sted), a place where ships
may anchor ; poad'stejp, a
horse much on the roads ; a
strong bicycle, etc. ; poad'way,
the part of a road for carriages,
etc.

roam, v. [etym. ?], to move about
without fixed purpose ; to wan-
der aimlessly.

i (ron), a. [O.Fr., etym. ?], bay,
brown, or dark, with spots of

grey or white ; of a mixed
colour, with a decided shade of

red ; n. t a roan colour ; a
horse of this colour ; grained
leather from sheepskin.

, v. [A.S.], to cry aloud; to
make a loud continued noise ;

n., a full loud cry ; the sound of

wind, waves, etc.

poast, v. [O.Fr. rosKr], to cook
before a fire; to heat too

severely ; to dry up by heat ;

to parch ;
n. t that which ia

roasted.

Fob, v. [Fr. rober, from root of
REAVE ? rfOf, clothing], to strip
and steal ; to take from by
force

; to take away unjustly.
pres. p., Fobbing ; p.p., Fobbed.

ns., pob'bep, one who robs ;

pob'bery, theft by force ; pil-

lage ; plunder.
pofoe, n. [O.Fr., akin to above], a

loose outer garment ; a rich
dress ; a dress showing rank or
office ; v., to put on a robe,

pob'in or rpb'in-red 'breast, n.

[O.Fr. Robin for ROBERT], a well-

known bird with a red breast.

robust', a. [Fr., from L. robustus,

strong], showing great strength ;

in strong health ; vigorous.
FOC. n. [Fr., from Arab.], a huge

bird spoken of in Eastern stories.

poehe-, geog. root [Fr.], a rock or a
fortress (as in Rochelle, the little

fort on the rock ; Rochefortt the
rock fortress).

poch'et, n. [O.Fr., a frock], a
bishop's garment with narrow
sleeves or with none.

rock (1), n. [O.Fr. roke, etym. ?], a
large mass of stone ; a fixed
stone ; anything firm like a
rock ; a defence or firm support.

ns., pock'ery and poek'-
work, a mound with large
stones, between which plants
grow. a., pock'y, full of rocks ;

like a rock ; unfeeling.
poek (2), v. [A.S.], to move or to

cause to move backward and
forward ; to totter ; to swing
in a cradle. n., poek'er, one
who rocks

;
a curved foot of a

cradle, etc.

pock (3), n. [Bcand. ?], a distaff

used in spinning.
pock'et, n. [Fr., from root of

ROCK (3)], a firework sent through
the air, sometimes used as a
signal or for saving life at sea.

rod, n. [A.S. rod, same root as

ROOD], a long thin stick ; a slen-

der branch of a tree ; a fishing-

rod ; a staff of office ; a measure
of five and a half yards.

pode, past tense of RIDE.

po'dent, a. [L. rddtre, to gnaw],
gnawing ; n,, a gnawing ani-

mal, as a mouse or a rat.
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careless, frolicking manner ; to
swagger.

Romaic, a. [Gk. Romaikos, from
Roma, Rome], belonging to the
descendants of the Eastern
Roman Empire or to their lan-
guage ; n., modern Greek.

Ro'man, a. [L. Romdnus], belong-
ing to Rome ; pertaining to
the Roman Catholic religion ;

(poman) upright type as dis-

tinguished from italic ; n. t a
native or a citizen of Rome. a.,
Ro'man Cath'olic, belonging to
the Church of Rome ; n., a
member of the Church of Rome.

ns., Ro'manism, the beliefs
of the Roman Catholic Church ;

Ro'manist, one who belongs to
that Church.

Romance' (romans^, n. [Fr., from
Low L. Romdnice, in the Roman
or common language, as dis-

tinguished from Latin], the
languages sprung from Latin, as
Italian, French, etc. ; a kind of
tale written in those languages ;

any fiction ; a short story set to
music ; a., belonging to the
Romance tongues ; v., to write
romances; to tell unlikely
stories. a., ppman'tic, like
romance ; fictitious ; strange
and varied. n., roman'ticism,
fondness for romance.

Rom'any, n. [Gipsy rom, a man],
a gipsy, or his language.

Ro'mish, a., belonging to the
Roman Church.

romp, v. [another form of RAMP],
to play noisily ; to frisk about ;

n. t noisy play ; a frisky girl.

a., pom'pish, fond of romp-
ing.

pon'deau (ron'do), n. [Fr., from
rond, ROUND], a poem of thirteen

(or ten) lines, of which the first

words of the first line are re-

peated at the end of the eighth
(or sixth) and thirteenth (or

tenth) lines.

pon'do, n. [It., from Fr. RONDEAU],
a musical composition in which
the first strain is repeated after

the second and sometimes after

the third or fourth.

Rontgen pays (rant'gen raz), n. pi.

rodomontade', n. [Fr., from It.,

from Rodomonte, a boastful char-
acter in the poem Orlando Fu-
rioso], vain boasting ; bluster.

poe (1), (ro), n. [Scand. ?], the eggs
of fishes.

roe (2), (ro), n. [A.S.], the female
of a small kind of deer. n.,

roebuck, the male of the roe,
having short branching horns.

POga'tion, n. [L. rogdtio (rogare, to

ask)], supplication ; Roga'tion
days, three days before Ascen-
sion day.

rogue (rog), n. [slang], an able-
bodied beggar ; an idle, dis-

honest person ; a name some-
times used in fondness. n.,

roguery (ro'geri), the art or
tricks of a rogue ; dishonest

dealing. a., roguish (ro'gish),
like a rogue ; mischievous in

a playful way.
pois'ter, v. [Fr. rustre, from L.

rustlcus, clownish (rus, the coun-
try)], to be bold and noisy ; n.

(and pois'tepep), a bold, noisy
fellow.

Pdle, n. [Fr., from L. rottila, a little

wheel], the part which any one
plays in life or on the stage of a
theatre.

Poll (rol), v. [Fr., from It. rotolare,
to spin round (L. rota, a wheel)],
to turn or to cause to turn like a
wheel ; to wrap or to be wrapped
round on itself ; to push forward
by turning ; to press with a
roller ; to move on wheels ; to

move, as waves ; to toss from
side to side ; to make a loud
noise, as thunder or on a drum ;

n., that which is rolled up ; a
kind of bread ; a list of names ;

a long-continued sound ; con-
tinued motion up and down.
ns., roller, one who or that
which rolls ; a heavy cylinder
used for smoothing ; a long
bandage ; a heavy wave ; PoIT-
call, a calling over of a list of

names. a., polling, turning
on an axis ; moving from side

to side or on wheels ; n., the
motion of a ship from side to
side.

rollick, v. [etym. ?], to move in a
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[after the discoverer], the same
as X-rays.

Food, n. [A.S., akin to ROD], a
cross with Christ represented as

hanging on it ; one-fourth of an
acre.

roof, n. [A.S. hrof], the covering
of a house ; the upper inside of

the mouth ; v., to cover over
with a roof. n., poo'flng, ma-
terials for a roof. a., roofless,
without a roof; having no
home. n., poof'-tpee, the beam
along the ridge of a roof ; the
roof.

rook (1), n. [O.Fr., from Pers.], the
castle (a piece used in chess).

rook (2), n. [A.S. hroc], a kind of

crow, named' from its voice ;

v., to cheat. n., poo'kepy, a
place where rooks build their

nests; (colloq.) a densely popu-
lated district in the slums.

room, n. [A.S.], empty ground or

space ; a place to stand, sit, etc. ;

a single apartment ; a place
once held by another ; freedom
to act or to admit. a., roo'my,
having much room. n., POO'-

miness, much room.
roost, n. [A.S. hrost], a resting-

place for birds ; a number of

birds resting together; v., to

sleep on a pole or on a branch.

n., poos'tep, a domestic cock.
root (1), TO. [Scand. rot, akin to

WORT], the fixed part of a plant
which draws sap from the soil ;

anything like a root; a root
for food ; a cause ; a word
from which others are derived ;

(mathematics) a number or

quantity multiplied by itself to

produce another; the value
of the unknown quantity in

an equation ; v., to fix in the

ground ; to plant firmly ; to be
firmly fixed ; (out or up) to tear

up by the root. n., root'let, a
small root.

POOt (2), v. [A.S. wrotari], to dig up
with the snout.

rope, TO. IA.S.], a thick cord of

two or more strands ; v., to

draw out into a rope, as sticky
matter ; to fasten by a rope ;

(off) to separate by a rope. ns. t

rope'-dancer and rope'-walk-
8P, a performer on a tight-rope ;

Pd'pep, one who makes ropes ;

po'pepy, a place where ropes are
made ; rope'-walk, a shed in
which ropes are twisted. a.,
ro'py, stringy; tenacious. n.,
po'piness.

pop'qual, w. [Fr., from Scand.],
a kind of whale of the largest
size.

po'sary (ro'zdri), n. YL. rosarium, a
rose-bed], a rose garden ; a gar-
land; a string of beads used
by Roman Catholics to count
their prayers ; the prayers thus
counted ; a book of beautiful
thoughts.

pose (1), n, <past tense of RISE.
pose (2), TO. [A.S., from L. rosa], a

shrub with prickly stems and
large, beautiful, sweetly-smell-
ing flowers ; an ornament like
a rose ; a pipe or spout, with
many small holes for scattering
water ; the colour of a rose. as.,
posa'ceous (rdza'shns), pertain-
ing to the rose order of plants ;

having petals arranged like those
of a rose ; ro'seate (-zeal), like
a rose in colour; blushing.

TOS., rose'bud, a rose just
beginning to open; rosette'
(rdzef), [Fr., a little rose], a knot
tied in the form of a rose; a
rose-shaped ornament ; pose'-
water, water distilled from rose
leaves ; pose'-window, a round
window with lines branching
from the centre ; rose'wood, a
wood of a dark red colour, with
a faint smell like that of a rose.

a., po'sy (ro'zy), like a rose ;

blushing ; ruddy. n., ro'si-

'mapy (roz'm&ri), n. [O.Fr.
rosmarin, from L. rdsmarlnum
(ros, dew; marinus, MARINE)], a
small shrub with a fragrant
smell and a bitter taste.

pos'in (roz'in), n. [RESIN], resin got
from turpentine and used for

smearing fiddle strings, etc.

POSS-, POS-, geog. root [C.], a pro-
montory (as in Roslin, the pro-
jecting point at the pool ; Kin-
ross, head of the promontory;
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Roxburgh, the castle on the
promontory).

pos'trum, n. [L., a beak], the
beak of a ship ; pi. (rostra),
the platform in the Roman
Forum from which the orators

spoke, eo called because adorned
with the beaks of ships taken in
war ; (sing.) any platform for

speaking from. as., ros tral,
like a rostrum or beak ; PCS'-
trate and ros'trated, beaked.

Pot, v. [A.S.], to become decom-
posed ; to cause to decay ; .,

process of rotting ; a disease of

sheep and plants. pres. p.,

potting ; p.p., potted* a.,

pot'ten, going to pieces from
decay ; unsound at heart. n.,
pot'tennoss.

po'tapy, a. [L. rota, a wheel], turn-
ing like a wheel. v., rotate',
to turn like a wheel ; to cause to
turn ; to act turn about with
others. n., pota'lion, motion
round an axis ; a return in a
fixed order. a., po'tatory, turn-
ing like a wheel ; returning in a
regular order.

rote, n. [O.Fr. rote, akin to ROUTE?],
a repetition of words without
attention to their meaning.

rotund', a. [L. rotundus, ROUND],
of a round shape ; complete.
ns., PCtun'da, a round building ,

potun'dity and rotund'ness,
roundness.

pouble (roobl), n. [Russian rublj, a
Russian coin worth about 2s.

rouge (roozh), n. [Fr., from L.

rubeus, red], red paint for the
cheeks and lips ; f., to colour
with rouge.

pouge-et-noip (roo'eh-d-nwar'), n.

[Fr., red and black], a game of

cards, played on a table with
red and black divisions.

rough (ruf), a. [A.S. ruhl, not
smooth ; covered with hair ;

not polished ; rising in waves ;

stormy ; disagreeable ; coarse ;

Without details, as a sketch, etc.

vs., rough-cast, to make a
rough mould ; rough-draw,
to make a rough sketch. n.,

pough-draught, an unfinished
sketch. vs., rough-hew, to

give first form to ; rough'en,
to make or to become rough.

roulette' (roolet'), n. [Fr., a little

ball], a game of chance, in which
a little ball, running round a
circle divided into red and black
spaces, marks the result by the
space on which it stops.

pound, a. [Fr., from L. rotundus],
like a ball or a circle or a cylin-
der ; spherical ; circular ; cylin-
drical ; whole, as a number ; of

large amount ; outspoken , just ;

n., a circle or a ball or cylin-
der ; a return to the starting-
point ; a song for three or four
voices ; a course of duty ; the
return of the seasons, etc. ; the
step of a ladder; the walk on
duty of an officer or a guard ;

shot for one loading ; a dis-

charge of fire-arms ; anything
that goes round ; v., to make
or to become round ; to take oft

the corners ; to go or sail round ;

adv., on all sides ; in a circle ;

from one party to another ; by
a longer course ; prep., on all

sides of ; about. adv., pound'-
ly, in a round manner fully ;

plainly. ns., round'ness, full-

ness ; smoothness ; plainness ;

roun'del and poun'delay
[ROUND], anything round ; a
tune in which the parts are re-

peated a number of times; a
lively tune or dance ; a catch ; a
glee ; Round'head, one of those
who fought against Charles I.

a Punitan; round-rob in, a
petition so formed as not to
show who signed first.

roup, n. [Sc., perhaps from Soand.],
a sale by auction ; r. to sell by
auction.

rouse (rouz), v. [etym. ?], to stir

up ; to awake ; to be excited.

pout, n. [O.Fr. route, a troop], a
noisy crowd ; disorder caused by
defeat; v., to break the ranks
of : to put to flight ; to bellow,
as cattle.

route (root), n. [Fr., from L. rupfa,
broken (way)], the road trav-
elled over; the way to; a
course ; (rouf) a march.

routine' (rooten'), n. IFr., dim. ol
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ROTTTE], a regular round of any-
thing 5 any course continued by
force of habit.

rove, v. [etym. ?], to wander over ;

to shoot at an angle ; to roam ;

to pass through an eye ; to twist

slightly. n., ro'vep, a pirate ;

a wanderer ; one who often

changes his mind ; a twisting -

machine.
(1) (rtf), n. [A.S.], a line or

rank of persons or things.
row (2) (ro), v. [A.S.], to move by

oars ; to use an oar ; to convey
by rowing ; n., act of rowing ;

a journey with oars.

row (3) (row), n. [etym. ?], a noisy
quarrel ; a disturbance. a.,

pow'dy, fond of noisy quarrels ;

n., a quarrelsome person.
ns., pow'diness, rowdyism.

POW an or pow'an-tpee,n.[Scand.],
the mountain aeh.

pow'el, n. [Fr., from Low L. rotella,

a little wheel (L. rota, a wheel)],
the sharp-toothed wheel on a
spur ; the flat ring on a horse's
bit.

row lock (rul'dti), n. [A.S. tirlock,

oarlock], a rest for an oar on the
side of a boat.

poy'al, a. [Fr., from L. regalis,

kingly], belonging to or fit for a
king ; n., a large size of paper ;

a small sail above the top -gallant
sail ; one of the branches of a
stag's horn. ns., poy'alism,
a belief in kingly government ;

roy'alist, one who supports
kingly government ; roy'alty,
the office or character of a king ;

a share of the profits paid to

government, or to the owner of
a patent or a copyright.

-royal [E.], -real [Sp.], -reale

[It.], geog. root, royal (as in Villa

Real, royal town ; Montreal, the

royal hill).

'FUb, v. [M.E., etym. ?], to move
firmly over ; to clean or smooth
by rubbing ; to spread thinly
over ; to grate or fret ; to pass
with difficulty ; n., that which
rubs ; a joke that hurts ; a
difficulty. <pres. p., rubbing;
p./j., rubbed. n., rub'bep, one
who or that which rubs ; an

instrument for cleaning, etc. ;

the odd game at cards ; a piece
of india-rubber.

pub'bish, n. [O.Fr. robeux, perhaps
from root of BUBBLE], useless
stuff ; debris ; any confused
mass ; foolish talk.

pub'ble, n. [Scand. ?], stones worn
with water ; rough stone from
the quarry.

pubes'cent, a. [L. rubescens (ruber,
red)], growing red ; tending to
redness.

pu'bicund, a. [Fr., from L. rubi-

cundus], inclining to be red ;

ruddy ; rosy.
pu'bPic (roo'brik), n. [Fr., from L.

rubrlca, red chalk (ruber, red)],
certain directions in the Prayer
Book, formerly printed in red ;

the heading of a statute ; any
fixed direction.

ru'by (roo'bi), n. [O.Fr., from L.

ruber, red], a precious stone of a
red colour ; anything red ; a
size of type in printing ; a.,

ruby-coloured ; v., to make red.

rud'dep, n. [A.S., an oar or a pad-
dle], the movable part by which
a ship or a boat is steered.

pud'dy, o. [A.S., akin to RED], of a
red colour ; of a healthy flesh-

colour. n., pud'diness.
rude, a. [Fr., from L. rudis,

rough], unpolished ; without
taste or skill ; without refine-

ment ; coarse ; violent. n.,

rude'ness, roughness ; coarse-
ness ; violence.

ru'diment (roo'dimenf), n. [Fr.,
from L. rudlmentum], the rude
state of anything ; (pi!.) first

steps or beginnings ; first prin-
ciples. as., pudimen'tal and
pudimen'tapy, pertaining to
rudiments ; undeveloped ; ele-

mentary.
rue (1) (roo), n. [Fr., L. ruta], a

plant with a strong smell and a
bitter taste.

rue (2) (roo), v. [A.S. hreow, sorrow],
to be sorry for ; to repent (of).

pres. p., pueing ; past and
p.p., rued (rood). a., pue'ful,
mournful ; sorrowful ; doleful.

n., rue'fulness.
ruff, n. [prob. from RUFFLE], a
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plaited or crimped collar ; any-
thing plaited like a ruff ; a bird,
the male of which has a ruff of
feathers in the breeding season ;

v., to put in disorder ; to beat
softly on a drum. v., ruffle
[M.E., etym. ?], to make like a
ruff ; to plait or wrinkle ; to
disturb ; to become disordered ;

n.., a plaited collar or trim-

ming ; a disturbance ; a low
beat of a drum.

ruffian, n. [O.Fr., from It. ruffi.-

ano], a coarse, wicked fellow ;

a., cruel ; brutal. n., ruffian-
ism. a., ruffianly, like a
ruffian ; brutal.

pu'fous (roo'fus), a. [L. rufus, red],
reddish ; of a yellowish or
brownish-red.

rug, n. [Scand., from same root
as RAG ?], a thick, woollen cloth,
used for covering. a., pug'ged,
rough and uneven ; having
strong bristly hair ; rough in

voice, manners, or appearance ;

stormy. n., rug'gedness.
ru'gose or ru'gous, a. [L. ruga, a

wrinkle], full of wrinkles.
FUin (roo'iri), n. [Fr., from L.

rulna, downfall (ruere, to fall)],

a falling down ; unfitness for
use ; state of being ruined ; a
cause of decay; (pi.) the re-

mains of a building, etc. ; v.,

to cause to fall to pieces ; to
make useless; to bring to pov-
erty ; to fall into decay. a.,

ruinous, causing ruin ; fallen
into ruins.

pule (rool), n. [O.Fr., from L. re-

gula (see REGULATE], that which
keeps conduct or action straight ;

regulating order ; regular course ;

act of keeping order ; a guide in

drawing lines ; v., to keep in
order ; to have power over ; to
fix or settle, as a court ; to mark
with guiding lines ; to keep
within certain limits, as prices.

n., pu'lep, one who rules ; a
strip of wood used in drawing
lines.

pum (1), n. [etym. ?], a spirit made
from sugar-cane or molasses.

pum (2), a. [slang], queer ; odd.
pum'ble, v. [M.E., imit.], to make

a low, heavy, continued sound;
n., a low, heavy sound ; a

seat behind a carriage.
pu'minate (roo'minat), v. [L. rumi-

ndri, to chew the cud], to chew
over again, as cows do ; (on) to
ponder over. a., pu'minant,
chewing the cud ; n., an ani-
mal that chews the cud. n.,

pumina'tion, habit of ruminat-
ing ; careful thinking ; medi"
tation.

rum'mage (rum'dj), v. [Fr. arm-
mage, etym. ?], to look into

every corner ; to search care-

fully ; n., a careful search by
turning things over.

pum'mep, n. [Flemish], a large
drinking-glass.

ru'moup (roo'mor), n. [O.Fr., from
L. rumor], what people say;
common talk ; a story with-
out proper foundation ; v., to
spread by report.

rump, n. [Scand. ?], the lower end
of the backbone of an animal ;

a small part left behind; a
remnant.

pum'ple, v. [akin to A.S. hrimpari],
to make folds or wrinkles in ; to
make uneven; n., a fold or
wrinkle.

pun, v. [A.S.], to move quickly on
one's legs ; to go faster than in

walking ; to flee ; to reach from
place to place ; to keep going
to and from ; to have a certain
direction ; to flow, spread, or
melt ; to blend together, as
colours ; to continue in force ;

to be not yet due, as a bill ; to
give out matter, as a sore ; to
be before the public, as a play ;

to shape by melting ; to pour ;

to take several stitches at a
time ; n., distance run over ;

a course of events ; favour or
attention from the public ; an
unusual demand on a bank for

payment ; a., melted or cast
in a mould. pres. p., punning ;

p.p., pun ; past, pan. n., pun'-
away, one who runs away from
duty, etc. ; a., running away ;

done by running away. -ns. t

pun'nel and pun'let, a little

run or stream ; a rivulet ; run'-
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nep, a messenger ; a rooting
stern, that runs along the ground ;

the moving stone of a mill ; a
rope to increase the power of a
tackle ; a loop through which
a rein passes. a., run'ning,
moving quickly ; kept for rac-

ing ; following without break ;

n., act of moving quickly ;

the quantity run ; discharge
from a sore.

pun'agate, n. [O.Fr. renegate], one
who has broken faith ; an apos-
tate.

rune (roori), n. [Scand.], one of the
letters of the ancient Norse al-

phabet. a., pu'nie, pertaining
to runes, or to the nations who
used them.
ling (1), v., past tense of RTNG.

rung (2), n. [A.S.], the step of a
ladder ; a rail or spoke.

runlet or pund'let, n. [O.Fr. ron-

delet, from ronde, BOUND], a
small barrel.

Pupee' (rupe'), n. [Hind., from Skt.

rUpya, silver], an Indian silver

coin, worth Is. 4d.

pup'tupe, n. [Fr., from L. ruptura
(rumptre, to break)], act of break-

ing ; state of being broken ; a
quarrel ; a displacement of part
of the belly ; hernia ; v., to
break or part by force; to
burst.

Pural (roor'dl), a. [L. nts, ruris, the

country], belonging to the coun-

try ; like the country ;
rustic ;

pastoral. v., pu'palize, to spend
time in the country.

puse (rooz), n. [Fr., from ruser, akin
to RUSH (1)], a means to deceive ;

a wile ; an artifice.

push (1), v. [O.Fr., prob. from
Low L. refusdre (see REFUSE)], to

move with speed and force ; to

enter on hastily ; to push hastily
forward ; n., a moving forward
with speed and force ; a strong
demand for.

Push (2), n. [A.S.], a marshy reed-
like plant with a round stem ;

a mere trifle. as., rush'y, full

of or made of rushes ; push-
bottomed, with seat made of

9 ryot
rushes. n., rushlight, a taper
made from the pith of the rush.

rusk, n. [Sp. rosca], a light kind of
cake toasted in an oven ; a
sweet biscuit.

pus'set, a. [O.Fr., from L. russus,
red (rubcre)], reddish-brown ;

homespun ; n., a reddish-brown
colour ; a homespun drees ; a
reddish apple.

Rus'sian and Russ, as. [Russian],
pertaining to Russia ; n., a
native of Russia ; the Russian
tongue.

rust, n. [A.S., akin to RED], a red-
dish-yellow coating formed on
iron by moisture ; anything
acting like rust ; a fungus grow-
ing on corn ; v., to make or to
become rusty ; to become use-
less by idleness. a., rus'ty,
covered with rust ; unfit for
work from want of use.

pus'tic, a. [L. rusticus (nts, the
country)], belonging to the
country ; having country man-
ners ; awkward ; unpolished ;

n.j an inhabitant of the country ;

a simple, artless person. v. t

pus'tieate, to send to the coun-
try ; to expel for a time ; to go
into the country. n., rustic' -

ity, awkwardness of manners;
simplicity.

rustle (riisl), v. [imit.], to make a
noise like silk or leaves when
shaken ; n., a sound so caused.

put (1), n. [etym. ?], a wheel-track ;

a channel ; v., to make a rut.

put (2), n. [O.Fr., from L. rugitum
(ruglre, to roar)], strong desire ;

v., to have strong desire (said
of deer, cattle, etc.). pres. p.t

putting ; p.p., putted.
puth (rooth), n. [E., from RUE (2)],

pity ; compassion ; cause of pity.

a., ruthless, without pity or

feeling; merciless; hard-hearted.

py, suff. [-ERY], quality or state

(as in KNAVERY, SIAVERY).
pye (ri), n. [A.S.], a kind of grain

like wheat, but of inferior

quality.^., pye'-grass, grass,

like rye, grown as food for cattle.

py'ot, n. [Hind.], a Hindu peasant.

15
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Saba'oth, n. pi. [Heb.], armies, as

in^the phrase,
" Lord of Sabaoth "

(" Lord of Hosts ").

Sab'bath, n. [Heb., rest], the
seventh day of the week, ap-
pointed for rest and worship
among the Jews, and the first

day among Christians ; every
seventh year among the Jews,
during which the land lay un-
tilled ; a time of rest. n., Sab-
batarian, a strict observer of
the Sabbath ; one who observes
the seventh day as the Sabbath ;

a., pertaining to the Sabbath.
as., Sabbatic and Sabbat' -

ical, pertaining to the Sabbath ;

bringing or enjoying rest.

S&'ble, n. [Fr., from Slav.], an ani-
mal akin to the weasel, valued
for its dark, glossy fur ; the fur
of the sable; (pi.) a suit of

mourning ; a., dark in colour ;

made of sable fur.

sab ot (s&b'o), n. [Fr.], a wooden
shoe worn by French peasants
and workpeople.

sa'bre, n. [Fr., from Ger. sabel], a
heavy sword with a thick back,
curved at the point ; v., to
wound or kill with a sabre. n.,

sab'retaehe, an ornamental
pouch worn by cavalry officers.

Sac, n. [Fr., from L. sacctts, SACK],
a pouch or hollow in the body,
usually containing fluid.

saccharine (sdk'driri), a. [Fr.,
from Gk. saccharon, sugar], per-
taining to sugar ; like sugar ;

sweet ; n., a very sweet com-
pound made from coal tar, used
instead of sugar.

sacerdo'tal, a. [L. sacerdos, a
priest], pertaining to priests or
their office and duties ; priestly.

n., saeerdo'talism, the spirit
of a priesthood ; priestcraft.

sack (1), n. [A.S., from Heb. saq],
a bag of coarse cloth, for grain,
potatoes, etc. ; that which a
sack holds ; a loose coat ; the

plunder of a town ; ., to put
into a sack ; to storm and plun-
der. ns., sack'cloth, coarse

cloth for sacks, or worn as a sign
of mourning or repentance ;

sacking, cloth of which sacks
are made.

sack (2), n. [Fr. sec, from L. siccus,

dry], a white wine from Spain or
the Canary loles.

sack'but, n. [Fr. saquebote], a
musical instrument akin to the
trombone ; (Bible) a stringed
instrument.

sac'rament, n. [Fr., from L. sac-

rdmentum, a military oath], the
oath of faithfulness taken by the
Roman soldiers ; a solemn re-

ligious ordinance appointed by
Christ. a., sacramen'tal, per-
taining to or bound by a sacra-
ment. adv., saeramen'tally.

sa'cred, a. [O.Fr., from L. sacer],
set apart, esp. for the service
of God ; consecrated ; coming
from God ; pertaining to the
services of religion ; not for

common use ; worthy of the
highest reverence ; exempt.
n., sa eredness.

sac riflee (sak'rifis), n. [Fr., from
L. sacrificium (sacer, facere, to

make)], an offering upon an
altar ; that which is offered, esp.
as atonement or thanksgiving ;

a loss of one thing to gain an-
other ; that which is so lost or

destroyed ; v., to make an
offering (of) ; to lay on the
altar of God ; to give up for the
sake of something else ; to kill ;

to surrender. a., sacrificial

(-flsh'dl), pertaining to sacrifice.

adv., sacrificially.
sac'rilege (sdk'riUj), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. sacrileqium (sacer, sacred;
legere, to gather)], the sin of in-

juring or wrongly using sacred
things ; a profanation. a.,

sacrile'gious (-le'jus), injuring
or violating sacred things ;

guilty of sacrilege. adv., sac-
rile'giously.

sa'crist, n. [O.Fr., from L. sacer], a
person who copies out music and
takes charge of the books in a
cathedral. ns., sae'ristan, an
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officer who has charge of a
church and the sacred vessels,
etc. ; a sexton ; sac'risfcy, an
apartment in a church where the
sacred vessels, etc., are kept; a
vestry.

sad, a. [A.S., seed], heavy in mind ;

full of grief ; downcast ; de-

jected ; causing sorrow ; dark-
coloured. v., sad'den, to make
or to grow sad. n., sad'ness.

adv., sadly.
sad'die, n. [A.S., from root of sir ?],

a seat, generally of leather, on a
horse's back or on a bicycle ;

anything like a saddle, as a piece
of mutton, etc.

y.,
to put a

saddle upon; (with) to fix a
burden on. ns., sad'dler, a
maker of saddles and. harness ;

sad'dlery, work of a saddler ;

sad'dle-back, a hill hollowed
at the top like a saddle ; -bags,
bags for small articles hung from
a saddle ; -bow, the arch in front
of a saddle ; -cloth, a cloth placed
underneath a saddle ; -tree, the
framework of a saddle.

Sad'ducee, n. [L., from Heb.
Tsadok, the founder], one of a
Jewish sect who did not believe
in a resurrection or a future
state. a., Sadduee'an, per-
taining to the Sadducees.

safe, a. [O.Fr. saw/, from L. salmis],
free from danger or hurt ; that
can be trusted ; that cannot do
harm ; locked up ; n., a strong
room or box for keeping money,
etc. ; a cool place for meat, etc.

adv., safely. ns., safe-con'-

duct, a written order enabling
a person to travel with safety ;

safe'guard, one who protects ;

a guard against danger ; v., to

keep safe. ns., safe' -keeping,
state of being in safety ; safe'ty
and safe'ness, freedom from
danger, etc. ; safe'ty-lamp, a
lamp for giving light in mines,
covered with wire-gauze to

prevent explosions of gas ;

safe'ty-valve (-valv), a valve on
a steam-boiler which allows the
steam to escape before its pres-
sure becomes too great for safety.

saffron, n. [O.Fr., from Arab.], a

plant of the crocus kind, having
large flowers with a deep yellow
centre ; a deep yellow colour ;

a., deep yellow.
sag, v. [Scand. ?], to bend from

weight or pressure ; to lose
firmness ; to give way. pres. p.,

sagging; p.p., sagged.
sa'ga, n. [Scand., akin to SAW and

SAY], a story or legend among
the Scandinavians or Northmen ;

a story of a thrilling deed.
saga'cious (sdgd'shus), a. [L.

sagax, keen], quick at under-
standing ; not easily deceived ;

far-seeing. n., sagacity (sa-

gas'iti), quickness of understand-
ing ; soundness of judgment ;

shrewdness.
sage (1) (so/), n. [O.Fr. sauge, from

L. salvia], a herb much used in

cookery and medicine.

sage (2) (sdj), a. [Fr., from L.
saplre, to be wise], able to judge ;

sagacious ; prudent ; well con-
sidered ; n., a wise man ; an
old man of sound judgment.
adv., sagely. n., sage'ness.

sagittal (saj'ital), a. [L. sagitta],

pertaining to an arrow ; like an
arrow.

Sagittarius (sajitar'ius), n. [L.],

the Archer, one of the signs of
the Zodiac.

sa'go, n. [Malay.], the prepared
pith of certain palms used as
food.

sa'hib, n. [Hind., from Arab.], a
title given to Europeans of rank
in India.

sail, n. [A.S.], a sheet of canvas
spread to catch the wind and
drive a ship forward ; the arm
of a windmill ; a sailing-ship ;

v., to travel by water ; to move
smoothly ; to manage a ship ;

to begin a voyage. ns., sail'-

cloth, cloth for sails ; sailer,
one who sails; a ship, with
regard to its rate or style of

sailing ; sai'ling, the art of

managing a ship ; navigation ;

seamanship ; sailor, one who
helps to manage a ship ; a sea-

man.
saint, n. [Fr., from L. aanctus,

holy], a holy person ; a true
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Christian ; one of the blessed in

heaven ; a person put in the list

of saints by the Roman Catholic
Church. as., sain'ted, gone to
heaven ; counted holy ; canon-
ized ; saint'like and saint'ly,
like a saint.

saint- [E.], sainte- [Fr.], san-
[It. and Sp.], sanet- [Ger.], geog.
root (as in San Jose, St. Joseph ;

Santa Cruz, holy cross ; Sanct
Johann, St. John).

sake, n. [A.S.], end, cause, interest,

purpose, or account (used mostly
in phrases, as, for pity's sake).

salaam' (sdlam'), n. [Arab., peace],
a wish for health or peace ; a
salutationamongMohammedans.

sal'ad, n. [O.Fr., from It. salata,
salted (L. sal, SALT)], raw herbs
dressed as a relish.

sal'amandep, n. [Fr., from L. or
Gk. salamandra], a reptile re-

lated to the frog, and once sup-
posed to be able to live in fire.

sal'ary, n. [Fr., from L. solarium,
salt-money], money paid for

work ; wages fixed ; v., to pay
a salary to for a period. a.,

sal'aried, paid by a salary.

sale, n. [A.S., from Scand. ?], ex-

change of anything for money ;

power of selling. a., sale'able,
that may be sold; marketable.

n., sales'man (safe'-) one en-

gaged in selling ; a shopman.
Sal'ic or Sal'ique (sal'ik), a. [Fr.],

belonging to the Salic tribe of

Franks ; denoting a law to ex-

clude women from inheriting

lands, etc.

salient, a. [L. sallre, to leap], jut-

ting outwards; projecting; con-

spicuous ; n., bulge in a battle-

line, e.g. the Ypres salient.

sal'ify, v. [L. sal, SALT ; -FY], to
make into a salt ; to mix with
salt.

sal'ine (or sd'lin), a. [L. sallnum, a
salt-cellar], containing salt ; like

salt ; 7i., a salt spring.
sali'va, n. [L., spittle], the fluid

that moistens the mouth. as.,

sali'val and salivary, produc-
ing saliva. v., salivate, to

produce too much saliva. n.,

saliva'tion.

>2 salutary
sallow (1) (sal'o), n. [A.S.], a kind

of willow.
sallow (2) (saZ'o), a. [A.S.], of a

pale-yellow colour ; sickly. n.,

sallowness, paleness ; sickli-

ness.

sally, v. [Fr., from L. sallre, to
leap], to rush out suddenly ; to
make a sudden attack upon be-
siegers ; a flash of wit or fancy ;

an act of thoughtlessness. n.,

sally-port, a gate or passage
by which a sally can be made.

salm'on (sam'on), n. [O.Fr., from
L. saZmo], a large fish, much
valued as food, that lives in the
ocean and spawns far up rivers.

saloon', n. [Fr., from O.Ger. saZ,
a house], a show-room ; a large
public room ; room -like railway
carriage ; closed -in motor-car.

salt (sawU), n. [A.S.], a substance
found in the earth, or by evap-
orating sea-water, and used for

seasoning and preserving food ;

the taste of salt ; anything that
acts like salt ; wit ; pi. (chemis-
try), a compound of an acid with
a base ; a., mixed with salt ;

tasting of salt ; v., to mix or

sprinkle with salt ; to preserve
in salt. ns., salt'-cellap [M.E.,
saler, from L. solarium], a small
vessel for holding salt ; salt'-

pan, a pan in which salt ia

evaporated from salt-water ; a
pit from which salt is got ; salt-

pe'tpe (sawltpe'ter) [L. petra, a
rack], a salt consisting of nitric

acid and potash ; a name for
nitre ; one of the ingredients of

gunpowder.
sal'tant, a. [L. saltans, dancing

(sallre, to leap)], leaping ; danc-
ing. n., salta'tion, act of leap-
ing. a., sal'tatopy, having the
power of leaping or dancing ;

used in leaping.
saltt'br-ious, a. [L. salubrisf

healthy], favourable to health ;

healthy. ns., salu'briousness
and salu'brity, power of re-

storing or of preserving health.

sal'fctapy, a. [L. salutdris (solus,

health)], good for health ; pro-
moting health or safety ;

flcial; wholesome.
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salute', r. [L. salutare], to wish
health and happiness to ; to
meet with words of welcome ;

to honour by firing guns, dipping
flags, etc. ; n., act of saluting ;

a sign of honour or welcome.
n., saluta'tion, a saluting or pay-
ing respect to ; mode of saluting.

sal'vage (sal'vdj), n. [Fr., from
late L. salvdre, to SAVE], money
paid for assistance in saving
goods or property from destruc-
tion ; compensation.

salva'tion, n. [L. salvdtio (salvus,
SAFE)], deliverance from danger
or destruction ; freedom from
the power and punishment of
sin ; eternal life ; the power
that saves. n., Salvationist,
a member of the Salvation Army.

salve (sdlv), n. [A.S. sealf], a heal-

ing ointment ; v., to apply a
salve to ; to heal ; to soothe.

sal'ver, n. [Fr., from Sp. salva, a
plate from which food was tasted
before being served (late L. sal-

vdre)], a plate or tray on which
anything is offered.

sal'vo (1 ), n. [L. salvo (jure), one's

right being safe], an exception ;

a reservation.
sal'vd (2), 7i. [It. salva, from L.

salve, welcome], a firing of guns,
as a salute ; a volley.

Samaritan, a., pertaining to

Samaria; n., an inhabitant of

Samaria or his language. *

same, a. [Scand. or A.S.], not an-
other ; of a like kind ; just
mentioned.

sam'ite, n. [O.Fr., from med. L.

samitum, examitum, from Gk.
hexamiton (hex, six ; mitos, a
thread)], a heavy silk cloth.

sam'phire (sdm'fir), n. [Fr. herbe
de Saint Pierre], St. Peter's herb ;

a plant growing on rocks near
the sea-coast, used for pickles.

sam'ple, n. [Fr., as EXAMPLE], a
part of anything to show what
the rest is like ; v., to take or
to test samples of. .

sam'pler, n. [L. exemplar, a pat-
tern], a pattern of work ; a
piece of fancy needlework, show-
ing various kinds of stitches ;

one who makes up samples.

453 sandal

san'able, a. [L. sdndbllis, curable
(sanus, sound)], that can be
healed or cured. as., san'atlve
and san'atory, able to cure or
heal ; curative. n., sanator'-
ium or sanitarium, a place
where sick people are treated ; a
health station.

sane'tify, v. [O.Fr., from late L.
sanctificdre (sanctus, holy ; -FT)],
to make holy ; to set apart for
religious uses ; to free from sin
or defilement ; to make a means
of holiness or piety. ns., sanc-
tifica'tion, process of making
holy ; state of being made holy ;

consecration. a., sanctimo'ni-
ous, having the appearance of
holiness without the reality.
ns., sanctimony and sancti-
mo'niousness, holiness ; appear-
ance of holiness without reality ;

sanc'tity, state or quality of

being holy ; purity of life ; bind-
ing force ; inviolability ; sanc'-
tuary, a sacred place : the holy
of holies in the Jewish temple ; a
place of worship ; the part of a
church round the altar ; a place
of refuge or protection ; sane'-
turn, a sacred place; a private
room ; Sanc'tus, a part of the
communion service, beginning
with Sanctus, holy ; an anthem
for these words.

sanc'tion, n. [Fr., from L. sanctio],
leave given ; authority ; back-
ing or support ; v., to give
authority to ; to approve of ;

to make binding.
sand, n. [A.S.], fine particles of

stone ; stone crushed or broken ;

(pi.) large tracts covered with
sand ; -v., to cover, sprinkle, or
mix with sand. a., san'dy,
covered with sand ; soft like

or of the colour of sand. ns.t

sand' -glass, a glass for measur-
ing time by the running of sand ;

sand'-paper, roughened paper
for smoothing and polishing ;

v., to rub with sand-paper.
n., sand'stone, stone composed
of sand pressed hard ;

freestone.

san'dal, n. [Fr., from Gk. sanda-

lion], a sole strapped to the foot ;

a kind of slipper.- -n., san'dal-
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wood [Fr., through late L. san-

talum, from Skt.], a wood with
a pleasant smell from the East
Indies and the South Sea Islands.

sand wieh, n., slices of bread with
meat, cheese, etc., between
them, first used by John, Earl
of Sandwich (1718-92), to avoid
rising from the gaming-table ;

v., to make up in layers.
sane, a. [L. sdnus], healthy ; sound

in mind ; acting or judging
according to reason. n., san'-
ity, soundness of mind. a.,

sanitary, pertaining to health ;

fitted to preserve health. n.,

sanitation, science of health ;

measures for preserving health.

sang, v., past tense of SING.
san guine (sang'gwiri), a. [Fr.,
from L. sanguineus (sanguis,
blood)], having the nature or
colour of blood ; red ; full of

hope ; enthusiastic. as., san'-
guinary, bloody ; attended
with bloodshed ; bloodthirsty ;

sanguin ecus, resembling or

constituting blood ; bloody.
San hedrim, n. [Heb., from Gk.

synedrion (SYN-, hedra, a seat)],
the Jewish council of seventy
who had charge of religious
matters.

sansculotte' (-lot'), n. [Fr. saws,
without ; culotte, breeches], a
name for the mob during the
French Revolution.

San'skrit, n. [Skt.], the ancient
language of India, closely related
to the chief languages of Europe.

sap (1), v. [Fr., from late L. sapa, a
hoe], to cause to fall by digging
under ; to undermine ; to drain
away ; n., a ditch dug under
cover towards a fortification.

pres. p., sapping; p.p., sapped.
n., sap'pep, a soldier who

works at fortifications.

sap (2), n. [A.S.], the juice which
gives life to plants. n., sap'-
wood, the new wood next the
bark. a., sapless, without
sap ; withered. n., sapling, a
young tree, because full of sap.

a., sap'py, full of sap ; juicy.

adv., sap'pily.
sapid, a. [L. sapidus, tasty],

affecting taste ; savoury ; tasty.
/is., sapidity and sapldness,

savouriness.

sa'pience (sd'piens), n. [L. sapien-
tia, wisdom], wisdom ; know-
ledge. a., sa'pient, wise ;

knowing.
sapoaa'ceous (sdpond

1

shits), a.

[Fr., from L. sdpo, soap], like

soap ; soapy.
Sapphic (sdf'ik), a., pertaining to

or like Sappho, a Greek poetess.
sapphire (saf'lr), n. [Fr., from

Gk. sappheiros], a precious stone
of a bright blue colour ; a.,

bright blue.
Sar'aeen (sdr'dsen), n. [late L.,
from Arab.], a name given by
the Crusaders to the Moham-
medans of

Palestine.-y-os.,
cenlc and Saracenlcal.

sar'casm, n. [late L., from Gk.
sarkazein, to tear the flesh (sarx,

flesh)], a keen reproach ; a bitter
remark of scorn or contempt.
as., sarcas'tic and sareas'tieal,
containing sarcasm ; bitterly
severe. adv., sarcastically.

sarcenet (sar'senet), n. [O.Fr.,

prob. from sar&in, SARACEN], a
fine thin silk, used for linings,
etc.

sarcoph'agus (sarkofdgus), n.

[Gk. sarx, flesh ; phagein, to

eat], a limestone supposed to eat

away the flesh of dead bodies;
a stone coffin.

sardine' (1) (sarden'), n. [Fr., from
L. sardina or Gk. sarda], a small
fish of the herring kind, found
near the island of Sardinia, pre-
served in olive oil for food.

sar'dius and sar'dine (2), ns.

[Sardis, in Lydia], a precious
stone ; a cornelian ; a., be-

longing to the sardius.

sardonic, a. [Fr., from Gk. sar-

ddnios, grinning ; Sardinian, per-
haps from a plant said to twist
the face], forced and unnatural,
as a laugh ; sneering ; bitterly
ironical.

sar'donyx,w. [L.and Gk. sardonyx
(sard, of Sardis ; ONYX)], a kind of

onyx stone of a reddish-yellow
colour, said to have been found
first at Sardis.
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sarsaparilla, n. [Sp. zarza, a
bramble ; parrilla, a little vine ?],

a Mexican plant somewhat like
the bramble, the root of which
is used in medicine.

sash (1), n. [Arab, shdsh, muslin],
a scarf worn as a badge or orna-
ment.

sash (2), n. [Fr. cTidssis, a frame],
the frame for the glass of a win-
dow ; v., to furnish with a sash.

Sa tan, n. [Heb., the enemy], the
enemy of man ; the devil. as.,
Satanic and Satanleal, caused
by, belonging to, or like the
devil.

satch'el, n. [O.Fr. sachel, from L.
saccdlum, a little SACK], a bag
for school-books, papers, etc.

sate and sa'tiate (sd'shiut), vs. [L.

satis, enough], to fill full ; to give
enough to ; to overfeed ; a.

(sa'tiate), filled full. a., sa'ti-
able (sd'shidbl), that may be
satiated. n., sati'ety, state of

having enough or too much.
satellite, n. [Fr., from L. satettes,
a body-guard], an attendant ; a
cringing follower ; a small planet
revolving round a larger.

satin, n. [Fr., prob. from late L.
setinus (seta, silk, hair)], a silk

cloth with a glossy surface.

ns., satinet, a thin kind of

satin with warp of cotton and
weft of wool ; sat'inwood, a
wood like yellow mahogany from
the East and West Indies. a.,

satiny, glossy ; smooth.
Bat Ire, n. [Fr., from L. satira,

or satura, full], poetry exposing
and ridiculing vice or folly ;

severe remarks ; irony. as.,

satiric and satirical, per-
taining to satire ; sarcastic :

cutting. adv., satirically.
n., satirist, one who writes
satires. v., satirize, to attack
with satire ; to censure keenly.

satisfy, v. [L. satis, enough ; -FY],

to give enough to ; to pay what
is due ; to set at rest ; to con-
vince : to free from doubt. n.,

satisfae'tion, state of being
satisfied ; contentment ; full pay-
ment ; that which gives content-
ment. a., satisfac'tory, giving

satisfaction ; causing content-
ment ; making amends. adv.,
satisfactorily.

sa trap (or s&t'rdp), n. [Gk. satrd-

pes], a ruler of a province in
ancient Persia.

saturate, v. [L. saturatus (aatur,
full)], to fill full ; to soak. n.,

sattkra'tion, state of being
saturated.

Sat'urday, n. [A.S. Sceter- or SCB-

tern-dceg, from L. Satumus,
Saturn], the seventh day of
the week, once sacred to Saturn.

Sat'urn, n. [L. Saturnus (set-, to
sow)], one of the oldest of the
Roman gods ; the second largest
of the planets. n. pi., saturna'-
lia, the annual feast of Saturn ;

great licence and indulgence.
as., saturna'lian, pertaining to
the saturnalia ; dissolute ; licen-
tious ; Satur'nian, pertaining
to Saturn or to his reign, called
in fables " the golden age

"
;

peaceful ; happy ; denoting the
oldest kind of Latin verse ; sat'-

urnine, born under the influence
of Saturn; heavy; dull (opposed
to MERCURIAL).

sat'yr (sat'ir), n. [L. satyrus], a god
of the woods, part man and part
goat.

sauce (saws\ n. [Fr., from L. sal-

sus, salted (sal, salt)], seasoning ;

a liquid dressing for meat, etc. ;

impudence ; v., to give as a
relish ; to flavour ; to season.

ns., sauce'pan, a small pan for

making sauce, etc. ; sau'cer, a
sauce holder ; a small plate
under a cup. a., sau'cy, acting
boldly or rudely ; disrespectful.

n., sau'ciness, state of being
saucy ; disrespect ; rudeness.

saun'ter, v. [etym. ?], to walk
about slowly ; to stroll

',-^-n.,
a

place for strolling; a leisurely
walk.

saurian, a. [Gk. sauros, a lizard],

pertaining to lizards ; n., one
of the lizard tribe.

sau'sage (saw'sdj), n. [Fr. savdsse,
as SAUCE], meat, minced and
seasoned, stuffed into a pre-

pared intestine.

sav age (svv'dj), a. [O.Fr. salvage.
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from L. sUvatlcus (silva, a wood)],
living in the woods ; in a state

of nature ; untaught : cruel ;

fierce; n., a dweller in the
woods ; a person in a rude state ;

an unfeeling or cruel man. ns.,

sav'ageness and sav'agery,
state of being savage ; cruelty.

savan'na or savan'nah, n. [Sp.,

a meadow, prob. from W. Ind.],
a level piece of land without
trees : a prairie.

save, v. [Fr. sauver, from L. salvare

(salvus, SAFE)], to rescue or to

keep back from danger ; to keep
from being spent or lost ; to

lay up ; to spare ; to prevent ;

prep., except ; leaving out ;

deducting. a., sa'ving, keeping
safe ; not spending much ; thrifty ;

n. pi., money saved ; earnings *,

prep., with the exception of.

sav'eloy, n. [Fr. cervelas, a dried

sausage (L. cerebrum, brain)], a
kind of sausage, at first made of

brains.

Sa'viour (sa'vyor*), n. [O.Fr., from
L. salvdtor (salmis, SAFE)], one
who saves from danger; Sa'v*
lour, Jesus Christ, the Redeemer
of the world.

sa'vour (sd'vor), n. O.Fr., from L.

sapor, taste], the taste or smell
of anything ; v., to have the
nature or appearance (of) ; to
like. a., sa'voury, having sa-

vour ; pleasing to the taste.

savoy', n., a kind of cabbage with
curled leaves, originally from
/Savoy.

Savoy'ard, n., a native of Savoy.
saw (1), v., past tense of SEE.
saw (2), n. [A.S. saga], a thin

steel blade with sharp teeth for

cutting ; v., to cut or to be cut
with a saw. p.p., sawed or
sawn. ns., saw'dust, the dust

brought down by a saw when
cutting ; saw'-flsh, a fish with
a snout toothed like a saw :

saw'mill, a mill for sawing tim-
ber ; saw'pit, a pit over which
a log is placed to be sawn ;

saw'yer, one who saws.
Saw (3), n. [A.S. sagu, a saying (see

SAY)], a saying : a proverb ; a

sax'horn, n., a wind instrument
of music invented by Adolphe
Sax, a Belgian.

saxifrage (sak'sifraj), n. [L. sax-
urn, a stone ; frangere, to break],
a mountain or rock plant, for-

merly supposed to have the
power of dissolving stone in
the bladder.

Sax'on, n. [A.S.], one of the Teu-
tonic people who conquered Eng
land 1400 years ago ; a native
of Saxony, or his language ; a.f

belonging to the Saxons.
say, v. [A.S. secgan], to utter in
words ; to tell ; to declare. >

pres. p., saying ; past and p.p~,
said. n., saying, that which
is said ; a common statement
a proverb.

scab, n. [Scand.], a coating of

blood, etc., over a sore ; a
disease of sheep. as., scabbed
(scabd) and scab'by, ill with
scabs. ns., seab'bedness and
scab'biness.

scab'bard, n. [M.E. scaubert or
scauberk], the sheath of a dagger
or sword.

scaffold, n. [O.Fr. escafaut, a
funeral canopy], a raised plat-
form for workmen, or on which
criminals are executed ; u., to
furnish with a scaffold. n.,

scaffolding, a platform fop
workmen; materials for a
scaffold. .

scald (1) (scawld}, v, [O.Fr. escalder,
from L. excaldare (EX-, calidus,
warm)], to burn with a boiling
liquid : to wash with very hot
water : to expose to a boiling
heat ; n., a wound caused by
hot steam or liquid.

scald (2) (scawld), n. [Scand.], an
ancient Scandinavian poet.

scale (1), n. [L. sco7a, a ladder], a
number of steps ; a measure
marked at regular intervals ?

the musical notes in order ; reg-
ular steps or degrees ; the size

of a plan, etc., compared with
that of what it represents ; v..

to go up by steps : to climb up-
a., scalable, that can be

climbed.
(2). n. '.O.Fr. escale, akin to
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A.S. scealu], one of the thin
plates covering a fish or a ser-

pent ; a very thin plate ; the
plate or bowl of a balance ;

(mostly pi.) a balance ; v., to
take the scales from ; to take or
to come off in scales ; to weigh
in a balance. as., scaled (skald)
and sca'ly, covered with scales ;

like scales.

scalene' (-Zen'), a. [Gk. skalenus,
uneven], having the sides Tin-

equal.
scall, n. [Scand.], a disease on the

skin of the head ; scabbiness.

scallop or scollop, n. [O.Fr.
escalope, a SHELL], a shell-fish

having the edges of its shell

formed into a series of small
curves ; a curve on the edge of

anything ; v., to cut into
curves.

scalp, n. [Scand. ?, akin to SCAL-
LOP], the skin of the head ; the
skin of the head with the hair
on it, torn off as a token of

victory ; v., to take off the

scalp.
seal pel, n. [L. scalpellum (scal-

pere, to carve)], a small knife
for dissecting and performing
operations.

scam'mony, n. [Gk.], a kind of

.
bindweed found in Asia Minor ;

a gum got from this plant, used
in medicine.

scamp (1), n. [from SCAMPER ?],

one who runs away ; a fugitive ;

a mean fellow. v., seam'per
[O.Fr. escamper (EX-, L. campus,
field)], to run with speed ; to
move at a quick pace ; n., a
quick flight. a., scam'pish.

scamp (2), v. [SCANT ?], to do work
in a dishonest or an imperfect
manner.

scan, v. [L. scand&re, to climb], to

mark the feet in a verse of

poetry ; to look closely into ; to

examine carefully. pres. p.,

scanning; p.p., scanned.
ns., sean'ning and sean'sion,
act of marking the feet in a

scan dal. n. [O.Fr., from Gk. skan-

ddlon, a snare], an action that
shame ;.

an action that

offends the moral feelings ; an
untrue and hurtful report ; dis-

grace incurred. v., scan dalize,
to give offence to ; to shock ;

to bring disgrace upon. a.,

sean'dalous, causing scandal or
offence ; bringing shame or re-

proach.
Scandinavian, a., pertaining to

Scandinavia ; n., an inhabitant
of Scandinavia, or his language.

scant and scan'ty, as. [Scand.,
short], not long, large, or plen-
tiful enough ; deficient. adv.,

scan'tily . ns., scan'tiness and
scant'ness

scantle, v. [O.Fr. eschantillon, a
corner-piece (EX-, and root of
CANT (2) ?)], to divide into pieces.

n., scantling, a little piece ;

a bit cut for a purpose ; a pro-
portion.

scape, n. [Gk. skapos], the shaft
of a column, etc.

scape'goat, n. [ESCAPE, GOAT], the
goat on whose head the Jewish
high priest laid his hands while
confessing the sins of the people,
and let go into the wilderness
(see Lev. xvi. 5-22) ; one who is

blamed for the faults of others.

scape'grace, n. [ESCAPE, GRACE],
one beyond the influence of

grace ; a reckless fellow.

scap'ular, a. [L. scapulae, the
shoulder-blades], pertaining to
the shoulder ; n., and scap
ulapy, part of the dress of cer-

tain Roman Catholic orders,

passing over the head and hang-
ing down both front and back ;

a bandage for the shoulders.
scar (1), n. [Fr. escdre, from Gk.

eschara, a fire-place], a mark
left by a wound ; any mark or

injury ; v., to mark with a scar ;

to become scarred. pres. p.,

scarping; p.p., scarred.
scar (2) or scaur, n. [Scand., to

SHEAR], a high rock or steep bare
bank ; a rock standing by itself.

scar-, geog. root (as in Scarborough,
the town on the cliffs ; Skerries,
sea rocks).

scarce (skars), a. [O.Fr., from late

L. (ex)carpsus, for L. excerptus.f

selected], np^ plentiful;, not
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easily got ; rare. ns., sear'eity
and searee'ness, state of being
scarce ; deficiency ; famine ;

want. advs., scarcely and
scarce, with difficulty ; barely.

scape, v. [Scand. ?], to frighten
away ; to strike with sudden
fear ; n., a sudden causeless

fright. n., seare'erow (-kro),

anything set up to scare off

crows or other birds ; any imag-
inary fear.

scarf (I), n. [O.Fr. escharpe, or Du.
scherf], a light article of clothing
for the shoulders or waist ; a
light kerchief for the neck. n.,

scarf'-skin, the outer skin.

scarf (2), v. [Scand. ?], to cut the
ends of two pieces of timber or

metal, so that they may be
joined by overlapping ; n., the

joint so formed.
scarify, v. [Fr., from L. scariftcare,

to scratch open], to scratch or
cut the skin slightly ; to open
small veins with a lancet ; to
loosen soil ; to hurt the feelings.

n., scarifica'tion.

gearlet, n. [O.Fr. escarlate, from
Pers. saqalat], the brightest red ;

scarlet cloth ; a., of the colour
of scarlet. ns., scarlati'na
Iskaridte'na) and scarlet-fe'ver,
a fever marked by red spots or

patches on the skin ; scarlet-
run'ner, a climbing bean-plant
with scarlet flowers.

Scarp, v, [O.Fr. escarpe, akin to

SHARP], to cut with a steep slope ;

to make almost perpendicular ;

n., a steep slope ; the inner
side of the ditch of a fortifica-

tion, opposite the counterscarp.
scathe, v. [Scand.], to harm or

injure ; n., harm ; injury.

as., sea'thing ; scatheless,
without hurt ; unharmed.

scat'ter, v. [M.E., imit. ?], to throw
in all directions ; to disperse, or

to be dispersed ; to put to flight.

n., seat'ter-brain.
scav'enger (skdv'enjer), n. [M.E.

scavager, an inspector (O.Fr.

scavage, duty on goods)], one who
cleans the streets ; any cleans-

ing agent. -ns., scav'engery
and scav'engering.

scene (sen), n. [L., from Gk. skSne,
a tent], a place in which plays
are acted ; the stage of a theatre ;

the fittings or pictures around a
stage ; a part of a play less than
an act ; the time, place, etc.,
in which anything happens ; a
number of objects or events
seen at one time ; a view ; a
display of feeling or passion.
n., see'nery, the paintings, etc.,
around a stage ; the hills,

rivers, etc., which make up
a landscape. as., sce'nie (or
sen'ik) and sce'nical ; seeno-
graphlc (or sen-) and seeno-
graphlcal, drawn in perspec-
tive.

scent (sent), v. [Fr., from L. sentlre,
to perceive], to know by the
smell ; to fill with smell ; n.,
sense of smelling ; smell, esp.
that by which an animal is

tracked ; any means of dis-

covery.
scep'tic (skep'tik), n. [Fr., from

Gk. skeptlkos, thoughtful], a
doubter ; one who doubts the
existence of God ; a. and
seep tical, unconvinced ; not
admitting the truth of the Scrip-
tures or the existence of God ;

doubting. n., seep'tieism,
state of being a sceptic ; doubt ;

disbelief.

scep'tre (sep'ter), n. [O.Fr., from
Gk. skeptron, a staff], a staff

borne by a sovereign ; the power
of a king. a., scep'tred (sep'-

terd), bearing a sceptre ; having
kingly power.

sched'ule (shed'ul), n. [O.Fr., from
L. scheda, a piece cut off], a list

of names or goods ; v. t to mark
hi a schedule.

scheme (skem), n. [Gk. scTiema,

form, appearance], the plan
according to which something
is to be done ; a combination for
a purpose ; something proposed
to be done ; a plan or sketch ;

v., to make a plan ; to contrive.

n., sche'ming, fond of form-
ing plans or plots ; intriguing.

schism (sizm), n. [Fr., from Gk.
schisma, a split], a division or

split, esp. in a church ; discord.
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as., schismatic and schis-
mat'ical, tending to cause divi-
sion. n. sehis'matic, one who
separates because of difference
of opinion.

schist (shist), n. [Fr., from Gk.
schistos, split], rock which easily
splits into thin plates. as.,
schis'tose and schis tous, like
schist ; easily splitting.

SChloss-, geog. root [Ger.], a castle

(as in Schlossberg, castle hill).

schnee-, geog. root [Ger.], snow (as
in Schneekoppe, snow peak ;

Schneeberg, snow mountain).
scholium (sko'lium), n. [L., from

Gk. schdlion, a note], a note
on the margin of a classical au-
thor ; an illustration added to a
problem in mathematics ; (pi.)

scholia. n., scholiast, a
writer of scholia. a., seh&lias'-

tic, pertaining to a scholiast.

SChon-, geog. root [Ger.], beautiful

(as in Schonberg, beautiful moun-
tain ; Schonbrunn, beautiful

spring).
school (skool), n. [O.Fr., from L.

schdla, from Gk. schole, leisure,

discussion], a place for teaching ;

those who are taught ; those who
follow the same teacher, or
who hold the same opinions or
beliefs ; opinions or customs
common at a certain time ; a
shoal of fishes

;-^v.,
to teach ;

to reprove ; to give advice to.

n., schol'ap (skol'dr), one who is

at school ; one who has received
a good education ; a learned
man ; a student supported from
the funds of a college. a.,

schol'arly, like or becoming a
learned man. n., scholarship,
the qualities of a scholar ;

real

I learning ; a bursary. a., sehol-
as'tic, pertaining to schools or

to scholars, or to the learned
men of the Middle Ages ; marked
by great nicety and accuracy.
n., school'man, a learned man
of the Middle Ages.

sehoo ner (skoo'ner), n. [E., from
sown, A.S. scunian, to glide], a

swift-sailing ship with two or

more masts fore-and-aft rigged,
or square-rigged on the foremast.

Schwartz-, geog. root [Ger.], black
(as in Schwartewald, black forest ;

Schwartzberg, black mountain).
sciatica (siat'ikd), n. [late L., from

Gk. ischion, the hip-joint], a pain
in the nerve about or below the
hip -joint.

sci'ence (si'ens), n. [Fr., from L.
scientia, knowledge (srtre, to
know)], that which one knows ;

knowledge of principles and
causes ; the arrangement of
facts in their relation to each
other ; knowledge which, when
applied by skill, is called art.

, a., scientific, pertaining to or
used in science ; according to
science ; having a knowledge of
science ; treating of science.

n., sci entist, one learned in
science.

scimitar (sim'itdr), n. [O.Fr.,
from Pers.], a curved sword used
by the Turks and Persians.

scintilla (sintil'd), n. [L.], a spark ;

a glimmer. v., scin'tillate, to
throw out sparks ; to sparkle.

n.,^ seintilla'tion, act of

throwing out sparks ; a twink-
ling light.

sci'olism (si'dlizm), n. [L. sci&lus,

knowing littlej, knowledge mere-
ly on the surface ; shallowness.

n. y sci'olist, one whose know-
ledge lies only on the surface ;

a smatterer.
sci'on (si'dn), n. [Fr., from scier,

to saw (L. sec&re, to cut ?)], a
shoot or branch of a tree or

plant for grafting ; a young
member of a family.

seirrhus (skir'- or sir'tis), n. [Gk.
sklros, a hard swelling), a hard
swelling on a gland ; a kind of

cancer ; a tumour. a., scii*'-

phous, pertaining to a scirrhus ;

hardened.
scissors (siz'orz), n. [O. Fr. cisotres,

from L. ccedtre, to cut], a pair of

cutting blades movable on a pin
through the middle of both.

Sclav, Sclavonian, etc. See SLAV.

scoff, v. [Scand. ?], to speak of

with scorn ; to show contempt ;

to mock at; n., mocking words ;

a sneer. n., scoffer. a., scof-

flngly.
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scold, v. [M.E.], to find fault in
loud words ; to chide harshly ;

n., one who scolds ; a noisy,
fault-finding woman.

scol'lop. See SCALLOP.
sconce (skons), n. [O.Fr. esconce,
from L. absconsus, hid], a small
fort ; a protection, esp. for the
head ; the head itself ; a candle-
stick fixed to a wall ; the socket
for the candle ; a chimney seat.

scoop, n. [Scand. ?], a curved
piece of metal for lifting liquids,

grain, etc. ; a large ladle ; a
deep shovel ; a place hollowed
out ; a stroke with a scoop ;

v., to lift with a scoop ; to make
hollow ; to dig out.

scope, n. [Gk. sk6pos, a mark], that
which one aims at ; purpose ;

free room ; opportunity.
scope, suff., means of seeing (as in

MICROSCOPE, TELESCOPE).
-scopy, suff., seeing, science of see-

ing (as in MICROSCOPY).
scorbu'tic, a. [Fr., from Low L.

scorbutus, scurvy], pertaining to
or of the nature of scurvy.

scorch, v. [O.Fr. escorcher, from
Low L. excortic&re (EX-, cortex,

bark)], to burn slightly ; to dry
up the surface of ; to singe ; to
cause pain by heat ; to be burned
on the surface ; to be dried up.

score, n. [A.S. SCOT, akin to SHEAR],
a notch cut to keep count ; the
number twenty ; the number
of points made in a game ;

an account ; a reason ; a line

drawn ; the musical notes for
all the parts ; v., to mark with
lines or notches

;
to keep count ;

to gain points.
scoria, n. [Gk., dross], useless

matter from melted metal ;

ashes from a volcano (esp. in pi.,

scor'iae).

scorn, n. [O.Fr. escorne, etym. ?],

a looking upon with contempt ;

expression of contempt ; an ob-

ject of contempt ; v., to look
on with contempt ; to count
unworthy of regard ; to mock
at. n., scor'ner, one who
scorns or mocks at religion ; a
scoffer. a., scorn 'ftil, showing
great contempt ; disdainful.

scor'pion, n. [Fr., from L. scorpio,
Gk. skorpios, a prickly animal
or plant], an insect of the spider
kind, having a poisonous sting
in its tail ; one of the twelve
signs of the Zodiac; a whip
with hard knots or tails.

Scot and Scots'man, ns. [A.S.],
a native of Scotland. as.,
Scotch (1), an inelegant form
of Scottish, used in Government
and other official documents ;

Scot'tish, pertaining to Scot-

land, to its people, or to their

language. n., Scot'ticism, a
word or idiom peculiar to Scots-
men.

scotch (2), v. [M.E., perhaps from
SCORE], to cut on the surface ; to
wound ; n., a slight cut or
wound.

scot'-free, adv. [O.Fr. escot, tax;
FREE], free from payment, tax,
or duty ; unharmed.

scoun'drel, n. [etym. ?], a man of
no principle ; a worthless person.

n., seoun'drelism, rascality;
knavery.

scour, v. [O.Fr. escurer (EX-, L.

curare, to CURE)], to clean by
hard rubbing ; to remove dirt

or grease ; to run quickly over.

scourge (skerj), n. [O.Fr. escorge

(EX-, L. corium, skin ; see EXCORI-
ATE)], a whip ; any means of

punishment ; a constant trouble ;

a destroyer ; v., to whip ; to
chastise ; to afflict greatly.

scout (I), n. [O.Fr. escouier, from
L. auscultdre, to listen], a soldier

sent to watch the enemy and
report ; an Oxford college ser-

vant ; v., to go or act as a
scout.

scout (2), v. [Scand., akin to
SHOOT ?], to sneer at ; to treat
with contempt.

scowl, v. [Scand., to cast down the

eyes], to look angry or gloomy ;

to frown ; n., a lowering of the

eyebrows; an angry look.

scrag, n. [Scand. ?], anything lean
and rough ; the bony part of

the neck. as., scrag'ged and
scrag'gy, thin and rough.

scram'ble, v. {akin to SCRAPE], to

struggle with others to get some-
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thing ; to catch rudely at ; to
climb by hands and knees ;

n., a rush to get first ; a rude
struggle.

scrap, n. [Scand., same root as
SCRAPE], a thing scraped o3. ; a
small bit of anything ; v., to
break up as useless. pres. p.,

scrapping; p.p., scrapped.
n., serap'-book, a book for

pictures, newspaper cuttings,
etc.

scrape, v. [Scand.], to rub with
something sharp or rough ; to
clean or smooth thus ; to gather
with difficulty ; n., a difficulty ;

a predicament ; distress. n.,

sera'per, a tool for cleaning the
surface of wood, etc. ; an in-

strument on a door-step for

scraping the soles of boots.

scratch, v. [Scand. ?], to mark
with something sharp ; to make
a ragged mark on ; (out) to
delete ; n., a mark with the
nails or any sharp point ; a
slight wound.

scrawl, v. [akin to SCRAPE ?], to
write carelessly ; n., careless

writing. adv., scraw'ly.
scream, v. [Scand., to terrify], to
make a loud sharp cry ; to cry
in fright or great pain ; n., a
loud sharp cry ; a cry of pain
or terror.

screech, v. [Scand., from same
root as SHRIEK], to utter a harsh
shrill cry ; n., a shrill and
sudden cry. n.. sereech'-owl,
an owl that utters a harsh shrill

cry.

screen, n. [O.Fr., from Ger. ?],

anything that hides or keeps off

danger ; a partition in a church ;

a protection from heat, cold,
etc. ; a coarse riddle for coals,
etc. ; v., to keep from sight or

danger ; to sift. n. t seree'-

nings, refuse matter.
screw (skroo), n. [O.Fr. escrow], a
round piece of wood or metal
with a sloping ridge, called a
thread, running round it, for

fastening or drawing things to-

gether ; anything like a screw ;

the propeller of a steamship ; a
mean person ;^-v., to tighten

scruple

by a screw; to extort. ns. f

screw'-driver, a tool for turn-
ing screw-nails ; screw'-nail,
a nail ending in a screw ; screw' -

propell'er, the screw which
propels a steamship ; screw'-
steamer, a steam-vessel driven
by a screw.

scrib'ble, v. [L. scribtre], to write
carelessly ; n., careless writing.

scribe (scrib), n. [L. scriba, a
writer], one who writes ; a
Jewish teacher of the law.

scrimmage (scrim'dj), n. [corrup-
tion of SKIRMISH], a general row ;

a free fight.

scrimp, v. [Scand. ?], to give too
little ; to make too small ; to
curtail ; a., too small.

scrip (1), n. [SCRIPT], something
written; a certificate of stock
or shares in a company.

scrip (2), n. [A.S. scripp], a little

bag ; a satchel ; a wallet.

script, n. [L. scriptus (scrib&re, to
write)], that which is written ;

type in imitation of handwriting.*
scrip'ture, n. [L. scriptura (scrl-

b&re, to write)], a writing. n.

Scriptures, the Bible. a.,

scrip'tural, contained in the
Bible ; according to the Bible.

scriv'ener, n. [O.Fr., from Low L.
scribanus (scribtre, to write)], a
writer ; one who prepares deeds
or agreements ; one who places
money at interest for another.

scrofula, n. [L. scrofa, a breeding
sow], a disease of the glands,
esp. of the neck. a., scrof-
ulous, ill with scrofula.

scroll, n. [O.Fr. escrode, from
Teut. ?], paper or parchment
rolled up ; a roll of writing ; a
first copy ; a rough draft ; an
ornamental spiral curve.

scrub, v. [M.E., from root of

SHRUB], to rub hard ; to clean

by rubbing; to work hard;
n., a mean fellow ; anything
mean ; a thicket of low shrubs.

pres. p., scrubbing; p.p.,

scrubbed. a., scrub'by,
small and mean ; stunted.

scruple (skroopT), n. [Fr., from L.

scrupulus, dim. of scrupus, a
sharp stone], a weight of twenty
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grains ; a very small quantity ;

hesitation as to what one ought
to do ; v,, to hesitate in acting.

a., scru'pulous, having
scruples ; cautious in acting ;

conscientious ; very careful.

ns., scrupulosity and scru'-
pulousness.

SCPU'tiny (skroo'tini), n. [L. scru-
tinium (scrutari, to search)], a
close looking into ; a careful
examination ; an examination
of votes to correct results. n.,

scrutineer', one who makes a
scrutiny. v., scrutinize, to
look closely into ; to make a
careful examination of.

SCud, v. [Scand., akin to SHOOT], to
move swiftly along ; to run be-
fore a gale ; n., act of driving
along ; loose clouds driven by
the wind ; a slight shower.
pres. p., scudding ; p.p., scud-
ded.

Kuffle (skufl), v. [E., akin to
SHOVE and SHUFFLE], to fight at

'

close grips or in confusion ; to

push each other about ; n., a
confused fight.

SCull, n. [etym. ?], a small oar
with a curved blade ; a small
boat ; v., to row with sculls ;

to work an oar at the stern of a
boat without raising the blade
out of the water. n., scull'er,
one who sculls ; a boat worked
with sculls.

Scullery, n. [O.Fr. escuelier, from
L. scutelldrius, dish-keeper], a
place where pots, etc., are
cleaned.

scullion (skul'yori), n. [Fr. escouil-

ton, a dish-cloth], a servant for
kitchen work.

SCulp'tor, n. [L. sculpere, to carve],
one who carves figures. n.,

sculp ture, the art of carving
figures ; carved figures, etc. ;

v., to carve figures.

scum, n. [Scand.], the worthless
part of a liquid, which rises to
the top ; anything worthless ;

v., to take off the scum. pres. p. ,

scumming ; p.p., scummed.
SCup'per, n. [O.Fr. escape, SCOOP?],
a channel for carrying off water,
etc., from the deck.

scurf, n. [A.S., from a root, to
scratch], thin, dry scales on the
skin ; anything like scales on a
surface. a., scur'fy, covered
with scurf.-

n., scur'finess.
scurrilous and scurrile (skur'il),

as. [L. scurra, a buffoon], using
low or foul words ; vulgar ;

obscene. ns., scurrility and
scurrllousness, low or foul
talk ; abusive language.

seur'vy, n. [SCURFY], a disease

showing itself in dark spots on
the skin and causing general
weakness ; a., ill with scurvy ;

mean ; vulgar. n., seur'vi-
ness. adv., scur'vily.

scu'tage (sku'tdj), n. [L. scutum, a
shield], money paid by a vassal
to free him from personal service
in war.

scutch'eon. See ESCUTCHEON.
seu'tiform, a. [L. scutum, a shield ;

FORM], shaped like a shield.

scut'tle (1), n. [A.S., from L. scu-

tella, a tray], a broad, shallow
basket ; a vessel for holding
coals.

scut'tle (2), n. [O.Fr. escoutille, a
hatchway, from Teut.], a small
opening in the deck of a ship, or
the lid which covers it ; a hole
in the side or bottom of a ship ;

v., to cut a hole in a ship ; to
sink by cutting holes.

scut'tle (3), v. [SCUD], to run oft

with haste ; to hurry away ;

n., a quick run.

scythe (sfth), n. [A.S. slthe], a
curved blade on a long handle,
for cutting grass, corn, etc. ;

r., to cut with a scythe.
se-, sed-, pref. [L.], away ; apart ;

aside (as in SECLUDE, SEDUCE,
SEDITION).

sea, n. [A.S.], a great extent of salt

water, smaller than an ocean ;

the salt water on the earth's sur-
face ; the swell of the sea in a
storm ; a large wave ; any large
sheet of water ; water 'as op-
posed to land. ns., sea'-beach,
the beach along the edge of the
sea ; sea'-board, the land
along the edge or border of the
sea ; sea'-breeze, a wind blow-
ing from the sea to the land ;
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sea'-coast, the land along the
border of the sea ; sea'farep,
one whose business is on the sea ;

a mariner ; a sailor. as., sea'-

faring, going to sea ; employed
as a sailor ; sea'-girt, surroun
ded by the sea. n., sea'-god,
a god supposed to reign over the
sea. as., sea -going, sailing on
the deep sea ; sea'-green, of

colour lika that of the sea. ns.,

sea'-gull, a gull that lives near
the sea ; sea'-horse, the wal-
rus i sea'-king, one of the
leaders of the ancient Norse-
men ; sea'-level, the height or
level of the surface of the sea ;

sea man, a sailor ; sea'man-
ship, the art of working a ship ;

sea'-mark, a mark on land
used as guide by sailors ; sea'-
plane, an aeroplane for rising
from and lighting on water ;

sea'port, a town near the
sea having a harbour ; sea -

robber and sea'-rover, a rob-
ber on the seas a pirate ; sea'-

room, room for a vessel to move
freely and safely ; sea'shore,
the land close to the sea. a.^
sea'-sick, sick through the
rolling or pitching of a ship.

?i., sea'-siekness.
(1), n. [O.Fr. seel, from L. sigil-

lum, a seal (see SIGN)], a stamp
for marking wax ; wax marked
with a seal * a fastening for a

letter, etc. ; that which con-
firms or makes sure ; v., to
fasten with wax, etc. ; to put a
seal on ; to keep tightly closed ;

to ratify. n., sea'Ung-wax,
wax for sealing letters.

(2), n. [A.S. selh], a sea-ani-
mal hunted for its valuable skin
and oil. n., sealing, process
of catching seals.

seam. n. [A.S., from root of SEW],
the line formed by sewing ; a
piece of sewing ; any line where
two edges are joined ; the mark
left by a wound ; a narrow
layer of rock or ore ; v., to join
by sewing ; to make a seam on ;

to crack open. ns., seam'-
(or sem'stres) and semp'-
a woman who makes ner

living by sewing. a., sea'my,
having or showing seams.

seance' (saans'), n. [Fr., from
seoir, L. sedere, to sit], a sitting,
as of some public body ; a
meeting of persons who believe
in messages from the world of

spirits.
sear or sere, a. [A.S.], dried up ;

no longer green ; withered ; un-
feeling. v., sear, to dry OP
wither ; to make hard or un-
feeling ; to burn as with a hot
iron.

search (serch), v. [Fr. chercher, from
L. circdre, to go round (circum,
round)], to look about (for) ; to
try to find ; to look through ;

w., a looking about for ; a trying
to find. a., searching* look-
ing about for ; looking closely
into ; thorough. n.t search'-
warrant, a written order to
search for stolen or concealed
goods.

sea'son (se'zori), n. [O.Fr., from L.

satio, a planting (serere, to sow)],
a fit time ; one of the four parts
of the year ; a short time ; v.,

to fit for use : to give a proper
taste to. a., seasonable, in
season ; happening at the pro-
per time ; convenient ; timely ;

fitted for the season.-^-w., sea'-

soning, that which gives relish

to food ; anything that in-

creases pleasure.
seat, n+ [Scand.], something to sit

on ; a chair ; a right to sit ;

manner of sitting ; a place of

abode, or of authority ; the
place where a thing is manufac-
tured or established ; v., to set

on a seat ; to fix in a place j to
fit with seats.

seba'ceous (sebd'shfis), a. [L. se-

bum, fat], consisting of fat ; like

fat.

se'eant (or sek'-), a. [L. secans (se-

cdre, to cut)], cutting ; dividing
into two ; n., one line cutting
another ; the straight line from
the centre of a circle to on ex-

tremity of an arc, produced to
meet the tangent to the other

extremity.
secede' (xstd"), v. [L. SB-, cederc.
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to go], to go away ; to withdraw,
esp. from a political or a religious
body. ns., Seee'der, one of the
Secession, or body of Presby-
terians who left the Church of
Scotland about 1733 ; seees'-

sion, separation, esp. from a
political or a religious body.

seclude' (seklood'), v. [L. SE-,
claudere, to shut], to keep apart;
to withdraw from notice ; to
isolate. a., seclu'ded, kept
apart ; separated ; retired. -n.,

seclu'sion (sekloo'zhon), state of

being secluded ; retirement. a.,

seclu'sive, tending to seclude ;

keeping apart.
sec'ond, a. [Fr., from L. secundus],

following or coming after ; next
in rank, power, or value ; n., the
sixtieth part of a minute of time
or angular measurement; one
who assists at a duel ; v., to go
after ; to go along with ; to give
aid or encouragement to. as.,

secondary, not in the first

rank ; derived ; more advanced ;

sec'ond-hand, not new; used
before ; see'ond-rate, of inferior

quality. n., sec'ond-sight,
power of seeing, as in a picture,
future or distant events.

se'cret, a. [O.Fr., from L. secretus

(SE-, cernere, to separate)], kept
from sight or notice ; known
only to one or to a few ; not
revealed ; unknown ; n., some-
thing concealed or kept from
being known ; a key to explain ;

that which has not yet been dis-

covered or made known. ns.,

se'ereey, state of being hidden ;

privacy ; ability to keep a se-

cret; concealment; see'retary,
one who writes letters, etc., for
another ; the correspondent of
a company ; a minister at the
head of a department of govern-
ment ; a desk or set of drawers
for holding papers. a., secre-
tarial. n., secretariate or

secretariat, the secretarial de-
partment ; se retaryship.

secrete' (sekret'), v. [see SECRET], to
set apart ; to put in a hidden
place. n., secre'tion, the act
of separating substances from a

fluid ; that which is set apart.
a., secre'tive, not given to tell

what one knows ; reticent. n.,
se'cretness (see SECRECY). a.,

secre'tory, doing the work of
secretion.

sect, n. [O.Fr., from L. secta, sect

(sequl, to follow)], those who fol-

low a certain leader ; a society
holding peculiar opinions ; a
school ; a party ; a faction.

a., sectarian, belonging to a
sect ; too much attached to sect
or party ; n., one belonging
to a sect. ns., sectarianism,
too close attachment to party ;

see'tary, one of a sect.

sec'tile, a. [L. sectllis (secdre, to
cut)], that can be cut into slices.

sec'tion (sek'shon), n. [Fr., from
L. sectio, a cutting], a cutting ;

a bit cut off ; a part of a book
or of a country ; a view of the
inside by a cut from top to
bottom. a., sec'tional, per-
taining to a section ; fragmen-
tary ; partial.

see'tor, n. [L. sector (secdre, to
cut)], that which cuts ; the part
of a circle bounded by two radii
and the arc between ; a mathe-
matical instrument for measur-
ing angles, etc.

sec'ular, a. [O.Fr., from L. secti-

lum, an age], pertaining to an
age ; pertaining to this world ;

not sacred ; happening once in
a hundred years or after long
periods ; pertaining to a lay-
man ; n., a layman as differing
from a clergyman ; not bound
by monastic vows. v. t see'-

ularize, to make worldly; to

change from sacred to common
use. ns., see'ularism, the be-
liefs of a secularist ; atheism ;

see'ularist, one who does not
believe in religion or worship ;

one who values only the affairs

of this life ; secularlty, atten-
tion only to the present life.

secure' (sekur'), a. [L. securus (SE-,

cura, care)], free from care ; safe
from danger or fear ; easy in
mind ; v., to keep safe ; to
shut in ; to make sure of. a.,

seeur'able, able to be secured.
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ns., security and secure'-
ness, freedom from danger ; a
feeling of safety ; a pledge ;

over-confidence.
sedan' and sedan'-chaip, ns.

[from Sedan in France], a covered
chair for one person, carried by
two bearers.

sedate', a. [L. sedatus, calmed (se-

dere, to sit)], not easily moved
by excitement ; serious ; com-
posed ; quiet. n., sedate'ness.

a., sed'ative, tending to
calm the nerves or to ease pain ;

n., a medicine for so doing.
sed'entary, a. [Fr., from L. seden-

tdrius (sedere, to sit)], accustomed
to sit ; carried on in a sitting

position ; inactive.
seder'unt, n. [L., they sat (sedere,

to sit)], a meeting, as of a court
or committee ; the members
present.

sedge (sej), n. [A.S. seeg, akin to
SAW (2)], a coarse plant with
blades like swords, growing in

swamps. a., sed'gy, grown
over with sedge.

sediment, n. [L. sedimentum (se-

dere, to settle)], that which falls

to the bottom of a liquid ; dregs ;

lees. a., sedimen'tary, per-
taining to orformed by sediment.

sedition (sedish'on), n. [O.Fr.,'

from L. seditio (BED-, Ire, to go)],

a rising against the law ; in-

surrection ; mutiny. a., sedi-
tious (sedish'iis), pertaining to
sedition ; guilty of sedition.

seduce' (sedus', v. [L. SE-, ducere,
to lead], to lead aside ; to tempt
to wrong-doing. ns., sedue'-
tion and seduce'ment s a leading
away from virtue or purity. a.,

seduc'tive, alluring ; enticing.

sed'ulous, a. [L. setMZws], busy ;

diligent ; constant.
ee (1), n. [O.Fr., from L. sedes, a
seat], the district over which a
bishop or an archbishop pre-
sides ; a diocese.
Be (2), v. [A.S.], to know by the

eye ; to have the power of sight ;

to take notice of ; to call upon ;

to know ; to take heed ; (into)
to examine. past, saw; p.p.,
seen.

see [Ger.], zee [Du.], geog. root, sea
or lake (as in Boden See, the lake
of the castle of Boden Zuyder
Zee, the south sea).

seed, n. [A.S.], that which is sown ;

that from which anything
springs ; offspring ; children ;

v., to grow and produce seed.

ns., seedling, a plant grown
from seed ; seeds'mavi, one
who deals in seeds ; a nursery-
man ; seed'-time, the time for

sowing seed ; spring. a.,

see'dy, full of seeds ; run to
seed ; shabby ; worn out.

seeing, con;., inasmuch as ; since
it is so ; considering (followed
by that).

seek, v. [A.S.], to look for ; to try
to find or reach ; to strive after ;

to ask for. past and p.p.,

sought.
seem, r. [A.S.], to appear to be ;

to have a show ; to look as if it

were; to pretend. a., seem'-
ing, having the appearance
of ; n., appearance ; show.
a., seemly, becoming ; proper ;

adv., in a becoming manner.
n., seem liness.

seep, n., [SEE, -EB], a person who
foresees what is to happen ; a
prophet.

see'saw, a. [a doubled form of

SAW (2)], moving backwards and
forwards or up and down ; n. t

a plank balanced in the middle,
for two persons sitting one at
each end, who move up and
down in turn ; v., to move up
and down.

seethe, v. [A.S.], to boil ; to soak
or cook in hot water ; to be
hot. past, seethed or sod;
p.p., seethed or sodden.

seg'ment, n. [L. segmentum (secure,
to cut)], a part cut off ; part of

a circle cut off by a straight line.

segregate, v. [L. segregatus (SE-,

grex, a flock)], to set apart ; a.,

separated from 'others.

Seidlitz (sed'lits), a., pertaining to

Seidlitz, in Bohemia. ns.. Seid-
litz water, mineral water from
Seidlitz; Seidlitz powder, a
powder having the same medi-
cinal effect.
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seigneur (sdn'yer) or seignior
(se'nyor), n. [Fr., from L. SENIOR],
a title oi honour ; the lord of a
manor. a., seignioral or sei-

gniorial (senyor'idl), or seigneu-
rial, pertaining to a seignior.

ns., seigniory, the authority
or district of a seignior ; Grand
Seign'eur, the Sultan of Turkey.

seis'mie (sis'mik), a. [Gk. seismos,
an earthquake], pertaining to an
earthquake.

seize (sez), v. [O.Fr. seisir, saisir],
to lay hold of ; to catch sud-

denly ; to take by force ; to
understand fully. ns., sei'zin,
sei'sin (se'ziri), and sa'sine (sa'-

zin), a law term meaning posses-
sion ; seiz'ure, the act of seiz-

ing ; the thing seized ; capture.

selah, n. [Heb.], a word used in

the Psalms, probably meaning
"
pause."

sel'dom, adv. [A.S., dot. pi. of seld,

rare], not often.

select', v. [L. SE-, legere, to gather],
to choose from among others ;

to pick out; a., picked out;
best of its kind. n., selection,
process of choosing ; that which
is picked out.

self, a. [A.S.], the very one ; no
other ; n., one's own person or

interest; (pi.) selves. n., self-

conceit' (-set'), a high opinion
of oneself. a., self-concerted,
having too high an opinion of

oneself. ns., self-deceit' (-set')

and self-decep'tion, state of

being deceived by oneself ; self-

deni'al, refusal to gratify one's
own desires, a., self-denylng 9

denying oneself ; not indulging
one's wishes. n., self-esteem',
a high opinion of oneself. a.,

self-ev'ident, without need of

proof. n., self-exist'ence, ex-
istence of or by oneself. a.,

self-exis'tent, existing of one-
self. n., self-in'terest, one's
own interest.* a., sel'flsh,
thinking of none but oneself ;

caring too much for oneself.

ns., sel'flshness, state of being
selfish ; self-posses'sion, pres-
ence of mind ; self-command.
as., self-possessed'* able to

6 seminal

command one's feelings : calm
undisturbed ; self-righ'teocu
(rl'tyiis), thinking oneself fault
less ; self'-same, the verj
same ; selr'-suffi eient, sum
cient in oneself ; needing n<

help ; self-seeking, seeking
one's own interest or happi
ness ; selfish ; n., selfishness.

n., self'-will, one's own will

obstinacy. a., self'-willed, tak-

ing one's own way.
sell, v. [A.S.], to give for payment :

to take a price for ; to be sold :

to betray for payment. past
and p.p., sold.

selt'zer wa'ter, n. [for SeUeri
water], a mineral water from
Setters, Germany.

sel'vedge or sel'vage, n. [Du.
selfegge, self-edge], an edge o!

cloth needing no hem.
sem'aphore, n. [Fr. semaphore

(Gk. sema, a sign ; pherein, tc

bear)], a means of signalling by
projecting arms, flags, etc.

sem'blance, n. [Fr. s&nbler from
L. similis, like], real or seeming
likeness ; appearance.

semi-, prcf. [L.], half, partly, etc.

ns., semlbreve, half a breve
;

the longest musical note (o) in

general use ; semicircle, the
half of a circle. a., semicir'-
cular, pertaining to a half -circle;
half-round. n., semicolon, the
mark (;) used to separate parts
of a sentence more fully than
a comma does. a., semieon'-
scious, half-conscious. ns.,

semidiam'eter, half of a diam-
eter ; radius ; semiquaver,
half a quaver ; a musical note

() *V * a jseniibreve ; sem'-

itone, half a tone ; one of the
smaller intervals of the musical
scale. as.,semi-transparent,
half transparent ; that cannot
be distinctly seen through ;

semi-vo'eal, imperfectly sound-
ing ; pertaining to a semi-vowel.

n., semi-vow'el, a half vowel ;

a sound between a vowel and a
consonant, as I or r.

seminal, a. [O.Fr., from L. semi-
ndlis (semen, seed)], pertaining
to seed ; consisting of seed ;
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contained in seed. n., sem'-
inary, (formerly) a place where
plants grew from seed ; (now)
a place of education.

Semitic, a., pertaining to the
descendants of Shem, or their

languages (Hebrew, Arabic, etc.).
semoli'na (semole'nd), n. [It.

semtila, from L. simUa, finest

flour], the fine hard parts of
wheat rounded by the millstones,
but not ground into flour.

sempiter nal, a. [O.Fr., from L.
sempiternus, from semper, al-

ways], never-ending; everlasting.
semp'stress. See SEAMSTRESS.
se nary, a. [L. senarius (seni, six at
a time)], made up of six.

sen ate, n. [O.Fr., from L. senatus,
a council of old men (senex)], a
body of men who make laws ;

the upper house of the legisla-
ture in France, the United States,
etc. ; or sen atus, one of the
governing bodies of a university.

n., sen'atop, a member of a
senate. a., senatorial, per-
taining to a senate.

send, v. [A.S.], to cause to go to
another ; to cause to be con-
veyed ; to cause a message to be
delivered ; to throw or hurl.

past and p.p., sent.
sen eschal (sen'eshdl), n. [O.Fr.,
from Teut. (Gothic, sin(istd),

old(est) ; and schalh)], oldest or
chief servant ; . a steward ; an
officer in charge of feasts and
ceremonies.

se'nile, a. [L. senilis (senex, an old
man)], pertaining to or brought
on by old age. n., senility.

se'nior (se'nyor), a. [L., camp, of

senex, old], older ; higher in rank
or office ; in the highest class in
a school or college ; -^n.,

one
who is older ; one higher or

longer in office ; one in the high-
est class ; an aged person. n.,

seniority, state of being older
or higher in rank or office.

sen'na, n. [Arab.], the dried leaves
of a kind of cassia, used as medi-
cine.

sense (sens), n. [Fr., from L. sensus,
feeling], power of hearing, seeing,
etc. ; power of judging cor-

rectly ; sound Judgment ; mean-
ing ; understanding ; discern-
ment ; (pi.) the (flve) senses,
seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting,
feeling. n., sensa'tion, a know-
ing by the senses ; an impression
made through the senses ; strong
excitement, or its cause. as.,

sensa'tional, pertaining to sen-
sation ; causing great excite-
ment ; senseless, without
sense or feeling; acting fool-

ishly ; unwise ; sen sible, able
to perceive or to be perceived by
the senses ; easily impressed ;

guided by reason ; wise. n.,

sensibility, state of being
sensible ; power of feeling or
perceiving ; fineness of feeling ;

great fineness in an instrument.
a., sen'sitive, having the

power of feeling or perceiving ;

easily and keenly impressed.
ns., sen'sitiveness ; sensor'-
him, the centre to which im-
pressions on the senses are con-
veyed ; the brain. as., sensor'-

ial, pertaining to the brain ;

sen'sory, pertaining to sensa-

tion, or to the nerves which
carry impressions ; sen sual,
pertaining to, acting on, or

arising from the senses ; not
mental or spiritual ; devoted to
the pleasures of sense. ns.,

sen'sualism, state of being
sensual ; the belief that all our
knowledge comes through the
senses ; sen'sualist, one who
indulges the senses ; sensual'-
ity, love of sensual pleasures ;

indulgence of the bodily appe-
tites. a., sen'sfious, pertain-
ing to or perceivable by the
senses ; easily moved through
the senses.

sen'tence, n. [O.Fr., from L. sen-

fentia, an opinion], that which a
person thinks ; the decision of
a judge, or the words in which
it is pronounced ; words ex-

pressing a complete thought;
v., to pass judgment upon ;

to condemn. as., senten'tial

(-sMl), pertaining to a sentence ;

containing sentences ; senten'-
tious (-shils), full of wise sayings ;
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full of meaning ; well expressed
and to the point ; pithy ; sen'-

,

tient (-sliient), having sensation ;

perceiving by the senses. n.,

sentiment, thought affected
by feeling ; tenderness ; opinion ;

a thought expressed in words ;

sensibility. a., sentiment'al,
having or expressing sentiment ;

showing too much feeling ; ap-
pealing to feeling. ns., senti-
ment alism and sentimental-
ity, character or manner of one
who is sentimental ; proneness
to sentiment ; sentiment'alist,
one who appeals to sentiment.

sen'tinel, n. [O.Fr., prob. from It.

sentinella], a person set to watch,
to give notice of danger ; a sen-

try. iis., sen'tpy, a soldier on
guard ; sen'try-box, a shelter
for a sentry.

sep'arate, v. [L. SE-, pardre, to

arrange], to set apart ; to take
the parts asunder ; to come
asunder ; to come between ; to

keep apart ; to be divided ; a.,

apart ; aside ; distinct. a., sep'-
arable, that may be separated.

adv., separately, apart; one
by one. ns., separation, a
dividing or setting apart ; state
of being separate ; disunion ;

sep'aratist, one who withdraws
or separates ; a dissenter.

se'pia, n. [Gk.], the cuttle-fish ; a
dark brown colour got from the
cuttle-fish.

se'poy, n. [Pers., a horseman], a
native soldier in the British

army in India.

sept, n. [O.Fr., form of SECT], a
clan or race.

Septem'bep, n. [L., from septem],
the seventh month of the Roman
year ; the ninth month of ours.

sep'tenary, a. [L. septeni, seven at
a time], made up of sevens ;

lasting seven years.
septen'nial, a. [L. septem, seven ;

annus, & year], lasting seven
years ; happening once in seven
years.

sep'tic, a. [Gk. sepein, to make
putrid], causing putrefaction ;

n., a substance which causes
putrefaction.

septuagenarian, n. [L. septud-
gendrius (septuaginta, seventy)],
one between seventy and eighty
years of age.

Septuageslma, a. [L., seventieth],
used of the Sunday seventy days
before Easter.

Sep'tuagint (sep'tudjint), n. [L.

septuaginta, seventy], the Old
Testament in Greek, said to have
been translated by seventy-two
men at Alexandria in the third
century B.C. (often written LXX).

sep'ulehre (sep'ulker), n. [L. sepul-

cJirum], a burial-place. a.,

sepul'chpal, pertaining to a
grave ; hollow in tone. n.,

sep'ultupe, burial.

se'quel, n. [O.Fr., from L. sequela
(sequl, to follow)], that which
follows ; result or consequence.

se'quence, n. [O.Fr., from L. se-

quentia (sequl, to follow)], act of

following ; order in which one
comes after another ; a conse-

quence ; a regular series of

chords in music ; arranged in

order of value.

seques'tcp or seques'trate, v.

[O.Fr. sequester, from L. seques-

ter, a trustee], to put into the
hands of a trustee ; to hold

property till all charges on it be

paid ; to divide a bankrupt's
possessions fairly among his

creditors ; to seclude ; to cause
to retire from society. a., se-

ques'teped, withdrawn from
public view ; secluded. n.,

sequestpa'tion, a taking pos-
session of disputed property ;

division among creditors ; re-

tirement from society ; se'-

questpatop, a trustee or curator.

se'quin, n. [Fr., from It. zecchino,
from Arab, zecca], an ancient

gold coin of Venice, worth about
10s.

seraglio (sera'lyo), n. [It., from L.

sera, a bar (serere, to join)], an
enclosed place ; the part of the

palace of the Sultan occupied
by the women ; the harem.

sep'aph, n. [Heb., from Arab.], an
angel of the highest rank ; (pi.)

ser'aphs or ser'aphim. as.,

seraphic and seraphleal, per-



taining to a seraph ; pure ;

sublime.
sere. See SEAR.
serenade', n. [Fr. and It., from L.

serenus, calm, SERENE], music
performed by night, esp. under
a lady's window ; music fitted
for being so used ; v., to per-
form a serenade.

serene', a. [L. serenus, clear], fair ;

free from clouds ; bright ; at
peace. ns., seren'ity and ser-
ene ness, state or quality of

being serene ; clearness ; calm-
ness ; composure.

serf, n. [Fr., from L. servus], a
slave bought and sold with the
soil ; thrall. n., serfdom, con-
dition of a serf ; servitude.

serge (serj), n. [Fr., from L. serious,
silken], a kind of twilled cloth at
first made of silk, now chiefly
of wool.

ser'geant (sar'ient), n. [O.Fr., from
L. serviens (servlre, to SERVE)], a
non-commissioned officer above
a corporal ; -major, the highest
non-commissioned officer. n,,
also Serjeant, a title (before
1874) given to lawyers of the
highest rank ; -at-arms, an
office in the Lord Chancellor's
court ; an officer of the House
of Lords or Commons.

series (ser'iez or ser'iez), n. [L.,
from severe, to join], a number
of things in order of nature
or likeness ; sequence ; (mathe-

t matics) a number of terms arising
[r

out of each other by a fixed law ;

progression. a., ser'ial, con-
sisting of a series ; appearing at
set times ; n., a magazine or
a newspaper ; a tale or story
coming out in parts.

serious, a. [O.Fr., from L. serins,

earnest], earnest ; thoughtful ;

meaning what is said ; not trif-

ling ; important ; attended with
danger. adv., seriously. n.,

seriousness, state of being
serious.

ser'mon, n. [O.Fr., from L. sermo,
speech], a discourse on a text of

Scripture. v., ser'monize, to
make sermons ; to lay down
rules to.

19 sesquipedalian

ser'pent, n. [Fr., from L. serpens
(serpfre, to creep)], a reptile
without feet that creeps by
means of its scales and ribs ; a
snake ; one of the groups of
stars ; a wind-instrument of a
serpent-like form ; a cunning
person. a., ser'pentine, like a
serpent ; twisting ; winding ;

n., green porphyry ; a mineral
of a greenish colour.

ser'rate and ser'rated, as. [L.
serra, a saw], notched like a saw.

serried (ser'id), a. [Fr. serrerr

to crowd], pressed together;
crowded.

ser'um, n. [L.], thewhey or watery
part of curdled milk ; the
watery part of the blood. a.,

ser'ous, like serum ; thin ;

watery.
ser'vant, n. [O.Fr., pres. p. of ser-

vir, L. servlre, to SERVE], one
who serves or obeys orders ; a
person engaged to do household
work ; attendant. v., serve,
to be a servant (to) ; to obey
the orders of ; to work for ; to
attend to ; to bring food to the
table ; (for) to do in place of ;

to treat. n., ser'vice (ser'vis),
work of a servant ; something
done by the order of or for the
good of another ; official or
religious duties ; mark of re-

spect ; manner of serving food ;

dishes for the table. a., ser'-
vieeable, useful ; helpful ; caus-
ing advantage ; fit. n., ser-
viette (servyet), a table-napkin.

a., servile, like a slave ;

without spirit ; cringing. ns.,

servility, state of being a
slave ; the feelings or attitude
of a slave ; meanness of spirit ;

ser'vitor, an attendant ; a
waiter : a footman ; ser'vitude
[L. servitudo], slavery ; a burden
upon land or property.

ses'ame (ses'dme), n. [L., from
Gk.], an Asiatic plant from the
seeds of which a valuable oil is

got.

sesquipedalian, a. [L. sesgui,
one-half more ; pes, a foot], a
foot and a half long, said of very
long words.
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session (sesh'on), n. [Fr., from L.

sessio, a sitting (sedere, to sit)],

the sitting of any assembly, or
the time during which it sits ;

the ministers and elders of a
Presbyterian congregation. n,,

Court of Session, the highest
civil court in Scotland.

set, v. [A.S.], to cause to sit ; to

put in a place ; to make or to
become firm ; to stiffen ; to fix

beforehand ; to appoint ; to put
in a setting ; to fit music to

words ; to make ready for use ;

to pass out of sight, as the sun ;

to have a certain direction ;

(oneself) to put forth an effort ;

n. [partly from O.Fr. sette,

SECT], a number of persons or

things acting or used together ;

a., fixed ; not to be moved
or changed ; regular ; arranged.

pres. p., setting ; past and
p.p., set. rw., set'ting, a put-
ting in place ; the direction of a
stream ; a going down, as of the
eun ; the hardening of anything
soft ; the surroundings of a
gem, etc. ; softer, one who
sets ; a dog taught to crouch
down when it sees game.

Be ton, n. [Fr., from L. seta, a
bristle], a sore formed by draw-
ing silk threads, etc., under-
neath the skin to cause a dis-

charge of matter ; the threads,
etc., so inserted.

set tie, v. [A.S. setlari], to take or to

put into a seat ; to set or to get
into a fixed position ; to bring
or to come to rest ; to sink or
to cause to sink to the bottom ;

to remove differences ; to pay ;

to come to an agreement ; to

make up one's mind ; to people
a country. ns., set'tle and
settee', a long, high-backed
seat; settlement, state of

being settled ; agreement ; pay-
ment ; adjustment ; a fixed

place of abode ; set'tler, one
who settles ; a colonist.

sev'enfdld, a. [-FOLD], folded or

multiplied seven times ; seven
times as much.

Sev'er, v. [O.Fr., from L. separfire,

to SEPARATE], to take away by

force ; to put apart ; to divid<
into parts ; to be separated.
a., sev'eral, different ; dis <

tinct ; more than one or two i

not very many. n., sev'eranee
separation.

severe', a. [L. severus, strict], stria
in feeling or in treatment ; hard
judging harshly ; very painful
stormy ; without beauty or or
nament.' ns., severity am
severe'ness, strictness ; crue:
treatment ; exactness ; inclem
ency.

sew (so), v. [A.S.], to join or ix

work with a needle ; to stitch

n., sew'ing, work with th<

needle ; needlework.
sew'er (1) (su'er), n. [O.Fr. asseour
from asseoir, L. assidere (AD-
sedere, to sit)], an officer wh<
seated the guests at a banquet.

sew'er (2), n. [O.Fr. seweria, sluict

(EX-, L. aqua, water)], a channe
for carrying off dirty water.

ns., sew'age (sU'dj), that whicl
runs down a sewer ; sew'erage
the sewers of a town, or th<

plan of them ; sewage.
sex, n. [Fr., from L. sexus], thai

in which a male differs from i

female. a., sex Gal, pertaining
to sex ; marking sex.

-sex [E.], sachs- [Ger.], geog. root

Saxon (as in Essex, country o:

the East Saxons ; Wessex, coun
try of the West Saxons ; Sach
sen, Saxony).

sexagenarian, n. [L. sexagenariu
(sexdginta, sixty)], one betweei
sixty and seventy years old.

a., Sexages'ima, sixtieth; n
(Sunday), the second Sunda3
before Lent, about sixty dayi
before Easter.

sexen'nial, a. [L. sea;, six ; annus
a year], lasting six years ; hap
pening once in six years.

sex'tant, n. [L. sextans, a sixtl

part], the sixth part of a circle

an instrument for measuring
angles.

sex'ton, n. [corrupted from SACBIS
TAN], a person in charge of

church or attendant on a clergy-
man ; a gravedigger.

sex'tuple, a. [L. sextus, sixth;
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plus, fold], sixfold ; six times
as large.

Bhab'by, a. [SCABBY], much worn ;

wearing threadbare clothes
;

mean in appearance or in con-
duct. n., shab biness. adv.,

shab'bily.
Shackle, n. [A.S.], a fetter ; any-

thing that prevents free action
;

(pi.) shackles, handcuffs ; v.,

to fetter ; to confine.

Shade, n. [A.S.], that which keeps
off light or heat ; a place with
less light ; the darker part of

a picture ; partial darkness ; a
ghost ; a very small difference ;

(pi.) shades, departed spirits or
their abode ; v., to keep off

light or heat ; to mark with
different degrees of colour. ns.,
sha ding, the marking of sha-
dows in a picture ; shad'ow
(shad'6), a shade of a distinct
form ; a shaded place ; dark-
ness ; an appearance and noth-
ing more ; a constant com-
panion ; v., to darken ; to
follow closely. as., shad'owy,
marked by shadow ; with little

light ; dim ; unreal ; sha dy,
under shade ; somewhat dark ;

not able to bear examination ;

suspicious. ns., shad'owiness,
shadiness.

Shaft, n. [A.S.], a long straight
rod ; the pole of a carriage ; the
handle of a weapon ; an arrow ;

the deep narrow entrance into
a mine ; the middle part of a

pillar. a., shafted, having a
handle.

Shag, n. [A.S.], rough hair or
wool ; coarsely cut tobacco.

a., shag'gy, covered with long
hair or wool. n., shag'giness.

Shagreen', n. [see CHAGRIN], kind
of leather made at first from the
skin of the backs of horses, now
from shark's skin.

Shah (sha), n. [Pers.], the King of
Persia.

Shake, v. [A.S.], to move quickly
backwards and forwards ; to
tremble or cause to tremble ; to

weaken the force of ; to be in

great fear ; to be unsteady ;

n., a rapid moving backwards

and forwards ; (music) a quick
repetition of two notes. past,
shook ; p.p., shaken. n.,

sha'kep, one who shakes ; (pi.)

Sha'kers, the name of a religious
sect who dance during worship.

a., sha'ky, easily moved ; un-
steady ; feeble.

Shakespearian, a., in the manner
or style of Shakespeare; relat-

ing to Shakespeare.
shak'o, n. [Hung.], a kind of mili-

tary cap.
shale, n. [Ger., akin to SCALE and

SHELL], a rock easily broken into
slabs or slates. a., sha ly, con-
sisting of shale.

shall, v. [A.S., to owe, to be ob-
liged], used in forming the
future tense of verbs.

shalloon', n. [from Chdions, where
it was first made], a light woollen
stuff.

shallop, n. [Fr. chaloupe, akin to
SLOOP], a light boat with or
without a sail.

shallot (shdlof), n. [O.Fr. eschalote,
from L. escolonia, from As-
calon, in the Holy Land], n., a
plant like garlic or onion.

shallow (shal'o), a. [M.E. scha-

lowe], not deep ; having little

knowledge ; n., a tract of
shallow water. a., shallow*
brained, having little power of

mind. n., shallowness, want
of depth.

sham, n. [a form of SHAME], that
which is not what it seems ; de-

ception ; imposture ; a., other
than it seems ; false ; v., to pre-
tend ; to feign. pres. p., sham-
ming ; p.p., shammed.

sham'ble, v. [etym. ?], to walk as
if the knees were weak ; n., a
shuffling walk.

sham bles, n. pi. [A.S. scamel,
from L. scamnum, a bench],
stalls for butcher meat; a
slaughter-house.

shame (sham), n. [A.S.], a painful
feeling caused by wrong-doing
or by undue exposure ; that
which lowers or disgraces ; dis-

honour ; v., to make one feel

ashamed ; to degrade ; to cause
to blush. as., shame'faeed
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[for shamefast], easily confused ;

bashful ; modest ; shame'ful,
full of shame ; causing or bring-

ing shame ; disgraceful ; inde-

cent ; shameless, having no
shame. ns., shame'fulness,
shamelessness .

sham'my, n. [corrupted from
CHAMOIS], chamois leather.

shampoo', v. [Hind., to squeeze],
to rub the body after a hot bath ;

to wash, rub, and brush the
head ; n., process of sham-
pooing.

sham'rock, n. [Ir.], a three-leaved

plant; the national emblem of

Ireland.

shank, n. [A.S.], the leg between
the knee and the ankle ; the
stem of anything ; the part of

an instrument which connects
the head with the handle.

shan'ty, n. [etym. ?], a small,
mean dwelling.

shape, v. [A.S.], to give form to ;

to fit ; to cut out, as a dress ;

n., the form or appearance.
os., shapeless, without shape
or beauty of form ; clumsy ;

deformed ; shapely, pleasing
in form ; symmetrical.

Shard or sherd, n. [A.S., from
root of SHEAR], a bit broken off

(esp. of crockery, etc.).

share, n. [A.S. sceran, to SHEAR],
a part cut off ; a part set aside
for one ; a portion ; a minimum
part of a company's capital ;

allotment ; the cutter of a
plough ; v., to divide ; to get
or give to each his part. n.,

shareholder, one who holds a
share or shares ; a partner.

Shark, n. [etym. ?], a voracious

fish, with large sharp teeth ; a
swindler ; a cheat.

sharp, o. [A.S.], that can cut ;

haying a fine edge or point ;

quick to understand ; acute ;

painful ; fierce, as a fight ; hav-
ing a sour or biting taste ; above
the true pitch ; n., a mark (})

in music to raise a note half a
tone. v., shar'pen, to make
sharp ; to make fine the edge
or point ; to make quick ; to
make painful or severe ; to

sheath

raise a musical note a semitone.
ns., shar'per, a cheat ; a

swindler ; sharp'ness ; sharp',
shooter, a good marksman.

i

as., sharp-sighted (-sl'ted), hav-
ing keen sight or quick under-
standing ; sharp-witted, hav-
ing a keen wit ; intelligent ;

long-headed.
shatter, v. [a form of SCATTER],

to break in pieces ; to make unfit
j

for use.

shave, v. [A.S.], to cut or pare in
;

thin slices ; to cut off hair with <

a razor ; to skim the surface ;

7i., a cutting off of hair with
a razor ; a narrow escape. p.p.,
shaved and shaven. ns.,

shave'ling, a monk or friar, so
called from his shaven crown;
sha'ver, one who shaves ; a bar-
ber ; one who deals in sharp
bargains ; sha'ving, the act of

shaving or paring ; the thin
slice cut off.

shaw, n. [A.S.], a small wood ; a
thicket.

-shaw, geog. root (as in Pottokshaws,
Pollock's wood or grove).

shawl, 7i. [Pers.], a woven or knit-

ted covering for the shoulderst

she, pron. [A.S. seo], the female
person or animal referred to;
obj. her; pass, her, hers.

sheaf, n. [A.S., same root as

SHOVE], a bundle of things of the
same kind, esp. stalks of corn ;

(pi.) sheaves ; v., to make into

sheaves. a., shea'fy, like a
sheaf.

shear, v. [A.S., same root as

SHARE and SHORT], to cut with
shears, etc. ; to cut the wool
from ; to reap corn. p.p.,
sheared or shorn. n., shear'-

ling, a sheep that has been
sheared only once. n. pi.,

shears, a large pair of scissors ;

anything made like shears ;

strong poles fastened together
at the top for lifting heavy
weights.

sheath, n. [A.S., scceth], a case for

a sword, etc. ; that which sur-

rounds and fits closely ; the
base of a leaf round the stem.
v., sheathe, to put into a sheath;
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to surround closely ; to cover
over. n., shea'thing, that
which sheathes, as the covering
of a ship's bottom, etc.

Sheave, n. [M.E. shive], the
grooved wheel of a pulley over
which the rope passes ; a sliding
cover for a keyhole.

Shebeen', n. [Ir.], a place where
spirits are sold without a licence.

shed (1), n. [a form of SHADE], a
slight building for temporary
shelter ; an outhouse ; a badly-
built hut.

Shed (2), v. [A.S.], to pour out ; to
throw off ; to let fall, as tears
or leaves ; to separate or divide.

pres. p., shedding; p.p., shed.
Sheen, n. [A.S. scene], light from
a bright surface ; brightness ;

glitter.

Sheep, n. [A.S.], the commonest
wool-bearing animal ; a weak,
silly person. ns^, sheep'-eote,
sheep'-fold, and sheep'-pen, a
place of shelter for sheep. a.,

shee'pish, having the nature
of a sheep ; timid ; bashful.

ns., shee'pishness ; sheep'-
shearing, the cutting off of the
wool or fleece ; the time of

doing so ; sheep'-walk and
sheep'-pun, land on which
sheep are pastured.

H Sheep (1), a. [Scand., pure], un-
mixed ; simple ; precipitous.

Sheep (2), v. [Du., to SHEAR], to

turn from the straight course ;

to swerve ; to shy.
sheet, n. [A.S. scete, akin to sceotan,

to SHOOT], a broad, thin piece of

anything ; a covering of linen
or cotton for a bed ; a large sur-
face of water ; a sail ; a rope
fixed to the lower corner of a
sail to bring it to the wind ; v.,

to cover with a sheet. ns.,

sheet'-anchop, the largest an-

chor, thrown or shot out in very
great danger ; a sure support ;

the best hope of safety ; sheet' -

ing, cloth for sheets ; sheet' -

lightning, broad flashes of light-

ning.
sheik (sMk\ n. [Arab.], the head of

an Arab family, tribe, or village.

shek'el, n. [Heb., to weigh], a

Jewish weight of about half an
ounce ; a silver coin of the value
of about 2s. 6d.

Sheki'nah, n. [Hob.], the cloud of
God's presence over the Ark of
the Covenant.

shelf, n. [A.S.], a board fixed
against a wall to hold articles
on ; a sand-bank or a ledge of
rocks ; a long flat layer of rock ;

(pi.) shelves. v., shelve,, to fit

with shelves ; to put on a shelf ;

to set aside. n., shel'ving, act
of putting in shelves ; a setting
aside ; shelves, or their material.

shell, n. [A.S., akin to SCALE], an
outside covering ; the outer part
of an egg, etc. ; the pod of peas,
etc. ; the hard covering of some
kinds of fishes ; the walls and
roof of an unfinished house ; a
rough coffin ; a musical instru-
ment ; case of metal filled with
explosives and hurled from a
gun ; v., to take off or come
out of the shell ; to storm with
shells. n., shell'fish, a name
for many kinds of water-animals
having a covering of shell.

a., shelly, consisting of shell,
or shells.

shellac', n. [SHELL, LAC], lac puri
fled and hardened into thin

plates.

shel'ter, n. [A.S. scild-truma

(SHIELD ; truma, hand)], anything
that covers or protects ; a re-

fuge ; a place of safety ; state of

being protected; v., to cover:
to protect; to give shelter to:
to take shelter.

shelve, v. [E., akin to SHOAL], to

slope downward ; to incline.

a., shel'vy, gradually sloping
shallow.

shep'hepd (shep'crd), n. [SHEEP.
HERD], one who cares for sheep ;

the minister of a church ; v., to

tend sheep ;-/., shep'herdess.
Shep'bet, n. [Arab.], a pleasant

drink of fruit juices sweetened
in water.

sherd. See SHARD.
sheriff, n. [A.S., SHIRE, REEVE],

the chief law-officer or judge in

a shire or county. ns., sh6P"

iffalty, shrievalty (shre'vdttik
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sher'iffdom, and sher'iffship,
the office, district, or authority
of a sheriff.

Shep'py, n., a kind of wine, named
from Xeres in Spain.

Shew. See SHOW.
shib boleth, n. [Heb.], a word by
which the Bphraimites were de-
tected by the Gileadites (see

Judges xii. 5, 6) ; the test word
of a party.

shield, n. [A.S.], a frame covered
with skin or metal to ward off

blows, etc. ; anything or any one
that protects ; the surface on
which coats of arms are marked ;

v., to protect or defend ; to

keep from harm.
Shift, v. [A.S., to divide], to change ;

to alter position ; to put on
other clothes ; to put out of the
way ; to change in opinion or

character ;- n., that which is

shifted ; a plan tried when
others have failed ; change of

workmen ; a woman's under-
garment. as., shiftless, with-
out a plan or aim ; without
means of success ; shifting,
often changing ; unsteady ;

fickle ; shifty, fond or ready
with shifts ; changeable. ns.,

Shiftiness, shift'lessness.

Shille'lah, n., a thick stick or staff,

named from a place in Wicklow,
Ireland, famous for oak trees.

Shilling, n. [A.S.], a silver coin of

the value of 12 pence.
shil'ly-shal'ly, v. [shaU I ? shad

/?], to hesitate or trifle;^.,
hesitation.

shimmer, v. [A.S. scimrian, to
shine with a tremulous light ;

n., a tremulous light.

Shin, n. [A.S.], the bone between
the knee and the ankle ; the
front of the leg.

Shine, v. [A.S. scinan], to give out
a clear and steady light ; to be
bright ; to be lively and enter-

taining ; to be well known ;

., a bright light. pres. p.,

shining ; past and p.p., shone
(short). a., shi'ning, giving
forth light ; bright ;-^n., bright-
ness of light. a., shi'ny, un-
clouded; bright; glossy.

shingle (1) (shingl), n. [formerl;
shindle, L. scindula (sdndere, i>

split)], a thin piece of wood use*
as a roof-tile.

shingle (2) (sUngl), n. [Scand. T.

loose stones on the sea-shore o
in the bed of a river ; gravel

a., shingly, covered wit)

shingle.
shingles (shinglz), n. pi. [O.Fr.

from L. cingulum, a girdle], i

skin disease often appearing
round the waist.

ship, n. [A.S.], a large sea-goinj
vessel with masts and sails ; an?
large sailing vessel ; v., to pu
or receive on board a ship.

pres.p.,shipping; p.p.,shipped
ns., ship board, the deck a

a ship ; ship'-broker, a broke:
who buys and sells ships, etc.

ship'-master, the captain o
a ship ; ship'-mate, a fellov

sailor ; ship'ment, process o

shipping ; that which is shipped
cargo ; ship'-money, pone?
for providing ships in time o
war ; ship'per, one who send
goods in ships ; ship'ping, i

collection of ships. a., ship'
shape, arranged like a ship ; ii

good order ; tidy. n., ship'
wreck (-rek), the breaking up o
a ship ; the loss of a ship at sea
a ship that is wrecked ; com
plete destruction ; v., to de
stroy a ship ; to ruin anything

ns., ship'wright (-rit), <

builder of ships ; ship'yard, t

place where ships are built 01

repaired.
-ship, suff. [A.S., akin to SHAPE]

quality, state, office, rank, etc

(as in FELLOWSHIP, FRIENDSHIP
RECTORSHIP).

shire, n. [A.S. sdr, a division], i

district formerly under an earl

now under a sheriff ; a county.
shirk, v. [a form of SHARK ?], <x

get off from a duty ; to slinl

away from work. a., shir'ky.
shirt, n. [A.S., akin to SHORT 01

SKIRT], an under-garment won
by men ; v., to clothe with i

shirt. n.t shir'ting, cloth fo)

shirts.

shlv'ep (1), n. [BJ. a thin slice
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a small piece broken off by sud-
den force ; (pi.) the small pieces
into which a thing is broken ;

v., to break 'or to be broken to

pieces. a., shiv'ery, easily
broken ; brittle ; trembling.

Shiv'er (2), v. [M.E., perhaps akin
1 to QUIVER], to shake, as from

fear or cold ; to tremble.
Shoal (1), n. [A.S. scolu], a great

1 number ; a crowd, esp. of fish ;

I v. f to crowd-
Shoal (2), n. [SHALLOW], shallow

water ; a sand-bank ; a., hav-
ing little depth ; v., to become
of less depth. a., shoa'ly, full

of shoals or shallow places.
Shock (1), a. [a form of SHAG ?],

bushy ; shaggy ; also shock' -

headed.
Shock (2), n. [Old Du.], a number

of sheaves of corn set up to-

gether ; a stook ; v., to make
up into a shock ; to stook.

Shock (3), n. [Fr. choc, from Qer. ?,

akin to SHAKE], a sudden shake
caused by a blow ; a dashing of

one thing against another ; an
onset, as of battle ; a sudden
and overpowering feeling ; an
electric discharge felt by the
nerves ; v., to give a shock to ;

to strike with terror or disgust.

a., shocking, causing sudden
fear, disgust, or horror ; re-

volting, horrible.

Shod, v., past tense of SHOE.
Shod'dy, n. [A.S., same root as

H SHED (2) ?], waste stuff shed or

;

! thrown off ; cloth, etc., torn to
E threads and woven again ; a.,
II of the nature of shoddy ; sham.
Shoe (shoo), n. [A.S.], a covering
I for the foot ; anything made
I

or used like a shoe ; (pi.) shoes
i and (poet.) shoon ; v., to fur-

I nish with shoes ; to put on
I shoes. pres. p., shoeing ; past
' and p.p., shod. ns., shoe'-

horn, an instrument used in

putting on a shoe ; shoe'-black,
I one who blacks shoes.

shone, v., past tense and p.p. of
SHINE.

shook, v., past tense of SHAKE.
Shoot, v. [A.S.], to let fly or to go
with great force ; to send from

a bow or a gun ; to flro a gun ;

to hit or kill with a shot ; to Jut
out ; (up) to grow very fast ;

to bud ; (ahead) to outstrip ;

n., act of shooting ; a young
branch. n., shoo'ting-box, a
house for use during tho shoo-
ting season; shoo'ting-star, a
light suddenly shooting across
the sky ; a meteor.

shop, n. [A.S.], a place in which
things are made or sold ; v., to
buy goods in a shop. pres. p.,

shopping; p.p., shopped. -

ns., shop'keeper, one who
keeps or owns a shop ; shop''
lifter, one who steals from a
shop ; shoplifting, stealing
from a shop ; shop'man, a
man employed in a shop ; shop'-
walker, one who walks in a
shop to see that all goes right.

shore (1), n. [M.E., etym. ?], a
piece of wood, etc., set against a
building or a ship in dock to

support it ; v., to prop.
shore (2), n. [A.S. scoren, from

sceran, to SHEAR], the land at the
edge of the sea, etc. a., shore'-
less, without a shore; boundless.

shorn, ., p.p. of SHEAR.
short, a. [A.S., from root of

SHEAR], not long ; not long
enough ; too small in amount ;

(of) not coming up to ; not hav-
ing enough (of) ; easily crum-
bled, as pastry, etc. a., short' -

coniing, a falling short ; de-

ficiency ; neglect. v., shor'ten,
to make short : to contract ; to

lop off ; to make less in amount.
n., short'hand, a method of

writing to keep pace with
speaking ; phonography. adv.,

shortly, before long ; in a
short time ;

in few words. as.,

short'-handed, without suffi-

cient assistants ; short'-sight-
ed, not able to see far : wanting
in foresight.

shot, n. [A.S.], act of shooting;
that which is fired, as bullets or

small pellets ; the distance a
bullet can be fired ; one who
shoots ; v. t to load with shot.

pres. p., shotting ;

shotted.
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Shpul'dep (shol'der), n. [A.S.], the
joint on which the arm turns ;

the parts around the arm-joint ;

the uppor part of the fore-leg
of an animal ; anything like a
shoulder, as part of a hill ; a
support ; v., to push with or to
take upon the shoulder. ns.,

shoul'der-blade, the flat bone
of the shoulder ; shoul'der-
knot, a knot worn as an orna-
ment for the shoulder.

shout, n. [etym. ?], a loud cry ; a
sudden cry ; a cry to call atten-

,
tion ; v., to make a loud cry ;

to speak very loud.
Shove (shtiv), v. [A.S.], to move by

pushing ; to drive forward ; to

push aside ; n., act of pushing ;

a push.
shov'el, n. [from SHOVE], a broad,

slightly hollowed blade with a
handle, for lifting earth, etc. ;

a light spade ; v., to throw up
with a spade or shovel. pres. p.,

shovelling ; p.p., shovelled.
Show or shew (sho), v. [A.S.], to

bring or to come into sight ;

to cause to be seen ; to make
clear ; to explain ; to give or be-
stow as a favour. p.p., shown
or showed. ns., show, that
which is shown ; great display ;

unreal appearance ; show'bread
or shewbread, loaves set before
the Lord in the sanctuary.

Show'ep, n. [A.S. scur], a short fall

of rain or hail ; anything like a
fall of rain ; an abundant supply;

y., to rain in showers ; to give
abundantly. a., show'epy, hav-
ing many showers.

shrap'nel, n., a shell containing
bullets as well as powder, in-

vented by Gen. Shrapnel.
shred, n. [A.S.], a long narrow

piece torn off ; a strip ; v. t to
cut into shreds.

Shrew (shroo), n. [A.S.], a noisy,
troublesome woman ; a scold ;

a small insect-eating animal like
a mouse that lives under ground.

as., shrewd, shrew - like ;

clever ; sharp-witted ; keen-
sighted ; shrewish, like a
shrew; given to scolding. n. f

shrew'ishnessc

shriek (shrek), v. [form of SCBEECHJ,
to give a loud, sharp cry of feai
or great pain ; to scream sud-
denly ; n., a loud, sharp cry.

shriev'alty. See SHERIFF.
shrift, 7i. See SHRIVE.
shrill, a. [Scand. ?], loud and

piercing; very sharp in torn;
or sound. adv., shrilly ; n., i

shrillness.
shrimp, n. [akin to SHRINK and Sc.

scrimp, to make too small], a

small shell-fish with a thin body
and long legs ; a dwarf.

shrine, n. [Fr., from L. scnnium,
a chest], a place where sacred

things are kept ; a place sacred

by its associations ; an altar ;

a tomb.
shrink, v. [A.S.], to go into smaller

bulk ; to contract ; to draw
back from ; n. (also shrink'-

age), a becoming less. past,
shrank or shrunk ; p.p.,
shrunk or shrunken.

shrive, v. [A.S., from L. scribere,
to write], to hear confession;
to grant absolution ; to pardon. ,

past, shrove or shrived; 1

p.p., shrived or shriven. n.,

shrift, act of shriving ; absolu-
tion after confession.

shriv'el, v. [Scand. ?], to wither up;
to become wrinkled. pres. p.,

shrivelling ; p.p., shrivelled.

shroud, n. [A.S.], that which
covers ; the dress of a dead

body ; (pi.) shrouds, the ropee
steadying the masts of a ship ;

v., to cover ; to hide ; to

shelter ; to dress a dead body.
Shrove'-tide, n. [SHROVE (see:

SHRIVE), TIDE, time], the time
for shrift before Lent ; Shrove-
Tuesday, the day before Ash-

Wednesday, the first day of

Lent.
shrub (1), n. [Arab., same root as

SHERBET and SIRUP], a drink

made of lemon juice, sugar, and
some spirit, usually rum.

shrub (2), n. [A.S.], a tree-lik

plant branching directly from
the root. n., shrub'bery, a

place planted with shrubs. -a.,

shrub'by, full of shrubs ; like

a shrub.
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shrug, v. [Scand. ?], to draw up
the shoulders to express doubt
or dislike ; n., a drawing up of
the shoulders. pres. p., shrug-
ging ; p.p., shrugged.

Shud'der, v. [M.E.], to shako, as
with fear or cold ; n., a tremb-
ling or shaking.

shuffle, v. [a form of SCUFFLE],
to shove from side to side ; to

change the place often ; to mix
together, as cards ; to walk
without lifting the feet properly ;

to rub the feet on tho floor ; to
avoid giving a clear answer ;

(off) to throw off or cast aside ;

n. (also shuffling), tho act of

shuffling.

Shun, v. [A.S. scunian], to keep
away from ; to evade. pres. p.,

shunning ; P-P-, shunned.
Shunt, v. [M.E. shunten, from A.S.

scyndan, to hasten], to turn (a

train, etc.) aside ; to turn to
another set of rails ; to switch
off or aside.

shut, v. [A.S.], to close or fasten ;

(out) to hinder from entering ;

(up) to make fast ; to fold to-

gether. pres. p., shutting ;

past and p.p., shut. n., shut'-

tep, a covering of wood or iron
for a window.

shuttle, n. [A.S., same root as

SHOOT], that by which a weaver
shoots the thread from side to

side of the web ; anything used
in a similar way. n., shut'tle-

cock, a cork stuck with feathers
used in the game of shuttlecock
and battledore ; the game itself.

Shy, a. [A.S.], keeping at a dis-

tance ; easily frightened ; bash-
, ful ; v., to start suddenly aside ;

to throw.
Siberian, a., pertaining to Si-

beria; n., a native or inhabi-
,

tant of Siberia.

sibilant, a. [L. sibildre, to hiss],

making a hissing sound ; n., a
letter with a hissing sound, as
s or z.

Sib'yJ, n. [L. Sibylla], an old hea-
then prophetess ; a fortune teller.

a., sib'ylline.
Sick, a. [A.S.], ill with weakness

or disease ; inclined to vomit ;

indisposed : (of) tired of ; dislik-

ing. n., sick'ness, illness ; in-

disposition. v., sick'en, tomake
or to become sick. a., sickly,
v/eak ; fooble. n., sioUliness.

Gickle, n. [A.S., from L. secula

(secure, to cut)], a curved knife
for cutting grain.

side, n. [A.S.j, a bounding line or
surface ; tho odgo or outer line ;

one of tho longer edges ; the
body between the hip and the
shoulder ; the slope of a hill ;

one set of persons or opinions as
distinct from another ; party ;

a., being on the side ; 1\,

(with) to hold the same opinions
as ; to take part with. n.,
side board, a table or dresser
at one side of a dining-room.
a., sidelong, not directly for-
ward ; oblique ; adv., in the
direction of the side ; to the
side. n., side-saddle, a lady's
saddle. advs., side'ways and
side'wise, towards one side ;

leaning or moving to tho side.

n., si'ding, a short line of rails

connected with the main line.

v., sidle, to go sideways.
sidep'eal (sider'idl), a. [L. sidus,
a star], relating to the stars ;

measured by the apparent mo-
tions of the stars.

siege (sej), n. [Fr. siege, from L.
sedere, to sit], the settling down
of an army round a fortress ;

v. f to besiege.
sien'na. n., a reddish-brown colour
made of earth from Siena, Tus-
cany.

sier'ra, n. [Sp., from L. serra, a
saw], a ridge of jagged moun-
tains ; geog. root (as in Sierra

Morena, the brown or dark
mountains ; Sierra Nevada, the

snowy mountain range).

sies'ta, n. [Sp., from L. sexta, the
sixth (hour)], a short sleep at or
about midday.

sieve (siv), n. [A.S., akin to SIFT],

a vessel with a perforated bot-
tom for separating fine particles
from coarse, or for straining

liquids.

sift, v. [A.S.], to separate, as with
to look closely into.
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Sigh (si), v. [A.S.], to take a long,

deep breath in fatigue, grief,

etc. ; to long greatly ; to make
a sound like a sigh ; n., a long,

deep breath.

Sight (sit), n. [A.S. gesihth], the

power of seeing ; knowledge by
the eye ; that which is seen ;

something worth seeing ; a con-
trivance on a gun to assist in

taking aim ; v., to come in

eight of. as., sigh'ted, having
the power of sight ; sightless,
without the power of sight ;

sightly, pleasing to the sight ;

conspicuous.
Sign (sin), n. [O.Fr., from L. sig-

num], a mark by which a thing
is represented that which
marks nearness or presence ; a
movement expressing a thought,
wish, or command ; a wonderful
event ; a miracle ; one of the
twelve groups of stars through
which the sun is supposed to

pass every year ; (mathematics)
a mark showing the relation of

one quantity to another ; v., to

make known by a sign ; to give
a signal ; to write one's name
(to). ns., sign'-board, a board
marked with a person's name
or business ; sign'-post a post
on which a sign hangs ; a guide-
post.

sig'nal, n. [Fr., from root of SIGN],

something to give notice j the
notice given ; a., worthy of

note ; v., to give notice by
signs. pres. p., signalling ;

p.p., signalled. v., sig'nalize,
to make eminent ' to signal.

a., sig'natory, bound by signa-
ture ; n., a person bound by
signature. ns., sig'nature, a

person's name written by his

own hand ; the sharps or flats

at the beginning of a piece of

music.
Sig'net, n. [Fr., from L. signum

(see SIGN)], a seal ; the seal of a
sovereign; a., having a seal

cut upon it, as a signet-ring ;

v., to affix a seal to.

Sig'nify, v. [Fr., from L. signum,
FT], to make known by signs or

words; to give notice of; to

mean ; to be of consequence.
ns., significance and signif'-
ieancy, that which a thing
means ; importance ; conse-
quence. a., significant^ hav-
ing meaning ; expressive ; im-
portant. n., signifiea'tion,
meaning ; sense.

Sikh, n. [Hind., from Skt.], one of
j

a religious and military sect inj
the Punjab, India.

silence, n. [Fr., from L. silential

(silere, to be silent)], state of

being silent ; absence of noise orl

sound; state of not speaking;!
freedom from agitation ; v., to
cause to be quiet ; to put to
rest ; to stop ; int., be quiet. i

a., silent,, free from noise;
saying nothing ; not inclined to

speak ; taciturn ; not pro-
nounced.

silhouette' (siluet'), n. [Etienne
de Silhouette, a French minister.
in 1759], a black outline portrait .

traced from the shadow cast by
an object.

silica, n. [L. silex, flint], the>

substance of which flint, sand,
and sandstone are mostly com-,

posed. a., siliceous (silish'us),

pertaining to or containing silica,

silk, n. [A.S. seolc, L. sericum],
fine threads spun by silkworms ;

cloth of such threads ; a., made
of silk; like silk. a., sil'ken,
made of silk ; like silk. ns.,

silk'-mercer, a silk merchant;
silk'-weaver, one who weaves
silk ; silk'worm (-werm), the

worm which spins silk threads.!
a., sil'ky, like silk; smooth;
downy.

sill, n. [A.S.], a base or foundation;
a piece of stone or timber across ,

the bottom of a door or a win-

dow; threshold; the lowest part
of a window frame.

sillabub, n. [etym. ?], a drini
made of wine, milk, and sugar.

silly a, [A.S. scelig, happy], harm-
less ; foolish ; weak in mind.
n., silliness, weakness of mind
foolishness.

silo, n. [Sp., from Gk. siros], a pil

or other airtight place for stor

ing grass and other green fodder
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Bllt, n. rScand., to strain?], sand
or mud deposited from running
or standing water ; sediment ;

v., to choke with mud.
Silurian, a., pertaining to the

Silures, an ancient people of

England and Wales ; denoting
a rock abundant in South Wales.

Sirvan. See syl'van.
SiTver, n. [A.S.], a soft, white,

ringing metal, taking on a high
polish ; coins and plate made of
silver ; anything like silver ;

a., made of or like silver ; v., to
cover or plate with silver ; to
make or to grow white. n., sil'-

vering, process of plating with
silver ; the silver so laid on.

a., sil'vepy, like silver ; glisten-

ing ; ringing. ns., sil'ver-flp,
a fir tree with white bark ;

sil'ver-fox, a fox having silver

tips on its black fur; sil'ver-

smith, one who works in silver.

a., sil'vep-tongued, of musi-
cal speech ; eloquent ; per-
suasive.

Similar, a. [Fr., from L. simflis],

like ; nearly the same ; same in

shape. ns., similarity, like-

ness ; resemblance ; sim'ile

(sim'ile), a form of expression
in which a thing is spoken of

as like something else as, he
fought like a lion ; similitude,
likeness : comparison ; a copjr

.

Sim'mep, v. [imit.], to boil gently
with a hissing sound ; to begin
to boil.

Si'mony, n. [Fr., from Simon
Magus], the practice of buying
and selling offices in the Church.

a., simoni'acal. n., Sim-
onist.

Simoom' (simoom'), n. [Arab.], a
hot dry wind from the desert,

blowing over Arabia, Syria, etc.

'Slm'pep, v. [Scand. ?], to smile in
' a silly, affected manner ; n.,

an affected smile.

Sim'ple, a. [Fr., from L. simplex],
without a fold ;

of only one
part ; uncompounded ;

un-
adorned ; easily understood ;

unsuspecting ; straightforward ;

weak in mind ; n., something
not mixed or compounded.

as., sim'ple-hearted, sim'ple-
minded, free from guile; Bin-
cere. ns., sim'pleness and
simplicity, freedom from mix-
ture, cunning, or difficulty ;

weakness of mind ; sim'pleton,
a silly person ; one of weak
mind. v., sim'plify", to make
simple ; to make easily under-
stood. tt., simplification, act
or result of simplifying. adv.,
sim'ply, in a simple manner ;

by itself ; merely.
sim'ulate, v. [L. simuldre, to pre-

tend], to put on the appearance
without the reality ; to pretend ;

to counterfeit. ns., Simula'-
tion, act of simulating ; imita-
tion in form ; a pretence ;

sim'ulatop, a pretender ; an
impostor.

simultaneous, a. [L. simul, at
the same time], existing or hap-
pening at the same time. ns.,

simulta'neousness, simul-
taneity.

sin, n. [A.S.], a breaking of the
law of God ; any wrong-doing ;

neglect of duty ; v., to break
God's law ; to do wrong.
pres. p., sinning ; p.p., sinned,

a., sia'ful, guilty of sin;
wicked ; unholy. n., sin'ftil-

ness. a., sinless, without sin ;

pure ; holy. ns., sin'ner, one
who has sinned ; sin'-offering,
an offering to atone for sin.

since (sins), adv. [M.E. sitJiens

(A.S. siththan, after that)], from
the time when ; before now ;

prep., from the time of ; ever
after ; conj., seeing that ; be-
cause.

sincere' (sinser'), a. [L. sincerus,

pure], without mixture; straight-
forward ; true ; honest. n.,

sincerity, quality of being
sincere ; straightforwardness ;

freedom from pretence.
sin'ciput (sin'siput), n. [L. sin- for

SEMI-, caput, the head], the fore

part of the head (opposed to

OCCIPUT).
Sine (sin), n. [L. sinus, a curve], the

line from one end of an arc per-

pendicular to the diameter which
passes through the other.
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Si'neeure (or sin'ekur), n. [L. sine,
without ; cura, care], an office

giving an income with little or
no work. n., si'neeurist, one
who holds a sinecure.

sin'ew (sin'u), n. [A.S.], the band,
that joins a muscle to a bone ;

that which supplies strength and
vigour. a., sin'ewy, having
strong sinews ; vigorous ; active.

v. [A.S.], to make music
with the voice ; to tell in verse ;

to praise in song. past, sang or

sung ; p.p., sung.
singe (sinj), v. [A.S. sengari], to
burn slightly on the surface ; to
scorch ; n., a slight burn.

pres. p., singeing ; p.p., singed
(sinjd).

single (singT), a. [late L. singulus,
one at a time], one and no more ;

unmarried ; one on each side ;

not folded or doubled ; honest ;

v., to pick one out ; to take
alone. as., single-handed,
without help ; unassisted ; sin-

gle-hearted, single-minded,
without cunning ; sincere. ns.,

singleness, freedom from
guile ; honesty of purpose ; sin-

glestick, a stick used in fencing ;

a fight with singlesticks. adv.,

singly, one by one ; by oneself.

Sin gulap, a. [L. singuldris], stand-

ing alone ; apart from others ;

out of the usual order ; rare ;

distinguished ; (grammar) de-

noting one person or thing. n.,

singularity, quality of being
singular ; individuality ; any-
thing rare or curious ; rarity.

sinister, a. [L.], on the left hand ;

unlucky ; dishonest ; suspicious.

sink, v. [A.S.], to go down lower
and lower ; to go below the
surface ; to fall to the bottom ;

to put under water ; to enter

deeply, as into the mind ; to
fail in strength or value ; to

bring or to come to ruin ; to
become less in amount ; to dig,
as a well ; to keep out of sight ;

n., a box or drain to carry off

dirty water ; a degraded place
or condition. past, sank or
sunk ; p.p., sunk or sunken.

si'nus, n. [L. sinus, a fold], a bend

or fold ; a bay or gulf ; a cavity
in a bone ; a recess. a., sin'-

flate [L. sinuare, to bond], hav-
ing a waved margin ; -v., to be
curved in and out. a., sin'uous,
bending in and out ; wavy ;

winding ; morally crooked. n.,

sinuosity, waviness.

sip, v. [A.S., akin to SUP], to drinls

in small quantities ; to take up
with the lips ; to taste liquor

n., act of sipping ; a slight
taste. pres. p., sipping; p.p.,

sipped.
si'phon (si'fori), n. [Fr., from Gk.

siphon, a pipe], a bent tube for

drawing off liquid from one
vessel to another. as., si'

phonal, si'phonate, siphonIc,
sir, n. [O.Fr. sire, senre, from L,

SENIOR], an address of respect to

men ; the prefix to the name ol

a knight or a baronet.

sire, n. [see SIB], a father ; th
head of a family ; a title giver
to a sovereign ; the male parent
of a horse or other animal ; (pl.\

ancestors.

sir'en, n. [Gk. seiren], an enticing
dangerouswoman ; a temptress :

an instrument for fog-warning
or for measuring the pulses in 8

musical note ; a., bewitching
fascinating ; seducing.

Sirlus, n. [Gk. seirios, scorching];
the brightest of the fixed start

^ (called also the Dog-star).

sirloin, n. [Fr. surlonge (sur, over :

longe, LOIN)], the upper part of e

loin of beef ; a loin.

siroe'eo, n. [It., from Arab.], e

hot wind from Africa blowing
over Sicily and Southern Italy.

sir'rah, n., a contemptuous ust

of SIR.

sir'up. See SYRUP.
sis'ter, n. [A.S. sweoster}, a femak

having the same father and
mother ; a female associate.:

ns., sis'terhood, state or dutj-
of a sister ; female associates

united in faith or in work
sis'ter-in-law, the sister a\

one's husband or wife ; the wifc

of one's brother. as. sis'terlj
and sis'terlike, like or becom

!

ing a sister.
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Sit, v. [A.S.], to rest on the haun
ches ; to use a seat ; to press or
weigh ; to brood or incubate ;

to blow from a certain direction ;

to have a right to a seat ; to hold
a meeting or meetings. pres. p.,
sitting ; past and p.p., sat. n.,
sit ting, state of one who sits ;

room or right to sit ; act or time
of sitting ; a session ; a meeting ;

a sederunt.

Site, n. [Fr., from L. sUus], the
place where anything is fixed ;

the ground on which a house is

built ; the place where an event
takes place.

Sith, adv. [A.S.], since ; seeing
that.

Sit'ttate and sit'fiated, as. [late L.
situatus, from situs, SITE], hav-
ing a fixed place ; located ; cir-

cumstanced. n., sitaa'tion, the
place where a person or a thing
stands ; position with respect to
others ; employment ; circum-
stances.

Six, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than five. a., six'fpld, six times
as many ; multiplied by six.

n., sixpence, the amount of six

pennies. a., sixpenny, worth
sixpence. adv., sixthly* a.

and n., sixty, ten times six.

Si'zap, 7i. [Fr. size, a fixed quan-
tity of food, -EB], a student at
the university of Cambridge or
of Dublin who pays no fees.

Size (1), n. [shortened from ASSIZE],
the space taken up by a body ;

amount measured by the space
it fills ; bulk ; importance.

I Size (2), and si'zing, ns. [It. sisa,
as ASSIZE], thin glue to mix with
colours, or to varnish and stiffen

a surface.
Skald . See SCALD (2).

skate (1), n. [Du.], a sole of wood
or iron with a steel blade,
fastened to the boot, for sliding
on ice ; v., to slide with skates.

skate (2), n. [Scand.], a large fiat

fish.

skein (skdn), n. [O.Fr., from O. ?],

a quantity of thread tied up in a
knot ; a hank.

Skel'eton, n. [Gk. skeletos, dried],
the bones of an animal without

skin or flesh; outline; frame-
work.

skep'tic. See SCEPTIC.
sketch, n. [Du., from L. schtdiu**

hastily made (Gk. schedon, near)],
a first drawing or plan ; an out-
line ; v., to drawa rough plan ; to
give the outlines or chief points.

a., sketchy, like a sketch;
not carefully done ; incomplete.

skew (ska), a. [Old Du. ?, akin to
SHY], turned to one side ; not at
right angles, as a bridge ; v., to
be crooked ; to make skewed ;

adv., askew ; obliquely.
Skew'er, n. [E., same root as

SHIVER, a splinter], a pin for
'

fastening meat while roasting ;

v., to fasten with a skewer.
Ski (she or ske), n. [Scand.], a long
and narrow snow-shoe.

skid, n. [Scand. ?], a piece of iron

placed under a wheel to check
it when going downhill ; a drag ;

a fender for a ship ; v.t to put
on a drag ; to slip sideways on a
slippery road.

skiff, n., a small, light boat.

skill, n. [Scand.], ability to know
or to do ; readiness from con-
stant practice ; dexterity ; ex-

pertness. as., skil'ful, full of

skill; dexterous; skilled (skild),

expert ; qualified ; trained.

Skillet, n. [Fr. escudlette, from L.
scutella (scutra, a dish or plate)],
a small pot with a long handle,
used in cooking.

skim, v. [E., same root as SCUM],
to take off scum ; to take off by
skimming ; to fly or pass lightly
over the surface ; to read care-

lessly. pres. p., skimming ;

p.p., skimmed. n., skim'-
milk, milk from which the
cream has been skimmed.

Skin, n. [Scand.], the natural cov-

ering of animals and plants ;

v., to take the skin off ; to

cover, as with skin. a., skin'-

deep, no deeper than the skin ;

superficial ; slight. ns., skin'-

flint, a very mean and greedy
person ; skin'ner, one who
skins ; a dealer in skins. a.,

skin'ny, having nothing but
skin ; lean ; emaciated.

16
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skip, v. [M.E.], to move by light

leaps and bounds ; to frisk as a
lamb ; to miss over ; n., a
light leap or bound. pres. p.,

skipping ; p.p., skipped.
skip'pep, n. [Du., SHIPPER], the

master of a merchant ship.

Skir'mish, v. [O.Fr. eskermir (Fr.
escarmouche)], to fight in small

parties ; n. t a fight between
small parties.

Skirt, n. [M.E., akin to SHIRT], the
lower part of a loose garment ;

the part of a woman's dress be-
low the waist ; the outer edge ;

{pi.) (and out'skirts), the bor-
ders of a town or country ; v.,

t

to run along the side of ; to be*

on the edge of.

Skit, n. [Scand. ?, akin to SHOOT],
a funny or sarcastic attack in

words ;
a squib. a., skit'tish,

easily frightened; frisky; full

of fun and frolic.

skit'tles, n. pi. [Scand.], a game in

which wooden pins are knocked
down by being bowled against ;

ninepins.
Skulk, v. [Scand., akin to SCOWL],

to keep out of sight ; to sneak
away ; to hide for shame ; to be
afraid to be seen.

skull, n. [M.E., akin to SHELL], the
bony covering of the brain. n.,

skull'-cap, a close-fitting cap.
Skunk, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], a kind

of weasel which defends itself

by emitting a strong - smelling
liquid ; a mean fellow.

Sky, n. [Scand.], the arched cover-

ing which seems to be over our
heads. a., sky'-blue, blue like

the clear sky. ns., sky'-lark,
a bird which rises high in the

air, singing as it flies ; sky'-
larking, larking or making fun
in the rigging of a ship ; a bit of

fun ; skylight, a window in

the roof ; sky'sail (or sk$sl),

the square sail above the
'* royal" ; sky'-scraper, a three-

cornered skysail ; a very tell

building. a. and adv., Sky'-
ward, toward the sky.

Slab. n. [etym. ?], a thin slice of

wood or stone ; a plank ; a
beard.

2 slash

slab'ber. See SLOBBER.
slack, a. [A.S.], not tight; not

firmly fixed ; not btisy ; care-
less in conduct or business ;-

n., the loose part of a rope ; t

(also slack'en), to become or
make less tight ; to less

speed ; to become less able or

violent; to check. n., slaek'-

ness, looseness ; negligence.
slag, n. [Scand., akin to SLACK],

the dross of melted metal
ashes or cinders from a volcano
or a furnace.

slain, v., p.p. of SLAY.
slake, v. fA.S., from root of SLACK],

to piit out, as fire ; to quench,
as thirst ; to mix with water, as
lime ; to go out or give way.

slam, v. [Scand. ?, imit.], to shut
with a Joud noise ; to close vio-

lently ; n., a noisy shutting.
pres. p., slamming; p.p.
slammed.

slan'der, n. [O.Fr., from L. and
Gk., same root as SCANDAL],
false report intended to hurt ;

v., to harm by saying what
not true. a., slan'derous,
speaking or containing slander ;

libellous ; defamatory.
slang, n. [Scand., from root of

SLING ?], an expressive kind of

speech, used by classes of per-
sons among themselves as,

tanner, a sixpence; brass, im-

pudence (specimens of which
have become literary words as

humbug ; sham ; Blighty, home,
England (soldiers' slang), etc.);

v., to use slang ; to abuse.

Slant, -u. [Scand. ?], to be off the1

right line or level ; to lie at an
acute or obtuse angle ; to slope ;

n., a slope ; a., not perpen-
dicular ; not parallel.

slap, v. [imit.], to strike with the
hand or with anything flat ;

n., a blow with the open hand.
-^>res. p., slapping; p.p.

slapped. adv., slap'-dash, in

a hurried or careless manner ;

all at once.

slash, v. [O.Fr., akin to SLICE], to

cut in long slits ; to cut care-

lessly ; to ornament by cutting;
slits ; to strike without looking!
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where ; n., a long cut ; a stroke
at random; a slit in cloth to
show the colours underneath.

slate, n. [Fr. esclat, from late L.
exclapitdre, to break In pieces],
a kind of stone easily split into
slices ; a slice of such for writing
on or for roofing: houses ; v.,

to roof with slates. a., slaty,
of the nature of slate.

slat'tern, n. [E., from slat, to
splash], an untidy and careless
woman. a., slat'ternly, like
a slattern : careless in dress ;

adv., untidily.
Slaugh'tep (slaw'ter), n. [Scand.,
same root as SLAY], destruction
of life ; bloodshed ; v., to take
away life ; to kill or slay. n.,

slaugh'tep-house, the place
where animals are killed for
food.

Slav, n. [Fr. slave, from L. or Gk.],
that race of mankind which had
its original home in Volhynia
and White Russia. It numbers
125 millions, and comprises most
of the Russians, Bulgarians,
Serbo - Croats, Slovenes, Poles,
Czechs, and Wends.

slave, n., one who is the property
of another ; one who is wholly
under the power and will of

another ; one who works like a
slave ; one given up to a habit
or passion ; v., to work as a
slave. ns., slave'-driver, one
who looks after slaves at their
work ; a hard master ; slave' -

holdep, one who owns slaves ;

sla'vep (1), a ship carrying
slaves ; a dealer in slaves ;

sla'vepy, state of being a slave ;

the practice of holding slaves ;

slave'-trade, the trade of buy-
ing and selling slaves. a., slft'-

vish, like a slave ; having the
nature of a slave ; servile ;

laborious.
Slav er (2), v. [Scand., akin to

SLABBER], to drop spittle from
the mouth ; to wet with spittle ;

n., spittle falling from the
mouth.

*lay, v. [A.S. sUan},- to kill ; to

put to death. 'past, slew (sloo) ;

p.p., slain.

slide

sledge (1) (slej), sled, and sleigh
(sld), ns. [M.E., akin to SLIDE], a
carriage with runners for sliding
over ice or snow ; v. t to drive
in a sledge.

sledge (2) (slej) and sledge'ham-
mep, ns. [A.S. slecge, akin to
SLAY], a heavy hammer used by
blacksmiths.

sleek, o. [Scand.], smooth and
glossy.

sleep, v. [A.S.], to rest with the
mind and body more or less
inactive ; to lie at rest ; to live
without thought or care ; to be
dead; n., the state of rest in
sleep ; slumber. past and p.p.,
slept. ns., slee piness ; slee'-

pep, a beam to support railway
lines; a sleeping -car. a., sleep' -

less, unable to sleep ; wakeful.
n., sleep'-walker, one who

walks in his sleep ; a somnam-
bulist. a., slee'py, heavy with
sleep ; inclined to sleep. adv.,

sleepily.
sleet, n. [E.], rain and snow or

hail falling together ; v., to ram
and snow at the same time.

sleeve, n. [A.S., akin to SLIP], the
part of a garment for the arm ;

v., to fit with sleeves.

sleigh. See SLEDGE (1).

sleight (slU), n. [Scand., akin to

SLY], a sly trick ; quickness of
action ; (sleight - of - hand),
quick motion of the hands to
deceive the eyes.

sien'dep, a. [O.Fr., from Du.],
thin ; narrow ; easily broken ;

of small amount. n., slen'der-

sleuth'-hound (slooth-), n. [Scand.
sloth, a track], a dog that tracks
by scent ; a bloodhound.

slice, n. [O.Fr., akin to SLIT], a
thin piece cut off ; a broad
knife for serving fish ; v., to

cut into slices.

slide, v. [A.S.], to move by slip-

ping ; to pass smoothly over ;

toJose one's footing ; to cause
to slip ; n., a slippery way,
especially on ice ; the fall of a
mass of earth and stone ;

a
picture for a magic-lantern.
past and p.p., slid or slidden.
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sli'ding-seale, a scale of
taxes or wages varying accord-
ing to the prevailing conditions ;

a sliding-rule.

slieve-, slievh-, geog. root [Ir.],

a mountain (as in Slieve Donard,
Domanghart's mountain).

Slight (silt), a. [Du.], having little

size or strength ; not severe ;

doing little damage ; of no great
value ; n.t contempt ; neglect ;

discourtesy ; v., to consider of

little use or value ; to pass
without notice.

Slim, a. [E.], slender ; slight.

Slime, n. [A.S.], sticky earth or
mud ; ooze ; mire. a., sli'my,
covered with slime.

sling, 7i. [Scand.], a strip of leather

having a cord attached to each
end, for throwing stones ; a
band by which anything is hung
up into position ; a band from
the neck to support an injured
arm or hand ; v., to throw from
a sling ; to hang so as to swing.

'past and p.p., slung.
Blink, v. [A.S.], to creep away in

disgrace ; to sneak out of sight.

past and p.p., slunk.
Slip, v. [M.E., akin to L. lubricus

(see LUBRICATE)], to move by
eliding ; to lose grip or footing ;

to fall into error ; to pass with-
out being seen ; to put in se-

cretly ; to lose by carelessness ;

to cut slips from a plant ; n., a
false step ; a twig ; a thin piece
of paper ; a band for a dog ; a
eloping place on which ships are

built, etc. ; anything easily put
on. pres. p., slipping ; p.p.,

slipped. ns., slip'-knot (-not),

a knot which slips along the rope
or cord ; slip'pep, a loose shoe.

as., slip'pery, easily slipped
upon ; not easily held ;

not
standing firm ; often changing
one's opinion ; slip'shcd, wear-
ing slippers or shoes down at the
heels ; careless in dress or
manner ; slovenly.

Slit, v. [A.S.], to cut into long
pieces ; to make a long cut in ;

n., a long narrow cut or open-
ing. pres. p., slitting; p.p.,
slit and slitted.
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slough. a., slough'y, of the
nature of slough.

Slov'en (sluv'en), n. [Du. ?], a man
careless or dirty in his dress ;

/., slut, slattern. a., slov'-
enly, careless ; negligent ; un-
tidy. n., slovenliness.

Blow (sZo), a. [A.S.], taking much
time ; inactive ; making little

progress ; behind in time ; not
ready. n., slow ness, state of

being slow.

slug (1), n. [akin to SLOG ?], a
small kind of bullet for a gun.

Slug (2), n. [M.E. sluggen, to
SLOUCH], a lazy person ; a snail
without a shell. n., slug'gard,
a slow and lazy person. a.,

slug'gish, slow ; indolent ;

lazy. n., slug'gishness. adv.,

slug'gishly.
Sluice (sloos), n. [O.Fr. escluse,
from L. exclusa (see EXCLUDE)],
a sliding gate for regulating the
flow of water ; the stream of

water through a sluice ; a
source of supply.

Slum, n. [slang], a low neighbour-
hood in a large city.

slum'bep, v. [M.E. slumeren (A.S.
sluma, sleep)], to sleep lightly ;

to be in a careless state ; n.,

light sleep. a., slum'bepous,
causing sleep ; giving way to

sleep.

slump, v. [imit.], to ga,ther into one
mass ; n., the whole amount.

dung, v. t past tense and p.p. of

SLING.

slunk, v.? past tense and p.p. of
SLINK.

lup, v. [Du. sleuren, to trail], to
soil or to disgrace ; to cover
over ; to pass over with little

notice ; to speak slightingly of ;

to pronounce indistinctly ; to

sing or play in a gliding manner ;

n., a mark, a stain, or a re-

proach ; a mark (~) in music.

pres. p., slurring; p.p.,
slurred.

lush or sludge, n. [Scand. ?],

soft mud ; half-melted snow ; a
mixture for greasing wheels.

a., slush'y, sludg'y, covered
with slush.

ilut, n. [Scand. ?], an untidy wo-

man. a., slut tish. n., slut'-
tishnesso

sly, a. [M.E., akin to SLAY], clever
at doing things without being
seen ; cunning ; crafty ; \\ily.

adv., slyly or sli'ly. n.,
sly'ness.

smaek (1), n. [A.S., smtsc, taste],
taste ; flavour ; a email amount ;

v., to have a taste ; (of) to
show the j^esenco of.

smaek (2), n. [imit.], a smart blow ;

a loud kiss : 1\, to hit sharply
to kiss loudly.

smack (3), n. [Du.], a small coast-
ing or fishing vessel.

small (smawl), a. [A.S.], little;
requiring little time or room ;

not much worth; of little

strength.
smaU'pox, n., a contagious disease

showing small pocks or blisters
on the skin.

smart, v. [A.S.], to feel or to cause
pain ; to be punished ; a.,

causing sharp pain ; active ;

quick in thought or speech ;

n., & sharp pain ; deep grief.

n., smart'ness, state of being
smart.

smash, v. [imit.], to break in

pieces violently ; n., a sudden
break ; a collision ; a wreck.

smat'tep, v. [etym. ?], to know
slightly ; to talk ignorantly ;

n. (also smat'teping), a slight
taste ; superficial knowledge.

n., smat'terer, one who has
only a superficial knowledge.

smear, v. [A.S.], to cover with
anything greasy or sticky ; to
rub grease or oil on. a.,

smeap'y, sticky.

smell, v. [E., akin to SMOULDER],
to perceive by the nose ; to
affect the nose ; to give forth a
smell ; n., that quality which
affects the nose ; the power of

smell. past and p.p., smelled
or smelt.

smelt (1), n. [A.S.], a small fish

like a salmon.
smelt (2), v. [Scand.], to melt

metal so as to separate it from
earth or dross.

smile, v. [E., from Teut.], to show
joy by the features ; to look
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greatly pleased or amused ; to
be favourable , to express slight
contempt ; n., a soft laugh : a
pleasant or favourable look ; a
slight look of contempt. adv.,

smilingly. n., smi'lingness.
smirch, v. [E., akin to SMEAR], to

smear over, to make dirty
smirk, v. (A.S. smerciari], to smile

affectedly; n.,an affected smile.

smite, v [A.S.], to hit hard to
kill , to defeat In battle , to

destroy. past, smote ; p.p.,
smitten.

smith, n. [A.S.], a worker in

metals. n., smith'y or smith -

ery% the workshop of a smith :

a forge.

smock, n. [A.S.], a woman's under-
garment ; (also smock' -frock],
an outer garment to keep the
others clean.

Smdke. n. fA.S.], vapour from
anything burning , anything like

smoke ; v., to give out smoke ,

to expose to smoke to draw
in and puff out the smoke of

tobacco. a., smd'ky, giving
out smoke ; dirty with smoke
like smoke.

smdlt, n. [A.S. ?], a young salmon.
smooth (smooth), a, fA.S.], even on

the surface , without roughness ,

soft to the touch . moving
gently or evenly soft or flat-

tering . v., to make even , to

make easy or comfortable.
ns., smooth 'ness, state of being
smooth , smoo'thing -iron, a

polished iron, for smoothing
clothes. as., smooth'-spoken,
smooth' -tongued, plausible ;

flattering.

smote, v., past tense of SMITE.
Smoth'er (smuth'er), v, [M.E.

smorther(A.S. smorian, to choke)],
to kill by depriving of air ; to

conceal ; to suppress {
- n.,

smoke- thick dust. o.,smoth'

dmoul'dep (smSl'der), v, [M.E.,
akin to SMOTHER], to show smoke
without flame ; to burn slowly ;

waste away.
Smug, a. [Scand. ?], very neat ;

nice in dresa ; self-satisfied.

iSmug'gle. v. [Low Ger., akin to

SMOCK], to import or export
without paying duty ; to intro-
duce in a hidden manner.

smut, n. [E., from Tout.], a spot
of dirt . dirty matter , a disease
of corn in which the ear becomes
black ; i>., to stain j to blacken
with soot, etc. . to gather smut j

to taint or be tainted with mil*
dew. pres. p., smutting ; p.p.,
smutted. a., smut'ty, soiled
with smut ; immodest. v.t
smutch or smudge, to blacken
with soot, etc. ; n, a dirty
mark.

snack, n. [form of SNATCH], a bit
or share ; a light repast.

snaffle, n. [Du. snavd, a horse's
muzzle ?], a bridle without a
curb.

snag, n. [Scand. ?], a short branch;
the stump left by cutting : any*
thing sticking up above the
surface , a broken tooth. as.,

snag'ged and snag'gy, full of

snags.
snail n. (A.S. sncegl, from snaca, a

SNAKE], a soft slimy crawlingf
animal with or without a shell

a lazy person.
snake, n. [A.S. snaca], a creeping

animal ; a serpent. as., sna'-

kish, snft'ky, cunning ; deceit*

ful.

snap, v. [Du.], to break suddenly 3

to catch at with the mouth ; to

try to bite ; to make a sharp
noise , to miss fire : n., a sud*
den crack, break, or bite ; a
sharp sound , a fastening of

brooch. pres. p. t snapping 5

p.p., snapped. a., snap'pish,
given to snap at ; ill-natured :

peevish ; snarling.
snare, n. [A.S.. a cord], a running

noose to catch animals ; a trap ;

that by which one is brought
into trouble ; v., to catch by a
snare ; to bring into trouble.

snarl, v. [Du., imit.], to growl like

a dog ; to speak angrily ; n
an angry answer ; a surly word.

snatch, . [M.E.I, to seize hastily
or without leave ; to catch and!

carry off ; n., a taking hold
of hastily : a short fit of action}
a small bit.
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v. [A.S., same root as

SNAKE], to creep away without
being seen ; to act in a mean
manner ; n., one who acts
meanly. a., snea'ky. n.,
snea'kiness.

sneer, v. [M.E., akin to SNARL], to
turn up the nose ; (at) to show
contempt for by look or tone ;

n., a word or look of contempt.
sneeze, v. [A.S. fneosan, modified

to sn-], to expel air audibly and
violently through the nose ;

n., act of sneezing.
sniff, v. [M.E., akin to SNUFF], to
draw air through the nose ; to
draw in with the breath ; to

perceive by the smell ; n., act
of sniffing ; that which is sniffed.

snip, v. [Du., to clip I], to cut ofl

sharply with scissors : to cut off

the point ; to snatch away ;

n., a cut ; a shred. pres. p.,

snipping ; p.p., snipped.
snipe, n. [Scand., the snipper], a

bird with a long bill, found in

marshy places.

snivel, v. [M.E., akin to SNUFF],
to run at the nose; to cry as
a child. pres. p., snivelling ;

p.p., snivelled.
snob, n. [etym. ?], an ignorant

upstart ; one who apes gentil-

ity ; a journeyman shoemaker.
a., snob'bish, pertaining to

a snob ; vulgar ; pretentious.
ns., snob'bishness and snob'-
bery, manners of a snob ; affec-

tation.

snood, n. [A.S.], the band of a
maiden's hair.

snooze, v. [imit. ?], to sleep light-

ly ; n., a quiet sleep.

snore, v. [imit.], to breathe roughly
in sleep ; n., a noisy breathing
in sleep.

snort, v. [M.E., imit. ?], to force
air with violence through the
nose ; n., act of snorting.

snout, n. [M.E., akin to A.S.

snytari], the long nose of an
animal ; the mouth of a pipe ;

muzzle ; nozzle.
Snow (snd), n. [A.S.], frozen moist-

ure falling in soft white flakes ;

anything very white : v., to

fall as snow. ns., snow'drift, a

mass of snow blown by the
wind ; snow'drop, a small
plant with white dropping
flowers, often appearing amid
the snow ; snpw'-line, the line
on a mountain above which
snow never melts ; snow'
plough, a machine for clearing
snow from roads, etc. ; snow'
shoe, a flat shoe to keep the
foot from sinking in snow ;

snow'-slip, a mass of snow
slipping down a mountain side ;

snow'-wreath (-reth), a mass
of drifted snow. a., snow'y,
white with or like snow ; pure ;

spotless.

snub, v. [Scand., same root as
SNIP], to cut off the point; to
check sharply ; to treat with
contempt ; n., a sharp check ;

a treating with contempt.
pres. p., snubbing ; p.p.,
snubbed. n., snub'-nose, a
short or flat nose.

snuff (1), v. [Du. ? akin to SNIFF],
to draw up into the nose ; to
draw air into the nose to express
contempt ; n., a finely pow-
dered tobacco taken into the
nose ; the amount taken at one
time. n., snuff'-box, a box
for holding snuff. a., snuffy,
soiled with snuff.

snuff (2), v. [etym. ?], to snip off

the burnt part of a wick. ns.pl.,

snuffers, scissors for snuffing ;

snuff'-dishes, small trays for

snuffers. v., snuffle, to breathe
hard or to speak through the
nose.

snug, a. [E.], close and warm ;

in a comfortable position ; in

good order.

S6, adv. [A.S.], in that, or the same
way or degree ; very ; about
that time, number, or quantity ;

on this account ; conj., on con-
dition that ; in case that.

soak, v. [A.S., akin to SUCK], to

steep in liquid ; to suck up ; to

wet through and through.
soap, n. [A.S.], a mixture of ofl or

fat with soda or potash, used in

washing ; v., to rub over with

soap. n. pi., soap'suds, water
mixed with soap ; soapy water.
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a., soa'py, pertaining to or
mixed with soap.

Soar, v. [Fr. essorer, prob. from
Low L. exaurdre (EX-, aura, the

air)], to mount in the air ; to

fly as a bird ; to mount high in

thought.
Sob, v. [E., imit.], to sigh with

short, quick breaths or with a
sudden heaving of the breast ;

n., a short, quick sigh. pres. p.,

sobbing ; p.p., sobbed.
so'bep, a. [Fr., from L. sobrius (so,

SE-, ebrius, drunken)], not drunk-
en ; temperate ; not easily moved
by passion ; dark in colour ;

v., to make serious ; to calm.
ns., so'berness and sobri'ety.

SO'briquet (so'brikd), n. [Fr.],
nickname ; assumed name.

so ciable (so'shdbl), a. [Fr., from L.
soddbilis (socius, a companion)],
fond of company ; friendly ;

giving opportunities for con-

versation, etc. ns., so'eiable'-
ness and sociability, state of

being sociable ; friendliness.

a., so'cial (so'shal), relating to

society ; fond of company ;

meeting for conversation or

pleasure. ns., So'cialism, a
plan for making the land and
wealth of a country common
property; So'cialist, one who
believes in Socialism. a., soeia-

lis'tic, relating to Socialism.

v., so cialize, to make common.
SOCi'ety (sosi'eti), n. [Fr., from L.

soctetas], a number of persons
united for a common purpose ;

the people of a place or period ;

the fashionable or upper classes ;

company and conversation.
Socin ian (sosin'idn), a., pertain-

ing to Socinus, who in the six-

teenth century denied the divi-

nity of Christ ; n., one of his

followers. n., Socinlanism,
the "beliefs of the Socinians.

sociol'ogy (soshiol'oji), n. [Fr.

sociologie (L. soeius, a compan-
ion ; -LOGY)], the science which
treats of the nature, etc., of
human society ; social science.

sock, n. [A.S., from L. soccus, a
light shoe worn by comic actors],
a short stocking.

solace
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Solan-goose, n. [Scand.J, the
gunnet, a common sea-bird.

SO'lar, a. [L. Solaris (sol, tho sun)],

pertaining to the sun ; produced
or regulated by the sun.

Sol'der, n. [Fr., from L. soliddre

(solidus, SOLID)], melted metal
used for fastening ; v. t to unite

pieces by solder.

Soi'dier (sol'jer), n. [O.Fr., from
late L. solddrius, the pay of a
soldier], one who is paid to

fight ; one who serves in an
army : a man of bravery or

experience in war. a., sol'-

dierlike or sol'dierly, like or

becoming a soldier ; brave.

ns., sol'diership, skill or quali-
ties of a soldier : sol'diery, a
body of soldiers ; the whole of

the soldiers of a country.
sole (1), n. [L. solea, the sole of the

foot], a kind of flat fish.

Sole (2), n. [A.S., from L. solea],

the under part of the foot, or of

a boot or shoe ; the under part
of anything ; foundation ; v.,

to put on a sole.

Sole (3), a. [O.Fr., from L. solus],

by oneself ; only ; single.

adv., solely*
sol ecism (sol'esizm), n. [L., from

Gk. soloikismos, a way of speak-
ing Greek at Soloi], an incorrect

use of language; absurdity in

anything.
Solemn (sol'em), a. [O.Fr., from

L. solemnis, annual, solemn],
kept with much religious cere-

mony; sacred; devout. n.,

solem'nity, an act of religious

worship ; ritual ; gravity ; im-

press!veness. v., sol'emnize,
to observe with proper cere-

monies : to make serious ; to

compose the mind for worship.
S61-fa , v., to sing the notes of the

scale with the syllables sol, fa,

etc. ; a., denoting a system of

musical notation.

solfeggio (solfej'o), n. [It., from
above], an exercise on the notes
of the scale.

solicit (solis'it), v. [O.Fr., from
L. sollicitdre, to stir up], to ask

earnestly from ; to entreat ; to

beseech : to rouse to action.

9 solstice

ns., solicitation, act of solic-

iting ; earnest request ; con-
tinued asking ; solicitor, one
who solicits ; a person who con-
ducts law business ; a lawyer.
a., solicitous, earnestly asking
or desiring ; anxious ; con-
cerned. n., solicitude, state
of being solicitous; uneasiness
of mind ; anxiety.

solid, a. [O.Fr., from L. solidus],
hard through and through ;

having its parts strongly built ;

not hollow or cracked ; having
length, breadth, and thickness :

sound or weighty, as an argu-
ment ; n., anything with its

parts firmly knit.; a strong and
firm body ; (mathematics) that
which has length, breadth, and
thickness. -n., solidarity, a
union of interests, rights, and
duties ; community ; fellow-

ship. v., solidify, to make or
become solid ; to harden. ns.,

solidification, the act of mak*
ing or of becoming solid ; solid'"

ity and solldness, the state of

being solid ; density ; stability,

solil'oquy (sdlil'okwi), n. [L. sdlus,
alone ; loqul, to speak], a speech
made when alone ; a talking to
oneself. v., solil'oquize, to
talk to oneself.

sollped, n. [O.Fr., from L. soli-

pedis (soli-, SOLID ; pes, pedis,
the foot)], an animal with an
uncloven hoof, as the horse.

solitaire' (solitar'), n. [Fr., from
L. solitarius (solus, alone)], one
who lives alone ; a hermit ; a
single jewel in a setting ; a game
played by one person. a., sol'

itary, living alone ; with no
inhabitants ; happening only
once ; n., one who lives alone.

n., solitude, state of being
solitary ; want of company ; a
lonely place.

solo, n. [It., as above], a piece of

music played or sung by one

person ; (pi.) solos or soli.

n., soloist, one who sings or

plays a solo.

SOl'stice (sol'stis), n. [Fr., from L.

solstitium (sol, the sun ; sistere,

to stop)], the point of its course
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at which the sun is farthest
north or south, and seems to
stand still and then turn back ;

the longest or the shortest day.
a., solstitial (solstish'al), per-

taining to or happening at a
solstice.

sol'uble, a. [Fr., from L. aolubilis

(solv&re, to loosen)], that can be
melted in a fluid ; able to be
explained or worked out. ns.,

solubility ; solu'tion, a loosen-

ing or separating into parts ;

dissolution ; explanation ; a
liquid with something dissolved
in it ; the working out of a
problem.

Solve, v. [L. solvere, to loosen], to

separate into parts ; to find out
the meaning of ; to make clear ;

to work out. a., sol'vable, able
to be solved, explained, or paid.

-W., solvability, state of being
solvable ; ability to pay one's
debts. a., sol'vent, having the
power of dissolving ; able to pay
one's debts ; n., that which can
dissolve something. n. t sol'-

vency.
som'bre (som'ber), a. [Fr. (prob.

EX-, L. umbra, shade)], dark in

colour ; low in spirits. n.,

som'breness. adv., som'-
brely.

some (si/m), a. [A.S.], consisting of
an indefinite number or quan-
tity ; in or to a certain degree ;

more or less ; those on one side
as distinct from others ; a cer-

tain (one). n., some'body, a
person not clearly known ; a
person of importance. adv.,

some'how, in some way or
other. n., some'thing, a thing
not clearly defined ; a bit of

anything. advs., some'time,
at one time or other ; some'-
times, now and then ; occa-

sionally ; some'what, in some
degree ; n., an uncertain quan-
tity ; something. advs., some'-
where, in some place or other ;

some'whithep, to some place
or other.

dome, suff. [A.S., akin to above],
full of (as in GLADSOME, WEARI-
SOME).

sooth

som'ersault (sum'ersawlf) and
som'erset, ns. [O.Fr. sombre-
saut (L. SUPRA, saUus, from satire,
to leap)], a leap in which one
turns heels over head.

somnam'bulate, v. [L. somnue,
sleep ; ambulare, to walk], to
walk in one's sleep. ns., som-
nam'bulism, sleep-walking ;

somnam'bulist.
somniferous, a. [L. sommis,\

sleep ; ferre, to bring], causing
j

sleep ; soporific ; narcotic.

som'nolence, som'nolency, ns.

[L. somnolentia], sleepiness ;

:

drowsiness. a., som'nolent,
sleepy ; drowsy.

son (sun), n. [A.S.], a male child ; i

one treated with great kindness ;

a term of affection. ns., son'-

in-law, the husband of one's
|

daughter ; son'ship, the char-
acter or state of a son.

sona'ta, n. [It., from L. sonare, to '

SOUND], a musical composition,!
usually consisting of three or]
more movements.

song, n. [A.S., same root as SING], I

a short piece of poetry set to*

music ; poetry ; a small sum
or price. n., song'ster, one
skilled in singing ; a singing
bird ; /., song'stress.

son net, n. [Fr., from It., from L.
,

sdnus, a SOUND], a poem of four-
teen lines, in which the 1st, 4th,
5th and 8th, the 2nd, 3rd, 6th
and 7th, and usually the 9th, i

llth and 13th, the 10th, 12th
and 14th rhyme with each other, i

n., sonneteer', one who
makes sonnets.

sonop'ous (sonor'us), a. [L. sonorus I

(somis, a sound)], sounding when i

struck ; giving a loud, clear
;

sound ; deep in tone. n.,

sonor'ousness .

soon, adv. [A.S.], in a short tune ;

at an early hour ; willingly.
soot (suf), n. [A.S.],, the loose black

particles from smoke. a.,

soo'ty, pertaining to soot ;

causing soot ; dirty with soot :

like soot.

sooth, a. [A.S.], true ; faithful ;

n., truth. v., sooth'say, to say
the truth ; to foretell ; to predict ;
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to prophesy. n., sooth'sayOF,
one who foretells ; a prophet.

soothe, v. [A.S., same root as

SOOTH], to please with kind
words or actions ; to ease ; to
relieve to assent.

sop, n. [A.S., same root as SUP],
anything steeped in liquid food ;

bread dipped in broth, gravy,
etc. j something given to keep
one quiet ; v., to steep in a
liquid. pres. p., sopping ; p.p.,
sopped.

ism (sofi&n), n. [O.Fr., from
Gk. s&phos, wise], a misleading
argument ; a fallacy. n.,

sophist, a teacher of philos-
ophy, etc. ; one who reasons
falsely. as., sophis'tie and
sophis'tical, pertaining to the

sophists ; false and misleading ;

unsound. v., sophisticate, to
make false or impure ; vitiate ;

adulterate. n., sophistry, the

practice of the sophists ; mis-

leading reasoning.
soporif'CPOUS and soporific, as.

[L. sopor, sleep ; ferre, to bring],

causing or inducing sleep. n.,

soporific, that which causes

sleep.
sopra no, n. [It., from L. supra,

above], the highest kind of

female or boy's voice ; a soprano
singer ; (pi.) sopra'nos and
sopra'ni ; also sopra'nist.

SOP'eerer, n. [O.Fr., from late L.

sortidre, to cast lots], one who
pretends to foretell the future by
the aid of evil spirits ; one skilled

in sorcery; /., sor'eeress.
n., sor'cery, the pretended

foretelling of the future ; magic ;

witchcraft.

sor'did, a. [Fr., from L. sordldus],

dirty ; low in mind or thought ;

mean ; covetous. n., sor'did-

sore, a. [A.S., painful], feeling or

causing pain ; painful ; n., a

place where pain is felt ; bruised
flesh or broken skin ;

adv. (and
sorely), in a sore manner. n.,
sore'ness.

Sor pel (1), n. [O.Fr., akin to SOUR],
a plant with leaves having a sour
taste.

sor'rel (2), a. [Fr. ear, akin to
SERE], reddish-brown ; n., a
reddish -brown colour ; a horse
of this colour.

sor'row (sor'o), n. [A.S., same root
as SOREJ, pain of mind ; grief ;

mourning ; v., to feel pain of
mind ; to be sad. as., sor'-
rowful, causing or showing
sorrow ; sad ; painful ; sor'ry%
sore in mind ; pained at lose or
disappointment ; feeling regret ;

feeling pity (for) ; of little worth
or value.

sort, n. [O.Fr., from L. sors, a lot],
a kind or class ; persons or
things having the same quali-
ties ; order or rank ; manner of

being or acting
',-^-v.,

to arrange
in lots ; to put in order ; (out)
to select. n., sop'ter, one who
sorts letters, as in a post-office.

sor'tie (sor'te), n. [Fr., p.p. of sor-

tir, to make a sally], a sudden
attack from a besieged place.

sot, n. [O.Fr. ?], a stupid, drunken
fellow ; one who is always
drinking. a., sot'tish, having
the nature of a sot ; stupid
through drink.

sou (soo), n. [Fr., from L. solidus, a
coin], a French copper coin,
worth five centimes (about one
halfpenny).

sou'briquet. See so'briquet.
souchong' (sooshong'), n. [Chinese,

little sort], a fine kind of black
tea.

Soudanese. See SUDANESE.
sough (&/), n. [A.S., imit.], a sigh-

ing or murmuring as of wind in
trees ; v., to sigh as the wind.

sought (sau-t), past tense and p.p. of

soul (sol), n. [A.S.], the seat of life

and thought in man ; energy ;

spirit ; the leading spirit in any
work, etc. ; a human being.
oa., souled, having soul, chiefly
in phrases high-souled, great-

souled, etc. ; soulless, without
soul or feeling ; spiritless ; mean.

sound (1), a. [A.S., akin to SAKE],
unbroken ; without a flaw ;

healthy in mind or body , deept
as sleep ; free from error ; ortho*

doz ; laid on with force.
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sound (2), n. [A.S., akin to SWIM],
lit., that which one can swim
across ; a narrow part of the
sea ; the air-bladder of a fish.

sound (3), n. [Fr., from L. sondre],
that which can be heard ; v.,

to strike the ear ; to cause to
sound ; to examine ; to tost ;

to direct by a sound ; to signal ;

to spread abroad.
sound (4), v. [Fr. sonder, prob. from

Scand. sund, SOUND (2)], to
measure the depth of water ; to

try to find out a person's
thoughts ; to examine with a
probe ; n., a long probe. n.,

soun'ding, act of finding depth ;

(pi.) a part of the sea not too
deep to be sounded.

BOup (soop), n. [Fr., akin to SUP],
a food consisting of meat or vege-
tables boiled in water.

BOUP, a. [A.S.], having a sharp,
bitter taste ; not sweet ; ill-

natured ; v., to grow or to
make sour or ill-natured. n.t
sour'ness.

source (sors), n. [Fr., from L. sur-

gere, to rise (see SURGE)], that
from which anything rises or

begins ; that which causes life ;

origin ; author.
souse (sous), n. [Fr., from same

root as SAUCE], pickle made with
salt; that which is kept in

pickle ; v., to steep in pickle ;

to plunge into ; to fall upon sud-

denly ; to wet through and
through.

south, n. [A.S.], the point opposite
the north when the sun is at

midday.
south- [E.], sud- [Ger.], zuyder

[Du.], sud- [Sp.], geog. root (as
in Southport; Suffolk, the south
folk ; Sussex, the south Saxons ;

Sudbury, south town ; Zuyder
Zee, southern sea).

south-east', a., half-way between
south and east ; n., the south-
east point. as., south-eas'-
terly, from or toward the south-
east ; south-eas'tern, belong-
ing to the south-east ; south' -

erly (suth'&rli), from or toward
the south ; adv., toward the
south. a., south'era (s-uth'ern),
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a space of time ; a yoke of oxen
or horses. pres. p., spanning ;

p.p., spanned. n., spanner,
an instrument for tightening
screw nuts.

span (2), -past of SPIN.

span'drel, n. [etym. ?], the space
between the curve of an arch and
the rectangular frame around it.

spangle (spdngl), n. [A.S. spang], a
small piece of glittering metal ;

anything that sparkles ; v., to
ornament with spangles ; to
sparkle.

Spaniard (spdn'ydrd), n., a native
of Spain. a., Spanish, per-
taining to Spain, its people, etc. ;

n., the language of Spain.
spaniel (span'yel), n., a dog, with

long thick hair and hanging ears,
of Spanish breed -

spank, v. [E., imit. ?], to strike
with the open hand ; to walk or
sail quickly. n., span'ker, one
who spanks ; a fore-and-aft sail ;

a fleet horse.

spar (1), n. [M.E., perhaps akin to
SPEAR], any long, narrow piece
of wood ; the cross-woods of a
fence ; a mast, yard, etc., of a
ship.

spar (2),n. [A.S.], a kind of mineral,
flaky and shining. a,., spar'ry,
consisting of or like spar.

spar (3), v. tO.Fr. esparer], to
strike with the spurs, as cocks
do ; to fight with the fists in fun
or in earnest ; to quarrel in
words ; n., a fight. pres. p.,

sparring ; p.p., sparred.
spar'able. See SPARROW.
spare, a. [A.S.], small in quantity ;

thin ; over and above what is

needed ; kept for future use ;

v., to use in small quantities ; to
do or go without ; to show
mercy to ; to lay up for future
use. n., spare'ness, leanness ;

thinness. a., sparing, using
little ; frugal ; saving. adv.,

sparingly. n., sparlngness.
spark, n. [A.S,], a small particle of

fire ; any small sparkling body ;

that which can be kindled into
life or action ; a gay young
fellow ; a lover.

sparkle, n., a little spark; a

3 spear
gleam ; brightness ; v., to give
out sparks ; to shine ; to sentf
up small bubbles.

sparrow (spdr'o), n. [A.S.], a
small, brown, chirping bird.
ns., spar row-bill and spar'
able, a small nail In soles of
boots and shoes (so called from
its shape) ; spar'row-hawk, a
small hawk which preys upon
sparrows, etc.

sparse, a, [L. spargtre, to scatter],
thinly scattered ; scanty ; rare.

~^ns., sparse'ness and Spar -

sity. adv., sparsely.
Spar'tan, a., pertaining to ancient

Sparta ; courageous ; able to
endure ; n., a native of Sparta ;

a brave person.
spasm, n. [Fr., from Gk. spasmos],

a sudden, violent, and involun-
tary contraction of the muscles ;

a paroxysm ; a sudden effort
soon over. n., spasmodic, a
medicine for relieving spasms ;

a. (also spasmodical), pertain-
ing to spasms ; acting by fits

and starts.

spate, n. [etym. ?], a river flood.

spats, n.pl. [from SPATTER-dashes],
short gaiters.

spat'ter, v. [from spat, to SPIT], to
scatter moisture ; to cover with
spots of mud ; to speak ill of.

spavin, n. [O.Fr. esparvain, akin
to root of SPARROW], a swelling of
the joints of a horse's leg. a.,

spavined, ill with spavin.
spawn, n. [O.Fr., espandre, from

L. expandere, to EXPAND], the
eggs of fish or frogs ; offspring ;

v., to lay eggs as fish do ; to

bring forth. n., spaw'ner, a
female fish.

speak, v. [A.S.], to utter words ;

to make thought known by
words : to make a speech ; to
make mention. past, spoke
or spake; p.p., spo'ken.
ns., spea'ker, one who speaks ;

the chairman of the House
of Commons ; spea'kership ;

spea'king-trumpet, an instru-
ment for carrying the voice to a
great distance.

spear, n. [A.S., akin to SPAR (1)], a
long shaft pointed with iron.
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used in fighting, hunting, or in

catching fish ; v., to kill with
a spear. ns., spear'man, one
armed with a spear ; spear '-

mint, mint with spear-shaped

special (spesh'al), a. [L. specidlis
(species, a kind)], pertaining to a
species ; differing from others ;

out of the common ; fitted for a
particular purpose ; belonging
to one only. adv., spe'cially,
in a special way ; most of all ;

In a high degree. v., specialize,
to attend to special points ; to
fit for special use. ns., spe'-
cialism, devotion to a special
branch ; specialist, one skilled
in some special branch ; spe-
ciality (speshial'iti) and spe-
cialty (spesh'dlti), that in

which a man is highly skilled ;

a special product; spe'eies
(spe'shez), a number of things
which have the same nature
or characteristics ; animals or

plants classified by qualities
which they have in common ; a
subdivision of a genus , spe'cie
(spe'she), coined money, as dis-

tinct from bank notes. v.,

spec'ify (spes'ifl), to make par-
ticular mention of ; to point out
clearly ; to give details. n.,

specific, a medicine of special
use in a special disease ; a.,

marking a species ; pointing out
clearly ; giving details. w.,

speciflca'tion, a written state-

ment giving details.

specimen (spes'imeri), n. [L., from
specere, to look], a part to show
the nature of the whole ; a
sample , a pattern.

spe'cious (spe'shus), a. [Fr., from
L. speciosus], fair to see ; seem-
ingly worthy, esp. at first sight ;

plausible. n., spe'ciousness.
speck, n. [A.S.], a small spot ; a

blemish a stain ; a very small
bit ; v. t to mark with spots.

speckle* n., a little speck or spot
of a different colour ; v. t to
mark with small spots. a.,

speckled, spotted.
spec'tacle, n. [Fr., from L. spec-

taculum, a show], something

seen ; a great show ; a remark-
able sight ; (pi.) glasses in a
frame to help weak sight. oJ
spectacular, grand ; showy. ;

speeta'top, n. [L., from spectdre*
to look on], one who looks on ;

I

/., spectatress or speeta'trix.
spec'tre (spek'ter), n. [O.Fr., from

L. spectrum, a vision], a spirit
become visible ; a ghost. or,,

spee'tral, pertaining to or like a
spectre ; ghostly ; made by the
spectrum. n., spec'trum, an
image of something seen, con-
tinued after shutting the eyes ;

the colours of a ray of light
separated by a prism ; (pi.)

spec'tra.
spec'troscope, n. [L. spectrum,

SCOPE], an instrument for separ-
ating and examining the colours
of a ray of light.

spec'ulate, v. [L. speculdtus (specu-
Ifiri, to observe)], to turn a
matter over in the mind ; to
buy in hope of selling at a high
profit. ns., specttla'tion, act
of speculating ; a mental view
in search of truth ; a buying in
the hope of selling at a profit ;

spee'ulatop. a., speculative,
in the habit of speculating ; per-
taining to or formed by specula-
tion. n., spee'Qlatist. a.,

spee'ftlatory
spec'alum, n. [L., a mirror (spec*

ere, to look)], a mirror of pol-
ished metal ; an instrument for

examining parts which could
not otherwise be seen; (pi.)

spec ula. a., spec'ulap, per-
taining to a speculum ; like a
mirror.

speech, n. [A.S., from SPEAK],
power of speaking ; the use of
words to express thought ; words
used in speaking ; an address ;

an oration ; language. a.,

speechless, dumb ; silent.

n., speechlessness.
speed, n. [A.S.], quickness of
motion ; progress ; success ;

amount of motion in a given
time ; v., to move or cause to
move quickly ; to make haste ;

to make or become successful ;

to wish success to. past and
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p.p., sped. a., spee'dy, quick,
swift ; rapid. n., spee diness.

adv., spee'dily.
pell (1), n. tA.S. spelian, to act for

another], work done to relieve ;

a turn of work ; a short space of
time ; v.t to work in place of
another.

spell (2), n. [A.S., a story], words
supposed to have a magic power;
a charm ; v., to tell or write the
letters of a word ; (out) to read
slowly and with difficulty.

past and p.p., spelled or spelt
(1). a., spell'bound, bound by
a spell ; fascinated. ns., spell' -

ing, act of saying or writing the
letters of a word ; spelling-
bee, a spelling match ; spell' -

ing-book, a book for teaching
spelling.

spelt (2), n. [A.S.], a kind of grain.
spelter, n. [Du., akin to PEWTER],

zinc.

spen'cep, n., a short jacket, named
from Earl Spencer ; a fore-and-
aft sail behind the fore or the
main mast.

spend, v. [A.S., from late L. dis-

pendere, to DISPENSE], to lay out
or use ; to wear out by using ;

to make bad use of ; to pass, as
time. past and p.p., spent.
n., spend'thrift, one who
spends money foolishly.

Spenserian, a., pertaining to Ed-
mund Spenser, or to his stanza
in the Faerie Queen.

sperm, n. [Fr. t from L. sperma,
seed], animal seed ; eggs of fish

or frogs ; spawn. as., sper-
matic and spermatlcal.
ns., sperm'-oil, oil got from
the sperm-whale ; sperm' -

whale, a kind of whale from
which sperm-oil and spermaceti
are got ; spepmace'ti [L. cetus,
a whale], fat from the sperm-
whale, used in making candles,
etc.

spew (spR), v. [A.S.], to vomit ;

to cast forth with disgust.
sphere (sfer), n. [Fr., from L.

sphcera, Gk. sphaira, a ball], a
round body every point of whose
surface is equally distant from
the centre ; a globe ; the ex-

tent of a person's work or influ-
ence ; v., to put in a sphere ;

to make perfectly round. as..
spheric and spherical. ns.,

sphericity (sfcris'iti), state of
being spherical ; epher old,
something nearly but not quite
a sphere. a., spheroi'dal.

Sphinx, n. [L,, from Gk.]* a fabu-
lous monster with the body of a
lioness and the head of a woman,
supposed to devour all who were
unable to answer its riddles.

spice, n. [Fr., from L.. SPECIES], a
vegetable product with a strong
aromatic taste, used for seas-

oning ; a small part ; v., to
season with spice. n., spi'eery,
the whole class of spices ; place
where spices are kept. a.,

spi'cy, full of spice ; witty ;

fragrant ; pungent ; smart, racy.
n., spl'ciness.

spick and span, a. [SPIKE AND
SPOON], neat, smart, and new.

spi'der, n. [A.S. spinther (see
SPIN)], an insect which spins a
web to catch flies.

spig'ot, n. [Provencal espigot, from
L. spica, spike], a pin or plug for

stopping the outlet of a cask.

spike, n. [Scand. ?, akin to
SPOKE (1)], a big nail ; an ear of
corn ; v., to pierce with a
spike ; to plant with spikes ; to
drive a nail into the touch-hole
of a cannon. n., spikelet, a
small spike. a., spi'ky, full of

spikes ; like a spike.
spike'nard, n. [O.Fr., from L.

spica nardi], a sweet-smelling
oil from the nard plant, which
bears spikelike flowers.

spile, n. [E., akin to SPIRE], a pin
to stop a hole ; a bung.

spill (1), n. [etym. ?], a thin piece
of wood or twisted paper used
for lighting candles, etc.

spill (2), v. [A.S., to destroy], to
allow to run out, as water, etc. ;

to pour out ; to be wasted.
spin, v. [A.S., akin to SPAN], to

draw out and twist into threads ;

to whirl round ; (out) to draw
out to a great length ; to pro-
long. pres. p., spinning ; past
and p.p., spun. ns., spin'ner.
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one who spins ; a long-legged
insect ; spin'neret, that part
of a spider's body by means of
which it spins its thread ; spin'-
nery.

spin ach (spin'ach), n. [O.Fr., from
Pers. ?], a vegetable with prickly
leaves used for food.

spin die, n, [A.S.], the rod on
which the thread is twisted and
rolled in spinning ; a measure
of yarn ; a pin round which any-
thing turns ; an axis ; a shaft.

Spine, n. [O.Fr., from L. splna], a
thorn; something sharp-pointed;
the backbone, from its jagged
appearance. as., spi'nal, per-
taining to the backbone ; spi'-

nose, spi nous, and spi'ny,
like a spine ; thorny.

spinet' (or spin'et), n. [Fr., from
L. splna, SPINE], an old-fashioned

piano (so called because its

strings were struck with pointed
quills).

spin'step, n. [A.S., one who spins],
an unmarried woman.

spir'acle, n. [L. spiraculum (spl-

rdre, to breathe)], the hole
through which whales, etc.,

breathe ; any small passage for
air.

spire (1), n. [A.S., a reed-stalk], a
stalk or blade ; something tall

and tapering to a point ; a
steeple. as., spir'al, like a
spire ; spir'y, having spires.

spire (2), n. [L. splra, a coil], any-
thing twisted ; the thread of a
screw ; a curl. a., spir'al,
winding like the thread of a
screw ; n., a curve so winding.
adv., spir'ally.

spirit, n. [O.Fr., from L. spiritus],
the breath or life of man ; the
part of man which lives and
knows ; a ghost ; one who takes
a leading part ; state of mind ;

real meaning ; vigour ; dis-

tilled liquid; alcohol; strong
drink ; v., to put vigour into ;

to carry off secretly. as.,

spirited, lively ; animated ;

spiritless, without life or

spirit; dull; dejected; spir'-
Itual, of the nature of spirit ;

pure in heart ; pertaining to

6 splendid
divine or sacred things ; relating
to the after life. v., spiritua-
lize, to make spiritual ; to.

make pure in heart ; to give a|

spiritual meaning to. ns.,

spiritualism, state of being
spiritual ; the belief that noth-
ing is real but soul or spirit ; th
belief that spirits send messages
to the living through mediums;
spiritualist, one who believes
in spiritualism ; spirituality,
state of being spiritual ; purity
of heart. a., spirituous, con-
taining alcohol or spirit.

spirt. See SPURT.
spit (1), n. [A.S.], a pointed piece

of iron on which meat is roasted ;

^w.,
to put on a spit ; to pierce

with a spit. pres. p., spitting ;

p.p., spitted.
spit (2), v. [A.S.], to cast out of the
mouth. pres. p., spitting; p.p.,
spit; past, spat or spit. ns.,

spit'tle, that which is spit out ;

the fluid in the mouth ; saliva ;

spittoon', a vessel for spitting
into.

spite, n. [tor DESPITE], ill-feeling,

ill-will, or hatred ; v., to vex ;

to annoy ; to thwart. a.,

spite'ful, full of spite ; desiring
to vex. n., spite'fulness.

splash, v. [Fr., imit.], to dash
water about ; to dabble in
water ; n., water or mud
dashed about. n., splash'-
board, a board to keep off mud
from the horse's heels. a.,

splash'y, wet and muddy.
splay, v. [a contraction of DIS-

PLAY], to slope or slant , to put
out of joint ; a., turned out-

wards, as in splay-foot ; n., a
slope or bevel on the sides of a
door or a window.

spleen, n. [L. and Gk. spleri], a
soft gland, once supposed to be
the seat of anger and melan-
choly ; ill-nature ; bad temper ;

lowness of spirits. n., splen-
etic, one affected with spleen ;

as. (and splenetlcal), bad-

tempered ; low in spirits.

splen'dent, a. [L. splendere, to

shine], shining ; lustrous.

spien'did, a. [L, splendldus], shin-
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ing brightly ; having a grand
appearance ; very famous. n.,

splen'doup (splen'dor), bright-
ness ; grandeur ; show.

splice, v. [Du. splitsen, from root
of SPLIT], to join two ends of a
rope by weaving the strands
together ; to join pieces of
wood or of metal by overlapping
the ends ; n., a joint made by
splicing.

Splint, n. [Du.], a piece of wood
split off ; a thin piece used to
bind a broken limb ; v., to
bind with splints.^., splin'ter,
a small piece split off ; v., to

split into long, thin pieces ; to

splint ; to bind up.
Split, v. [Du.], to divide from end

to end ; to burst asunder ; to
dash to pieces ; to separate ;

n., a crack or rent ; a breach in

a party. pres. p., splitting ;

past and p.p., split.
splut'ter, v. [imit.], to talk indis-

tinctly ; to stammer ; n., a
confused noise.

spoil, v. [Fr., from L. spolium,
booty], to take from by force ;

to make useless ; to injure ; to

destroy ; n., that which is

taken by force. past and p.p.,
spoiled or spoilt.

Spoke (1), n. [A.S., akin to SPIKE],
one of the rays of a wheel from
the nave to the rim ; a step of

a ladder. n., spoke'-shave, a
tool for smoothing spokes, etc.

spoke (2), past tense of SPEAK.
spokes'man, n. [SPOKE (2)], one
who speaks for another ; an
advocate.

spoliation, n. [L. spoliare, to

SPOIL], the act of plundering.
spon'dee, n. [Gk. sponde, a drink-

offering], a measure in poetry of

two long syllables marked ,

first used in songs accompanying
drink-offerings. a., spondaic,
pertaining to or consisting of

spondees.
sponge (spunj), n. [A.S., from L.

spongia], the skeleton of a sea-

animal used to suck up water ;

a mop for cleaning out a cannon ;

dough ; a hanger-on ; v., to

wipe with a sponge ; to gain in

a mean way. a., spongy, like
a sponge ; wot and soft.

spon'sal, a. [L. sponsdlis (span-
dere, to promise)], relating to
a betrothal, a marriage, or a
spouse. n., spon'sor, one who
promises for another ; a surety ;

a god-father or god-mother.
spontaneous, . [L. sponte, of

one's own accord], of one's own
free will; unforced; without a
visible cause. ns., spontaneity
and sponta'neousness, state of
being spontaneous.

spool, n. [Du.], a reel for thread ;

v., to wind upon a spool.
spoon, n. [A.S., a chip], a small,

shallow bowl with a handle,
used in preparing or taking
food ; v., to use a spoon. n.,

spoon'-biU, a long-legged bird
having a bill like a spoon. a.,

spoo'ny, soft or silly ; too fond ;

n., a soft person. n., spoon'-
ful, a small quantity ; as much
as a spoon can hold.

spoor, n. [Du.], marks made by
the feet ; trail ; trace.

sporadic, a. [Gk. sparadikos
(speirein, to sow)], happening
only here and there.

spore, n. [Gk. sporos, a seed], a
minute seed of ferns and other
non-flowering plants.

spor'ran, n. [Gael., a purse], the
leather purse or pouch worn in
front of a kilt.

spdrt, n. [a contraction of DIS-

PORT], a making of fun ; that
which makes mirth ; an object
of mirth ; racing, hunting, fish-

ing, and the like ; (pi.) games ;

v. t to make merry ; to have
fun ; to take part in racing, etc.

as., sp&rt'ful, merry ; frolic-

some ; spdr'ting and spor'tive,
pertaining to or fond of sports.

n., sports'man, one who is

fond of sport.

spot, n. [M.E., akin to SPOUT], a
dirty mark ; a stain ; a small

part of different colour ; a
place ; v., to make dirty marks ;

to cover with spots ; to detect.

pres. p., spotting; p.p.,

spotted. as., spotless, with-
out a spot ; pure ; innocent ;
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spot'tod and spot'ty, covered
with spots.

spouse (spouz), n. [Fr., from L.
sponsus (spondere, to promise)],
a husband or wide. a., spou'-
sal, pertaining to a spouse or
to marriage; n. (usu. in pi.),

marriage.
spout, v. [M.E., from BPEOUT ?], to

flow out with force ; to speak
much

; n., the end of a pipe or
the mouth of a vessel ; a pipe
for rain water ; a jet of water.
n., spou'ter, a great talker.

Bprain, v. [O.Fr. espreindre, from
L. exprimere (EX-, premere, to

PRESS)], to twist or wrench the
muscles ; n. t injury caused by
overstrain.

sprang, v., past tense of SPRING.
sprat, 7i. [A.S.], a small fish some-
what like a herring.

sprawl, v. [A.S.], to throw the
limbs about ; to spread the
limbs ungracefully.

spray (1), n. [E., from Teut.], par-
ticles of water, etc., driven by
the wind ; v. t to blow spray
upon.

spray (2), n. [A.S.], a small branch
with leaves or blossoms.

Spread (spred), v. [A.S.], to open
out ; to scatter ; to form into a
broad surface ; to pass from
one to another. past and p.p.,
spread. n., spread'-eagle, an
eagle with outstretched wings ;

a., boastful ; bombastic. n.,

spread'-eagleism .

spree, n. [etym. ?], a bit of fun ;

a drinking frolic.

sprig, n. [etym. ?], a shoot or
twig ; a small nail.

sprightly (sprtt'li), a. [from
SPRITE], full of life; active;
alert.

Spring, v. [A.S.], to move quickly
and suddenly ; to leap from the
ground ; to come up from be-
neath the ground ; to result ;

to appear ; to be descended ; to
cause to explode ; to overstrain ;

(back) to rebound ; n., a quick
and sudden motion ; a leap ; a
source ; upflow of water ; elas-

tic force ; an elastic body used
to produce or to regulate force ;
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riding at great speed. n.,

spur'-wheel, a wheel with teeth
round its rim.

spurge (spirj), n. [O.Fr. espurge,
from L. expurgare, to EXPUR-
GATE], a plant with a hot, milky
juice, used as a medicine.

spurious, a. [L. spurius, not
genuine], not of the right kind;
not what it seems to be ; coun-
terfeit.

spurn, v. [A.S., from root of

SPUR], to drive away, as with the
foot ; to treat with contempt ;

n., scornful treatment.
spurt and spirt, vs. [A.S. spryttan,

akin to SPROUT], to flow out in a
sudden stream ; to gush out
with force ; n., a sudden flow
from a tube or an opening ; a
strong and short-lived effort ;

v., to make a strong and sudden
effort.

sput'ter, v. [freq. of SPOUT], to scat-
ter drops of spittle ; to throw
off drops with noise ; to speak
quickly and indistinctly ; n.,

drops thrown off ; rapid speak-
ing.

spy, v. [O.Fr. espie (L. specere, to

see)], to get sight of ; to see at
a distance ; to watch what is

going on ; n., one who watches
and reports what others are

doing ; a person sent to find
out the strength, etc., of an
enemy ; an informer. n., spy'-
glass, a glass for spying ; a
small telescope.

squab (skwob), a. [Scand. ?], fat
and short, squat ; without
feathers ; n., an unfGathered
pigeon ; a short, fat person ; a
stuffed cushion or sofa.

squab bie, v. [Scand. ?], to con-
tend noisily ; to wrangle ; n.,

a noisy quarrel.
Squad (skwod), n. [Fr., from It.

squadra, SQUARE], a number of

men at drill ; a small party of

men at work.
Bquad'ron, n. [O. Fr., from root of

SQUAD], a band of horse soldiers

of two troops, from 120 to 200
men ; part of a fleet com-
manded by a flag-officer.

squalid (skwol'id), a. [L. squ&ll-

9 sq

du-s], very dirty-looking ; stiff

with dirt. ns. t squalor and
squal idness.

squall (skwawl), v. [Scand.], to cry
out loudly ; to scream as a
child ; n., a loud cry ; a strong
blast of wind or rain. a.,

squally, gusty ; blustering.
squan'der (sktvon'der), v. fScand. ?],

to spend too fast ; to disperse
or waste.

square, a. [O.Fr. esguarre, from
late L. (EX-, quadrdre, akin to
quatuor, four)], having four equal
sides and four right angles ;

forming a right angle ; rightly
fitted ; giving equal justice ;

fair ; leaving no balance ; n. t

a square figure ; a four-sided
space with houses on all sides ;

an instrument for testing right
angles ; a body of soldiers in a
square ; the product of a num-
ber multiplied by itself ; v., to
make like a square ; to put right
or even ; to multiply a number
by itself ; to agree exactly.

squash (skwosh), v. [O.Fr. esqua-
cher (EX-, L. cogfre, to drive)], to
crush into a flattened mass ; to
squeeze to pulp ; n., anything
soft and easily pressed ; unripe
fruit ; a sudden, heavy fall.

squat (skwot), v. [O.Fr., from
root of SQUASH], to sit with the
legs crossed ; to sit close to the
ground ; to settle on land with-
out legal right ; a., sitting
close to the ground ; short and
thick. pres. p., squatting ;

p.p., squatted. n., squat'ter,
one who settles on land without
a title.

squaw, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], an In-
dian woman of North America.

squeak, v. [Scand. ? unit.], to

utter a short, sharp cry ; n., a
short, sharp, shrill cry.

squeal, v. [Scand., for squeolde},
to utter a shrill, long-continued
cry ; n., a long, shrill cry.

squea'mish, a. [M.E. skweymous,
from O.Fr. escoymous], easily

made sick ; too nice ; easily

offended. n., squea'mishness.
squeeze, v. [A.S. cwisari], to press

tightly; to crush small; to
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make one's way, as through a
crowd ; n., act or result of

squeezing.
squib, n. [Scand. svipa, to flash ?],

a paper tube filled with powder,
and thrown burning into the
air ; a small firework ; a witty
or sarcastic saying.

squill, n. [L. and Gk. squilla, a
sea-leek], a plant of the onion
kind, used in medicine.

squint, v. [Du. ?], to have the eyes
at different angles ; to look
sideways ; a., not straight ;

n., a crooked look ; a slight
glance.

squire, n., a form of ESQUIRE.
squirm, v., to wriggle in discom-

fort.

squir'rel, n. [O.Fr., from late L.
scurellus, Gk. skiouros (skia, a
shadow; oura, a tail)], a small
reddish-brown animal with a
bushy tail, and inhabiting trees.

squirt, v. [E., akin to WHIRR], to
force in a stream from a narrow
pipe ; n., an instrument for so

doing ; a syringe.
Stab, v. [M.E.], to pierce with a

sharp point ; to wound or kill

with a sword, etc. ; to hurt by
falsehood or slander ; n., a
wound from a pointed weapon.

pres. p., stabbing ; p.p.,
stabbed.

sta'ble (1), a. [O.Fr., from L. sta-

bUis (stdre, to stand)], stand-
ing firmly ; not easily moved ;

lasting. ns., stability and
sta'bleness, power of standing.

v., stabilize.
Sta'ble (2), n. [O.Fr., from L.

stdbuLum], a shelter for horses or
cattle ; v., to put into a stable.

n., sta'bling, room to lodge
horses or cattle.

Stacca'to, a. [It. staccare, to sepa-
rate], with the notes sung or

played in a distinct, pointed
manner (opposed to LEGATO).

Stack, n. [Scand.], a pile of wood,
hay, or straw ; a tall chimney
or a block of chimneys ; v., to

heap up.
Sta'dium, n. [Gk. stadion], a race-

course ; a Greek measure of
606| feet ; a sports ground.

-stadt [Ger.], -stad [Dan.], geog.
root, town (as in Halbertstadt, the
town of Albert ; Christianstad,
the town of Christian iv.).

staff, n. [A.S.], a long, narrow
piece of wood ; a walking-stick ;

a rod of office ; the handle of an
instrument ; the pole of a flag ;

the lines in music on which the
notes are written (pi., staffs 02

staves) ; a body of assistants

(pi., staffs).

stag, n. [A.S.], the male red deer.

stage (stdj), n. [O.Fr. estage, a
storey, from Low L. staticum (L.
stdre, to stand)], a platform for
actors or orators ; a theatre ; a
platform for workmen ; a rest-

ing-place ; the distance between
two resting-places ; a marked
amount or period. ns., stage'-
coach, a coach that carries pas-
sengers from one stage to an-
other ; stage'-house, a house
where a stage-coach stops ;

stage'-play, a play performed
on a stage or in a theatre ;

stage'-player ; sta'ging (std'~

jing), a stage for workmen when
building ; business of running
stage-coaches.

stag'ger, v. [Scand.], to walk un-
steadily ; to reel from side to
side ; to cause to doubt ; n., an
unsteady movement ; a reeling
from side to side ; (pi,) a disease
of horses, etc.

stag'nant, a. [L. stagnare, to cease
to flow], standing still ; impure
from not flowing ; dull from
want of use. v., stag'nate, to
cease to flow ; to become foul
from want of motion ; to vege-
tate ; to rust. ns., stagna'*
tion and stag'nancy.

staid, a. [STAY, -ED], quiet and
regular in habits.

stain, v. [formerly distain, from
O.Fr. desteindre (DIS-, teindret
tingere, to TINGE)], to make a dirty
mark upon ; to soil ; n., a dirty
mark ; disgrace. a., stainless,
without stain ; pure ; spotless.

stair, n. [A.S.], a number of steps
one above another ; one of the

steps. n., stair case, the space
in which a stair is placed.
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Stake, n. [A.S., akin to STACK], a
piece of wood driven into the
ground ; the post at which
martyrs suffered death ; some-
thing risked ; v., to support
with stakes ; to risk.

Stalac'tite (or stdl'-), n. [Gk. sta-

laktos, a drop], a stalk of lime
hanging from the roof of a lime-
stone cave, formed by dripping
water. n., stalag'mite, a
similar stalk rising from the
ground.

Stale, a. [O.Fr., from root of

STALL], not fresh ; worn out by
use. n., stale'ness.

Stalk (1) (stawk), n. [M.E., from
AJ3. stcela], the stem of a plant ;

anything like a stem.
Stalk (2) (stawk), v. [A.S.], to walk

with long steps ; to stride ; to

approach (game) in a stealthy
manner.

Stall (stawl), n. [A.S.], a place for

cattle or horses ; a table on
which things are set for sale ; a
reserved seat ; v., to put or

keep in a stalL n., stalTage,
room for stalls.

Stallion (stdl'yon), n. [Fr.], a male
horse for breeding purposes.

stal wart (stawl'-), a. [A.S., roots
of STALL and WORTH], strong ;

brave ; manly.
Sta men, n. [L., a thread] (pi., sta'-

mens), one of the thread-like
stalks forming the male organs
of a flower; (pi.) stamina,
strength ; endurance. as.,

stam'inal and stam'inate.
Stam'mep, v. [A.S., from root sta,

to STAND], to hesitate in speak-
ing ; n., a hesitation in speaking.

Stamp, 1?. [A.S.], to strike the
ground with the foot ; to make
a mark on ; to fix deeply ; to
crush to a powder ; n., an in-

strument for stamping or cutting
material ; a mark made with a
stamp ; character or value ; a
heavy hammer for crushing ; an
official mark indicating pay-
ment of some account ; adhesive
label with design, for placing on
letters and documents to show
that postal or other fee has been
paid

staple

stampede' (stamped'), n. [Sp.
estampido, from estcmpar, to
STAMP], a rush of frightened
cattle ; panic.

-Stan, geog. root [Pcrs.], country
(as in Hindustan, the country
of the Hindus; Kurdistan, the
country of the Kurds).

stance, n. [O.Fr. estance, from L.
stare, to stand], standing room ;

site.

stanch (stanch) or staunch
(staivnch), v. [Fr., from late L.
stancdre, as STAGNATE], to stop
a flow ; a., stout and strong ;

firm in character.
stan'chion (stan'shon), n. (O.Fr.,

from L., as STANCE], a prop or
support ; an iron bar in front
of a window or a stall.

stand, y. [A.S.], to be in an upright
position ; to be on one's feet ;

to cease from moving ; to remain
firm or in the same place ; to be
of a certain height ; to be situ-
ated on ; to bear or endure ; to
hold a certain course, as a ship.
past and p.p., stood. ns. f

stand, the place on which one
stands ; a position for viewing
races, etc. ; stan dard, some-
thing set or fixed ; a rule or
measure ; a pole with a flag ;

an upright support ; a., accord-
ing to rule ; having a fixed
value. a., stan'ding, erect or
on foot ; fixed by rule or law ;

likely to last ; not flowing ; not
cut down ; n., a place to stand
on ; continuance ; right to be
heard rank and place.

stank, v., past tense of STINK.

stan'nary, a. [L. stannum, tin],

relating to tin mines, etc. ; n.,
a tin mine.

stan'za, n. [It., as STANCE], a divi-
sion of a poem ; a verse.

sta'ple (1), n. [A.S.], a loop of metal
into which a pin or bolt fastens.

sta'ple (2), n. [O.Fr., akin to

above], an established mart or
market ; the chief trade of a
district ; a lock of unmanufac-
tured wool ; raw material ; a.,

important in the markets ; made
in large quantities ; principal
or chief. M.. sta'pler, a dealer.
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staple, geog. root, a store, a mar-
ket (as in Barnstaple ; Dunstaple,
the market-place on the hill.

star, n. [A.S.], one of the self-

luminous heavenly bodies ; an
ornament in the shape of a star ;

a mark in printing (*) ; a famous
performer : v., to adorn with
stars ; to shine like a star. pres.

p., starring; p.p., starred.
ns., star'-fish, a star-shaped
sea-animal ; star'-gazer, one
who gazes at or reads the stars ;

a dreamer ; star'light. as.,

starless, without a star ;

star'py, full of stars ; arranged
like the rays of a star.

stap'board, n. [A.S., akin to

STEER], the right Bide of a ship
looking towards the bow (oppo-
site of PORT, formerly LAR-
BOARD).

starch, n. [A.S., akin to STARK], a
white substance which, when
mixed with water, stiffens linen,
etc. ; v., to stiffen with starch.

as., starched , stiffened with
starch ; stiff in manner ; star'-

ehy, like starch ; stiff in man-
ner.

stare, v. [A.S.], to look with the
eyes wide open ; to look right
In one's face ; n., a fixed look.

stark, a, [A.8. stearc], stiff ;

strong ; downright ; adv.,

quite ; entirely.

stapling, n. [A.S. steer, -LING], .a

small bird of speckled plumage,
which can be taught to whistle,
etc.

start, v. [E., from Teut.L to move
suddenly ; to get or give a
sudden fright ; to rouse ; to

begin ; to set in motion ; to set
out ; to spring out suddenly ;

n., a sudden leap or motion ; a
sudden alarm ; a beginning ; a
setting in motion ; a setting out.

startle (startl), v. [freq. of START],
to give a person a sudden fright ;

n., a sudden fright or surprise.

a., startling.
Starve (starv), v. [A.S.], to kill or

die by hunger or cold ; to be in

great want. n., starva'tion,
state of being starved. a.,

starveling, thin and weak

from want ; n., a half-starved
animal ; a weakly plant.

state, n. [O.Fr., from L. STATUS],
the condition in which a person
or a thing is ; place or surround-
ings ; rank or position ; great
show ; a country with laws and
a government ; v., to give an
account of. as., sta'ted, fixed ;

happening at regular times ;

stately, showing great rank or
state ; of noble appearance.
is., state'ment, that which is

told ; an account ; a narra-
tive ; a report; state'liness,
stately appearance ; dignity ;

state'-paper, a paper relating
to government business ; state'-

room, a splendid room in a
large house ; a private cabin
on board a ship ; states'man,
a man skilled in affairs of gov-
ernment ; one who directs the
business of a country ; states'-

manship, the qualities of a
statesman. a., statesmanlike,
having the qualities of a states-
man ; becoming a statesman.

static and statical, as. [Gk.
statlkos, stationary], pertaining
to bodies at rest or in equili-
brium ; acting by mere weight
or pressure. n., statics, the
science which treats of bodies
at rest.

sta'tion (std'shori), n. [Fr., from L.
statio (stare, to stand)], the spot
where a person or a thing stands;
a stopping-place ; a place where
police, troops, etc., are sta-

tioned ; a person's place or

duty ; occupation ; place among
others ; condition of life ; a
place where trains stop to take
up or set down passengers ; v.,

to place or set ; to appoint to a
place or duty. a., stationary,
at rest ; making no progress.
n., sta'tion-master, one who
has charge of a railway station.

sta'tionep, n. [one having a STAND],
a bookseller ; one who sells

writing paper, etc. a., sta'-

tionery, belonging to a sta-

tioner ; n., goods sold by
stationers.

n. [see STATE], one who
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collects and arranges facts. as.,
statis tic and statis'tical, deal-

ing with facts and figures. ns.,
statis'tics, facts and figures
collected and arranged ; statis-
tician (stdtistish'an), one skilled
in arranging facts and figures.

Stat'ue (stat'u), n. [O Fr. f from L.
statua, a standing image], a like-

ness cut in stone or cast in

metal.-^Ti., stat'uapy, the art
of making statues ; one who
makes statues ; a group of
statues. a., statuesque' (statn-

esk'), having the appearance of a
statue. n., statuette' (statuef),
a little statue.

Stat ure, n. [L. statura, height
(stare, to stand)], standing ap-
pearance or height.

Sta'tus, n. [L., as above], a person's
state or condition ; rank ; stand-
ing.

stat ute, n. [L. statutum, set up
(statuere)], a law made by Parlia-
ment ; a fixed law ; a rule or

gruide for public action. a.,

stat'utory, made by statute;
with the authority of a statute.

staunch, etc. See STANCH.
stave, n. [from STAVES, pi. of

STAFF], one of the narrow strips
of which a cask is made ; the
lines on which musical notes are
written ; a verse of poetry ;

v., to break in a cask ; to put
off or to delay. past and p.p.,
staved or stove.

7, v. [O.Fr. ester, from L. stare?],
to continue in a place or state ;

to dwell ; to cease or to cause to

cease from moving or acting ;

to wait or to cause to wait ; to

fix firmly ; to keep from falling ;

to prop up ; n., that which
stays or supports ; abode for a
time ; a stoppage from moving ;

a rope to support a mast ; (pi.) a
stiffened bodice worn by women.
bead (sted), n. [A.S., akin to

STAND], standing ground ; place
or room of another ; the frame
of a bed. a., stead'fast, firmly
fixed ; not easily moved. n.,

stead'fastness, firmness ; con-

stancy. a., steady, firm in

position ; not easily moved ;

faithful to duty or purposo ;

happening regularly ; ., to
make steady ; to keep firm or
constant ; to become steady.

-stead, -sted, -stodo, gcog. root,
a home, a town (as in Newstead,
the now home ; Horstead, Hor-
sa's town).

steak (stak), n. [Scand.], a slice of
meat cooked or ready for cook-
ing.

steal (stel), v. [A.S.], to take what
is not one's own ; (away) to slip
away unnoticed ; to do anything
secretly. past, stole ; p.p.,
stolen.^., stealth (steUh), the
doing of anything hiddenly ; a
concealed act. a., steal'thy,
done in a hidden way ; secret.

steam, n. [A.S.], vapour rising
from boiling water ; water in a
state of mist or vapour ; any-
thing rising like stean ; v., to
give out steam ; to be driven
by steam ; to soften by passing
over steam. us., steam'boat,
steam 'ship, steam'-vessel,
steam'-engine, a boat, etc.,

moved by steam ; stea'mer, a
ship moved by steam ; an engine
for use on roads ; a vessel for

cooking or washing by steam.
steed, n. [A.S., akin to STUD (1)],

a horse for breeding purposes ;

a spirited horse.

steel, n. [A.S.], iron hardened by
heating with charcoal ; a bar of
steel for sharpening knives ;

weapons made of steel ; a.,

made of steel ; v., to point or

edge with steel ; to make ob-
durate. a., etee'ly, like steel.

steel'yard, n. [Low Qer. ataal-hof,

sample-yard], a balance with a
long and a short arm, the thing
to be weighed being supported
on the short arm, and a known
weight slid along the other until

they balance.

steep (1), a. [A.S.], almost straight

up and down ; hard to climb ;

n., a place hard to climb.

ns., stee'ple, a tall, tapering
tower; a spire; stee'ple-
chase, a race over hedges,
ditches, etc., sometimes with a
steeple in view ; steep'ness.
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steep (2), v. [Scand.], to soak ; to
wet through and through ; n.,

something steeped.
steep (1), n. [A.S.], a young ox.
steep (2), v. [A.S.], to guide a ship ;

to direct or govern ; to pursue a
course. ns., steer'age (ster'aj),

act of steering ; the effect of the
helm ; that part of a ship for

which the lowest fare is paid ;

steeps'man, one who steers.

Stellar, a. [L. stella, a star], per-
taining to the stars ; full of

stars. as., stellate and stel'-

lated, like a star; stellular
and stelltUate, like little stars.

stem (1), n. [A.S.], the trunk of a
tree; the stalk of a flower or
fruit ; a race or family ; the bow
of a ship ; the part of a word
to which the terminations are
added.

Stem (2), v. [Scand.], to stop the
flow of ; to go against the
stream. pres. p., stemming ;

p.p., stemmed.
stench, n. [A.S., root of STINK], a

very bad smell ; a stink.

Sten'cil, n. [O.Fr. estenceler, to

sparkle; akin to TINSEL?], a
metal plate pierced with a
pattern, through which colour is

applied ; v., to paint or print
by means of a stencil. pres. p.,

stencilling; p.p., stencilled.
Stenography, n. [Gk. stenos,

narrow ; -GRAPHY], shorthand
writing. as., stenographic
and stenographleal.

stentorian, a. [Gk. Stentor, a
loud-voiced herald], very loud.

Step, n. [A.S.], the distance passed
over by the foot in walking ; a
small space; one of the foot-

pieces of a stair or a ladder ;

manner of walking ; a footprint ;

a footfall ; a movement or
action ; v., to move one foot
past the other ; to walk slowly ;

to fix a mast in its place. pres.
p., stepping ; p.p., stepped.
n. t step'ping-stone, a stone
for stepping on when crossing
water or mud ; a help towards
success.

Step'-child, n. [A.S. steop, or-

phaned], one who stands in the

relation of a child through the
marriage of a parent.

steppe (step), n. [Russian], a great
plain.

-step, suff. [A.S. -estre], the agent
or doer (as in GAMESTER, SONG-
STER).

ster'eoseope (ster'ioskop), n. [Gk.
stereos, solid ; SCOPE], an instru-
ment with a magnifying glass
for each eye for viewing two
pictures of the same thing, thus
giving the figures the appearance
of standing out from the surface.

as.,stereoscopic and stereo-
scopleal.

ster'eotype, n. [Gk. stertos, solid ;

TYPE], a metal plate impressed
with an exact copy of type set

up for printing ; the art of

making such plates ; a., printed
from stereotypes ; v., to make
stereotypes, or to print from
them ; to fix unalterably. a.,

step'eotyped, printed from
stereotypes ; fixed or settled.

sterile (ster'il), a. [O.Fr., from
L. sterllis], barren ; unfruitful ;

without ideas ; unimagmative.
n., sterility. v., sterilize,

to destroy hurtful germs.
step ling, a. [A.S. steorling, starling
(stamped on the first coins) ?],

denoting British money ; of

good quality ; pure ; real.

stern (1), a. [A.S.], having a hard
look ; severe in manner.

stern (2), n. [Scand., akin to
STEER], the hinder part of a ship,
where the helm is. a., stern'-

most, farthest astern. n.,
stern'-sheets, that part of a
boat between the stern and
rowers.

ster'num, n. [L., from Gk. sterndn,
the breast], the breast-bone.

sternuta'tion, n. [L. sternutare, to

sneeze], act of sneezing. as.,

stepnu'tative and sternu'ia-

tory, causing sneezing ; n.,
that which causes sneezing.

ster'torous, a. [L. stertere, to

snore], snoring ; breathing
hoarsely. n., ster'torousness.

steth'oscope, n. [Gk. stethos, the
breast ; -SCOPE], an instrument
for listening to the beating of
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the heart or the sound of the
lungs. as., stethoscop'ic and
Stethoscop'ical, pertaining to
or done by the stethoscope.

Ste'vedore (ste'vedor), n. [Sp., from
L. stlpare, to press together],
one who loads or unloads a ship.

Stew (stu), v. [Fr., from a root akin
to STOVE], to cook without allow-

ing to boil ; to simmer ; n.,
stewed meat ; a state of worry.

Steward (stu'ard), n. [A.S. stigu,
a sty : weard, a WARD], one who
takes care of another's property ;

a head servant ; one who looks
after the food, etc., on board
a ship ; /., stew'ardess. n.,

stewardship, the office of a
steward.

Stick, v. [A.S.], to pierce with any-
thing pointed ; to fasten or to
be fastened ; to be unable to
move ; to stop or hesitate ; to

cling to; n., a small branch
cut oft; any long, thin piece
of wood ; anything like a stick.

past and p.p., stuck. a.,

stick'y, causing to stick ; gluey.
Stickle back (stikl'Mk), n. [A.S.

sticel, a spine], a very small fish,

BO called from the prickles on its

back.
Stickler, n. [M.E. stightlen, to

arrange], an umpire ; one who
insists on trifling points.

Stiff, a. [A.S.], not easily bent;
hard to turn or move ; thick
like paste; ill to deal with ; not
natural or easy ; blowing hard.

v., stiffen, to make or to

grow stiff. n., stiffness. a.,

stiff-necked, refusing to yield ;

obstinate ; stubborn. n., stiff -

neckedness.
Stifle (stlfl), v. [Scand., to block],

to stop the breath ; to choke
with foul air ; to smother ; to
suffocate.

Stig'ma, n. [Gk., from stizein, to

prick], a mark of disgrace ; a
stain on character : the top of the

pistil of a flower ; (pi.) stig'mas
and stig'mata. v., stig'ma-
tize, to mark with disgrace.

Stile (1), n. [A.S. stigel (stigan, to

climb)], a step or steps over a
wall,

stile (2). Seo STYLE.
stilet'to, n. [It., from L. stilus, a

pointed instrument], a dagger
with a thin, pointed blade ; a
piercer for use in embroidery :

(pi.) stilet'tos.
still (1), v. [L. stilldre, to drip], to

fall or to let fall in drops ; to
purify by heating into vapour
and cooling again ; n., a boiler
used in distilling.

still (2), a. [A.S.], at rest ; without
noise ; adv., till now ; for all

that ; v., to cause to rest ; to
make quiet. a. s still'-born,
dead when born. n., still'ness,
rest ; freedom from noise. a.,

stilly, still; quiet; adv., sil-

ently ; calmly.
stilt, n. [Scand.], a long pole with
a rest for the foot, to raise a
person above the ground in

walking ; a long-legged wading
bird ; ., to walk on stilts.

a., stil'ted, high-sounding ; not
free or easy ; pretentious.

stim'ulus, n. [L. stimulus, a goad],
that which rouses to action ; a
spur ; (pi.) stim'uli. a., stim'-
ulant, acting as a spur ; caus-
ing increased action ; urging on ;

n., that which causes increased
action ; that which excites or

urges on. v., stim'Olate, to

prick or spur ; to excite to
action ; to urge on. n., stim-
ula'tion. a., stimulative,
tending to stimulate ; n., that
which stimulates.

Sting, v. [A.S., akin to root of
STICK ?], to prick with a fine,

sharp point ; to give acute pain
(to) ; n., the defensive weapon
of bees, wasps, etc. ; the pain
caused by a sting ; the effect of
cruel words. past and p.p.,

stung.
stin'gy (stin'ji), a. [from STING],

very mean ; niggardly ; close-

fisted. n., stin'giness, mean'
ness, etc.

stink, v. [A.S.], to have a strong,
bad smell ; n., a bad smell.

past, stank ; p.p., stunk. n.,

stink pot, an earthen pot full

of a stinking stuff which, when
broken, suffocates with its fumes.
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Stint, v. [A..S., to make dull], to

keep within narrow bounds ; to
limit ; to pinch ; to set a task
to ; n., a bound or limit ; a
task ; a restraint.

stipe and stip'ule, ns. [L. stipes,
a stem], a small leaf at the base
of another, etc.

stl'pend, n. [L. stipendium, wages],
money paid for a person's ser-

vices ; salary. a., stipend'-
iapy, receiving a stipend ; n.,
one who receives a fixed wage.

Stipulate, v. [L. stipulfiri, to bar-

gain], to make a bargain ; to fix

terms. ns., stipftla'tion, a
bargain ; an agreement ; stip'-
fUatop.

stir, v. [A.S.], to begin to move ;

to put in motion ; (up) to excite ;

to rouse to action ; n., conUho-
tion ; bustle ; tumult. 'pres. p.,

stirring ; p.p., stipped.
Stir'rup, n. [A.S. slig-rdp (stlgan,

to mount ; rap, a rope)], a foot-
rest hung from a saddle. n.,
stir'pup-cup, a cup or drink
taken on starting.

stitch, n. [A.S., from root of

STICK], a passing through of the
needle and thread ; the thread
left in the cloth ; a loop round
a needle in knitting ; a pain in
the side ; v., to form stitches ;

to sew.

stith'y, n. [Scand.], a block of iron
for hammering on ; an anvil ; a
smith's workshop.

sti'vep, n. [Du.], a Dutch coin
worth about one penny ; any-
thing of little value.

Stoat (stof), n. [Scand. ?], a kind
of weasel ; the ermine in winter
dress.

Stock, n. [A.S.J, that which is

fixed ; the stem of a tree ; an
upright block of wood ; that
part in which others are fixed ;

one's family or race ; goods for
use or for sale ; the cattle on a
farm ; shares in a bank, etc. ;

a stupid person ; a stiff necktie ;

a garden flower ; (pi.) Govern-
ment funds ; a wooden frame
with holes for the hands or feet
of an offender ; the frame on
which a ship is built ; v., to lay

in a store ; to supply or fill.

ns., stockade', stakes driven
into the ground to form a fence
or breastwork ; stock'-broker,
one who buys or sells stocks
or shares ; stock'dove, a wild
pigeon ; Stock Exchange, the
place where stocks or shares are
bought and sold ; stoek'-h61
dep, one who holds stock in a
company ; stock'-jobbep, one
who speculates in stocks ;

stock'-jobbing, speculation in
stocks.

stock, -stoke, -stow, geog. root,
a stockaded place ; a place,
seat, or dwelling (as in Wood-
stock, woody place ; Bishopstoke,
bishop's seat ; Chepstow, market-
place).

Stocking, n. [E., a little stock], a
knitted covering for the foot
and leg.

Stole, n. [Gk. stoikos, from stoa, a
porch], a follower of Zeno, who
taught in a porch at Athens ; a
person free from passion ; one
calm and composed whatever
may happen. as., stole and
stoical, pertaining to the
Stoics ; indifferent to pain or
pleasure. n., Stoicism (st

isizm), the beliefs of the Stoics ;

indifference to pain or pleasure.
stoke, v. [Du., same root as
STOCK ?], to stir a fire ; to put
on fuel. ns., sto'kep, one who
attends to a fire ; stoke'hole,
the mouth of a furnace.

stole (1), v., past tense of STEAL.
Stole (2), n. [Gk. stole, a robe], a

loose garment reaching from the
neck to the feet ; a long narrow
scarf worn by priests when con-

ducting service.

stolid, a. [L. stolUus, foolish],
dull or stupid ; heavy ; slow.

ns., stolidity and stolldness,
dullness ; stupidity ; denseness.

stom'ach (stum'dk), n. [O.Fr.,
from Gk. stomachos}, the bag
which receives and digests the
food ; a wish for food ; v.,

to dislike ; to bear with ; to

brook; to endure. ns., stom'-
achep (st&m'GJcir), a covering for

the breast ; stomachic, a medi-



cine for aiding digestion ;

(anil Stomachleal), pertaining
to the stomach; helping diges-
tion.

Stone, 7i. [A.S.], hardened earthy
matter ; rock for building ; a
weight of fourteen pounds ; a
disease of the bladder ; the hard
centre of fleshy fruits ; a gem ;

adv., quite, as in sfone-biind,
etc. ; v., to throw stones at ;

to take the stones out. ns.,
stone' -fruit, fruit containing
stones or kernels ; stone's'-cast
and stone's'-throw, the dis-

tance a stone can be thrown ;

stone'-ware, a coarse stuff used
in making pottery ; vessels so
made ; earthenware. a., sto'ny,
like stone ; full of stones ;

without pity.

Stone, -stan [E.], -stein [Ger.],
-steen [Du.], geog. root (as
in Stonehenge, hanging stone ;

Slaunton, stony town ; Stein-

bach, stony brook ; Steenkirke,
stone church).

stood, v., past tense of STAND.
stock, n. [So.], a group of sheaves

set up in the field ; v., to set up
sheaves in stocks.

Stool, n. [A.S.], a seat without a
back.

Stoop, v. [A.S.], to bend forward ;

to bow one's head ; to take a
lower position ; to fly swiftly
down ; n., a bending forward ;

the swoop of a bird on its prey.
Stop, v. [A.S., from late L. stuppa,

tow], to fill up an opening ; to

keep or cease from going for-

ward ; to bring or come to a
stand ; to stay ; to leave off ;

to put an end to ; n., a stand-
still ; a means of regulating
musical sounds ; a punctuation
mark. pres. p., stopping ; p.p.,

stopped. ns., stop'-cock, a
cock for regulating the flow of

water; stop'gap, that which
fills up a gap ; a shift ; an ex-

pedient ; stop'page, state of

being stopped ; a halt ; an
obstruction ; stop'per or stop'-
ple, that which closes the mouth
of a vessel ; v., to plug. n.,

stop''-watch, a watch that can

i straddle

be stopped at any moment, used
in judging races, etc.

store, n. [O.Fr. estor, from L. in-
stanrare, to renew], that which
is laid up for use ; a place whore
goods are sold or kept ; v. r to
lay up ; to place in a warehouse.

ns., stor'age, room or price
paid for storing ; store'-house
or -room, a house for storing ;

a barn ; a magazine.
stork, n. [A.S.], a wading bird with

long bill and long legs. n. f

stork's' -bill, a plant of the
same order as the geranium.

storm, n. [A.S.], a violent move-
ment in the air ; a heavy fall

of rain or snow ; thunder and
lightning ; an angry outbreak ;

an assault on a fort ; v., to
blow with great fury ; to be very
angry ; to attack with shot and
shell. a., stor'my, troubled
with storms ; angry or pas-
sionate ; violent.

sto'ry (1) or sto'rey, n. [O.Fr.
estorte, as STORE], a flat of a
building ; a set of rooms on the
same floor. a., sto'ried.

sto'ry (2), n. [O.Fr. estoire, from
L. historia, HiSTOEY], an account
of what has happened : a tale
or narrative ; a short novel ;

v., to narrate. a., sto'ried, told
in story ; famous ; celebrated.

stout, a. [O.Fr. estout, perhaps
from L. stultus, stupid], firm-

looking ; strongly-built ; reso-

lute ; fat ; n., strong porter
(a drink). n., stout'ness.

Stove, 7i. [A.S. stofa], a close fire-

place for warming or cooking ;

a highly-heated room ; v., to
heat or keep warm.

stow (sto), v. [A.S. stow, a place],
to put in its proper place ; to

lay in a safe place; to fill by
packing. ns., stow'age (sto'ij),

room; money paid for stowing
goods ; stow'away, one who
hides on board a ship.

strad'dle, v. [E., from STRIDE], to

stand or walk with the legs wide
apart ; to sit with the legs

hanging on different sides ; n.,

act of straddling ; ungainly
walking.
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strag'gle, v. [M.E., freq. ofstraken,
to wander ?], to wander ; to fall

out of the ranks ; to be found
nere and there ; to grow with
the branches wide apart. n.,

Strag'gler, a wanderer ; one
who falls out of the ranks ; a
vagrant. a., strag'gly.

Straight (strdt), a. [A.S., akin to

STRETCH], drawn tight ; with-
out a bend ; true and just ;

adv., in a direct line or manner ;

at once. v., straigh'ten, to
make straight ; to put in order.

a., straightforward, using
a straight course ; honest ;

open ; frank ; adv., straight
on ; in a right manner. n.,

straight' ness, narrowness;
tightness. adv., straight'way,
at once ; without delay.

Strain (1) (strdn), n. [A.S.], race ;

stock ; inherited quality.
Strain (2) (strdn), v. [Fr., from L.

stringere, to draw tight], to draw
too tight ; to put too much
weight on ; to exert to the
utmost ; to injure by a twist ;

to press closely ; to carry too
far ; to purify through a sieve ;

to make uneasy ; n., injury
caused by too much effort ; a
sound or song ; style or manner.

n., strai'ner, a filter ; sieve.

strait (strdt), a. [O.Fr., from L.
strictus (stringere, to draw tight)],
strict or narrow ; n., a narrow
passage of the sea or among
mountains ; a difficulty or per-
plexity (often in plural). v. t

strai'ten, to make strait ; to

give too little room to ; to make
or become poor. a., strait' -

laced, strict or narrow in

opinion. n., strait'ness, nar-
rowness ; strictness.

strand (1), n. [A.S., an edge], the
edge of the sea or of a lake ;

v., to run aground ; to be driven
on shore.

strand (2), n. [O.Fr., from O.Ger.],
one of the twists of a rope ; v.,

to break a strand.

strange (strdnj), a. [O.Fr. estrange,
from L. extrdneus, EXTRANEOUS],
belonging to another country ;

not known, seen, or heard of '

before ; causing wonder. us.,
strange'ness, state of being
strange ; stran'ger (strdn'jer)r
one from another country ; an
unknown person ; a visitor.

strangle (strdngl), v. [O.Fr., from
L. stranguldre], to kill by squeez-
ing the throat ; to choke ; to
suppress. n., strangula'tion,
act of strangling ; state of being
strangled.

strap, n. [A.S., from L. struppus],
a long, narrow strip of leather,
wood, or metal for binding or
fastening ; a piece of leather for

sharpening a razor ; v., to
fasten with a strap ; to hit with
a strap. pres. p., strapping ;

p.p., strapped. a., strap'-
ping, well made ; strong and
manly.

strat- [A.S., from L. strata (see
STREET)], -strasse [Ger.], geog.
root, street ; road ; way (as in

Stratton, town on the Roman
road ; Streatham, town on Stane
Street ; Strasbourg, town on
the highway).

strat'ajgem, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
strategema (stratos, an army ;

agein, to lead)?, a plan to deceive
an enemy ; a clever action. as.,

strategic (strdte'jik or -tej'ik)
and strategical, pertaining to,
or done by strategy. ns., strat'-

egist, one skilled in directing
an army ; strat'egy, the art
of guiding the movements of
armies ; skill in directing any
movement ; generalship.

strath, n. [Gael., akin to STRATUM],
(in Scotland) a wide valley
through which a river flows ;

geog. root (as in Strathmore, the
great valley ; Strathglass, the
grey valley). n., strathspey'
(-spa'), [valley of the river Spey],
a lively Scottish dance, and the
music played for it.

stra'tum, n. [L., from stratus, p.p.
of sternere, to spread out)], a bed
or layer, as of earth, stone, or
coal ; (pi) stra'ta. a., strat'-

iform, lying in layers. v. t

stratify, to form or arrange in

layers. n., stratification, ar-

rangement in layers.
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stra'tus, n., cloud in bands or

layers.
straw (1), past and p.p. of STREW.
Straw (2), 7i. [A.S.], a stalk of corn,

after the grain has been thrashed
out ; a collection of straws ; a
thing of little value. n., straw'-
berry, a red berry with a deli-

cious taste, the fruit of the genus
Fragaria ; the plant itself.

Stray, v. [O.Fr., from L. strata, a
street], to wander ; to lose one's

way ; to go wrong ; a., gone
out of the way ; loose ; n.,

something gone astray.
Streak, n. [Scand. or A.S. strica,

STROKE], a long thin mark differ-

ent in colour from the rest ; a
line of light ; v., to mark with
lines of different colours ; stripe.

a., strea'ky, marked with
streaks.

Stream, n. [A.S.], running water ;

anything flowing, as light or air ;

v., to flow freely ; to pour out ;

to go in a long line ; to float in

the wind ; to send forth rays.

ns., strea'mer, a long, narrow
flag which streams in the wind ;

streamlet, a little stream.

Street, n. [A.S., from L. strata,

paved], a paved road ; a road
with houses on one or both
sides.

Strength, n. [A.S.], state of being
strong ; power to do or to resist ;

vigour of any kind ; that which
makes strong ; the quality of a

liquid ; forces of a country ;

numbers of an army, etc. v.,

strengthen, to make or to be-

come strong ; to add strength
or security to.

Btren'uous, a. [L. strenuus, active],

pressing eagerly on ; not easily

tired ; resolute.

Stress, n. [form of DISTRESS], force

or pressure ; strain ; violence,
as of weather ; weight or im-

portance ; emphasis.
Stretch, v. [A.S. streccan, akin to

STRING and STRONG], to draw or

to be drawn out ; to lie at full

length ; to draw tight ; to pull
too far; to exaggerate; to

spread or to be spread ; n., a

long line or surface ; full extent.

string

n., stret'cher, anything that
stretches ; a cross-piece for a
rower's feet ; a frame for carry-
ing dead or disabled persons.

strew (stroo) or straw, v. [A.S.],
to scatter ; to spread here and
there ; to cover as with straw.

p.p., strewed or strewn.
stri'a, 7i. [L., a furrow], a fine line

or groove, as of colour on the
surface of shells ; (pi.) stri'se.

a., stri'ate or stria'ted, marked
with striae ; channelled ; fur-
rowed.

strick'en, a. [see STRIKE], wounded;
worn out, as with years.

strict, a. [L. strictus, p.p. of strin-

gere, to draw tight], close or
tight ; not loose or vague ; close
to rule ; precise ; severe. ns.,

strict'ness, preciseness ; sever-

ity ; stric'ture, a narrowing
of any passage of the body ; an
unfavourable remark ; censure.

stride, v. [A.S.], to take long steps ;

to pass over with one step ; to
stand with the legs apart ; n. r

a long step ; the space stepped
over. past, strode; p.p., strid-
den or strid.

stri'dent, a. [L. stridSre, to creak],
having a harsh sound ; grating.

adv., stri'dently. a., strid'-
ulous.

strife, 7i. [O.Fr. estrif, from Scand.,
akin to STRIKE], a fight for vic-

tory ; contention ; discord.

strike, v. [A.S. stncan], to give a
blow (to) ; to come against with
force ; to produce (a light) ; to
sound (a bell) ; to lower a flag
or a sail in respect or surrender ;

to make an impression ; to stop
work for an increase of wages,
etc. ; to finish, as a bargain ;

to take root; n., a stoppage
of work, to force higher wages,
etc. ; an instrument for level-

ling. past, struck ; p.p.,struck
or stricken. a., stri'king,

causing wonder or surprise;

impressive.
string, n. [A.S. streng, akin to

STRONG], a thin cord ;
a cord or

thread on which things are

arranged ; a number in a row ;

the cord of a bow or of a musical
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Instrument ; v., to put strings
on ; to tighten ; to put on a
string ; to put in tune. past and
p.p., strung. as., stringed
(stringd), having strings ; pro-
duced by strings ; string'y,
formed of small threads, or that
can be drawn out into a string ;

fibrous ; viscid.

strin'gent (strin'jent), a. [L. sirin-

gens (see STRICT)], binding tight-

ly ; requiring close attention or
obedience. n., stringency.

strip, v. [A.S., to plunder], to take
or tear off ; to leave without ;

to make bare or naked ; to un-
dress ; n., a long, narrow piece.

pres. p., stripping; p.p.,

stripped.
stripe, n. [Du.], a line or a long
narrow piece of a different colour
from the rest ; a blow, or the
mark left by it ; v., to mark
with coloured lines ; to lash.

strip'ling, n. [STRIPE, LING], a

growing lad ; a youth.
strive, v. [O.Fr. (see STRIFE)], to

work hard ; to make an effort ;

(with, against) to try to get the
better of ; compete. past,
strove ; p.p., striven.

stroke (1), n. [A.S. (see STRIKE)], a
hard blow, or its result ; a
sound of a bell ; an unlooked-
for illness ; an action with a
great result ; the movement of

an oar, a piston, or a pump ; a
mark made by a pen, a pencil,
or a brush. n. t stroke'-oar, the
oar nearest the stern, which
gives tune to all the rest.

stroke (2), v. [A.S., akin to
STROKE (1)], to rub. softly; to
caress ; to soothe.

stroll (strol), v, [etym. ?], to go
slowly from place to place ; to
wander on foot ; n., a quiet
walk.

strong, a. [A.S.], having physical
force or power ; able to stand
against force ; not easily bro-
ken ; hard to overcome ; having
great vigour of mind ; greatly
affecting the senses ; having
anything in a high degree. n.,

strong'hdld, a strong or for-

tified place; a fortress. a.,

strong'-mintied, having
strong, active mind ; resolute.

strop, n. [old form of STRAP], a
leather for sharpening razors ;

v., to sharpen on a strop.
pres. p., stropping; p.p.,
stropped.

stro'phe, n. [Gk. strdphe, a turn-
ing], the song of a Greek chorus
while dancing from right to left ;

called antis'trophe as they re-
turned.

strove, v., past tense of STRIVE.
strow (slro), v. [old form of STREW].
struck, v., past tense and p.p. of

STRIKE.

structure, n. [Fr., from L. struc-
tura (struere, to build)], manner
of building ; form ; make ;

that which is built ; a large
building. a., structural.
adv., structurally.

strug'gle, v. [M.E., akin to A.S.
thryccan, to force], to make great
efforts with twistings of the
body ; to face difficulties ; to
work hard ; to be in great pain ;

n., a great effort, etc. ; hard
work in face of difficulties.

strum, v. [imit.], to play on a
stringed instrument in a rough,
noisj

r way. pres. p., strum
ming ; p.p., strummed.

strung, past tense and p.p. of
STRING.

strut, v. [Scand., to be puffed up ?],

to swell out ; to walk with great
show of dignity ; to support ;

to brace ; n., a proud, affected
walk ; a support. pres. p.,

strutting; p.p., strutted.
strych'nia (strik'-) or stryeh'nine
(nin or -nlri), n. [Gk. strychnos,
nightshade], a poison from the
seeds of nux vomica.

stub, n. [A.S.], the stump of a
tree ; v., to clear by rooting
up stumps. pres. p., stub-
bing ; p.p., stubbed. a.,-

stub born, hard to move ; tak-

ing one's own way. n., stub'-

stub'ble, n. [O.Fr., from L. stipula,

STIPULE], the ends of corn-stalks
left in the ground.

stuc'co, n. [It., akin to Ger. stuck,
a piece], a plaster of lime, sand,
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and finely crushed marble ;

., to cover with or form of
stucco.

stuck, past tense and p.p. of STICK.
Stud (1), n. [A.S. stod, akin to

STAND], a set of mares and
horses kept for breeding or
racing.

Stud (2), n. [A.S. studu, a post], a
nail with a large head ; an orna-
mental button ; v., to set with
studs or gems. pres. p. t stud-
ding ; p.p., studded.

Btu'dent, n. [L. studere, to STUDY],
one who studies ; a learner ; a
scholar.

Stud'y, n. [L. studium, from stu-

dere], time and thought given
to a subject ; the object of

study ; a room for study ; v.,

to set the mind to ; to learn

thoroughly ; to consider ; to
aim at in thought. as., stud'-

led, examined with closeness
and care ; well considered ;

planned beforehand ; stu'dious,
fond of study ; diligent ; (of)

attentive to ; careful ; deliber-

ate. n., stu'dio [It.], an artist's

workshop.
Stuff, n. [O.Fr., from L. stuppa, a

coarse flax], that out of which
anything is made ; cloth not
made up ; anything that takes
room ; worthless things or fool-

ish talk ; ., to fill by close

pressing ; to fill with seasoning ;

to obstruct ; to fill the skin of

a dead animal so as to preserve
its form ; to eat greedily.

Stul'tify, v. [L. stultus, foolish;

-FY], to make or to appear
foolish.

stum'ble, v. [M.E., akin to STAM-
MER], to strike the foot against
something ; to take a false step ;

to fall into a mistake ; to mis-
lead ; to cause to do wrong ;

(upon) to come upon by chance ;

n., a wrong step ; a fall into

a mistake. n., stum'bling-
block, anything over which one
stumbles ; a cause of error.

Stump, n. [Scand., akin to STUB],
the lower part of a tree left in

the ground ; that which is left

after a part has been cut off ;

(cricket) one of the three rods
forming a wicket ; v., to make
a stump of ; to cut off a part ;

to go from place to place mak-
ing speeches ; to knock down
wickets. a., stum'py, full of
stumps ; short and thick.

Stun, v. [A.S.], to make senseless,
or nearly so, by a blow or a loud
noise ; to take completely by
surprise ; n., state of being
stunned. pres. p., stunning ;

p.p., stunned.
stung, v. t past tense and p.p. of

STING.

stunk, v. past tense and p.p. of
STINK.

stunt, v. [A.S. stunt, dull], to hin-
der from growing ; to stop the
growth of. a., stun ted, hin-
dered in growth ; dwarfed.
n., stun'tedness.

stu'pefy, v. [Fr., from L. stupe-
facere (stupere, to be amazed ;

FY)], to make stupid ; to dull
the senses : to deprive of feeling.

n., stupefae'tion, a senseless
state.

stupendous, a. [L. stupendus
(stupere, to be amazed)], to be
wondered at, esp. for size, force,
etc. ; amazing ; astonishing.
n., stupen'dousness.

stu'pid, a. [Fr., from L. stupidus],
dull in understanding ; slow in

mind ; unskilled ; nonsensical.

n., stupidity, dullness of

understanding ; slowness of

mind ; senselessness.

stu'pop, n. [L., from stup&re], dead-
ness of feeling ; a more or less

complete loss of consciousness ;

insensibility.

stup'dy, a. [O.Fr. estourdi, thought-
less], not willing to yield ; hav-
ing great strength ; hardy ;

robust. n., stur'diness.
stup'geon (ster'jori), n. [O.Fr. es-

turgeon, from O.Ger.], a larga
fresh-water fish, the roe of

which is made into caviare and
the air-bladder into isinglass.

stut'ter, v. [freq. of stot, M.E. sto-

ten], to speak in a hesitating
manner ; to stammer ; n., diffi-

culty in utterance; hesitation
in speaking.
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Sty (1), n. [A.S. stigu], a place
where pigs are kept ; any very
filthy place.

Sty (2), n. [A.S. stlgan, to rise], a
swelling or pimple on the eyelid.

Stygian (stij'iun), a. [Gk. Styx, the
river of hate in Hades], relating
to the Styx ; hateful ; infernal.

Style, n. [O.Fr., from L. stilus], a
sharp - pointed instrument for

writing or engraving ; manner
of writing, speaking, or acting ;

mode of address ; fashion of

dress ; the pin of a sun-dial ; the
middle part of the pistil of a
flower ; v., to name or call ; to
address by a title. a., stylish,
showy ; fashionable. ns., sty'-
list, one with a fine style ;

stylograph [-GRAPH], a foun-
tain-pen.

Styp'tie, a. [Fr., from Gk. styptikos
(styphein, to draw together)],
contracting ; that stops bleed-
ing ; astringent ; n., a medi-
cine which stops bleeding.

sua'sion (swd'zhori), n. [Fr., from
L. suasio (suadere, to persuade)],
power of persuading ; a giving
of advice. a., sua'sive (swd'-
siv), having power to persuade ;

cogent.
suave (swdv or swav), a. [Fr., from

L. sudvis, sweet], pleasant or

agreeable. n., sua'vity, sweet-
ness of temper ; mildness of
manner.

sub- 9 pref. [L.], under; below; from
under (as in SUBMERGE, SUCCUMB,
SUFFER, SUGGEST, SUMMON, SUP-
POSE, SURREPTITIOUS, SUSPEND).

sub'altern, a. [Fr., from L. subal-
ternus (SUB-, aliernus, another)],
under another ; inferior in posi-
tion ; n., an officer below the
rank of captain.

suba'queous (subd'kwiiis), a. [L.

SUB-, aqua, water], lying, living,
or formed under water.

subdivide', v. [L. SUB-], to divide

again or into smaller parts. n.,

subdivision, act of subdivid-
ing ; one of the smaller parts.

subdue' (subdu'), v. [O.Fr., from
L. subdere], to bring under one's

power ; to become master of ; to
render mild.

subja'cent, a. [L. SUB-, jac&re, tc

lie], lying under; in a lowei
place.

subject, a. [O.Fr., from L. sub-

jectus (SUB-, jacere, to throw)],
under the power of another

;

lying open (to) ; n., one undei
another's power ; one who owes
obedience to a sovereign 01

government ; that which is

treated of or discussed ; (gram-
mar) that of which anything is

affirmed. v., subject', to bring
under the power of ; to make
liable ; to cause to undergo.
n., subjec'tion, state of being
subject. a., subjective, per-
taining to a subject ; arising
from consciousness ; existing in
the mind (opposed to OBJECTIVE).

subjoin', v. [O.Fr., from L. sub-

jung&re (SUB-, jungere, to JOIN)],
to add at the end ; to annex.

sub'jugate, v. [L. SUB-, jugum, a
yoke], to bring under one's

power ; to become master of ; to
force to submit. n., subjuga'-
tion, state of being subdued.

subjunc'tive, a. [L. SUB-, jungere,
to JOIN], subjoined or added ;-

n. (grammar), a mood of the verb.

sublease', n. [SUB-], a lease granted
by a tenant who himself holds
by lease. t\, sublet', to let

property already held by lease.

pres. p., subletting ; p.p. t

sublet.
sub-lieuten ant, n. [SUB-], a com-

missioned officer in the navy
below the rank of lieutenant.

sublimate, v. [L. subllmdtus, p.p.
of sublimdre], to raise aloft ; to
refine ; to purify by heating into

vapour, which again becomes
solid ; n., the result of subli-

mating.
sublime', a. [L. sublimis, lofty],

high or lofty ; having noble
qualities ; giving rise to high or

noble thoughts ; awe-inspiring ;

v., to sublimate. n., sub-
limity, state of being sublime ;

loftiness of thought ; nobleness
of character.

sublu'nar (sublu'ndr) and sublu'-
napy, as., under the moon;
earthly ; terrestrial.
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submarine' (-mAren'), a. [SUB-],
under or in the sea. n., ship
capable of being navigated either
on or under the surface ot the sea.

submerge' (-merj'), v. [Fr., from
L. submergere (SUB-, mergere, to

dip)], to put under water ; to
cover with water ; to drown ;

inundate. us., submer'gence
(8tibm6r'jens) and submer'sion,
act of submerging ; state of

being under water. a., sub-
mersed', put under water ;

covered with water ; flooded.

submit', v. (L. SUB-, mUiere, to

send], to give in to the will of
another ; to obey ; to put be-
fore another for judgment or
advice. pres. p., submitting ;

p.p., submitted* n., submis-
sion (-mish'ori), a giving in or
yielding obedience; humbleness;
something submitted for judg-
ment. a., submis'sive, ready
to submit ; humble ; obedient ;

docile.

subordinate, a. [med. L., SUB-,
ordo, ORDER], lower in order,
rank, or importance ; n., one
of lower rank ; v., to place in a
lower rank ; to make subject.

n., subordination, subjection ;

inferiority of rank.

suborn', -u. [Fr., from L. subomdre
(SUB-, ornare, to furnish)], to get
in a secret or underhand man-
ner ; to induce to give false

evidence. n., suborna'tion,
inducement to give false evi-

dence.

subpca'na (subpe'nd), n. [L. sub,
under ; pcena, punishment], the
order by which a person is sum-
moned to appear in court under
a penalty ; v., to call before a
judge.

subscribe', -u. [L. SUB-, scrlbire,

to write], to write underneath ;

to promise to give or take by
signing one's name ;

to enter
one's name for anything. -ns.,

subscriber, one who subscribes
or gives money ; subscription,
a signing of one's name ; signa-
ture ; money given or promised.

nib sequent, a. [L. SUB-, sequl,
to follow], following or coming

after. n., sub'sequence or cy.
adv., subsequently.

subserve', v. [L. SUB-, servire, to
SERVE], to servo in some slight
way ; to help on. ns., subser'-
vienceand subserviency, state
of being subservient ; willing-
ness to serve helpfulness ; ser-

vility. a., subser'vient, serv-

ing or useful ; tending to help
on ; acting as a tool.

subside', v. [L. SUB-, sidere, to

settle], to fall to the bottom ; to
sink to a lower level ; to grow
less ; to become ciuiet. ns.,
subsidence and subsi'dency,
process of sinking down.

sub'sidy, n. [O.Fr., from L. sub-
sidium, aid], aid in money, esp,
to a king or government ; money
paid for help in war, commerce,
etc. a., subsidiary, aiding ;

supplementary ; subordinate ;

n., one who or that which gives
aid. adv., subsidiarily. v.

sub'sidize, to give a subsidy to;
to assist with money ; to pay for

the use of troops, etc.

subsist', v. [Fr., from L. subsistere

(SUB-, sistere, to stand)], to be;
to continue ; to live or feed (on).

n., subsis'tence, state of

being ; means of living.
sub'soil, n. [SUB-], the layer of

earth immediately under the
cultivated sofl.

sub'stance, n. [Fr., from L. subslan-
tia (SUB-, stare, to stand)], the real

or main part of anything : that
of which anything consists ;

matter ; wealth. a., substan'-
tial, really existing ; firmly
made or built ; having enough
and to spare. n., substan'-
tiality. v., substan'tialize.

adv., substantially. v., sub-
stan'tiate, to make firm or
sure ; to prove ; to confirm ;

to verify. a., sub'stantive,
having real existence ; inde-

pendent ; n. (grammar), a noun.
a., substanti'val.

substitute, n. [Fr., from L. sub-
stitutus (SUB-, statute, to place)],

a person or a thing in another's

place ; v., to put in place of

another. n., substitution, a
17
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putting In place of another ;

state of being substituted. as.,
substitu'tionai and substitu'-

tionapy, standing in room of
another.

substpa'tum, n. [SUB-], an tinder
stratum ; a layer of earth, etc.,
under another ; that on which
anything rests ; (pZ.)substra'ta.

substructure, n. [SUB-], the
lower or under part of a building ;

foundation ; basement.
subten'ant, n. [SUB-], one who

holds a lease from a tenant.

subtend', v. [L. SUB-, tendere, to
stretch], to extend under or be
opposite to.

subtep-, pref. [L.], beneath ; under
(as in SUBTERFUGE, SUBTER-
RANEAN).

sub'tepfuge (stib't&rfQfa n. [Fr.,
from late L. subterfuffium (SUB-
TKR-, fugere, to flee)], an under-
hand means of escaping a
difficulty ; an artifice to conceal
and evade.

subterra nean and subterra'-
neous, as. [L. SUB-, terra], under
the earth or ground.

subtile (sub'til or sft), a. [O.Fr.
sutil, from L. subtllis, finely
woven], made in a delicate
manner ; fine ; sharp or acute ;

shrewd ; penetrating. ., sub'-
tilty, state of being fine or
shrewd ; cunningness ; a cun-
ning plan.

subtle (stiff), a. [SUBTHB], ely or

cunning ; quick-witted ; search-

ing through and through ;

crafty. n., subtlety, quality
of being subtle.

subtract', v. [L. BUB-, tractiis (tra-

hfre, to draw)], to take away a
part ; to take one number from
another. ns., subtpae'tion, act
or process of taking away ; the
taking of one number from an-
other ; sub'trahend, the num-
ber or quantity to be subtracted.

sub'upb, n. [O.Fr., from L. subur-
bium (SUB-, urbs, a city)], an out-

lying district of a town or city ;

(often pi.) outskirts. a., sub-
ur'ban, situated or living In the
suburbs ; n., one who so lives.

subvention (etibven'shdn), n. [L.

SUB-, venire, to come], act of
coming to one's help ; an aid
given by government.

subvert', v. [Fr., from L. su&ver-
tert (SUB-, vertere, to turn)], to
turn upsidedown; to overthrow;
to turn from truth ; to corrupt.

n., subvep'sion, act of over-

turning ; complete ruin. a.,

subversive, tending to sub-
vert ; destructive.

succeed (suksld'), v. [Fr., from L.
succedtre (SUB-, ced&re, to go)], to
come next ; to follow after ; to
come in the place of ; (to) to get
possession after another ; to get
what one has aimed ait ; to have
a good ending. n., success', a
happy or favourable ending ;

the getting of what has been
aimed at ; prosperity ; good
fortune ; one who succeeds.

a., successful, prosperous ;

fortunate.^., succes'sion, act
of succeeding or coming after ;

a series following each other ;

the right of taking possession ;

a line of descendants. a., sue-
ces'sive, coming one after
another in order. n., sueees'-
SOP, one who succeeds or comes
after ; an heir.

succinct' (suksinkf), a. [L. sue-
cinctus (SUB-, cing&re, to gird)],

girt or tucked up ; drawn closely
together ; in small space ; brief.

sue'copy, n., a form of CHICORY.
sue'COUP (stiJc'or), v. [O.Fr., from

L. succurrere (SUB-, currere, to

run)], to come to the help of;
to help in danger or difficulty ;

n., help, etc. ; relief ; support.
suc'culent, a. [L. succul&ntus (SMC-

cus, juice)], full of juice or sap.
succumb' ('Iff&m'), v. [L. SUB-,

cumbere, to lie down], to give
way under; to yield without
resistance.

such, a. [A.S. swttc (swti, so ; He,

LIKE)], of the like kind ; of the

quality mentioned ; so great.

suck, v. [A.S.], to draw in with
the mouth ; to drink from a
mother's breast ; n., act of

drawing in with the mouth;
that which is sucked. v*
suckle, to give suck to; to
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nurse at the breast. na., suek'-
ling, a young child or animal
suckled by its mother ; suc'tion,
process of sucking into the
mouth ; a drawing in of fluids
into a pipe by exhausting the
air.

Su'danese (soo'danez), a., pertain-
ing to the Svdan in Africa ;

n., an inhabitant of the Sudan.
SU'datory, a. [L. suddtorius (sudor,

sweat)], sweating ; n., a sweat-
ing-bath.

Bud den, a. [Fr. soudain, from L.
subltus, unexpected], happening
without notice ; planned or
done with haste ; unexpected.

n., sud'denness, a coming
or happening without notice.

sudorific, a. [L. sudor, sweat ;

-FY], causing sweat ; n. t a
medicine that causes sweat.

Buds, n. pi. [soaden things (see

SEETHE)], hot watar mixed with

8ue (su), v. [O.Fr., from L. sequi, to
. follow], to follow up or after ;

to seek to win ; to woo ; to seek
one's rights by law ; to make
application.

Bu'et, n. [O.Fr., from L. sebum,
fat], fat of an animal, esp. round
the intestines. a., su'ety.

Buffer, v. [O.Fr., from L. sufferrc

(SUB-, ferre, to bear)], to bear
pain, annoyance, or punish-
ment ; to be affected by ; to be
injured ; to permit. a., suf -

ferable, that may be suffered
or allowed; bearable; toler-

able. n., sufferance, state of

suffering ; pain endured ; power
of enduring ; leave given. a.,

suffering, bearing pain or
loss ; n., state of pain ; the

pain felt ; loss or injury.
Suffice' (&afis')t v. [O.Fr., from L.

auffic&re (SUB-, fac&re, to make)],
to be enough ; to meet all

wants ; to be equal to the end
wanted. a., sufficient (suflsh'-

ent), enough ; able for what is

required ; adequate ; competent.
n., sufficiency, state of being

sufficient ; necessary supply ;

ability ; self-confidence.

uffix, n. [L. SUB-, figere, to FIX],

Q, letter or syllable added to the
end of a word. v.. suffix', to
add to the end.

suffocate, v . [L. suffdcdtus, choked],
to kill by stopping the breath ;

to become choked. n. t suffo-
ca'tion, act of suffocating;
death by choking.

suf fragan, a. [Fr., from L. wffra-
gdrl, to vote for], assisting ;

n., an assistant, esp. to a bishop.
suffrage (sufrdj), n. [Fr., from

L. suffrdgium, a vote], a vote,
esp. for approval ; power or
right of voting ; the franchise ;

a united prayer. ns., suffra-
gist; /., suffragette', an agi-
tator for woman suffrage.

suffuse' (sufuz'\ v. [L. BUB-, fusus
(fundere, to pour)], to spread
over with moisture or colour-

ing ; to moisten ; to blush. n. t

suffu'sion, state of being suf-
fused ; that which is spread
over.

sug'ar (shug'dr), n. [Fr., through
Arab., from Skt.], a sweet sub-
stance obtained from the sugar-
cane, beet, maple, etc. ; ., to
sweeten with sugar. n., sug'ar-
cane, a tall plant from which
sugar is obtained. a., sug'ary,
tasting of sugar; sweet; fond
of sugar.

suggest' (sujesf), v. [L. SUB-, ges-
tus (gerfre, to carry)], to cause
to be thought of ; to bring for-

ward ; to hint at. n., sugges'-
tion (sujea'tyon), that which is

suggested ; something that sets

one thinking. a., sugges'tive,
containing a suggestion ; fitted

to bring up ideas.

suicide, n. [L. sut, of oneself,

-CIDE], one who kills himself ;

self-murder. a., suici'dal.
suit (sut), n. [Fr. suite, a following,
from L. secfltus, p.p. of sequl, to

follow], a following after ; a trial

in court ; courtship ; a series

of things used together or fol-
"

lowing in order, as clothes, cards,
etc. ; v., to fit ; to be of use

(to) ; to agree (with). a., sui'-

table, fitted for a purpose;
convenient. ns., suitability ;

suitcase, luggage case ; sui'tor
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(stt'tor), one who sues ; a wooer ;

one who takes a case into court.
suite (swet), n. [as above], fol-

lowers or servants : a number
of things used together, as rooms
or furniture.

sulk, v. [A.S. solcen, lazy], to be
jiilent, owing to anger or ill-

temper. n.| sulks, state of

being sulky. a., sul'ky, silent
and sullen. n., sul'kiness,
sullenness ; moroseness.

sullen, a. [O.Fr. solain, from L.
solus, alone], gloomily angry and
silent ; ill-natured. n., sullen-

-sund

from sol,

mud ; to
Sully, v [A.S.

mire], to spot with
stain ; to tarnish.

SUl'phup (stil'fur), n. [L.], a yellow
mineral that burns and gives off

a choking smoke ; brimstone.
n., sul'phate, a salt from sul-

phur. os., sulphur'eous, con-
sisting of or mixed with sulphur ;

like sulphur ; sulphuric and
SuTphurous, pertaining to sul-

phur ; got from or containing
sulphur; sul'phupetted, com-
bined with sulphur.

sul'tan, n. [Fr., from Arab.], the
chief ruler of a Mohammedan
state, esp. of the Turks;/.,
sulta'na.

sul'tpy, a. [for sweltry, from SWEL-
TER], close and oppressive, as
air. n., sul'triness.

sum, n. [Fr., from L. summa,
amount], several things added
together ; the full amount ; the
chief points ; a quantity of

money ; a question in arith-
metic ; ^J

M to add up ; (up) to

say all in a few words. pres.
p., summing; p.p., summed.

a., sum'mapy, expressed in
few words ; quickly done ; n.,
a short statement of a fuller
account. adv., sum'mapily, in
a summary manner ; in a few
words. v., sum'mapize, to
show in the form of a summary ;

to present briefly. n., summa'-
tion, an adding up ; an amount.

sum'mep, n. [A.S.], the warm
season of the year ; u., to pass
the summer,

sum'mepset. See SOMERSAULT.
sum'mit, n. [Fr., from L. sumimis,

highest], the highest point or
degree ; the top.

sum'mon, v. [O.Fr., from L. sum-
monere, to give a hint (SUB-,
monere, to warn)], to call, esp.
as a witness in court ; to rouse
to action. n., sum'mons, a
notice to appear, esp. in court;
a call to surrender.

sump'tep, n. [O.Fr. sommetier,
prob. from late L. sagmdrius (Gk.
sagma, a pack saddle)], a horse
for carrying packs or burdens.

sump'tuapy, a. [L. sumptudrius
(swnere, to take)], pertaining
to or regulating expense. a.,

sump tuous, costly ; splendid ;

magnificent.
sun, n. [A.S., akin to L. sol}, the
body in the heavens that gives
light and heat to the earth
anything like the sun; any
heavenly body round which
others revolve ; v., to warm or
dry in the sun. pres. p., sun-
ning ; p.p., sunned. n., sun'-
beam, a ray of sunlight.
a., sun'burned or sun'burnt,
darkened by the heat of the
sun. ns., sun' -dial (see DIAL,
first meaning) ; Sun'day [A.S.
Sunnandceg], the first day of the
week, on which the sun used to
be worshipped ; sun'dew (-du),
a bog-plant, the leaves of which
catch and digest insects ; sun'-
flowep, a plant having a large
composite flower with yellow
rays. as., sunless, without
sun ; dark ; gloomy ; sun'ny,
lying under the rays of the
sun ; bright ; cheerful. ns.t

sun'Pise, the rising of the sun ;

the time at which the sun rises ;

the east ; sun'sst and sun'-
setting, the going down of the
sun ; the time at which the sun
sets; the west; sun'shine,
the light of the sun ; great
brightness of any kind ; sun'-
stpoke, an injury from the heat
of the sun.

-sund, geog. root [Ger. and Dan.],
sound or strait (as in Stralsund,
the sound of Straie).
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I sun'der, v. [A.S., from sundor,
apart], to draw apart ; to put
or to keep apart ; to separate ;

to sever. a., sun'dry, more
than one or two ; several. n-.,

sun'dries, many different small
things.

sung, v., p.p. of SING.

sunk, v.,p.p. of SINK. a., sunken,
lying at the bottom of water ;

below the proper level.

Sup, v. [A.S.], to take liquid into
the mouth a little at a time ;

to take with a spoon ; to take
an evening meal ; n., a small
mouthful. pres. p., supping ;

p.p., supped.
super-, pref. [L.], above; over;
more than (as in SUPERFLUOUS,
SUPRAMUNDANE, SURNAME).

superabound', v. [SUPER-], to be
more than enough ; to be very
abundant. n., superabun'-
dance, more than is needed.
a., superabundant, being more
than enough.

superadd', v., to add over and
above.

superannuate, v. [SUPER-, L.
annus, a year], to give a pension
to on account of old age or un-
fitness for work. n., superan -

nua'tion, removal from office

with a pension.
Superb', a. [Fr., from L. superbus,

proud], grand-looking ; stately ;

rich ; showy.
supercar'go, n. [SUPER-], one who

has charge of a cargo, and con-
ducts the commercial concerns
of a voyage.

superciliary, a. [L. SUPER-,
cttium, the eyelid], pertaining
to the eyebrows ; above the
eyebrow. a., supercilious,
haughty ; overbearing ; dis-

dainful.

superemlnent, a. [SUPER-], emi-
nent above many ; having
superior excellence.

supererogation, n. [late L.

SUPER-, e, EX-, rogare, to ask], a
payment of more than is neces-

sary ; a doing more than is

required or needed. a., super-
erog'atory, more than duty re-

quires.

superex'cellent, a. [SUPER-], ex-
cellent in a very high degree.

superficies (superftsh'iez), n. [L.
SUPER-, fades, the FACE], the
upper face ; the outer surface.

a., superficial (silptrflsh'dQ,
pertaining to the surface ; lying
on the surface ; not deeper than
the surface ; understanding only
what is easily seen ; shallow.
ns., superficiality (sUp&rflshi-
al'Ui) and superflcialness,
slight knowledge ; shallownese.

su'perfine, a. [SUPER-], fine above
others ; too nice or fine.

super'fluous, a. [L. SUPER-, flu&re,
to flow], more than enough ; not
needed ; useless. n., super-
fluity, more than is needed ;

something only for show.
superhu'man, a. [SUPER-], more

than human ; above the power
of man.

superimpose', v. [SUPER-], to lay
upon something else.

superincum'bent, a. [SUPER-],
lying or resting above.

superinduce' (-Indus'), v. [SUPER-],
to bring or put upon as an
addition.

superintend', v. [L. SUPER-, in-

tendere, to INTEND], to look
after ; to see that a thing is

rightly done ; to have the charge
of. n., superintendence, a
looking after ; care and over-

sight. a., superintendent,
having oversight ; n., one who
has charge ; a curator.

superior, a. [O.Fr., from L.

comp. deg. of superus, high],

higher in place or rank ; better ;

(to) too great or noble to be
affected by ; n., one of higher
rank ; the head of a monastery
or convent ; the person from
whom lands are held. n.,

superiority, state or quality
of being superior ; the right of

a superior.
superlative, a. [L. SUPER-, talus

(ferre, to bear)], above all others ;

highest or best ; (grammar) ex-

pressing the highest degree.

su'perman, n. [SUPER-], a man
with mental and physical powers
far above the ordinary.
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supep'nal, o. [Fr., from L. super-
nus (super, above)], relating to
that which is above ; heavenly.

supernatural, a. [SUPER-], above
the laws of nature ; miraculous ;

divine.

supernumerary, a. [SUPER-],
above the necessary number ;

n., a person or a thing over and
above what Is usual; a silent

actor.

superpose', v. [Fr. superposer
(SUPER-)], to place one thing
above another. n., superposl'-
tion, the placing of one thing
above another ; state of being
BO placed.

Superscribe', v. [SUPER-, L. scri-

bire, to write], to write on the
top or cover ; to write a name
on the outside. n., super-
scrip'tion, something written
above or on the outside ; a
title ; an address.

supersede', v. [O.Fr., from L.

supersede (SUPER-, severe, to

sit)], to take the place of ; to set

aside ; to pass over as useless.

Superstition (sUperstish'dri), n.

[Fr., from L. superstate (SUPER-,
stare, to stand)], ignorant fear
or reverence ; too great exact-
ness in the forms of religion ;

belief founded on ignorance.
a., superstitious, pertaining
to or full of superstition.

superstruo'ture, n. [SUPER-], the
upper part of a building ; that
which ia built upon a foundation.

supervene', v. [L. SUPER-, venire,
to come], to come over or upon ;

to happen after ; to take place ;

to pass.

supervise', v. [L. SUPER-, vtbus

(vid&re, to see)], to look over ;

to see that a thing is properly
done. us., supervl'sal and
supervision, careful watch-
ing ; superintendence ; control ;

supervisor, a superintendent;
an inspector.

Supine', a. [L, suplnus], lying on
one's back ; leaning backward ;

exposed to the sun ; careless or

lazy. ns., su'pine, a part of the
Latin verb ; supine'ness, lazi-

ness; indolence.

sup'per, n. [O.Fr., akin to soup
and BUP], the last meal of the
day.

supplant', v. [O.Fr., from L. sup-
plantare (BUB-, planta., the sole)],
to trip up ; to displace unfairly ;

to undermine.
sup'ple, a. [Fr., from L. supplex

(SUB-, plicdre, to fold)], easily
bent ; pliant ; flexible ; yield-
ing.

supplement, n. [Fr., from L. sup-
plementum (SUB-, plere, to fill)],

that which nils up ; something
added. v., supplement', to
supply or fill up ; to add to.

as., supplemental and sup-
plemen'tary, filling up; addi-
tional.

sup'pliant [Fr., pres. p. of sup-
plier, to SUPPLY] and sup'pli-
cant [pres. p. of L. supplicdre,
to SUPPLICATE], as., asking hum-
bly ; seeking earnestly ; n. t

one who asks humbly. v., sup'-
plicate [L. supplicatus, as SUP-
PLE], to ask humbly or ear-

nestly ; to pray for ; to address
in prayer. n., supplica'tion, a
humble petition ; an earnest
prayer. cr., sup'plieatory,
using entreaty ; humble.

supply', n. [Fr., from L. suppUre
(SUB-, plere, to fill)], to fill up ;

to give what is needed ; to
serve instead of ; n., that which
is supplied; food or money
(often in pi.).

support', v. [Fr., from L. suppor-
tdre (SUB-, portdre, to carry)], to
bear up ; to keep from falling ;

to endure ; to give necessaries
to ; to help on ; n., he who or .

that which supports ; susten-
ance. ., suppor'table, that
may be borne ; tolerable ; en-
durable.

suppose' (supcz'), v. [Fr. suppose?
(SUB-, and root of POSE)], to think
of as true ; to take for granted ;

to assume. n., supposition,
act of supposing ; that which la

supposed ; conjecture ; assump-
tion.

suppress', -y. [L. SUB-, premfre,
PRESS], to press down or out of

sight ; to put an end to ; to hold
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oP keep back. a., suppres -

Bible, that may be suppressed.
n., suppression, act of sup-

pressing or keeping back ; qpn-
cealment. a., suppres'sive,
tending to suppress.

sup'purate, v. [L. suppUrSius
(SUE-, PUB)], to gather pus or
matter ; to fester. n., sup-
pura tion, a gathering of mat-
ter ; a festering.

supra-, pref. See SUPER.
supramun'daao, a. [SUPRA-],
above the world.

supreme', a. [Fr., from L. supre-
muK, superlative of super], high-
est in power or rank ; above all

others. n., suprem'aey, state
of being supreme ; highest power. ,

IP-, pref. [O.Fr., from L. SUPER-],
over, as SURMOUNT, SURCHARGE.

surcharge' (surchaii'), n. [Fr.

SUR-], too heavy a charge or
load ; v., to overload ; to

overcharge.
surd, a. [L. surdus, deaf], involv-

ing a surd ; uttered by a mere
breath, as the letters p* t, k, etc.,

unaccompanied by a vowel
sound ; n. (algebra), a quantity
which cannot be expressed by
a rational number, as the ^T^".

(shoor), a. [O.Fr. sur, from L.

secttrus, SECURE], confident ; that
can be trusted ; standing firm ;

infallible. advs., Surely and
sure, without doubt ; certainly ;

firmly. ns.> sure'ty, state of

being sure ; that which makes
sure ; a pledge for payment ;

one who promisee to pay if

another cannot; sure'tlshlp,
also sure'tyship, stato of being
surety.

Burf, n. [E., akin to SOUGH ?], the
foam caused by the dashing of

the waves.
sur'face (str'f&s), n. [Fr. SUR-], the

outside of anything. n,, sur'-

faceman, a workman on a rail-

way track.
Bur'feit (ser'fit), n. [O.Fr. sor/a#

(SUR-, L. facere, to make)], too
much eating or drinking ; sick-

ness therefrom ; disgust from
too much ; v., to eat or drink
too much or till one is sick.

surge (strj), n. [Fr., from L. *ur-

Qtre, to rise], the rising and fall-

ing of the waves a large wave ;

a great roll of water ; v., to
rise high and roll ; to sway, as
a crowd.

sur'geon (str'tfn), n. [corrupted
from chirurgeon (Gk. cheir, the
hand ; ergein, to work)], one
who performs operations on the
human body for curing diseases
or injuries. n., sur'gery, the
work of a surgeon; the place
where a surgeon operates. a.,

sur'gioal, pertaining to a Bur-

geon or his work ; done or used
by a surgeon.

surloin. See SIRLOIN.

surly, a. [prob. from SOUR], sour
in temper ; cross and rude. n.,
surliness.

surmise', n. [O.Fr. BUR*, mettre,
to put, from L. mittere, to send],
a thought without sure know-
ledge ; a guess ; ., to make a
guess at ; to suppose.

surmount', v. [Fr. sun-], to
mount over or above ; to get or
climb over ; to be higher than ;

to overcome. a., surmoun'-
table, that may be overcome.

sur'name, n. [Fr. SUR-], a name
added to another ; the family
name ; 1)., to call by a sur-

name.
surpass', v. [Fr. BUR-], to pass

over or go beyond ; to be better
than ; to outstrip ; to exceed.

a., surpas'sable, that may
be surpassed.

sur'plice (ser'plis), n. [Fr., from
med. L. superpelltceum SUPER-,
pellicius, made of skin (see

PELISSE)], the white gown of a
clergyman or chorister.

sur'plus and sur'plusage, ns.

[Fr. BUR-, L. plus, more], some-
thing more than is needed;
overplus ; excess.

surprise', n. [O.Fr. BUR-, prendre,
from L. prendere, to take], a
taking unawares ; something
unexpected, or the feeling caused

by it ; v., to take unawares j

to fill with astonishment.
surren'der, t?. [O.Fr. SUR-, and

rOOt Of RENDER], to giV6 UP ',
tO
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hand over to another ; to give
oneself up ; n., a giving or a
being given up.

surreptitious (surptish
f

'ts), a.

[L. surrip&re (SUB-, rapere, to

take)], done in an underhand
manner or without proper
authority.

sur'rogate, n. [L. surrogdtiis,
elected in place of another (SUB-,
rogdre)], one selected to fill

another's place ; one who acts
for another.

surround', v. [Fr. surunder, to
overflow (SUK-, L. unddre, to

flow)], to put round ; to be or
stand around.

surtout' (surtoo'), n. [Fr. sur tout,

over all], a closely-fitting frock-
coat.

surveillance (survd'ldns or -lyans),
n. [Fr. survettler (SUK-, veiller, L.

vigildre, to watch)], a looking
after or over ; a careful watch-
ing ; supervision.

survey' (survd'), v. [O.Fr. surveier

(SUR-, veeir, L. videre, to see)],

to take a view of ; to examine ;

to measure and value. ns.,

sur'vey, a general view ; a
measuring and valuing ; ex-
amination ; survey'op, one
who surveys ; a measurer and
valuer ; survey'orship.

survive', v. [Fr., from L. super-
vivere (SUPER-, vivere, to live)],

to live longer (than) ; to remain
alive (after) ; to outlive. ns.,

survi'val, a living or continu-
ing longer ; survi'vor, one who
survives.

suscep'tible and suscep'tive, as.

[Fr., from L. susceptiis, undsr-
taken], capable of receiving any-
thing ; easily made to feel ;

impressible ; sensitive. n.,

susceptibility, quickness in

feeling.

suspect', v. [Fr., from L. suspec-
tus (suspicere, to look under, to
mistrust)], to think that some-
thing exists, though not sure of
it ; to think a person guilty ;

to have no faith in ; to doubt ;

to mistrust ; n., a suspected
person. n., suspicion (sus-

pish'an), a thought of some-

swain

thing without certainty ;

misgiving. a., suspicious
(sitspish'us), inclined to suspi-
cion ; giving cause to suspect.

suspend', v. [Fr., from L. suspen*
dire (SUB-, pendire, to hang)], to
hang under or down from ; to
cause to stop for a time ; to re-
move from work or office for a
time ; to hold undetermined.
ns., suspense', a state of un-
certainty or anxiety ; hesitation ;

indecision ; suspension, act
of suspending or hanging up ;

delay;, removal from work or
office for a time. a., suspen'-
sory, hanging or suspended ;

causing delay ; n., that which
suspends ; a kind of bandage.

sustain', v. [O.Fr., from L. sus-

tinere, to uphold], to hold up ;

to keep from falling ; to supply
with food, clothes, etc. ; to bear
or endure ; to give assent to ;

to sanction ; to ratify. ns.,
sus'tenance and sustenta'tion,
that which sustains ; food ;

maintenance.
sutler, n. [Du.], one who follows
an army and sells provisions, etc.

suttee' and suttee'ism, ns. [Skt.],
in India the burning of a widow
along with the dead body of her
husband.

su'ture, n. [Fr., from L. sDMra
(su&re, to se\v)], a joining of two
edges. a., su'tural.

su'zerain (sU'zerdn), n. [Fr., from
L. suswn or sursum, above], an
overlord ; a sovereign state.

n., su'zerainty, right or power
of a suzerain.

swab (swob), n. [Du.], a mop for

cleaning decks ; v., to clean
with a swab. pres. p., swab-
bing ; p.p., swabbed.

swaddle (swodl), v. [A.S., akin to
SWATH], to bind with a bandage ;

to clothe a newly-born child.

ns., swaddling - band and
swaddling-cloth .

swag'ger, v. [Scand. ?, akin to

SWAT], to swing the body in

walking ; to talk big or proudly ;

to act the bully.
swain, n. [Scand.], a young man ; a

country youth ; a farm-servant
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the skin ; to work hard, esp.
for low wages. n., sweater, a
woollen jersey.

Swede, n., a native of Sweden ; a
Swedish turnip. a., Swe'dish.

sweep, v. [E., akin to SWOOP], to
brush ; to dust ; to pass with
swiftness ; to rub or trail over ;

to carry off with a great rush ;

to pass rapidly over with the
eye ; to move in a stately man-
ner ; n., space rapidly passed
through ; the length of a stroke ;

the direction of a curve ; one
who sweeps chimneys. past and
p.p., swept. a., swee'ping,
brushing over ; resistless.
n. pi,, swee'pings, things gath-
ered by sweeping. adv., swee'-
pingly.

sweep'stake, n., a winning of all
the stakes ; (pi.) sums of money
staked on a race, all of which fall
to the person who wins.

sweet, a. [A.S.], pleasant to the
senses ; tasting like sugar or
honey ; pleasing to the mind ;

winning ; n., anything sweet ;

a term of affection. v., swee'-
ten, to make or to become sweet;
to make pure and healthy.
ns., sweet'bread, an internal

organ of an animal, used as
food ; sweet'forler, a sweet-
smelling wild rose ; sweet' -

heart, a lover ; sweet'ness,
quality of being sweet ; agree-
ableness of manners ; sweet'-

William, a kind of pink of

many different colours and
varieties.

swell, v. [A.S.], to make or to grow
larger ; to rise into waves ; to
be puffed up ; to bulge out ; to

grow louder ; to become proud
or angry ; -w., an increase in

sound or size ; gently rising

ground ; a large wave or a num-
ber of large waves one after
another ; a showily dressed per-
son. p.p., swelled or swollen.

n., swelling, something
bulged out ; a rising, as of

passion ; a tumour.
swelt'er, v. [A.S. sweUan, to die],

to be overcome with heat.

swerve, v. [A.S.], to leave sud-



denly the right path ; to break
through a rule or custom ; to
turn aside.

swift, a. [A.S.], moving very
quickly ; coming suddenly ;

n., a quickly flying bird very
like a swallow. n., swiftness,
quickness ; speed.

swill, 73. [A.S.], to drink in great
quantities ; to drink to excess ;

n., liquid mixture given to swine.
swim, v. [A.S.], to keep on the

surface of water without sinking ;

to move in or on water ; to cause
to swim ; to be overflowed ; to
be dizzy ; n., any action like

swimming. pres. p., swim-
ming ; p.p., swam, or swum ;

past, swam. n., swim'ming,
act or art of floating or moving
through the water ; a giddy
feeling. adv., swim'mingly,
in a smooth or easy way ; with
great success.

swln'dle, v. [Ger. schwindeln], to
cheat ; to obtain goods or money
by false statements ; n. (and
swin'dling), a plan to cheat.

n., swin'dlep, one who cheats ;

an impostor.
wine, n. [A.S.], a hog; (pi.) a
number of pigs. a., swi'nish,
like swine ; dirty ; brutish.

wing, v. [A.S.], to move or to
cause to move to and fro ; to
move from side to side, as a
door ; to whirl in the air ; to
turn with the tide, as a ship at
anchor ; -n., a contrivance for

swinging in ; a moving to and
fro ; space through which a
body swings ; room to swing.
past and p.p., swung.

swinge (awinj), v. [A.S., causal of

above], to chastise ; n., a lash.

swingle-bap or -tpee (swingl'-), n.,
the sitringing bar of a plough or

carriage to which the traces are
fixed.

swirl, . [Scand. ?, akin to WHIRL],
to move forward with a twisting
motion, as an eddy in a stream ;

n., an eddy ; a twist or curl.

Swiss, a., pertaining to Switzer-
land or its people ; n., an in-

habitant or the language of
Switzerland.

9 sycophant
switch, n. [Du., a whip], a thin

twig or branch ; a movable rail
for allowing a train to change
rails ; a means of turning on a
current of electricity ; v., to
strike with a switch ; to turn
from one line of rails or from
one electric wire to another.

swiv'el, n. [A.S. swlfan, same root
as SWIFT], a ring or link turning
upon a pin ; a small cannon
turning on a swivel.

swollen, v., p.p. of SWEUL.
swoon, v. [A.S. swogan, to sigh,

akin to SOUGH], to faint ; TV., a
fainting fit.

swoop, v. [A.S., same root as
BWEEP], to come down with a
sweep or rush ; to catch while
on the wing ; n., a seizure by
rushing down upon.

swop. See SWAP.
sword (sord), n. [A.S.], a long,

pointed blade for use in fighting ;

destruction by the sword }

the emblem of authority or
justice. ns., sword'-bayonet,
a bayonet shaped somewhat
like a sword, and used as one ;

swopd'-flsh, a large fish having
the upper jaw long and pointed
like a sword ; swords'man, a
man skilled in the use of the
sword ; swopds'manship, skill
in the use of the sword.

swore, past; sworn, p.p. of
SWEAR.

swum, v., p.p. of SWIM.
swung, v., past tense and p.p. of

SWING.
Syb'apite, n., a native of Syb&ris,

in ancient Italy, the inhabitants
of which were noted for luxur-
ious living ; a person given up
to luxury.

syc'amope, n. [a form of SYCO-
MORE], the great maple (Britain) ;

a plane-tree (America and Scot*

land).

syc'omope, n. [L., from Gk. swfco-

moros], a tree akin to the fig-tree.

syc'ophant, n. [Gk. sykophantea
(sykon, a fig ; phainein, to
show ?)], a servile informer ; a
flatterer. ns., syc'ophancy and
sye'ophantfsni, the charactel
of a sycophant ; base flattery.
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. -as. eyehophan'tie and syeo-
phan'tical, pertaining to a
sycophant.

syllable (sil'dbl), n. [O.Fr., from
Gk. sytt&be (SYN-, labein, to

take)], part, of a word which can
be sounded by itself. n., syl'-
labary, characters representing
syllables. as., tillable and
syllable*!, consisting of a syl-
lable or syllables.

syllabus, n. [late L., as SYIXABLE],
the heads of a subject ; a table
of contents ; a list of what is to
be done.

syllogism (sil'djizm), n. [Fr., from
Gk. syllogismos, a reasoning
(SYN-, logos, reason)], three state-
ments (major and minor premise,
and conclusion} showing the
mental steps taken in forming
a judgment. as., syllogis'tie
and syiloffis'tieal, pertaining to
or in the form of a syllogism,
v., syllogize (sil'ojiz), to use

syllogisms.
sylph (silf), n. [Fr., from Gk.

eilphe, a kind of beetle], a being
living in the air ; a fairy ; a
graceful woman. n., syl'phid,
a little sylph.

syl'van, a. [L. sylvanus (sylva, a
wood)], belonging to the woods ;

a wood-god.

sym'bol, n. [Fr., from Gk. sym-
bolon, a token], a sign or mark
which represents something else ;

a token. as., symbolic and
symbolical, pertaining to a
symbol ; expressed by signs.

v., sym'bolize, to express by a

symbol ; to have like qualities.
n. t sym'bolism, a system of

symbols ; the use of symbols ;

the science of creeds.

I'metry, n. [Fr., from Gfc. sym~
metria (SYN-, metron, a measure)],
the correct fitting of all the

parts ; harmony ; proportion.
a., symmetrical, having all

the parts of right size and
form ; harmonious ; equally
balanced.

sym'pathy, n. [Fr., from Gk.

aympatheia (SYN-, pathos, puffer-

ing)], a feeling with or for

i another ; fellow-feeling ; com-

3 syndic

passion j pity. as., sympa-
thetic and sympathetlcal.
showing sympathy ; feeling for
others ; compassionate. v.,

sym'pathiza, to feel with or for
another.

symphony, n. [O.Fr., from
Gk. symphonia (SYN-, phOnl, a
sound)], agreement of sound;
the fitting of musical sounds to
each other ; a musical composi-
tion for one or more players.^-<i. t

syrnpho'nious, agreeing in
sound ; harmonious.

sympo'sium, n. [L., from Gk.
symposion (SYN-, pdsis, a drink-
ing)], a drinking together; a
merry feast with learned con-
versation ; a discussion.

symp'tom, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
aymptdma (SYN-, ptoma, a fall)],

a sign of something else ; an
indication. as., symptomatic
and symptomatlcal, indicat-
ing something else.

syn-, syl-, sym-, pref. [Gk.], with ;

together (as in SYNAGOGUE, SYL-
I-ABLE, BYMPATETS-, SYSTEM).

synaep'esls (singr'esis), n. [Gk.
BYN-, hairein, to take], the tak-

ing of two vowels into one
syllable: opposed to dker'esis,
n. [dia, apart], a mark () to
show that two vowels are to be
pronounced separately.

syn'agogue (sin'&gog), n. [Fr.,
from Gk. synagdge (SYN-, agein,
to bring)], a Jewish church.

synchronize (sinJcroniz'), v. [Gfe.

SYN-, chrdnos, time!, to happen
at the same time ; to be simul-
taneous. a., syehronous.

syn'copato (synq'kdpat), v. [late L.

syncop&tus (SYN-, Ok. koptein, to

cut)], to cut letters out of the
middle of a word ; (music) to

join an un&ccented note to the
accented one foUowing. n.,

syn'cope (syng'kopS), a cutting
of letters out of tho middle of a
word, as ne'er for never ; a faint

or fit.

syn'dic, n. [Fr., from Gk. syndikoa
(SYN-, diket justice)], a magis-
trate ; a public official. ns.,

syndicalism (sin'diktilizm), a
labour movement favouring the
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control of industries by those
who are employed in them ;

syn'dicate, a body of syndics ;

persons associated to carry on
some undertaking.

Synec doche (sinek'doke), n. [Gk.
SYN-, ek, out ; dechesthai, to

receive], a figure of speech in

which a part is put for the whole
or the whole for a part, as bread
for food,

Syn'od, n. [Fr., from Gk. synodos
(SYN-, hddos, a way)], a meeting
about church business ; (among
Presbyterians) a meeting of the
members of several presby-
teries. as., synodic and syn-
od'ical.

syn'onym (sin'onim), n. [Gk. SYN-,
onyma, a name], a word having
the same meaning as another.

a., synon'ymous.
synop'sis, n. [Gk. SYN-, dpsis, a

sight], a general view ; the gist
of a matter ; outline ; sum-
mary. as., synop'tic and syn-
op'tical.

syn'tax, n. [Fr., from Gk. syntaxis
(SYN-, taxis, order)], the correct

arrangement of words in a sen-
tence. as., syntac'tic and syn-
tae'tical, according to the rules
of syntax.

syn 'thesis, n. [Gk. SYN-, thesis, a'

placing], a putting together ;

a making a whole out of parts
(opposed to ANALYSIS) ; (pi.)

syn'theses. as., synthetic
and synthetical,

sy'phon, sy'ren. See SIPHON,
SIREN.

Syp'iac and Syrian, as., belonging
to Syria or its people ; n., ;

native or the language of Syria.

syringe (sir'inj), n. [Gk. syrinx, a
reed], a tube with a piston for

squirting water, etc. ; v., to
clean with a syringe.

syp'up, 7i. [Fr., from Arab.], the
juice of fruits boiled and sweet-
ened ; a thick liquid got from
sugar.

sys'tem, n. [L., from Gk. systema
(SYN-, histemi, to set up)], a num-
ber of things arranged with a
view to some end or purpose ;

a plan or method ; orderly
arrangement ; the different

parts of a combination in work-
ing order. as., systematic
and systematical, pertaining
to a system ; according to a
regular plan ; done in regular
order. adv., systematically.

v., sys'tematize, to reduce
to system ; to arrange in order.

sys'tole (sis'tdle), n. [Gk. SYN-,
stellein, to set], the regular con-
traction of the heart (opposed to

DIASTOLE). a., systolic.

tab, n. [TAPE ?], a small bit of

cloth, etc., forming a tag or

flap.

tab'ard, n. [O.Fr.], a kind of tunic
or overmantle ; the coat with
the royal arms sewn upon it

worn by heralds.

tab'by, n. [Fr. tabis, from Arab.],
a kind of silk of a wavy appear-
ance ; a mixture of lime, water,
and shells or gravel ; a striped
cat ; a., having a striped or

wavy appearance ; v., to cause
to look wavy. rw?., tab'aret,
striped silk stuff used by up-
holsterers ; tablnet, a finer

kind of tabby.
tab'ernaeie, n. [Fr., from L.

tabemdculum], the tent used by
the Hebrews as a temple in the
desert ; a place of worship ;

the box in which the bread used
in the sacrament of the Mass is

kept ; v., to dwell for a time.

tabld, a. [L. tabere,to waste away],
wasted through disease.

table (tdbl), n. [Fr., from L.

tabula, a plank], a piece of fur-

niture, consisting of a flat piece
of wood or stone set on legs ;

supply of food ; the persons
round the table ; a surface on
which something is written or

painted ;
a list of names, etc. ;

v., to put on a table ; to make
a list of. ns., tablature, a
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painting on a wall : tab'leau
{t&b'lo), a striking picture ; (pi.)
tableaux (tdb'loz); tableau -

vivant' (tablo' -vevan') [Fr., liv-

ing picture], one or more per-
sons grouped to represent some
picture or scene; table-d'hdte
(tabl-dot), dinner served in the

public room of a hotel ; tft'ble-

land, level ground at some
height above the sea ; tablet,
a small table ; a surface on
which to write, draw, etc. ;

a kind of sweetmeat ; ta'ble-

turning, a moving of tables,
supposed to be caused by spirits.

a., tab'ular, like a table ;

written or printed in rows ; con-

sisting of thin plates or layers.

v., tab ulate, to set in lists ; to

put in order.

taboo' (taboo'), n. [Maori], a form
used in the South Sea Islands to
make certain persons or things
sacred ; v., to forbid to be
used; to forbid intercourse
with.

ta'bor (ta'bor), n. [O.Fr., from
Arab, tabour], a small drum
beaten with one stick ; v., to

play on a tabor ; to strike light-

ly. n., tab'oret, a small tabor.
tacit (tas'it), a. [L. tacere, to be

silent], implied but not expressed
in words ; without sound. a.,

taciturn, silent and reserved ;

not fond of speaking. n. t taci-

tup'nity.
tack, n. [O.Fr. faque, from Teut.],
a small nail with a flat head ;

any fastening ; a rope for fixing
the corners of sails or the part
to which it is fastened ; the zig-

zag course of a ship ; a lease ;

p., to fasten or stitch lightly ;

to sail in a zigzag manner. n.,
tacks'man [Sc.], a person having
a tack or lease ; a tenant.

tackle, n. [Low Ger. or Du., akin
to TACK ?], ropes and pulleys for

lifting weights ; instruments for

fishing, etc. ; tools ; the ropes,

rigging, etc., of a ship ; v., to

seize or lay hold of. n., taek'-

ling, the ropes, sails, etc., on
the masts of a ship ; harness.

tact, n. [L. tacius (tangere, to

touch)], skill in managing : fine-
ness

^of touch or feeling. a.,
tac'tile, that may be touched
or felt ; tac'tual, pertaining to
touch.

tac'tics, n. [Gk. taktikos (tassein,
to arrange)], tho science of

arranging and handling troops or
warships when in touch with the
enemy. a., tac'tical, pertaining
to tactics ; strategic ; strategeti-
cal. n., tacti'eian, one skilled
in tactics.

tad'pole, n. [TOAD, POLL, the
head], a frog in its youngest state,
when it is all head and tail, and
has no legs.

taffeta, n. [Fr., from Pers.], glossy
silk with a wavy appearance.

taf'frail, n. [Du. tafereel, dim. of
tafd ; L. tabula], the flat upper
part of a ship's stern timbers.

tag, n. [E., akin to TACK], any-
thing tacked on ; the metal
point of a lace ; the last word
of an actor's speech ; v., to
tack or fasten on ; to fit with a
tag. pres. p., tagging; p.p.,

tail (1), n. [A.S.], the hinder part
of an animal, esp. when extend-
ing beyond the rest of the body ;

anything long and hanging ; the
hinder part; the followers of a
chief.

tail (2), n. [Fr., as TALLY]. See
ENTAIL.

tailor, n. [Fr., from tattler, to cut],
one who makes men's clothes ;

v., to work as a tailor; /.,

taint, v. [Fr. teint, p.p. of teindre,
from L. tingere, to dye], to mis
or stain with something hurtful ;

to be so touched ; to infect ;

to dirty ; n., a mixture with
something hurtful ; a blemish.

, v. [A.S.], to lay hold of ; to

get under one's power ; to gain
the attention (of) ; to please ;

to turn (to) ; to use ; to lead or

carry ; to accept ; to think ; to

look upon ; to move or run to-

wards ; to draw, as a picture ;

n., the amount taken. a.,

ta'king, attracting ; alluring.

past, took ; p.p., taken.
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talc, n. [Fr., from Arab.], a mineral
found in thin flakes, having a
soapy feel.

tale, n. [A.S., root of TELL], num-
ber ; amount ; reckoning ; a
story. n., tale'-beapep, one
who causes mischief by telling
tales. a., tale'-bearing, carry-
ing tales ; giving hurtful in-

formation ; ., act of telling
tales.

tal'ent, n. [Fr., from L. talentum],
a weight and a sum of money (at
Athens 57 Ib. avoirdupois, and
about 230 sterling among the
Hebrews about 93| Ib., and from
340 to 396 sterling) ; power of
mind ; great ability. a., tal'-

ented, possessing skill or ability.
tal jusman, n. [Fr. and Sp., from

Arab, Kfeam, Qk. t&esma, a pay-
ment], an engraved stone or

piece of metal, supposed to have
the power to keep off evil ; (pi.)
tal'ismans. a., talisman ic,

talk (tawk), v. [M.E., from root of

TALE], to use words ; to speak ; to
tell (about) ; n., use of words ;

that which is spoken or spoken
about. a., talkative, fond of

talking.
tall (taut), a. [O. ?], high in stature ;

long ; lofty ; elevated.
tallow (Mo), n. [M.E., akin to

Dan. talg], melted fat ; tf., to
smear with tallow.

tally, n. [Fr. tattle, from tattler, to

cut], one of two pieces of wood
similarly marked with scores or
notches to check accounts; any
account so kept ; one thing made
to suit another ; ., to mark
with similar notches; to fit; to

correspond. n., tal'ly system,
a method of trading by weekly
or monthly payments, sometimes
called the instalment system.

tal'ly-hd, n. and int. [Fr. talent ?],

the cry of a huntsman to urge
the hounds after a fox.

Tal'mud, n. [Hob., instruction], a
collection of Hebrew laws, etc.,
with notes and explanations.

tal'on, n. [Fr., from L. talus, a
heel], the claw of a bird of prey.

tam'apind, n. [Fr., frcrn Sp., from
Arab.], a lofty* spreading tree,

with pods containing an add
pulp.

tarn arisk, n. [L.], an evergreen
shrub with clusters of white or
pink flowers.

tam'bour (tam'bfr), n. [Fr. (see

TABOR)], a small drum ; a frame
on which cloth is stretched to be
embroidered

; work so done ;

v., to embroider on a tambour.
n., tambourine', a small drum
with one end, and bells round
its sides, played by the hand.

tame, a. [A.S.], with native wild-
ness gone ; taught to be obed-
ient ; wanting in vigour ;

crushed in spirit ; depressed ;

v., to make gentle ; to civilize.

a., tft'mable, that may be
tamed. n., tame'ness, state of

being tame ; want of spirit.
Tarn'many, n., a political organi-

zation in New York ; bribery
or corruption in politics.

tarn 'pep, v. [form of TEMPER], to
meddle without right ; to try
needless experiments ; to deal
in an underhand way.

tan, n. [Fr., from Teut.], bruised
oak bark used hi tanning ; a
yellowish-brown colour ; v., to
turn skins into leather by steep-
ing them in tan ; to brown.
pres. p., tanning ; p.p., tanned.

n., tan'nepy, a place for

tanning.
tan'dem, adv. [a pun on L. tandem,

at length], one behind another ;

n., a pair of horses so yoked.
tang (1), n. [Icel., akin to TONGS],

the part of a knife, etc., that
goes into the handle ; a strong
taste got from something else ;

a relish.

tang (2), n. [imit.l, a sharp sound ;

v., to make such a noise.

tan'gent (tdn'jenf), n. [L. tangtre,
to touch], a line touching a
curve but not cutting it. a*
tangeii'tial (-shaft.

tan'gible (tan'jibT), a. [L. tangi-
Vllis}, that may be touched;
perceptible ; real ; that may
be grasped by the mind. ns.t

tangibility and tan'gibleness,
state of being tangible.

tangle (tangl), v. [Scand. tang, sea*
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put in confusion ; to ensnare ;

to entrap ; n., a number of

things confusedly twisted ; per-
plexity ; a large and edible sea-
weed.

tank, n. [Port, tanque, from L.

stagnum, a pool], a large vessel

or cistern ; a reservoir ; a steel-

plated self-moving vehicle carry-
ing guns, and used for attacking
trenches, redoubts, and other
small forts, first used in the
Great War ; a land-ship.

tankard (Umg'kdrd), n. [O.Fr.,
from Du.], a drinking-jug.

tan'nin, n. [see TAN], a substance
found in oak bark, etc., used in

tanning.
tan'sy, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. aCha-

ndsia, immortality], a bitter

plant with finely divided leaves
and a strong smell.

tan'talize, v. [Gk. Tant&los, who
was so punished in Hades], to
tease by offering something desir-

able and then snatching it away.
tan'tamount, a. [O.Fr. font (L.

fantus, so much), amunter, to

amount], of the same amount ;

equal in meaning.
tap (1), v. [Fr.], to strike lightly ;

n., a light blow. pres. p., tap-
ping ; p.p., tapped.

top (2), n. [A.S.], a hole or pipe for

drawing liquor ; a stopper or

plug; a tool for cutting the
inside thread of a screw ; v.,

to make a hole to let liquid out ;

to draw off ; to cut the thread
of a screw. pres. p., tapping ;

p.p., tapped. ns., tap' -room,
ft room where drink is sold;
tap'-root, a tapering root like

a carrot ; tap'step, one who
draws liquor.

tape, n. [A.S.], a narrow, woven
band used for binding, or a
band of paper for telegraphic
printing. n., tape'wopm, a
worm of great length, found in
the intestines.

ta pep, n. [A.S.], a small wax
candle ; a small light ; a. (and
ta'peping), narrowing towards
one end ; v. t to become nar-
rower ; to make to taper.

tap'estpy, n. [Fr. fotp&eerie, from
L. tap&e, hangings], oloth with
woven or sewed figures, for

covering walls, etc.

tapio'ca, n. [Braz.], a food sub-
stance from the root of the
cassava plant.

ta'pir, n. [Braz.], a pig-like animal
with a short trunk, found hi
America.

tar, n. [A.S.], a black, sticky liquid
got from pine trees and coal ; a
sailor ; v., to cover with tar.

pres. p., tapping ; p.p., tapped.
a., tap'py (1), covered with

tar.

taran'tOla, n., a poisonous spider
found near Tarentum.

tap'dy, a. [Fr. tardif, from L. far-

du8t slow], moving slowly ;

behind time. n., tap'diness,
slowness ; reluctance.

tare (1), n. [E.], a weed injurious
to corn ; vetch, etc., grown as
food for horses and cattle.

tape (2), n. [Fr., from Arab, farah,
taken off], the weight of the
package deducted before cal-

culating the net weight.
tar'get, n. [O.Fr. torguete, dim. of

targe], a small shield ; a mark
for shooting at. n., targeteer',
one armed with a target.

tariff, n. [O.Fr., from Arab, ta'rlf,

giving information], a list of

duties on goods imported or

exported ; a list of prices.

tapn, n. [Scand.], a mountain
lake or pool.

tap'nish, v. [Fr., from Ger.], to

dim the brightness of ; to soil

the colour of ; to become dull.

tarpaulin, n. [TAR, patting, from
PALL], coarse canvas covered
with tar to keep out wet ; a
sailor's hat.

tap'py (2), v. [M.E. tarien (A.a
tergari), to vex, confused with

targen, to delay, from L. tardus],

to be slow ; to remain behind ;

to put off time.
tart (1), a. [A.S.], sharp to the

taste ; sour ; ill-natured. a.,

tap'tish, somewhat tarfc.

tart (2), n. [O.Fr., from L. tortus,

twisted], fruit or jelly baked in

paste.
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tar'tan, n. [O.Fr., etym. ?], wool-
len cloth woven in checks.

Tar'tap (1), or Ta'tap (ta'tdr), n.

[Pers.], a native of Tartary ; a
person of a hard, troublesome
temper.

tap'tap (2), n. [Fr., from Arab.
durd, dregs], a crust formed in
wine casks, or growing on the
teeth. as., taptap'eous or tap'-

tapous, like or made up of tar-
tar ; tartap'ic, got from tartar.

Tap'tarus, n. [Gk. Tartaros], the
place of punishment for the
wicked.

task, TO. [O.Fr. tasque, from late
L. tasca, a TAX], work given to
do ; something that must be
done ; v., to give work to ; to
overburden. n., task'mastep,
one who imposes tasks.

tas'sel, TO. [O.Fr., from med. L.

tassellus], a tanging bunch of
threads or cords ; a head of
flowers like a tassel.

taste (tost), v. [O.Fr. faster, from
L. taxare (akin to tangere, to

touch)], to try by the tongue or
palate ; to eat a small bit of ;

to have actual trial of ; (of) to
be like in taste ; TO., power of

tasting; the feeling caused by
food, etc., in the mouth ; the
quality which causes the feeling
of taste ; a small bit ; the
power of seeing and enjoying
beauty, ete. ; good style. as.,
taste ful, showing good taste ;

refined ; elegant ; tasteless,
without taste ; having no love
of beauty or order ; tas'ty,
tasting well ; showing a good
taste ; palatable ; refined.

tat'tep, TO. [Scand. ?], a piece of
cloth torn and hanging ; v.,
to tear into rags.

tat'tlo, v. [imit.], to talk much
with little meaning ; to gossip ;

TO., small or trifling talk.
tattoo' (1), TO. [Du. TAP (1), toe,

closed], a signal for soldiers to
return to their quarters ; orig.,

closing of the drinking-shops.
tattoo' (2), v. [Polynesian], to prick

the skin with coloured marks or
figures ; TO., marks on the skin
so made.

Tau'be (tou'be), TO. [name of inven-
tor], an aeroplane used by the
Germans during the Great War.

taught (tawt), v., past tense of
TEACH.

taunt, v. [Fr. tauter, from L. ten'

tare, to TEMPT], to find fault in
bitter words ; to reproach ; to
ridicule ; TO., bitter speech ;

insulting words.
Taup'us, TO. [L.], the Bull, one of

the signs of the Zodiac ; moun-
tains of southern Asia Minor.

taut, a. [M.E., p.p. of TOW ?],

tightly pulled ; secure.

tautol'ogy, TO. [Gk. tauto, the
same ; -LOGY], needless repeti-
tion of the same thing in differ-

ent words. as., tautolog'ic and
tautological.

tav'ern, n. [Fr., from L. taberna,
booth], a lodging for travellers,
esp. where strong drink is sold ;

an inn.

taw, v. [A.S., to prepare], to dress
by beating ; to dress skins into
leather ; TO., a marble to be
played with ; (pi.) taws or

tawse, a leather strap for pun-
ishing children with.

taw'dry, a. [St. Audrey (St. Ethel-

dreda), at whose fair showy orna-
ments were sold], cheap and
showy ; gaudy ; flashy ; un-
tidy. TO., taw'dpiness, finery
without taste ; untidiness.

taw'ny, TO. [Fr. taune, same root
as TAN], yellow or brown; sun-
burned ; bronzed.

tax, TO. [Fr., from L. taxSre, to

value], money to defray public
expenses ; any burdensome
duty ; v., to lay on taxes ; to

arrange the amount to be paid ;

to find fault with ; to strain.

n., taxa'tion, act of taxing ;

anount of tax.
taxim'etep (taksim'eter), n. [Fr.

taxe, TAX, -METER], a device for

registering the distances run by
a cab and the fares due. ros.,

taxicab, taxi, a cab fitted with
a taximeter.

a, n. [Chinese], the leaves of an
evergreen shrub dried and pre-

pared for use ; a pleasant drin&

formed of infused tea leaves.
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teach, v. [A.S.], to supply with
knowledge : to show how to do
or to understand a thing ; to
guide the studies of ; to act
as a teacher. past and p.p.,
taught. a., tea'chable, that
can be taught ; quick to learn.

iis., tea'chableness ; tea'cher.
teak, n. [Port., from Malay], a

hard-wood tree found in the East
Indies and in Africa, the wood of
which is used in shipbuilding.

teal, n. [M.E.], a water-fowl like
the duck, but smaller.

teams n. [A.S., a family], a group
of young animals

; a number of
horses or oxen working together ;

the players on one side of a
game. n., team'step, one who
drives a team.

tear (1) (tar), v. [A.S.], to pull
asunder by force ; to break the
surface by a deep scratch ; to
rend ; to come to pieces when
pulled ; n., something torn ; a
rent ; a fissure. past, tope ;

p.p., torn.
tear (2) (ter), n. [A.S.], a drop of

water from the eye ; anything
like a tear. as., teap'ful, shed-
ding tears ; sad ; tearless,
shedding no tears ; unfeeling.

tease, v. [A.S., to pluck], to
separate and straighten fibres ;

to comb ; to raise a nap on
cloth by scraping ; to worry or

annoy ; to make fun of. n.,

teas'el, a plant the stiff and
prickly flower-heads of which
are used for teasing cloth.

teat, n. [O.Fr. fete, akin to A.S. tit],

the part of the breast or udder
through which the young suck
milk.

tech'nic (tek'nik) and teeh'nieal,
as. [ Gk. techne, art], pertaining to
an art or a science ; fitting for
a particular art. ns., techni-

cality, knowledge, etc., peculiar
to any trade, profession, etc. ;

technique' (teknek'), method or
skill of performance ; technol'-
ogy, the knowledge of the use-
ful arts ; terms used in art. a.,

technological. n., technol'-
ogist, a writer or lecturer on
the useful arts.

telescope

ted, v. [A.S.], to spread to the sun,
as new-mown grass. pres. p.,
tedding ; p.p., tedded.

tedium, n. [L. tcedium], that
which wearies ; weariness. a.,

te'dious, wearisome ; monot-
onous.

tee, n., a mark for playing to or
from ; v., to place on the tee.

teem, v. [E., akin to TEAM], to
bring forth ; to be fruitful ; to
appear in great numbers.

-teen, suff. [A.S.], ten more (as in

THIRTEEN).
teeto'talep, n. [teetotal, a once

popular form of TOTAL], one who
takes no intoxicating drink. a.,
teeto'tal.

teg'ument, n. [L. tegumentum
(tegere, to cover)], a covering ;

skin of a plant or an animal.
a., tegumen'tary, serving as a
covering.

teind (tend), n. (M.E.r akin to
TITHE], part of the produce of
land set apart tc oay khe parish
minister in Scotland

;.
tithes.

tele-, pref. [Gk.], far off ; working
from a distance (as in TELE-
GRAPH).

tel'egpaph, n. [TELE-, GRAPH], a
means of sending messages by
signals ; wires along which
messages are sent by electricity ;

v., to signal in any way ; to
send a message along the wires.

n., tel'egpam, a message sent

by telegraph. a., telegraphic,
belonging to the telegraph ;

sent by telegraph. ns., teleg'-

paphist, one who works a tele-

graph ; teleg'raphy, science or
art of telegraphs.

teleol'ogy (teleol'oji or te-), n.

[Gk. ieZos,end : -LOGY], explana-
tion of things from the purposes
for which they are fitted.

tel'ephone, . [TELE-, PHONE], an
electrical instrument which en-
ables persons to talk to each
other at considerable distances.

a., telephonic, sent by tele-

phone. ns., teleph'ony (telef-

oni}, teleph'onist.
tel'escope, n. [TELE-, SCOPE], a
tube fitted with lenses for view-

ing things at a distance ;
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v.t to slide like the parts of a
telescope. a., telescopic, per-
taining to a telescope; seen
through a telescope.

tell, v. [A.S.], to count ; to put in
words ; to make known ; to
have an effect. 'past and p.p.,
told. n., teD'e*, one who
counts ; one who receives or

pays out money in a bank ; one
who counts votes. a., teU'ing,
having great effect. n., telT-

tale, a person who talks about
the affairs of others ; one who
cannot keep a secret ; a gossip.

temerity, n. [L. temeritas, rash-

ness], great rashness ; needless

running into danger ; foolhardi-
ness.

tern per, v. [A.S., from L. tern-

perare, to moderate], to mix
things properly ; to soften ; to
moderate ; to fit ; to bring to
a proper state of hardness, as
iron ; n., the right mi-ring of

things ; state of body or mind ;

disposition ; mood ; state of hard-
ness, as of steel. ns., tem'per-
ament, inner state or nature;
disposition ; balance of quali-
ties ; act or means of temper-
ing or regulating ; adjustment ;

tem'peranoo, use in proper
form and measure ; self-control ;

a keeping from strong drink.

a., tem'perate, using things
In the right amount and for the

right purpose ; sober ; neither
too hot nor too cold. n., tem'-
perature, the amount or degree
of heat or cold.

tern 'pest, n. [O.Fr., from L. tem-

pestas, weather], wind blowing
with great speed and force ; a
heavy storm ; a hurricane ; an
uproar of any kind ; a commo-
tion. a., tempos tfious, blow-
ing with great violence ; very
stormy ; angry and passionate.

tern pie (1), n. [A.S., from L. tern-

plum], a building for public wor-
ship ; a large church ; Temple,
the Inns of Court hi London,
once belonging to the Knights
Templars. n., Tem'plap, one
of a body of knights who made
a vow to protect the Holy Sepul-

chre and its visitors ; a student
or a lawyer living in the Temple,
London.

tem'ple (2), n. [O.Fr., from L,
temp&ra, the temples], the part
at each side of the forehead
above the cheek-bone.

tem'poral, a. [O.Fr., from L.
temporOlis (tempus, tune)], last-

ing only for a time ; belonging
to this world ; not spiritual ;

belonging to the temples of the
head. n., temporality (usu. in

pi.), money got from land, etc.,
for the support of a church or
minister ; revenue. a., tem'-
popary, lasting only for a tune ;

passing soon away. v.t tem'-
porize, to be guided by opinions
or fashions ; to yield to circum-
stances.

tempt, v. [O.Fr. tempter, from L.

temptdre, to try], to make trial

of ; to try to make a person do
wrong. n,., tempta'tion, act
of tempting ; state of being
tempted ; that which tempts or
leads astray ; an allurement ;

a bait ; a bribe. a., temp'ting,
fitted to tempt ; desirable or

pleasing ; enticing.
ten, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than nine. a., ten'fold, folded
or multiplied ten times ; ton
times as many. n., tenpence,
the sum of ten pennies.

ten'able (ten'dbl), a. [Fr., from L.

tenere, to hold], that can be held,

kept, or defended.
tena'cious (tend'sJvus), a. [L. tenax

(tcnere, to hold)], holding with a
firm grip ; that will not let go ;

not easily pulled asunder. n.,

tenacity (ten&s'iti), quality of

being tenacious ; that quality
in bodies which makes them
stick together.

ten'ant, n. [Fr., from L. tenure, to

hold], one who pays a rent for

the use of property ; v. t to hold
as a tenant. n., ten'aney, a
holding as a tenant ; occupancy,

a., ten'antless, without a
tenant. n., ten'antpy, the
tenants on an estate.

tench, n. [O.Fr., from L. tinea], a
fresh-water fish very hard to kilL
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tend (1), v. [contracted from AT

TEND], o take care of ; to wait
on ; to nurse. n. t ten'dep,
small ship attending on a larger
one ; the part of a railway engine
which carries coals and water.

tend (2), v. [O.Fr., from L. tendtre,
to stretch], to aim at or lead
to ; to move towards. n., ten'-

dency, inclination ; bias ; lean-
ing.

ten'dep (1), v. [Fr., from L. tendere,
to stretch], to hold out ; to offer
for acceptance ; n. t an offer ;

the thing offered.

ten'dep (2), a. [O.Fr., from L. fewer],

easily hurt ; having fine feelings ;

delicate , sensitive ; kind or
loving ; not strong ; young.
n., ten'derness, state of being
tender ; fine feelings ; gentle
treatment ; sensitiveness ; com-
passion.

ten'dep (3). See TEND (1).
ten don, n. [Fr., from L. tendtre,

to stretch], the fibrous band by
which a muscle is attached to a
bone.

ten'dril, n. [L. tener, TENDER ?],

the long, slender shoot of a
plant by which it clings to a
support ; a., clinging.

ten'ebpous (ten'tbrus), a. [Fr.,
from L. tenebrce, darkness], dark
or gloomy.

ten'ement, n. [O.Fr., from L.
tenure, to hold], that which is

held or occupied ; a dwelling-
house ; several dwellings under
one roof.

ten'et, n. [L. tenet, he holds], that
which one holds as true ; a
fixed opinion or belief ; a rule
for guidance.

ten'nis, n. [perhaps from Fr. tenez,
hold I], a game in which a ball is

driven backwards and forwards
by means of rackets.

ten 'on, n. [Fr., from L. tenSre, to

hold], the end of a piece of wood
fitted into a hole in another to
fasten the two ; v.t to fit with
a tenon.

ten'op, n. [Fr., from L. tenure, to

hold], a continuous course : the
usual manner or course ; drift

of meaning ; (music) the highest

part for a man's voice ; one
who sings tenor.

tense (1), n. [O.Fr. fens(Fr. temps,
tune)], the form of a verb show-
ing the tune of the action.

tense (2), a. [L. tensus (tenderc, to
stretch)], tightly stretched ; stiff.

as., teu'sile (tcn'sil) and ten'-
sible, that may be stretched ;

elastic. ns., ten'sion, state of
being stretched ; the degree of
tightness ; strain of mind ;

ten'sor, a muscle that tightens
some part.

tent, n. [O.Fr., from L. tend&re, to
stretch], a shelter of canvas
stretched on poles ; a roll of lint
to keep a wound open ; v. t to
keep a wound open ; to probe.

a., ten'ted, covered with
tents.

ten'tacle (ten'tdkl), n. [L. tentare,
to feel (see TEMPT)], a thread-like
process issuing from the heads
of some insects, by which they
feel, grasp, or move.

tenta'tion, n. [L. tentare, to try]*

temptation. a., ten tative,
making a trial ; experimental.

ten'top, n. [O.Fr. tentour ?, from
L. tendere, to stretch], a means
of stretching cloth by hooks
while drying ; v., to stretch by
hooks. n., ten'ter-hooks.

tenuity, n. [Fr., from L. tennis,
thin], thinness.

ten'upe, n. [O.Fr., from L. tenere,
to hold], condition or right of

holding land, etc.

tep'efy, 0. [L. tepere, to be tepid ;

-FY], to make slightly warm.
n., tepefac'tion. a., tepid,
slightly warm ; lukewarm. ns.,

tepidity and tep'idness, mod-
erate warmth.

tep'aphlm, n. pi. [Heb.], house'
hold images among the Jews,
used in magical rites.

tepcen'tenapy (or tersente'nari),

n. [L. ter, three times; CENTE-
NARY], a three-hundredth anni-

versary.
tepe'do (terS'dS), n. [Gk. tergddn,
from teirein, to bore], a kind of

worm which bores into and
destroys wood.

tergivepsa'tion (ttrjiversa'shfin),
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n. [L. tergum, the back ; vertere,
to turn], undue shifting of

opinion ; a shuffling or evasion ;

fickleness.

term, n. [O.Fr., from L. terminus},
end or boundary ; a set time ;

a word expressing a name ;

(algebra) a member of a com-
pound quantity ; a rent day ;

the time during which anything
lasts ; (pi.) conditions ; money
to be paid ; v., to name or call.

ter'magant, n. [O.Fr. Tervagant,
a god with a very violent tem-
per, from It.], a noisy, scolding
woman.

ter'minus, n. [L.], the end or
boundary ; the end of a railway
line ; (pi.) ter'mini. as., ter'-

minable, that may be put an
end to ; ter'minal, pertaining
to an end or boundary ; forming
or marking the end ; growing or

placed at the end; happening
every term. v. t ter'minate, to

put an end to ; to come to an
end. n., termina'tion, a
bringing or coming to an end ;

the end. as., termina tional,
pertaining to or forming a ter-

mination ; ter'minative, tend-
ing or serving to terminate.

n., terminol'ogy, the terms,
etc., used in any business,
science, or art.

tern, n. [Scand. ?], a sea-bird like

a gull.

ter'nary, a. [L. terni, three each],

proceeding by or consisting of

threes ; n., the number three.

a., ter'nate, threefold; hav-
ing three parts.

terrace (ter'as), n. [O.Fr., from L.

terra, the earth], a flat bank of
earth ; a raised walk ; any
street or row ; a flat roof ; v.,

to make into a terrace.

ter'ra-cot'ta, n. [L. terra, the
earth ; cocta (coguere, to bake)],
baked earth or clay ; a kind of

pottery.
terra'queous, a. [L. terra, the

earth ; aqua, water], consisting
of land and water.

terrene' (iereri), a. [L. terrenus],
made of or pertaining to the
earth.

terres trial, a. [L. terrestris,

earthly], belonging to the earth ;

living on the earth.

ter'rier, n. [Fr., from L. terra, the
earth], a small dog that burrows
after rabbits, etc.

ter'ritory, n. [L. territorium (terra,
the earth)], a large extent of
land ; land belonging to a city
or a country : the land over
which a sovereign rules. a.,

territorial, pertaining or lim-
ited to a territory ; n., a mem-
ber of the Territorial force.

ter'ror, n. [L.], great fear ; fear
and trembling; that which causes
fear. a., ter'rible, causing
terror ; frightful ; dreadful. .,

ter'rify [-FY], to cause ter-

ror ; to frighten ; to scare. a.,

terrific, causing great terror;
frightful ; awful. n., ter'ror-

ism, state of living under
terror ; intimidation. v., ter'-

rorize, to rule by terror; to
intimidate ; to threaten.

terse, a. [L. tersus (tergere, to wipe
clean)], well and shortly ex-

pressed ; short and to the point ;

concise ; pithy. adv., tersely.
n., terse ness.

ter'tian (ter'shdn), a. [L. tertius,

third], recurring every third

day ; n. t a fever or ague which
returns every third day.

ter'tiary (t&r'shari), a. [L. terti&r-

ius], third in time or importance ;

of the third degree.
tes'selate, v. [L. tessella, dim. of

tessera, a square], to lay with
squares ; to checker ; to inlay.

n., tessela'tion, process of

laying with squares; mosaic
work.

test, n. [O.Fr., from L. testa, an
earthen vessel], a pot for melt-

ing and refining metals ; a strict

examination ; a means of trial ;

that with which anything is

compared; v., to put to the
proof.

testa'ceous (testd'shus), a. [L.

testa, a shell], pertaining to
shells ; having a hard shell.

test'ament, n. [O.Fr., from L.

testdmentum, a will (teslis, a
witness)!, a written instruction
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left for the disposition of pro-
perty after death Test'ament,
one or other of the two parts of
the Bible. as., testamen'tary,
pertaining to a will ; loft by
will ; done according to will ;

tes'tate, having left a will. n.,
testa'tor, one who leaves a
will;/., testa'trix.

tes'tep, n. [O.Fr. testre, the head
(L. testa, a skull)], a flat cover-
ing over a bed.

tes'tify, v. [L. testis, a witness ;

-FY], to bear witness (to) ; to
make a statement for informa-
tion, esp. on oath in court.

ns., tes'timony [L. testimonium,
evidence], that which a person
has to say on a point ; the state-

ment of a witness in court ;

proof ; the divine revelation ;

the two tables of the Law ;

testimonial, something said or
written in favour of a person's
character, etc. : a present as a
mark of respect ; a., contain-
ing testimony.

tes'ty, a. [O.Fr. testif, from teste,

the head], easily fretted; pee-
vish ; irritable.

tet'anus, n. [Gk. tet&nos (teinein,
to stretch)], a contraction or
stiffness of the muscles, esp. of
the lower jaw ; lock-jaw.

teth'ep (feth'er), n. [M.E., from
Teut.], a rope or band for keep-
ing cattle within certain bounds
while feeding ; v. t to fasten with
a tether ; to confine ; to restrain.

tetpa-, pref. [Gk.], four; having
four parts, etc. (as in TETRAGON,
TETRARCH).

tet'ragon, n. [Gk. TETRA-, gonia, an
angle], a figure with four angles.

tetpahe'dpon, n. [Gk. TETRA-,
hedra, a seat or base], a solid

figure having four sides each of

which is a triangle.

tetpal'ogy, n. [TETRA-, -LOGY!, a
group of four dramas.

tet'papch (tet'rark), n. [Gk. TETRA-,
archein, to rule], a ruler of the
fourth part of a Roman province.

tetrasyllable, n. [TETRA-, SYL-

LABLE], a word of four syllables.

tet'tep, n. [A.S.], a disease of the
skino

Teuton'ic (z-), a. [L. Teuldnes, a
people of Germany], belonging
to the Teutons, also to the
modern Germans, English, Scan-
dinavians, efcc- or to their

text, n. [Fr., from L. texfum (textre,
to weave)], a statement of which
an explanation is given ; the
original words of an author , a
verse of the Bible on which a
sermon is preached. ns., text-
hand, a large kind of handwrit-
ing ; text book, a book con-
taining lessons on some subject.

a., tex'taal, belonging to or
contained in the text ; serving
for a text.

tex'tile, a., formed by weaving.
n., tex'tupe, anything woven ;

the manner of composition of a
web.

-th, suff. [A.S. -Oa], quality or
state ; order (as in GROWTH,
SLOTH, WARMTH, TENTH).

than, conj. [A.S.], as compared
with ; a word implying com-
parison.

thane, n. [A.S. fhegn, a soldier], a
man of middle rank among the
Anglo-Saxons.

thank, v. [A.S., akin to THINK], to

express a sense of kindness re-

ceived ; (usu. pi.), acknowledg-
ment of kindness. a., thank'-
fill, feeling thanks ; grateful ;

indebted. n., thank'fulness,
state of being thankful. a.,

thankless, without a feeling
of thanks ; for which no thanks
are given. ns., thank -offering,
a sacrifice or offering expressing
gratitude ; thanks giving, an
expression of thanks ; a public
acknowledgment of God's good-
ness ; a day devoted to this

purpose.
that, a. [A.S. tiuxt, neut. of the

definite article], pointing out a
person or a thing at some dis-

tance ; the farther off of two ;

(pi.) those ; -pron. rel., who,
whom, or which ; conj., intro-

ducing a noun-clause, a purpose,
or a result ; in order that ; so

that.

thatch, n. [A.S. thcec], straw, reeds,
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or rushes for making a roof ;

i'. f to cover with thatch.

thau'maturgy (ihaw'mdterji), n.

{Gk. thauma, a wonder ; ergon,
ft work], the art of performing
miracles. ns., thaumaturge, ,

thau malurgijst, one who per-
forms miracles ; thau'matur-
gics, thau'maturgism. as.,

thaumatur'gic and thauma -

tur'gieal.
thaw, v. [A.S.], to melt or to cause

to melt ; to grow warm ; to

become gentle ; ., the
ing of ice or snow.

the (the), def. art. [A.S. the, earlier

ae], a word put before nouns to
limit their meaning ; ode.

thj/, instrumental case of the

article], by that amount, as the

more, the better.

the'atre
(thl'dter),

n. [Gk. tJiealron,

a place for seeing], a piaoe where
anything happens ; a place
where stage-plays are acted ;

any place used for lectures, sur-

gical operations, etc. as.,

theat'ric and theat'rieal, per-
taining to a theatre ; like an
actor. n. pi., theat ricals, dra-
matic performances.

theft. See under THIEF.
their (thdr) and theirs, poss. as.

and prons. [A.S. thdra, gen. pi. of

the definite article], belonging
to them.

the Ism, n. [Gk. theos, a god], be-
lief in the existence of a God.
n., the 1st, one who believes
in a God. as,, theis'tie and
thais tical, pertaining to belief

in a God.
theme, n. [L. tftema and Gk.

<.ai, to place], something
written or spoken about ; a
subject ; a topic.

then, adv. [A.S. thanne, akin to

THAT], at that time ; soon after-

wards ; at another tune ;

conj., in that case ; for this

reason ; therefore.

thence, adv. [M.E., from A.S.

thanon], from that time or place ;

for that reason ; from that
cause. adva., thenoe'forth and
theneefop ward, from that
Urne thereafter
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theoc'racy, n. [Gk., from theos, a
god ; kratein, to rule], govern-
ment by God ; the state so

governed. as., theocratic and
theocrat'ical, pertaining to a
theocracy.

theod olito, n. [etym. ?], a survey-
ing instrument for measuring
angles.

theog ony, n. [Gk. thlogonja. (theot.
a god ; Qinos, a race)], the birth
and relationship of the god*, hi

mythology.
melt- theol'ocy (thlol'dfr, n. [Gk. theos,

a god ; -LOGY], the science which
treats of God, or of man's duty
to him. a., theological, per*
taining to theology. n., theo-
lo'gian, one learned in theology.

the'orem, n. [Gk. theorcma (theo-

rein, to look at)], a statement
to be proved.

the'ory, n. [Gk. thearia, a behold-
ing], the explanation of how
something exists ; the principles
of an art as distinguished from
its practice. as., theoretic
and theoretical, pertaining to
theory ; confined to theor
the orist, one who forms theo-
ries. t., the orize, to form a
theory : to act or think solely

according to theory.
theos ophy, n. [Gk. theos, a god ;

adphia, wisdom], knowledge of
God got by direct communica-
tion from Himself. ns., theos'-

opher, theos ophist.
therapeu tic, a. [Gk. therapeuein,

to heal], pertaining to medi-
cine. n, pi, therapeu'tics, the
science of medicine. n., ther'
apy, medical treatment.

there (thdr), adv. [A.S.], in or at
that place or point ; to that
plaoe. ados., thereabout' or

thereabouts', near that place,
number, etc. ; thereafter, after
that ; thereat', at that time I

on that account ; thereby', by
that means ; in consequence of
that : thereabout ; there fore
(thdr far), for that or this reason ;

consequently; in return for;
therefrom', from this or that;
therein' and therein'to, in off

<& ar &-
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thong, n. [A.S.], a narrow strip of
leather for fastening ; a lace.

th&p'ax, n. [Gk., a breast-plate],
the front of the body between
the neck and the waist ; the
chest.

thorn, n. [A.S.], a hard, sharp
point on a plant ; any plant
with thorns ; anything trouble-
some. n., thorn 'back, a fish

with thorns or prickly points
on its back. a., thor'ny, full of
thorns ; troublesome.

thor'ough (fhiir'd), a. [E., a form of

THROUGH], through and through ;

complete. a., thor'oughbred,
bred from the best blood
n., an animal so bred. n., thor'-
oughfare, road through ; a
passage ; a public street. a.,

thoroughgoing, going through
to the very end or bottom ;

complete. n., thoroughness,
completeness ; perfectness. a.,

thor'ough-paced (-past), going
the whole length ; complete ;

perfect.
thorp or thorpe, n. [A.S.], a group

of houses ; a village ; a hamlet ;

geog. root (as in Althorp, old

village ; [Ger. -dorf], Diissel"

dorf, village on the Diissel).

though (tho), conj. [M.E., from
Scand., akin to A.S. theah], even
if ; notwithstanding ;

-adv., for
all that ; however.

thought (thawt), n. [A.S.], power
of mind ; that which one thinks ;

design or purpose ; care ; a
small degree ; v., past and p.p.
Of THINK. 08., thoughtful,
given to thinking ; careful of
others ; using or requiring
thought ; thoughtless, with-
out thought or care ; acting
without thinking.

thou'sand, a. and n. [A.S.], ten
hundred. a., thou'sandfdld, a
thousand times as many. a.

and n., thou'sandth.
thrall (thrawl), n. [Scand.], a slave ;

state of being a slave. n.9

thral'dom, slavery.
thrash or thresh, v. [A.S.], to

beat out the grain from the ears
of cora ; to flog ; to punish.
ns., thrashing, process of beat-

thrill

ing out grain ; a good beating ;

thrash ing-floor (-flor), a floor
where grain is thrashed.

thread (thred), n. [A.S., akin to
THROW], fibres of cotton, etc.,
twisted and drawn out ; a fine
cord ; a line of gold or silver ;

anything like a thread ; the
chief thought of a speech, etc. ;

the sloping ridge of a screw ;

v., to put a thread through ; to
make one's way through. a.,
thread'bare, worn to the bare
thread ; having the nap worn
off ; worn out.

threat (thret), n. [A.S.], an intima-
tion of an intention to injure or
punish. v., threat'en, to use
threats ; to show indications of

coming evil. a., threatening,
using threats ; indicating some-
thing as going to happen ; black-
looking.

three, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than two. a., three'fdld, fold-
ed three times ; three times as
many. n., threepence, the
sum of three pennies. a.,

three'piy, of three plies or
thicknesses. a. and n., three'-
seore, three times a score;
sixty.

thren'ody, n. [Gk. threnos, a wail-
ing ; ode, a song], an ode or
song of lamentation or sorrow ;

a dirge ; an elegy.
thresh. Same as THRASH.
threshold, n. [A.S. threscan, to

thrash], the piece under the
door of a house ; the point of

beginning or entering.
threw (throo), v. past tense of
THROW.

thrice, adv. [M.E. thries], three
times.

thrive, v. [Scand.], to get on well ; to

grow rich or strong ; to succeed.

past, throve and thrived;
p.p., thriven. n., thrift, state
of thriving ; good management ;

habit of saving. as., thrift'-

less, without thrift ; wasteful ;

unprofitable ; thrifty, making
the most of what one has ; sav-
ing ; getting on well.

thrill, v. [A.S., akin to THROUGH],
to bore, as with a sharp point- ;
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to cause a sharp tingling feeling ;

to feel a sharp shiver ; to rouse
to action ; n., a sharp tingling
feeling. a., thrilling, causing
a thrill ; affecting greatly ; full
of adventure.

throat, n. [A.S.], the front part of
the neck ; the passage from the
mouth to the stomach and lungs;
any narrow passage.

throb, v. [M.E., imit. ?], to beat
more strongly than usual, as
the heart or pulse ; n., a beat
or stroke. pres. p., throbbing ;

p.p., throbbed.
throe (thro), n. [Scand.], great

pain ; (pi.) pains of childbirth ;

agony.
throne, n. [O.Fr. trone, from Gk.

thronos, a seat], a chair of state
for a king or queen, or for a
bishop in a cathedral ; sovereign
power ; v., to put on a throne.

throng, n. [A.S.], a great crowd ;

v., to come in great numbers ;

to fill with too many ; a.,

crowded ; busy.
throstle (throsl), n. [A.S.], the

song-thrush or mavis.
throt'tle, n. [a small THROAT], the

throat or windpipe ; v., to
choke by squeezing the wind-
pipe. n., throt'tle-valve, the
valve that admits the steam to
the cylinder of an engine.

through (throo), prep. [A.S.], from
end to end of; all over; by
means of ; in consequence of ;

among ; adv., from one end to
the other ; from beginning to
end. prep., throughout',
quite through ; over ; every
part ; adv., ail over ; at every
time.

throve, v., past tense of THHIVK.
throw (thro), v. [A.S.], to send
from the hand ; to push with
force ; to twist into a thread ;

to cast, as dice ; to cause to fall ;

n., the act of throwing ; the
distance thrown ; a cast of dice ;

a fall in wrestling. past, threw?
p.p., thrown.

thrum (1), n. [A.S. tiwgethrunil,
the end of a weaver's thread;
coarse yarn ; v., to weave with
thrums ; to put a fringe on.

p.p..pres. p., thrumming ;

thrummed.
thrum (2), v. [imit.], to drum with

the fingers. pres. p., thrum-
ming ; p.p., thrummed.

thrush (1), n. [A.S.], a British
song-bird ; a mavis.

thrush (2), n. [E., akin to THIRST],
a soreness of the mouth, com-
mon among very young children.

thrust, v. [Scand.], to push with
force ; to pierce ; to make a
lunge in fencing ; to squeeze in ;

to shove forward ; n., a push
with a sharp instrument. past
and p.p., thrust.

thud, n. [E., akin to A.S. ihyddan,
to strike], a dull sound, as from
a blow.

thug, n. [Hind.], one of a religious
sect in India who murdered
travellers and lived by the spoil.

ns., thuggee', thug'gery,
thug'gism.

Thu'le (thu'le), n. [L., from Gk.],
and Ul'tima Thu'le, the most
northerly part of the inhabited
world.

thumb (thUm), n. [A.S. fhuma], the
short, thick finger of the hand ;

v., to soil with the thumb or

fingers. ns., thumb'kin and
thumb'screw, an instrument
of torture for crushing the
thumbs.

Thum'mim, n. pi. [Hob., perfec-
tion]. See URIM.

thump, v. [E., imit.], to strike
with something heavy ; n., a
heavy blow. n., thum'per, one
who thumps ; anything big ; a
big lie. a., thum'ping.

thun'der, n. [A.S. thunor], the
loud noise after a flash of light-

ning ; any very loud noise ; an
alarming tnreat ; v., to make
a loud noise ; to speak very
strongly. n., thun'derbdlt, a
flash of lightning ; something
strong and swift ; a resistless

warrior. a., thun'derstruck,
struck by lightning ; greatly as
tonished ; struck dumb ; thun'-

dery and thun'derous, making
a noise like thunder ; close and
sultry.

thu pible, n. [L. tharibuium (Gk,
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tkyeiit, to sacrifice)], an Instru-
ment for burning incense.

Thws'day (thire'dd), n. [A,S. fhun-
resdceg (O. Norse, thors-dagr, day
of Thor, the god of thunder)], the
fifth day of the week.

thus (thtis), adv. [A.S.], In this
way ; to this extent.

thwack, v. [WHACK], to strike with
something flat or heavy ; to give
a good thrashing to ; n., a
heavy blow.

thwart (thwdrf), a. [Scand.J, lying
across ; adv. and prep., from
side to side of ; across ; v., to
cross a purpose ; to spoil an
aim ; n., a seat across an open
boat.

thy (tht) and thine (tbwt), poss. a.

and pron. [A.S.], belonging to
thee.

thyme (tlm), n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
thymos], a sweet-smelling plant.

tia'pa (tia'rd), n. [Gk., from Pers.?],
an ancient Persian head-dress ;

an ornament of Jewels for the
hair; the triple crown of the
Pope.

tie and t!c-^.ouloupeux' (-dopZoo-
roo'\ ns. LFr.i, a painful twitch-
ing of certain muscles, esp. of
those of the face.

tick (1), n. [Gk. thekS, a case], the
cover of a mattress. n., tiek'-

ing, cloth for making ticks.
tick (2), v. [imit.], to make a slight

quick sound ; to beat as a clock ;

to make a small mark ; n., the
beat of a watch or clock ; a
slight mark.

tick (3), n. [A.S. tfcia], a small in-

sect infecting dogs, etc.

tick (4), n. [contraction of TICKET],
credit ; v., to get or give credit.

tick'et, n. [O.Fr. ttiquet, from Ger.
stech, to stick], a marked card ;

a card showing a right or privi-
lege ; a list of candidates ; v.,

to put a ticket on.

tickle, v. [E., freq. of TICK (2)3, to
touch lightly ; to please the
fancy. a., tick'lish, easily
tickled ; unstable ; critical.

tide, n. [A.S., time], time or
season ; a turning point ; the
ebb and flow of the sea. a.,

ti dal, belonging to tides ; hav-

8 till

ing tides ; flowing and ebbing.
ite., tide'-waitep, an officer

who watches the unloading of

ships to secure the correct
duties ; tide'way, the channel
in which the tide flows.

ti dings, n. pi. [Scand., akin to
root of TIDE], news; intelli-

gence ; information.
ti'dy, a. [from TIDE, in good time],

in good order ; neat ; neatly
dressed ; n., a cover for the
back of a chair ; v., to put in

good order ; to make neat.
past, tidied.

tie (ti), n. [A.S. teag], a bond or
fastening ; equality of numbers;
a connecting piece of wood, etc. ;

v., to fasten with a cord ; to
unite ; to be equal. J>rcs. p.,

tying ; p.p., tied.
tier (ter), n. [O.Fr. tire, a draught],
a row or rank, esp. when several
are placed one above another.

tierce (ters), n. [Fr., from L. ter-

tius, third], a cask of forty-two
gallons, or one-third of a pipe ;

a sequence of three cards.

tieppa-, geog. root [Sp., from L.
terra], land (as in Tierra del

Fuego, land of fire).

tiffin, n. [E., from tiff, a small
drink], a name for lunch in
India.

ti'gep, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
a large and fierce animal of the
cat kind ; /., ti'gpess.

tight (tit), a. [Scand.], held firmly,
or packed closely together ; not
leaking ; scarce of money ;

firmly stretched ; fitting closely.

n., tight ness. ., tighten,
to make or to become tight.

tile, n. [A.S. tigele, from L. tegMa],
a piece of baked clay, used id

roofing and in making drains ;

v., to cover with tiles.

till (1), prep. [Scand.], to the time
of ; canj., to the time when ;

to the degree that.
till (2), n. [M.E. tttten, to draw,
from A.S.], a drawer for holding
money.

till (3), v. [A.S.], to make land

ready for seed. a., till'able.

n., till'age, the process of till-

ing; agriculture.
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till (4), n. [etym. ?], stiff clay.
till'ep, n. [E., from TILL (2)], the

handle of a helm or rudder.
tilt (1), n. [A.S. teld, a tent], the

cloth covering of a cart or
wagon ; the awning of a boat ;

>., to cover with an awning.
tUt (2), v. [A.S. teaU, unsteady], to

ride and make a thrust with a
lance ; to lean or cause to lean
to one side ; n., a thrust, as
with a lance ; a game in which
knights rode against each other
with lances ; slant ; inclination.

tim ber, n. [A.S.], wood for build-

ing or making furniture, etc. ;

the body of a tree ; a supporting
beam ; growing trees ; u., to
furnish with timbers.

tim'bpe (ttm'br), n. [Fr., from L.

tymptinum, a drum], the quality,
tone, or character of a musical
note

flm'forel, n. [as above], a musical
instrument beaten with the hand.

time, n. [A.S.], the idea in the
mind of things happening to-

gether or coming one after

another ; the point when a
thing happens or the period
during which it continues ; the
length of a person's life ; a
proper season ; the present life ;

the rate of movement in music ;

the state of affairs at any time

{usu. plural) ; v., to do at the

right time ; to bring about in

proper order. a., time-hon-
oured (~&n'grd), honoured for a
long time. n., time'-keeper,
one who keeps or marks tune ;

a clock or a watch ; one who
beats tune in music. a., time'-

ly, in good time ; adv., early ;

in good season. a., time'ous,
seasonable ; timely. ns., time'-

piece (-pes), watch or clock;
time'-server, one who suits

his opinions to the tunes ;

time'-table, a list of the times
of railway trains, etc. ; the
hours of classes or of work, etc.

a., tlme'wopn, worn by
time ; weakened by age.

tfm'id, a. [Fr., from L. timldus

(timere, to fear)], easily made
afraid; wanting in courage;

faint-hearted. ns., timidity
and timldness, state of being
timid. a., tim'opous. easily
frightened ; wanting in cour-
age ; arising from fear.

tin, n. [A.S.], a white metal some-
what like silver, easily melted
or beaten out ; v., to cover
with tin. pres. p., tinning;
p.p., tinned. n., tin'toil [see

FOIL], tin beaten thin like a leaf.

tinc'tupe (tingk'tur), n. [L. tine-

tura, a dyeing (see TINGE)], a
slight shade of colour ; a slight
taste or quality added to any-
thing ; a medicine dissolved in

spirits of wine ; v., to colour
slightly ; to give a taste to ; to
mix slightly ; to affect. a.,

tinctorial, containing or giving
colour.

tin'dep, n. tA.S.], anything that
easily catches fire ; scorched
linen for catching sparks from a
flint and steel.

tine, n. [A.S. tind, akin to TOOTH],
a tooth of a fork or a harrow ; a
prong of an antler. a., tined
(tind), furnished with tines.

tinge (tiny), v. [L. ting&re, to dyo],
to colour ; to mix with some-
thing ; to impart a quality in
a slight degree ; n., a small
amount added or mixed.

tingle (ttngl), v. [JE., from ting, a
sharp sound, imit.], to feel a
thrill ; to feel a sharp, thrilling

pain.
tink'ep, n. [E., as TINKLE], one
who mends vessels of tin, brass,
or other metals ; t?., to mend
coarsely or badly.

tinkle, v. [imit. from tinken, to

make a sharp sound], to make
sharp, quick sounds ; to chime ;

to jingle ; n.., a sharp, quick
sound.

tin'sel, n. [O.Fr. estincette, from
L. scintilla, a spark], thin cloth

Interwoven with gold or silver

thread; thin glittering sheets

of metal ; anything with much
show and little value ; a., like

tinsel ; of little value ; v., to

adorn with tinsel ; to deck with

cheap ornaments. yres. p., tin-

selling ; p.p., tinselled.
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tint, n. [L. tinctus (tingtre, to dye)],
a slightly different shade from
the surrounding colour ; v. t to
colour slightly ; to tinge.

tintinnabula'tion, n. [L. tintin-

nabulum, a bell (tinnire, to

tinkle)], the ringing or jingling
of bells.

ti'ny, a. [etym. ?], very small.

-tion, suff. [L. -tio], action, state,
etc. (as in FRICTION, OBSERVA-
TION).

tip (1), n. [E.], the point of any-
thing ; an end piece ; v., to

put a point on ; to cover the end
of. pres. p., tipping ; p.p.,
tipped. ns., tip 'staff, a staff

with a metal point ; an officer

who carries it ; a constable ;

tip'toe, the point or tip of the
toe.

tip (2), v. [Scand. ?, akin to TAP],
to strike lightly ; to give a small
gift to ; to cause to slant ; (up)
to upset ; n., a light touch ; a
hint. pres. p., tipping; p.p.,
tipped.

tip pet, n. [A.S., from L. tapete,

cloth], a covering for the neck
and shoulders.

tip pie, v. [freq. of TIP (2), to
drink often and in small quan-
tities ; n., liquor so taken.

a., tip'sy, under the influence
of strong drink.

tirftde', n. [Fr., from tirer, L.

tlrdre, to draw], loud and con-
tinuous abuse.

tire (1), Ti. [short form of ATTIRE],
a covering for the head ; a
head-dress ; v., to dress the
head.

tire (2), or tyre, n. [etym. ?], the
iron or rubber hoop round a
wheel.

tire (3), v. [A.S.], to make or to be-
come weary ; to wear out ; to
lose strength. as., tired (tlrd),

wearied out, exhausted ; tire'-

spme, tedious ; wearisome ;

tir'ing, wearying.
tissue (tish'u), n. [Fr., p.p. of

tisser, L. texere, to weave], some-
thing woven ; a fine kind of
silk ; cloth with figures in gold
or silver thread ; the simple
material of the parts of plants

and animals ; a connected
series ; v., to form tissue.

ti'tan and titanic, a. [Gk., from
Skt.], relating to the Titans or
giants of ancient story ; enor-
mous in size or strength.

tit'bit, n. [Scand. tit, small], a
choice bit.

tithe (ftth),n. [A.S. teodha, TENTH],
a tenth part ; part of the profits
of land and stock set apart for
the support of the clergy ; v.,

to tax to the amount of one-
tenth. n., ti'ther, one who
collects tithes. n., tith ing, an
old English division of the
country ; containing ten house-
holds ; act of taking tithes ; the
amount taken.

titillate, v. [L. titillare], to tickle.

n., titilia'tion, a pleasant
feeling.

ti'tle, n. [O.Fr., from L. titulus, an
inscription], something written
on a thing by which it is known ;

the name, etc., of a book ; a
name marking rank or honour ;

a just claim ; a written proof
of right ; v., to give a title to.

a., titled (titld), having a
title.

yis., ti'tle-deed, a written
deed giving a right to property ;

ti'tle-page (-paj), the first page
of a book, containing its name,
etc. a., tit'ular, existing in
name only ; having the title

without the duties ; nominal.
tit'mouse, n. [Scand. tit, little;

A.S. mase, a small bird], a small
bird that feeds on insects.

tit'ter, v. limit.], to laugh with the
tongue striking the teeth ; to

laugh, but not fully out ; n.,
a suppressed laugh.

tit'tle, n. [M.E., as TITLE], a very
small part ; an iota.

tit'tle-tat tie, n. [TATTLE], empty
talk ; v., to talk idly ; to gos-
sip.

to, prep. [A.S.], in the direction of ;

as far as.

to-, pref. [A.S.I, for ; to ; this (as in

TO-DAY, TO-NIGHT, TOWARD).
toad, n. [A.S.], a crawling animal

like the frog. ns., toad' -eater,
a low flatterer ; toad'stool, a
poisonous fungus somewhat like
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a mushroom toa'dy, a low
flatterer ; <* hanger-on ; v., to
flatter. n., toa'dyism, the
practice of a toady.

toast, n. [O.Fr., from L. tostus
(torrfre, to scorch)], slices of
bread browned before a fire ; a
person in whose honour a health
is drunk ; v., to brown by heat ;

to drink a person's health.

tobac'co, n. [Sp., from N. Amer.
Ind.], a plant ; the dried leaves
of this plant used for smoking.

n., tobac'conist, one who
sells or manufactures tobacco.

tobog'gan, n., a long low sledge.
toc'sin, n. [O.Fr. toquer, to TOUCH,

sign, SIGNAL], an alarm -bell or
its sound.

to-day', adv. [A.S. TO-, DAY], on
this day ; n., the present day.

tod'dla, v. [form of TOTTER], to
walk with short, unsteady steps,
as a child.

tod dy, n. [Hind.], the fermented
juice of certain palm-trees ; a
mixture of whisky, hot water,
and sugar.

toe (to), n. [A.S.], one of the five

divisions of the foot ; v., to
touch with the toes. pres. p.,

toeing; p.p., toed. a., toed
(tod), having toes.

toffee or toffy, n. [Fr., from Malay
tafia (see RATAFIA)], & sweetmeat
made of sugar and butter.

-toft, geog. root [Scand. ; O.Fr.],
an enclosure or homestead (as
in Lowestoft, the place of the
beacon-fire ; Yvetot, Ivo's farm).

td'ga, n. [L., akin to tegere, to

cover], the ancient Roman gown.
togetb'e? (together), adv. [A.S.

togcedere (see GATHER)], at the
same place or time ; into one ;

in company.
toil (1), n. [O.Fr., perhaps from L.

tudiculdre, from tundere, to heat],

hard work ; v., to work hard.
a. t toil'some (-sora), full of

toil ; laborious ; fatiguing.
toil (2), n. [Fr., from L. tela, a web],

a net or snare (usu. pi.).

toi let, n. [Fr. toilette, as TOIL (2)],

a covering for a dressing-table ;

a dressing-table and its furni-

ture ; act or style of dressing.

token (tokn), n. [A.S., akin to
TEACH], a mark or sign of some-
thing ; a sign of power, autho-
rity, etc. ; a mark of friendship ;

a piece of stamped metal passing
for more than its real value.

told, v., past tense of TELL.
tol'erate, v. [L. tolerdre, to endure],

to allow to be or to be done ; to
put up with ; to permit. a.,

tol'erable, that may be en-
dured ; fairly good or agreeable.

n., tol'eranee, power of en-
during ; willingness to bear
with the differences of others.

a., tol'erant, willing to bear
with others ; patient ; broad-
minded. n., tolera'tion, a
respect for opinions and actions
different from a person's own ;

freedom to worship God in one's
own way.

toll (1), v. [M.E. tollen, to pull],
to sound with low or regular
strokes ; to ring slowly, as at
a death or funeral ; n., the
deep, slow sound of a large bell.

toll (2), n. [A.S.], a payment for
leave to pass ; a tax for right
to sell ; a portion of grain taken
as payment for grinding ; v. t

to take or gather toll. n.,

toll'-bap and toll'-gate, a gate
to prevent people from passing
without paying toll.

tom'ahawk, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], a
light war-hatchet, used by the
North American Indians ; v.,

to strike or kill with a toma-
hawk.

toma'to (or toma'to), n. [Sp., from
Mex. tomatt], a round, fleshy
fruit of a red or yellow colour ;

the plant on which it grows.
tomb (toom), n. [O.Fr., from Gk-

tymbos], a place for a dead body
'

a grave ; a monument over a
grave. n., tomb'stone, a me-
morial stone over a grave.

tome, n. [Gk. tomos, a section], a
volume, esp. a large one ; a
book.

tom'foolepy, n. [Tom, proper
name], fun ; silly trifling ; non-
sense.

Tommy Atkins, n., private sol-

dier, so called because a speci-
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men form issued by the War
Office began with the name
Thomas Atkins. Frequently
shortened to " Tommy."

to-morrow (16-mor'o), adv. [TO-,

MORROW], on the next day ; n.,

the day after to-day.
tom'tit, n. [Tom, proper name], a

small bird ; a tit or titmouse.
ton (tan), n. [A.S. tunne, a barrel],
a weight of 20 owt. ; a space of

40 cubic feet in a ship. n., tpn'-
nage, the amount of space in a
ship, measured in tons of 40
cubic feet each ; a duty per ton
on shi;)s.

-ton, -town, geog. root [A.S. fan),
an enclosure ; a town (as in

JE?n07i/o/i,thetownof Brighthelm;
Boston, the town of St. Botolph).

tone, n. [Fr., from Gk. t&nos (tein-

ein, to stretch)], a musical sound
made by striking a tightly
stretched string: ; the quality of

a person's voice or of a musical
sound ; (music) an interval be-

tween two notes ; vigour of body
or mind ; character or moral
effect ; the general effect or look
of a picture ; v., to speak in an
affected manner ; to give vigour
to ; (down) to soften or modify.

a., tonic, relating to tones ;

giving tone or strength ; n., a
medicine for toning the system ;

the key-note. n., tonic solfa',

[SOL-, FA], a musical notation by
letters, dashes, etc.

tongs, n. pi. [A.S.], an instrument
of two jointed metal bars for

lifting hot coals, etc.

tongue (tiing), n. [A.S.], the mov-
able organ in the mouth used in

tasting and speaking ; the lan-

guage of a people ; power of

speaking ; anything like a
tongue in shape or use. a.,

tongue'-tied (-fid), having a
difficulty in speaking.

to-night' (id-nit'), adv. [TO-, NIGHT],
on this night ; n.t the night of
this day.

ton'sil, n. [Fr., from L. tonsUla],
one of two glands at the root of

the tongue.
ton'sure (ton'shiir), n. [Fr., from

L. tonsura, a clipping], a shaving

of the crown of the head ; the
shaven crown of a priest.

tontine' (tonten'), n., a life annuity
scheme invented by Tonti oi

Naples, in which a number of

persons share, the whole sum
falling to the longest liver.

too, adv. [A.S., same as TO], more
than enough ; also ; in addition.

tool, n. [A.S.], an- instrument used
by a workman ; a person under
another's orders.

tooth, n. [A.S.], one of the hard
bodies in the jaws used for

biting and chewing food ; taste ;

anything like a tooth ; the pro-
jecting part of a comb, saw, or

rako, etc. ; (pi.) teeth ; v., to
furnish with teeth. n., tooth' -

ache (-ok), pain in a tooth. as.,

toothed (tootht), having teeth;
jagged on the edge ; tooth'some
(~som), pleasing to the taste.

top (1), n. [A.S.], the highest part
of anything ; the highest place
or rank ; the crown of the head ;

a platform round the top of the
lower mast ; v., to cover on the
top ; to rise above others ; to
cut off the top. pres. p., top-
ping ; p.p., topped. ns. t top'-
dressing, a dressing of manure
on the surface ; top'gallant,
the mast above the topmast, or
the sail on it. a., top'-heavy
(-hevi), too heavy on the top.
n., top'mast, the mast fastened
to the top of the lower mast.
a., top'most, highest. n., top'-
sail (top'sl), a sail on the top-
mast.

top (2), n. [A.S.], a pear-shaped toy
made to spin by means of a whip
or a string.

td'paz, n. [O. Fr., from Gk. topazes],
a precious stone, generally of a
yellowish colour.

to'pep, n. [etym. ?], a hard drinker ;

a drunkard.
topic, n. [Fr., from Gk. tdpos, a

place], a subject of conversation
or argument. a., topical, per-
taining to a place or a topic ;

dealing with things of local

interest.

topog'raphy, n. [Fr., from Gk.
topographia (topos, place, and
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GRAPHY)], a description of a
particular district. as., topo
graphic and topographical.

top pie, v. [A.S., from root of
TOP (1)], to fall over ; to upset.

top'sy-tw'vy, adv. [formerly top
so-terve, overturned (TOP, so,
and A.S. tearflian, to upset ?)],

upside down.
tor, n. [A.S. torr, from Welsh], a

bold hill or peak.
torch, n. [Fr., from L. twtus,

twisted], resinous wood or
twisted tow dipped in pitch and
set on fire to give light.

tore, past ; torn, p.p. of TEAR.
toP'ment, n. [O.Fr., from L. tor-

mentum, torture], that which
causes pain or misery ; the
greatest pain of body or of mind.

v., torment', to cause great
pain to ; to worry or annoy.
n., topmen'tor.

topna'do, n. [Sp., from tronar, to
thunder], a violent and destruc-
tive storm of wind.

toppe'do, n. [L. torp&do, numb-
ness (torpere, to be numb)], a fish

having the power of giving an
'

electric shock ; a shell filled

with an explosive sent through
the water to blow up an enemy's
ship.

tor pid, a. [L. torpldus (torpere, to
be numb)], having lost the power
of feeling or moving ; dull or

stupid. 7W., torpidity and
top'pop, loss of power to feel or
move.

torque (tork), n. IL. torques, from
torquere, to twist], a collar of
metal rings.

top'pefy, v. [L. torrire, to parch;
-FY], to parch ; to scorch.

tor'rent, n. [Fr., from L. torrens,
a rapid stream], a great rush of
water.

tor'pid, a. [L. tarridus (torrere, to

parch)], dried up with heat ;

very hot.
top'sion (tdr'shon), n. [Fr., from

L. torsio (torquere, to twist)], act
of twisting ; amount of twist ;

twisting force.

tor toise (tdr'tus or -toiz), n. [Fr.,

from L. tortus, twisted], a creep-
ing animal with a very hard

shell (so called from its crooked
feet). n., tor'toise-shell, the
shell of a kind of turtle, used
for making combs, etc.

top'tuose and tor tuous, as. [L.
tortus}, twisted ; winding.

tor'tupe, n. [L. tortura (torquere, to
twist)], great pain of mind or
body ; pain inflicted to force a
confession, or as a punishment ;

v., to cause great pain to ; to
worry or annoy.

Tor'y, n. [Ir., a robber; a name
first given in 1679 to the oppon-
ents of the Duke of York Exclu-
sion Bill], an ultra-Conservative
in politics.

toss, v. [Scand.], to throw quickly
or with force ; to throw into the
air ; to tumble about ; (up) to
spin a coin for betting ; n., a
throwing upward ; a fall.

to'tal, a. [Fr., from L. totus, whole],
whole or complete ; n., the
whole ; everything together ;

v., to add up. n., totality, the
whole amount. adv., to'tally.

to'tem, n. [N. Amer. Ind.], an
animal or other object kept by
savages, as a badge of their
family or tribe.

tot'tep, v. [E., akin to TBLT (2)1 to
shake as if about to fall ; to be
unsteady ; to stagger ; to reel.

touch (inch), v. [Fr., from It. toe'

care, imit. ?], to be close to ;

with no space between ; to put
the hand on ; to know by feel-

ing ; to reach to ; (on) to speak
of ; to influence ; to relate to
or concern ; to meddle with ;

to mark slightly with a pencil or
brush ; n., the sense of feeling ;

a single stroke on a picture ; the
manner of striking the keys of a
musical instrument , proof or
trial ; a show of feeling. n.,
touch -hole, the hole in a gun
through which the fire reaches
the powder. a., touching,
moving the feelings ; prep.,
concerning ; with regard to.

ns., toueh'otone, a stone for

testing the purity of gold and
silver , any test ; touch/wood,
decayed wood which is easily
set on fire; tinder; fungus.
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a., touch'y, easily made angry ;

irritable.

tough (tnf), a. [A.S.], holding well

together ; not easily broken ;

bending without breaking ; ten-
acious.

tour (toor), n. [Fr., from L. torndre,
to TURN], a round journey ; a
continued journey ; a journey
for pleasure. n., tourist, one
who goes on a tour.

tour'nament and tour'ney, ns.

[O.Fr., from root of TURN], a
fight on horseback to show skill

in arms ; a combat ; a joust.
tour'niquet (toor'niket), n. [Fr.,
from root of TURN], a bandage
twisted tightly to stop a flow of
blood.

tout, v. [M.E. tuten, from A.S.

totian, to look out], to call aloud
for custom ; n., one who does
80.

tow (1) (to), v. [A.S. togian, drawn,
same root as TUG], to pull
through the water ; n., a rope
for towing. ns., tow'age (to'dj),

process of towing, or the price
paid for it ; tow'-line, a rope
for towing.

tow (2) [etym. ?], the coarse part
of dressed hemp or flax.

toward (toward or ford) or tow-
ards, prep. [A.S.], in the direc-
tion of ; with regard to ; adv.,
in a state of readiness ; at hand ;

a., ready ; docile.

tow'el, n. [O.Fr., from a Ger. root],
a cloth for drying anything wet.

n., tow'elling, cloth for
towels.

tow'er, n. [O.Fr., from L. turris],
a lofty building standing by
itself or rising above another ;

a steeple ; a fortress ; v., to
rise high in the air. as., tow'-
ered and tow'ery, adorned or
defended by towers.

town, n. [A.S. fan, an enclosure], a
collection of houses larger than
a village, but not the seat of a
bishop ; the people of a town.
ns., town-clerk (Mark), the
officer who keeps the records of

a town ; tpwn-cpi'er, one who
makes public intimations ; town
hall, a hall or building for public

business ; town house, a house
in town as alternative to one in
the country; towns'folk, the
people in a town ; town ship,
the district belonging to a town ;

towns'man, an inhabitant of a
town.

toxicol'ogy, n. [Gk. toxikon,
poison ; -LOGY], the science of

poisons. -n., toxin, a poison
causing disease.

toy, n. [etym. ?], a plaything ; an
article of no great value ;

\

to trifle ; to play. a., toy'ish,
given to trifling ; playful.

trace (trds), n. [Fr., from L. tractus,
p.p. of trahere, to draw], a mark
left ; a very small quantity ;

one of the bands by which a
horse draws a vehicle ; v., to
mark out ; to copy, as a draw-
ing ; to follow by means of
marks ; to walk over. a.,
trace able, that may be traced.
- ns., tra'cery, ornamental
lines cut in stone, esp. in win-
dows and roofs ; tra'cing,
copying by means of fine lines ;

the copy so made.
trachea (trake'd or trd'kid), n. [Gk.

tracheia, rough], the windpipe
(from the roughness of its rings).

n., tracheot omy [Gk. tdmos,
a cutting], the operation of

opening the windpipe.
n. [O.Fr.], a mark left ; a

footmark ; a course ; a beaten
road ; v., to follow by marks
or footprints ; to tow. a.,

trackless. n., trackless-

tract, n. [L. tractus, p.p. of trahere,
to draw], a stretch of land or
water ; a short composition.
a., trac'table, easily led or
managed. ns., tractabillty
and trac'tableness, quality of

being tractable ; docility ; Trao-
tarlan, one of the writers of
the Tracts for the Times, pub-
lished at Oxford from 1833 to
1841. a. r trac'tile, that can
be drawn out. n., trac'tion,
act of drawing ; state of being
drawn ; power for drawing.
a., trae'tive, serving to draw.
n., trac'tor, that which draws.
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trade, n. [M.E., from root of

TREAD], a person's business ;

practice of buying and selling ;

men in the same occupation ;

v., to buy and sell ; (with) to
have business dealings with.
ns., trade'-mark, a mark on
goods to show the manufac-
turer ; tra'der or trades'man,
a man engaged in trade ; a shop-
keeper ; a workman ; trades' -

union or trade'-union, a union
of men of the same trade to pro-
tect their rights, etc. ; trade' -

wind, a wind in the hot regions
of the earth which blows con-
stantly towards the equator.

tradition (tradish'on), n. [O.Fr.,
from L. trddltio (tradire, to hand
over)], a handing down from
father to son ; knowledge or
information so handed down.
as., traditional and tradi'-

tionary, pertaining to or handed
down by tradition.

traduce' (trddus'), v. [L. traduc6re

(TRANS-, diic&re, to lead)], to
blame without ground ; to speak
ill of a person ; to defame.

traffic, n. [Fr., from It. traffico,

etym. ?], exchange of goods ;

commerce ; the business of a
railway or a steamboat ; v.,

to carry on business.

trag'edy (traj'idi), n. [O.Fr., from
Gk. tragpdia. goat-song ?], a
play having a high purpose and
a sad ending ; a mournful event.

n., trage'dian, one who acts

or writes tragedy. as., trag'ie
and tragical, pertaining to

tragedy ; mournful ; disastrous.

trail, v. [O.Fr. trailler, from L.

trahere, to draw], to draw along
the ground ; to grow along the

ground ; to hunt by following
the track or smell ; n., a track
or scent ; a path across a wild

region ; anything drawn out to
a great length.

train, v. [Fr., from trainer, L.

I trah&re, to draw], to draw along ;

to teach by practice ; to tame
I for use ; to cause to grow aright ;

i n., that which is drawn along ;

i a part of a dress trailing behind ;

I a, number of followers; a line

of vehicles ; regular course OP
order ; a line of gunpowder to
fire a mine. ns., train'- OP
trained-band, men trained as
soldiers, but not part of the
regular army ; train'-bearer,
one who holds up the train of a
person's robe ; train'-oil, oil

got from the blubber of the
whale.

trait (tra), n. [Fr., p.p. of traire, L.
trah&re, to draw], a stroke OP
touch ; a mark or feature dis-

tinguishing one from another.
toai'tor, n. [O.Fr., from L. tra-

dltor], one who is false to hia
trust ; one who takes the side
of an enemy ; one who is guilty
of treason ; /., trai'tress. a.,

trai'torous, like a traitor.

trajee'tion (trajek'shori), n. [L.

trajectus (TRANS-, jac&re, to
throw)], a throwing across. n.,

trajec'tory, the curved path of
a projectile.

tram, n. [E. tram, a beam], a road
laid with beams or rails on
which vehicles can run easily ;

v. r to ride or carry in a tram-car.

ns., tram -car; tram-line,
-way, or -road.

tram'mel, n. [Fr., from Low L.

tramacula, a net (L. tri-, three ;

macula, a mesh)], a net for catch-
ing ; a shackle to make a horse
amble ; anything that hinders ;

v., to catch in a net ; to hin-
der. pres. p., trammelling;
p.p., trammelled.

tramp, v. [E., from Teut.], to go
over on foot ; to tread ; to
wander through ; n., a wan-
dering person ; a journey on
foot.

tram'ple, v. [freq. of TRAMP], to

tramp over and over again ; to
tread under foot ; to treat with
scorn.

trance, n. [O.Fr., from L. transire,
to go across], a state in which
the soul seems to have gone out
of the body, or to be wholly
taken up with visions of another
world ; catalepsy ; a swoon.

tran'quil (trang'kwil), a. [Fr., from
L. tranquillns], at rest : peace-
ful ; free from fear or disturb-

18
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ance. n., tranquil'lity, peace
or rest ; calmness ; repose.
v., tran'quillize, to make calm
and peaceful ; to soothe ; to

pacify.
trans-, trail-, tea-, tres-, pref.

[L. trans], across ; beyond (as in

TRANSLATE, TRADITION, TRES-
PASS).

transact', v. [L. transactus (TRANS-,
agere, to push)], to carry through ;

to do work ; to manage. n.,

transac tion, a carrying through
of business ; something carried

through.
transalpine (or -pin), a. [L.

TRANS-], beyond the Alps (usu-
ally as from Rome) ; opposed to
CISALPINE.

transatlantic, a. [TRANS-], be-

yond or crossing the Atlantic.
transcend' (trdnsend'), v. [O.Fr.,
from L. transcendere (TRANS-,
scandere, to climb)], to rise

above ; to be much better than.
as., transcen'dent, passing

beyond ; beyond human know-
ledge ; pre-eminent ; specula-
tive ; transcendental, sur-

passing others ; beyond human
experience ; not clear.

transcribe', v. [L. TRANS-, scribere,
to write], to write over again ;

to copy out. ns., tran'script,
a written copy ; transcription,
act of copying out ; a new copy
a rearranging.

tran'sept, n. [TRANS-, L. septum, an
enclosure], the cross part of a
church, at right angles to the
nave.

transfer', . [L. TRANS-, ferre, to

carry], to remove from one
place to another ; to hand over.

pres. p., transferring ; p.p.,
transferred. n., trans'fer, a
changing from one to another ;

the thing so changed. a.,

transferable (or transfer'dbl),
that may be transferred ; nego-
tiable. n., transference, act
of transferring ; removal from
one person or place to another ;

a handing over ; conveyance.
transfig'ure, v. [Fr., from L. trans-

figurare (TRANS-, figura, FIGURE)],
to change the appearance of ; to

transform. ns., transflgura'-
tion and transfig'urement, a
change of form or appearance ;

the Transfiguration (see
Matt. xvii.).

transfix', v. [L. TRANS-, flgere, to
FIX], to pierce through.

transform', v. [Fr., from L. trans-

formdre (TRANS-, forma, FORM)],
to change the form of ; to

change into something else.

n., transformation, a change
of form or nature.

transfuse', u. [L. TRANS-, fund&re,
to pour], to pour out of one
vessel into another ; to cause
to pass from one to another.

a., transfu'sible. n., trans-
fu'sion.

transgress', v. [L. TRANS-, gressus
(gradi, to step)], to go beyond
bounds ; to break the law ; to
sin. ns., transgres'sion, a
going beyond ; a breaking of
the law ; a sin ; transgres'sor,
one who breaks the law ; a
sinner.

tran'sient (tr&n'stent or tran'-

shient), a. [L. TRANS-, ire, to go],
soon passing : not lasting ; fleet-

ing ; short-lived.

tran'sit, n. [L. transUus, as above],
a passing across ; conveyance
from one place to another ; the

passing of a planet in front of
another heavenly body. n.,

transition, a passing from one
place, subject, or state to an-
other ; (music) a change of key.

os., tran'sitive, passing be-

yond ; (grammar), passing from
the subject to an object : tran'-

sitory, soon passing ; continu-
ing for a short time ; not lasting.

translate', v. [O.Fr., from L.
translates (TRANS-, lotus, p.p. of

ferre, to carry)], to remove to
another place or position ; to
turn from one language into
another. n., transla'tion, re-

moval into another place or
office ; a turning into another
language ; that which is so pro-
duced.

translu'cent, a. [L. TRANS-, lucere,
to shine], letting light pass, but
not transparent. MS., translu'-
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cence and translu'eeney, state
or quality of being translucent.

trans'migrate, v. [L. TKANS-,
migrdre, to MIGRATE], to remove
into another country ; to pass
from one body into another.
n., transmigration, removal
to another country ; the passing
of the soul, at death, into an-
other body.

transmit', v. [L. TRANS-, mittere,
to send], to send from one to
another ; to cause to pass
through. pres. p., transmit-
ting ; p.p., transmitted. a.,

transmis sifoie, that may be
transmitted or passed through.

ns., transmission and
transmit'tal, a sending from one
to another ; a passing through.

transmute', v. [L. TRANS-, mutdre,
to change], to change from one
form or kind into another. -n.,

transmuta'tion, a changing
into a different form. a.,

transmit'table .

tran'som (trdn'som), n. [L. tran~

strum, a cross-beam], a cross-bar
in a window ; a lintel ; a cross-
beam to strengthen the after -

part of a ship.

transparent, a. [Fr., from med.
L. transparent (TRANS-, pdrere,
to appear)], that can be seen

through ; easily understood.
ns., transpar'ence and trans -

par'ency, state of being trans-

parent ; that which can be seen

through ; a picture seen by
allowing the light to shine

through it.

transpire', v. [TRANS-, L. splrdre,
to breathe], to breathe or pass
through the pores of the skin ;

to become known ; to come to

pass.

transplant', v. [TRANS-], to dig

up and plant in another place ;

to remove.
transport', -y. [Fr., from L. trans-

portdre (L. TRANS-, portdre, to

carry)], to carry from one place
to another ; to send to a far-

away land as a punishment ; to

fill with great joy, grief, or pas-
eion. ns., trans'port, carriage
from one place to another ; a

troop-ship ; passion ; ecstasy ;

transportation, taken from
one place to another ; banish-
ment.

transpose' (transp6z'\ v. [Fr.,
TRANS-, root Of POSE], to put
one in the other's place ; to
change the order of ; to change
into another key. ns., trans-
po'sal and transposition, a
putting of one in another's
place ; state of being trans-
posed ; a change in the order ;

(transposi'tion), a change into
another key.

transubstantia'tion (-shid'shdii),
n. [med. L. TRANS-, substantia,
substance], a change into an-
other substance; a belief that
the bread and wine in the Mass
are changed into the body and
blood of Christ.

transverse' (or trdnz'-) and trans-
ver'sal, as. [L. TRANS-, vertere,
to turn], lying across ; adv., in
a cross direction.

trap (1), n. [A.S.], a contrivance
for catching animals ; a scheme
or plot for catching a person
unawares ; a bend in a pipe or
firain to exclude foul air ; an
uncovered carriage ; v., to
catch in a trap ; to take un-
awares. pres. p., trapping ;

p.p., trapped. ns., trap'-
door, a door in a floor or roof ;

trap'per, one who traps ani-

mals ; a boy who opens and shuts
a trap-door in a mine.

trap (2), n. [Scand., from trappa,
stair], a name given to some
kinds of igneous rock, because
often found in rows like steps ;

(Sc.) a step ladder.

trap (3), v. [Fr. drap, cloth], to deck
gaily. pres. p., trapping ; p.p.,

trapped. n. pi., trap'pings,
fine clothes ; ornaments.

trapan'. See TREPAN.
trapeze' and trape'zium, ns.

[Fr. trapeze, L. trapezium, Gk.
tetrapezos, four-footed], a figure

having four unequal sides. ns.,

trapeze', a swinging bar on
which acrobats perform ; trap'-

ezoid, a four-sided figure having
two sides parallel.
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trash, n. [etym. ?], broken and
torn piecos ; stuff of no worth ;

v., to free from trash ; to crop
off loaves or branches. a.,

trash'y, liko trash; of little

worth.

trav'ail, n. [Fr.], hard work ;

pains of childbirth ; v., to
work hard ; to suffer the pains
of childbirth.

trav'el, v. [Fr., same word as
TRAVAIL], to go on foot ; to go
on a journey ; n., a going from
place to place ; a journey ; (pi.)

the story of a journey. pres. p.,

travelling; p.p., travelled.
n., trav'eller, one who travels
or visits distant countries ; one
who takes up orders for goods,
etc.

trav'erse, a. [Fr., as TRANSVERSE],
laid or lying across ; adv.,
cross-wise ; n., anything laid,

dug, or built across ; a barrier
across a trench to prevent it from
being raked by fire ; a denial of

a plea ; v., to cross, as a pur-
pose ; to wander across ; to turn
on a pivot ; to deny.

tPav'esty, a. [Fr., a disguise, p.p.
of travestir (TRA-, TRANS-, vestlre,

to clothe)], disguised so as to be
ridiculous ; n., a change which
turns a thing into ridicule ; a
misleading description ; v., to
show or describe a thing so as
to make a jest of it.

tPawl, n. [etym. ?], a net like a
bag for catching fish, by drag-
ging it along the bottom of the
sea ; a long line with many
hooks ; v., to fish with such a
net or line. n., trawler, one
who trawls ; a vessel used for

trawling.
tray, n. [A.S.], a flat, shallow ves-

sel for carrying small things.
tre, gepg. root [C.], a place ; a
dwelling (as in Osu'esfoi/,Oswald's
town).

treaeh'ery (trech'eri), n. [Fr., prob.
from L. root of TRICK], un-
faithfulness ; a breaking of

one's trust. a., treach'erous,
unfaithful ; false.

treacle (trtkl), n. [Fr., from Gk.
tteriaka, healing the bite of a

therion, or wild beast], a thick,
dark liquid got during the refin-

ing of sugar ; molasses.
tread (tred), v. [A.S.], to set down

the foot ; to walk to crush
under foot ; n., a setting down
of the foot ; manner of walking ;

the top surface of each step of a
stair ; the part of a wheel that
touches the ground. past, trod j

p.p., trodden. ns., treadle,
part of a machine worked by the
foot ; tread mill, a mill turned
by treading on steps fixed to the
rim of a wheel.

trea'son (tre'zon), n. [O.Fr., from
L. trdditio (trddere, to hand
over)], falseness to one's king or
country ; a plot against the
government or the life of the
sovereign. a., treasonable,
that may be punished as trea*
son ; traitorous ; disloyal.

treas'ure (trezh'ur), n. [O.Fr.,
from Gk. thesauros], riches stored
up ; anything valued or loved ;

v., to lay up riches ; to set
much value upon ; to take great
care of. ns., treas'urer, one
who has charge of money ;

treas'ure-trove [Fr. Irouver, to

find], anything of value found
in the earth, the owner of which
is not known ; treas'ury, a
place where treasure is kept ; a
department of government in

charge of the public money.
treat, v. [Fr., from L. tractare, to

handle], to handle or use ; to act
well or ill towards : to speak or
write about ; to negotiate ; to

try to cure ; to give food or
drink to ; n., a pleasant enter-
tainment ; that which gives
pleasure. ns., treatise (tre'tiz),

a writing about some subject ;

a composition ; treat'ment*
manner of behaving towards a
person ; manner of treating or

curing ; trea'ty, an agreement,
especially between countries or

sovereigns.
treble, a. [Fr., from L. triplus,

TRIPLE], threefold; n., the

highest part in music ; v. t to

multiply by three ; to make
three times as much.
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tree, n. [A.S.], a large plant with
a woody trunk, branches, and
leaves ; a list of one's ancestors ;

a piece of timber, as in axle-free,

cross-free, etc. ; a gibbet.
tre'foil, n. [Fr., from L. trifolium,

a leaf (TBI-, folium, leaf)], a three-
leaved plant, as clover ; an
ornament like trefoil.

frel'lis, n. [O.Fr., from L. trilix

(TRI-, lidum, thread) and late L.
trichila, an arbour], a kind of
network for supporting climb-
ing plants, etc. a., trellised
(trdl'ist), having a trellis ; grow-
ing on a trellis ; like a trellis.

tPem'ble, v. [Fr., from Low L.
tremuldre (L. tremulus, TREMU-
LOUS)], to shake, as with cold or
fear ; to shudder ; to quake ;

to shake, as sound.
tremen'dous, a. [L. tremendus

(tremere, to tremble)], causing
astonishment owing to great
size or force ; terrible ; dread-
ful.

trem'op, n. [L., from trem&re, to

tremble], a trembling ; vibra-
tion ; a shiver.

tpem'ulous, a. [L. fremwZws],
trembling like a leaf ; shaking ;

quivering.
trench, n. [O.Fr. tranche}, a long,
narrow cut in the ground, with
the excavated earth piled up in
front and behind, to form a pro-
tection for soldiers and an ob-
stacle to the enemy ; v., to dig
a trench ; to turn up the deep
soil ; to enter on what belongs
to another. a., tren'ehant,
cutting; keen. ns., tpen'ehep,
onewho trenches ; a large wooden
platter for cutting meat on ;

the table, or what is on it;

trench-warfare, that kind of

warfare carried on when the

opposing armies face each other
from parallel trenches : the space
between is known as No Man's
Land.

trend, v. [A.S.], to have a par-
ticular direction ; to turn away
or bend.

tren'tal, n. [O.Fr., from L. triginta,

thirty], a set of thirty Masses
for the dead.

trepan' (1), v. [formerly
prob. from TRAP (1)], to entrap,
to ensnare.

trepan' (2), n. [Fr., from Gk. try-
p&non, a borer], a kind of saw
for cutting out pieces of bone ;

v., to use a trepan. pres. p.,
trepanning; p.p., trepanned.

trephine' (trifen' or trefin'), n.
[Fr., as above], a kind of trepan
with a sharp boring point ; v.,
to use this instrument.

trepida'tion, n. [Fr., from L. ire-

pidare, to tremble], a trembling
from fear, etc. ; a state of fear
or alarm.

tres'pass, v. [O.Fr., from med. L.
transpassare (TRANS-, passdre, to
PASS)], to go beyond bounds ;

to go where one has no right ;

to commit sin ; n., a going
where one has no right ; any
injury to another ; a doing
wrong. n,, tres'pass-offering,
an offering to atone for a tres-

n. [Fr., from Gk. trteha,

threefold], a braid or plait of
hair ; a lock or curl. a.,

tressed (trest), having tresses;
plaited or curled.

trestle (fresZ), n. [O.Fr. trestd,
from L. transtillum (transtrum,
see TRANSOM)], a frame of wood
to support planks, etc. ; any-
thing like a trestle ; the frame
of a table.

tret, n. [O.Fr. traite], an allowance
of 4 Ib. on every 104 to make up
for waste.

tPi-, pief. [L. and Gk.], three;
triple (as in TRIANGLE, TRI-

FOLIATE).
tri'ad, n. [Gk. trios], three things

of the same kind ; a union of

three ; a trinity.

tri'al, tried, etc. See TRY.
tri'angle, n. [Fr., from L. trian-

gulum (TRI-, ANGLE)], a figure
with three sides and three

angles ; a musical instrument
made of a rod of steel in the
form of a triangle, and struck
with a straight piece ; a frame
to which soldiers were tied when
being flogged. as., tri'angled
and trian'gular (triang'gOl&r),
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made in the form of a triangle.
v., trian'gttlate, to measure

land by dividing it into triangles.

w., triangula'tion, the net-
work of triangles by which a
district is surveyed.

tribe, n. [O.Fr., from L. tribus, a
tribe], people of the same family
or race ; a division of a nation ;

a number of things having
similar qualities. a., tri'bal.

tri'brach (tri'brak), n. [Gk. TRI-,
brachys, short], a measure of
three short syllables, marked

tribula'tion, n. [O.Fr., from L.
trlbul&tio (trfljulum, a threshing
instrument)], great affliction or
sorrow ; trial or suffering.

trib'une, n. [O.Fr., from L. tri-

bunus, from tribus, TRIBE], a
Koman magistrate elected by
the people to defend their rights ;

a platform from which speeches
are delivered. n., tribunal, the
seat of a judge ; a court of
law.

tPib'ute, 7i. [L. tributus (tribuire, to

give, to pay)], money paid by a
conquered nation for peace or

protection ; praise or thanks
given. a., tributary, paying
tribute ; subject to another ;

paid as a tribute ; giving sup-
plies ; n., one who pays tribute ;

a stream flowing into a larger
one.

trice (1) (trls), v. [Du.], to haul or
tie up by means of a rope.

trice (2) (tris), n. [from TRICE (1) ?],

a moment.
tricennial (trisen'ial), a. [L. trl-

cennium (trlceni, thirty at a
time ; annus, a year)], happen-
ing once in thirty years.

trieen'tenary. See TERCENTEN-
ARY.

triebino'sis (trik-)f n, [Gk., from
trichinos, like a hair], a disease
caused by very small worms in
the intestines or muscles.

trick, n. [O.Fr. triche, prob. from
L. root of TREACHEROUS], a clever
action to deceive ; a clever way
of doing a thing ; a piece of
mischief ; a habit or manner ;

the cards played in one round ;

v., to cheat or deceive ; to
dress up. ns., trick'er and
trick'ster, one who cheats or
plays tricks ; triek'ery, prao
tice of cheating. as., trick'ish
and trick'y, given to cheating ;

fond of playing tricks.

trickle, v. [M.E. triklen, strlklen,
from A.S. strlcan, to go forward,
akin to STRIKE (Skeat)], to fall

in drops ; to run in a small
stream.

tri'colour, n. [Fr., L. TRI-, COLOUR]
the French national flag (blue,
white, and red) ; any flag of

three colours.

tri'cycle, n. [TRI-, CYCLE], a ve-
hicle with three wheels ; a
velocipede.

tri'dent, n. [L. TRI-, dens, a tooth],
a spear with three prongs (the
sceptre of Neptune) ; as. (also
tri'dented), having three prongs.

trien'nial, a. [L. triennium (TRI-,

annus, a year)], lasting for three

years ; happening every third
year.

trifle, n. [O.Fr. tntfle, mockery],
a thing of little value ; a small
price ; sponge-cake soaked in

sherry and jam, etc. ; v., to act
or speak foolishly ; (with) to
treat as of no importance ;

(away) to waste. a., trifling,
of small worth or value.

trifoliate, a. [TRI-, L. folium, a
leaf], three-leaved, as clover.

trig, a. [Scand.], safe; neat;
trim.

trig'ger, n. [Du. treken, to draw],
the part pulled by the finger
when firing a gun ; a catch to
hold a wheel when driving down
a hill.

tri'glyph, n. [Gk. TRI-, glyphein,
to carvel, a rectangular piece of

stone with three grooves, used
as an ornament on Doric build-

ings.

trigonom'etry, n. [Gk. trigdnon,
three - angled ; -METRY], the
branch of mathematics which
deals with the properties of

triangles. as., trigonomet'ric
and trigonomet'rical.

trihe'dral, a. [Gk. TRI-, hedra, a
base], having three faces or sides.
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trilateral, a. [TRI-], having three
sides.

trilin'gual (trUing'gwal), a. [TRI-],
of or expressed in three tongues
or languages.

trilit'eral, a. [L. TRI-], consisting
of three letters.

trill, v. [It. trillare, unit.], to sing
or speak with a quavering
sound ; n., a shake in the
sound.

trillion (tril'yon), n. [TRI-, formed
like MILLION], the third power
of a million ; 1 with eighteen
ciphers after it.

tril'ogy (tril'oji), n. [Gk. TRI-,
-LOGY], three plays, each com-
plete in itself, forming one his-

torical picture, as the three parts
of Henry VI.

trim, v. [A.S.], to put in order ; to
make neat or pleasing ; to dress,
clip, or adorn ; to make a ship
ready for sailing ; to try to
favour both sides ; n., order ;

dress ; ornaments ; readiness
for sailing ; a., in good order ;

ready for use ; firm and neatly
shaped. -pres. p., trimming;
p.p., trimmed. ns., trim'-
mer, one who trims ; one who
seems to favour both sides ;

trim'ming, act of one who
trims ; ornaments on a dress or
round a dish ; trim'ness.

trim'eter (or tri'-), n. [Gk. TRI-,

-METER], a verse of three meas-
ures.

Trin'ity, n. [O.Fr., from L. trinitas

(tres, three)], a union of three in

one ; the three Persons in the God-
head. n., Trin'ity - Sunday,
the Sunday after Whitsunday.

a., Trinitarian, pertaining to

the Trinity, or to belief in it ;

n., one who believes in the Trin-

ity. n., Trinitarlanism, the
beliefs of the Trinitarians.

trink'e*, n. [M.E. trenket, a knife ?,

perhaps worn as a toy], a small
ornament of little value.

tPlnd'mial, a. [L. TRI-, nomen, a
name], consisting of three terms ;

n., a quantity of three terms.
tri'o (tre'o), n. [It., from L. tres],

three persons acting together ;

a piece of music for three per-

formers. re., tri'olet, a kind of
stanza, of eight lines, with two
rhymes, etc.

trip, v. [M.E., from O.Fr. treper,
from Du.], to take light, quick
steps ; to take a wrong step ; to
stumble or fall ; to make a mis-
take ; to cause to fall by strik-

ing the feet from under ; n., a
light, quick step ; a wrong step ;

a short journey for pleasure ;

a twist by which a wrestler is

thrown. pres. p., tripping ;

p.p., tripped.
tripartite (or trip'-), a. [TRI-, L.

partltus (partiri, to divide)],
divided into three parts ; exist-

ing in three copies.
tripe, n. [Fr., etym. ?], the stomach

of a cud-chewing animal pre-
pared for food.

trip'edal, a. [L. TRI-, ps, a foot],
having three feet.

triph'thong (trifthong), n. [TRI-,
formed like DIPHTHONG], three
vowels sounded as one. a.,

triph'thongal.
triple, a. [Fr., from L. trtplus,

threefold], made up of three ;

three times as large ; v., to

multiply by three. n., triplet,
three of one kind united ; three
lines rhyming together ; three
notes sung or played in the time
of two ; (pi.) three children at
one birth. a., trip'licate, made
three tunes as much ; n., a
third thing corresponding to
two others.

tri'pod, n. [Gk. TKI-, pous, a foot],
a vessel on three feet ; the stool

of the priestess in the temple at

Delphi ; a frame for supporting
a camera, etc.

tri'pos, n. (L. tripus, as above],
an examination for honours at

Cambridge.
trip'tyeh (-tik), n. [Gk. TRI-, ptyx,

a fold], a folding tablet of three

parts, with different pictures on
each.

tri'reme, n. [L. TRI-, remus, an
oar], a ship with three rows of

oars at each side.

trisect', v. [TRI-, L. secdre, to cut],

to divide into three equal parts.

., trisec'tion.
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trisyllable, n. [TRI-], a word

of three syllables. a., trisyl-
labic, having three syllables.

trite, a. [L. tritus (terere, to rub)],
rubbed away; threadbare; com-
monplace.

Tri'ton, n. [Gk.], a fabled demigod
of the sea who used a trumpet
made of a shell.

trit'urate, v. [late L. trlturatus

(terre, to rub)], to grind to a
fine powder. a., trit'urable,
that may be ground to a fine

powder. n., trittira'tioii.

tri'umph, n. [O.Fr., from L. tri-

umphus], a Roman procession in

honour of a victorious general;
a rejoicing for victory ; success :

v., to rejoice because of vic-

tory ; to gain a victory ; to
meet with success. as., trium' -

phal, pertaining to a triumph ;

trium'phant, rejoicing for a
victory ; victorious.

trium'vir, n. [L. trium, gen. pi. of

tres, three ; vir, a man], a man
who holds office along with
other two ; (pi.) trium'virl or
trium'virs. n., trium 'virate,
,n association of three men in

office ; a government by three
men.

tri'une, a. [TRI-, L. ttnus, A.S.

trepet, from L. tripes (TRI-, one)],
three in one.

triv'et, n. [L. pes, a foot], a stand
with three feet for a kettle near
or over a fire,

trivial, a. [Fr., from L. trimdlis

(trivia, a place where three roads
meet)], found almost anywhere ;

of little worth; trifling. ns.,

triviality and trivlalness,
state of being trivial ; a trivial

thing.
tT6'chee (trd'ki), n. [L., from Gk.

trdchaios (trechein, to run)], a
measure in poetry consisting of

a long and a short (- --), or an
accented and unaccented syl-
lable.

trod, trod'den, past tense and p.p.
of TREAD.

troglodyte, n. [Gk. trogle, a cave ;

dyein, to enter], a cave-dweller.

Tro'jan, a, [L. Trojanus, from
Troja, Troy], pertaining to an-

cient Troy; n., an inhabitant of
Troy.

troll, v. [O.Fr. trailer, from Ger.
trollen, to roll], to sing merrily ;

to fish by drawing a baited hook
through the water ; n. t a catch
or glee.

trolley or trolly, n. [TROLL?],
a low, four-wheeled truck or
wagon ; a wheel on a pole for
carrying electricity to a vehicle.

trollop, n. [TROLL?], an untidy
woman.

trom'bone, n. [It., from tromba,
a trumpet], a deep -toned musi*
cal instrument of three tubes,
the middle one of which slips up
and down on the ends of the other
two, and so varies the notes.

troop, n. [Fr. troupe, etym. ?], a
considerable number of people ;

a small band of cavalry ; (pi.)
soldiers ; v., to come in great
numbers. n. t troo'per, a horse-
soldier.

trope, n. [Fr., from Gk. trdpos
(trepein, to turn)], an expression
used in a sense different from its

ordinary meaning ; a figure of

speech. as., tropical ; tropo-
loglcal, marked or varied by
tropes.

trd'phy, n. [Fr., from Gk. trdpaion
(trepein, to turn)], a sign of vic-

tory raised on the battlefield ; a
memorial of victory.

tropl^ n. [Fr., from Gk. tropikos,
from same root as TROPE], one of
two supposed circles on each
side of the equator, at which on
its journey north or south the
sun seems to turn and go back ;

(pi.) the parts between the
tropics ; the torrid zone. as.,

tropic and tropical.
trot, v. [Fr. trotten, etym. ?], to
run as a horse when it lifts one
of its fore feet at the same time
with the hind one of the oppo-
site side ; to run fast ; n., the

pace of a horse when trotting.

pres. p., trotting; p.p., trotted.

troth, n, [A.S., TRUTH], faithful-

ness ; promise ; v., to plight.

trou'badour, n. [Fr. from Proven-
cal trobar (trouver), to find], one
of a class of poets in the south
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of France between the eleventh
and tho thirteenth century.

trouble (tr-abl), v. [O.Fr., from
late L. turbuldre (L. turba, a
crowd)], to put into confusion ;

to disturb ; to give needless
labour to ; to annoy ; n., con-
fusion ; uneasiness of mind ; a
cause of uneasiness or disturb-
ance. as., troublesome and
troub'lous, causing trouble.

trough (trof), n. [A.S. trog], a long
vessel for holding liquid ; a nar-
row channel ; a feeding-box for

animals.
trounce, v. [Fr. irons (see TRUN-

CHEON)], to beat severely; to flog.

trou'sers (trou'zerz), n. pi. [O.Fr.
trousses (see TRUSS)], a two-
legged covering for the lower
limbs.

trousseau' (or troo'so), n. [Fr., as

TRUSS], a bride's outfit.

trout, n. [A.S., from Gk. troktes, a
gnawer], a fresh-water fish.

trow (tro or trou), v. [A.S., akin to
TROTH and TRUE], to trust ; to
believe ; to think.

trow'el, n. [Fr. trudle, from late

L. truetta, dim. of trua, a ladle],
a tool for smoothing lime or

dressing bricks ; a tool for lift-

ing plants.
troy'-weight (-welt), n. [Fr. Troyes,

in France], a weight for gold and
silver, in which the pound con-
tains 5,760 grains as compared
with the avoirdupois pound of

7,000.
tru'ant (troo'dnt), n. [O.Fr., from

C.], one who shirks duty ; a
child away from school without
leave ; a., staying away from
duty ; lingering ; v., to play
truant. ns., tru'ancy and tru'-

antship.
truce (troos), n. [M.E. trews,

pledges (see TRUE)], a stoppage
of fighting for a time ; any time
of rest from pain or fighting.

truck (1), n. [L., from Gk. trdchos,
a wheel], a small wheel ; a low
wagon on small wheels ; a rail-

way wagon ; a cap at the top
of a mast or flagstaff. n.,

truck'le, a small wheel ; v. t to

submit to the will of another;

to cringe (originally, to sleep In
a truckle-bed). n., truckle-
bed, a low bed on wheels.

truck (2), v. [O.Fr. troque, from
Flemish trokken, to barter], to
trade by barter ; n., exchange
of goods ; payment of waged in
goods (now illegal). n., truck'-
age, trade by barter ; charge for

conveyance on a truck.

truc'ulent, a. [O.Fr., from L. tru-

cuZentus (trux, fierce)], very wild
or fierce ; cruel. ns., true'-
Clenee and true'ulency.

trudge (triij), v. [Fr. trucher, to
beg], to travel slowly ; to walk
heavily ; to move wearily.

true (Iroo), a. [A.S. treowe], agree-
ing with fact ; right at every
point ; like the nature of God ;

faithful ; straight ; honest. n.

truism, a self-evident truth.

adv., truly, in a true manner ;

justly ; honestly ; in reality.

truffle, n. [O.Fr., from L. TUBER],
a fungus much esteemed in cook-
ery, got from underground.

trull, n. [Ger., akin to TROLL (2)], a
worthless woman.

trump (1), n. [Fr. triomphe,
TRIUMPH], a winning card ; a
card of the favoured suit ; .,

to take by a trump card.

trump (2), n. [Fr. trompe, from
Teut.], a trumpet ; a Jew's harp ;

v., to deceive. n.,trump'ery,
useless show or finery ; false-

hood ; things worn out and of

no value ; a., worthless.

trum'pet, n. [O.Fr. trompelte, dim.
of TRUMP (2)], a wind instrument
with a clear and ringing tone ;

v., to make loudly known ; to

praise aloud. n., trum'peter,
one who gives signals by trum-
pet; a long-legged bird; a
kind of pigeon. a., trum'pet-
tongued (-tiingd), having a
powerful voice.

trun'cate, r. [L. truncdre (truncus,
a TRUNK)], to cut off ; to lop ;

as. (and trun'cated), having
the point cut off.

trun'cheon (trtin'shdri), n. [O.Fr.,
from root of TRUNK], a short

staff ; a staff of authority ;-

to strike with a truncheon.
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tPtm'dle, n. [O.Fr. trondeler, akin
to TREND], anything round ; a
little wheel ; a cart on small
wheels ; v., to roll on small
wheels ; to run, as a hoop. n.,
trun'dle-bed a bed on low
wheels.

trunk, n. [Fr. tronc, from L. trun-

cus, a piece cut off], the thick
part of a tree ; the main body
of an animal ; an elephant's
snout ; a box for clothes, etc.

ns., trunk'-hose, wide breeches,
reaching nearly to the knees ;

trunk'-line, main line of a rail-

way.
trunnion (tr&n'ydri), n. [Fr. frog-

non, as above], one of the two
pivots by which a gun rests on
the gun-carriage.

truss, 7i. [O.Fr. trousse, a bundle,
from L. thyrsus], a bundle of

hay or straw; a bandage used
in surgery ; a number of con-
nected beams for supporting a
roof ; 75., to bind closely ; to

strengthen ; to skewer.

trust, n. [Scand. ?, akin to TRUE],
a resting on the truth of another ;

a firm belief ; ground for hop-
ing ; a selling on credit ; that
which is entrusted ; an estate

managed for the benefit of an-
other ; a., held in trust ; u., to
believe in the truth of another ;

to place confidence in ; to com-
mit to the care of ; to hope or
believe ; to sell on credit. n.,

trustee', a person to whom
anything is entrusted ; one who
manages trust property. as.,

tpust'ful, full of trust; faith-

ful ; trustworthy, worthy of

trust. n., trustworthiness,
state of being trustworthy. a.,

trus'ty, that may be trusted ;

not likely to fail.

truth (trooth), n. [A.S., from root
of TRUE], that which is true ; a
statement of fact ; a fixed law ;

agreement with the will or
nature of God. a., truth/fill,

always true ; honest ; reliable.

n., truth/fulness, state of

being truthful. a., truth'less,
false ; unworthy of trust.

try, v. [Fr., from late L. tont&re, to

triturate, from L. ter&re, to rnbl,
to show the truth of ; to prove
or put to the test ; to experi-
ment ; to examine in a court of
law ; to cause suffering to ; to
make an effort ; to make pure,
as by melting ; to strain or hurt ;

7t., a trial ; an attempt. n. t

tri'al, process of trying or test-

ing ; an endeavour ; examina-
tion ; a cause of suffering or
sorrow ; a case before a court.

as., tried (trld), proved to be
true and faithful ; trusty ;

try'ing, making trial of ; hard
to bear ; causing pain. n.,

try'-sail, a storm -sail.

tryst (or trist), n. [O.Fr. triste,

same root as TRUST], an appoint-
ment to meet ; time or place
of meeting ; v.t to arrange to
meet.

tsar (tsUr or zar\ n. [Russian, from
L. Ccesar], the Emperor of
Russia. n. t tsari'na (-re'na)
or tsarit'za, his wife.

tset'se, n. [native name], an African
fly, of which the bite of one kind
is fatal to horses and cattle, and
of another gives sleeping -sickness
to men.

tub, n. [O.Du.], an open vessel for

washing clothes in ; a small
cask ; anything like a tub ;

v., to put in a tub ; to take or
give a bath. 'pres, 2>.9 tubbing y

p.p., tubbed.
tube, n. [Fr., from L. tubus], a long

pipe ; a channel for fluid in
animals or plants ; v., to fit

with a tube. n., tu'bing, a lot
of tubes ; a length of tube ;

stuff for tubes. as., tu'buiar,
like a tube ; made of a tube
or tubes ; hollow ; tu'bulated
and tu'bulous, in the form of
a tube ; fitted with a tube or
tubes. n., tu'bule, a small
tube.

tu'ber, n. [L.], a swelling on the
roots of plants ; a fleshy under-
ground stem, as in the potato.
as., tu'berous and tu'berose,
covered with knobs or warts ;

producing tubers ; knotted.
tu'bercle, n. t a little titber; a

small knob on plants or on a
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bone ; diseased matter in the
lungs, etc. as., tubep'culap
and tuber'eulouQ, having tu
bercles ; caused by tubercles.
n., tubepeulo'sis, a disease of
the lungs ; consumption.

tuck, v. [Low Ger.], to draw close
together ; to shorten by making
a fold ; to fold closely ; n., a
fold in a dress. n., tuck'er, a
fold of muslin, lace, etc., worn
on the breast by women and
children.

-tude, suff. [L. -tndo\, quality or
state (as in BEATITUDE, FORTI-
TUDE).

Tues'day (tUs'da), n. [A.S. Tiw, the
god of war], the third day of the
week.

tuft, n. [Fr. touffe, from Teut.], a
number of small things in a
bunch ; a clump ; v., to make
a tuft ; to decorate with tufts.

as., tuf'ted and tuf'ty, grow-
ing in tufts ; wearing a tuft ;

plumed. n., tuft'-hunter, one
who tries to gain the favour
of people of rank ; a sycophant :

a flatterer.

tug, v. [M.E., from Scand. ?, akin
to TOW], to pull with great effort ;

to drag along ; to strive hard ;

n., a strong pull ; a small
steamboat for towing. pres. p.,

tugging ; p.p., tugged.
tuition (tuish'on), n. [Fr., from

L. tuitio (tugri, to watch)], care
of a young person ; work of

teaching.
tulip, n. [Fr., from Pers. dulband,
a TURBAN], a garden plant grow-
ing from a bulb.

tulle (tool or tul), n. [Fr. Tulle, in

France], thin silk netting used
for veils, etc.

tum'ble, v. [freq. of A.S. tumbiari],
to toss or roll about ; to throw
down or into disorder ; to fall

suddenly ; to turn heels over
head ; n., a fall. n., tum'blep,
one who tumbles ; a drinking -

glass, formerly so made that it

could not be set down without
tumbling over ; a kind of pigeon
which tumbles round while

flying.
turn brel, n. [O.Fr., from tomber*

Turanian
to fall], a cart for carrying tools,
shot, etc. ; a cart for conveying
prisoners to execution.

tu'mefy, v. [Fr., from L. tumere,
to swell : -FY], to swell or cause
to swell. n., tuniofac tion,
state of being swollen.

tu'mid, a. [L. tumldus (iumSre, to
swell)], swollen ; high-sounding ;

inflated. n., tu'mour (tu'mor),
a diseased swelling.

tu'mult, n. [Fr., from L. tumuUus],
noise and uproar made by a
crowd; great excitement or
confusion ; riot ; disturbance.

as., tumul'tuapy and tu-
mul'tuous, confused or dis-
orderly ; agitated or excited.

tu'mulus, n. [L., a mound], a
mound of earth over a grave ;

(pi.) tu'muli. cr., tu'mulous,
full of mounds.

tun, n. [A.S. (see TON)], a large
cask ; a wine measure of 252
gallons.

tune, n. [O.Fr. tun, from L. tonus
(Gk. tdnos, a TONE)], a succession
of musical sounds in a pleasing
order and according to some
plan ; an air or melody ; correct
relation of notes, etc., to each
other in singing or in playing ;

agreement ; a proper state or
mood ; v., to put in tune. a.,

tune'ful, musical in sound ;

melodious. n., tune fulness.
a., tuneless, not musical ; dis-
cordant. n., tu'ning-fopk, a
steel fork which, when struck,
gives out a certain note.

tu'nic, n. [A.S., from L. tunica], a
Roman under-garment ; a loose
jacket ; a soldier's coat ; a
covering as of a seed.

tun'nel, n. [O.Fr. tonnd, a vault,
from tonne, TUN], a passage for
smoke ; a passage under ground ;

v. f to make a tunnel in.

pres. p., tunnelling ; p.p., tun-
nelled.

tun'ny, n. [L. thunnus, from Gk.
ihynein, to dart along], a large
fish of the mackerel kind.

tup, n. [M.E., etym. ?], a ram.
Tura'nian, a. [Turan, the founder

of the Turkish race], denoting
a large group of languages
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spoken in the north of Europe
and In Northern and Central
Asia.

tur'ban, n. [Fr., from Pers. dul-

band], a cap with a scarf of linen
or cotton wound round it ; a
kind of cap worn by women.
a,, tup'baned (ter'band), wearing
a turban.

tup'bary, n. [O.Fr., from late L.
turbdria (O.Ger. zurba, TURF)!,
the right of digging peat on
another person's land ; the place
where it is dug.

tur'bid, a. [L. turbidus, from turba,
a crowd], full of grounds ; thick
or muddy ; out of order.

tur'bine (ter'bin or -bin), n. [Fr.,
from L. turbo, a whirl], a hori-
zontal water-wheel ; an engine in

which steam acts upon a series

of vanes or buckets so as to turn
a shaft.

tup'bot, 7i. [Fr., from L. turbo, a
whipping-top], a large, flat fish

of the flounder kind.

tup'bfclent, a. [L. turbulentus

(turba, a crowd)], full of unrest
or disorder ; disinclined to obey
or to be quiet ; causing con-
fusion or disorder. ns., tur'-
bfilence and tup'bdleney, a
restless or disturbed state.

tur'een, n. [formerly terreen, Fr.,
from L. terra, the earth], a large
dish for holding soup at table.

turf, n. [A.S.], soil matted with
the roots of grass, etc. ; such
soil cut and dried for burning ;

thick, closely-cut grass ; (the)

horse-racing : (pL. tupfs or

tupves). a., tup'fy, made of or
covered with turf ; like turf.

tup'gent (ter'jent), a. [L. turgens
(turgere, to swell)], swelling ;

high-sounding. a., tupgescent
(terjes'ent), beginning to swell ;

swelling or growing big. -n.,

turgescence, state of being
swollen ; loud talk without
sense. a., tup'gid (ter'jid), swol-
len ; larger than usual ; using
big words; inflated; high-
flown.

Turk, n. [Fr. Turc, Pers. Turk], a
native of Turkey. a., Tur'kish,
pertaining to the Turks or their
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language ; n., the language of
the Turks. ns., Tup'key (1), the
country of the Turks ; tur'key-
red, a bright red dye got from
the madder plant, first used in

Turkey ; tur'key-stone, a kind
of oil-stone got from Turkey.

tup'key (2), n. [Fr. Turquie], a large
bird, supposed to have come
from Turkey.

tup'moil, n. [etym. ?], work caus-
ing great trouble and worry ;

bustle and confusion ; disturb-
ance

-,-^v.,
to be in worry or

confusion.

tupn, [A.S. turnian, from L.
torndre, to turn], to move round
a centre or on a hinge ; to
change the direction, use, etc.,
of ; to depend (on) ; (to) to
result in ; to shape in a turning-
lathe ; to translate ; to make
or to become sour ; to sicken ;

n., change of direction, use, etc. ;

a bend ; a round of a rope ; a
short walk ; a chance or oppor-
tunity ; an act of kindness or
the opposite ; need, purpose, or
convenience ; manner of acting
or of expression. ns., turn'-

cpat, one who deserts his prin-
ciples ; tur'nepy, process or

place of using a turning-lathe ;

the things so shaped ; tur'ning,
a bending course ; an angle of a
road ; a departure from the
right road ; the work of a
turner ; tup'ning-point, the

point on which a question turns
and is decided ; a crisis ; turn'-
key (-ke), one who has charge
of the keys of a prison ; a
warder; turn'ovep, an upset,
the value of goods sold during
a season ; turn'pike, crossbars

turning on a post, to stop ani-
mals and allow persons to pass ;

a gate where toll is paid ; turn'-

stile, a turnpike ; a machine for

counting the number of people
who enter a place.

tur'nip, n. [Fr. tour, a turn ?, and
A.S. ncep, turnip], a cultivated

plant with a large, round tap-
root.

tup'pentine, n. [O.Fr., from Gk.
terebinthos], the oily resin of the
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terebinth and some kinds of pine,
larch, and fir.

tup'pitude, n. [Fr., from L. tur-

pitudo (turpis, base)], shameful
wickedness ; baseness in heart ;

depravity.
turquoise (t&r'koiz or -kwoiz), n.

[O.Fr., TURKISH], a precious
stone of a bluish -green colour.

tUP'ret, n. [Fr. tourette, dim. of tour,
from L. turris], a small tower
often on the angle of a wall ;

steel tower containing guns on a
warship. a., tup'reted, built
with a tower ; made like a turret.

tup'tle and tup'tle-dove, ns.

[A.S., from L. turtur, knit. ?], a
kind of pigeon.

tur'tle, n. [corruption of Port, or
Sp. word for TORTOISE], a sea-

tortoise, much valued as food.

u., turn turtle, to upset.
Tus'ean, a., pertaining to Tuscany;

denoting an order of architec-

ture, with no grooves or flutings
on the pillars ; n., a native of

Tuscany.
tush, int. [E., instinctive sound],

be silent ; don't be foolish.

tusk, n. [A.S.], a long, pointed
tooth found in certain animals ;

a tooth-like point or horn.

tus'sle, n. [from M.E. tusen, to

rumple], a struggle or fight,

mostly in sport ; v., to fight
or struggle.

tut, int. [E.], same as TUSH.
tu'telage (tu'telij), n. [Fr., from L.

titiela, protection], state of being
under a guardian ; care or pro-
tection. as., tu'telar and tu'-

telary, having the care of ;

protecting.
tu'tor, n. [Fr., from L. tutor, a

guardian (tu&ri, to look after)],

one who takes care of ; one who
has charge of another's educa-
tion ; an instructor in a college ;

/., tu'toress ; v., to have the
care of ; to exercise authority
over. ns., tu'torage and tu'tor-

ship, the office and duties of a
tutor. a., tutorial, pertaining
to a tutor.

twaddle (fwodQ, v. [for twattle,

from TATTLE], to talk in a silly

manner ; n. t silly talk.

twain, n. [A.S. twegen (maeo.)J,
two.

twang, v. [a variant of TANQ], to
give a sound like a very tight
string pulled and suddenly let
go ; to sound a tight string ;

n., a sharp, quick sound, as
from a tight string ; an affected
tone of the voice ; a tone com-
mon to a neighbourhood.

tweak, v. [M.E., from A.S. twic-
dan, akin to TWITCH], to pull
with a sudden twist and jerk ;

n.., a sharp twist or jerk.
tweed, n. [a corruption of tweel,

TWILL], a kind of woollen cloth.

tweez'eps, n. [from tweeses, pi. of

tweese, Fr. ttui, a case for instru-

ments], small pincers for pulling
out hairs, etc.

Twelfth Night, the 5th Jan.,
eve of Twelfth Day (twelfth day
after Christmas).

twelve, a. and n. [A.S.], one more
than eleven. a. and n., twelfth.

twen'ty, a. and n. [A.S.], twice
ten. as. and ns., twen'tieth;
twen'ty-fold.

twice, adv. [A.S. twiges, gen. of

twd, TWO], two times ; doubly.
twig, n. [A.S., akin to TWO], a

shoot or small branch of a tree
or plant.

twi'light (twi'ltt), n. [A.S. twi-t
double], the faint light before
sunrise or after sunset ; a dim
light.

twill, v. [A.S. twilic, two-threaded],
to weave cloth with raised dia-

gonal lines or ridges ; n.,

twilled cloth.

twin, a. [A.S., from root of TWO],
being one of two born at a
birth ; twofold ; working side

by side ; n., one of two born
at a birth ; one of two similar

things.
twine, v. [A.S., from root of

TWICE], to twist ; to wrap
round ; n., cord of twisted
threads.

twinge (twinj), v. [A.S. twenjan],
to affect with or to feel a sharp,

shooting pain ; to pinch ; n.t

a sharp, shooting pain ; a pinch.
twinkle (twinkl), v. [A.S., akin to

TWITCH], to open and shut the
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eye quickly ; to shine with
a sparkling light. ns., twinkle
and twinkling, a quick open-
ing and. shutting of the eye ; a
quick dancing light ; an instant.

twirl, v. [freq. of A.S. thweran, to

turn], to turn round rapidly
with the fingers ; to be turned
round rapidly ; n., a quick,
round motion.

twist, v. [M.E., from A.S. twist,

rope, akin to TWICE], to twine
into a thread or rope ; to form
by winding together ; to whirl
round ; to turn from the true
meaning ; n., a sudden turn ;

manner of twisting; form given

^ by twisting ; anything twisted.

twit, v. [A.S. cetwttan (AT, and root
of wrr], to remind a person of a
fault ; to blame or reproach.
pres. p., twitting; p.p., twit-

twitch, v. [M.E. twicchen, from
A.S. twikken, to TWEAK], to pull
suddenly with a jerk ; n., a
quick and sudden pull ; a sharp,
shooting pain.

twit'tep, v. [M.E., from twit, imit.],
to chirp ; to have a slight trem-
bling of the nerves ; n. t a
chirp ; a slight trembling of the
nerves.

two'-edged (too'-ejd), a. [TWO],
sharp on both edges. as., two'-
fold, folded two times ; double ;

two'-ply, consisting of two
plies ; two'-sided, having two
sides or faces ; saying one thing
and meaning another.

ty, suff. [Fr. -tt, from L. -fas],

quality or state (as in CAPTIVITY,
POVERTY) ; multiplied by ten (as
in FIFTY).

tycoon', n. [Japanese], the former
name of the commander-in-
chief of the Japanese army.

tym'panum, n. [Gk. tympanon],

g ubiquity
the drum of the ear ; the space
between a lintel and the arch
above it ; the triangular part
of a gable wall, or at the side of
an arch ; (pi.) tym'panl.

type, 7i. [Fr., from Gk. typos, the
mark of a blow (typtein, to

strike)], a mark or stamp ; form
or character ; a figure of some-
thing to come ; a form which
shows the chief points common
to a group ; a letter cast or cut
for printing. ns., typewriter,
a machine for printing as sub-
stitute for handwriting ; ty'pist,
one who uses a typewriter.
a., typical, serving as a type ;

showing the chief points of a
group. v. t typify, to represent
by a model or likeness. n.,

typog'raphy, the art of printing
with types. as., typographic
and typographical.

typhoon', n. [Arab., from Gk.
tuphori], a violent hurricane in
the China Seas.

ty'phus, n. [Gk. typhos, smoke,
stupor], a very dangerous and
contagious fever. a., ty'phous.

a., ty'phoid [-OID], like ty-

phus ; n., a fever once thought
to be the same as typhus.

ty'rant, n. [O.Fr., from Gk. tyran-
nos], one who rules without
check ; a cruel master. as.,

tyran'nic, tyran'nical, and
typ'annous, despotic ; unjust.

v., typ'annize, to act as a
tyrant ; to rule oppressively.
n., typ'anny, the rule of a ty-
rant ; despotism.

tyre. See TIRE (2).

Typ'ian, a., pertaining to Tyre, or
to its people ; of a deep purple.

typ'o, n. [L. tiro], a recruit ; a
learner ; a novice ; one only
slightly acquainted with a sub-

ject ; (#Z.) tyros.

u
[For words beginning with un- not found below, prefix not to the simple

word, if an adjective ; want of, if a noun; to undo or reverse, if a verb.]

Ubiq'uity (ubik'wtti), n. [Fr., from
It. ubique, everywhere], exist-

ence In all places at the same
time. a., ubiq'uitous.
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u'dal or o'dal, a. [Scand.], denot-

ing land held of no superior.
n., u'daller or o'daller, one
who holds land thus (in Orkney
and Shetland).

ud tier, n. [A.S.], the organ from
which the milk of animals is

drawn ; a teat.

ugly, a. [Scand., akin to AWE],
unpleasing to the eye ; ill-look-

ing ; likely to cause trouble.
n., ug'liness.

Uhlan (oo'~ oru'ldri), n. [Ger.], one
of a body of light German
cavalry.

ukase', n. [Fr., from Russian], an
edict or order of the Tsar of
Russia.

Ul'cer, n. [Fr., from L. ulcus, a
sore], a running or open sore ;

anything that corrupts. v., ul'-

cerate, to turn into an ulcer ;

to gather matter. n., uleera'-

tipn. a., ul'cerous, affected
with or like an ulcer.

Ule, suff. [L. -ulus], dim. (as in

ANIMALCULE, GLOBULE).
Ulterior, a. [L. ulterior (corup. of

ultra, beyond)], beyond or on the
farther side ; more distant.

Ul'timate, a. [L. uUlmus, last],

last or farthest off. adv., ul'-

timately, last of all ; finally.

n., ultima'turn, a final offer

or demand ; (pi.) ultima'ta.
adv., ul'timo, in the past month
(often ult.).

ultra-, pref. [L.], beyond ; ex-

tremely (as in ULTRAMONTANE,
ULTRAMUNDANE).

ultramarine' (-mdreri), a. [It.

oltra marino (ULTRA-, mare, the
sea)], beyond the sea ; n., a
deep blue colour.

ultramon'tane, a. [ULTRA-, L.

mons, a mountain], beyond the

Alps ; n., one who upholds the
Pope's claim of sovereignty.

ultramun'dane, a. [ULTRA-, MUN-
DANE], beyond this world.

um'bel, n. [L. umbella, parasol,
from umbra^ shade], a flower-
head consisting of a number of

stalks radiating from a central

point, each bearing a flower or a
smaller umbel. a., umbellif-
erous, bearing umbels.

um'ber, n. [Fr., from L. umbra, a
shade], a brown earth used in
making paint.

umbil'ic and umbilical, as. [L.
umbilicus, the navel], pertaining
to the navel.

um'brage (um'brdj), n. [Fr., from
L. umbra, a shade], a shade, as
of trees ; suspicion ; offence.
a., umbra'geous (umbrd'jus),
forming or giving a shade ;

leafy.

umbrella, n. [It., from L. umbra,
a shade], a light folding frame
covered with silk, etc., to pro-
tect from sunshine or rain.

um'pire, n. [formerly nnmpire,
from Fr. nomper (NON-, PEER],
one who settles a dispute ; an
arbiter ; a referee.

un-, pref. [A.S.], (a) with adjec-
tives, it is a simple negative,
not ; (b) with verbs it means to
undo or reverse ; (c) with nouns
it forms verbs meaning to de-
prive of.

unabashed', a., having no feeling
of shame.

unaba'ted, a., in full strength or
force.

unabridged', a., not shortened.

unaccom'panied, a., without
attendants ; alone.

unaccomplished, a., not per-
formed; not finished; not re-

fined in manners or education.

unaccoun'table, a., that cannot
be explained ; not liable to
answer.

unaccus'tomed, a., unused ; not
in the habit (of) ; not usual.

unacknowledged (unaknol'ejd\
a., not owned or confessed ; not
noticed.

unadvised' (-vfed'), a., done with-
out due thought ; rash ; im-
prudent. a., unadvi'sable, not
to be recommended.

unaffec'ted, a., natural in man-
ners ; not touched in the feel-

ings ; sincere ; unmoved.
unalloyed' (-laid"), a., without

mixture ; pure.
unaneled' (undneld"), a. f not hav-

ing received extreme unction;
unshriven.

unanimous, a. [L. unus, one;
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animus, the mind], being all of

one mind ; agreeing in opinion.
n., unanimity, agreement.

unannealed' (unaneld'), a., not
tempered by heat.

unanswerable, a., that cannot
be disproved or contradicted.

unappalled' (undpawld'), a., not
impressed by fear.

unapt', a., not ready ; making
little progress ; not to the point ;

backward.
unassailable, a., that cannot be

attacked.

unassu'ming, a., not pushing one-
self forward ; modest ; humble.

unauthorized, a., not supported
by authority.

unavailable, a., not to be had
for use.

unavailing, a., not having the
desired result.

unavoidable, a., that cannot be
avoided.

unaware', a., not expecting ;

without thought. adv., un-
awares' (undwarz'), unexpect-
edly ; at a disadvantage.

unbar', v., to undo the bar of ; to

open.
unbearable, a., that cannot be

borne.

unbecoming, a., not becoming ;

indecent ; improper.
unbegot' and unbegot'ten, as.,

always existing ; eternal ; with-
out beginning.

un'belief (-belef), n., want of be-
lief. n., unbelie'ver, one who
does not believe, esp. in the
Bible ; a sceptic.

unbend', v., to free from a bend ;

to make straight ; to free from
strain. a., unben'ding, un-
yielding ; firm.

unbi'ased (-Wast), a., free from
bias ; not leaning to one side
more than to another.

unbind', v., to remove a band or
fastening from ; to set free.

unble'mished, a., without stain
or flaw ; pure ; innocent.

unblushing, a., without shame ;

impudent ; bold.

unbolt', v., to undo a bolt ; to

open.
unbos'om (uribuz'om), v. t to tell

out what is in the mind ; to
reveal in confidence.

unboun'ded, a., without bounds ;

without check or control.

unbrace', v., to loosen ; to slacken.

unbri'dled, a., having no bridle ;

without check ; unrestrained.

unbuckle, v.t to loosen ; to un-
fasten.

unbur'den or unbur'then, v., to
take off the burden from ; to
free from care.

uncer'tain, a., not having su

knowledge ; not clearly known ;

not to be relied on ; not firmly
fixed. n., uncer'tainty, want
of clear knowledge ; something
not clearly known.

uncharitable, a., not charitable ;

severe or unfair in judging. n.t

uncharItableness .

unchurch', v., to deprive of

church privileges ; to excom-
municate.

un'cial (tin'shdl), a. [L. uneia, an
inch], denoting large letters used
in old manuscripts ; n., a letter

of this kind.

un'ciform, a. [L. uneus, a hook],
hook-shaped.

uncircumcl'sion, n., want of
circumcision ; the people who
are not circumcised ; the Gen-
tiles.

uncivil, a., not kind or courteous.
uncivilized (unsiv'ilizd), a., in a

savage state; not trained or
refined.

unclasp', v., to open the clasp of.

uncle (unkl), n. [Fr., from L. avun-
culus], the brother of a father or
a mother.

unclean', a., not clean ; foul with
sin.

unclose', v., to open ; to reveal.

unclothe', v., to strip the clothes
off ; to make naked.

uncoil', v., to open out a coil ; to
unwind.

uncomely, a., wanting grace and
beauty. n. , uneomeliness .

uneom'promising, a., not giving
in on any point ; unyielding.

unconcern', n., want of concern
or interest. a., unconcerned',

unconditional (-dish'dn&T), a.,

free from conditions ; absolute.
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Cncon'seionable (-sJwndbl), a., not
guided by conscience ; unreason-
able.

uneon'seious (unkon'shiis), a., not
conscious ; unable to perceive.

unconstitutional, a., not accord-
ing to the constitution.

unconstrained', a., not forced
or compelled.

uncontes'ted, a., not contested ;

not disputed.
uncouple' (unktipl'), v., to set free ;

to disjoin.^., uncoupled, not
married ; disjoined.

uncour'teous (ftnkor'tyiis), a., act-

ing unkindly ; hurting one's

feelings.
uncouth' (tinkooth'), a. [A.S. UN-,

cuth, known], strange ; unusual ;

ungraceful ; ungainly.
uneov'er, v., to remove the cover
from ; to take off one's hat.

uncrowned', a., haying lost one's
crown ; not yet crowned.

Unc'tion, n. [Fr., from L. unctio

(unguere, to anoint)], act of

anointing ; a rubbing with fat,

oil, or grease ; anything that
softens ; that quality in lan-

guage or manner which leads to

devotion. a., unc'tuous, fat ;

oily ; greasy ; sanctimonious.

uncurl', v., to take out of curl.

undaun'ted, a., not afraid ; fear-
less.

undec'agon, n. [L. undecim,
eleven ; Gk. gonia, an angle], a
plane figure with eleven sides.

undeceive' (undesev'), v., to free

from deception or mistake ; set

aright. a., undeceived'.
undeniable, a., that cannot be

denied.
un'der, prep. [A.S.], on the lower

side of ; obeying the orders of ;

less than ; lower in rank than ;

by means of ; with respect to ;

In the state of ; included in ;

adv., in a lower place or degree ;

beneath ; a., lower in place or

degree; inferior.

under-, pref. (as in UNDERBID,
UNDERNEATH).

underbid', v., to offer a lower
price than.

underdone' (-dtin
f

), a., not cooked
enough.

undergo', v., to bear or suffer.

undergrad'uate, n., a student
who has not yet taken his first

degree.
un'dergrowth (-groth), n., the

lower growth of trees and shruba ;

small shrubs growing among
larger ones or among trees.

un'derhand, a., done in secret or
by unfair means ; sly ;adv., by
secret means.

underlay', v. t to lay under for

support.
underline', v., to draw a line

underneath for emphasis, etc.

un'derling, n. [-LING], an inferior
servant ; a mean person.

undermine', v., to dig away the
foundations ; to ruin by unfair
or secret means.

un'dermost, a., lowest ; at the
very bottom.

underneath', adv., in a lower
place ; below ; prep., below ;

under ; beneath.

underpaid', a., not sufficiently

paid.
underpin', v., to support beneath
by props.

underrate', v., to rate or value
below the real worth.

undersell', v.t to sell for a lower

price.

undersign' (-sin'), v., to write one's

name beneath ; subscribe.

understand', v., to know well and
fully ; to be informed of ; to

mean without expressing ; to

have the use of the mind. p.p.,

understood ; a., known ; im-

plied ;
inferred. n., under-

standing, the power of knowing
or understanding ; clear know-
ledge ; agreement.

undertake', v., to take in hand;
to agree to do ; to guarantee.
ns., undarta'ker, one who
undertakes ; one who manages
funerals; undertaking, that

which is undertaken.
un'dertone, n., a low, soft tone.

underval'ue, v., to value under
the worth ; to. esteem lightly ;

n., too low a value or price.

un'derwood, n., small shrubs

growing among larger ones or

among trees.
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unexcep'tionable, a., having no-
thing to be objected to ; fault-
less ; perfect.

unfeeling, a., having no feeling ;

hard-hearted.
unfeigned' (tinfand'), a., not pre-

tended ; real.

unflag'ging, a., not nagging or
drooping ; keeping up strength
and spirit.

unfledged' (tinflejd'), a., not yet
furnished with feathers ; not at
full growth.

unfiin'ching, a., standing firm ;

not shrinking ; resolute.

unfold', v., to open the folds of ;

to expand ; to reveal.

unfor'tunate, a , not prosperous
or happy ; not successful.

unfrequen'ted, a., not often
visited.

unfurl', v.f to spread out ; to
unfold.

ungainly, a. [M.E. ungenttiche
(UN-, Scand. gegn, serviceable)],
clumsy ; awkward ; ungrace-
ful ; uncouth.

ungipd', -y., to remove the girdle.

a., ungirt', unbound ; loosely

underwrite', v., to write one's
name under ; to insure others
against loss. n., underwriter.

undesigned' (-zind'), a., not in-
tended ; unintentional.

undeter'mined (-mind), a., not
fixed or settled; undecided
not defined.

unde'yiating, a., keeping to the
straight line ; steady ; con-
sistent.

undiscer'nible (Undiz&r'nibT), a.,
that cannot be seen. a., undis-
cer'ning, not seeing clearly.

undischarged', a., not set free ;

not fired off.

undisciplined, a., not trained.
undo' (undoo'), v. t to unfasten ; to

take to pieces ; to ruin. n.,

undoing, a taking to pieces ;

ruin. a., undone' (itndftn'),
ruined.

undoubted (-doii'ttd), a., not
called in question ; received as
true.

undress', t\, to take off dress ;

n., un'dress, a loose, ordinary
dress.

un'dQlate, v. [late L. unduldre
(undo,, a wave)], to move up and
down like waves ; to have the
appearance of waves. n., un-
dula'tion, a wavy motion or

appearance. a., un'dQlatory,
rising and falling as waves.

Unduly, adv., improperly ; unfairly.
unearth' (untrth'), ., to bring out

of concealment ; to discover.

a., unearthly, not of this
world.

unea'sy, a., not at rest ; painful ;

anxious in mind ; ungraceful.
unembodled, a., having no
body ; unoBganized.

une'qual, a., different in size,

strength, etc. ; not fairly
matched ; unjust.

unequiv'oeal, a., not doubtful ;

clear.

une'ven, a., not level or smooth ;

rough ; not divisible by two
without a remainder ; unequal.

unevent'ful, a.,, with nothing to
attract notice ; quiet ; ordinary.

unexam'pled (-pld), a., different
from anything before; quite
new.

ungodly, a., without the fear of
God.

ungroun'ded, a., without a firm
basis ; unreal ; false.

unguar'ded (ungar'ded), a., not
guarded ; careless ; oft one's

guard.
un'guent, n. [L. unguentum (un-

guere, to anoint)], ointment.
unhand', v., to take hands off ;

to let go.
unhan'dy, a., clumsy ; awkward.
unhinge' (ftnhinj'), v. t to remove
from the hinges ; to derange,
as one's mind.

unhorse', v., to throw from a
horse ; to cause to dismount.

unhoused' (unhouzd'), a., having
no house ; homeless.

unl-, pref. [L. ftnks], one ; single (as
in UNIFORM, UNANIMOUS).

U'nieorn, n. [O.Fr., from L. uni-
cornis (UNI-, cornu, a horn)], a
legendary animal having only
one horn.

u'niform, a. [Fr., from L. Uni"

formis (UNI-, -FORM)], having the
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same form or plan ; agreeing
with itself ; n., a dress mark-
ing rank or service. n., uni-
for'mity, state of being uni-
form ; sameness ; freedom from
change. adv., u'niformly, in
a uniform manner ; regularly ;

consistently.
U'nify, v. [med. L. uniflcdre (UNI-,

-FY)], to make into one ; to
unite. n., uniflca'tion.

Unilateral, a. [UNI-], pertaining
to one side.

unilit'eral, a. [UNI-], consisting of
one letter only.

union (u'nyori), n. [Fr., from L.
unio, from unus, one], joining
into one ; a whole, formed of

parts ; agreement of mind or
of interests ; a combination of
workmen ; a number of parishes
united for poor-law purposes ; a
workhouse. us., the Union,
the joining of the Parliaments
of England and Scotland in
1707 and that of Ireland in 1801;
Union-Jack, the national flag
of Great Britain and Ireland,
uniting the crosses of St. George,
St. Andrew, and St. Patrick.

unique' (unek"), a. [Fr., from L.

unicus, as above], unlike any-
thing else.

U'nison, n. [Fr., from med. L.
unisonus (UNI-, sdnus, SOUND)],
agreement in sound or pitch ;

harmony ; concord.
u'nit, n. [contraction of UNITY], a

single person or thing ; the
number 1 ; a selected amount
by which others are measured.

n., u'nity [O.Fr., from L. Uni-

tes], state of being one ; har-

mony.
Unitarian, n., one who believes

that only God the Father is

divine ; a., pertaining to Uni-
tarians(opposed to TRINITARIAN).

unite', v. [L. unlre (unus, one)], to

join or come together.
u'nivalve, n. [UNI-], a shell con-

sisting of only one piece ; a
mollusc with a single shell;

a., having a single piece in the
shell.

U'niverse, n. [Fr., from L. univer-

eus (UNI-, versus, p.p. of vertire,

to turn)], the whole creation.
a., univer'sal, affecting all the
parts ; containing all the par-
ticulars. ns., universality,
quality of being universal ; unl-
ver'sity, a body of teachers,
etc., united to teach the higher
branches of literature, science,
etc., with power to confer degrees,

unkempt', a., uncombed ; rough.
unlearn' (unUrn'), v., to forget
what one has learned. a., un-
lear'ned (-Ur'ntd), ignorant.

unless', con;. [ON, LESS], if not;
except ; suppose that not.

unlet'tered, a., without learning.
unlock', v., to open a lock.
unloose' (unloos'), v., to untie ; to

set free ; to loose.

unmake', v., to undo the make,
form, or qualities of ; to take to
pieces.

unman', v., to deprive of the quali-
ties of a man ; to deprive of men.

unmeaning, a., having no mean-
ing.

unmoor', v., to unfasten, as a ship.

unmuf'fle, v., to take off a muffler.

unmuz'zle, v., to take off a
muzzle.

unnerve', v., to deprive of nerve
or vigour.

unpack', v., to empty a pack.
unpar'alleled, a., having no

parallel ; unexampled.
unpeople' (unpepl"), v., to deprive

of people.
unprecedented, a., never seen or

heard of before.

unpretending, a., not pretend-
ing ; modest.

unprin'cipled, a., not acting ac-

cording to principle ; immoral ;

wicked.
unquestionable, a., that cannot

be doubted; certain; indis-

putable.
unques'tioned, a., not disputed

or doubted.
unrav'el, v., to separate disord-

ered parts ; to undo confusion ;

to clear up a difficulty.

unrest', n., want of rest ; un-
easiness of mind ; anxiety.

unru'ly (unroo'li), a., breaking
through rule ; not easily man-
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unsay', ., to deny what has
been said.

unscathed', a., unhurt ; uninjured.
unscrew' (tinskroo'), v., to unfasten

screws ; to take to pieces some-
thing screwed.

unsear'enable (-ser'cM&Z), a.,
that cannot be searched out ;

inscrutable ; mysterious.
unseat', v., to put off a seat ; to

deprive of a right to sit.

unset'tle, v., to unfix ; to make
uncertain ; to throw into dis-
order.

unsheathe', v., to take out of the
sheath.

unship', t\, to take out of a ship ;

to remove from its place, as an
oar, etc.

unsightly (unstt'U), a., not pleas-
ant to the sight.

unspeakable, a., that cannot
be spoken or uttered.

unstop', v., to take out a stopping
or a stopper ; uncork.

unstring', v., to take the strings
off ; to slacken the strings of.

unter-, geog. root [Ger.], under;
lower ; among (as in Unterwalden,
among the woods); Unter den
landen (famousavenue of Berlin),
under tho lindens.

unthread' (unthred'), v., to take
out the thread from.

untie', v., to loosen a tie or knot.

until', adv. [corrupted from UNTO],
up to the time, point, or degree
that ; prep., to the time, etc. ;

as far as.

untime'ly, a., happening before
the proper time ; premature.

un'to (tin'tu), prep. [A.S. und, TO],
to.

untow'ard (Unto'ard), a., not
easily guided or taught ; un-
lucky ; hindering. a., untow'-
ardly, in a troublesome manner.

Untruth', n., a false statement.

untune', v., to put out of tune.
untwine' and untwist', vs., to
undo what is twined or twisted.

unveil' (tinval"), v., to take off a
veil from ; to uncover ; dis-

close ; reveal.

unwarp', v., to take out of warp ;

to straighten ; to make impar-
tial.

unweave', v., to undo a web.
unwept', a., not mourned for.

unwiel'dy (tinwel'di), a., nofc

easily handled ; unmanageable ;

clumsy.
unwind', v., to wind oft ; to be-
come unwound.

unwit'tingly, adv., unintention-
ally ; inadvertently.

unwrap' (unrap'), v., to take off a
wrapping from ; to open out ;

to unfold.

unyoke', v., to loose from the
yoke ; to free ; to disjoin.

up, adv. [A.S.], on high ; from a
lower to a higher position ; com-
pletely ; prep. t from a lower to
a higher part of ; a., tending
upward.

up-, pref. (as in UPLAND, UPRIS-
ING, UPWARD).

u pas, n. [Malay, poison], a poison
contained in the juice of the
upas-tree.

upbear' (upbar'), v., to bear up ;

to raise and keep aloft ; to
support.

upbraid', v. [A.S. upbregdan (UP-,
BRAID)], to blame for something
disgraceful ; to reprove severely.

n., upbrai'ding, reproach ;

censure.

upheave', v. t to lift or heave up ;

to force up from below. n. t

uphea'val, a raising upward by
force ; that which is raised up.

uphdld', v., to hold up ; to keep
from falling ; to defend.

uphdl'sterer, n. [for upholdsterer,
upholder], one who makes or
sells furniture, etc. n., up-
hol'stepy, goods or business of
an upholsterer.

up'land, n., land considerably
above the level of the sea ; a.,

high in position ; belonging to

hilly country.
up'most or uppermost, a. [sup.

deg. of UP], furthest up ; highest
in rank or authority.

upon', prep., on ; on the top of.

up'per, a. [comp. deg. of UP], fur-

ther up ; higher in position or
rank. n., upper hand, superi-
ority ; advantage.

up'right, a., straight up ; not

leaning to one side ; guided by
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what is right ; honest ; n.,

something standing straight up.
n., uprightness, honesty ;

integrity.

np'roar, n. [Du.], a noisy disturb-
ance. a., uproarious, noisy
and troublesome.

uproot', v., to tear up by the root.

upset', v., to turn upside down :

to overturn. ns., up'set, an
overturn ; up'set price, the
starting price at a sale.

up'shot, n., that which is shot or
turned up ; the outcome or
result.

up'start, n., one who has sud-
denly risen to wealth, etc. ;

a., suddenly raised to wealth,
etc.

up'ward, a. and adv. (also up'-
wards), towards a higher place.

Ur'anus, n. [Gk. ouranos, heaven],
the seventh planet in order of
distance from the sun.

UP'ban, a. [L. urbdnus (urbs, a
city)], belonging to a city ; also

urbane', having refined man-
ners ; courteous ; polite. n.,

urbanity, politeness ; refine-

ment.
ur'chin, n. [Fr., from L. eriwus, a

hedgehog], a hedgehog ; a child
or a small boy.

ure, suff. [Fr., from L. -Ura],

quality or state (as in LEISURE,
VERDURE).

urge (6rj), v. [L. urgere, to press],
to press ; to push onward ; to
follow closely after. n., ur'-

gency, pressing nature or want ;

great importance ; earnest ask-

ing. a., ur'gent, pressing ; of

great importance ; asking ear-

nestly ; calling for instant
action.

Ur'im, n. pi. [Heb., lights], and
Thum'mim, n. pi. [Heb., per-

fections], ornaments in the

breastplate of the Jewish high-

priest.
urn (6rn), n. [Fr., from L. urna], a

vessel of a roundish form ; a
vase for holding the ashes of the

Ur'sa, n. [L., she-bear], the Bear,
a name given to two groups of

stars near the north pole (Ursa

Major, or Greater Bear, and
Ursa Minor, or Lesser Bear).
a., UP sine (fyr'&iri).

use (Us), n. [O.Fr., from L. usus
(ttti, to use)], state of being em-
ployed ; that which fits any-
thing for a purpose ; need ;

habit ; custom. n., use (Uz), to
apply to a purpose ; to act by
means of ; to act towards ; to
make a practice of; to accus-
tom or to be accustomed. n.,

usage (U'zH), manner of using ;

treatment ; long-continued cus-
tom.

use'ful (Us'fUl), a., that can be
employed for a purpose ; ser-

viceable ; profitable. as., use'-

less, of no use ; worthless ;

u'sual (n'zMldl), much in use ;

happening often ; common.
ush'er, n. [O.Fr. ussier, from L.

ostidrius, a doorkeeper], one
who introduces strangers or runs
before a person of rank ; an
under teacher ; v., to lead in ;

to introduce ; to run before.

usurp' (nefrp"), v. [Fr., from L.

usurpdre], to take by force and
without right. ns., usurpa'-
tion and usur'per.

u'sury (u'zhuri), n. [L. usttra, use
(Uti, to USE)], (formerly) interest

of any kind ; (now) excessive or

illegal interest ; a lending of

money on interest. n., u'sur-

er, one who lends money for

usury. a., usurious, taking
too high interest.

uten'sil, n. [Fr., from L. vtensttis,

fit for use (uti, to USE)], a vessel

or a tool for household or for

trade purposes.
u'tilize, v. [Fr., from L. utilis, use-

ful], to put to profitable use.

n., utility, quality of being
useful ; usefulness. a., utili-

tarian, pertaining to utility;

judged by utility ; n., one
who makes utility the test of

right and wrong. n., utilitar'-

ianism, the belief that utility

is the test of right and wrong. .

ut'most and ut'term&st, as.

[A.S., double sup. utemest of

Gt, our], at the farthest point;
most distant; in the highest
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degree ; n. t the most that can
_ be done.
Ut&'pian, a. [Utopia, nowhere, an

ideal place of perfection de-
scribed by Sir T. More (Qk. ou,
not ; t&pos, a place)], fanciful ;

unreal ; visionary.
Ut'ter (1), a. [A.S. uttera, comp. of

M, OUT], furthest out ; com-
plete ; perfect. adv., ut'terly,
fully ; to the very last point.

Ut'tep (2), v. [M.E. uttren, outren,

to put out, as above], to speak ;

to make known ; to publish.-
a., ut'terable, that may be ut-
tered or spoken. n., ut'tep-

ance, power of uttering ; man-
ner of speaking.

ti'vftla, n. [L. uva, grapes], the
fleshy lobe over the back of the
tongue.

uxdr'ious, a. [L. uxor, a wifej,

foolishly fond of a wife. n.,
uxorlousness .

va'eant, a. [Fr., from L. vacdre, to
be empty], having nothing with-
in ; free from business, thought,
or care ; idle ; unoccupied. n.,

va'eaney, state of being empty ;

leisure ; unemployed ; time ;

an unfilled office. v. t vacate',
to leave empty ; to give up
possession of ; to annul. n.,

vaca'tion, freedom from work ;

a holiday at school or college ; a
recess of law courts.

vac'cinate (vdk'sindf), v. [L. vacca,
a cow], to inoculate with cow-
pox virus as a preventive against
small -pox. ns., vaeeina'tion ;

vac'eine (-sin), the virus of

cowpox, or of other diseases
used in the same way.

Vacillate (vas'iW), i\ [L. vacilldre,
to waver], to sway from side to
side ; to be of changeful mind ;

to waver. n. t vacilla'tion, a
swaying from side to side ;

changeableness of mind. as.,
vae'illant and vaclllatopy.

vacuity, n. [L. vacuus, empty],
state of being empty ; space un-
occupied ; void. a., vae'uous,
empty ; unfilled. n., vae'uuni,
empty space ; the inside of a
vessel exhausted of air.

vag'abond, a. [Fr., from L. vaga-
bundus, wandering], wandering ;

with no fixed dwelling ; driven
to and fro ; n., a beggar ; a
tramp. ns., vag'abondage and
vag'abondisrn .

vaga'ry, n. [L. vagdri, to wander],
a wandering of the thoughts ; a
wild fancy ; a freak.

va'grant, a. [L. vagans, wander-
ing, with r inserted], wandering ;

having no settled home ; n.,
one who has no settled home ; a
beggar. <n., va'gpancy, state
of being a vagrant.

vague (vdg), a. [Fr., from L. vagus,
wandering], flitting ; unsettled ;

ambiguous ; indefinite. n.t

yague'ness.
vain, a. [Fr., from L. vdnus, empty],

of no use ; fruitless ; worth-
less ; proud ; showy. n., vain-
gl&p'y, great pride in one's own
doings ; empty show or pride.

a., vainglorious, boastful ;

conceited.

val-, valle- [Sp. and It.], vau-
[Fr., L. vallls], geog. root, a valley
(as in Valais, the district of

valleys ; Valparaiso, the valley
of Paradise ; Val d'Arno, the

valley of the Arno ; Vauclitse,
the enclosed valley).

val'ance, n. [Fr. Valence, a town
near Lyons], the hangings of a
window or a bed ; 1\, to furnish
with a valance.

vale, n. [Fr., from L. vallis, a
valley], low ground between
hills ; a valley.

valedie'tion, n. [L. vale, farewell ;

dic&re, to say], a bidding fare-

well. a., valedic'topy, bidding
farewell.

val'entine, n., a lover chosen on
St. Valentine's day, the 14th
February; a love letter sent on
St. Valentine's day.

valerian, n. [L. valere, to be

strong], the plant allheal, the
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root of which Is used as a
strengthening medicine.

val'et (val'et or -a), n. [Fr. VARLET],
a man-servant who attends to
the person of his master and to
his clothes.

valetudinarian and valetu'din-
ary, a. [Fr., from L. valetttdo,
state of health], infirm in health ;

seeking to recover ; n., a per-
son constantly in weak health.

Valhalla orWalhalla, n. [Scand.],
'

the heaven or palace of im-
mortality in Scandinavian myth-
ology.

valiant (val'ydnt), a. [O.Pr. volant,
from L. valere, to be strong],
brave in danger ; bravely done.

adv., valiantly.
valid* o. [Fr., from L. valldus,

strong], strong ; founded in truth :

according to legal form; con-
clusive. ns., validity and val'-

idness, state or quality of being
valid.

valise' (vales'), n. [Fr.], a travel-

ling bag ; a portmanteau.
valley, n. [Fr., from L. vattis], low

land between hills ; a low-lying
plain.

val'oup (v&l'dr), n. [O.Fr., from L.

valere, to be strong], courage ;

ability to face danger ; bravery.
a., val'orous, brave; cour-

ageous.
val'ue (val'U), n. [Fr. valu, p.p. of

valoir, to be worth, from L.

valere}, that which makes any-
thing desirable or useful ; worth
as marked by price ; import-
ance ; the exact meaning ; the
relative length of a musical
note ; v., to mark the price of ;

to think highly of ; to prize.

a., val'Qable, of great value :

worth a great price ; of great
use ; n., a thing of value.

ns., valfta'tion, act of valuing ;

the value set; valuator, one
who values ; an appraiser.

valve (valv), n. [Fr., from L. valva,
a folding door], one of the leaves
of a door ; a flap which opens
only in one direction ; one of the
divisions of hinged shells. as.,

valved (vdlvd), furnished with
valves i val'vQlar. acting as a

valve ; pertaining to valves, as
of the heart.

vamp, n. [corrupted from Fr.

avant-pied, the front foot], the
upper leather of a boot or shoe ;

75., to repair ; to patch ; to
extemporize an accompaniment.

vam'pire, n. [Fr., from Serbian
vampir], a ghost supposed to
suck the blood of sleeping per
sons ; one who preys upon
others ; a kind of bat,

van (1), n. [short for VANGUARD],
the front, as of an army or a
fleet. n., van guard (v&n'gard),
[O.Fr. avant-garde (avant, before ;

GUARD)], the guard in front of
an army ; the front line.

van (2), n. [Fr., from L. vannus, a
sieve], a fan for winnowing corn ;

a wing.
van (3), n. [short for CARAVAN], a

large covered wagon for goods.
Van'dal, n. [L., from Teut., a wan-

derer], one of the race of Ger*
mans who destroyed Rome in
the fifth century ; one who wil-

fully destroys works of art, etc.

n., van'dalism, the spirit or
habits of the Vandals.

vane, n. [A.S. /ana, a banner], a
movable arm for showing the
direction of the wind ; an arm
of a windmill or a blade of a
ship's screw ; the flat part of a
feather.

vanilla, n. [Sp. vainilla, a little

pod, from L. vagina, a sheath],
a sweet-scented plant of the
orchid kind, used for flavouring.

vanish, v. [Fr., from L. evdnescere,
from vanus, VAIN], to pass out of

sight ; to disappear.
vanity, n. [Fr., from L. vanUaa

(vanus, VAIN)], want of reality ;

great conceit of oneself ; fruit-

less action; empty pleasure j

idle show.
van'quish (vang'kwish), v. [O.Fr.B

from L. vincere, to conquer], to

get the better of ; to defeat : to

get over, as obstacles.

van'tage (vdn'tij), n. [short for

ADVANTAGE],
vapid, a. [L. vapldus, flat or

sour], having lost life or spirit ;

flat or tasteless: dull. ns..
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vapidity and vap'idness, flat-

ness ; dullness.

va'poup (va'pdr), n. [Fr., from L.

vapor], the gas given off by a
liquid or solid when sufficiently
heated ; particles of water float-

ing in the air ; anything passing
quickly away ; (pi.) a disease or
weakness of the nerves ; v., to
rise in vapour ; to give off

steam ; to boast or talk idly.

v., va'porize (or vap'-), to turn
into vapour ; to pass off in

vapour. n., vappriza'tion, pro-
cess of turning into vapour or
steam. a., va'porous, like va-
pour ; imaginary ; vain. n.,

va'pourer, one who boasts.

a., va'poury, full of vapour ;

full of whims or fancies ; peevish.
varicose, a. [L. varix, a swollen

vein, from varus, bent], swollen
or enlarged.

var'let, n. [Fr., dim. of VASSAL], a
servant or groom ; a low fellow.

var'nish, n. [Fr. vernis], a liquid
painted on a surface to give it

a smooth, glossy look ; a glossy
appearance ; v., to put on var-
nish ; to give a fine look to.

Car'y (var'i), v. [Fr., from L. varius,
VARIOUS], to change in form or
look ; to make or to become
different ; to differ or disagree ;

to modify. a., variable, that
may vary or alter ; likely to

change ; easily changed ; n.,
that which varies ; (math.) a
quantity of unfixed value. ns.,

variability and variableness,
fickleness ; inconstancy ; var'-
lance, a change of form or con-
dition ; disagreement ; state of

enmity. a., variant, varying;
different ; n., a different form
or reading. n., variation, a
slight change ; successive change ;

the amount of change ; a tune
played with various changes.
a., varied (var'id), differing in
form or appearance ; diversi-
fied. v., variegate, to mark
with different colours. ns.,

variega'tion ; vari'ety, a dif-

ference between one thing and
another ; a number of different

things ; a subdivision of a

species. a., various, different ;

unlike ; several or many ; un-
certain.

vas'cular, a. [L. vasculum, a
small vessel, dim. of vas], per-
taining to the veins or vessels
of an animal or a plant.

vase (vaz or vawz, Sc. vaz, Amer.
vas), n. [Fr., from L. vasurti, akin
to vas], a vessel for sacred pur-
poses ; a vessel for ornament ; a
glass for holding flowers.

vas'sal, n. [Fr., from C. gwas or
fas, a servant], one who holds
land from a superior ; one who
is subject to a lord or master ;

a slave ; a., servile. n., vas'-
salage (-#), state of being a

vast, a. [Fr., from L. vastus, waste,
wide], of very great size, num-
ber, or amount ; enormous.
n., vast'ness, very great size,
etc.

vat, n. [A.S. fcef], a large vessel for

holding liquids ; the vessel into
which the wine flows from the
wine-press.

Vatican, n. [L. Vaticdnus, the
Vatican (hill)], the Pope's palace
on the Vatican Hill at Rome ;

the papal authority.
vatic'inate, v. [L. vdtitinari (votes,

a prophet)], to foretell ; to pre-
dict. n., yaticina'tion, pro-
phecy; prediction; soothsaying.

vault, n. [O.Fr. route, volt, from
L. voWius (volvfre, to roll)], an
arched roof ; a room with an
arched roof ; a high leap with
the aid of the hands or of a pole ;

the bound of a horse ; v., to
cover with an arched roof ; to

jump (over) with the aid of the
hands or of a pole ; to leap, as
a horse ; a ., vaul'ted, covered
with an arch or a vault ; in the
form of an arch.

vaunt, v. [Fr. vanter (see VANITT)],
to boast of what one has done
or can do ; n., a boasting OP

showing off.

veal, n. [O.Fr. veel, from L. vitellus,

a little calf], the flesh of a calf

prepared for food.

vecchio, vecehia [It.], viego [Sp.],

vieux [Fr.], geog. root, old (as in
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Porto Vecchio, the old port ;

Civita Vecchia, the old city;
Puerto Viego, old port ; Vieux
Condi, old Conde).

Ve'da, n. [Skt.], the general name
given to the ancient sacred books
of the Hindus.

vedette' (vedet'), n. [Fr., from It.

vedetta, for viditta, a sentry-box
(L. videre, to see)], a mounted
sentry at an outpost.

veer, v. [Fr. virer], to turn round ;

to change course or direction.

veg'etable (vej
r

), n. [Fr., from L.
vegetdbilis (vegere, to quicken)], a
plant, esp. one grown for food ;

a., belonging to plants ; of the
nature of a plant ; derived from
plants. ns., vegetarian, one
who only eats vegetables and
fruits ; vegetarianism, the
practice of a vegetarian. v.,

veg'etate, to grow, as a plant ;

to lead a dull, idle life. -n. f

vegeta'tion, the growth of

plants; plants growing. a.,

veg'etative, growing, as plants ;

causing growth.
vS'hement, a. [L. vehemens (ve-,

without ; mens, the mind)],
carried away by one's feelings ;

passionate ; impetuous. ns.,
ve'hemenee and ve'hemeney,
eagerness of mind ; enthusiasm ;

hot-headedness.
ve'hiele (or ve'ikl), n. [L. vehiculum

(vehere, to carry)], a carriage ;

that in which persons or goods
are carried ; any means of con-
veying. a., vehie'olap, be-

longing to or carried on by a
vehicle.

veil (vdl), n. [Fr., from L. velum, a
covering], that which screens or
hides ; a piece of thin cloth as a
covering for the face ; v.f to

put on a veil ; to cover or con-
ceal.

vein (van), n. [Fr., from L. vena],
a vessel which carries the blood
to the heart ; a small rib in a
leaf ; a crack in a rock filled

with a mineral of a different

kind ; a streak of colour ; a
state of mind ; v., to mark with
streaks. a., veined (vdnd),
marked with veins. n., vena'-

Venetian

tion, the arrangement of the
veins on leaves or wings. a.,

ve'nous, contained in veins ;

marked with veins.

vellum, n. [Fr. velin, from L.
vitulimis (vitulus, a calf)], calf-
skin prepared for writing on ;

fine parchment.
velocipede (velos'iped), n. [L.

velox, swift; pes, ped-is, the
foot], a light carriage driven by
the feet.

velocity (velos'iti), n. [Fr., from
L. velocitas (velox, swift)], swift-
ness ; measured speed ; a rate.

vel'vet, n. [O.Fr., from It. vettuto

(L. villus, shaggy hair)], cloth
with a thick, glossy nap ; a.,

made of or soft like velvet. n.,

velveteen', velvet made of
cotton. a., vel'vety, like vel-

vet, soft or glossy.
ve'nal, a. [O.Fr., from L. venalis],

that may be bought ; ready to
take a bribe. n., venality,
quality of being easily bribed or

corrupted.
vena'tion, ve'nous. See VEIN.

vend, v. [Fr., from L. vendtre], to
sell or to offer for sale. n.,
ven'dor or ven'der, one who
sells. a., ven'dible, that may
be sold.

vendet'ta, n. [It., from L. vin-

dicta, revenge], private revenge ;

blood-feud.

veneer', v. [Ger. furniren, from
Fr. fournir, to FURNISH], to glue
a thin slice of one kind of wood
on the surface of another ; to

give a fair appearance to ; ?i.,

a thin slice of wood so used ;

outward show. n., veneering,
the art of using veneer ; thin
slice of wood so used.

ven'erable, a. [O.Fr., from L.

venerabilis (venerari, to rever-

ence)], worthy of honour or

reverence ; n., the title of an
archdeacon. v., ven'erate, to

treat with reverence ; to look on
with great respect. n., venera'-

tion, a strong feeling of rever-

ence.

ven'ery, n. [O.Fr., from L. ven&ri,

to hunt], hunting.
Vene'tiaa, a., belonging to Venice ;
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n., a native of Venice. n.,

vene'tian blind, a blind made of

strips of wood hung on tapes.
ven'geance (ven'jdns), n. [Fr., from

L. vindicare, to punish (see VIN-
DICATE)], heavy punishment for

injury ; revenge. a., venge'ful,
fond of punishing ; vindictive.

ve'nial, a. [O.Fr., from L. venia,
pardon], that may be pardoned ;

light or trifling.
venison (ven'izon or ven'zon), n.

[O.Fr., from L. vendtio, a hunt-
ing], the flesh of animals taken
in hunting, esp. the deer.

ven'om, n. [O.Fr. venim, from L.

venenum), poison ; the poison of

serpents, etc. ; spite or malice.

a., ven'omous, full of poison
or spite ; virulent.

vent, n. [earlier fent, Fr. fente, a
slit, from L. findere, to cleave],
a small opening ; a passage for

air, smoke, etc. ; the touch-hole
of a cannon ; outlet ; v,, to
make a vent in ; to pour forth.

ven'tilate, v. [L. ventilare, to
winnow (ventus, the wind)], to let

the wind blow through ; to fill

with fresh air ; to expel foul

air, etc. ; to separate chaff by
blowing ; to search into ; to
discuss. ns., ventila'tion, a
letting in of fresh air ; the means
by which it is let in ; separation
of chaff from grain ; open dis-

cussion ; yen'tilatop, a means
of connection with the fresh air.

ven'tral, a. [L. venter, the belly],

belonging to or on the belly.

ven'tricle, n. [Fr., from L. ven-
tricfilus (venter, the belly)], one
of the two divisions of the heart
which force the blood into the
arteries ; a division of the brain.

ventril'oquism and ventril'-

oquy, ns. [L. venter, the belly ;

loqul, to speak], the art of speak-
ing so that the voice seems to
come from somewhere else. n.,

ventril'oquist, one who so

ven'ture, n. [short form of AD-
VENTURE], an undertaking at-

tended with risk or danger ; a
risk on an uncertain chance ;

speculation ; the thing risked ;

v., to be bold enough ; to run
a risk ; to expose to danger ; to
send on chance. as., ven'tur'-
ous and ven'tupesome, willing
to run a risk ; not afraid of

danger.
ven'ue (ven'u), n. [Fr., from L.

venire, to come], the place where
a thing is said to have happened ;

the place where a case is to be
tried ; the district from which
a jury is chosen.

Ve'nus, n. [L.], the Roman god-
dess of love ; the planet second
in order from the sun.

vera cious (vera'shits), a. [L. verax
(vents, true)], speaking the truth ;

truthful ; honest. n., verae'-
ity, habit of telling the truth ;

truthfulness.

veran'da, n. [Port., from L. vdra,
forked pole ?], a kind of covered
gallery or balcony in front of a
house ; a portico.

verb, n. [Fr., from L. verbum, a
word], the word that tells what
exists or is done. a., ver'bal,
spoken, not written ; having to
do with words only ; word for

word ; derived from a verb ;

n., a verb used as a noun. advs.,

vep'bally, by word of mouth ;

verbft'tim, word for word. n.,

ver'biage, the use of too many
words. a., verbose', using too

many words ; long-winded.
n., verbosity, wordiness ; pro-
lixity ; verbiage.

verbe'na, n. [L. verbena, boughs
of olive, myrtle, etc.], a class

of plants cultivated for their

beauty and perfume.
ver'dant, a. [O.Fr., from L. viri-

dis], green ; flourishing ; inex-

perienced. nt, vep'dure, green-
ness ; fresh growth.

ver'dict, n. [Fr., from L. vere dictum
(vere, truly ; dicere, to say)], the
decision of a jury ; the state-

ment of an opinion.
vep'digpis (ver'digris), n. [O Fr.,

vert de Orece, green of Greece],

poisonous green rust on brass

and copper.
verge (1) (verj), v. [L. vergSre], to

turn or lean towards ; to incline ;

to border on.
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verge (2) (verj), n. [Fr., from virga,
a twig], a rod of office ; an edge
or border. n., ver'ger (ver'jer),
one who carries a verge ; a
macer ; the officer of a cathedral.

rity, v. [L. verus, true ; -FY], to

prove to be true ; to examine
and find correct. a., verifi-
able, that may be proved to be
true. n., verification, act of
verifTing ; state of being verified.

verily. See under VERY.
verisimilar, a. [L. verus, true ;

similis, like], having the like-

ness of truth ; probable ; likely.

verisimilitude, n. [L. verisimili-

tudo], the likeness or appearance
of truth.

verity, n. [O.Fr., from L. veritas,

truth], quality of being true ;

agreement ; a true statement ;

truth. a., veritable, true ;

real ; actual.

ver'juice (ver'joos), n. [Fr. ver, vert,

green ; JUICE], sour or unripe
juice ; vinegar made from un-
ripe juice.

vermicelli (-sel'i or -chel'i), n.

[It., pl. t from L. vemniculus, a
little worm], dough of fine wheat-
flour pressed into worm-like
threads. a., vermie'filar, like

a worm. v., vermic'ttlate, to
carve into worm-like forms ;

os. (and vermic'tilated), marked
with crooked lines ; crawling.

n., vermieula'tion, motion
like a worm ; ornamental lines

like worm tracks ; state of

being worm-eaten. a., ver'-

miform, of the form of a worm.
vermilion, n. [Fr., from L. ver-

miculus, a little worm (vermis, a
worm)], a bright scarlet colour

got from the cochineal ineect or
from sulphur and mercury ; any
bright red colour ; v., to dye
red.

ver'min, n. [Fr., from L. vermis, a
worm], small destructive ani-

mals, as rats, mice, noxious in-

sects, etc. ; base and mischievous
persons.
ernae'ula?, a. [L. verna, a home-
born slave], pertaining to one's

country ; one's own by birth ;

mother tongue.

ver'nal, a. [L. vemdlis (v&r, the
spring)], pertaining to the spring;
appearing in spring ; belonging
to youth ; n., vorna'tion, the
arrangement of the young
leaves in the bud.

ver'nier, n. [Pierre Vernier, the
inventor], a small scale sliding
along the edge of a larger one,
for measuring very small spaces
or angles.

ver'satile, a. [Fr., from L. ver-
sdtilis (vertere, to turn)], easily
turned round ; easily changed
in opinion ; turning readily.
n., versatility, quality of being
versatile ; readiness to turn ;

adaptability.
verse, n. [A.S. fers, from L. versus

(vertere, to turn)], a line of poe-
try ; a number of lines arranged
according to metre ; composi-
tion in poetry ; a division of a
chapter in the Bible ; n., ver'-

sion, translation from one
language to another ; the
thoughts of one language ex-

pressed in those of another ;

an account or description.
versed (verst), a. [L. versdtust en-

gaged in (vertere, to turn)], (in)

familiar with ; skilled in.

ver'sify, v. [L. versus, -FY], to
make verses ; to turn into verse.

n., versiflea'tion, the art or

practice of making verses.

verst, n. [Russian], a Russian
measure of length of 3,500 feet.

ver'tebra, n. [L., from vertere, to

turn], one of the small parts of

the backbone ; (pi.) ver'tebrse,
the backbone. a., ver'tebral,
pertaining to the backbone.
n., ver'tebrftte, an animal with
a backbone ; as. (and ver'te-

brated), fitted with joints;
having a backbone.

ver'tex, n. [L., the top (see VOR-
TEX)], top or highest point ; (pi.)

ver'tices. a., ver'tical, per-

taining to the vertex ; right over-

head ; straight up and down ;

n., a vertical line.

verti'go (or ver'tigo), n. [L., from
vertere, to turn], dizziness of the

head ; giddiness.
ver'tu. See VIRTU.
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ver'vain, n. [O.Fr., from L.],
same as VERBENA.

verve, n. [Fr., from L. verba,
words ?], enthusiasm ; energy.

ver'y, a. [O.Fr., from L. verus,

true], true ; real ; actual ; adv.,
in a high degree. adv., verily,
in truth ; beyond doubt.

vesicle, n. [L. veslcula (vesica, a
bladder)], a small bladder or
blister ; a small cavity in an
animal body. as., vesie'ulap
and vesic'Olous.

ves'pep, n. [L., akin to HESPERUS],
the evening star ; the evening ;

(pi.) evening service ; evensong.
ves'sel, 7i. [O.Fr. vaissel, from L.

vascellum '(vas, a vase)], anything
hollow for holding food, liquids,
etc. ; a ship ; a tube in which
blood or sap flows.

vest, n. [L. vestis, a garment], a
piece of clothing ; a body with-
out sleeves ; v., to clothe ; to

give the right of possession to ;

(in) to commit to ; to descend
to, or take effect.

Ves'ta, 7i. [L.], the virgin goddess
in whose temple the sacred fire

was kept continually burning ;

ves'ta, a wax match ; a taper.

a., ves tal, pertaining to Vesta ;

pure ; chaste ; n., one of the
maidens who tended the sacred
fire.

ves'tibule, n. [L. vestibuluni], a

porch or entrance ; a hall or

lobby.
ves'tige (ves'tij), n. [L. vestigium, a

footstep], the mark or print of

a foot ; a slight mark left by
anything.

vest'ment, n. [L. vestimentum (ves-

tis, a garment)], a garment ; a
dress ; (pi.) robes worn by the

clergy. n., ves'tpy, a room in

which the robes or vestments
are kept ; persons chosen to

manage parish matters ; a
meeting of persons so chosen.

ns., ves'tpyman; ves'ture, a
garment or covering ; dress.

vetch, n. [O.Fr., from L. vieia], a
class of plants of the pea family,
some of which are used for

feeding cattle, etc.

vet'eran, a. [L. veterdnus], old and

experienced ; n., one who has
seen much service ; an old
soldier or sailor.

vet'epinapy, a. [L. veterinarius,
pertaining to beasts of burden],
pertaining to the diseases of the
lower animals ; n., one skilled
in the diseases of animals.

ve'to, n. [L., I forbid], prohibi-
tion ; right or power to forbid ;

v., to forbid ; to refuse assent
to. n., ve'toist, one who is in
favour of a veto.

vex, v. [Fr., from L. vexare, to tor-

ment], to disturb ; to make sad
or angry ; to irritate ; to annoy.

n. t vexa'tion, state of being
vexed ; that which vexes.

as., vexa'tious, causing trouble
or annoyance ; vexed (vekst),

troubled ; displeased ; much de-
bated.

vi'aduct, n. [L. viaducta (via, a
way ; ducere, to lead)], a bridge
for carrying a road or railway.

vi'al, n. [O.Fr., as PHIAL], a small
bottle or vase.

vi'and, n. [Fr., from L. vlvenda,
victuals (vivere, to live)], an
article of food ; (pi.) food.

viaticum, n. [L., from vidticus, of
a journey (via, a way)], provi-
sions for the way ; the com-
munion given to the dying.

vi'bpate, v. [L. vibrdre, to shake],
to move backwards and for-

wards ; to oscillate ; to measure
by moving to and fro ; to quiver.

n., vibpa'tion, motion to and
fro ; a quivering sound. a.,

vi'bpatopy, consisting in or

causing vibrations.

vie'ap, n. [O.Fr., from L. vicdriw],
one who acts as another's sub-
stitute ; the minister of a parish
in England to whom a salary is

paid by another. n., vie'arage
(vik'drij), the living or the house
of a vicar. as., vicarial and
vica'piate, of or belonging to a
vicar ; deputed. ns.,vicaplate
and vie'apsbip, the office or
rank of a vicar. or., vicarious,
filling another's place ; acting
for another ; done or suffered
for another.

vice (1) (vis), n. [Fr. vist a screw.
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from L. vitis, vine], an instru-
ment of two strong jaws closed
by a screw, for holding things
firmly when being filed, etc.

Vice (2) (ins), n. [Fr., from L. vitium,
vice], a fault or defect ; any
evil or immoral habit ; depra-
vity ; wickedness. -a., vicious

(yish'iis), given to vice ; bad or
impure ; tricky, as a horse.

Vice-, pref. [L. vicis, change], de-
noting one who acts for or is

second in rank to another (as
VICE-PRESIDENT, VICEROY).

Vieegop'ent (visjer'ent), a. [Fr.

VICE-, L. gerere, to act], acting
for a superior ; exercising the

power of another ; n., one who
acts for a superior.

viee'poy, n. [Fr. vice-roi (VICE-, rot,

king)], one who rules in the name
and place of a sovereign. a.,

vicere'gal, belonging to a vice-

roy. n., viceroy'alty, the office,

rank, or power of a viceroy.
Vicinage (ms'indj), n. [Fr., from

L. vicimis, near], places in the
neighbourhood. n., vicinity,
places near ; nearness ; neigh-
bourhood.

vicis'situde, n. [L. vicissitUdo (see

VICE-)], change from one thing
to another ; variation ; revolu-
tion ; alternation.

Vic'tim, n. [Fr., from L. victima],
an animal offered in sacrifice ; a
person who sufferswhile trying to

gain some end ; a person ruined
by another ; a sufferer from
some disaster.^?., vic'timize,
to make a victim of ; to cheat.

Vic'top, n. [L.], one who gains a
battle ; a winner ; a conqueror.

a., victdP'ious, pertaining to

victory ; triumphant ; success-
ful. n. f vic'topy, defeat of an
enemy ; success in any contest
or difficulty ; triumph.

Victoria, n., a low four-wheeled
carriage for two persons (named
after Queen Victoria).

Victual (wtl), v. [O.Fr. vitaUle,
from Lo victualis, belonging to
food (viv&re, to live)], to supply
with food ; to lay in a stock of

provisions. pres. p., victual-

ling ; P>P: victualled. n.a

victualler (vit'Ur), one who
supplies food ; one who keeps
an inn or hotel ; a dealer in
grain ; (licensed) one who has
a licence to sell liquor. n. pi.,
victuals (vittz), food for human
beings ; provisions.

videlicet, adv. [L. vid&re licet, one
may see], to wit ; namely
usually written viz., and read as
"
namely."

vidette'. See VEDETTE.
vidi'mus, n. [L., we have seen],
an examination ; a view of the
chief points of a book, etc.

vie (vl), v. [M.E. vien, Fr. envier,
from L. invitdre, to INVITE],
(with) to strive to get the better
of ; to contend ; to rival.

pres. p., vying ; p.p., vied.
view (vu), n. [Fr., from videre, to

see], a sight of anything ; reach
of the eye ; prospect ; land-
scape ; a picture ; manner of

looking at things ; way of think-
ing ; result of thought ; that
which is kept in sight ; aim or
intention ; v., to look at ; to
turn over in the mind. a.,

viewless, invisible ; impercep-
tible.

Vigil (vii'il), n. [L. vigil, awake],
a keeping from sleep ; wakeful-
ness ; prayers during the night ;

the watch on the day and night
before a feast. n., vigilance,
watchfulness ; care or caution.

a., vigilant, watchful ; on
the look-out.

vignette' (vinyet'), n. [Fr., from
vigne, a VINE], an imitation of
vine leaves, etc., on Gothic
buildings ; an engraving on a
title-page or at the beginning
of a chapter ; a photograph or

drawing shaded off at the edges.

vig'our (vig'dr), n. [O.Fr., from L.

vigor], force of mind or body ;

energy. a., vig'opous, full of

strength or vigour ; energetic ;

healthy.
Viking, n. [Scand. etc, a bay],

one of the Northern pirates in

the ninth and tenth centuries ;

a sea-robber.

vile, a. [O.Fr., from L. vUis, cheap],
of little worth ; low or
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wicked.^ n., vile'ness, base-
ness ; wickedness.

vii'iff, v. [L. vttte, -FY], to make
rile ; to speak ill of ; to de-
fame ; to traduce.

vilipend, v. [L. vilis, pend&re, to

weigh], to think and speak of as
of little worth.

villa, n. [L.], a country house ; a
house in the suburbs of a town,
usually with a small garden.

Villa- [It.], ville- [Fr.l, geog. root,
a town (as in Villa Nuova, Ville-

ncuve, new town ; Villa Real,
royal town).

village (wi'ij'), n. [Fr., from L.

vittajlcus, from VILLA], a collec-

tion of houses less than a town.
w., villager, one who lives

in a village.
villain (vil'dn), n. [O.Fr., from late

L. villdnus, a farm-servant], a
feudal tenant of the lowest class

(also villein) ; a thorough
scoundrel. a., villainous, like

a villain ; very base or wicked.
n., villainy, great wicked-

ness ; the act of a villain.

vin'cible, a. [L. vincibilis (vincre,
to conquer)], that may be con-
quered or overcome.

vin eulum (ving'kulum), n. [L.,
from vincire, to bind], that which
binds ; a bond ; a link.

Vin dicate, v. [L. vindicdre, to lay
claim to], to claim as a right ;

to prove to be right or just ; to
maintain by force. ns., vindi-

ca'tion, act of vindicating ;

defence ; justification ; vin'-
dicator. a., vindicative, re-

vengeful ; malicious.

Vine, n. [Fr., from L. vinea, vine-

yard (vinwn, WINE)], a climbing
pJant bearing grapes ; any
climbing or trailing plant. ns.,

vi'nery, a hot-house for rearing
vines ; vine'yard (vin'ydrd), a
field planted with vines.-^-a.,
vi'nous, belonging to wine ;

like wine.

vin'egap, n. [Fr. vinaigre, vin (L.

vinum, WENE, aigre, L. acre, sour)],
a sour liquid, used as a relish ;

anything sour. a., vin'egary,
like vinegar; eour; unami-
able; crabbed.

vin'tage (vin'tij), n. [vindage, from
Fr. vendange, L. vindetnia, a
gathering of grapes], a year's
crop of grapes ; the season for

gathering grapes ; the wine
from one season's grapes.

vint'nor, n. [Fr., from late L.

vinetdriits, a wine-seller (vine-
tum, vineyard)], one who sells

wine.

vi'ol, n. [Fr., from late L. vitula,
akin to FIDDLE], a musical in-

strument with five or six strings,
larger than a violin.

vi'ola (vi'ola), n., a genus of plants
including all kinds of violets.

vi'olate, v. [L. viol&re, to injure],
to use force against ; to treat
shamefully ; to break into ; to
profane. a., vi'olable, that
may be violated or injured.
ns., viola'tion, act of violating ;

unlawful usage ; a breaking of
a law ; vi'olatop. a., vi'olent
[L. vfolentus], using or done with
great force ; excited by passion ;

very severe ; unjust. n., vT-
olence, great force ; unjust use
of force ; injury or hurt.

vi'olet, n. [Fr., dim. of viole, L.

viola], a plant with a small
flower generally of a bluish
colour ; a bluish-purple colour ;

a., of a bluish-purple colour.

violin', n. [Fr., as VIOL], a musical
instrument with four strings,

played with a bow. ns., vi'-

olist, violin'ist (or vi"), one
who plays on the viol or on
the violin.

violoncello (or vedlonchd'o), n.

[It.], a large violin held between
the knees while being played.

vi'per, n. [Fr., from L. viptra (vim-
para, bringing forth alive ?)], a
poisonous serpent, once thought
to be viviparous ; a dangerous,
deceitful person. a., vi'perous,
like a viper ; full ot spite or
malice.

vira'go, n. [L., from vir, a man], a

bold, fierce woman; a terma-
gant.

vir'gin (v&r'jiri), n. [O.Fr., from
L. virgo], a young girl ; an un-
married woman ; a chaste

woman; The Virgin, Mary,
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mother of Jesus ; a., belong-
ing to a virgin ; modest ; pure
or fresh. a., vir'ginal, be-

longing to a virgin ; pure ; n.,

a musical instrument, not now
in use. n., virginity, state of

being a virgin ; maidenhood ;

chastity ; pureness.
Viridity, n. [L. viridis, green],

the colour of grass ; greenness ;

verdure.
Virile (or wr'il), a. [Fr., from L.

virilis (vir, a man)], belonging to
aman ; 1 ike a man. n., virility,
manhood ; manliness.

Virtu (virtoo' or vertoo'), n. [It.,

from L. root of VIRTUE], a love
of the fine arts ; rare or curious
works of art.

Vir'tue (ver'tti), n. [Fr,, from L.

virtus], goodness or purity of
life ; power of doing or produc-
ing. a., vir'tual, having virtue
or power ; possible though not
(as yet) actual. adv., yir'tually,
in effect only ; to all intents and
purposes. a., vir'tuous, pure
in thought and deed ; living a
good, upright life.

virtuo'so, n. [It.], a lover of the
fine arts ; a collector of articles

of virtu ; a brilliant player on
some instrument ; (pi.) virtue'-

s5s.
Vir'us, n. [L.], poison ; poisonous

matter, as from a sore ; that
which causes disease ; that
which poisons or corrupts the
mind. a., vir'ulent, full of

poison ; dangerous to life ; full

of spite or bitterness. n., vir'-
ulence or vir'uleney, state of

being virulent ; great bitterness.

Vis'age (viz'ij), n. [Fr., from L.
msus (videre, to see)], the face ;

the look of a person.
vis'ard. See VISOR.
Vis'cera, n. pi. [L.], the inner parts

of the body ; entrails ; intestines.

Viscid (vis'id) and yis'eous, as.

[L. viscum, bird-lime], sticky;
gluey; thick. ns., viscidity
and viscosity.

Viscount (vi'kount), n. [O.Fr. vis-

comte (VICE-, COUNT)], a noble-
man in rank below an earl ; /.,

vis'countess.

visible, a. [Fr., from L. visibilis

(videre, to see)], that can be
seen ; plain or apparent. ns.,
vislbleness and visibility,
capability of being seen.

vision (vizh'dn), n. [Fr., from L.
visio (videre, to see)], power of
seeing ; the thing seen ; some-
thing seen in a dream ; some-
thing unreal. as., visionary,
belonging to a vision ; given to
dreaming ; not real ; n., one
who sees visions ; one who
forms impossible schemes. a.,
vis'ual (vizh'udQ, belonging to
sight : used for seeing.

Visit (viz'it), v. [Fr., from L. visi-

tdre (videre, to see)], to go to see ;

to call upon ; to make a short
stay ; to go to examine ; to
chastise ; n., a going to sea ; a
short stay ; an examination.
ns., visitant, one who visits ;

a guest; visita'tion, act of

visiting ; process of examina-
tion ; inspection ; visitor, one
who visits or inspects.

vis'or, n. [O.Fr. visiere, from L.
visus (videre, to see)], the part
of a helmet which can be shut
or opened ; a mask. a., yis'-
ored (viz'ord), wearing a visor j

masked.
vis'ta, n. [It., fern, p.p., of vedere,

L. videre, to see], a view seen

through rows of objects, as trees ;

the trees, etc., through which
the view is seen.

vis'ual. See under VISION.

vital, a. [Fr., from L. vltOlis (Vita,

life)], belonging or necessary to
life ; having life ; very neces-

sary. v., vi'talize, to put life

into. ns., vitality, livingpower;
power of growth ; liveliness of

spirit ; vi'tals (pi.), the vital

parts of the body.
vit'amin, n., constituent of food

considered essential to -health.

vitiate (vish'idt), v. [L. vitidre,

from vitium, VICE], to make bad
or impure ; to lower the quality
or tone of ; to taint ; to pollute.

Vit'reous, a. [L. vitrum, glass], of

or like glass ; got from glass :

glassy. v., vit'rify, to make
into glass : to become glassy.
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Vit'piol, n. [O.Fr., from L. vitreo-

lus, of glass], a compound of

sulphur and a metal such as

copper, zinc, etc. (from its

glassy look) ; sulphuric acid.

Vitu'perate, v. [L. vituperare, to
blame], to find fault with ; to
call a person bad names. n.,

vitupepa'tion, a finding fault ;

censure ; abuse. a., vitu'pera-
tive, finding fault or expressing
abuse.

Viva'cious (viva'shtis or vl-), a.

[L. vivax (vlvere, to live)], full of
life and spirit. n.t vivacity,
liveliness ; animation ; cheer-
fulness.

Vivid, a. [L. vlvUus (vivere, to

live)], true to the life ; lifelike ;

very bright ; graphic. v., viv'-

ify", to give life to ; to animate ;

to quicken.
Vivip'arous, a. [late L. vivip&rus

(parSre, to bring forth)], bringing
forth live young (opposed to

OVIPAROUS).
vivisee'tioa, n. [Fr. (L. vlvus,

living ; sccdre, to cut)], the prac-
tice of dissecting a living animal
under anaesthetics.

Vix'en, n. [A.S. fixen, fern, of FOX],
a she-fox ; a woman with a bad
temper.

viz'ard, viz'op. See VISOR.
Vizier' (vizer'), n. [Arab, wasir, a

porter], a minister of state in

Turkey, etc. n. Grand Viziep',
the Turkish prime minister.

vd'cable, n. [Fr., from L. vocd-

bulum, a word], a word or term.

n., voeab'ulapy, a list of

words explained in alphabetical
order ; stock of words.

VO'Cal, a. [Fr., from L. vocdlis (vox,

VOICE)], belonging to tho voice ;

haying a voice ; uttered with the
voice. n., vo'calist, a singer.

v., vo'calize, to make vocal ; to
utter with the voice.

voca'tion, n. [Fr., from L. vocdtio

(vocdre, to call)], a calling ; one's
work ; business.

voe'ative, a. [Fr., from L. vocatl-

vus (vocdre, to call)], (grammar)
used in calling or addressing ;

n., the name of the case so used.
vociferate (vosi/'erat), v. [L. voctf-

erdrl, to lift up the voice], to cry
with a loud voice j to shout out.

n., vocifera'tion, loud shout-
ing ; a great noise with the
voice. a., vociferous, shoufr
ing ; making a great noise.

vogue (vog), n. [Fr., from a Ger.
root to heave or fluctuate], tho
fashion or custom of the time.

voice, n. [O.Fr., from L. vox],
sound made by tho mouth ;

power of speaking or singing ;

manner of speaking ; words
spoken ; opinion or choice ex-
pressed j a vote ; will or com-
mand ; (grammar) the form
given to a verb, as it is active OP
passive ; v., to give utterance
to ; a., voiceless, having no
voice ; silent ; mute.

void, a. O.Fr., from L. vacuus,
empty, or viduus, bereft], con-
taining nothing ; empty ; being
without ; of no effect ; having
no binding force ; n., an empty
space ; v., to make empty ; to

pour out ; to make of no effect.

a., voi'dable, that may be
made of no effect.

vol'ant, a. [Fr., pres. p. of voler,
from L. voldre, to fly], flying ;

light or quick ; nimble ; active.

vol'atile, a. [Fr., from L. voldtllis,

flying], readily passing off in

vapour ; full of spirit ; chang-
ing quickly ; fickle. ns., vol'
atileness and volatility, state
of being volatile. v., vol'atil-

ize, to cause to pass oft in

vapour.
volca'no, n. [It., from L. Vulcdnus,

the god of fire], a mountain
having an opening from which
steam, lava, etc., are ejected.

a., volcanic, belonging to a
volcano ; thrown up or caused
by a volcano ; violent.

vole, n. [E., short for vole-mouse
or WOLD (field-) MOUSE], a short-

tailed field-mouse.
volition (volish'ori), n. [Fr., from

late L. volitio (velle, to will)], act
or power of willing or choosing ;

choice ; determination.

volley, n. [Fr. volee, flight, from
L. voldre, to fly], a shower of

stones or bullets : a number of
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guns fired at the same time ; a
burst of many words ; v. t to
fire a volley.

volt (1), n. [Fr., from L. volutus (see
VAULT)], a turn or bound ; a
sudden movement to avoid a
thrust ; a gait of two treads
made by a horse going sideways
round a centre.

v61t (2), n., the unit of electro-

motive force (named from Volta,
an Italian electrician). a., vol-

taic, pertaining to electric
currents. ns., volt'age, the
measurement in volts of electric
force ; volt'metep, an instru-
ment for measuring voltage.

vol'uble, a. [Fr., from L. volubilis

(volvere, to roll)], easily rolled
or turned round ; easily set

agoing ; having a great flow of

words.y-n., volubility, fluency ;

loquacity.
vol'ume, n. [Fr., from L. volumen,
a roll], a single book ; a division
of a work in book form ; amount
of matter ; fullness ; space occu-

pied ; a great amount ; anything
like a roll. as., vol'vimed
(vol'umd), having many volumes ;

rolled up ; of great size or bulk ;

volu'minous, having many
rolls or folds ; of great size ;

consisting of many books ; hav-
ing written many books.

voFuntary, a. [L. voluntarius (vol-

untas, will)], acting of one's own
free-will ; not forced by another ;

regulated by the will ; done on
purpose ; supported by free-

will offerings ; n., one who acts
of his own free-will ; one who
believes in voluntaryism ; a
piece of music before or after the
church service. ns., vol'un-
taryism, the upholding of a
church by free-will offerings ;

volunteer', one who undertakes
service of his own free-will ;

v., to offer one's services.

volup'tuous, a. [Fr., from L.

voluptuosus, delightful (voluptas,

pleasure)], full of pleasure ; given
up to pleasures ; exciting desire.

n., volup'tuapy, a voluptuous
person.

volute' (volut'), n. [Fr., from L.

volutus (volv&re, to roll)], an orna-
mental scroll on the tops of
pillars.

vomit, v. [L. vomUua (vom&re, to
vomit)], to cast out of the
stomach through the mouth ;

to throw forth with force ; TO.,

stuff so thrown up ; that which
causesvomiting. a.,vomItory,
causing vomiting ; n., some-
thing given to cause vomiting.

vora'eious (vora'shus), a. [L. vorax,
vorare, to devour], ready to de-
vour ; greedy in eating ; very
hungry. n., voracity, greedi-
ness in eating.

vop'tex, n. [L., from vertere, to
turn], a whirling motion of air
or water ; whirlwind ; whirl-
pool ; (pi.) vop'tices.

vo'tary, a. [med. L. votdrius, from
votum (see VOTE)], bound by a
vow ; n., one who is bound by
a vow ; one wholly given up to
some service; /., vo'taress.
a., vo'tive, promised by vow ;

given by vow.
vote, n. [L. votum, a wish (vovere,

to vow)], the expression of a
wish or desire with regard to
some matter ; the means by
which this is expressed ; v., to

give a vote ; to choose by vote ;

to pass by vote. n., vo'ter, one
who has a right to vote.

vouch, v. [O.Fr., to call to one's

aid, from L. vocdre], to call to
witness ; (for) to support with
proof ; to warrant ; to bear
witness. n., vou'ehep, one who
vouches ; a written proof of

payment ; a receipt.

vouchsafe', v. [VOUCH, SAFE], to
vouch for the safety of ; to per-
mit to be done in safety ; to be
pleased.

vow, n. [O.Fr., from L. votum (see

VOTE)], a promise made to or
before God ; a solemn promise ;

v., to promise to God ; to give
a solemn promise.

vow'el, n. [O.Fr., from L. root of

VOCAL], a sound uttered through
the open throat ; a letter that
can be sounded by itself, as a, e,

i, o, u, y; a., pertaining to a
voweL

19
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voyage (voi'ij), n. [O.Fr., from

L. VIATICUM], a journey in a ship;
v., to travel by sea ; to go in

a ship.

Vul'can, n. [L. Vulcanus], the god
of fire. n., vul'canite, india-
rubber hardened by heating
with sulphur. v., vul'canize,
to harden by heating with sul-

phur.
vul'gar, a. [Fr., from L. vulgaris,
common (wdgus, the crowd)],
used by the common people ;

rough in manners ; rude ; un-
educated. 1?., vuTgarize, to
make vulgar or common. ns.,

vul'garism, a vulgar phrase or

expression ; vulgarity, quality

of being vulgar; coarseness of
manner ; want of refinement.

Vul'gate, n. [L. vulgOtus (vulgdre,
to make common)], an ancient
Latin translation of the Bible,
so called from its common use
in the Roman Catholic Church.

vulnerable, a. [L. vulnerobilis

(vulnus, a wound)], that may be
wounded ; apt to get hurt. n*
vulnerability .

vul'pine, a. [L. vulptnus (wipes, a
fox)], like a fox ; sly.

vul'ture, n. [L. vultur], a large bird
that lives on dead flesh ; a rapa-
cious person. a., vul'turine
and vul'turish, like a vulture.

vy'ing. See VIE.

w
wabble (wobl) or wobble, v. [E.,

akin to QUAVER], to lean first

to one side and then to the
other ; to move unsteadily. a.,

wabbly.
wad (wod), n. [Scand. ?], a small
mass of loose matter pressed
together ; a ball of tow, paper,
etc., for ramming into a gun ;

v., to form into a small mass ;

to ram a wad into ; to stuff

with wad. pres. p., wadding ;

p.p., wadded. n., wad ding,
stuff for wads ; a soft material
for padding dresses, etc.

waddle (wodl), v. [E., freq. of

WADE], to walk with short steps,
moving from side to side, as a
duck; n. a clumsy, rocking
walk.

wade, -y. [A.S.], to walk through
water or anything soft ; to pass
slowly or with difficulty. n.,
wa der, a wading bird ; a long
waterproof boot for wading.

wady, geog. root [Arab.], a valley,
ravine, or river (as in Wady
Moosa, valley of Moses; also in
the Spanish Guadalaviar, the
white river; and Guadalquivir,
the great river).

wad'y or wad'i (wod'i), n. [Arab.],
the dry bed of a stream or tor-
rent ; a watercourse.

wa'fep, n. [O.Fr., from Ger.], a
thin cake of paste for closing
letters; the thin, round piece
of bread used in the sacrifice of
the Mass ; v., to seal with a
wafer. a., wa'fepy.

waft, v. [E., p.p. of WAVE ?], to
make a signal by hand or flag ;

to cause to go through air or
over water ; to float ; n., a
breath of air ; a signal made by
waving.

wag, v. [Scand., to rock], to move
from side to side or up and
down ; n., motion from side to
side ; a person fond of jokes or
tricks. pres. p., wag'ging ;

p.p., wagged. ns., wag'gepy
and wag'gishness, fun or
mischief ; a playful trick. a.,

Wag'gish, full of fun ; fond of

tricks ; done in 'sport. n.,

wag tail, a small bird, so called
from the constant wagging of its

tail.

wage (w&j), v. [Fr., from same root
as GAGE], to stake, as money ;

to run a risk ; to engage in, as
war ; n., a pledge or stake ;

(also wa'ges) payment for ser-

vice. n., wa'ger (w&'j&r), thr,t

Which is waged or staked ; that
on which something is staked;

., to stake ; to make a bet.
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wag'gle, v. [freq. of WAG], to wag
from side to side ; to walk with
a rolling motion.

wag'on, n. [Du.], a four-wheeled
vehicle for carrying goods.
ns., wag'onep ; wagonette'
(net'), an open carriage with
four wheels and seats along the
sides.

waif, n. [O.Fr., from Scand., akin
to W&.IVE], anything found
astray or without an owner ; a
poor, homeless person.

Wail, v. [Scand., akin to WOE], to
cry aloud from pain or sorrow ;

to lament ; to grieve audibly
over ; n. (and wai'ling), a cry
of sorrow ; loud weeping ;

lamentation.
wain, n. [A.S., akin to WAGON], a
wagon. Charles's Wain, the
seven stars of the Plough.

Wain scot, n. [Du.], wooden panel-
ling on the walls of rooms ; v.,

to line with boards or panels.
n., wain'scoting, the material
so used.

waist, n. [M.E., from same root as

WAX], the body between the ribs

and the hips ; the part of a
dress from the neck to the waist ;

the middle part of a ship. ns.,

waist'band, the band round
the waist ; waist'coat or (wes'-

kM), a short coot without sleeves

covering the waist.

Wait, v. [O.Fr., akin to WAKE], to

stay for something to happen ;

to stay behind ; (on or upon) to

attend, as a servant ; n., delay ;

ambush ; (pi.) waits, street

musicians on Christmas Eve,
etc. n., wai'ter, one who
waits ; a servant who waits at
table ; a tray for holding dishes,
etc. ; a customs officer ; /.,

wai'tress.
waive, v. [O.Fr., from Scand. ?],

to put off for the present ; to

give up, as a claim ; not to

insist on.
wake (1), n. [Scand.], the track

left by a ship in the water. In
the wake of, immediately fol-

lowing.
wake (2), v. [A.S. tvacan, to arise],

to be awake; to be on the

watch ; to rouse from sleep ; to
rouse into action ; to sit up late :

to watch by a dead body ; n.,
a watching by a dead body. a.,

wake'ful, wide awake ; not
inclined to sleep ; watchful.
n., wake'fulness. v., wa'ken,
to awake out of sleep ; to rouse
or be roused from sleep ; to stir

into action. n., wa'kening. -,

wald-, wait-, weald-, wold-,
would- IK. |, wald-, walde-
[Ger.], geog. root, a wood or
forest ; woodland ; wold (as in

Walden; Waltham, dwelling in

the woods ; CotswotiL ; Kings-
woulde, king's wood ; Schwarz-
wald, black forest).

wale. See WEAL (1).

walk (wawk), v. [A.S.], to go on
foot ; to go slowly ; to pass
through ; to conduct oneself ;

to cause to step slowly ; n.,

manner of walking ; the dis-

tance walked ; a place for

walking ; way of living ; one's
work.

wall (wawl), n. [A.S., from L. val~

lum, a rampart], a building for

sheltering or fencing ; a side of
a house or of a room ; anything
like a wall ; (pi.) ramparts ;

i)., to surround with a wall ;
to

fill up with a wall. ns., walT-
flower, a plant with sweet-

smelling flowers, often found
growing on old walls ; walT-
fpuit, fruit growing on trees

trained against a wall : walT-
papep, paper for covering walls ;

wall' -rue, a small fern growing
on walls.

wallet (wol'et), n. [corrupted from
WATTLE ?], a bag for carrying
provisions, etc., on a journey ;

a pocket-book ; a tool-bag.

wall'-eye, n. [Scand. vagi, a beam
in the eye], an eye in which the

white part is too large ; a disease

of the eye. a., wall'-eyed (-id),

having large, glaring eyes.

Walloon', n. [O.Fr. WaClon, from
L. Gallus, GAUL], a race of people
inhabiting part of Belgium, or

their language.
wallop (wol'op), v. [O.Fr., same

as galoper, to GALLOP], to thrash;
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to boil or bubble up ; to cause
to boil.

wallow (wol'o), v. [A.S.], to roll

about, as in mud. ; to live in
filth or in great wickedness.

wal'nut (wol'nUt), n. [A.S. wealJi,

foreign (root of WELSH)], a tree,
the wood of which is used in

making tables, cabinets, etc.,
and its nut as a dessert.

wal'pus (wol'rus), n. [Du., from
Scand., the whale-horse], a very
large animal of the seal kind,
with two long downward-pointed
tusks ; the sea-horse.

waltz (wawlts), n. [Ger., akin to

WELTER], a dance performed by
two persons gliding round with
a whirling motion ; the music
for it ; v., to dance a waltz.

wam'pum (wom'pum), n. [N. Amer.
Ind.], beads, made of shells, used
as money or for ornamenting
belts, etc.

wan (won), a. [A.S.], having a pale
or sickly look ; tired or worn
out.

wand (wond), n. [Scand., akin to
WIND (1) ?], a long, thin rod ; a
rod used by conjurers, etc. ; a
staff of authority.

wander (won'der), v, [A.S.], to
move about without fixed pur-
pose ; to go off the road ; to go
astray ; to be delirious. n.,

wan'depep, one who wanders
astray ; an idle traveller.

wane, v. [A.S.]> to grow less

(opposed to WAX); to fail in

strength ; n., a growing less ;

a failing in strength ; decline.
want (wont), n. [Scand., akin to

WANE], state of being without,
esp. the necessaries of life ;

absence of that which is needed
or desired ; v., to be without ;

to have need of ; to wish for ;

to be lacking ; to fall or come
short. n., wan'tage, deficiency.

as., wan'ted, searched for ;

wan'ting, not present ; lack-

ing ; deficient.

wan'ton, a. [A.S. wan-, wanting ;

teon, to educate], not properly
trained ; unruly ; licentious ;

given to playing tricks ; reckless ;

., to live loosely or carelessly.

wap'entake (wop'enfdk), n. [A.S.,
from Scand., weapon-touching
or taking], one of the divisions
of Yorkshire, so called because
the men formerly came together
to practise the use of arms.

waplnshaw, n. [Sc., WEAPON,
SHOW], (formerly) an assembly
in each district of Scotland to
show that all were properly
armed ; (now) a shooting com-
petition.

war (wor), n. [O.Fr., from Teut.],
a state of fighting ; a contest in
arms ; v., to carry on war ; to

fight against. 'pres. p., war-
ring; p.p., warred. ns.,

wap'-cpy, a cry or signal in
war ; wap'fape, a carrying on
of war ; service as a soldier ;

art of war. a., warlike, fit for
or fond of war ; like a soldier ;

unfriendly. ns., war'-paint,
paint put on the face, etc., by
savages to make them look more
terrible in battle ; war' -path,
the path taken by a band of
Indians on going to war ; a war-
like expedition ; wap'riop, one
accustomed to war ; a veteran.

warble (worbl), v. [etym. ?], to

sing like a bird ; to sing sweetly ;

n., a simple song. n., war'-
bler.

ward (word), n. [A.S., akin to

GUARD], act of guarding ; one
who or that which guards ; one
under the care of a guardian ; a
division of a town or a county ;

a large apartment in a hospital ;

a ridge in a lock to prevent its

being opened by any but its

own key ; v., to take care of ;

(off) to keep at a distance. ns.,

wap'den, one whose duty it is to
ward or defend ; a title given to
the president of certain colleges ;

war'dep, one who wards or
looks after ; a staff of office ;

wapd'pobe, a room or place in
which clothes are hung ; cloth-

ing ; ward'ship, the office of
a ward or a guardian ; state of

being under a guardian.
-ward, -wards, suff. [A.S.], to-
wards ; in the direction of (as in

LANDWARD, OUTWARD).
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ware (1), a. [A.S.], aware; v.,

take care.
ware (2), n. [A.S.] (usu. in pi.),

manufactured material ; com-
modities ; goods. n., ware'-
house, a building where goods
are kept.

ware (3), v. t past tense of WEAR.
wariness. See under WARY.
warlock (wdr'lok), n. [A.S. war,

agreement ; loga, a liar], a male
witch ; a sorcerer. n.t war'-
loekpy.

warm (worm), a. [A.S.], moder-
ately hot ; subject to heat ;

easily excited ; having zeal or
affection ; v., to make or be-
come warm ; to excite. a.,

warm'-hearted, having a kind
heart. ns., warm'ness and
warmth, moderate heat ; kind-
ness ; ardour or zeal.

warn (worn), v. [A.S., akin to
WARY], to make aware ; to put
on one's guard ; to caution
against ; to put in mind. n.,

war'ning, notice of danger ;

previous notice ; admonition.
warp (warp), v. [A.S.], to twist out

of shape ; to turn from the

right way ; to move from place
to place with ropes attached to

buoys, etc. ; n., the threads
running the long way of a piece
of cloth ; a towing rope.

warrant (wor'dnt), n. [O. Fr., same
root as GUARANTEE], that which
gives right or authority ; proof
of the truth of some statement ;

a written order to seize a per-
son's goods or himself ; v., to

give a right to ; to give assur-
ance against harm ; to prove
to be true ; to vouch for. a.,

warrantable, that can be
warranted ; lawful ; righ\
ns., war'ranter or war'rantor,
one who guarantees ; a guaran-
tor ; war'ranty and war'ran-
tise, a pledge or legal security.

warren (wor'eri), n. [O.Fr., a pre-
serve], ground for keeping or

breeding game ; a right given
by the crown to keep or hunt
game.

war'rior. See under WAR.
wart (w&rf), n. [A.S., akin to WORT,

a plant], a small, hard growth
on the skin, or on the bark of
trees. a., war'ty, like a wart ;

having warts.

war'y, a. [from WARE (1)], guarding
against danger ; on the look-
out ; not easily deceived. n.,

wariness, state of being wary.
wash (wash), v. [A.S.], to make

clean, as with water ; to over-
flow or dash against ; to sweep
or wear away by water ; to
separate from earthy matter ;

to cover with a thin coat of
colour or of metal ; n.t a wash-
ing ; the rush of water ; a shal-
low part of a river ; soil, etc.,
washed down by a stream ; a
bog or marsh ; the wave made
by a passing ship ; a liquid for
the face, hair, etc. ; liquid re-

fuse; a thin coating. ns.,

wash'er, one who washes ; a
machine for washing ; a ring of
metal or of leather under the
head of a screw ; wash'-leather,
an imitation of chamois leather ;

buff leather for soldiers' belts;
wash'-stand, a stand for a
basin, ewer, etc. a., wash'y,
damp or watery ; thin ; weak.

wasp (wosp), n. [A.S.], an insect
like the bee with a very sharp
sting. a., was'pish, like a
wasp ; having a slender waist ;

easily provoked.
wassail (wosl), n. [A.S. wes Ml,

be hale], a merry-making or a
drinking bout ; ale flavoured
with spices, etc. ; v., to drink
healths. ns., was'sail-bowl, a
large bowl in which the was-
sail was mixed ; was'sailer.

waste (wast), a. [O.Fr., from L.

vastus (see VAST)], stripped of

everything ; bare ; wild ; un-
cultivated or unfit for use ; lost

for want of use ; v., to lay
waste ; to wear away gradually ;

to spend foolishly ; to lose for

want of use. ns., waste, act

of wasting ; foolish spending ;

loss from want of use ; a desert ;

refuse; waste'-book, a book
for jotting down business trans-

actions as they happen. a.,

waste ful, spending too much ;
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thriftless. ns., waste'-pipe, a
pipe for carrying off waste water,
etc. ; was'tep, one who spends
foolishly; prodigal. a., was'-
ting, causing waste ; wearing
out. n. t was'trel, a deserted
child ; a ne'er-do-well ; a prof-
ligate.

watch (woch), n. [A.S., akin to

WAKE], a keeping guard ; the per-
son or persons who watch ; the
place where a guard is posted ;

time of keeping guard ; a divi-
sion of the night-time ; a pocket
timepiece ; a division of time on
board ship, usually four hours ;

a division of a ship's crew on
duty ; v,, to be on guard ; to
keep a look-out ; to lie in wait ;

to attend. a., watch 'fill, on
the look-out: vigilant. ns.,

watch'man, a person set to

watch, esp. by night ; watch '-

tower, a high building for a
look-out ; watch'word, a word
by which one is allowed to pass ;

a motto.
wa'ter (waw'ttr), n. [A.S., akin to

WET], the fluid which forms
seas, lakes, and rivers, or falls in

rain ; any body of water ; the
brilliance of a diamond, etc. ; a
wavy appearance on cloth ; v.,

to supply with water ; to give a
wavy appearance to ; to have a
great desire. ns., wa'tep-bai-
liff, a custom-house officer who
searches ships ; one who watches
a river to prevent poaching ;

wa'ter-butt, a large barrel to
catch rain water ; wa'ter-
earriage, carriage by water ;

wa'tep-eart, a cart for carrying
or sprinkling water ; wa'tep-
ciock, a means of measuring
tune by the fall or flow of water :

wa'tep-eoloup, colour mixed
with water and gum instead of

oil ; wa'tepeoupse, a running
stream ; any channel for water ;

wa'tep-cress, a plant growing
in running water, used in salads,
etc. ; wa'ter-engine, an engine
driven by water or for raising

water; wa'terfall, the fall of

water over a high rock ; wa'tep-
fowl, any bird that frequents

2 wattle

the water ; wa'tep-gauge, an
instrument to show the quantity
of water; wa'tering-place, a
place where cattle, etc., are
watered ; a place frequented
for mineral waters or sea-bath
ing ; wa'ter-level, the level of
the surface of still water ; a
levelling instrument in which
water is used ; wa'tep-lily, a
water plant, like a lily, with large
leaves and beautiful flowers;
wa'ter-line, a line on a ship's
side to show its depth in the
water. a., wa'tep-logged, so
filled with water as to float like
a log. -ns., wa'terman, a man
who plies a boat for hire ; wa'-
tep-mapk, a mark showing the
height to which water has risen ;

a mark wrought into paper to
show size, etc. ; wa'tep-melon,
a juicy kind of melon ; wa'-
tep-mill, a mill driven by
water ; wa'tep-plane, a hydro-
plane ; wa'tep - power, the
power of water used in moving
machinery. a. , wa'tepproof,

that will not let water pass
through ; n. cloth so made ; a
coat or cloak of waterproof.
ns., wa'terppooflng, process
of making cloth waterproof
the material so treated : wa'tep-
shed, the high ground from
which streams flow in opposite
directions ; wa'tep-spout, a pil-
lar of water raised by a whirl-
wind. a., wa'teptight, that
will not let water pass ; not
leaking. ns., wa'tep-wheel, a
wheel turned by water ; a
wheel for raising water ; wa'tep-
works, works for supplying
water. a., wa'tepy, wet ; mixed
with water ; like water.

watt (wot), n. [after James Watf],
the practical unit for measuring
electric power (746 watts=l
horse-power).

wattle (wotl), n. [A.S.], a twig
easily bent; a hurdle made of

twigs ; the red, fleshy part under
the throat of a cock or turkey ;

an Australian acacia ; v., to
weave with twigs ; to make a
network of twigs.
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waul, v. [imit.], to cry, as a cat.

wave, n, [A.S.], a moving ridge of
water ; a vibration passing from
one particle to another ; un-
evenness of surface ; a signal
made with the hand ; a wave-
like mark on cloth ; v., to
move like a wave ; to float in
the wind ; to make a signal ; to

give a wavy form to. a., wave'-
less, without waves. ns.,

wavelet, a little wave ; wave'-
offering, an offering made by
the Jews by waving towards the
four points of the compass. a.,

wa'vy, marked with waves ;

like a wave. v., wa'ver, to
move to and fro ; to go un-
steadily ; to be undecided ; to
be in danger of falling.

wax (1), v. [A.S.], to grow or in-

crease ; to pass from one state
to another.

wax (2), n. [A.S.], the stuff of
which bees form their cells ;

anything like wax ; v., to rub
with wax. n., wax'-eloth, cloth
coated with wax ; floor-cloth ;

linoleum. a., wax'en, made of
wax ; like wax ; soft or yield-
ing. n., wax'-work, work or

figures of wax. a., wax'y, like

wax ; soft and sticky.

way, n. [A.S.], that along which
one passes ; a road ; distance
gone over ; the means of reach-

ing or doing anything ; motion,
as of a ship. ns., way'-bill, a
list of passengers or goods carried

by a coach ; way'farer, a trav-
eller ; a pilgrim. a., way'-
faring, travelling ; passing.

., waylay, to lie in wait for ;

to attack by the way. a., way'-
less, without a road or path.
n., way'-mark, a sign-post ; a
finger-post. as., way'ward,
taking one's own way ; wilful ;

disobedient ; way'-wdra, tired

with travelling.
wfc, pron. [A.S. we], nom. pi. of I.

weak, a. [A.S. ivcecan, to give
way], delicate ; without strength
or force ; easily overcome ;

feeble in mind ; in bad health ;

not convincing. v., wea'ken,
to make or to become weak ; to

deprive of strength; to lessen
the quality of. n., weakling,
a weak person. a., weakly,
having little strength ; adv., in
a weak manner. n., wenk'ness,
want of strength ; feebleness of
mind or body ; defect ; fault.

weal (1), n. [A.S., same root as
WELL], state of being well ;

health ; prosperity.
weal (2), n. [A.S.], a mark on the

skin made by a cane or whip ;

v., to mark with stripes.

weald, n. [a form of WOLD I], a
wooded district ; an open coun-
try.

wealth (weUK), n. [WEAL, -TH], large
possessions; riches. a., weal'-
thy, having wealth ; possessed of
much money ; rich ; abundant.

wean, v. [A.S., to accustom], to
accustom to do without ; to take
a child from Its mother's breast ;

(from) to draw away the desires
or affections.

weap'on (wep'dri), n. [A.S.], any
instrument for attacking or de-

fending. a., weap'oned, hav-
ing weapons ; armed.

wear (1) (w&r), v. [A.S., to carry],
to carry on the body ; to have
an appearance of ; to use or to
be used up ; (away) to waste
slowly ; to last long ; n., state

of being worn ; injury or loss by
rubbing or wearing. past, wore;
p.p., worn.

wear (2) (wer). See WEIR.
wear'y, a. [A.S.], worn out ; tired ;

causing weariness; v., to wear
out one's strength or patience ;

to make weary ; to tire. n.,

weariness, state of being
weary ; exhaustion. a., wear'-
isome, causing weariness ; tire-

some ; irksome.

wea'sand, n. [A.S.], the windpipe.
wea'sel (we'zel), n. [A.S.], a small

animal with a long, slender

body, that feeds on rats, mice,

poultry, etc.

weath'er (weth'er), n. [A.S.], the
state of the air as to moisture,
sunshine, cold, etc. ; v., to ex-

pose to the air ; to wear away
by exposure to the weather ; to

pass through without harm ; to
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bear up against ; to sail to the
windward, of. as., weath'ep-
beaten, exposed to the weather ;

worn or hardened by weather ;

weath'er-bound, kept from
sailing by bad weather. ns.,

weath'er-cock, a wind-vane,
often in the form of a cock ; a
person who turns easily or often ;

weath'er-glass, an instrument
for indicating changes of the
weather ; a barometer.

weave (wev), v. [A.S.], to twine to-

gether ; to form threads into
cloth ; to make into a web.
past, wove ; p.p. t woven or
wove. ^s., wea'vmg, process
of making cloth ; web, that
which is woven ; a piece of cloth
as taken from the loom ; a
spider's net ; the skin between
the toes of water-birds ; any-
thing like a web. as., webbed
(webd) and web'-footod, having
the toes joined by a membrane
or web.

wed, v. [A.S. weddian, akin to
WAGE and WAGER], to take as
husband or wife ; to join close-

ly (to) to fix one's affections
on. pres. p., wedding ; p.p.,
wedded or wed. ns., wed'-
ding, a marriage ; wedlock,
[A.S., lac, a gift], marriage.

wedge (wej), n. [A.S.], a piece of

wood or metal, thick at one end
and thin at the other, for split-

ting ; anything used or shaped
like a wedge ; v., to split with
a wedge ; to force one's way
through ; to fix like a wedge ;

to fasten by a. wedge. a.,

wedged (wejd), shaped or fixed
like a wedge.

Wednes'day (wenz'da), n. [A.S.
Wodnes, of the god Woden;
dceg, a day], the fourth day of
the week.

weed, n. [A.S. weod], a trouble-
some plant ; an unprofitable
person ; v., to pull out weeds ;

to take away what is useless or
hurtful. a., wee'dy, overgrown
with weeds.

weeds, n. pi. [A.S. wazde, a gar-
ment], clothing worn in token
of mourning.

week, n. [A.S.], a period of seven
days. n., week'day, any day
except Sunday. a., weekly,
pertaining to a week ; happening
once every week ; adv., once a
week ; n., a newspaper appear-
ing once a week.

ween, v. [A.S. wenari], to think ; to
suppose.

weop, v. [A.S.], to shed tears ; to
let fall in drops. past and p.p.,
wept. n., wee'per, one who
weeps ; a mourning band.

weev'il, n. [A.S.], a small kind
of beetle which feeds on and
destroys grain, etc.

weft, n. [A.S., from wefan, to

WEAVE], the cross threads of a
web.

weigh (wa), v. [A.S., to bear], to
find out how heavy a thing is ;

to be heavy ; to press hard ; to
lift up, as an anchor ; to think
deeply over ; to be of import-
ance. n., weight (wdt), that

quality which makes matter
press continually .downwards ;

the amount of this pressure ; a
heavy mass ; a burden ; import-
ance ; a stamped piece of metal
used for weighing goods ; v.,

to add weights to. a., weigh'ty,
having weight ; important ; in-

fluential.

weir (wer), n. [A.S., defence, hind-
rance], a bank across a stream,
to form a pond or supply a mill-

stream ; a fence for catching
fish.

weird (werd), n. [A.S. wyrd], fate ;

destiny ; a., caused by witch-
craft ; unearthly ; wild.

weis-, weissen-, geog. root [Ger.J,
white (as in Weisskirch, white
church ; Weisseriburg, white
town ; Weissenfels, white rock).

wel'eome (-Arum), a. [A.S. wil,

pleasure ; cuma, comer], re-

ceived with gladness ; causing
joy by coming ; free to use ;

n., a kind or hearty reception ;

v., to receive with kindness.

weld, v. [form of WELL (1), to boil

up], to hammer pieces of iron

together while softened by heat ;

to unite closely.
wel fare, n. [WELL, FARE, to go],
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state of being well ; enjoyment
of health or other good ; free-
dom from evil or misfortune.

wel'kin, n. [A.S. wolcen, a cloud],
the sky or the place where the
clouds are.

well (1), n. [A.S., akin to Ger. weUe,
a wave], a flow of water from
the earth ; a cavity to collect
water ; any source of supply ;

the open space of a staircase ;

an enclosure round a ship's
pump; v. t to spring or flow
out or up.

well (2), a. [A.S., akin to WILL], in

good health or condition ; adv.,
in a good or proper manner ;

suitably ; considerably ; int.,

so. be it. int., welladay' and
welaway' [A.S. wci la wd, woe lo

woe I], alas. a., well'-appoin'-
ted, fully furnished and sup-
plied. n., well'-being, state of

being well ; welfare. as., weir-
born, born of a good family ;

well'-bred, well trained ; re-

fined in manners; well'-fav-

oured, pleasing to the eye ; in

good condition. adv., welT-
nigh (-m], almost ; nearly.

Wellingto nia, n. [Duke of Wel-
lington], the name of a tree

found in California, the largest
in the world.

Welsh, a. [A.S. wcelisc, foreign],

pertaining to Wales or its inhabi-
tants ; n., the language or the

people of Wales. n., welsh-
rab bit [rarebit], toasted cheese
laid on toasted bread.

welt, n. [M.E., akin to WEAL], a
hem or cord round an edge or
border ; a strip between the

upper leather and the sole of a
boot ; v., to put on a welt.

welt'er, v. [M.E. watteri], to roll

about : to tumble about in any-
thing dirty.

wen, n. [A.S.], a kind of tumour,
esp. on the head.

wench, n. [A.S. wencel, weak], a
young woman ; a woman of low
character.

wend, v. [A.S.], to go ; to betake
oneself. past, went (see GO).

wer'gild, n. [A.S. wer, a man ; gild,

payment], a fine for killing a man.

Wes'leyan (or wesle'dn), a., per-
taining to the teaching or the
followers of John Wesley; n., a
follower of Wesley.

west, n. [A.S.], the part of the sky
where the sun sets ; the lands
west from Europe ; a., towards
the sunset. a., west'erly, com-
ing from the west ; looking
towards the west ; adv., in or
towards the west. as., west'-
ern and west'ward, towards
the west ; on the west side ;

dwelling in or coming from the

wet, a. [A.S., same root as WATER],
containing water ; not dry ;

covered with water ; rainy ;

n., water or wetness ; v., to
cover or sprinkle with any liquid.

pres. p., wetting ; p.p., wet-
ted or wet. n., wet'ness,
state of being wet ; a watery
state of the air. a., wet'tish,
rather wet ; moist.

wey (wd), n. [A.S., WEIGH], a vary-
ing measure of weight 182 Ib.

of wool, 40 bushels of salt, 48
of oats and barley, 40 of wheat,
2 to 3 cwt. of butter.

whack, v. [imit.], to strike with
a heavy blow; n., a heavy
blow.

whale, n. [A.S.], one of several
kinds of mammals that live in

the sea and are shaped like

fishes. ns., whale'bone, an
elastic substance from the upper
iaw of the whale; whaler, a
person or a ship engaged in

catching whales ; wha'ling, the
business of catching whales.

wharf (hw&rf), n. [A.S., a turning],
a platform alongside of which
vessels can load or unload ; (pi.)

wharves. ns., whar'fage,
money paid for the use of a
wharf ; a series of wharfs ;

wharfinger (-iwjir), a person
who owns or has charge of a
wharf.

what (hwof), pron. interrog. [A.S.

hwcet, neut. of hwd, WHO], asking
questions as to persons or things ;

rel., that which; a., the....
which ; the kind of which ;

adv., partly. Aprons., what-
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ev'er and whatsoever, any-
thing which ; anything that
may be ; the whole that. -n.,

what'not, a piece of furniture
with shelves for holding books,
etc.

wheal (1), n. [Cornish], a mine, esp.
of tin.

wheal (2). See WALE.
wheat, n. [A.S.], a kind of grain,

the seed of which when ground
gives a white flour for making
bread. a., whea'ten, made of
wheat.

wheedle, v. [A.S. wcedlian, to
beg?], to get round by soft
words ; to flatter.

wheel, n. [A.S.], a round frame
turning on a pin or shaft ; any-
thing round like a wheel ; an
instrument of torture of former
times ; v., to turn or to cause
to turn like a wheel ; to move
on wheels ; to roll forward ; to
change direction of march. a.,

wheeled, having wheels. ns.,

wheeler, the horse nearest the
wheels of a carriage ; wheel'-
window, a round window;
wheel wright, a person who
makes wheels, carts, etc.

wheeze, v. [A.S.], to breathe with
a rustling sound ; n. (and
whee'zing), a rustling breath.

whelk (1), n. [etym. ?], a stripe or
wrinkle in the body.

whelk (2), n. [for welk or wOk, A.S.

weoloc], a shell-fish with a spiral
shell.

whelm, v. [M.E. whelmen (A.S.
ahwylfan, to overturn)], to cover
with water or other fluid ; to
cover all over; to crush or
ruin.

whelp, v. [A.S.], a young dog or
beast of prey; a youth (in

contempt).
When, adv. interrog. [A.S. hwanne,

ace. case of whd, WHO], at what
time ? rel., at the time that ;

while ; although. advs.,

whence, interrog. and rel., from
what place, source, origin, etc. ?

wherefore ; wheneesoev'er,
from whatever place ; when-
ev'ep and whensoever, at
whatever tune.

where (whar), adv. interrog. and
rel. [A.S.], at what place ? to
what place ? advs., whereas',
it being so ; when in fact ;

while ; since ; whereby', rel.,

by which ; interrog., by what ?

how ? whepe'fope, rel., for
which reason ; interrog., for
what reason ? why ? wherein',
rel., in which place, thing, tune,
etc. ; interrog., in what ? where-
of, rel., of whom ; of which ?

interrog., of what ? whereon',
rel., on which ; interrog., on
what? whepesoev'ep and
whepev'ep, at or hi whatever
place; whereto' and where-
unto', rel., to which ; interrog.,
to what ? to what end ? where-
upon', upon which ; in conse-
quence of which ; immediately
after ; wherewith' and where-
withal', rel., with which; in-

terrog., with what ?

whep'py, n. [E., akin to WHARF ?],

a light boat, long, narrow, and
sharp at both ends.

whet, v. [A.S.], to sharpen by rub-
bing ; to make sharp or keen ;

to stimulate. pres. p., whet-
ting ; p.p., whetted. n.,

whet'stone, a stone used for

sharpening edged tools.

wheth'ep, pron. interrog. [A.S.],
which (of two) ; conj., which of
two possible ways.

whey (hwa), n. [A.S.], the watery
part of milk separated from the
curd.

which, pron. [A.S. hurtle (hwy,
WHY ; lie, LIKE)], interrog., used
of persons and things ; rel., not
used of persons. prons., which-

ev'ep and whichsoev'er,
whether one or other.

whiff, n. [imit.], a slight pufl, as
of air or smoke ; v., to send
out in whiffs ; to blow away.
v., whiffle, to shift or shake ;

to change ; to be fickle. n.,
whiffle-tpee (see SWINGLE-
TREE).

Whig, n. [originally whiggamor, a
nickname, perhaps from Sc.

whig, to jog on], the name of

one of the great parties of Hie
state in England, which grew
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up during the reigns of Charles I.

and Charles II. (opposed to

TORT). us., Whig'gepy and
Whig'gism, the principles of

the Whigs. a., Whig'gish, per-
taining to the Whigs.

While, n. [A.S., a time], a space or

continuance of time ; v. (away),
to cause time to pass ; -adv.

and co/i?. (and whilst), during
the time that ; as long as ; at

the same time that.-Wzdfo.,

whiles (hwllz) [gen. case of

WHILE], during the time that ;

while.
Whim and whim'sey, ns. [Scand.],

a sudden turn of the mind ; a
fanciful and short-lived thought.

a., whim'sieal, full of whims ;

fanciful.

whim'pep, v. [perhaps from root
of WHINE], to cry with a low,
complaining voice; n., a low,
peevish cry.

whin, n. [Scand. ?], a prickly
shrub with yellow flowers ;

gorse. a., whin'ny.
whine, v. [A.S.], to utter a child-

ish cry of pain ; to complain in

an unmanly way ; n.t an un-

manly complaint.
whin'ny, v. [freq. of above], to

cry, as a horse ; n. t the cry of

a horse.

whin'stone, n. [etym. ?], a hard,
dark-coloured rock that will not
split.

Whip, v. [E., from Teut.], to drive
or strike with a lash ; to beat

eggs, etc., into a froth ; to sew
slightly ; to wrap round and
round with a cord ; (away, off,

or up), to take up with a quick
motion ; n. t a plaited cord for

driving horses, etc. ; a driver
of a carriage ; a member of

Parliament who conducts the
business affairs of his party, and
Is responsible for the attendance
of members and their votes; a
call to nttend. pres. p., whip-
ping; p.p., whipped or whipt.

ns., whip'-hand, the hand in

which the whip is held; mas-
tery; advantage; whip'pep-in,
one who keeps the hounds from
wandering ; one who sees to the

proper order of a party ; whip'-
ping, punishment by being
whipped ; whip'ping-post, a
post to which persons are tied
to be whipped.

whir, v. [unit.], to fly rapidly with
a rattling sound ; n., a buzzing
sound caused by rapid or whirl-

ing motion. pres. p., whip-
ping ; p.p., whipped.

whirl, v. [for whirfle, from Soand.],
to turn or to cause to turn
rapidly round ; to spin ; n., a
turning round with speed ; a
continued round, as of excite-
ment or pleasure. n., whirl'-
igig, a child's toy which is spun
or whirled round ; anything
which whirls. ns., whipl'pool,
a body of water whirling round
in a circle ; whirl'wind, a vio-
lent whirling motion of the air.

whisk, v. [Scand. ?], to sweep
over, with a light, quick motion ;

to stir rapidly, as eggs ; n*t
a quick, sweeping motion ; a
bunch of anything used as a
brush ; an instrument for stir*

ring eggs ; whist. n., whis'kep,
hair growing on a man's cheek ;

the long hairs at the side of the
mouth in cats, etc. a., whis'-
keped, having whiskers.

whisk'y, n. [Gael, uisge-beatha,
water of life], a spirit distilled

from grain, etc.

whis'pep, v. [A.S., unit.], to speak
softly under the breath ; to
make a low, hissing sound ;

n., a low, soft sound ; cautious
or timid voice. n., whis'perep,
one who tells secrets ; a tell-tale.

whist, n. [originally WHISK], a
game at cards for four, in which
two and two are partners.

whistle (hwisl), v. [A.S., unit.], to
make a sharp sound by forcing
the breath through the lips when
almost closed ; to make a similar

sound in any way ; to call by a
whistle ; n., the sound made
through the almost closed lips ;

the note of a bird ; an instru-

ment for producing a whistle ;

a shrill tone.

whit, n. [A.S. wiht, a person, a bit],

the very smallest bit.
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white, a. [A.S.], of the colour of
snow or of the sun's light ; pale ;

pure ; n., the colour of snow ;

a person or a thing of a white
colour ; v., to make white.

ns., white'ness, quality of being
white ; white colour ; freedom
from stain ; white'bait, the fry
of herring, sprats, etc., served
for the table ; White Friar, one
of the Carmelite order of monks,
who wore white cloaks ; white
heat, the degree of heat which
causes bodies to become white ;

white lead (led), a preparation
of lead used for making white
paint. a., white'-livered (-liv-

erd), having a pale look ; cow-
ardly. v. t whi'ten, to make or
to become white. ns. t white'-
ning or whi'ting (1), chalk
ground and cleared of flint, for

whitewashing or for cleaning
and polishing metal ; white'-
wash, a mixture of water with
lime or whiting ; v., to cover
with whitewash ; to give a clean
appearance to ; to restore the
good name of. a., whi'tish,
somewhat white.

whith'ep, adv. [A.S.], interrog., to
what place, point, or degree ?

rel., to which place.
whithersoever, adv., to what-

ever place.
whi'ting (2), n., fish of a white

colour, akin to tho cod.
whitlow (whit'lo), n. [for quick-

flaw, quicksore], a painful swelling
of the finger, often suppurating.

Whit'sunday and Whit'suntide,
ns. [WHITE, TIDE, time], the
seventh Sunday after Easter,
commemorative of Pentecost,
when the newly baptized ap-
peared in white robes.

whit tie, n. [M.E. thwitel, from
A.S. thwttan, to cut], a large
pocket knife ; v., to pare with
a knife.

whiz, v. [unit.], to make a hum-
ming sound, like a bullet through
the air ; n., a hissing or bua-
zing sound. pres. p., whiz-
zing ; p.p., whizzed.

Who (hoo), pron. interrog. and rel.

[A.S. hwa], used only of persons ;

ace. and poss. case, whom (hoom)
and whose (hooz). prons., who-
ev'er, who'so, and whoso -

ev'er, any one who; every
one who.

whole (hoi), a. [A.S. hdl], with
nothing wanting ; unbroken ;

unhurt ; sound in health ; n.,
the full number, size, etc., of

anything. ns., whole' -ness,
state of being whole ; whole'-
sale, sale of goods in large quan-
tities ; a., trading in large
quantities ; widely spread ;

adv., in large quantities. a.,

whole'some, favourable to
health. adv., wholly, entirely ;

completely ; in every part.
whoop (hoop), n. [Fr. houper, to

cry aloud], a loud shout ; a war
cry ; the cry of an owl ; v., to

give a loud and clear shout ; to

utter a war cry. n., whoo'-
ping-cough (-kof), a cough
accompanied by a whoop.

whorl, n. [from root of WHIRL], a
number of leaves, etc., growing
round the stem of a plant; a
turn of a spiral shell.

whortle'berry (hwertt'b&ri), n.

[formerly hurttiberye (A.S. horta,
and BERRY)], a plant which grows
abundantly in heaths and woods,
and bears a blue berry which can
be eaten.

why, adv. interrog. [A.S. Tiwy, in-

strumental case of TIW&, WHO],
for what reason, cause, or pur-
pose ? rel., on account of which.

-wieh, -wick, geog. root [A.S. wwt

from L. vicus], village or town ;

[Scand. vik], harbour or creek
(as in Alnwick, the town on the

Am; Berwick [Aberwick], the
town at the mouth of the river ;

Greenwich, green reach ; Ips-
wich, the town on the Gipping).

wick, n. [A.S.], twisted threads in

a lamp or candle for drawing up
the oil when lit.

wick'ed, a. [akin to WEAK and
WITCH], given up to evil ; break-

ing God's law ; doing wrong
knowingly and as a habit. -n.,

wick'edness, state of being
wicked ; evil deeds ; bad die-

positions and habits.
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wick'er, n. [Scand. ?, akin to
WEAK], an easily -bent twig or
osier ; a., made of twigs or
osiers, as wicker-work.

wick'et, n. [O.Fr. wiket, from
O. Ger., akin to WHISK ?], a small
gate ; the three upright rods in
cricket, or one of them.

wide, a. [A.S.], far from side to
side ; filling a great space ; tak-
ing a large range ; (of) far away
from ; adv., to a distance ; a
far way off. v., wi'den, to
make or to grow wide. n.,

width, measure from side to
side.

Wid'ow (wid'o), n. [A.S., akin to
L. vidua], a woman whose hus-
band is dead ; v., to deprive of
a husband. ns., wid'ower, a
man whose wife is dead ; wid'-
owhood, state of being a widow.

Wield (weld), v. [A.S.], to use with
full power ; to swing ; to man-
age by power or influence.

a., wiel'dy, that can be wielded
or used.

wife, n. [A.S.], a married woman ;

(pi.) wives.
wig, n. [for PERIWIG], a covering

for the head, made of false hair.

wight (wit), n. [A.S. wiht, same
root as WHIT], a person ; a
human being.

wig'warn, n. [N. Amer. Ind. wee-
kouomut, in his house], an Indian
hut of poles covered with mats
or skins.

wild, a. [A.S.], in a state of nature ;

not tamed ; growing without
cultivation ; desert ; uncivil-
ized ; exposed to storms ; much
excited ; unchecked ; n., a
place uncultivated or over-

grown. ns., wild'ness ; wiT-
ding, a plant growing wild.

v., wll'der (see BEWILDER). ns.,

wll'derness, an uninhabited or
waste place ; ground overgrown
with vegetation ; a pathless
waste ; wUd'fipe, fire hard to

put out ; lightning without
thunder.

Wile, n. [A.S., akin to GUILE ?], a
trick to deceive ; v., to draw by
something pleasant ; to allure*;
to cause time to pass pleasantly.

a., wi'ly, artful ; sly ; crafty ;

cunning.
will, n. [A.S.], power of the mind

to decide ; power of choosing ;

a wish expressed as a command ;

strong wish or desire ; a thing
greatly desired ; feeling, as in
ill-will, good -will ; a written
instruction as to the disposal
of a person's property after his
death ; v., to use the will ; to
determine ; to be willing ; to
leave by will ; to command.
as., wil'ful, taking one's own
way ; not listening to reason ;

of set purpose ; willing, in-
clined to ; ready ; disposed.

willow (wil'6), n. [A.S. wdiff], a
tree the branches of which are
slender and easily bent.

wim'ble, n. [E., akin to WHIM],
an instrument with a cross

handle, for boring holes ; an
auger ; v.t to bore with a
wimble.

wim'ple, n. [A.S., winding round],
a covering for the neck, chin,
and sides of the face, worn bj
nuns ; v., to put on a wimple ;

to arrange in folds ; to flow in

ripples.

win, v. [A.S.], to get by effort ; to
gain by surpassing others ; (over)
to gain to one's side ; to gain
the favour of ; to get the vic-

tory. pres. p., winning ; p.p.,

won; past, won. a., winning,
fitted to gain favour ; having a
pleasant manner ; ns., money
gained (often plural). a., win'-
ningly.

wince, v. [O.Fr., from Teut., akin
to WINK], to start back, as from
pain or a blow ; to show keen
feeling ; to kick, as a horso

trying to throw its rider.

win'cey, n. See LINSEY-WOOLSEY.
winch, n. [A.S., akin to WINKLE],

a bent handle for turning a
wheel ; an axle with a bent
handle and a rope for raising

weights ; v., to wince ; to kick.

wind (!),. [A. S., akin to WITHY ?].

to twist round and round ; to

turn round more than once ; to
roll into a ball ; to move in a
circle ; to have a bending course ;
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to have a twisted or uneven
surface ; to move in and out ;

to wrap round. past and p.p.,
wound. n., win'ding, a turn
or bend, as in a road or a river ;

a., bending ; turning. n.,
windlass [for windass, Scand.
&ss, a pole], a thick roller turned
by a crank, for lifting heavy
weights by means of a rope or
cham.

wind (2), n. [A.S., akin to WEATH-
ER], that which blows ; air in
motion ; breath used to produce
sound ; air in the stomach, etc. ;

v., to expose to the wind ; to
follow by the scent ; to put out
of breath ; to rest so as to re-

cover breath ; to sound a horn
(past and p.p., in this sense,
wound). n., win'dage, the
difference between the size of a
bullet and the bore of the gun.

os., wind'bound, hindered
from sailing by the wind ;

wind'-broken, weakened in

breathing. ns., wind'fall, any-
thing blown down by the wind ;

an unexpected good fortune ;

wind'-gauge (-gdj), an instru-
ment for measuring the force
and rate of the wind ; wind-
mill, a mill driven by the wind ;

wind'pipe, the passage for the
breath to and from the lungs ;

wind'ward, the point from
which the wind blows ; a. and
adv. (situated) towards this

point. a., win'dy, with much
wind blowing ; stormy ; empty
as wind.

Win'dow (win'do), n. [Scand.,
wind-eye], an opening in the wall
or roof to let in light and air ;

the frame which fills the open-
ing and holds the glass.

wine, n. [A.S., from L. vinwri],
the juice of the grape fresh or
fermented ; the fruit of the vine
before or after being pressed ;

a drink from the juice of other
fruits. n., wine'-bibber [L.

bibtre, to drink], a drinker of
wine.

wing, n. [Scand., wagger or flap-

per], that part of a bird or an
insect by means of which it

flies ; passage by flying ; any-
thing like a wing ; a building
joined to a larger one ; the right
or left division of an army or of
a line of ships ; v., to give
wings to ; to wound in the
wing ; to fly or move through
the air. -a., winged (wingd),
having wings; wounded in the
wing.

wink, v. [A.S.], to shut and open
the eyes quickly ; to give a hint
by moving the eyelids ; to seem
not to see ; to be dim ; n., a
quick shutting and opening of
the eyes ; a hint given by wink-
ing ; a short sleep.

winkle, n. [A.S., akin to above],
a kind of shell-fish or snail used
as food.

win'ning. See under WIN.
winnow (win'o), v. [A.S., from

root of WIND (2),] to blow the
chaff from the grain ; to separ-
ate ; to fan.

win'some, a. [A.S. wyn, joy ;

-SOME], of a lovely appearance ;

engaging ; winning.
win'ter, n. [A.S., etym. I], the cold

season of the year ; old age ;

v., to pass the time of winter ;

to feed during winter. n., win'-
ter-quarters, a place for troops
during winter ; a house for
winter use. a., win'try, like
winter ; cold and stormy.

wipe, v. [A.S. wipian], to rub over
with something soft ; to remove
dirt, etc., by rubbing softly ; to
clean and dry ; n., act of rub-
bing softly ; a blow ; a severe
remark.

wire, n. [A.S.], metal drawn out
into a thread ; v., to put upon
a wire ; to fasten with wire ; to
send a message by telegraph.
v., wire'draw, to draw into

wire; to spin out to a great
length. n., wire'-pullep
(-pultr), one who pulls the wires
of a puppet ; one who uses
secret influence to gain an end.

a., wip'y, made of or like

wire ; not easily snapped or
worn out.

wis, v. [A.S. gewis, certainly (see

WIT)], as in I wis, I know.
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(1), a. [A.S. tefe], having

knowledge ; making a right use
of knowledge ; able to decide
rightly ; discreet ; learned ;

reasonable. n., wis'dom (wiz'-
dom), quality of being wise ;

knowledge, with the ability to
use it ; power of judging rightly ;

the results of right judgments.
adv., wisely.

wise (2), n. [A.S. wise, skill, akin
to WISE (1)], manner of being or
of acting; fashion; style.

-wise, suff. (as in LENGTHWISE,
OTHERWISE).

wise'acro (wiz'aker), n. [Du., from
Ger. weissager, a prophet], one
who pretends to be very learned ;

a dunce ; a simpleton.
wish, v. [A.S.], to have a desire

(for) ; to long (for) ; to crave ;

to express a desire ; to invoke ;

n., a desire or longing ; the
thing longed for. a., wish'ful,
having a wish ; expressing de-
sire. n., wish'fulness.

Wisp, n. [M.E., perhaps for wips,
from root of WIPE (Skeat)], a
small bundle of hay or straw
(for brushing or cleaning).

Wist, v. [A.S., past tense of witan,
to know], (he) knew.

Wist'ful, a. [perhaps for whistful,

silent], full of longing or desire ;

thoughtful and sad ; very atten-
tive.

wit, v. [A.S. witan, to know], to
know (see also WOT) ; n., power
to know (often in plural) ; quick-
ness of mind ; power of joining
ideas in an unusual and humor-
ous way ; a man who has this

power. adv., to wit [A.S.
gerund, to witanne], namely ;

that is to say. a., witless,
without understanding ; silly ;

foolish. n., wit'ling, one who
has little wit ; a pretender to wit.

a., wit'ted, having wit or

knowledge. n., wit'tieism, a
witty saying ; an attempt at wit ;

a poor kind of wit. adv., wit'-

tingly, knowingly ; with inten-
tion. a., wit'ty, full of wit or
humour ; giving clever answers ;

saying funny things.
Witch, n. [A.S. wicca (masc.), vricce

(fern.), a wizard, a witch], a man
or woman supposed to have
magical power or knowledge
(now used only of women) ; v.f
to use the power of a witch over.

ns., witch'eraft, the power
or practice of witches ; witch'-
ery, a strong and mysterious in-
fluence. a., witch'ing, same as
BEWITCHING. masc., wiz'ard.

Wit'enagemote, n. [A.S. wttena,
gen. pi. of wita, a wise man ;

gemot, a meeting], the chief
council of the English people
before the Norman Conquest.

with, prep. [A.S.], close to or In
the company of ; on the side of ;

by means of ; joining two ob-
jects to be compared ; having
or holding ; (as a prefix) back or
against. adv., withal' (with-
awl'), together with this or that ;

at the same tune ; prep., with
(not now used).

withdraw', v. [WITH, back or
away], to draw back or away ;

to take back ; to go away. n.,

withdrawal, act of withdraw-
ing.

withe and with'y, MS. [A.S. wi<
dhig, a willow-twig], a slender
twig used as a band ; a band
made of slender twigs twisted
together.

with'ep, v. [A.S., akin to WEATH-
ER], to make or to become sap-
less ; to lose freshness ; to waste
away.

with'ers, n. [A.S. wither, against
(see WITH)], the ridge between
the shoulder bones of a horse
where the mane ends.

withheld', v. [WITH, back], to hold
or keep back ; to keep from
action , to keep to oneself.

within', prep. [A.S., WITH, IN], In

the inside of ; not beyond ; not
more than; not longer ago than ;

in the reach of ; adv.,ia the inner

part ; in the house ; inwardly.
without', prep. [A.S., WITH, our],
on the outside of ; out of reach
of ; not having ; leaving out ;

adv., at the outside ; not
within ; out of doors ; outward-
ly ; externally.

withstand', t>. [WITH, back], to
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stand against ; to stand in one's

way ; to oppose.
witless and witling. See under

WIT.
wit'ness, n. [A.S., from witan, to

know], knowledge stated as
proof ; one who has seen or
heard anything ; a person sworn
to tell the truth, etc. ; v., to
see or to hear anything ; to tell

what one has seen or heard ; to
bear testimony (to).

Wiz'ard, n. [M.E. wisard, from
A.S. wis, WISE], one who prac-
tises magic or witchcraft; /.,

witch. See WITCH.
wiz en, v. [A.S.], to wither or dry

up.
woad (ivod), n. [A.S.], a plant from

the leaves of which a blue dye is

got.
wobble. See WABBLE.
woe, n. [A.S.], great grief or sor-
row ; sore distress ; int., an
exclamation of grief. as., woe'-
begone, full of woe ; looking
very sad ; woe'ful, full of grief
or sorrow ; causing grief ; of
little worth ; woe worth, woe
be to.

wold, n. [A.S. weald, same root
as Ger. wald, forest], a low hill ;

an open country ; (pi.) a hilly
district.

wolf (wulf), n. [A.S.], a wild animal
of the dog kind ; any very
ravenous creature ; want ; (pi.)

wolves. n., wolf'-dog, a large
dog for guarding sheep against
wolves. a., wol'fish, like a
wolf ; ravenous ; fierce. n.,

wolf's-bane, monkshood ; aco-
nite.

wol'verine (wul'veren), n. [from
WOLF], another name for the
glutton.

worn'an (wum'dn), n. [A.S. wif~
manri], one of the female sex,
when grown up ; the female
part of the human race ; a
female servant ; (pi.) worn'en
(wim'eri). n., wom'anhood,
the character or qualities of a
woman ; the female sex. a.,

wom'anish, belonging to a
woman ; fit for or like a woman.

n., wom'ankind, the race of

2 wood
women. a., worn'anly, becom-
ing a woman ; like a woman.

won (wuri), v., past tense of WIN.
won'der (ivun'der), n. [A.S.], the

state of mind caused by whab
is new or strange ; a feeling oi

surprise ; something new or

strange ; a cause of wonder ;

v., to feel wonder ; to be curious
to know. as., won'derful and
won'drous, full of wonder ;

causing wonder ; very strange.
ns., won depland, a land full

of wonders ; won'derment,
astonishment ; surprise.

w6nt (or wtint), a. [for M.E. woned,
p.p. of won, to dwell], used or
accustomed ; n., habit or cus-
tom. a., won'ted, accustomed ;

usual.

woo, v. [A.S.], to seek to win ; to
make love to ; to court ; to
solicit. n. y woo'er. adv.,

woo'ingly.
wood, n. [A.S.], a large number of

growing trees ; the solid part
of trees ; trees cut down and
sawn into boards. ns., wood'-
bine, honeysuckle ; some kinds
of ivy, etc. ; wood' -coal, coal
made by charring wood in a
kiln, etc. ; charcoal ; lignite ;

wood cock, a bird allied to the
snipe ; wood'cut, a picture cut
on wood, or a print taken from
it ; wood'-cutter, one who cuts

pictures on wood ; one who cuts
down trees ; one who chops up
wood. as., wood'ed, covered
with trees ; supplied with wood ;

wood'en, made of wood ; like
wood ; stiff or awkward. ns.,

wood'-engpftving, the art or
process of cutting pictures on
wood, or engraving taken from
them ; a woodcut ; woodland,
land covered with trees; a.,

pertaining to woods. ns.,

wood'man, one who takes care
of trees; one who lives in the
woods ; wood'-nymph, a god-
dess of the woods ; wood'-
peckep, a bird having a hard,,

pointed bill for pecking holes in

trees, and a long tongue for

drawing out insects ; wood'-
pigeon (-pijun), a wild pigeon
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found in the woods ; wood'puff,
a creeping plant, with leaves in

whorls like ruffs ; wood'ward
an officer to protect woods
a fprester ; a woodman. a.

wood'y, covered with trees

consisting of wood; pertaining
to woods.

woof, n. [M.E. oof (A.S. owef, on-
ivef; ON, wefan, to WEAVE)], the
threads crossing the warp; the
cross thread thrown by the
shuttle.

wool, n. [A.S.], tho hairlike cover-
ing of sheep, etc. ; anything like

wool ; short, thick, curly hair.

n., wool'-gatheping, a gath-
ering or picking of wool ; absent-
mindedness ; idle fancy ; a.,

dreamy ; listless. n., wool'-
grower, one who raises sheep
for the sake of their wool. a.,

woollen, made of wool ; be-

longing to wool ; n., cloth
made of wool ; (pi.) woollen
goods. a., woolly, covered
with wool ; like or consisting of

wool. ns., wool'sack, a sack
or bag of wool ; the seat of the
Lord Chancellor in the House of

Lords, or his office; wool'-
sorter and wool' -stapler, one
who sorts wool according to its

staple or quality.
woold, v. [Du.], to wind a rope

,
round ; to splice.

word (ioerd), n. [A.S.], a spoken or
written sign of a thought ; a
message or order ; a promise ;

news ; (pi.) language ; strife or

quarrel ; v., to express or utter
in words. The Word, the Bible
or any part of it ; Christ, the
Son of God. ns., wopd'-book,
a book containing lists of words
with their meanings, etc. ;

wopd'-building, the building
up or formation of words; wor'-
ding, manner of expressing one-
self ; the words used ; word'-
picture, a vivid description.
a., wop'dy, using many words.

n., wop'diness.
wore, v., past tense of WEAR.
Work (werk), n. [A.S.], use of

strength to do something ; some-
thing made or done ; that at

which one labours ; a book or
other composition ; (pi.) mili-
tary defences, etc. ; manufac-
tories ; v., to put forth effort
for some end or purpose ; to
carry on a business or an em-
ployment ; to be in action or in
ferment ; to keep going ; to
shape or form ; to have effect ;

(out) to solve. past and
p.p., worked or wrought. a.,

wop'kable, that may be worked.
ns., work'-bag, a bag for

holding tools ; a small bag for
wool, thread, etc. ; a hussif ;

wopk'house, a house where
poor people are lodged, fed, and
clothed at the public expense ;

wopk'man, a man who works ;

a labourer ; an artisan. a.,

wopk'manlike, like a work-
man ; done skilfully. ns*
wopk'manship, the skill of a
workman ; manner or style of
work ; work done ; work'-
shop, a shop where work is done.

world (wfrld), n. [A.S.], the whole
creation ; the earth and its

people ; a star or a planet ; life

on earth ; the duties or pleasures
of life ; one's surroundings .

society; a great amount. a.,

worldly, belonging to this

world ; wholly devoted to its con-
cerns. ns., wopld'ling, one
who is so devoted : world'li-

ness, state of being worldly ;

strong desire for the good things
of this life. as., worldly-
minded, mindful only of the

things of this life ; world'-wide,
extending over the whole world.

WOPin (w&rm), n. [A.S. wyrm}, (for-

merly) any creeping animal,
large or small ; (now) any small

creeping animal without legs or

with very short ones ; anything
that destroys or torments, as

remorse; a greatly despised

person : the bent pipe of a still

or the thread of 'a screw ; v., to

move like a worm ; to work
slowly and secretly; (out) to

find out by underhand means,

os., worm'-eaten, eaten by
worms ; rotten ; wor'my, rail

of worms ; like a worm.
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worm'wood, n. [A.S. wermod,
akin to Fr. vermouth], a very
bitter plant ; bitterness.

worn, v., p.p. of WEAR.
worry (wur'i), v. [A.S.], to seize
and shake, as a dog does ; to

give trouble to ; to vex ; n.,
trouble or annoyance.

wopse (wers) [A.S. wyrsa], a., comp.
deg. of BAD, bad in a higher
degree ; in a lower or weaker
state ; adv., with more of evil.

sup. deg., worst (werst) [A.S.
wyrsf], bad in the highest degree ;

worse than all others ; n. t the
greatest degree of evil ; v., to

get the better of.

wor'ship (w&r'ship), n. [A.S.
weorthschipe (WORTH, -SHIP)], a
title given to a magistrate ;

great honour, esp. to God in

prayer and praise ; religious ser-

vices ; v., to pay the highest
honour to ; to hold dear.

pres. p., worshipping ; p.p.,
worshipped.

worsted (wer'sted), n. [Worstead, a
village in Norfolk], wool twisted
into thread ; a., made of wor-
sted.

wort (werf), n. [A.S.], a plant of
the cabbage kind ; the sweet
liquor got from malt before
fermentation.

worth (1) (werth), v. [A.S. weorthan,
to become], let there be in

phrase Woe worth, woe be to.

worth (2) (werth), n. fA.S. wyrthe,
honourable], that which makes
a thing useful or valuable ;

value marked by price : high
moral character ; wealth or

importance ; a., equal in value
to ; owning or possessed of ;

deserving of. as., worthless,
ofno worth or use ; wop'thy, hav-
ing worth ; deserving of honour ;

n., a man of worth or note.

-worth, geog. root [A.S. and Ger.],
enclosure ; manor ; town (as in

Tamworth, town on the Tame ;

Worthing, farm or manor ; Bos-
worth, farm or manor of Bosa).

wot, v. [A.S. waf\, 1st and 3rd per.
sing., pres. ind. of WIT, to know.

wound (1) (woond), n. [A.S.], a hurt
done by cutting, stabbing, etc. ;

any hurt or injury ; v. t to hurt
by cutting, etc. ; . to injure.

wound (2), v. t past and p.p. of
WIND (1).

wove, woven, vs., past and p.p.
Of WEAVE.

wrack (rak), n. [a form of WBECK],
seaweed cast on the shore.

wraith (rath), n. [Scand. ?], a per-
son's ghost appearing before or
soon after liis death ; a spirit

guarding rivers, streams, etc.

wrangle (rangl), v. [freq. of A.S.
wrung, akin to WRING], to quarrel
in angry words ; to make a
noise in quarrelling ; n., a
noisy quarrel. n., wpan'glep,
one who wrangles ; (formerly)
one of those who passed high
in the mathematical examina-
tion at Cambridge.

wrap (rap), v. [E., akin to WAEP ?],

to cover by folding something
round ; to roll up or round ;

n., something to put round the
shoulders. pres. p., wrapping ;

p.p., wrapped (rdpf) or wrapt.
n., wrap'pep, one who or

that which wraps ; a loose gown
worn by women.

wrath (rawth), n. [A.S., from root
of WROTH], great anger ; venge-
ance. a., wpath'ful, full of

wrath ; very angry.
wreak (rek), v. [A.S., akin to

WRECK], to inflict punishment;
to revenge.

wreath (reth)t n. [A.S., akin to

WRITHE], something twisted ; an
ornament of leaves or flowers;
a garland. v., wreathe (reth),
to twist together ; to make into a
wreath ; to adorn with a wreath ;

to curl upwards.
wreck (rek), n. [A.S., akin to

WREAK], the breaking up of a
ship ; a ship broken up ; the
remains of anything destroyed ;

destruction ; v., to bring ruin

upon. n., wreck'ep, one who
wrecks, esp. who misleads ships
for the sake of plundering them.

wren (ren), n. [A.S.], a little bird
of active and lively habits.

wrench (rench), n. [A.S., akin to

WRING], a strong pull and a
twist; an injury by twisting;



an instrument for screwing nuts,
etc. ; v., to pull with a strong
twist ; to take away by violence
to injure by twisting.

wrest (rest), v. [A.S. wrcestan, akin
to WRITHE], to pull or force away
by twisting ; to take by force ;

to turn from their proper mean-
ing, as words ; n., a violent
twist ; a key to tune a harp.

wrestle (real), v. [A.S. wrcesttian,
freq. of above], to strive with a
person by grappling ; to fight
hard ; to struggle earnestly ; n.,
a fight in which two try to throw
each other.

wretch (rech), n. [A.S. wrecca, an
outcast], one who is utterly un-
happy ; a very worthless per-
son. a., wreteh'ed, very miser-
able ; full of sorrow ; very
worthless. n., wretch'edness.

wriggle (rigl), v. [E., freq. of wrig,
to twist], to twist uneasily ; to
move by twisting about.

wright (rit), n. [A.S. wyrhta, akin
to WORK], a workman ; a maker
of anything ; a worker in wood.

wring (ring), v. [A.S., akin to

WRIGGLE], to twist with force ;

to squeeze hard ; to cause great
pain to. past and p.p., wrung.

wrinkle (rinkl), n. [A.S., dim. of

WRING], a small ridge or furrow ;

a mark caused by folding ; v.,

to mark by folding or contract-

ing ; to make uneven. a.,

wrinkled (-kid) and wrinkly.
wrist (rist), n. [A.S., that which

wrests or turns], the joint on
which the hand turns; a pin
on a crank.

writ (rit), n. [A.S. (ge)wrif\, some-
thing written, as Holy Writ, the
Bible ; a written order.

M> xylonite
write (rK), v. [A.S. wrltan], to form

letters or words with a pen OP
pencil ; to set down in letters ;

to make a book, etc. ; to copy
on paper ; to tell in a letter.

pres. p., writing; p.p., writ-
ten ; past, wrote. na., wri'ter,
one who writes ; a maker of
books ; name for a lawyer in
Scotland ; wri'ting, art of form-
ing words, etc. ; that which ie
written ; (pi.) literary works.

writhe (rith), v. [A.S. uvttlian, to
twist], to twist, esp. from pain ;

to be distorted.

wrong (rong), a. [A.S., twisted,
from same root as WRING],
twisted out of the right way ;

not according to truth or fact ;

not true or right ; not suitable
or fit ; n., anything not right ;

an injury ; v., to treat unjustly ;

adv. (also wrongly), not
rightly. a., wrong'ful, unjust ;

injurious. adv., wrong'fully.

as., wrong'headed and wrong'-
minded, wrong in opinion or

principle ; wron'gous (rong'ff&s),

[Sc.] unjust ; wrongful.
wroth (roth), a. [A.S.], very angry.
wrought (rawt), v., past and p.p.

of WORK.
wrung, v., past and p.p. of WRING.
wry (ri), a. [M.E. wrien, from A.S.

wrigian, same root as WRIGGLE],
twisted ; turned to one side ;

misdirected. adv., wry'ly.
wy or gwy, geog. root [Welsh],

water (as in Wye, Wey, water or
river ; Medway, the river run-
ning in the middle).

wy'vern, n. [O.Fr., from root of

VIPER], an imaginary winged
creature with two Jeet and the
head of a dragon.

xe'bec (ze'bek), n. [Sp., from Turk.],
a small vessel with three masts,
formerly much used in the Medi-
terranean by pirates.

X-rays, n. pi., rays produced by
the passage of an electric current

through a vacuum, and capable
Of passing through many sub-

opaque to ordinary
light ; R6ntgen rays.

xylog'raphy (zilog'rdfl), n. [Gk.

xylon, wood ; -GRAPHT], the art

of engraving on wood.

xylonite (zi'ldnit), n. [Gk. xylon,

wood], a kind of celluloid ; a
compound used instead of ivory.
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J stiff- [Fr. -ie, L. -ius, -ia, etc.],

quality and state (as in FURY,
MISERY) ; full of (as in EARTHY
MIGHTY) ; place, collection, etc.

(as in RECTORY, SMITHY, TREA-
SURY).

yacht (yot), n. [Du.], a swift boat,
fitted up for pleasure trips or

racing.
yak, n. [Tibetan], a large ox found

in the plateaux of Central Asia.

yarn, n. [Port., from African], a
large root like the potato, grown
in warm countries.

Yan'kee (yang'ki), n. [perhaps an
Indian corruption of English or
of Fr. Anglais], a native of the
New England States in America
or of the United States.

yap, geog. root [G. garw, garaw],
rough ; rapid (as in Fare, Yarrow,
Garonne; Garry, the rough or
rapid river ; Garioch, rough
district).

yard (1), n. [A.S. geard, same root
as GARDEN], enclosed ground
near a house ; a garden.

yard (2), n. [A.S. gyrd, a rod], a
measure of three feet in length
or of nine square feet ; a beam
for spreading a square sail. n.,

yard'-arm, one half of a ship's
yard, from the mast to either
end.

yarn, n. [A.S. gearn], the fibre of

cotton, flax, etc., spun into
thread ; one of the threads or
strands of a rope ; a long story.

yarrow (yar'o), n. [A.S.], a plant
with finely-cut leaves ; milfoil.

yawl, n. [Du.], a ship's small boat,
rowed with four or six oars ; a
small fishing boat.

yawn, v. [A.S. gdniari], to open the
mouth widely from weariness or

fatigue ; n., a wide opening of
the mouth, etc.

ye, 2nd per. pi. pron. [nom. of YOU].
yea (yd), adv. [A.S. gea], yes ; n.,
a affirmative answer or vote.

yean- v. [A.S.], to bring forth

young. n., yeanling, a lamb
or a kid.

, n. [A.S. sear], the time which
the earth takes to go round the
sun ; twelve months, or about
365J days. n., yearling, an
animal over one year of age, but
not yet two. a., yearly, hap-
pening every year; lasting for
a year ; adv., once a year ;

from year to year.
yearn (yern), v. [A.S. gyrnan], to

seek earnestly ; to long for,
from pity or desire. a., year'-
ning, longing ; earnestly desir-

ing ; n., a deep longing ; pity.
yeast (yest), n. [A.S.], the froth that

rises on fermenting liquors ; the
vegetable growth which causes
fermentation, also used for
mising dough in bread-making.

a., yeas'ty, like yeast OP
froth ; frothy ; foamy.

yell, v. [A.S. gellan, akin to -gale
in NIGHTINGALE], to cry with a
startling noise ; to scream ; to
shriek ; n., a loud and startling
cry.

yellow (yel'o), a. [A.S. geolu], of a
bright colour like gold ; n., a
yellow colour; the colour be-
tween orange and green. ns. t

yellow-fever, a fever in which
the skin turns yellow, common
in hot countries ; yellow-
hammer, a common song bird,
having yellow feathers.

yelp, v. [A.S. gilpari\, to bark
loudly and sharply ; to give a
sharp cry of pain.

yeo'man (yo'mdri), n. [M.E., per-
haps from A.S. gd, a village],
a small landowner ; one who
farms his own land ; one next
in rank to a gentleman ; an
officer of the royal household.

n., yeo'manry, a body of
volunteer cavalry.

yes, adv. [A.S. gese], ay ; even so.

yester-, pref. [A.S. geostra, akin
to L. hesternus], of or belonging
to the preceding day. n., yes'-
terday, the day before to-day;

adv., on the day just past ; n.,

yesternight, the night of yes-
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terday ; adv., on the night just
past.

yet, adv. [A.S. git], in addition;
at the same time ; hitherto ;

before the end ; conj., for all

that ; nevertheless.

yew (yu), n. [A.S. lw\, an evergreen
tree like the pine ; its wood used
for bows, etc.

yield (yeld), v. [A.S. gieldan, to

pay], to give in return for labour ;

to bring forth ; to give up ; to
submit ; n., product ; crop.
a., yiel'ding, giving way.

yoke, n. [A.S. geoc], that which
joins ; a frame of wood on the
necks of oxen for drawing ; the
oxen so yoked ; anything like

a gate ; service or slavery ;

v., to join together ; to put a
yoke on ; to bring into a state
of slavery. ns., yoke'-fellow
and yoke'-mate, an associate
in work, etc.; a husband or
wife.

yolk (yok), n. [A.S. geolca, YELLOW],
the yellow part of an egg.

yon and yon'der, a. and adv.

[A.S. geori], at a distance, but
within view.

ydre, adv. [A.S. geara, gen. pi. of
gear, YEAR], in the olden time.
adv., of yore, long ago.

you (U), pron. [A.S. eow], 2nd per.
pron. sing, and pi. of THOU;
your or yours, belonging to
you ; (emphatic) yourself' ; (pi.)

yourselves'.
young (v&ng), a. [A.S. geong], not

old ; new to life ; having little

experience ; n. t young ones.
a., youngish, somewhat young.

ns., youngling, young per-
son or animal ; young'step and
(colloq.) youn'ker (yung'ker), a
young fellow ; a youth.

youth (nth), n. [A.S. geogvfh], the
early part of life ; the time be-
tween childhood and manhood ;

a young fellow ; those growing
up to be men and women. a.,

youth'ful, belonging to youth ;

in early life ; not old.

Yule (ul), n. [A.S. geola], Christ-

mas. n., Yule'tide, Christmas
time.

a'ny, n. [Fr. zani, from. It. zanni,
a corruption of Giovanni, John],
a person employed to make
sport; a clown; a merryandrew.
are'ba (zare'bd), n. [Arab.], a
camp protected by prickly or

thorny bushes, etc.

n. [O.Fr., from Gk. zelos,

zeal], a burning desire to help ;

great eagerness or activity; en-

thusiasm; ardour. n. t zeal'ot

(zel'ot), one full of zeal; an en-
thusiast. a., zeal'ous (zel'Hs),

full of zeal ; earnest.

ze'bra, n. [Port., from African], a
wild animal of the horse kind,

striped with white and black or
brown.

zebu, n. [Fr., from Tibetan], an
Indian ox with short horns, and
a large hump over the shoulders.

zemindar', n. [Pers.], a person
who holds land in India on con-
dition of paying a fixed sum to

government : a landlord.

zena'na (z&na'na), n. [Hind., from
Pers. zan, a woman], the part
of an Indian house set apart for

women.
Zend, n. [zend, a commentary], an

ancient Persian language. n.,

Zend-Aves'ta, the sacred writ-

ings of the ancient Persians,
written in Zend.

zen'ith, n. [O.Fr., from Arab.
samt, a way], the point in the

heavens right overhead ; the

highest point.
zeph'yr, n. [Fr., from Gk. zeph-

yros, the west wind], the west
wind ; any soft, gentle breeze.

zeppelin, n., a dirigible airship,

with a skeleton framework of

aluminium, divided into numer-
ous compartments filled with

gas, driven by motors, and used

extensively by the Germans in

the Great War. It is named
after the inventor, Count Fer-

dinand Zeppelin (1838-1917).
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zfip'o, w. [O.Fr., from Arab, cipr,

CIPHER], a cipher ; nothing ; the

point from which the marking
of the scale begins ; the lowest
or neutral point.

zest, n. [O.Fr., a slice of lemon,
etc., for flavouring (Qk. schistos,

divided)], a relish ; keen enjoy-
ment.

zig'zag, a. and adv. [Fr., from
Ger. zickzack (zacke, a tooth)],
with short, sharp turns ; v., to
make with short, sharp turns ;

to move in a zigzag manner.
pres. p., zigzagging ; p.p., zig-
zagged (-z&gd).

zinc, n. [Ger., etym. ?], a bluish-
white metal, like tin, used for

covering roofs, making baths,
etc. n., zineog'paphy, the art

or process of engraving on zinc ;

the art of printing from such
plates.

Zin'garo (zing'gdro), n. [It.], a
gipsy ; (pi.) Zin'gari (-re) ; /.,

Zin'gara.
Zi on, n. [Heb.], a hill in Jerusa-

lem ; the Church of God; heaven.
zir'con, n. [Arab, or Pers.], a

mineral containing the element
zirconium.

zith'ep (zith'er), n. [Ger., from L.
dthara], a musical instrument
of from thirty to forty wires
stretched across a board, and
played with the fingers.

ZO'diac, n. [Fr., from Gk. zodiakos

3 zymotic

(zdon, an animal)], twelve groups
of stars, named after animals,
through which the sun appears
to pass in a year.

zoll'verein, n. (tsol' -or teol'feriri),

[Ger. zoll, duty ; verein, union],
a union of states in respect to
customs duty, etc.

zone, n. [Fr., from Gk. zone,
girdle], a belt or girdle ; one of
the five great belts of the earth.

a., zoned (zand), wearing a
girdle.

zool'ogy (zool'oji), n. [Gk. soon,
an animal ; -LOGY], science of
animals. a., zoolog'ieal (coo-

loj'ikal). zoological garden,
a place where wild animals are

kept on view. n., zool'ogist.
zo'ophyte, n. [Gk. zdon, an animal ;

phyten, a plant], an animal re-

sembling a plant, as sponge,
coral, etc. as., zo'ophytie and
zo'ophytical.

Zouave' (zooav'), n. [Fr., from
N. African zuawd], one of a body
of French infantry* formerly
Algerians, now Frenchmen wear-
ing the Arab dress.

Zulu (zoo'loo), n. [native name],
one of a warlike tribe of Kafirs,
found in Natal, etc.

zymotic, a. [Gk. zymotikos (zymS,
ferment)], pertaining to cholera,
typhus, etc., of which the poi-
son acts like a ferment in the
system.



APPENDIX.

WORDS AND PHRASES

FROM THE

LATIN, GREEK, AND MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

a bas [Fr.], down ; down with.
ab initip [L.], from the beginning.
ab origins [L.], from the origin or

beginning.
ab urfoe conditft [L.], from the

building of the city (that is,

Rome, 754 B.C.).

a cheval [Fr.], on horseback.
ad finem [L.], to the end.
ad hoe [L.], for this special pur-

pose.
ad inflnltum [L.], to infinity.
ad interim [L.], in the meanwhile.
ad libitum [L.j, at pleasure.
ad nauseam [L.], to the point of

causing disgust.
ad valorem [L.], according to

value.
ad vitam aut eulpam [L.], for life

or fault ; till some misconduct
be proved.

affaire d'honneur [Fr.], an affair

of honour ; a duel.
a fortiori [L.], with stronger

reason.

agenda [L.], things to be done.
a la carte [Fr.], by the bill of fare.

a la mode [Fr.], according to cus-
tom ; in fashion.

al fresco [It.], in the open air.

allons [Fr.], let us go ; come on ;

forward.
alma mater [L.], a foster-mother

(applied by students to their

university, college, etc.).

alter ego [L.], another self; a
friend.

amende honorable [Fr.], satis-

factory apology ; reparation.

amor patrisa [L.], love of country.
amour propre [Fr.], self-love;

vanity.
angliee [L.], in English ; in Eng-

lish fashion.
anno Christ! [L.], in the year of

Christ.
anno Domini [L.], in the year of

our Lord.
anno mundi [L.], in the year of

the world.
anno urbis condita? [L.], in the

year when the city (of Rome)
was built (754 B.C.).

annus mirabilis [L.], year of
wonders.

ante meridiem [L.], before noon.
a outrance [Fr.], to the utmost.
a posteriori [L.], from the effect

to the cause.
a priori [L.], from the cause to the

effect.

a propos [Fr.], to the point.

aqua vitae [L.], water of life;

brandy ; spirit ; alcohol.

argumentum ad hominem [L.],

an argument addressed to the
man (an appeal to his interests,

prejudices, etc.).

arriere pensee [Fr.], a mental
reservation.

ars longa, vita brevis [L.], art is

long, life is short.

artium magister [L.], master of

arts.

a tout prix [Fr.], at any price.

au contraire [Fr.], on the con-

trary.
au fait [Fr.], well acquainted with.

690
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au fond [Fr.], at the bottom.
au pis aller [Fr.], at the worst.
au reste [Fr.], as for the rest ; be-

sides.

au pevoir [Fr.], adieu till we meet
again.

aut Caesar aut nullus [L.], cither
Csesar or nobody ; the first place
or none.

auto da f6 [Port.], an act of faith

(applied to the burning of here-

tics).

aut vineere aut mopi [L.], to con-
quer or die.

aux armes [Fr.], to arms !

avant-coupeup [Fr.], a forerunner,
ave atque vale [L.], hail and

farewell.
avec permission [Fr.], by or with

consent.

bas bleu [Fr.], a blue-stocking ; a
literary woman.

beau id6al [Fr.], a perfect model
of beauty ; a model of ideal per-
fection.

beau monde [Fr.], the fashionable
world.

beaux esppits [Fr.], men of wit.

b6te noipe [Fr.], a black beast ; a
bugbear.

blas6 [Fr.], palled : surfeited.
bona fide [L.], in good faith ; in

reality.
bon ami [Fr.], good friend.
bonhomie [Fr.], good-natured

simplicity.
bon JOUP [Fr.], good day ; good

morning.
bonne [Fr.], a nurse or governess.
bon soip [Fr.], good evening.

eseteris papibus [L.], other things
being equal.

eafti [Fr.], a coffee-house.
canaille [Fr.], the rabble.

cap-a-pie (-pe) [Fr.], from head to
foot.

cappe diem [L.], enjoy the present
day ; seize the opportunity that
offers.

easus belli [L.], that which brings
on or justifies war ; occasion or

ground of quarrel.
e'est a dipe [Fr.], that is to say.
Chef [Fr.], the head ; the leading

person or part ; chief cook.

chef-d'oeuvre [Fr.], a master-
piece.

chemin de fep [Fr.], iron road ; a
railway.

chevalier d'ind^trie [Fr.], a
knight of industry ; one who
lives by his wits or by fraud.

ci-devant [Fr.], former ; formerly.
compagnon de voyage [Fr.], a

travelling companion.
compos mentis [L.], of sound

mind.
con amore [It.], with love ; with

zeal.

confrere [Fr.], an associate.

cong< d'elire [Fr.], leave to elect.

conseil d'etat [Fr.], a council of
state ; a privy council.

contra bonos mopes [L.], con-
trary to good manners.

cordon sanitaire [Fr.], a line of

troops placed to prevent the
spreading of contagion or pes-
tilence.

corps diplomatique [Fr.], a diplo-
matic body.

coppus delicti [L.], the body or
foundation of the offence.

corpus vile [L.], worthless matter.
corrigenda [L.], corrections to be
made.

couleup de pose [Fr.], rose colour ;

an aspect of delusive beauty.
coup d'6tat [Fr.], a stroke of

policy ; a violent measure in

public affairs.

coup de grace [Fr.], a finishing
stroke.

coup de main [Fr.], a sudden
enterprise or effort.

coup d'ceil [Fr.], a rapid glance.
coup de soleil [Fr.], a sunstroke.
eui bono ? [L.], for whose good is

it? what good will it do ?

cul de sac [Fr.], the bottom of the

bag ; a street or lane that has
no outlet.

cum gpano sails [L.I, with a grain
of salt ; with some allowance.

cum ppivilegio [L.], with privi-

lege.
cuppente ealamo [L.], with a

running or rapid pen.
custos potulopum [L.], keeper of

the rolls.

da capo [It. ], from the beginning.
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d'accord [Fr.] f agreed ; in tune.
de bonne grace [Fr.], with good

grace ; willingly.
de facto [L.], in fact ; really.
Dei gratia [L.], by the grace of

God.
de jure [L.], from the law; by

right.
delenda est Carthago [L.], Car-

thage must be destroyed.
de mortuis nil nisi bonum [L.],

say nothing but good of the
dead.

Deo gratias [L.I, thanks to God.
Deo volente [L ], God willing

(usually D.V.).
de prorandis [L.], out of the

depths.
dernier ressort [Fr.], a last re-

source.
desideratum [L.], a thing desired.
de trop [Fr.], too much or too
many.

Deus vobiscum [L.], God be with
you.

dies irse [L.], day of wrath.
Dieu deTend le droit [Fr.], God

defends the right.
Dieu et mon droit [Fr.], God and
my right.

dilettante [It.], a lover of the fine

arts.

distingufi [Fr.], distinguished ;

remarkable.
divertissement [Fr.], amusement;

sport.
dolce far niente [It.], sweet doing-

nothing ; sweet idleness.
double entendre [Fr.], double
meaning ; a word or phrase cap-
able of more than one meaning.

dramatis persdnse [L.], charac-
ters in a drama.

dulce domum [L.], sweet (to go)
home.

dulce et decorum est pro patria
mori [L.], it is sweet and glor-
ious to die for one's country.

eau de Cologne [Fr.], Cologne
water ; a perfume.

eau de vie [Fr.], water of life;

brandy.
edition de luxe [Fr.], a splendid
and costly edition of a book.

El Dorado [Sp.] f the golden land.

Cloge [Fr.], a funeral oration.

emeritus [L.], retired after long
service ; superannuated.

emeute [Fr.], insurrection ; up-
roar.

empressement [Fr.], ardour ;

zeal ; interest.
en arriere [Fr.], in the rear ; be-

hind ; back.
en avant [Fr.], forward.
en deshabille [Fr.], in undress.
en famille [Fr.], with one's family;

in a domestic state.
enfants perdus [Fr.], lost chil-

dren ; a forlorn hope.
enfln [Fr.], at last ; in the end ;

in short.
en masse [Fr.], in a body.
en passant [Fr.], in passing ; by

the way.
en rapport [Fr.], in relation ; in

connection ; in agreement ; sym-
pathetic.

en regie [Fr.], in order ; according
to rule.

en route [Fr.], on the way.
entente cordiale [Fr.], cordial

understanding (between two
states).

en tout [Fr.], in all ; wholly.
entpe [Fr.], entry ; a course of

dishes.
entre nous [Fr.], between our-

selves.

en verit6 [Fr.], in truth.
errare est humanum [L.], to err

is human.
erratum [L.], an error; (pZ.)

errata, errors.

esprit de corps [Fr.], the ani-

mating spirit of a collective

body (as the army, the bar, etc.).

et caetera [L.], and the rest.

et tu, Brute [L ], and thou, too,
Brutus I

eureka [Gk.], I have found it.

ex cathedra [L.], from the chair ;

with high authority.
excelsior [L.], higher ; more ele-

vated.
excerpta [L.], extracts.

exempli gratia [L.], by way of

example.
exeunt omnes [L.], all go out or

retire.

exit [L.], he goes out ; death.

ex nihilo nihil fit [L.], out of noth-

ing nothing comes.
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ex offlcio [L.], by virtue of office.

ex parte [L.], on one side only.
expose [Fr.], an exposition ; re-

cital.

ex voto [L.], according to vow.

facetiae [L.], humorous writings or

sayings ; jokes.
facile ppineeps [L.], easily pre-
eminent ; the admitted chief.

facilis est descensus Averni [L.],
the descent to Avernus (or hell)
is easy ; the road to evil is easy.

fait accompli [Fr.], a thing al-

ready done.
faux pas [Fr.], a mistake ; a false

step.
fecit [L.], he made or executed it.

felo de se [L.], a suicide.
femme de chambre [Fr.], a
chambermaid.

festina lente [L.], hasten slowly.
feu de joie [Fr.], a firing of guns

in token of joy ; a bonfire.
flat justitia ruat ecelum [L.], let

justice be done though the
heavens should fall.

flat lux [L.], let there be light.
fldei defensor [L.], defender of

the faith.
fides Punlca [L.], Punic faith;

treachery.
fldus Achates [L.], faithful Acha-

tss ; a true friend.
flls [Fr.], son.
finis [L.], the end.
flagrante delicto [L.], in the very

act.

fons et origo [L.], the source and
origin.

foptiter in re [L.], with firmness
in acting.

garcon [Fr.], a boy ; a waiter.

garde du corps [Fr.], a body-
guard.

gardez [Fr.], take care; be on
your guard.

geist [Ger.], spirit; vital principle.
genius loci [L.], the genius of the

place.
gens d'armes [Fr.], armed police.
gens de guerre [Fr.], military
men.

gentilhomme [Fr.], a gentleman.
gloria in excelsis Deo [L.], glory

to God in the highest.

gloria Patri [L.], glory be to the
Father.

gn&thi seauton [GkJ, know thy-
self.

gouvernante [Fr.], a governess.
grace a Dieu [Fr.], thanks to God.
gradatim [L.], step by step.
gradus ad Parnassum [L.], a

step to Parnassus ; aid in writ-

ing Greek or Latin poetry.

haut goftt [Fr.], high flavour ; ele-

gant taste.

hie et ubique [L.], here and every-
where.

hie jacet [L.], here lies.

nine illae lacrim&e [L.], hence
these tears.

hoi polloi [Gk.], the many; the
vulgar ; the rabble.

homme d'affaires [Fr.], a man of
business.

homme d* esprit [Fr.], a man of
wit or genius.

honi soit qui mal y pense [Fr.],
evil to him who evil thinks.

honorarium [L.], a fee paid to a
professional man.

hors de combat [Fr.], out of con*
dition to fight.

hortus siccus [L.], a collection of
dried plants.

hdtel de ville [Fr.], a town-hall.

ibidem [L.], in the same place,
thing, or case.

ich dien [Ger.], I serve,
id est [L.], that is (contracted i.e.).

imperium in imperio [L.], a
government within another.

imprimatur [L.], the licence to

print a book, registered on its

title-page ; the imprint.
in aeternum [L.], for ever.
in armis [L.], under arms.
in articulomortis [L.], at the point

of death ; in the last struggle.
in capite [L.], in the head ; in chief.

Index Expurgatorius [L.], a list

of prohibited books.
in extenso [L.], at full length.
in extremis [L.], at the point of

death.
in flagrante delicto [L.], taken

in the act.

in forma pauperis [L.], as a poor
man.
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Infra dignitatem [L.], below
one's dignity (contracted infra
dig.).

in futuro [L.], in future ; hence-
forth.

in hoc statu [L.], in this state of

things.
In memdriam [L.], to the memory

(of).

in nomine [L.], in the name (of).

in pace [L.], in peace.
in partibus infidelium [L.], in

infidel countries.
in perpetuum [L.], for ever.
in propria persona [L.], in person.
in pe [L.], in the matter of.

in rerum natura [L.], in the
nature of things.

in saecula sseculorum [L.], for
ever and ever.

in situ [L.1, in its original situation.
in statu quo [L.], in the former

state.

Inter alia [L.], among other things.
inter nos [L.], between ourselves.
in terr&rem [L.], as a means of

terrifying ; by way of warning.
inter se [L.], among themselves.
in toto [L.], in the whole ; entirely.
in vino veritas [L.], there is truth

in wine ; truth comes out under
the influence of wine.

ipse dixit [L.], he himself said it ;

a dogmatic saying or assertion.

ipsissima verba [L.], the very
words.

ipso facto [L.], in the fact itself.

italiee [L.], in Italian; in Italian
fashion.

iterum [L.], again.

jacta est alea [L.], the die is cast.

Jet d'eau [Fr.], a jet of water ; a
fountain.

jeu de mots [Fr.], a play upon
words ; a pun.

Jeu d'esprit [Fr.], a witticism.

jubilate Deo [L.], be joyful in the
Lord ; rejoice in God.

Judicium Dei [L.], by the judg-
ment of God.

Jure divino [L.], by divine law.

jure humano [L.], by human law.

jus civile [L.], civil law.

Jus divinum [L.], divine law.

Jus gentium [L.], the law of

nations.

locum tenons

juste milieu [Fr.], the golden
mean.

Juvante Deo [L.], by God's help.
juxta [L.], near by.

labore et honore [L.], by labour
and honour,

labor omnia vincit [L.], labour
conquers everything.

laissez faire [Fr.], let alone;
suffer to have its own way.

1*allegro [It.], the merry man.
lapis philosophopum [L.], the

philosopher's stone.

lapsus calami [L.], a slip of the
pen.

lapsus linguae [L.], a slip of the
tongue.

lares et penates [L.], household
gods.

laudatop tempdris act! [L.], one
who praises time past.

laus Deo [L.], praise to God.
le beau monde [Fr.], the fashion-

able world.

1'empire des lettres [Fr.], the

republic of letters.

le pas [Fr.], precedence in place
or rank.

Iese-majest6 [Fr.], high treason.
le tout ensemble [Fr.], the whole

considered as one ; the general
effect.

lettre de cachet [Fr.], a sealed
letter : a royal warrant.

lettre de marque [Fr.], a letter

of marque or liberty to a ship
to make captures.

lex loci [L.], the law or custom of

the place.
lex non scripta [L.], the common
law ; unwritten law.

lex scripta [L.], statute law.

lex talionis [L.], the law of re-

taliation.

lex terra [L.]. the law of the land.

I'homme propose, et Dieu dis-

pose [Fr.], man proposes, and
God disposes.

lingua franca [It.], the mixed
language spoken by Europeans
in the East.

literse humaniores [L.], litera-

ture.

locum tenens [L.], one occupying
the place of another for a time ;

a deputy or substitute.
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locus stand! [L.], ground to stand
upon ; a right to interfere.

lusus naturae [L.], a sport or
freak of nature.

ma ehere (/em.) [Fr.], my dear.
ma foi [Fr.], upon my faith.

magna est veritas, et prsevale-
bit [L.], truth is mighty, and it

will prevail.

magnumbonum [L.], agreatgood.
magnum opus [L.], a great work.
maitre d'hote! [Fr.], a house-

steward.
maladie du pays [Fr.], home-

sickness.

mala fide [L.], with bad faith;
treacherously.

ma! de mep [Fr.], sea-sickness.

mandamus [L.], we command ; a
writ issued by the Court of

King's Bench.
mare clausum [L.], a closed sea.

matepfamilias [L.], the mother
of a family.

materiel [Fr.], material used in

any design ; the munitions of
an army.

mauvalse honte [Fr.], false mo-
desty.

mauvais gout [Fr.], bad taste. -

mauvais quart d'heupe [Fr.], a
bad quarter of an hour.

mauvais sujet [Fr.], a bad sub-
ject ; a worthless fellow.

melange [Fr.], a mixture.
melee [Fr.], a confused fight ; a

scuffle.

memento mori [L.], remember
death.

memorabilia [L.], things to be
remembered.

mens sana in eorpore sano [L.],
a sound mind in a sound body.

mens sib! cpnscia recti [L.], a
mind conscious of rectitude.

mesalliance [Fr.], marriage with
an inferior.

messieurs [Fr.], sirs ; gentlemen.
meum et tuum [L.], mine and

thine.
mirabile dictu [L.], wonderful to

be told.

mipabilia [L.], wonders.
mise en scene [Fr.], the getting
up for the stage ; the putting
on the etage.

modus operand! [L.], manner of
operation ; way of doing some-
thing.

mon ami (fern, amie) [Fr.], my
friend.

mon eher (raosc.) [Fr.], my dear.
monsieur [Fr.], sir ; Mr. ; a
gentleman.

mopceau [Fr.], a bit; morsel; frag-
ment.

mot a mot [Fr.l, word for word.
multum in papvo [L.], much in

little.

mutatis mutandis [L.], with the
necessary changes.

naissance [Fr.], birth.

necessitas non habet legem [L.],

necessity has no law.
nee [Fr.], born ; family name.
neglige [Fr.], a morning dress.
nemlne eontradieente [L.], with-

out opposition ; no one speak-
ing in opposition. (Contracted
nem. con.)

nemine dissentiente [L.], no one
dissenting ; without a dissenting
voice.

nemo me impune lacessit [L.],

no one injures me with im-
pimity.

ne plus ultra [L.], nothing fur-
ther ; the utmost point.

ne sutop ultra cpepidam [L.],

let not the shoemaker go beyond
his last.

nil admirari [L.], to wonder at
nothing.

nil despepandum [L.], there is no
reason for despair ; never de-
spair.

n'importe [Fr.], it matters not.
nisi Dominus fpustra [L.], un-

less the Lord help, we labour in

vain.
nisi ppius [L.], unless previously

(a name given to the sittings of

juries in civil cases).
noblesse oblige [Fr.], rank im-

poses obligation.
nolens volens [L.], whether lie

will or not.
noli me tangere [L.], don't touch
me.

nom de guerre [Fr.], a war name ;

a travelling title ; pseudonym.
nom de plume [Fr.], an assumed
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or literary title (not a French
phrase).

nonchalance [Fr.], coolness ; in-
difference ; carelessness.

non compos mentis [L.], not of
sound mind.

non sequitur [L.], it does not
follow.

nota bene [L.], mark well.
notre dame [Fr.], our lady; the

Virgin.
nous avons change" tout cela

[Fr.], we have changed all that.
nouveaux riches [Fr.], people
who have newly gained wealth ;

upstarts.
novus homo [L.], a new man, or
one who has raised himself from
obscurity.

obiit [L.], he or she died.
obiter dictum [L.], a thing said
by the way or in passing.

odium theologieum [L.], the
hatred among theologians.

ceuvres [Fr.], works.
omnia ad Dei gloriam [L.], all

things to the glory of God.
omnia vincit amor [L.], love

conquers all things.
omnia vincit labor [L.], labour

overcomes all things.
on dit [Fr.], they say ; report ; a

flying rumour.
onus prpbandi [L.], the burden

of proving.
optimates [L.], men of the first

rank,
os?a et labdra [L.], pray and

work.
ora pro nobis [L.], pray for us.

O I si sic omnia [L.], oh, if all

things were so ; oh, if he had al-

ways spoken or acted so.

O tempora ! O mores I [L.], oh
the times I oh the manners !

otium cum dignitate [L.], ease
with dignity ; dignified leisure.

padrone [It.], a master ; a land-
lord ; ruler.

pallida mors [L.], pale death.
par excellence [Fr.], by way of

eminence.
par exemple [Fr.], for example.
pari passu [L.], with equal pace ;

step for step ; side by side.

parole d'honneur [Fr.], word of
honour.

particeps criminis [L.I, an ac-
complice in a crime.

partout [Fr.], everywhere.
pas [Fr.], a step ; action ; pre-

cedence.
pas de deux [Fr.], a dance for two.
passim [L.], everywhere.
pftt6 de foie gras [Fr.], goose-

liver pie.

paterfamilias [L.], the father of
a family.

pater noster [L.], our father-
hence, the Lord's Prayer.

pater patriae [L.], father of his
country.

pax vobiscum [L.], peace be with
you.

peccftvi [L.], I have sinned.
pendent lite [L.], pending the

suit.

pensee [Fr.], a thought.
per annum [L.], by the year,

annually.
per capita [L.], by the head;

each.

per centum [L.], by the hundred.
per contra [L.], on the contrary ;

contrariwise.

per diem [L.], by the day.
per mare, per terras [L.], by sea

and land.

per saHtum [L.], by leap or jump ;

all at once.

per se [L.], considered by itself.

persona grata [L.], an acceptable
person.

personnel [Fr.], the persons em-
ployed in any service, as distin-

guished from the materiel.

petit [Fr.], small.

pinxit [L.], he (or she) painted it.

pis aller (au) [Fr.], at the last or

worst shift.

point d'appui [Fr.], point of sup-

port ; prop.
pons asinorum [L.], bridge of

asses ; the 5th proposition of the

1st book of Euclid.

posse comitatus [L.], the power
of the county.

poste restante [Fr.], to remain
until called for (applied to letters

in a post-office).

post meridiem [L.], afternoon.

post mortem [L.], after death.
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dementat [L.], those whoir
God wishes to destroy, He firsi

makes mad.

post obitum [L.], after death.

pour passer le temps [Fr.], to

pass away the time.

preux chevalier [Fr.], a brave
knight.

prima facie [L.], on the first view.

primo [L.], in the first place.

primum mobile [L.], the main-
spring ; the source of motion.

primus inter pares [L.]. chief

among equals.

pro bono publieo [L.], for the
public good.

proces vei'bal [Fr.], a written
statement.

pro et contra [L.], for and against.

pro forma [L.], for tiie ba,ii.e of

form.
propaganda fldo [L.], for extend-

ing tho faith.

pro patria [L.], for our country.
pro rata [L.], in proportion.
pro rege, lege, et grege [L.], for
the king, the law, and the people.

pro re nata [L.],for a special emer-
gency ; according to the cir-

cumstances.
pro tanto [L.], for so much.
protSgS (fern, protegee) [Fr.], one

protected or patronized by an-
other.

pro tempdre [L.], for the time
being. (Contracted pro tern.)

quaere [L.], query ; inquiry.
quantum [L.], the quantity or
amount.

quantum libet [L.], as much as

you please.
quantum sufficit [L.], a suffi-

cient quantity.
quasi [L.], as if ; in a manner.
quelque chose [Fr.], a trifle ;

something.
quid nunc ? [L.], what now ?

quid pro quo [L.], an equivalent ;

tit for tat.

qu'import ? [Fr.], what matters
it?

qui vive ? [Fr.], who goes there ?

quo ammo [L.], with what mind
or intention.

quod avertat Deus [L.], may God
avert this.

quod vide [L.], which see (q.v.).

quondam [L.], formerly, former.

quos Deus vult perdere, prius

raison d'tat [Fr.], a reason o:

state.

raison d'etre [Fr.], the reasor
for a thing's existence.

rara avis [L.], a rare bird ; a pro-
digy.

r<Sehauff6 [Fr.], warmed again, as

food ; hence insipid ; stale.

recherch.6 [Fr.], sought out witl
care ; exquisite ; far-fetched.

reductip ad absurdum [L.], a

reducing to an absurdity.
regium donum [L.], a royal gift.
renaissance [Fr.], revival, as oi

art or letters.

rentes [Fr.], funds bearing inter-
est ; stocks.

repondez, s'il vous plait
(R.S.V.P.) [Fr.], please reply.

requieseat in pace [L.], may he
rest in peace.

res angustse domi [L.], narrow
circumstances at home ; poverty.

res gestse [L.], deeds done ; ex-
ploits ; business performed.

res judicata [L.], a case or suit

already settled.

respublica [L.], the common-
wealth.

resume" [Fr.], an abstract or sum*
mary.

resurgam [L.], I shall rise again.
revenons & nos moutons [Fr.],

let us return to our sheep ; let

us return to our subject.
robe de chambre [Fr.], a morning
gown or dressing-gown.

ruse de guerre [Fr.], a stratagem
of war.

rus in urbe [L.], the country in
the town.

sanctum sanctorum [L.], holy of
holies.

sangfroid [Fr.], cold blood ; cool-
ness.

sans ceremonie [Fr.], without
ceremony.

sans doute [Fr.], without doubt.
sans peur et sans reproche [Fr.],

without fear or reproach ; fear-
less and pure.

sans souci [Fr.], without care.
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sartor pesaptus [L.], the tailor
mended.

sauve qui peut [Fr.], save himself
who can.

savant [Fr.], a learned man.
savoir faire [Fr.], ability; the
knowing how to act ; skill ;

tact.

savoir vlvpe [Fr.], good breeding ;

refined manners.
seeundum artem [L.], according

to rule ; scientifically.
semper idem [L.], always the

same.
semper paratus [L.], always

ready.
seriatim [L.], in a series.

sic itup ad astra [L.], such is the
way to the stars (to immortality).

sic passim [L.], so everywhere.
sic transit gloria mundi [L.], so

passes the glory of the world.
Si monumentum requiris, cir-
cumspice [L.], if you wish to
see his monument, look around
you.

Sine eura [L.J, without care or
charge.

sine die [L.], without a day ap-
pointed.

sine qua non [L.], an indispens-
able condition.

si vis paeem, para bellum [L.],
if you wish for peace, prepare
for war.

soi-disant [Fr.], self-called.

spero meliora [L.], I hope for
better things.

spirituel [Fr.], intelligent ; witty.
spolia opima [L.J, the richest

booty.
status quo [L.], the state in which.
stet [L.], let it stand.
suaviter in modo, fortiter in re

[L.], gentle in manner, but re-

solute in deed.
sub judice [L.], under considera-

tion.

ib poena [L.], under a penalty.
sub rosa [L.], under the rose ;

privately.
lib silentio [L.], in silence.

suggestio falsi [L.], suggestion
of falsehood.

sui generis [L.], of its own kind.
summum bonum [L.], the high-

est good.

nn fait accompli
suppressio veri [L.], suppression

of the truth.

tableau vivant [Fr.], a living pic-
ture ; the representation of some
scene by groups of persons.

table d'hote [Fr.], a common table
for guests.

tabula rasa [L.], a smooth or
blank tablet.

tant mieux [Fr.], so much the
better.

tant pis [Fr.], so much the worse.
tapis [Fr.], the carpet.
Te Deum [L.], a hymn of thanks-

giving.
tempora mutantuF, nos et mu-
tamur in illis [L.], the times
are changed and we with them.

tempus fugit [L.], time flies.

tenez [Fr.], take it ; hold.
terra firma [L.], solid earth; a

safe footing.
terra incognita [L.], an unknown

country.
tertium quid [L.], a third some-

thing ; a nondescript.
tgte-a-tdte [Fr.], face to face ; a

private conversation.

toga virilis [L.], the gown of
manhood.

to kalon [Gk.], the beautiful ; the
chief good.

tcut-a-fait [Fr.], wholly; en-
tirely.

tout-a-l'heui>e [Fr.], instantly.
tout au contraire [Fr.], quite the

contrary.
tout a vous [Fr.], entirely yours.
tout de suite [Fr.], immediately.
tout ensemble [Fr.], the whole

taken together.
tout est perdu fors 1'honneur

[Fr.], all is lost but honour.
tu quoque [L.], thou also ; you too.

ubi supra [L.], where above men-
tioned.

ultima ratio regum [L.], the last

argument of kings war.
Ultima Thule [L.], the utmost

boundary or limit.

ultimatum [L.], final conditions.

ultimus Romanorum [L.], the
last of the Romans.

un fait accompli [Fr.], an ac-

complished fact.
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ut infra [L.], as below.
ut supra [L.], as above.

vade in pace [L.], go in peace.
vade mecum [L.], go with me ; a

constant companion ; a guide.
vse victis [L.], woe to the van-

quished.
vale [L.], farewell.
valet de ehambre [Fr.], an atten-

dant ; a footman.
varise lectiones [L.], various

readings.
veni, vidi, viei [L.], I came, I saw,

I conquered.
verbatim et literatim [L.], word

for word, and letter for letter.

verbum sat sapienti [L.], a word
is enough for a wise man.

veritas prsevalebit [L.], truth
will prevail.

veritas vincit [L.], truth conquers.
versus (v.) [L.], against ; toward.
vestigia [L.], tracks ; vestiges.
vexata qusestio [L ], a disputed

question.
via [L.], by the way of.

via media' [L.], a middle course.
vice [L.], in the place of.

vice versa [L.], the terms being
exchanged.

videlicet [L.], to wit ; namely ; viz.

videtur [L.], it appears.
vide ut supra [L.], see above.

3 Weltschmerz
vi et armis <QL.], by force and

arms.
vigilate et orate [L.], watch and

pray.
virginibus puerisque [L.], to
maidens and boys.

virtute offlcii [L.], by virtue of
one's office.

vis-a-vis [Fr.], opposite, facing.
vis cpmica [L.], comic force or

genius.
vis inertia [L.], the power of

inertia ; resistance.
vis medicatrix naturae [L.], the

healing power of nature.
vivat [Fr.], a shout of " Long live."
vivat regina [L.], long live the

queen !

vivat rex [L.], long live the king I

viva voce [L.], by the living voice ;

by oral testimony.
vive Pempereur [Fr.], long live

the emperor.
vive le roi [Fr.], long live the king !

voila [Fr.], behold; there is;
there are.

voila tout [Fr.], that's all.

vox populi, vox Dei [L.], the
voice of the people is the voice
of God.

vulgo [L.], commonly.

Weltschmerz [Ger.], world-sor-
row ; pessimism.
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abattoir (abatwar'), n. [Fr.] f a
slaughter-house.

abrasive, n., a substance that
abrades ; a grinder or polisher.

a.

acacia (aka'sha) [L.], a tree of
the mimosa family yielding gum
arabic.

accelerator, n., that which ac-
celerates ; a device in motor-
cars, etc., for increasing speed.

ae'olyte, n. [Gk. akolouthos, a fol-

lower], an assistant to a priest ;

a novice.

actinic, a. [Gk. aktis, a ray],
(rays of the sun) producing
chemical change in photography,
etc.

ad'enoids, n.pl. [Gk. aden,, a
gland], overgrowth of tissue at
the back of the throat.

aerial, n., (in wireless) a wire for

collecting or transmitting waves.
aftermath, n. [AFTER + math,
mowing], a second mowing after
the first crop ; consequences.

ail'eron, n. [Fr., from L. ala, a
wing], a flap on the tip of the
wing of an aeroplane to give
steadiness.

alfal'fa, n. [Sp.], a deep-rooted
plant used for hay and forage ;

lucerne.
a'lienist, n. [ALIEN], a specialist

in mental diseases.

align (alin'), v., to arrange in
line. n., align'ment.

alimony, tt. [L. alimonia, nutri-

ment], an allowance for living
expenses made by a Court order.

alpenstock, n. [Ger.], stick with
iron point for mountain climb-
ing.

altira eter, n. [L. altus, high+

meter ], an instrument formeasnr
ing heights, esp. in an aeroplane.

al truism, n. [L. alter, the other],
consideration for others ; un-
selfishness. n., al trulst. a.,
altruistic.

am'bergris (-gres), n. [Fr. arribre

gris, grey amber], waxlike sub-
stance found in sperm whales,
yielding valuable perfume.

ambidex'trous, a. [AMBI -f L.

dexter, the right hand], able to
use both hands equally well.

am'meter, n. [AMPERE+ METER],
instrument for measuring electric

current.

am'monite, n. [L. cornu Am-
monis, the horn of Ammon
(Jupiter)], fossil spiral shell.

amuck' or amok', adv. [Malay],
madly seeking to kill.

anemom'eter, n. [Gk. anemos,
the wind+ METER], instrument
for measuring the force of the
wind.

aniline, n. [Port, anil, indigo], sub-
stance obtained from coal-tar,

forming the base of many dyes.

an'thrax, n. [ Gk. = carbuncle],
an infectious disease prevalent
among sheep and cattle and
sometimes communicated to
man.

aphasia, n. [Gk. a., not ; phasif,
speech], loss of speech.

ar'gon, n. [ Gk. a., not ; ergon,
work], an inert gas in the

atmosphere.
armadillo, n. [Sp.], a burrowing
animal with bony armour.

asep'tic. a. [ Gk. a., not ; sepsis,

decay], kept free from germs (in

surgery).
ipidis'tra, n. [ Gk. aspis, a shield],

evergreen house plant with long
broad leaves.

611
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aspirin, n., a drug for alleviating

pain.
atmospherics, n.pl., electrical

disturbance in atmosphere which
interferes with wireless recep-
tion.

atoll', n., ring-shaped coral island

enclosing a lagoon.
at'rophy, n. [Gk. a., not ; trophe,

food], a wasting away of any
organ of the body ; v., to
waste away.

attache" (dtash'a), n. [Fr.], a
member of an ambassador's
suite. n., attache' -case, a
small case for carrying papers,
etc.

audi'tion, n., power of Tiearing ;

trial performance of singing, etc.

autogi'po, n. [Gk. AUTO -f- gyros,
a circle], form of aeroplane in

which the planes rotate like a
windmill.

autopsy (ot'opsi or otdp'si), n.

[Gk.], a post-mortem examina-
tion.

azalea, n. [Gk.], a flowering
shrub of the rhododendron
family.

bad'minton, n. [from Badminton,
in Gloucester], a game resem-
bling lawn tennis, played with
shuttlecocks.

bakelite (bakllt), n. [from Baeke-
land, the inventor], artificial

resin, resembling vulcanite.

barium, n. [Gk. barus, heavy], a
white metal.

bar'ogpaph, n. [Gk. baros, weight
+ GRAPH], a self-recording ba-
rometer.

barrack, v., to jeer at (cricketers,

etc.).

baseball, n., an American ball

bassoon, n. [Fr. bas son, deep
sound], a musical wood wind
instrument with a deep tone.

ba'thos, n. [Gk.= depth], anti-

climax.
bauxite (bo'zlt or boxlt), n. [from

Les Baux, France, where it was
first mined], clay from which
aluminium is obtained.

beige (bazh), a. [Fr:], of a greyish
colour.

bella don na, n. [It.= fair lady],
the deadly nightshade ; the drug
prepared from this.

ben'zene, ben'zine, ben'zol, or
ben'zoline, n., a highly inflam-
mable hydrocarbon obtained
from coal-tar or petroleum.

beret (ber'd or ber'et), n. [Fr.], a
round cloth cap.

beryl (ber'il), n. [O.Fr.], a precious
stone, usually pale green in
colour.

bil'beppy, n., another name for the
whortleberry.

bilge, n. [corruption of BULGE], the
lowest part of the hull of a ship ;

the foul water that collects there.

biling'ual (biUng'gwal), a. [Bi-f L.
lingua, a tongue], able to speak
two languages freely.

binoc'ulars, n.pl. [L. Mni, two
together ; oculus, the eye], field-

glasses ; opera-glasses.
bit'tern, n., a bird resembling the

heron.
bizarre (bizar'), a. [Fr.], odd ;

fantastic.

blackberry, n., the fruit of the
bramble ; the bramble.

blackmail', n. [BLACK+ A. S. mal,
tribute], money demanded in
return for concealing a disgrace-
ful secret ; hush money. v.

blancmange (blamaw'nzh) [Fr.

blanc, white ; manger, food], a
jelly made with milk ; corn-
flour shape.

bloat'er, n., a smoked herring.
blue-book, n., an official report,
bound in blue.

blue-stocking, n., a woman only
interested in literaryachievement.

bob'sleigh, n., a sleigh that holds
a number of tobogganers ; two
small sledges fixed together.

bd'gey, n. [after an imaginary
Colonel Bogey], in golf, the
score for a hole or course that
a good player should take.

bd'gie, n., under -carriage of rail-

way carriage or locomotive,
pivoted to the rear part.

bo'gy or bd'gey, n., a goblin or
fearsome apparition.

boom'erang, n. [Australian], a-
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missile of curved wood which
returns to the thrower.

boudoir (bood'war), n. [Fr. bonder,
to sulk], a lady's private room.

bourgeois (boor'zhwa), a. [Fr.],
of the middle -class. n., bour-
geoisie (boor'zhwaze),thQ middle-
class.

briquette or briquet (brikef or

brik'et), n. [Fr., a little brick],
a block of compressed coal-dust.

brogue (brog), n. [C.], a Highland
shoe of heavy make ; Irish
accent.

bromine, n. [Gk. bromos, stink], a
liquid element of dark brown
colour with an irritating smell.

n., br&'mide, a compound of
bromine used as a sedative.

brusque (broosk or britsk), a.

[Fr., from It. brusco, sour],
abrupt ; rough in manner.

bucolic, a. [Gk. boukolos, a herds-
man], rustic ; uncouth.

bullfinch, n., a variety of finch
with handsome plumage.

bumptious (bump'shus), a. [BUMP],
self-important ; boastful.

bush (boosh), n. (in engineering)
the metal lining of an axle hole.

cabaret (kab'ard), n. [Fr.], a
restaurant where a variety per-
formance is provided for the
guests ; the performance itself.

cac'tus, n., an American plant
with fleshy stem and armed with
spines.

cafete'ria (kaflte'ria), n. [Sp.=
coffee -shop], a restaurant where
people serve themselves.

callisthenics, n. [Gk. kallos,

beauty ; sthenos, strength],
physical exercises to develop
grace and fitness.

cam'ber, n. [Fr., from L. camera,
a vault], the downward curve of
a road from the middle to the
sides.

can taloup (kan'taloop), n. [from
Cantalupo, in Italy], a kind of
melon.

canta'ta, n. [L. cantare, to sing],
a story set to music.

earburet'tor, n., apparatus for

mixing air with petrol vapour in
a motor engine.

cardigan, n. [from the Earl of
Cardigan], a knitted woollen
waistcoat or jacket.

caribou (kariboo'), n. [Canadian-
Fr.], the N. American reindeer.

ear'ton, n. [Fr.], a cardboard con
tainer.

casserole, n. [Fr.], an earthen-
ware or glass dish with a lid,
in which food is cooked and
served.

cataclysm (kaf akttzm), n. [Gk.
kata, down ; klusmos, a flood],
a deluge ; an upheaval.

cat'afalque (kat'afalk), n., a place
for a coffin to lie in state.

catalytic (katalit'ic), n. [CATA+
Gk. lusts, loosening), helping to
bring about chemical change but
remaining unchanged itself.

catarrh (katar'), n. [CATA+ Gk.
rheo, I flow], a running or dis-

charge, esp. from the nose ; a
cold in the head.

cauldron (kawl'dron), n. [L.
calidus, warm], large pot or
pan used for boiling.

cauli'flower (kawl'iflowr), n., a
kind of cabbage, the flowering
head of which is eaten.

caulk (kaivk), v. [O.Fr. cauquer,
to squeeze], to fill up the seams
of a ship to prevent it leaking.

cauterize (kot'erlz), v. [ Gk. kauter,
a hot iron], to burn with a hot
iron for medical purposes. n.,

eaut'ery, an instrument for

cauterizing ; the process of

cauterizing.
caviar' or caviare, n., the pickled

roe of the sturgeon ; something
too fine to be appreciated by the
multitude.

cayenne (kderi), n. [Brazilian

name], red pepper.
celanese (selanez'), n., a kind of

artificial silk.

chalcedony (kalsed'oni), n. [Gk.],

a precious stone made of quartz
of which different varieties are

known as agate, cornelian, etc.

chalybeate (kalib'btdi), a. [Gk.

chalyps, steel], (mineral water

containing iron.

charabanc (shar'abang), n. [Fr.,
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a benched carriage], vehicle

holding many people, used for
excursions.

Chassis (shasi), n. [Fr., frame],
base frame of a motor-car or

aeroplane.
Chauffeur (shofer), n. [Fr.], a

person employed to drive a
motor-car.

cheroot' (sheroof), n., a cigar with
both ends open.

Chev'ron (shev'ron), n., a V-shaped
mark of rank worn on the sleeve.

chiffon (shifong), n. t a fine silk

gauze.
chilblain, n., an itching swelling
due to exposure to cold.

chim'panzee, n., an African ape.
ehiroprae tic (klroprak'tik), n.

[ Gk. cheir, the hand+ PRACTICE],
treatment of" disease by manip-
ulating the spine. n., ehipo-
ppac tor.

chlo reform, n. [CHLORINE +
FORM], a colourless liquid used
as an anaesthetic. v.

Chore, n., a small job ; a routine
duty.

Chromium (krd'mium), n. [Gk.
chroma, colour], a metallic ele-
ment largely used as an alloy of
steel. n., chrome (chrome yel-
low, red, etc.), compounds of
chromium yielding brilliant col-
ours.

Chute (shoot), n. [Fr., a fall], an
inclined trough for conveying
water or solid materials from a
higher to a lower level.

Cinchona (sinko'na), n. [after the
Countess of Chinchon], a tropi-
cal tree whose bark yields
quinine.

clairvoyance (kldrvoi'ans), n. [Fr.,
from L. clarus, clear ; videre,
to see], the power of seeing ob-
jects that are out of ordinary
sight. n. and a., elairvoy ant.

clam, n., a bivalve shellfish.

clem'atis, n. [Gk.], a climbing
flowering plant.

Co bait, n. [Ger. kobold, a goblin],
a metallic element similar to
nickel.

Cd'bra, n. [Port.], a poisonous
hooded snake of India.

cocaine [kokdn), n., a drug ex-

tracted from the coca shrub used
as an anaesthetic.

cochineal (koch'inel), n. [L. coc-
cum, scarlet], a scarlet dye ob-
tained from insects.

cock'pit, n., the place where cock-
fighting was held ; any place
where battles naturally occur ;

the part of a ship set apart for
the wounded ; the space for the
pilot in an aeroplane.

cock tail, n., an alcoholic drink
flavoured with bitters and sugar.

coign (koin), n. [COIN], (of vantage)
a position of superiority.

coir, n., coconut fibre.

collaborate, v. [CON -f LABOUR],
to work along with another.
n., collab oration.

coliu'sion, n. [CON+L. ludere, to
play], a secret agreement for

purposes of fraud.

col'unibine, n. [L. columba,a,6.ove],
a garden plant with flowers like
clusters of dove ; in pantomime,
the mistress of Harlequin.

co'ma, n. [Gk.], stupor; heavy
sleep. a., comatose.

commissionaire' (-dr'), n., a
uniformed hall porter or mes-
senger.

com plex, ??., an abnormal mental
state due to repressed ideas.

concept! na (-ten'a), n., a musical
instrument resembling an ac-
cordion.

conden'sep, n., apparatus for

increasing an electrical charge.
co-opt', v. [L. co+optare, to

choose], to elect to a committee,
etc., by the vote of the members.

ed'pal, n. [Mexican], a resin ob-
tained from tropical trees used
in making varnish.

edp'ra, n., the dried kernel of the
coconut.

edp'dite, n. [from CORD], because
of its appearance], a smokeless
explosive.

coppuscle (kor'pusl or korpiis'l),
n. [L. corpus, a body], a minute
particle of matter, esp. of the
blood. a., corpus'cular.

corun'dum, n., crystallized oxide
of aluminium, the hardest known
mineral after the diamond.

cos mos (koz'mos), n. [Gk.=order,
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the universe], the universe as an
ordered system ; a., cos'mic,
pertaining to the cosmos ; pro-
ceeding from outside of the
earth.

cox swain (kok'sin or kok'swdri), n.

[O.Fr. coque, from Du. kog, a
boat ; and SWAIN], a helmsman
(often contracted to cox) ; a
man in charge of a boat and its

crew.

coyote (koyo'ti), n., the prairie
wolf.

erfi'osote, n. [Gk. kreas, flesh ;

and soter, a saviour], a liquid
distilled from wood -tar, used as
a preservative and antiseptic.

debonair', a. [Fr.], courteous,
gracious, and light-hearted.

debut (daboo), n. [Fr.], the first

appearance as a performer. n.f.,

debutante, a girl coming out or
presented at court for the first

time.

deflate, v. [L. DE+flare, to blow],
to let air out of ; to reduce the
value of. n., deflation.

delphinium (delfin'ium), n., a
garden flower, a perennial lark-

spur.
demd'bilize, v. [DE+ MOBILIZE],

to disband (troops, etc.).

den'ture, n. [L. dens, a tooth], a
set of artificial teeth.

der'rick, n., framework used in

boring for oiJ.

devel'op, v., to treat a photo-
graphic film so as to make the
image appear.

diabe'tes, n. [Gk. viA.+baino, to

go], disease in which sugar col-

lects in the blood.

dietetics, n., the science of diet.

dishabille (disabel'), n. [Fr.],

careless toilet ; undress.

dope, n. [Du. doopen, to dip], a
kind of varnish ; a narcotic drug ;

v., to drug.
drug, n., goods no longer asked for.

dune, n. [DOWN (2)], a hillock of

sand near the shore.

dungaree (dung'gare), n. [Hindu],
coarse calico ; pL, workmen's
overalls.

gelignite

dyne, n. [Gk. dunamis, force], unit
of force.

6'claip, n. [Fr.], a finger-shaped
pastry filled with cream, and iced,

edelweiss (a'delvis), n. [Ger.],
alpine plant with white flowers.

eg'ret. n. [Fr. aigrette], the smaller
white heron.

eisteddfod (dsteth'vdd), n. [Welsh],
an assembly of Welsh bards ; a
Welsh musical festival.

erg, n. [Gk. ergon, work], unit of
work.

es'calator, n. [ESCALADE],amoving
staircase.

eurhythmies (urith'miks), n.pl.

[EU+RHYTHM], the science of

rhythmical movement of the
body.

fascist (fash'ist), n. [L. fasces, a
bundle], member of anti -com-
munist party in Italy; a., gov-
erning on the principles of this

party. n., fascism (fash'ism).
fiord or fjord (fyor'd), n. [Nor-

wegian], a long narrow arm of
the sea between steep cliffs.

flair, n. [Fr. flairer, to smell], an
instinctive aptitude (for).

flu'orine, n. [L. fluere, to flow], a
chemical element in the form of
a pale yellow gas.

furo're, n. [L. furere, to be mad],
a craze ; wild enthusiasm.

fu'selage, n. [Fr.fuseau, a spindle],
the body of an aeroplane.

ftt'sel oil, n. [Ger.], a harmful
form of alcohol.

G
gad'get (gaj'et), n., any ingenious

small tool or device.

gan'try, n., a frame or platform
for supporting railway signals,

cranes, etc.

gauche (gosh), a. [Fr.], awkward ;

clumsy.
gelignite (jel'ignlt), n. [GELATINE
+ L. ignis, fire], an explosive
made of nitro -glycerine.
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gherkin (ger'fcin), n., a small

cucumber used for pickling.
ghetto (get'o), the Jewish quarter

in a city.

gib'bon, n., a long-armed ape.
gigolo (jig'old), n. [Fr.], a pro-

fessional male dancing partner.
glissade (glisad'), n. [Fr. glisser,

to slide], a snow slope down
which one may slide.

gnu (nu), n., S. African antelope
resembling the buffalo ; the
wildebeest.

goi'tpe, n. [L. guttur, the throat],
a swelling of the thyroid gland
in the neck.

gos'hawk, n. [GOOSE -f-HAWK], a
large short-winged hawk.

grebe, n. [Fr.], a diving bird.

grid, ?i., wire spiral or perforated
screen in wireless valve ; net-
work of transmission lines sup-
plying electric power to a district.

groyne, n., structure of timber,
etc., jutting out into sea to save
beach from being washed away.

guillemot (gil'imot), n., a sea bird.

gymkhana (jimka'na), n. [Anglo-
Indian], athletic sports display.

haematite (hematit), n. [Gk. hai-
ma, blood], a reddish iron ore.

hara-ki'ri, n. [Japanese], suicide

by disembowelment practised in

Japan.
helicopter, n. [Gk. helix, a spiral ;

pteron, a wing], form of aeroplane
in which the engine makes the
planes rotate.

helium, n. [Gk. hdios, the sun],
a transparent, very light, non-
inflammable gas.

he'lix, n. [Gk.], a coil ; a spiral.

pL helices. a., hel'ieal.

her'oin, n., a drug prepared from
morphia.

hike, f., to go tramping for

pleasure. ns., hike and hiker.
hooligan, n., one who behaves in

the streets in a rough and rowdy
way. n., hooliganism.

hydro-electric, adj., pertaining to
the production of electricity by
the use of falling water.

hydrol'ysis, n., the decomposition

of water into hydrogen and
oxygen by means of an electric
current.

hypoder'mic, a. [Gk. HTPO+
derma, the skin], under the skin ;

(dug) injected under the skin.

impasse (impas'), n. [Fr.], a
deadlock ; a situation from
which there seems to be no way
out.

impeti'go, n., an infectious disease
of the skin accompanied by
itching.

incin'erate, v. [L. iN+cinis, ash],
to burn to ashes. ns., inein'-
erator and incinera'tion.

infra-red, a. [L. infra, below-f-
RED], (rays) with longer wave-
length than the red rays which
do not appear in the visible

spectrum.
in'sulin, n. [L. insula, an island],
a drug used in the treatment of
diabetes.

i'on, n. [Gk.], minute electrically
charged particle of matter.

iridescent (irides'etit), a. [mis],
having the colours of the rain-
bow.

irid ium, n., a white metal like

platinum.

jamboree', n. [U.S.A.], a revel ; a
rally of Boy Scouts.

jazz, n. [Amer. Negro], ragtime
music or dance ; a., noisy ;

loud in colour.

jemmy, n., a short crowbar used
"by burglars, often made in

sections.

jerry-built, a., badly and un-
substantially built. n., jerry-
builder.

jingoism (jing'goism), n. [from
by jingo ! in music-hall song],

spirit of national boastful de-
fiance.

ju-jitsu, n. [Japanese], form of self-

defence and wrestling introduced
from Japan.

jumper, n., loose outer jacket
pulled over the head.
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ka'olin (ka
f- or ka ), n. [Kaol-ing,

a mountain in China], clay for

manufacturing china ; china clay.

kap'ok, n. [Malay], a down ob-
tained from an East Indian tree,
used in stuffing cushions, life-

belts, etc.

ketch, 7i., a small two-masted
vessel.

kiosk', 71. [Turk.], a roofed stall

for the sale of newspapers, etc.

lar'iat, n. [Sp.], a rope for picket-
ing horses ; a lasso.

levee (leve or lev'i), n., river em-
bankment built to prevent flood-

ing.

life-belt, n., a belt for supporting
a person in water.

life-buoy, n., a buoy for supporting
a person in water.

limousine (lim'oozen), n. [Fr.], a
large closed motor-car.

lingerie (lanzhere), n. [Fr.], wo-
men's underwear.

lit'mus, n., a colouring matter
obtained from lichens, turned
red by acids and blue by alkalis.

Id'ess, n. [Ger.], a fertile soil found
in certain river valleys, borne
there by the wind.

Idg'anberry, n. [Judge Logan, the
first grower], fruit obtained by
crossing the raspberry and the

blackberry.
lorgnette (lornyef), n. [Fr.], pair

of eye-glasses held by a handle.
lucerne (loosern'), n., a plant

resembling clover used as fodder.

luge (loozh), n., a small toboggan.

magne'to, n., a magneto -electric

device causing ignition in motor-
car engines, etc.

malinger (maling'ger), v. [Fr.

malingre, sickly], to pretend to
be ill in order to escape work.

man'dolin or mandoline, n. [It.],

a stringed musical instrument
played with the fingers.

manganese (mang'ganez), n.

[MAGNESIA], a hard brittle metal.
manicure, v. [L. manus, the
hand ; cura, care], to take care
of the hands and nails.

manikin, n., a little man ; a
dwarf.

mannequin (mariikiri], n. [Fr.=
lay figure], a woman employed
to wear and display dresses, etc.

marsu'pial, n. [L. marsupium, a
pouch], an animal with a pouch
for carrying its young.

mas'cot, ?i. [Fr.], a person or thing
supposed to bring luck.

mas'toid, n., the nipple-shaped
bone behind the ear.

meld'deon, n. [MELODY], a kind
of accordion.

meningi'tis, n. [Gk. meninx, a
membrane], inflammation of the
membranes of the brain or spinal
cord.

men'thol, n. [L. mentha, mint], a
waxy substance obtained from
oil of peppermint.

meringue (mer'ang), n. [Fr.], a
small hollow cake made of sugar
and white of eggs.

metic'ulous, a. [L. meticulosus

(metus, fear)], over-careful about
trivial details.

mi'crophone, n. [Gk. mikros,
small ; phone, a sound], an
instrument for increasing the
intensity of weak sounds.

milligramme, millimetre, ns.

[Fr., from L. mille, a thousand,
+GRAMME and METRE], a thou-
sandth part of a gramme, metre.

mink, n., an animal resembling a
stoat ; its fur.

mod, n. [ Gaelic mo'd, a gathering],
the musical festival of Gaeldom.]

mongoose (mong'goos), n. [Ind.],

a kind of ichneumon noted for

killing snakes.

moratorium, n. [L. mora, delay],

a government authorization for

delay in payments.
md'ron, n. [Gk. morns, foolish], a

person whose intellect has not

developed.
mus'quash, n. [Amer. Ind.], the

fur of the musk-rat.

mus'tang, n. [Sp.], the wild horse

of the American prairies.
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N
nacelle (nasel'), n. [L. navicdla

(navis, a ship)], the body of an
airship or pusher aeroplane.

Nazi (nat'se), n. [NA+ZI from Ger
nationalen sozialisten], member
of the German National -Socialist

party; a., governing on the
principles of this party.

ne'on, n. [ Gk. neos, new], a gas in
the atmosphere not discovered
until 1898.

neupasthe ma, n. [Gk. neuron, a
nerve], weakness of the nervous
system.

neurit'is, n., inflammation of a
nerve.

nougat (noo'ga), n. [Fr., from L
nux, a nut], a sweetmeat of sugar
and chopped nuts.

nut hatch, n., a small creeping
bird.

oast, n. [A.S.], a kiln for drying
hops.

obsess', v. [L. obsidere, to besiege],
to haunt ; to assail the mind
persistently. n., obsession.

ost'eopath, n. [Gk. osteon, bone],
one who treats disease by ma
nipulation of the bones. n.,

osteop'athy.

pad'dy, n. [Malay padi], rice in
the husk.

parquet (par'ket), n. [Fr.], a
floor composed of wooden blocks
arranged in a pattern. n., par-
quet'py.

pas'teupize, v. [from Pasteur, a
French scientist], to sterilize

(milk) by heat.

percentage, n. [PER+CENT], rate
per hundred.

per'gola, n. [ItaL], a walk sheltered

by a roof of growing plants
trained over posts and trellis -

work.
peritoni 'tis, n,, inflammation of

the lining of the abdomen.
pepox'ide, n., a compound of

oxygen with another element

618 pylon
containing more than the normal
amount of oxygen, e.g. peroxide
of hydrogen, a bleaching and
disinfecting agent.

philat'ely, n. [Gk. PHIL-, ateleia,
freedom from tax], stamp -col-

lecting. n., philat elist.

phlebitis (flebl'tis), n. [Gk. phleps,
a vein], inflammation of a vein.

pic'colo, n. [It.], a small flute.

Pierrot (pe'ero), n. [Fr.], a panto-
mime character, with loose white
dress and whitened face ; a
seaside performer so dressed.
/., pieppette (pe-eref).

pique' (pe'kd), n. [Fr.], strong
cotton fabric woven with a rib.

pitch'blende, n., the oxide of

uranium, yielding radium.
pix'y or pix'ie, n., a kind of fury.
placer (pld'ser or plds'er), n. [Sp.
plaza, a place], a deposit of earth,
sand, or gravel, especially in
river beds, containing valuable
mineral particles.

pochette (postiet"), n. [Fr.], a flat

purse bag.
pos'se (pos'si), n. [L. posse, to be

able], a company, a body (of

police, etc.).

pr<cis (prd'se), n. [Fr.], a sum-
mary ; an abstract.

ppotag'onist, n. [ Gk. protns, first ;

agonistes, an actor], chief actor
in a drama or story ; chief sup-
porter of any cause.

ppo'ton, n. [Gk. protosf first], the
particle in an atom carrying a
positive charge of electricity.

psycho-analysis (si'ko-anal'isis),
n. [ Gk. psyche, the soul ; -f

ANALYSIS], the treatment of
mental disorder by investigating
the conditions that lie behind the
conscious mind. v., psy'eho-
analy'se.

ptomaine (toman'), n. [Gk.ptoma,
a corpse], poison found in decay-
ing matter.

pu'ttee, n. [Hindu patti, a band-
age], a strip of cloth wound
round the leg from the ankle to
the knee.

pyjamas (pijam'as), n. [Persian],

sleeping -suit of loose jacket and
trousers.

pylon, n. [Gk. pyle, a gate], gate-
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way to an Egyptian temple ;

tall pillar -like structure set up
for support of electric cables,
etc., or as
aerodrome.

guide-post at an

raucous (raw'kus), a. [L. raucus,
hoarse], rough or harsh in sound.

recrudescence, n. [L. BE-,
crudiis, raw], a breaking -out
again (of disease, etc.).

relativity, n., the theory that all

things depend on something else,

applied esp. to human know-
ledge, and to motion.

revue (revu'), n. [Fr.], kind of
musical-hall entertainment in the
form of a loosely connected play.

rhe'ostat, n. [ Gk. rheos, a current :

stalos, standing], an instrument
for keeping an electric current
at a steady rate.

rick'shaw, n. [abbreviation of

Japanese jinricksha (jin, man ;

riki, power ; sha, vehicle)], a
two -wheeled vehicle drawn by a
man, used in the East for carry-
ing passengers.

ro'bot, n., a man -like machine.
rodeo (rodd'o), n. [Sp. rodear, to
go round], a round-up of cattle ;

an exhibition of skill in doing
this.

rolling-stock, ,., all the wheeled
vehicles used on a railway.

round-up, v., to drive cattle into
an enclosure. n.

rucksack (rook'sak), n. [Ger.], a
bag slung from both shoulders
for carrying provisions, clothes,
etc.

Rug'by, n. [from Rugby School], a
form of football in which the
ball may be carried.

sab'otage, n. [Fr.], the destruction
of machinery, etc., by dissat-
isfied workmen.

savant (sav'ong), n. [Fr.], a learned
man.

sax'ophone, n. [after Sax, the
inventor], a powerful brass
wind instrument.
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sep'al, n., one of the leaves of the
calyx of a flower.

shack, n., a rude cabin.
shieling, n. [Sc.], a Highland hut

or rude cottage ; a shelter for
sheep.

shingle (shing'gl), v., to cut the
hair so that the ends are evenly
exposed all over the head like
roof shingles; n., a shingled
head.

slump, n., a rapid fall in price ;

a sudden drop in the value of
stocks and shares.

snipe, y.,
to fire at an enemy from

a hiding-place. n., sniper.
so'viet, n. [Russian], a council

elected by workmen and soldiers
in Russia for managing the affairs
of an area.

speedom'eter,n. [SPEED -fMETER],
an instrument for registering the
speed of a motor-car.

stall, v., (of an aeroplane) to go
out of control from loss of speed.

strat'osphere, n. [STBATO +
SPHERE], the layer of atmosphere
lying above the troposphere.

stream-lined, a. (of a motor-car
or aeroplane), built so as to give
the least resistance in moving
through the air.

superhet'erodyne, n., a wireless

receiving set designed for clear

reception of each wave length
without interference.

sur'tax, n,, an additional income
tax levied on incomes over a
certain sum.

taxi, ., (of aircraft) to run along
the ground or water before flying
and after landing.

television, n. [TELE -{-VISION], the
act of seeing by means of a
special apparatus objects at any
distance or out of sight.

ter'mite, n., the white ant,

destructive to timber.

therm, n. [Gk. thermos, hot], the

amount of heat required to raise

one gramme of water one degree

Centigrade ; a heat-unit of coal

thermionic valve, n. [Gk. ther-
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mos, hot-f ION], an appliance used
in wireless for amplifying the
waves.

thep'mos, n. FGk. thermos, hot], a
vacuum flask that keeps its

contents at a steady temperature.
ther'mostat, n. [Gk. thermos,

hot ; states, standing], a device
for maintaining a steady tem-
perature in a heating apparatus.

thyp'oid, . [ Gk. thureos, a shield],

relating to a gland in the neck.

tPansfopm'ep, n., an apparatus
which transforms an electric

current from one voltage to
another.

tpop'osphere, n. [Gk. tropos, a
turning+ SPHERE], the lowest
layer of the atmosphere, extend-
ing upwards for about seven
miles.

tungsten, n. [Swed. tung, heavy ;

sten, a stone], a heavy grey metal
used for electric lamp filaments.

Ukulele (ookoold'le), n., a four-

stringed guitar introduced from
Hawaii.

un'derstudy, n. [UNDER+ STUDY],
one wlio studies a part in order

to take the place of the usual
actor if necessary ; v., to act as
an understudy.

ura'nium, n. [URANUS], a heavy
white metal whose oxide is

pitchblende.

vas'eline, n. [Ger. wasser, water ;

Gk. elaion, oil], greasy substance
extracted from petroleum, used
as an ointment.

vaudeville (vo&vil), n. [Fr.], a

variety entertainment with songs
and dances.

vol'plane, v. [Fr. vol, flight ;

planer, to hover], (of aeroplane)
to descend by gliding without
the use of the engine ; n., a
descent made in this way.

whip'pet, n., a dog akin to the

greyhound used for racing, cours-

ing, etc.

wipeless (wireless telegraphy),
n., a system of sending messages
from one place to another by
means of electric waves without

using wires ; broadcasting.



SUPPLEMENT OF ADDITIONAL CANADIAN
AND NORTH AMERICAN WORDS

(Note. All the words in this Supplement, with the exception of about
forty, belong especially to North America, having their origin chiefly in
the United -States, and being commonly current also in Canada.)

alu'minum (or aluminium), n.,
a white, very light metal.

amop'tize (amdr'tlz), v., to reduce
or satisfy a debt by means of a
fund regularly set aside for the
purpose.

andirons, n., metal props used in

open fireplaces to hold the logs ;

fire-dogs.
annex (arinecks), n., a supple-
mentary structure or depart-
ment.

anti-toxin (anti-tok'sin), n., any
serum injected into the blood
to counteract certain diseases.

aquamarine' (akwamaren), n., a
transparent bluish -green beryl ;

a semi -precious gem.
apbu'tus (arbn'tus), n., a small

creeping plant with fragrant
flowers ; the mayflower.

asphyxiate (asfix'siat), v.t., to
suffocate ; to cause death by
depriving of oxygen.

auto (d'to) n., (colloq.), an abbre-
viated form of

" automobile."

bacte'rium, n., a microscopic
vegetable organism ; a disease

germ ; a microbe, (pi.) bacteria.
ban'jo, n., a musical stringed

instrument.

bar'beppy, n., a well-known shrub,
often cultivated for ornamental
hedges.

baseball, n., a game of ball

played with nine players on
each side ; the ball used in play-
ing the game.

bass, n., a fish much esteemed for
food.

bellwort, n., a plant that bears
flowers of a yellowish colour.

blackberry, n., the edible fruit
of a certain variety of prickly
plant ; the plant itself.

bleachers, n., the outdoor un-
covered seats for the spectators
at certain games.

blizzard, n., a furious snowstorm
accompanied by high winds.

blockhead, n., a dull-witted or

stupid person.
blond, adj., of a fair colour ; n.,
a person with light hair and a
fair complexion.

blueberry, n., an edible bluish -

black berry with bloom, exten-

sively used in Canada and the
United States.

bluff, v., to attempt to mislead in

regard to one's real purpose.
bobolink, n., a well-known Ameri-

can singing bird.

bogus, adj., counterfeit, as money.
bonan'za, n., a rich vein of ore ;

a profitable investment.

boss, n. (colloq.), a superintendent
or employer of workmen.
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boulevard, n., [Fr.], a broad
street ; the grassy margin of
such a street.

boycott, v.t., to combine against
a person to prevent him from
doing business ; n., a combina-
tion formed for such a pur-
pose.

brakeman, n., one who attends to
a brake or brakes, especially on
a railway train.

broadcast, v.t., to send speech or
music by radio telephone in all

directions.

broncho, n., a nearly unbroken
native horse.

buckwheat, n., a North American
grain, now widely cultivated.
When ground it is used for mak-
ing griddle cakes.

bulldoze, v.t. (colloq.), to intimi-
date.

burdock, n., a coarse biennial weed.
bushwhacker, n., one who ranges

in the bush ; a country bumpkin.
butcher-bird, n., a shrike, named
from its habit of impaling its

prey on thorns.

butter-nut, n. , the oily edible nut
of the North American white
walnut ; also the tree.

caboose (kabus'), n., a car at-
tached to a freight train for the
use of the conductor.

cache (cash), n., a place for con-
cealing or storing anything.

cactus, n., a North American plant
of many varieties.

caleche (calash'), n., in French
Canada, a two -wheeled, one-
seated carriage, with a top or
hood that can be raised, the
driver's elevated seat being in
front on the dashboard.

candy, n., sugar, or molasses, or

both, formed into a confection,
generally flavoured and coloured.

can'talcupe (kan'tdloop), n., a
variety of muskmelon.

Canuck', n., a nickname for a
Canadian.

cardinal, n., the American car-
dinal-red finch.

catal'pa, n., a tree common in
North America.

cat-bird, n., the North American
mocking thrush, called from its

cry of alarm.

cat-fish, n., a North American fish
of many varieties.

catnip, n., an aromatic herb of the
mint family.

catsup, n., a table sauce made from
tomatoes, etc. See KETCHUP.

cau'cus, n., a private meeting oi
members of a political party.

cedar-bird, n.,thecommon Ameri-
can waxwing.

chat, n., a voluble singing -bird,
common in North America.

check, n., a receipt for articles or
baggage.

cherry-bird, n., a bird fond of
cherries ; a cedar -bird.

chewink', n., another name for the
towhee, a member of the finch

family.
chickadee (chOc&dff), n., a North
American bird, so called from
its note.

chickweed, n., a spreading herb
of the pink family.

Chinook', n., a warm, dry, westerly
wind occurring on the eastern

slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
chipmunk, n., a North American

squirrel -like rodent.

cinch, n. (colloq.), a sure thing ;

an easy performance.
clingstone, n., the name of a

peach in which the pulp adheres
to the stone.

coal -oil, n., another name for

petroleum.
co-education, n., the education of

both sexes in the same classes or
schools.

cold-snap, n. (colloq.), a period of

very cold weather.

coon, n., a short form of racoon.

corn, n., the seed of the maize
plant, or Indian corn.

cowbird, n., a North American
blackbird, often found in associa-
tion with cattle.

cracker, n., a thin brittle biscuit.

creeper, n., a small North Ameri-
can bird.

cultivator, n., a machine used in

cultivating standing crops.
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darkey, n. (eolloq.), a negro.
deadhead, n., one who receives

gratis any service or accommoda-
tion for which the general public
must pay.

diamond, in the game of baseball,
the infield.

divide, n., a ridge of higher land
which separates one drainage
basin from another.

dogwood, n., a North American
tree, with conspicuous white
bloom in the spring.

double-header, n., a railroad train
drawn by two locomotives :

(colloq.) a double game of base-
ball, i.e., two games for the same
admission fee.

drummer, n. (colloq.), a commer-
cial traveller.

dry-goods, n., textile fabrics.

duplex, n., a house for two
families, one living above the
other.

dutiable, adj., subject to a customs
duty.

egg-plant, n., a plant now exten-
sively cultivated, with large egg-
shaped edible fruit.

exchange, n., a central telephone
office with switches.

fire-water, n., a term applied by
the North American Indians to

intoxicating liquors.
flicker, n., the golden - winged

wood-pecker, common in eastern
North America.

flycatcher, n., the name of several

species of North American birds
which catch insects upon the

wing.
freight, n., goods transported in

railway cars or other public
vehicles ; so freight -car, freight-

train, freight -agent.
fuse, n., a safety -piece in an

electric circuit which melts when
the current is too strong.

3 hobo

garter-snake, n., a harmless
North American snake with long
yellow .stripes.

gasoline (gas'olen), n., a liquid
product of petroleum used for
running gas-engines, etc.

ginger-ale, n., a beverage flavoiired
with ginger and charged with
carbon dioxide.

gobbler, n. (colloq.), a turkey-
cock.

golden-rod, n,, a flowering plant
of the aster family, of which
nearly eighty species are found.

gopher, n., a burrowing North
American rodent.

grackle, n., a North American
blackbird, sometimes called the
crow -blackbird.

grip, n. (colloq.), a common name
for influenza ; also spelled grippe.

grip, n. (colloq.), a valise.

Grit, n., a colloquial name for a
member of the Liberal party in
Canadian politics.

groceteria, n., a grocery in which
the customer serves himself.

grosbeak, n., a North American
bird with a large stout beak.

ground-hog. See WOODCHUOK.

H
ha bitant [Fr.] (h silent, n nasal,

t silent), n., in the province of

Quebec a name applied to a
French-Canadian farmer.

haystack, n., a stack of hay in the

open air.

hepatica (hepat'ica), n., a North
American plant of the crowfoot

family which blooms in very
early spring.

high-falu'tin, n., an American
term for high-flown bombastic

speech.
high-hole, n. (colloq.), a common
name of the flicker or golden -

winged woodpecker ; also called

high-holder.
hike, v. (colloq.), to run or go
away ; to go on a walking tour.

hobo, n. (colloq.), an idle wander'

ing fellow.
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hoodlum, n. (colloq.), a ruffian,

rowdy, or bully.
hoodoo, i\ (colloq)., to bring bad

luck on any person or thing ;

n., one who brings such bad
luck.

huckleberry, n., a small edible

berry, resembling the blueberry.

Indian-corn, n., a common name
of the maize plant.

Indian-file, n., arrangement of

persons in a row, following one
alter another, like Indians on the
war-path.

Indian-summer, n., a period of
warm and pleasant weather late
in autumn.

indigo-bird, n., a very common
North American bird of the
finch family, with plumage of
brilliant indigo -blue, and having
a pleasant song.

insulin, n., a potent extract, dis-
covered by Banting, used in the
treatment of diabetes.

jitney, n., an automobile used for

carrying passengers at a small
fare over established routes.

johnny-cake, /<., a flat cake made
of Indian-corn meal.

junco, n., a North American finch
which often winters in Canada.

khaki (ka'ke), n., a drab -coloured
cloth used especially for soldiers'

uniforms.
kimono (kimd'no), n., a loose robe

tied with a sash, the chief outer
garment in Japan.

king-bird, n., a North American
flycatcher, blackish above and
white below, often called bee-
bird or bee -martin.

kinglet, n., a small North Ameri-
can bird, as, the golden -crowned
kinglet.

lady's-slipper, n., a common wild
North American flower of the
orchid genus ; sometimes called
moccasin flower.

landslide, n., the slipping of a
mass of land from a higher to a
lower level.

lobby, v. t to strive to influence the
action of a legislative body by
personal canvass.

locust, n., a North American tree.

logging, n., the business of felling
timber and getting out logs.

log-rolling, n., a joining together
of persons to aid one another's
schemes.

M
manicure (mdn'ikur), v., to care

for the nails, hands, etc. ;

n., manicurist, one who makes
a business of caring for the hands
and nails of others.

meadow-lark, n., a well-known
North American bird.

milkweed, n., a common weed,
so called from its milky juice.

monkey-wrench, n., a wrench
having a movable jaw for grasp-
ing a nut, bolt, or the like.

mooted, adj., proposed, suggested.
morning-glory, n., a twining plant

with funnel-shaped flowers of
various colours.

movies, n. pi. (colloq.), short for

moving pictures, or motion
pictures.

mullein, n., a tall stout weed.
muskeg, n. [North American

Indian], a rocky basin filled with
successive deposits of moss,
leaves, and the like ; a kind of

bog.
muskrat, n., a common North
American fur -bearing water-rat.

muss, v.t. (colloq.), to put into a
confused condition ; n., a dis-

orderly condition.

N
newsdealer, n., a dealer in news-

papers and other periodicals.
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nickel, w. (colloq.), a United States
five -cent piece.

night-letter, n., a telegram sent
late at night at a reduced rate.

nut-hatch, n., a common North
American bird of several species.

orangeade, n., a beverage made
of orange juice, sugar, and water.

ouch! an exclamation indicating
a slight pain or twinge.

oven-bird, n., an American war-
bler, the golden -crowned thrush.

pale-face, n., a name supposed to
have been applied to whites by
the American Indians.

parlour-ear, n. t a railway car
luxuriously fitted up with revolv-
ing seats.

peanut, n., the fruit of a trailing
plant of the bean family.

pewee, n., a North American fly-

catcher, so called from its note.

phoebe, n., a North American fly-
catcher of the pcwee species, fond
of building its nest under bridges.

pianola (pe'anola), n., a portable
cabinet -like piano -playing attach -

ment, with a mechanism for

striking the keys of the piano
before which it is placed.

picayune (pikayuri), adj., of

slight value ; contemptible.
pipe-of-peace, n., a pipe smoked

by North American Indians in

token of amity.
pitcher, n., in baseball, the player
who delivers the ball to the bats-
man.

poison-ivy, n., a poisonoiis North
American climbing shrub.

pop-corn, n., any kind of Indian
corn that contains sufficient oil

to cause explosion in roasting.

potato-bug, n., the Colorado
potato -beetle, now common all

over North America.
pow-wow, n., a meeting or con-

ference with much talk but little

result, formerly applied to an
Indian council.

5 shirt-waist

probe, n. (colloq.), a thorough
search or examination into any-
thing.

pulpwood, n., wood such as
spruce, poplar, etc., which sup-
plies pulp for the making of
paper.

push, n. (colloq.), energy, force.

radio, n., a term popularly applied
to radio telephony, and particu-
larly to radio broadcasting. The
transmission is accomplished by
the radiation in all directions

through space of the ether waves
carrying the message. ^

peal-estate, n., land, including
whatever is made part of it by
nature or by man, as houses,
trees, etc.

redstart, n., a small North
American fly-catching warbler,
having a red tail.

roorback, n., a lie or fictitious

report circulated for political

purposes, as before an election.

rubbers, n. pi. (colloq.), a term
applied in the United States
to india-rubber overshoes.

sachem (sd'chem), n., a chief of a
tribe of American Indians.

sapsuckep, n., a small black-and-
white woodpecker common in

North America.
savoury, n., a hardy annual aro-

matic herb of the mint family.
scantling, n., a piece of timber

less than five inches in breadth
and thickness, used for stud-

ding, etc.

score, v.t., to censure.

scow, n., a boat with flat, bottom
and square ends.

shack, n., in North America, a
rude cabin ; a tumble-down
house ; a shanty.

shad, n., a fish of the herring

family much used for food.

shirt-waist, n., a garment cover-

ing the body from the neck to

the waist, worn by women and
children ; a blouse.
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shrike, n., a bird having a strong
hooked bill ; also called butcher-
bird.

Sioux (soo), n., a tribe of North
American Indians, formerly very
warlike.

skedaddle, v., to run away.
sled, n., a small sledge or sleigh for

coasting and other winter sports.
sleeper, n. (colloq.), a railway

sleeping -car.

smoker, n. (colloq.), an evening
entertainment for men at which
smoking is permitted.

smoker, n., a smoking-car.
snapdragon, n., a plant with large
showy flowers.

snowball, n., the snowball -bush,
bearing clusters of white bell-

shaped flowers.

snow-bird, n., a name of the snow -

bunting ; also a name for the
junco.

sour-crout, n., same as sauer-
kraut, cabbage cut fine, salted,
and allowed to ferment under
pressure.

splurge, n. (colloq.), an ostenta-
tious display.

stand-pipe, n., a tower -like pipe
at a reservoir or other source of
water.

stem-winder, n., a watch that is

wound by turning a button at
the end of the stem.

sterilize, v.t., to destroy bacteria
in water, milk, etc.

stoop, n. (colloq.), in the United
States, an uncovered platform in
front of a house ; a veranda.

street-car, n., a car on a street-

railway.
stump, n., a place from which a

political harangue is delivered ;

in early days, a tree -stump.
Stunt, n. (colloq.), a feat hard to

perform.
sucker, n., a North American

fresh -water fish.

sucker, n. (colloq.), one easily
gulled.

suit-case, n., a case or receptacle
for carrying clothes, in the hand
or otherwise.

sumac, n., a straggling bush
common in Canada and the
United States.

sun-room, n., a room in a modern.
house which has many windows
to let in the sunlight.

suspenders, n. pL, straps passing
over the shoulders to support
the trousers-; braces.

sweater, n., an outside garment
used by persons engaged in
athletic sports.

sweets, n. pi., confectionery ;

sweetmeats ; candy.

tab, n. (colloq.), a reckoning ; a

tally, as, to keep tab.

taffy, n., a sweetmeat, made of
brown sugar or molasses ; (col-

loq.), sweet words, flattery. See
TOFFEE.

tamarack, n., the American or
black larch.

tanager, n., a North American
bird of a brilliant scarlet.

tenderfoot, n., one not yet hard
ened to the life of the plains or
the mining -camp.

tenderloin, n., the tenderest part
of a loin of beef or pork.

thrasher, n., a North American
bird ; the mocking or brown
thrush, with a lively pleasant
song.

toboggan, n., a low flat sled used
for coasting down snow-covered
slides.

towhee (to-hwe'), n., a North
American bird ; also called che-
wink.

trillium, n., a low perennial herb
common in the woodlands of

North America ; also called
wake -robin.

trolley, n., a grooved pulley sliding
in contact with a live electric

wire ; an electric car.

tundra [Russian], n., a rolling

marshy plain, the surface covered
with arctic mosses and other

plants.

typewriter, n., a machine for

writing by means of type ; an
operator of such a machine.

typist, n., another name for the

operator of a typewriting ma-
chine.

:
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underbrush, .., shrubs,
trees, and the like, in a wood or
forest, growing under the larger
trees.

vacuum-cleaner, ?>., a machine
for sucking up dirt from carpets,
floors, etc.

veery, n., a common North
American bird of the thrush
family ; the tawny or Wilson's
thrush.

vireo, n., the name of several
varieties of North American
singing -birds.

vitamines (vWamiw), n.pl., sub-
stances found in foods which
scientists claim are most essen-
tial to body building, found
especially in carbon foods siich
as fresh vegetables, butter, fruit,
etc.

voyageur [Fr.], n., in Canada a
term applied to one employed by
the fur companies for carrying
goods and supplies by river and
across land to and from distant
stations.

W
Seewake-robin, n., a wild flower.

TRILLIUM.
warden, n., the chief officer in

charge of a prison ; the chief
executive of a county or a

township ; au official in a church,
as churchwarden.

627 yellow-bird

waste-basket, n., a basket for
holding scraps and other wasted
things.

waxwing, n., a common North
American bird, so called because
some of its wing feathers are
tipped with horny appendages
resembling red or yellow wax ;

another name for the cedar -

bird.

wheat-pit, n., that part of the floor
of an exchange where wheat is

bought and sold.

whip-poor-will, n., a small North
American bird, remarkable for its

reiterated nocturnal cry, which
its name closely imitates.

whole-souled, adj., thoroughly
imbued with a noble spirit.

wildcat, n., the common North
American lynx ; adj., unsound,
worthless, unsafe.

wintergreen, n., a small herba-
ceous evergreen plant, with stems
creeping on or beneath the sur-
face of the ground.

woodchuck, n., a North American
rodent which burrows extensively
and is destructive to crops ; the
ground -hog.

wood-pulp, n., wood -fibre reduced
to a pulp, used in making
paper.

wood-thrush, n., one of the most
famous of North American song
birds.

yellow-bird, n., a common name
for the North American yellow
warbler.
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